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PREFACE.

The Author having been for several years Supenntendant of the IToiioiTrableEast-TiuliaCoinprtny's

Botanic Garden^ at Saharunpore, in 30"" of N. latitude^ and near the foot of the ITimnlnyas, had, neces-

sarily, great advantages in acquiring a knowledge of the Bi>tnny and otlier branches of the Natural

History of that little-known portion of the British dominions in India. These opportunities he was not

disposed, either by duty or inclination, to neglect. Therefore, (as described in the Introductory Obser-

vations, where the sources of information are detailed, pp. 1 to 3), with the Plants introduced into

the Botanic Garden, preserved in the Herbarium, or drawn by the Hon. Company's Painters, he

collected specimens of the rocks he met with in his journeys^ made observations on their dip and direc-

tion; preserved the skins of Mammalia, of Birds, and of lleptilcs, with the skeletons of some, and made

a collection of the Insects both of the Plains and Mountains of N. W, India. He also made Meteoro-

logical Observations with the Barometer^ dry and wet Bulb Thermometer, llain-Guage, &c., all of which

have served as bases for the observations in the Introductory Chapters of this Work. But his duties

consisting also of the medical charge of the Station of Saharunpore, including two Hospitals^ and the

European residents, afforded less facility for travelling than was necessary for Natural History investi-

gations.

In making public the materials which had been collected, two courses appeared open to the Author

;

either to treat of the several individual specimens, as objects of Natural History, entering minutely into

their descriptive or distinctive characters, and interesting points of structure ; or as the collections were

brought home, arranged according to the Natural Method of Classification, submitting the whole to the

examination necessary for ascertaining the identity of old, or the certainty of new species ; make use of the

information obtained, for treating generally of the Flora of the Plains and Mountains of India, with

respect to Geographical Distribution. This course has been preferred, as giving the most interesting

and important general results, in consequence of the distribution of Plants being so much connected

with soil and climate, and as leading to a just appreciation of the influence of physical agents on vegeta-

tion, and elucidating those principles which require to be attended to in the culture, both of new, and of

old plants in new situations. This also afforded great facilities in treating of the properties of plants as

connected with structure, and for showing the immense resources of British India, both as regards what-

ever is necessary for the Agriculture, Manufactures, and Internal trade of tlie people, as fur the supply

of a much extended External Commerce. Much attention has also been paid to the Materia Medica of

India, as this formed a principal object of the Author's studies there, and the results of which are

recorded in the MS. work on Materia Medica, alluded to by his friend Mr. James Prinsep, in the Journ.

Asiat, Soc, vol. i. p. 459, 1832, and which he hopes soon to have leisure to publish.

Before concluding, the Author begs to take this opportunity of expressing his grateful thanks to

the several Friends who have assisted him in different parts of this Work. To Mr. De La Beche he is

deeply indebted for the trouble he took in constructing the Geological Sections, from the Author^s notes

and specimens, and which are also useful as indicating the precise localities and elevations at which many

of the Plants were found. To Capt. Cautley his best thanks are due, for the beautiful Drawings of

Himalayan Fossils ; and to Dr. Falconer for recent Geological and Botanical information.

The Author is also much indebted to his Friends, the Rev, Mr. Hope, late President of the Ento-

mological Society ; and to Mr.Ogilby, Secretai'y of the Zoological Society, for having enriched this Work
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Mammalia

Mountains of India, in which he has been much gratified by finding that their observations coincide so

fully with the results which he obtained from investigating the Flora of the same regions.

\

In the Botanical portion of the Work, the Author feels equally indebted to Dr. Robert Brown,

*^' Botanicorum Princeps," for placing in his hands the Herbarium, collected in Kunawur by Mr. Inglis, of

Canton, and for the character of Incarmllea ; to Mr. Bentham, for those of the SilenecB^ Leguminosce^

and BoraginecB ; also for describing, in his own works, the LahiatcB and ScrophularinecE ; to Pro-

fessor Nees ^ow Esenbeck, of Breslau, for the kindness with which he has arranged and described the

new Genera and Species of Graminece and CyperacecB. The Author much regrets that want of space

has compelled him to omit the characters of the former, which he has therefore made over to the Linnean

Society. To Professor De CandoUe, of Geneva, for examining and naming the Synantherece^ and for

the description of them published in his " Prodromus ;"*" to Sir W. J. Hooker, for naming the Mosses.

To Professor Don, also, the Author feels much obliged, for assistance in comparing his collection with
4

the East-Indian and other Herbaria, deposited in the Museum of the Linnean Society, and for his account

of the Genus Ranunculus^ of Gentianece^ and the specific characters of the Smilacece and TulipacecE

figured. To Professor Lindley, for his Notes upon some of the Himalayan UmhellifercE^ as we]l as for

examining the Orckidece of his Collection, and for the valuable advice he has received from him respecting

every department of the Work.

As the Work contains so much of Detail, combined with General Views, it would have been compara-

tively useless without easy means of reference. This has been supplied by the Analytical Table of Con-

I his Wife

Alpl

by Drs. Roxburgh and Wallich

referred to by Herbarium

Marti

Author's Herba the

March

The Author has to express his extreme regret, for the very long delay which has taken place in

the appearance of the latter part of the Work. As this proceeded from his accepting the Professorship

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in King's College, and thus finding it impossible to give the Work
the exclusive degree of attention which it required, and had hitherto received, he hopes that the delay,

will be excused, as he found it was the only way in which he could do justice to the task he had under-

taken. This has, however, given him the satisfaction of seeing many of the suggestions which he has

made, carried out in India. He has also to apologize for the Work not being completed in Ten
Numbers ; but if the Details, together with the General Views which have been entered into, be consi-

dered, as well as the constant comparisons made between the Flora of the Mountains and of the Plains of

India with that of other parts of the world, and also the application of the results to the probable

means of improving the resources of India, it will probably be readily admitted, that it was not possible

to calculate the exact quantity of letter-press into which the information might be compressed.

In conclusion, the Author must express his conviction of the skill which Mr. Gauci has displayed

in the representations of the Plants figured, and in which he has been well seconded, first by Mr. Clarke,
_

I-

and latterly by Mr. Barclay in the Colouring. He considers it also but justice to the Publishers, Messrs.

Allen and Co., to state, that they have in every instance acceded very liberally to the suggestions of the

Author, for whatever was considered to be of advantage to the Work.
A
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rCamphorof Borneo. Wood
\ oil, &c.
fTEA. Proposed cultivation of in

Himalayas, and probability of
I success. Country and species;

^ soil, climate and vegetation of

I
Tea districts, and culture in

I China. CompaTison of Hima-
U layan with Chinese Botany.

Orange, Lemon, &c., natives

of India.

/Plants yielding Gamboge
LMangosteen.

Himalayan Maples.

fHorse chestnut of Hima-
\ layas.

(Lichee. Longan.
Berrj',

Soap

{Toon. Chikrassee. Satin

wood. Rohuna bark.

Neem tree-

Native country of Grape
ine.

fNote respecting lebakh of

< the Arabians, and Persea

I of the Ancients.

fBucku Plants from C.G.H.
\ into India.

Faghureh of Avicenna
rComparison of the Indian

I with the Egyptian and
' African Flora.

Of the Himalayan Flora

with the Altaian.

Turkey berries, substitutes

for.

Lotus of the Ancients.

fAgallochum of the Anci

\ ents. Eagle Wood.
Bdellium. Olibanum.
Myrrh tree.

Ben nuts and oil.
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220.
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38. fig. 2. Cerasus cornuta.
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45. fig.l. Conocarpus latifolia.
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/43. fig.l. Circcea cordata.

1, 2. Epilobium Jaxum.
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62.6. 63.47.236.

253.125.237.78.

94.157.37.116.
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217
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/44. fig.l. Lythrum Cashmeria

\. num.

44. fig. 2. Myricaria bracteata.

45. fig. 2. Sonerila tenera.

13331.66.65
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216

218

f46. fig.l. Philadelphus tomen
s tosus.

L 2. Deutzia corymbosa.

283.

» • # • « 9

220 22]

7 221 221 221

2 221

16 222

221 221

221?

221 222f

222 222 222

2 .223 223 223

1 223 i223 223

3 225 225

220
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47. fig. 1. Cucumis pubescens.

2. C • pseudo-Co-
locynthis.

3. C Hardwickii.

217.218,

S«« •««

223?

222

223

48. fig.l. Sedum linearifolium,

2.

295 225

3. S
azureum.
coccineum.

fl*«

• •ft

••• • •• • « ft • ••

297.

234. 228.

143.181.

173.189.

240.251.88

T.23.

191.

108.161

133.

T.U.

166.167.

Leguminous cultivation of

the plains of India and of

the Himalayas.

Almondj Peach, Nectarine,

Plum, Apricot, Cherry,
Quince, Pear, Apple.

Pomegranate.

Myrobolans.

Singhara, an article of diet

Arabian Manna.

( Cultivation of Cloves, Ah-
\ spice, Kayapootee.
Edible Cucumbers, Melons,
&c. in India and in Cash-
mere. Colocynth.

Sources of Soda*
4

/Cochineal, cultivation of

\ in India.

Currants and Gooseberries.
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53. fig. 2. Lonicera bractcata
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Notes upon Ilimal. Umbel-
lifers by Dr. Lindlcy.
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O.JO 53. fig.l. Koliautia coccinea
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Red Dy«.
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("62. fig.l. CampannlaCashmeriana
2. Codonopsis rotundifolia
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1 79. fig. 1
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Thibaudia variegata

Gaylusacia serrata
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Cultivation in India of the

true Cinchonas, of Coffpe,

and of Ipecacuanha.

/ Spikenard of the AncIenU.
l,Jatamansi of Hindoos.

Artichoke.
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Succory.
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63. fig.l. Andromeda fastigiata
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Macer of the Greeks, 260.
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1 75.T. 25.
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274.275.

229.

77-291,4.5.280. 272. 49.146. T.7.

Ebony of Commerce, 262.

fBassias yield timber, oi!,

J and spirit.

Butter or Ghee-tree of AU
morahj 263^

Cultivation of the Olive in

India.

/OIeander,269.Caoutchouc,

\. 270. Nux Vomica, 271.

I
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73. fig. 2. Lantana dubia.

74. Eremostachys superba.
75. fig.l. Phlomis Cashmeriana.

S. Salvia hiaris.

73. hg. L Myosotis moltkioides.
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69. fig.l.
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Cyanantlius lobata.

C integra.
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P obtusifolia

P purpurea
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aromaticus of Ancients.
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Tobacco, History, Climate,
Cultivation of in India.
Henbane supplied to Me-
dical Depots.

Sesamum, or Til Oil.
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80, fig.l. Begonia ecbinata.

r78. fig.l. Rheum spicit'ornne-

78 or 99. Rheum Webbianum
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80.

80.
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2. Polygonum vaccinifo-

Jium,

3. P — Brunonis

43.75.155.171.

206.

T.31.32,1,2,33.

34,

Teak tree.

f Fragrant herbs of Ancients
I Some in Himalayas.

J
Boraginea; Royleanete, by

i G. Bentham, Esq.
LAlkanet, substitutes for.

I

Scammony and Jalap, cul-
tivation of in India and
Himalayas.

J
Analogy of Belts of eleva

J

tion, with Zones of lati-

L tude*

97

Tspagool like psyllium.
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2
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81, fig. 2. Daphne mucronata.
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81. fig.l. Elaeagnus parvifolia.

103,

2

324 324 324 324 324 325
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« • •

82. fig.l

2,

4
4.

• ••

Euphorbia pentagona.

E humilis.

E nana,

E Cashmeriana,

/Country of Rhubarb.
\ Rhubarb from Himalayas.

f Barilla plants, abundance
\ of, in India.

17.18

274.

1.1S7.147.148.

169,170.171.

172-173.168.

176.

Edible species of amaranth.

Paper plant of Nepal.

Sandal-wood of Commerce.

/Fruit of species of Eleag-

X nus.

?

Nutmeg. Mace.
(Cinnamon, Camphor-

Malabathrum of the

ancients,

r Cassava. Caoutchouc.

\ Castor Oil. Tumsol.
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T a work on the Botany and Natural Productions in general of Himalaya

Mountains, any reference to the Climate and Natural History of other parts of India

may by many be considered out of place, but if we are desirous of observing the

changes in animal and vegetable forms dependent on climate, it is necessary, before we
-

proceed to notice the European types found on the declivities of the Himalaya, to

a cursory view of those found at their bases which are characteristic of India.

This, though Involving a consideration of some of the causes which produce a

tak

difference in climate itself, will have advantage of exhibiting that the great

diversity of and climate to be found in the British possessions in India is

capable of supporting almost all the natural productions of every region of the globe.

Though the British possessions do not extend beyond 31° of northern latitude, India,

according to its natural boundaries, stretches from 35° to 22°, with its peninsula

extending to S'' of northern latitude, and from 67
o

to 95° of eastern longitude. Its

extreme length from Cape Comorin to Cashmere is about 2,000 miles, and its greatest
—

h

breadth from the bend of the Burrampooter to the mouths of the Indus must be

arly as great; but from its gular fig th perficial area is not estimated

higher than at 1,280,000 English miles. It bounded on S.W.bythe Ind
w

and on the N.E. by the Himalayan mountains, while the Indian washes its

remaining sides : the whole forming a kind of irregular diamond figure, to which

1

the Equator, while

may

T

the island of Ceylon forms a pendent.

From the southern portions of India approaching so near to
V

,

northern provinces are nearly in the latitude of the southern parts of Europe

form some idea of the great extent of territory, and be prepared to find great diver-

sities of climate, and consequently of the productions of every kingdom of Nature,

from its long extended coasts, washed by a tropical ocean, to the tops of its several

ranges of mountains, among which, as among those of the world, the Himalayas

stand pre-eminent, whether we consider their extent or elevation, their diversity of

climate or of production.

As the form and slope of tl

of the different parts, depends

untry, the direction of the rivers, and the climate

L great measure on the direction and elevation of

the mountain masses well as the soil on their mlneralogical composition, it is

obvious, that before proceeding to other subjects, we should first obtain a general id

of the number and position of the several mountain ranges of India, and this may be

D . conveniently
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conveniently done, by taking them as they naturally form four separate ranges : first,

the Western and secondly the Eastern Ghauts, vrhich run parallel to the Malabar and

Coromandel coasts ; thirdly, the Vindyha range, which runs east and west across the

central part of India; and, fourthly, the Himalayas, which form its north-eastern

boundary.
r

The "Western or Malabar Ghauts extend nearly north and south from Candeish to

Cape Comorin, or from 21° to 8°, and form a nearly unbroken chain, except at the

chasm, nearly sixteen miles in breadth, which opens into the valley of Coimbatore,

and through which the river Poonyani escapes into the sea.

'

_
The western face of this range is much more abrupt than its eastern, and its northern

parts less elevated than the southern, as the former seldom exceeds three thousand feet

m height. Between 17* and 18°, the Mahabuleshwur Hills, giving origin to the different

sources of the Krishna, and resorted to by invalids from Bombay, form a table-land of

nearly five thousand feet; but between 10° and 15° N. there are peaks of granite
> T

which rise to five and six thousand feet. Mr. Babington, indeed, describes Bonasson

Hill as being seven thousand feet above the sea; and Dr. Young, in his recent description

of the Neelgherries, assigns eight thousand seven hundred feet as the height of the peak of

Dodapet, situated between 11° and 12° N. latitude. ' It is at these hills, as Mr. Calder

remarks, that the junction of the Malabar and Coromandel ranges takes place ; for

here the Neelgherries or Blue Mountains *' rise into the loftiest summits of the Penin-
*-»

** sula, and form the southern boundary of the great table-land, and the northern
''^

,v

*' boundary of the remarkable valley of Coimbatore':" from' the opposite side of which,
J

' -

the continuation of the united chains proceeds in one central range to the southern

extremity of the Peninsula, with a gradually diminishing elevation*.' ^^ v^
r

The Eastern or Coromandel Ghauts, less elevated and less continuous than the
r

Western, from which all the rivers flow towards and through them, are at the same

time more rugged and barren. ^- Tiiey may be said to diverge into a separate chain from
*

. .

the Neelgherries, and to proceed northwards and eastwards, " breaking into a succession

** of parallel ranges, and, after branching off into subordinate hilly ranges, occupying a

*' wide tract of unexplored country, and affording vallies for the passage of great rivers •

'^ this eastern range may be said to terminate at the same latitude as that of the com-

*' mencement of the western." Their elevation about the latitude of Madras, which is

the highest part, is estimated at three thousand feet.
*4 rf--Tw* r V 1* /x t^.o ^ r|i'fc4vr% «L /r>^ f f-^l ^-^v/- f

ll.

These two ranges support between them a great extenfof elevated table-land, of which

the climate and productions differ from the 'belts of low land which intervene between

the sea and the bases of these mountains. The rise of this table-land is on the west very

abrupt, but its declension to the eastward is so gradual by a succession of distant

terraces, so as not to appear remarkable. Like the mountains by which it is supported.
-^ <

the elevation of this table-land increases from north to south, being in Aurungabad
• '

the Dukhun about eighteen hundred feet above the level of the sea, while many parts

of Mysore attain an elevation of from two thousand five hundred to three thousand feet,

and
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.and .the.tSLbl^-landof the Neelghernes Js^^ about seyeil thousand feet, 'whence the

untry declines towards .Ct^nib.
- t

Colonel Sykes informs us, the

Dukhun, on the top of. the Ghauts, there, are ^u^)erQus ,spurs or ranges of mountains

extendino- to the E. and S.E., the vallies between >vhich are either narrow, tortuous.

and fisSure-like^ or wide d fl This observation will apply g»

table-land in general; which Is father undulating than flat, anrt'covered with nume

rous' smaller ranges of hills. t J*. vd I:dfDjrJLiiii . /
r ,f^ e

^ J J i

F
J -»

-/

'

. This tablcrJand, accessible Jrom^tke coast.by various passes,' is by the natives called

BalagkaiUp .oz.,couiLiiry abfiye. the,Ghauts, and the-lpwlands, Paijin-ghaut, or country

•below th^^ Ghauts. ;i.This . loAvjcountry, stretghing an^ gradually declining froin the

Ghauts to the sea, is in the Concan thirty-five miles in breadth, intersected, by ravines,

which are traversed by small Streams ; in Canara the Ghauts approach within a few

miles of the sea. In South Malabar the coast is low, much broken, and, like that of

JTravandore, "distinguished by the peculiarity of being intersected by long narrow inlets

of the sea, which run parallel with the coast, sometimes at the distance of a few hundred

yardsr-at_otJiers of three J^x/our miles,, into,which th^jijim^ mountain streams flow,

and with which the se^a comniunicates by six shallow openings, of which the only one

navigable for ships, is that on the south bank of which Cochin is situated. By this

backwater a system of inland navigation is carried on, which is always safe, and, by

•artificially connecting approximating inlets, has been extended to nearly three hundred

miles. The breadth varies from twelve and fourteen miles to two hundred yards, and
%_^

the depth from' many fathoms to a few feet In other pa here there are none

i

' of these salt inlets, the lowlands on the sea coast within the downs are overflowed,

' and the fresh water stagnates and evaporates."

On the eastern coast of the Peninsula, jthe Carnatic presents a long strip of low land,

and the plains of the Coromandel coast form a broad, though unequal belt between the

mountains and the sea. The soil is in most places described as being composed of either

sand or gravel ; in others of the debris of granite and trap-rocks, and the alluvial deposits

.of all the rivers which descend from the table-land, .some of them* conveying much
decayed vegetable matter from the extensive forests through which they flow.' Parts of

the Carnatic and Coromandel coasts are described as being composed of plains of marine

sand, in which remains of oysters and cockles are found ; but these may have been of

very recent origin, as the whole coast may formerly have been overflowed, as Cuttack is

the present day, whenever a great storm occurs, as was the case in May and

again on the 31st of Oct. 1831, when the inundation extended from Kedgeree to

Cuttack, but its greatest fury was spent in the Midnap distri

\

and on the

unfort coasts of K Hidgelee, and Balasore. The large bunds (embank-

ments) of those coasts, behind which a numerous population slept in fancied secuilty,

were suddenly overwhelmed by a tremendous wave, which swept away with resistless

in the native villao-es. at the same timeforce every house and every article of property

destroying the rice crops, all the cattle of an

b2
extensive of country, and a large

portion
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portion of the inhabitants. (Vide Mr. G. A. Prinsep's Work oh Saugur Island.) These

tremendous storms were repeated in October 1832 and in May 1833, the last more

severe than any of the former, when ships were left stranded on dry land, the whole

country covered with water, and the wretched inhabitants, who had escaped drowning,

were in danger of dying not only of hunger, but excessive thirst. (Vide Calcutta Courier,

5th May 1833.) The tract extending between the sea and mountains in Orissa or

Cuttack, is a plain level country, undisturbed by a single elevation ; near the sea-shore,

marshy and woody; having much resemblance to the sunderhuns (or Delta of the Ganges)

in its swamps and marshes, innumerable winding streams, dense jungles, and noxious

vapours. The Chilka lake on this coast, is supposed to have been formed by an inun-

dation of the sea.

The third great range of Indian mountains is the Yindyha or Central Zone : of this it

is difficult to assign the length, breadth, or thickness, as the geography of Central India

is but imperfectly known. But if the map of India be examined, it will be observed,

that the Ganges and Jumna, after their junction at Allahabad, take an easterly course,

though they had previously descended in a south-easterly direction. This deflection is

caused by the extension of the Sandstone-hills to Mirzapore and Chunar, and maintained

by the projection of the central mass at Monghir and Rajmahl. From this it crosses the

whole continent of India, in its broadest part from east to west, terininating in the

mountainous country of Guzerat. By Mr. Calder it has been considered as uniting

" the northern extremities of the two great ranges already described, which terminate

nearly in the same parallel of latitude, forming as it were the base of the triangle that
t-

elevates the table-land of the Peninsula. This range has numerous divisions, and a

multitude of names, almost every district giving a change of denomination : but to the

eye of the geologist, who considers things on an extended scale, there is a parallelism

in the different parts, and a general connection and dependence on the central range

;

the substrata prove this fact, for in every case they preserve that parallelism." The

Chandore and Gawilgurh ranges, running east and west between 20° and 2 1"' of latitude,

form the' separation between the streams which flow towards the Bay of Bengal, and

those which flow towards the Gulf of Cambay. They are elevated about three

thousand feet, and the descent from both is rapid on the north towards the Poorna and

Tapty rivers. The Satpoora range divides the latter river from the Nerbuddah, both

flowing in a parallel direction tov^ards the west. On the north of the Nerbuddah, the
r

Mandoo or proper Vindhya range rises abruptly, and supports the elevated table-land of

Malwa, "which is elevated about fwo thousand feet in the southern parts, declining

gradually towards the north. Shaizghur, the highest point of the range, is said to be

elevated two thousand six hundred and twenty-eight feet above the sea ; but, though

little explored, the high country around Omerkuntuc, in lat. 28* and long. 82", must be

supposed to be the most elevated tract of country, as such rivers as the Nerbuddah and

Sohe flow from it, the one to the west, and the other to the east, arid others to the south.

Numerous ramifications being given off* from this central range, the whole of the country

to
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to the northward is of a hilly nature, including much table-land in Malw'a, Rajast'han

and Bundlecund, where the soil is rich and the climate mild. The country declines

generally towards the north, and also towards the east, so that the rivers descending

from the crests of the Vindhya range take at first a northerly course/and winding round

the different elevations, or taking advantage of chasms in the table-land, proceed

subsequently in an easterly direction to fall into the Jumna, The Aravalli range, for a

knowledge of which we are indebted to the zealous researches of Colonel Tod, the

able author of the Annals of Rajast'han, has sometimes been considered a prolongation

of the Eastern Ghauts, and at others a ramification of the Vindhya range, with which it

is connected towards Champanair. From the latitude of 24", or near the insulated

Mount Aboo, elevated five thousand feet, and which overtops them by fifteen hundred

feet, the Aravalli Mountains run in a north-easterly direction, gradually diminishing in

height, until reduced to low rocky hills in lat. 28}'^; in the neighbourhood of Delhi

they reach the Jumna, and cause it to deflect from .the south-westerly course, with

which, like the Ganges, it had descended from the Himalayas, and take a south-easterly

direction to reach the Bay of Bengal, Instead of, as its original course would have carried

it, totheGulfofCutch.

Westward of the Jumna and the Aravalli range the country is flat, with but few hills,

and gradually declining towards the valley of the Indus. • The soil is sandy, and

covered with saline efflorescence ; the water brackish, and far below the surface, so

that the wells are from one to three hundred feet in depth. The " Sand-hills of the

desert" are soon reached, but the most interesting object in this arid region, as observed

by Colonel Tod, *' is the salt river, the Looni, with its many arras falling from theAravalli

to enrich the best portion of the principality of Jodpoor, and distinctly marking that

line of ever-shifting sand, termed, in Hindu geography, MaroosthuU, corrupted to

Marwar. The Looni, after a course of inore than three hundred miles, terminates

in the great salt marsh called the Rin, which is one hundred and fifty miles in length

and about seventy in breadth." This Colonel Tod considers as having been formed by the

deposits of the tooni, and the equally-saturated saline deposits from the southern desert

of Dhat. By Dr. Govan, it is described as a dead flat, hardly elevated above the level

of the sea, and compared to an arm of the ocean from which the water had receded, as

it is covered with saline incrustations and marine exuviae.
1

Besides this saline efflor^cerice and brackish water, this tract of country is remarkable

for containing many salt lakes, which, by evaporation during the heats ofsummer, yield

a tolerably pure muriate of soda, which is much' used in the upper provinces. Many
alkaline plants are also produced, which, when burnt, yield an impure carbonate of

soda, exported in large quantities into the more populous districts of Hindoosthan.

Small oases and large towns are found in many parts of this desert, which is traversed in

every direction, as we learn from Mr. Elphinstone and Colonel Tod. The northern parts

f the tract westward of the Jumna must be excepted from the character o^ bar

as
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as Hurriana is celebrated for its pasturage grasses, and for the herds ofcattle which it

supports. The Seik country also is very fertile. : :
"

.

^ ; ,

The elevated land of Central India having on the N.W. the desert, is separated on the

N.E. from the Himalayas by the alluvial plains of. the great Gangetic valley. The

valley ofthe Indus, stretching from the ocean to the foot of the Himalaya, must evidently^

from,the slowwinding course of the river, be a very gradual slope. Its] eastern apex

approaches the western bank of the Jumna*, as the streams . on that side, even in the

vicinity of that river, flow towards the Indus, instead of into'the Gangetic valley: Though

the' points where the Sutlej and Jumna rivers emerge from the hills are' separated about

eighty miles', the separating line" of the two vallies is within twenty miles of the latter,

or just beyond the sources of the Sombe, which is known to flow across the direction of

the Delhi canal. / \.
" ;^^. "

.
•.: ' > -ro"""

'"
' ^ 'j

.

The great Gangetic valley stretches along the foot of the Himalaya for about twelve

hundred miles, parallel to the mountain range, from this point to the ocean, in the

Bay of Bengal, varying in. breadth from eighty to two hundred miles, being at least

the latter at Agra, and not more than the former at Monghir, while near Delhi it is

about one hundred miles ; the contraction at both places being evidently caused by the

projection of ra'mifications from the g'reat central mountain mass of India. The elevation

of this great plain or alluvial valley, varies in different parts from the level of the sea to

at least one thousand feet near Saharunpore, which is within nine miles of the eastern

bank of the Jumna, but so gradual is the slope, that the Ganges is every where a slow

and. winding river; and if perpendiculars be "raised at the latitudes of Saharunpore,

Delhi, Benares, and Calcutta, and the ascertaine'd heights one thousand, eight hundred.

three hundred and twenty-eight, and fifty feet of these places be laid off on them,

ht line will nearly pass through all the points. '

The four great systems of mountains, which, according to Humboldt, cover the surface

of Central Asia, are—^^Ist. The Altai ; 2d. The Thian Chan ; 3d. TheKuenlun; and
I

4th. The Himalayas'; which are the most southern and western, forming the north-

eastern boundary of Hindoosthan, and extending in a N.E. and S.W. direction from

between Cashmere and Fyzabad, where they join the Kuenlun to Bootan, or from 35

to 24° of latitude, and from long. 75° to long. 90° E. ; beyond this they extend through

much unknown country, but may be supposed dividing into two branches, one forming

the N.E. boundary of Assam, Ava, and terminating in the Malayan Peninsula ; the

other penetrating to the Chinese province of Yunan, oppo'site to which the island of

Formosa maybe considered the termination of the chain. The first portion is that only

of which any part of the Natural History will be illustrated in the present work.

Beyond Cashmere, and to the westward of the Belor range, the united chains of the

Himalaya and Kuenlun form the range of the Hindoo-kho, which Humboldt regards as

a continuation of the Kuenlun, though it is generally considered a prolongation of the

Himalaya. In this case the latter would form a range extending nearly from the Line

to
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to 45° of latitude, and over 73" of longitude. But the recent journey of Lieut. Burnes

and Dr. Gerard across the Hindoo-kho, between Caubul and Balkh, has shown, that in

their rounded nature and secondary formations they resemble rather the mountains to

the northward of Kunawur, than the primary-structured Indian Himalaya.
w

The Himalaya, Himmaleh, Ilimachal
-

Snowy Mounta arkable for their

extent, are not less so for their elevation, seen from Kurnaul near N. lat. 30°, or from

Patna 5° more to the southward, and from both at a distance of about 150 miles, these

stupendous mountains present over 1 5
J" of longitude a long line of snow-white pin-

nacles, which, on a nearer approach, are seen towering above the dark line of lower,

but still lofty mountains. Those which are seen at the greatest distance, being situated

within the Chinese boundaries, "and only approachable through the territories of Nepal,

still remain unexamined, as the Goorkhas have adopted the Chinese policy of excluding

all strangers from their kingdoms . Dhawalagiri, or the White Mountain, supposed to

be situated near the sources of the Ghunduc river, in its early course called Salagrami,

from many of the stones containing remains ofAmmonites, is stated by Mr. Colebrooke,

on a mean of the two nearest observations, to be elevated (allowing \ for refraction)
'It

a- _126,4G2 above Gorukhpore, or 26,862 above the level of the sea; but (allowin

for refraction) 27,551, and from the mean of three observations, and with middle refrac-

tion, the whole height is more than 28,000 feet above the level of the sea. Chamalari,

near which, after traversing Bootan, and crossing the frontier of Tibet, Captain Turner

and Mr. Saunders passed on their journey to Teshoo Loomboo, is the same mountain,

in their opinion, which is seen from Purnea, Rajmahl, and other places in Bengal, the

most remote of which is distant not less than 232 English miles. This, as Mr. Cole-

brooke states, requires an elevation exceeding 28,000 feet to be barely discernible at

so great a distance in the mean state of the atmosphere, though much less elevation

may suffice, under circumstances of extraordinary refraction, Mf. Moorcroft was of

opmion, that some of the peaks which he saw on his journey to Lake Manasarowur

were elevated at least 30,000 feet: one of the surveyors in Kunawur, from the angles

of altitude which he obtained from the crest of a pass elevated 15,000 hQt, thought

some of the peaks he saw to the northward could not be less than 29,000 feet, and

more recently Dr. Gerard, from some observations at great barometrically-ascertained

heights, inferred that some snowy peaks which he also saw to

not be less than feet above the level of ocean.

to the northward could

These latter are only

mentioned in conjunction with the former, as indicating the probability of the highest

pinnacles being still to be ascertained in the Kailas portion of the great Himalayan

range. ; .

Fortunately we do not depend upon these approximations only for a true estimate of

the height of Himalay peaks These mountains have bee so efully and

scientifically surveyed fi'om the Sutlej to the Gogra by Captains Hodgson, Webb, and

Herbert, and with a bias apparently to take the lowest rather than the highest results
*'

which their observations gave them, that it would not perhaps be advancing too much

to
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say, that if they err, it is rather on the side of deficiency than of Before

proceeding to give, as cursorily as possible, the results of these observations, it may be

premised that the great mass of snowy peaks of the Indian Himalaya attain their greatest

between th of the Jumna and those of the Kalee or Goarra. and thatG

o

the range declines in elevation to the N.E. towards Cashmere, and also, as far as we have

information, towards the S.E. The passes leading into Cashmere are stated by M.

Jacquemont to be not more than 8,000 or 9,000 feet, and the flanking peaks, judging

fiom what they are in other parts of the Himalaya, cannot exceed this height by more

than 2,000 or 3,000 feet. Dr. Gerard, in his enterprising attempt to reach Ludak by

the mountains which intervene between it and Belaspore, found the passes,

less than he had been accustomed to climb, a little more to the S.E., as, for instance, the

Rotung Pass elevated 13,000 feet, below which the Bias or Hyphasis originates.

The survey of Captains Hodgson and Herbert, comprising the tract of the Himalaya,

included between the Ganges and Sutlej rivers, is more especially interesting, as the

majority of the objects of Natural History, illustrated in the present work, are from the

same tract of country. The survey commenced at Saharunpore, from the house called

Belville, of the late R. Grindall, Esq., Judge and Magistrate of that station, which was
F

found to be elevated 1,013 feet,* and extended to the snowy peaks, which add so much

sublimity to the view on the northward of Saharunpore. A base line of 21,754 feet, or

about four miles, was measured in the DeyraDoon, elevated 2,350 feet, and the first

stations of the small trian^ulation formed on the hills, which rise to 3,286 feet, within five

/

miles of the base line, whence they were extended to such stations as Budraj, elevated

7,510, and Surkunda 9,271 feet, 15| miles in a direct line from Deyra, both on the range

which rises from and forms the boundary of this valley to the N.E. From these points the

principal stations in the survey could be seen within a distance of from twenty to fifty

miles, so that there was little probability of error, with excellent instruments in the

hands of such practised observers in so clear and uniform an atmosphere. From the

result of the survey, it appears that refraction is greater when

the plains, and the mean of all the observations stated to be 1

1119

of the stations

i
but when both

the Hills refraction was found to be 1

1 ti- 8 1
for heights varying from

to 14,000 feet. Although the elevation of the snowy peaks far exceeds the latter height

Captains Hodgson and Herbert say, ** we might safely take a much smaller rate than

yet, to be within the mark, we will content ourselves with that quantity."

The low range of hills frequently separated from the true Himalaya by diluvial

vallies or doons, such as that of Deyra, seldom attains an elevation of more than 3,500

feet, or 2,500 feet above the plains of Northern India. The principal passes across this

1. The second zone of

mountains, extending between these and the snowy range, vary in height from 5,000 to

8,000

range were 2,339 and 2,935 feet before they were cut dow

From my barometrical observations, Mr. JameS Prinsep calculated that my house in the vicinity of the

' Botanic Garden, was as near as possible 1,000 feet,—-V. Journ. Asiatic Society ofBengal^ 1. p. 2.
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8,000 or 9,000 feet. Within this tract is the military station of Sabathoo, elevated

4,200 feet, many hill-forts, and the summer residences of Simla 7,48G, IMussooree

0,700, and Lundour at 7,559 feet of elevation. Many of the mountains, however,

included in it, much exceed the average height, as Surkunda 9,271 feet, rising

immediately above the N.E. angle of the Deyra valley; Kedarkanta, the peak of

the ridge separating the Tense and Jumna rivers, was ascertained geometrically

to be elevated 12,089 feet. Barometrical observations since made by M. Jacqucmont

give the height 12,756 feet. Cliangshill, separating the Pabur and Roopiu rivers,

is 12,871 ; and Uchalaroo, a peak of the ridge which rises between the Jumna

and Bhagirethi rivers, is elevated 14,302 feet, or 2,500 above the limit of forest,

and on which only a few patches of snow remain unmelted in the month of Sep-

tember. Whartoo, connected with the Choor by a ridge which runs southerly,

separating the waters of the Pabur and Tonse from those of the Giree (the only

river of any note which does not originate in the snowy chain), is elevated 10,073

feet. The Choor, " the highest central point in the lower belt of mountains, sending

out ridges, spurs, and ramifications, in every direction," is a conspicuous object from

whatever point it is viewed, and being only 3° 25' 05" to the westward of north, at a

distance of sixty-one miles from the principal station, Saharunpore, in the plains, was

admirably adapted for the second, or northern station. ' Its summit is upwards of 1 1,000

feet higher than the station at Saharunpore, or 12,149 feet above the level of the

sea. The actual station is 10,676 feet higher than that at Beiville. Respecting the

difference of level Colonel Hodgson makes the very interesting remark, that by
r

cotemporary observations with two barometers by Lieutenant Herbert on the Choor,

and himself at Saharunpore, the result was only fifty-two feet less than the true

geometrical height, which Colonel Hodgson is inclined to ascribe to chance; but it

will probably be found another instance of his and Captain Herbert's extreme

accuracy, as the mean of the barometrical observations which I made on the same

spot, approach within sixty-two feet of the geometrical height 1 1 ,689 feet assigned

to the station in the survey. The series of snowy peaks,^ forming what Colonel
a

Hodgson calls the Southern or Hither Himalaya, and which separate the feeders of the

Sutlej from the sources of the various branches of the Koopin, Pabur, andAndrytie, were
r

found to be elevated from 16,982 to 19,512 feet, and the passes M'hich from the river

beds lead between, and are flanked by these peaks, from 15,000 to 16,000 feet. The

three peaks of the mountain standing between the sources of the Roopin and Tonse were

found to vary from 20,501 to 20,688. The Jumnotri Peaks or Bunderpooch Mountains,

whence the Tonse (the largest river), the Jumna and Berai Gunga, have their rise.

^.j from 20,122 to 21,155 feet of elevation. At Jumnotri, or the hot springs of

temperature of 194', near the sources of the Jumna, Colonel Hodgson found the baro-

meter stood at 20*48 inches, which, taking 30*04 inches for the level of the sea, gave

him 10,489 feet as the height of these springs. Subsequent observers have given 10,500

as their elevation, which is a near approximation. The bed of snow which covers the

c stream.
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stream, is here about forty feet, in thickness, the steam from the hot springs melting

excavations are formed early in the season.all the snow which it reaches, dome-like

which have a very striking appearance when seen from within. The snow-bed is
-Oil Ts * ^^*

bounded to the right and left by mural precipices. About 500 yards beyond the sprmgs,

part of the base of the great Jumnotri Mountain begins to rise, and its face, cased ifi

ice and snow, is visible to the height of about 4,000 feet, closing up the defile in which
-•

the Jumna originates, which is seen falling in a shallow rill about three feet wide from

the rock, where this becomes abrupt. The Jumna Is separated' from the iGranges by a

ramification of the Jumnotri cluster of snowy peaks, which was first crossed by Mr. J.

Fraser in 1816; and then by Captains Hodgson and Herbert, at theBam-saroo Pass, ele-

vated 15,447 feet, over deep snow in August 1818 ; lastly by Lieutenant James Stephen,

1 to whom I am indebted for many specimens of the rocks and plants from the neighbour-

hood of this very interesting locality. In tracing the Ganges to its source, the

Bhagirethi branch of this river was found, forming a junction at Bhairo-ghatti, elevated

8,511 feet, with its foaming rival, the Jahnavi. This, the larger stream, by which there

is a pass lo Tibet, has its source to the northward of the ridge, which bounds the

Bhagirethi to the N.E. It forces its way through the Himalaya; about three marches

above Bhairo-ghatti. Beyond the snowy range its course appears to be N. 70° E.,

while that of the Ganges is considerably to the S. of E. above Bhairo-ghatti. It is not

until it reaches Sookhee, that the Ganges, forcing through the snowy peaks within which

it has been produced, assumes a course of about S. 20° W. By barometrical observation,

the elevation of Gungotri, first visited by Mr. J. Fraser in 1816, was ascertained to be

10,319 feet. Beyond this Captains Hodgson and Herbert reached a very extensive

snow-bed, and bivouacked at 11,160 feet of elevation. Next day, ascending the

course of the snow-bed, they reached an elevation of 12,914 feet, and finding a piece

of level ground, a primary base of 319 feet was measured, and with it a longer base of

667-2 feet obtained; the heights of three peaks, St. George, St. Patrick, and the

Pyramid, were then found to be 9,326, 9,471, and 8,052 feet above the station, or 22,240,

22,385, and 20,966, above the level of the sea. Here Colonel Hodgson, justly " struck

with seeing so near these peaks which viewed from the plains of Hindoosthan, inspire

the mind with ideas of their grandeur," exclaims '' how much more must they do so

when the whole bulk, cased in snow from the base to the summit, at once fills the

eye ! It falls to the lot of few to contemplate so magnificent an object as a snow-clad
J

peak rising to the height of upwards of a mile and a half, at the short horizontal distance

of only two and three-quarters miles." Beyond this, or at an elevation of 13,800 feet,

they found the Ganges issuing from under a very low arch, from which great hoary

icicles depended, at the foot of the great snov/-bed, here about 300 feet in thickness.

They still proceeded for some thousand paces up the inclined bed of snow, which seemed

to fill up the hollow between the several peaks which Colonel Hodgson called Mount
Moira and the Four Saints, geometrically ascertained to vary in height from 21,379 to

22,798. On the N.E. of the sources of the Ganges are two peaks, Roodro Himala and

Surga
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Surga Rooer, which are still more elevated, being- 22,390 and 22,906. These approach

the lofty mountains in the neighbourhood of Kedarnath, measured in Captain '\yebb*s

survey.

This survey is not less interesting than the former, embracing the space included

between the Bhagirethi branch of the Ganges on the N.W., and the Kalee river,

which separates the British from the Nepalese territories on the S.E. ; tracing the

sources of the latter river, as well as of the Aluknunda branch of the Ganges, and

extending fi-om the plains of Rohilcund to the snowy passes : the whole embracing

a space of about 10,9G7 square miles, which constitutes the present province of

Kemaon. Proceeding from the plains of Rohilcund, where Captain "Webb ascertained

Pilibhit to be elevated 560 feet; and Casipore, further to the north, on the same

incliiied plane (v. p. x.) 757 feet; the first range, through which there are several

passes, is found elevated 4,300 feet; and the second, or Ghagur range, between
J*

7 and 8,000 feet. In the interior, the mountains are of less height, but the peaks from

8,000 to 9,000 feet in elevation. Serinuggur, the capital, b>eing in a valley, is found

to be not more than 1,708 feet, if ascertained by cotemporaneous observations atPaoree,

but 1,834 feet, if compared with the barometer at Calcutta. Paoree itself is 5,238 feet

from the mean of numerous observations. Hawulbagh is 3,976; Almora 5,400;

Pethoragurh 5,462 ; Lohooghat 5,562. Nearer the snowy peaks we have the temple

at Chundur budunee 7,427 feet if compared with Calcutta, 7,389 if with Paoree (7,666
w

in map.) The temple at Kedarnath is 11,753 ; that of Budrluath 10,294; of Milum

11,682 ; and Pilkonta churhai 12,620 feet.

The mountain masses and snowy peaks have been arranged into several groupes
r

by Mr. Colebrooke, and as this mode will best serve the general purposes of this
-

abstract, they are here enumerated. First, a cluster extending from Kedarnath

to Budrinath' presents six peaks, varying In height from 22,130 to 23,441, and

three contiguous ones from 19,178 to 21,683. Secondly, in a group of still loftier
>

elevation, in the district of Juwahir, four peaks rise from 22,385 to 25,741 feet;
«

the latter, the Juwahir peak, is the highest point in the surveyed portion o( the

mountains. Two contiguous ones on the west are 20,758 and 15,805, and a
*

multitude of positions towards the east have been measured, and found to be from
•i

10,653 to 12,228 feet. In the third group on the westward of the Dhoulee river,

leading to the Darma Dhoulee Pass, the loftiest peak is 22,707 feet high, encompassed

by four others, towering from 18,066 to 21,511. Between this and the Byans Pass,

three peaks were measured, varying in height from 19,171 to 21,222, and two

others nearest to the pass, of which the highest is 22,513. On the S.E. of the

Byans Pass, there is a peak. 19,929, followed by others of less elevation, which lead to

a fifth group of lofty peaks, of which the most elevated is 22,799 feet, followed by others

declining from 22,310 to 20,995. The loftiest of this fifth group is distinctly visible

from Pilibhit, as is the highest of the third cluster, and the southernmost of the second

group. Their heights, as determined from the result of several measures by Captain

c 2 Webb,

t
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Webb, are 22,799 ; 22,707; and 22,385. One of these, as observed by Mr. Colebrooke,

is no doubt the mountain which was observed by Colonel Colebrooke from his stations,

Pilibhit and Jethpur; and the mean of his observations, calculated with an allowance of

of the intercepted arc for terrestrial refraction, gave 22,768.

The loftiest of the second group (No. xiv.), commonly called the Juwahir Peak, was

seen by Captain Webb from Casipore: it is also distinctly visible from Saharunpore, and

had its position, as well as a fewothers, determined by, and afforded unexceptionable means

of joining the two surveys. Captain Webb gives 25,741 as its height, the observed

height of Casipore being 757 feet.* In Colonel Hodgson's survey, 25,749 feet is given

as the height of the same peak ; that of Saharunpore having been ascertained to bei

1,000 feet above the level of the sea.

To the S.E. of this survey there is a considerable tract of unexplored mountainous

country, before we come to Cathmandoo, where Colonel Crawford, in 1802, by careful

observation, ascertained the distances of several selected points from various stations in

Nepal, of which the relative situations were ascertained by a trigonometrical survey,

proceeding from a base of 852J feet, carefully measured four times, and verified by

another base of 1,582 feet, measured twice. The positions of the same mountains were

also settled by observations made in the plains of Behar. The mountain, called

Dhaibun, distant 35^ g. ms. seen under an angle of 5° 4' 21", was found to be

elevated 20,140 above the station from which the angle was taken, and which is itself

more than 4,500 feet above the level of the sea ; another exceeds the elevation of the
r

L

same station by 17,819; another by 20,005; another by 18,662. The height of Gos-

sainthan is marked 24,740 feet in Dr.Wallich's Map. All these are visible from Patna,

the nearest being nearly 170 English miles distant, and the furthest about 226 miles.

Still further to the eastward, the continuation of the Himalayan range, which bounds

Assam on the northward, still presents a long line of snowy peaks. Some in 28° of

N. latitude, and between 92J° and 93"* of E. long, are mentioned in LieutenantWilcox's

Map, as varying in height from 20,720 to 21,600 feet ; and the Himalayas are continued

to beyond 98° of E. longitude.
-I

extensive tracts of the Himalaya remain unexplored, the uniform result of

^very observation, and many of them within twenty miles, establishes the great elevation

of the Himalayan chain ; so that. Captain Herbert, speaking only of the surveyed

portion

Though

-!-*

For the corrected heights here given of CasiporCj and of the snowy peaks included in the Kemaon survey^

which however correspond with those given in the large 4-inches to a mile-map^ which has been published of

Webb

any

too low. Th
V

February 1819, gave 766

of height between Casipore and Mr. Colvin's barometer in Calcutta ; the mean 7^7 feet has been taken at the

height of Casipore^ and as this exceeds the first estimate by 72 feet, this number requires to be added to all the

elevations geometrically deduced, which were published in the 13th vol. of the '' Researches of the Asiatic

Society." Some addition still requires to ho made for the height of Calcutta above the level of the sea.

/
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portion of these mountains, has justly observed, that " whilst in South America there is

but one peak, Chimborazo, which exceeds 20,000, and not more than five which are

about 18,000 » there are no fewer than twenty-eight peaks m the Himalayas which

overtop Chimborazo, one of which is above 25,000 ieet, forty-four which exceed the

three next of the American elevations, and more than a hundred which tower above

the next in height ; facts more satisfactory, as proofs of the superior elevation of these

mountains, than the greater loftiness of an isolated summit."*

From the foregoing observations, the great length and enormous height of the Hima-

layas are evident; but to form a true estimate of these mountains, it is necessary also

to take into consideration their breadth. This is supposed to be greatest in the

vicinity of the lofty peaks near which the great rivers have their rise ; but as the whole

extent has not yet been surveyed, this can only be considered as conjectural. Crossing

from of Hiudoosthan snowy passes distance is not less than SO

or 100 miles : the superficial extent of that portion comprised within the British terri-

tories, is estimated by Captain Herbert at 23,000 square miles. In no part is there any

thing like table-land to be found ; but seen from the plains of Northern India, the

Himalayas seem formed of a succession of parallel ranges, though nothing of this kind is

apparent when we enter the mountains themselves; for in ascending any of the principal

points, a number of arms are seen radiating in every direction, separating deep ravines.

cting the different mountains together, and throwing the waters of several

rivers in opposite directions : but notwithstanding this irregularity, the ridges generally

run parallel to the direction of the mountain mass ; for in proceeding transversely

across it, we have constantly a series of ridges to ascend and descend, and narrow vallies

to cross. In the bottom of these generally flow rivulets collected bv

ravines from the surrounding peaks and ridges. At the foot of the Himalaya there is
-

generally a longitudinal valley, but in the neighbourhood of the snowy passes, as the

Messrs. Gerard have remarked, the glens are for the most part perpendicular to the range,

or from N.N.E. and N.E. to S.S.W. and S.AV. The face exposed to the N.W. is Inva-

riably rugged, and the opposite one, facing the S.E., shelving. The great rivers also

may be observed rnaking their way across the direction of the range; they may therefore
T

be supposed to have taken advantage of natural breaks in the range, rather than to

have been able to open a way for themselves through this great mountainous mass.

The deficiency of level space the industry of the inhabitants has in a great

measure supplied by cutting the slope of each mountain into a scries of terraces,

supported in front by dry stone walls, as is done in China. By this means, and from

the diversity of climate, the agriculturist is enabled to cultivate rice near the beds of the

rivers.

These remai'ks were made previous to our being informed that Mr. Pentland had measured some peaks in

the Andes^ which were more elevated than Chimborazo ; as the Cerro Nevada de Illimani 24,850, and the

Cerro Nevada de Sorata 25,250 feet above the sea, both in the Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia : but as these are

still only isolated summits. Captain Herbert's inferences apply with nearly equal force, particularly as a multi»

tude of peaks^ extending over several degrees of latitude and longitude, are not included in his estimate.
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rivers, where the broadest levels are naturally found, and wheat and barley on th6

different elevated terraces of the mountain sides.

Notwithstanding this general want of vallies, those of Nepal, p. 28, and of Cashmere,

p. 27, form striking exceptions. Smaller ones, as of Noakote to the northward of Nepal,

and Rama Serai on the S. E. of Kedarkanta, may be mentioned, besides the longitudinal

vallies at the plainward base of these mountains, which will be more fully treated of,

with their geological From the numerous breaks by which the

make their way to the plains, and towards which are inclined the

and ravines which the streamlets from all the neighbourin&
* •-

great :

slopes

few situations occur favourable for the formation of lakes ; many therefore are not met

with] that of Cashmere, commonly called Did, is best known: one called Bheemtal,

of considerable depth, occurs on the road from Bhamouree to Almora, of which the
r

length is about one mile, and the breadth about five furlongs, with an elevation above

the sea of 4,271 feet. To the northward of Nahn there is another called Ruenka tulad,

which is also about a mile in length, and a gun-shot across. It is remarkable for cori-

•tamino- crocodiles. -
' t

The riv

spaces for

2r-bedsi besides giving exit to the drainage of the mountains, and affording

cultivation, serve also as entrances for penetrating into the Himalaya, and

reaching the passes (v. p. 32) by which travellers are enabled to cross from one face of these

mountains to the other. The first notice we have of any of these being crossed by an

European, is that of the Jesuit Antonio d'Andrada, who set out in 1624 from Agra to

Serinuggur, and thence proceeded to BudrinatF, whence with great difficulty he crossed

into Tibet. More recently the Neetee Pass was crossed by Messrs. Moorcroft and
y

Hearsay; the Shatool, in 1816, by Colonel Hodgson ; the Gonas Pass, in 1819, by

Captain Herbert ; and the first, as well as the Byans, and other passes measured by

Captain Webb, in 1816. Among the other adventurous travellers, the Messrs. Gerard

require particular mention as second to none in energy and enterprize. Besides the
.r

^

Paralassa 16,500, and the Rhotung Pass 13,000, below which the Acesines and Hy-

phasis have their rise, and which were traversed by Dr. Gerard, little is known of the

passes, except in the surveyed portion of the Himalayan Mountains. To the westward

of Shatool Captain Gerard enumerates three passes, Julsoo, Khealig, and Soongree ; but
' t ^ I .

these are from 2,000 to 4,000 feet below the line of congelation. From Shatool to

Budrinath no less than fifteen passes are enumerated by the same officer. These are

generally from eighteen to twenty-four miles in length, forming about three stages for

loaded people and two for those who are not so. - . .

1 «

1. Shatool... 15y555 Rol to Atharabees, 14 i 5. Neebrung 16^035^

miles without fuel, open 6. Gonas # • » 16,026 >From Choora to Sungla,

^ ^ from June to November.

2. Soondroo 16,000 Tangno to Rasgranee.

S. Yooso ... l5j8T7 Joonglee to ditto.

4. Broang... 15,1 71 Jungleeg to ditto, seven

miles without fuel^ open

seven or eight months.

7. Ghasool 15,851

8. Roopin... 15,480 Doodrookoom to Sungla,
* t

an easy pass.

9. Nulgaon 14,591 Ditto to ditto*

10. Charung...175348 Chitkool to Chcerung.

11. Bunga
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• » «11. Buiiga

12. Lumbeca...

13. Marj^ -

14. Seenga

From Sungla, Rakchurn, and

Chitkool to Lewar ofGurliwal,

like 5, 6, and 7, are crossed

16, Sugla f Chitkool to Boorasoo of

Gurhwal,

The first nine are across the S. Himalayas, the

in different months ; 11 is the I rest from the Buspa into Gurhwal. The last seven

l5. Kimleea * • k

easiest ; open fromMay to Dec.

^Chitkool to Lewar, in May,

June, and July.

are crossed by loaded slieep, but none of the first

seven.

The rivers which have their sources in the snow-beds, from under which they gene-

rally flow out in a stream, and off which the lower limits are a'bout' 13,000 feet of ele-

vation ill the south-eastern entrances of these passes, are the Andrytie, below the

Shatool Pass
*V *

the snow commenced June, at 450 feet of the

Pabur, below the Broang Pass, at 1*2,914 feet; the Hoopin, below the Gonass Pass*,

nearly at the same elevation. The Buspa is on the northern face, and has a feeder

from the last-mciitioried pass, nearly at 14,000 feet of There are many

feeders of the above rivers, which it is unnecessary to particularize. The Tonse, the

Jumna, and' Berai Guriga, have their origin near the great Bunderpooch cluster of

mountains; the first at 12,784 ; the second "at 12,489; and the Jumna at about 12,000

feet? The Bhagifethi branch of the Ganges has already been mentioned as having its

origin at 13,800 feel of elevation. r^ '-- '

? i"

number, b more ated. The BhoteaThe passes to the eastward are fewer in

ti:ibes, of whom we have an interesting account from Mr. Trail, in the 17th volume of

tends on the from the comthe Asiatic Researches, inhabit the space which e3

-menceriient of the table-land of'Tibet, to the plainward base of the southern row of

Himalayan peaks. The villages are all on the northern Tace of these; and the country

being more level, as indicated'by the better roads and more moderate currents, as well

as by the hills sloping more gradually and being enclosed between high mountains, heat
F

is reflected from every side, and the temperature raised much above what would be

pposed
1

Spring, summer, and autumn, are comprised five

months, from May to September. These passes cannot be visited before the middle

of June or beginning of July, as even that to Budrinath is not open before the beginning

of May. By the commencement of October the cold becomes severe. Roads of

exist, as Mr. Trail informs us, between the passes from east to west.communication

but these are passable during a few days only in each year, and considered dan

gerous by the Bhotias them The crest only of these passes can now be visited

as every one is prohibited from crossing the frontier, for fear of exciting the jealousy
_ _ ' ' _

of the Tibetan authorities, and disturbing the trans-Himalayan trade of the province

of Kemaon. The passes are five in number. The Mana and the Neetee on the Saras-

wati, and the Doolee branches of the Ganges. The Neetee Pass was ascertained by

Captain Webb to be elevated 16,570 feet ; and the Mana estimated not less than 18,000,

as a barometrical observation by his assistant, Mr. Tate, gave 17,172 feet as the height

of Jograo, which is considerably below the Pass. Juwahir, Darma or Lebong, and

Byans, are the three other passes on the Gouree, Dhoulee, and Kalee rivers, branch

of
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of the Gogra. Mr. Trail efives 16.585 feet as the height of the Juwahir, and 17,777 asb o
s

that of the Darma Pass. Captain Webb ascertained that Mandarin's camp, in the

Byans Pass, was ated 14,506 feet, and that the crest was about 3,000 feet more

elevated. Captain Herbert, from the barometrical observations of a traveller who visited

the Pass, computes it to be elevated 16,844 feet above Calcutta.

To the eastward of the province of Kemaon, there must be many passes between the

territories of the Chinese and those of Nepal ; but the jealous policy of both powers has

prevented their being visited by those qualified to make interesting observations. The

pass between Lahassa and Catmandhoo was crossed by the Jesuits, Grueber andDorville,

in 1661, and is probably that by which the Chinese army invaded Nepal in 1792, when

it " advanced to Noakote, within twenty-six miles of Cathmandoo, and sixty of the

British territories in the province of Bengal." The road and passes between Teshoo-

loomboo and Bengal were traversed by Messrs. Turner and Saunders in 1783, and the

natural appearances described exactly coincide with those subsequently observed by

Messrs. Moorcroft and Gerard, in the more western parts of the same elevated tract.

Many other passes are cursorily mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's account of Nepal, which

probably of easy access, as we read of their being crossed by bodies of men Some

of these lead by the chasms through which such the Gunduck. the Arun, the

Kosi, and the Teesta, which having their origin on the northern face, pass through the

Himalayas, and take a south-easterly course to join the Ganges. Further to the S.E.,
I

and more recently, Messrs. Bedford, Wilcox, and Burlton, have pted to cross

from Assam into Tibet. In tracing the Burhampooter, and its several feeders, the diffi-

cultieswere in every case considerable, but none were so insurmountable as the prejudices

of the natives, who prevented their further progress at the very time when their object

was almost accomplished.
I - . ^

I

Crossing the Himalayas, the descent on the side of Tibet, according to the con-

though thecurrent testimony of all travellers, is gradual, and of great extent.

ascent up the southern face had been so considerable ; it is evident, therefore

that the land
-

Turner in his

northern face is much elevated It was traversed by Cap

Teshoo-loomboo, and by Moorcroft in his journey to Ghurtop

d Lake Manasarowur: but neither of these travellers carried barometers

unable to ascertain the elevation with the precision which is desirable. Captain

Webb, from the angle which he obtained from the crest of the Neetee Pass, of the Sutlej
r

flowing in the plain below, and taking the distance* measured by Mr. Moorcroft, which

he had generally found to be correct, estimated the height of the table-land at 15,000

feet.

distances

stride these, instead of stepping his usual paces, must have been a source of error. But the fact is, that

taken

and

the party, and

to Captain Webb, who is well satisfied with the general correctness of Captain H/s Map.

:ountry. This fact I

It has been long known

-

^
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feet. The Messrs. Gerard, in crossing the Keubrung Pass, which is reckoned the boun-

dary between Kunawur and that part of Chinese Tartary which is under the authority of

the Grand Lama of Lahasa, descended on the more western parts of this elevated land,

and found Zamsiri 16,500 feet above the sea ; but they saw only gently sloping hills

and tranquil rivulets. Zinchin, the furthest point they reached, is 16, 13G feet, and the

eminences in the vicinity rise many liundred feet higher. In every direction horses

were seen galloping about, and feeding on the very tops of the heights. This elevated

plain is described as being of a gravelly nature, intersected by deep and broad ravines.

Though the rivers on the southern face of the Himalaya, Mr. Moorcroft observes, are

narrow and steep, those on the northern face have broad flat channels, the water draining

i

r

into them more slowly from the table-land, and the more gradual and gentle slope of

the hills. Looking to the south, the Himalayas were seen marked with snow in stripes
;

on the north the snow lay in distinct masses on the Cailas mountains, thebascs of which

descend by easy slopes and diminishing swells. Further to the N.W., and beyond the

hilly tracts of Kunawur and Kooloo, Dr. Gerard pitched his tent on the table- land of

Tartary, nearly at 16,000 feet of elevation, where the Indus, at the distance of only three

days' march, intervened between him and Ludak. The appearances here are similar to

those described by Mr. Moorcroft and by Captain Turner. Everywhere along the whole

tract we have extensive plains, having on them moderate sized hilis and gently flowing
L

streams ; a dry, cold, and clear atmosphere, little snow in comparison, arid-looking vege

tation, and numerous flocks of cattle. This table-land is not continuous, but interrupted

by transverse ridges, which join the Indian to the Cailas or Tibetan range of the Hima-

layas.
. .

Of these ranges, one locks in the lakes Manasarowur and Ravvan-hrad, as well as

the sources of the Sutlej and Indus on the N.W. ; and on the S.E. gives origin to the

Sampoo or Burhampooter. This, flowing parallel to the Himalayan chain and on its

northern face, over the lofty table-land of Tibet, breaks through another transverse range

before it descends by numerous rapids to the plains of Assam, where it is at first known

by the name of the Dihong, but joined by numerous tributaries, it assumes that of

Brahmputer or Burhampooter, which it relinquishes in the plains of Bengal for that

of the Megne, where uniting with the Ganges, near the sources of which it had arisen

;

their united streams flow into the ocean, in the midst of the numerous islands which

themselves have formed. The Indus and Sutlej originating on the northern face of the

great chain, which on its southern aspect gives rise to the Ganges and its feeders, flow

first in a north-westerly direction ; the former over the high land of Little Tibet, until

north of Cashmere, in 35** of latitude it breaks transversely through the mighty mass

of Himalayan Mountains. Here, passing Attock, and forming the N.W. boundary of

Hindoostan, it enters the sea by thirteen mouths, and is navigable for 1,000 miles for

vessels not requiring more than twelve feet of water. The Sutlej, supposed to take its

rise from Lake Rawan-hrad, flows at first parallel to the Indus, but then, encountering

the transverse mountainous mass interposed between Great and Little Tibet, and

d extending

,^
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extending from the Himalayas to the Indus, descends from the table-land, and entering

chasms in the mountains, passes through the province of Kunawur, v. p. 34, to the

southern face of the Himalayas, with a gradually decreasing elevation of its bed from

10,005 at Shipkee, to 5,200 near Wangtoo, to the S.W. of which the snowy mountains

terminate; whence to Roopur there is a further fall of 4,000 feet to about 1,100, the ele-

vation of the river, where it enters the plains of India, distant about eighty miles from

the Jumna. As the elevation of these rivers is much the same, both gradually declining

to the sea, the distance by which they are separated not too great, and the country
u

consisting of level plains, it is not unreasonable to hope that they may one day be joined

by a canal navigable for boats, by which the produce of Central Asia might be conveyed

down either the Ganges or the Indus, and that of other parts of the world conveyed up

the same rivers.

One striking peculiarity of Central Asia is the lakes by which it is covered. Of these,

Manasarowur has excited particular interest on account of the anomalous nature of the

information, first communicated by Mr. Moorcroft. He described it as being fifteen

miles long, and about eleven broad, and as having no streams issuing out of its northern,

southern, or western sides, nor on its eastern, according to the accounts brought by two

natives, whom he sent to examine the point. Captain Herbert also learnt from a Lama,

who lived within four days' journey of the lake, that no rivers issued out of it. Other

testimonies contradict this evidence, and it is difficult to ascertain the truth, as it has

been thought an improbable circumstance that a mountain-lake, fed by such vast snows,

should dispose of the waters pouring into it by mere evaporation. Lake Rawan-hrad,

supposed to give origin to the Sutlej, but which Mr, Moorcroft had not an opportunity

of examining, he estimates to be four times as large as Manasarowur. Though we
are not likely to have any direct testimony on the subject at present, it is interesting

to find that Dr. Gerard records a similar set of phenomena, as characterizing Lake

Chimororel, along which he skirted on his return from his attempt to reach Ludak. This

he found elevated 18,000 feet, and in travelling along its shores found its whole circum-

ference embayed by mountains, which on its N.E. shore entered the region of snow only

at 19,000 feet of elevation above the sea. Neither this, nor another lake, which Dr. G.

met with, had any exit, thus confirming the information given by Mr. Moorcroft

respecting Manasarowur, on this point. He also found, at the time (July) he visited

this lake, that its waters were much below its maximum of elevation ; as the dry

channels of water-courses, and the highest water-marks upon the shore being nearly

five feet higher, made it probable that these lakes attain their maximum of elevation in

spring, when " returning warmth breaks up the frozen surface, and thaws the immediate

snow." Dr. G. further remarks, that if we consider the dryness of the climate, and the

increased evaporation in so rarified an atmosphere, the phenomena are not so unaccount-

able as they may appear to be at first sight. As instances of the aridity of the atmos-

phere, he mentions, that frost is not visible upon grass, even " though the thermometer
ft be at zero, and that the traveller beholds ice permanent and unthawed in a temp

it ture
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it of 50°, and torrents frozen fast in a medium almost 20" above the fr o

'/ point."

Beyond this elevated table-land rises the lofty snowy range, which appears to over-

top even the Indian Himalayas. This has been already mentioned at p. xi., as the

Cailas or Kailas portion of the Himalayas, and is sometimes called the Tibetan Hima-

layas, and is that in which probably the most elevated peaks, as Dhawalagiri, &c.

remain yet to be more accurately measured. That there is such a range would appear

probable, even if we had no evidence on the subject, by considering that the Indus

flowing N.W., and the Burrampooter S.E., both parallel to the Hima

layas. Instead of proceeding eastward towards the lower levels of the greater portion of

China. The portion of this range which separates the valley of the Sutlej from that of

the Indus, near the sources of these rivers, was crossed by Mr. Moorcroft on his way

to Ghartope. At Zinchin, elevated 16,136, the most eastern point which has been

reached by visitors proceeding from Kunawur, the Messrs. Gerard saw a lofty snowy

range, which seemed to run N. 60° W. to S. 50° E. beyond the rounded mountains,

which are seen across and to the eastward of the Sutlej. One of the surveyors (pro-

bably the late Capt. Gerard) who has been already mentioned, states, from the crest of

the Hungarung Pass, he saw in font a granite range, upon which the snow found a

resting place only at 19,000 feet ; beyond it, through a break, were seen snowy moun-

tains, appearing to rise out of the table-land on the banks of the Indus, " pale with

distance, and like the memory of something that we have seen." From the angles of

altitude which he observed, their pale outline, and the broad margin of the snow, he

estimated that they could not be less than 29,000 feet in elevation. Dr. Gerard, in his

visit to lake Chimororel, near the most westerly point he was able to reach on this

elevated tract of country, remarks, that looking southward towards the Spiti, the land-

scape appeared very sharply peaked, and in clusters of white tops ; but in the N.E.

were of d the snow more uniformly defined

The three preceding pages, having been in type ever since the previous parts were published, might now be

greatly extended^ as mucli interesting information has been obtained by the trareb of Mr.Vigne and of Dr.

Falconer, still further to the N. W. than was reached by Dr. Gerard; but as this would require considerable

space, I confine myself to a few points.

Mr. Vigne (who resided much in Cashmere, crossed the Indus, traced a part of its course^ and attempted to

do so with the Nobra branch, visited Astore and Iskardo), has favoured me with a small collection of plants,

which I will take some future opportunity of noticing. With respect to the Passes into Cashmere, he informs

me, that though some are not more than 9,000 feet high, others are elevated as much as 12,000 feet. Speaking

of the lakes, he says that Cashmere is full of them; the principal is called the Wullur lake or dul, and is

thirty miles from E. to W. The most extraordinary is the Kosah nag, among the peaks of Peer Punjal^ which

is above the region of birches, and about tliree-quaiters of a mile in lengthy has two outlets, but both are

underground, one towards the plains and the other towards the valley- Baron Huge!, J.A.S^ March 1836,

states, that the passes from Bimbur to Cashmere, and from this to Iskardo, are the same in height—13,000

feet. The highest point of the Peer Punjal is 15,000 feet by the boiUng point. The city of Cashmere (Srinuggur),

is 6,300 feet above the sea. Lat. 34^ 22' 58'', long. 75^ 12' 30''.

The Mountains of Tibet are usually at much the same elevation: that is, from 15,000 to 16,000 feet; but

from any open summit, several mountains are seen that rise far above thera, as Nanga Parbat, or Diarmal,

d 2 which
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which Mr.V, conceives to be 18,000 or 19,000. From the summit of the Passes between Ludak and Nobra, the

Muztagh presents a most noble appearance, and Mr. Vigne thinks that the Hindoo Koosh may be said to be

joined to the Himalaya of Tibet by the Laureh Pass between Chitral and the valley of the Dair ; that which

joins the Kabul river at Hashtnagur, or the valley of Peshawar : Vide Journ.As. Soc. Calcutta, Sept, 1837

;

Proc- of the Royal Asiatic and of the Geographical Society, for November 1839.

Mr. V. also informs me that there is no snowy range connecting the Muztagh with the Spiti mountains, but

that there are a few isolated peaks of great altitude that rise above the others ; and there certainly is a break

in the Himalayan chain, if this may be called one, as he has distinctly seen it, both from Acho and the Passes

to Nobra,

Dr. Falconer, in travelling north from Cashmere, crossed the lofty ridge which separates the drainage of the

Krishna Gtinga from that of the Indus. He crossed the Pass over extensive beds of snow, and descended

through a steep and narrow gorge to Sookarun Murbul, a bleak rocky tract abounding with Tibetan Marmot.

The great plain called Bearsah or Deosah, also described by Mr, Vigntf, constitutes one of the principal
T

features of the Tibetan region near Cashmere. Elevated 13,100 feet above the sea, and surrounded by lofty

snowy peaks, it forms a nearly level plateau, about fifty miles in length and forty in breadth, occupying the

interval between the Indus and the Krishna Gunga. High above the forest, or birch region^ its vegetation is

restricted to herbaceous species and a few dwarf willows, but these are so abundantly produced as to clothe it

with verdure. At one extremity of this, he ascended the Boorgee Pass, the summit of which he found to be

elevated 15,600 feet above the sea. This commands an extensive view of the mountains which stretch beyond the

Indus towards Toorkistan, and of part of the Immediate vicinity of Iskardo ; they looked down upon a level tract

below, and countless lines of mountains running off into the remote distance; but there, no signs of vegetation

were visible; sterile sand and naked rugged rocks met the view on every side. Dr. F.' crossed the Indus, with the

object of pushing north in the direction of the Muztagh range (Kuenlun of Humboldt), which separates the

valley of the Indus from Chinese Tartary, and proceeded to Askolee in a Pass which leads from Little Tibet

towards the Muztagh, in N. latitude 35^ 30', and reached the limit of cultivation; all beyond, on to the Pass
-

across the Muztagh, was reported to be a region of ice. On returning, on the 30th of August, he crossed the

Braldoh river, whence the road led over the lofty mountain of Skora, which was crossed at 16,200 feet above the

level of the sea, while a pass between Iskardoh and Astore was 15,822 feet.

With respect to the vegetation, Dr. F. writes me, under date of January and June, 1838, from Cashmere,
>

whither he had proceeded on a Botanic mission in connexion with Sir Alex.Burnes' Expedition, that '' The

Flora of the Punjab fs exactly that of the neighbourhood of Delhi; Peganum Harmala everywhere, with Cap-

paridece^ Crotolaria Bushia^ Calotropis HamiUonii^ Alhagi Maurorum^ Tmnarix, Acacia modesta^ &c. &c. Near

Lahore I got what I believe to be a new Asclepiadeous genus, exactly intermediate between Calotropis and

Parolropis^ which I have called ^M^rop/^. It is in great abundance in the Punjab. I met with the Dhak

{Bntcafrondosa) as far as the western bank of the Jhelura. The Flora begins to change at Rawul Pindee,

which is elevated and continues so, on to the plain of Chuch, along the banks of the Attock. Here I first

came on the famous Zuetoon, the wild olive, Olea ? and further on, at Hussan Abdal, I found Himalayan

Rubi and a Cashmere DianthuSy white flowered and new to you. The lower part of the plain of Peshawur is

sandy, and has exactly the Flora of the arid tracts of the Punjab; Saholas, Chenopodece^ Alhagh Calotropis,

Peganum^ Tamarix^ Sec. But when we got to Peshawur, so much do the seasons differ, that peaches were

coming into fruit the 15th August, and the Kurreel (Cc?/?/3am aphylla) out of flower only lately. From Pesha-

wur, I made an excursion to Cohaut, and from thence to the Salt Hills and the valley of Rungush. In the

Salt Hills I got a Stapellaceous Asclepiad, unfortunately neither in flower nor fruit, \ery probably one of

Wight's Carallumas or Boncerosias. Also the Cassia obovata^ the Egyptian senna, in flower. I had previously

got the same plant from near Delhi: no doubt about the species, certainly not the ohtusa of Roxb. ; the

legumes always crested over the bulge of the seeds. From Attock, I made an attempt to run up the Indus

into the hills ; I got on three marches, and was forcibly stopped at Durbund, and threatened with rather xonzh.

usage. I then turned across the hills, and rejoined Capt. Mackeson in the noble valley of Huzara, The vegeta-

tion along the banks of the Indus, from Attock to Durbund, surprised me much. It is quite that of the charac-

teristic forms of the Deyra Doon, and, taking difference of latitude and altitude into account, with the great

distance westward, this might not have been looked for : Grislea tomentosa^ Rottkra tinctoria^ Hastinna coccinea

Acacia Catechu^ Holostemma, &c. On the banks of the Indus, in the valley leading up to Cashmere from
Huzara, I found the Bodoncea Burmanniana. You remark, in your notice of th^ Sapindacecs, its absence from
the Bengal and Hindoostan region ; its occurrence with a leap so far north is remarkable. From Huzara we
marched on by the military road to Mosufferabad. Near Drumbcr I came on the Hovenia dulcis. Ai MosufFe-

rabad I got on a high ridge, and followed it on to Cashmere, where we arrived early in October. It was now
I

too
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too ]ate in the season to exhaust the Flora of the valley and neighbourhoodj so I made up my mind to winter

here, and made a fresh start in spring. It would tal^e pages to describe what I have observed about the Flora

here, lateaslcamej but I have made many acquisitions.

<*The Flora ofCashmere has several anomalies : few, if any oaTcs descend on the northern side ofthe Peerpunjal

into the valley ; I have not seen one yet* I have selected oaks as a very characteristic type. The same holds

with respect to the plants that are associated with the oaks, &c. about Mussooree, as Andromeda, Rhododendron

arloreum, Makonia nepalensis, so common in the Hills elsewhere. The Conifera: are, as to the eastward, 3 pines,

2 or 3 firs and Deodar, but I have not seen iheCupressus tondosa, the lofty cypress of the Mussooree hills. In

the lake you see Nelumbhim and Euryale ferox, growing along with Mcnyanthes trifoliaia; and cotton, a poor

sort, growing on the banks, while the sides of the bounding hills arc skirted with pines. I got StapJijIca Emodi

growing along with Rihcs Grossidaria (your Himalense ?) while It grows, as you know, at Mussooree, on low

slopes near Budraj.

"Among /?a/?;/nc«/(7ce£p, I have got species of IlejyaticUy Ceralocephalus^ and Callianihcmumy all of which I

believe to be new, and making up the very blanks you notice in your ' Illustrations/ Of CaUlanthcmuvi , I have

no knowledge, besides your quotation, but my plant has leaves with umbelliferous habit, eight white strap-

shaped clawed petals, with the nectariferous pore high up on the claw, and a pcndulotis ovulum. It cannot,

therefore, be a Ranunculus^ nor your R.pimpineUoides. Further, 1 have got a new Ranuncnlaceous genus, new

unless Jacqucmont has got it, having the habit of TroUius in its leaves and mode of inflorescence, eight herba-

ceous sepals, twenty-four strap-shaped petals, plane, with no fovea at the claw, and solitary transversely attached

ovula, being neither pendulous nor erect. It forms a transition from Adonis to the Ranuncnlea:. This Is

another blank filled up in the desiderata so pointedly mentioned by you. I have called the genus Chrysocy-
r

atkus. It grows intermixed with TroUius^ ^ inter nives deliquescentes,' and till I examined it I took it for a

TroUius. I have got a new species o^ Adoxa, forming, I believe, the second of the genus A. inodora (mihi), a

larger plant than the A. Moschatellinay and with the lateral flower 12-androuB, and six segments in the flowers.

I have also a new Epimediumy a large handsome leaved herb, E.IIydaspidis (mihi), and two species of Alchc-

milla, Frhillaria hnperialisy the Crown Imperial of English gardens, grows wild in the shady forests of Cash-

mere. The Cashraerees regard it to be unlucky, and grow it only near musjids and over graves. I have Dodoncea

brought to niefrom above Jummo, in the heart of the hills, growing along the banks of the Chenab. Folhergilla

involucrata (mihi), belonging to the Hamamelidecey exists in vast abundance In Cashmere, forming whole tracts

of low jungle;—strange that it should not have been brought before, either to you or to me. It occupies the place

that the hazel [Corylns Avellana) does in England, and at a little distance does not look unlike it* Thus, Hama-

melidecc are found at opposite ends of the Himalaya range, Bucklandia and Sedgxvickia in Assam, and Father^

gilla in Cashmere, but none of the family have yet been met with in the intermediate tracts. Prangospahularia

I have found in vast abundance in several directions, most so on Ahatoong, a low trap hill, in the valley, but

it is not here so vigorous a plant as in its Tibetan habitat. The Cashmerees do not know it for any useful pur-

pose, except as a plant highly prized by Europeans. They sometimes use the roots to destroy worms, by steep-

ing them in Dhan fields as Calamus aromaticus {hutch) is used in Ilindoostan." With respect to the Amomuin

and Kooty orCostus(v. p. 360), which I had requested him to inquire about, he writes: ** Amomum, Ilumama,

or Amamoon, is not known in Cashmere, nor to be had at the Punsarees. Koot is exported from Cashmere. It

is a plant of the natural family of Compositae, and grows on all the mountains surrounding Cashmere." Dr. F.

has formed it into a new genus,— Costiay and has introduced the plant into the Himalayas. He concludes : " I

have already seen enough to convince me, from a trip to near Durass, on the Thibet frontier, that the Flora

there will bear a close resemblance in many general relations to that of the Altai Mountains, shown by Lede-

hour and yourself."

—

Proceedings ofthe Linnean Society^ Feb. 19^ 1839.

«
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disintegration. Geolo

require more space than can be allotted to the subject ; the Author must, therefore, confine himself to the

part with which he is best acquainted, and which can be elucidated by his specimens and observations,

which have attained some^value from the kindness, as stated in the Preface, of liis friend Mr.De laBeche.

But the sections can only be considered as giving a general idea of the dip, direction, and nature of

the formations met with. The sections of the Himalayas correspond with that given, as far as it goes,

by Dr. Falconer, in his Report on Tea cultivation, though he informs me that mine are erroneous ; in the

parts near the Snowy Peaks, where the Author relied for his information on Capts. Herbert and Hodg-

son, as, instead of consisting of gneiss, they are formed by one of the grandest outbursts of granite in

the world. Tlie sections of the Central range of India, from Sherghatty to Roghonautpore, formed by

Mr. De la Beche, from the Author's specimens and observ ations, correspond with that previously pub-

lished by the Rev. Mr. Everest, in 1831, in the tliird volume of the Gleanings of Science.

The great Gangetic valley consists of an extensive plain, which is very gradual in its slope from Saha-

runpore to the Sunderbunds, v. p. x. The structure is not easily detected, from the universal flatness,

and the horizontal nature of the depositions, while water being near the surface, wtUs, the only works,

reveal only a few feet in depth below. The surface soil is generally sandy, with a varying proportion of

clay, which predominates in the substratum, and is in most places sufficiently pure for making bricks.

Calcareous particles are intermixed with the soil and substratum in most parts. These in many places

assume the form of spongy cavernous nodules : in some the form of stalactites or of roots, and are then

"ked

as a building stone. especially

being so abundant in some places as to cover the soil, and give the appearance of the surface being

covered as if Avith a fall of large hail-stones. This forms the extensively diffused Kunkitr formation of

India-

In Calcutta, in deepening a tank, a group of full-grown trees w^ere found standing erect, and appa-

rently lopped off, three or four feet above the roots. In boring for water, rubbish and mould were first

met with, then sandy clay, and, at twenty feet, a vein of pure sand, the source of the common sprino-s

of wells. Blue clay, with sand,—then black, above a stratum of peat ; with pieces of wood, that of the

Soondree, and at sixty feet, Kunkur nodules ; reddish well-sand at seventy-five feet, whence the river

springs rise. Clays and sands, with some Kunkur, are found below this : a quicksand at 120 to 136
feet ; and at 176 feet, quartzy sand and granitic gravel ; and from S50 feet below the surface of
Calcutta, the auger brought up a fossil bone, which is figured in J. A. S. for March 1837. At
Benares, jMr. Prinsep, in cutting a tunnel and sinking shafts, found, fifteen feet below the surfnr^P i

large size, on what he conceives must formerly have been

after
of the ground

; at thirty feet, some kunkur was met with. At Saharunpore, in digging a well,

ten feet, coarse moist sand was found, mixed with round pebbles, chiefly of quartz, and'about twenty feet
ffom the surface, pieces of kunkur or tufaceous limestone, were raised, together with dicotyledonous wood,
apparently of one of the Conifers, At Bihut, twenty miles north of Saharunpore, Capt. Cautley dis-

"an ancient town seventeen feet below the present surface of the country. The
covered the site of

•

Indo-
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commencement of the Christian era. Capt. Cautley is of opinion that the enormous discharge of sand,

clay, and shingle from the lower hills during the periods of tlie rainy season, are gradually causing a rise

of the country skirting their base, and to this and the action of Avind on sand, he ascribes the inhumation

of this ancient city. The structure of the plains may also be seen in the raised hills which skirt the base

theHimalayas, and the banks of the Jumna afford a very i

structure may be treated of either with that of the Gangctic valley or of Central India, as some of the

peculiar formations of tlie latter seem to extend even to the beds of that river.

Proceeding from tlie plains of India to ascend the Himalayas, we every where meet witli a lower range

of hills, which have been variously denominated "the Lower Hills, the Sandst<me, Sul>-Himalavan or

Sewalic Hills/'' These hills, in many parts, rest immediately upon the Himalayas, but in others are sepa-

rated from them by a series of longitudinal ralleys. The part with which the Author is best acquainted

is the direct road from Saharunporc to Deyra and the Himalayas, through the Kheree pa«, Avhich i«

the broad, generally flat, stony bed of a hill stream, ascending by degrees to the crest of the pass, now

much cut dow n, but from which there is a gradual descent to the valley or Doon of Deyra, Along this pass

flows in a winding course a small stream of very clear water, Oneitlicr side, and about fifty yards apart,

arise the hills, and, according to the windings of the stream, arc seen sometimes sloping, sometimes

abrupt ; in the former case, covered with vegetation, in the latter, presenting a barren and precipitous

display of their stratified structure. These strata dip to the N.E. or towards the Himalayas, at various

angles from 20^ to 38^, and the hills display every variety of appearance, partly from the destroying

effects of water on so destructible a material, and partly to this being sometimes defended from its influ-

ence by a covering of a boulder stone. They are formed by a succession of parallel ridges, abrupt towards

the plains, and sloping towards the Himalayas. In many places, each hill, if separated, might be repre-

sented by a right angled triangle, the base resting on the pass, the perj^endicular facing towards the

S.W., and the hypothenuse sloping towards the N.E., and corresponding in dip with the strata. This

side is sometimes continued to the level of the pass ; at others, anoiier hill, with its ^perpendicular side,

seems to arise from the middle of the last, and is itself, in like manner, succeeded by a third, forming a

succession of abrupt and sloping sides, like the teeth of a saw. At Hurdwar, the sandstone character is

complete, and the rock is sufficiently hard to be used as a building stone. About fifty or sixty feet were

cut through to make a road betw een the river and the hills, by Capt. De Bude, of Engineers, at the

back of whose house^ on the HilL rolled stones mio-ht also be seen Ivinii upon the sandstone. These

hills are composed of a series ained sandstone, with much mica interspe

beds of gravel and rolled stones, which consist of the debris of every variety of rock : as granite and

trao-rocks. limestone and clav slates. <rneiss. micaceous and hornblende schists ; in fact, of all the rocks

Himalayas are composed. Carbonate of lime is interspe 5 lomi

en Carbonate

tions. In some moist situations the boulders are sometimes so soft, that quartz crumbles in the hands

more easily than a piece of sugar.

and the

bounded to the S.W. bv the Sand

by the Clay-slate formation of the Himalayas. These have been enumerated by Capt. Herbert as the

Mokowala or Ropur, Pinjore, Kyarda, Deyra, and Tatle, all between the Sutlej and the Gograh, and

again, that of Chetuan, which lies to the north of Bettiah. They are from twenty to twenty-five miles in

length, and of variable breadth, tlie widest being about fifteen miles. They have two outlets for their

drainage, and their highest level is usuallv near the middle. The surface is level or undulating, inter-

sected by ravines, or river beds ; the rock is seldom seen, except on their boundaries. The soil of the

Deyra

*^

If-'
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Deyra Valley, in most of the uncleared parts

wi In the well dug by the

Hon

ay

ussooree

are usually composed of every variety of rock. Though so deep in the centre of the valley, the debris

thins off towards its extremities, where the sandstone is seen underlying the beds of shingle; these boul-

ders are also found filling up the vallies of the great Himalayan rivers, as those of the Ganges, Jumna,

Tense, Pabur, where flat terraces of considerable extent, sometimes cultivated, may frequently be seen,

composed chiefly of great masses of boulders, with gravel and sand, with the river flowing at some depth

below tlie flat terrace, and through which it appears to have cut its way. These exactly resemble the
J.

boulders in the channels of the rivers, or those found in the longitudinal vallies, or on the Sandstone

hills, and may be traced, but smaller in size, to considerable distances : that is, to twenty or twenty-five

miles in the plains, as may be seen in digging wells. They would be displayed in the same way as the

Sandstone, or Sewalic range, if any portion of the present plains were by any means to be raised from

their horizontal into an inclined position.

t This Sandstone range may be traced along the plainward base of the Himalayas, from Roopur, on the

Sutlcj, to the foot of the Siccim Hills, in lat. ^G^^ long. 88^°, where it was recognised by Capt. Her-

bert, in his trip to Darjiling. Dr. Buchanan, in entering Nepal in long. 85*^, describes the Hills as com-

posed in general of clay, intermixed with various proportions of sand, mica, and gravel, disposed in
J

Strata, either horizontal or dipping towards the north, at an angle less than 25^, and that incrustations

are abundant, from the deposition of calcareous matter, also lignite. The prolongation of these Hills from

the Kalee to the Sutlej, or from long, 80^° to 76^% has been minutely examined by Capt. Herbert,

when employed on the Mineralogical Survey of the Himalayas, and their structure found to correspond

with what has been described, and lignite found throughout. The dip is usually to N.E. ; at Chikoom

S.W. ; but between Chilka and Dikoolee the beds are almost horizontah At Hurdwar and Chandnee-

puhar, on opposite sides of the river, the strata dip in opposite directions. On the N-E. side of the Deyra

Valley, in ascending to Mussooree, by Beejapore, I found the sandstone dipping S.W., at an angle of

25°, and at Kalsee sandstone is also observed dipping to the S,, and gradually passing to a dip E. by

N. Capt. Cautley has observed, that though we may, on a large scale, lay down the dip and direc-

tion with accuracy, the former as varying from 15^ to 35°, and the latter from N.E. to S.W., Ibcal details

give very different results, and that near Nahun the mass of mountains have been upheaved from a

variety of centres, as if the upheaving power had been exerted irregularly over the face of the district.

He has observed a section which gives an anticlinal point under the village of Derria, on the Murkunda

river. My observations also give irregularity of dip in the mountains in the vicinity of Nahun.

The elevatory force does not any where appear, by which these hills have been raised from the hori-

zontal position in which they must have been deposited, into their present inclined one; but Dr.

Falconer and Capt. Cautley have both seen appearances of trap in the neighbourhood of these disturb-

ances. ]My specimens and observations indicate its vicinity on the northward of Nahun ; also in the vici-

nity of Khalsee, and in the ascent to Mussooree by Kuerkoolee. The nearest points to the southward

where indications of trap are seen, are in the bed of the Jumna, and one of these is alluded to by Col,

Sykes (Proc. Geol. Soc. Jan. 1832), when tracing the trap formation to the north, which I observed in a

bel

about thirty miles above Allahabad, and therefore near Mhow
Murka, the two localities where volcanic rocks have been noticed bv Mr. Dean

the Journal of the Asiatic Society.

t
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These hills have^ however, in the last few years, attained great celebrity, from their containino' one of

the most extensive deposits of Fossil remains^ which has any where been discovered, and which have l>een

made public by several officers of the Bengal Army, whom I am proud to call my friends: as Dr. Fal-

coner, my successor at Saharunporc ; Capt, Caullcy, Superintendent of tlie Doab Canal ; Lieuts. Baker

and Durand, of the Bengal Engineers, in a series of excellent Papers in the Researches and Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, and in the Transactions of the Geological Society of London. To the

two former, this Society, the fountain of Geological honours, awarded two WoUastrm Medals, in Feb.

1837, for their discoveries in Fossil Zoology, especially as displayed in tlieir description of the Sivathe-

rium giganteuniy a huge Ruminant, whicli, they conceive, serves to fill up the blank wliich has always

intervened between Ruminant and Pachydermatous quadrupeds, for it combines the teeth and horns of

the former with the lip, face, and probably proboscis, of the latter. I.ieuts. Baker and Durand are

hardly %
be ng the first to have the boldness to publish, in their Taper in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta for November 183(), the discovery of Fossil Quadrumann. This

was two months previous to the presentation, on the 16th January 1837, to the Academy of Sciences at

Paris, of a Memoir, by M. Lartet, respecting the discovery of the lower jaw of an ape, in the tertiary

fresh water formation of Simorre, Sansan, &c. in the department of Gers, in the south of France, and

foot

Hills found, it is curious, in the district of Sirmore. These dates are adduced, because Dr. Buck-

land^ in the Supplementary Notes to his Bridgewater Treatise, has announced M, Lartet as the first dis-

coverer of Fossil Quadrumana. It is highly creditable to the Bengal Army that the only four officers

in that part of the country should each and all have so highly distinguished themselves, in a science

foreign to the pursuits upon which they are employed by tlie Indian Government, but which tliey have

treated so as to merit the applause even of those who have made Fossil Zoology the business of their

lives, V. !Mr. Lyeirs Address to the Geological Society in 1837.

The discovery of Fossils in the Sewaliks is recent, and its history easily traced; but it is difficult to

ascertain who first discovered them in any part of the Himalayas. The Gunduck has long been known

to bring down Fossil Ammonites, which are called Saligrammiy and are much esteemed by the Hindoos,

The Fossils represented in the upper part of Plate 3, from the elevated land on the N.E. of the line of

Snowy peaks, have also been long known in India by the name of Bijli he har^ oy Lightning Bones^

being employed by the natives in medicine* Capt. Webb and Mr. Traill were probably the first to bring

them to the notice of the public ; the specimens figured are from the collection of the Geological Society,

having been presented by Mr. Colebrooke, to whom they had been sent by those gentlemen. The fossil

shells figured in the lower part of the same Plate, are due to the researches of the late Dr. Gerard, who,

I believe, first discovered them in the elevated valley of the Spiti, N.W. of Kunawur, though the date

when, is not well ascertained ; several^ however, were figured at Calcutta in the Gleanings of Science for

September 1831, where Capt. Herbert'^s ]xiper on the Geology and Fossils of the Himalayas is published.

These fossils are all from the northern face, beyond what maybe considered the true Himalayas.
u

Nothing had then been discovered on the southern aspect of the mountains, with the exception of some

at Caribari^ in the small state of Cooch Behar, on the banks of the Brahmaputra, which were noticed by

Mr. Colebrooke, in his account of the Geology of the N.E. border of Bengal. But this point was so

remote from the parts of the Himalayas usually visited, that it was long before it was discovered that

thev formed a true clue to the nature of the formations at the base of these mountains. The Author

in December 1831, discovered some fo

doubted, were afterwards proved to be

e

Abundance of

fossils

I
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Dr. Govan, in September 1831, discovered some Himalayan limestone which bore the impression either

of a reptile or of one of the Crustacea, which has not yet been described, but with this exception, nothing

had been found on the southern face of the Himalayas, or from the Plains to the Snowy Peaks, and yet

diligent search had been made for fossils in the Sewaliks themselves, but chiefly from the Kheree Pass to

Hurdwar, by Capt. Herbert, and by Mons. Jacquemont at Nahun and in the Kheree Pass, as professed

geologists ; by Capt. Cautley and the author in their occasional visits to the latter and to Hurdwar. Capt.

De Eude of the Engineers, when cutting down the rock at Hurdwar, and the shingly summit of the Kheree

Pass, had been requested to look out for any appearance of fossil remains ;
and one of the officers of the

Engineers, who has since distinguished himself in such discoveries, almost threw himself upon what he con-

ceived to be a deposit of fossils, when the police officer who is stationed near the head of the Kheree Pass

died

Herbert

Lignite

To this the author projected a visit,

before leaving that part of India, with Dr. Falconer ; but, as time was wanting, the latter went alone,

and " returned loaded, not only with lignite, but with noble fossils of the monsters of the deep ;
bones

of crocodilidse, fragments of the shell of large turtles, and a fragment of a bivalve shell as large as an

oyster."—Journ. As. Soc, i. p. 97,—as announced by the author in some notes read to the Asiatic

Society

same formation as those discovered by Dr. Wallich and Mr No further

seems

had

discovered the lignite in 1827, when Dr. F. recognized a bone, and in the course of the digging, they

r«.,^;i *^^4.u ^^ />^^i^r^/^i'loe . cTiaHc nf tnrfnisps: tppfh. annarpntlv of souaius: and bones and teeth of afound teeth of crocodiles ;

bet

beds of marl, or clay conglomerate ; and in the upper of them the remains were found. Lieut, Durand,

in September 1834, met with this marl, or clay conglomerate, on the north face of Nahun, with tortoise.

Saurian, mammal, and fish remains.

But this discovery was eclipsed by that of the more extensive and important deposit of remains of fossil

fc)
westward

officers often led them. Attention was directed to this by Lieut. Baker having had given him, by the

Nahun rajah, the fossil tooth of an elephant (Elephas primigenius) which had been picked up at Suniro-

tee, near the Pinjore valley. Lieut. B. proceeded to the Ambwalla Pass, on the western side of the Jumna,

and found a large bone of some huge animal ; Capt. Cautley, with his characteristic zeal, immediately

joined Lieuts. Baker and Durand ; when they carefully examined the ravine and slip, and brought away

from the upper strata of sandstone seven fragments of bone, some of very large elephants, and the tibia,

apparently, ofa camel. A thin bed of blue clay, or blue marl, underlying the sandstone, and dipping at an

angle of 20*^ to 30°, was found full of fresh water shells, as of Planorbis and of Paludina, v. Journ. As-

Soc., iii. p.393.* Specimens were also procured from other parts of the range, proving that from the Jumna

to the Pinjore valley these mountains abound in fossils ; and, in March 1837, Dr. Falconer announced

the discovery of a few of the same fossils near Hurdwar, and in large quantities to the eastward of

the Ganges in the low hills which skirt theprovihce of Kemaon. Since then, the progress of discovery

has

Though tlie Author refers to the Journal of the Asiatic Society, &c. as showinc: the publication of the informat

chiefly from letters addressed to him by Capt. Cautley, and which are those referred to by Mr. Lyell in his address in presenting the

Wollaston medal, in 1837, to the Author, to he forwarded to Cant. Cautlev and Dr. Falconer.
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has been rapid, and is fully recorded in the works quoted. A more particular account of the localities,

with sections of the mountains, is given by Capt. Cautley, in his paper read to the Geological Society

(9th March 1836), and published in the Transactions, 2d Series, vol. v., p. 267, to which I gladly refer,

and have only to give a brief enumeration of the genera and some of the species which have been dis-

covered in the Sewalik hills. Capt. C. states particularly, that to the west

are less abrupt ; gravel beds are less frequent and abundant, and they

unma these

are less frequent and abundant, and they are composed c

clay-slate, and quartz, wliich can be traced to the neighbouring and nearest mountains- He o

upper sandstone bed o

of Plate 3, and those of the latter in Plate 6.

List of Fossils found in the Sewalik Range, by Messrs. Falconer, Cautley, Colvin, Baker,

and Durand.

QUADRUMANA.
-

Three species of Quadrumana, v. Messrs. Baker and Durand, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Calcutta, Nov. 1836,

Tab. 6, fig. 2 ; Messrs. Falconer and Cautley, J.A. S., May 1837. One allied to Semnopitliecus.

Elephas primigenius.

Hippopot

PACHYDERMATA.

f M. latidens, Clift.

Mastodon elepliantoides \ -mi ^ -j r^i-r^'
j_
— Jblephantoides, Lliit.

angustidens

sivalensis, F.&C, v. Tab. 6, fig. a. b. Eliinoceros sivalensis, F.&C, v. Tab. 6, fig. 4, a.b

dissimilis, F. & C. Anthracotlicrium silistrense, v. Tab. 3, fisr. 12—15.

Anoplotherium posterogenium, F. & C. Chserotheriura, F.& C, sivalense, F. & C.

Rhinoceros angustistrictus, F. & C. Sus, (sp. undetermined).

RUMINANTIA.

Sivatherium, F, & C. Cervus, '(sp- undetermined : numerous).

giganteum, F.&C, v. Tab. 6, fig.l, Antilope, (sp. undetermined : numerous).

a., b., c, d. Bos, (sp. undetermined: 1 new section m the genus),

Camelus (sp. undetermined : two undoubted). v. Tab. 6, fig. 5, a. b., and fig. 6, a, b.

SOLIPEDA.

JEquus Sivalensis, F. & C*, v. Tab. 6, fig- a., b., c

CARNIVORA.

Felisj (number, and character of species, undetermined). Hyaena, (species undetermined)

Cats.

Cariis, (species undetermined).

Bears.

Amyxodon^ F. & C.

sivalensis, F. & C.

Indications of other Genera

RODENTIA.

Hystrix, one, (sp. undetermined). Castor

Mus, (species undetermined). Lutra.

e 2
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REPTILIA.

Ghurial, (Gavial of Naturalists), or

Leptorhynchus gangeticus.

Crocodile, (Muggur of Natives), or

Crocodilus biporcatus, v. Tab. 3, fig. 7 to 9

The head of a very large Crocodile.

Emys, (several species undetermined).

Trionyx, (several species undetermined)

Megaloclielys, F. & C.

sivalensis, F. & C.

PISCES.

Heads, vertebrae, and scales, &c. of unknown genera and species.

Teeth of Squalus, v. Tab. 3, fig. 4 & 5. Tongue of Raya ? v. Tab. 3, fig. 6, being the only appearance

of marine remains.

TESTACEA.

Univalves and Bivalves, chiefly undetermined, but apparently— Unio, Cyclas, Cyrene, Paludina,

Planorbis, Helix.

f
^

For detailed descriptions of these Fossils by the above gentlemen, see Asiatic Researches, Calcutta, 1836, Vol. xix.. Part L,

and Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 35, Vol. Hi., p. 527 ; No. 45, 46, 48, VoL iv., p. 495, 565, 706; No. 49, 53,

55, 57, 58, 59, 60, Vol. v., p. 38, 291, 294,486, 579, 661, 739, 768, as quoted by the Editor of tlie Transactions of the Geological

Society, Second Series, Vol. v., p. 278,

The Geological system of the Himalayas is extremely simple in the line of the sections^ which are
-1 '

been constructed from the Author

and
/

The Unstratifi

rocks. The Stratified rocks consist of Clay-slate, with Limestone imbedded in, or alternating with it.

Q
succeeded bv Micaceous

rauwacke. Clay-

and Gneiss. The

Unstratified rocks consist of Trap-rocks
1 .

Stratified Rocks. Himalayas, between the Ganges and Sutlej rivers, like the Sewaliks,

present towards the plains abruptly steep fronts, and

direction, from the strata dipping towards the north-east.

succession of steep ascents and sloping sides, with a

com

:peated

deep

ridges, in which usually runs a small river, flowing either towards the Ganges or into the Jumna, or

their feeders, or into those of the Sutlej. The drainage of these great rivers is everywhere separated

by transverse ridges, which connect the parallel ridges, having the points ofjunction often projected into

peaks, (v. p. xvii). By proceeding along these ridges, we may penetrate far into the interior, without

having occasion to descend into the valleys ; but the mountain paths usually take the direct course, and

we have thus a succession of ridges and of vallies to cross, and to experience great vicissitudes of climate,

as well as a repetition of the geological structure and of the animal and vegetable forms which are

dependant on tliis and on the climate. The plain-ward face being thus abrupt towards the south-west,

has the solar rays falling on it more perpendicularly, and therefore experiences greater heat and dryness.

The strata dipping towards the north-east, also produce, from isintesrration
If t) t>

are

eastern tlian on estem

(

Clay-Slate.—In ascending the Himalayas, between the Ganges and Jumna, Clay-slate is invariably

met

1
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met with, of great variety of colour as well as of texture, and in many places most remarkably con-

Mussooree

and crumbling into small quadrangular pieces. At Mut

be seen of a fine texture, blue colour, nearly perpendicular.

slate* It may be seen of a still finer qualityas rootino;

in still larger slabs on the ascent to Choor. In manj places, nodules of quartz are seen imbedJcd in

clay-slate, and in some places this is found passing into micaceous schist. Copper is found in it, in the

neighbourhood of Khalsee.

Limestone. — In the ascent to Mussooree, alternating with the claj'-slatc, we find Limestone,

usually compact and hard, but often honey-combed and cavernous, bluisli in colour, passing to grey,

mee.whitish and chalk-like in some places, and becoming in others even black.

and then at the top of the range ; it is also met with at Sahunsudliara, alternating with clay-slate

and dipping east. It is found also in the Suen ran

1

Riknal, and very conspicuously, and of enormous thickness, and overtopping the clay-slate, at Deo-

bund. It is not, however, found constantly alternating with the clay-slate, even in the range which

intervenes between the Jumna and Ganges rivers, as it is wanting near Budraj ; also between Lan-

dour and Surkunda, though very abundant in the neighbourhood of Dlmnoultee, one of the ])laces

which the Author recommended as an excellent site for a Sanatarium. The Limestone, though in

such enormous, apparently amorphous masses, is rather partially diffused, when compared with the Clay-

slate. Sometimes it is harder, and even non-effervescent, becoming also siliceous, and like chert

;

though the pure blue limestone, in connection with clay-slate, is the most common. In some situations
F

it passes into beautiful calc spar, as at Dhunoultee; in others, into white saccharine Limestone,

formed of large crystals, as in some places in mica slate and gneiss, as well near the granite of the

Clioor Mountain, and of Gungotri. Gypsum is found associated with the Limestone in some situa-

tions, as at Sahunsudliara, below Mussooree, and at Jurreepanee, v. Herbert and Cautley (As. Res.)

Heavy Spar, or Sulphate ofBarytes, is found in the ascent to Landour, of which, as well as of the

•ocks, specimens were sent by the Author to the Asiatic Society in 1828.' The sulphurous spring in tlie

vicinity of Sahunsudhara, with the dripping rocks and numerous stalactites hanging down from the

roof of the cavernous limestone, with the leaves, S;:C. encrusted with carbonate of lime, have often

attracted the attention of, and been described by travellers.

QuAKTzosE Conglomerate.—The Clay-slate formation is, in many of the peaks, surmounted by

strata of a rock which Mr. De la Beche has denominated Quartz conglomerate. It varies much in

appearance, being light grey coloured on Landour, coarse-grained and reddish on Budraj, formed of

rounded grains of quartz, and therefore usually called sandstone. This varies in appearance, but is

usually found at the summits of the peaks, as on Budraj, Landour, and Surkunda, and even onDeobun,

in thin isolated strata above the limestone. In other situations, it alternates witli the clay-slate, and

then, as described by Mr. Everest, "it becomes a distinct greywacke, consisting of a greyish green base,

with numerous angular fragments of clay-slate imbedded. No such appearances could be observed in

the slates which alternate with the Mussooree limestone; and this circumstance, coupled with that of

super-position, seems to mark the quartz sandstone as the newest formation of the two."

Section No. 2.—The clay- slate met with in the interior is usually more uniform in appearance, espe-

cially in the line of the section, as on Tuen, where, however, it is much waved and crossed by veins of

quartz, so onAcharanda and Jountgurh, and on to Bhok tibba. In the Khulan valley, clay-slate is alone

found, and a precipitous slip shows tlie whole to be of uniform structure. At the head of the valley

limestone is met with in masses. The dip is very generally to the N.E., as shown in the Section.

]MiCACEous AND OTHER SciiiSTS.—Mica slatc occurs in ascending the south-western face of the Bhok

tibba,
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tibba^ though clay-slate forms the mass of the mountain, and is immediately succeeded by the mica

slate and gneiss series. The clay-slate sometimes passes insensibly into what has been called quartz

rock and even grauwacke in India, and in others into mica slate, which is, in some instances, fine grained

and dark coloured, so as hardly to be distinguished from clay-slate. Mr. Everest, in proceeding from

Mussooree, along the Ganges to its sources, mentions that quartz sandstone soon became the predominant

rock, and that the slate had nearly disappeared, being only found in the lowest ground, opposite Balla-

haut. The line ofjunction of the two was seen only a few feet above the level of the river. Somewhat

partly

travellin

the slate gradually passing into a perfect talc-slate, and the qiiartzy sandstone becoming rather more

crystalline than before. Perhaps the name of quartz-rock might be more appropriate to it, though it

sHll pvhibifpd. in some "nlaces. traces of round trains ap-p-lutinated together. About Batwaree. the nuartz

lar, lormmg

talcose gneiss, with hornblende occasionally intermixed. Traces of the quartzy sandstone yet remain

be obs

into the talcose gneiss.—J.A.S., Dec. 1835, p. 692.

In the upper Section, No. 1, after the sandstones of the Nahun and Jytuk ranges, red marl, with

m
stone and clay-slate series. About Booraree, mica slate, with crystals of hornblende, is met with, and

iron pyrites in the valleys on both sides ; mica slate succeeds, occasionally fine textured, and scarcely

to be distinguished from clay -slate : in ascending to Phagonee^ it becomes coarsegrained, and in some

places abounds in garnets. Near Phagonee, a large vein of iron is seen, and some coarse grained crys-

talline limestone; after which we pass to gneiss, before reaching the projecting masses of granite which

Mountain runmng;

seen crossing the mica slate. In descending, on the N.E. gneiss and mica slate, with garnets, are again seen.

Near Chepal, iron ore occurs, and the slate becomes talcose in the bed of the rivulet, and a coarse plum-

bago slate is seen near the Soonth. The same formations are repeated in proceeding towards Changshill

and Kedarkanta. In ascending to Bumpta, the slate becomes very quartzose, with layers of mica, occa-

sionally assuming a granitic structure. On Urukta, mica slate, with garnets, is found, and often with

nodules of quartz. In the descent by Deyra, the slate is met with containing grains of maonetic iron

in suflScient quantity to be profitably worked, and Avhich has been named Hornblende Slate by Mr, De
la Beche (Manual, 3d Ed., p. 435) : it is associated with gneiss and mica slate.

Gneiss.—The system of slates is succeeded in the section by a more uniform formation of gneiss. The
extent ofwhich will vary according to our view of what is gneiss. Capt. Herbert calculated the gneiss to

be of great breadth, forming a band of which the lowest point is 2,800, and the hio-hest 25,709 feet hiffh

thus including the lofty peaks and the snowy range ; as he says : *^ The highest peaks are everywhere

composed of gneiss, the strata of which may be clearly distinguished, when bare of snow throuo-h a

telescope. Granite has nowhere been found except in veins, and these veins are generally small, with one

exception—Whangtoo on the Sutlej." In this Capt. H. was incorrect, according to the testimony both of

Dr. Falconer and of the Rev. Mr. Everest (v. infra). « The gneiss is of very various character, as far

as colour and grain are concerned, though always very regular, consisting of the usual ingredients,

united in the usual proportions ;
garnets, schorl, kyanite, carbonate of Hme, green quartz, and hyacinth,

are the most ordinary imbedded mmerals. A speck of native gold has been found in a specimen from

one of the granite veins.""

—

Gleanings of Science, v. 3, p. 9.QS.

Gneiss is found in many of the Passes, associated with chlorite and hornblende schists, as well as quartz

rock, sometimes passing into micaceous schist; it is often found in the vicinity of granite, but is soon

succeeded

I
L
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succeeded by micaceous schist^ and this sometimes becoming talcose. The strata in general dip to the

N.E.3 but great irregularities exist, and many instances are seen of their dipping in an opposite direc-

tion, but only to a limited extent.

Unstkatified Rocks.—Trap-rocks, though frequently met with in fragments, were not until lately,

recognized as forming a remarkable feature in the structure of the Himalayas, They were noticed by

Capt. Herbert, and compared by him to Greenstone, as the schist in tlie descent to Klialsee, which he

oreen He

rock is found in the vicinity of Bhecmtal, and mentions a "Toadstone, of which the original mass is

doubtless to be detected."" But a vein of greenstone was discovered by Dr, Falconer in tlie neighbour-

hood of Mussooree, and the presence of trap-rocks has since been detected in numerous situations*

Previous to this, the elevatory force was supposed to depend upon granite, wliich is revealed at the sur-

Kemaon

6 Choor Mountain. Hot

Himalayas, and evidences of recent volcanic action were observed by Mr. Vigne in Cashmere, and have

been seen by Dr. Falconer.

The igneous rocks, Dr. F, says, which have been found in tlie outer tracts, are of the green trap

series, and are very generally met with in dykes, intersecting and rising through the regulai* strata,

Avhich are in all directions fractured or comminuted, and the limestone broken up into masses. The

Mussooree vein is composed in some places principally of compact white felspar and pyroxene, and in

others chiefly of hornblende, and may be: traced for half-a-mile in a direction nearly paralk4 to tlie

range of the mountains. Trap is also met with bed

Jumna, and in the neighbourhood of Khalsee, and therefore abundantly displayed even within a limited

extent. Mr. Everest mentions having crossed three different masses of greenstone in his joumey from

Mussooree to Gungotri : first, on the ridge before descending into the valley of the Ganges, and two

others in the clay-slate and talc- slate. He could not in either case trace their connection with the sur-

rounding rocks, but infers that it probably crossed them nearly at a right angle, and if so, their range

must approach to a parallel with that of the granite.

Granite.—From the foregoing extract from Capt. Herbert, the comparative absence of granite in

the Himalayas might be inferred, though in the line of section a magnificent outburst is observed on the

summit of the Choor Mountain, which is greyish coloured, coarse grained, with veins of quartz, and

is porphyritic towards Roundee. Enormous boulders of it may be seen in the valleys, both to the north

and south. It was suspected to occur in other places, as boulders and hand specimens were well knoAvn

and totally different in character from the Choor granite. Capt. H. was well acquainted with its exist-

ence in many places, as he says : " Granite displays itself on tlie southern face in several places, as at

Champawut, Dhie, Almorah, Shaee Debee, Dooarahath, Pale dhore, Kunyoor, and Choor, situated,

except the latter, in beds in a zone of minimum elevation, and a line passing through them all, has a

direction to N. 60^ W., the same as that of the strata and mountain range. West of the Ganges no such

beds are found, but the granite occupies the summit of Choor; and this is the highest of the mountains

Himal

Himalayas they form a line beautifully parallel
r

tion both of the Sandstone and the Himalaya range. On the higher belt and northern face, according to

Capt. Herbert, and towards the central and highest parts, Granite veins are frequent, as at "Whangtoo or

Huttoo ; and it is mentioned by himself, in his section of the Gonass Pass. But, notwithstanding

this, he seems not to have recognized it at the sources of the Ganges, as Dr. Falconer writes me that

the section about the formation of Gungotri, instead of being of gneiss, is all, to the northward of(C

Sookhee, purely granite, and most palpably so, a binary compound of felspar and quartz, with crystals

of

•

L L
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of tourmaline. It is the grand granitic axis of the Himalaya, and one of the greatest and most mag-

nificcnt outbursts of granite in tlie world."' He went across the direction of it for many miles (up the

• Bhaghiretty, beyond the temple at Gungotri, and saw no end of it. The granite escarpments shooting

up into the highest peaks, and the huge cairns of granitic blocks, many of them as large as a house,

he describes as inconceivably grand.

The Mines and Mineral productions of the Himalayas have been detailed by the lateCapt. Herbert,

Superintendent of the Mineralogical Survey of the Himalayas, in a Paper in the Asiatic Researches,

Trans- of the Physical Class, 1829, Part I,, p. 227, and maybe enumerated as Sulphur, Sulphate of

Iron, Alum, Bitumen, Graphite, Gypsum, Limestone, Dolomite, Potstone, or indurated Talc. To these

Calc Spar and Heavy Spar may be added.

Gold, in many of the streams, and specks of it in the Granite, near Kedarnath.

CopPEn, Grey Copper, and Copper Pyrites, and Green Carbonate.

Ikon.—Red Oxide, Red Haematite, Micaceous, Scaly, and Specular Iron Ore, Compact Red Iron
w

Ore, Magnetic Iron Ore.

Lead in form of fine granvilar Galena. Of the value^of the mines Ave may expect a fuller account

from the investigations of Captain Drummond, accompanied by his Cornish miner.

KuNAWUR and the northern face of the Himalayas. The Geology of this tract is little known, but

we may expect a detailed account from the results of Mons. Jacquemont's investigations. Capt. Herbert,

Gl. iii., p. 269? has briefly indicated its characteristics.

The Gneiss zone being stratified, and dipping at no great inclination to the N.E., the consequences to

be expected are, that in proceeding to the north-eastward, the same sviccession of strata would be found.

but at greater elevations. And gh the development of rocks to the north is not

equal in extent to those on the south side. Micaceous schist, with it sassociates, gradually gives way to

grauwacke slate or grauwacke, which rocks are found at considerable elevations. Limestone, with orga-

nic remains, is fovmd in beds in these rocks, and at such an elevation that the tertiary strata may be

expected to occur at very great heights^and even the superficial deposits which have been called rfi/wumm.

From the physical features of the country, v. p. xxi., the existence of tertiary strata might be

expected^ but these have been proved to exist by the Fossils, v. p.xxix, which have been figured in Plate

8, fig, 1 to 3, including the skull and lowerjaw of a hollow-horned Ruminant (Antilope), tliat referred

to by Capt. Herbert^ GL iii., p. 270, with the tooth of a Rhinoceros. Those of the Horse, and Ox are also

mentioned as having been found. The locality of these is not known, but Capt, H. concludes that they

are from tlic northern face of the ridge which separates the basin of the Ganges from that of the Sutlej,

and not far from the town of D urn pa.

^Li*^,.4 XII AX«.tU Cy, li^ 92

found by him in a loose stratum of black schist, elevated 13,000 to 15,000 feet upon the declivity of the

Spiti. The Terebratulae were particularly remarked on the Laitche Lang Chain, the third o^reat rido-e

elevation of 17,000 feet, altogether distinct from the above formation. FromHimalavas, at an

Mr, Everest concluded that there exist in the Himalayan o
ary

M
Specimens

and

them as identical with shells of the mountain Limestone, Inferior Oolite, and Lias of Enoland. J.A.S.

The species in my collection, obtained chiefly from Dr. Gerard, consist of Astarte, %. 16,
248

Area

19 ; Terebratula or Atrypa

nable in my specimens : Delthyris? fig. 23; Ammonites, two species, fig. 22 and 24 The markino-s

of

t

r
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of both indicate that they belong to that division of the genus which range, from the Lias to the Chalk,

both inclusive. Belemnites two species, fig. 25, 26, and 27.

A section having been given of a portion of the Central Range of India, that is, from Sheerghatty to

Rogonautpore, some details might be given res2)ecting their Geological structure, but as the Author has

already exhausted his space, he can only refer to the valuable papers of Dr.Voysey and of Colonel Sykes,

as well as to that of Dr. Malcolmson, for the Geology of Central India, and to the Geological observa-

tions made by the Rev. Mr. Everest, on a journey from Calcutta to GImzipore, Gleanings, iii., p, ISO-

In the Section No. 4, is seen that the rocky basis of the range is composed of Gneiss, passing occasionally

into mica slate ; and that this alternates with hornblende rock, which is most conspicuous at the several

Ghauts ; and that they have both an anticlinal dip from the Granite and Trap, wliich make their aj^pear-

ance at the Suspension Bridge, and in the Bulbul rivulet. The Granite is also seen in outliers, and on

both flanks of the range. On the Gneiss, a gray micaceous sandstone is horizontally deposited, but

much disturbed in some situations. With the shale, See, impressions of fossil vegetables arc foimd, as

well as Coal.

The Chinnakooree Coal formation. Section No. 3, resembles that of Kanigunj, on the Damooda,

described by Mr. Jones and' the Rev. Mr. Everest, and noticed by Mr. De la Bcclio in his Manual,

p. 899? from the Author's notes, but which he is compelled to suppress. Gneiss was seen near Pachette,

but the hill over which the Author passed was found to be composed of Red Sandstone and Conglome-

rate. The Coal is imbedded in shale, with loose-grained gray Sandstone, both above and below. See

the above Authors, as well as Mr. Mc'Clelland's able report of " A Committee for investigating the Coal

and Mineral Resources of India'' (Calcutta, 1838), where the discovery of a raised ])cach of tertiary

shells in the Kasya Hills is noticed, and a list is given of all the sites of Coal (and Lignite, as those in

Himalayas,) They may briefly be enumerated

as follows,—BuRDWAN, Ranigunj, Chinakooree, Adjai Seedpoorie, Pariharpoor, Darbadanaghat,

Benares Road 149th mile stone, and other ])laces ; Hazarecbagh, Rajmaiial, Patsandeh Baghelpoor,

Skrigully, Hurra, Palai^ioo, two principal beds, Amarath. Bidjegurh, Neubudda, Towar river,

Hoshungabad, Jubulpoor, Sohagpore, Chanda, "Warda nala. Cuttack, Malianadi. Assam Deupha-

panee near Bramakoond, Namroop river, Suffry or Disung river, near Rungpore, Dhunsiree river,

Jumoona river, Kossila river near Gowahate, Chilmari and Doorgapoor. Silhet, Laour and other

sites, Kasya hills Chirrapunjie, Sarrarim, Manipur near capital, Gendah on Kuenduan river. Arracan

Sarldoway District, Kyook Phyoo Island. Moulmeix, Anthracite at Bothoung. Southern India,

Travancore, fossil seeds carbonized. Himalaya, Kemaon lignite, Moradabad, lower range. Indus,

Cutch, Peshawur. To these may be added the indications of Coal discovered in boring to a depth of

400 at Calcutta and 300 feet at Goga in Gujerat.

The Shales of Ranigunj and Chinnakooree coni Vertebraria

6.7. Tri

referred formerly to Sphenophyllum? De la Beche, Manual, p, 400, and mentioned by Mr. Jones as

" impressions of flowers.'"* This appears to belong to the natural family oi Marsileacece^ v. p. 431. Of this

new genus there is a second species found in Germany, and the Author has a third species lent him by

Dr. Mantell, from the Anthracite of Mount Carbon, in Pennsylvania. Pustularia Calderiana^ nob., Pecop-

teris Lindleyana^ fig. 4, and Glossopter,s dancEoideSj fig. 9, are the other plants obtained from the same

locality. Glossopteris angiistifolia^ and G» Brownianay are other species mentioned by M. Adolphe

Brongniart. The "presence of the latter is remarkable, as it was originally found in the carboniferous

series of Eastern Australia by Dr. Robert Brown, v. De la Beche, JManual, p. 401.

It would have been interesting to have concluded this cursory view of the Geology of parts of India

with a notice of the various mineral resources of tliat country, which though little developed are very

abundant, and some of wliich have long been known to, and formed articles of commerce to both the

ancient and modern civilized nations of the Earth, as the Author has endeavoured to prove, from p. 40

to 47, and p. 95 to p. 104, in his " Essay on the Antiquity of Hindoo Medicine, London, 1838.
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HE METEOROLOGY OF THE PLAINS AND MOUNTAINS OF N. W

Though the Meteorology of a country is freq^uently omitted in Works treating of Natural History,

there is no subject which is more interesting or more closely connected with its several branches, especially

when it is desired to point out the connection between climate and the vegetable and animal forms

M^hich it supports. This is still more important^ indeed essentially necessary, when we desire to make

any Fractical application to the Arts ot Uulture ot tne results ot our mvestigaiions inio me i\aiurai

History of a country.

India being so extended in territory and varied in surface, with lengthened coasts, washed by a tro-

pical ocean, and the summits of its mountains, covered by eternal snows, necessarily presents every variety

of climate; As it is intended in the present Work to notice the vegetation of its heated plains and vallies,

and to compare this with that found on the slope of its mountains, it is desirable, therefore, for the sake

of comparison, to notice the more striking characteristics of the climate of different parts of India. This

can only be done very briefly ; but the Author hopes to be able to return to the subject, and give the

details of his observations made at Saharunpore, from the year 1826 to 1830, with the Barometer,

and both the Dry and Wet Bulb Thermometer, with observations on Radiation, Temperature of Wells,
F n

Quantity of Rain, together with Horary Observations, with all the instruments, from 1 a.m. to midnight,

or elevations, and at

the different seasons of the year, in the Himalayan Mountains.

The instruments were compared with those of Capt. Herbert and of Mons, Jacquemont, when these

<T passed through Saharunpore, and subsequently with those of my friend Mr
on my arrival in Calcutta, and the differences between all were very slight.

As much of the vegetation of India is of a tropical nature, and as this is found extending into higher

latitudes, or to considerable elevations, when local circumstances favour the production of a similar climate,

we may therefore notice the characteristics of tropical climate, which consist in great uniformity of tem-

perature, as well as of moisture, throughout the year. Various attempts have been made to ascertain by

calculation the mean temperature of the Equator, assisted by the few observations which we possessed,

of places in its vicinity. The illustrious Humboldt was induced to adopt 81^ 5' as the mean tempera-

ture of the Equator. Mn Atkinson, on the contrary, inferred, that it was at least 84° 53'; but Avhcn

it is considered that five-sixths of this line passes over the Ocean, the mean temperature of which between

the limits of 3° N. and S"" S. varies, in general, between 80° 24?' and 82^ 4', and as the air which rests

i these waters is from 1° 8' to 2^ T cooler, it is probable that 81"* 5' is not too low for the mean

temperature of the Equator, Sir David Brewster, indeed, from observations since made in Ceylon.

upo

enang, and at Singap

are well known

dry seasons, and are greatly regulated by the periodical winds. In J

and

85*^ or 90^ on the coast, falling as low as 70° at sumise

fanuary, the driest weather occurs in July and August.

tak

afford ar nature, and being 1^ 15' North of the

and near the S. extremity of the Malayan Peninsula, is well suited to give an idea of a

tely, thermometric observations carried on for six years b^

A.M., 6 P.M., and at Noon (v. Journ. As. Soc. % p. 428)€

temperature deduced from them may probably be a little too high: but in the

Thermo-
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Thermometer never rose above 89^ or sunk below 7P, and the mean temperature deduced from the

means of the extremes is 80^ 04' in all the years,

Jan. Feb. March April May June Jaly Aufj. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Maximum ...... 84-5 85 Sj 87 89 88 8S 88 88 88 86 86

Minimum 70-5 73 72 74 75 74 74 75 75 75 74 74

77-0 79-5 SO 80-5 82 81 81.5 81-5 Sl-5 81-5 80 80=80.4

This degree of equability is found near the Equator only, but an approach is made to it during the

rainy season of the year, botb in higher latitudes and at considerable elevations, within tlie influence of

the tropical rains, though the general characteristics of these situations is that of variableness of climate,

or of a great range of the thermometer, both daily and annual. The result is the production, not only

of great cold, but also of great heat, so that the thermometer is found to rise much higlicr at, and a little

ted

been

second

from the Equator, and takes a month to advance the remaining 3^°, and an equal time to return, so that

during the whole of this period the solar rays must fall nearly perpendicularly at noon on all places

between 20° and 23^*^ of latitude, while a place situated under the Equator has the sun only during six

days, as near the zenith, as the above places near the tropics have it for near two months ; and, therefore,

we may expect a greater degree of heat, wbich is moreover increased by the greater length of the days.

The larger proportion of land near and beyond the tropic of Cancer, as well as the sandy barren nature

of the soil, perhaps originally a consequence of, but now acting as a cause, in increasing the heat, together

with the dryness of the air, all contribute, as causes, in increasing the absolution of, and the subsequent

arly Thus Ilitchie and Lyon state,

that during whole months the thermometer stood at 117^ and at 128° in the Oasis of Mourzouk ; Dr.

Coulter mentions having' observed it at 140° on the banks of the Rio Colorado, 32° 30' N. lat., and we

have it often stated as being 120°. Mr. Everest gives 111° as the highest at Gliazeepore; Mr. Prinscp

as its being 114'' at Benares. I have observed it at 107'' at Saharunpore. The free radiation of the same

open plains in the clear still nights of the winter months, causes a degree of cold which one is surprised

to hear of as occurring in situations where the summer heat is so intense ; hence the coldness experienced

in some of the deserts of Africa, also by Lieut. Bumes, as well as in the plains of India.

The climate of many places in low latitudes has been ascertained, but of these we can only state the

mean temperatures: as of places in Ceylon, from lat. 6"* to 8^^; of Point de Galle, Sl^'lO''; of Colombo,

80^ 75' ; and of Trincomalee, 80° 56^
; while the temperature of jMadras, in lat- 13^ 5', has been ascer-

tained, by numerous observations, to be SO'" 42'. Pondiclierry, on the dry and hot part of the Coroman-

del Coast, and in N. lat. 11° 5B\ has the hicrhest observed mean temperature, this havinir been found to

frrro28'. Seringapatam, in lat. 12° 45' N. long. 76 2,41

the level of the sea, has a mean temperature of 77° 06'; the mean at sunrise is 63° 17'; at 3 p.m.,

90° 95'; of the day, 84°; of the niglit, 70° 11'; the highest temperature observed was 115°, and the

lowest 48°. At Bangalore, the mean temperature is about 74° 39'.

My friend IMr. James Prinsep, whose lamented illness

)bservations, and as he has united

others, I give his tables for the sake of comparison.

(( 30° of north

latitude. care

reports of the late astronomer, Mr. Goldingham, whose results merely required to be reduced to the

freezing point. The Ava tables are abstracted from Major Burney's Registers, published in the

'Gleanings;' the Benares tables are taken from the Oriental Magazine, 1820; for the Saharunpore

results we are indebted to Dr. Royle, who allowed us to look through his copious registers for the pur-
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pose As

aced upon the mean altitudes given ; but with regard to Calcutta, Benares, and Saharunpore, as some

opportunities occurred of comparison through the instruments of different travellers, the relative altitude

of these places can be estimated tolerably well : thus, Saharunpore will be found to be almost exactly

Hodg Benares, in like manner.

sea

Monthly Deviations of the Barometer and Thermometer from their annual mean heicjht at

Calcutta; and at several other places, introduced for the sake of comparison.

Barometer at 32® Fahr. Thermometer.

Month. M adras,
mean of 21
years from
1796 to 1821.

Ava, 1830.

January
Inch.

+ •146

February I +'131
March
April . - .

.

May ,

June .••

July

August •

Septeml)er
October ,

November
December

Ann. mean. ,.•

Range

+ •087

006
124

117
103
088
057
•018

+•006
+ •124

Inch.

+ •229

+ •115

+ •051

—•028
105
156

176
126

098
DIG

Calcutta,
for

three years,

1829-30-31.

Benares,
four years'

obser-
vations,

1822 to 1826.

+•102
+ •201

Inch.

+•208
+172
+ •095

030
152
'248

'218

•194

115
+•020
+•161
+•258

Inch.

+•273
+•175
+•107
—•043
—•136
—•289
—•308
—•203
—•098
+ •074

+•181
+•279

Saharun-
pore

1826-27-

Madras,
mean of 21
years' ob-
servations,

[ax.&min.

29-810

270

29-573

405

29-764 29-464

Inch.

+ •274

+•219
+•151
+•061

060
217
398
278
158

047
+•209
+•245

28^766

Beg.
6-5

5
1-8

+0-7
+5-2
+7-4
+3-9
+3^0
+2^1
+0^1

1

'9

Ava, 1830,
sun-riseaud

4 p.m.

Calcutta,

3 years' ob-
servations,
max.&min.

Benares,
4 years' ob-
servations,

inax.& min.

Deg.
13^7

2-8

81-69

506 587 672 13^9

+
+
+
+

7-8

5-6

7-1

4.4

Deg.

11^6

6-0

1

Saharun-
pore

1826-27.

+ 4^1

+
+

4^3

2-2

4-2

10-1

+
+
+
+

1-0

5-1

7-5

5-5

+ 4-6

+ 3-6

+
+

3-7

2-5

5-4

11-5

Deg.

17-0

11-5

1-5

+ 9-5

+ 13-9

+ 1.3-1

+ 6^9

+ 6^4

5^8

1^3
+
+

9-7

17-6

Deg.

-2i-8

20-9

+ 0-1

+ 6-1

+ lb6
+ 17-5

+ 12-8

+ 10-0

9-5+
0^8

10^8

13^8

78-39

21-5

78-13 77-81 73-5

19-1 31-5 39-3

" It will be remarked, that the range of variation in the weight of the atmosphere increases witli the

latitude, even up to the foot of the Himalaya Mountains, and that it is accompanied by a corresponding

increase in the range of the thermometer.
w

" We now come to the diurnal oscillation of the barometer, for ^vhich the same sources have furnished

me with materials for framing a comparative table for five localities considerably distant from one

another; we could have added Moorshedabad to the list, but that the thermometric series for that

place was incomplete. At Saharunpore the horary observations were confined to a single dav, the

fifteenth of each month ; at Madras to three similar days ; at Benares, perhaps, the hour of the minimum

pected

results are wonderfully equable.

DiuKNAL Oscillations of the Baeometer and Thermometer at Calcutta, with Comparatix

Observations at other places.

Bakoj ER AT 32®.

Month. Madras,
znax,&iiun.
every tenth

day
for ia23.

January ..•••••
February
March. ••

April
May.....
June .••••••••
July .••••.••••.
August
September
October
November . • • .

.

December •••••

]\rcan tide

Ava»
10 a.m. and

Calcutta,
9 -10 A.M.

4 P.M. and 4 Op.m

Inch.

095
090

Thermometer.

Ava, Calcutta,
4 A.M. and ;Sun-rifieand sun-riseand

4 P-M. 2 50 P.M.

Benares,
daily ex-

Saharun-
pore.

tremes by extremes of
register I one day in
thermom. each month

Deg. Deg, Deg.
9-4 20-7 17-8

16-8 18-5 19-2

20-8 14-0 20-7
20-9 14-6 23-2

20-4 13-7 21-9
9-0 7-G 16-1

6-6 6-1 9-0

8-8 5-9 8-3

7-8 6-2 10-3
5-0 8-4 18-1

6-7 13-4 16-8
8-5 IM 16-3

Deg.

24-j

21-0

26-0

31-0

38-0

31-5

15-3

11-5

13-0

31 •o

29-3

17*5

10-6 12-2 16-6 24-2

> "b
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owance

the average diurnal tide of the barometer between the Equator and 30^ north latitude, exceeds one-tenth

temperatu

With

want of an observation at 10 p.m.^ the hour of the supposed maximum at night ; all that is indicated

therein is, that the barometer is constantly lower at sunset than at sun-rise. At the Madras obse

m 1823, a series of horary observations was made for three days in each month, which seems to cstabUsh

the fact of a night-tide beyond a doubt to the extent of ,04 inch ; when, however, tlie corrections for the

temperature of the mercury are applied, this amount is reduced to two-hundrcdths of an inch, whicli is

one-fifth only of the diurnal tide.

'' The same result is obtained from a month'*s horary observations, undertaken by Col. Balfour, at

Calcutta, in the year 1784. At Saharunpore, also, the existence of a nocturnal tide is equivocal : the

following table exhibits all that we can gather towards the elucidation of the point in India, expressing

by minus signs the real tide, or fall of the barometer, from 10 p-m. to 5 a.^i., and vice versa^ Mr.

Prinsep concludes by saying, ^^ There is still sufficient ambiguity respecting this second tide, tlierefore,

io render further inquiry necessary, and it would be desirable to employ a barometer for tlic purpose,

which should not require to have any correction applied for the temperature of the mercury ; this might

of the same length, also filled with

mercury, upon the surface of which the scale might float.

tube

rt

Nocturnal Oscillation of the Barometeh from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. reduced to 32° Fahr.

Month. Madras, three days in
each month.

January ,

February
March.,.
April . .

.

May
June ...

July

August .•

September
October .

,

Nov^ember
December

Means

004
029
026
027
014
026
009
023
024
033
mo
019

Berhampore, from Dr.
Russei'8 tables.

Saharunpore, Dr. Royle's
observations.

Vera Cruz, in Mexico,
bvFravJuan,

021

+•034
+ •026

+ •069

+•008
+ 020
+ •012

•000

+014
+•011
+•009
+ •009

+•027

+•020

043
009
003

007
020

+•039
005

016

+ •011

—•004
+ •024

015
i

+•018
+•009

002
+•008
+ •005

+•003
—•002

007
0]2
021

+•001
023

001 002

Saharunpore, as we have seen, is situated nearly at the head of the great Gangetic valley, in N. lat.

29° 57', long. 77° 32' E., one thousand miles north-west of Calcutta, in the Doab, or space included

between the Ganges and Jumna rivers, about twenty miles from the former, and nine from the latter,

about thirty miles from the Sewalik or Sub-H It is celebrated as the

be elevated

station whence the Trigonometrical Survey of the Himalayas was commenced by Capts. Hodgson and

Herbert (v. p. xii.) It Avas then calculated by Capt., now Col., Hodgson, to

above Calcutta. Mr. James Prinsep, from my observations, compared with his own, in Calcutta, calcu-

lated that my house, situated in the vicinity of the Botanic Garden, was as near as possible one thousand

feet above the sea (Journ. As. Soc, vol. i. p. 29). The characteristics of the climate are mentioned at

p. 7, in connection with the vegetation, which is described as being tropical at one season, and partially

European at another, and as having, in consequence, an equally varied cultivation. To display this

connection of climate with vegetation, it is desirable to give the temperature, so as to show the rise and fall

m

of the thermometer ; I have therefore thought it advisable to commence with the month of March, when

increase of temperature takes place so rapidly. The thermometer was placed on the northern side of

the house, but too near, for the extremes to be accurately observed, as, though the heat was probably
>

I
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greater^ yet the cold was probably less^ from the more confined radiation, as the minimum outside of

a tent and not far from the house, was 27°, when the other was 38° 5'.

March April May Jane July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Maxima.... 89 96 105-5 105 95-5 92 91-5 90-5 84 69 64-5 81-5

Minima .... 47 62 67-5 73 76 78*5 64-5 57'5 45.5 44 38-5 45

Means .... 68 79 86-5 89 86'75 85-25 78 74 64-75 56-5 52-5 63-25

Mean temp. .... 73'58

Sahamnpore in the open plains of Upper

Dey

east. The observations were made by my late friend, the Hon. F. Shore, while Assistant Commissioner

in the Deyra Doon.

March April May June July Aug'. Sept. Oct. Nov. Doc. Jan. Feb.

Maxima.. 86 93 98 101 94 90 91 86 70 71 68 73

Minima.. 48 53 64 71 72 72 66 61 44 42 37-75 45

Diff. ..38 40 34 30 22 18 25 25 26 29 30-25 28

Mean.... 67 73 81 86 83 81 78-5 73-5 57 56-5 52-8 59-5=70-65
^

From the greater number of cloudy day s^ as well as from the greater moistness of the climate, it is

found difficult to ripen some fruits which succeed in the plains, though others, as Bengal Plantain,

Guavas, and several varieties of Limes, arrive at greater perfection. The greater degree of moisture must

be ascribed to the surrounding mountains, and to the quantity of vegetation with which the uncleared

parts of the valley are covered. Like other vallies, it is also more close, as the winds cannot blow so

freely as in the open plains. The evenings and nights are, however, pleasant, as a cool breeze generally

descends from the mountains, and at some seasons of tlie year the climate is delightful.

In the ascent of the Himalayas, in the course of the Geological section, Jurreepanee is a mid-way

station, where I have occasionally taken observations, and of which the temperature feels cool to those

who are ascending, but warm to those descending from, the mountains

:

Ther. Moist Bulb. Barom. Merc. Spring of water.

April 4, ei^htA.M 64 49-5 24-84 71° 63*5

Oct. 2, lialf-past seven a.m. 62*5

July 22, eight A.M. ........ 68

„ four P.M. 79

65-5

Mu ssooree

where a Sanatarium for the recovery of the health of European soldiers has been established, as well as

houses built by officers, and where I established a small Nursery-garden, which was abolished by Lord
William Bentinck, but re-established byLord Auckland. The range enjoys a delightful climate, presenting

as great a degree of equability of temperature from summer to winter, and from day to night, as is desirable.

In summer the temperature is low, and all accumulation of heat is prevented by the coolness of the breeze

which ascends from the vallies. The transition to the rains, which commence about the 15th of June,

and

and usually cloudy, it is not otherwise disagreeable or unhealthy

conclusion of the rainy season, and throughout November, the sk

and still, that the climate is perfectly delightful. The approach <

October

degree

so
4b ^F ^^»

hills. The coldest months are December, January, and February; in the last the greatest cold, and some-

ery

more elevated, the minimum, however, is very little lower than at Saharunpore.

Ran

cold of winter in these mountains, at least on the Mussooree

of summer. It may be said, that with a winter temperature

of
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9

of their own latitudes^—that is, of the plains at their base,—they have the summer temperature of

without exagoreration, it mie-ht be said

Gurmush nu gurm ust,

Surdush nu surd«

Its >varmth is not heat,-

Its coolness is not cold.'*

The mildness of the night, compared with the coolness of the day, appears to be omng to the descent

of strata of the atmosphere, which the heat of the day had caused to ascend. These, in descending to a

lower station, become more condensed, and thus having their capacity for heat diminished, give out a

portion of their latent caloric, which necessarily prevents the sinking of the temperature to tlie degree it

otherwise would, in consequence of the cooling eifect of radiation from the surface of the soil. Favoured as

this process is by the stillness and clearness of the night, its effects would be more perceptible, did not

the breadth of the ridge bear but a small proportion to the mass of the air by whicli it is surrounded.

Tliis equability of temperature is observed, not only from day to night, but also from hour to hour, and

from summer to winter.

"moi

mommers

the solar rays, the heat becomes considerable, and even insupportable in the open air, until a gentle
r

breeze rises, and ascending up the valley, continues through the day, apparently following the course of

the sun. The maximum of temperature frequently occurs at ten, or, at all events, the increase after

that is so slight as not to be perceptible to the senses- In the plains we know the temperature of the air

goes on increasing until 2 or 3 p.m. As the latitude is nearly the same as that of Saharunpore, the power of

the solar rays and the quantity of heat communicated in a given time must be nearly the same; but in

the plains it is allowed to accumulate: in the hills, on the contrary, the breeze which sets in daily

from the plains towards the hills, and which commences about 10 a,m. (the very time after which so

little increase takes place in temperature), passes over the top of the range, and prevents the accumida-

tion of any heat. This breeze, though caused by the heat of the sun rarefying the dense air, at the sur-

face of the earth, might be expected to arrive at the mountain top in the hot and parched state in

which it rose from the heated plains ; but the air as it ascends becomes still less dense, and in proportion

to this diminution of density is its capacity for heat increased ; so that it absorbs all the caloric wliich,

in the plains, was sensible to the feelings, or was observed by a thermometer, and thus, on arriving at

and refreshing.* At night, a similar, but more gentle breeze, setscool

be

land and sea breezes of the Coast and of Equatorial islands.

As instances of the very gradual rise and fall of the thermometer from hour to hour, as well as of the

little diminution of heat during the night, the following observations are subjoined, wliich were all care-

fully made in the open air, and on clear sunny days, but in the shade ;

Time 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. II. 12. 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12
'«n

April 19 58 70-5 76-5 77 76 75 76 67* 69 60

»y 21 59 62 66.5 72 74-5 74-5 73-5 73-5 71*5 71-5 72 71'5 68 65 64

May 6 53*5 58-5 63

Sept. 29 .... 5/ 59 60

• Cloudy.

68

61

75 75 75-5 76 75-5 72 66* 70 G9

69 69 66

C4

64

62-5 t

58

GO t

t 57"55 next morn in gf; X 56 next morning, at day-break.

The transition to the rainy season is not accompanied \Tith so great a diminution of temperature as

might be expected. In the year 18^9, the rains came on on the 15th of June. The mean temperature

of the two previous days was 67^ and 68^^ while that of the twenty-four hours subsequent to tlie rains

was 62% and that of the whole day of the IGth was 035.
A thcr-

* These observations were first published by the Author in a Paper read before the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, and extracts pub-

lished in the Joum. As, See, vol. I p. 97.

^
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A thermometer hung up in the sun, and freely exposed to its influence^ as M'ell as to that of the air,
w

was usually from 5^ to 10° higher ; the maximum generally taking place ahout 12. ^

At the observations have not all been made with a

^5stationary instrument, nor all at the same place in the hills. At the top of the rai

were first built, the barometer observed in September, October, December, and April, did not differ at

these various times more than one-tenth of an inch, or from 23'60 to 23-50. ' Mr. S. Boulderson has

published his observations in another part of the same range, called Caineville, from 15th May to

21st of November: he has 24'158 as the maximum mean of seventeen observations, from 1st to 21st

Nov*, at 10 A.M., while 23-815 is the minimum of twenty-two observations in June, at 4 p.m., giving

a rano^e of .343 inches. -

The daily periodical fluctuation was observed to be as regular in the hills as in the plains. The maxi-

mum height to which the barometer rose was always about ten o'clock, and the lowest to which it' fell,

about 4 P.M.

From the equability of temperature as well as of pressure, we might also expect considerable equa-

bility of evaporation ; but if it were not for the increased capacity of air for moisture, as well as for

caloric, in proportion to its rarefaction, the climate would be a very moist one, as, indeed, is the case

in the rainy season. Fz'om my observations, however, it appears that there is always a moderate degree of

evaporation in the Mussooree climate; the greatest difference, or 20% between the dry and moist Bulb

Thermometer, occurred on the 6th May ; on the same day, the difference at Saharunpore was82*^ 5'.
r

On the 5th April, in the morning, after rain, the difference was 7'^ 5', while at Saharunpore, on the 7th,

also after rain, the difference was only 3° 5'. Even when enveloped in a cloud on the Mussooree range,

I have found 2^ difference between the dry and moist thermometers, and on cloudy days the difference

varied from 4^ to 10°. Also at the conclusion of the rains, that is, on the 29th September, the mean of

the differences on the Mussooree was observed to be 7° 7', while at Saharunpore it was only 6° 7^

The meteorological phenomena observed in the years 1827 and 1828, have been reduced to a tabular

form, which will give a good general idea of the nature of the climate, as they nearly correspond with

those observed in subsequent years ; but the peculiarity of seasons, their greater dryness or moisture,

later accession of the rainy seasons, or the total absence of a snow-storm, in some years, will, of course,

here, as elsewhere, modify the temperature of particular months.

Results of Meteorological Observations at Mussooree,

-.

-I

^

i

r

S
,^^

h

\

i-.:

t
J

V

I

>

5

i

January .

February
March -.

.

April . . .

Mav--...
June ••..

July
August .

September
October .

November
December

Month.

-

Mean Temperature of the Year,,

Means of all the
Observations.

42*45

45-42

53-fi3

59-83

GG'Ol

67-12

67-35

G6'43
64-04

57-25

5

45

^0

57-04

Maximum during I Minimum during
each Month. I each Month,

o

51-5

63
69

77
78
74
71
69
69-5

6G-5

57
5

I

34-5

27
37
41

41

61

63
63

57
48

48
29

Means of Maxima
and M inima.

o

43
45
53
59
59
67-5

67-5

66
63-25

57-25

52-5

42

Increase and Decrease
of each Month.

o

—2-55
+2-97
+8-21
+G-2
+6-18
+ 1-I1

0-23

0-92

2-39

6-79

7-25
5-

56 ^f^j Mean Temperature of the
Year from the Monthly
Maxima and Minima.

"'



ON THE

ENTOMOLOGY OF THE HIMALAYAS AND OF INDIA

By the Rev. F. W. Hope, F.R.S., F.L.S., &c., President of the Entomological Society of London.*

proof to

describe the entomo-geograpliical character of a country which he has never visited ; and bold, I am

willing to allow, is the attempt to embrace, in my views, not only the distribution of Insects in the

Himalayas, but those Slso of the whole Continent of India and its adjacent islands^ 1 ossessui

ever, one x)f the richest Cabinets of Oriental Entomology to be found in this or any other country,

the major part of the species collected at Calcutta, Madras, Poona, and Singapore, and In the iblanda

of Java and Ceylon; and through the kindness of my friends, the late lamented General Hard wick e,

Colonels Sykes and Whitehill, Captains Law, Smee, and Smith, having access to thw rich and

extensive collections from Nepal, Bombay, and the Dcccan ; I may be enabled, perhaps, from such

a mass of materials, to offer some new facts respecting the geographical distribution of Insects, a subject

apparently little studied, and certainly not sufficiently appreciated. It is, indeed, with diflidence that

I undertake a task beset on all sides with difficulties; and before I enter on it, I claim the indulgence

of my readers, and solicit them to regard the present attempt merely as an outline sketch, which can

afterwards be filled up with greater accuracy, as our acquaintance with the nature of the soil, and the

forms of animal and vegetable life belonging to the East, become better known. The entomological

character of a country is particularly influenced by three things; first, by its temperature; secondly,

, a few remarks on these subjects (relatingperhap

chiefly to the Eastern world) may not here

entomology of the Himalayas and of India.

•

•

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND OF MOISTURE.

In those regions of the world where we find a multiplicity of genera of animals, united with a prolific-

species

and

orm, and a paucity of individuals, we arrive at an opposite Now
cause of these discrepancies, we shall find it to depend in a great measure on the influence of temperature.

r

Let us examine, then, in what portion of the globe a super-fecundity of organized life exists. Certainly

not at the poles, or even in the temperate zones ; to the tropical and equatorial regions we must next

proceed, and it is there, in those warmer districts of the earth that we find the energies of life more

early developed, and vigour and productiveness seem the characteristics of the clime. These remarks

apply

The Author has to apologize to the Rev. Mr. Hope and to his readers for the long delay which has occurred m the puhtishing

written for him in 1834, and which has The

Saharunpore

.500 The reader will observe

that many of the desiderata required by Mr H. on temperature and vegetation, are detailed throughout this work, and he cannot

fall to he struck with the remarkable coincidence in opinion, respecting the distribution of Insects as given by Mr. Hope, with that

of the Author on the geographical distribution of the Flora of the plains and mountains of India,—J. F, R.
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1

within

>le life, for no where do the Herbivora abound more thai

more luxuriance of foliage, or a greater exuberance of

As we recede from the equator, and anproximate to

temperature gradually diminishes ; and probably nearly in the same proportion as heat decreases, so

shall we find the decrease of animal and vegetable species, till we arrive at that degree of cold where

vegetation is stunted, circulation languid, animation becomes suspended, and existence is scarcely

tenable, if not actually destroyed.

To obviate the effects occasioned by a low temperature, some animals burrow in the earth, and pass

the winter in inactivity and torpor ; others again, gifted with extraordinary locomotive powers, migrate

food

rendered observation worthy of attention, that at the very pe

Insects are alreadv teeminsr into life, while vegetation has arrived

Weforwardness sufficient to support, as it were, the expected increase of animal beings.

that as vegetation is apparently regulated and influenced by temperature, so animalization is in a

condary
4 I

It may naturally* be expected, in a gigantic

country like India, whose superficial area is nearly one million and a half of miles in extent, that great

be and when we take into our consideration the altitude of its

mountains, surpassing in grandeur the Andes of the American world, we may expect every gradation
— , '

of temperature which can occur, from the intense cold of the eternally snow-capped height, to the

baneful heat of the tropical valley. The elevation of the land above the ocean, the height and direction

of its mountain ranges promoting or checking radiation, its mighty rivers and interminable jungles,

its soil, strata, and arid deserts, absorbing and radiating heat, exert their varied influences, and modify
w

the temperature of that extensive Continent ; and yet, admitting thus much, I cannot help stating an

opinion, that according to the extent of the country, no other portion of the globe enjoys a more general

and equable uniformity of temperature than India. This may satisfactorily be proved, provided we

take as the basis of our argvunent the wide range of region, over which not individual species, but whole
* " -

genera of Insects extend, and the general uniformity of Oriental vegetation. Before dismissing the

temcerature^ I wish to offer a few remarks on the variation of heat and cold
V

Himalayas In the former Dr. Royle states.

in his admirable pages, that the Flora of the Himalayas in the spring and summer of the year resembles

that of Europe, while in the rainy season it becomes intermixed with tropic-like vegetation; and hence

there is a certain admixture of genera belonging to temperate and tropical climes.' The change of
L

temperature and of moisture producing a new vegetation, exercises a corresponding influence over the

distribution of Insects throughout the same country ; and consequently we have reason to expect, as will
L

afterwards appear in my remarks, that its entomological character is also twofold, uniting in itself that of
_ ^

both zones. This intermingling of genera of tropical and temperate regions will ever probably be found

more perceptible in the rainy season, in advancing from the valley to the mountain height ; and perhaps

we ought to know the results of the following researches, before we attempt to arrive at any conclusion

nalayas or in India. I would therefore suggest toHi

m
the causes which affect its temperature ; secondly, to find out the average Umit to which tropical forms

extend, to state where they most abound, where begin to lessen, and finally terminate; thirdly, to note

proportions the genera of tropical and

and

the range of any group of animals in preference to that of any individual species: both objects, how-

ever, are desirable. In addition to the above desiderata, it will be necessary to note the seasons of

Insects

1
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he vegetation upon which thej

food, which food will abound

po

heat and moisture influence the same. and

and marshy lands acted on by the fays of the sun, where there is a union of heat and moisture^ that the

major part of Insects seem particularly to flourish. In such localities we find genera more abundant,

a great increase of species, the number of individuals prodigiously augmented, and the energies of life

more rapidly developed. Animals appear more than usually productive, either in the alhivium of

mighty rivers, or in the tropical jungle. It was on the banks of the Nile, airiid its slime, acted on by

the influence of the sun, that the doctrine of spontaneous generation originated, and I am told also enter-

tained by th§ ancient Brahmans on the banks of the Ganges, as seen in Susruta. It is in like situation^,

where heat and moisture predominate, that nature still exhibits her OTrpassing and inexhaustible fecundity,

' If we next turn our attention to the tropical jungle, we meet there with nearly an equally teeming

exuberance and productiveness of species. The heavy tropical rains saturating the accumulated mass of

heated leaves, and vegetable matter, considerable vapour is produced peculiarly adapted to increase

insect life; and it is not a little singular, that as soon as the first showers fall in these regions, all nature

becomes reanimate; and as the rains increase, so do the Insects in proportion more and more, till the

rainy season fairly sets in, at which period the jungle and the forest literally teem with myriads of

insect population, more numerous than the stars of heaven, and as countless as the sands of the sea-

shore. In concluding this part of my subject, I need only repeat shortly, that heat and moistufe

combined, exercise a powerful control over the geographical distribution of insect life, and that this

distribution is also inflhenced in a greater or less degree by vegetation, as well as by the soil of a

country ; but these are subjects which reqtiire furthef elucidation.

Y.

•

INFLUENCE OF VEGETATION.

The entomologist who wishes for accurate information respecting the geographical distribution of

Insects over the wide extent of our globe, must take into his consideration not only the influence of

temperature, but that of vegetation ; nor should he omit to note the varieties of soil which materially

influence it. The dependence of this distribution of animals, although greatly swayed by temperature,

is no less so by the supply of food and nourishment they can obtain. Insects are designated

according to the kind of food they consume, as carnivorous or phytyvorous ; and in proportion as food

is ample or deficient, so probably they abound in numbers, or decrease and vary in magnitude and

form. To its abundance we may in some measure attribute size, to its deficiency the frequency of

dwarfishness of stature, immaturity, and many of the numerous crippled specimens, as also some of

the monstrosities found in our collections. The great Latreille has justly observed, that where the

terminates that of Zool

crrouDS also will be £ov

I have little doubt, that where

species

individuals, not only those which are herbivorous, but those also which are carnivorous*

Himalavan or Indian Fl If

the reader requires information on these points, I refer him at once to the accurate and invaluable pages

oo ^

J.

ffreat measure the character of the entomo]ogy of the country, a concise outline of the leading features of

the Botany of those regions is all that is here requisite. Throughout India, according to the above

authorities, there appears to be an uniformity of vegetation, tropical species greatly predominating over

those of the temperate zones ; there occurs also a considerable admixture of genera belonging to

and at a high elevation plants abound, which are

f 2 genera

«
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ear common to Europe, North America, and India ; and in some instances identical species

recoornized as existinsr in Europe and in Asia, as well as in the New World. It still remains.

d Western

Ily kno\vn -a

appear

similarity I am led to suspect solely from observing a great resemblance in the character of th

mology of Western India and Eastern Africa.* In many instances cognate species of Insects

both in Africa and Asia, which, by a careless observer, might be considered only as varieties ; they are,
r

however, on examination, sufficiently distinct, and I therefore think myself justified in esteeming them

the representatives of their respective countries, as undoubtedly they fulfil the same offices and functions

in both. with identity of species in Asia and Africa

ration I have made, worthy of still further investigation, that most of the Insects whicl\ are identical

in both countries, are either coprophagous or phytyphagous ; in short, vegetable feeders, which circum-

stance would lead one to suppose a similarity of vegetation in the different regions.

It may here be expected, perhaps, that I should state the relative proportions of the carnivorous and

phytyvorous Insects ; and that I have not as yet followed up my investigations
w

sufficiently to enable me to draw a satisfactory conclusion. Messrs. Kirby and Spence, in their interest-

ing work, speaking of our British Fauna, esteem these groups as nearly equal in number. I must

confess my own observation induces me to believe, that the latter greatly exceed the former in our

With respect to the phytyvorous group climates, they certainly greatly out-

number the carnivorous; and were it not so,^the air in those regions would scarcely be habitable, cona-

dering the nauseating effluvia arising from excrementous matter, which the Copridae in particular tend

to neutralise, by consuming, decomposing, and burying in the earth, all that is obnoxious and liable to

putrify. In proof of this assertion^ I will only here add, that five of the greatest groups with which

we are acquainted, namely, the Lamellicornes, the Sternoxes, and the Longicornes, the Curculionida?,

and Chrysomelidso, are almost entirely phytyvorous or xylobious ; and it may also be naturally inferred

from the superabundance of animal life of all classes within the tropics, particularly the Ruminantia,

that there also vegetation will be found most luxuriant ;
yet, looking to Insects only, we find they are

scarcely sufficient to keep in check its excessive exuberance. In addition to multiplied forms of genera,

we have an extraordinary increase of species and of individuals,

also, that the mighty Goliathi and gigantic Prionidae

egion

abound

•proudest monarchs of the forest, and hasten them onward to decay; and, by means apparently inefficient

check vegetation. It is time, however^ to add a remark on the carnivorous Insects, which, although

inferior in numbers to the phytyvorous, are still an important group; and in northern regions, by

removing the decomposing matter from the decaying and putrifying carcass, fulfil the functions

assigned to them by Providence. la tropical regions they are certainly not always so abundant, as a

dead body, from the natural dryness of the air, and intense heat of the sun, is frequently dried up before

putridity has made much progress ; at least, such is the case in the Pampas. I cannot help thinking,

however, although our cabinets contain but few species from equinoctial and tropical latitudes, that

eventually they will be found more numerous, and that in these regions -^e shall still find them more

proportioned to the excess of animal life than appears to be the case at present. Religious prejudice,

been

In India, if the Necrophaga are not so numerous as else\\'liere, yet the numbers of some particular

species being excessive beyond measure, are sufficient, perhaps, to compensate for want qf variety.

Range.

• Viile p. 159 of this work, wherejhe similarity of vegetation in parts of India and in Western Africa is referred to, as originally

remarked by Mr. Brown, and which has been confirmed by subsequent discoveries.—J, F. R.
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\

RANGE.
In the consideration of the geograpliical distribution of Insects, especial notice should be taken of the

range over which genera and families extend. From want of attention to this subject, entomologists

have not sufficient data to form any just views respecting it. Every naturalist who has studied animals,
4

F

must be aware that certain tribes, genera, and species, are peculiar to particular regions of the globe.

Oji the contrary, in various countries of the earth the Botanist meets with genera of plants which are

common to Europe, and the other quarters of the globe, to the Old ^Vorld as m cU as to the New. In

some instances, identity of species has been recognized in countries rcinotely situated, between ^vhicli

"seas and oceans intervene. It becomes, then, a question of considerable ini2>ortance to deteniiine if any

species of plants have an unlimited or universal range, as probably all those insect races which feed on

vegetables are regulated in their distribution by the same laws which govern the distribution of the jilants

themselves. It must be evident even to the most careless observer, that where the climate is materially

changed in temperature, tliat there vegetation will be proportionately altered, and I imagine that

eventually the entomological character of a country will be found much more dependent upon vegetation

than has hitherto been allowed. It h true, indeed, that although two countries may agree in temperature

and botanical character, the Insects may be totally different in form and appearance ; but, in looking

to their functions, if we find them the same, or nearly the same, we at once acknowledge the resem-

blance, and imagine they take the place of other known and existing groups elsewhere ; a resemblance

of character, which Messrs, Kirby and Spence have very properly denominated representation, which

representation will even be more perceptible as the soil and general characters of the countries accord.

INFLUENCE OF SOIL.

Having already seen that both temperature and vegetation exercise a powerful control over the

g^ remains

influence of soil over the same groups. arious

species can be met with, may we

t the animal groups are influence!

attachment to the same? The Botanist readily admits that vegetation is materially influenced by it,

but as yet the Zoologist has made little inquiry respecting this subject, replete as it ever must be with

high interest, and well worth most serious attention. Without entering deeply into the geology of

India, I may state, on the authority of Colonel Sykes, that the character of the geology of great part

of the Peninsula, like that of its vegetation, presents considerable uniformity : unacquainted with its

leading features, I can derive my observations respecting it solely from the examination of the genera

before me. I will, therefore, merely give concisely what groups attach themselves to particular soils in

different countries, and hope that the attempt, imperfect as it is, may induce other naturalists to
r

undertake an inquiry which must lead to very important results* As the mountain, tlie valley, and

the plain, have their own peculiar temperature, vegetation^ and soil, they have also particular groups
1

of animals attached to them ; and if we look more closely, we shall find that particular families and

genera are always to be met with in certain strata and soils, evincing, as it were, a partiality and adapta-

tion, by frequenting and thriving in them.

It may here be worth while to specify some of the genera of Insects attendant on the difference of soil.
r

It is in the sandy districts of our own country that the few species of Cicindela, peculiar to our island,

occur. Cicindela maritima, however, prefers the vicinity of the sea-shore, while several Oriental species,

remarkable for their beauty and colouring, delight more in the alluvial soil of rivers. Frequentitjg the

sandy heath are found the splendid Chlorion, the fetid Sphex, and restless Ammophilus, associated with

numerous

m

m

#
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numerous species of Andrena and Nomada. In the sand, washed from the mountain height, at the

sources of our European rivers, some species of Nebria and Psammodius are exceedingly abundant.

If we visit the parched and burning sands of Africa, we there meet with the rapacious Anthia, the

desert-loving Graphiptera, the burrowing Scarites, and countless species of Heteromera and Tetramera.

In the satne soil also, on the banks of rivers, the geifera Epaphius and Trechus, Clivina and Dyschirius,
r

are not unfrequent. On the sand of the sea-shore, Broschus, Bradytus, Pedinus, and ^Egialia, occur

in extraordinary numbers; and where it is habitually covered with salt water at the departure of the

tide, we capture Cillenum, Pogonus, Hesperophilus, and Heterocerus, the singularly-formed Blediusj

and believe

beneath the sea a considerable period. Of all other soils, clat/y* being naturally cold, attracts fewer

Insects, excepting the widely-disseminated Harpali. In gravel, occur the genera Opatrum, Halictus

Cerceris, with numerous colonies of Ants, To a chalky soil are attached the Ophoni, Lie

and various species of Polyommata, Osmia spinulosa, and Andrena haemorrhoidalis* When
mud of the fresh-water marsh, we capture Blethisa, Chlsenius, Omaseus, and Agonum, and several Cara-

brackish
ft

and in company with them we find the subaquatics Elophorus, Parnus, and springing Salda. It has ^Iso

been observed, that Pimelia is only to be met with where the plants of the genus Salsola abound.

Catascopus and Elaphrus frequent the alluvium of rivers. In the mud of lakes and pools various

genera of Eupodina, Nothiophilus, Bembidiadse, and Trechidse occur; and in vegetable mould, where

the grass is luxuriant, numerous Diptera, and Larva? of Lepidoptera, abound. Even in this short

and imperfect account of different genera attached to varieties of soil, sufficient has already been stated

to prove that it exerts an important control over the range and distribution of Insect races : however,

to give the naturalist a better insight into Indian groups, 1 shall here add an analysis of the leading

families and genera which have fallen under my observation, and then conclude with an abstract

describing the leading characters of Himalayan and Indian Entomology.

Erom what has already been written, it will appear that Insects, in their geographical distribution,

are influenced by various causes; by temperature, by excess or deficiency of moisture, by the influence

of vegetation, and by soil. There is yet, however, another, which materially affects, in some instance^,

particular groups, namely, the peculiarity of the organization of the Insects themselves. Should any

genera of Insects occur which are deficient in the organs of locomotion, they would naturally be

restricted to certain localities. How many genera of the Coleoptera and other orders are apterous, and

are only found in particular situations ; and they have necessarily particular functions to perform in

their restricted limits, and also particvilar organs adapted to the work assigned them by the Creator.

It is to the study then of the differences of organization adapted to differences of situation, and other

external circumstances wherever we find Insects, that the entomologist should direct his attention.

Contemplating all these instances of adaptation, we reverence the wisdom of a creative and the bene-

ficence of a superintending Providence, that prevents diminution and increase, both extremes of whiclj

would prove injurious ; for without these " armies of the living God,"*^ to keep in check the fecundity

of nature, plague and pestilence would walk abroad, and depopulate not a sino^le country,

quarter of the globe, but the whole earth itself!

/

or one

• Mr. Shuckhard Informs me, that Andrena labialis seems peculiarly attached to the London clay.

t In concluding my observations on the geographical distribution of Insects, I think it may be stated, that naturalists on thit

subject have almost exclusively directed their attention to temperature. Where temperature fails, we may turn to vegetation ; and if

the latter is not snfficient, then to the soil and strata of a country, and even to the organization of the Insects themselves, as well

No one by itself is sufficient to unravel the difficulties which arise; by uniting all, however, we may in a great
as other causes.

\

I

measure account for the various discrepancies that occur*
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ANALYSIS
Of The ENTOMOLOGY of the HIMALAYAS and of INDIA.

CldNDELID.E.
» 4.

The following genera belonging to this family are not uncommon in India^ viz. Thcratos, Tricondyla,

and Colli uris: the two former are chara o abundant

eastern Of Indian Cicindelida?, more than sixty species have fallen under

le race abound in Nepal. Among tarious species, however, j^^^^'^^ *^

; the form of our Europeaix Germanica.
p

,

DRYPTID^.
As I am only acquainted with a single species of Indian Casnonia, T pass on to Drypta, a Nepalese
^^ r

individual of this family belonging to the genus Desera, Leach, which is described in General
g r

Hardwicke'^s collection. Five others are also recorded as inhabiting: India,
r

'^-s LEBIAD.E.

Cymindis has not yet been discovered in India ; eventually it may occur in the Ilfmalayas : it is difficult

to imagine what genus takes its place. Lebia is of rare occurrence in the East ; a non-descript» named

unicolor, in my collection, is from the Himalayas. Aploa is found at Poena. Ortliogonius is common

to Africa and Asia : the gigantic species, however, predominate in the latter country.
'

# BRACHINID.E.
L

The French writers appear unacquainted with the true type of Helluo, exclusively belonging to

New Holland : the genus denominated Omphra by Br. Leach, applies solely to the Indian Ilelluones.

Ozsena and Pseudo-za^na inhabit Calcutta and Cayemie ; whil# Trigonodactyla appears in Africa and

Asia. The Graphiptera* of the sandy deserts have no representative in the East. This genus appears

to unite Brachinus and Anthia : the latter is found throughout the continent of India. Some of the
M

specimens from Nepal, however, are very diminutive. Aptinus is partly confined to Northern Europe
_ • --

and America ; while true Brachinus enjoys the unlimited range of the world. Catascopus is found in

Nepal, and resembles urope, and probably occupies Dyscolus,

Promecoptera, and Thyreopterus, prefer the southern tropical regions, and are not found to range as

far north as the Himalayas.

SCRAITID^,

Siagona atrata is met with in Nepal and various parts of India : a specimen lately received from

Egypt, if not al

distinguish. The Scaritidae abound in both hemispheres. Scaptcrus of India is represented by Oxy-

Acanthoscelis per

both the Old and New World ; the latter, indeed

occur in Europe,

HARPALID.E.

Harpali

than antarctic regions. The following genera are recorded as belonging to India, riar. Harpalus, Platy-

many others. Some species of Ophonus from Bengal andand

Poona, closely resemble British srx^cies

POGOMD.E-

#

m

m
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POGONIDiE

prefer the polar regions* Pogonus and Cardiaderus ar

is apparently peculiar to Northern Europe and America.

and

»r part of them

while Patrobus

CALATHID^
been

than

climate.

FERONIAD^.

meet o

peculiar Argutor antiqua occurs in the East ; Omaseus and Platysma

in Nepal ; and Steropus in the vicinity of Poona. It is by mistake that Percus has been introduced"
L

among oriental genera. Cephalotes is found in Nepal and Australia : Stomis, Zabrus, and Peloni

prefer the temperature of Southern Europe. They may, however, be expected to appear in the Hima-
L

L

layas, Amara is captured in Japan ; Antarctia and Masoreus are equally natives of Europe, Africa

and Aaia. Several nondescript species from the East, of the latter genus, are to be found in our

English cabinets.

SPHODRIDiE.

The genus Sphodrus occurs in Nepal, and the anomalous form of Mormolyce in Java and Singapore ;

which last has been ranged with this family, but appears to be sadly out of place, as it is most likely a

subcortical feeder, . ,

ANCHOMENID.E.
aware

r

4
W

that Platynus, Agonum, or Olistophus, have yet been discovered in India :^the two
.l,i. \^^ r J :.. xl._ TT- 1 1 .r . n .1 .L ^ t. _ij.__ 1be found in the Himalaya

CALLISTID^
mis and Chlsenius abound in the Tropics: the maculated set appear to Asia and Africa,

each coun possessing species almost exact representatives of each other. Chlgenius nepalensis

approaches in form to Licinus ; and although Codes is widely over India, no Nepalese

examples have yet come under my notice. My

DICOELID^.

: Rembus is found on the Malabar and Coromandal coasts, at Calcutta, and in Nepal : its allied

genus, Licinus, may be expected to occur, as some Asiatic species have already been described.

Panagfleus has* its metropolis in India.

PROCERIB.E.

Insects collected by Dr.Wallich, there were four

of which I was enabled occur in the colder

probable they will resemble Siberian forms. Wherever the oak grows, there Calosoma will be found.

Seven eastern species are known to me. C.indicum inhabits Nepal. If caterpillars are necessary to

keep in check the luxuriance of tropical vegetation, surely the Calosomata are equally necessary to keep

within bounds these Insects, which sometimes destroy, in northern climes, nearly the foliage of the year.
r

J

NEBRIADJE.
r

This family maybe considered as belonging to a Northern and Alpine range.

Nepal, it will be found at a considerable elevation, possibly amid the Himalayan snows. As to Elaphrus,

I have already stated an opinion that Catascopus represents it in India.

Bembidiid.e.

Should it occur in

i

i

r
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BEMBIDIIDiE and TRECHID^.
4

Of the former family, several genera will no doubt eventually be"found in Nepal: a single species of

Tachys is the only example I am able to record at present. Of the latter, Stenolophus, Acupalpus and

Tetragonoderus Ijave occurred : the last of which may take the place of Bembidium.

DYTICIDiE-
i>.

Aquatic Coleoptera are apparently Dot much influenced by climate: the temperature of water not

vary i ng like that of the earth or air, is the reason we meet with the self-same species in the interior of

India and the south of France* Dyticus appears confined to Northern Europe or America, while

ipersed :us belong

Colymbetc

Hyphydrus and Hydroporus.

GYUINID^.

Many gigantic species of Gyrinidae abound

have been found within the Himalayan districts.

pol

HYDllOPHILIDiE.

Several genera of this family are as widely distributed as the Dyticidae ; and most of those found in

India inhabit Nepal.

NECROPHAGA. * r

Differing with most entomologists, I am inclined to believe that the carrion feeders abound more in

countries than is generally believed- The religious prejudices of the Indians not allowing themwarm

to touch a dead "body, may account for the few species which have hitherto reached Europe from the

East. Necrophorus, Necrodes, Silpha, and Oiceoptoma, are met with in India and Nepal. It is

probable that Necrophorus is more peculiarly adapted to Northern climates, wliile the remaining genera

affect those of tropical regions.

EROTYLID^.

Passing Nitidulidge, which have been captured in India, we arrive at Engida^ and Erotylida^. In the

former family, we find Triplax, Ips, and Dacne; in the latter, Erotylus; and next to this group,

Languiria and Eumorphus should be placed ; genera abounding in species in Nepal and India,

DERMESTID^.
*

In General Hardwicke's Collection, there is a Nepalese specimen of Dermcstes, similar in every

respect to D. lardarius of Europe: a second species is closely allied to D. vulpinus of Africa* It is

scarcely possible that either of them can have been imported into the Himalayas by commerce. This

genus, and its congeners, is apparently a predominant group throughout the world.

BYRRHID^-

The foreign Helocerata require attentive examination. Among the drawings of the Nepal Collection,

made purposely for General Hardwickc, two species of Anthrenus are figured : they appear novel in

form

.

I

HISTERIDiE.

•Tliis fiimilv abounds in India. I am acquainted with more than fifty species from the East : some of

are in too mutilated a state to describe

g

#

LUCANID.E.

/
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LUCANID^.
4

I formerly described six species from Nepal ; two more from the Himalayas are undescribed in Dr.

" Royle's Collection. In no country is there a greater admixture of temperate and tropical forms than in
*

India ; some of the Lucanidre resemble our British species very closely, while others are the same as

speciesthose in Java and Singapore^ Forty

equally abundant in the Old as in the New World.

Passalidae are not

1

LAMELLICORNES.
I ^

The celebrated Ateuchus jEgyptiorum, or Sacred Beetle, has almost an exact representative in India.

Gymnopleurus capicola Hope, and azureus, Jab. both of them African species, are replaced in the
w

,

East by G. sinuatus, Jab. and splendens Hope. Sisyphus is met with in both hemispheres. Epirinus

is an African, as well as an oriental form. Several Indian Copridse resemble those of Egypt. Copris

Midas of India and Nepal, exactly corresponds with C. Isidis of Africa. C Sabaeus and Pithecius

appear common to both continents, and are equally abundant in Ceylon ; and several smaller species of

Copris, from the eastern part of Africa, if not the same, approach so closely to those of Western Asia,

as to induce a belief that they are the same Insects, only modified by climate. Onitis and Oniticellus

several representatives in both regions, if not in some instances the self-same species. Ontho-also

aboun

seen m Europeanvariety of form. ]\Iore than 120 oriental species may be

described from Nepal ; double that number, however, are in too mutilated a state to be characterized.

Pactolus of Nepal and India, is represented in Senegal by Harpax, Jab. Aphodius, compared with

Onthophagus, as an Indian group, is quite insignificant ; scarcely twenty species are recorded, including

those of Manilla and the Eastern Isles : a nondescript from Nepal will appear in the Appendix. As

there is only a single specimen of Trox in General Hardwicke's collection, I pass on to

y

GEOTRUPIDJE.
r

Geotrupes has been denied by Latreille to exist in India; the Baron de Jean also makes no mention

of any Eastern species from that country in his last catalogue. Two species are in my recollection ; one

from Delhi, and a second from Japan ; a third also, unique, is among Dr. Royle\ Insects from the
M

%

Himalayas. It is probable that this genus, when found in India, appears on mountains at a considerable

3n food of the Shrikes of that country, as they are inipecies also

rope there. Hyb

group in the East, as in a northern region.

Geotrupe

AB^US
«

Under Four
1

species, allied to S. Atlas, Jab. are indigenous to Nepal, a convincing proof that equatorial forms

extend beyond the tropics, and that they are found in much colder temperature than is generally

belie Scarabreida?, besides Oryctes, found on the Hi

ing African types.

MELOLONTHID^.

Some of the Melolonthae of Nepal are closely allied to our British M. vulgaris; others again, with the

margins of the thorax serrated, evince their affinity to tropical species. Geniates, Apoo-onia, S:c. are

common to the Himalayas, the whole continent of India, and the Southern Isles,
r

MIMEL^

Ik
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MIMEL^ AND EUCHLORA.

These genera appear peculiar to the East : in a monograph, rea<f before the Entomological Society,
* -

there are thirteen Mimelae described; several from Nepal. Euchlora appears wherever Mimela ranges,

and is more abundant in species.

POPILLIA.

Africa

World •teen species have been coll

Hoplia, Apogonia, and Ad

ifif iienera of Melolonthida?

TRICHIID.E.

Acanthurus, Trichius, and Dicronoccphalus, inhabit the Himalayas. The first of these fornix

approaches our European type, the latter is the representative in India of what Goliathus is in Africa,

merica ranked

the most extraordinary forms of the Insect world.

CETONIAD.E.

described seventeen sp

six more, entirely new. Hope

Jab. C. comuta, Jab. is found in Africa, as well as Asia. I am acquainted with more than 111

species from India, and from this surprising number still likely to be greatly increased, it is evident tliat

the metropolis of Cetoniada,^ is situated in the tropical regions.

BUPRESTID.E.
J-

Of this superb and extensive family, comprising at present more than one thousand species, existing in

the cabinets ofEurope, the most magnificent inhabit India ; the splendid Stcrnoccra and giant Catoxantha

range the Ec|uator and the Tropics. Ninety species belong to the continent of India, many to Nepal,

the isles of Java and Sumatra temperate as well as of northern

ELATERID^.

m belonging both to the tropical and temperate

are few in number

ish species, some s«

Several of the Nepalese Elateridae

le that difference of climate is the

cause of variety of the species. Elater riiunnus. Jab. of England, is Well represented in Nepal by

Elater ccenosus, Hope; and various species, which in Europe frequent the oak, alder, and willow, have

Nepalese species nearly resembling them, and we have stated that there is a coiTes})oudencc of vegetatiou

between Europe and the Himalayas,

LAMPYRID.E
Passing the Cebrionidas, few examples of which occur in India, we arrive at the Lampyridoc ; and

justly may the East boast of its numerous and fine species, unsurpassed probably by those of South
L

America. The warm damp of the jungle is peculiarly adapted to the habits of this family. Lycus and

Omalysus, as well as Lampyris, abound in the Himalayan range.

MALACODERMATA.

By some writers, the families composing this group are considered rare within the Tropics, and they

certainly are more abundant in Nepal than Central India; and yet they are not of rare occurrence.

Anisotelus, Hope, appears to be peculiar to the East. Several species of Malacliius and IMelyris enjoy an

Asiatic and African clime.

g2 CLEPJD-E.

*
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CLERID.E.
ft

By tlie family Cleridse abounding in the East, we arrive at the Ptinidae ; they, the latter prohably,

exist in Nepal ; none, however, I beheve, have yet been discovered in India, the nearest locality where

they are found being the Mauritius. The Bostrichidae are^ however, abundant, and it is not unlikely

that the Paussida? commence where the Ptinidse terminate.
_

'

CURCULIONIDiE.

Without entering at large into the geographical range of the numerous genera of this family, I briefly

state, that Nepal contains many tropical forms, as well as others, which are peculiar to temperate climes,

some of them extending from the Himalayas, even to New Holland, particularly Sipalus.

PRIONID^.

By the Cucujidse (common to India and Nepal) we arrive at the Longicornes. J
-

and tropical zones ; some of the Himalayan species indicate an alliance to Europe

^

t

LAMIAD.^.

The largest, as well as the most beautiful species of this family, are found in Nepal. Lamia Roylii,

Hope, is unrivalled in size; and L. Wallichii surpasses all others in beauty and colouring; it is found
-J

and the Isle of Java. Cerambyx, Callidium, Clytus, and Saperda, are

found in all countries and climates. Many Nepalese species exactly

mgapore.

and arepredominant groups, and

represent our European types.

SAGRID^.

confined almost entirely to Northern Europe and America

Donacia

northern Several species of this

genus

same

n doubtful if Sagra attaches itself to peculiar

Megalopus is found in Nepal, in Africa, a

America. Crioceris also appears to be a predominant group, while Adoriumis confined more to Asia than

Africa.

GALLERUCIDJE.

Galleruca and Auchenia abound in Nepal, Halticae are found throughout the world, and are intended

probably to keep in check particular vegetation. In Europe, the genera Brassica and Sinapis almost an-

nually suffer from their depredations; they appear to abound more in light and sandy soils; and where

lime is used instead of animal manure, the crops are less attacked.

CHRYSOMELIDiE.

Many of the Nepalese species resemble those of Siberia; others approximate closely to our

forms, so much so, that in many instances they appear like one and the self-same Insect ; and

same, they are certainly similar representativ

same offices and functions. Podontia and Phv

and probably j

d New Holland

the

EUMOLPIDiE.

rpassed in beauty or splendour by those of

seldom, however, equal the latter in size. Clythra both

abounding more in

undescribed species

«

CASSIDID.^.

•
*
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1^

^

t.

¥

CASSIDID^.

jpecimens, and may be

some of the Nepalcse species

COCCINELLID.E.
r

Although I described twenty new species from General Ilardwicke's collection of Nepal Insects, I

find five others undescribed in Dr. Royle's collection from the Himalajas. Coccinella 7-punctatn, Fab.,

appears common to Europe and Asia ; at least the specimens agree so exactly in every respect, that after

a very accurate examination^ no important difference can be found ; and believing them to be the same,

I still cannot imagine that they have been imported into India by connucrce. Enduinychus mi\y

eventually be expected to occur in Nepal.

HISriD/E.

Hispa erinacea is abundant in Nepal ; and two undescribed species are in Dr, IloyVs collection from

the same country-

TENEBRIONIDiE.

The transition from Hispid as to the present family by means of Sarrotrium is rendered easy, Ilegctcr

and Tagenia, common to India, appear to follow in successive order. Both Upis and Tencbris are

found in the Himalayas, and are abundant in the Tropics.
*.

PIMELIARI^.

sixxjies

Poona, Sepidium occur

appear at Bombay, Calcutta, and the last is widely

dispersed throughout the East, Passing Diaperida? and Cossyphus, both of them common to Asia

and Africa, we next meet with Cistela and Lagria: the latter apparently a predominant group. Pyro-

chroa, also, has been discovered in Java.

HELOPID^.

forms of Heterome Indian

we find Amarygmus, Cnodulon, and Platycrepis, with several true Helopidae, rivalling in splendour

and magnitude those of the South American Continent.

m

Most

MORDELLID^.

the Hymenoptera, Their

office is probably to keep in check, and prevent the too rapid increase of Vespidae and Bombidse

:

they are common to the Old and New World,

CANTHARID^.

The geographical distribution of this family is particularly interesting, as it contains those Insects

which are used in Medicine, and denominated Blister Flies. Lytta gigas, Fab., is found abundantly

in India, and also in Senegal; and there is little doubt that several species of INIylabris will be found

common to both c

genus Tetraonyx.

icatory Insects of the Old World are replaced in the

STAnilLINID^.
k

and Scvdmsenidae, we arrive at the Pselaphida?, and afterward the

Brachelytra, which terminate the Coleoptera. and JNotoxus occur

maenus in Java; while various other genera of Staphilinidae are widely dispersed throughout the East.

ON
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ON THE REMAINING ORDERS.
Hav

w

go into lengthened details of the remaining Orders. It is sufficient to state, that in all of them there will

be found similar and corresponding characters as in the Coleoptera. With regard to identity of j^pecies,
r

I cannot help remarking, that of Lepidoptera, there appear to be a much greater number of species,

widely disseminated throughout the world, than of any other Order. In Asia and Europe we meet

with Papilio Machaon, Gonepteryx Rhamni ; with some species of Colias and Pontia, with Vanessa

Atalanta, and Cynthia Cardui ; and to these might be added, several identical Sphingidae, particularly

Acherontia, Atropos, Deilephila, Celerio, and Sphynx. Among the Noctuidae, Geometridse, Tortricidfe,

and Tineidae, many species will also be found inhabitants of both continents. In the Orthoptera, some

Gryllidae are common to countries remotely situated, which may partly be accounted for by the migratory

habits of these Insects ; and the same remarks may be applied to the Sphingidse. Among the Blattidae,

several tropical species range widely ; some of them have become naturalized even in a northern climate ;

and it is no uncommon occurrence to find Indian, Brazilian, and New Holland, species in a high state

of perfection alive in the houses of London ; and among the Eastern Neuroptera, there occur various

Libellulinae and Hemerobeidae, closely resembling our English species*
«

Among the Hymenoptera, may be noticed the universal ranger, Evania append igaster, ever attendant

on Blatta ; some Icheumonidae, Crabronidae, Apidae, and Vespidse, all of them presenting identical

species with those of our own country. In referring to the Diptera, I need only mention the wide
_ J

range of the Orange Fly, the same in England, India, and America; the Gnats and Mosquitoes,
r

common to the four quarters of the globe, alike the pest of the Indian and Laplander; and, lastly,

various species of Musca, as widely dispersed as the half-domesticated sparrow of Great Britain.

Passing by the Aptera, and the various parasites of birds, quadrupeds, and of man himself, we shall

find also among the Hemiptera, several identical species of Pentatoma, Beduvius, Tetyra, besides

Cimex lectularius, the scourge of all countries and climates. It does appear, then, from the above

Analysis, that Asia and Europe have many Insects in common, and probably other parts of the world

will eventually be found to present not only similar genera and representatives, but also the same

identical species, subject to the modifications of climate, and other external circumstances^

V-

CHARACTER of HIMALAYAN ENTOMOLOGY,

The character of Himalayan Entomology is twofold, Asiatic and European ; and the intermingling

of forms of temperate and tropical climes is one of its most distinguisliing peculiarities. In its valleys

(probably influenced by the heat and moisture of the jungle) southern forms predominate over northern;

and it is not unlikely, that to the uninterrupted belts of jungle stretching along the mountain ranges,

we may partly trace several tropical phytyvorous genera far beyond their apparent natural limits. Some

carnivorous Insects are also found ranging far to the north in the Himalayas ; an example of which is

Anthia 6-guttata, a well-known native of the Tropics : the specimens, however, are mere dwarfs,

compared with those of Peninsular India, a fact which may be regarded as a proof, that Anthia has

here reached its extreme limits, and consequently will soon disappear (as is the case) and be represented

by another type, fulfilling the same functions, only under a diiFerence of form. The following o^enera

of Himalayan Insects, selected from many others, will evince their tropical relationship. Amono- the

Cicindelidae, CoUiuris appears; among the CarabidiT, we find Desera, Omphra, and Cyclosomus;

among the Lamellicorncs, Euchlora, Mimela, and Dicronocephalus ; and to these may be added,

ng to Telephoridse, and Podontia and Phyllocharis to the Chrysomelidse : all ofAnisotelus belong

•

them
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them attached to warm countries, and son^e, indeed, are seldom found but within the Torrid
r

Zone. It is needless to state many genera from the Himalayas evincing an affinity to European
I

types;* some few, however, are worth noticinf^, such as Broschus and true Carabus, Geotrupes and

Pimelia: the two last have been declared by high authority never to be found in India- Regardin

identity of Insects occurring in the Himalayas, as well as in Europe, there are several species of the

following genera of Coleoptera, namely, Elater, Melolontha, Chrysomcla, Cassida, and CoccineHa,

wdiich I cannot help tliinking are the same as tliose of England ; particularly as the vegetation of the

two countries greatly coincide, for in very many cases, genera, and in some instances the 6elf-<anic ppecios

of plants have been recognized. Among the carnivorous Insects, I believe tliat Dcruu stes lardijrlus,

and vulpinus, Corynetes violaceus, and rufipes, and some of the StaphilinidiB, are i sseDtially the J^anlc in
4

Europe and the Himalayas. Of Lepidoptera, I figure Papilio Machaon, because it is cvidcnlly tlie saiue
* I

as what we meet with in England ; the same remark will a^^ply to Vanessa Atalanta, and Cynthia

Cardui. The French entomologists are inclined to regard the Insects of "widely separated countries as

distinct species; I wish to esteem them as varieties, and I cannot help thinking, that as identity of
- I

Plants has been satisfactorily proved by Dr. Royle, so also we may believe in the identity of Insects in

regions widely removed from each other. At any rate, should these varieties eventually prove distinct

(which may be ascertained, I think, in the Lepidoptera order, when we become better acquainted with

the oval, larval, and chrysalidous stages), yet the differences will ever be so slight, that we cannot sepa-

rate or distinguish them in the imago state with any degree of certainty. But whether they be accounted
*

fit o

:f

to restrain it within due limits ; another may be, that these puny agents may fecundate the flowers, by

carrying the fertilizing pollen from tree to tree, and thus be the means, in one ca>e, of promoling vegcta-
r

tion, as in another they are the agents of its destruction.

ENTOMOLOGICAL CHARACTER of INDLV.

From the foregoing Analysis, I have no hesitation in asserting that the pervading character of Indian
m

Entomology is uniformity. It is true that we meet with numerous genera, both of tropical and temperate

climes, associated together; the former more abundant, the latter less freq^uent (as we might naturally

expect) than in the Himayalas. There is, however, a greater intermingling of forms than at first sight

Avould be readily imagined; but when we take into our consideration, that many of the species resem-

bling those of Europe may have been captured on the mountain ranges, at a considerable elevation, we

may partly account for it. This attempted explanation, however, is not always available or satisflictory ;

r

for in the heated valleys of the East, we find many European types and sixries, in numbers sufficient

to excite our astonishment. It will appear, then, that many species taken in temperate and nortl

climes, are not confined to tliem, and that the range they enjoy is very con?=iderabIe, extcnthng not only

over the Old World, but also to the New. As we advance from the Poles to the Equator, vegetation is

more luxuriant, in proportion as heat increases, and the quantity of work assigned to Insect races is

em

proportionately increased. perfoi cr

c SCO. It does not follow, because

we find new tvpes of form iu tropical countries, and new genera of superior bulk and power, and more

abundant in individuals, that therefore they necessarily replace the old ones, and are to perform the

duti es

* I rnay here add, that various Himalayan genera closely approximate Siberian forms, and that some of the species described by

Dr. Geblerfrom the Altaic chain of mountains, particularly some Chrysomelidae, I believe to be indigenous in both regions.

\

r- l-r N
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both regions ; both may live and thrive together, and abound in the

be found to do so* When the eenera of temperate climes appear wit

see

nsects
r ^^^^ ^^

greatly increased (as is the case in tropical regions), does it not almost naturally follow that they are

intended solely for those regions, and for the increase of worlt they are there destined to perform ? To

return, however, to the subject of uniformity of entomological character throughout the Peninsula and

the East, I think it probable that it is in a great measure to be accounted for by the general uniformity

of its temperature, vegetation, and soil ; there may, indeed, be other causes, which particularly influence

it, but these may be esteemed the most essential. When we look to tlie range which genera here enjoy,

it is very considerable : in part of the Himalayas, at the extreme southern points of India, in the West,

and even in its Eastern Isles, there is one Bervadiner character, evincing everv where the prevalence of

tropical genera. ipeak more specifically? in Nepal and the southernmost extremity of the My
in Ceylon, at Bombay, and at Madras, at Calcutta and Singapore, in Japan and Java, with the rest of

the

majority of the same species also occur in most of the above-mentioned regions. Having noticed the in-

termingling of genera belonging to Europe and Asia, wemay probably find a slight accordance elsewhere.

Now, if we turn our eyes to Africa, we shall there find a considerable similarity in the entomology of this

quarter of the globe with that of Asia ; and this resemblance between the two countries will be readily

seen by the short annexed list of some of the more particular genera, which are common to both of them*

occur Among the Lamelli-

cornes, Jhipirinus and Topillia, the conical Buprestidse and the extraordmary Paussidse, which last are

chiefly found only in these regions ; and to these may be added, as well as many more, the genera Melyris,

Megalopus, Sagra, and Adorium ; Dorylus, among the Hymenoptera, and Diopsis among the Diptera.

from genera to species, we shall find that precisely the same occur in both continents ; among

the most conspicuous, I shall mention but a few, namely, Copris Midas, Sabseus, and PitheciiTS, Cetoiiia

comuta, and Lytta gigas. Even supposing that no identical species occurred, which were common to

Ateucl

observing the very remarkable similarity in the representatives of
r

us sanctus, which very closely resembles the celebrated Sacred

Beetle of the Egyptians, the object of their worship, by some regarded as an emblem of fertility, but I
F I L

think more probably that of eternity. Before concluding my remarks on the similarity of Insects found

and

giganti

or there is an ample field for research and specvdation. We shall feel much indebted to him, if he will

explain how the Coprida? were transported from one country to another, and how they reached the island

of Ceylon ; how also Cetonia comuta, which is taken on the banks of the Gambia, became an inhabitant

of India. Lytta gigas may have travelled by land, and perhaps the Copridse following the track and

droppings of the camel, may have pursued the same route. Let him describe the sands of the desert

and those in the vicinity of the Indus^ give us a comparative Fauna of the Ganges and the Nile, record

the varieties of temperature, the character of vegetation, and the genera peculiar to the different soils.

Let him do this, following the steps of the celebrated Forskal, and he indeed will advance the objects of

ramand the respect of poste «

/

* By pursuing the course recommended by Mr. Hope, a naturalist would be enabled, not only to display the connection between
soil, temperature, and vegetation, as well as the animal forms which the latter supports, but also prove the advantages of Btudyhig

the natural sciences in connection with each other, and be enabled to explain something of the laws which influence the geographical

distribution of plants and animals.—J. F, R.

I

»
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%

DESCRIPTIONS OF INSECTS FIGURED IN PLATES 9 AND 10

By J. O.WESTWOOD, Esq.,F.L.S.

^

ORDER DERMAPTERA LEACH.

Family Forficulid^.

FORFICULA MACROPYGAjWeStW.

Forficula micropyga (errore sculptoris) m Tab. 9, fig. 12,

Piceo-nigra, punctata, abdomine seneo subniicante, mar-

ginibus thoracis, tegminibusque rufescentibus, forcipe(^)

longissimo valde curvato, et gracili; ($) fere recto tenuis-

szmo.

Long. Corp. (forcipe excluso) ^ lin. 6 J lin. 5.

Ad genus Forficulam (stncte sic dictum Servilleo) apper-

tinetj statura fere Forficulee auriculariEe et paullo robustior,

caput nigrum punctatum, impressionibus duabus anticis

inter oculos. Antennae $ (^ nmtilatae) 13-articulat£e

graciles rufescentes, articulis basalibus obscurioribus.

^ Prothorajc planus antice vix emarginatus, lateribus antice

rectis, postice rotundatis, niger punctatus, margine tenui

rufescenti ; foveolis duabus I'otundatis, antice impressus.

Tegmina piceo-refescentia, punctata, portio akrum detecta

concolor. Abdomen nigro-picum punctatum veneo sub-

micans ; segmento penultimo lateraliter et angulariter

producto {$) aut simplici ($). Forceps {$) niger valde

elongatus, gracilis ad basin, valde externe curvatus, in

medio, dentibus duobus parvis internis instructus, apice
r

sursum et exterius producto, acuto ($) elongatus multo

gracilior, rufescens fere rectus et inermis,

ORDER LEPIDOPTERA LINN.

DIURNA. Family Papilionid^.

Papilio Machaon, Linn., Tab. 10, fig. 4.

This handsome butterfly, like Vanessae Antiopa, and

Atalanta, Cynthia Cardui, and some others, affords an

instance of wide geographical range,* rather than of repre-

Fam. NvMrnALTD-aE,

PAriiiA Parakekta, IlorsfielJ. Lepidopt. Javanlca.

No. 2, plate 6, fig. 4. Sine dcscript. Tab. 10, fig, 3.

Paph. alls anticis aJ apiccm acutis, posticis subcandatis;

anticis supra ad basin ca;ruleis, fascia obliqua lata fulva in

medio, apiceqne nigro; macuHsqiic duabus parvis albis

(una discoidali, altera apicali) ornntis
;

jiostlcis cairulcis.

The preceding characters, drawn from the upper surface

of the wings of this remarkable butterfly, will suffice for its

determination until the publication of Dr. Ilorsficld's des-

cription. The under surface of the wings arc, however,

much more remarkable, bearing a most striking resemblance

to a pale dried leaf; the deception being much increased by

the form of the wings, when brought in contact by the

Insect, whilst sitting upon a flower in the sun-shine, the

&hort caudal appendages giving rise to the idea of the stall

of the leaf, thus completing the delusion.

DIVISION ? ? Fam. Zyg.t:nid.t:?

Genus Campvlotes, Westw,

Genus anomalum, Heleon^ et Anthonoyza? Sw. Gym-

nanto cera;que (rw^r, afiine, ala3 oblonga?, subovales, inte-

gral, nervis apicalibus valde curvatis, anticae cellula discoi-

dali clausa nervos duos postice emittens, quorum exterior

trifurcatis, posticte etiam cellula discoidali clausa, nervo

recurrente intermedio bifurcato* Corpus parvum abdomine

gracili, pone alas baud protenso. Caput parvum. Ocelli 2.

Antennae graciles biramosSE. Palpi brevissimi supra baud

discernendi, maxillae elongatae spirales.

Campyloti-s HiSTBiOKicus, Wcstw. ^ncus, alis ad costam

rufo—, interne flavo-lineatis, maculisque apicalibus albis.

Tab. 10, fig. 1. Long. Corp. lin. 11. Expans. alar. unc. 3.

Habitat in Nepalia. Hardwicke; in Montibus Himala-

sentative structure, since the individual figured cannot be
j yg^jg Royle.

regarded as specifically distinct from the European speci-

mens, which differ amongst themselves in various slight

particulars, as the size of the dark bars, and spots, &c.

It may, however, be noticed, that the specimen figured

has the small oval black spot near the extremity of the

anterior wings almost entirely isolated, the large basal

black portion of the same wings is very strongly covered

with yellow powder, whilst the black lunules of the poste-

rior wings are not nearly so much powdered with blue

bloom, as in the ordinary English specimens.

Corpus nigro-iEncum, palagris maculisque abdominalibus

lateralibus flavis. Alae antica: a^neie, costa, fasciisque

duabus discoidalibus rufis, fascilisque tribus internis per

totam longitudinem alarum currcntibus flavis; maculls 8

vel 9 (spatium inter nervos apicales occupantibus) albis.

Alaiposticae similiter coloratae, at macula? terminales flavo

ornantun

This remarkable Insect appears to be the extreme type of

a very numerous Indian group of Lepidoptera, to which

belong the species named Capys^pectinicorniE, Thallo, and

Messrs. Godart and Latreille, in tlie Encyclopedie Methodique (vol. IX,, Art. Papillon) state, that Pap» Maihaon is found

in Syria and Egypt.

ii
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Rhodope. It IS impossible to decide upon their real affini-

ties, until we obtain a knowledge of the metamorphoses of

some of the species.

ORDER ORTHOPTERA. Tam, Mantid^.

Mantis Roylii. Hope, MSS. Tab. 10, fig- 5.

ORDER HYMENOPTERA. Section Pupivoba.

FaM. CHALCIDID-ae.

DiRHiNus Himalayaxus, Wcstw.

Niger, pedibus 4 anterioribus, tarsisque posticis rufes-

centibus.

Capita obtuse bicornuto.

Habitat in Himalaya. Tab. 10, fig, 8,

Long. corp. lin. 2. Exp. alar, lin. 3.

Caput nigrum punctatura, antic6 obtuse bicornutum

antennarum articulo prlmo nigro (articulis reliquis dete-

ritis). Thorax fortiter punctatus; metathorace 4 lineato et

ad latera, angulariter producto. Abdomen breve depressum

thoracis latitudine. Pedes 4 anteriores rufescentes, 2 pos-

tici nigri, tarsis solumniodo rufescentibus.

Obs. In hac specie partes oris valde elongatse, labro

oblongo-ovali ciliato, mandibuh's inter se similibus, graci-

libus, sub apice dente interno unico armatis.

ORDER HETEROPTERA. Section Longilabbes.

FaM. ScUTELLERIDiE.

SCUTELLERA PuLCHElLA, Hope, MSS.

Caeruleo-nigra vel-aeneoji nitida prothoracis disco antice,

et margine postico Eeneo vel cupreo tincto, scutello aureo

viridique intenti, fascia transversa basali, alteraque centrali

obliqua, (In medio interrupta) et maculis tribus rotundatis

(postice et in triangulum positis) cseruleo-nigris.

Statura fere Scutellerce maurae at pauUo minor, scutelloque

abdomen oranino obtegenti. Scutellerse Stoclierl affinis at

robustion Antennae articulis duobus basahbus brevibus

equalibus. 3tio. 2do. fere duplo longiori, ultimo omnium

longlssimo-

Long. corp. lin. 5. lat, lin. 3. Tab. 10, fig. 6,

Fam. Penxatomid^.

Megarhynchus Transvebsalis, AVestvv.

Fusco-niger, capite acute bicornuto, angulisque anticis

thoracis acute antice productis, prothorace et scutello

transverse striatis, parte coriacea hemelytrorum

tenuissime punctata^ membrana apicali albida, antennae et

pedes nigri.

Long. corp. lin. 7J» lat. lin. 3|, Tab. 10, fig* 7»

ORDER HOMOPTERA. Section Saltatobia.

Fam. Acadid^.

Cicada Sulphubea, Hope, MSS-

nigra

Alae posticse ad basin sulphureae, ad apicem fuscse nervis

nigris
j
pedes nigri

ORDER DIPTERA. Section Pupipara.

Fam. Hippososcid^e.

HiPPOBosCA Macclata.

Thoracefusco, flavo variegato, scutello nigricanti, maculis

tribus flavis, media raajori, femoribus tibiisque posticis ad

apicem fuscis.

Hippobosca equina; ".ex India oriental! paullo major,

53
Fab.thoraceque magis albo variegato, at vix distincta.

Syst. Antl.p. 338.

Hippobosca maculata. Leach," On the genera and species

of Eproboscideous Insects." Wernerian Trans, vohii.p. 549-

Long. corp. lin. 4. Expans. alar, lin, 84-* Tab. 10, fig. 10.

Caput flavum,oculis fulvis,linealongitudinali inter oculos

fuscii. Proboscis nigra. Thorax fuscus, macula magna ad

angulos anticos flavescenti in medio fusca; fascia parva

centrali Umulisque duabus in medio conjunctis posticis

flavescentibus, scutello nigricante maculis tribus flavis media

majori. Abdomen fuscum, punctatum, marginibus rufes-

centibus. Pedes fulvescentes tarsis omnibus femoribus

tibiisque posticis ad apicem fuscis.

Faji. Nycteribid^.

Nycteribia Roylii.

Obscure nigra pedibus fuscescentibus elongatis, vix

compressis, coxis anticis brevibus, abdomine ovalo, conico,

depresso, 5-articulato, apice subtruncato, stylis duobus

incurvis subtus armato, capite compresso.

Long. corp. lin. Ij.

Habitat in India Orientali. Tab. 10, fig. 9.

Nyct. Roylii. Westw. in Trans. Zool. Soc. 1. p. 290-5.

ORDER COLEOPTERA.

Cetonia Roylii, Hope.

Long. lin. 12, lat. lin. 6. Tab. 9, fig. 1.

Nigro-viridis thorace flavo marginato elytrisque quatuor

maculis flavis notatis. Clypeus quadratus. Antennae nigrse.

Caput quadratum punctatum. Thorax cupreis marginibus

externis elevatis, lineaque flava utrlnque externa, disco

fortissime punctate. Scutellum magnum postice decitum.

Elytra nigro-virescentia maculis quatuor flavis notata, binae

fere rotundatse ad basin positse, binge alise reniformes ante

apicem locates. Corpus infra nigro-£eneum segmentis abdo-

minis utrinque aurantiis capillis obsitis pedibusque conco-

loribus.

In Mus. Dom. Royle; in montibus Himalayae captus

ceria.

Geotrupes Orientaeis.

Long. lin. 10. lat. lin. 6,^. Tab. 9, fig. 2.

Nigra, capite thoraceque sulphureo maculatis, alarum I Violaceus thorace sparsim punctulato, elytris striato-

dimidio basali sulphureo, parte anticarum sulphurea, fascia punctatis, pedibus supra nigris, infra violaceis nitidis.

obliqua nigricanti divisa, apicibusque fuscescentibus.
j
Antennae picea; capitulp fuscanti, thorax violaceus longi-

Long, corp- unc. IJ. Expans. alar. unc. 31. C pulchella
j

tudinali serie punctorum in medio posita,variisaliis sparsim

in Tab. 10, fig, 2.
j

dispositis. Elytra striato-punctata striis quasi vermibus

Affinis Cicadse maculatac. Caput nigrum orbitu interno erosis. Corpus infra violaceum nitidum, femoribus posticis

oculorum sulphureo; thorax niger maculis 8 sulphureis uni-spinosis, tibiis pilosis, tarsis chelisque piceis.

abdomen nigrum segmentorum marginibus pallidis. Alje This singular species approaches very closely to some of

anticse costa sulphurea, maculaque ovali maxima (plus quam our British species, and is probably from a high elevation

dimidium basale alarum occupante) sulphurea fascia obliqua of the Himalayan mountains,

tenui nigra interne dentatu divisa j apice fusco nervis nigris In Mus. Dom. Royle.

t
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Onthophagus P JCEOIDES.

Long, lin, 4i. lat. lin. 2^. Tab. 9, fig. 3.

Niger obscurus, clypeo cornu reflexo abrupte truncate,

thorace phanaeoformi, postice lateribus in spinam obtusam

producfcis, femoribus luteis. Antennae picea^ capitulo fus-

canti : clypeus hexagonus cornu reverso abrupte truncato,

thorax fere quadratus; punctatissimus, punctulis erosis

tuberculo antice, fossulaque postice in medio marginis

impressa, angulis posticis in spinas productis. Scutellum

parvum mtidum. Elytra striata. Corpus subtusatrum niti-

dum punctatum. Pedes femoribus luteis, tibiis tarsisquc

nigropiceis.

This singular Insect will, at some future period, form tbe

type ofa new genus : in form it unites the South American

Phanaeus, and the widely-disseminated genus Onthophagus.

LUCANUS LuNIFER.

Long. lin. 37. lat. lin. 10. Tab. 9, fig. 4.

JEneo-piceus, areolo tomento aspersus, mandibulis exser-

tis unldentatisj- denticullsque minoribus instructis, apice

bifurcatis. Clypeo deflexo lunifero, femoribus castaneis.

Hab. in Montibus Himalayse; in Mus. Dom, Royle.

This Insect appears to unite in itself the characters of

the Asiatic and European species, the latter rather predo-

minating over the former : it is one of the finest forms of

the Himalayan Fauna.

Lamia Wallichii.

Long. lin. 16. lat. lin. 5. Tab. 9, figs, 5 and 6,

Viridisericeus, Antennis penicillatis, elytris tribus fasciis

nigris, binisque penicillis dorsalibus ornatis. Antennae

corpore longiores et nigro-virides, primo articulo sub-

penicillato, tribus sequentibus atris, penicillis magnis

pilorum barbatis, et reliquis pubescentibus, ultimo tamen

pubescentia densiori tecto. Thorax viridis, spinosus.

Elytra ornata tribus fasciis vix suturam attingentibus, una

in medio elytrorum, secunda inter mediam et apicera, ter-

tiaque binis penicillis dorsalibus interrupta. Corpus subtus

nigro-virens, sanguinea pubescentia aspersum, Segmenta

quatuor abdominis sanguineo colore fucata, ultimum omne

autem viride et nitidum. Pedes viridi-pubescentes, femori-

bus macula rufanotatis, tarsisque infra flavis.

It is impossible to describe accurately the beauty of this

Insect; the sericeous covering, in different lights, imitating

the various tints of opal, while the dark fasciae flash with

the iridescence of Labrador felspar.

PORUS, Hope.

(Stenii)^, M.L.

I Longipalpj, Lat.

Corpus oblongum fere parallelum subdepressum. Caput

mediocre oculis magnis lateralibus. Antennae crass^

articulis transversls. Mandibulse acutae dente interiori

armatse. Labrum transversum integrum ciliatum. Maxillae

elonr^atjE bilobata?. Palpi maxillares longitudine medlocres

articulo 3tio. longo clavato, ultimo mmimo Labium

PoRus ocHRACEus. Long. lin. 4. lat. lin.
J. Tab. 9, Eg. 7.

Elytris punctatis antennis fuscis, mandibulisque ad api-

cem nigris.

Hab. in Montibus Himalaya?; in Mus. Dom. Royle.

This genus somewhat approaches our European Eva^s-

thetus.

APHODIUS*

ApHOmuS IREEGULARIS, IIopC.

Long. lin. 4. lat. lin. S. Tab. 9, fig. 8.

Flavus thorace nigro, elytris "subaurantiis, fascia media

niaculis quatuor nigris, pedibusquc piccis. AnlcnntP picco

capitulo fusco. Caput angulis anticis oblique truncatis.

Thorax niger nitiJus punctatus, angulis nntcrloribus flavis.

Elytra flava, scu subaurantia, fascia media irregular! ni

binis maculis humeralibus, binisque aliis fcrc ad apiccm

locatis concoloribus.

Hab. in Montibus Himalayrc ; in Mus. Dom. Eoyle.

ANISOTELUS, Hope:

Telephoridje.

Antennae articulo Imo. crasso, reliquis multo crastiori,

9-10 obconices magnitudine paululum crcsccntibus

ultimo majori ovato apice acuto. Mandibular valde acuts.

Maxillse mcmbranaceae lobo unlco intus tomentoso. Palpi

articulo Imo. minimo, 2do. et quarto requalibus, ultimo

subsecuriforme. Mentum transversum. Labrum mcmbra-

naceum fere rotundatum. Palpi labiales breves, articulo

ultimo majori securlformi. Caput transversum oculis

prominulis. Thorax transversus lateribus rotundatis, angulis

posticis acutiselevatis. Elytra sicut in Telcphorls, in medio

nonnihil dilatata; Tarsi 5-articulati, articulo penultimo

bilobato.

Anisotelus BiiiAcuLAXus, Hope.

Long, lin, 4Ji,lat. lin. 2. Tab. 9, fig. 9,

Lividus, elytris 2-maculatis. Antennee articulo primo

testaceo, reliquis fuscis. Thorax rufo-testaceus nitidus,

elytris pallidioribus macula ovali nigra in singulo fere ad

apicem posita. Corpus infra testaceura.

Hab. in Montibus Him alayae; in Mus. Dom. Royle.

EtATER Cyanopterus, Hopc.

Long, lin. 4|,, lat. lin. IJ. Tab. 9, fig. 10.

Cyaneus, antennis fuscis, marglnibus thoracis pedlbusque

rubrls. Caput nigrum antennis fuscis. Thorax in medio

nigro-cyaneus, marglnibus lateralibus rubris. Elytra striate-

punctata subpubcscentia. Pedes rubri*

Hab. in Montibus Himalayae; In Mus. Dom. Royle.

RipiPHOBus Apicalis.

Long, lin, 3., lat. lin. 1. fig

Rufus, thorace pedlbusque nigris, elytris flavo-rufis qua-

elon^atum apice Janceolato, paraglossls lateralibus. Palpi tuor maculis notatis. Caput atrum ramo antennarum piceo,

labiales breves, articulo ultimo parvo conico. Thorax fere 1 foliisque nigris. Thorax concolor. Elytra flavo-rufa, basi

circularis. Abdomen elongatum marginatum. Pedes sim-
j

nlgrofasciata, maculis binis fere mediis, apicibusquc cor-

plices. Tibiae calcaribus binis armatae. Tarsis articulis I poreque infra nigris.

simplicibus.
Hab. in Montibus Illmalayse ; in Mus. Dom. Roylc.

h2
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In the early part of the year 1833, Professor Royle put into my hands an extensive Collection of

Zoological Specimens^ made during his excursions through the Western parts of the Himalayan

Mountains, of which the rich Botanical results are now in course of publication, with a request that I

would furnish him with a Catalogue Raisonnee of the different species of which it contained the spoils,

to be added as an Appendix to his work. Whilst occupied in this easy and unostentatious task, various

observations presented themselves, which induced me to propose to my friend a slight alteration of his

original plan, so as to embrace a general outline of the Mammalogy of the Mountain Regions of

Northern India, for the purpose of exhibiting, at one view, the intimate relations which I soon

subsist

Asia^ and America. It soon became obvious, in fact, that the Zooloo'y,

like the Botanv of the Hills, differed skirt

their southern base ; that, though occasionally mixed with tropical forms, it was, upon the whole, of a

character closely resembling that of the more temperate and northern latitudes ; and that the insulated

position of these remarkable mountains, exhibiting, as they do, the rare and interesting phenomenon of

trop IS

necessarily greater than even under the equator itself, gave an importance to the inquiry, as connected

Animal Life, which promised The

Animal

of Vegetables, forbade me to anticipate the discovery of laws of distribution in the Animal Kingdom

so definite and circumscribed as those which Baron H
the principle of animality, if I may be allowed the expression, possesses an innate power of adaptation

Animal

and which increases in proportion as we ascend in the scale of life; but I felt that if any such laws of

Zool

clearly and unequivocally on a theatre like this, and therefore that the opportunity should not be

the so much scientific

interest.

power which all animals possess, in a greater

degree, of adapting themselves to different varieties of climate, and of withstanding, uninjured, the

temperatures

lower to the higher tribes, it will be seen that the Mammalia—the class which I had undertaken to

review form one of the most unfavo the discussion of portant

Indeed, were it not from their limited powers of locomotion, they would be the very worst of all,

because their high position in the scale of life, and the superior intelligence and resources with which

it
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them against changes and casualtieSj which would prove

deprived of the powers of flight, ordinary Mannnals ha\

and oceans, which separate the habitable portions of the e;

power

better

supenor

on, than

faculty

lobe

mstanoes
F

temperature and climate in the boundless fields of air. Hence it is that the circi
• r

tant problem of geographical distribution arc less favourably presented in Ornithology than in Mamma-

logy ; but, with this exception, the observation above made holds good throughout all other classes of

and present Insulated

peculiar advantage

as, for instance, in the case of fresh-water Fishes, than which I am ac(j[uaintcd with no other group of

animals so well calculated to illustrate the laws of geographical distribution, or so likely to repay a

careful study under this point of view; and I am only surprised that no competent Ichthyologist has

hitherto occupied himself with so promising an inquiry.
;

The only other principle which can well be regarded as influencing the geographical distribution of

Animals, mss. the dispersion of Plants, upon which all Animals live, eithermediatcly or immediately,

is obviously subordinate to that of climate, with which it has been shown to be most intimately

connected. On a limited scale the distribution of particular species may be seriously affected by the

influence which civilization and cultivation produce upon the face of particular countries ; wild animals

ood Wolf

try

a century ago, is once more spreading rapidly over the pine forests of Scotland ; but these are partial

cases, which do not bear upon the general problem of geographical distribution ; and it is obvious, that

upon the great theatre of nature, climate and temperature are the only laws which regulate it, limited,
F

indeed, by the physical structure of the animals, as has been already observed, and by their powers of

transporting themselves to distant regions* Hence it is that terrestrial and fresh-water tribes are more

favourable for this study than marine or pelagic ; though even among the latter, the comparative
*

simplicity of their structure, and their consequent susceptibility of changes in temperature, render the

and species more definite and confined than might otherwise be expected.genera

MoUusk

equally

certain tribes, which are wood

extraneous substances: next follow Reptiles and fresh-water Fishes; and, last of all, Birds and

Mammals ; the former, as already observed, having an

lobe

Sparrow, the Snipe, and the Woodcock, for instance, are found in the Himalayas and

urope ; nature has endowed these birds with means

and these locdities

Quadrupeds ; and hence we must not expect to find tl

thp Owl and the wild Goose- But if the same species

to

ther similar regions, wherever situated, or however sepa

deserts, produce kindred or analogous species of Mamm
1?

A
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is the

globe

view.

& this question in the affirmative^ as far at least as the great continents of the

jy of the Himalayas so interesting in this point ofMammalo

We
most intense heats of the Equator to the greatest rigours of the Pole ; and we shall find, in discussing its

•animal inliabitants^ tliat it presents, as it were, an epitome of the Mammalogy of the world ; an inter-

mixture

India to Kamtschatka, or from Brazil to Labrador.

Havino- thus fully explained the objects, it now only remains for me to acknowledge the sources from

whence I have derived the materials of the following Memoir. The principal of these has been, of course,

the Collection of Professor Royle himself, and the few notes, rendered particularly valuable, however, by

rnntninincr flip nntivp nampft nnd lonab'tif^fi. made bv that p-entleman durin.(r his tours. Besides which, the

Museum

and

to their friends in this country, many of which T have had the good fortune to examine, have furnished me

with valuable materials; whilst the different Notices and Memoirs on Indian Zoology, dispersed through

the nasres of the Asiatic Researches, the Journal of the Asiatic Societv of BensraL the Zoological Proceed-

similar have been consulted with the greatest advantage- By carefully

quoting my authorities, I have invariably taken care to distinguish what I have seen or know myself,

from what is merely given on the faith of others. Yet with all these resources at my command, I have

found my materials much too limited to give any thing beyond a mere outline of the Mammalogy of the

Himalayas ; but if this Memoir should prove to be the means of inducing future travellers, or residents,

in those interesting regions, to fill up the sketch thus imperfectly traced, or assist them to distinguish

Avhat is already well known, from what still continue to be desiderata, in these inquiries, it will not have

been without its use. The present time, indeed, is peculiarly favourable for such pursuits. India now

contains many able and zealous naturalists ; and what is not less fortunate, has a Nobleman for its

Supreme Governor who both understands and can appreciate the value of their pursuits. Drs. Cantor,

McClelland, and Falconer, are skilful and practised observers ; and Mr. Hodgson appears only to want

access to European libraries and museums, an advantage unfortunately beyond the reach of the Indian

y^aturalist, to illustrate the Mammalogy of Nepal in the most ample and satisfactory manner.

Before lea\'ing this part of the subject, I shall take the opportunity of offering a few remarks, which

may be useful to that numerous class of intelligent and educated gentlemen, who are dispersed over every

part of India; and who, from their tast^ for field sports and the facilities afforded by their situations,

have the means of making the most valuable observations in various departments of Natural History

;

but which are too often neglected, not from any deficiency of zeal or inclination on the part of the

observers, but from a want of practical experience in observing, from the difficulty of naming and

describing the animals wliich fall under their notice, and from not knowing exactly what points to

attend to. An accurate knowledge of specific differences, however, is by no means indispensable for

this purpose ; generally speaking, it is sufficient to indicate the affinity of the animal to the most

approximate European species, and to ascertain its native name, in order to enable the more practised

Zoologist to recognize it with sufficient accuracy, especially if the forms of the feet, teetli, ears, &c. be

carefully noted : but the main points to be attended to, and those, unfortunately, which the generality

of observers most neglect, are the habits and economy of the animals which fall under their notice

;

their manners, whether aquatic, arborial or terrestrial ; whether they inhabit buiTows, or reside among

thick jungle, or on the naked open plain; whether they live in society or solitary; the number of

young which they produce at a birth ; their period of gestation ; the dm-ation of life ; their instincts,

and

J.-
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hey employ to capture their prey or to escape

hibernate or miorrate from ulace to nlace, ;according to the season ; whether

they are turned to any account by the natives, or are capable of yielding any products applicable to the

purposes of commerce or domestic economy. These, and other similar inquiries, of the utmost impor-

tance to the philosophical Zoologist, are within the ordinary range of daily observation to most gentle-

men in India, witl gef^erally speak '^^

attended with so little trouble, and at the same time productive of so much mental recreation and instruc-

tion, that it is only surprising how much they have been heretofore neglected. One principal cause of

the apathy which our countrymen in India have shown, if not in making, at least !n recording, their

observations on various branches of Natural History, may, indeed, liave arisen from the want of some

common central institution, where they could be properly arranged and published ; but the establish-

ment of the Zoological Society of London, and the unrivalled resources which it possesses, offlr

facilities for this purpose, which it is hoped will hereafter be made extensively available by Englishmen

in all parts of the world- It is scarcely necessary to add, that any interesting details relative to the

habits and manners of foreign animals, observed in their native climates, will be gladly received from

any quarter, and published in the Proceedings of the Society ; especially if accompanied by the skins

of the animals (the skulls, legs, and tail, being carefully preserved), for the purpose of identification.

The Journal of the Asiatic Society contains numerous articles on Natural History, but its contributions

in this department are fewer than could be wished: whilst the Bengal Sporting ^lagazine, hitherto in

a great measure confined to mere journals of shooting excursions, might likewise be made a ready and
r

appropriate medium for the publication of such observations ; and the contributions of its various

correspondents prove them abundantly qualified for this higher and more important object.

These introductory observations being premised, I shall now proceed to enumerate such ]\fammals as

I know to inhabit the great Himalayan Chain ; and without following any formal arrangement, shall

throw them into such natural groups or families, as appear best suited to illustrate their geographical

distribution with respect to climate and temperature, the principal object of the present Memoir-

QUADRUMANA-

species

(Semnopithecus EnteUus)^ and the Bhunder {P

ascend the hills to a very considerable elevation during the summer heats, and return again to the

ains at the commencement of the cold season. This migration is a very interesting fact in the history

of these SimicB ; it is the only instance of a similar phenomenon, which has been recorded of this family

of Mammals, and may become of great value in its application to geological reasoning on the cHmate

and temperature of Europe during the tertiary epochs, in the deposits of which periods the lH)nes of

Apes and Monkeys have lately been found, associated with the remains of Pachydermata, and other

inhabitants of more tropical latitudes. The

und at an elevation of from 9,000 to 11,000 feet, as among the Pine forests in tlie

Iloonuman. called Lunaoor bv the Hill

f(

opd of Choor, and sometimes even at the verge appears

'S
mountains ; Turner* mentions having seen a large troop of these

in Bootan, where they are held in the same veneration as in Hindustan; and that it has found its way,

is capable of subsisting in a state of nature, at a considerable elevation, and a comparatively lowand is capable (

temperature, is facts, as well as t
and

Journey to Thibet; Journey in the Himalayas, 1 Asiat. Res. xvl 153.
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and other intelligent travellers. Dr. Rojle found it common enough in the neighbourhood of Hurdwar

in April, and on Tuen and Manma at 9,000 feet of elevation in the latter end of May and in June-

The Bhunder, Bender, or Bandar, the Common Monkey of Bengal and Upper India {Papio Rhesus)^

though said by Mr. Hodgson to exist in th

temples, and in a semi-domestic state, whence he conjectures it to have been introduced from religious

and it is highly probable, that the 'arly

Assam the more

motives, is also reported to abound in Kumaon

;

alh'ed species {Papio Assamensls) lately discovered by Mr- M
eastern hills, as its congener does the central and western ranges. Of this, however, we have no positive

knowledge, though the close affinity of the animals gives a strong degree of probability to the fact

;

but the various species of Monkeys which Mr. Fraser thinks may be found along the upper courses of

the Jumna and Ganges, rest on more questionable authority ; and it is not unlikely that this intelligent
*

traveller, as indeed he has himself conjectured, was deceived by distance, variety of size, and other

circumstances, which give a very different appearance to individuals of the same species. Mr. Hodgson*

gives the Bonnet Monkey (C

and coast of India, and seems to have been

confounded by Mr. H. with the Papio Rhesus^ or Bhunder of Hindustan. The same gentleman, in a

letter to the Zoological Society, written some years ago, mentions that his shooters were once alarmed

in the Kachar, or Alpine regions of Nepal, by the appearance of a wild man, which walked erect,

was covered with long dark hair, and had no tail. The improbability of jfinding a real Ape in such a

situation led him to question the truth of the report ; but it is well known that the woods of the lower

ranges to the east of Nepal contain at least one species of Gibbon, Hylohates Scyritus^ called Hooloo

or Hooloc by the Assamese ; and it is not improbable that individuals may occasionally wander to the

higher and more remote forests of the Central Hills.

CHEIROPTERA.

When

no fewer than ten have been discovered within the last few years, it will not appear surprising that we

be so imnerfectlv acauainted with this deoartment of Himalavan M Mr o

indeed author who has furnished us with any details on the subject : his " Synopsis of the

Vespertilionidse of Nepal,
^J

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. iv. p. 699

contains an enumeration of seven species of Cheiroptera: but, as he himself candidly

be

purpose

which he has there briefly described under

he two species of Pteropus^ for instance,

P. leucocephalus and P. pyrivoruSy the

ioimer does not appear to differ from the P. medius or Edwardsii o\

of its identity with that species is increased by the fact, which Mr
visiting the temperate regions of Nepal during the autumn, returning of course to the more sultry

Hod

plains of India <

" list of objects Natural History

wardsii The Pterop

Pteropus ruUcollis of Mr. M*ClelIand*s

is likewise identical with the P. Ed-

own to inhabit the continent of India,

Pteropus Dussumieriy is very different in its characters from Pteropus

brought undoubted specimens of this latter species from the lower hills a ]

reasonable to suppose that it is equally common in Nepal, and conse identical

* Proc. Zool. Soc. II. 96.

h Mr,

Hodg-

f

^^^
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Hodgs

Hodtrs

animal. Pterop from the short descri^:)!!©!! given ]\rr.

'loped in the membrane, and derives its specific

from the depredations wliich it commits among the ripe pears in the central regions of Nepal. The
migratory habits ascribed to these Pteropi are common to the Pieropus poUoccphalus of New South

Wales, and many other species of the same genus ; for these large frugivorous Cheiroptera are essen-

tially tropical in their habitats, and only visit more temperate climates during the sunnncr and autumn

heats, when the ripe fruits tempt tlieni to wander from their native regions. They are consequently

Pt

and Pteropiis pselaplioii^ which have been hitherto observed only in Japan,

latitude for these animals, do not probably form an exception to the general law.

arativ

Mr. Hodo'son indicates

ly far more abundantly and extensively dispersed over the

only five species as natives of Nepal. Three of thest^ are

described as Vespertiliones^ by the specific names of formosay fiiUgbiosay and lahiatay and two as

Rhinolophiy by the names of armiger and tragatus respectively ; but without a more careful cxami-

nation and comparison with other species than Mr. Hodgson had it in his power to make, it is impos-
F

sible to say how far these Bats may be distinct from, or identical with, species already described. One

thing at least is certain, that the temperate and more elevated regions of the Himalayas must contain

many species of Insectivorous Cheiroptera^ still uu1<nown or undistinguished, besides those enumerated
r

by Mr. Hodgson ; it has been already observed, that tins section of the fannly is very widely and

generally distributed in temperate climates ; and the rich harvest which has attended the researches of

British naturalists, -within the last few years, in their own country, ought to stimulate our Indian

brethren to a pursuit which cannot fail to be rewai'ded by still more extensive discoveries. It would be

extremely interesting, for example, to procure a complete series of Himalayan Bats, with tlic seasons,

temperatures, and elevations at which they were captured carefully noted dowu^ so as to compare

them with analogous species of higher latitudes, and thus ascertain Avhat law of succession the diflerent

forms may follow, or within what limits they may be confined in respect to temperature, in their

geographical distribution over the surface of the earth. Speaking of these Insectivorous BatSy Mr.

Hodgson observes, that ^^ they are neither migratory nor subject to hibernation ;" two properties which

in more northern climates would be considered incompatible with one another, and which even in the

central regions of the Himalayas require a very careful revision before they can be admitted as established

facts. I am not aware that these animals ever migrate in any climate; hibernation is the resource

whicli nature has provided to preserve them during the season when their natural food disapj)ears; and

it is the general opinion, that even within the tropics, the Insect-feeding Bats go to sleep at certain

seasons, as they do throughout the winter in more northern latitudes: shoidd the fact be otlierwise,

it would prove a highly interesting addition to our knowledge of their habits; but it is possible that

IVIr. Hodgson may have been led into error, by the casual appearance of a few individuals during an

occasional fine evening, as sometimes occurs in Britain even in the depth of winter. The subject is well

worth the attention of Indian Zoologists,

INSECTIVOIIA.

Ascending gradually from the frugivorous Cheiroptera of the Plains of India, which visit the hills

only during the summer heats, through the insectivorous genera of the same family, Avhich remain

throughout the whole year, we next come to the InseQtivora^ properly so called; a family which

bel and of wliich it is therefore extremely

X inter-
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of the Himalayas. No fewer than thre

from the Western Hills

:

Erinaceus spatangus^ a small dark

Erinaceus Gramu of a grizzled

hern Asia occurring in the analogous climates

Hedfirehofirs, for instance, have been described

&

naceus Grayii^ of a grizzled black and yellow^ from the spines being annulated with these

two colours, rather smaller than the common European species ; and

Ermaceus coUaris^ by some supposed to be identical with E. Grayii^ but easily distinguished by a

white collar half surrounding the neck. All these species, however, require a careful revision ; they

are founded on single specimens, those of the two former deposited in the Zoological Society's Collec-

tion, that of the last in the British Museum, and of which a figure is published in the Indian Zoology

of Messrs. Hardwick and Gray, It is possible that more extensive and accurate observation may prove

the whole three to be identical : at all events, it is certain that one, either of these, or a different species

{Erinaceus indicus of Royle's Illustrations, &;c. p. 6), inh;

would be interesting to observe ihe phenomena attendin<r its

where it

hibernation

body, the nature of its respiration, &c. during the period of repose. Mr. Hodgson, in the letter to the

Zoological Society, already referred to, denies that there are any Hedgehogs in Nepal, but mentions

a small dull slaty-blue variety of the common Indian Shrew or Musk Rat {Sorejo indicus)^ as common

in the lower and central regions, to which he speaks of it as being confined. Other species no doubt

exist in the more temperate parts of the mountains, though their small size and shy habits screen them

from observation. The same gentleman mentions the Mole {Talpd)^ as abounding in the Kachar, or

northern region of Nepal, and Traill* says it is common in Kemaon; but no one appears to have

described, or even examined it, and we are ignorant of every thing relating to it, except the name. It

will probably prove to be a distinct species from its European congener, if it exist at all ; but the question

is involved in great doubt, and is well worthy of a careful examination.

CARNIVORA TLANTIGRADA.

Of this family, the majority of which likewise belong to the temperate regions of the earth, various

i:ms and species occur among the Himalayas. First, of the genus Ursus^ we have the Bhaho^ or

3mmon Bear of India {Ursus lahiatus)^ and, according to Mr. Hodgson,-f- the Malay Bear {Ursus

Malayanus)^ inhabiting the Turai, or sultry regions, at the base of the mountains, to which localities

he appears to intimate that they are confined. But the habitat here assigned to the Malay Bear is

extremely doubtful. It rests solely on the authority of Mr. Hodgson, who, from the want of proper

means of comparison, is often mistaken in the identification of species ; moreover, we have never
w

received this animal from any part of Continental India, but only from the great islands of the Indian

Archipelago ; and it is therefore not improbable that it may have been in this instance confounded with

the Ursus Thihetanus species, may have readily

pened. Mr. Hodgson, indeed, expressly mentions this latter species as an inhabitant of the Central

and Nepal more

warm valleys, where it is called Reech by the natives. Lieut. T. Smith

of the 15th regiment N- 1., however, an officer well acquainted with the Mammals of the Himalayas,

and a keen sportsman, assures me that the Common Sloth Bear {Ursus labiatus) does not ascend above

Mount

elevated hills, as far up as the snow line, where it is

turn by the Barjl or Yellow Bear {Ursus isaheUinus), a species hitherto very imper-

Asiatic Researches, vol.xvl. 153. f Proc. Zool. Soc, ii. 96.

r

f
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cribed

H
» bourliood i

peculiM

Fraser :+ so that upon the whole it appears, that iivhilst the Common
be

{Ursiis lahiatus)

(Ursus thihdam

{Ursus Jrctos)

amono-o

), in the middle or temperate regions of the hills^ to be itself rq.!aced

Yellow Bear of the Himalayasor

{Ursus isahellmus), a species in all respects analogous, in its colour and habitat, as Avell as in it

decidedly carnivorous appetite, to its congener, the Tolar or Sea Bear of the North {Ursus marUimtis)

Badgers {Gulo aiidMcIes)d

enun ntly northern forms, likewise inhabit the ele^^ated ranges of the Ilunalayas, Among the

lower terraces we have the Ratel {Rattelus mellworus)^ called Pcejoo by the Hindoos, wliich is common

over all the plains of Northern India, and differs from the same animal, as found at the Cape of Good

Hope, only in beinof of a licrhter colour on the c
Afric

Hodgson,§

Peejoo, which the Nepalese call JSharsiaky was an unknown animal, and evidently misled by some

imperfect or faulty account of its dentition^ has recently described it as a new genus under the name of

Ursitaa)tis inauritus ; but the species has long been well known in Europe. M. F. Cuvier figured,

and accurately described its teeth in the *^ Dents des Mammiferes,'*' so long ago as the year 1825 ; and

the late Mr. Bennett described and figured the animal itself in 1830, from an Indian specimen then

living in tlie menagerie of the Zoological Society.]) The Balloo-soor^ (perhaps more properly Bhalloo-

^oor?), Meles collarisy^ which M, F. Cuvier likewise elevated to the rank of a generic form, under

the name of Arctonyx^ upon the faith of a distorted native drawing sent to him by M. Duvaucel, is a

real Badcjer^ and was described and figured by the celebrated Bewick, at least thirty years before M.

Duvaucel's visit to India. It inhabits the northern plains t)f Hindostan, and probably ascends the

hills, but of this fact I have no certain information. Of the Gluttons, properly so called, the Gzdo

Mr. Hodgso pecifically from the Gulo onentaJis of Dn Hors-

field, the only distinction being in a lighter shade of ground colour, inhabits the lower terraces of the

hills; whilst the {Ailunis fulgens) alhifi
** are

said to be confined to the Kachar, and regions bordering on the snow-line. As regards tlie Wah^ there

is no doubt about the truth of the habitat here assigned to it ; but the Benturong is a native of the

Malacca; and

ith ParadoxuT

ItoTOther erroneous. Messrs. Gray

Geoffroy

Mel

CARNIVORA DIGITIGRADA.

It was mentioned incidentally in the preceding article, that many species of Carnivora were common

to India, and the Continent of Africa ; and it is not a little singular, that this migration apjiears to have

proceeded exclusively from west to east, and never in the opposite direction ; or, in otiier words, that

whilst

• Excursions, &c. ii- 72. f AsiaL Res. J
xviL 16,

J Journey, &c. p. 351.

Jj
Card, and IVIeuag,, &c. i. 13.

§ Res. Asiat See. xix., and Joumal of Asiat. Sec, v, 671-

% Penny Cyclopaedia, iii. 264^ * :Mr. Hodgson, in Zool. Troc, ii 96.

I

J
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V, Asia Mr

{Ursus malayanus)

Hodgson has given of the occurrence of species known to inhabit the great islands of the Indian Archi-

pelago, and the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula, such as the Benturong {JrctUis alhifroiis)^

and the Javanese Ichneumon {Herpesfes javanica)^ in the

forests of the Turai, Avhich skirt the southern foot of the Himalayas, should turn out to be correct, (and

it is certain that Felis minuta and Gnlo orientalis are common to both these localities), it would

appear that India Proper, besides its own appropriate Mammals, is a kind of neutral ground upon

which the species of the most distant countries to the east and west of it meet and mingle to"-ether.*

One fact, abundantly singular, but which I have never seen accounted for, is the alleged total absence

of every species of the genus Canis^ so numerous and so common throughout all parts of India, in

Burma, Siam, and those other countries east of the Brahmapootra, which compose the great Malay

Peninsula. This is a phenomenon well worth the attention of Indian Naturalists.

As far as regards the occurrence of tlie Digitigvade Carnivora among the Himalayan Mountains

it is certain that the Lion, called Baug by the Indians, ascends the western hills to a very considerable

elevation. Mr. Frazer often heard of it during his journey to the sources of the Gano^es and Jumna +
and Bernier, whilst travelling to Cashmere, in the train of Aurungzebe, had frequent opportunities of

witnessing the chace of this animal : the amusement was reserved for the Emperor alone, and the success

of

* See the observations on the distribution of Plants of different countries in India, p. 158. J.F.R.

t I beg to observe liere, that I frequently made inquiries on this subject, and could never learn anything positive on the subject •

nor had any of the numerous sportsmen to whom I spoke on the subject, ever seen a Lion or its skin, obtained from within the
Himalayas. At present, the Lion is I believe only found to the west of the Jumna, especially on the edge of the desert, near Hansi.
J.F.R.

t

I

I-

whilst the Carnivora of Africa have found their way freely into the neighbouring Continent, those of

India have never passed the Arabian desert. I do not pretend to account for this. Perhaps it may

depend upon the physical character of the two Continents/ and the influence which this circumstance

exerts in modifying the nature and habits of their respective inhabitants. The Lion of the burning

Sahara^ for instance^ like the wild Taurick or Bedoween of the same regions, would find the parched

deserts of Syria and Persia no barrier to his progress towards the East ; whilst, on the other hand, the

Tiger of the moist jungles of Bengal could no more pass the arid plains of Arabia than the puny and

luxurious Hindoo, accustomed to the same humid soil and atmosphere. But whatever may be its

cause, the fact itself is as undoubted as it is interesting. The common distribution of the Ratel over

both Continents has been already mentioned. This animal is spread over the whole of Africa ; it is p

common in every part of the Cape colony, and Denham and Clapperton brought it from Bornou

;

and though its geographical limits have not been accurately ascertained in Asia, we know that it abounds
%

on the plains of Northern India, which do not differ much in their physical structure from the Karroos

of South Africa. So likewise the Lion {Felis Leo)^ the Leopard or Panther, for they are both the

same species {Felis Pardus and Leopardiis)^ the Cheetah {Felis juhata)^ the Persian and Red-eared

Lynxes {Felis Caracal and Felis Chaus)^ the striped Hyaena {Hycena virgata):, and the Jackall {Cams

aureiis)y all pre-eminently African species, are found in most parts of India, without offering any

striking variety either in form or colour ; whilst the Tigers^ Wolves, Paradoxures, &c. of the latter

country have never passed far to the west of the Indus, and some of these are even without generic •

representation on the Continent of Africa : nor is it less singular that, as far at least as at present

known, this migration should have been confined to the Carnivora. There is not a single authen-

ticated instance of any of the numerous Antelopes in which Africa abounds above all other parts of

the world, and which nature has peculiarly adapted to inhabit the most parched and arid deserts, having

crossed the Isthmus of Suez, any more than of the various species of Deer so common throuorhout the

'r
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perial Historiographer in the annals of the The same

Herodotus and Aristotle, he

was common among the coldest mountains of Macedon ; at the present day he is as often found among

Atlas, or on the chilly slopes of the Snueuberg

Travellers should look for him to the cast

I, or on

the banks of tlie Gareip, Travellers should

not known to inhabit any part of Eastern India^ the Burmese are said to have figures whicli can be

intended for no other animal, and which can only have been drawn from the livinoj model. The Ti^^er

and Leopard are well known to inhabit every part of the Himalayas, even to

congelation : they exist equally in Japan, in the Caucasus, and in the Altai Mountains in Southern

Siberia.* The Tiger of Bockhara is less than the Bengal variety, and chiefly confin(xI to the Valley of

the Oxus ;f whilst in Japan he is covered with a thick coat of long sofl fur, to protect him from the

rigours of that northern climate. The Cheetah is said by ]\Ir. Hodgson;}: to occur chiefly among the

peri

H e

the Khirgis Tartars,

suspected. Lieut. S

Caspian Sea and the deserts of

)een

arietv of the Leonard* called

HiU

)

Mr. Hodgson, and hitherto observed only by that gentleman, as likewise the Felis bengalensis or

nepalensis, are stated to inhabit the middle terraces of Nepal^ The Felis Viverrinus^ first

described by Mr. Bennett§ in 1833, and three years afterwards by Mr, Hodgson, under the nearly

Fel Felis Chans.

(called Biraloo in Nepal), ofwhich I have compared numerous African and Indian specimens, extends over

Hills : it is the Felis ervthrotus of Mr. Hod Hima-

layan Cat in the Museum of the Zoological Society, so closely resembling the common Wild Cat of

Europe, that it differs only in the absence of the dark transverse and longitudinal stripes which mark

that species, and which may not improbably be a mere effect of locality.

Mr. Hodgson^ has described three species of Paradoxuri as inhabitants of the Southern, Central, and

Northern regions of Nepal respectively, two of which at least I have seen from the more Western Hills

;

P. Bondar (P. hirsutus, Hodg.) is confined to the Turai'; P. fiepalensis^ Hodg. frequents the middle

ranges of the mountains, and P. larvatusy (P. lanigerus? Hodg.) is only found in the higher regions.

Two species of Mungoos {Herpesies) likewise inhabit the lower terraces ; H, griseus^ called l!iyoo\ in

Nepal, does not extend beyond the Turai, but //. Edwardsii (II. auropunctata, Hodg.)§ ascends the

central hills ; whilst Viverra Rasse and indiea y and Viverra Zihetta^ are said to frequent the same

localities respectively.

The true Mustela^, a genus proper to more northern latitudes, abound in the Himalayas, wliere

there appear to be many different species, some of which, according to Mr. Hodgson, differ but little from

those of Northern Europe and Asia. It is to be remarked, however, that they have never been properly

compared ; but it is interesting to find this additional instance of the relation between gtHQXic forms and

climate. In the central region, besides MustelaJlamgula^ Mr. Hodgson mentions tv^'O closely allied

species, one larger and of a fuller habit of body, (query, Paradoxurus larvatus ?) ; the other, which

he has described under the name of Mustela Kathiahy is much smaller, and often domesticated by the

Nepalese for the purpose of destroying vermin, and sometimes even large animals.** This appears to

Kukar of Kemaon, where it likewise frequents the villages

similarly

* Pallas Zoog. Ros., i. IQ> t

R Journ. Asiat. Soc., ?. 232.

Bumes

f Asiat. Res. J xix. I. 72.

Proc*, 11. 97.

•* Joum,

§ Zool. Proc, 1, e?.

H

••C

^
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similarly protected by the inhabitants.* The Mustela lanigera of Mr. Hodgson resembles the

common Weasel of Europe, but differs in its spirally twisted hair ; and the same gentleman mentioned

another species so nearly approaching our common Pole-cat, that he is unable to perceive any specific

probably turn out to be distinct. Both these latter species abound in thewill

northern Hodfirson

Himalayas; but thev require to be can venture to
T

pronounce definitely upon their specific distinction. It is certain, indeed, that several species do actually

exist in these Hills ; Mr. Hodgson has himself given brief characters of four which he regards as new,*!*
h

besides the two common species of the plains, {Lutrae Nair and Leptonyx)^ and seems to intimate that
L

the seventh may be no more than a variety of the common European Otter.t The following is the

substance of Mr. Hodgson'^s observations in the letter already referred to, and I give them at length in

the hope that they may induce other observers to co-operate with that gentleman in filling up the sketch

of wliich he has given an outline, "Of Lutrae Ave have seven species, five differing from the two

usually found in the plains,' as well as from all described species, except the common Otter (L. vulgaris)^

ofwhich the largest Nepal species seems to be only a variety. It is five feet long, including the tail, and

is the largest, though not the longest of our species. It is peculiar to the lower region, where also three

other species inhabit : two more belong to the central, and one to the Kachar. One species is yellowish
w

brown all over ; the others brown, more or less dark, some having the chin and throat much paler than

the rest of the body, and approaching nearly to white or yellow. They differ in length from five feet to

one and a half feet ; some being quite vermiform, and others as bulky as the Badger. Detailed descrip-

tions, skulls, and skins of these animals^ are much wanted."*^

Of the genus Canls^ different species are found everywhere. The common Pariah Dog is universally

dispersed through the mountains, but the Thibet Mastiif is confined to the Kachar, into which it is
r

imported from its native country. There are many distinct varieties of this noble animal. That called

Sassa, a large black kind, with dew claws on the hind feet, is esteemed the finest : another called

Mustang is of a bright red colour. The common Wild Dog, called simply Junglee Cooia in the

Plains and Buansu in Nepal {Canis Duckunensis of Sykes, and C primcevas of Hodgson) is only

found in the lower regions, but is replaced farther up by two other wild species, likewise called Junglee

Coofa by English sportsmen. Lieut. Smith informs me that one of these is larger and the other smaller

than the Junglee Coota of the Plains, from which they both differ in having shorter tails and a lighter

or more ashy colour : both species ascend the Hills even to the snow line ; they hunt in packs, and

inhabit ravines and rocky dells ; but, being excessively shy, are not very often seen. The Junglee Coota

of the Plains, in other respects, does not appear to me to differ from the Canis Sumatrensis of Genera

Hardwicke. The Kokree, or small Indian fox {Ca7us Corsac, Indictis, Bengalensis, Kokree^ ^c.) ; and

the Berriay orWolf of India {Canis pallipeSy Sykes), never ascend the Hills. The Jackal {Canis aureus),

is however occasionally said to be found in the central regions ; but the higher mountains are inhabited
it

by a very beautiful species of Fox, which
§

brought home the first skin ever seen in England, and which was described at the time in the present

memoir, and afterwards in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, Part iv. p. 103, by the name
Himalaicus. Mr. Asiatic

and

of pubhcation, his name of Canis montana must have the preference.

The Hyiena of India {H. virgata), a native of the Plains, sometim«

s priority in point

RODENTIA

i

t-

- ^''^'' fJ*
^'"' ^^-

'

t J^^"« AS' Soc, vm. 319.
t Letter to Zool. Soc.

§ Journ. An. Soc, i, p. 99. 1832,
j j^um, As, Soc, v. 113.

L
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RODENTIA.

The remark which was formerly made to account for our Hmited knowledge of the Cheiroptera mdilnsec-

tivora of these mountains, may be applied with equal force to the present family ; vi^. that the compara-

tively diminutive size and timid habits of the animals which compose it screen them from general obser-

vation. Still we have much more detailed accounts of the Himalayan Rodentia than of either of the two

former families, though even these are far from being so complete as could be wished.

The striped Squirrel of the Plains {S. palmavum) is, according to [Mr. Hodgson,* abundant in the

lower hills of Nepal ; and I have seen a second species {Sciurus Lokriah, Ilodg.) of the same si?re.

inhabit

central regions.

Hodg.)

Mr. Hodgson mentions a third {S. Lokroides) similar to the latter, and perhaps not spe

f Two beautiful species of flying Squirrel]; {Pteromys magmficus and P. alhonlgcr

of the mountains.§ Here, however, are found a small brown kind of Marmot, called Bhia^ by the

natives, hitherto undescribed ; and an equally undescribed species of Rat,^ with a tail not more than half

an inch in lengthy most probably a Lemming {Georychus^ lUiger), if it be not rather a Lagomys, of

which rare and essentially arctic genus Dr. Royle has brought a beautiful specimen from the Choor

Mountain Herbert met with this tailless rat at an

elevation of 12,000 feet^ and observes that the ground was every where cut up into groves by it in search

of food. He conjectures the animal to be a species of Spalax, but Dr* Royle is rather disposed to think

that it was no other than the Lagomys^ as he observed the ground similarly cut up in the vicinity of the

spot where he obtained his specimen. The circumstance of the tail, however, which, short as it is, is

Herber RoyIc'*s

supposition, since the Lagomys of the Himalayas, like the rest of its congeners, is absolutely witliout

any rudiment of this organ. deed genera

mentioned may be found among the more elevated ridges of the Himalayas, of ^vliich the climate is

perfectly adapted to their habits : and it is to be hoped that future observers will direct their attention

to the elucidation of this, as well as the numerous other unsettled points of Himalayan Mammalogy, to

which I have already been so freq^uently obliged to refer,
r

Dr. Falconer, in the report of his recent journey to Cashmere and Little Thibet, mentions a Rodent

under the name of the Thibet Marmot, which he says was first found in a bleak and rocky tract of

country, immediately after passing to the nortliern slope of the great Himalayan range; but we liave no

farther knowledge of its characters: however, this is precisely the locality in which Mammals of this

e expected to abound. Rats and Mice, differing little, if at all, from ournatura

common European species, are abundant in all the houses. Mr. Hodgson,|| indeed, expressly states that

both our black and brown, or Norway rats, {Mus Rattiis and J/, decumamis)^ are the connnon species

of Nepal, and ]Mr. Traill mentions them incidentally as inhabitants of the province of Kcmaon. This

betw
Q

Asia

4obe, to the introduction of European conquerors, as is well ascertained to ha

ica<^ and Australia, since they are confined to the mountains, and altogether unk:

idia, except perhaps in some of the larger seaports. They must consequent!

o reach their present habitat ; and, no doubt, exist in Thibet, Tartary, and oth(

mediate countries, where the climate is suitable, as far as Northern

sT>ecies

98-

§ Journ, As. Soco V. 232.

f Aslat. Res., xvl. 153.

I Asiat. Res., XV. 5.

t Asiat. Res,, tlyH 16-

f Proc. Zool Soc, ii. 98.
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(M. decumamis) is said to have been originally introduced into Europe* Besides these, Mr.

Hodgson describes two other species (Mtis agus) as peculiar to the

Hinialavas : and I have received a Rat from Dr. Royle, which in the dried state of the specimen

o
(Arvicola

g^llLlO ^^WAXX^
r

great Rat of the Plains {M. giganteiis) does not exist

of what precise sjiecies is not mentioned, are stated tc

(Hystruv cristata var. leucaruSy Sykes) is found in E

Nepal.§

the Old World. The Bandicoot, or

;* but various kinds of Field Mice,

dently common, -f The Porcupine

and the lower and central regions of

o

]\Ir. Hodgson
\\

mentions two species of Hares as inhabiting Nepal. One he calls the common small

species, (probably the black-necked Hare of F. Cuvier, ^ Lepus nigricollis'')^ which, he says, is confined

to the Turai ; the other, which he considers a new species, as large as the common English Hare and

nearly resembling it, inhabits the higher and colder parts of the mountains. This is probably the red-

tailed Hare of M. Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire,^ (L* rujicaudatus)^ of which Dr. Royle obtained a

specimen at Hurdwar (?), and which, he informs me, is very comi

bourhood of Delhi. As M. Is. GeofFroy'*s short description of this species is necessarily imperfect, from

the mutilated state of the only skin which he had an opportunity of examining, the following more

detailed account will not be unacceptable to the scientific Zoologist

:

The skin obtained by Dr. Royle is that of a full-grown female ; it is in perfect condition, and measures

one foot ten inches from the nose to the origin of the tail : the ears are about five inches in length, and the tail

fourinches. The face, back and sides are regularly brindled, or variegated with alternate wavy linesofblack

and light sandy brown, arising from the hairs on those parts being annulated with these two colours.

The whole coat is short, smooth and gloss}" ; it consists of a short fine internal fur, of a cottony texture,

and pale bluish white colour, and of a long, coarse, external hair, which, as just observed, is annulated
I

T
W

With black and light sandy brown, and gives the general colour to the upper parts of the body. In the

distribution of these colours, each hair is divided into three equal parts, the top and bottom being black,
r

and the centre light reddish brown. The dark colour predominates most on the face, hips, and along

the median line of the back, but becomes gradually fainter upon the shoulders and flanks, and is sepa-

rated from the pure white of the belly by a narrow band of pale rufous. The cheeks are grey, pointed

or intermixed with black ; a light grey spot occupies the space in front of each eye ; the chin is also

grey, and the moustaches long and stiff, black at the roots and grey at the points. The ears appear to

be reddish brown tipped with black, but the hair has been partly rubbed off in the specimen described,

which prevents me from speaking with certainty. Tlie whole upper part of the neck is pure unmixed

sandy red, the fur being of the same quality as the internal fur upon other parts of the body, and

without any intermixture of the long external silky hairs. The outer face of the arms, the whole of the

fore legs, and the outer face of the hind, are also red ; the tail red, or rather reddish brown above and

pure white beneath ; and the belly and under parts of the body unmixed white. The animal had pro-

bably been killed whilst suckling her young, as the skin exhibited four very large teats^ one pair on the

breast and the other on the abdomen. These were all I could observe, but there may have been more,

as the ,skin had been a good deal rubbed about these parts.

But by far the most interesting and unexpected acquisition, which Dr. Royle'^s discoveries aniono- the

Himalayas has produced to the Zoologist, is a new and beautiful species of Lagomys, a genus heretofore

only found in Northern Asia and among the rocky mountains in North America. This discovery, of

I. •
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the greatest importance to our inquiries into tlie principles which regulate the geographical distribution

of animals, is entirely due to Dr. Royle, and furnishes another, and a most glaring instance of the para-

mount influence of climate upon the dispersion of animals, as well as of vegetables. Unfortunately, the

only skin which Dr. Royle has brought to England, is too imperfect to admit of so detailed a description

as would be desirable. The skull has been taken out, (it is now in the I\raseum of University Col-

lege, and, Professor Grant informs me, exhibits the same form of dentition as the other species of

Lagomys described by Drs. Pallas and Richardson), and the hind legs cut off, but in other respects it is

in a sufficiently good state of preservation to enable me to assign its specific characters, I propose,

under the specific denomination of Lagomys Royliiy to dedicate it to my friend Dr. Hoyle, in comme-

moration of the important service which that distinguished Botanist has rendered by it^ discovery to

Zoologv

(^ Pallas), and the Amcricnn species

(L. princepSy Richardson), than either the Pica or Ogotona (Z. alpinus and Ogotona of Pallas). With

the exception of the Pica^ however, it is considerably larger than any other species oiLa<rf>rnys: the ^Vm

here described, notwithstanding its imperfect state—for the hinder parts have been partially mutilated,

measuring eight and a half inches in length, which is more than one-third as large again as the

Ogotona^ Sulgan or American species. From the Ogotona^ however, it is easily distinguished by its

colours, w^hich, in that species, are light grey above and pure white beneath, as well as by its naked

soles. The triangular form of the ears in Z. pusilluSy prevents that animal from being confounded with

any other species, and the Pica {L. alpinus)^ which alone approaches the size of L.Roylii, is at once

distinguished by the sandy red colour of its fur. The L. princeps of Dr. Richardson is the only

remaining species of the genus at present known; it is very similar to our animal in the colour and

quality of the fur, but may be readily distinguished by its inferior size, and by the deep black hair

which covers the external surface of its ears, and which is replaced in L. Roylii by long fur of a pure

white colour.

species

every part of the head and body, as well above as below, and a coarser external kind, of the same colour

at the base, but afterwards marked with a broad ring of a greyish yellow colour, and finally tipped with

dark brown. These two kinds of fur, however, are not produced by an actual difference in the indivi-

dual hairs ; on the contrary, the same hairs exhibit both the appearances here described, l)eing extremely

soft and fine at the root, and assuming a harsh and rigid structure towards the extremity. These harsh

tips, being the only parts of the fur seen from without, give their general colour to the whole body. On

the upper parts of the body, the head, back and sides, this is uniform brown, slightly mixed with
r

yellowish grey, very dark on the back, much more so, for instance, than in com (

D
;pect The fur

body is about

appearance.

H
J

3

The nose is entirely covered with short harsh hair of a uniform brown colour ; the

^3 in the Hare; the ears are of an elliptical form with regularly rounded tops,

covered internally with very short brown hair, and on the outside with long white hair at the base, and

rt brown at the top, the posterior edges having a scarcely perceptible narrow white border

about half an inch broad and three quarters of an inch in length, with a small internal lobe

They

quarter of an inch long, and have the folding inwards of the anterior margin, and, consequently, the

o
portion species

Dn Richardson could observe nothing of this appearance m his L. princeps^ but I presume this mmt

have arisen from the imperfect state of his specimens in a part so liable to be injured, since an individual

k 2D

4
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P

in the Britisli Museum exhibits the structure too obviously to have otherwise escaped the notice of that

accurate Zoologist. The vibrissas of L. Roylii are nearly as long as the head and ears together, and of

a uniform brown colour. The arms and fore-arms, and, I presume, the thighs and legs, for, as I have

already observed, the posterior members are wanting in the specimen, are covered with fur of the same

colour and quality as that on the body, only shorter ; but the whole upper face of the carpus, and
s

probably also of the tarsus, is covered with short adpressed hair of a bright reddish yellow colour. The
c

naked tubercles

covered with very short brown hair

small sharp claw of a dusky horn ci

i heel, and is separated from the others by a

ituated behind the other toes* and, like them

Dr. Royle obtained his specimen on the Choor Mountain. I take it to be this animal which Captain

Mundy* met with during his interesting tour recently published, and which he describes as something
4

between a hare and a guinea-pig; and it is probably, also, the tailless rat which Turner
"f-

observed in

Thibet, where the banks of a lake were everywbere perforated by its burrows.j

L

i

EDENTATA*

Manis

Anteater of authors {Manis pentadactyla of Linn^us, ilf. macroura of Desmarest)

the lower and less elevated parts of the central regions : but all the Edentata are essentially inhabitants

of the warmer parts of the earth, more especially of tropical America, and we cannot therefore expect to

find their forms reproduced in the Himalayas. Mr. Hodgson has described the Manis of Nepal as a
*

new species, under the name of M. auritus,§ on the supposition of its being distinct from the common

species of the plains of Upper India, the Badjarhita of the Bengalese {M. macroura), which has been

known ever since the expedition of Alexander the Great, and is mentioned by ^lian under the name of

^arrayrjc ; but Mr. Hodgson in this, as in many other instances, has been misled by Griffith's Transla-
-I

tion of the Regne Animal^ a compilation which has obtained a much greater authority in India than its

merits entitle it to, or than it enjoys at home.

PACHYDERMATA.

Mountains

i the Himalay

remain undescribed. Among other genera^ the large Pachydermata

Elepnant and Rhinoceros (Elephas indicus and Rhinoceros unicornisand Hhinoceros unicornis)^ are extremely numerous ; and

season, or in times of scarcity, make frequent inroads into the lower hills, and commit great

depredations among the crops of the natives remarkable

which

quently horn

the

ms and Arabs has in all ages attributed peculiar virtues, became known
description of Ctesias, a credulous physician of that nation, who appears to

account, though mixed up with
His

edulous absurdity

fectly recognizable description of the Rhinoceros, under the ridiculou

* Tour in India, IL, 196.
Ass ;

Thibet

I I have since seen perfect specimens of this animal, but have nothing to add to the description here given.
Jounu
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hoof, like the horse, and

tion required but one step further to produce the fabulous Unicorn, such as it appears in the royal

arms of England, and such as it has retained its hold on popular credulity for the last two thousand

years. The works of Ctesias have perished, but this curious passage is preserved by Phocius;* Aristotlef

adopted his statements regarding t\iQ Indian Ass^ from Ctesias; and no other passage of his writings

has given rise to a tenth part of the commentaries, discussions, and sneculations which liave oriirinnted

in this. sed

Monoceros, it was at one time next to rank heresy to doubt tlie existence of the Unicorn, and might

have brought the imprudent sceptic to the stake. But it is not my intention to renew this fruitless and

childish discussion ; my only wish is to point out the perfect applicability of Ctesias'^s description to tlie

Indian Rhinoceros, as it is now well known to naturalists ; those who wish to pursue a subject of consi-

derable interest in the history of human knowledge, will find many curious details in the writings of the

learned Bochart^ in Scaliger, Hardouin^ ^ivry, and others of the older commentators on Aristotle anl

Pliny.

Wild Hogs, but of a smaller variety than those of Bengal, are extremely numerous in all the wooded

parts of the mountains; they do not appear to be specifically different from the common wild boar oi

Europe. Horses do not breed on the southern face of the mountains, but are imported from Thibet.§ A
F

valuable and sure-footed variety, called Tangun, is described by Turner.]] The Ass does not appear to

have been introduced into any part of the mountains, at least neither Dr. Hamilton nor !Mr. Hodgson

makes any allusion to its being found in Nepal,<^J and Mr. Traill expressly states that it does not exist in

Kemaon.^* The Dziggetai, however, {Equus hemionus) ^ is found on the plains of Thibet and Tartary,

Kiang

RUMINANTIA.

The Ruminantia of the Himalayas, as composed of the larger four-footed game most commonly followed

by sportsmen, are probably better known than any other department of Hill Mammalogy. Yet even

here much still remains to be done to make us thoroughly acquainted with all the different species or

varieties which have been mentioned by Mr. Hodgsonff and other writers ; the nomenclature, in parti-

cular, is extremely confused, and there is strong reason to believe that the number of species, particularly

among the deer tribe, has been greatly increased by the variety of names given to the same animal in
r

the ever varying dialects of the hill tribes. I have, however, only mentioned those of which the exist-

ence is known with some degree of certainty.

(Moschus moschiferus) said

feedinir on the Kastoorcc

which is strongly impregnated with the same pungent scent, and which the animal digs up with its long
_ ^

tusk. Mr. Hodgson, in a recent number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society,+| expresses his belief in

the existence of three different species of this animal among the Himalayas, and even assigns them dis-

tinct names ; but the characters arc founded entirely on the difference of colour, which is too variable to

be depended on for the purpose of specific distinction ; and, in fact, Lieut. Smith assures me that the

colours vary with the age of the animal ; a remark on which I am disposed to place the greater reliance

from its ao-reeing with my own observations, made on many individuals preserved in the muscnmis of this

country and the Continent. Whether the " Second species of Musk,^ mentioned by Dr. Falconer as

havino* been discovered during his recent journey into Cashmere and Little Thibet, be founded on more

importan t

• Photii Biblioth. cod., 72, p. 91.

§ Mundy's Tour, ii., 75.

* Journey, 21.

t Hist,, lib. ii., c. 1.

jf
Fraser's Journey, p. 351.

t t Asiat. Res*, xvj., 351.

k 2

f Hlerozo"!, lib. iii., c* 26.
r

^ IlatniUon's Nepaul, 79,

H New Series, I., 20a
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important characters, we have no means of ascertaining-, that Naturalist not having yet published his

observations.

hittra or Spotted Axis (C doois)^ and the Laguna or Pan

Khar Laauna^ or spotted and brown varieties of the H

by any other author besides Mr. Hodgson.

ci7iics) are common in the lower hills and forests, but do not ascend the mountains. The specific distinc-

tion or identity of the two latter animals has long been a subject of dispute among naturalists ; Lieut.

Smith believes that the spotted variety is only the young; but I have myself seen animals at least three

or four years old, with a row of spots on each side of the spine, though, at the same time, I do not
r

believe them to be distinct from the plain coloured or common brown variety, wdth \vhich they perfectly
-

agreed in every other respect. The subject is worth the attention of those who have an opportunity of

settling the question. Three other species of the Axine group of deer are mentioned by Mr. Hodgson,

under the collective name of Jarai", but individually distinguished by the Nepalese as the Phusro, Rato,

and Kalo, or hoary, red, and black Jarais respectively. The two former have been identified with the

Cervus Hippelaphus and Cervus equinus of Cuvier, the latter certainly without foundation, and the

former at least very doubtful ; the third, said to be undescribed, is probably the C.Aristotelisoi Cuvier;

but the truth is, that we know very little about them, nor are these different species mentioned

The Cervus Hippelaphus^ indeed, called Saumer or

Samhre in the Plains, is well known in this country, where he has long existed in our menageries, and

is probably the C Aristotelis, which is familiarly called Elk in the Hills, and of which the native name

in the British hill provinces is Jerow for the male, and Maha for the female, names which have been not

unfrequently applied to different species ; of the Phusro, or Hoary Jarai of Mr. Hodgson, which, what-

ever else it may be, is certainly not the C equinus^ since that species does not inhabit Continental India,
V

nothing is known but the name, if, indeed, it be not a mere variety of sex or age. liieut. Smith describes

the Jerow of the Hills as a larger and heavier animal, and with finer horns, than the Saumer of the
r

Plains : the tan and black colours of these two species appears to identify them with the Rato and Kalo

Jarais of Mr. Hodgson.

No fewer than three species of deer, with characters approaching to those of the common sta^'- (C.

Elaphiis) of Europe, have been mentioned as inhabitants of Nepal. Two of these, the Cervus Wallichn

and Cervus Duvaucellii of Cuvier, are known, though not so perfectly as could be wished; the third,

which has been identified with the common stag, appears to be founded upon error. Mr, Hodgson has

briefly described the Cervus Duvaucellii under the name of C. Elaphoides, and I have seen a full-n-rown

y-ji

male in the Zoological Gardeps ; the comparison of the skull figured by Mr. Hodgson* with the horns in

the Ossemens Fossiles leaves no doubt as to the identity of the species. It is called in Nepal Bardiya^

and, according to Mr. Hodgson, Maha in the Western Hills, a name which, as observed above, Lieut.

Smith applies to the female Jerow. Cervus Wallichii, called Barak Singha, is mentioned by Mr.Walterf

as an inhabitant of the mountains of Silhet, and by Mr. Hodgson,+ who confounds it with the common
stag, as found in the Saul Forest, which skirts the foot of the Nepal Mountains, whence it was originally

sent to Calcutta by Dr. Wallich.
.
There is no grounds for supposing the existence of a third species of

this group in the Himalayas, identical with the Red Deer of Europe (C. Elaphus), though the fact is

distinctly stated both by Duvaucel and^Mr. Hodgson :§ these authors appear to have mistaken the C
Wallichii for that animal, though the specific distinction was afterwards well known to Duvaucel, who
sent to Baron Cuvier the description published in the "Ossemens Fossiles.^ Dr. Falconer mentions the

discovery of a new species of deer in the Report of his recent Journey to Cashmere an<i Little Thibet,
[[

and
Jouru. Roy. As. Soc, IV., 64j8.

§ Asiat. Reg., xv., 120.

t Asiat. Res.,xvii, 499.
f Loe. Cit,

D Joum. Asiat, Soc, iv-, 710,
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and Dr. Royle has figured (tab. 5, fig. 1) a female under the name of C. Dodur, by which it is known

about Saharunpore. He describes it as being about the size of the female Hirii (AntHope cervlcapro)^

lighter and more graceful than the Hog-deer^ and of an ashy brown colour ; but this is all I know of the

animal, nor do I find it even mentioned by any other writer. It appears to be unquestionably a new

species, and is well worth the attention of Indian naturalists.

Of the Muntjac tribe of deer, I am acquainted with three distinct species inhabiting the Indian con-

tinent: one entirely black (C. melas), one of a Kght sandy fawn colour, probably the Ratwa of the
— r

Nepalese (C. ratwa^ Hodg.), and the third the common Muntjac, called Kacker by tlie natives, and

Barking Deer by the Europeans (C Muntjac^ Lin.), of a deeper bay and much smaller size than the

(C Cfrpreolus)

(C. Dama^ Lin.) red Deer 11
Western

Himalayas, V, tab. 5, fig- 2, under the name of Ceruw^ Rutwa^ conceiving it to be identical with Mr.

Hodgson'^s species. All these animals may be readily distinguished from the other species of Deer, by
r

their long projecting tusks, horns mounted upon long bony pedicles, and the glandular folds of skin on

the forehead. They require, however, to be more attentively examined, and compared with one another.
r

Oi Hollow-horned Ruminants, the Ghoral and Thar {Antilope Ghoral and A. Thar)y arc now pretty
t - - J

well known from the researches of Mr. Hodgson, who has set a praiseworthy example to our Indian
M

countrymen, by the laudable zeal with which he perseveres in illustrating the Zoology of Nepal. Both

these species are proper to the middle and northern regions of the Hills. The Thar of Mr. Hodgson is
r

universally called Surow and Imoo in the more western parts of the Mountains, the latter name predo-

minating in the higher, and the former in the lower hills: the name of Thar, according to Lieut. Smith,
•

pplied exclusively to the species of goat which Mr. Hodgson That beautiful

Hodgsonii\ of which our knowledge is entirely due to Mr o
p

researches, is confined to Bhot, Thibet, and the surrounding countries; it appears to be altogether

unknown on the southern face of the Mountains, except from an occasional specimen imported hy the

traders, either for presents or barter. The common Indian antelope, called Hirn^ and the Chickarra, or

four-horned species (A. cervicapra and quadricornis)^ are confined to the lower hills and forests, and the

Neel-ghaii {A.picfa) principally to the plains andjungles of the north-western districts- Mr. Colebrooke

says that, in the opinion of the Hindoos, the resort of the Antelope sanctifies the countries graced by

his presence, while his absence degrades the regions which he avoids. This seems more connected with

in which the Anteloperanerephysical observation than with popular prejudice. The wide and open

delights is equally denied by the forests of the mountain and by the inundation of the fens.* These are

antelopes of which we have any precise knowledge
,1

h
-

Herbert,f cc Tour to the Sutlej," mentions two

names of Skin and fTar, the accounts of which do not agree with any known specii

fore well worth the attention of future observers. The War, according to Capt. H

^

what like the Musk Deer {Moschus Moschiferus)^ but with a face more like th;

I hoofs, and horns more nearly resembling those of a buffalo than of any other anin

lich, in spite of the similarity of names, is inapplicable cither to the Thar or J]

little dependence is to be placed in the descriptions of unscientific observers.

Neel-ahau deserves a more particular notice, for the purpose of clearing up a point

though

and to the Zoologist. It has been already observed that

Modern Naturalists, after the example of Baron Cuvier, have identified the great Saumer Deer of India
' '

- _

with the animal which Aristotle describes by the name of Hippelaphus. " The Hippelaphus^ says the

Greek
Colebrooke on Bengal Husbandry, t Asiat. Res., X?., 397.

^
T

^

1^
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Greek philosopher,* "has also a mane, (he is talking of the mane of the Horse), above the shoulders, but

from this to the head along the top of the neck ii is very thin ; it has a likewise a beard on the larynx ;

it is about the size of the Stag the female has no horns those of the male resemble the horns

DorcaSy {A. Gazelle) Neehgh

readily perceive the applicability of this passage to its most obvious characters : in fact Aristotle's

description of this animal, under the name of Hippelaphus^ is more exact and minute than the descrip-

tion of any other animal mentioned in his history ; it is evidently taken from personal observation, and

it is surprising that the application should have hitherto escaped the penetration both of critics and

Zoologists. The older naturalists, such as Gesner and Aldrovandus may be excused for misapplying

the passage in question, sometimes to the Elk, sometimes to the common Stag in his winter-dress, when

the hair of the neck becomes longer than ordinary, since they were unacquainted with the form and

characters of the Neel-ghau ; but the continuation of the mistake by their successors, to whom the

animal has been long familiar, is altogether unpardonable. This identification, indeed, was absurd
r

enough from the beginning : the habitat of Arachosia, and the assigned form of the horns, were alone

sufficient to distinguish the Hippelaphus from either the Elk or common Stag, independently of the
I

critical absurdity of supposing Aristotle to describe such well-known animals at such length and under

wron

term as the name of an animal, to the horns of which he compares

those of the Hippelaphus. Now, it is to be observed that the Dorcas of the Greeks and Romans

Herodotus

; the Gazelle of Egypt and Northern Africa, as may be easily proved from

and other ancient writers. Theodore Gaza, himself a Greek, and the first

properly renders the word by capra^ but Buffon^ having criticised Gaza''s

ignorance^ and affirmed that the word should really be translated caprea^ every body has since followed

^;

translator of .-.

the Dorcas of Aristotle has been accordingly considered identical with

D
*

This seems to have been one of the principal sources of error which misled Baron Cuvier, after the
r

example of his predecessors, to identify the Hippelaphus of Aristotle with a species of Deer. The

head and skin of the large Indian Saunter had been sent to Paris by Diard and Duvaucel ; the hair of

the neck was observed to be considerably longer and coarser than that on the rest of the body, the horns

had only two antlers^ like those of the Roe-huck^ and it came from India. Baron Cuvier immediately

concluded that he had discovered the real Hippelaphus of Aristotle, and takes considerable pains to

prove it.| Against this opinion of the most distinguished of modern naturalists, however, I have to

urge objections as grave as those which lay against the ancient error which identified the Hippelaphus

with the Stag and Elk. In the first place, as I have just shown, the fancied similarity of the horns of

the Hippelaphus to those of the Roe-buck, arises from a false translation of the word Dorcas ; when
w

this term is properly translated, Gazelle^ the horns of the Hippelaphus^ to be similar to those of the

DorcaSy should be small, round, and without branches ,-—such are the horns of Neel-ghau^ and such

aie not the horns of the Saumer. the o

equally as well on the

Aristotle compares it.

r

and has no resemblance whatever to the mane of the Horse and Mule tc

fact the description of Aristotle does not apply to it in any particular The
1'

1

Jr

does not show the least appearance of the thin mane along the top of the r

least

^ o which gh hair

• Hist, lib, ILc. 5, t Hist. Nat. XI. 402.

the

I Oss. Foss. IV. 42.

i
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the under surface to be called a beard, still Aristotle^s description does not apply, for this rough hair

covers the whole throat in the Saumer from the head to the chest, whilst the Greek philosopher

of the Hinvelanhus to the larvnx^ an

Neel^h 111 fact there is

not a single point, even to the most minute particular, the habitat of Arachosia, for instance, the modern

Punjab, where the Necl-ghau is extremely abundant, and where the Saumer docs not exist, at least wc
4

have no evidence of the fact,—in which Aristotle's description of the IIippcla2)lius does not pcTfectly
A,

agree with this now well-known animal ; and we may therefore safely conclude that we have nX length

finally settled a question which has long puzzled both critics and Zoologists. The NeeUghau should

consequently assume in future the specific appellation o^Antilope ITippcIaphiis^ whilst the Saumer Doer,

to which that name has been erroneously applied, may be more appiopriattly called Cervus Saumer,

Two distinct species of the genus Capra occur in the Himalayas : Capra Jemhlaica of Hamilton Smith,

called Jharal in Nepal, and Thar in the British provinces, is by far the more common of the t>vo, and

Mr. Hodgson* to differ from other goats by having four teats. The second species

»ed, but its existence is placed beyond a doubt ; Major "Kennedy, while resident at £ ad

anous

tourists under the name of the Ibex, which it appears to resemble in the form of the horns and other

characters. Dr. Falconer, in the Report of his late Journey to Cashmere and Little Thil)et, mentions the

discovery of two new species of goats ; but as he does not enter into any detail on the subject, we have

no means of ascertaining how far they may prove to be identical with, or different from, tlie two species

here mentioned. Different varieties of the domestic goat, the most valuable of wliich are the Changra^ or

shawl goats, of two breeds, distinguished as the larger and the smaller Changra, are found in the more

alpine regions ; their wool forms an article of extensive traffic, but we arc much in want of detailed com-

parative descriptions and good figures of these, as of all the different breeds of cattle and other duniestic

animals in India ; a subject of great interest, which has been extensively illustrated at home, but which

has met with little or no attention out of Europe.

Of sheep there are likewise two wild species, and numerous domestic varieties, found in these moun-

tains. The Burrhal^ called Nahoor by the Nepalese {0ms Nahoor of Mr. Hodgson), is intermediate in

character between the Mouflon (0. Musmon) of Corsica, the supposed parent of our domestic sheep, and

the Aoudad (O. tragelaphus) of Northern Africa, which latter species it resembles in the form of the

horns and the absence of the crumens, or tear-pits, which distinguish the rest of the genus. The second

species, called Banhhera in Nepal, is less known, but appears to approach very nearly to the Argali of

(0. Amman) seen

the Museum of the Royal Asiatic Society, to which it was presented by Sir Alexander Bu rues; but as

there is no specimen of the Argali in this country with which to compare it, I can ofTcT no opinion as to

its specific difference. The animal seems to be more properly a native of Thibet and Chinese Tartary^

and seldom appears on the southern part of the Himalayas; at least none of my sporting acquaintances

ever met with it, and Mr. Hodgson was long doubtful of its existence. Of the domestic sheep of the

Hills, besides the Dumba, or common variety of Upper India, Mr. Hodgson mentions a breed called

Barwal as occurring in the Kachar, and another called Hoa?imh^ peculiar to Thibet : these are used as

beasts of burden for carrying grain and other products across the mountains, but we know little of their

peculiar forms or qualities.

Of the genus Bos, the buffalo (B. Bubalus)y and its representative, the Arnee^ or Urnee Bhinse

confined to the sultry forests at the foot very distinct vane

Llifferent
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different species, from the Junglee Bhinse of Bengal and Assam^ so well known for the great length of

its horns ; the Arnee of the Saul forest is the short thick horned variety, of which there are many skulls,
-

preserved in our Museums, and is said to be a much lighter made animal, though with a thicker skin

than the Junglee Bhinse. The Zebu {Bos indicus) is common in every part of the Hills; but the pecu-
i

liar and appropriate species of the Himalayas is the Changrce, or Yak {Bos pcephagusy Fallas), which
V

composes the domestic cattle of Tartary, and is not uncommon on the southern slopes of the higher

Mountains, where a cross between it and the Zebu, or common Indian Ox, is much used in agriculture,

and preferred to either of the pure races. This hybrid is not uncommon at Simla, and it is to be hoped

that some intelligent observer will take advantage of this circumstance to ascertain from actual experi-

ments whether the sexes be productive inter se, or when united with one of the pure races ; or whether,
r

like the common mule, they be absolutely barren. Lieut. Smith informs me that he has seen the Yak wild

on the confines of Chinese Tartary.

i'
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LIST OF BIRDS
IN THE

AUTHOR'S COLLECTION MADE AT SAHARU

Raptores.

Vultur leuconotus—5'tt/. Saharunpore and Khe-
ree Pass.

Gypaetus barbatus—Simla.

Neophron Percnopterus

—

Ckeel—Saharunpore.

Falconidce»

Haliaeetus—Saharunpore-

: Pondiceriaiius

pore. •

Astur Hyder—Saharunpore—migratory.

Accipiter Nisus— Hills.

Dussumieri—Saharunpore.

Hsematornis undulatus— FoorjboJ— Saliarun-

pore.
r

Falco peregrinus—Hills-

Chicquera

—

Shikra—Hills, visits plains.

Choohmar — Saharun-

pallidus, mas. fem.

in S. B, G.
Saharunpore, killed

cinereus ?

—

buchree—Hills.

Circus variegatus— Saharunpore.

Teesa

—

tesa—Saharunpore,

Pernis apivorus—Saharunpore,

Elanus melanopterus

—

Dkobun
banks of rivulets.

Milvus Govinda—Saharunpore.

StrigidcE^

Otus bengalensis—ooffoo^Saharunpore.

Saharunpore,

brachyotos
trict.

oolloo Saharunpore dis-

Strix passerinEL^mtohree^ H, chogud—Saharun-

pore .

Noctua—Saharunpore district.

INSESSORES.
FlSSIROSTHES.

Meropidce,

Nyctiomis Amherstiana—Deyra Doon.

Merops javanlcus

—

hurriul—Saharunpore.

— viridis

—

hurriul—Saharunpore.

Hirundinidce,

Cypselus affinis

—

Huwa biibilL kunchya—Plains

Hirundo fiUfera—-4&a5ee7—Plains.

erythropygia—-4ia6ee/~Plains.

Hirundo

Caprimulgidce,

Caprimulgus indicus— C^up-ta—Plains.

Todidce*

*Eurylaimus Dalhousise—Mussooree—in Rains

Tab. vii. fig. 2, Jameson, Edinb. Phil.

Joum.

Halcyonidce.

Alcedo rudis—jrorce macherunga—Plains.

Bengalensis — golee macherunga—Plains

and within hills,

inSmyrnensis

—

mucliee mars macherunga

Plains.

Dentirostres.

Muscicapid<E

,

Muscicapa.

several species—Plains.

Muscipeta Melanops.

— Psmdisii—Sa-boolbool—Foot of hills.

Muscipeta indica—5oo/ioo/—Foot of hills,

Rhipidura albifrontata— Chukdeel—Flams,

fuscoventris

—

Chukded—Plains.

Cr}'ptolopha poiocephala.

PhcEnicornis princeps

—

Salielee—lliW^.

pereglna

—

Salielee—Hills.

I,aniad(e^

DicrurusBalicassius^J7^a;rt/?—Plains.

Hypsipetes Psaroides—Ilills-

Lanius muscicapoides—Zu^ora—Plains.

Sylvia sibilatrix.

rufa—Plains.

Trochilus.

several species—undetermined.

kalcheera—Plains.

Motacilla alba

—

rneemla

weather.

Saharunpore, in cold

leucocephala

Dukhunensis

—

meenda—Saharunpore? in

cold weather,

Phoenicura atrata

—

thurthur kumpa—Plains.

frontalis

—

ihurtKur kumpa—Plains.

-halcepholia—Mohun Gliat.

— caeruliocephala.

Bu^ytes melanocephala— Saharunpore— Near
water.

Enicurus maculatus—Mw«/wn— Hills.

Anthus agilis—Plains.

Zosterops.

Saxicola rubicola.

bicolor—Plains.

Piprida.

Parus melaiioplius.

— erythrocepbalus,

xantliogenys.

monticolus.

Collurio Lahtora

—

lutora—Plains.

erythronotus—?/i^ora—Pla ins.

Hardwickii

—

lutora—Plains.

undetermined.

Ceblepyris—Hills.

Merulid^.

Myophonus Temminckii

—

Custoora—Hills.

' Nepalensis.

Pitta Brachyura, v. Tab. vii. ^g. 3— Hills.

Turdus saularis

—

dhier—Plains.

dhier—Plains,

atrogularis—Hills,

paccilopterus—Hills,

erythrogaster.

albocinctus, Royle—Hills.

albicoUiSf Royle, v. Tab. viii. fig. 3.

Cinclosoma leucolophum—Lower hills.

melanocephalum—Hills,

striatum—Kheree Pass,

Oriolus aureus

—

peeluk—Plains and Kheree
Pass. '

— melanocephalus—peluk, zurduh— Plains

and Kheree Pass.

Timalia Somervillii

—

Doomnee^ Chutrea,Sutbuya

—Plains.

chatarsea— Cheelchel—Plains.

Petrocincla cinclorhyncha^Hills.

Ixos melanocephalus—Hills.

— cder—hoolhool—VlsLins. kandoo boolbool \

*

—Hills.

lora Tiphia.

Sylviadce,

CoNlROSIilES.

Fringillidm,

Emberiza—CAeerya—Hills.

Cia—Hills.

cristata— Hills.

Alauda—Plains.

Plains.

Plains.

Carduelis caniceps

—

Saira—Cashmere, v. Tab.

viii. fig. 2.

spinoides

—

Saira—Cashmere.

Ploceus

—

Denarbuya— Plains.

Pliillipensis

—

Phoolbnya^ Ckichur buya

Plains.

Fringilla rodochroa

—

Cheerya, Plains. Hills.

Lonchura nisoria— Nuggernul muena

Doon.
Deyra

melanocephala—Dej^ra Doon.

Cheet

—

Churchura—Plains,

Passer Jomestica

—

Cheerya—Plains.

Pyrrhula erythroccphala—Hills.

Siuruidce,

Sturnus vulgaris—^fffiwr—Plains, in spring-

Pastor tristis

—

belsallk—Plains.

roseus

—

goolahee inuena—Plains,

pagodarum

—

humooa paoee—Plains.

Mahrattensis

—

dhudliee—Plains.

«6/wA-—Plains.

Kheree Pass,

CorvidcE,

Pica er}'throrhynca—Hills.

Dendrocitta vagabunda

—

laL

visits plains.

Garrulus lanceolatus—Mussooree.

bispecularis—Mussooree^v.Tab.viii.fig. I.

leucocephalus— Hills.

Corvus Corax

—

puharec kag— HiHs, visitsplains.

— splendens

—

desee kag—Plains,

Coracias Bengalensis

—

gnrravy neel tas, neel

AwR^A—Plains.

JBucerida:*

Buceros gingianus— Dhuner,— Kheree Pass,
visits S.B.G.

Cavatus—Hurdwar, Kheree Pass.

SCANSORES.

Psittacidcs,

Palaeomis torquatus

—

iota H.—Plains.

flaviclolaris

—

tooyan, H-—Plains.

AJexandri—^w/Z/fr tola—Hills,

schisticeps—3Iussooree.

Picidcr.

Bucco grandis

—

Busunt kulan— IVIussooree.

— Philippensis, mas. and fem.

—

Busunt

S. B. G.

caniceps-

Picus Bengalensis

Pass.

Mussooree.

Deyra Doon and Kheree

1

-
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Picus Malaccensis.

Mahrattensls.

Squamatus, fem.—Mussooree.

— young male.—Mussooree.

Strennus — lukkur lut (ivood-cutter)

Kheree Pass. Deyra Doon.

Himalayanus—Mussooree.

Hyperythrus.

Nepalensis.

brunnifrons.

Yunx Torquilla—S. B.G—migratory-

CucuIidcE.

Antropus phillipensis—^/oo/ctAa, Makoohat H.

Coccyzus chrysogaster—Saharunpore district.

Leptosomus afer—papeea — S.B.G.— Rains,

note peeo-peeo,

CuculusCanorus

—

Kookoo—Hills, warm weather

—Saharunpore, in rains.

fugax—S.B.G.—migratory, March*

sparverioides

—

Chip Cheep^ H.
—m]gratoi7, March.

S. B.G.

April,

S,B,G,

Himalayanus.

Eudynann'S orientalis— koel— S. B. G.
till end of rains, fem. khohal

Certhiadece^

Certhia Goalparieusis, v. Tab. vii. fig. 1—Deyra

Doon,

Upupa Epops

—

hood Jwodf thok hudhja—Plains.

Tentirostres.

Cynniridce,

Cynniris Mahrattensls.

Meliphagidtje'.

Chloropsis—Hills,

Pomatorhinus.

erythrogenys—Hills.

Prinia—Hills.

Rasores-

ColumhidcE.

Vinago sphcnura

—

huryul—Mussooree.

Columba Meenah—puncZwft—Plains and hills.

tigrina

—

chitla—Plains.

humilis—Manukmow,
Cambayensis--S.B. G»

leuconota.

javanica—Deyra Doon.

PhasianidcB'

Gallus l^^.vAC^yQ.~ju7}glee mor—Hurdwar, Khe
ree Pass, Deyra Doon.

Gallus Sonnerati.

Lopophonis Impeyanus— Monal, Moorg zureen

—Dhunoultee, Mussooree, Choor.

Pavo cristatus, (mas. and fem).

—

mor— Hurd-
war.

Tragopan Hastingii (Satt/nis melanocephalus)

jeenar—Hills, near snow.

Phasianus Pucrasia—to^Zcts—Mussooree.

albo-crlstatus—JTa/y— Kheree Pass.

WalUchii (P. Siaceyi)

ba, &c.

CAer—Tuen Tib-

Tetraonidce,

Coturnix textilis

—

huUer—Plains.

Pentah—Plains.

Perdix Chukor

—

Chukor—Hills, passim.

— olivacea

—

teetur—Jlussooree—Hill par-
tridge.

Ponticeriana — teetur — Saharunpore

Grey partridge.

Pterocles exustus^ fem.—Kheree.

Francolinus vulgaris, mas. and fem.

—

hala teetur

Plains and hills—Black partridge.

Hemipodius nigricollis

—

luwe—Plains.

Struthionidce*

j ScolopacidiS.

Numenius, black — Saharunpore, common in

April.

Totanus fuscus—Saharunpore.

— glottoides

—

Choghul—Saharunpore.

glareola—Saharunpore.

(

Otisaurita—7ee^—Foot of hills.

deliciosa (Bengalensis)

Pass.

churg—Kheree

Grallatores.
r

A fdeadcE,

Ardea cinerea— Saharunpore.

vulgaris

—

hang—Saharunpore.

Antigone— >Sarws—Saliarunpore district

Egretta

—

Snffed hoogla—Saharunpore.

Malaccensis

—

kanee bug—Saharunpore

russata

—

Buffed boogla

trict.

Saharunpore dis-

Grayii

—

Goroo bug—Saharunpore district.

Botaurus stellaris— Saharunpore district.

Ciconia Australis,

leucocephala

—

Mamd-jor—Saharunpore
district.

Mycteria

—

loajung—Saharunpore district.

Tantalidcdm

Anastomus Typus

—

Siam ^7zo7—Saharunpore.

Tantalus leucocephalus

—

Jhangeer— Saharun-
pore district—Rains.

Ibis religiosa

—

kuechea chora, heethee chora—Sa-
harunpore district.—October.

Limosa melanura—Saharunpore.

Scolopax rusticola—Nalapanee, Mussooree,

Gallinago

—

Chaha—Saharunpore.

Rynchaea capensis

—

Chaha—Saharunpore.

Tringa ochropus.

Two or three undetermined species.

Charadrid(E.

Cursor!us asiaticus—Saharunpore.

Vanellus goensis

—

tuteree—Saharunpore.

RaUidcE,

Parra Sinenis

—

Julpeea—Saharunpore, and Ma-
nukmow, in rains.

Glareola orientalis—Saharunpore.

Eallus aquaticus—Doulutpore jheel.

Crex pusilla—Saharunpore in Demola nuddee.

Gallinula javanica

—

Jid Moorg—Saharunpore.

-— undetermined

—

^ora—Saharunpore.

Porphyrio hyacinthinus

—

kan—Dadoopore.

Fulica atra.

Natatoues.

Aiiatidce^

Anser indica—Saharunpore.

Plectropterusmelanotus

—

JSuhta—Saharunpore.

Anas leucophthalmos—Saharunpore-

psecilorhyncos—Saharunpore.

cristata—Saharunpore.

y, -

Crecca—Saharunpore.

clypeata—Saharunpore

.

Girra—Saharunpore.

Penelope—Saharunpore,

Querquedula — Saharunpore — Native

name buttuk and moorgnabbee , of most

of the species.

Mareca Awsuree— Saharunpore.

fistularis—Saharunpore.

Pelicanid^,

Pelecanus Onocrotalus-^ru^rwn bher-M'duukmow.

Plialacrocorax Javanicus

—

Jul hag—Mozuffer

1;
^1

V :i

Laridce.

nuggur

Sterna Seena

—

Gang cheel—Saharunpore.

In publishing the foregoing List of Birds, the Author hoped it would have been accompanied by observations on their Geogra-

phical distribution by a distinguished Ornithologist. This, it is hoped, will still be done, with a more complete List than it is now
possible to publish. Though the specimens have not been subjected to a minute comparison with the species indicated, yet, as Mr.

Vigors, Mr. Gould, Col. Sykes, aud Dr. Horsefield, have seen and named the Birds, there can be little doubt respecting the correct-

ness of the names published.

Mr.Ogilby has justly olDserved, p.lvii, that as the faculty of rapid flight enables birds to set oceans and deserts at defiance,

so it enable M
fresh-water fishes for studying all the laws of Geographical distribution. But as they transport themselves from one country to

another, as the seasons vary and become favourable for affording them food and a suitable climate, so are they better adapted than

any other class of animals for appreciating the changes which take place in the climate of a place at different seasons of the year;

r-

i

T

t.

V-

case

ance and disappearance of birds. Knowing the changes which take place in the climate, vegetation, and cultivation, both of the

Meteorol

the animal forms varied also according to seasons as well as elevations, two plates of birds are figured, while a few of the animals of

different elevations are enumerated at pp. 6, 11, 12, 19, 24, 37, and 41. Birds (Plate 8) characteristic of the Himalayas, being in

form allied to those of European climates, are Carduelis cankeps, Garrulus hispecularls, and Turdus alhicollis. Nob., of which
the specific name slioiild be changed to T, alhocinctus, as the former name is pre-occupied. Tropical forms, as exhibited in Certhia

Goalparieusis, Fllta hrachjnra, and Eurxjlaimns Dalhousice, are represented in Plate 7, as these, though common to the S.E.^ occur

so far North as 30° of latitude, in small numbers, and only during the rainy season, of which the peculiarities of climate and vegeta-

tion are indicated in the above-cited passages. The specimen of Eurylaimns Dalhousice figured was shot at Mussooree, at 0,500
feet of elevation. This species was first described by Professor Jameson, in the Edinburgh Journal of Science, and not bv Mr.Wilson

the Plate, and as I had



CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA.
Page, Line.

Viii

ix

X

23P

36

45

45

54

54

71

71

84

9, for Eastern read Western,

12 from hottoro, for N.E. and S.W.read N.W. to S,E.

10 from bottom, for to 24^ of latitude read 27^ of latitude.

10 from bottom, for long, 75"^ read liP,

10 from bottom, for long. 90^ E. read 95*^ E.

7, for Patna 5° read Patna 4°.

5, for N.E, rearf N,W.
13j for Fagonia Mysoriensis read Mysorcnsis,

14 from bottom, for Xanthochymus dulcis read pictonns.

14, for khadir read bangur land.

loy for bangur read khadir.

14 from bottom, for ocymumrca(/ocimum,

21, for Lolium temulentun read temulentnm,

6 from bottom, for Forskaol read Forskal.

2, from bottom, for Boa constrictor read Python,

20, for Bauhinia corymbosa read racemosa.

3, for Apocyense read Apocynese.

25, for Geoneptrix read Goneptrix.

4 from bottom, for stawberrles re^J strawberries.

19, for Napalensis read Nepalensis,

XI

xii

6

6

7

7

8
9

9

12

13

17

20

22

22

26 —
26

27

28

28

29

32

32

33

35 — 18 and 37, also page 40 line 14, for Genista read Caragana

omieea

6froi^.^>ottom. for Gualtheria read Gaultheria.

5, and page 30 lowest line, for Tropbis read Trapa,

10, for Cucubalua baecifer reacfbacciferus.

29, for southward read south-east

12 from bottom, for C. Sasanquha read Sasanqua.

6, for Abies excelsa read Pinus excelsa-

13, for Carduus macrocepbalus read DolomiaeamacrocepLala,

19, for Squarrosa read Squamosa,

118

119

121

127

132

133

137

146

155

157

161

26, for Lopbopburus read Lopbophorus.

7 from bottom, for Delpia read Delpbia.

9 from bottom, for Aconitia read Aconitina,

11, for accidens rea(i accedens.

28, for p. 48 read p. 44.

15i before Brassica Napus insert Rape.

16^ before Myagrum insert Colsa.

14, for Sida abucilon read Sida tiJiaefolia.

105 — 4 from bottom, for Dipterocarpece read Dipterocarpus,

17, and p. 122 line 4 from bottom, for Elseococcus verrucosus

read Ela^ococca verrucosa.

9 from bottom, and p. 168 line 5, for Evonynius read Euony-

mus.

4, for Evonymus micranthus r£a<f Euonymus micrantha.

97, for Tab. 25 read 24>.

lowest, for Siam read Cliina.

14', for MiEsua rearf Mesua.

11 from bottom, for Dodonaea read DodonacaK.

24, for rjuantas read quintas.

12 from bottom, for /i»x>i read fcuXv.

and elsewhere, for Zanthoxjlum read Xantlioxylum.

lowest, for Elais read Elaeis.

Page,

164

164

167

167

168

170

171

181

182

185

188

189

195

196

196

196

197

233

239

240

246

246

250'

253

256

256

259

268

270

273

274

274

295

298

309

309

S-23

324

329

329

360

364

370

388

389

388

413

416

420

421

440

Line

3, for Venice turpentine read Chian.

4, for laudanum read ladanum.

21, for C. Roylcanus read Roy!cana»

22, for C. spinosus read spinosa.

17, for M. Brongniart read Adolpbc Brongniart.

2 from bottom, for 4^039 & 7,413 read 1038 & 71 lo.

21, for Excaccaria Agallochum read Agallocha.

4, for Cesalpincx read Ca^salpincae,

6, and page I S3 line 17, for A. leucophxa rcarf Icucophlxa-

25, after Cassia aiiriculata add turwar.

9, for ou read on.

25, for Crotalaria read Crotolaria,

4 from bottom, for yield Dragon's blood read yield a kind of

Dragon's blood.

24, for Tab. 34 read 32.

32, for Tab. 31 read 32.

41, dek such and as.

12 from bottom, for lib. Ilm, rcaJ lib. 11am.

.6, in Osmorrhiza dek r.

9, for 10"^ of N. & S. read 10^ of N. & 20^ of S.

12. for of 20"^ read 0(30^.

10 from bottom, for E. nivca rcai nivcus.

9 hum bottom, for cornigcra read cornigcrus.

11 from bottom, for ^otf/^ut^^ts read ;^a^ow?^wf.

14 from bottom, for thalactrifolia read thalictrifulia.

2, for sympllcifoliart'a^ symplocifoI;a.

10, for macrocarpum rcadmacrocarpus.

22, for cbrysanthemum read chrysantbum

.

8, for J. fruticosum read Jasminum fruticObum,

10 from bottom, for idnebted read indebted.

8 from bottom, for sylvcstris read sylvestre.

12 from bottom, forasbmatica read asthmatica.

7 from bottom, for curassivica read curassavlca.

14, for Tab. 70 read 72.

6, for boerhaviaefoUa read bocrbaavifolia.

18, insert Tab. 69, fig. 1.

20, insert Tab. 69, fig. 2.

27, for India read Asia.

21, for Beilscbmeldea read Beilscbmiedla.

26, for fig. 2 read fig. 3.

as, for fig. 3 read fig. 2.

23, for Dundar read Durdar.

27, for ]Mandrogora rt'Gf/ Mandragora.

6, for Pleurothallidoa: read Pleurothalleae.

15, for compestris read campestris.

15, insert Tab. 92, fig. L

27, insert F. verticillata, Tab. 92, fig. 2.

4 from bottom, for fig. 1 read fig. 2.

6 from bottom, for S. maritima rend Scirpus maritimus.

14 from bottom, dele stop between Saccharum and Sara.

15 from bottom, for P. miliare reml Panicum miliare.

20, for Jonas read Janus.

I4j for c. 73 read c. 83.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

OF THK

BOTANY OF THE HIMALAYAN MOUNTAINS,

T introductory observations having enabled ns to appreciate the and

general nature of the territories comprised within the boundaries of India, and shown

the general uniformity almost insensible gradation of temperature, on which

greatly depends the natural distribution of animal d getable forms, as well

as those which are the product of art, we now proceed to the more immediate

object of this work ; that of illustrating the Flora of the Himalaya Mountains. Here

more rapid at successive elevations, and the
-•A

great, whether we ascend the great moun-

we find the changes in climate

modifications in ipondingly

ges near the Southern extremity of India or those towards its most North

limits. It is necessary only to enumerate the whence information has

been drawn, to show that these have been sufficiently extended to allow some

reliance being placed on the inferences which are deduced.

The situation of the Honourable Company's Botanic Garden at Saharunpore in

30° of Northern latitude thousand miles to the north-west of Calcutta, elevated

as many feet above the level of the sea, and placed nearly at the head of the extensive

plain which forms the great Gangetic valley, was admirably adapted for enabling an

observer to obtain a knowledge of the Flora of the plains of Northern India, as well

as of the Himalayan Mountains, it being with ty miles of the commencement of

the successive ranges which form that great barrier between the dominions of the

British and the territories of thg Chinese.

The herbarium consists of at least 3,500 species; collected, 1st, in the plains which

form some of the north-western provinces of India, from 28** to 3V of N. lat. or from

about Delhi to the banks of the Sutledge ; 2d, of plants growing in the mountainous

tract ipcluded between the latter river and the Gang

B

between 30* and 31^° of

N. lat.

•
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T

N. lat. from the level of the plains up to the Snowy Passes; with these may be

enumerated plants of Cash which can only be considered a valley of the
i

Himalaya ; the third portion of plants from Kunawur ntry which being

beyond the influence of the periodical rains, has its climate, and consequently many of
r

its animal and vegetable productions, sufficiently modified to entitle them to a separate

consideration.

The researches both in the hills and the plains having been carried on at all seasons

for a series of years, the collection may be considered as giving (with ption of

the lower tribes of Cryptogamlc plants) a very fair idea of the Flora of that part of

India.
r

The plants from Cashmere were obtained in 1828, 1829, and 1831, by means of

plant collectors sent with the northern merchants their return to that valley

after disposing of their annual investments of fruit and shawls in plains of India

Alono; with dried specimens seeds and living plants were also brought down, and

grown either in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden or in the Experimental Nursery in the

Hills. This collection can only be considered as giving a general idea of the nature

of the Flora of that far-famed valley.

The collection from Kunawur, consisting of several hundred species from a cold and

arid country, made in two years during the seasons of vegetation, will give a very good

idea of the nature of the Flora of that tract. The first collection was made for me in

1825, by the late Lieutenaiit Maxwell, of his Majesty's 11th Dragoons, and the second

by iiiy plant collectors in 1831. With these, through the kindness of the distinguished

Mr. Brown, I have had an opportunity of comparing a collection in his possession,

made by R. Inglis, Esq. of Canton, in the year 1830, as well as a small collection in

the British Museum made by that adventurous traveller the late Mr. Moorcroft, in his

journey beyond the Himalay few specimens from the same tract of country

Dr.Wallich by Messrs. Webb, Moorcroft, and Gerard, may be seen in the East-India

Herbarium.
'

That atlentic

the Himalaya,

tion may not appear to have been confined to too limited a portion of

I, the magnificent herbarium formed by Dr. Wallich, and presented by
the Honout-'able the Court of Directors of the East-India Company to the Linnean

iety, has been constantly consulted, for the purpose of showing either analogy or
>

The plants ofdifference in the vegetation of different portions of the Himalayas.

these mountains m the above collection consist of specimens from Dr. Wallich's

plant collectors in Kemaon, a portion of the Himalaya extendino- from the Ganc^es
L

to the Gogfa, together with many sent by Drs. Govan and Gerard, from Garhwal
and Sirmore The gr proportion, however, consists of plants collected by Dr
Wallich himself in Nepal and its mountains

o with some from the same
country collected by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton. The most southern and also most
western point from which any considerable collection has been obtained by Dr.

Wallich's plant is from the mountains above Silhet and Pundooa so

that
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bee formed extends over tenthat the space whence the several collections have

degrees of latitude and nearly twenty of longitude.

Though there is no intention, in the present work, of treating of the Botany of

India in general, yet as it is proposed particularly to note, not only the difference in

the vegetation of the Hills and of the Plains and the distribution of particular families,

but also for what other plants, chiefly the useful products of similarly constituted
«

countries, India is peculiarly adapted, it may not be improper to remark, that the

observations respecting the distribution of different tribes will be deduced from the

collections and works of Drs. Roxburgh and Buchanan, Wallich and "Wight, as well
V

as from the author's own collections made in the most northern provinces of India.

It is hardly necessary, after the liberality with which Dr. Wallich placed his

^treasures in the hands of the Botanical World, to mention, that previous to his

dep for Ind he pressed his most desire that every possible use

should be made of that port of collection which he had self had

opportunity of publishing, and joined in an application to the Honourable the Court
a

of Directors, that his unpublished drawings should be placed at the disposal of the

author for the purpose of selections being made for the present work. Major-General
F

Hardwicke has also most kindly placed in the author's hands ten volumes of drawings
>

made in the plains of Northern India, and also while travelling nearly thirty years

ago in the Himalayas. These, when so used, will be duly acknowledged, but the
' -

greater portion of the illustrations will be from drawings made under the author's
r

own direction. These were executed by the Honourable Company's painters, who

during Dr. Wallich's absence in England were by the orders of the then Governor-

General of India, the Earl of Amherst, sent from the Botanic Garden at Calcutta

to that of Saharunpore.

Some explanation may perhaps be expected upon the preference given to the

publication of the illustrations according to the natural families, as well as upon

the particular series which has been adopted. For the latter no better reason than

that of convenience can be assigned, as the celebrated De Candolle is the only bo-

tanist who

families.

pted an arrangement of all plants according to their natural

For the adoption of the natural method of classification, no pology

in the present day necessary the

the

advantages have been so frequently displayed

omus of the Plants ofMr. Brown proved them in his Prod

New Holland, and has so often illustrated them by his luminous observations on

the Flora of different countries ; a course which Las been followed by great

Humboldt and other celebrated botan For whether we consider the structure.

classification, geographical distribution, properties, or uses of plants, in every way

does the natural method afford numerous advantages, particularly as our observations,

instead of being confined to species and genera, may in general be made applicable
F

to whole tribes of plants.

This we shall see to be more particularly the case in noticing the geogi'aphical

B 2 distribution
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now

distribution and uses of different families of plants, and in making the application to

India of the result of our observations ; for no where is the field more extended,

and at the same time more favourable for acclimating the useful productions of dif-

ferent countries. In the peninsula of India, and in the neighbouring island of Cey-

lon, we have a climate capable of producing cinnamon, cassia, pepper, and carda-

moms. The coffee grown on the Malabar Coast is of so superior a quality as to be

taken to Arabia and re-exported as Mocha coffee ; the Tinnevelly senna brings the

highest price in the London market ; and there is little doubt that many other valu-

able products of tropical countries may be acclimated, particularly as several are

already in a flourishing condition in the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, such as the

cocoa and nutmeg, as well as the camphor, pimento, cajeput, and cashew-nut trees.

In the Neelgherries a favourable site might without doubt be found for the cinchona,

as well as the different kinds of ipecacuanha; and as the potatoe has been intro-

duced into almost every part of India, equal success and considerable benefit would

probably result from introducing the different kinds of arracacha, so much prized for

their roots as food for the natives of South America.

Along the coasts of the Bay of Bengal the cocoa and areca-nut palms flourish and
^

abound, and the continent every where produces indigo, cotton, tobacco, sugar, and

opium. The first, hardly of any note as an Indian product thirty years ago, is

imported in the largest quantities into England. The cotton, though indigenous to

India, has not been in any way improved, though many provinces seem peculiarly

well adapted for the culture, particularly Malwa, and those to the north-west. The

tobacco brought home by Dr.Wallich from Martaban was pronounced by competent

judges in England to be equal to the best from America; while the Persian tobacco,

the produce of a peculiar species, the Nicotiana persica of Dr. Lindley, is celebrated,

and commands a high price both in India and Europe. This, there is every proba-

bility in considering, would succeed well in the N.W. provinces which are nearest its

native country. The opium of Patna is preferred in China, and that of Malwa bids

fair to rival Turkey opium in the European market. The sugar-cane is cultivated in

every part of India, but very inferior sugar has hitherto been produced; lately,
L

however, a manufactory has been established near Calna, a new mine opened in the

Burdwan coal formation, and very superior specimens of sugar sent home. Here

the occurrence of sugar at the surface of the soil, and coal only a few feet below it,

in a country where labour is so cheap, ought to be attended with decidedly favourable

results. If from these we turn our attention to other products, we shall still see

that there are great capabilities even where we should least expect them : for though

India is generally looked upon chiefly as a rice country, wheat has been imported

into and sold at a profit in England from the northern provinces, and flour for

making starch is now one of the annual exports from Calcutta. Of dyes, medi-

cmal drugs, resins, and gums, there are great varieties, and more might be success-

fully mtroduced. Timber of every kind is every where abundant, the coasts pro-

ducing
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ducing teak, ebony, and many others ; the interior, saul, sissoo, bamboos, and rattans,

while a great variety of plants, though but little known, yield excellent material for

cordage.

The northern provinces and the hills forming the more immediate object of this work,

will be more fully considered in the sequel ; it is sufficient at present to observe, that
I

at one season they grow European grains and at another those which are peculiar to the
m

tropics
:
and that many perennials of both these two climates seem to succeed equally

well in the northern provinces of India ; here, therefore, many of the useful products

of Persia, Arabia, and Barbary, might be grown.

The hill provinces enjoy nearly similar advantages ; the forests are formed of oaks and

pines, and the hill-men make their strongest ropes for crossing rivers with hemp, which

every where abounds and is of the finest quality ; opium, rhubarb, and turpentine, form

articles of commerce, as well as musk, Thibet wool, and borax from the other kingdoms

of Nature.

Somewhere in the valleys at the foot of these hills, or at moderate elevations, the

more generally useful productions of European countries might be successfully intro-

duced, as the olive and the hop ; the latter would be particularly beneficial, as a

brewery has been established in the hills, where the climate is excellent.

Here also, as I have recommended in a report to Government, there is considerable

prospect of success in the cultivation of the tea plant, for the different elevations allow

of every variety of climate being selected, and " the geographical distribution of this

plant is sufficiently extended to warrant its being beneficially cultivated."

The above few examples will be sufficient to show that in the climates where these

varied productions grow, others from different countries may be successfully introduced.

It is liot to be expected that equal success will attend every attempt, but where so many

circumstances are favourable there is little probability of failure in many, if the proper

means are adopted for and these consist chiefly in applying to one

untry our knowledge of the climate and productions of another, where any similarity

of circumstances occur : and I pectations that, with moderate

and proper encouragement, the products of India may be varied

almost indefinitely increased in quantity, and very much improved in quality. Hitherto,

instead of endeavouring to call forth the resources of the country, it seems rather to

have been wished to repress its energies, by charging upon articles of well-known mferior

quality a higher duty if imported from the East-Indies than from other parts of the

world.

Having mentioned that considerable uniformity of temperature and of vegetable pro-

ductions occurs over a very great expanse of Indian territory, we proceed to adduce

specimens from some of the most northern parts as an indication of the truth of the

observation. Delhi, the capital of Northern India, situated on the western bank of the

Jumna, nearly at the upper part of the inclined slope which forms the plains of India,

is elevated about ei?ht hundred feet above the level of the sea. The soil is barren and

• remarkable
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remarkable for its' saline efflorescence, and the wells for tlie brackisbness of the

The 'rocky soil, always exposed to the solar rays, absorbs much heat, and a high

temperature with considerable dryness is produced In the hot weather ; but from the

openness of the country, and exposure to winds which pass over extensive lakes in the

vicinity, a greater degree of cold is produced in winter than we "should otherwise expect.

We do not therefore find in the Flora round Delhi such plants as GidtifercB, AnonacecE,

and StrychnciE, which requiring moisture with heat, flourish in the southern provinces

of Ind But the climate in general being favourable, and the minimum of cold not

long continued, we find many of the plants which are common in warmer parts of India,

but which are not found at Saharunpore. Among these may be enumerated Ailantus

excelsa, Prosojjis spicigera, and Salvadora persica, with Capparis aphyllaj and species of

Hibiscus y Grewia, and Flacoiirtia, as shrubs, together with such herbaceous plants as

Anisochilus carnosuSy JEriia Javanica, Elytraria crenatUj Fagonia Mysoriensis, Lepidagathis

Acanthus Madraspatensis, Echinops ech Cenchrus echinoides species

of CoccuhiSy LeucaSy Aristolochia, Polygala, and lonidium, Coclilmriaflava spreads along

the banks of the Jumna
-

sisshna are found ; th

,rly up to Delhi. A species of Fa and L

; the latter only' enumerated in the Flora of more southern parts

of India ; while a Salsola, which is common, indicates the saline nature of the soil.

Balanites JEgyptiaca^ Alhagi muurorum, Salvadora persica, and species of Ethuliay

Heliotropium, &c. are remarkable as occurring all over the Northern provinces of Hin-

dostan, and being equally common in Egypt, while the presence of a species of Picnomon
r

and one of Kentrophylliim is interesting, as forming a point of resemblance to the Flora

of the South of Europe.

Most of the plants which have been enumerated, I also found on the hills near

Lohargaon and Mirzapore ; several were recognized by Dr. Wight as occurring in the

most southern parts of the peninsula, and nearly all have been described by Dr. Rox-

burgh as occurring in the neighbourhood of Samulcottah.
-I

To show the effects of protection and culture, Xanthochymus dulcis may be adduced

as a remarkable instance ; this tree, which is found only in the southern parts of India,

and which would not live in the more exposed climate of Saharunpore, exists as a large

tree in the garden of the King of Delhi ; but here, surrounded by the numerous buildings

within the lofty palace wall, in the midst of almost a forest of trees, with perpetual

irrigation from a branch of the canal which flows through the garden ; an artificial climate

is produced which enables a plant even so sensitive of cold as one of the Guttiferce to

flourish in the open air at Delhi, where it is highly prized, and reported to have milk

thrown over its roots, as well as its fruit protected from plunder by a guard of soldiers

The animal k dom does not present many peculi to distinguish this district

from that of India in g The Lion is however almost peculiar, being found

^
V

beyond Ilansi on the edge of the desert. The Neel-gae is common in the pla

the Porcupine and a species of Hedgehog which I have called Erinaceus Ind

the short-tailed Manis, are common about Delhi.

and

and

In

^

\

w
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In crossing the Jumna in the latitude of Delhi, and entering the Doab or flat country

between that river and the Ganges, a considerable difference is observed in the vegetation,

the arid-looking thorny shrubs having disappeared, and the trees become more luxuriant

;

this is consequent chiefly upon a change of soil, and is more observable as we approach

Meerut and Saharunpore ;—if we take the latter as an example, we shall obtain a fair

specimen of the Flora of the plains of northern India.

The district is flat with but slight inequalities, intersected by several rivulets and

watered by the Doab canal. The soil is generally clayey with a proportion of sand,

having a substratum in many places of hard and retentive brick day, and in some

situations kunkur, imbedded m masses sometimes large enough to be used in the erection

of tombs, but is generally employed only for making a coarse kind of lime. Below

this, small gravel is brought up in digging wells. A part of the district is rather more

elevated than the rest, therefore drier ; and water being more distant from the surface,

the wells are deeper ; this tract is called hhadir, while towards the hills and beyond

Kheree, the ground being low, moist, and frequently overflowed, is called bangur land.

The climate has been described as being that of India in general ; but modified

by the more northern position of Saharunpore, as the cold commences earlier, con-

tinues later, and cceeded by short sprm in February and March, when the

deciduous trees come into leaf, and the greater number into flower; the heat in Bfajr

and J is derable, and the rains plentiful. The periods of of

the
.

maxmium
-1 ^L

and minimum temperature (105° and 37° in June and January) beiftg

remote, the rise and fall very gradual and divided between several

continuance of cold weather is produced, which allows of the

d O

and

annuals apparently atible with the f of

I growth of many

ntry; white the great

rise of temp in the hot months, and the influence of period rams,

permit the successful cultivation of tropical plants, which appear equally at variance

with the European-like cultivation of the cold-weather months ; as the great heat.

however, is never very long continued cold many perennials both

Gf tropical and temperate climates thrive here in the open air, and this latitude

may be considered as being nearly the northern limit of the

southern boundary of that which is called

Flora of Ind

Oriental or Persian region

Tropical plants cannot easily extend beyond this, for though they can resist a

moderate degree of cold in a dry atmosj)here, in the north-western provinces there

is always a good deal of rain about Christmas, when the cold, much increased in

consequence of the freer radiation which ensues on the clearance of the atmosphere,

combined with the moisture, is injurious to many plants, which have besides to

undergo great vicissitudes of temperature instead of the equality of the tropics.

Hence in valleys and in the midst of thick forests, where the climate is moister,

the radiation less free, and the range of the thermometer less extensive, we find the

same plants reaching a much higher latitude than in the open plains. This we

shall see strikingly exemplified as we pass through the belt of jungle in ascending

tfie
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the Himalayas from the pia With pect to perennials of more temperate

mates, though many thrive, others, as well as most from alpine situations, suffer,

not so much from the great heat; which when shaded from the direct rays of the

sun they resist, nor from the equable moisture of the rains, biit from the clear

weather which succeeds, when there is always a good deal of moisture, with great

heat during the day and considerable cold at night : a state of the atmosphere which

is not only hurtful to plants, but injurious to the human frame; we cannot there-^

fore pect to find, either in a wild or ated state, ch as the Gut

tifercE, impatient of tlie least degree of cold ; for even the mangoe, though flourish-

to be defended froming as a tree and producing fine fruit, requires when young

the cold by a covering of gi the may be said of custard apple {A
-•

squamosa), of which indeed old plants are frequently killed by the cold of winter
1

The plantain, covered by sheathing petiole enabled § degree of

cold, and survive through the winter, while the more delicate Papaya is generally

killed. The pme apple does not flourish, but X\iQ Agave is as vigorous as in more

southern latitudes, and Pandanus odoratissimits is only kept alive in the shade of

The arboreous vegetation is the same as generally found in the plains of

Indila. consisting almost entirely of Dicotyledonous trees, which lose their

trees.

upper

leaves in the cold weather as completely as trees in more northern climates. The

Monocotylenous trees consist only of PhcenLv st/lvestris, and of the almost stemless

Ph humHis The most common trees are JDalbergia sissoOy Acaci Serissa

Arabica, and Faniesiana, Cedrela Toona, Butea frondosa, ^gle imnnelos, Feronia
:

depJiantumy Nageia Putranjivay and species of Mdia, Ficusy Morusy Trophis,

Paiihima, Cordia, Gmelinay and Premna, Of shrubs, species of Zizyphus, Cap-

paris, Carisstty Vitis, Vitcv negundo, Buddkia Neemda, Guilandlna Bondiic, and

Cratceva reUgiosa, The smaller herbaceous plants consist chiefly of species of

Cas Hedy Ji Barleria eral Cucurh EuphorhiacecB y Sida

CarduuSy Cirshnn, Chondrillay CcesiiUay Cotula sternutatoriay Ocy Leucas, Cis

sampdoSy Yallaris pcrgulana^ Cardig^p Halicacabumy Plumbago Zeyl

of CprchoruSy Achyranthesy Portulaccay Trianthema, Celsia

Boerhaavia,

Gisekia pharnacioides ; also

Trichodesma, Heliotropium, Boerhaavia, Aneikma, AloCy Anthericum, Gloriosa superba

;

Costus Nepalensls is the only one of the Scitammece, which escapes to any distance

from the hills, and Zcu.v.

plains, and this is spread

sulcata the only orchidepus plant found in the arid

over India, from CeyJ Saharunp The bam

'«--

boo is only found in a cultivated state; the other gramina consist of Sporobolus

Polypogo7iy Era Rottbocllia, Sacchaj Andropogon and Anth with

species of Panicuniy Paspalum and Elytrophorus,

In the vicinity of water and in moist situations, many of tiie same plants, that

common in other parts of India in similar situations, are found here

monmera, Gratlola Juncea, Hydrolea ZeyL Sphenoclea Zeyl

grfll'ioloides Ji

Herpestis

LimnophHa

repens, Marsilea ^uadrifolia, together with species of Co/>,

Leersia,

«
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Leersia, Sagittaria, Pontedera and Butomus ; arid with these along the edges of streams

i

we generally find species of Poli/go?ium, Rume.v and Tamarlv, and as ac^uatics Nelumbium

speciosiim, Euryale feroXy Damasonium Indiciim, Trapa hispbiosa, several species of

Nymph(Ea, Utricularid, Potamogeton, Lemna, one Typlia and Yallisntria ; along with these

Ranunculus scekratus and aquatilis are found; the fgrmer m every part of India,

but the latter I have only met with in the TsTorthern provinces. Here we have a good

instance of the equalizing effects of water in producing uniformity of temperature, for

we have in one situation many of the same kind of plants which occur in more northern

latitudes, as well as in the most southern parts of India.

The plants hitherto enumerated are either those which, from being perennial, give the

character to the Flora, or occurring in the rainy season, assimilate it more to that of

tropical countries. But in the cold weather, or from November to March, when the

temperature becomes low^ and the ground as well as the atmosphere dry, species, gene-
w

rally only single ones, of colder latitudes, elevated sites, or of European genera, make

their appearance, as of Potentilla, Campanula, Armaria, Spergula, Lithospermum

^

^

Tradescantia and Poa. The following plants appear to be identified -with those found

in northern latitudes; some have no doubt been spread with the Cerealia, others have

crept down from the hills, or spread themselves from more northern latitudes:

Malva rotundifoliay Veronica hederifolia, Fumaria Vaillantii, AnagaUls ccrrulea, Sonchus

okraceus, Antir7^hmum Oroniium, Sikne conoidea, Saponaria vaccaria, Avena fatua and

Loluim temukntun; Verbena officinalis and Zapania jiodiflora, more extensiveTy diffused,

are also found here ; Peganum Harmala is found a little to the north of the district near

the Sutledge, and also in the vicinity of Agra, but it has probably been introduced

into the latter, as its seeds still continue to be used in medicine by the natives of India.

From the foregoing enumeration it is evident that, with the trifling exceptions men-

tioned, there is great uniformity in the vegetation of different parts of th^ widely

extended plains of India, as several of the plants found in the northern parts of the

Continent are equally so in the southern parts of the Peninsula, as well as in the

island of Ceylon, and some even, as enumerated by Mr. Brown, on the eastern coast

of New Holland. Aloe pei]foliata, Guilandina Bonduc, and GiseJda pharnacioides,

occur in Africa, as well as in every part of India; while species of Craiaeva are

found in both, as well as in America. Lantana is generally considered an American

genus; but there is no doubt that one, if not more species, are indigenous to

India, as I have found it common in the north-western provinces, and Dr. Wallich
F

in Kohilcund. He had also a species sent him from the Neelgherries ; and Z. nivea

of Ventenat was also most likely obtained from the Peninsula, while Forskaol met with
»

X. vihurnoides in Arabia. Cactus Indicus, Roxh., another plant common about Saha-

tunpore, and indeed over all India, is the only species, not only of the genus,

but of the family found out of the New World ; though Dr. Roxburgh has also a

Cactus Chinensls, but it is doubtful whether the former may not have been introduced
J

into India.

c Having
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Having seen tliat botli tlie climate and vegetation partake at different seasons of the

year of the nature of both temperate and tropical parts of the world, v^^e shall be less

surprised at finding the cultivation likewise participating in this double nature, and the

northern enjoying, like the southern parts of India, two crops during the year : the one

called the khurecf or rain crop, sown in May and June and reaped in October ; the.

other sown in October and reaped in March and April, called the ruhhee crop. , _
'

The latter, embracing the months which approximate in temperature to that of the

seasons of cultivation in colder countries, corresponds with them also in the nature of

the grains cultivated ; as, for instance, of gramma^ wheat, barley, oats, and millet ; of

leguminous plants, peas, beans, vetch, tares, chick, and pigeon peas;; of cruciferce^

species of Sinapis and allied genera cultivated for oil seeds ; and of the umbelUfer(j^\, the

carrot, coriander, cummin, species of Ptychotis and Fccnlculum panmorium ; as well as

of other tribes, tobacco, flax, safflower, and succory. Hemp exists in abundance in a
«

wild state, but is only used for making an intoxicating drug. Almost all the esculent

vegetables of European countries Succeed remarkably well in the cold weather in India.

In the rainy season a totally different set of plants engages the agriculturist's atten-

tion, as rice, cotton, indigo, maize ; IIolcus Sorghwn, species of Panicum, Paspahim,

and Eleusine ; of leguminous plants, species of Phaseolus and Doiichos ^ many of the

CucurhitacccEy as well as Sesammn, and the species of Solanum for their esculent fruit.

Ginger, turmeric, and pan, or betel leaf, do not extend quite so far to the northward.

The Crotalaria juncea and Hibiscus cannahinus are every where cultivated for the purpose

of yielding fibre for rope-making.

As we have seen with perennials of other kinds, so it is with those yielding fruit of an

edible nature j many, both of tropical and temperate climates, succeed nearly equally

well in the northern parts of India; so that, taking the Saharunpore garden as an

example, we have collected in one place, and naturalized in the open air, the various

fruit-trees of very different countries^ as of India and China,. Caubul,, Europe, and

America. -
-

Of those belonging to hot countries, we have the plantain, custard-apple, shaddock,

orange, lemon, and guava, with the mangoe, tamarind, and others, which are common
in every part of India. Of Chinese fruits, the Leechee, Logitat, Longan, Wampee, flat

peach, and digitated citron^ are perfectly naturalized. Of fruit-trees from more northern

countries, as Caubul and Cashmere, and from the Hills or Europe, there are the almond

peach, nectarine, apricot, plum, pomegranate, grape vine, apple, pear, quince, mul-

berry, fig, and walnut. Of useful trees of cold countries, which thrive in what is at

some seasons so hot a climate, pines, oak, maple, dog-wood, service-tree, holly,

juniper, and box.. Of American trees, besides those first enumerated, the logwood

mahogany, Parkinsonia acukata and Acer negiuido may be instanced as perfectly

naturalized.

That to hope for success in the cultivation of a still greater number of the useful

plants of other countries is not chimerical, is evident from the result which has already

attended
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attended the attempts which have been made," particularly when we take into con-

sideratiori that countries which have many valuable productions of their own, have

already possessed themselves of those which were originally peculiar to India. It is of

some parts of China and Japan, as well as of America, New Holland, and the Cape,

parts of Persia, Arabia, and the north of Africa, corresponding in latitude and a good

deal in climate, particularly in having hot summers and rather cold winters, that it

would be the most desirable to acquire the productions, whether these be tJie gift of

Nature, or the result of the successful application of Art.

The distribution of the animal kingdom does not present any thing requiring particular

notice, except in those which are migratory, for the others being always subject to the

influence of temperature, partake of the uniformity in distribution all over India, which

we have seen to characterize the climate and vegetation.
'

'.

The camel, buffalo, and bullock form the beasts of burden; the latter alone used

for agricultural purposes; though the climate and soil being dry, and the pasturage

good, the district is favourable to horses, and the breed has been of late years much

improved by means of the Company's stud. Tigers were formerly common in the very

centre of the district, but the increase of cultivation has removed the jungles, with its

inmates, to the outskirts : now the antelope roams over the plains, and the peacock is

found near most villages where there are groves of trees. The other MaminaUa are those

common in almost every part of India. The otters, which are very abundant near all

the rivulets, are perhaps less common in the southern provinces. The rattcl is con-

sidered only a variety of that found at the Cape, while the caracal is identical with that

found in Persia and the north of Africa. With regard to the feathered creation the

variety is greater, as they have the power of changing their habitation according to the

seasons. In the rains numerous Grallce and Anseres make their appearance ; among the
F

latter the pelican, with many, towards the close of the season and in the cold weather,

which are well known as English ducks and teal. The Chinese jacana and purple

gallinule are also seen, as well as coots and rails; together with the ibis, curlew, bittern,

and egret. The different kinds of game, as black and grey partridge, quail and snipe,

and among the latter, Scolopa.v capeiisis. The starling, oriole, and cuckoo, make their

appearance chiefly in the spring. The insects met with are those common in every part

of India, and several have been recognized in my collection by Mr. Wilson Saunders

as also found by him at Calcutta and Madras. Of these may be instanced the fire-fly,

which attracts every one's attention, as well as several of the Coleoptera, as the Copris

Molossus, Lamia ruhiis; and of butterflies, PapUlo Epius, Vanessa Almana, Pieris hyparotCy
9

Terias Hecahe, EuhlcEa Pknppiis, and Phalanta antica, are among^ others which are

common in the northern^ as in the most southern parts of India *

-»

It

* These, together with some hill specimens, have been examined and named by Mr. Samouelle, of the

British Museum, to whom X feel much indebted for his kindness.

c 2

:!
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It is generally well knowii that the bases of the mountains in India are every where

covered with a thick, and often impenetrable jungle, and that a broad strip of this

nature extends along the whole foot of the Himalaya from Chittagong to the Sutledg'e.

This gradually diminishes in breadth and density the further we proceed to the north-

ward, until in the country beyond the Jumna it is scarcely perceptible.

The greater portion of the land occupied by this tract of jungle is low, and being
F

L

inundated during the rainy season, as well as by the hill streams frequently overflowing

their banks, is generally in a moist state, and has hence been called the Turrai, or
3

moist land. The powerful rays of a nearly vertical sun beating upon this, and a dense

mass of vegetation, where there is little circulation of air, produce a heated and moist

atmosphere bighly favourable to the production of tropical plants. From the southern
-

and eastern parts of this tract, on the confines of Silhet and Chittagong, Drs. Roxburgh

and Wallich obtained their splendid specimens of tree-ferns, and numerous species of

Scita

Butt

of Epiphytal Orchil

, Malvacea, Giittifc

According, however

ece, of Piperacea, Ebenacece, Bignonia

rcEt Dipterocarpecdf Anonacece and Dille

pproach the north-western limits of this

My
r

do

find that, as the same causes operate in a less degree, so does the jungle diminish in

breadth and density, the country becomes drier, and the atmosphere less moist. In

consequence, however, of the increased cold of the winter months, the more strikingly
^^^^ r

tropical forms disappear, and some of a European type by degrees make their appear-

ance : but as there is still derable combined with moisture do we find

many of the plants which are common in Bengal and Silhet, in the/Peninsula, and even

in Java, creeping to a much higher northern latitude along this favourable tract, than

they can do in the open plains.

I the most northern parts, the jungle consists generally of large trees and long

grass ; the latter is annually burnt down for the purpose of allowing cattle to feed upon

the young blade, which immediately shoots up on the removal of the old grass. The

low range of hills is covered with trees and herbaceou o and the valley of

Dey in the uncleared parts, with dense and almost impenetrable forests It

unnecessary at present to take separate notice of the distinctions in the Flora of these

hills and of the valley, as there is between m a general uniformity, adapt

each for the s

more southern

pport of many of the animals and plants which perfe

des For though the rhinoceros and wild buffalo are not found

the northward of the Ganges, the elephant here reaches his most northern limit

Tig leopards, h\ lynxes, and bears are corhmon well as Simia rhesus and

EnteUus, together with the stag, the spotted and hog deers, with the four-horned

telope. The jungle fowl, Jiorikin and leek (Otis Bengalensis and f), horn- bill

and a green pigeon {Columha Java/iicd), with Ficus Bengalensis, are common as .birds

and the Papillo parakekte is remarkable as a butterfly found also by Dr. Horsfield i

Jav A species of Boa constrictor is found in the lower hills as well of

Central India As indicating the vicinity of species of pheasant

(P. leuconotus)
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(P. leuconotus) may be noticed as existing with the jungle fowl in these hills, and the

woodcock is occasionally shot in the Doon in winter.

According as we have seen to be the case in the plains of Upper India, so do the

valleys at the foot of the Himalaya enjoy a climate and vegetation partaking at

xiifferent seasons of both the temperate and torrid zones. At Deyra, elevated about

two thousand feet^ with a maximum and minimum temperature of 101^ and 37

where snow occasionally falls, we find many of the plants of Lower India more

flourishing than in the neighbouring plains. As, for instance, Artocaiyus integri/o^ia,

Psidiujii pynferwriy and different kinds of limes and plantains. Rice, with many of

the smaller grains, forms the chief cultivation, though wheat and barley are not

neglected, but very little gram {C'lctr arietbmiii) is cultivated. This difference in a

cooler climate can only be ascribed to the greater moisture, as well as to the less

free radiation which takes place during night in these valleys than in the open plains.

As arboreous vegetation is characteristic of tropical countries, so we find in the

doons or valleys at the foot of the Himalaya a profusion of trees, many of which are
M

common in more southern parts of India; and arborescent species of genera, of which

herbaceous ones are found in colder parts of the world, as of Terehlnthacece, Seme-
hF

carpus anacqrdium, Buchanania latifolia, Spondias viangifera, BoswcUia glabra, Garuga

pinnatay Odlna Wodier; of Legum'mosce, arborescent species of Cassia, Bauhhiia, Dalber-
r

gia^ Pongamia; Bauhinia corymhosa and Robinia macrophylla exist as Immense climbers,

and the Acacia Catechu in great abundance, affording its extract as one of the articles

of commerce ; while Cathartocarpus fistula, Butea frondosa, and a species of Erythrlna
r

when in flower, form the great ornaments of the forest. Of Malvaceae and Tlliacca^t

several species of Hibiscus and Gretvia ; Byttnet^iacece, species pf StercuUa and

,

Kydia ; AurantlaceiE, Murraya, Glycosmis and Citrus; Bo?nba.v hcptaphyllum , •whh its

trunk supported by great buttresses. Myrtace(£, Eugenia and Careya ; Combrctaceo',

species of TerminaUay Conocarpus and Pentaptera ; species of N'aucka and HymetiO'

dictyoTiy Rondektia, with Coffea Bengaknsis, .and others exist as species of Rubiacece ;

of arborescent Boragiuea;^ species of Ehretia ; and of EuphorhiacecEy Phyllanihus Em^
*

blicay species of Ro'ttlera, Briedelia, and frutescent species of Euphorbia; of UrticecB,

Artocarpus lacucha, numerous species of Ficus and of Trophis. Among the other

trees worthy of notice Diospyros Embryopteris and Moringa pterygospcrma may be
J

mentioned, as well as the Saul or Shorea f^obustUt with its durable resinous wood,
H

shining leaves, and showy clusters of flowers, forming in many places a forest

extending for many miles without the interposition gf any other tree. Marka

bfo-ouifolia, Pogostemoii plectratithoides, Panax odora^ PsoraJcq corylifolia, Biophytuni,

sensitivum, and Smithia sensitiva may be instanced as plants found in the most southern
r

parts of India, and some even in Java. Of herbaceous plants the forms are also

very tropical, consisting of species of Curcuma, Zingiber and Globba, as well as cf

Pothos, Piper and Begonia; Platanthcra gigantea, and Saccolabium guttatum may be

taken as specimens of the Orchldece. Cyrtopera obtusa diud JIava, with Eulophia

herbacca

*-3
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fierhacca occurring in the valley within the hills, and the -last also in the Kheree Pass.

Bamboos are common at the foot of the hills/ and the plantain ' seems to be" wild

in some places. It is not the least interesting feature in the Flora of the northern

portion of this tract that the palms here attain their highest limits, a species of

Calamus being found in the valley itself; and a Phcenii', which I have called humiUsy

from its never attaining above a few feet of elevation, exists alongside of the JPinus
^

longifoUay which is the only one of the Indian Coniferce found at so low an elevation

as two thousand feet. The existence of European and tropical forms in juxtaposition

is an interesting fact for the Geologist, particularly when it is considered that the

vicinity of lofty bills affords a still greater number of the former, while the valley

is filled with the latter. '
,

'

That it is not, however, devoid of other characteristics of a more temperate cli-

mate, we observe, from finding species, generally only single ones, "of the following
A,

genera : Finiis^ UlmuSy Salia:, Gentiana^ Campanula^ Geraniian, Rosa, Hubus, Cle-

matis^ Violay and GaUiim.

That similar vegetation characterises the forests further to the eastward may be seen

in the accounts, by General Hardwicke and Mr. Traill, of that passed through in

entering Kemaon, which is described by the latter as consisting of Saul, Sissoo, ^nd

bamboos, and called in Bishop Heber*s Journal *' the belt of death." If we pro-

ceed still further in the same direction, the low land lying between Nipal and

the plains of India will be found of the same nature, both with regard to climate

and vegetation. Dr. Buchanan describes it as hot and unhealthy, the vegetation the

same as in other parts of India, and similar to what we have aheady seen charac-

y

O the tract between the Ganges and Jumna. ' Bounding this on the north

region of nearly the same breadth, consisting of small hills covered with numerous

trees, which, according to Dr. B., resemble those of Goalpara; and from the instances

given, likewise those found in the hills near Hurdwar, as we find among them Saul,
M

SissGO, Toon, Catechu, and Pinus longifolia. The nature of the vegetation in the most

southern part of this tract has already been indicated as occurring in the districts

of Silhet and Chitta^^onq*, where the several Palms are found with the Tree-fern,t)^"D

1

As in ascending mountains^ the same decrease of temperature is observed as in

ceding from the equator, so do we observe a similar change in vegetation; and it has

been remarked, that the same families and genera which approach nearest to the poles,

are those which attain the highest elevations in mountainous regions. This is no

where better exemplified than when we depart from the tropical vegetation of the plains

of India, and passing through the intermediate changes which may be observed in

proceeding from the equator to either pole, we attain a moderate elevation, and find a

mild temperature, with the climate and many of the productions, both of the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, of the temperate zone. At a still greater elevation, where

from the late melting of the snow in summer, and its early fall in autumn, the season
-J

of vegetation is as short as in polar regions,- we have in place of either an Indian or
w

a European
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a European one, a perfectly Alpine Flora. But as the decrease of temperature is

gradual, so is the disappearance of Indian forms, and we continue for some time to meet

plants with which we are familiar in every part of the plains, many of which indeed

must originally have been derived from the bases of these mountains. Among these
t

may be mentioned Butea frondosa, Carhsa seplaria, Justlda Adhatoda, Nyctanthcs

arbor tristis, Grislea tomentosa, StercuUa villosa, Kydia calycina, and Lcca aspcra.

Neriiim Oleander is found at the base of these mountains ; and as in Syria and Barbary,

along the banks of streams; Bass'ia hutyracea, to which the shea tree of Bruce is

probably allied, is indigenous in the neighbourhood of Almora, while the other

species are found in warmer parts of India. The maugoe, though its fruit docs not

\

{

I

ripen, is found as high as four thousand feet, near Deyra, as well as at Nairn : and

Gloriosa superba attains an equal elevation, but it only exposes its annual shoots
J

during summer, while the subterranean situation of its tubers protects them from

the great vicissitudes of temperature.

An European, on his first arrival in a tropical country, is struck by the magnificent

peculiarities of its vegetation ; but to one who has long resided in such a clime these

become familiar, and his attention is more quickly excited by the re-appearance of

forms with which he was familiar in his youth, and which characterize the more

humble and verdant, but not less beautiful Flora of temperate climates. In pro-

portion as we ascend these mountains, the plants of India disappear, and we are de-

lighted at finding the increase in number and variety of those belonging to European

genera. At first we see only a few Straggling towards the plains, which in a more

temperate climate would be their favourite resort ; and it is not until we have attained

a considerable elevation that, having apparently lost all traces of tropical vegetation,

we enter a forest of pines or oaks, and lofty rhododendrons, \vhere none but Euro-

pean forms are recognizable. The genera of which species descend to the lowest

levels, are chiefly Clematis^ Berberis^ Yiburiium, Hypericum^ BhuSy Euonyynus^ Buh'm,

Geranium, and Yiola^

This disappearance of tropical forms is not so complete as would appear at first,

on visiting the mountains in the spring or summer months ; for the southern slope of the

Himalaya being within the full influence of the tropical rains, a peculiarity of atmos-

pherical phenomena is induced, which favours the existence of a series of forms nut

otherwise to be expected in a climate of which the mean temperature is so low.
.

For the attainment of greater precision in our ideas respecting the peculiarities of

vegetation as connected with the climate of successive elevations, it is proposed to divide

the slope of tlie Himalaya into three several belts, and take separate notice of each.

The first has been already considered, and may be supposed to extend to between four

and five thousand feet of elevation, as several tropical perennials extend to the latter,

and snow does not usually fall below the former. The second belt may be conceived to

embrace the space between five and nine thousand feet of elevation, as the winter's snow

is always melted from such elevations before the accession of the rainy season, and the

upper
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•tipper, is nearly the limit to which the herbaceous plants of tropical genera extend. The

•third belt may be taken from this elevation up to the highest limits from which sno\v

melts away on the southern face of the Himalayan Mountains. The bounds are in a

Ifreat measure arbitrary to which each of these belts have been restricted, for the

changes, both in temperature and vegetation, are so gradual, that it is impossible

draw any line where the peculiarities of one can be so clearly defined as not to interfere

with those which are considered characteristic of another ; and this difficulty is further

increased by the change which is continually taking place in the climate and productions

of similar elevations the further we penetrate into the Himalayas, for even where the

mean temperature is the same, the range of the thermometer is greater, and the line of

perpetual congelation higher in the internal than in the external ranges of these moun-

tains. A further difficulty is also produced i3y the great difference in the vegetation of

the northern and southern faces of the very same range of mountain, so that frequently

a straight line running along the summit of the ridge may be seen dividing the luxuriant

arboreous and' shrubby vegetation of the northern face from the brown, barren, and
- -

grassy covering of the southern slope. This difference has been observed by all travel-

lers, and may be ascribed in part to the greater depth of the soil on the "northern face

;

but chiefly, I conceive, to the less direct influence of the solar rays on this than on the
L

southern side*
%

L

J I

The stations of Simla, Mussooree, and Lundour having been much resorted to for

health, their cliinate and vegetation attentively observed, and offering an altitude of seven

thousand five hundred feet, will afford a good illustration of the peculiarities of the

central belt. The details of meteorological phenomena being confined to the intro-

ductory chapter, it is sufficient here to remark, that with a range of the thermometer

of 53", from 27° to 80°, and a mean temperature of about 55° observed^t this elevation

in 30° of N. lat., we could not expect the existence of any plants either belonging or

allied to tropical genera ; and certainly we do not meet with them in the clear dry

months of the autumn, spring, or summer, but only in the rainy season, when a

moderate and uniform degree of evaporation, in a moist, mild, and equable atmosphere,

is favourable to the growth of plants usually considered indicative of a tropical climate.

These generally consist of only a few species of genera belonging to such tribes as have

perennial roots and annual stems or their tuber-like stems secure "in the earth from the

cold of winter.

The families and genera of which the species come into flower when the mild tempe-

rature and moist atmosphere are so congenial, consist of Scitaminecs, Canna, Hedychiumy

Hoscoca, and Globha ; OrchidecE, Habenaria intermedia, pectinatd, and margitiata,

species of Plataiithera, Pkione^ Hcrminlum, and Satyrium Nepalcnse ; Commelinecc, spe-

cies of Commdina and Tradescantia ; and of Gramince a few species of Panicum, Era-

grostis, and Andropogon ; of other tribes Begonia^ OsbecJcia, Drosera. Almost every rock

is covered with species of Cyrtandracece and Platystemma Violoides, and the ground with

Balsamitiecs ; of Acanthacecs, a few species of Justicia and RuelUa are found ; the
r

Legummoscs

4

/
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Leguminos(2 consist of a few shrubby LicUgofercB, Acacia, and Desmodia, as well as of

small species of Cassia and Crotalaria. Species of Vitis are found in the valleys and at

moderate elevations ; of Tiliacea, Corchorus and Grewia ; of ApocyeiK^, Alstonia ; of

Asckpiadecey a few species of Cynanchum, Oxystelma, Marsdenia, and Iloya ; and of

MyrsinecB, two or three shrubby species of Myrsine and Bceobotrys.

That the arboreous vegetation corresponds almost entirely with, that of tcm23erate

climates, will be evident from a mere enumeration of the plants which constitute the

These consist almostforests at elevations of from seven to eight thousand feet

tirely of Rhododendron arboreum, and of Q A UL Carp

with, more frequently on the northern aspect, the different Himalayan Pines,

smaller trees, there are species of Cornus, Be?ithamia, Euonymus, Rhamnus^ Rhus, II

Of

Andromeda and of shrubs, Berberisy Buxus, JDaphiie, C o and C
others of the Rosacece, Caprifoliacc(Ey and SmilacecB^ Among the trees which p
edible fruits, now ated in almost eveiy part of the world (1 growmg

tly wild, but some may have been introduced fi th mountains of Caubul

and the hilly regions further to the north-westward), we have Jiiglans regitty Anne

72iaca vulgaris, Persica vulgaris, and Funica Granatum, with species of Pyrus,

Cerasus, Rubus, and Aforus. Species of Abelia and Stauntonia are interesting, as the

only other species are found in China ; and species of Deutzia, Kadsura, and Ilovenia

are found here, in Nipal, and Japan, as well as Boehmeria frutesccns, Daphne can-

bina Cley och

1

and Lonicera japonica, Senacia nepalcnsis is remarkable

belonging to a genus of which the other species are found in Mauritius, and the rest of

the family scattered from New Zealand in the southern to Madeira in the northern,

hemisphere, nearly in the same latitude, to which the Himalayan species of Senacia

extends. Many of the trees and shrubs belong to the same genera as those of the

northern parts of America, but the genus Tiiostewn is peculiar in being confined to

North America and to parts of Himalaya. S Onoseris nepaknsis and Lcuco

27ie)is spectabilis belong to genera of which the rest of the tribe are South American.

But as the climate has been shewn to correspond in so many respects with that of the

temperate zone, so do we find the distinguishing characteristic of this mid region of the

Himalaya to be that which is the most pleasing feature of climes where man, as De

Candolle observes, attains the greatest perfection. Here, in a rich thick sward, nume-

delicate annuals are found, of which the congeners are so abundant in Europeanrous

bcountries, and which to enumerate at present would be tedious and out of place:

they may be described in general terms as belonging to the great European famil

ce, CrassulacecBy Caryophyllecdy Hj/pericint

rcE, Among the monopetalous tribes, Ca
of RanunculacecE , Umbellifi Sadifi

G Vi and a few Crucifc

panulaccce, Plaiitaginece, DipsacecEy Valerionece; 2i\\d of Composita:, species of Carduus

Echinops, Lactuca, Hieraciumy and Mulgedium, as well as of Solidago, Diplopappus, Astei

Ackillca , A Gnaphal Carp d Senecio ; together with species of

StellatcB. Geiitianece, Primulacea, Pediculares, and Lahiatce. The monocotyled

D of

•
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of Irldea, Jimcece, herbaceous AsphodekcBy LiUacecBy Aroidece. The Graminea consist of

species of Agrostis, Polypogon, Trisetum, Poa, Festuca, Brachypodlum, K<xleria, and

Vilfa; with of Cyperace^ several species of Carex. Of RutacecBy a single species, lluta
1 r

Albiflora is extremely abundant. O.valis Cormculata and Centranthera hispida, as well

as other plants, are found both in the hills and the plains. This is accounted for by

observing- that the cold weather of the latter and the warm weather, of the former

approximate much nearer the same degree of temperature than would at first be sup-
L

posed, and these are the respective seasons of vegetation of many of these plants.

It is not necessary to be more minute on the present occasion, but some plants may

be more particularly alluded to, as they are remarkable on account of their geographical

distribution; as for instance, we have among the herbaceous, as among the shrubby

vegetation, an affinity to the Flora of China and Japan, in Ophiopogoji spicatus and

Japoniciis, Pardanthus Chinmsis, and Hoiittiiynia cordata being found here as well as in

those countries. With reference to the Flora of North America, analogous species of

Podophyllum, Monotropa, Phytolacca, Ampelopsis, and other genera have been found, and

the specific identity of American and Himalayan specimens of Panax quhiquefolium

,

Phryma leptostachya, and Datura Stramonium has been ascertained ;, while Chaptalia

gossypina is a Himalayan species of a South American genus and tribe. But what is

to differ fromstill more remarkable pecies of Sckrocarpus, which does seem

.S'. afi has been found Mussoree and Simla as well as in Africa

a species of Melianthus, a genus belonging to the Cape of Good Hope, exists also in

ion. With respect to the Flora of Europe, the number of identical species alreadyKem

lined is more numerous, and others I have no doubt will be determined to be

families which remain toch remain to be examined. Of those already ascertained, it will be

sufficient to mention Ranunculus arvensis, Thlaspi xirvcnse, Capsella Bursa Pasforis,

Hcdcra HcVlv, Galium Aparine, Leontodon Taraxacum, -Acorus Calamus, Alisma Plan-
1

^ i(^gOy Prunella vulgaris^ Carduiis nutans^ Phleum alpinum^ Alopecurus geniculatuSj Pha-

Cynodoii Dactulon^ P Lolium temulejit Samolus ValerancU
T

arkable instance of a plant found in many parts of the world, but part of

India except at moderate elevations in moist situations in the interior of the Himalaya.

In the same way that we have seen the plains, from their northern latitude, and from

being also within the influence of the periodical rains, enjoying the benefits both of an
^ I

European and a tropical climate, with respect to the seasons and the nature of their

ition ; so do we find the hilly regions, with their cool summits and heated valleyscultiv

qually deluged by same partaking of the advantao and may

sometimes, at the same time, see wheat being cut on the top of a mountain and rice

sown in the valley at its base : or immediately that the former is removed, the ground

prepared

Uf

• plant ^^as recognised in my collection by Mr. David Don^ who inf(

specimen in a collection formed liy the Countess of Dalhousie at Simla.

t
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prepared for the pt of the account both of the and the

facilities for irrigation, rice is generally cultivated in the valleys, though not restricted

to them
;
particularly the variety which does «ot require irrigation, as this is sown at

elevations of five thousand feet on the terraced flats of the mountain side, where, as

soon as the wheat is ripe, the ears are merely picked off, the straw burnt on the ground

for manure, and the rice sown immediately after the first shower of rain, of which there

are generally some falls in the months of April and May. Maize, millet, Ekushie

and many of the other small grains as m pi the rain

crop ; together with s^o.ciQ'&oi Amaranthus^ Polygonum, and an Arum, of which the root

is much in use as the ordinary food of the hill people. Capsicum, turmeric, and ginger,

the last as high as four thousand feet, are also cultivated, and form articles of export to

the plains. Mr. Traill describes the little cotton that is produced in Kemaon, as *' su-

perior to that of the plains in softness of texture, gloss of colour, and length of fibre,"

Hemp is also cultivated, of excellent quality for the manufacture of both cloth and

cordage. The cold weather cultivation of moderate, and the only one of higher

elevations, consists chiefly of wheat, barley, buckwheat, peas, opium, and a little

tobacco : the last only in small quantities, but the opium of very superior quality. As
r

few of the villages extend above this central belt, so is there little cultivation to be found

beyond I hav not yself seen wheat and barley ht

thousand feet on the sides of Urukta, and higher on this than on Choor, a more exterior

mountain ; but no where have I seen finer crops thaii at seven thousand feet on the

shoulders of Mr. Gerard has seen wheat at ten thousand feet, and Capt

Webb at twelve thousand feet of elevation, still on the southern slope of the Himalaya

;

but these being included within the limits of a higher belt, will be afterwards considered.

The mustard tribe is also cultivated as oil seeds, which is also aflbrded in large

quantities, of a very fine quality, by the kernels of the apricot at the highest villages.

It may not be uninteresting to remark, that at some of these, where fodder is with

difficulty or not at all to be procured in the winter months fed upon the

leaves of trees which have been stacked for' that purpose in the autumn. The kinds

preferred are species of Grewia, Ulmus, and Quercus ; but those of the Comfcrce are also

employed ; first, as bedding for their cattle, and afterwards as manure for their fields.

Since the introduction of the potatoe its cultivation has been much increased, and the

quality, which had deteriorated, much improved by renewing the stock from seed. It
r

is fortunate, both for growers and consumers, that the Hill potatoes are not ready until

those cultivated in the plains are either spoilt or expended.

The animal forms which are associated with the foregoing vegetation display alike

the powerful influence of climate and the admixture of European with Tropical forms.

Of the monkeys, the EntcUus alone ascends in the summer months as high as nine

thousand feet, where may also be seen one of the Scitamhic^, which, though not entirely

agreeing with the generic character, I have called Roscoca alpina : but this makes its

appearance only with the first showers, while its tubers, as well by the depth to

D 2 which

Id
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which they are sunk as by the layer of snow, have been well protected from the

excess of cold, at a season when the Entellus had retired to the neighbouring plains.

The Tiger, Leopard, and others of the ieline tribe, travel upwards to a considerable

height in search of prey; The Mustela Hardivickii is common, and the Himalayan

Fox is distinguished from that of the plains both by size and colour, and in both
r

approximates to the English variety. The Porcupine of the hills does not seem to

differ from that in the plains, but as it lives under ground, where greater equabihty

of temperature is preserved, a more extended diffusion of the species takes place.

The Wild Dog is, like the Hog, found at every elevation. The Flying Sfquirrel

supplies the place of the so-called Flying Fox or Fox Bat of the plains. The Jitrao

o Sfas,- is the o and most common of the tribe, and the Muntjac (Q

Riitwa, Hodgs.) the smallest, and always recognised by the peculiar noise he makes.

from which he has by English travellers been called **
. the Barking Deer

?3 The

Antelope Hodgso?iil, A, ghoral, and the Musk,, though inhabitants of a higher and

colder region, are at particular seasons seen, within this limit". The Eagle and
r

Bearded Vulture are here, as elsewhere in the mountains, seen soaring aloft. The

Pheasants peculiar and most common to these heights are Phasianus leiiconotus and

pokras; others may be seen when the season is inclement in loftier reg Corvus

^uthorhijnch common these hills and to China, while Garruliis hispecularis and

lanceolatns nearly approach to European forms of Jay ; and Pic« vagabiiuda is iden-

ticah The Cuckoo is most common,, and heard everywhere; and like many others,
Y

indicates the temperate nature of the climate. Among insects, the Glow-worm

strikes every one with the brilliancy of its light, and the Cicadas with the incessant

noise they make ;
while the of the Stas" Beetle, and of the followingo

Butterflies, proves the analogy with European forms :.
Colias edicra, GeoneptrLv rhavini,

*

Vanessa cardui et urtkcpy Pontia hrassicce, Argynnis tephm(2.

We shall now proceed to take a general view of the higher belt, where we shall

find the affinities both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, as well as in the

meteorological phenomena, to be considerable with those of cold and Alpine regions

of the globe. As lofty summits in the interior of the Himalaya are covered with

snow until May and June, perennial roots are always protected from excessive cold»

while annuals and the herbaceous parts of perennials are destroyed. The snow not

melting until the sun has nearly reached his most northern limit, the increase of

proportionally pid tly

To g the reader a clearer idea of

temperature is great and sudden, and the ve

as we know to be the case in polar regions.

the appearances which present themselves while ascending these lofty peaks, a few

abridged extracts from the author's journal are subjoined.

** In ascending the Choor mountain on the 9th of May, at first the ordinary Himalayan

trees, such as Rhododendron arhoreum and Quercus lanata, were met with ; the pines then

made their appearance. Every thing looked like the revival of spring, some of the

trees and shrubs were putting forth new leaves, others, as Viburnum^ Acer, and Ribes,

were
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were in full flower. The ground was covered with a profusion of beautiful flowers,

among which Primula deiiticulata and petiolarls, Fotentilla atrosajiguinea and spkndcns,

with species of Trillium, Anemone, Ranunculus, Viola, Convallarla, Corydalis, Caltha,

and Marina were chiefly conspicuous. Higher up, patches of snow were seen,

and the Himalayan bamboo, which had been levelled with the ground. The barometer

stood at 21*324. Beyond this every thing had a wintry aspect; the snow lay in masses

though detached, having melted away from round the trunks of many trees and the
a

blocks of gneiss rock. Few plants were even in leaf, but the Yew was in flower, and

the Juniper seen straggling over the rocks, and Primulas peeping up in the warmer

situations'. At first the Conifers and other trees were intermixed with oaks, but latterly

the oak alone {Quercus semecarpifolia) formed the forest. On emerging from this] there

is only a short ascent to the peak which formed the principal station in Captains

Hodgson and Herbert's survey."

• " The highest of the two peaks of Ghoor (12,149 feet) was covered w^ith snow and

inaccessible. The second, composed of great granitic blocks, was like the other bare

of trees, but the snow had melted from the more open places. The Juniper and Currant
r

were the only shrubs ; the sward looked perfectly brown and dried up. The withered

ferns and other plants, such as Rhubarb, which had been levelled with the ground by

the snow, were just putting forth new leaves, and some few were in flower, as Primula

denticulata, a Saxifrage and Gentian. The Bearded Vulture, Raven, and Siberian Pika

were seen. The atmosphere was clear and cold^ the wind west. The thermometer

ranged from 42° to 60° ; and with a blackened bulb, rose to 120° when placed near the
r

ground. The barometers in the twenty-four hours ranged from 19-7 to 19-8, indicating,

when compared with simultaneous observations made at Calcutta, an elevation varying

from 11,550 to 11,850, according to the hours selected for comparison, but not more
ft

than 11,460 when deduced from observations made at Saharunpore. The height

assio-ned in the survey is 11,689 feet. Nothing could be more maonificent than the

view from this culminating point,, having the plains of India indefinitely extended 1

the southward, and on the north the snowy peaks of the Himalaya towering even abov

o •eat height. On the northern face, the snow was observed io be lying

beds. At its lowest limit on the ridgfe, iu descendins". an observation vQV,, ^.* ^V,_OV>^,il^lXll^

(Bar. 21.08, Ther. attd. 65°, Ther. detd. 56°), but in sheltered places it extended

much lower.
?>

" The most northern mountain ascended was a branch of that called Changsliel, in

' .
31° 5'. and no where were the trees more maafnificent, consisting of Pine, Walnut,

V

Birch, and Elm, with, as usual, Oaks and Pines. As plants were the principal objects

of the excursion, the highest ridge of this mountain, at this time covered with snow,

was not attempted to be ascended.** But as it was passed over by Capt. Herbert and

Lieut. Gerard in the month of September, it will be interesting to give the result of

their observations. Capt. H. describes Changshel ** as a ramification from the snowy

range of great height, separating the waters of the Pabur and Roopin. Their path lay

along
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along the stimmit, and their camp on the 24th September attained elevation of

11,280" feet. Here the Junip th Black and Red Currants found The

thermometer in the sun rose at noon to 79°, and in the shade to 67 '5°. The following
>

morning it was 41° at daybreak. In proceeding along this ridge they attained an eleva-

tion of thirteen thousand feet. This part of the mountain was of course far above the

limit of forest : it was however clothed with luxuriant pasturage, richly enamelled with

.a thousand flowers, many of which were familiar to them as the production of Europe."

" The highest mountaiii ascended, though a little to the southward of this, was

Kedarkanta. Crossing the Tonse, where the thermometer rose to 102°, though the

point of junction of this river with the Roopin is elevated nearly fiv^e thousand feet, we

ascend a pretty gradual slope, and pass through a very splendid forest, composed of
4

the same trees as seen elsewhere at similar heights. The encampment was in an open

glade, surrounded with magnificent trees of P'uius Webbiana and Quercus Semecarpifolia

,

among which Rhododendron campanulatum formed a large straggling shrub, in full flower

even in the midst of the melting snow. An excellent view was obtained of the snowy

mountains : many of the peaks were completely covered with snow, others in many

places displayed the bare rock. The thermometer was in the evening at 61 and sunk

in the morning to 46°.

H were seen m fl

The road continued through the forest, where the Birch and

iwer. On emerging from this, the ground was found level.

extended, covered with a thick coating of

Arvkolci; a little stream produced by the melting snow flowed

;Tass, and much furrowed by an Alp

was 42°, and its were lined with a species of Sph

OSS ; its temperature

Frimula Stuart'd and

denticidata, with a deep blue Gentian and Caltha Napaknsis, formed a bright contrast

of colours. Barometer 20.25, thermometer attached 70°. From this the highest peak,

elevated twelve thousand six hundred and eighty-nine feet, was found covered with deep

beds of snow, which had in many places melted away from the lower one. On ascend-

ing the latter, a beautiful purple Primida, nearly allied to P. Stuartii^ and Ranunculus
— ^

folijpetalus, were alone found in flower ; a little below these, a Phalangium, a Fritillaria

and Bistorfa, were found ; with Rhododendron lepidotum and anthopogon, as well as Sallv

Lindleijana, forming diminutive shrubs. From the higher peak, at a late season of the

year, I have also received many of the same plants, with Ranunculus hirtellus, and
r

species of Draha^ Agrostis, and Festuca. The barometer at noon stood at 19'55,

thermometer attached 70°. Thermometer detached 63°."

N

Further to the eastward, in the province of Kemaon, the 6ame appearanc pre

sent themselv Captain \Yebb, on the 21st June 1818, at eleven thousand six

hundred and eighty feet of southward of Josheemuth, found woods

of oak, long-leaved pine (P. eixelsa ?), and Rhododrendron , and surface covered

with rich vegetation as high as the knee, with beds of stawberries and currant bushes
full flower all arou

Pilkonta, and found

d On the following day he ascended the pass of Pi]&

feet abov the

its elevation to be more than twelve thousand seven hundred
sea; no snow was seen contiguous to the spot. The surface was

covered
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covered with strawberry plants, buttercups, dandelions, and a profusion of other

flowers.

—

(Clua7'terlij Revkw,^o.4A.)

These brief notices will give some idea of the vegetation at ten and twelve thousand

feet of elevation on the southern face of the Himalaya, as Choor, Kedarkanta, and

Changshel are some of the loftiest mountains not included in the snowy range itself,

from which the snow annually melts in June, July, and August.

Though but small shrubs are found in the vicinity of the highest peaks, no where are

more splendid pines to be seen than at eleven and eleven thousand five hundred feet of

elevation. The species most common are, Pinus Webhiana, Deodara, ej'ccha, and

Morinda. Qaercus SemecarpifoUa generally forms the forests, at their highest limits.

Below, other species of Quercus are found, with Taxus, Betula, Acer, Cerasus, and
L

Populus. The smaller trees and shrubs which are found as high as at twelve thousand

feet of elevation, are species of Junlperiis, Saliv and Ribes. Viburnum, Euoyiymus,

Xylosteum, Pyrus lanata, and P. crenata do not reach so great a height ; but the most

ornamental certainly are Rhododendron campanulatum, Anagyrls nepaletisis, Rosa

tetrapetala, and Clematis mpakfisis, all found at considerable heights, with species of

Gualtheria, Sibbaldia, Staphylea, Sambucu^, and Syringa, The more diminutive shrubs,

found at still greater elevations, are the smaller species of Rhododendro?i (R. lepidotum and

anthopogon), with Andromeda fastigiata (the heather of Mr. Fraser), and Salix Lindleyana.

In addition to the small herbaceous and showy flowering plants enumerated in the

Journal, and also to other more Alpine species of European genera, of which species
r

are also found at lower elevations, the following may be enumerated as being chiefly

found at higher elevations :

—

Pa^onia, Aetaa, Podophyllum, Monotropa, Circcea, Fragarla,

Chrysosplenium, Onosma,Euphrasia^ Caragana, Conopodiuni, Nasturtium, Turritls, Arahis,

and Erysimum; with species of Lappa, Saussurca, Diplurandra, Hieraclum, and Mul-

gedium. The genera of monocotyledons, which furnish species growing at the highest

elevations, are Phalangium, Fritillarla, Gagea, Trillium, Iris, Allium, Tujipa, and

Cypripedium. The grasses belong chiefly to Agrostis, Poa, Festuca, Bromus, and

Phleum; while of CyperacecE many Carices are found. Ferns are less common,

but mosses and lichens abound, both on rocks and the trunks of trees.

As the long-continued covering of snow, and its removal in the hottest months

of the year during the partial prevalence of the rains, presents some of the same

meteorological phenomena as observed at lower elevations, so %ve may meet with

some plants which we would not otherwise expect, or be able to account for. The

Roscoea has been already mentioned as being common at nine thousand feet of elevatioii.

What is more remarkable, one of the Bamboo tribe, and which in the hills is used

for the same purposes as the bamboo in the plains, is found commonly at elevations

of from seven thousand five hundred to ten thousand feet, but its annual stems are

Yearly beaten down by the falls of snow, which protect its perennial roots from

excessive frost. This does not, however, belong to the genus Bamhusa, but is nearly allied

to the Chusquea of Humboldt and Kunth, found by the former, the most accomplished

of
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of travellers, In the cold mountains of Quito and Santa F^ de Bogota. An Euphorbia

also is found at great elevations, but its great tuberous root sunk in the ground sendsup

long peduncles bearing flowers only in the warmest month of the year.

Investigations have not yet been sufficiently extended to enable

instances of identity in species

to detail all the

found in this belt with that of the Flora of other

but the following may be mentioned, in add
• . •

enumerated, with

the vegetation of the central belt : Pyrus haccata, Spircea 'Jcamtschatica, Fritillaria

vcrticillataf Thymus serpyllam, Lainlum ampkjcicaule. Armaria serpyll'ifoUa.

Within this belt there is but little cultivation, though Mr^ Gerard has seen it as

high as ten thousand feet, and a village at nine thousand five hundred feet ; but there

extensive fields of buckwheatthe crops are frequently Capt. Webb saw

and Tartarian barley, between the village and temple of Milem, at the respective

elevations of eleven thousand four hundred and five and eleven thousand six hundred

and eighty-two feet above Calcutta; but these, though not beyond the snowy passes, par-

northern of th thern facetake more of the climate and peculiarities of the

of the Himalaya, and in the former, as has been well ascertained, both by the Messrs.

Gerard and by Captain Herbert, both habitations and cultivation extend to a much
I

greater height than on the latter.

. The animal king-dom affords many of the same indications of the Alpine nature of

the country, as we have seen presented by the vegetable kingdom. The Thibetan mush

is found on the mountains in the vicinity of the snow. The Antelope ghoral,

A. thar^ and A. HocV^sonil, peculiar to these mountains, are generally found on the

most inaccessible places in the warm weather; but in the colder, like most other

animals, they come down to lower elevations for the benefit of a milder climate

and better pasturage. The Fiha does not appear to differ from that found in Siberia

by Pallas, and like the^mco/^, lays up a winter store, and continues to thrive in a

climate apparently incompatible with animal existence, being, like others of its

tribe, so admirably adapted for fulfilling the functions of the link which they fo

the animal creation, that of converting vegetable animal matter Dr. Grant

so beautifully shows in his interesting and most philosophical course of lectures.

Gypaetos barbatus is found, as in the Alps, soaring above the highest peaks; and

the Raven, frequently seen in the plains in winter, is here found in the neiohbour-

hood of the snow in the month of May. The different species of Himalayan Pheasant,

so celebrated for the beauty and splendour of their plumage, Satyra Mdanocq)hala,

Lophophorus ImpeyamiSy and Pkasiamis Wallichii, may, like the Antelopes, be found

according to the seasons at different elevations, but lower and nearer to the plains,

according as the weather in the interior becomes more inclement.

Having obtained a general idea of the vegetation at successive elevations in the

tract of the Himalaya included between the Ganges and Jumna rivers, it remains only

to show that the observations respecting these will apply generally to similar elevations

in other parts of the range. Between the vegetation of mountains of Gurhwal

and
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and Kemaon, a general brmity is observed ; if we compare with these the plants

obtained by Dr. Wallich from Gossaino-than, a lofty mountain arid place of religo

;ort, in 28° of N. latitude, and about seven days* journey N. by W. from Katmandoo,

Nepal, we shall find that many of the same families and genera prevail in each, as
4

great many of the same species. In the more mount find

an excess in the families of RamoiculacecE, CrucifercE, CaryophyUecBy UmhdUfcra:, Gen-

tianecBy Boraginece, Pediculares, and FrimulacecB, and in some sections of Lcgum'inoscB,

Compositce, Labiates, and G7'aminecB ; but that the same botanical features mark both

parts of this extended range will be evident, if we observe that almost all the new
genera discovered in the mountains of Nepal are also to be found in those of

Gurhwal. Of these may be enumerated Ci/anantlius, CodoaopsJs, Ci'aw/io^dia, Ilcmi-

phragma, Parochetus, Argostemma, Platystemma, Leyccsterla, Asiilbe, Lcucostcmma,

Acosmia, Ci/dostegia, Royka, Colqulioimia. Of species, it will be sufficient to mention

that many of the Coniferc£, AmentacccEy Rosacea, Campafiidacece, Capyvfoliacece, Saj:i'

frage<2, Valerianea, DipsacecE, and Compositce are the same in both, and that we equally

find in each such' plants .as Rhododendron campanulatum, lepidotum, and anthopogon,

Andromeda fastigiata^ Sambucus adnata, Nardostachys Jatamansi, Salvia nubicola,

Primula Stuartii and dejiticulata, with many others. To may be added, th

the same species of the following genera, of which only single ones have yet been found

in the Himalaya, are met with along the whole extent investigated ; viz. of Actcea, Cimi-

clfuga^ Podophyllam, Sambucus, Monotropay Philadelphus, • ^c. Amojig Cri/ptogamic

plants there is here^ as elsewhere, a much greater uniformity over a great extent of

sjoace. f

Though there is this great similarity in the botanical features, It is not to be sup-

posed that it is universal, for several genera belonging to the mountains of Nepal have

not yet been discovered in those to the northward : as Triostcum, Tricyrtis, NeiUia,

Sanguisorba, Glossocomia, Dacti/Iicapnos, Eriophytum, ^c. So also there are some in

the latter which are not enumerated as forming a jDortion of the Flora of the former :

as Isopyrum, Dicfamniis, Turritis, Melianthus, Orobus, Polemonlum, Abelia^ Echium,

Onosma, MoltUa, Syringa, Oxyria, Euphrasia, Hippophae, Datisca, and Ephedra,

If instead of the eastward and southward we proceed to the westward and north, we

shall find, though with considerable modifications, that many of the same appearances

for though changes take yet every ngpresent themselves

;

ascending from the plains, or in proceeding from the equator to the poles, so from east-

ward to westward, that all changes are gradual whenever no great natural obstacles

pi plants diffusing themselves by d around ; and

Id see to be more strikingly if could examine the spaces
o

between Nepal and Cashmere, or between the latter and Caucasus

The thern point of the Himalaya accessible to my plant collectors was the

mountain barrier which the valley of Cashmei reach by the com

mencement of the rains, when from the melting of the snow the passes become acces-

E sible.

•H
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sible, they left the plains of India by the commencement of May. At different times

they crossed both the pass of Bunal, entered by Forster, and that of Peerpimjal,

described by Bernier when he accompanied the Emperor Aurungzebe into Cashmere.

The latter I had always concluded, from the plants brought me, and allowing for its rfiore

northern position, to be at least ten thousand feet in elevation; by M. Jacquemont

the pass he entered is said to be the lowest, and elevated only eight thousand two

hundred feet, equal only to one-half of the medium height of the Himalayan passes.

Bernier was surprised, on the first night that he left Bember and entered these moun-

tains, to find himself transported as if from the torrid into a temperate zone, and from

the vegetation would have concluded that, instead of being in India, he was on one of

seems to have been particularly struck by ol)servingthe mountains of Auver
*r

'^

D d

that, though both sides of the mountain were covered with plants, there

differenc that on the side which was exposed to the south., towards India, there

mixture of Indian and European but that exposed to the north, he only

saw European ones. In crossing Peerpunjal, he remarks that three things particularly

attracted his notice : first, that in one hour he experienced both summer and winter
;

secondly, that within the space of two hundred paces he encountered two directly

contrary winds ; and thirdly, being informed that every noise made in these mountains

excites storms and furious tempests ; an opinion which is also entertained by the moun-

taineers to the eastward.
I

Among the plants brought me by my plant collectors from this very mountain are
, r

to by Bernier, as reminding him of the Floramany of which must be alluded

of Europe. In the following enumeration I have only mentioned those which

between the vegetation of Peerpunjal and that ofshow the analogy existing

Kedarkanta and other lofty mountains within the limits of the British territories.

Among the most conspicuous of these plants I may mention Delphinium vestitum, Aconitum

heterophyllum, Actcea fngida, Meconor Lapp himalay P hispida

Gentiana caruJeci, Onosma bracteatiim, Salvia nuhicola and Moorcroftiana , Primula den-

ticulata and Stuartii, Acosmia rupestris, Saussurea religiosay Rheum Emodi, some of the

Himalayan species of Fritillaria and Allium, with many others. Besides these, new
species make their appearance, chiefly of Boraginece, RanunculacecB, Labiatce, and of the

genera Potentilla, Saxifraga, Genfiana, and Pedicularis\ and also some new R-enera. as
^

Trollius, Moltkia, Anchusa, but these in general are the same as found in more eastern

parts of the Himalaya. ' Among the trees and shrubs may be mentioned some of the

Conifera", as Pimis Gerardiana, and species oi Taxusdind. Juniperus, as well as ofQuercus,

Bctula, Acer, Pavia, Corylus, Rhododendron, and Gualtheria, v/ith. Fraxinus Xanthoxyloides,

Staphylca Emodi, and Samhucus adn As showing the analogy with other parts of the

a

world, it is interesting to observe that Seiiecio aspknifolius is found here, and is identical,

.
I am informed by Mr. Don, with specimens in the Herbarium of Pallas from Cau-

casus. This analogy with the Flora of Caucasus is observed in several other plants,

as will appear in the sequel. Elsholtzia crisiata is found here, as in other parjs of the

Himalaya,

*.
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•

Himalaya, and in Siberia. The European species which have been identified are

Thpniis Sejyylhim, Origanum vulgare, Prunella vulgaris, Polemonium ccErukum.

If, instead of keeping on mountain tops, we descend into the vallies on their northern'

face, we shall observe that, with many of the phenomena peculiar to such localities,

there is considerable modification in the vegetation of each, according to elevation and

latitude. The valley of Cashmere, situated between the thirty-fourth and , thirty-

fifth parallels of latitude, in the most northern part of the Himalaya, and to which we

descend from the snow-clad summit of Peerpunjal, is described as being of an oval

form, encircled by mountains clothed with vegetation, which are themselves girded by a
r

higher range covered with snow. The level of the valley is of considerable extent, being
* ^

about sixty miles in length, aiid about forty in breadth in the widest part ; its elevation is

estimated by the late lamented traveller M. Jacquemont to be from five thousand two

hundred and forty-eight to five thousand five hundred and seventy-six feet ; he how-

ever states that the beauty of this valley lias" been much exaggerated, both by his

countryrnan Bernier and by Mr. Forster. But there is no doubt that, in consequence

of its being copiously watered by numerous streams, lakes, and canals, there is consi-
4

derable moisture both of soil and climate, and almost constant verdure ; while the nume-
r

rous gardens, and the great variety of fruit-trees and of beautiful flowers, must always

strike visitors from the arid plains of India, whether Europeans, as Bernier and Forster,

or Asiatics, as Abul Fuzl. From the mixed nature of the cultivation the climate must

evidently be mild and temperate, for even in the warmest months of summer the breezes

which descend at night from the mountains are always cool and pleasant • the periodical

rains consist of gentle showers, and the snows which fall in winter cannot remain long

upon the ground. Abul Fuzl says that it rains and snows here at the same season

as in Tartary and Persia; and that during the periodical rains in Hindoostan light
^

showers only fall here, though with great violence on the mountains which form the

barrier to the south-east. •

From the northern latitude and great elevation of the valley of Cashmere, we are not

surprised at finding in its flora a great resemblance to that of European countries ; but

the moisture of the climate, and its mild temj^erature in the season of vegetation, causes

so great an extension of the herbaceous parts, as well as of the flowers of plants, that

many of them rival in luxuriance those of tropical countries. The mildness and moisture

of the climate is indicated by the extensive cultivation of rice, as well as by the success-

ful cultivation of the Cucurhitacece, as no where are there finer and larger melons, water-

melons, gourds, and cucumbers. The kidney bean, though not common in the gardens

,of the north-western provinces, thrives remarkably well in Cashmere, as well as the egg-

plant and the capsicum. The lakes abound with Tropins bispinosa, and species of

Numphaa and Menyanthcs. The existence of hemp and of species of balsam, of marsh-,

tree-, and common mallow, all indicate a temperate climate, as do the cultivation of

wheat, barley, and saffron, together with the culture in their gardens of such European

veo-etables as turnip, radish, beet-root, and cabbage ; and the usage of clover as fodder

e2 for

1
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for cattle ; all proving tlie approximation in vegetation to that of European countries, as has

been already indicated with regard to the climate by the testimony of so many travellers.

The other genera of which species have been brought down by the plant

chiefly European, as

are

Nep<

as Viola, TroUius, Dianthus, Mathioia, Cheiranthus, Drahay Cwpsella,

7«, Lythrum, Spircea, Rubus, Geum, Myricaria, Eryngium, Euphrasia, Salvia^

Phlomis, TrifoUum, Vicia, OrohuSy Otwnis, Medicago, Lactuca, Sonchus, Iris,

Narcissus, and Crocus. The species which have been already identified with those of

Europe are the following : Mentha viridis, Mentha arvensis, Mentha sylvestris. Hibiscus
•

Trionum, Centaurea moschata, Hieracium sabaudum^ Dianthus barbatus. Lychnis coro-

naria^ Myosotis pahistris, Dactylis glomerata, Cucubalus baccifer.

In the arboreous vegetation the same resemblance exists to the Flora of Europe :

the Walnut, Aspen, Poplar, and Willow are, with the Oriental Plane, the most common

trees. The fruit trees are so abundant as to be described by natives from India as

constituting a jungle : they consist of the Apple, Pear, Peach, Quince, Cherry, Apricot,

Pomegranate, Plum, Mulberry, Hazle, and Vine ; while the drying of raisins, and

the conversion of the grape into wine, would of themselves be sufficient to determine the

of With their fruit and safTi northern merchants

also bring down rhubarb and musk, which they procure from Tibet. The Salep is

produced in the hills between Jumboo and Cashmere ; specimens of the plant, with the

root, leaves, and seed-vessel, but without flowers, were brought down, and appear to

Dr. Lindlcy to belong to Euloph d as I have no doubt of its being the plant which

yields the salep of Indian commerce, I have ventured Euloph Of

animals we have few notices, but they may be supposed, from the specimens procured,

to approximate to those of Europe and cold climates. The shawl-wool it is well

known is procured from Tibet; but the merchants bring down the Chowry

ox (B b dog Persian cat, broad-tailed sheep, and rams for

fighting; as well as the blackbird, thrush, goldfinch (Carduelis caniceps), and Carduelis

spinoidcs.

If we proceed to the southward, and take the valley of Nepal as an example, we

shall have, with a great proportion of European forms, a greater mixture of tropical

ones, and the prevalence of genera of which the greater number of species are found

in more southern latitudes.

The low hills which separate Nepal from the plains of India are themselves separated

from gh by vallies of considerable length, varying from

three to six thousand feet; so that we may expect considerable difference in their

respective temperatures and prod

about sixteen miles in length, ele\

actions. The valley of Nepal proper is an oval of

ated about four thousand five hundred feet. That of

Noakote, though more to the northward, is far less elevated, and therefore hotter in

summer and milder in winter; its vegetable productions correspond, according to Dr.

Wallich, with the lower parts of Nepal. The temperature of the latter is described by
Mr. Hodgson as being generally from ten to fifteen degrees lower than that of India.

From

•
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From Dr. Buchanan's observations, the thermometer has a range of 55"*, the maximum
f

and minimum, 86" and 31% occurring in July and January. The winters are described

as never being very severe ; but Nepal being within the influence of the tropical rains,

there is at that season of the year considerable moisture of climate, and the mean tempe-

rature of eight months in the year being above 60°, even in the open country about Cat-

mandoo, and must be higher in some of the lower and more close vallies, we shall not be
ri

t

surprised at findino^ so many of the natural productions approximating to those both of

the temperate and tropical zones. The general nature of the European-like Flora

may be appreciated by a reference to that which has been enumerated as characterizing

the central belt of the Himalayan slope. The greater prevalence of tropical forms

indicated in the existence of species of Semecarpus, Hircca, Hiptage, Tnumfcita, Grcwiay

Utricidaria, Dysophylla, Premnay Callicarpa, Ajiisockilus^ and still more by the genera

Podocarpus, Schcepfia, ^schynanthus, Leucosceptruniy Gomphostcmma^ Gemosporum,

Oxyspora, Sarcopyramis, Turpinia^ and Apostasia being found here, while their remaining

species are found in Sylhet, and still further to the southward and eastward.

That considerable diversity of climate th in the several e>

kvhere

comprehended under the general term Nepal might be inferred from their sev*

tions, and is proved by some of them abounding in bamboos and ratans,

pine-apple thrives and ripens its fruit, while in others oaks, walnuts, hornbeams and

pines abound. We cease, therefore, to be surprised' at finding a lofty palm, the Chama-

rops Martlana of Dr. Wallich, in this valley, as well as a species of BalanopJioray the
• <

rest of the genus being found both in the Indian and Malayan peninsula, as well as in

the island of Java. Passiflora and Melastoma have each a species in Nepal, the

former distributed chiefly over South America and the West-Indies, and the

latter confined almost entirely within the Tropics ; but species of the rly

allied Osbechla found here d also as far as 31 f N tude along these

mountains. The affinity to the Flora of China, may be observed in the several plants
r

being found here previously mentioned as being common to that country and the

Himala\ To these may be added, Hovenia dulcls, Lonlcera confi I ifi

chiuensis. Camellia Kiss'i, closely allied to both C. Sasanquha and oleifi

and

ling

Dr. Wallich ; is a of Nepal, where the tea shrub succeeds so v/ell, that a

young plant introduced from China had

The MagiioUacecE , of which several speci

its Flora with that of China and North Ai

8 attained a height of nine or ten feet

found in Nepal, form a link connecting

Being ith the fl of tropical

transplanted forming the chief m Nepal

we find rice, particularly when
r

, with maize and the other grains
-I

cultivated in India during that season, together with

kind of cardamom, the produce of a species of An

gmger a large

and the Ind Madder

Ruhia Munjista Wheat and barley are cultivated in the winter months, which

however so mild as to ripen the orange in the open air ; though European fruits do

not succeed so well, from the shortness of the spring. The influence of the rains may

also

•
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also he seen in the presence during that season of numerous species of G; and

illustrated by Mr. Hodg who observes, that many of these generallyAnseres, as

make a mere stage of the valley in their migrations to and from the vast plains of

India and Tibet. The migration southwards of snipes, teal, ducks, herons, storks,

cranes, and woodcocks, respectively follows in succession from August to November,

and their return takes place in the same order, beginning with the commencement of

March and continuing till the middle of May.*
,

In

In connection with tliis notice of the vegetation of the Himalayas, it will be interesting to ascertain if the
^

same phenomena result from elevation in a still more southern mass. The Neelgherries^ in 11*^ of N« latitude,

have their highest peak, Dodapct^ elevated eight thousand seven hundred feet. The general elevation of the

level ground around Ootacamund is about eight thousand, and at Dimhutty about six thousand feet above the

level of the sea. The mass is considerable, being in length thirty-five miles,, and fifteen in breadth^ containing

four hundred and seventy square miles of undulating comitry. The temperature is described as being generally

30^ below that o£ the neigbouring plains. At tlieir base these mountains are surrounded by a dense jungle, in

which elephants, bisons^and tigers abound, where formerly rice, sugar-cane, betle, cocoa-nut, and plantain

were cultivated. The acclivities are likewise covered with a gigantic forest of teak, tamarind, mangoe, ebony

and bamboos'; among which, in favourable B\iuationSf Borassus Jlabelliformis and Phcenix sylvestris occur as

palms. The MiviosaSy Cassias arid Pongaynia glabra afford specimens of ai'borescent Leguminosce, while

Thespesia populnea is a malvaceous tree. Hopea supph'es the place of Shorea as one of the Dipterocarpece ;

Xanthochymus and Garcinia exist as Guttiferce; and species of Strychnos are found here, though not occurring in

the jungles of the Northern provinces, while Myrslnece, Laurince dXi^ iixhorescexit Eupliorliacece'vire common to

both. This belt of jungle extends from three tliousand five hundred to five thousand feet of elevation, is
A,

very unhealthy, and the distinctly marked region of fever. Above this the country is open, the wood in

and thermometer

74

exa tly as I could wish. During the cold season Mr.
m -

Young gives the utmost range of the thermometer as 28^, between 3P and 59°, but as not more than 10^
.J

during the rest of the year. The maximum he states in the sun to be SS"", and the minimum 56°^ but in

the shade 20^ to 25 and

hardly ever varies above two or three degrees. The Neelgherries experience the influence of both the S.W.

monsoons distance

its effects on the animal spirits.

& mdance

there are sufficient to shew that a similarity in vegetation is produced by a correspondence with the Himalayas

in meteorological phenomena. Many of the plants of the Neelgherries are enumerated in Dr. Wallich's

catalogue of the East-Indian Herbarium j a list of genera was published by M. Leschenault de la Tour, and

Dr. ^Vight has furnished me with several additional names^ so tliat the materials are sufficient for giving a

general idea of the nature of the vegetation; but a difficulty occurs in the exact localities of the plants not

being given, nor the seasons of vegetation indicated ; but as no snow falls, and the cold weather is of shorter

continuance, we may expect the Flora to be less completely European, particularly as the long-continued

and

Conifi

with a white rose climbing to the tops of the highest trees, form the ornament of these as of the northern
hills. 'Can Vaccinmn Jlanuncidus, TJialidrum, Clematis,

Anemone^

v*
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I

i

In addition to the vallies of Cashmere and Nepal may notice the peculiarities of

o another set of those which constitute river beds. Tl
-

forming

the

d slopes, of which the lower end rests on the plains of India and the upper at

of rivers touching the limits of perpetual congelation, will present ery

iety of temperature and

themselves

organic life to be met with in ascending the mountains

Hence, according to the part of tlicse vallies which we examine, we
may meet with either the plants of tropical or of alpine regions ; and this will explain

the anomaly which frequently presents itself in finding so many plants requiring quite

different climates enumerated as occurring in the same locality.

Thus, if we notice the vegetation on the banks of either the Ganges or Jumna, where

they emerge from the the pi we shall find it perfectly tror

and
J

ly; consisting of bamboos, ratans, and such trees as saul, toon, sissoo.

and ebony, with rhany others enumerated as forming the tract of jungle which

along the foot of the hills. Thirty mi higher up we have banks of both

ered with Alders and Pinus 'longifolia further up we have species of

Olea. Elaao Hippophae and Framnus Xajithoiijh but if

V f** ^

ascend the

themselves of the two rivers near Gangotri and Jumnotri, we shall see only

plants

1 ^

Anemone, Adonis^ Rosa^ RuhuSy Fragaria, Berheris, Geranium^ Viola^ Pcmiassia^ Lonlcera^ EuouT/muSy Viburnum^

SaVxj SalviaJ Wulfeniaj Scutellaria^ Lysimachia, Daphne^ Plantago, au^l Lobelia^ Tlie gigantic Z. excelsa

attains there an elevation of twelve feet.

The plants allied to tropical genera are both herbaceous and perennial ; the former we may suppose occur in

the rainy season^ while the exact localities of the latter not being given, \ve are unable to form any inferences

respecting the climate ; but the greatest cold, if not long continued, will not be fatal to many, as several of the

genera exist in the northern provinces of India. The herbaceous i^enera alluded to are Canna, Costus,same

Hedychium, Curcuma, Begonia, Piper^ Melastoma^ OsbecUa, Sonerila^ Impatiens^ together with species of Sida^

Crotalaria^ CalUcarpa, Convolvulus, Thunhcrgia, Solanum, and Ardisia, as small shrul^s; while species of

GrewiUj Sterculiaj Kydia^ StrychnoSy and Syzygium exist as trees ; but these are probably not found in the

highest parts. Species of Pittospornm and Lantana are also found here; and Myrtus tomentosa affords an

edible berry.

The grains cultivated are nearly the same as those of Northern India^ consisting of wheat, barley, millet,

mustard, peas, in the cold weather, and the smaller grains during the monsoons, though rice does not at all

succeed. and

described as attaining an enormous size, and some as living for two or three years. The climate is equally

favourable

season Orange-trees live, but do

not thrive in the Neelghcrries.
t

an

among vegetables. Many of the common

(an Siviia (^Macacus) n
with the peacock and jungle fowl; the raven, blackbird, thrush, lark, and woodcock are also seen.

—

Houg
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plants found on the highest mountains, as Choor and Kedarkanta The IS

certainly great, being at least ten thousand feet; but the trees, which are elsewhere

found looking down upon vallies, are here themselves situated in them, having moun-

tains towering above them covered with snow, which, on melting below the line of

perpetual congelation, gives place to a lowly but rich vegetation.

The trees consist of Abies excelsa and Bctula Bhojputra ; with them are found

species of juniper, hazle, and a new Quercus. Walnut and apricot trees exist in the
J.

vicinity of the nearest villages. Wheat and buckwheat are cultivated, but are green

even in July, when the water of the river is cold, but the sun's rays very powerful. A
kind of gooseberry, rhubarb, and currant are also found ; and among the most remarkable

flowers arc species of DictamnuSy Isopi/rum, Fhalangiiim, O-Vid Aconitiim ; Hemiphragma

is one of the new forms produced in this somewhat peculiar situation. Andromeda

fasttgiata, Saussurea gossypina, Cardmis macrocephaius, and Naj^dostachys Jatamansi, are

with many others found in the mountains in the vicinity. :

From the froz of rivers, the transition is easy to the snowy passes of the

Himalaya. These always lead over the lowest parts of the snowy

rally from fifteen to sixteen thousand feet high, though some to the

gene

eastward

elevated, and mostly flanked by peaks which are three or four thousand feet higher.

Being for the greater p for the whole year covered with snow, their veg

ly interesting as aflbrding examples of the plants which attain the highest
>

but they afford the most favourable sites for observing the of the line of per

These passes have been explored and described by Captpetual congelation.

Hodgson, Webb, Herbert, and the Messrs. Gerard By fi the within

mountains has been described as clear, light, and very dry, in which evaporation is very

rapid ; the sky of a deep blue colour ; and the stars of great brilliancy, appearing and

disappearing instantaneously, without any apparent augmentation of their size. The

y leading to these passes is generally very rugged and barren below the limit of

snow. Above the pine forests, or fr thousand to eleven thousand h

died feet of elevation, a few dwarf oaks, junipers, and stunted birches are met with, as

well as Rhododendron kpidottfm, and a species o^ Allium and wild rose above twelve thou-

feet. The raven and Alp The genera, of which species ha\

been brought me from the highest extent of vegetation in 'these passes, are Ranunculus,

Aconitum, Geranium, Potentilla, Epilobium, Carduus, Senecio, Inula, Cineraria, Cyno-

glossum, Myosotis, Primula, Pedicularis. Salvia, Lamium, Oi and Polyg

of the last there are several snecies from such O descend o the

face, a peculiarity is observed in finding a pine, which is not met with on the southern face

most likely to the influence of This is the Pinus Neoza of Dr, Go\'

P. Gerardiana of Dr. Wallich, and most probably the Chilghoza of Mr. Elphinstone.

Rhododendron kpidotum is found as high as fourteen thousand two hundred feet, villao-es
r

and cultivation at ten thousand five hundred and eleven thousand five hundred feet.

Snow was found at thirteen thousand four hundred feet in June by the Messrs. Gerard

on

I
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later.

the southern face, but they mention that it would be melted at this height a month
Capt. Herbert gives thirteen thousand feet as the limit of snow on the northern

a-

face in the beginning of October.
"

To the eastward the general elevation of the country must be raised, as it is nearer the

sources of the great rivers and the passes are higher. The Beans Pass was estimated by

thousand five hundredCapt. Webb, who found snow at the.end of May, at seventeen
r

and ninety-eight feet, and more recently, by the Editor of the Gkamngs in Sc at

and eight hundred and forty-four feet, from the observations of a traveller

October who had only some new sn-ow, but no old bed The Neetee

Pass ated sixteen thousand ght hundred and fo feet, had

when visited by Capt. Webb y "on a ridge three hundred feet above, whence. the

lower point of congelation was estimated at not less than seventeen thousand feet on th(

northern side of the Himalayan Mountains.

In the neighbourhood of these passes the snow does not entirely disappear until July

hich. with half of Auo when, on the southern

face frequently falls extends to the end of September, and

mences with Octobe ". Above the limit of forest, which is composed of the same oaks,

pines, yew, birch, and poplar as found to the westward. Cypress and Junipers are

found {Cupressus torulosciy Jumperus comjminis dind sqiiarrosa), with Rhubarb, Gooseberry,

Rose-bushes, and a species of AdragaJus, the furze of travellers. The grains cultivated

in the nearest villages are the same as have been elsewhere enumerated as those peculiar to

such heights. Cultivation was found by Capt. Webb in this direction above eleven thou-

sand five hundred feet of elevation, though not above ten thousand by Capt. Gerard

near the Western Passes ; but here the occurrence of loftier mountains to the southward
r

produces some of the same effects as are witnessed on the northern face of the

Himalayas,—a confinement of all the solar rays imparted, and their reverberation from

ides, instead of one of a mountain, by and by the general raising of the

of congelation becomes considerably elevated, and with it the

limit of vegetation, as well as of villages and This is still better exemplifie

if we. notice the highest cultivation in the mountains which intervene between the

snowy range and the plains of India, where we shall see that the height of cultivation

di as we proceed to the outer range of Thus ; in the line of the

geological section, we have wheat near Rol at ten thousand, at Bumpta on Urukta

ght thousand, and abo\ Chowras on Choor not much above seven thousand feet of

^ation, while on Mussooree, the most external range, I have seen it but little above

thousand feet, though parts of the range are fifteen hundred and two thousand

feet hig ler. This must in^some measure be ascribed to the diminished height of

IS lowerino- the sources of irrigation, but principally I conceive to the effects

of the breeze, which always blows up the mountains from the plains, and which, besides

being very drying, has its capacity for heat increased as its density is diminished, and

thus prevents the accumulation of heat on the mountain sides over which it pass 00«

F O
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On descendingthe western passes of the Himalaya, we enter the district of Kunawiir,

which has "been described by Captain Herbert as comprehending the valley of the

Sutlej and its principal feeders, from lat. 31*

78° 42'. It is bounded on the north-east ai

g.77M7 Sr 51', long

east and west by Tartar provinces, under the

infliierice of China, and may be said to lie contained within the Himalayas ; for on the

south it has thfe Indian snowy range, and on the north the Parkyul ridge, the highest

peak ofwhich is twenty-two thousand feet. There is no table land, or undulating plain
;

the mountains are tipped with snow, and the Villages of Kunawur are situated in the

valley of the Sutlej itself, or in glens watered by its principal feeders : their general

elevation is froih eight to nine thousand feet ; though some are below. Others are much

above this height, being at least twelve thousand feet in the interior.

Lower Kunawur commences near Seran, of \Vhich the climate is fine, though Ram-

pore, the capital of Bissehir, not far distant, elevated three thousand three hundred feet,
t

-- •
- a

but situated in a valley, has sultry days (the thermometer as high sometimes as 100°,
_ _ k.

and even 110°) and chilly nights, with hot summers and cold winters. Some of the

lower villages are subject to the periodical rains, which make their way up the valley of

the Sutlej and across the lower part of the Himalaya. Near these, grapes do not

thrive, but long rank grass, a species of Sacchariim, eight or ten feet in length, with

Aneilemay and other tropical genera, are found ; higher up the river, the villages are

more elevated, and the rains less regular and heavy. Here there are luxuriant vineyards,

where the delicious grapes are dried as raisins, and converted into a kind of wine

;

orchards of apricot, apple, walnut, and in some places of peaches are seen, with pear-

trees, of which also the fruit is dried. The forest-trees consist of Pi/??/* Deor/^fr^ and

Gerardiana, with yew, holly, oaks, and horse-chesnuts.

Upper' Kunawur is still higher up the stream, and completely beyond the influence of

the periodical rains, the height of the outer chain of the Himalaya being sufficient to

exclude them from this, as well as from a part of Lower Kunawur ; the climate is there-

fore dry and cold, the country covered with snow in winter, but in summer enjoying a few

f powerful The nights become frosty in the middle of September, and the

thermometer sinks below the freezing point in the mornings in October, and snow falls
* >

-

towards the end of that month, or in the beginning of November, and covers the ground

until March or April. The climate being so dry, the falls of snow are not heavy, but the

winters are extremely Li July and August, there are alternately light clouds

d air is somewhat humid, and ally In

some villages, surrounded by high mountains, th for more th

hours, but in others the temperature is high, as the thermometer ranges in July and
* - -

August from 55° to 58° in the morning, to 80° and even 85° at noon, in villages elevated

ten thousand feet.

In comparison of the Tartar districts more northward, Kunawur exhibits a

and lively picture of there are forests of pines, poplars, willows

junipers, and cypresses. '' The pasture zones occupy a belt between the limit of

m and

#
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and the confines of perpetual sn

are populous and ivealthy, with

Some of the villages, as Kanum and

ant vineyards, and orchards of appl(

o

apples, apricots,

d walnuts, of most of which the fruit is ripe in September. Gooseberries are also

met with, and wheat and Siberian barley thrive at great Captain Herbert

V. describes the two crops in the year, as sting of wheat, ooa, barley, cheena

(.p Uaceum), phap (two species of Polifgonwii), and turnip the

three last foUovving barley, but wheat and cheena exhaust the To these may be

added peas and beans, mentioned by the Messrs. Gerard. Kunawur is every

intersected by very elevated ranges, which are crossed by passes varyin<^ in elc

from twelve to eighteen thousand feet some of these to eastward

Jatter height, little snow is seen, and that only in streaks. Vegetation extends to

sixteen thousand six hundred feet, junipers are found at fourteen thousand five hundred,

Icpidotum above thenbirches as high as fourteen thousand, and Rhododendron

do not appear to extend beyond twelve thousand three hundred feet.

puies

The highest

was to the eastward of Dabling, where, at thirteen thousand six hundred

feet, crops of barley, buckwheat, and were seen by the Messrs. Gerard d

a little lower the ground was covered with thyme, sage, and many other aromatic

plants, besides juniper. Tartaric furze (Genista versicolor), sweet briar, and goose-

berries. Even at this great height the sun was at times found very powerful, and

the thermometer rose to 68*^ on the 23d July, at fourteen thousand seven hundred feet of

elevation. Near the Charang Pass, continuous snow-beds commenced about the hei

of sixteen thousand three hundred feet Up the left bank of the Tao

D

no snow

thousand feet, thereappears at sixteen thousand feet ; on the right bank, at eighteen

is only a little in streaks.

.If we proceed to the northward of Kunawur, we shall see how much the intervention

of even a single range can alter the face of a country, for crossing the Hungarung pass,

at an elevation of fourteen thousand eight hundred feet, coinciding here with the limit of

snow, we enter the Tartar pergunnah of Hungarung, which, besides being destitute of

trees, diifers from Kunawur considerably in the nature of its climate, and in having but

crop in the j
The mountains, instead of the pointed pinnacles of the Himalay

present only a rounded outline, with gentle decl covered at top with

but bare of forests, and every where presentin the picture of arid

ban The stunted of apricots, willows, walnut, are only found

and and
in the neighbourhood of villages, with the dog-rose, gooseberry,

kinds of fruit not familiar to Captain Herbert, the one yellow and acid, about the size of

(an Hippophaef), the other red and mawkisWy (an FAeagniis ?) The

Whin and F of travellers are now known to be species of Genista and Astragalus

The elevation of the o from ten to twelve thousand feet, and is
.Mm

carried on at a still greater height. Nako, on the western face of Parkyul, and on the

eastern bank of the Spiti, is at least twelve thousand feet above the level of the sea

;

yet there are produced most luxuriant crops of wheat, barley, buckwheat, and turnips.

F 2 rism<r

-i
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4

rising by steps to near seven hundred feet higher, in fields enclosed by hedges of goosev

berry and barberry, with Juniper and Tartaric furze, extending above thirteen thousand

feet. The seasons are similar to those of northern latitudes, grain being sown in March

and April, and reaped in August and September. Snow generally falls towards the end

of October : it seldom exceeds two feet in depth, but does not leave the ground for near

six months. ' Want of moisture in the air must prevent its earlier descent, as the tern-
I.

perature at sunrise in October is seldom above 20

•r

j in August it was 75° at noon.

and never below 52 At Chango, elevated ten thousand feet temperature

le same month ; the seasons are a month earlier, and more rain falls in April and

The crops, besides those noticed at Nako, consist of ogal {Poli/gonum emar-

80

May

glnatum), millet, peas, and beans.
' At Shalkur, the most northern part of Hungarung,

and Dunkur in the adjoining province of Ludak, houses are builtwell Lari

of unburnt brick, these being sufficient to resist the weather, as very little rain falls^

and that only in May and June. From this position, all the mountains to the

northward have a rounded outline, with but little snow resting on them in the summer

months ; while the irregular and snowy peaks of the Himalaya are all seen to the

southward.

;

O the boundaries of Kunawur lies that part of Chinese Tartary

under the authority of the Grand Lama of Lahasa ; Shipkee is the first village, elevated

ten thousand five hundred feet. The mountains still further to the eastward are of a

rounded form, with a gentle slope, of infe and said to be of a gravelly

w

clothed th a

sti-ucture. On the southern bank of the Sutlej they rise from the water's-edge uo to

eighteen or nineteen thousand feet, without forests or even a bush,,

withered and russet vegetation, and bare of snow ; a hedge of gooseberry and a row. of

willows are noticed as remarkable. Chulcors and Monals (Perdix Chukor and Lopho-

pkitriis Lnpeijamis) were seen while the thermometer in October stood at 33°'. Shirang

Mountain, beyond Shipkee, on the road to Garoo, exceeds eighteen thousand three

hundred feet in elevation, yet only one strip of snow could be seen. In a late
- k

journey through the north-eastern parts of Kunawur, Dr. Gerard writes that he ** came

upon a village at a height of fourteen thousand seven hundred feet. It was the middle

- •/

4

of October, and the thermometer o yet the sun's ray were

oppr and all the streams and lakes, which were sheeted with ice during the

oht, were free and by ck. The finest crops of barley are reared
1' V

here, and to irrigation and solar heat are the people indebted for a crop. The barometer

gave for the highest field fourteen thousand nine hundred feet of elevation ;
'* and this,"

inferences on the limit of cultivation in the upperDr. Gerard add fi the

of the Sutlej, and I think it quite probable crops may vegetate

and seventeen thousand feet. The- Yaks and Shawl goats seemed finer at

other spot witkin my obse
j>

Further on he

any

On the

frontier of Kunawur, close to tlie stone bridge (near Changrezing), I attained a heio-ht

of more than twenty thousand feet, without crossing snow, the barometer shewino-

14-320,
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14 thermometer 27 at one p.m.* Notwitlistanding this elevation, I felt

oppressed by the sun's rays, though the air in the shade was freezing." •

A little to the southward, and more to the eastward of Shipkee, the Keubrung Pass

forms the boundary between Kunawur and Chinese Tartary ; though elevated eighteen

thousand three hundred and thirteen feet, snow was only found by the Messrs. Gerard

it about fifteensheltered places contiguous to the pass and mountains leading to

hundred feet more elevated were just tipped with The Tama or Tartaric furze

extended as high as seventeen thousand feet beyond this, every barrel1
J

and desolate. / .

At Zamsiri, Zinchin, and Bekhur, the same appearances were observed, as well as

by Mr. Moorcroft still further to the eastward, in crossing from Neetee Ghat to Ghar-

tope, the elevated plain which separates the Himalayan and Cailas ranges, which
, r"

he. describes as a dreary waste with a few furze bushes (species of Genista and

Astragalus), but without a tree or shrub, ** the woolly plant, like everlasting, is

probably one in Mr. M.'s collection, having the external appearance of a Leo}i~

topodium, with much-divided hairy leaves; besides these, Mr. M, only enumerates

tufts of silky grass and a spec f moss; but in his collection there is also a

diminutive Primula and a Pedicularis from near Daba. Beyond this, he notices gold-

finches in poplars, and several flowering shrubs of Tamarisk, a new species of Myri-
• -

caria which I have also received from other parts of the hills. The rhubarb is probably

R. spiciforme, or a new species distinct from R. Emodi. The animals enumerated as

having been seen, are eagles, ravens, blue pigeons, partridges, larks, and linnets. The

plains are also filled with the bural, yak, and shawl-wool goat ; herds of wild horses

and wild asses were seen, as also hares and marmots ; he describes the latter as being

like a young hare, they are therefore most probably the Pika.

In crossing the Cailas range, he saw numerous hares, and a bird resembling grouse,

probably the Tetraogallus , of General Hardwicke and Mr. Gray

Anas Casarca.

Brahminee 6

At Ghartope, he notices the Gurkur or 'wild and mentions that with

frosty Dhts thermometer frequently exceeded the day-time in July Still

further to the eastward, Messrs. Tu and Saunders, in

Loomboo, likewise describe the elevated pi bare of o

journey to Tesh

on, the atmosphe

dry and clear, the cold excessive, with little snow, but the sun's rays as very powerful.

If

w

* The date is not mentioned. Using the mean results for October observed in Calcutta, this gives twenty

thousand four hundred and (Note by the Editor of

James

vol. i. p. 107.) This valuable periodical, established in Calcutta under this modest title by Capt. Herbert, has,

from its great success; been permitted by the'. Society to assume the title of '' The Journal of the Asiatic

Society." The first volume, completed under the editorship of my talented friend Mr.
-

"

that it Is not unworthy of the name, being filled with abstracts of papers presented to the Asiatic Society of

Calcutta, and with scientific communications respecting the country from correspondents in India.-(Vide

P/u7o5opAicaZ 3ia^azj«e, May 1833, p. 371.)
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If we turn our attention to the westward of Kunawur, we witness a repetition of the

same appearances : a road leads froni Soongnum up the bed of the Dabrung to Penoo

and Dunkur, over very elevated passes. . Dwarf pines are noticed at ten thousand

feet, fields of beans, and orchards of apricots are passed through iat a considerable

elevation, and totvards Pamacheen a belt of birches at fourteen thousand. Here a

juniper, called Fama^ is used fuel. On this road Maherang P elevated

eighteen thousand six hundred and twelve feet, the last half mile covered with

perpetual snow; and some stunted vegetation is observed at the base of the mountains.

At sunrise the thermometer stood at 31°, and must have been lower during nigbt, aS

the blankets of the Messrs. Gerard were tough as leather. In proceeding towards

Manes, they found bushes and wild leeks at fifteen thousand feet, and passed over

gravelly hills covered with tama bushes, and found cultivation of wheat, barley, and

ooa at twelve thousand feet above the sea. The grain was almost ripe, and there were
L

a few poplars, and some barberry and other bushes in the vicinity. At Manes,

elevated eleven thousand nine hundred feet, the temperature ranged, on 1st September,

from 52° in the morning, to 81° at the hottest time of the day.. One of the Surveyors,

in a. letter published in the Asiatic Journal for May 1825, p, 629, gives a most animated

account of the excessive rigour of the climate at the commencement of winter in these

and of the fierceness with which the sun's rays dart through the rarefied air of
M

great elevations, so as to produce a feeling of scorching in the midst of almost unbear-

instances, that, at the fort of Dunkur, elevated

^m-M

able cold ; of this may be adduced as instances,
r

^ thirteen thousand feet, while the temperature of the air was

sun rose to 126°, and the inhabitants we're thus enabled to keep themselves comfortable

thermometer in the

the roofs of their hou At Hansfreek. elevatedo thousand

from the dazzling reflection from the snow as from the great power of the

the latter made more sensible by the sharp chill of the

clothes grew stiff on their backs

five hundred feet, the thermometer fell to 6° during the night, and rose, at eleven in

the forenoon, only to 20°
; and yet the greatest inconvenience was experienced, as well

sun's rays
\

air, which was never heated

beyond 25". Towards evening, a sudden gust of piercingly cold wind destroyed several
r

of their followers, the breath of the travellers congealed upon their beards, and their

In fording a stream, the water froze as fast as it

touched them, until their feet and legs became stiff as wicker-work. After a fresh

and heavy fall of snow, the weather becajiie settled and serene, but the cold increased

so much that the thermometer fell 2° below zero ; and yet, in such regions as the valley

of the Peenoo, there are villages and cultivation at not less than thirteen thousand five

hundred feet of elevation, and, not far distant, poplar trees twelve feet in girth. The

most western regions of which we have any accounts are those traversed by Mr. Moor-

croft and Dr. Gerard on the road to Leh or Ludak, through the district of Kooloo. In

this direction the highest habitation seen by the latter was at eleven thousand feet, the

thermometer 84° in the shade. . On the plateau of Tartary, elevated sixteen thousand

feet, he saw before him a black ridge, having the uniform height of three thousand feet

above

^'
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above the camp, and yet there was snow summit. On mountains on the

N. E. shores of lake Chimororel, which is elevated fifteen thousand feet, the region of

snow had an uniform margin of nineteen thousand feet.
r

The above extended notices will serve to give a good idea of the nature of the country

and climate to be found to the northward of the Indian Himalayas, and enable us to

appreciate the causes which favour vegetation at such great elevations : the same facts

have occasionally been repeated, at the danger even of being considered prolix, in

consequence of the dispositi prevalent to doubt the accuracy of observa

season

tions, because they were considered incompatible with theories which were themselves

deduced froni facts, but occurring in regions where all the circumstances are not similar.
E

From the details which have been given, it seems abundantly clear that the elevation

<?f the Indian snowy range is sufficient to prevent the passage across of the cloudy masses

vvhich deluge the plains of Northern India with rain, both in the cold and in the warm

The atmosphere, therefore, on the northern face of the Himalayas preserves

unimpaired the dryness, which is the characteristic of the rarefied air of lofty situations :
w

hence the little deposition of snow which takes place in winter in proportion to the

lowness of the temperature. The returning warmth of spring rapidly dissolves this

thin layer of snow from level places, in consequence, it appears, of the undiminished
b

power of the solar rays in passing through so rare and transparent a medium; a fact

tending to confirm Mr. Daniels' views respecting the superior energy of the solar rays
a

in the higher regions of the air ; and as this seems already to have been done with

in polar regions, the fact is interesting asrespect to his opinions of their great power

additional cause for the analogy between alpine and polar vegetation. When

the snow is once melted, these elevated surrounded and confined by towering

mountains, absorb heat as readily during the presence of the sun, as they radiate it

freelv while absent, and becoming, like the surface of the at dinary

levels, the source whence the heat received from the sun is diffused to surrounding,

objects, they cause the line of perpetual congelation to recede higher and higher in

1

proportion to their own elevation,

the air like promontories into the

Peaks and pinnacles, on the contrary, projected in

»cean, partake rather of the equability of temp

f the media into which they intrud th impress plains and

table-lands, their own extremes of heat and cold.

The plants obtained from the most elevated regions of Ludak are i^w in number, and

the localities not sufficiently defined to enable us io draw any inferences respectin

climate,

catalogue.

AH were sent by Mr. Moorcroft to Dr. WalUch and d

The genera

Gmtiana, Aqidlegia, I

all European, but the species new the former being

, Salsola, Axyris, Potentilia. Campanula, Corydalis, and Salv

The shrubs are Astragalus, Frannus, and ElcEagnus, all with the specific name of t

discoverer From the fruit of the last, a spirituous liquor is said to be distilled Some

In
of the finest rhubarb that I have ever seen was sent- by Mr. Moorcroft from Ludak.

the same regions he discovered the celebrated Prangos Hay Plant {Prangos pahularia

Lindley)
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Lindky), the seed of ^vIlich is brought down by the northern merchants, and sold in the

bazars of Northern India under the name of ^j^Ly^i Jiturusaliyoon, to which in the

Persian works on Materia Medica, is attached a translation of the description of Petro-

selinum, Trsr^oa-sXmv of Dioscorides, lib. iii. c. 77.

The fruit-trees and cultivated grains of Kunawur having been enumerated, with their

localities, it is only necessary here to mention, that the former belong to the genera

Pyrus, Persica, Armeniaca, and Vitis, and the latter to Ti^iticilm, Hor^deum, Polygonum,

while JuglanSt Coryhis, and Pimts Gerardiana» afford edible nuts ; the other species of

tlie latter genus are P. Deodara and Wehhiana ; Juniperus e.rceha and recurva with

Ctiprcssus torulosa and Ephedra Gcrardiana, forming the other Comferce ; species of

Quercus, Acer, Betula, Populus, SaHi'y Fraainus, and Pavia, the remaining trees. The

shrubs consist of species of El<xag?iuSy Rhododendron, Lonicera, Berberis, Capparis,

CratfT^us, Rosa, Ribes, and Rubiis ; with, of Leguminos(T, Colutea, Caragana, Genista,

and Astragalus : G, Versicolor, and A. Moorcroftianus, spinosissimus Webbianus and

Gerardianiis , forming the different kinds of Tartar fu •ze so frequently mentioned by

travellers. The remaining Leguminosce belong to the genera Medicago, Lotus, Vicia,

and Orobus. The other herbaceous families and genera are, of RammculacecE, Thalic-

trum. Anemone, Isopyrum, Adonis, Raminculus, Aqidlegia, Aconitum ; of Cruciferce,

Cai^damine, Arabis, Dentaria, Draba, Hesperis, Sisynibrium, Erysimum, Tauscheria,
•m

Crambe; of Caryophyllec^, Gypsopbila, Dianthus, Silene,
' Arenaria, Stellaria, Cerastimn;

of UmbelUfera, Ptychotis, Bupleurum, Heracleum, Cuminum, Thapsia, Chcerophylhim,

Myrrhis, Ilymcjiolana ; of Compositce, Saussurea, Serratida, Lappa, Cirsium, Carduus,

Eriocorync, Diphirandra, Scorzohera, Crepis, Mulgedium, Lactuca, Gnaphalium,

Aster, Erigeron, Tanacetum, Artemisia, Tussilago ; of Boraginece, Onosma, Moltkia,

Anchusa, Cy Echin Lithospermum ; of Scrophidarinece, Veronica^ Scroph

Euphrasia, Pedicularis ; of Labiatce, Salvia, Scutellaria, Marmoritis, Dracoceph

Erianthcra, Leonurus, Phlomis ; of Primulacece, Lysimachia, Andr P of

Chcnopodecc, Chenopodium, Bl Salsola ; of Polygonece, Rumex, Rheum, Poly^

Ojcyria.
.

The other genera, generally only single ones of other families are, Corydalis

Viola, Polygata, Linam, Malva Vi

My
Impatiens, Potentilla, Epilobi Cir

Illeceb Herniaria, Sedum, Saxif) aga, Chrysosplenium, Galium, Rubia

s of Asclepiadecp, Gentiana, Atropa

Orobanche, Euphorbia.' The monocotyledons consist of Iris, Alisma, Allium, Gagea

Valeriana, Scabiosa, Mao a new g

Convallaria, June the OrchidccE of Epipactis and Gymnadenia, and the g of

species of Phleum, Pennisetum, Poa, Festuca, Bromus, Brachypodium, Melica, Ilordeum,

Alopecurus. Among the ferns is the only Acrostichum in my collection, and a few

species of Pteris, Osmunda^ and a Lycopodiam.

The most cursory comparison of this enumeration with the list of genera and species

given in Ledebour's Flora Altaica, will show the great analogy which exists between the
Flora of those mountains and of the south of Siberia with that of Tibet, or of the northern
face of the Himalayan mountains, which ely of the elevated land included

between

• ^
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between the latter mountains and the Kuen-lun, makes up by elevation for its more

southern latitude. . It is sufficient at present to mention Tauscheria descrtormn\ Bkhrs-

teinia odora, Isopj/rum grandiflorum, ond Dracocephahm Sibirk

to these two countries:

m,^ as speciescoitiniftn

and that among other European plants found on the northern

slope of the Himalayas, we hsLve Hi/oscj/amus niger; ^Lithosp Myosotls

palustris, L ipk^Jcaukf Prunella vulg Samolus Yala^andi: with Dat

cannabinaj Cuminum Cyminum, and Scutellaria orientalis. ioxxnd. in-more southe

tudes. Several of the new species of Himalayan plants^ especially those found

such as Kedarkanta and Peerpunjal found g this though

the vegetation "resembles the Siberian rather than the Himalayan Flora; and this most
w

probably is also the case along the whole extent of Tibet,^ as many of the phenomena

of climate, general appearance, and productions, are. the same in the account of Messrs;

Turner and Saunders' visit to Teshoo-lomboq.^
_

; - - • - - ' -
^

The plc^nt^ of Kunawur have generally a dry sombre aspect, few leaves, and those

small, frequently inserted in a cluster round the root, from the centre of which rises
A,

the scape of generally large and showy flowers. The petioles not undergoing decern-

position, from the dryness of the climate, remain attached round 'the plant^ and as

they become pushed outwards by the growth of internal parts, the cellular parts are
4

destroyed, while the fibrous remain, and protect the root, as with a covering of hair, from

the severity of the weather. One peculiarity is remarkable, and that is, the resemblance

externally between the plants of this cold region and those of the desert-like country

near Delhi ; but this is observable only in the parts of vegetation, and not in those of

fructification, for in the cold climate the flowers are large and showy, and in the hot,

small and inconspicuous : in both the shrubs are stunted, thorny, and frequently hairy

;

»>

the wood scanty, hard, and compact ; while the surface of each is dry, and of an ash

The only similarity in climate is, that in each there is great

the resemblance therefore is probably dependent on pecu-

grey or pale green colo

dryness of the atmospl

liarity of the transpiratory surface. Capparis and Salsola are almost the only genera

common to both situations ; the latter evidently owing to the soil of each being covered

with saline efflorescence.
* ...

r

•Among the animals which inhabit this cold and arid region, the herbivorous tribes are

particularly conspicuous, for number, variety, and flourishing condition, notwithstanding

that the country appears barren of vegetation ; but the grasses belong to the genera

which furnish the best pasturage grasses of Europe, and the Astragali afford legumes,
.J

which must be as noi

Hodgson as extending his wanderings to the neighbourhood of the snow, and by Mr
rishing as peas and beans The Tiger is mentioned by Mr

Moorcroft been traced far Khoten, nearly as far as by Ehrenberg.

are common, and
•

*

most likely also the Fika, as Moorcroft compares his Marmots to young Hares ; and

The Tibetan Dog is remarkable for his size and fierceness Hares

-»

Captain Turner mentions seeing Rats wi The Tibetan Musk is of

Antelope Hodgsonii and A. thar., the latter allied to the Chamois, are a'so found

6 wh
iW
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while the Shawl "Wool Goat thrives only in these regions. The Sheep, unrivalled for

size and beauty, as well as for fineness of wool, are, like the Goat, used for carriage,

and both, as also the Dog, are furnished with a fine wool under the rough upper

Covering of shaggy hair. The Bhural, Asiatic Argali, or Ovis Amnion, is also found

here, with the shaggy-tailed Yak or Bos grunmens. The Wild Horse, the Guckur or

Wild Ass, and the Dziggtai or Equus Hemiomis of Pallas, (the Mule of travellers)

complete the list of Mammalia on the N. face of the Himalaya. The Birds enume-

rated as havinsf beeno

I-
-

Easfles. Ravens, Grouse, Linnets, and Goldfinches, and
't>

t

the lakes are described as being covered in summer with Geese, Ducks, and numerous

Grail Vultur harhatus, Perdix Chukor, Satyrus melanoceph
h

Lophopliorus Impey

anus, Phasianus Wallichii, and a bird, with red beak and legs, like Fragilis gracula,

have also been seen in Kunawur, which in the distribution of the animal, as in that
1 >. 'I

of the vegetable kingdom, approximates to the Altai mountains.

In the foregoing general view of the climate and productions of the tract of country

whence the collections have been formed, it was impossible to be more minute

regarding species ; but the details respecting such as it will be requisite to notice.
I I

will be introduced after the general observations on the natural orders to which they

respectively belong. At the same time also will be noticed the particular plants

of other countries, which it would be advisable to introduce into India ; and there is
L

no doubt tliat, with the warm climate of the Plains, moist in the lower and dry in

the upper provinces, and the temperate one of the Hill provinces, the facilities are
«

-

great, and the field most extended for increasing the resources and improving the

comforts of an immense population. The results which have already attended the
«

introduction into India of such foreign products as Tobacco, Capsicum, the Guava,
w

Pine, and Custard-apples, which are so completely acclimated as to appear indi-
» I > ^ B . . ,

genous, are our best guarantees for further success
;

particularly as the most valuable
K-

products of the plains of India, as Rice, Sugar-cane, Ginger, now form a part of

the principal resources of the warmer parts of the New World, which possess many

valuable products peculiar to themselves. Many also of the useful and ornamental

productions of the Hill pro\ may no doubt be introduced into England and
\

the rest of Europe ; the principal of these will be pointed d here, again,

there IS every reason to hope for considerable success, as many of the trees and

shrubs of Northern India are now flourishing in the open air of England, especially
I-

in the gardens of the Horticultural Society of London, and of the Messrs. Loddige,

where may be seen : Pinus

Rhododendron arboreum, arisi

variolosa; Cratcpgus glauca;

species; Bcnthamia fragiferi

Deodara, Webbiana, excdsa, Gerardiana and Morinda

itum, campanulatum and lepidofum ; Py
Cotoneaster micr

' : Rosa sericea.

'US vestita and

iphylla, rotundifolia, and several other

mis : Berberiswhylla, and B
Asiatica, aristata and Wallichiaua ; Potentilla atrosanguinea drnd Nepalensis, Salvia nubi

cola, with many others.
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RANUNCULACEiE.

The Ranunculacece, named from their principal genus, and well known from
r

containing many most ornamental garden flowers, as well as affording several very-

energetic medicines, form a family well suited to commence the series, and display

the advantages of the natural method of classification, from presenting so many points

of affinity in organic structure, geographical distribution, and in the possession of

similar sensible and medical properties. They are extensively diffused throughout the
r*

cold and temperate parts of the globe, with only a few chiefly aquatic species existing in

warmer regions. They are found every where in mountainous regions, from the bleak

and exposed summits in the neighbourhood of melting show, to the rich, shady, and
-

moist valleys everywhere occurring in hilly regions where the elevation is suflScient to

ensure moderation of temperature. As nearly one hundred species of Ranunculacea

have been discovered in the Himalayas, their preponderance over many other natural

orders which are properly considered characteristic of warm regions, displays at the

first step how different must be the climate and Flora of the Himalayan mountains from

But as several of these species have been ascertained to be

identical with, while others which are new, have been found to be closely allied to

those indigenous to other countries, considerable resemblance in climate may be inferred

that of India in general.

from the similarity in vegetable prod In pia of India but few of

this family are found. Ranunculus aquatUis and scekratus, from their existence in or

vicinity to water, experiencing greater equability both of temperature and moisture than

if more exposed to atmospherical changes, are found in most parts of the world.

former is found the

So

provinces, and the latter exists in every

G 2 part
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part of India. The tribe of Ckmatidece, distinguished from the other Tlanunculacece by

their valvular aestivation, opposite leaves, and generally scandent habit, may therefore

be considered the least ranunculaceotis ofthe family, have also a few species in the plains

of India. Naravelia Zeylanka, belonging to a genus peculiar to India, is common in

Ceylon, and everywhere in the Peninsula, but not found above the province of Bengal

;

Clematis Gouriana, common in hedges and in the jungle at the foot of hills, extends

from the Neelgherries and from Dindygul, near the extremity of the Peninsula, up to the

Deyra Doon, in 30° of N. latitude, along the foot of the Himalaya : but it is worthy of

remark, that this species, as well as C. grata^ flowers only in the autumn, or at the
- •

commencement of the cold season of the plains, while the Himalayan species flower in

the spring, or at the commencement of the warm weather of the mountains, that is,

according to elevation, either in April or May ; and it is remarkable, that April and
« -^^ >«<

October are the two months in which the mean temperature of the year is found to

occur in most places ; and though the temperature of October and November in the

plains is above that of May and April in the hills, yet the approximation is greater than

if the respective species flowered in the same months in the different places. Nigella

saliva^ found in the south of Europe, Asia Minor, and Syria, exists only in the gardens

of India, but where, from its numerous Indian names and uses, it must, as well as

Delphinium Ajacis, have been long acclimated, and formed a part of the ornamental

flower-f^arden of the cold weather months- '

The genera oiRanimcnlace(Boiy<A\\ch. species are found in the Himalayas, are Clematis,
-J-'

Thalictrum^ Anemone, RamoiculuSy and Caltha, distributed also throughout the cold and

temperate parts of both the northern and southern hemispheres,^nd with these we have

also species of Adonis, TrolUus, Aquilegia, Delphinium, Aconitum, Cimicifuga, Acta'ai

and Pceonia, which the Himalayas share in common with Siberia, Europe, and America.-
'V

No genus of this family has yet been discovered peculiar to these mountains, as Knowltonia

to the Cape of Good Hope, Hamadryas to South, and Hepatica, Hydrastis, and
— - -

.
-* -

Zanthorhiza to North America. It is interesting to observe, that the genera, of which

only species are found in the highest latitudes, are those also which are_alpne found on

the highest peaks of the Himalaya : thus Rammculus qffinis and Caltha, arc.tica.yvQYe

found \n Melville Island, so I found only R. polypetalus and C. Hlmalaijanus on the top

of Kedarkanta, with Anemone discolor a little lower down ;' of this genus species

extend as far as 68** of N. latitude. Species of Thalictrum are found in the same

situations later in the year, but as the Himalayas are within the influence of the

periodical rains, a degree of moisture and equability of temperature is produced during

that season, which allows of the existence of genera and species at elevations where

they could not otherwise exist. The Himalayan genera of Ranunculacece, with the

exception of Cerotoccphalus, are exactly those enumerated by^ Ledebour, as those of

which species are . found in the Altai mountains; and also, with the exception of

HcUehorus and Nigella, which do not extend either eastward to the Altai or southward
^ -- *

Himalaya, the same genera as those, enumerated by Meyer and Bieberste

being
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being indigenous to the ranges of Taurus and Caucasus. Many of the species are

identical with those found in more northern latitudes, as Rammculus arvensls, bidbosusj

Flammula and saUuginosus, Isopyrum grandifloi^wn, Belph'mium pubescens and Adonis

astwalis, while of those which are new, many are in like manner allied to those

described by Ledebour, Bieberstein, and Meyer, in the Floras Altaica and Taurico

Caucasica, 'SiS Thalktrum Maxwcllii to T. Jlavum and appendkulatiim. Anemone

WalUchiana to A. albana and Bungeana, Trollius pumilus to 71 paiulus, Aqiukgia

Moorcroftiana to A, Sibirka, Aconitum laeve to A. septcutnonak, and A. multifulum to

A. anthora. Ranunculus polypetalus . must be allied to Ficaria ? glaciaUs of Fischer,

this being described as having the habit of Ca/^/m' appcndkulata, a six sepaled calyx and

a corolla with thirteen petals; while R . pimpinelloides being nearly allied to R. rutafolius

must be so to the new genus CalUanthemum of Ledebour, formed of this species.

Some of these Himalayan species assist, though in a small degree, in shewing the analogy

of RammculacecB with the other families which have long been pointed out.' Thus

the broad filaments of many of the species show the mode of formation of the petals of

N%/mphcEace(B ; and Atiemone tetrasepala with its umbel and partial umbels, supported

by an involucrum and involucels, points out the relation of this family with the UnibelU-

ferce.
^
The plants of this family figured in Dr.Wallich's Plantce Asiatkce Rarkres, as

well as those' in the present Illustrations, will give a very good idea of the highly orna-

mental nature of the Himalayan species of this family ; and there is no doubt, from

the nature of the climate where they are indigenous, that many of them would be perfectly

at home in England, where already so many of their European and Siberian congeners

flourish j but perhaps Clematis grata from its fragrance, and C. montana from the showy

nature of its garlands of numerous white rose-like flowers, are the most desirable as orna-

mental flowers, and Aconitumferox and heterophyllum as medicinal plants. To mention

the rest in detail would be tedious, but there are many others highly ornamental, as
r T

A,

may be judged of from the drawings and descriptions. :

The RanuncUilace(£ form a very natural family, not only with respect to structure and

geographical distribution, but also in p.ossessing the same sensible properties and modes

of action on the human frame. This is owing to their containing in all parts an

acrid principle, which Krapf ascertained to be neither acid nor alkaline, but of so volatile
->¥-

a nature, that in most cases simple drying in the air, or infusion, or decoction in water,

is sufficient to destroy.it; that its activity is increased by acids, sugar, honey, wine,

and spirits, and is only effectually destroyed by water and vegetable acids. {Fee, Cours.

d*Hist. Nat. Pharm. v. i. p. 373.) Two vegetable alkalies, Delpia and Aco?iitia, the

latter little known, are produced by the plants of this family ;
if the acrid principle be

always of the volatile nature that it is represented, the powerful effects attendant

the administration of the root of Aconitum ferox even after it had been pre

served ten year^, must be ascribed to the presence of some principle of a more

permanen According apparently to the proportion of the acrid principl

^ 4
of the veoetable substance, or perhaps oaring to the peculiar nature of the

acrid

T
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acrid principle in each species, it is found that they act either on the system generally^
E

or in different degrees on particular organs. Thus several species of Ranunculus are
r

used as rubefacients and veslcatories ; while the roots of Zanthorhiza, CoptiSy and

Hydrastis, as tonics j and those of Thalictrum majus as a substitute for rhubarb. Hellebore

has long been known as a powerful cathartic, and Aconite as a no less powerful narcotic

and poison; while some from the destructibleness of their noxious property by water

have been used as food. The Mahoraedan physicians in India having derived their

knowledge of drugs chiefly from Arabian authors, who translated from the Greek,

it is not surprising to find such articles as Hellebore, Pceony, Lycoctojium, and Stavesacre,
J 1 E-

all of which as well as others might be grown in the Himalayas, prescribed in every

part of India, though the druggists, calculating upon the ignorance of both practitioners

and patients respecting the true drug, generally substitute some which they consider

an equivalent. Yet it is interesting to observe, that independent observation has intro-

duced into Indian practice several drugs from this family, to which the same properties

are ascribed as in Europe. Thus Ranunculus sceleratus is used as a vesicatory. The

roots of Thalictrum foliohsum as a bitter in the cure of fevers—those of Aconitum

hetero]phyllum as a tonic, and of Aconitumferoj;, though a poison, as a narcotic in rheuma-

tism. Nigella sativa is alone cultivated in India, as in most Eastern countries, and

continues in the present day, as in the most ancient times, to be used both as a condi- •

ment and a medicine.
r . -t

I V

The celebrated Indian poison called Bish or Bikhy being referred by all authorities

to Rammculacea, requires to be noticed, though it would not be easy, even in the

present state of confusion of Indian Materia Medica, to find an article of, which

It IS more difficult to give a satisfactory account, and of which, at the same time, it
w

is so necessary that we should have a clear idea. The subject to be entered into, with

the detail which it requires, would claim a much greater space than can be allotted to

it here : little more therefore can be done tlian to state the little that is known, and to

urge observers, who may be favourably situated, to prosecute the inquiry.

Dr. Buchanan first acquainted the European world with the existence of four kinds of

Bikh. 1. Singya Bikh, 2. Bish or JBiA'^, the poison. 3. J5iA:^w2<2, a powerful bitter.

4. Nirbisi; also without deleterious properties. The first Dr. B. referred to a species

of Smilaa; ; the author has had two species of Convallarla^ called meetha-doodhya,

and mohura-doodhyay represented to him as being of a poisonous nature. The three other

kinds of Bikh Dr. B. refers to the genus Caltha, but for what reason it is difficult to

discover, as the flower of the species he describes are without the characteristics of the

genus ; and the plant, he allows, differs much in habit from Caltha palustris. It may
be supposed, therefore, that he had only an opportunity of examining the flowers in a

young state, and it is known that when he published his description, he was without his

specimens. These are now in the East-Indian Herbarium, and have been, all referred

by Dr.Wallich to the genus Aconitum. The specimens of Caltha ? Nirbisi and C, f

Codoa of Dr. Buchanan, appear to be Dr.Wallich's Aconitum ferox, while those of C. ?

Bishma,

t
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Bishma, his Aconitum palmatum, all evidently in a young state, and without flowers or

fructification. That the virulent poison, emphatically called Bisk, i.e. the poison, is the

root of Aconitum ferox^ admits, I think, of no doubt. The root is brought down to

the plains of India from the mountains where this plant is indigenous; that it was

produced by it was first learnt by Dr. Wallich in Nepal ; the fact was confirmed by

Dr. Govan in Sirraore, and the information communicated to the author on the same

mountains was, that Bikh is the name applied to Aconitumferox and Meetha tellia to the

root, which, though a violent poison, is occasionally used in medicine. It may further

be stated, that the specimens of Aconitum ferox in the author's Herbarium, have the
m

fusiform roots attached side by side, black and wrinkled externally, and of a brownish

colour internally ; they impress upon the tongue and fauces a peculiar burning sen-

^ sation, and increase the flow of saliva, as is described to be the case with the Bikh.

They moreover exactly resemble the specimeiis bought in the Indian bazars, of Meetha

tellia, in the author's collection of Materia Medica.

Both Drs. Buchanan and Wallich have mentioned the uncertainty and confusion

existing in the names of the several articles of the Indian Materia Medica. This is no

doubt true, and it therefore becomes more necessary io elucidate the subject when such

powerful drugs are sold and administered as remedies for disease. Considerable assist-

ance will be derived in this labour, if, when consulting native works on the sub-

ject, we at the same time procure as many as possible of the drugs which are

described. Without this, no satisfactory progress can be made, as we have no means

of ascertaining when the same drug is given in different parts of the country, under

F':

different names, nor when, which is sometimes the case, different articles are given

under the same name. *

Dr. Buchanan {Brewst. Journal^ \. p. 250) gives Bish, Bikh, and Kodoya dish or
- , ^^ F 1

bikh, as the synonymes, to these Meetha ought to be added, instead of J>eing referred to

bikhma. Professor H. Wilson (CaL Med. Trans. Vol. ii. p. 280) referring to this article,'

says, that Bishj Bikh, or Tish, means poison simply, and that it has several Sanscrit

synonymes, as Amritam, Vatsa7iabhu, Visham, &c. Dr. Carey, -in his Bengalee

Dictionary, refers Bish to Aconitum ferox, and quotes as synonymes with Vatsanabhu,

Mitha, or Mitha zuher (sweet poison). Dr. W. Hunter [CaL Med. Trans. Vol. ii. p. 410)

has Meetha zuhur, Meetha bikh, and simply Mitha as synonymes. Dr.Wallich {Plantcc

Asiat. Bar. i. p. 41) mentions that Dr. Govan found the root called Meetha-doodija and

i^/ee^/m-/e/j/«, and gives as synonymes, Visha, i.e. Ycnenum , et Ati visha, summum venenum;

Hindee, Vish ov Bikh ; Newar, Bikh and Bikma. In the Mukhzun-ool-Adwieh,

probably the best Persian work on Materia Medica in use in India, several kinds of

Bish are enumerated ; as—1 . Seengheea, so called from its resemblance to the horn of a

Deer. 2. Buchna^-, like judwar. 4. Teezuk, 5. Kuroofi-ool-soombul. 6. Biihra-

soorut. 7. Burhmunee. 8. Muhoodah. 9. Huldeh, 10. Kala hoot. II. Sutwa.

12. Tellia. But as it is doubtful whether these are varieties or species, or whether

more than those already mentioned, can be referred to the genus Aconitum, they are

only

•
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only enumerated as subjects for further inquiry. In the Takef-Sliereef, an Indian work

on Materia Medica, lately translated by Mr. Playfair, Singla' 2ind. Bechhak are given a"^

two names of a most deadly poisonous root from Nepal, no'doubt the'Aconite. ' ' ' 1

In all the native works, the Bikh is represented as being a deadly poison, even in the

smallest doses. The Hindoo works quoted by Br. Hunter, describe it as being at 'first
-

sweetish (hence the affix meetha, sweet), and then followed by a roughness on the tongue',

or as it is expressed in one work, ** seizing the throat." Dr. Buchanan has informed us;,

that it is equally fatal when taken into'the stomach, and when applied to woufids: hence

used for poisoning arrows and killing wild animals. The futility of the Gorkhas' attempt-

ing to poison the springs of water was shown in the' last campaign, and Dr. Govan has

proved the improbability ofdeleterious exhalations from this plant being the cause of the
L

\ unpleasant sensations experienced at great elevations, inasmuch as it is only found much

below where these are experienced. But as it is a root of such virulent powers, it has

no doubt been frequently employed as a poison, and its sale was therefore prohibited by

the native powers in India. Notwithstanding- this, the Hindoo physicians, noted for the

employment of "powerful drugs, such as arsenic,' nux vomica, and croton, do not hesitate

m

employ this also in medicine. In the Takef-Shereef it is directed never to be h

alone ; but mixed with several other drugs, it is reconimended in a variety of diseases,

as cholera, intermittent fever, rheumatism, tooth-ache, arid bites of snakes. 'It is also

used as an external application in rheumatism in the north-western provinces; Mr.
r

Pereira's experiments have shown that this root, either in the form of powder, watery

extract, or spirituous extract, is a most virulent poison : but of these forms the last is by

far the most powerful. " The effects were tried by introducing this extract into the

*' jugular vein, by placing it in the cavity of the peritoneum, by applying it to the

II of the back, and by introducing it into the stomach. In all these

*' except the last, the effects were very similar; namely, difficulty of breathing, weak-
*' ness, and subsequently paralysis, which generally commenced in the posterior

" extremities, vertigoes, convulsions, dilatation of the pupil, and death, apparently from

** asphyxia," (v. Wall, Pi. Asiat, Bar, loc. ciL)

With respect to the Bikhma, or the second kind of Bish, the difficulties are greater, as

the specimens of Caltha 1 BikJma, which Dr. Buchanan was informed produced the

febrifuge root, belong, to 'Dv.W^\\\c\\& Aconitiim palmatiwiy Cat. No. 4723; this may

therefore produce a root possessed of the properties ascribed to the Bikhma by Dr.

Buchanan's informants. Though we have no further information respecting it than its

name, properties, and the short description oiRad'u: tuherosa to guide us, it is interesting

to endeavour if it can be traced in other parts of India, though names, especially pro-

vincial ones, we have seen vary in different districts, and the properties ascribed to a

drug is rather an uncertain guide in the present state of the Indian Materia Medica

;

but it appears to be more than an accidental coincidence, that the author, in his

inquiries, has met with a tuherons root produced by a species of Aconitej which is

extensively used in India as a tonic medicine. In the native works on Materia Medica,
r

as
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as well as in the common Persian and Hindoostane'e and English Dictionaries, Atees is

described as being the root of an Indian plant used in medicine.' ' This the author learnt
+

was the produce of the Himalayas': he therefore sent to one of the commercial entre-

pots situated at the foot of the hills, and procured some of the foot, making inquiries

respecting the part of the mountains whence it was procured. The plant-collectors in

their next excursion were directed to bring the plant, with the root attached to it, as

the only evidence which would be admitted as satisfactory. The first specimens thus

pfocured are represented in Plate 13, and the ro5t Atees having been thus ascertained to

be the pr6du6e of a n6w species of Aconite, it-^ixsm^med. Achutuni atees {Journ. Asiat.

Soc. i. p. 459), but which

of Dr. Wallich. The roc

been ned to be the AcojiUum heter'ophijll

obtained in different parts of the ntry resemble ' oiie

another, as well as those attached to the plant. They are about ah inch in length, of an

oblong oval-pointed form, light greyish colour externally, white in the inside, and of a

pure bitter taste. That its substance is not so injurious as the B'lsh, I conclude from its

being attacked by insects, while the other remains sound and untouched. The natives

describe it as being of two kinds, one black, the other white, and both as bitter,
_

astringent, pungent, and heating, aiding digestion, useful as a tonic and aphrodisiac.

By inquiries in Nepal it might easily be ascertained whether this has any resem-

blance to the Bikh7na of Dr. Buchanan.
.

Respecting the third kind of Bish, Nirhisi, Nirbishi, or Nirhikhi, the uncertainties

are also considerable; as we have only the information that it is a tuberous root
w

without deleterious properties; while Dr. B.'s specimens oi Calthal Nirbhia are not

be distino-uished from those of his Calthal Codoa, \\\\\c\\ have been shown
^7

to

young state.be those of Aconitum ferox in a

people employed did not take the necessary precaut

It is evident, therefore, that the

ons, and, perhaps, brought the

leaves of the latter plant, because they thought it was like the true one, and it may

therefore be supposed to be one of the RanunculacecE
,
particularly as the author, in the

mountains of Sirmore and Gurh found the Nirbisa applied to Delph

paucifioriim ; and the roots brought down from these mountains with that name have the

closest resemblance to the roots of some species of this genus, though he did not sue-

.ceed in tracing it to the particular one

;

but that which reckoned the best kind of

Nirhisi in the Indian bazars is of a very different naturfe, and brought down from

Bissehur and from Umritseer, the commercial capital of Lahore. This kind is fusiform,

somewhat flattened and wrinkled, of a black colour externally, and in some respects

resembling the Bikh itself substance is found to be compact, and of

brownish colour, with a slight degree of bitterness and acrimony.

The name Nirhisi, with its Persian and Arabic synonymes, judwar and zitdivar

has been already applied by Mr. Colebrooke to the roots of Curcuma Zedoaria, because

but thatthey ao-ree pretty well with the round zedoary {zedoaria rotunda) of the shops
;

distinguished scholar, with a caution dictated by his extensive knowledge of the subject

observes that if the drug be not the true zedoary, the synonymes must be transferred t(

H some

I

\
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some other plant. The term Nirbisi, as observed by Mr, Colebrooke, implies that the

drug is used as an antidote to poison, being composed of the privative preposition fiir
r

and ^z>," poison; and in the Mukhzun ool Adwiek, it is further explained, as repelling

from and purifying the body from deadly poisons. It may therefore be considered as a

medicine of considerable importance in Eastern countries, and that it is not only so at

app from thepresent, but has been reckoned such from very ancient records, will

following quotations. The Arabic synonyme Zudwar, leads us at once to the accounts

of the Zi'doarla of old authors, and the Geiduar of Avicenna. Thus, Mathiolus

{Commentaries oh Dioscorldes, lib. ii. c. 154), tells us, ** Zedoaria (ut cap. clxxii. testis est

Scrapie) convehitur e Sinarum regione ultra extremas Indiae
*

oras
>5

adding, after

giving the medical properties, " et in antidotis additur. Ideoque dixit Avicenna nihil

esse ea praestantius ad ebibitum Napellum." Garcias ab Orta, who was for so many years

of the physicians at Goa, writes :
" Quod nos hie Zedoariam appellamu A

lib. ii. cap. 734, Geiduar dicitur; aliud nomen ignoro, quia nascitur regionibus Sinen-

sium provinciae vicinis, Magno vero emitur Geidivar ; nee facile invenias, nisi apud

circiimforaneos quosdam et circulatores, quos Indi Jogues, Mauretani Calandares

appellent, hominuni genus quod peregrinationibus et stipem amendicando vitam sustentat.

' " Utile est autem istud Geiduar adAb his enim et reges et magnates Geiduar emunt.

plurima, sed prsesertim adversus venena, et virulentorum aiiimalium ictus morsusque."

Clusius, at p. 378 of the same work, " Exoticorum libri decern" having obtained some

specimens, *'Gedwarveri nomine insc'riptas," gives a figure, and compares them with

the roots of Anthora, which was at one time thought to be the Zedoary ; they resemble a

good deal those of ^;ee^, as represented in pi. 13. The Persian authors, after giving

the synonymes, mention that there are five kinds of Judwar. The best, called Khutai,

or Chinese, procured from the mountains of that country. The two next kinds are the

produce of the mountains of Tibet, of Nepal, of Morung, and Rungpore; the fourth kind

is from the hills of the Dukhun ; and the fifth, called Antulch, is the produce of A'ndaloosee,

Sp A long account follows of the properties and uses of Judwar, of which

needless to adduce more than that it is considered a powerful antidote to poison, par-

ticularly of the bish\ more so. Indeed, than the tiryalifarooh^ the ingredients of which are

given by Prosper Alpinus De Medicin. iEgypt. lib c. 9. It is^lherefore probabl

that the Nirbisi is the true Zedoary or Geiduar of Avicenna, whatever may be the plant

which produces it ; that it is not likely to have been what is now so called, the produce

of a species of Curcuma, is evident from the difficulty which Garcias ab Orta had in
L _H

procuring it even in India, Further, if the descriptions in the Persian works on Materia

Medica be

to the same

pared with those of the old Arabian authors, they will be found to refer

of which in India the name is Kirbisi It may therefore be recom

mended as an interesting subject of inquiry for travellers in the Himalayas from Silhet

to Cashmere, to ascertain the plant or plants which furnish the different kinds oi Nirbisi

Judwar, Zudwar

N.W. provinces

Antuleh.. Cissampehs convolvulacea is called dukh nirbisee the

Synopsis
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SYNOPSIS

^

Of the Genera and Species of Ranunculace^ found in the Himalayan Mountains,

in the Tract between the Ganges and Indus Rivers, or from N. Lat. 30® to N. lat. 35**.

Trib. I. CLEMATIDE^.
I. CliEMATiS-

1. C. Gouriana.—Ro-Kh. FL Ind. ii. 67O. D.C. Prod. 1.

3, Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind, No. 4673.

Hab. Deyra Doon, N. Lat. 30^ flowering in

October.

Var. /S. subovata, foliolis breyioribus, ovato.acuminatis.

Hab. Sahunsadhara^nearDeyraDoon; flowering

in November.

2* C, cordata / caule scandente, foliis pinnatisectis,

segmentis submembranaceis cordato-oblongis acuminatis

dentato-serratis 5-nerviis.

Hab. Junjboo, Lat. 33° between Lahore and

Cashmere.

3, C. grata.—Wall. PL Asiat. Rar. L 83. tab. 98. Cat

4668.

Hab. Suen range in Sirmore; flowering in Oc-

tober and November in the Botanic Garden at

Saharunpore.

4. C Bucliananlana.—D.C. Pr. 1. 4. Don Prod. Fl,

Nep. 191. Wall. Cat.4677.

Hab. Mussooree and Suen range;

October.

flowering in

5. C nutans ; caule scandente, foliis pinnatisectis

foliolis tripartitis, segmentis ovato-Ianceolatis trinerviis,

lateralibus ssepe irregulariter lobatis terminali integro

;

petiolis brachiatis, pedunculis folli longitudine trifloris,

floribus nutantibus, sepalis apice revolutis.

Hab. Suen range, and on the bants of the

Giree ; flowering in May.

6. C. venosa: caule scandente, foliis pinnatisectis, fo-

liolis cordatis acuminatis argute serratis glabris membra-

naceis reticulato-venosis, pedunculis trifloris folio brevio-

ribuSySepalis acutiusculis apice revolutis.

Hab. Mountains between Lahore and Cashmere;

**«

9. C. wowto2ff.—D.C. Prod. 1. 9. Wall. Cat, 4681.

anemon

H iB. Mussooree, and every where in the

Hinialayan Mountains between 5^000 and 7>000

feet of elevation; a highly ornamental plant flower-

ing in April.

10. C, Nepaleyisis, D.C. Prod. 1.9. Wall. Cat. 4680.
•

C. montana, Don Prod. 192.

Hab. Choor, Uruktaj and other mountains, at

elevations of from 9^000 to 10,000 feet; flowering

in May.

II. Naratelia.

11. N. Zeylaiiica.^D.G. Prod. 1. 10. Wall. Cat. 4687.

Atragene Zeylnnica^ Roxb. Corom. 2. 47, 1. 188.

Hab. Bengal. . .

r _

I

Tbib. II. ANEMONEJE.

III. Thalictrum.

12. T. elegans—QN^\. Cat. 4728)—floribus diojeis ?
I

caule angulato, foliis quadritematim sectis exstipellatis,

segmentis cuneato-rotundatis subtrilobis, carpellis longe

stipitatis umbellatim patentibus obovatis znflatis apice

oblicj^uis.

Hab. Choor Mountain ; in fruit in August.

13. T. foliohsum.—'D.C. Prod. 1. 12. Don Prod. 192.

Wall. Cat. 3711.

Hab. Mussooree and every where in the Hima-

layas at 7,000 feet of elevation, flowering in April.

Root used as a cure for agues, and called in the

^^W.s pelijurree diwdi shiiprak.—All my specimens

present male flowers onlv-

14. T* neurocarpum ; pericarpiis stipitatis dolabrifor-

mibus compressis aristatis 3-costatis marginatis, foliis

quadritematim decompositis, foliolis cordatis obtusis inciso-

crenatis menibranaceis.—An. T, foliolosi feemina?

flowers in September, and ripens its fruit in Oc- I Hab. Choor. Seed ripe in August.
4

tober. Simla, Nagkanda. Esa

7. C glohosa; caule scandente, foliis biternatim sectis,

seormentis

cirrhosis, pedunculis 3-v. 5-floris, alabastris subglobosis,

sepalis ovatis patentibus.

Hab. Soon

8. C. tenuifoUa; foliis biternatim sectis, segmentis

lineari-lanceolatis subdentatis, pedunculis inferioribus uni-

15. T. micTophyllum ; scapo nudo, foliis subbipinnatis,

foliolis petiolulatis ternatis dum sessilibus cuneifoimibus

apice tridentatis, raccmo spiciformi, bracteis trilobatis lobo

medio elongato, carpellis stipitatis costatis nutantibus apice

obliqnis.— T, alpino omnino simile; scapus palraaris.

Hab. Lofty mountains, as Kedarkanta, at an ele-

vation of between 12,000 and 13,000 feet; flowers

in June.

floris, superioribus trifidis trifloris medio bi-bracteatis,
j jg^ T^ marginatum ; scapo nudo, foliis bipinnatis, jugis

sepalis lanceolatis ciliatis patulis staminibus longioribus

Hab, Jumboo
h2

inferioribus ternatis superioribus simplicibus, foliolis rotun-

datis subbilobis coriaccis, racemo spiciforme paucifloro,

bracteis
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mari9«

bracteis oLlongU inem*branaceis suLdentatis.

—

Scapus pdl*
j
possibly be a variety, though distinguished by
a sufficient number of positive characters* I have

found it in flower in April and May on the top

of Choor, Urukta, and Kedarkanta, at elevations

of about 10,000 feet, where it is highly orna-^

mental, from the variety of its colours, and from
making its appearance shortly after the melting of

IIab. Cliango in Kunawur.

17* T^vaginatum; cauJe tereti striato subflexuoso, foliis

wmiarnplcxicaulibus tripinnatia petiolulis articulatis,foliolis

ovato-cixneatis triiidu snbtus elaucis. lobis acutis dentatis.

stigmatib

uT«to*acu Sibtrtvo

iffinis; T, ctdtrato Wall, Cat. 3/15 ^uoque affinis sed folia I the snow.
ubtusiora.

Hab. Rogce in Kunawun
18. 7! MajcwtUii ;* foliis decrescente tripinnatis petio-

lolis angulatis, foliolis latis oblongis basi cordatis v. ovatis,

apice grosse 3 v, 5-dcntatis, subtus glaucescentibus venosis,

paniculls axillaribus termlnalibusque ramosissimis, flonbus

Planta tripcdalis* T, ap-£rman

pcnJkulaio et Jlcwo affinis, a

nenta longisfiima, antbera brcvia.—Lcdeb. Ic. pL Fl. Ross.

alt. t. 164, differt floribus nutantibus, filaraentis brevibus,

antberis longi«.

Ill 7\ radiatum; foliis longe petiolatis triternatis:

foliulie rotundatis obtuse lobatis membranaceis subtus

glaucis, pedunculis dicbotomis radiatis, stylis arcuatis apice

circinutis, carpellis substipitatla.

IL\B. This plant I have only found at an elevation

ussooree

The root is fusiform, and appears thicker than it

actually is, in corisequence of being surrounded by
the sheatliing bases of the petioles of former years,

which as happens in many other plants of the

Himalayas and of Kunawur, remaining undecom-
posed, protect the root from the inclemencies of

the seasons. The radical leaves form a spreading

tuftj the petioles are broad, sheathing, membranous
at the base, and parallel-veined; the /ea/, auriculate,

acuminate, 3 or 5-lobed, lobes frequently subtrifid

oblong-cuneate, coarsely serrate, villose, soft and
velvetty. The involucrum composed of 3 sessile

entire

sea

E
paradocca the

thick coating of mosses and ferns with which these

are covered duringthemoistureof the rainy months.
20. T. pnucijlorum ; caule folioso, foliis triternatis sub-

With the lobes oblong linear 3-dentate. The scape
is erect or ascending, round, striated, frequently

spotted, hairy. Pedicels either single or double, in

ilibus, foliolis cuncato-rotundatis trilobis glaucis

pedunculis longis axillaribus unifloris*— Orw/e^ spit

Hab. Kioonthul in Cashmere.

IV. Anemone.

venosis

hue.VlorIl>a,, foliolis 3 v. 5-sectis segmentis cuneatis apice
tndentatis, petioliS foliolis involucris<iue viUosis. pedunculis
iuvolucro dupio longioribus, flore subnutante, sepalis 6
patentibus clliptico-oblongls extus sericeis intus glabris.
AflSais A. Bungeance et Albnnae.

IIab. Chango in Kunawur.
22. A. discolor; scapo^ unifloro maculate foliis 3 v. 5-

partitis sericeo-viUosissimis, lobis obtuse inciso-serr'afis
, <,a j

cuneato-ovatis, involucris triphyllis sessilibus, foliolis L .^
'''^'•^''^''''' "^•^' ^'* ^- ^l- Don Prod. 193. Wall,

cuneatis lobatis dentatis, sepalis ^ ovalibus extus pilosis
'

^*'' '"^^- ^^- ^°>'^' I*^- '°ed. 4.

the former case equal in length to the involucrum
during aestivation, afterwards twice or thrice as
long; where there are two flowers, one is nearly
sessile, the other long pedicelled, with frequently a
two-leafed involucel. The flowers are erect. The
sepa?5 generally seven in number, imbricate, obovate,

as the stamens, varying in
colour from white on the upper, and blue on the
lower surface, to entire blue, and even to a livid

The stamens, with broad filaments tapering
towards^ the apex. The ovary ovate, oblong, and
very hairy.

23. A. obtusiloha; Don Prod. Fl. Nep. I74. A. Gom-
niana. Wall. Cat. 4688.

three times as lone;

Hab Mount at elevations of from
10,000 to 12,000 feet ; flowering in May.

intus glabris ovarils ovatis hirsutis. (Tab. 11. fig. 1.)

Hab. This species of Anemone, is that chiefly
found on the tops of lofty mountains in the Hima-
laya, along with A. obtusiloha, of which it may

• I Lave named this species in honour of tl>e late Lieut ^e"
Max^vell, of H.M's. lUh Dragoons, who was a zealous prosed
cutor of the physical sciences, but found time to collect speci-
•«ens of the plants of Kunawur. while travelling in .hat
-terest^ng region in .he year IB25. This is one of the Jany

rrr ^^" ^^--- -- -- 1 We s^:
Cashmere.

Hab. Mussooree, and every where in the Hima-
layas, at elevations of from 5,000 to 7,000 feet;
flowering in June and July.

25. A. rivularis; D.C. Pr. 1. 21. Don Prod. Fl. Nep.
193. Wall. Ic.ined. 973. Cat. 4694. sub nomine ^. Ae,;,/^/^.

Hab. Common at Mussooree and in the Hima-
layas, in the vicinity of water ; found also
Kunawur.

26. A. villosa; foliis radicalibus villosis cordato-rotun-
datis 5-lobis, lobis cuneatis inciso- dentatis, involucris sessi
hbu, cuneiformibus trilobis, lobis tridentatis, floribus umbel-
latis, pedicellis involucre longioribus nudis v. involucel]

m

1

a

V.
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1 V. bifolia gerentibus, sepalis 5 oboratis super glabris,

ovariis ovatis glabris. ifi<

Hab. Lippa and Cheenee in Kunawnr.

27. A. fetrasepala; foliis radicalibus longe petiolatis

triangulari-cordatis 3 v. 5-lobatis, lobis cuneatis dentatis

super glabris subalveolatis, infra pallidis pilosis, involucris

alternantibus cuneatis serratis, umbellis 5-radiatis,

umbellulis 3 ad 5-floris, inrolucellis 3-phyllis, sepalis 4

obovato-rotundatis patentibus.

Hab. Jumboo.

28. Adonis cBStivaiis ; Lin. D.C. Prod. L 24.

A, Inglesii; MSS. calyce basi soluto glabro. sepalis 5

patentibus striatis submembranaceis, petalis 5—8 coneavo-

conniventibus calyce J majoribus sanguineis striatis basi

nio-rescentibus, carpellis subreticulatis stylo recto vel sub-

arcuato acuminatis in capitulum ovato-oblongura aggregatis,

affinis, sed pilis brevibus vestito, floribus rainoribus, carpellit

pubescentibus, rostro tripl6 breviori revoluto distinguitur.

Hab. Deobun and Kedarkanta, also at Lippa

in Kunawur.

34. R. attenuakis (Royle), villosus; foliis radicalibus

tripartitis inciso-lobatis ; eaulinis digitatis : segmentis

•4-foliis, duobns exteruis late cuneatis 3.1obis, intemis exter.
Hneari-lanceolatis basi attenuatis, carpellis gibbosis pubes-

caule ramoso.

Hango

in the collection, now in the possession of Mr.

Bro^\^lJ made in Kunawur by R. Inglis, Esq., which

that gentleman allowed me to look through on his

arrival at Saharunpore. I was at first inclined to

consider it a new species,and named it after the dis-

coverer,but it appears to be a variety of A. cBstivalisy

and therefore closely allied to A. parviflora of Fis-

cher, found by him in the south of Siberia.

Teib. III. RANUNCULE^.

KANUNCULOS HERBARII ROYLEANI
IN ORDINEM DIGESSIT DAVID DON.

V. Ranunculus.

29. R. hiilbosus. L.—A planta Europaea nullo modo

differt, nisi pilis copiosills ornata.

Hab. Kunawur.

30. R. glabellus (Royle), caadice elongato, caule villoso

unifloro, foliis tripartitis lobatis glabris, bractea tripartita,

carnellorum rostro recurvato.—B. polyrhizo affiais, sed ^.^j^e'iiigventricosisscrobiculatislmuticis.—PfaHfaperennis,

centibus.

Hab. Lippa in Kunawur,

35. R.ncrvosiLS (Royle), glabriusculus ; foliis eaulinis

pedatis: segmentis lineari-lancoolatig basi dilatatis, carpellis

ventricosis pubescentibus.—A prsecedcnte tantiim differt

foliorum caulinorum segmentis basi dilatatls, iiec attenuatis.

Hab. Mussoorcc.

36. R. C7ioo?-e?m>(Royle),subcanesccns; foliis radicalibus

trilobatis inciso-dentatis ; eaulinis pahnatis, calyce hirsu-

tissimo, carpellis tomentosis ; rostro elongate recto.

Hab. Choor Mountain, and Kcdarkanta.

37. 72, vitifolius (Royle), decumbens, hirsutus; foliis

trilobatis : lobis ovatis inclso-serratis, petalis ovalibus,

carpellis angulatis punctatis: rostro brevissimo adunco,

Hab. Mussooree.

38. R. mollis (Wall.), procumbens, hirsutus ; foliis sub-

rotundo-cordatis trifidis : segmentis obtus^ lobato-dentatis,

pedunculis oppositifoliis, carpellis lanceolatis acutis com-

pressis Isevissimis. .

Ranunculus mollis. Wall. Cat. n. 4704. R. hydro^

cofyhides. Ejusd. n. 4703.—J?, parvifloro affinis, di\

tamen foliis latioribus, carpellisque lanceolatis laevibus.

39. R.arvensis. L.

Hab. Suen range.

40. R. sceleratus. L.

Ranunculus carnoms. Wall. Cat. 4699.—R. indicus.

Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. 671—Planta Linnaei omn'mb.

H
western

41. R. pimphielloides ; canlibus procumbentibus uni-

floris, foliis subtripinnati-sectis glaucis : segmentis incisis

diversus caudice distincto, caule villoso, carpellorum rostro

filamentisque longioribus.

Hab. Shalkur in Kunawur.

31. R. distans (Royle), adpress^ pilosus; foliis trifidis

lobato-dentatis, carpellis ovatis acutis glabris margine

callosis, caule multifloro.—An a setjuente satis distinctus?

Hab. Mountains towards Cashmere, and at Joo-

nug near Simla.

32. R. Icetus (Wall.), adpress^ pilosus; foliis palmatis

acutb inciso-dentatis, calyce patulo hirsute, carpellis ovatis

uiuticis compressis glabris.

Ranunculus Icetus. Wall. Cat. n. 4702. e.v-pnrte.-R. acn

nimis affinis,et vix ac ne vix diversus videtur; statura tamen

robustiore, et foliis radicalibus maximis discrepat.

Hab. Mussooree, and everywhere in the Hima-

layas.

33. i2.^/rfe/^«.(Rojle),pubescens; foliis tripartitis lobatis

dentatisque ; superioribus subsessilibus digitatis, carpell.8

pubescentibus : rostro revoluto.-fl. villoso et caucasico

depressa, ca^spitosa, glaberrima, caudice rudimentis foliorum

fibrosis undique vestito, facie fer^ Nctrdostachyos. Caules

plures, procumbentes, simpHces, uniflorl, 2-3-unciales.

Folia subtripinnati-secta, glauca; caulina petiolata, pleruni-

que solitai-ia: lobis cuneatis, incisis, obtusis, coriaceis

Pe<20//bipollicares,basi vald^ dilatati,raembranacei. Pedur,.

ctdi polUcares. Calycis foliola ovalia, coriacca, glabra.

Petala nondtim vidi. Torus globosus. Carpella subrotunda,

ovata,ventricosa, obtusa, scrobiculata !
glabra.

Hab. Soongnum in Kunawur.

4'> R, memlranaceus (Royle), foliis radicalibus ovato-

lanceolatis dentatis subtlls lanatis ; eaulinis trifidis, carpellis

lanceolatis muticis.

Hab. Lippa in Kunawur.

43. R. salsuginosus. PalL-Cnm plants PallasianS om-

nin6 convenit, folia tamen rotundiora.

Hab. Soongnum in Kunawur.

44. R. Flammula* X.

MoorcTofiianus Wall. Cat.

470S.
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47O8. In paludosis per totlua fere orbis regiones teinper-

atas et frigidas provenit.

ioongnum m Kunamir
'llaceus Planta

main

communissima. Fif/res minores, albi, Carpella scabra.

IIab. Small streamsin the vicinity of Sahaninpore.

46. It, polypctahis (Roylc), scapo unifloro, foliis reni-

funiiibus crenaiis calyceque glabris, petalis oblongis nume-

Species distinctissima,ad Ficariam

accidens. Herba perennis, caespitosa, rudimentis foliorum

emarcidorum supra tecta. i?a^2> fibrosa, fusca. iScopt erecti,

filifurmefl, glabri, uniflori, semi v. poUicares. Folia petio-

ro«i«.

iform

dentibus I, obtusissimis. Petioli glabri, semi-

unciales. Cal^cis foliola 5, elliptica, obtusa, subcoriacea,

flabra, pcrsistentia, Pdala 10 v. 15, spathulato-oblonga,

obtuJiaj flava, calyce longiora,3 v. 5-nervia, basi angustata,

nato uucta. Stamina duplici ordine
pOTO

fila ni€7i la

•pbuTicuB. OrrptY/a comprcssa, glabra: rostro subulato,

recto, cloDgato.

IIab. This new and vcrydisthict species has been
lutherto found only on the peak of Ked
enamelling the ground with its rich

flowers immediatelv on thp mpUi'nrv /.f tl

yellow

be

od

top of a mountain in Dahuria,

For the foregoing account of the genus Rafiun^

Mr
cured

Sect 2. Cauliculi subnudi, uniflori,

50. /. grandi^orum (Fisch, D.C. Prod, 1. 48) capsulis 5,

foliis biternatis,foliolis cuneatis apicetridentatis,v. tripartitis

lobis Hneari-oblongis, petalis emarginatis basi subtubulosis,

(Tab. 1. fig. 3.) . '

Hab. Kunawur. Kherang Pass, July. R. In*

glisy Esq.

This plant is one of those common to Kunawur
J

and the Altai mountains, flowering in the former

in the month of July. The root is perennial, the

stem extremely short, either simple, or immediately

dividing into several equally short branches, each

surrounded by a cluster of the dilated persistent

bases of the petioles of former years, from the centre

of which arise the single flowered scape and a few
long petioled leaves. These are biternate, with the

leaflets small, cuneate, tridentate at the apex, or

tripartite, with linear oblong divisions, the petioles

dilated at the base and auriculate. • The slender,

simple, single-flowered stem or peduncle, rises

from the centre of the leaves, bearing two minute,

linear or awnshaped hracte-like leaves, with gene-
rally expanded rounded membranous bases. These
leaves are opposite, sometimes alternate, frequently

of a lance-shape, or bifid, and supported by
short petiole. The Joiver is large and showy for

The sepals five imbricate, ovate
obtuse, veined, and coloured. The petals five,

about one-fourth thp Ipno-tK nf tl^^ <,«—1„ _i-i

a

the genus

the new species, of w hich the nature of the present ^ ^^"^^ tubular ^t tlie base, and emarginate at the
work has for the present precluded the publication. ^P^^" •

Stamens numerous, half the length of the

Trie. IV. HELLEBORES.
VI. Caltha.

47. C. Govaniam ; (Wall. Cat. 4710) caule erecto folioso,
folu3 amphs rolundato-cordatb aerrato-dentatis, auriculis
magni, approximatis, foliis floralibus inciso-serratis, floribua
•ubumbeUatis, sepalis 5 oblongo-ovalibus, stigmatibus elon-
gatis subaduncis—Caw/?* pedalis, bipedalisve.
pliurea, basi lutea.

Hab. Choor. Urukta.

sepals; filaments linear; anthers oblong, fixed by
their base, two-celled, cells opening laterally.

Ovaries five oblong-acuminate, terminated by the
elongated style, straight on the inner angle, ventri-
cose externally, five or six seeded. The specimens
of this plant from Kunawur differ so much
among themselves, that if it were not for the
gradations, they would

different species. Some are* 'four times the°size
nudo paucifloro, foliis radicalibus long^^etiolatis cordato" I

^^P^-esented in the figure, and varying in the

rjr;r7':!'r''.r'""^*'^'^«^^^^^-----"bus subdivisions of their leaves, but none have th

Sepala

appear to belong to

auncuh. rotundatis hiantibus, sepalis 5 v. 6 latis ovatfs
paralleh^-enosis, capsulis rectis rostratis.-C««& dodran-
tahs. i=7om intcnsHutei. An prioris vurietas ?

IIab. Kedarkanta.

VII. Tboi.lius.

40. T. jnmilus (Don. Prod. 193).

H^B. Tuwe kedhar towards Cashmere.' Gos-
sainthan. Wallich.

VIII. IsOPVRUM.

Sect. 1. Cauks foliosj, multiflori

„. .„^,, xva.»co, uuL none nave the
petals bifid, as described by Ledebour, and to be
seen in the specimens of this plant in Professor
Lindley's herbarium.

51. I. mid'opJiyllum ; capsulis 5, foliis teraatim supra-
decompositis, foliolis tripartitis, lobis-cuncatis trifidis se--
mentis oblongis acutis obtusisve, petalis emarginatis
(Tab. I. fig. 4.)

r

Hab. Jumnotri
: Buddrinath. Wallich.

I am indebted to Wilson Saunders, Esq., for the
excellent drawing of this plant, of which, specimensm an imperfect state exist in the East-Indian Her.

barium,
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barium, procured by Dr. Wallich's plant collectors I J^olia longe petiolata, foliola membranacea glauca, F^ores

in the neighbourhood of Budrinath. It is abundant

in the neighbourhood of Jumnotri, whence I first

obtained a specimen from the late M. Victor

Jaccjuemont. The root of this species is perennial,

long, cylindrical and stem-like, insinuating itself

between the crevices of the rocks: at the apex it

divides like the former species into several little

tufts of leaves, from the centre of which arises the
-

very simple stem or single-flowered scape. The

petioles are long, dilated, membranous, or as if

winged at the base. The leaves most delicately

divided, supradecompound with ternate subdivi- ^^^^^ ^^ moderate elevations.

erecti magnK

Hab. Luddak. Moorcroft. and mountains of

Cashmere.

XI. Delphinium,

55. D. Ajacis, Lin.

Hab. Cultivated in gardens in India during the

cold weather.

—

Hmd. na furman.

56. D,pi(hescens, Lin.

Hab. Cashmere-

57. D. pauciflorum, Don Prod. 196.—i?. denudatum.

Wall. 4719.

Mussooree

Nirhisa

sions, the ultimate leaflets three-parted, segments

cuneate, three-lobed, lobes oblong, separated by

obtuse angles. The stem or scape is slender, longer

than the leaves, single flowered, having, as in the

former species, two hracte-like leaves^ which are

, broad, rounded and membranous at the base, and

either simple, lanceolate, or trifid at the upper

part. The sepals are five, four times longer than

the petals, ovate, blunt, coloured. Petals five,

minute, cuneate, emarginate. Stamens nume-

rous, half the length of the sepals. Pistils five,

oblong, acuminate, terminated by the lengthened

style.

IX. NiGELLA.

52. iV. sativa; Lin. var Lidica. D.C. Syst. Veg. 1. 330.

N. Indica. Roxb. FI. Ind. 2. 646.

Arab, Shoonez and hub-ool-sowda. Pers. Seeah dana.

Hind, Kulownjee, kala zeera v. jeera, mungrela, Sam.

Musavi, Krishna jiraka. Melanthium, Melanospermum,

Cuminum nigrum et Nigella veterum.

Hab. Cultivated in India,

X. Aquilegia.

53. A. pnhiflora (Wall. Cat. 4714) calcaribus incurvis

petalorum limbo brevioribus, capsulis villosis, caule multi-

floro dichotomo folioso pubescente, stylis stamina non

superantlbus,

Hab. Mussooree, Choor, and common at eleva^

tions of from 6,000 to 10,000 feet.

long, slender, hairy ; bractea 3-lobed sessile :

hracteolcB narrow lanceolate, opposite or alternate,

about the middle of pedicels. The Jlowers large,

Quadruplo brevioribus, capsulis villosis, sepalis acutis, caule , i* • i ^ n ^^ ^ *i,^ ^ . ,.\. 1.. .,-:,..' showy, few m numher, of a fine blue colour: the

Var/3. Mussooriensts C3\cdix\h\xs i is, petalorum limbo

58. Z). incaimm; petiolis brevibus vix dilatatis paralleli-

venosis,foliis palmatimmultipartitis lobis lincari-lanccolatis

divergentibus subtus incanis, pcdiccUis braclea nmlto

longioribus, petalis calyce brevioribus, duobus inferioribu«

bifidis cxtus barbatis, calcare recto acuto pedieello subae-

quali, capsulis pendulis dcmum crcctis oblongis apice oblitjuis

subtorulosis pilosis; seminibua 3-angulatis, rugis alatis

transversim armatis,— Caulis erectus rotundus striatus

incanusbipedalis;race?n2^*elongatus, axillaris terminalisquc.

i^/<?rf5niagni caerulei. Planta ioidL D. grandifioro similis,

sed petala inferiora bifida, semina rugosa transversim alata,

Hab. Cashmere. Purbunee, July. R.IngliSyEsq.

59, D, Cashmerianum ; petiolis basi non dilatatis, foliis

latis cordatis 5.1obis dentato-serratis utrumque pilosis,

superioribus sessilibus, racemo laxo paucifloro, pediccllis

flore longioribus, sepalis latis ovalibus petalis longioribus,

calcare subrecto sepalis aequali, (Tab. 12.)

Hab. The specimens of this plant were brought

me from thegarden of Shalimar, in Cashmere^ where

it was described as being a highly ornamental

plant. It is easily distinguished from the other

Himalayan species by the form of its leaves, size

of its flowers, and lanceolate bracteoles.

Stem round, slender, hairy. Petioles long,

scarcely dilated at the base, equalling the leaves in

length. The leaves are broad, cordate, 5-lobed,

lobes cuneate, dentate, serrate, with both surfaces

hairy. Racemes lax, few flowered. Pedicels

striato folioso petiolis foliisque pilosis, stylis stamina non

superantibus.

,Hab. This, which in my catalogue I had marked

as a distinct species, does not appear to be more than

a variety of A. puUJlora ; when growing on the

Mussooree range the stems were thicker, more

hairy, the leaves more fleshy, and of a deeper

irreen, and the flowers of a lurid hue*

54. A. MooTcroftiana (Wall. Cat. 4713) calcaribus elon-

gatis incurvis limbum obovatum sequantibus sepalis lanceolatis

duplo longioribus, stylis stamina non superantlbus petalis

brevioribus, capsulis 5 villosis,—i/fria elata gracilis.

sepals broad, oval, reticulato-venose, hairy : the

spur broad, straight, nipple-shaped, equal to the

sepals in length: the two inferior petals with

slender claws, limbs broad, inserted obliquely,

bifid, divergingly veined: the two upper petals

straight, broad and crenate at upper end, tapering

towards end of spur : the stamens numerous,

filaments broad-membranous tapering towards

apex : ovaries three.

60. i). vestitum (Wall. Caf, 4715), petioiis longis basi

dilatato-vaginantibus, foliis lat:s cordatis 5 lobis, lobis

cuneatis
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cunoatis grosae dentato-scrratis Lirsutis, racemo elongato
j
serratis ciliatis.—Plants A.^Lycoctono affinis. CauUs 3-

conferto; calyce basi bibractcolato, calcare rectiusculo ven-
|
pedalis striatus infra laevis super pilosus, pili horizontales.

tricoso pedicellw breviore sepalia aeqaali, ovariis tribua I Flores lutei paniculati, paniculee axillares terminales-
hirsutis. CatiUs erectus hirsutus bipedalis. t que, pedicelli pilosi, bractea longze lanceolate, bracteolfie

Hab. Choon Tuen, Nagkanda. PeerPunjal, I subulatse.

61. D. rectiveiiium ; foliis floralibus sessilibus trilobatis [
^^^' Choor, Kunawur, and Peer PunjaL

•ubintegria rcctiveniis, superioribua lanceolatis pedicello {
'* A. cordatilm ; floribus racemosis galefi glabrfi semi-

•ubflwjnali, calcare incurvo podicello breviore, petalis om-

nibu«? aplcc barbatis, ovariis tribus subglabris.

Hab, Tiien tibba; flowerin^j in October.

62. D. Bnmonianum; petiolis basi dilatato-vaginantibus,

foliis rotundatis SJobis, auriculis approximatif, omnibus

cuueatid growe dentatis, bracteis trilobatis superioribus

coneatis dentatis, racemo coarctato, calcare brevissimo

•btuso, sepalis maximis ovalibus petalis qiie undique lanatis,

ovariis 5 villosis.— /?rtrfz> perennis; caidis dodrantalis folio.

•ufl. Flores maxlmi caerulei, Petaloriim superiorura cal-

car* incurro, inferiorum lineari-unguiculata; Ilmbus-bifidus

sogmrntis angustis. Filamenta lata, petaloidea.

IIab. This very distinct and well-marked species

I have named, in honour of the illustrious botanist

to -^bom I am indebted for the use of the Herba-
rium collected by R. higlis, Esq., in Kunawur.
This plant was found by that gentleman on the
Kongno Pass ; flowering in August.

63. D, pijramidale; petiolis basi vix dilatatis, foliis cor-
datis acuminatis S.lobis inciso^erratis, raccmis elongatls
wcillaribus patulis, calyce basi bi-bracteolato, calcare elon-
gato pedicello subaYpiali, petalis inferioribus bifidis limbis
H^bliquis extus barbatis, ovariia tribus ovatis acuminatis
pilosis.

Hab. Peer Punjab

Xll, ACONITUM.

64. A. iis^cctum. Don Prod. 119. Wall. Cat. 4724.
AntJiorh associanduui.

Hab. Aorgaon below Kedarkanta. It is remark-
a!)le tliat aU the specimens yet seen of this plant
are without fructification. It must therefore be
still considered as an uncertain species.

65. Afmhijidum; floribuspaniculatis,panicula floribus.
qne pubescentibus, galea subconicA apice acuminata, sacco
cucullorura magno, calcare obtuso, labio elongato enmr-
gmato, fiWnti. basi alatis, alis membranaceis cuspidatis.
ovarna 5 nllosissimis. foliis Jonge petiolatis naultifidi;
segmentas hnearibus, folliculia 5 inflatis n^embranaceis
transversim venosi« stylo persistente mucronatis.-PlantaA
berrimi apice pubescentes. Folia radicalia numer^osalongc petioluta, cnulina superiora broviter petiolata on n am scgmentis lir""-:i-.- ... — ^ uoiaia, omnia

variegati.

circular! adscendente, sepalis patuHs, calcare ovoideo obtuso,

limbo crispo reflexo', filamentis sagittato-alatis, ovariis 5
villosissimis, bracteolis remotis petiolatis basi latis cuneatis,

apice acuminatis dentato-serratis, foliis cordatis rotundatis

vel acuminatis coriaceis 5-costatis serrato-vel inciso-den-

tatis mucronatis.—Planta A. heteropJiyllo affinis, an ejus

varietas?— Cbtt^M pedalis, teres, subtus Isevis, super pubes-
cens, folia inferiora longe petiolata, superiora sessilia

forma

Flores caerulei.

jRacemus

Hab. Cashmere.

Wall
Journ. As. Soc. 1, 459.—floribus racemoso^paniculatis

;

galea pubescente semicirculari adscendente antice acumi.
nata, calcare ovoideo obtuso limbo elongato recurvato,
filamentis sagittato-alatis, ovariis 5 pubescentibus, bracteolis

approximatis rotundatis v. oblongis integris, foliis cordatis
acuminatis vel cordatis subquinque-lobatis acuminatis den-
tato-serratis V. sinuato-dentatis coriaceis S-costatis, (Tab. 13.)

Hab. This highly ornamental species is found on
such lofty mountains as Choor, Shalma.and Kedar-
kanta, at elevations of about 9,000 to 10,000 feet

IS particularly interesting on account of its roots,

called atees, having long been an article of Indian
Materia Medica. It varies a good deal in size as

as in the form of its leaves, Avhence the
well

Wallich Th
root is composed of two oblong oval tubers, of a light
ash colour externally, and white in the inside," of
a pure bitter taste; /6res numerous, spreading;
the stem is generally from two to three feet in
height, obscurely angled, smooth and shining
below, round and pubescent above; the lower
leaves are long-petioled, round or sagittate-cordate,

acuminate occasionally almost lobed, five or more
ribbed, the lateral ones spreading, the central
slightly curved, running from the base to the
apex of the leaf; margins divided into broad

. Caules 2 V 3 ex eadem radle7;,7
I ^"f

"'"^ '"'^' "^^'^ "" ^'"^^""^ mucronate,

pubescentes. Folia radicalia numernl"
'''* .^ serratures, of a leathery consistence ; both

Flon

Hab. Mountain

^'l
'
^^ ^''^""S Pass. Sept., i?. Inglis, Esq.

bfi. A. lave; galea conico-cylindra

to the

basi subclavata,calcare incurvo Uhi. ,

^J"''^"'^^'^ oasi subclavata,

cuneatis inciso. bracteol

surfaces without any kind of pubescence. The
upper leaves are short petioled or sessile, embracing
the stem, cordate-acuminate, five-ribbed, margins
mciso-serrate, or serrate, serratures mucronate.
The inflorescence is a panicled raceme, or the
racemes are axillary and terminal. Pedicels long,
pubescent, thickened towards apex, closely applied
to stem. Bracte leaf-like, cordate, acuminate.

es Qval or oblong, entire sub-

inserted
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inserted near, and supporting the calyx. The with a lengthened point ; margins either incise-

galea or helmet is broad, arched, convex, slightly serrate or dentate ; both surfaces smooth, the

acuminate, reticulato-venose : the wings equal in

size to the helmet, obliquely triangular, the lower

sepals lanceolate, smooth, pendulous and spreading.

The superior petals^ an inch in length, long-clawed,

incurved : the spur short, egg-shaped, blunt,

forming a small sac ; the limh a little elongated,

acuminate, with a slightly reflexed border; the

inferior petals abortive. Stamens numerous, fila-

ments dilated and bidentate at the apex of the

dilated membranous base, slightly hairy. Ovaries

five, oblong-acuminate, pubescent ; style short

;

stigma pointed. Capsules follicular, inflated, ob-

long, rounded on the inner, and straight on the outer

angle, terminated by the small persistent style.

Seeds numerous, inserted along the inner angle, flat,

surrounded by a circular membranous wing.

^, Plate 13. The upper part of the Plant, with the

tuberous root. 1. Flower. 2. The two upper

Petals, with the Stamens and Pistils. 3. Carpella.

4. Seed.

69, A.ferox. Wall Plantee Asiat, Rar. 1. p. 35 t. 41.

Hab. Choor, Kedarkanta, Gossainthan, and

Sheopore. Hind. Bikh. v. p. 45.

70. A, palmatitm. Don Proa. 196. Wall. Cat. 4723.

Hab. This species, though not found by

the author, no doubt exists in the same tract of

country as the foregoing species, as there is a

drawing from Dr. Govan, marked A. hihiscifolium^

by Dr. Wallich, which is (j^uite different from any

of the foregoing, though a good deal resembling
]

versely.

—

h and I A seed,

this species-

lower pale-<::oloured. The inflorescence an elon-

gated panicled racemes, with recurved spike-like

raceme from the axilla of the upper leaves.

Pedicels short, pubescent, supported by a small

subulate bracte. The^wers vary in the number

of their parts from five to seven, and no distinction

is perceptible between the calyx and corolla : the

sepals are imbricate, concave, oval, ciliate, one or

two of the interior ones frequently marked with a

central line of junction, bifid at the apex, the

upper part of a white colour, frequently having a

jointed appearance, looking like an incompletely-

formed anther. The stamens are numerous, fila-
ft

ments, at first equal to, afterwards longer than

petals ; anthers globular, two-celled ; cells opening

laterally. Pistils two to five or more ; ovary oblong,

tapering towards both ends ; style short ; stigma

pointed. Carpella oblong, compressed, obtuse

with an oblique apex, terminated by the elongated

recurved style. Seeds 6-8, oblong, oval, covered,

especially on the edges, with membranous scales,

which from their closeness in the fresh state, appear

to be continuous, and have also this appearance in

the figure from the indistinctness of the impression.

Plate 14* Cimicifuga frigida.—a. Upper part

of raceme.—6. A leaf.—c. A flower seen from

above.

—

d. The same from below. The car-

pell
-f.

A carpellum, with the seeds inserted

along its inner edge.

—

g. The same cut tran^

Trib. v.? PCEONIACE.E.

XIV. Cimicifuga.

71. C. frigida; ovariis 3*8 glabris stipitatis, racemis pani-

culatis, foliis bipinnatim biternatimve sectis, segmentis

ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis incleo-dentatis v. serratis ter-

Hiinali trilobato. Wall

Had. This plant, procured by Dr.Wallich from

Gossainthan, was brought to me from Cashmere.

It is closely allied to the Siberian species C.

fcetida. The stem is four or five feet in height,

hollow or filled with pith, obscurely angled, striated,

smooth. The leaves alternate, petioled, either

bipinnately or bitemately divided; terminal segment

S-lobed: the others ovate-lanceolate, frequently

XV. ACT^A.

71. A, acuminata. (Wall. Cat. N. 4726) racemo Bimplici

elongato, petali3 staminibua brevioribua rotundatis, baccis

subglobosis nigris, foliis triternatim v. tripinnatim sectis,

segmento ultimo trilobato, alteris ovato-lanceolatis acumi-

natis inciso-serratis,oinnibussubtuspilosis.RoyleIc,ined.l5.

Hab. Shady places on Choor and Acharanda

;

flowering in May ; closely allied to A, spicata.

XVII. PCEOXIA.

72. P. Emodi; (Wall. Cat. N, 4/27) foliis biternatim

sectis lobis decurrentibus lanceolatis acuminatis glabris,

floribus monogynis, foliis fioralibus tribus involucrantibus,

folliculis tomentosia erectis.— P/a«/a tripedalis. Flares

albi. Calyjc ssepe trisepalus. Petala 8. Diacus vix ex-

pansus.

Hab. Shalma Mountain. Kemaon, Wall.

t 2. DlLLENIACE^
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2. DILLENIACEiE

Though the Dillenlacece occur, as long ago stated by Mr. Brown, in the greatest

abundance in Australia, yet as so many species exist in the East-India islands,

the family must be considered chiefly as a tropical one, and would hardly require

notice in the present work, were it not one of its objects to compare the Flora of

the hills with that of the plains of India. It is interesting to observe species of this

family creeping from the islands up the Peninsula, and along the foot of the Himalaya

nearly to 28° of northern latitude, where Dilknia aurea was found on the banks of

the Gogra by General Hardwicke, and D. speciosa in the valley of Noakote within

Nepal by Dr.Wallich. The latter thrives also in the open air in 30° of N. lat. in the

Botanic Garden at Saharunpore. The species of Colbertia extend from the Peninsula and

Circar mountains, up to those of Pachette and Monghir about lat. 24° and 25°. Species

of Tttracera and Ddima being found in Travancore and Silhet, connect the Flora of

Southern India with that of the Eastern Archipelago. With regard to the properties of

the plants of this tribe, it is interesting to observe, that as the leaves of Curatella and

Trachytella are employed in Guyana and China for polishing wood, and even metal so

are those of Ddima sarmentosa employed in Ceylon for the same purpose. The leaves

and bark of this tribe of plants yield astringent decoctions, which are used in medicine.

The species of Dillcma, in addition to being highly ornamental trees, afford valuable

timber
; and the fleshy divisions of the calyx of D. speciosa and D. scabrella, which, as

they enlarge, unite and enclose the carpella, and have, when ripe, a pleasant acid

flavour, are eaten by the natives, as well as added to their curries. According to Rheede,
the acid juice, added to syrup, is considered useful as a cough mixture.

3. MAGNOLIACE^.
The ir//2<ere^ or Winter's bark tribe, separated from this family by Mr. Brown, chiefly

on account of their dotted leaves and aromatic qualities, hardly require notice in this
work, as none of the species are found in India or its mountains, were it not that the
natives employ the seeds of lilicium anisatum most extensively as a stomachic and carmi-
native; it would be advisable therefore to introduce the tree itself into the country, and
there is little doubt of success, as it is known to extend from 23J° to 35° of N. latitude,
or from Canton to Japan. The capsules, known by the name of Star-anise in Europe]
are m India called badian-khutai, or Chinese anise. The two other species of lUicium are
found only in Florida. The Winter's bark, Drimys Winteri, though found in the Strait
of Magalhaens beyond 50° of S. latitude, might also find a suitable locality on the slope
of the Himalaya.

^

The true JMagnoUacecE, distinguished by the showiness and fragrance of their flowers,
as well as by the beauty of their foliage, form but a small portion of the Flora

,n 7jr] !i'f
^'" ^"'^^' ""'''''''' ^^'^P-^- being alone found

; and that only
in gardens from Calcutta to Saharunpore, in vallies within the Himalaya, even as far

north
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north as Saba'tlioo and Deyra beyond the Choor Mountain, being a tree much esfeemed

by the natives of India for the fragrance of its flowers and their use in reUgious

ceremonies. Seven species of Mkhelia have been found in Nepal, whence the genus

extends southwards to Java, where the original species of Manglktia is found, of

which a representative, Magnolia insignis of Dr. Wallich, also exists in Nepal.

Magnolia pter'ocarpa, Roxb., existing in the latter, as well as in the mountains above

Silhel, Dr.Wallich proposes forming into a new genus, Sphenocarpus, Ilencie we per-

ceive, that in India Michelia chiefly prevails, while in China and North America, between

which the rest of the family are distributed, Magnolia is the most prevalent genus. It

may be further remarked, that though in the latter the MagnoUacea extend from 20^ to

40" of N. latitude, and nearly as high in China and Japan, they hardly reach beyond

27° in India or its mountains. This is probably owing to the plains being both too hot

and too dry before the accession of the rainy season, and the cold ofwinter too consider-

able even in the vallies of the Himalaya to the northward of that latitude

The Nepal Magnoliacece being highly ornamental, and at the same time useful timber

trees, their introduction into England would be highly desirable, but it is much to be

feared that, if the winter be not too severe, the spring is too changeable for plants accus-

tomed to a constantly regular rise and fall of temperature. In the south of Europe

they would certainly succeed, and perhaps also on the coast of Devonshire, where the

extremes of temperature are modified by proximity to the ocean. The Chinese and

American species of this order might easily be introduced into the places where their

congeners flourish in Nepal ; and as the barks of both Magnolia glauca and Liriodendron

tuUpifera are, like others of the order, possessed of bitterness, and useful as tonics, the

naturalization of these trees would be useful in India.

4. ANONACE^.

The Anonacese, which forni so magnificent a feature of the East-Indian Herbarium,

tionsisting of nine genera and about eighty species, are hardly to be seen in the author's

collection ; indeed, if it were not for the effects of cultivation, not a single species would

probably be found in it. The species of this family are distributed over the equmoctial

parts of Africa, America, and Asia, and though of the two latter each has genera peculiar

to itself, Amna and Guatteria are common to both ; and these, with Artahotrys and

Vvaria, have numerous species in India, spreading from the Peninsulas to Silhet, whence

a few straggle upwards as far as the hills about Monghir in 25° of N. latitude. The

species found in more northern provinces, as Uvaria longifolia, the dehdaroo of the

Hindoos, have evidently been introduced from the south ; and though species of all the

genera succeed in the Botanic Garden as far north as Saharunpore, the only species

which I have found within the Himalaya is Guatteria vclutina, but in so suspicious

a place, the banks of the Ruenka Lake, a little to the northward of Nahn, that, notwith-

standing it having been shown, p. 12, that the jungly tract along the foot of the Hima-

laya is favourable to the northward extension of tropical plants, I suspect this must have

^
.

2
been
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been planted there, as well as the palms and other plants of the southern provinces

growing with it to the very water's edge.

Anona squamosa affording a delicious fruit, and belonging to a genus of which all the

species, except A. Senegaknsis, are confined to America, has been so completely natu-

ralized in India, as io appear indigenous, particularly as it has several native names
applied to it. Of these, shurifa is evidently of Persian origin ; but Gunda gutra is

Sanscrit
;
and as it is well known that there are few remarkable Indian trees without a

Sanscrit name, it has been inferred that every plant with a Sanscrit name must be
of Indian origin. In this difficulty I requested the opinion of Professor Wilson on the
antiquity of the Sanscrit name applied to the custard-apple. He has been good enough
to inform me, that " it does not follow, because a plant has a Sanscrit name, that it is

therefore indigenous to India, or of remote introduction ; for tobacco has a Sanscrit
name, tamrakuta, and its history is known." The name, Ganda gatra, applied to Anona
squamosa, by Dr. Carey, in the Hortus Bengaknsis, is inserted in Professor Wilson's
Sanscrit Dictionary, he informs me, on the authority of the Sabda Chandrika, a com-
paratively modern compilation

; and further, that the common term for the other species
{A. reticulata) common in India, is no doubt derived from Anona, as it is called either
nona or lona, which in Sanscrit Is made Lavuni, There is little doubt, therefore, that
the custard-apple is one of the fruits for which India is indebted to America. The only
place where I have seen it growing apparently wild, is on the sides of the mountain on
which the hill-fort of Adjeegurh in Bundlecund is built, and this it covers in company
with the teak-tree, which attains only a dwarfish size. The other species which
have been ascribe tQ Asia, are A. Forskoiu ^a.nd A. Asiatica ,^ the former, accord-
ing to Dunal, a variety of the latter, which, according to Mr. Brown, is only Anona
muricata.

Three species of Anona having been perfectly naturalized in India, and A. cherimolia,
so much lauded by Humboldt, flourishing in the Botanic Gardens, both of Calcutta and
Saharunpore, there is no doubt that other species, such as A, palustris and sylvatica,
might also be Introduced into India

; to these might also be added, Monodora myristica,
or American nutmeg, as it is called ; as well as Xylofia sericea, which bears a fruit
With the flavour of pepper, and has a bark from which cordage may be prepared.

Besides the pleasant-tasted fruit, for which the section with concrete carpella is best
known, others of this family are remarkable for possessing a bark with acrid and
matic properties, participated in by their distinct carpella ; hence both have been usedm India and America in medicine, and the fruit of Uvarlafehrifuga, according to Hum-
boldt, as a cure for fevers. From their aromatic properties, the seed of some have been
used as condimepts

:
thus, the dry fruits of TJnona aromaticu are said, by Professor

Lmdley, to be the Piper Mhiopicum of the shops. Unona JEthiopica, an African plant
most hkely aff^orded the old Piper Mhiopicum, probably the PUJil-ooUSoudan , Soudan
pepper, described by Persian authors. It is not generally known that the leaves of
Anona squamosa have ^ heavy disagreeable odour, and the seeds contain a highly acrid

principle

aro-
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principle fatal to insects, on which account the natives of India use them powdered and

mixed with the ^omof gram, or Cicer Arietinum, for occasionally washing their hair.

ft

5. MENISPERMACE^.

The plants of this family are confined chiefly to the tropics, both of Asia and America,

though a few straggle beyond those limits. We may expect them, therefore, to be

abundant in the eastern islands, and both the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas,

whence they extend to 31** of N. latitude, both in the open plains from the general

uniformity of temperature, and in the close vallies found at the foot of the hills. Many
of the same species, indeed, are found over the whole country, as Cocculus villosus,

cordifoliusy and Roxhurghianus . C. laurifolius is found in the same latitudes, but only

in the hills, at elevations of from 3,000 to 5,000 feet. Species of Cissampdos also, as

C. convolvulacea , and herriandifolia , have the same extent of distribution, and are enabled

to support this great range of dryness and moisture by possessing large fleshy roots.

As one species of this genus has been found in Siberia, so is there one indigenous to the

Himalayas. This is C, obtecta of Wallich (perhaps C. hirsutal Buch.), but other genera of

this family are more interesting, as showing the analogy between the Flora of the

Himalayas and that of China and Japan. Stauntonia, a genus originally constituted of

only a single Chinese species, has three more species in the Himalayan mountains.

S. laiifolia and angustifolia, figured by Dr.Wallich, Tent. Fl. Nep. t. 14 and 15, I have

found as far north as 31® of lat., at elevations of from 5,000 to 6,000 he-U in cool and

shady situations. S. Brunoniana is found in Silhet. Species of this genus, therefore,
i

extend along the whole tract of these mountains from the latter place to Gurhwal. In
.J

the mountains of Silhet also is found Kadsura Japonica^ showing another point of analogy

with the Flora of that island. So closely is Spkarosternma allied to this genus, that
- *

the two species of this genus, figured by Dr. Wallich, Tent. FL Nep., were originally

referred to Kadsura. S. grandijlorum I have found within the Himalaya, on the slope

of Mussooree and in the deep vallies at the foot of the Choor Mountain, generally near

water, where there is warmth, moisture, and considerable shade from the luxuriant

vegetation. The other species are found in Nepal and the mountains of Java.

The relation of Menispermacece to Berberidece has been pointed out by botanists, but

it seems much less in structure than in the possession of similar properties. The bark

and wood of many species of both orders are of a yellow colour and bitter taste, and

used as tonic and febrifuge medicines, while the berries of several of the Me?iispermacece,

like those of many of the Berberidece, are edible, though an acrid poisonous or bitter

principle, called Picrotodine, is no doubt deposited in Cocculus Indicus, the seed of

C. suberosus, as well- as in those of C. flavescens and C, lacunosuSy both used in the

eastern islands for poisoning fish. Cocculus palmatus, affording the well-known Columbo

root, has been grown at Madras, and might be introduced generally into India, as far at

least to the northward as it now grows to the southward of the Line, where C. cordifolius,

the Galancha or Giloht is extensively used as a tonic and febrifuge, containing, like the

Columba.
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+

Columba, a bitter principle, in conjunction with starcH, The latter is separated by the

Indian Hukeems, and prescribed in various diseases, but can be useful only as a

demulcent. As C. platyphylla, cinerascens and ovalifolia, on account of their bitter

principle, are used by the Brazilians for the cure of intermittent fever, so are Cocculus

pettatus, crispus and Fibraurea employed by the Malays in eastern countries for the

same purpose. The latter is the Fibraurea tinctoria of Loureiro, which, like C.

favescens, besides its bitter principle, yields a yellow colour to water. C. crispus

is considered nearly as powerful as Peruvian bark, in the cure of intermittent fever.

Cissampdos Pareira, yielding the Pareira brava, might no doubt be grown in India, if

gehous species, as C corivolvulacea, used by the natives in medicine, do not

possess similar properties, and afford an efficient substitute, as C. Mauritlana, also an
Indian species, does in the Isle of France. The berries of Cocculus Limacia are said by
Loureiro to be acid and edible, as are those of C. cebatha, described by Forskol as having
an acrid taste, but from them a spirit is distilled, called khumr-ool-majmon ; the root

of Cissampdos obtecta, I found used for the same purpose in the mountains of Gurhwal.

The fruit of both species of Stauntonia, as well as of Sphcerostemma grandiflornm, are

eaten by the Hill people in the Himalayas. The species of both these genera would
form desirable additions to the gardens of England.

md

6. BERBERIDE^.
The Berheridece have been said to be allied to the Menispermacea, notwithstanding

their single ovary, which is ascribed by De Candolle to the others having become
abortive, as happens in RanunculacecB, with the single styled species of Delphinium
Actcaa, and of which the Himalayan Pceonia affords an additional instance. The relation
to PodophyllecE is very evident. The Berberidece' are chiefly confined to the temperate
zone of the northern hemisphere ; few have been found in India or its mountains, and
these all belong to the genus Berberis, of which species extend from the southern parts
of Europe along Caucasus and Hindoo-koosh to the Himalayas, but are also found on the
Neelgherries, as well as on the mountains of South America, even to the Strait of
Magalhaens. Of the section with pinnate leaves forming the genus Makonia of De
Candolle, species are found in North America, Japan, and the Himalayas, from Silhet

the Sutlej in Gurhwal. I have generally seen B. Nepalensis at elevations of 5,000
and ietU in shady situations frequently attaining an of twelve feet
Though we have this section extending from 25» to 45° of N. latitude both in the New
and in the OldWorid: to show the influence of elevation in counteracting the effects
of latitude, B. Nepalensis is also found on the Neelgherries in IV of N. latitude.
Under Menispermacece some of the properties of this tribe have been hinted at: it may

be added, that as Barberries from containing malic acid, are in Europe used for their
mild astnngent acid, and substituted in some northern countries for the lemon tribe, so
do the fruit and leaves of the Indian species possess the same acid properties

;when npe, the fruit of all is eaten ; and of one species, B. aristata moreover dried by

the
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the Hill people as raisins, and sent down to the plains. The root and wood being of a

dark yellow colour, forming the dar-huld (yellow wood) of Persian authors, are used as

a dye, and being bitter and a little astringent, are also, as well as the bark, employed in

medicine. The variety of B. Asiatka found on the Neelgherries, and called by M.
Leschenault de Latour B.tinctoria, from the use to which it has been applied, has,

by the experiments of M. Vauquelin, been proved to be inferior to few woods for dyeing
a yellow colour. '

r

The wood and bark of the Himalayan species of Barberry are not only used simply
in India, but an extract is prepared from them, which is to be found in every bazar,

and described in all the works on Materia Medica. This is prepared by digesting in

water sliced pieces of the root, stem, and branches, of any of the species of Barberry, in

an iron vessel, boiling for some time, straining, and then evaporating to a proper con-

sistence. This extract is much employed in Indian medicine, and every where known
by the name of rusot. Of this the Arabic synonyme is Hooziz, and the Greek is said

to be loofyon \^ji which I have no doubt should have been written ^^ lookyon, as the

letters / cJ and Z: j, in writing, differ only in the first having one, and the other two
diacritical points placed over it ; and the one is therefore frequently confounded with the

other by transcribers, particularly in writing foreign words. That the mistake has been

made here is evident from the description attached to Hooziz being almost a literal

translation of the Lycium (Kv>cm) of Dioscorides, lib. 1. c. 133. where two kinds are

described, and the Kvmov ivIikov considered the best. The first, or that which was the

produce of Lycia and Cappadocia, is considered by Dr. Sibthorp to have been procured

from Rhamnus infectorius. In India, where every thing has remained for so many
centuries without any change, it is probable that m the most ancient, as in the

present times, Hooziz hihdee, or Lycium Itidicum, was procured from the several species

of Berberis, which are indigenous to the Hindoo-koosh and Himalayan Mountains

The rusot is much used by native practitioners as an external application, both in the

incipient and advanced stage of ophthalmia; it is frequently also employed by European

practitioners, either alone, or with equal parts of opium and alum rubbed up in water,

and applied round the eye. I have seen it particularly useful when the acute symptoms

have subsided, and the eye is so much swoln as to prevent the effectual application of

any other remedy. By one surgeon of rank and experience it was found particularly

useful in the ophthalmia, with which the European soldiers were afflicted on their return

from Egypt ; and Mr. Playfair, the translator of the Taleef-Shureef, says, that it is

perhaps the best application in ophthalmia ever used.
^^ ^^ > _ ^^^ «

The most remarkable and best-known Indian species of Berberis, are B, Nepalensis,

which is considered to be the same as the Ile.v Joponica of Thunberg; B, Wallichiana,

PI, As. Rar. t. 243 ; B. Asiatica, of which B. tindoria is considered by De CandoUe to
r

t

be only a variety ; and B. aristata. To these a new species from Kunawur has been

added.

*

* V. a Paper on the Lycium of Dioscorides in the forthcoming part of theTransactions of the linnean Society.
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added. Under B. aristata, I conceive two species such very d

varieties have been included, as to require particular notice. These are distinguished

by the natives, apt to confound things together, by the names hushmul and chitra. The
r

former, growing at as low" elevations as 3,000 feet, and therefore easily acclimated in the

plains of India, has the leaves and branches paler coloured, more thorny, flowers niime-^

rous, racemes erect, appearing earlier in the season and having less pleasant tasted fruit

;

while chitra, which I conceive to be the true B. aristata, and have not found below 5,000

feet of elevation, with brownish-coloured branches, smooth, shining, almost entire leaves,

each flower much larger than those of kuskmul, though less numerous, on each of the

drooping racemes. The fruit of this species, as well as that of B. Nepalensis, is dried as

raisins are in the sun, and sent down to the plains for sale.
r

1. Berheris aristata; D.C. Syst. Veg, 2, p. 8. spinis infimis 3-partitis superioribus simplicibus com-

pressis basi vix bidentatis, foliis 4-6 fasciculatis viridibus obovatis oblongisve nitidis basi attenuatis

intcgerrinns spinuloso-dentatisve, racemis 15-floris nutantibus folio longioribus, pedicellis ssepe trifidis

trifloris, squanuilis rotundatis, ovariis subpilosis, baccis oblongis utrinque acutis.

—

B. aristata; D,C,

Syst. Veg. 2, p. 8, Prod. 1. 108. Wall Cat, N. 1474 ex parte. B. chitria, Don Prod. Fl. Nep, 204-

Hooker Ex. Flora t. 98.

Hab. Jurreepanee to Mussooree and Choor Mountain 5^000 to 8^000 feet of elevation ; flowers in

May. Hill-name Chitra.

Arab. Amburharees ; Pers. xirishk; wood

—

dar-huId and dar-choh. Extract AooH^. Hind, rnsoi,

2. B. Lyciiim ; spinis 3-partitis conicis, foliis 5-8 fasciculatis pallidis coriaceis venosis oblongis

floris erectis patulis demum (fructificatione)

niulis lanceolatis, ovariis glabris tetrasperm

1474? Keniaon, An B. angustifolia. He

Hab. Rajpore to Mussooree, or from Sji

flowers in April. Hill-name Kushmul^ chic

8. B. Kunawurensis ; spinis tripartitis

ciculatis ovato-lanceolatis mucronatis sninr

integr;

Jlorihunda. Wall

summis integris, panicula soepe fpliosa foliis

bracteolis
r

Hab. Kunawur.

7. PODOPHYLLE^.
The Podophyllea, from which have been separated the Hydropeltidea, were considered

to be entirely an American family ; but Dr.Wallich's Podophyllum Emodi, and another

species, have shown that this is a family well calculated to indicate the analogy between
the Flora of the Himalayas and that of North America. P. peltatum extends in the latter

from 35** to 45^ of N. lat. P. Emodi was found by Dr.Wallich in Nepal and Kemaon,
and by myself on the Choor Mountain, at an elevation of 10,000 feet, whence it extends

to Cashmere. The second species, which I found on Kedarkanta, at an elevation of

12,000 feet, in a moist and shady situation, in company with a species of Trillium, I have
called P.htxandrum; it differs in having only four petals, and six stamens, the leaves

3 or 5-lobed, with the lobes narrow acute and serrulate towards the apex. The number
of stamens of this species makes it correspond with the shrubby BerberidecE, and the num-
ber of floral envelopes with the herbaceous plants of the same family, and in both

particulars
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particulars with Epimedium hexandrum. I know not if the Himalayan Podophyllums

possess any of the properties ascribed to the American species, but this could be easily-

grown

8. NYMPHiEACEJ:.

This very natural order has been observed by botanists not to obey the general law of

the same species of aquatic plants being found in the most distant regions, as each

particular species appears to be confined to only a limited range of territory. India is

certainly the head-quarters of this family, as species of all the genera, except of Nuphar,

are found in it ; as of Nelumhiurriy Euryaky Barclaya in Rangoon, and of Nymphcea, a

greater number of species than in any other country. These all require elucidation

from recent specimens. The order NelumbonecE has been formed of Nelu7?ibium, and

its species ; of these N. speciosum, unless, as De Candolle suspects, that several species

be confounded under one name, is certainly an exception to the Nymphceacea: being

restricted to a limited sphere, as it is found from Java up to the mouths of the Volga,

and in the intermediate countries, as in every part of India, within the Hills near Sa-

bathoo, in Persia, and formerly in Egypt. Nothing can be more splendid than to see the

sheets of water covered with the large poppy-like, rose-coloured flowers of this beautiful

plant. Euryaleferox was found by Lord Valencia, now the Earl of Mountnorris, between

Lucnow'and the foot of the Hills, and by Dr. Roxburgh in the lakes of Tipperah and

Chittao-ono-, where it is probably indigenous, as it has a special Bengalee name. I

have met with it in the jheels beyond Saharunpore, but it has no doubt been intro-

duced there, as the names given it are synonimous with Southern Nymphcea and purple

'^Nelumhium, It is mentioned by Sir G. Staunton as occurring in the province of

Kianang, and by the Chinese missionaries, it is said to have been introduced into China

for 3,000 years. It may, however, be one of those plants which belong equally to

<:hina and India. The species of Nymp}i<za are found in every part of India, from 8*

to 32° of N. lat., and almost the same species in the most remote parts of the country,

with the exception of the red varieties of N. rubra ; but a new species has been

brought me from Cashmere. The other species are found both in the southern and

northern hemispheres, in the former as far as 34° of S. latitude at the Cape and in

Madagascar. To the north of the line they are found in every latitude up almost to the

arctic circle, but the same species are not found to extend over a wide space of territory.

The seeds of Nelumb'mm, Euryaky and of several species of Nymphmy being farina-
F

ceous, are eaten by the natives of India, either in a raw state, or after having been

oasted in heated sand. They are also prescribed by their physicians as diet in some

diseases. The stalks both of the leaves and flowers dried, form one of the articles in

their prescriptions of what they call cooling medicines. The^ are said also to be a

little bitter, and may therefore be also useful as tonics. The rhizomata or creeping

stems, commonly called roots, are also eaten as in China, either boiled or in their

rurries as well as the little farinaceous tubers, which are found nestling among the

1

K radicl
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radicles, and which are generally employed for procuring young plants. It is not

Vninteresting to remark, that the Egyptian mod^ of sowing NelumUum speciosunif the

Egyptian bean of Pythagoras, hahla koohtee, Coptic bean of Persian authors, by enclosing

It in a ball of clay before throwing it into the water, is still practised in India.

9. PAPAVERACE^.
The Papaveracea inhabit every part of Europe, and t^e northern parts of Asia : one

species extends as far north as Melvillie Island, and some new genera, as EschschoUzia,

have been lately discovered in California. We do not find them forming any portion

of the Flora of the plains of India, but Argemone Mexicana is so naturalized every

where as to appear indigenous, and the Poppy forms so extensive an article of cultiva-

tion, as to yield a revenue of nearly two millions annually : a remarkable instance of

the benefits to be derived by one country from acclimating the productions of another,

when its own climate, soil, &c. are favourable for the attempt. The Poppy was probably

introduced into India from Persia, as the common Indian name post is one of the Persian

names for the poppy-head ; and the Arabic khushkhush is probably the original of some
other of the Asiatic synonimes, perhaps even of the Sanscrit chosa. Opium is described

in Indian works on Materia Medica, under the name «/«^oow, aphim, evidently derived

from the Greek; apayiium is given by Dr. Ainslie as the Sanscrit name. Bpth the white
and red varieties are to be found cultivated in India, and both yield opium of an
excellent quality. The white is generally cultivated in the plains, and the red I have
seen at Chowrass in the hills, at 7,000 feet of elevation. P.dubium and varieties

of Papaver Rhgeas are found in the gardens of Northern India, having been intro-

duced by either or both its English and Persian conquerors. The species which I

have named P. glabrum, closely allied to P . Caucasicum , is the only one of the genus
Papaver which can be said to belong to the Flora of India, as I have found it in

several places in the corn-fields in the hills, at elevations of from 5,000 to 7,000 feet.

The Himalayas, however, possess three species of the genus iJ/eco/zojo*/^," of which the
other species are found in the colder parts of Europe and in Nortli America.
The valuable nature of opium, whether considered as a medicine, or as an article of

commerce, is too well known even to be alluded to here, were it not for the prevalence
of the idea, that East-India opium is always, and some seem to think necessarily infe-
rior to every other. This opinion has originated in the opium, which is the produce
of Patna, being the best known in Europe, and that upon which experiments have been
principally made. This is no doubt of an inferior quality, in some measure perhaps
owmg to the climate of the Lower Provinces not being so favourable for its culture as
some others, but a great deal more to the mode of preparation, and even adulteration,

which the Patna opi.um is understood to be frequently subjected : by which, though

consumers

rendered inferior as a medicine, it becomes more palatable to the Chinese, its principal
That much better opium can however be made at Patna than was formerly

the case, is evident from the great improvement which has of late years taken place in

the
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the manufacture of opium at that place, s6 that Dr. Thomson mentions in his late work,

" That some specimens of the Bengal opium have been lately sent to Europe, which in

** appearance equal the best Turkey opium." _ i

In a paper by Dr. Smyttan, inspector of opium at Bombay, lately read before the

Medical Society of Calcutta, an account is given of the varieties of East-Indian opium,

£md a comparison drawn between the quantity of morphia afforded by Bengal, Malwa,

and Turkey opium respectively, from a series of experiments mad6 by himself and Dr.

Maxwell at Bombay, and by Dr. Jamieson in Calcutta. Dr. S. observes, that good

Turkey opiurh'is said to contain nearly three times the quantity of morphia found to be

procurable from the product of the Bengal provinces. The best produce of the Malwa

districts, he adds,~ differs from Bengal opiiim, both in appearance and quality, quite as

much as 'the Turkey opiuni does;' and that while the latter yielded G^ per cent, of

morphia, the Malwa afforded 6 per cent./ the Bengal about half as much, but some

fine specimens of Bareilly opium, no less than 8|^ per cent, of morphia. Still further

to the north-west than Bareilly, I made some opium at Saharunpore, which in colour,

smell, and general appearance, resembled the Turkey, or rather Persian opium, more

closely than any that I have seen. The opium cultivated in the hills, as also that in the

plains of the Seik country, is also, when unadulterated, of a superior quality. Indeed, if

it were an object to make the best opium for the European market, there is no doubt

that Malwa and th^ north-western provinces of India would be best suited for the

experiment, as the climate during the season of cultivation most nearly resembles that of

the provinces where the best Persian (commonly called Turkey) opium is made.

Papaver glahrum ; capsula glabra obconica, caule ramosissimo multifloro glaberrimo, foliis glaucis

pinnatisectis, segmentis lanceolatis integris dentatisve seta terminatis.—PZaw^a pedalis bipedalisve.

P. Caucasico affinis.—CoroWa, calyxque caducissimi, P. Rhesadis magnitudine et colore.—CapsuliB

obconicse elox^gs^t^.Stigmata 5-7 radiantia.-Hab. Corn-fields on the terraced mountain sides of the

Himalaya, at elevations of from 5,000 to 7,000 feet ; flowering in April and May.

* f

Meconopsis

L

utrinq

IS axillaribus solitariis terminalibusve paniculatis

(Tab. 15, plant in flower, and a specimen m seed.)

Hab Choor

brought me from Peer Punjal. The root h long and tapering. Stem ascending, erect, from one to

two feet in height, leafy, furrowed, and like every part of the plant, except the petals and stamens

densely aculeate. The leaves long-petioled, oblong, subpinnatifid, with irregular and obtuse smuses,

frequently decurrent on the petioles, upper ones sessile. Petioles broad and sheathing at the base.

often in the axillae of all the leaves, long peduncled. Caly.v 2-sepaled ;

sepals roundish-oval, caducous, aculeate. Petals 4, obovate roundish, red. Stamens very numerous
;

Jilametits capillary ; anthers oblong, inserted by the base ; ovary ovate, pomted, aculeate. Style

half the lencrth of the ovary ; after the flower has fallen, it becomes elongated and twisted. Stigmas

terminal

1-celled

ribbed intervalvular ; valves 4 to 5, separating from the placentae at the apex of the capsule for the

escape of the seeds. Seeds numerous, minute.

10. FUMARIACE^.

This family, common in the temperate parts of the northern hemisphere, is, like others

of the same locality, common in the Himalayas from Nepal to Cashmere, where

k2 about
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about fifteen species of Corydalls have been found, as well as Dr.Wallich's new genus

Dactylicapnos, distinguished by having indehiscent fruit, or fleshy, oblong, subcylindric

berries. There is another bicalcarate plant of this family in the Himalayas, which being

cirrhose and scandent, resembles the last, as well as Adlumia, in habit ; from the latter,

it differs in not having its four petals united into one, and from the former in having a dry

oblong-acuminate, siliquose fruit, which is many-seeded, and, when ripe, opens with

an elastic spring. With Dielytra it agrees in the parts of fructification, but differs

entirely in its cirrhose scandent habit. With DactyUcapnos thalktrifolia it may be easily

confounded, as in describing it is difficult to avoid using the very terms which have been

employed by Dr.Wallich, Tent. Fl. Nep. p. 51. t. 39, in describing this plant. Hence

specimens of both plants have been mixed together in the East-Indian Herbarium,

N. 1426. It may be distinguished by its stem being five-angled, with the an

expanded, the racemes generally 2, or 3-flowered, and the siliquose dehiscent fruit.

Some of the species oiCorydalis from Kunawur are more closely allied to the species

which are indigenous to Siberia, as C. crassifoUa to C. Marschalliana and parviflora. In

the plains only a single species of this family is found, and that belonging to the genus

Fumaria, and this, like all other plants belonging to families of the temperate zone,

flowering only in the cold weather months. This referred by Drs. Roxburgh and

Wallich to F. parviflora, but agreeing very closely with the character and specimens of

F. VaiUantii, may have been originally introduced into India from the S. of Europe,

either with the corn in fields, of which it is common, or from its use in medicine,

being considered the noiirvog of the Greeks. Its numerous Asiatic synonimes, how-

ever, prove that it has long been acclimated in the East; and in India it is at the

present day considered, in conjunction with black pepper, an efficacious remedy in

common agues.
H

A,

Besides the species described and figured by Dr.Wallich, the following are some of

the more remarkable Himalayan species :

L

2 V. 3 supra medium bi-
ifolia

emar-
pinnatisectis, segmentis latis cuneatis 3-lobatis, terminali sub-reniformi, lobis inciso-crenatis v.
ginatis, bracteis tripartitis, summis integris, racemo conferto 15-floro.—Ca/car apice incurvatus,
obtusissimus, pedicello fere ^^nsXh.-Siliqua ovalis, pedicello duplo brevior.—C. parviflorcB et Mar-
schalliancE affinis.—Hab. Chango in Kunawur ; flowering in July. Rarung, R, Inglis, Esq.

2. C
.
crithmifolia ; foliis radicalibus 2-4 longe petiolatis pinnatisectis, segmentis ssepe dichotome

partitis, laciniis uti bracteis longlssimis lineari-lanceolatis, racemo patulo ^Q-^oxo.—Scapus unus vel
duo foliis gequali3.-Ca/car pedicello duplo brevior rectiusculus sub-acutus.-Hab. Leeoin Kunawur.

3. C. nana
;

caule erecto folioso, foliis ternatim supradecompositis, segmentis cuneatis lobatis,
lobis hneanbus acutis, racemo coarctato paucifloro, calcare brevi incurvo obtuso pedicello 4-duplo
breviore.—jfferfea spithamea.—Hab. Soongnum in Kunawur.

4. C. vaginans; caule ramoso diffuso^ foliis membranaccis longe petiolatis biternatim sectis, segmentis
oblongis cuneatis 3-4-lobatis, lobis oblongis angulis obtusis, petiolis basi membranaceis vaginantibus
racemis laxis paucifloris.—Hab. Kanum in Kunawur.

5. C.JiUformis
;
caule ramoso, foliis triternatim sectis, segmentis cuneatis bi vel trilobatis, omnibus

apice rotundati*, racemo laxo paucifloro, bracteis lobatis, summis integris, pedicellis longis fructificatione-

T\T't^vr
«'''' ^'^'''"'' ^"^'^° ^''''^""' transversim equitante.-P/aw^a pedalis bipedalisve

Mubsooree

a c.
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6. C, cornuta ; caule erecto ramoso striato, foliis tripinnatim sectis, segmentis oblongis cuneatis 3-

lobatis, lobis oblongis subacutis vel rotundatis submucronatis, racemo laxo pauci-et parvifloro, calcare

elongate erecto pedicello 3-plo longiore.—Hab. Choor Mountain ; flowering in July and August ; a

variety of this species also from Cashmere.

7. C Cashmeriana ; caule simplicissimo erecto, foliis eaulinis subsessilibus pinnatisectis, segmentis

lineari-lanceolatis integris rarissime subdentatis, terminali cuneato trilobato, racemo ccMirctato paucifloro,

bracteis foliaceis, summis integris 3-dentatis, calcare pedicello breviore obtuso incurvo.

—

CorolUe

petala externa caerulea^ inferidra rotundato-ovata, unguiculata.—Pe/a/a interiora unguibus flavis^

limbis purpureis- (Tab. 16. fig, 1.)—Hab. Cashmere.
»

8. C Govaniana; (Wall.) foliis petiolatis oblongis bipinnatisectis, segmentis cuneatis profunde

pinnatilobatisj lobis lineari-oblongis obtusis cum cuspidula integris vel bilobis, racemis secundis,

bracteis foliaceis cuneiformibus inciso-lobatis pedunculos superantibus, supremis lanceolatis integris'

calcare pedicello subaequali, siliquis pendulis oblongis utrinque acutis apice stylo longo acuminatis.

(Tab. XV, fig. 2.)—Hab. This plant was first described by Dr.Wallich, in his Tent. Fl. Nep. p. 55,

and there is little to be added to his description. It was originally sent to him by Dr. Govan from

Gurhwal. It is extremely common in the mountains, particularly on the Choor, above 8,000 feet of

elevation. By the Hill people, who are as superstitious as the mountaineers of any other part of the

world, the root is called bhootkes, and valued as a charm against the influence of evil spirits. It varies

from a few inches to nearly a foot in height.

11. CRUCIFER-S;.

The CrucifercB are, like the Ra}iunculacec£ , an European family, of which few are

found in the plains of India, but numerous species in the Himalayan Mountains. These

belong chiefly to genera which are common in Europe and the northern parts of Asia

and America, and of which several new species have been described in the Floras of

Siberia, Caucasus, and of the Altai Mountains. The species hitherto discovered are

about 70 in number, belonging to the genera Nasturtium, Barbarea, Turritis, Arabis,

Cardamine, Dentaria, Draha, Thlaspi, Hesperis, Sisymhrium, Alliaria, Erysimum, Lepi-

dium, Capsella, Sinapis ? the latter, mentioned with doubt, as the only species known,

those described in the Flora Indica, obtained by Dr. Buchanan from Tibet. The
are

genus Tauscheria, which from its singular fruit I had named Navicularia, is the only one

of the peculiar Siberian genera which extends to Kunawur, where the arid and saline

nature of the soil must be as favourable to its growth, as the deserts of the Kirghis, or

the banks of the Irtisch. The European species of the above genera, which have

been found extending as far southward as the Himalayas, are, Turritis glabra, Thlaspi

arvense, Capsella Bursa Pastoris, Alliaria officinalis and Sisymbrium Sophia. Besides

Tauscheria desertorwji, Crambe cordifolia is another plant belonging to the Flora

of Siberia, as well as to that of Caucasus, which extends to Kunawur. Draba radi-

cans of the present work, with its radicating stems and yellow flowers, is closely allied

in general appearance to Braba repens, figured by Ledebour, t. 145. The other species

of the same genus are closely allied in habit to their European congeners, and equally

inhabiting, like them, the cold and exposed summits of mountains.

In the gardens of Northern India, Mathiola inca?ia and Cheiranthus cheiri are common
;

and as I have received specimens of both plants from Cashmere, there is no doubt that

both been introduced from that direction into India, being still much used

medicine
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medicine, and known by the narafes of white, purple, and yellow khueree, or, as com-

monly written, chehi. In the plains of India, but few species of this family are met

with. Nasturtium officinale, growing in the vicinity of water in most parts of the world,

seems to be found in all parts of India, though the natives ascribe its introduction to the

Enghsh. I have found it near Hiirdwar; Dr.Wallich met with it in Rohilcund. Lepi-

dium sativum belonging to a genus, of which species are found in Syria, Arabia, and

Persia, has long been known and cultivated in India. From the. medicinal and dietetic

uses, as well as from the Arabic and Persian synbnymes of this plant, it,is probable that

it was introduced into India fromCaubul or Persia, where also we must look for the route
" r

by which the cabbage, radish, and turnip, have found their way into India, as all were

known and cultivated there long before they could have been introduced by Europeans.

I have received the seeds of all from Cashmere, and grown them in the Botanic Garden

of Saharunpore. The turnips, moreover, in Kunawur, are described as being remarkably

fine. Besides these, which are confined to gardens or the neighbourhood of villages,

there are other species of this family, which form very extensive agricultural crops, but^

like the former, only during the cold weather months. The majority of these have been

referred to the genus Sinapis, and one species, which agrees very closely with Brassica

erucastrum, to both Brassica and Eruca; this is called ^/r« ; a variety apparently of the

same is cultivated in the hills. The species or varieties referred to Sinapis still require

careful revision. Sinapis ramosa of Dr. Roxburgh appears to be the species which is

called race, Indian mustard, and is much used as a condiment. S. glaiica may be the

toj'ia, S. dichotoma the kake-surson, and S. jujicea the hunga-surson ; the three latter,

as well as tira and Stsamum orientak, being extensively cultivated for the oil which is

afforded by their seeds, as the natives of the. greater-part, of India depend upon them
chiefly for oil for burning in lamps, as well as for that necessary for dietetical purposes.

Some other species are described as being indigenous to and growing wild in India;
but regarding all there is some uncertainty, and though there is no

species have been long acclimated, yet having only been met with in that

their native country must still be considered undetermined. But though there is

uncertainty respecting the cultivated Cn^ci/er^, species of this family are no doubt
plains of India

: of this a curious instance is the existence of a species

N

doubt that the

Itivated

found

of Farsetia, m the neighbourhood of Delhi and' Agra, where it was first found by
Dr. Hamilton, and subsequently by myself in the same locality. The existence of the
species of this genus only in Syria, Egypt, and north of India, . may be considered as
confirmatory of the opinion stated, p. 7, that the Oriental or Persian, or better, as
Professor Lindley calls it, the Syrian region, may be considered as extending to the north

^
India. Another plant more singular was also first discovered by Dr. Hamilton,

Coc/i/eari^^t;^, and has been described by Roth under the name oiAlyssumCochlearioides,
which the celebrated De Candolle has called Cochkarial Ali/ssoidcs, in his Prodromus,
with a query, whether it be not a species of Vesicaria. In its accumbent cotyledons'
ova dissepiment and convex valves, it resembles Cochkaria, but it differs in habit^

L

which
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which, with the peculiar rounded form of its silicule, long funiculus, yellow flowers, and

Indian locality, might entitle it to form a new genus. It is found all along the banks

pf the Ganges, in Northern India, as high as Hurdwar.

The Crucifera, one of the most natural of families, presents also the most per-

feet analogies in respect to sensible and medical properties. Most of the species,

though of course in different proportions, contain an acrid volatile oil, which renders

the Indian, as well as the European species, useful as stimulants and vesicatories,

a fixed oil in their seeds, for which many of them are cultivated, together with

azote, fecula, mucilage, and saccharine matter. "When the acrid principle is small in

proportion to the mucilaginous or saccharine matter, many of the Cruciferce become, as

is well known, useful articles of diet. So many of the family being cultivated in the
I

cold weather months in India, there is no doubt that others, as both black and white
-

mustardy as well as the horse radish, might be grown. The species affording oil forming

important articles of agriculture to the natives of India, it would be extremely useful to

ascertain, if the species cultivated in Europe for the same purpose, as Brassica napus

and campestris, Myagrum sativum and Erysimum perfoliatum in Japan, yield a larger

quantity or a better quality of oil than that afforded by the Indian species. There is

little doubt of all succeeding well in the northern provinces of India. Isatis tinctoria or

woad, though of little value in a country where indigo is so abundant, was perfectly at

home in the Mussooree experimental garden.

The following are a few of the more remarkable plants, above alluded to, of this

family

:

Farsetia Hamiltonii ; caule herbaceo ramoso cum foliis linearibus adpresse pilosis incano, staminibus

omnibus edentulis, siliculis elliptico-oblongis adpresse pilosis, pilis glandulosis patentibus intermixtis,

septis integris, stigmate capitato.

—

Caulis teres*

—

Racemi axillares terminalesque.^

—

Calyx pilis adpressis

scaber, marginibus membranaceis.

—

Petala obovato-cuneata, larainis venosis.

—

Cheiranthus Farsetia,

Wall. Cat* 4801. Herb. Hamilt. a ripa Jumnae.—Hab. Western bank of Jumna from Delhi to Agra.

DrabA,—Sect. 1. Aizopsis.

Z). setosa; scapis nudis pilosiusculis, foliis confertissimis lineari-lanceolatis rigidulis carinatis ciliatisa- u

petalis staminibus aequantibus calyce longioribus, siliculis glabris ovato-oblongis pedicello longioribus

stylo brevissimo terminatis.—Hab. Soongnum in Kunawur,

Sect, % Chrysodraba.

D. radicans ; caulibus foliosis pilosis, foliis ovato-oblongis acutis integris subdentatisve pube sim-

plici adpresse pilosis, surculis repentibus, siliculis oblongis glabris stylo longo iermmaii^,—Calyx

basi sub-l^isaccatus.

—

Petala flava subemarginata calyce duplo longiora.

—

Planta D. repenfi affinis.

Hab. Shalma and Manma.

Sect. 3, Leucodraba.
r

D^glomerata; scapis 1 v. 2 folia ovata gerentibus, foliis csetevis aggregatis, oblongis basi attenuatis

inteo-ris uti orani parte plantae pube stellata tomentosis, siliculis elliptico-oblongis.

—

Petala albaobovato-

cuneata calyce duplo longiora.

—

Silicuke stylo brevissimo, stigmate capitato terminatae.

—

Planta D.

^tellatcB afl^ms.—Hab. Soongnum, ,

D. lasiophylla; foliis radicalibus ovali-oblongis basi attenuatis pube stellata cano-tomentosis, scapis

folia 1 V. duo gerentibus, racemis corymbosis demum elongatis, siliculis ovali-oblongis pubescentibus

corolla longioribus post florescentiara valde contortis.

—

Planta D. siellatce aflBnis.—Hab. Shalkur and

Lippa.

Sect. 4. Holarges.

D. laiiceolata

;
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D. lanceolata ; caulibus simplicibus erectis foHosis, foliis lanceolatis denticulatis pube stellata pubes-

centibuSj silicub's ovalibus corolla brevioribus stylo brevi terminatis post jflorescentiam contortis.

—

D.
confortcB ei confuscB affinis.—Hab. Shalkur.

Cochlearia? Jlava ; floribus flavis, siliculis globosis inflatis, foliis radicalibus petiolatis sinuate-'

partitis, caulinis oblongis sinuato-dentatis omnibus glabiis crassiusculis.—Cocblearia flava. Buch. Hort.

Beng. p. 48. Alyssum Cochlearioides. Roth. nov. pi. spec. 322.—Cocblearia? Alyssoides. D.C. Prod. 1.

p. 172. Camelina Caisir. Wall. Cat. 4802, An Genus novum ? Silicula globosa inflata, valvis hemis-

pha?ricis, septo membranaceo.— Semina plurima pleurorhizea immarginata funiculis longissimis.

—

Calyx

aequalis petaloidcus flavus.

—

Petala sulphurea (in siccis alba) integra.

—

Stamina edentula.

—

Glandula
inter stamina lateralia et pistillum.

—

Germen globosum stylo brevi terminatum. "

Hesperis glabra ; pedicellis inferioribus calyce longioribus summis brevioribus, petalis obovatis longe

unguiculatis, foliis crassis petiolatis ovato-lanceolatis dentatis subruncinatisve glabris, scapis pliirimis

erectis glabris apice pilis subglandulosis.—ifacemws patulus multiflorus ebracteatus.

—

Flores albi

forma etmagnitudine H. aj>rjc<:e— Siliquae teretiusculoe subtorulosae.—Hab. Nako in Kunawur.
Tauscheria desertorum ; a lasiocarpa. Lcdeb. Ic, pi. Fl. ross. Alt. illustr. t. 139.—Plora Altaica,

iii. p. 200.—T. lasiocarpa, D.C. Syst. Veg. 11. p. 563. Prod. 1. p. 210.—Hab. This plant,

forinod into a species, as well as the \'ariety $ gijmnocarpa, and distinguished from it by having
the silicules bairy on their convex side, has been so fully described by the celebrated De Candoll
and by Lcdebour, as to require but little notice in this work ; it has been figured as a remarkable
instance of the existence frequently on the N. face of the Himalayas of the same genera and species,

which were thought to be peculiar to the S. of Siberia and the Altai Mountains. The radical leaves
are petiolcci, but wanting in some specimens ; but the flowers in all the specimens from Shalkur, in

Kunawur, are of a yellow colour. The genus Tauscheria, closely allied to Isatis, is distinguished by
its onc-ceUcd, one-seeded, boat-shaped silicule, and by its valves, which are likewise boat-shaped, having
in flexed, concave coriaceous wings, which form a hollow on the upper surface of the silicule.—Tab. 17.
1. Stamen and Pistil

; 2. a Silicule; 3. cut longitudinally ; 4. cut transversely ; 5. the Seed ; 6.' cut
transversely; 7- Embryo.

12. CAPPARIDE^.
i

K

The Capparidccs being chiefly a tropical family, form a conspicuous figure in the Flora
of India. In the same way that we have seen species of European families creeping down
to the limits of the tropical zone, so do we find plants of this family, as Capparis spinosa
and Clcome violacca, extending nearly up to the centre of the temperate zone. In like
manner, though nearly twenty species of Capparis have been found in the plains of
India, besides others in the Malayan Peninsula, only two occur in the Himalayas. Of
these, C. Ncpaknsis I have only found growing in the crevices of rocks, in the hot
valley in the neighbourhood of Raengurh. C. ohovata grows in similar situations in
mawur. Species of Polanlsia and Gynandropsls also occur as high as six thousand

feet m the mountains, but only during the moisture and equable temperature of the
ramy months. This is a family well calculated to show the community of many genera
to both the New and the Old World, as species of Capparis, Gynandropsls, Cleome,
Polamsia and CratcEva, are found in the hotter parts of America, as well as in India
Capparis horrida and seplarla, Cratceva rellglosa, Gynandropsls pentaphylla and Polanlsia
viscosa, occur as far north as Saharunpore, as well as in the most southern parts
Cappans aphylla, which, notwithstanding its name, has early in the season plenty of
oblong, obovate deciduous leaves, is restricted to the drier and more barren parts, and
flounshes, as we learn from Mr. Elphinstone, even in the midst of the desert. From

India
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India we may trace the CapparidecE into Arabia, Persia, and other countries of the

Syrian region, and in Africa they abound. Cadaba Indica appears to be restricted to

the Peninsula
;
other species of the same genus are found in Persia, Arabia, Abyssinia,

and Senegal
;
but Nkbuhria oblongifoUa, belonging to an African genus, extends from

the Peninsula into Arabia, where it was first found by Forskal, and also to the neigh-

bourhood of Agra and Delhi, where I have found it in flower in the months of December
and January; a specimen in the East-Indian Herbarium from my late friend, Mr.

Finlayson, is, I have no doubt, from the same locality, as I know he had a small

collection of plants from the neighbourhood of Meerut, Agra, and Cawnpore.

As the flower-buds of the caper-bush are in Europe employed as a seasoning, so

the fruit of the kureel or capparis aphylla, is in India formed into a pickle. The'
former, as it extends to Egypt and Syria, would no doubt thrive in Northern India,

particularly as C, Nepakns'is and obovata are closely allied to it. It is curious to

observe, that the seeds of Polanisia Chelidonii, and viscosa, having a considerable deo-ree

of pungency, are used by the natives as an addition to their curries, in the same way
that mustard is, belonging to a family to which the Capparidea are most closely allied

through Cleome. The flower-buds and seeds of the caper of Mount Sinai, Capparis

Sinaica, are pickled, and the latter is cdiUedfilfil-i-jibbul, mountain-pepper.

Capparis obovata; stipulis spinosis rectis, foliis secundis ellipticis v. obovatis mucronulatis apice

subattenuatis breve petiolatis cum ramis parce pilosis, pedunculis solitariis unifloris foliis sequalibus

Planta ramis prostratis foliisque secundis C. spinosce et Nepalensi affinis.—Hab. Hango in Kunawu

pan

13. FLACOURTIANE^.

The FlacourtiamcE, allied to Capparidea by the structure of their fruit,

placentae, and indeterminate stamens, are all natives of the hottest parts of the West
Indies, of Guiana, and of Africa, whence they straggle into Java, and the other islands

of the Eastern Archipelago. We trace them in India from one end of the plains to the

other in 3r of latitude, and also to the same extent along the hot and jungly tract at

the foot of the Himalaya. It must be in the low and hot vallies, or the beds of rivers,

that the species are found in Nepal ; as Ftacourtia cataphrada, sepiaria and sapida^ are

the species found there, as well as in every part of India. The fruit of the last, though

small, is of a sweetish and pleasant flavour. F, RamontchL from Madao^ascar, and F.

inermis, from Java and the Moluccas, have been introduced into and flourish in Bengal
w

The fruit of the latter is large, purple-coloured, and of a pleasant acid taste. Specie;

of Roumea are mentioned with doubt in the Flora of India, and Hydnocarptis venenata \\

well known in Ceylon from its property of intoxicating fish.

14. BIXINE^.

The Bainea are all found in warm parts, of the Old, but chiefly of the New
World ; no species has yet been found in India, though Dr. Roxburgh seemed to

be of opinion, that Biua orellana, or a variety of it, with white flowers and green imma-

L lure
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ture capsules, figured by Rumphius, was a native of India. The plants grown from
"West-India seeds have rose-coloured flowers, and the immature seed-vessel red and
succeed remarkably well in India, as far north as 281", in the Resident's garden at Delhi.

I know not if any Arnotto has been obtained from the plants in Benoal, but

employ it as a temporary dye in the festival of Krishna.

15. VIOLACE^.

The genus Tiola, so well known from many of its spiecies forming the favourites of the-

flower-garden, is distributed throughout Europe and Siberia, as well as North America
and the elevated parts of South America; it is found in every part of the Himalayas, at

different elevations, as well as on the Neelghenies.' About 17 Indian species have been
named, but there is some confusion among them, and varieties have perhaps been raised

to the rank of species : the only ones which have been hitherto figured are those in the
present work. The species of the genus louidium, found in the warm parts of America

____ -

as well as at the Cape and in Madagascar, form also a part of the Flora of the plains of
India

;
and it is worthy of remark, that the same species, J. suffruticosum, extends from

the Peninsula up the Gangetic Valley, nearly as far as Delhi. Other spfecies have been
indicated, but they very much resemble one another. Pentahha is the only genus of
the tribe Alsodineje, which has been found in Asia ; but as this does not extend beyond
the island of Penang, it cannot be considered" in the Floi^ of India.

Many species of Viola and lonidium, containing mucilage and emetine, have been used
as demulcents and as substitutes for the true ipecacuanha. As the roots of Viola odorata,

canina and tricolor, are emetic, it is probable that those of some of the Himalayan species

may possess similar properties. The whole plant of some of these in a dried state may
be procured in most Indian bazars, under the name bunufsa; being used in nativ4
medicine. lonidium suffruticosum, we learn from Dr. Ainslie, is used in the Peninsula
as a demulcent. It would be interesting to ascertain, if it do not contain emetine, like
some of the American species; as 7. Ipecacuanha, which yields the Poaya da praya, is

used by the Brazilians, and also, in Cayenne,' as a substitute for tlie true ipecacuank.
7. parvlflora and 7. Poaya are also in use for the same purpose.

1. Viola serpeiis {WnW.) pilosiuscula, caulibus prostratis stoloniferis, foliis ovatocordatis acumi-
natis, sinu lato, auriculis rotundatis, stipulis lanceolatis dentatis, pedunculis foliis brevioribus, corolla'*
resupinafa, petalis duobus mediis barbatis, calcare brevi obtusissima—Wall. Fl. Ind. g. p. 449. I804. .

Hab. Mussooree flowering in iMarch. Nepal. Wall. The
Prod. 1. p. 296—

o Wallich- 1^* -- - — ^ ^ ' ^ w ^^—^ ^ www ^^t ^h-^^b ^

hands by the Hon. the Court of Directors of the East-India Company.
|/arm^5 (Wall) *

petiolatis, stipulis ovatis dentatis, sepalis lineariLus acutis calcare subulato dimidio brevioribus

lWcu

suaveolentes.

—

Petalum inferius obovat

Wall. Fl Ind. 2. p. 451. ed. 1824.—Hab
Calcar tenue cylin

Dr. Wallich on Sheopore, and by myself on the Choor
introduced into the Botanic Garden at Saharunpore
The drawing, Tab. 18, fio-. 2^

»,*

Wallich
:Icscrip,ic„

;
but the siK-ctaens in the East-India Herbariun,, No. 1443, are'more fleshy, a.31

more^
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m

r

more diffuse, flowers more numerous on each plant, as -vrell as in the axilla of each leaf, as represented

jn Wall. Ic. ined. No. 850. This difference may probably be owing to the latter being from a

3. V. Kunawurensis

allied to V. hifli

latis basi attenuatis longe petiolatis, stipulis adnatis, sepalis ovatis venosis, petalis liberis omnibus
imberbibus cseruleisj calcare brevi obtusissirao, stjlo claviformi recurvo. Hab, Kunawur. Tab. 18.

fig. 3. . .

16. DROSERACEiE.

The plants, constituting the genus from which this family is named, depend less on

the temperature, than on the moisture of a climate, for their distribution ; we find them

therefore wherever there is a damp atmosphere and moist soil, in Europe and in Ame-
rica even to the Straits of Magalhaens, in Van Diemen's Land, at the Cape of Good
Hope, and also in China. In India species of Drosera are found in the northern as in

the most southern parts. D, Burmanni and Indica being found in Bengal and the
J

Peninsula, while D. lunata occurs in the mountains from Silhet to the Sutlej. This I
' ' ' '

have found in the small valleys enclosed within the different lateral projections of the

Mussooree Range, where the ground is rather flat, and the soil moist. In such situ-

ations it springs up and flowers in considerable quantities, but only during the rainy

season, when the thermometer has a range of not more than ten degrees, between 60"*

and 70°, and the hygrometer always indicates a degree of moisture approaching that of

saturation. This species, which in my MSS. Catalogue I had named D. muscipula

from the glandular ciliae of its viscous leaves closing upon flies and other insects, which

happen to light upon them, is remarkable, as in this respect resembling Dionaa mus~

dpuhy which is placed in the same natural family. It is probable that this species

would yield a valuable dye, as the paper in which the plants were dried became dyed

of a pink colour. As the plant is interesting in so many respects, it was intended to

have given a figure of it ; but there being.no space either in Plate 17 or 18, it is intended

to figure it whenever a favourable opportunity occurs for so doing. Besides this genus,

Aldrovanda vesiculosa is described as being found in ** paludosis Indise," and Dr. Rox-

burgh has a new species, A. verticillata, but I have not met with either, neither are they

enumerated in Dr.Wallich's Catalogue.

17. POLYGALE^.
, The genus Polygala, from which this order is named, being found in most parts of the

wprld, whether hot or cold, is also met with in India, both in the plains and in the moun-
r

tains. About thirty Indian species have been enumerated ; of these nine belong to the

Himalayas, the remainder are found in the Peninsula and Burhmese country. P. tele-

phioides and arvensis, which hardly differ from one another, are those which extend all
r

over the plains of India, as far north as the latitude of Delhi. P. oUgophylla is found at

the foot of the Himalayas, and P. Gerardiana on their northern face. Salomonia is one
r

of the genera common and peculiar to China and Nepal. Securidaca^ which was thought

to be restricted to the warmer parts of South America, has also been found in Silhet

L 2 and
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and at Goalpara ; Xanthophyllum is a new genus, consisting of large timber trees,

figured in Dr. Roxburgh's Coromandel Plants, t. 284, and found in the forests of Silhet

and hilly parts of Chittagong.

Many of this family are known to possess considerable bitterness, with some astrin-

gency. Soulamea amara, esteemed in the Moluccas and Java as a medicine, was, on

account of its bitterness, c'alled by Rumphius, " Rex amaroris'' Polygala Senega ^ now

employed as a stimulant diuretic, was first introduced into European practice in conse-

quence of information that it was employed by the natives of South America as a cure

against the bites of venomous reptiles. It is remarkable that a species of the same

genus is employed in the Himalayas for the same purpose. This plant (P. crotalar'ioide^)

was first sent me by Major Colvin, of the Bengal engineers, with a note informing me

that the root was employed by the people of the Hills as a cure against the bites of

snakes, A remarkable instance of the same properties being ascribed to plants of the

same genus in such widely distant parts of the world, and a striking illustration of the

utility which may attend investigations into the medical properties of plants connected by

botanical analogies. Kramerla tna?)dra, referred with doubt to this order, is well

known, as its roots, which are extremely bitter and astringent, form the Ratanhia of

the shops.

?gans (Wall) foliis lanceolatis lucidis marginibus reflexis, caule sufFruti

elongatis paucifloris demum ebracteatis, carinis cristatis, alls ovato-obl

L

erecto, racemis

ovano subsessili. Wall
Walli

Hab. This very elegant plant, procured by

Pabur and Tonse rivers. It has been figured in Plate 19, fio-. A.,
assigned to it in my MS

name P. myrsinites

Herbarium

Wings
; here described. Tab. 19, fig. A.—1 . Crested corolla and stamens.

3. Pistil and three exterior sepals.—4. Capsule cut transversely.
5. The same cut vertically, showing a single pendulous seed in each cell, and that the capsule is winged
and emargmate at the apex.-a The seed hairy, with the trifid caruncula surmounting the hilum.-T.
Seed cut transversely.— 8. The embryo. ,

P. glancescens (Wall) foliis ovato-lanceolatis teneris minute ciliatis versus caulis apicem aggregatis,
caule simplici erecto apice ramis furcatis, racemis spiciformibus terminalibus demum ebracteatis, alis
obovatis capsula orbiculata emarginata duplo longioribus. Wall. Cat. 4182.—P. /^
eata. Tab. 19, fig. I3.-1. A flower.^2. The same, with the wings and the outer sepals of the calyx,
as well as the corolla, separated from the pistil._3. The orbicular emarginate capsule.-4. The same
cut transversely.—Hab. Mussooree during the rainy season Wallich

rotalanoides (Hamdt.) caule a basi ramoso suffruticuloso decumbente piloso, foliis obovatis ba<
>petiolatis, racemis S-lO-floris, alis ovato-oblongis capsula suborbiculata ciliata duplo-Iongioribu^

Bmcte<B persistentes acutae. D.C. Prod. 1. p. 327. Wall. PI. As. Rar. p. 19. 1. 185 -Hab Mus
fiooree

Wallich
Ihis plant havmg been figured by Dr.Wallich, it would have been unnecessary to repeat it in the

present work, were it not for its being employed in the Himalayas for the same purposes that P seneqa
oT rattle-make-root is in America; it is therefore desirable to call the attention of medical officers

purpose
this could be applied to the same purposes as the American snake-root.

p. triphylla (Hamilt.) floribus nudis non cristatis, alis obovatis. nPi

F

trkUotomu

ramis
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ramis triphyllis. Don Prod. Fl, Nep. p.200.—Hab. Mussooree in the rainy season.—Nepal. Hamilton

and Wallich. Tab. 1 9. fig. D.

18. PITTOSPOREiE.
r

*

This family, first formed by Mr. Brown of New Holland plants, is composed of but

few genera and species, but has a very extensive distribution. Mr. Brown has remarked

that " Pittosporitniy the only genus of the order which is not confined to Terra Australis,

" has the most extensive range in that country, and has been found in many other parts

" of the world

the Moluccas.

as New Zealand, Norfolk Island, the Society and Sandwich Islands,

China, Japan, and even Madeira, but not in America. To these it may

be added, that I have found species of the same genus nearly as far north as Madeira

both in the Kheree Pass, where the shrubs and trees belong chiefly to tropical genera

well Mussooree* at 6,700 feet above the sea, where the same kind of o

is of an European nature. A species of Senacia is also mentioned, as occurring in

Nepal ; but there is reason for supposing that Pittosporumjloribundum is the same plant.

It is probable that the latter genus occurs all along the foot of the Himalaya, whence it

extends into the Peninsula, where two or three species have been found by Dr.Wight.

Pittosporum Jlorihundum (Wight and Arnott) ; foliis lanceolatis undulatis reticulato-venosis

supra nitidis, junioribus pubescentibus, floribus terminalibus corymbosis, capsulis late cordatis sub-

compressis breviter pedicellatis 1-4-spermis.

—

Fruteoo 10-pedalis, folia numerosa versus apices ratnu-

lorum conferta. Calyx 5-sepalus, sepala imbricata oblonga versus basin marginibus ciliatis laeve cohe-

rentia. Corolla 5-petala, petala lineari-oblonga libera patentia demum recurvata. Stamina 5 bypogyna

petalis alteniantia, sepalis opposita. Ger^n€7i baccifornie subbi v. triloculare, loculis polyspermis.

Styli^y. 3 breves recti. Stigmata simplicia, Capsida complanata late cordata extus rugosa 2-3-,

valvis 1-locularis. Semina 1-4, (tria sgepe abortiva) capsulae basin adnata, pulpa resinosa rubra

arilliformi obducta, albumen corneum semini conforme. Embryo minim us.-rrH^ib-^ ^Kheree Pasf5^

elevation 2000 feet ; flowering in March,

P. eriocarpum ; foliis petiolatis ovatis utrinque attenuatis tomentosis, floribus terminalibus corym-

bosis, capsulis polyspermis ovoideis villosis.

—

Sepala 5 squamiformia imbricata. Petala 5 Kneari-

ol)longa imbricata medio cohserentia apice recurvata. Stamina 5 hypogyna. G^men villosissimum.

Stylus unus. Stigma simplex. Capsula \il\osay ovoidea, basi styli persistente terminata, bivalvis

1-locularis polysperma. Semina compressa pulpa resinosa. rubra obducta placeutariis parietalibus

adnata.—Hab. From above Sansadhara to Mussooree, or from 3000 to 6700 feet of elevation in 30

J

of northern latitude.

19. ELATINEJE.

The Elatinea, distinguished by their capitate stigma and want of albumen, from

Caryo-phyllacecet in which they are included, with a doubt, by the celebrated M. de

CandoUe, form but a small family, found in marshes and their neighbourhood, in

Europe and Asia, as well as Africa and America, have a few species in India, in similar

situations. Of these, Bergia verticUlata , referred, as all the other species, by Dr,

Wight and Mr. Arnott, to Elatine, is found in Egypt as well as in India.

20. CARYOPHYLLACE^.

The plants of this family being inhabitants of the temperate and frigid zones, chiefly

of
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of the northern hemisphere, we have them, like the RanunculacecB and Crudferce,

abundant in the Himalayas, and comparatively absent from the plains of India. A few
species occur on the Neelgherries, where elevation, as in other tropical parts of the world
compensates for lowness of latitude, and allows the existence of plants of the temperate
zone. In the plains of India, it is only during the cold weather months that any of
the genera analogous to those of Europe, are found ; as Stellaria media, Spergula
indica, closely allied to, if not the same, as Sp, pentandra, Saponariavaccaria, and Silene

conoidea; t\\Q two latter being European species, and occurring in corn-fields, it is

probable that they have spread southwards with the wheat and barley which are so
extensively cultivated in the north of India. Mollugo, the most tropical genus of the
family, has several species in the lower provinces and peninsula of India ; and Drymaria
extensa, hardly to be distinguished from D. cordata, found in Surinam, Jamaica, and
New Spain, belonging to a genus, of which the rest of the species are American, is found
in the south of India, and all along the foot of the Himalaya.

The species which occur on the slopes and summits of these mountains, belong to the
genera Gypsophila, Dianthus, Cucubalus, Silene, Lychnis, Spergula, Stellaria, Cerastium,
Arenaria, and the new genera Leucostemma, Alsinella, Odontostemma, and Brachystemma.
The Silenecs are twenty-two in number, and of them, Dianthus barbatus, Cucubalus
hacciferus, and Lychnis coronaria, of which specimens were brought me from Cash-
mere, and the seeds produced plants in the Saharunpore JBotanic Garden, cannot
be distinguished from European specimens; while Dianthus caucaseus, Silene inflata,
viscosa, and viscaginoides, with Arenaria serpyllifolia, plants of Caucasus, Siberia, and
Dalmria, are all found in the Himalayas. I am indebted to Mr. Bentham for the
following account of the Himalayan species of this tribe. The Caryophylkce, of the
tribe AlsinecB, are about forty in number, many having the closest resemblance to
European species

; while there is great similarity between the species found in Kuna-
wur, and those of Siberia and North America. These have been sent to M. Fenzl, of
Vienna, who has been kind enough to undertake to incorporate them in the monograph,
which he is about to publish, of that tribe.

Though many of this family are well known as handsome garden flowers, few are
employed in medicine, as they are remarkable only for their insipidity. The flowers of
Dianthus caryophyllus are employed for making a sirup and a conserve, on account of
their colour and fragrance. It is remarkable, that the name kurunphool (Kccpv(pu7J.cy)

is applied in India to Dianthus chinensis, cultivated in gardens. Saponaria vaccaria is

used

roay be useful in some

medicine, and from its saponaceous and slightly bitter properties

Enumeration
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ENUMERATION
Of the CaryophylLe^ of the Tribe Silene.e, contained in the Indian Collections of

Dt.Wallich and Mr. Royle, by George Bentham, Esq,

I. Gypsophila^— Linn, Sen in DC. Prod. 1.35L

Sectio Sti'uthium* Ser, in I.e. 352,

1. G. cerastioides.—Don Prod. Fl. Nep.

Acosmia rupestris. Benth. in Wall, Cat. Herb. Tnd,

n;644.

Hab. Lofty mountains in the Himalaya.

Royle. Wallich.

A Gypsophila difFert liabitu etcalycibus nee angulatis nee

margine membranaceis et in revisione Carj-ophyllearum
r

verosimiliter ut genus propriuna habenda.

II, DiANTHus.—Linn. Ser. in DC. Prod. 1. 355,

Sectio Arnieiiastrum, Ser. in DC. Kc.
r

2. D. 5ar5rt^M5,—Linn. Ser, I.e. 355. '

Hab . Cashmere .

—

Itoyle.

Sectio Caryophyllum. Ser. I.e. 357.

3. D. Caucaseus,—Linn. Ser. I.e. 363.
- .1

Hab •Royle.

4. D, angulattts (Royle MSS.) glaucescens, caulibus sub-

unifloris vel paniculatis paucifloris, foliis glaucis rigidis
F

marg-ine scabriusculis^ s^amis calycinis senis ovato-Ianceo-

latis adpressis, petalorura unguiculis calyce subbrevioribus,

lamina parva euneata fimbriata,

Hab. Kunawur.

—

Royle.

Ab affini D, Caucaseo differt ealycibus brevidribus,

unguiculis petalorum non exsertis, et limbo triplo quad-
r * J

ruplove minore.

III. Saponaria.^ Linn. Ser, in DC. Prod. 1. 365.

Sectio Vaccaria. Ser. in l.c-

5. 5. t'flccam.—Linn. Ser. in l.c,

—

S, perfoUata, Roxb.

Ser, in l.c,

Hab, Corn-fields in India.

—

Royle. Waltich.

IV. CucuBALus.—Gaertn. Ser. in DC. Prod. 1. 367.

6. C baccifems.—Linn. Ser. in l.c.

Hab. Jumbo.

—

Royle.

V. SiLENE.—Otth. DC. Prod- 1. 367.

Sectio CKifes.—Otth. I.e.' 369. * "

9. S. Kunawurensis (Royle MSS.) glabra vel vix pubcscen«

caule ramoso, foliis llneari-lanceolatis infcrioribus latioribus
V

petiolatis, spica elongatapauciflora,pedunculi8 calyce duplo

triplove longioribus, floribus nutantibus, calycibua subm-

flato-clavatis lO-striatis, petalis'bifidis, gcnitalibus exscrtit*.

Hab. Kunawur.

—

Royle.

Affinis S. multiJloTai elatoe, SfC. distinct* preebertim

floribus paucis nutantibus longe pedunculatis. An potius ad

Stachymorpham referenda ?

10. S. Falconeriana (Royle MSS.) basi pubescens supcrne

glabra, caule slmplici, foliis llnearibu* vel inferioribua

lineari-lanceolatis, spica elongata pauciflora,pedunculi8 ca-

lyce longioribus, floribus erectiusculis, ealycibus cylindjrico-

clavatis 10-striatis, petalis integris.' (Tab, 20. f.A.)"

Hab. Tuen and Manma,

—

Royle.

A S. multijlora diflfert habitu graciliore petalis integrif

genitalibus brevioribus,

11. S. viscosay Pers.-^Otth, l.c, 370.

Hab. Jhilum and Kunawur.

—

Royle.

Sectio ConiomorpJia,—Otth. l.c. 371-

12. S. conoiden.—Linn. Otth. I.e. 371.

Doon. Wallich.—In

pecics

corn-fields in India. Royle.

This is, I believe, an Asiatic

only in south-eastern Europe. It is common in

botanical gardens, but those authors who have

mentioned it as growing *^in Germaniae, Galliie

arenosis,^ have probably mistaken for it the larger

specimens of S. conica.

Stachymor

Moorcroft

Otth. l.c. 371.

pubescens, caulibus numerosis basi prostratis foliosis, ramis

strictis subnudis, foliis lanceolato-linearibus obtusiusculis,

floribus in summis caulibus solitariis vel paucis altemis

The Sections established by Otth in the Pro- I
pedunculatis, ealycibus cylindraceo-clavatis lO-striaUs,

dromus are fair froni being natural, and several

species are repeated under different names in dif-

ferent sections; but the Indian species are so few,

that it may be more convenient to refer them to

those sections than to establish new groups upon

this occasion,
r

Sectio Behenantha.—Ottb, l.c.

7. 5. inflata, Sm.—Otth. in DC. Prod. 1. 368.

Hab. Loftv mountains in Kemaoh arid Nepal

Wallich. Mussooree

8. S. viscaginoideSy Horn.—Otth. l.c. 368.

H Royle.

anthophoro longoglabro, petalis cuneatis bitiUis longe ungui*

culatis.

Hab. Luddak.-

—

Moorcroft.

This species is allied to S. altaica^ Pers. from

which it differs by its shorter and broadfer leav&s,

and by the calyxes nearly as long asIn S. longifloVa.

Sectio Siphonomorpha,.^Onh, 1 c. 377*

14, 5, TFebhiam (Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 627) foliis

lato*ovatis acuminatis, superioribus cordato-amplexieaulibus

nervosis, floribus elongato-paniculatis nutantibus, c^ycibus

ventricoso-subclavatis, petalis semibifidis longe unguiculatis

coronatis.

Hab. Mountains of Sirmore.— Wallkh^

Closely
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Closely allied to S* viridiflora (Linn.) from which I
Perennis. Caulispedalis,pubescens, simplex vel rarius apice

it is distinguished by the shorter and less abundant
J

dichotomo-paniculatus 3-7-florus. Folia inferiora petiokta,

superiora sessilia latiora. Calyx Z. apetal<B longior, striis

fusco-purpureis, et inter strias subreticulatus. Lamina

petalifera pills purpurascentibus dense villosa. Coronae

pubescence, and the more cordate and broader

leaves, which are marked especially on the upper

side, with nine, eleven, or more, somewhat pro- ^^^^^^^ crenatse.

mment nerves.

VL Lychnis.—Sen in DC. Prod. 1. 385.

This genus as at present characterised, is distin-

guished from Silene by a purely artificial charac-

ter, the number of styles, and consequently of cells

of the capsule- The following species cannot be

separated from £. apetala^ although several of

them have usually but four styles, and the L. in-

dka has often but three. It is probable that the

form of the calyx, the pubescence and length of

the anthophorum, and perhaps the form of the

imguiculae of the petals might be talien in con-

junction with the usual number of styles, to esta-

blish more natural groups among the very nume-

rous species now known of the two genera, which

stand much in need of the labours of a mono-

graphist capable of clearing up their very confused

synonymy.

Sectio PhysoIychnis.^^Cslyx fructifer inflato-vesiculosus

ovoideus vel sphaericus nee basi attenuatus striis 10 saepius

18. L.pumila {Royle MSS,) caule erecto subsimplici

pubescente subunifloro, foliis lanceolato-linearlbus pubes-

centibus, Acre suberecto, calyce oblongo vesiculoso-inflato

striato pubescenti-hirto, petalis calyce brevioribus, unguiculis

lineari-dilatatis, lamina brevissima eiharginata.

Has. Mussooree,

—

Royle.

Annua? Specimina Royleana vix semipedalia simplicia

uniflora. Calyx fructifer magnitudine fere Z. inflatce sed

minus inflatus, viridis nee purpureo-striatus. DiflFert etiam

ab L. inflata foliorum et petalorum forma.

19. L.mulHcaulis(\Y^\\.C:A.i. Herb. Ind. n. 622) caulibus

numerosiscaespitosis elongatis paucifloris, foliis lanceolato-

linearibus linearibusve, inferioribus glabris, floribus nutan*

tibus subpaniculatis, calycibus vesiculoso-inflatis striatis

pubescentibus, petalis calyce subbrevioribus, lamina brevis-

sima dentata.

Hab. Nepal.

—

Wallich.

Perennis. Caules 1-2-pedales fere glabri vel superne uti

*olia superiora pubescentes. Folia inferiora petiolata, supe-

riora sessilia. Flores 3-7 dichotomo-paniculati. Calyces

minores quam in speciebus praecedentibus. Petalorum

laminae corona breviores,

(Wall
puii>uraacentibu3 notatus, apice breviter 5-dentatus,dentibus adscendentibuslaxe dichotomo-paniculatis, foliis lato-ovatis,
obtusia margine submembranaceis. Anthophorum breve. inferioribus utrinque angulatis, superioribus basi cordate
Lamina petalifera villosa. Petalorum unguicul^ dilatutae, amplexicaulibus, floribus nutantibus, calycibus vesiculoso-
lamina emarginata bifida vel iimbrlata saepius latiores.

Coronae squamae in quoque petalo duae. Styli 4-5 rarius 3.

15. Z. fnacrorhiza (Royle MSS.) caulibus numerosis

cmpitosis humilibus subunifloris, foliis lanceolato-linearibus,

Aoribus solitariis erectis, calycibus vesiculoso-inflatis striatis

pubescenti'hirtis, petalia calyce subbrevioribus, lamina

brevi vix crenulata.

Hab. Kunawur,—iJoyZe.
4

Radix crassus elongatus. Caulisbasi perennis csespitoso-

ramosissimus. Rami floriferi adscendentes 3-4-pollicares

tenues pubescentes. Folia inferiora basi in petiolum longe

angustata, superiora sessilia, omnia leviter pubescentia.

Calyx minor et minus inflatus quam in L. apeiala, et super-

ficies plantae totae prajsertim calycis pubescens nee glabra.

Corona brevissima, squamis subintegris.

16. L.cunei/olia (Royle MSS.) caulibus caespitosis humi-

inflatis striatis pubescenti-hirtis,petaHs calycem superantibus,

lamina brevi dentata, dentibus integris. L. ciliata. Wall.
Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 621.

Hab Wallich Kunawur. Royle.

subaniflori

Perennis. Caules 1-2-pedaIes basi procumbentes uti tota

planta breviter pubescenti-hirti. Panicula laxa divaricata.

Calyx minor quara in L. infiata^ dentibus margine saepe

fimbriato-ciliatis, et ideo nomen Z. ciliatce buic speciei in

herbario Indico imposui, sed ob characterem quam maxime
fallaeem, nomen Royleanum retinere malui. Petalorum

iaminae squamas coronae duplo superantes^ breviter 3-5-den-

tatae dentibus linearibus. Styli 4-5.

21. £. Ca^7i7/ier/awfl (Royle MSS.) caulibus erectis dicho-

tomo-paniculatis, foliis ovatis, inferioribus basi angustioribus

leviter pubescentibus, floribus erectiusculis(?), calycibus

vesiculoso-inflatis striatis pubescenti-hirtis, petalis calycem
obovato-cuneatis crassis obtusis 8uperantibus,laminabifida,laciniis obovato.cuneatis2-3-fidis.

pubescentibus, flore solitarlo erecto, calyce vesiculoso-inflato

VlX

lamina

Hab. Kunawur.

—

Royle.

Habitus et statura X. macrorhiza. Differt foliorum
forma et pubescentia densiore.

17. LAnfiata (Wall. Cat. Herb. Tnd. n. 618) caule sub-
uniftoro erecto, foliis ovato-ot^Iongis pubescentibus, flore

nutante, calyce maximo inflato-vesiculoso striato pubeicenti-
hirto.petalig calyce sublongionbus, lamina bifida, lobis inte

Hab Royle.

^nbriata

gemm
Hab. Kemaon Wallich.

cibus forsan majoribus fere L. inflates, Specimina sup-

petentia imperfecta sunt.

22. L.fimbriata (Wall. Cat. Herb, Ind. n. 619) caulibus

erectis dichotomo-paniculatis, foliis ovato-lanceolatis pubes-

centibus, inferioribus petiolatis, floribus erectiusculis, caly-

cibus vesiculoso-inflatis striatis pubescenti-hirtis, petalis ca.

lyce longioribusjlaminls lacero-fimbriatis,laciniis linearibus

eriostemon

Hab. Kemaon. Wallich.—Mu
Jumbo. Royle.

and

Perennis
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Perennis, Caules 1-2-pedales uti tota planta breviter

pubescentes. Folia angustiora et panicula strictior quam
in L, nutante. Calyx i. nutantis paullo major, striis

purpureo-rufescentibus pubescenti-hirtus, inter strias sub-

reticulatus. ffuicu]

squaniic lamina breviores crenata?. Styli 4-5. A Z. indica

diifert calycibus fere duplo majoribus, petalis magis incisifl.

23. Z, indica caule erecto ramoso, foliis ovatis vel ovato-

lanceolatis pubescentibus, panicula stricta multiflora,floribus

subnutantibus, calycibus fructlferis erectis oblongis Inflatis

striatis pubescentibus, petalis calyce longioribus, lamina

bifida, lobis integerrirais bidentatisve. Sileiie indica, Roxb.

Ilort. Beng. 34.

Hab Wallich.

Herba 1-2-pedalis. Habitus L. fimhriaicB sed panicula

angustior strictior et petalorum forma diversa. Calyces

minus inflati. Styli 4 vel saepe 3.

Ad banc scctionem referendae sunt L, apftala Linn, syh

vestris DC. dioica Linn, et verosimiliter L. Mngellaiiica.

Lam. varivgata Desf. et diclini^ Lag. An cum Silenibus

Behenanthis plurimis genus proprium?

Sectio Agrosiermna. DQ, Prod. 1. 386. excl. speciebus

calycibus inflatis.

24. I,. coTonaria. Lam. DC, I.e. 38/.

IIab. Cashmere.

—

Royle.

Tribe ALSINE^.

Dr.Wallich^s C
included in M.
only been given.

\ good cnougl

;pecies named

I to favour

Herbarium. These, as well as the following, be

LEUCOSTEMMA.

loculariSepala 4. Petala 4, bifida. Stamina 8. Styli 2. Capsula 1

polysperma.

This genus differs from Stellaria in the number of parts, and cannot be joined to it M'ithout

breaking through the principles upon which the genera of Caryophyllece have hitherto been established.

and in that case Leucostemma may find its place as a section of Stellaria.

1. L. latifolium (Benth. in Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 643), foliis inft

be

rioribus oblongo-lanceolatis. (Tab

poll

nemorum

acutissima, viridia, glabra vel tenuissime pubescentia, margine membranacea.

Semina numerosa, glochidiata.

IValiich.

Bhogtibba

Habitus StellaricE. Caules teneri basi decumbentcs

|)ubescentibus. Folia inferiora 3-4 lin, longa, basi

mnia acuminata. Pedunculi tenues elongati uniflori.

L petalis calyce duplo longioril)us. Sepala lanceolata,

Capsula ovoidea.

Kemaon.

2. Z. Wehhianum (Benth. in Wall. 1. c. n. 642), foliis omnibus oblongo-linearibus basi angustatis

L. Angustifolium (Royle). Tab. 21. fig. %
A Z. latifolio constanter distinctum foliis angustioribus longioribusque, caeterum eo simillimum est.

Hab. Near the village of Mutrogh, on the side of Budraj. Royle.—Sirmore- Webb.—Kemaon. JVallich.
r

Arenaria festucoides ; caespitosa, foliis gramineis subulato-filiformibus curvatis sub lente ciliato-

scabris, radicalibus fasciculatis, caulibus simplicibus adscendentibus calycibusque glanduloso-pilosis

unifloris, sepalis 5-nerviis acutissimis margine scariosis petala ovata \ brevioribus.

—

A> nardi/olice Lcdcb.

affinis.—Hab. Kunawun Tab. 21. fig. 3,

21. LINE^.

This order, named from, and chiefly composed of the genus Linum, of which one

species has been known for its important uses from time immemorial, is found chiefly

in Europe and the north of Africa, but also in most other parts of the world, though

very numerous in species any where I India, one species, L. My has

been found in the Peninsula, and by myself on the Mussooree and Kedarkanta moun-

M tarns.
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tains. At the foot of the hills, and at moderate elevations within them, are found the

different species, L. Cicanoba, tri^ynum, repens, and tetragynum, which are all distin-

guished by the showiness of their flowers, are closely allied among themselves, and differ

from the rest of the genus. Mr. Bentham suggests that Z. repens is only a variety of

Z. Cicanoba. This I have found varying so much, that even Z. trigynum, of which the

older leaves, as Dr. Roxburgh mentions, are serrate, may be a variety of it, as well as

Z. tetragynum.

In the plains of India, Linum usitatissimum is found every where in a cultivated state

in the cold weather months. This plant, so well known for the tenacity of the flax

yielded by its fibrous bark, from which, in the present, as in the most ancient times,

linen cloth was manufactured, and which is subsequently converted into paper, is

valuable also for the mucilage yielded to water, and the oil to pressure, the first by
the covering, and the other by the almond of its seed ; vi^hile the residue forms an oil-

cake fit for the food of cattle. Flax, extensively cultivated in Europe, is imported into

England, chiefly from Russia; and linseed from both America and Holland. In Egypt,

as in ancient times, it is much cultivated in the present day ; it must long have been

introduced into India, probably from the northward ; but its names do not give us any

assistance in tracing it to its source ; as the Sanscrit atasee, Hindee atees, Bengalee

mushina, have no resemblance to the Hebrew pishtah, Arabic akshoot, Greek >.im, or

Persian Jciitan. The latter, remarkable for its resemblance to gootn or Icutun, the Arabic

name of cotton, but this is written with the Arabic, and the former with the Persian
- L

kaf. In India, the flax is cultivated only on account of its seed, ofwl^ich the mucilage

is valued as a demulcent in medicine, and the oil in the arts ; but the plant, which in

other countries is most valued, is there thrown away ; and others, such as Hibiscus

cannabinus and Crotalaria cannabina, are cultivated almost in the same field, for the very
products which this would yield. It seems worthy of experiment, therefore, to ascertain

whether a valuable product might not be added to the Indian agriculturist's profits,

without inuch additional expense. Flax having been manufactured into linen cloth,

both by the Egyptians and the Hebrews, as we learn from the sacred writings, as well
as from Herodotus, and know from the mummies being exclusively, as far as hitherto

ascertained, wrapped up in linen clothing, it is curious that the practice of convertii

flax into linen should not have passed into India. This^ I conceive, can easily be
accounted for by the latter possessing the cotton plant, of which the weavable portion
is more obvious, elegant, and well suited to the climate.

I have the pleasure of annexing, from Mr. Bentham, an improved character of
Z. Mysurense, which, as above mentioned, is found in several parts of India,

o

Linum Mysuren&e

ilternis Lasi attpnnnt-
1326)

corymbosis,_ sepahs ovatis acutiusculis margine suLciliatis, petalis calycem hreviter superantibus, stylis
basi connatis.-^Affine L. gallico, differt sepalis acutiusculis nee acuminatis, petalis brevioribus.

22. Malvace^.
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22. MALVACEiE.
-r

The relation of this order, with those which follow, as Bomhacece, Byttneriacece, and

TUiacecE, is so considerable, as fo have induced Mr. Brown to recommend their being

included in one natural class, of which the orders appeared as nearly related as the dif-

ferent sections of Rosacea are to each other. On this occasion Mr. Brown made the

valuable remark, which, though followed up by several celebrated botanists, is to be
regretted has not yet become universally adopted as a law. " In both these, as well as

m several other cases that might be mentioned, there seems to be a necessity for the

establishment of natural classes, to which proper names, derived from the orders best

known, and differing, perhaps, in termination, might be given." The Mahacee
E

occurring within the tropics, bofh in the New and the Old World, both as trees and
herbs, and only in the latter state in the temperate zone; are found in considerable

quantities in every part of the plains of India, but a few species only on the slope of the

Himalaya. These belong to the same genera as the European Malvacece. Althcea rosea

and a species of Lavatera have been brought me from Cashmere : the former most

likely cultivated, as it is every where, in the gardens of India. Malva sylvestris and

rotundifolia occur in the same localities. The latter is also found, both on the northern

and southern face of the Himalaya, as well as in the plains of India; but in the latter

situation, only during the months which constitute the winter, both ofEurope and of the

Himalayas
; but in the mountains, it is found only during the summer months, which

in the plains are so hot, as to scorch every thing requiring a moderate temperature.

Both plants and seeds of Hibiscus Trionum have been brought me from Cashmere, and

grown in the botanic garden at Saharunpore, and the wild specimens now deposited

in the Museum of the Linnean Society scarcely differ from the plant found in European

gardens. The genera of which species are found in the plains and peninsula of India,

are Sida, Pavonia, Thespesia\ Lebretonia, Hibiscus, Abelmoschus, and Urena, which are

also common to America ; together with Gossypium, found commonly in a cultivated

state, and Laguncea, which is common to India and Africa. Many of the same

Species of some of these genera extend from the peninsula to the most northern parts,

as Hibiscus rigidus, Surattensis and crotonifoUay to the neighbourhood of Delhi ; the last

constituting the new genus Decaschistia of Dr.Wight and Mr. Arnott. Sida humilis^

cordifolia, popuUfolia, and graveolens, are found every where in the plains ; while
L

Urend repanda, Hibiscus Lampas, Abelmoschus moschatus, and cancellatuSj extend along
r

the foot of the Himalaya, with the jungle and forest, as far north as the banks of

the Jumna in 31° of latitude. In guch situations only, and in the vallies near the

plains, have I seen any of the above-mentioned Indian Malvacece ; they are therefore

most probably found in the same situations in Nepal and Kemaon. Many of the

species, however, from the south, succeed remarkably well as far north as Saharunpore;

as Hibiscus macrophyllus
, populneoides, and others, with the usual garden species; among

these some American species, as Hibiscus Sabdariffa, may be mentioned as quite jat

home in every part of India.

II o The
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The Maivacea, and the other orders which have been mentioned as being- allied

more remarkable for general accordance than for the possession of

Ind

similar properties, as will be seen in the remarks on each of the orders. The greater

number of species abounding in mucilage, which is of an innocuous nature, may
all, almost indifferently be used as demulcents in medicine, as mallows and marsh-
mallows have been from the earliest times in Europe, and as Sicla indica, asiatica,

and popuUfolia, are in India. The mucilage of some being abundant and wholesome,
they are much used as food, as the fruit of Bihiscus escuk?itus, or the ochro (Gombo Fee)

I America; and as H. longifolius, or ramturai, replete with mild mucilage, is in

a
;
and as other species, though less nourishing, have been in other parts of the

world. The Malvaccce are still more remarkable, for many of them having the bark
abounding in flax^like fibres, which, from their tenacity, are manufactured into cordage.
In the West Indies, whips are manufactured from Hibiscus arhoreus. Malva crispa
was found by Cavanilles fit for making cordage. Sida abutilon is said to be cultivated
in China, as we know Hibiscus cannabinus, or sun, is in India as a substitute for hemp.
Several other species have been recommended for this purpose, as well as for conversion
into paper. Sida rhomboidca and rhombifolia, Urena lobata and sinuata. Hibiscus torfuosu..
Meatus, and coWwus, are all described by Dr. Roxburgh as aboundin
serviceable flaxen fibres. Sida periplocifoUa and Hibiscus strictus, from the

b and

shooting into long single twigs, particularly if closely sown, are especially recommended
for cultivation. The fibres of the last are described as being long, fine, and Strang, of
a beautifully glossy white, and therefore well worthy of experiment, whether it mio-ht
not be profitably substituted for some of the plants which now engage the Indian
agnculturisfs attention. Abdmoschm moschatm, long known for its musk-scented seeds
{hub-ooUmooM) which, in Arabia, are said to be added to coff'ee, and in India a,
as a cordial medicine, abounds in mucilage, which, in the Saharunpore dist

used

ployed in clarify
IS

A few species of this order are remarked to be possessed
of anomalous properties, as Hibiscus Sabdariffa. cultivated for the pleasantness of the
acid of us red calyxes, while the flowers of a few have astringent properties, as Malva
akea, and HMscus rosa smemh, which in India, as in China, is employed for blackening
the eyebrows, as well as the leather of shoes, .

But CoTTOM is by far the most important product of the plants of this family itwas known in very ancient times ; its consumption has increased in proportion to -Ihe
progress of the arts and of civilization. It appears to have been originally knownonly as a product of India, the country which at the present day is supposed by „..,mcapable of producing any but the inferior kinds. As this is an opinion which a-pears to me tp have been hastily formed from the results of experiments in a few situ-

5 nature and variety of the soils and
ot.the different provinces of this extensive country, it will not be perhaps

many

instead of after „. _^,

few details on the subj
That cotton was originally introduced from India into Egypt, seems probabl. from

Herodotus
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their

Herodotus not mentioning it among the products of the latter country, which he would
hardly have failed doing had it been common or cultivated, as its novel and singular

appearance must have struck a traveller from Europe;' particularly as in his account of

the Indians, he mentions that they possess a kind of plant, which, instead of fruit,

produces wool of a finer and better quality than that of sheep : of this the natives make
clothes. In another place, he mentions that the Egyptians, as well as the priest-

hood, are so regardful of neatness, that they wear only linen clothing, and that always
newly washed. Book 2. c. 37 ; and again at c. 71. " Their habit is made of linen

;

over this they throw a kind of shawl made of white wool, but in these vests of wool

they are forbidden by their religion either to be buried, or to enter any sacred edifice."

By some authors, it has been suggested that we ought in some places to read cotton

instead of linen; but this seems to be taking for granted, that the former was as common
in Egypt in ancient times, as it is at present ; and it appears to me, that in other

places we ought to read linen instead of cotton, as in the account of the Egyptian

mode of embalming, the body is said to be wrapped up in bandages of cotton. That
-• -

this was not the case, is proved by all the mummies which have been opened and the

cloth carefully examined under the microscope, having been found to be swathed only

in Vmen cloth ; which it is not likely would have been the case, if cotton had been

as common an article of clothing in those, as it is in the present day, particularly

as some of that used for this purpose appears to have been previously worn, as it is
I

repaired in some places. It is not improbable, however, that cotton fabrics were imported

into Egypt from India even ^t the earliest historical periods, with cinnamon, cassia, and
L

frankincense.' Pliny, writing about 500 years subsequent to the time of Herodotus, men-

tions, lib. 19, c. J, that the upper part of Egypt, verging towards Arabia, produces a

small shrub, which some call gossypian, others xyloUy and from the latter the cloth made

from it, jcylina, bearing a fruit like a nut, from the interior of which a kind of wool is

produced, from which cloths are manufactured inferior to none for whiteness and soft-

ness, and therefore much prized by the Egyptian priesthood. Dr. Harris, in his Natural

History of the Bible, quotes several authors to show that cotton was known to the

Hebrews, adding that the name biitz, by w^hich it is distinguished, is not found amoi

the Jews till the time of their royalty, when by commerce they obtained articles of dress
L

W
"

from other nations. The author of the Ruins of Palmyra has shown that the East-
r

Indian trade by that city into Syria was as ancient as the days of Solomon ; and Heeren

concludes, that cotton fabrics formed an article of the ancient commerce with India,

as Ctesias mentions that the Indians possess an insect^* which affords a red colour

o

more

- J

this

and arid table-land of Tartary

learn {Joum. As. Soc. of

that a species of cochineal is found on the root of a plant which flourishes in a marsh (near Herat)^ but the

natives being unable to dry it^ import it from Bokhara and Yarkund^ paying about 32 sicca rupees per Indian

seer* Coccus polonicuSj the scarlet grain of Poland, is also found on the roots of a plant, the Scleranihus perennis.
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more brilliant than cinnabar, which they employ in dyeing their stuffs. Theophrastus,

lib. 4, c. 9., dnd PlJny, lib. 12, c. 10, who follows him, mention that the islands

Tylos and Aradus, the modem Bahrein, in the Persian Gulf, produce abundance of

cotton, which was manufactured into clothing. Heeren, Commerce of the Ancients,

vol. ii, p. 278, Fr. ed., concludes by saying, " II est fort probable que les plantations de

Tylos furent le resultat du commerce avec I'lnde, veritable patrie du coton."

Dr. Harris, in assigning hutz as the Hebrew name of cotton, mentions that this bears'

some resemblanc6 to bessa, its Arabic name, according to Prosper Alpinus Exot.

t 38, whence the iSuo-o-oj of the Greeks, and the hyssus of the Latins. The European
^ w

names have evidently been derived from ^Jai qtitn, kutn, or koot7i, which is the most

common Arabic name, though others are assigned it in that copious language. The

other Asiatic names do not appear to have any connection with this or with one

another ; as Persian, poombeh. Hindee, the plsuit kupas, the cotton rooe, Bengalee,

hapasCf tula, banga, Sanscrit, ttarpassee. From the last the Hindee and Bengalee

have no doubt had their origin ; and the resemblance between these and the term

Gossypiumy which has been considered of Egyptian origin, in being written with so

many of the same consonants, is remarkable.

It has sometimes been considered a subject of doubt, whether the cotton was

indigenous to America, as well as to Asia ; but without sufficient reason, as it is

mentioned by very early voyagers, formed the only clothing of the natives of Mexico

;

and as stated by Humboldt, is one of the plants of which the cultivation among the

Aztec tribes was as ancient as that of the pili (Agave)^ the maize and the quinoa

(Chenopodium) . If more evidence be required it may be mentioned, that Mr. Brown has

in his possession cotton not separated from the seeds, as well as cloth manufactured from

it, brought by Mr. Gumming from the Peruvian tombs ; and it may be added, tbat the

species now recognized as American, diflfer In character from all the known Indian species.

In a cultivated state, cotton is now distributed over a very wide expanse of the globe

on both sides of the Equator : on the north extending as far as the southern shores of

Europe, and on the south to the Cape of Good Hope ; in the islands of the Pacific

Ocean, it is found both in' the I^riendly ancf the Society Islands. Nearly under

the Line it is cultivated in the islands of Celebes, Java, Timor, and the Seychelles, as

weir as in Kutung, where the be^ is said' to be grown, extending nortTiwards up the

Malayan Peninsula, along the coast of Tenasserim into the Burhmese territory, and froni

this westward into Siam and China, whence there is a peculiar species. Cotton is

common in every part of India ; a wild species was found in Ceylon, and another in

Silhet by Dr. Roxburgh. From India the cotton seems to have travelled by the way of

the Persian Gulf into Arabia, as well as into Persia, and from thence to Syria and Asia
Minor. Prom Arabia and from the ancient commerce by the Red Sea with India it was
probably introduced into.Egypt,whence it seems to have spread into the interior of Africa,
and to both its western and northern coasts. The islands and shores of the Mediterra-
nean long supplied Europe with all the cotton it required; during the reign of Napoleon,

he
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he caused it to be introduced into Corsica, Italy, and the southern parts of France •

and Mr. Kirkpatrick cultivated it in Spain, near Malaga. In America, cotton is exten.

sively cultivated in the Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and English settlements; one species

is peculiar to Peru ; others are cultivated in the West-India islands; also in Mexico, and
in the southern states, as Georgia and Carolina of the United States of North America.

Knowing the countries through which cotton is already spread, Oie next interesting

subject of inquiry is to ascertain the kind of climate it requires, as well as that of the

countries where the best kinds are grown, and, if possible, to determine whether this

superiority depends on the excellence of the seed, the goodness of the climate, or care

in the culture ; and here the general results which have been deduced by the illustrious

Humboldt render the most essential assistance. He remarks that Gossypium barba-

dense, hirsutum, and religiosum, have their favourite climate, from 0° to 34** of latitude
*

*

where the annual temperature is from 82«> to 68% but that G. herbaceum is successfully

cultivated in the temperate zone, where, with a mean summer heat of 75* or 73**, that of

winter is not less than 46" or 48'. Cotton is, however, cultivated as high as 37* of

N. latitude in America; beyond latitude 40* in Europe, and even as far North as 46

near Astrakhan.

As the British possessions in India extend from S** to 3 J* of N. latitude, the whole are

included within the favourite tract of the cotton ; and as Mr. J. Prinsep has presented us

with an epitome of the meteorological phenomena at five places from 12* to 30% it will

be seen that the mean temperature of the year, along the whole extent, is what is

required for the cultivation of this plant. By all the observations to which Mr. Prinsep

had access, the mean temperature of Madras is found to be 81.69*; of Ava, 78.39*; of

Calcutta, 78.1 3°
; of Benares, 77.81* ; and of Saharunppre, 73.5** : to these maybe added

that of Nagpore, about 80* ; Nusseerabad, 76** ; Bancoorah, 74.5* ; Delhi, about 75*.

The mean temper?iture of the winter months at Saharunpore, the most northern station, is

Uioreover about 55* , and though we are without any precise data respecting the nature

of the climate of the Tinnevelly district, the most southern portion, where, however,

the best cotton is at present grown, we may safely assume that in point of temperature,

and, I believe, in the course of the seasons, every part of the Indian territories is fitted
* -

for the cultivation of cotton-

With respect to elevation, Humboldt mentions that in the 'aequinoctial regions of

America, cotton extends to nearly 9,000 feet above the level of the sea, but in Mexico,

in 19* 22' of N, latitude, it reaches only to 5,500 feet. In tlie Himalayas I have seen

it at above 4,000 feet in the tract between the Ganges and Jumna rivers ; Dr. Govan

mentions it as extending with the sugar-cane to about 4,200 feet between the Jumna

and Sutlej rivers ; both situations are within 28* to 31^* of N. latitude; but in neither

is it cultivated to any extent, a few plants only are grown about the villages, of which
r

r

the produce is used up by the females of the family. Mr. Trail mentions that the

1 of the Keraaon district is superior to that of the plains in softness of

of colour, and length of fibre.

In
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1-

In addition to the information which has been obtained regarding the temperature

required for the successful growth of cotton, and the notices we have from cultivators

respecting the soil, it is desirable also" to ascertain the degree of atmospheric dryness

and moisture which is best suited to the formation of cotton-wool. Respecting this I have

been unable to obtain any information, but there is no doubt that from the extent of

their distribution, the several cultivated species must be subjected to very different

degrees of evaporation, and the production of cotton, both as regards quantity and

quality, must, I conceive, be influenced by this as well as by other causes, particularly

as we know that the formation of flowers and fruit depends upon the nature and quan-

tity of the secretions which are forriied by the leaves, and in the cdtton, probably, by

the leaflets of the involucel or exterior calyx. As the density of these secretions

depends as much upon the rate of perspiration as upon the supply of moisture by the

roots, it follows that different states of humidity in the atmosphere, checking or exciting

perspiration, will influence the retention of the fluids in the state of sap, or their

conversion into concentrated secretions ; and as it is upon the latter that depend the

formation of flowers and fruit, it follows that whatever favours the former will be

useful to the latter ; or, as Professor Lindley has well and briefly expressed it. Trans-

plantation, a dry and heated (and it may be added a rarified) atmosphere, a judicious

pruning of the extremities ofyoung growing branches, a great decomposition of carbonic

acid by full exposure to light, or whatever interrupts the rapid flow of the sap, favours

its concentration and the diminution of excessive vegetative vigour, assists the formation

of fiower-buds, and consequently the production of flowers. But a moist or richly-

manured soil, high temperature, with great atmospheric humidity, a ffee and uninter-
r

rupted circulation of sap, or a great accumulation of oxygen, in consequence of the

imperfect decomposition of carbonic acid, have all a tendency to dilute the sap, promote
excessively rapid growth, the almost exclusive production of leaf-buds, and are therefore

unfavourable to the formation of flower-buds. v. Frinciples of Horticulture, p. 35,
and p. 64. The same reasoning will apply to the production of fruit and the perfection

of seed, as well as cotton, and any other accessaries or secretions.

The degree of moisture and dryness which is best suited to each species, and for the

production of its several parts and products varies so much, that what is excessive of
either for one plant, may be just the degree that is requisite for another. What this is,

can only be known in general from experiment and observation ; and in the present
case we only know what some cultivators have stated that, according to the moisture
or dryness of a climate, the cotton was long or short stapled, fine or coarse, early

flowering, as well as varying in the quantity it bore. There is. no doubt

y

considerable differences must exist in this respect between the equability of
climates within the tropics, the moist climates of Bengal and Guiana, and the mode

€f Europ

temperature and evaporation of Georgia and Carolina, as well as of the south

It is generally admitted that the quality of cotton improves in proportion to its vicinity

to

4
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th I sea
;
but the Pernambuco cotton is said to be injured by this proximity, and to

improve in proportion as its cultivation advances into the interior (Kosfei^'s Brazif). With
regard to latitude, the cotton ofJava under the Line is almost the worst in the market,
and that from Guiana and Brazil, within a few degrees of the Line, is the
quality

;
while that from Jamaica, in 20^ of N, latitude, more costly in prod

30 per cent, worse than that from Demerara, 14° more to the southward ; while 'the

second

cotton of Georgia and the Carolinas, nearly at the most norlhern limit of its ext
is the best that is produced

; and the cotton of Egypt, of which the cultivatioi
returning civilization, has returned to the country by which it was first made kn.
Europe, is of excellent quality. In India, though some fine cotton is produced

th

ghbourhood of Dacca, and some that of Bengal, according to Mr
and

Colebrooke, is worse than that of the north-western provinces
laiion of these, as we have seen in so many instances, corresponds to that of the coast
of Coromandel, where the cotton is grown, of which the Madras long-cloihs are made.
It would appear, therefore, that not only is temperature necessary to be considered,
but also the due balance between the supply of moisture to the roots, and its escape by
the perspiratory surfaces of the varied processes of a jud
culture, ni addition to the choice of the species or variety to be cultivated in any parti-

cular locality.

In the choice, however, of seeds, it does not follow that that which is best suited to

one climate, is the kind most eligible for introduction into another, where the requisites

of soil and climate may be neither identical nor analogous. Br. Rohr and Mr. Bennet
mention, that even in the same field some plants were ten times more productive than
others, and that a variety which was sterile in one situation, became fertile when removed
to another, which did not appear more favourable ; while a kind that in one bore but
little cotton, became most productive in a neighbouring farm. Much, therefore, may
be done in improving the kinds which already exist in India, by ascertaining with

precision the parts of the country where the best cotton is already produced, the peculia-

of climate, and culture, selecting the most prolific plants, and extend o
their cultivation, to the exclusion of less fertile and inferior kinds ; exchanging the

produce of one place with that of another, when others can be induced to take the

saine trouble in selecting and preserving only the best kind of seed. Doing, in fact,

what is everywhere done by all who are interested in the improved cultivation of grain,

vegetables, fruit, or flowers ; though some varieties are difficult to propagate by seed,

yet others may be continued sufficiently long to attain the permanency of species*

instead of the liability to change of varieties.

Much, moreover, may be effected by introducing into India the different species and

varieties which are already successfully cultivated in other countries ; and here the

chief thing is not to restrict ourselves to too small a number of varieties, because they

happen to be those which at present produce the best kinds of cotton. Not contented

in America with possessing already the best kinds of cotton, they have tried those of
_ I ri

N other
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Other countries to see if there were not among them some suited to the peculiarities of their

country and climate. Mr. Spalding, in an interesting letter published in the evidence

before the East-Indian Committee, informs us that the cultivators in America confine

their attention to such plants as are of annual growth. 1st. The nankeen cotton introduced

at an early period from China ; this is abundant in produce, l)ut the seed, covered with

down, produces wool of a dirty yellow colour, which does not bring the price of the

other short staple cottons. 2d. The green-seed cotton, with white wool, which, with

the former, is grown in the middle and upland districts, whence the latter is called

npla?2d cotton, also short staple cotton ; and from the mode in which it was cleaned, bowed

Georgia cotton. This, Mr. S. says, was cultivated in Georgia and Carolina previous to

the revolutionary war, and considers it impossible to ti^ace whence it was introduced,

but supposes it may have been from Smyrna by one of the southern states. To this it

may be objected, that G. herhaceum, with grayish seed, being the kind generally culti-

vated in Asia Minor, this green-seed cotton is probably one of the cultivated varieties

of G. hirsutum. 3d. The sea island, or long staple cotton, which is distinguished by the

black colour of its seed, and the fine, white, strong, and silky long staple by which it is

surrounded. This is grown in the lower country near the sea, and on several small

islands, which are not very distant from the shore. This was introduced into Georgia

from the Bahama Islands, where it had been introduced from a small island in the

West-Indies, celebrated for its cotton, called Anguilla.

In attempting the introduction into India of n^w kinds of cotton, it would appear

advisable to include in the experiments every kind that could be procured from any part

of the world, whether in their present site, affording the best or only an indifferent kind

of cotton ; for some which do not appear so good, may find a more suitable locality in

some parts of India. Another consideration, not less important, is to e;xtend the

experiments over as wide a field as circumstances will at present admit of; and it will

be extraordinary, indeed, if the extended coasts and wide-spreading plains of the Indian
-

empire do not afford a sufficient choice of soil and climate for some one, if not several,

of the superior varieties of a plant, which is already cultivated in every part of the

country.

With respect to the improvement of the kinds already in cultivation in India, it will

not be useless to call attention to the evidence given before the Committee of the

House of Commons on the Affairs of the East-India Company, where several places are

mentioned, which already produce some fine kinds of cotton,— as the neighbourhood of

the Silhet Hills, which is said by Mr. Bracken to produce a cotton equal to any from

the South Sea Islands, and which he states that Mr. Finlay, of the Calcutta Cotton

Mills, considered equal to any cotton he had ever seen. There is also a fine variety in

the neighbourhood of Dacca ; though the fine muslins of that name are no doubt more
owing to the workmanship than to the raw material. Mr. Colebrooke (Bengal Husbandry,

p. 140) states, that the best cotton imported into Bengal is brought by land from Nag-
pore, in the Dukhun, to Mirzapore. Another kind, superior in the length and fineness

of
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of its staple, is brought by a land-carnage of more than 500 miles from Ameraweti, a

well-known mart in the Dukhun, situated about thirty miles south of the city of Elich-

pore. The best cotton on the eastern side of India is now said to be grown in Guzerat,

and that from Cutch is particularly fine in the staple, and well cleaned ; but the finest
j_

is produced at a village near Manyrole, in Kattywar. The great improvement in the

Tinnevelly cotton is well known, and owing to the introduction of foreign varieties,

especially from the Isle of Bourbon. The Seychelle cotton should also be tried, as well

as the different kinds which are produced in Siam, and the several islands of the Indian

Archipelago, as well as of the Pacific Ocean. That ofPernambuco appears particularly

desirable, as it is said to improve the further it is carried into the interior. The Brazils

and "West-India Islands afford endless varieties; and the trials with the seed from

Georgia and the Carolinas, as well as from Egypt, should be repeated in every part of

India, but especially on the coast of Cutch, inMalwa, and in the north-western pro-

vinces of India. With respect to the best mode of cultivation, it is unnecessary to enter

into all the details, as they are given in works lately published available to every one,

especially the Tropical Agriculturist , Co-Tpidim Basil Hall's Travels in America, Poiret Diet,

des Sciences Naturelles, tom.xi. ; but as it will be useful to contrast the principles with the

practice in India, I have made the following abstract, chieflyfrom the first-mentioned work.
•

The soil best adapted for the cotton is a light and sandy soil, particularly if held"

together by a little clay or calcareous earth, and mixed with a small portion of vegetable

matter ; but volcanic deposits are said to be the most favourable, and the banks of rivers

which are overflowed, and become covered with mud. A moderate degree of moisture is

essential, but too great aridity is injurious, and must be counteracted by irrigation ; and

as an excess of moisture induces the production of a profusion of leaves and flowers/ .

though the latter fall off, and the roots rot, it must be obviated by drainage. No

great depth of soil is required, but it ought to be light and friable, so that the delicate

fibrils of the root may penetrate in every direction. The tap root of the perennial species

should, however, be able to descend to some depth ; the sub-soil, therefore, should

not be hard. Two or three ploughings are necessary to pulverize the earth, destroy all

weeds, and expose every particle of soil to the atmosphere, and to light and heat. In

China the soil is harrowed after each ploughing, and the latter is made twelve or fifteen

inches deep. If the soil be barren or exhausted, manure suited to the nature of the

soil is added, in China, after the last ploughing, and consists of mud from the bottom
^ I

-•

of ditches, ashes of all kinds, and oil-cakes. Previous to being sown, the seed is

generally soaked in water : oil has been recommended for the purpose, but lime-water

would be preferable. The sowing takes place in Georgia from November to April, in

lines or furrows : the latter may be five feet apart. In America and the West-Indies,

where the land has not been previously cleared, the practice is to fell and set fire to the

timber, and dig holes for sowing the seed. These may vary in distance, but are often

eighteen inches apart, and about as deep. From twelve to twenty or thirty seeds are

n2 sown
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sown in each hole, as soon as possible after ploug-hing, digging, or hoeing, and are

covered with one or one and a-half inch of soil. The most important operation is

weeding ; this is repeated every eight or ten days in China, until the bushes put forth

blossom, and every month in Guiapa; it ought to be carefully performed so as not to

injure the young fibrils; it is useful not only in removing weeds, but also in turning up

the soil. When plants are three or four inches high, all, except three or four in each

hole, are pulled up; at the end of the third month, all the plants but one are withdrawn

;

in Georgia, after a month, six or seven are left in each hole ; at next hoeing, only one,

or the two which are most apart. When the remaining plant is eighteen or twenty-four

inches high, only twelve inches in China, the top is pinched off, that the lateral

branches may shoot out, which, after, a time, are treated in the same manner to favour

the formation of flower and fruit. This process is objected to by Von Rohr. The
blossom generally appears about the end of July, or beginning of August : pods open
about six weeks after the blossom, and the crops begin in September, both in Georgia

and Guiana
;
but most of the cotton is ready about the middle of October, and the

whole of the first crop is not got in before the end of December in Guiana ; when as in

India, Christmas rains occur
; the plants afterwards sprout out new shoots and blossoms,

and about the end of February the picking may be resumed, and continued to the middle
of April. The ground is carefully weeded between the crops ; women and children are
employed in picking the cotton out of the pods, and as moisture is injurious, the
gathering is not commenced until the dew is dissipated; and as the pods ripen in

succession, it is repeated at short intervals ; the cotton is then sorted, that which had
fallen on the ground is kept separate, the whole cleaned, and then dried in the sun

:

this hardens the seeds, and enables them to separate more easily from the cotton, and is

moreover useful in preventing the latter spoiling from heating. If left too long on the
plant, the withered leaves and calyx become mixed with the cotton, as is so frequently
the case in India.

I -

V

In Guiana the perennial cotton produces a full crop the second year, and remains pro-
ductive for four or six years. In China it is kept only three years; young plants are put
in wherever deficiencies occur. In Guiana the pruning of the perennial cotton-plant
takes place in the second year of its growth, after the whole of the produce is gathered
in. May is considered the most favourable month, when the trees are cut tb about four
feet high, premising with a good weeding of the ground. Dry weather and the early
part of the day are recommended, that the sun may dry up the wounds.

In^addition to the cultivation, it will be interesting to be able to compare the expenses
^" *^^ West Indies, Mr, Edwards states that each able-bodied

diffe

labourer can perform a task equal to the cultivation of five and a pi
considered capable of yielding 1,000 pounds of merchantable cotton for each able-bodied
labourer employed. In Georgia it is calculated that the usual expenses on the cultiva
tion of cotton are twopence halfpenny a-pound on the produce, but in the West-Indies

owinor
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owing to a less-productive species being employed, of which the produce is only one-

half the weight per acre, the expenses are said to be as high as sevenpence a-pound.

In comparing the careful culture of America with that which is practised in India, we

shall find it, as truly stated by Mr. Crawford, no where considered as a matter of

primary importance, but made secondary to rice, wheat, and grain generally ; and, I

may add, that I have never observed any care bestowed on the selection or exchange of

seed, the preparation of the soil, or the growth of the plant, and, least of all, in the

collection of the produce ; being in its earlier periods grown with some other crop, and

in the later overgrown with weeds, while the picking does not take place until the

leaves are so brittle, that it is impossible to prevent them mixing with the cotton.

Mr. Colebrooke mentions that a fine sort of cotton is grown in the eastern districts of

Bengal for the most delicate nianufactures ; and that a coarse kind is gathered in every

part of the province, from plants thinly interspersed in fields of pulse or grain. Captain

Jenkins describes the cotton in Cachar as gathered from the Jaum cultivation : this

consists in the jungle being burnt down after periods of four to six years, the ground

roughly hoed, and the seeds sown without further culture. But the fullest account

of the mode of cultivation in India, is' that by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, in his

statistical account' of Dinagepore, where w^e are informed that some cotton of bad

quality is grown along with turmeric, and some by itself, which is sown in the beginning

of May, and the produce collected from the middle ofAugust to the middle of October,

but the cultivation is miserable. A much better method, however, he adds, is practised

in the south-east parts of the district, of which the cotton is finer than that imported

from the west of India; the land is of the first quality, and the cotton is made to succeed

rice, which is cut between the middle of August and the middle of September ; the

field is immediately ploughed until well broken, for which purpose it may require six

double ploughings. After one-half of these has been given, it is manured with dung or

mud froni ditches. Between the middle of October and the same time of November,

the seed is sown broad cast ; twenty measures of cotton, and one of mustard. That of

the cotton, before it is sown, is put in water for one-third of an hour ; after which, it is

rubbed up with a little dry earth to facilitate the sowing ; a month afterwards the field

is weeded. About the beginning of February the mustard is ripe, when it is plucked,

and the field weeded. Between the 12th of April and the 12th of June, the cotton is

collected as it ripens. The produce of an acre' is about 300 lbs. of cotton, worth ten

rupees, and as 'much mustard- seed, worth three rupees. A still greater quantity of
L

cotton. Dr. B. continues, is reared on stiff clay land, ' where the ground is also high,

and tanks numerous. If the soil is rich, it gives a suminer crop of rice' in the same

year, or, at least, produces the seedling rice that is to be transplanted. Tn the

beginning of October the field is ploughed, and in the end of the month the cotton-seed
r

is sown, mingled with sor^iska or tora (species of Sinapis and Eruca), and some rows

of flax and safHower'are generally intermixed.' About the end of January, or later,

the
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the oil-seeds are plucked, the field h hoed, axid manured with cow-dung and ashes,

mud from tanksj^ and oil-cake ; it is then watered once in from eight to twelve days.

The cotton is gathered between the middle of April and the middle of June, and its pro-

duce may be from 360 to 500 lbs. an acre.

In the most northern provinces of India, I have never observed so much care bestowed

on the cultivation. The seasons for sowing are about the middle of March and April,

after the winter crops have been gathered in, and again about the commencement of the

rainy season; the crops are commenced being gathered about the conclusion of the

rains, and during October and November ; after which the cold becomes considerable,

and the Christmas rains severe. About the beginning of February the cotton plants

shoot forth new leaves, produce fresh flowers, and a second crop of cotton is produced,

which, is gathered during March and beginning of April. The same occurs with the

cottons of Central India, one crop being collected after the rains, and the other in

February, and what is late in. the beginning of March.

Experiments having been frequently made to introduce into India the finer kinds of

American cotton, and these having generally proved unsuccessful, it would appear an

unnecessary expense to repeat them; but as it is. highly desirable to substitute a superior

kind for the coarse cottons now in cultiyation, the experiments should still, I conceive,

be continued; both with foreign seed and with that wBich is indigenous to India. The late

attempts which have been made in Bengal have proved unsuccessful with the long staple

cottons ; and as it is stated that the plant runs too much into leaf, the ill success would

appear to be owing to the climate^ and therefore irremediable with that kind of cotton;

but this was ascertained many years ago by Dr. Roxburgh, who mentions that the

Bourbon cotton attains a good size in Bengal, but yields little cotton, and that it

succeeds better in the more elevated, dryer, and less fertile soil of Coromandel. Much,

however, may no doubt be done by selecting such seeds as are best suited to. the pecu-

liarities of the soil and climate, especially as some cotton grown in the fields by Mr.

Piddington forty miles N.E. of Calcutta, instead of degenerating, had improved in

quality, and was so luxuriant, as to oblige him frequently to root it up. This was

pronounced by seven cotton-brokers^ of Liverpool to be a very useful description of

cotton, worth G^d. per pound, \HiiIst the average quality of Surat and Bengal was not

mwe than 5d, per pound, and that of nine-tenths of the cotton ^own in the United

States of America of the value of 6|z/. per pound. The introduction of the Bourbon

cotton into the southern part of the Indian Peninsula has been eminently successful, as

the soil and climate are said to be favourable ; but the experiment had also the advan-

tage of Mr. Hughes' skill and superintendence; and his cotton and senna have both

long been known as the best from India. The former has frequently sold for Is.

per pound, when other Indian cottons did not fetch half the price. Mr. Charles

Groves, to whose intelligence as a merchant I have been indebted for much valuable

information respecting the commercial products of India, has been good enough to

procure
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procure for me the following note respecting the last investment imported of this supe-

rior cotton: 8 bales of it, of 300 lbs. each, were sold 10th September last, marked

*• Hughes, Tinnevelly cotton," at lOid., at the same time with 222 bales of a very superior

kind, at 8^^. and 8|^. The ordinary Madras, grown in the same country, being at th^

same time worth 7d., and some of the other Indian cottons not more than B^d. The

principal superiority of this cotton consisted in its being of u more silky quality and of

longer staple, though a small part of its value was also owing to its being cleaner.

Though the island of Salsette and the coasts of Guzerat and Cutch appear particularly

eligible for the cultivation of cottons, the experiments on the introduction of American

long staple cottons have hitherto failed, though the first crop has sometimes been good,

from the subsequent deterioration of the seed. This might perhaps be remedied by

exchanges of seed between different districts, particularly as upwards of thirty years

ao-o cotton was grown by Dr. Scott in the island of Salsette, which was considered

equal to Bourbon cotton. Much might here, as elsewhere, be done by trying all the

varieties of seed, improving the native seed, varying the cultivation according to circum-

stances, and when all the information possible has been obtained by experiments on a

small scale, extending the cultivation to the desired extent. The introduction of

American seed into the upper provinces of India does not seem to have inspired th^

experimenters with any idea of the inapplicability of the climate of India for the

production of the finer cottons ; though Mr. Colebrooke relates a failure which occurred

at Benares. Mr. Gisborne mentions that a friend of his procured a few seeds, he believes

of Brazil cotton, from which he in time obtained three bales of cotton, which was sold

in London for a shilling a-pound, at the time that Indian cotton generally was

between 4d. and 5d. Mr. Huggins raised cotton from the Upland Georgia seed about

Allahabad, of which the produce was much more abundant than from any other

description of cotton that he had seen,' the pod more than double the size, the cotton

good, and the plants did not require more labour than the common cotton of the country.

Major Colvin also sowed some seed of American cotton early in 1832, in the vicinity of

the Delhi canal, and the produce was obtained about the middle of October, and

during the following month ; the capsules were very large, and the superiority of tlie

cotton in quantity and quality over that usually grown in the country where cotton is

very extensively cultivated, was so manifest, that all the zumeendars were anxious to

procure some of the seed.

So few attempts have been made to improve the cottons indigenous to India, that no

idea can be formed of what is practicable. From some experiments made with Broach

and Surat cotton, it appears, that by bestowing more care in picking and cleaning, some

sold for 5|.^., and some which was still more carefully cleaned sold for G^d., which was

quite as high as that of Upland American cotton at the time. I commenced some

experiments at Saharunpore, which it was my intention to have prosecuted, as the results,

though the soil was too clayey, were satisfactory. The Bourbon cotton, which had been

several
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several years in the garden, but in too luxuriant a state, produced some cotton, which

Mr. Saunders pronounced of a much better staple than that usually cultivated in India

;

but he considered that produced by the tree cotton {Gossypiiim arborcum) of the best

description, as both the fabric and staple were good. It appears worthy of beino-

subjected to further trials, particularly to ascertain its productiveness, for of the fineness

and silky nature of its staple there can be no doubt, as it is employed by the natives

for making only the finest muslins. It was cultivated like the common Indian cotton,

and gave its produce in the first year in October and November, and a second crop in

February.
A-

ki p. 4, it is stated that Malwa and the north-western provinces of India seemed well

adapted for the cultivation of cotton. It is already extensively cultivated there, and that

so cheaply, being sold at Id, and l^d. per pound, that it supports a successful competiti

in Bengal, notwithstanding the heavy expenses of distant transport by land and water.

(Colebrooke.) From thewestward it is conveyed on bullocks to Calpee, Banda, and Mir-

zapore, where it goes down the Jumna and Ganges rivers, with the cotton grown in the

northern provinces. The cotton plants which I saw in manyplaces from Agra to Allahabad

seemed more prolific than any I have seen elsewhere. Notwithstanding the careless culti-

vation, the cotton in the capsules was more abundant; these were larger and more nume-
rous than I had seen either higher up or lower down the country. The climate also, I

conceive, well suited to them, notwithstanding the great heat of the months of April,

May, and June
; as the plants grow w^ell, and attain maturity during the rainy months,

which terminate just when the drying up of the soil, the dryness and clearness of the

atmosphere are most necessary to check vegetative vigour, and determine the secretions

towards the formation of fruit, and the perfecting of the seed. Bundlecund above the
Ghauts, and Malwa, are also extensive cotton districts, and peculiarly eligible, on account
of the soil, which is frequently emphatically called a hlach cotton soil, and a climate which
is also most favourable. The soil, formed in many parts of decomposed trap-rocks, is a

friable black earth, penetrable by the most delicate fibrils. The temperature of this

provmce, from

the thermometer

1, is moderate, when compared with the plains ; the range of

the hot winds comparatively mild, and of short duration, the
fall of rain less than in the plains; and though fevers occur at their conclusion, the
climate may be considered on the whole salubrious.—(i^^;?;//^. Gaz:) From the slope of
the country, and we may conclude that the circulation of air is free, and
evaporation favoured, so as to induce dryness of the atmosphere, which seems essential for
the formation of fruit of any kind. In such a climate it would not appear a work of great
difficulty to substitute a superior species or variety for that which is already cultivated.
It may be added, that the author has heard that Sir John Malcolm, than whom no one
was better acquainted with Malwa, was of opinion that it was particularly well adapted
for the cultivation of cotton, and that it could supply an amazingly increased quantity.

It would be interesting to ascertain precisely what peculiarities of climate are best
r

suited
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suited to the formation of cotton-wool, but so few meteorological registers give the dry-

ness and moisture of a climate, as well as its temperature, that we cannot at present draw
F

any just conclusions. An insular climate, though comparatively moist, may be useful

from the equability of temperature, the freedom of atmospheric circulation which pro-
-. - -

motes evaporation, as much as from mere vicinity to the sea.

Considering, therefore, that Mr. Bennet, after years of experience and attentive
r

observation, concludes his statement by saying, " that he has hitherto gained some new

insight every year, and sees clearly that there is an hundred times more to be learned

^bout cotton than its planters imagine," (Trap. Agricult. p. 46.) it is not unreasonable
A,

to suppose that much may be done for its improveqaent in India, where few have paid

sufficient attention to the subject, and the cultivation has hitherto been left almost

entirely in the hands of the natives. Much also may be hoped from the experiments of
r

the *' Agricultural Society of India" being extended to every part of the country. I

have no doubt that by the importation of foreign, and the selection of native seed

;

attention to the peculiarities not only of soil, but also of climate, as regards the course

of the seasons ; and the temperature, dryness, and moisture of the atmosphere ; as well

as attention to the mode of cultivation, such as preparing the soil, sowing in lines,

so as to facilitate the circulation of air; weeding, ascertaining whether the mixture of

other crops with the cotton be injurious or otherwise, pruning, picking the cotton as it

ripens, and keeping it clean; great improvement must take place in the quality of the

cotton. Experiments may at first be more expensive than the ordinary culture, but the

natives of India, when taught by example, would adopt the improved processes as

regularly and as easily as the other; and as labour is no where cheaper, any extra

outlay would be repaid fully as profitably as in countries where the best cottons are at

present produced.
r

The subject is one of great importance not only to India, but also to England, As the

litter must always be interested in having her manufactures supplied from as wide a

surface as possible, so as to be independent at all times of temporary interruptions

to commerce. To India the subject is one of vast consequence, as the consumption

of cotton in England is about 300,000,000 pounds annually, of which India does not

supply above a twentieth part; any improvement, therefore, in the quality of the cotton

Qr the productiveness of the plant, could not fail to be of great benefit, both to the

agriculturist and to the merchant.

In addition to the above considerations, in attempting improvements in the cultivation of cotton, it

is necessary to ascertain the species or varieties which are cultivated in different countries ; but in this,
: *

there are great, and, in some respects, insurmountable difficulties, as botanists have generally neglected

the subject,and omitted mentioning the cultivated species; while cultivators have used provincial names,

or applied new ones of their own, to the exclusion of any notice of the names in use among botanists.

This has rendered it impossible for others to ascertain to what species their otherwise valuable obser-

vations refer. The celebrated De Candolle has admitted thirteen species, observing that they are all

uncertain, and that no genus more requires the labours of a monographist; two additional species

have been described by Dr. Roxburgh, one by Roeusch^ and another in the Flore de Senegambie. Dr.

O • Von
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.Von Rohr describes 29 species or varieties, Mr. Badier 18, and Mr. Bennet mentions that he kne^y

more than 100 kinds, and that they appeared to him never ending.

But there is no doubt that species have been established from imperfect specimens, indifferent

drawings, and frequently from insufficient characters, and these liable to change. Swartz and others

have observed, that the several species varied in the size of parts, in the division of leaves, in the

number of glands, in hairiness, in having the leaflets of the exterior calyx more or less divided, in the

capsules having three or four cells; in the colour of both the seeds and the wool, as well as in the

adherence and tenacity of the latter; so that from the difficulty of distinguishing the several species

Svvartz thought that they niight easily be believed to be only varieties of one species. Some intelligent

cultivators, as Rohr and Badier, who found it difficult to refer their varieties to the small number pf

recognised species, have made the same observation. To the first, the seeds appeared to furnish the

most certain and least changeable characters. But it may be doubted whether from being unaccustomed

to make those nice distinctions, and at the same time make allowances for the variations due to culture,

cultivators have not exaggerated the difficulties, and as they were most interested in the produce of

own observations

Mr
mittee, states that " the same cotton-seed planted in one cotton-field will give quite a black and
** naked seed ; while planted in another, different in soil and situation, will be prone to run into large
** cotton with long boles, and with seeds tufted at the ends with fuzz.^ But this liability to run into

varieties, so far from being accounted a disadvantage, ought to be considered the reverse, as it is

the great distinction between a cultivable plant, and one that is not so ; it is desirable only to know
the species from which the most useful varieties have been procured in countries where the best cottons

• are grown work

assistance of the observations of Dr. Roxburgh, who states having studied the subject for thirty years

{Flora IndicUy vol. 3. p. 187), and those of Dr. Swartz, who has described with great care (Observ.

WestBot p. 265) the species of cotton which he found cultivated in the

that he has been able to refer some of the kinds cultivated in different countries, to their true

species.

1. G.obtusf/oUum (Roxh,) Shrubby, very ramous. Leaves

small, with three, rarely five, obtuse, ovate, entire lobes.

Stipules Mcd.ie, The eMerior calyjo y^Aih. entire divisions.

marked with black spots. Leaves hairy, palmate, 3, gene-

rally 5-lobed, in herbaceous varieties, lobes broad and
rounded with a little point ; in those which are woody sub-

Capsitles ovate, cells three-seeded. Seeds free, and clothed lanceolate and acute, with or without glands. Stipules

with firmly-adhering, short greenish-gray down, under a falcate-lanceolate. Flowers axillary, generally solitary

'«Tnall portion of ash-colouved vrooL—RoJcb. Ft. Indica. 1 towards the extremities of the branches, petals of a lively

vol.3, p. 183. A native of Ceylon, but not cultivated, yellow colour, with a purple spot near the claw.

Flowers during the rains and cold season in the Botanic

Garden at Calcutta.

'TTiefltS

>

2, G, acuiniiiatuTii (Roxb.) Sub-arboreous. Leaves from

three to five lobed, lobes oblong, tapering, very acute.

Edctei'ior calyx deeply laciniate. Stipules linear-lanceolate.

Capsules \or\^y ovate, much pointed. Seeds many, adhering

firaily to each other, black, and free of every pubescence,

except the long white wool, which is easily removed.

—

Ttojch.

FLl7id.3,p, 186.

Dr. Roxburgh states, that this species is easily distin-

of the exterior Calyoo or involucely D.C. cordate at the base,

margin dentate, sometimes entire. Capsules ovate, pointed;

3 or 4-celled. Seeds fi*ee, about five in number, clothed with

firmly-adhering, grayish down, under the short-staple white
wool.—-T^on s. Gossypium antiquorum.—G, herlaceum.
Linn. sp. PI. 3. p. 355. Lamarck Encycl. 2. p. 133, Car.
Diss. 6. p. 310. t. 164. f. 2. Wild, 3. p. 803. Roxb. Fl. Ind.

3. p. 181 b.C. Prod. I. p. 456. This and its varieties are

by far the most generally cultivated in India. Dr. Roxburgh
particularly distinguishes three varieties :—1st. Dacca Cot-

guished by its superior size and large black seeds, which ^ow, which furnishes thatfine long soft cotton-wool, employed
adhere firmly to each other. It is said to be a native of in manufacturing the very delicate beautiful muslins of that
the mountains to the north and westward of Bengal, but

he does not find that it is ever cultivated ; but it is apparently

a species well worthy of trial in different parts of India, as

it is indigenous, and desirable on account of the facility

with which the wool separates from the naked seeds.

3. G. herhaceum (Lin.) Stems woody, bi-triennial, 4-6

feet high in tropical, herbaceous and two feet high, in

temperate climates, the older parts reddish, the younger.

place, V, Roxb, Corom. Plants, vol. iii. t. 269. 2d. Berar
CoUoUy distinguished by growing to a greater size, and
having smooth and straight branches, leaflets of the exterior

calj-x more deeply divided, and the wool of a finer quality,

than in the common variety of this species. This is cultivated

in Berar and the Northern Circars, and with its cotton the

fine jMadras, more properly Northern Circar, long-cloth is

made. M. China Cottony introduced into Bengal, where
as Well as the flower and foot-stalks, hairy, frequently its wool, according to Dr. Roxburgh, is reckoned 25 per

cent.
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cent, better than that of Surat* Lamarck's G.indicum. V striated and laciniate, much longer than the corolla, three.

Encycl. 2. p. 134, Capas, RumjjJi. Amh, 4. p* 33. t. 12. I whitish glands between the base of the inner and the divi-.

arieties sioDs of the outer calj-x. Corol yellow, petals ovate acute,

{Diss, 6, p. 314. t. 169.) having seen it in flower in Paris,
j

rather hairy, claws purple. Germen globose.

—

Cav. Diss^

>vas of the same opinion. The variety cultivated about I 6. p. 311. t. 193. This species, grown in Persia, near-

Cawnpore and in the Doab, is figured tab. 23. fig. 1. froi» a I Ispahan, flowered in the Paris Garden, and enabled Cava-

drawing in General Hardwicke's collection. There are J nelles to write his description. I have not been able ta

also specimens from Saluen and Tavoy. ascertain what species is cultivated in Persia, but the cotton

Besides India, this species is cultivated in Syria, Asia I from that country is frei^uently of good quality, Mr. Brucc,-

Minor, and the Mediterranean. Specimens of it have been 1 in a short notice communicated to the Agricultural Society

Wilki ison from Egypt " Wild cotton 1 of India, states that the cotton improves the nearer it is to

from the oases," appears to be also a variety, as well as
j

the sea-coast; and also that the same plant is annually cut

gotun biladi. in the same collection deposited in the British I down, and springs up again, so as to bear a crop for

Museum. G. punctatumj cultivated on the banks of the I twenty or thirty years in succession.

Senegal, and in the country between it and the river Gam-

bia, is nearly allied to it, according to the authors of the

Flore de Senegambie. Varieties must have been introduced

into America, as seed is said to have been taken from

6. G. religiostim* Perennial, Stem 3-4 feet, branches

and petioles a little velvetty, hirsute towards the apex, and

loaded with black points. Leaves cordate, superior S-lobed,

inferior 5-lobed, deeply divided, lobes ovate-acuminate,

Smyrna, when the Americans commenced the cultivation of
^^^.^^ pubescent (some of the lower ones ovate-acuminate),

cotton.

4. G. arhoreumy Stem arboreous, 15 to 20 feet, some-

times shrubby, young parts hairy, tinged of a reddish

colour, Leaves palmate, 3 or 5-lobed, hairy, dotted with

blackish spots, of a dark green colour, lobes elongated,

lanceolate, sometimes mucronate, sinus obtuse, glands one,

sometimes three. Stipules awl-shaped. Flowers solitar)^,

with short peduncles, red,, with a yellowish tinge near the

claws. Leaflets of the exterior calyx cordate-ovate, entire,

sometimes dentate. Capsule ovate-pointed, 3 or 4 celled,

four to five seeds, covered with a greenish-coloured fur,

enveloped in a fine siljcy yellowish-white wool,

—

Xylon

Observ. Bat, p. 267. Roxh

arboreum aiictorum. gotnem

(i,e. the large cotton) Prosp. Alp. Exot. t. 38. GJierbaceum

vel Xylon madei^aspatmse rubicundo flore pcntaphyllcEum.

Pluk. Aim. 172. t, 188. f. 3. G. arboreum. coin el sadjar.

Forsk. -^gyp. p. 10.' AnG.rubrum^ Forsk.p. 116. Wild. 3.

p. 804. Lamarck Encycl. 2, p. 135. Cav. Diss. 6. p. 310.

t. 165. Roxb. Fl. Ind. 3. p. 182. DC. Prod. 1. p. 456.

Dr. Roxburgh was of opinion, that Cadu pariti of Rheede,

Hort. MaL 1. p. 55. t. 31. is not this plant: but observes, it

Gcertner It

is remarkable, that one specimen of G. barbadmse is marked

<y. arboreum in the Linnean Herbarium, and that it should

be marked G, religiosum in Heyne's Herbarium. I was

informed by Huree Sing, the head-gardener in- the H. C.'s

Botanic Garden at Saharunpore, that the cotton of this

j J^;^;;;^
^^^^^^^̂ ^^Zl^^^^^

one to three glands. Stipules lanceolate deciduous (cordate

acuminate. Roxb.) Flotcers\^g^ fulvous, peduncles short,

dotted. Leaflets of the exterior calyx large, cordate acurai-

nate, deeply laciniate, hairy and dotted. Capsule ovate

acuminate, dotted, 3, 4, or 5-celled. Seeds black, covered

with firml3'-adher5ng, short tawny fur, under the long

tawny-coloured ivool.

Fl, Lidica, 3. p. 185.

Sir James Smith sa3's, " what Linneus intended by

G. religiosum is rather doubtful ; that in his herbarium ap-

pears to be G. Barhadense:^ Bees CycL The distinguishing

characteristic of what is at present considered such, is the

bearing tawny instead of white cotton ; but there is consi.

derable difficulty in ascertaining whether only one or more

species have such, or whether the colour is sufficiently per-

manent to allow of its being depended on as a specific

character. There are certainly two distinct localities for

it, one China, the other Siam. Swartz described the

species from plants cultivated in Jamaica from seed sent

from China, under the name of Nankin cotton. Dr. Rox-

burgh also describes from cotton introduced into Bengal,

and called Nankeen cotton. Specimens, in Dr. Lindley's

Herbarium, from the neighbourhood of Macao, with tawny

cotton, show the species to he very distinct from the other

cultivated cottons. A specimen in the British Museum,

brought from Otaheite by the Forsters, and marked G. reli-

plant was never used for making any of the lower gar-
capsules and tawny cotton, resembles that from Macao, A

mpnts hut onlv for turbans for the head, as it was sacred | " ^ ,«,-itij* *^x, ^ ii**menis, out omy lui iyxLU0,nr>

^ ,
. ',

. ,
— specimen from the Sandwich Islands, with do^vny-lookmg

to their deities. Some legend of this kind may have ^

reached Linneus, though the name is now applied to a

different species. G. arboreum is found in the island of

Celebes, in Arabia, Egypt, and in India; m the latter it

is called nurma-barrecy and is generally found in the

clumps of trees which surround temples, or the abodes of

Fuqueers. As stated at p- 96,it maybe cultivated like the

common cottons.

5. G. micranthum (Cav.) Stem reddish

coloured, free from pubescence, but covered with black
^

spots. Leaves 5-lobed, lobes roundish acuminate, with a

single gland. Stipules lanceolate. Flowei^s solitary oppo-

site to the leaves. Leaflets of tJie exterior calyx cordate,

dotted velvetty leaves, also belongs to this species, and is

marked G. religiosum* In America and the West-Indies the

tawny-coloured cotton seems to be generally considered the

produce of Siam. Lamarck alludes to a reddish-coloured cot-

ton from Siam, andmentions that in the Antilles asimilar kind

is cultivated, called" Cotonnierde Siam.'*^ Rohr has three

species, brun " Cotorr

lisse de Siam brun;" *' Cotonnier de Siam couronne brunl*

Cavanilles describes his G, religiosum as being from the

Cape of Good Hope, but with very white wool ; and refers

to it G. tricuspidatum of Lamarck, believed to be from the*

warm parts of America, Poiret, Diet, des Sc. Nat. also

o2 unites
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itnitrs them; the first states, that in the Royal Garden at I cultivated than any other kind in the West-Indies, Dr.
Paris he had seen a plant, known as the yellow cotton of I Roxburgh says, that G. barhadense was introduced into

Sianfj which very mnch resembled his G, reli(/iosumy hut
J

India from the Isle of Bourbon • hence it is known there

that its cotton was of a yellow colour. Dr. Roxburgh con.
J

by the name of Bourbon cotton^ adding, at what period it

aiders the species he describes under this name, Nankeen
J
was introduced from the West-Indies into that island is

uncertain. Sir James Smith was of opinion, that G- Jar-cotton, as allied to G. hirsuiiimy and s, that it is not

productive. Mr. Spalding states, that in Georgia the tawny I badense^ of the Linnean Ilerbarium, was the G. vitifolmm.

cotton is mostproductive ; if it proved so in India, though of of Cavanilles
; previous to knowing this, I had formed the

infcriorquality, it u'ould be useful as clothing for the natives.

It appears to me that two distinct species yield tawny-

opinion that G. vitifolmm, of which I first saw a specimen
from Egypt in Professor Lindley's Herbarium, which

coloured cotton, one with small velvetty-looking leaves, and agreed in every respect with the description by Cavanilles,

much dotted in every part, to which may be referred Dr. I was the same as the G. barbadense, or Bourbon cotton of
Lindley^s specimen from Macao, as well as that from

j
India, On examining the Linnean Herbarium, I could

Otaheite. Of this there is also a specimen in the British observe no diiference between G. barbadense of that collect

Museum from Guzerat. The other is a much larger plant,
j

tion, and that grown in India, and known by that name, nor
with the general appearance and leaves of G. Barbadense; between these and G. vitifolmm^ in Smith's Herbarium,
of it there is an excellent specimen in the East-Indian Her- from the Isle of France ; and all correspond with the figure

barium, No. 1875. This is marked, Herb. Madras, (a.) G^

flore albo Iccvitcr Jlavcscente dat xylon obscureJlavcscmtum ;

another is (b.) G. hirsuti var, Nanquin Batcmwolle ; Tan^

jore, April 1813, Mr. Wilkinson has brought specimens

from Egypt of rather tawny-coloured cotton, with brownish

seed, free from fur, which is there called ^o/«n Jiindee.

7. G,hirsutum ; Shrubby, about six feet high, young

parts very hairy. Leaves^ the upper undivided cordate,

acute, the lower 3 or 5-lobed, lobes ovate, acute (trian-

gular Roxb.) hairy on the under, and smooth on the upper

surface. Petioles very hairy, dotted "with black spots.

Glands 1 or 2 to 3. Stijyules lanceolate {Cav.) Corol^

base yellow, purplish towards apex (uniform yellow Roccb.)

and description, by Cavanilles, of G. vitifolmm^ which are

from a plant in Commerson's Herbarium, gathered also in

the Isle of France. I have, therefore, no doubt but that

G. barbadense of Swartz and Roxburgh, is the same as

G . viti/olium of Cavanilles, and consequently of many other

authors. It is singular that the latter author, when de-

scribing all the species which he could procure of Goss^-^

pium, mentions G. barbadense as a plant unknown to him
;

and Swartz, in describing the West-Indian species, omits ^11

mention of G. vitifolium; but the information that his

G* barlade7is€ is the species most cultivated in the West-

Indies, is important, as showing that from it, probably,

some of the most valuable of the cultivated varieties of

Exterior caJyoc^ ovate-acute very hairy (cordate, 3-toothed cotton have been obtained. Specimens, marked G. bar-

Cav. laciniato Roxb,) Capsule large, ovate-acute. Seeds I
badense^ in B.M., brought by Dr.Wright from Jamaica,

many, free, clothed with firmly-adhering green down, under wiay be referred to this species, and considered the type

the fine lonn; white wool.

—

Sivartz^ Observ, Bot, p. 265.

Rojrb. Fl, Ind. 3. p. 187. Cavanilles Diss. 6. p. 312. 1. 167.

This species, according to Swartz, is cultivated in Ja-

maica, where it Is frequently called French cotton^ and

every wherein the West-India islands. It would appear

from the character of the seed, to be the green^eeded shorts

staple or upland cotton of the Americans. Smith, in Rees'

Cycl. supposes this to be only a hairy variety of G,herbaceum.

Dr. Roxburgh states that this green-seeded variety had only

been lately introduced into India, where the cotton was

much admired by the natives. Specimens, apparently of

tliia species, from the hairiness of the leaves, and dentate

cordate exterior calyces, and marked G. indicuray may be
+

seen in a paper with G^ arboreitm (marked G, religiosum)^

and G. herbaceurriy in the East-Indian Herbarium.

8. G' Barbadense, Stem shrubby, 6-15 feet, smooth,

LeaveSy the upper 3*lobed, the lower STlobed, lobes ovate,

acute, smooth, often pubescent on the under surface,

ijeafieis of exterior calyx large, deeply laciniate. Flowers

yellow Capsule ovate-acuminate smooth. Seeds 8*12,

free, oblong, black, and without any other pubescence than

the long, fine, easily separable white wool.

—

Sivartz^ Obs.

Bot. p. 266. Roo'b. FL Ind^ 3. p. 187—G. vitifolium,

Cav, Diss. 6. p. 311. tab, 166.

G. barbadense was first taken up from Plukenet^ Aim.

t» 18S. f 1., published in 1695, but this figure may answer

equally well for some other specie?. That described

by Swartz under this name, he states is more extensively

of the variety vitifolium. The leaves are palmate, 5-lobed,

acuminate, like those of Ricinus communis^ hairy under-

neath, with stellate pubescence, stem reddish, as well as

the cordate, deeply laciniate leaflets of the exterior cal^TC.

The corol is large and yellow. A specimen bearing leaves

of both varieties may be seen in the Smithian Her-

barium.

Taking the smooth and shining stem and leaves, black

seed enveloped only in the easily-separable long wool, as

the characteristics of this species, we may refer to it,

several varieties of cultivated cottons in the British JIu-

seum, brought by Mr. Millington from the West-Indies j

also, G. vitifolium^ brought by M. Bov^, as the cotton

cultivated near Cairo, in Dr. Lindley's Herbarium. It was

also brought by Mr.Wilkinson, as one of the cultivated

cottons of Egypt. It seems to be distributed in the Pacific

Ocean, as Dr. Lindley has a specimen from Owhyhee.

As the Egyptian was most probably imported from Ame-

rica, the best cotton country when the cultivation was

re-established in Egypt, it is more than probable that the

Sea-island^ or long-staplcy is a variety of this species, as its

seeds agree in character. As it succeeds so well in Egypt,

of which the climate in many respects resembles that ot

the north-western provinces of India, some of its varieties

may probably succeed as an article of culture in that coun-

try ; that it does so as a plant there can be no doubt, as it has

been for many years in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden,

It exists in the East-Indian Herbarium, under the name of

J^aufice

#
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Maurice cotton^ from Tanjore. Dr. Roxburgh was of opi-
j

Several other species are enumerated; hut it is impossihk,

from the want of specimens, to ascertain whether they

are entitled to the distinction, or should only he considered

varieties. peTniviannm

is nearly allied to his G. vitifolium^ at tab. 167; and the

racemoseeds are black and free from fur, G
posed to afford the cotton of Porto Rico* Specimens of

other species may be seen in the British Museum, which it

is difficult to know M-here to refer, as one from the Sand-

wich Islands, which is verj' large, with shining coriaceout

leaves, and large entire cordate-acuminate leaflets of the

exterior calyx: flowers having a bilabiate appearance, with

nion, that it succeeds better in the more elevated, dryer,

and less fertile soil of Coromandel, than in BengaL

Cr- vitifolium is cultivated in Brazil, according to M. St.

Hilaire, in the province of Mines, near Rio de Janeiro,

and also in other parts, according to M. Gaudichaud. M,

Martius adduces, among the common plants of the province,

this and some other species, as G. herhaceum and G. barha-

dense. Without specimens or a full description, it is impos-

sible to know to what plants these names refer, nor the

plant which Dr. Roxburgh describes under this name,

having seed clothed with firmly-adhering short greenish

gray down, under the long fine white wool, respecting
j ^ very long style,

which, however, he himself appears uncertain, as he does

not mention it in his enumeration of the number of distinct

epecies he had be^n able to make out*

23. BOMBACE^.
The Bombacea, closely allied in structure and properties to the last order

confined to the warmer parts of South America and the West Indies; but several species

of Helicteres have been discovered by Dr.Wallich within the Burhmese territories, and

others are found in China. In India, some oif the same genera are found, but only ^

fly

few species of each Bombax Malaharicum referred to B. heptaphyllum by Dr. Rox

burgh, and Helicteres Isora, extend from

along the foot of the Himalaya.

end of India to the other, particularly

and Dm bethimis. or Durian

Eriodendrom afifractuosum is confined to the Peninsula
<

remarkable for having fruit foetid in smell, an(

delicious in taste, is found only in Penang, and the islands of the Indian Archipelago

Adansonia digitata, an African plant, must have been long introduced into India, a;

the Peninsula, and in the island of Ceylon
large trees of it exist at Allahabad ; also in

The plants of this family, allied to the Malvace(E structure, are equally

and the inner bark of others affords

the seeds of Bomba.v,

it is unfit foras

in properties, as many are mucilag

material for cordage ; while the silky cotton, which envelop

and some other genera, is employed in stuffing cushions and pillows

the purposes of spinning.

been called the cotton-tree

mistaken for the true tree cotton, Gossypium arboreum. The wood of ^.;«^^.r ^nalabar

is white, light, and spongy, frequently used in India for floating rafts. An astnn

, as well as the young r<

Several species of J5om&«.r have, in the relations of travellers

and hence some confusion has resulted, as these have been

o

The natives of Ind
gum-resin is yielded by this tree, called mochrus, which

called mooske-suffed, are considered very strengthenin

of Europe in former times, believing that external signs point out the properties possessed

by plants, consider that the twisted fruit of Helicteres Isora, indicates that it is useful

and they therefore prescribe it in pains of the bowels

tree thoush not a native, is quite at home in India

Adansonia digitata, or baobab

It is emollient and mucilao

parts The leaves dried and reduced to powder, constitute lalo, taken daily

by the Africans to diminish excessive perspirati The fruit, slightly id and

agreeable, is frequently eaten, while pressed juice, mixed with sugar, is valued

antiseptic drink Hooker Bot. Mag
B

•
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24. BYTTNERIACEiE.

This order, sometimes called SterculiacecE, includes plants agreeing in many respects

among themselves, as well as with the following and the two last orders, but differing

in some particulars so as to require subdivision into sections : they are chiefly found
m

in the hot parts of Africa, America, and Asia. They extend as far north as 31° of lati-

tude in India, and southward as far as New Holland and the Cape of Good Hope.

The genera Sterculia, Byttnerla, Pentapetes, Reidleia, Waltheria, and Melochia, are
'

common to India, as well as to America, and the two first to other parts of the world;

while Heretiera, Ahroma, and Pterospermum, extend from the Moluccas and Indian

Islands into the Peninsula, and southern parts of the province of Bengal. Eriolcena,

Wallichia, Microlcsiia, and Kydia, are genera which have only been found in India

;

- Id

the last in every part, and the others in the forests which skirt Nepal and Kemaon.

The species of Byttneriacea, which are found in the most northern parts of the

plains of India, are Melochia corchorifolia , an annual, which springs up during the

rainy season ; Waltheria indica in the Deyra Doon ; while of arboreous species, a

yellow Variety of Sterculia coccinea, S. villosa, and Kydia calydna^ are found in the

tract of forest, which extends from Hurdwar to the Jumna, and as high as four

thousand feet above the level of the sea, on the road from Rajpore toJurreepanee. But

though the arboreous species are absent from the plains, those which have been intro-

duced succeed remarkably well in the Botanic Garden at Saharunpore ; as Pteros-

pe7inum acerifolium, suberifolium and semisagittatum, and Abroma augtista ; the last would

succeed in every part of India, as the climate of Saharunpore so far to the north is favour-

able to it. Guazuma ulmifolia, from America, is also now perfectly acclimated in many
H

parts of India, as at Allahabad, and in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden.

As the nearly allied order, Malvace(By has been shown to abound in mucilage and in
4

fibre useful for its tenacity, so is it with many of the Byttneriacea. The young bark

of Guazuma ulmifolia, abounding in mucilage, is used in Martinique to clarify sugar.

The bark of Kydia calycina is employed in the northern provinces of India for the same

purpose, as well as Abelmoschus moschatus, both abounding in mucilage. The gum

Tragacanth of Sierra Leone is produced, as we are informed by Dr. Lindley, by a

species of Sterculia, which he has called S. Tragacantha. Sterculia urens, a native of

the mountains on the coast of Coromandel, as well as of Hindoosthan, yields a gum

which is exceedingly like Tragacanth, and has been imported as such into England.

Sterculia guttata yields a bark, which the Malabars flaxy substance, of

which the natives of "Wynaad make a sort of clothing. Roxb, Fl. Ind. 3. p. 149.

Microlana spectabilis yields fibres fit for rope-making, and Abroma augusta abounds in

strong white fibres, which make a good substitute for hemp, and as the plant

succeeds well in every part of India, grows quickly, and yields annually two, three,

or even four crops of cuttings fit for peeling; it is particularly recommended by Dr.

Roxburgh for cultivation. As the seeds of Sterculia chicha are eaten by the Brazilians,
— —

so
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so are those of S, Balanghas, urenSy and ftetida, after being roasted, in India. The

concrete oil, or buttery substance, called cacaoj accompanied by an agreeable aromatic

principle, yielded by the seed of Theobroma cacao, and from which chocolate is pre-

pared, is too well known to require notice ; but it is not uninteresting to remark, that

this plant thrives and bears fruit in the Botanic Garden of Calcutta, nearly in 22 j° of

N. latitude, and that it succeeds remarkably well at Courtallura in 9° of N. latitude.

The cultivation therefore may probably be undertaken with every prospect of success

in shady places in the Tinnivelly district.
• "

25. TILIACE^.

.. The TiliacecE, though named from an European timber-tree, are chiefly found in

tropical countries. The genera Corchorus, Triumfitta, and Gretoia, of which numerous
- - T

'

species are found in India, are also abundant in the warm parts both of Africa and

America; and as has been remarked with the plants of some other families, many of

the same species are found in the most widely separated parts of India. Grewia hdula-

foliay with Corchorus linearis ahd fascicularis, extend from the Peninsula up to the arid

region on the western bank of the Jumna, where a new species, C. prostratusy is also

found. Corchorus capsularis and acidangulus, as well as Triumfetta angulata, are

common, at Saharunpore, as in the most southern provinces. In the tract of jungle

and forest, which clothes the foot of the Himalaya, we have several of the species

which are found in similar situations in Bengal and Assam, as Triumfetta c£stuans,
Y

Grewia helicterifolia, tiliafolia, and sapida, which is apparently the same as G.pumila,

Don, and G. nana. Wall. Triumfetta oblongata extends as high as Jurecpanee, or

five thousand feet above the sea ; and Coixhorus humilis (nob) shews itself fifteen

hundred feet higher up, but both only during the rainy season. Grewia sckrophylla,

didyma, oppositifolia , and elastica, are found in the Kheree Pass, in the Doon, as well

as higher up within the Himalaya, particularly in the neighbourhood of villages.

As we have seen with the MalvacecB, and the other allied orders, so are the Tiliacea

remarkable for mucilaginous properties, as well as for tenacity of fibre ; and several

species of the genus Grewia have pleasantly-tasted acid berries, as was found among the

Malvacece, in the fruit of Hibiscus Sabdariffa. Corchorus olitorius is in India, as in

Egypt, used as a pot-herb, and is in Bengal cultivated for the fibres of the bark, which

are called jute and pat. C, capsularis is likewise cultivated in Bengal as in China, for

the same purpose. Its fibres, as well as those of C. olitorius, are employed in making

a coarse kind of cloth, called tat, of which gunny, or rice-bags, are made
;

also a

kind of linen worn by the poorer people in some parts of Bengal, as we are

The
informed by Dr. B. Hamilton ; of it also the cordage employed in agriculture, and

rigging boats, is formed, and it is the material from which paper is made

bark of Grewia oppositifolia, as that of Tilia, or lime-tree, is in Europe, is employed for

the same purposes, at lower elevations within the Himalaya ;
and the leaves of some

species.
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species, as of G. didyma, are given as fodder to cattle, and are even stacked up for winter

use. As the wood of the lime-tree is valued for its close grain, lightness, and smoothness,

so-Berr/rt^wzoww7/^,orTrincomalee wood-tree, affords timber, valued also for its lightness

and strength, and is employed in the construction of the excellent Massoola boats of

Madras. Grewla elastica, figured at PI. 22, called dhamnoo by the natives, and common

in the Himalayas in northern latitudes, at moderate elevations, affords timber which is

highly valued for its strength and elasticity, and therefore much used for bows, buggy

shafts, and bangy sticks. Some of the species of Grewia, as before mentioned, yield

pleasant acid berries, much used for making sherbet. Of these, G. asiatica may be

instanced as common in gardens ; but G. sapida, hekcterifoiia, sckrophylla, and others,

are used for the same purpose.

Grewia elastica; foliis 5-nerviis ovatis acuminatis saepe subtrilobatis serratls, supra stellato-pilosis

sul)tus stellato-tomentosis canis transversira reticulatis, pedunculis 3-floris petiolo longioribus, sepalis

1-nerviis petala triple superantibus,—Hab, This tree is common in the Himalayas, in the tract between

the Ganges and Sutlej rivers, and well known, as above mentioned, for the elasticity of its timber,

whence the specific name has been applied. It attains a height of from fifteen to twenty feet, the older

branches smooth, the younger denselyhoary or rufous, with stellate pubescence. Leaves ovate-acuminate,

frequently tapering towards and unequal at the base,'sometimes obscurely 3-lobed towards the apex.

Petioles short, thickened towards the apex. Stipules subulate, very hairy. Peduncles lateral or

axillary, solitary or aggregated, twice as long as petioles, hoary as all the young parts, 3-flowered, each

pedicel supported by a subulate bracte. Alahastra globose, hoary. Sepals coriaceous, hoary externally,

coloured and rather smooth internally. Petals small, oblong, smooth. Stamens very numerous.

Germ very hairy, 4-celled. v. Tab. 23. Grewia elastica.—!• A flower.

—

% The same, with the sepals

and petals separated.—3. Anther magnified.—4, Two ripe drupes.—5. One cut transversely, contain-

ing, by abortion, two nuts.—6. Another, containing only one nut.

26. HUGONIACE^.
r

Hiigonia temporarily placed at the end of Chknacece. by M. De Candolle, has been

formed into a separate order by Dr.Wight and Mr. Arnott. The three known species

of the genus are distributed between the island of Mauritius and that of Ceylon ; the

one, H. mystax, found in the latter, extends into the coast of Malabar, but not higher

up in India.
r

27. ELiEOCARPEiE.
w

This family, formed of few genera, but which are distributed over a very extensive

space, being found in Penang, Cochin-china, and the Moluccas, in New Holland,

Van Diemen's Land, and New Zealand, as well as in Chili and Peru, has several spe-

cies of the genus ElcEocarpus in India, which has itself the distribution of the order in

the Old World. The Indian species are found in the Peninsula and from the Burhmese

territories, along the foot of the Himalayas, and one species, E. serratiis, as far north
' "

I

as the province of Kemaon ; but I have not met with it, or any other species, to the

northward of the Ganges.
^ ) . —

The ndimQJulpai, or olive, is applied to the fruit of some species of Elaocarpus, which

is eaten ; while that of others is dried and used in the curries of the natives of India, and

also pickled, according to Dr. Roxburgh, though he mentions having been unable to

extract
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extract any oil from the fruit. The hard and dry, deeply-grooved and elegantly-

sculptured seeds of this genus, particularly of the species E.ganitrus, tuberculatus, and
lanceolatus, are frequently worn as beads, by the holy men in India; and set in gold,

are sometimes even sold as ornaments in shops in Europe.
- r

1 I

28. DIPTEROCARPEiE.

O

The existence of this order was first indicated by the junior Ggertner, who described
and figured together the genera 6'^orea, Dipterocarpus, and Bryobalamps, pointing out
their close affinity to one other, as well as to his father's Caryolohis. Dr. Roxbur_
also fully recognized its distinctness

; and in addition to the two first, referred to it his

Hopea, as well as Valeria of Linneus. The order he named ShoreacecE, but his work
having remained so many years in manuscript, the name Dipterocarpece was applied by
Blume, and has been generally received. This order is readily recognised by the

fruit being surrounded by the dilated, foliaceous, frequently unequal calyx : it has been
shewn by Blume and Dr. Lindley to be allied to Malvace^, by its crumpled cotyledons,

and the contorted aestivation of the corolla ; in the latter respect, it is allied to Bombaceo',

but may be readily distinguished from both by its calyx not being valved, as well as

by its free filaments, two-celled subulate anthers opening towards the apex, and by
the coriaceous one-celled fruit. From Byttneriacece it is only distinguished by the

imbricate aestivation of the calyx, free stamens, and inverse embryo ; approaches

TiliacecE in the free stamens and stipulate leaves, and El(Eocarpe(Z in habit and in the

form of the anther, but may be distinguished by its petals not being fringed, and by
the want of albumen. Their juice, solitary superior ovarium, drup

fruit, numerous long anthers, irregular-coloured calyx, and single exalbuminous seed,

allies them, as Blume remarks, to GuttifercE, from which their stipulae and the estiva-

tion of the corolla abundantly distinguishes them. (Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Botany, ^A2,)

Dr. Lindley includes them in his Nixus, Malvales, with Byttneriacece, MalvacecE, (of
- J

which BombacecE is considered a section), Elceocarpea: and Tiliacece : Mr. Don places

them near Ochnacea, The dilated persistent leaflets of the calyx seem to be useful in

preventing the seed sinking into the ground, as those of Shorea robusta will not gerrai-

nate, unless kept near the surface.

The distribution of this order is peculiarly Asiatic, almost Indian, extending
T

from the line up to 31° of northern latitude. Caryolobis is only referred to the East

Indies. The genera Dryobalanops and Dipterocarpus are found, the first only in
L

Sumatra, and the second, though occurring in Java, is also found in India, with

Shorea, Hopea, and Valeria ; the two latter only in the peninsula of India, though

the first is mentioned by Dr. Roxburgh as occurring in the Balaghaut Mountains, but

all three, with DipterocarpecE, in the lower provinces of Bengal, such as Tippera and
^ Mm

_ - M

Chittagong, whence, with the exception of Valeria, they extend southwards into the

Bumiese territories and the Malayan peninsula. Shorea robusta alone extends to the

most northern distribution of the order, being found all along the foot of the Himalaya,

p to
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-to the neighbourhood of the Jumna, forming vast forests, frequently unmixed with any

other tree, but generally confined in the most northern parts within the first range of

hills. The trees of this family are conspicuous for their size, beauty, and for the

excellent timber which most of them afford

—

Shorea robusta or Sal affording the best

and most extensively-used timber in India; the goodness of which must depend in a

great measure on the resin, called ral in the northern, and dhoona in the southern

provinces, which it contains, and for which so many of the family are conspicuous.

Dryobalanops Campkora, the Shorea Camphorifera of Dr. Roxburgh, is, perhaps, the

most remarkable species of the order, as it affords both the camphor and camphor-oil

of Borneo and Sumatra. Mr. Prince, of Tappanooly, on the western coast of the latter

island, writes that this tree grows spontaneously in the forests, and is to be found in

abundance from the back of Ayers Bongry as far north as Bacongan, a distance of

twenty-five miles. It is one of the largest trees that grows on that coast, several being

six or seven, others only two and a-half feet in diameter. The same tree which yields
-

the oil, would have produced camphor, if unmolested ; the former being supposed to be

the first stage of the latter's forming, and is consequently found in younger trees {Roj^b.

Fl. I?id.'2. p. GIG.) This camphor is highly valued by the Chinese, as we learn from

the writings of Sir G. Staunton and Dr. Abel. By Mr. C. Groves I was informed that

they actually give a higher price for it in its coarse state, than they afterwards sell it for

when purified. This is confirmed by what Sir G. Staunton relates, that " owing

to the Borneo camphor being so pure and strong, as readily to communicate its odour

and virtues to other inspissated oils, which thus pass for real camphor; and this

adulterated drug is sold by Chinese artists, at a vastly lower price than they themselves

give for the genuine substance from Borneo." {Staunton. Trav. vol. iii. p. 289.) This

can be accounted for, only by supposing that they dilute it, when purifying, by subliming

it with their own camphor, obtained by the sublimation of the substance procured

from the maceration and decoction of the branches of Laurus Campkora; of this

the timber is too valuable to allow of its being cut up for the much purer and

Btroriger camphor, which it contains in a solid state.

As many of the Dipterocarpece might, without doubt, be extensively introduced

either as timber-trees, or for the products which they yield, into the southern

provinces oi India, I annex the remarks which Mr. Colebrooke has subjoined to

his paper on Dryobalanops Camphora. ' By this able summing up of details, appa-

rently taken from Dr. Roxburgh's manuscripts, it will be seen that this philosophical

botanist early appreciated the advantages of studying the properties of all the plants of

a natural order, in conjunction with their structure,

*' Shorea robusta and Tumbu^aia,'' Mr. Colebrooke remarks, '' and perhaps other species

of the genus, yield in great abundance the resin, called by the Hindoostanees dhoona,

and by the English, in India, dammer, which is very generally used as a substituj^for

pitch for marine purposes. The natives of India also employ it in their temples, in the

'caanner of incense. Dipterocarpus costatus, turbinat and probably

other
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Other species of the genus, afford the several sorts of balsam, called by the natives of

India gurjun; by the Cinghalese dhoomtil; and by the English wood-oil. Vateria indka

produces the resin in India called copal, (in England known by the name of gum anime,)

is very nearly approaching the true resm of that name. The best specimens are

employed as ornaments, under the denomination of amber (kahroba), to which it bears

resemblance : in its recent and fluid state it is used as a varnish (called Piney

;h) in the south of India (Buchanan's. Mysore, ii. p. 476,) and dissolved by beat.

closed vessels, is employed for the same purpose in other parts of India. Another

plant of the same genus, F. lancecefolia, affords a resin, from which the Indians prepare

one of the materials of their religious oblations." (As. lies, xii p. 539.)

29. TERNSTRCEMIACEiE

This order, with Camelliea, first formed by Messrs. De CandoUe and Mirbel, of some

genera separated from Jussieu's Aurantia, was subdivided by the former into several

sections. Dr. Lindley, however, states that ** no solid difference exists between this

order and CamelliecE, the Theacea of Mirbel ; and Cambessedes, after a careful revision

of the whole, has come to the conclusion, that even the sections proposed by De Can-

doUe among TernstrasmiacecE , are untenable." As this opinion appears to me the most

correct, I have followed the two latter authors in uniting the two orders.

The geographical distribution of this order is particularly interesting, on account of

its containing a plant, which, scarcely known a century ago, has given rise to a most

extensive commerce, and changed the habits of the most civilized nations,who hardly, in

any other respect, agree with the people from whom they receive, and follow in the use

of the refreshing beverage, afforded by the leaf of the tea-plant. This order, numerous

in genera, though few of these are very abundant in species, is confined to the warm parts

of Asia and America, with only one genus (Ventenatia) of doubtful affinity, consisting of

but a single species existing in Africa. The Asiatic species are chiefly confined to

China and the mountains which form a barrier between it and India ; and as there is

considerable resemblance it will be seen between the cultivation of the plains, so is there

no less analogy in the vegetation of the mountains of the two countries ; and this order

is well suited to prove the point. The genera Camellia and Thea, forming the Camelliea

of De CandoUe, and Theacea of Mirbel, distinguished from TernstrcemiacecE on account

of the seeds being destitute of albumen, were at one time considered exclusively

Chinese. Species of the former were originally found in China and Japan. C. Japonica

was figured by Kempfer at p. 851 ; C. Sasanqua by Thunberg, in t. 29, in their Floras

of Japan ; and C. oleifcra by Dr. Abel, in his Journey in China, at p. 174. In addition

to the original Chinese species, others have been discovered in India, where species have

been found by Drs.Wallich and Buchanan in the mountains near Munnipoor, Pundua,

and Silhet, about 24° of N. latitude; and one species. Camellia Kissi, in the mountains

surrounding the valley of Nepal, between 27° and 28° of N. latitude, which is figured

p2 at
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at t. 256 of Dr.Wallich's magnificent work, Planta Asiaticce Rariores. The genus Thea,

which is itself referred by some botanists to Camellia, is almost exclusively confined to

China and Japan, and some of the neighbouring islands; but consisting chiefly of

cultivated plants, it is difficult to ascertain the native country of the genus. With

respect to the distribution of the other genera of this order; Ckyera and Eurya

were both thought peculiar to China; but of the former, the variety Wallichiana

of C. ochnacea has been found in Nepal, the other variety Kcempferiatia, is figured

in Sir Joseph Banks*s plates of Kaempfer's plants ; and C. Japonica, in

Kaempfer's own work, at p. 774. So also Eurya, of which the two first known species

were found, the one in Japan, figured by Thunberg, tab. 25; and the other in

China, figured in Dr. Abel's Journey, p. 378, has also afforded several Himalayan

species, of which E. acuminata is figured at tab. 24 of the present work, occurring

at an elevation of 6,500 feet, in 30° of N. latitude, near pines, and among oaks and

rhododendrons ; the rest of the species extend along the Himalaya, in Kemaon, Nepal,

and the mountains of Silhet and Pundua. Species are also found in both the Indian

and Malayan peninsulas, as well as in the island of Penang. Dr. Wallich's new genus

Anneska {PL As. Rar. t. 5), allied to Ckyera, is found at Moulmein. The genera

Saurauja, Gordonia, and Cochlospermum, are divided between India and America. S.
r - . .

Nepalensis [PI . As. t. 148) extends as far north as Eurya acuminata, but is found at

lower elevations, as about Sahunsadhara, near the Deyra Doon, whence it extends

with S.fastigiata {PI. As. 1. 178) to Kemaon and Nepal. The other Asiatic species are

found in Silhet, Penang, and Java, and the American species in Mexico. Cochlospermum,

oif which one species is found in Mexico and Brazil^ has another, which is found in all

the hilly parts of India. This, C. gossypium^ D.C. {Bombay gossypium of authors)

Dr.Wight has figured (SuppL Hooker^s FL ExoL PI. xviii.) from a drawing made in the

Peninsula ; Dr. Roxburgh describes it as common in the Circar Mountains ; I have seen

it in abundance in Bundlecund, on the hills round and near Adjigurh and Kallinjur,

as well as on those near Hurdwar and the Kheree Pass. The genus Gordonia, of which

species exist in Jamaica, as well as in Virginia and Carolina, has also one species,
- r

G. Wallichii, in Nepal, Silhet, and Chittagong ; and others in the Malayan Peninsula.

Several other plants from the Malayan Peninsula have been referred, but all with doubt,

to the genus Ternstrodmia, from which the order is named, and of which the species

are found in the warm parts of America. '
' iO

The properties, with the exception of those of tea, are not well known of the plants

of this family. The leaves of the tea- plant, owing to the tannin and gallic acid which

they contain, are tonic and astringent, while the fragrant volatile principle which

they likewise contain, makes them act as stimulants, and be injurious to some

constitutions ; though affording a highly grateful and refreshing beverage to the gene-

rality of people. The leaves of Thea Cochinchinensis are likewise used to make a warm

and diluent beverage. The seeds of the common tea-plants contain much oil, but it
r

|s expressed only from those of T. oleosa, and used in Canton and Macao for many

^ . economical
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mical purposes. In like manner some species of CatneWa, as C. drupiferc

Cochin-china, and C.okifera, extensively cultivated in China, yield, especially

latter, a valuable Camellia Japonica is chiefly known as one of the

ornamental of plants ; but C. Sasanqua is said by Thunberg to have leaves with a
very agreeable odour, which are sometimes mixed with tea to improve its flavour,

also the Nepal Camdlia, C. kissi, is conspicuous for the oiliness of its seed, and for
So

the leaves acquiring on being dried the peculiar fragrance of tea. (Walllch. As. I^es. xiii.
<

p. 429.) The seeds of Cochlospermum Gossypium are surrounded with cotton of a soft

silky nature, and the tree yields the gum called huteera, which in the north-western

provinces of India is substituted for tragacanth : a decoction of the roots of C. ivsjo-nc

is supposed in Brazil to have the power of healing internal abscesses. (JLindl. Xat.

Orders, p. 44.)
Si

But of all those which belong to this family, the Tea-Plant is alone of any commer-
cial importance, but this in so pre-eminent a degree as to render it a most desirable

acquisition to other countries. An inquiry into its history and habits therefore bccom(^

interesting, that we may ascertain whether it be so local and peculiar in its nature, as to

render futile any attempt to introduce it elsewhere. To do this satisfactorily, it will be

necessary to enter into some detail, respecting the varieties or species which afford the

different teas of commerce, the extent of their distribution, the climate, soil and

culture, which they prefer, as well as the plants with Mhich they are associated, either

in a wild or cultivated state.

' The tea-plant has been supposed to be indigenous in the mountains which separate

China from the Burmese territories ; but we are informed by Dr. Abel that he found

a small shrub, of what is commonly considered the green variety, apparently in its
r

,

natural habitat, and near no plantation, at See-chou, in the province of Kiang-see

about N. lat. 26°, where the hills were covered with pines. Thunberg states that

tea grows every where in Japan, both naturally {spojite), and cultivated, on the margins

of fields. One species, so named, is described by Loureiro, as found both cultivated

and in a wild state, in the northern provinces of Cochin-china; and the same author

describes T. oleosa as common about Canton, both wild and cultivated. To the kind-

ness of Mr. Reeves, I am indebted for the information that there is a species of Thca,

growing wild in the neighbourhood of Macao, which is much larger in the leaf than

either the black or. green tea plants.
r

c But it has been made a question, whether the varieties of tea known in commerce

are due to difference in species, or only to differences in soil, climate, culture, and

mode of preparation. The latter appears to be the opinion of Ksempfer, Thunberg,

and Siebold, as they admit of but one species of Theay and is that now generally

entertained ; Thunberg notices two varieties of Thea bohea, hut says they can hardly be

distinguished into species. Siebold states that the variety vmdis of T. chinensis, D.C.,

is a shrub every where cultivated in Japan ; but the variety bohea he had only seen in

eardens, introduced from China. From this fact one would be inclined to conclude

that
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that they were distinct ; and as all the observations were made in Japan, it is pro-

bable they all three only saw one species cultivated there ; as there is reason for

believing, that the opinion of Linneus that two species of Thea yield the teas of com-
F

merce, is the more correct.

Dr. Abel, when passing through the tea country, had little doubt of there being two

species of tea-plant ; but he could not at the time define the character, and was

unfortunate in losing his specimens in the shipwreck of the Alceste. But he mentions

that the plants from the black and green tea-districts differed in the form, colour, and

texture of their leaves ; those of the green tea being larger, thinner, and of a lighter

colour than those of the black, though growing in the same soil : these differences he

also observed in a large plantation near Macao. Dr. Hooker, in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 3148, has given the characters of the two species. Thea viridis, which is the species

figured, he describes as " a large, strong-growing, almost hardy, plant, with spreading

branches ; its leaves three to five inches long, very broadly lanceolate, pale green, sm-

gularly waved, with the margin reflexed ; the flowers large, solitary, mostly confined to

the upper axil. These appear in autumn, six weeks or two months earlier than those

of T. Bohea, which is of smaller size, with remarkably erect stiff branches ; leaves not

above half or two-thirds the size of the former, perfectly flat, more coriaceous, of a

dark green, bearing in the axils of numerous leaves two or three flowers, which are

smaller, and have a slight fragrance ; and are in perfection during winter. This plant

cannot withstand the frosts of an English climate."

Mr. Reeves, whose opinions, from his long residence in China, and attention to

subjects of natural history, are entitled to the greatest weight, is the most recent author

who has referred to this subject; and he expresses his surprise "that any person who

has been in China, or, indeed, any one who has seen the difference in the colour of the

infusions of black and greea tea, could suppose for a moment that they were the produce

of the same plant, differing only in the mode of curing ;
particularly as they do not

glow in the neighbourhood of each other." {Loudon's Gard. Mag.y v. ix. p. 713.) To this

opinion, it will be seen, he still adheres, as in a letter with which I have been favoured,

he informs me that he believes that the Thea viridis of the gardens is the plant from

which the green tea of commerce is prepared, and that the plant which produces the

black tea of commerce, as souchong, congou, &c., is not so common in England. Both

may be seen in great perfection in the Messrs. Loddige's rich and extensive nursery-

grounds at Hackney,where a green-tea plant has lived for many years in the open air. The

first impression on seeing them, is that of surprise at their ever having been confounded;

as nothing can be more distinct, than the large, membranous, light green, wavy leaf, with

large and irregular serratures, and straggling habit of the green-tea plant, from the smaller,

flat, thick and coriaceous, dark green leaf, with small and even serratures, and erect

port of the black tea. Both plants have been figured in Loddige's Bot. Cab. t. 226 and

227, and the characters well given, as also in the above extract from Dr. Hooker. I

would only add, that the flowers, though commonly, are not always single in the axils

of
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of Thea viridis; and this, though earlier in flowering, is not so much so as described.

The green tea being the hardier, is cultivated, as we shall see, in the northern, and the

black tea in the southern provinces of China. The former is the only kind cultivated in

Japan, according to Siebold, and is that figured by Kaempfer, Amcen. Exot.y p. 607.

Notwithstanding the above opinions, and the distinctness in the characters of the

two species, as above given, there is an unaccountable discrepancy in the statements,

as to the plants which afford the green and black teas of commerce, especially as

Dr. Abel, after giving his opinion that there were two species of tea-plant, mentions

that '* from persons perfectly conversant with the Chinese method, he learnt that either

of the two plants will afford the black or green tea of the shops ; but that the broad

thin-leaved plant is preferred for making the green tea." (Journ. to Ch'uia, p. 222.)

This is in conformity with the information communicated to Dr. Hooker, and also with

that originally given by Mr. Pigou {As. An. Reg. 1802), on the authority of a Chinese,

who had been eight times in the bohea country, remaining there from four to six months
F

each time, and who stated that ** bohea may be cured as hyson, and hyson as boliea.**

To this Mr. Reeves replies in the letter to which I have alluded, that "the Chinese

manufacturers do not, and they say they cannot convert black tea into green, and vice

versa : and this I believe to be true; indeed, the colour of the infusions is alone sufficient

evidence." The discrepancy in the information Mr. Reeves explains, by adding, that

" there is a species of tea grown in the province of Canton of a pale-coloured leaf

(occasionally mixed with congou tea, to make the tea imported under the name of

bohea), and this tea can be coloured and made up to imitate various qualities of green
'

tea, and large quantities are yearly thus made ; but still it is only an appearance that

can be given ; the deception is detected as soon as it is put into water." Owing no

doubt to these mixtures, is the difficulty in detecting the two kinds of leaf in the teas of

commerce ; but in good teas they may be distinctly recognised. Dr. Abel's information

having been obtained from hearsay at Canton, most probably refers to the kind described

by Mr. Reeves, as he most particularly distinguishes, and lays down on his map, the

green and black tea districts ; but arguing upon the correctness of the information he had

obtained, concludes that the differences observed may be produced by a due manage-

ment of the heat used in drying the plant. Mr. Millet's account, Mr. Reeves says,
M

he himself knows refers to some of this tea.

Avery important consideration being to ascertain the climates in which the tea-plants

:hiefly cultivated, it is necessary, in the first determine the

which they are distributed, before we can form any idea of the degree of heat and cold

to which they are subjected. Dr. Abel states, that « the green-tea district in the

province of Keang-nan is embraced between the 29th and 31st degrees of north latitude,

and is situated on the north-western base of a ridge of mountains, which divides the

provinces of Che-kiang and Keang-nan. The black-tea district, in the province of Fokien,

is contained within the 27th and 28th degrees of north latitude, and is situated on the

south-eastern declivities of a ridge of mountains, dividing the province of Fokien from

that
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that of Kean"--see." p. 223. Hence we perceive that the tea districts have both a north-

\vestern and a south-eastern aspect, and that Dr. Hooker's statement that the Thea viridis

is able to withstand the greater degree of cold, is confirmed by the fact of the green

teas beino- procured from the more northern latitudes. This has reference to the

teas usually manufactured for foreign trade, and is conformable to the information

ven by Mr. Reeves {Bot. Mag. I, c), who states that " the black teas are chiefly grown

in theN.W. corner of the province of Fokien, in about 1at. 27° SCX, long. r30' E. of

Pekino-, and the green tea in the southern part of Keang-nan province, about lat.

b

O* ""^ \"^ o

29° 58', long. 2° E. of Peking.*' At Hwuy-chow-Foo in the latter, the greater proportion

of hyson and twankay is manufactured, and the black teas at Gan-ki-hien in Fokien.

By Mr. Reeves I am further informed, that in a Chinese Herbal, in which the plants

used in medicine are described, tea is said to be produced (among other places to the

northward of 31") in nine places in Hoo-Qwang, three places in Ho-Nan, one place in

Shensi, and two places in Shan-tung ; one of these latter, and the most northward of

the whole is Tang-chow-Foo, in 36° 30' north latitude. From Ksempfer, Thunberg,

*and Siebold, we learn that the tea-plant is extensively cultivated in the islands which

form the Japanese territory ; and these extend from 30° to 41* of north latitude

also cultivated in the southern province of Yunan, whence we learn from Du Halde and

Sir G. Staunton, the tea is procured, which is made up into balls ;
and likewise at

Ho-ping in the province of Quang-tung ; Dr.Wallich further mentions, that it is also

cultivated in Cochin-china, as far south as 17° of north latitude.

But as from the information obtained by Sir G. Staunton, we learn that the

tea-plant thrives best between 23^° and 30°, and as the principal cultivation of

the best teas for the foreign trade is between 27° and 31° of north latitude, the

It

space included between these forms a belt, which will serve as a criterion of

the soil and climate best suited to this plant. With respect to the former. Dr. Abel

oives the only precise information I have been able to obtain, and he states that

from every account given of the tea-plant, it succeeds best on the sides of mountams,

where there can be but little accumulation of vegetable mould. The plantations which

he saw were always at some elevation above the plains, in a kind of gravelly soil, formed
^ --. ^*

in some places by disintegrated sandstone, and in others by the debris of primitive

rocks. A large and flourishing plantation of all the varieties of the plant brought

together by Mr. Ball, the principal tea-inspector at Canton, is situated on an island

close to Macao, in a loose gravelly soil, formed by the disintegration of large grained

granite. "Judging from specimens," Dr. Abel continues, " collected in our route through

the province of Keang-nan, whence the green tea is procured, its rocks consist chiefly

schistus, and granite. As to what may be the exact nature of the rocks
of sandstone

B
of the black tea country in the province of Fokien, I have no precise information,

as the great ridge separating that province from Keang-si is a continuation of the (

dividing the latter from Canton, it is perhaps legitimate to conclude, that their a

stituent rocks are the same : and that the hills and soil on the eastern are the same

we
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we found them on the western side of the ridge, or that they are covered by a soil like

that in which the Camellia flourishes." {Abel, p. 224.) This is most likely to be the
case, as Sir G. Staunton states, that a chain of grahite mountains begins at Hang-
choo-foo, with a direction to the southward, and that vast tracts of hilly land are planted
with tea in the province of Fokien. Mr. Reeves, from the views he has of Soo-Ei-Shan,
where the best black teas are grown, suspects that the hills are schistose.

With regard to the climate of this tract of country, or that best suited to the
cultivation of the tea-plants, we are without precise information, as no one competent
to make observations has resided throughout the year in the principal tea districts; but
the approximative results we are able to obtain will perTiaps be sufficient for practical

purposes, particularly if connected with a view of the vegetation. In the first place, if

we look at the tables which have been calculated, and those of Mr. Harvey are tlie

latest, we shall find the probable mean temperatures of Canton, of the parallels of
latitude of 29" and of 31°, as well as of Pekin, to be 74.73°; 72.62°; 69.1

62.43° respectively. But it is desirable to have these theoretical results confirmed by
practical observations, especially as temperature is not invariably found to go alon

with latitude, particularly with regard to the eastern and western sides of C(

This the illustriousHumboldt has long ago shewn in his paper on Isothermal line;

he has remarked that '' the whole of Europe, compared with the eastern and

and

t>"'
M.iWi.1^

parts of America and A and upon the

the summer becomes warmer, and the winters colder, in proportion as we advance from

the meridian of Mont Blanc towards the east or the west ; the western parts of all

continents are not only warmer at equal latitudes than the eastern, but even in the
I

zones of equal annual temperature, the winters are more rigorous, and the summers

hotter on the eastern, than upon the western coasts of the two continents. The

northern part of China, like the Atlantic region of the United States, exhibits excessive

climates (as Buffon indicated) and seasons strongly contrasted, while the coasts of New
California and the embouchure of the Columbia, have winters and summers almost

equally temperate. Thus we find at New York, the summer of Rome and the winter

of Copenhagen ; at Quebec, the summer of Pai'is and the winter of Petersburg!!. In

China, at Pekin, for example, where the mean temperature of the year is that of the

coasts of Brittany, the scorching heats of summer are greater than at Cairo, and the

winters as rigorous as at Upsal." These results have been deduced by their illustrious

author from the observations ofAmyot, which were carried on for a period of six years:
I

by these it appears, that Pekin, in N. lat, 39° 54' and E. long. 116° 27', and at the level

of the ocean, has an annual mean temperature of 54° 9', that of the warmest month

being 84° 38', and of the coldest 24° 62' ; while the mean temperature of the three

winter months is 26° 42'. The severity of the cold may be judged of by this, and by
^ _

the thermometer sometimes falling, it is said, as low as 63° below zero, as well as by

the great thickness of the ice with which the rivers are frozen over. The summer

is as warm as that at Naples, with a mean temperature of 82° 58, and the greatest

Q heat
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heat as high it is said as 121°. The mean temperature of the three spring months is

5G.30% and of those of autumn 54.32°, but it frequently freezes in both March and

November; the mean temperature, however, of seven months is above 51.8**, or that

of the months in which trees vegetate that lose their foliage. The temperature of

the spring months being of March 41.4^ of April 57.0°, of May 70.3°, and of June

84.2°: the increase of the vernal temperature and the differences between these four

months are seen to be very great, and very equal (15.7°, 13.3°, and 13.9°) as charac-

teristic of climates where the division of the annual heat between the seasons is very

unequal {Humboldt on Isothermal lines. Brewst. Journaly vol. iii. iv.)

In some works it is stated that there are properly only two seasons at Pekin, summer

and winter, or the seasons of snow and rain. The months of June, July, and August, are

stated to be very rainy, and the average of rainy days to be fifty-eight. The climate

of the northern provinces must, however, be considered a dry one, as we learn, from both

Sir G. Staunton and Dr. Abel, that large stacks of salt are left in the open air, on the

banks of the Pei-ho, covered only by bamboo matting under a coating of clay. The

showers are described as being light ; no indications of a damp atmosphere are mentioned,

but heavy dews occur in the evening. The season in which China was visited by

Lord Macartney's embassy was peculiarly dry, as it is mentioned that from July to

November scarcely a shower had fallen, and the country had been traversed from

Zhehol to 30° of N. latitude. Lord Amhert's embassy also, which arrived on the Pei-ho

on the 12th of August, had hardly any rain until the beginning of November, when they

had got into the tea country. Le Compte also mentions a drought which had continued

for five months in the year he arrived in China. The foregoing view of the climate of

Pekin, though more severe than what the tea-plant is subjected to, will serve as an
w

'-

approach to a true estimate of the extremes of temperature which it is capable of

bearing, as it is cultivated in 36^° north, and also in Japan.

As an indication of a southern climate where the tea-plant is cultivated, and the

only one of which we have any account, it will be useful to refer to the following

view of the climate of Canton furnished by Mr. Reeves to Dr. Lindley. I have

deduced the mean temperatures from the maxima and minima, the results, therefore,

though somewhat too low, cannot be very far from the truth. The range of the

thermometer, and its means in the several months at Canton, are: in

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Maxima 74 78 82 86 88 90 94 90 88 85 80 70

Minima 29 38 44 55 64 74 79 75 70 57 40 45

Means 51-5 58 63 70.5 76 82 86.5 825 79 71 60 57-5 ,.. 69.7 Mean annual

temperature.

The cold weather months, or from November to February, are fine, dry, and bracing,

with a range of the thermometer from noon to night of 10° and 20°, the prevailing winds

being N. and N.E. February is cold and rainy, March ws^rm and foggy. In April

and May the weather is warm, but pleasant, with variable winds, chiefly from the

S. and S.E. In June and July there are often heavy showers with thunder, lightning,

and
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and occasionally typhons. During these two months and in August, the thermometer

attains its highest elevation, but seldom exceeds 90^ The heat, however, is very

oppressive to many ; for at the latter part of this period, when the wind is westerly,

there is little variation of the thermometer night or day, a sufficient indication of the

moisture of the climate during this season.

It would be desirable to know the quantity of rain which falls, but the only register

that I have met with is one kept at Macao, and appended to the above thermometrical

register of Canton. The climate is much the same in the two places, with the

exception of a much smaller range of the thermometer at Macao, as might be expected

climate ; for though the heats are nearly as great in the warm months,

the fall of the thermometer at night and in winter is much less. The quantity of

which falls at Macao, on an average of eighteen years, is about G9J inches

107 inches is the largest, and 49 the smallest quantity which fell in any

1

ally

year Some rain generally falls in almost every month, though comparatively

from November to March ; about five inches in both April and October, and about

ten inches in each of the months from May to September, both included. If we

compare the climate of Canton with that of Calcutta, which is not a degree to the

southward, we shall find that with a maximum temperature of 93.6°, 3.6° above that

recorded at Canton, the minimum is only 56.8°, being 27.8° above that at Canton

;

and while the mean temperature of the latter is 69.7° (74° according to some), that at

Calcutta is above 78°.
, ,_ ,

But as a great part of China, with a portion of the tea districts, has been traversed by

the two British embassies, it will be useful to refer to the thermometrical observations

which were made, though only for a short period of the year. The only meteorological

eister saved from the shipwreck of the Alceste, was that kept by Dr. Lynn durm

ss from the 8th September to the 24th of November, that is, from

lat 39°, to Nanchang-foo, about lat. 28° 40', which is about th
Dr. Abel

Tiensiug, ..^». — -
. „ , i j' » •»

northern extent of the black tea, and the southern limit of the green-tea district

Previous to this, and while at Tung-chow, nearly iu N. lat. 40°. Dr. Abel observes

that Fahrenheit's thermometer from 20th August to the 2d of September, frequently

stood the shade during the day at 88°, rose once to 93°, and never fell below

. , ., M rf^u ^f^ 79° and 70', and the weather felt chilly

In the night it generally fell to 71 ana /u
,
au

^^
^o^o fiiaf tTip rane-e of the thermometer was-

above register, it appears that tne range ui uio

From

oming Noon. Evening.

• , . . 1- o . fifio to 70« .. 77° to 82° ... 76° to 80° (1)

Province of Pechelee from 8th to 15th Sept 65 to 70 77 ^ ...66 to 77

Shantung ... 16th Sept. to 2d Oct. 54

Keangnan ... 3d to 18th Oct. 54

18th to end Oct. 56 — 62 ^ '

64) "*

65 ... ..• 65 — 76 to 70

Ditto

- Ditto, Tea-plant ^ ^^ -^^y^ to 13th 52

first met with

- Kiangsee

63 54 - 76

13th Nov. 24 44-62 50-58

Lord Macartney

morning
2

If
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If we compare the range of the thermometer in the two latter periods, or during the

month of November, when the embassy passed from 31° to 28° 40° of N. latitude as

before, with some place in India, we shall find that Saharunpore, in lat. 30°, and

^
elevated 1,000 feet, approximates in climate during this month, as the thermometer

ranges from 45° to ^^'^ in the mornings, and from 60° to 84° at the hottest time of the

day, which is always, at least^ two hours after noon. If we suppose the decrease of

temperature to be only equal to what take^ place at Saharunpore, we shall have a
mean temperature of 52° in the coldest month, January ; with the thermometer some-
times down to the freezing point, an^ ranging up to 65° in the warmest part of the

day: but the extvemes we know must be greater from what takes place both at Canton
and Pekin, on account of the eastern exposure of China. This is confirmed by Mr.
Reeves, ^vho informs me, that ** snow has been on the ground for days together upon
the green teas, and the manufacturers of the blapk tea complain of the coldness of

their country at times." With respect to moisture, we have seen that the largest pro-

portion of rain falls at and near Canton, while the sun is in the neighbourhood of the

tropic of Cancer
; so that there may be said to be a rainy season there, though not so

decidedly as in Bengal ; and Mr. Reeves has known the black-tea manufacturers com-
plain "that their first picking (in May and June), often suffers from rain, and cold

easterly winds."

These few indications of the climate being premised, it would be interesting to con-
nect with them a precise idea of the vegetation; but this is hardly attainable, as so little

is known of the interior of China^ from the want of competent observers of the localities

of plants
;
but there is no doubt tha,t the vegetation must diflTer in the northern and

southern provinces, and also where these consist of elevated lands or of plain country.
From Du Halde, and the progress of the British embassies through the provinces of
Pe-che-lee, Shan-tung, and the northern portion of Kiang-nan, we learn
Tien-sing nearly to Nankin, or from N. lat. 39° to about N. lat, 32«, and in a S.E

that from

direction to the termination of the grand canal at Hang-cheu-foo, the
of level and extensive alluvial plains, rich and highly cultivated; intersected by

country

d

Gom

and covered in some places with extensive swamps and broad lakes.
In the most northern parts of this tract, vyith many genera found in temperate and
European climates, we find some plants which we should expect to find only in more
southern latitudes, as Lagerstr^emia indica, Ipamcea QiiamocUt, Celos
phrena globosa, species of Gynmdropsis, Trihulus, Ckrodendron.kc, the lakes aboundin
with Ndamhium specmum, Trapa bicornis, Pontederia mginata, and* others
fields are cultivated with rice, millet, cotton, sesasum, and castor-oil plant. Sida
m^folia, referred by Dr. Roxburgh to S, ahutilon, affords fibres for rope-making ; and
the gardens capsicums, gourds, melons, and water-melons, the egg-plant, yams, and

' potatoes, with species of %^, DoUchos, and Lahlab, all of which are also culti-

while

vated m every part of the plains of India.

As the two embassies separated at the great river Yang-tse-kiang, and both shortly

^ afterwards

r

W
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afterwards met with hilly country, as well as with the tea-plant, it i> necessary to

notice both, and more in detail than we have done above. Lord Macartney's embassy

found a chain of grranite mountains extending- southwards from Hansr-cheu-foo, aboutjj ^.^..V.. ,,«.V.^ *.Vy.*. »^....J5

lat. 30° 20', on each side of the river Che-tang-chaung, along which they proceeded

after issuing from the grand canal. Here they found the large-leafed chestnut, and

the towering larch ; the purple-leafed tallow-tree growing near, and the shining-

leafed camphor-tree further from the water, with Thnija orkntalis in the valk^ys. About

lat. 29** 40' the banks receded from the river, and were chiefly cultivated with sugar-

cane in the neighbourhood of groves of orange-trees. About this part of llie route

they were supplied with grapes, oranges, apples, pears, chestnuts, walnuts, pome-

granates, melons, and a kind of date, as well as the Chinese fruits see-chee {Diospyros),

and lee-chee {Euphoria). On the sides of the hills, pines were met with, and on the

sides and tops of earthen embankments, dividing the gardens and groves of oranges, the

tea-plant was first seen growing like a common shrub, and along with it the oil-plant or

Camellia oleifera .

Lord Amherst's embassy having taken the direct route to Canton, proceeded up the

Yang-tse-kiang first to Nankin, and then along the sides of the Poyang lake, to

Nan-chang-foo, where the two routes united. In the neighbourliood of Nankin they

found the country become hilly, fir-trees were first seen, and the cultivation of the

mulberry and tallow-trees with that of rice and cotton. Near that town Dr. Abel found

Rosa Banhsiana, Cotyledon spinosa, Hamamelis chinensis, and Ficus rcpefis abundant,

as well as Pinus chifiensis (Pinus Masmniana, Abel), with Salisburia adiantifolia. Near

Tatung, about lat. 31°, which they reached on the 2d of November, where the country

was hilly and picturesque, the chief interest was owing to the plants. The tallow-

tree was abundant, and the tea-plant was first seen ; the barometer on the river stood

about 30.13°
; but on the hills close to it five species of oak were found, among them

Quercus densifolia and chinensis, dwarf chestnuts, and among the many ferns Pteris

piloselloides. Much ginger was also grown here. A few days' further progress brought

them to the confines of the province of Keang-see ; near this they found the tea-plant

cultivated on the hills, which also abounded with oaks and fir-trees; and near the banks

of the river there was extensive cultivation of rice, cotton, and bamboos.

The province of Keang-see, which in its northern parts is flat, full of rivers and

marshes, and in winter has a mean temperature of 60" {Etic. Mel) op. Art. China) the

embassy traversed along the borders of the Poyang lake, of which the neighbourhood is

hilly, and covered with plantations of oaks and firs, to which were now added Canning-

hamia si7iensis {Pinus lanceolata), diW^Abdia chinensis. There were considerable quantities

of the tallow, varnish, and camphor- trees. At Nan-kang-foo, situated about lat. 29^",
w

at the foot of a lofty mountain, of which the top was covered with snow, which melted

next day, pines were seen at the greatest elevation. The barometer on the river

stood at about thirty inches, so that the neighbouring country must be about the level

of the sea, and the banks were covered with rice, cotton, and bamboo, and with them were

cultivated
#
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cultivated Arum escukntum and Arachis hypogcEa. On the hills many ferns were found,

as species of Adia/ifiim, Asplenium, Aspidium, Bkcknum, DavalUa, Polypodium , Pteris,

and Woodwardia; an Ilex allied to /. aquifoliumy Pinus chitiensis, several species of oak

and the tallow and camphor trees.

At Nan-chang-foo the route of the two embassies becomes again united. From the

24th Nov. to the 18th Dec. Lord Amherst's embassy proceeded up the river Kan-

kiang, which flows into the Poyang lake ; the banks were chiefly composed of red

sandstone, resting on granite; when low, cultivated with rice, sugar-cane, bamboo,

camphor-tree, and a Ficus^ much resembling the banyan-tree ; and when high, with

the oil bearing Camellia, or C. oleifera, which was first met with by Dr. Abel shortly

after leaving Nan-chang-foo, bearing abundance of flowers in November, varying in

height from six and eight feet to that of a moderate-sized cherry-tree, and flourishing

best in a red sandy soil ; deer, pheasants, and partridges were seen ; and a woodcock,

at Quachow. The sugar-cane was observed ready to be cut down, and great fields

of wheat were springing up. On the 6th Dec. Pinus chinensis and Cunninghamia sinensis

were again met with ; and on the 8th at Seechou, about lat. 26°, the tea-plant was

found apparently wild ; in the neighbourhood of Elceococcus verrucosus {I)rya7idra

cordatd) and Euge?iia microphylla. Beyond this were extensive plantations of Camellia

oleifera, where Euryajaponica was abundant.

On the 20th Dec. they crossed the Meiling Mountain, which divides Keangsee from

Quantung, where groves of fir-trees skirted their way ; and a species of Prunus was

seen in full flower at the top. On descending from this, they entered the province of

Canton, which at first they found mountainous and barren, but shortly met with groves of

Pinus chinensis, intermixed with Cunninghamia sinensis. The vegetation on the surface

of the hills least decomposed, consisted of the species of Lycopodium, which resembles

a tree in miniature. A few days after passing Chaou-chou-fou, which is situated near

the 25th parallel of latitude, they found the neighbourhood of their anchorage hilly,

and very abundant in wild plants. Myrtus tomentosa was of great size, and very

abundant, Smila.r China, famed for its sudorific properties, scarcely less in quantity

;

"F

with another species, like «S'. lanceolata. A Begonia, resembling B. grandis, was also

found growing to the height of twenty feet; and a wild species of Camellia, which

Dr. Abel considered to be probably a variety of C. oleifera; while the rocky banks

of some small streams were covered with species of Marchantia and Jungermannia

.

Two Rhexias of doubtful species grew in the rocks, with several plants of questionable

genera. {Abdl, p. 199.) Plantations of sugar-cane were frequent in this part of their route,
F

as well as in the southern portion of the province of Kiang-see. As they approached

Canton, groves of orange-trees, of bananas, and of the rose-apple, relieved extensive

fields of rice. A^great extent of this province towards the coasts consists of level plains,

and though so near the tropic, the winters we have seen are severe ; ice is sometimes

formed, but snow does not fall : owing, however, to the general mildness of the climate,

and the alternations of hot and cold months, two crops, as in India, are annually

obtained
;
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obtained ; and sugar, rice, and cotton, cultivated, as well as an inferior kind of tea.

The fruits consist of oranges and shaddocks, bananas, pine-apples, and jack-fruit ; with

those which are peculiar to China, as the lee-chee, longan, wampee, kc. : grapes, pear

prunes, chestnuts, and peaches, are also found, but do not ripen well. In a garden

near Canton, Dr. Abel found the Moutan Paeony, Camellias, Azaleas, and roses, with

the black and green-tea plants, which he also saw in a plantation at Macao ; as well as

Vaccimum formosum, the tree like Lycopodium, and the dwarf elm. The province of

Fokien, which is celebrated for the production of the best black tea, lies to the north-

ward of the province of Canton, between the tropic of Cancer and 28° of north latitude.

It is mountainous, but warm and healthy. The mountains are terraced, and covered

with firs : the cultivation consists of rice and sugar, and in the cold season of wheat

;

oranges, lee-chees and longans are abundant.

From the above few notices of the temperature and vegetation, though during only

a portion of the year, in some of the provinces of China, we may perceive a considerable

resemblance to what we have seen to be the characteristicsof the Flora of India and

Its mountains : that is, considerable uniformity in these respects over an immense extent

of plain country, and a rapid change from a tropical to a European vegetation, whenever

we begin to ascend the mountains. But this is a more remarkable occurrence in China

than in India, as its plains stretch into more northern latitudes, and the extremes of

temperature between winter and summer, as well as the differences in this respect

between the northern and southern provinces, is much greater than in India. But if we

enter more particularly into details, we shall find that this resemblance in the vegetation

and cultivation of different provinces with one another, and of all with India, is almost

entirely confined to annuals. Such plants, cultivated in summer, are subjected

every where to nearly similar degrees of heat ; while those which constitute the winter

crops, meet only with congenial cold. But the perennials of mountainous situations, as

well as those of the northern provinces, being exposed alike to the severity of a Chinese

winter and the heats of summer, which, though great, are excessive only for a short

time, resemble the plants of northern latitudes, and such as are found on the slope of

the Himalaya r belonging to such genera as Finus, Taxus, Juniperu^, Cupressus,

Quercus, Betula, Populus, SalLr, Celtis, Ulmus, ^sculus, Castanea, Moms, Frajcinns,

Syringa, Tilia, Acer, Rhododendron, Andromeda, Azalea, Rhus, Juglans, Pyrus, Pruntis^

Cratcegus, Cydonia ; together with Berberis, Sambucus, Viburnum, Lonicera, Evonymus,

Rhamnus, Ilex, and Staphylea; and among herbaceous plants, many Ranmwulace^,

Fimariacece, Cruciferce, Caryophyllea, Rosacece, Sempervivce, UmbeWferce,' ^nd Primu^

lacecE; as well as species belonging to the genera Viola, Erodium, Geranium, Hypericum,

Rata, Lythrum, Saxifraga, Chrysosplenium, Rubia, Galium, Linaria, Hyoscyamus, Statice,

Plantago, Iris, Lilium, Allium, Convallaria, and Paris. With these genera are asso-

ciated others, of which the species are most prevalent about the centre of the temperate

zone, and to which great extremes of temperature may be supposed to be obnoxious, as

Pistacia, Olea, Pimica, Cercls, Nerimn Oleander, Papaver Somniferum and Rhoeas

;

aiif]
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and olhcrs, of which tiie species are cliiefly diffused through tropical countries, as Meiia,

Biospyros, Stercidia, Grewia, Zantlioxylum, Acacia, Tamarlx, Indigofcra, Lespedeza, Hedy-

sarum; but of these only single species have in general been enumerated in the northern

provinces of China, in the same way that v^^e have seen species of the same genera,

extending to the most northern parts of India, and ascending up the sides of the

Himalaya within the thick covering of jungle and forest, when they could not exist

in the moderate cold even of the open places of Northern India,

But the jrreat resemblance of the Flora of the mountains, and of the northern pro-

V nccs of China and Japan, is to that of Europe, as may be inferred from the existence m

each of the above genera and a number of the same species ; as Humulus Liipulus,

CheHdonium maju.'f, Ilyoscyamus niger, Hedera Heliv, Lithospermum arvense, Thlaspi arvense,

and Capsclla Bursa Pastoris ; with several others, which are likewise found in the

mountains and north of India. But as the north of China forms the southern boundary

of Tatary, which indeed terminates only at the range of mountains, over the vallies and

across the ridges of which the great wall is built, we may expect to find in the province

of Pe-che-lee, many of the plants of the Tatarian and Siberian Regions, which are them-

selves nearly identical in genera, but distinct in species, in consequence of the greater

dryness of the former: but all three have a considerable resemblance in being subjected

to great dryness and great extremes of heat and cold. Hence we meet with many of

the°plants of Pallas, Ledebour, and others, as included by Bung^ in his enumeration of

the plants of China. {Mem, De VAcad. Imp. des Sciences de St.Petersbourg.) As for

instance, Clematis angiistifolia, Delphinium grandiflorum, Menispermum dauricum. Pa-

paver nudicaule, Viola variegata, Amygdalus pedunculata, Potentilla supina, bifurca,

soongorica, and fragarioides ; with Astragalus adsurgens and melilotoides, and species of

Caragana, Oxytropis, and Patrinia, which are characteristic of these regions
;

witli

many others, as Serratula centauroides. Aster tataricus, Scorzonera radiata, Apocynum and

Cynanchum sibiricum, Gentiana squarrosa. Convolvulus suhvolubilis, Iris dichotoma, Lilium

tcnui/oliutfi, and Aspar As Kunawur forms the western limit of

Tatarian re^Hon, we have some of the plants which extended into it from more norther

also in this Dart of China, as Ranunculus salsuginosus, and Sisymbrim
tudes. found

Sophia. And as some resemblance was shown to exist, in appearance at least, between the

plants of Kunawur and those of Delhi,we have some of the genera of the latter in the pro-

vince of Pechelee, as Ailanthus, Lycium, and Salsola. Thunberg has long ago remarked,

that In Japan the cold is great in winter, and the heat considerable in summer; and that its

botany resembles that of the north of China: this is fully confirmed by a comparison

of his Flora with Bunge's list. He at the same time alluded to the affinity with the

Flora of Northern America : this may be seen in the prevalence of the genera Magnolia

lllicium, and Glcditschia, Panax pseudo-ginseng, found by Dr.Wallich on Sheopore

in Nepal, differs but little from the American P. quinquefolium , which is supposed to be

the same as the plant yielding the Chinese ginseng; some species are identical, as Veronica

lUbcs Cynosbati, and Datura Stramonium; of which the last, as well

gener
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genera Chaptalia and Ampelopsis, has been found in America, China, and the Hima-
layas. Between the two latter, however, the analogy in genera is the greatest ; and

even some species which were first discovered in the Himalayas are now enumerated in

the Flora of China ; as Evonpnus micranthus, Fraxinus fiorihunda, Rhamnus ghbosus

(R. virgatusl Roxb.) and Convallaria cirrhifoUa ; while others, which were only known
as Chinese and Japan plants, are found in abundance within the Himalayas, as

Houttuynia cordata, Hovenia dulcis, Ophiopogon spicatus diudJaponicus, Kadsurajaponica

,

Hastingia coccinea, Murraya exotica, Hypericum patulum, Spircca callosa, Viola prionanilw

Bge, Lonicerajaponica and chinensis, with Daphic camiabina, jind many others.

In conjunction with such genera as were first enumerated, it may excite surprise to

see so many annuals and xpect to meet with only in trop

countries ; but this is far from surprising, when we consider that the temperature of the

summer months diminishes but little, and in some places rather increases with the

tude ; as Bruce, in Abyssinia, found of the rain 12

when the sun was over-head, than when 36° distant to the southward. Thus, at Cal

cutta, the temperature of the three warmest months, April, May, and June, is 85.05^
r

and of the rainy months, July, August, and September, 82.83**; at Benares, in N. lal

25.18^, the mean temperature of the first period is 90.99°, and of the second 83.0]

and at Saharunpore 84.3° and 82.3°; while at Canton, in the three warmest months,

it is 83.6°, and at Pekin 82.58°; while at the last, the temperature of no less than

seven months, is above 51 .8°. Hence we find the lakes in the northern as in the southern

j^rovinces, abounding with Nelumbium speciosum and Trapa bicornis, and like those of

India with Euryale ferox, and species of Nymphcea, Pontederia, Sagittaria, Utricular}a,

Myriophyllum and Lcersia. Saururus supplies the place of Aponogeton; Phrynium capi-

tatum employed in making the excellent Calcutta mats, is found in both countries.

Species of Scirpus, as in India, yield tuberous roots, which are used as food ; and

species of Typha, Acorus, Lemna, Ceratophyllum, and Menyanthes, are found as in
L

more northern latitudes; while in the plains of the northern provinces, as we have

seen, many tropical plants occur. In the central provinces, as we learn from the list

given by Sir G. Staunton of the plants found in Shan-tung and Kiang-nan ; we have

such tropical plants, as Griska tomentosa, Vitex 7iegundo and trifolia, Biophytum sensi-

tivum, Boerhaavia repanda ; species of Jasminum, Clerodendrum, Justicia, Basella,

RottboeUia, Anthistiria, Ajidropogon, and Cenchrus, with many of those beforementioned,

as occurring in the most northern provinces. With these there is a mixture of European

genera, such as exist also in the southern province of Canton, where species of Galium,

Scabiosa, Lycium, Chelidonium , Saxifraga, Sedum, and Reseda, are stated as occurring

by Loureiro. It may also be mentioned, that many of the same flowers are common to

Indian and Chinese gardens, some of which may also be seen in the summer in gardens

in Europe; while others which have been introduced from China, are now common in

every part of India, as Chinese Aster, Diqnthus, Iris, Pardanthus, and Juslida ; with

R Lagerstrcemia
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Lagerstrajma indica, Dracana ferrea,' Hypericurh monogymimy Kerria Japonica, Hiptage

obtusifolia. Oka Jragrans. Thuya orientalis, 8sc.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the cultivation of every part in the warm weather

months, is, as we have seen it to be the case even in the most northern province, like

that of India ; to the list there given we hkYe only to add sugar, and the mulberry for

the silk-worm, to have "a cultivation identical with that of India during the warm

weather and rainy season.' Irrigation supplies in China the want of a regular rainy

season in the most northern provinces. The analogy is still greater, for at the termination

of the rice and millet crop^ we find wheat, barley, buckwheat, peas, beans, lucern, and

tobacco, are grown. For we learn from Staunton and Abel, that as the Sorghum vulgare,

the /ood^r of India, and Kow-leang, or tall corn of the Chinese, was cutting down in the

northern, and sugar-cane in the southern provinces, wheat was seen springing up, and

about two inches high, about the middle of October and November. Thunberg states,

that it flowers in March; so that the crop must be gathered in, about the same time as

in India, that is, about the end of March or beginning of April. Mr. Gutzlaff more

specifically mentions the two crops, one of rice, and the other of wheat, in the cold

season. That the accession of the cold weather is sudden we may infer from being

informed by Mr. Bell, that on their arrival in China, near the great wall, they were

supplied with water and musk-melons, and on the 6th November, only a few days
r

afterwards, they encountered a ** great fall of snow, and a cold frosty wind." Mr.

Gutzlaff also states, that the 9th of November, when in 40** of latitude, was a very

pleasant day, but during the night the wind changed, and a strong northerly breeze

began to blow, the cold was piercing, and in a few hours the rivers and creeks were
F

frozen over. {Voy, to China, -p. 147.)

That the perennials and the botany in general of the southern provinces is very distinct

from what we have seen to characterise the central and northern provinces, with the

exception of a few annual species of European genera, allowed to exist during the

coolness of the winter months, we may learn froni the writings of Loureiro and Roxburgh,

the relations of travellers, and the plants which have been introduced into Europe.

From these sources we learn the existence of a species of Nepenthes, near Macao, with

numerous Scitaminea, and tropical Epiphytal Orchidea, several Palms, as the Cocoa,

Areca, and Ca?ie palms, together with species of Caryota, Rhapis, ChamcBrops and

Tacca, in the most southern provinces ; with Pandanus odoratissimus, and Cycas inermis.
r

Aloexylon Agallochum, the Eagle wood of the ancients, and Aloes wood of the moderns.

Baryxylum rufum, iron wood, with species* of Canarium, Phyllanthus Emblica, and

Guilandina Bonduc, are specimens of some of the trees. Laurus Cinnamomum, Camphora

and Culilaban, affording camphor and cinnamon, Augia sinensis, Elaococcus verrucosus,

Q.nd StiUingia sebifera, yielding varnish, wood-oil, and vegetable tallow, are some of those

affording useful products ; while the fruits consist of pine-apples, papayas, guavas,

custard-apples, and such as are mentioned at p. 118.

The
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The principal families to which the rest of the known plants of the' Southern provinces

of China may be referred are, Dilkniaceaj An6mce(E\ Malvaceae AurantlacetP, Sapin-

dacecB ; ixo^\c?iX Legujninos(E, iisAt?agi/ris,Foinciana, Erythrina; Melastomacea^.mdinj

tropical Rubiacea 2Ltid Si/?iantherea, ScrophtdarinecE, Verbenacecs Vind Acanthace(B,Lmmna,

Eupkorbiacece, UrticecEy Qofnmelinecs, and tropical Graminece, Species of the genera

CocculuSy CappariSy HelictereSy Hipfage, Aglaia, Cissus, Combixtum, Quisqualis, Marlea,

Lawsonia, Myrtus, Eugenia, Passiflora, CalUcarpay Cordia, Convolvulus, Argyreia {Lett-

sornia. Roxb.) Bigtionia, Jasminum, Hoya, Ardisia, Sidero.vylon, Trophis, Antidesma,

Boeh?neria, Basella. Begonia, Musa, Crinum, Philydj^um, Aloe, Amaryllis, Asphodelus,

Melanthium and Ejiocaulon, ^\ ,
" '

If we compare this with the Flora of Southern India, we shall find that the same

great features are common to both; and though the northern provinces of China are more

European in their Flora than we any where^' meet with in the plains of India, yet do

their lakes abound with the same plants, and their plains are covered with similar crops.

But the Flora of the mountains, including that of the most northern parts of China, has

an almost universal identity of genera with that found covering the elevated belt of

the Himalaya. If we commence with the bases of these mountains, and pass succes-

sively through the several belts, and analogous to what takes place between the parallels

of latitude of 40" and 45°, experience the rapid decrease of mean temperatures, and the

quick succession of vegetable productions, we shall first find a vegetation similar to

that of the southern provinces; with the agriculture of the banks of the canal, consisting

of rice, millet, amaranth, and an esculent arum, with ginger, turmeric, a little cotton

and sugar, at one season, succeeded by wheat, barley, and buckwheat, in the cold

weather months, (v. p. 18); even the mountain rice, lauded by Loureiro, meets here with

a congenial climate. Along with plantains, oleander, and some of the orange tribe, and

the various plants enumerated at p. 13, we meet with some which were long considered

peculiar to China; as Marlea begonifolia, and Houttuynia cordata, with species of

Chloranthus, Incarvillea, and Hiptage. At the foot of the mountains of Silhet we meet

even with the Chinese fruit Longan and other species of Euphoria. In ascending we

pass through different gradations of vegetation, until reaching the regions of the

oaks, and rhododendrons, which is immediately succeeded by that of the pines, we meet

in the mid region with a Flora which must approximate to that of the mountains of

the central provinces of China ; for here we find the Chinese genera Abelia and Ewya,

together with Stauntonia, Kadsura, Hovenia, Ophiopogon, and Fardanthus, as well as

Deutzia, first found in Japan, to which new species have been added by Bung6 from the

north of China, and by Dr.Wallich from the Himalayas. In Nepal the latter has

also discovered Hovenia dulcis, Taxus nucifera, and species of the equally Chinese

& Camdlia, Cleyera, Podocarpus, Raphiolepis, Photinia, and Eriobotry But

m

moiintdns

tistitute a part of the natural riches of China ; s

glandulifera, discovered by Dr.Wallich, containing

r2 grams
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in the midst of similar vegetation that the tea-plant is everywhere found; and as we have

some of the very genera and species, vi^hich were first found in the tea regions, they point

out, that here it may most fitly l)e introduced. It cannot be a difficult task to transfer

from one country to another a plant, which grows naturally and is cultivated extensively,

in one which possesses so many of the plants which are common to the two, and not

found elsewhere. Particularly when we consider that a tea-plalit introduced from China

by one of the triennial embassies, has lived for many years in the open air in Nepal,

and was there seen ten feet high by Dr.Wallich.

There is little doubt, therefore, that many situations fit for the growth of the tea-

plant, may be found in the Himalayas; but it is important to consider whether all

the circiimstances are so similar, as to render it probable, that the leaves would

secrete only the present quantity of astringent, and retain the full proportion of volatile

and fragrant matter, upon which their virtues especially depend. The territories of the

British in the Himalayas, as Kemaon, or those under their protection, as Gurhwal

and Sirmore, extend from 28° to 31^° of N. latitude, and present every diversity of
*

climate and vegetation from their tropical bases to their snow-clad summits (v. p. 12

to 24): but as the same latitudes are w^afmer in India than in China, we must go

further north, or ascend higher to obtain a similar temperature. Dr. Abel, from the

correspondence in climate, and the soil being composed of the detritus of granite,

schistus and sandstone, recommended the Cape" of Good Hope as well suited to the

cultivation of the tea-plant ; but the soil in the Himalayas, consisting chiefly of the

debris of primary rocks (v. Geol. Sect. PI. 1. Sect. 1 and 2), must be equally eligible

for the purpose. Further, as he advises hilly situations, a meagre soil, and a moderate

temperature, while another author' states, "that leaves of the finest quality are only

produced in light stony ground, we may hope to see the slopes of the Himalaya covered^

and the edges of the terraced flats—for here, more completely than either in Italy or

China, " The peaks are shelved and terraced round,"—surrounded with plantations

of the tea-plant.

A climate less* severe than that of Pekin, tut cooler than that of Canton, is indicated.

Dr.\yallich has stated a temperature between 30° and 80^ as requisite, and this cannot^

be

grains ofcamphorinits wood^ while his Melanorrhcea usitata (Ph As. Rar. p. 9 t, 11 and 12) yields abundance of

excellent varnish ; besides Rhus vernic'ifera^ the vamish-tree of Japan is common in the Himalaya. Wood-oil is

yielded by several species of Dipterocarpus, Oil is procured as in China from the apricot, and also from

Prinsepia ulilis and other plants; and even a vegetable butter is yielded by Bassia hutyracea, common m the

hills' about Almorah, and most probably allied to the shea-tree of Bruce. Paper is equally made in both

countries from Daphne cannahina ; and the Indian Shola is analogous to the Chinese rice-paper. But a few

Chinese genera have not been found in India or its mountains^ as Illicium^ Nandina, Bocconia (Maclayea)

Koelreuteria, Vatican which may^ however, be the same as Vatenay Chimonanihus^ Broussonetia, Astranthus,

Jpactis, Bladhia, Bceckea, Aucuha, Polychroa^ Elaococcus^ SaUsluria^ Cunninghamia^ and Hamamelis j though

Bucklandia'y a new genus of the small, but widely-spread order of HamamelidccPy is found in the mountains

above Silhet. Cookia^ Triphasia, and several of the Chinese fruits succeed in every part of India. A ftw new

genera have, moreover, been added by Bunge from the north of China,

!^i
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be far from the truth. Mussooree (v. p. 16, and Geol. Section, PI. 1. fig. 2) has a range

of the thermometer from 27'' to 80^ and Deyra (v. p. 13) in the valley at its foot, one

from 1or to 37**
; on the slope intervening between them, Jurreepanee elevated 5,000

feet, is a particularly eligible situation; but experiments on a small scale might be made
at all three stations ; and at the same time be carried on in Kemaon, at Almorah.

and Hawulbagh, as wdl as in the neighbourhood of the lake, called Bheemtal
(v. p. xviii.); and in Sirmore, near Nahn, as well as at Sabathoo; and in a warmer
situation in the garden of Shalimar, in the Pinjore valley. Keeping in mind that TTica

viridis, or the green-tea plant in China, as in Europe, is able to bear the greater de<'rec

of cold, while Thea bohea will succeed only in sheltered situations, as it is only produced

in the southern provinces of China, and cannot bear exposure in England.

But as temperature is not the only thing desirable, we shall find that the course

also of the seasons is favourable, and that even the strong contrasts of a Chinese

climate may be met with, and taken advantage of, if desired. For although the tops of

peaks and ranges, from the equalizing effects of the atmosphere, have a small annual

range of the thermometer, yet the cleared and elevated vallies within these mountains,

(very different from the low, moist, and forest-covered flats at the plainward base) have

a great contrast of temperature between summer and winter. Because during the
w

short days of the latter, owing to their obliquity, few of the sun*s rays reach the

sheltered valleys, while the free radiation in a clear atmosphere greatly increases the
*

cold. But the nearly perpendicular rays of a summer sun, impinging on the same
IP - .

places, are greedily absorbed, and being reverberated from side to side increase the

temperature much beyond what we should expect, either in the latitude or elevation.

As the finest crops of tea-leaves are obtained when they are young, and as the revival

of nature takes place at Mussooree about the month of March, there is abundance of time
L

for two crops of leaves to be collected before the accession (about the middle of June)

of the more severe rainy season. The seeds would ripen in the autumn at the same

time as the nearly allied Camellia and Eurya of these mountains.

Being so important and valuable a plant, it may be asked, why, if so easily trans-

ferable, it has remained so long confined to its native country; and without consi-

deration, it has been inferred, that it must, like the cinnamon, nutmeg, clove, cardamom

or camphor-trees, be very peculiar in its nature, and confined in its habitat; and it has

therefore resisted the attempts made to cultivate it in Java, Penang, and Ceylon, as

well as at Rio Janeiro. With the cold and deserts of Tatary on the north, and the

continual heats of the tropics on the south, it could only have spread in the zone of

favourable temperature, but here the ocean throws a barrier on the east, and the snow-

clad Himalayas an equally impassable one on the west. But where it was possible,

we have seen that the tea-plants have spread in their native country over a wide extent
h

of territory, and are subjected to a great diversity of climate. The attempts which have

been made to introduce it elsewhere, so far from deterring, ought rather to encourage its

cultivation in

r

more congenial climates

;

for the experiments have proved that the

M
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quivalent to that of open flat

plant will thrive under the Line, and the green tea even in the open air in Eno-land,

especially in Devonshire; so that Desfontaines recommended its cultivation in the

south of France. Dr.Wallich has already remarked, " that a very slight acquaintance
with the character of the countries where the attempts were made to introduce the culti-

vation of the tea-plant, is sufficient to account for the total failure of tliem.''-^(Observ.

on the Cultiv. of the Tea-plant, App. Report of the East-India Committee^

The most southern limit of the regular tea country being 27** of N, latitude, and its

having been calculated that in tropical countries every 396 feet of vertical ascent is

equivalent to 1* of latitude, we require at the Line an elevation of 10,692 feet, at the

jehth parallel 6,732, and at the 20th an elevation of 2,772 feet, to attain a temperature

of latitude ; but the tea-plant is even in

that latitude fond of a hilly country. " In Penang, situated between 5° and 6° N. of tjie

Equator, where the highest hill does not exceed 2,500 feet in elevation, and every

feature of the vegetation is tropical/' Mr. Brown, as we are informed by Dr.Wallich,

" established a tea-plantation atGlugor, and procured Chinese to superintend the under-

taking ; but it is not surprising that though the plants grew well, the leaves were not

well flavoured." Neither was success to be expected in Java or Ceylon, where there is

little contrast of seasons, and the vegetation in both is tropical ; but in all, as well as in

Calcutta, the plants thrived well. At Rio Janeiro, in 23° of S. latitude, we are informed

by Dr. Abel, that many Chinese plants were growing in full vigour, as the tallow-tree,

the wax-tree, Ligustrum iucidum, and Camellia sasanqua; and that the tea-plant had

been successfully cultivated, and effectively manufactured. But the vegetation and

seasons are so tropical, that the situation cannot be considered favourable, and the culti-

vation has since been given up, it is reported, in consequence of the expence of labour,

but the produce is said also to have had a bad flavour. At St. Helena, in 20° of N.
«i

latitude, the tea-plant also grows vigorously ; but here the country is elevated, and

enjoys the equability of an insular climate, with a range of the thermometer from

64° to 78°. The English oak and Scotch fir, with the common furze, grow in the

open air as luxuriantly as Araucarias, Mimosas from New Holland, and Furcrcea <ri^antea

from South America, with some Nepal plants ; and alongside of them may be seen

])lantains, arborescent Cassia?, Ficus ijidica and religlosa, the banyan and peepul-

trees of India.
T

But in the Himalayas, where so great an analogy exists in latitude, elevation, soil,

xlimate, and the course of the seasons, as well as considerable identity of vegetation,

there cannot in my mind be a doubt of success in introducing the cultivation of tea, with

the strongest probability of all its properties remaining unchanged, as every requisite

is so similar to what it experiences in its native country. It is not an unimportant

consideration, that the cheapness of labour exceeds even that in China, where, I am
w

informed by Mr. Reeves, about eightpence a-day is earned in the tea countries ; but in

India and its mountains women and children get about a fourth, and able-bodied

labourers not more than one-half that sum. But even supposing that the finest flavoured

teas
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teas should not at first be successfully cultivated, an immense consumption would
be found among Asiatic nations for even inferior kinds, which would still be superior

to what they now use. This would greatly increase the resources of the Hill provinces,

give rise to an extended 'commerce , with Northern and Central Asia, as the Tatar

nations habitually use it, and all Asiatics, even the natives of India, think so highly of

the virtues of tea, as to have recourse to it, whenever they can procure even the most
inferior kinds in cases of sickness. But at all events, an article of which the exports

amount in quantity to about fifty millions of pounds weight,' and its value to about
two and a-half millions of money, is well worthy the consideration of a Government
which possesses territories apparently so favourable for its cultivation.

To shew that these opinions have not been hastily formed, or adopted in consequence
of the change in Indian commerce, I beg to quote a few lines from a report which I ad-

dressed to Dr.Wallich for the information of the Indian Government, by which it will be
seen that so long ago as the end of the year 1827, when it would have been my duty, had
it been desired to have carried the suggestion into execution, in recommending the culti-

vation of the tea-plant in the Northern and Hill provinces of India, I remarked that ''
it

does not appear by any means so delicate or so limited in geographical distribution as is

generally supposed. It is said to delight particularly in sheltered valleys, the declivities

of hills, or the banks of rivers, where it enjoys a southern exposure to the sun. These
warm situations do not, however, appear to be essential to its welfare, as it is found on

thp rugged tops of mountains ; and although it appears to attain the greatest perfection

in the mild climate about Nankin, jet it flourishes in the northern latitude of Pekin and

in Japan, as well as about Canton ; and thus appears to be confined within, the parallels

of 20^ and 40^ of northern latitude/'*

Eurya acuminata; (Wall. Cat. N. 1464) ramulis ultimis pilosiusculis, foliis elliptico-oblon

natis inferioribus caducis, floribus axillaribus fasciculatis. midtiflo

p. 525. V. Tab. 25. fig. 1 .—This shrub attains a height of about eight to ten feet, and is common at

6,500 feet

* Though not essential to the above attempt at proving the strong probability of a successful cultivation of

tea in the northern parts of India, it will render it more complete to add a short account of the cares

the cultivation and subsequent These appear to be few and simple.

The month of February is said to be the usual time for sowing the seeds. Siebold^ however, states (and from

correctly) that they should be sown in autumn. Several are droppedvery

t

into a hole a few inches deep, which are in rows from four to five feet asunder. The seeds come up easily,

and the plants require little subsequent culture, except keeping them free from weeds, which must als^ h*»

useful in stirring the soil. When the plants are three years old, the first crop of leaves is gathered ; and \

three or four years older, they are cut down to encourage the production of fresh shoots, which abound more

than the old in leaves. In the province of Kiangnan, the green-tea plant is kept low by pruning ; but in the

black-tea country tlie jilant is allowed to attain its full height. The feaves are usually gathered singly ; first

in March, when the young leaves are scarcely expanded ; tlie second in May and June ; and the third in

August. But authors vary in their accounts of the numbers and the seasons of the crops ; and differences must

necessarily exist according to the nature of the crop which is desired, as well as according to the climate in which

it is grown ; though many of the varieties are known to be produced by mixtures at Canton. When the tea-

leaves
1.
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ussooree conaceous

smooth /<

parts of the branches, appear to be lateral, but actually arise from the axillse of the fallen leaves, either

solitary or 2-3-fascicled, short peduncled, supported by two small bractece (f, 6), which are of the form

and consistence of the sepals, but smaller. Sepals (a) 5, imbricate, unequal in size, coriaceous, the

three inner the largest, rounded, ciliate, concave, and covered with a few hairs on the inside, one or two
mi

of them sometimes bifid. Petals (c) five, conjoined at the base, short and rounded at the apex, two

large
(/)

opposite
L

comiectivum^ and open laterally by a longitudinal slit- Pistil none. In the female flowers, the calya^

and corolla^ as in the male. Ovary ovate- Styles 3, very short, spreading. Stigma simple. Capsule

{d and e) 3-celled. Seeds flattish, triangular, numerous, suspended by a long funicle from an axillary

placenta.

30. OLACINE^.

The place of this small order in the natural series is uncertain. By M. De Candolle

it is placed next Aurantiacece, to which it has some affinities. By Mr. Brown it has

been shewn, that in possessing a unilocular ovarium, with a central columnar placenta,

at the top of which three pendulous ovules are inserted, Olaj: is allied to Santalacece

;

but to this it has been objected, as originally stated by Mr. Brown himself, the double
^ _

, floral envelope and ovarium^ superum of O/tza,which is opposed to the simple perianthium

and ovarium inferum in Santalacece. Of this family there are several species belonging
r

to the genus from which the order is named. The Indian species extend from Ceylon up

to Monghir, and from Silhet along the foot and within, the valleys of the Himalaya to the

most northern portion of the British territories. Olax scandens and zeylanica do not extend.
--

the former beyond Kajmahl, and thejatter the Peninsula. O. nana, allied in structure to

them, was first found by Dr. Hamilton at Gorakpore. I have seen it in large

quantities on the banks of the Tonse and Jumna, within the mountains, and beyond 3

1

of northern latitude. A species of the genus was found on the Congo, and the remainder

referred by Labillardiere to the genus Sperma.vyrum, in New Holland. Ximenia is

/ found

T~r

leaves are gathered^ they are cured in houses which contain small furnaces about three feet high, on each of

which there is a large flat iron pan. Upon this,when heated, a few pounds of the fresh-gathered leaves are thrown.

These crackle, and require frequent shifting. When all become properly roasted, they are thrown out with a

shovel upon mats before the rollers, who, taking small quantities at a time, roll them in the palms of their hands

in one direction,while others are fanning them, that they may cool the more speedily, and retain their curl. This

process is said to be repeated two or three times, and should, in the first instance, on making any experiments

on the subject, be intrusted to Chinese, who liave been accustomed to the process ; as was done in both Penang

and Rio Janeiro : and there would be no difficulty in getting some of the numerous Chinese, who migrate

tu almost every part of Asia, to accept employment in the northern provinces of India. With a little scientific

attention in the choice of a suitable climate and soil for the growth of the plant, and the application of prac-

tical experience in the preparation of the leaf, there can be but little doubt, after the details we have entered

into, with respect to the successful issue of an experiment, which need not be very expensive, if not commenced

on too large a scale.

ft-
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found in the warm parts of America and Jamaica ; and one species, X. Busseliana,
in the Peninsula of India. The rest of the order is found in Africa and its islands. A
genus, common to Africa and Guiana, affords Heisteria coccinea, the partridge wood of
cabinet-makers, imported from Martinique.

\

31. AURANTIACE^.

This family, well known from containing oranges, lemons, and limes, is remarkable
for the dotted appearance of all parts of the plants, in consequence of their abounding
in little cells filled with volatile, frequently highly fragrant oil. The order is allied, on one
hand, to Amyridea, and on the other to some Rutacea, and is almost entirely confined

to India and China, where all the genera are found in some part or other of tlieir

widely-extended territories; with some species only spreading into the islands of the
Indian Archipelago, and a few into Java, and some even as far south as Madagascar. The
genera Atalantia and Triphasia are found only in the southern parts; but Bercrera,

Glj/cosmis, Feronia, JEgle, Limonia, Murraya, and Citruis, also in the most northern

parts of India. The three last, with Triphasia, are common to it and China. Feronia

ekphantum and ^gk marmelos, are found every where in the plains ; but Murraya
exotica, Bergera Kcenigiij Limonia crenulata, and Glycosmis pentaphylla, extend in the

jungly tract along the foot of the Himalaya, nearly as far north as the banks of the

Sutlej.

So great a diversity of opinion being entertained respecting the different plants of the

genus Citrus, whether they should constitute species or varieties, it becomes difficult to

say what are such, if only seen in a state of cultivation ; but as some are still found

wild, an opinion may be formed, at least respecting those. In the tract of forest so

frequently alluded to, as well as in the valleys within the Himalaya, I have seen two

plants growing apparently wild, one called ^'//oMree, and the other biharee nimboo; the

first having the characteristics of the citron, and the other, called also puharee kaguzee,

those of the lemon : both when transferred to gardens retain their peculiar characters.

From the Rungpore forests a round kind of lime is obtained : in those of Silhet, and

as it is stated also on the sides of the Neelgherries, the orange is found wild. Captain

Turner describes the oranges as delicious, and Mr. Saunders, who accompanied him,

mentions findiiig many orange and lime-trees at the foot of the hills in approaching

Buxedwar (v. Turner's Tibet, p. 20 and p. 387). Citrus decumanus. Shaddock or Pompel-

moes, does not appear indigenous to India, as its name, batavi nimboo or Batavia lime,
m

denotes, as remarked by Dr. Roxburgh, its being an exotic ; and as it retains its charac-

teristics even where it does not succeed as a fruit, it may also be reckoned a distinct

species. I therefore feel inclined to consider as distinct species, the orange, lemon,

lime, citron, and shaddock, without being able to say whether the sweet kinds should

be considered varieties of the acid, or ranked as distinct species.

One thing remarkable in the orange tribe is, that though a tropical genus, it ripens its

fruit only in the winter months ; and has thus probably been enabled to travel from

s India
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1,

India to tfke soutbern shores ofEurope, and find a congenial climate in the eqiiable and
h _

temperate climate of the Azores. In confirmation of their being natives of India, it

may be adduced, that the Asfatic names of the orange are, in Sanscrit, Na<nunga

;

Hind. Narungee; Arab. Narunj ; and of the lemon, Sans. Nimbooka ; Beng. neehoo

;

Hind. neemoOy leemoOy kemhoo. It is further worthy of notice, that the Persian and
Arabian authors diO not, as is their wont, give any Greek synonyme of either, but of the

citron, which i.* st^ipposed to have, been known tM the RoBaans;, they say that

marseeska. lL-««yte ift th^ Yoon^nee, and atrogha l^^\ the Sy?iaa »ame,. neither of wliieh

hftve I been abte- tq trace. Thc^ Sanscrit name of tjfce citron is Beejapoora, the Arabic

ootiiruj, and the Persian tooninj. By tUe latter it is ^m kjaowe in. the northern. pravinees

oflndia.^
*

Limania laureola, figured by Dr.Wallich {Fl. 4^. Rar. t. 245), is remarkable, as the

only plant of this family, found qn the tops of cold and lofty mountains, where it is

for some months, of the; year buried under the snow. The Hill people call it kidar-

pain a.nd kuthap^ck(wa,. and fancy that it is by feeding on its Teaves that the musk
acquires itspecujiap flavour. As the lea^yes are highly fragrant,, they are, like others

of a, similar kind, employed in* the religious ceremonies of the idiabltants of tlie hills,
i

The wood of many of the orange tribe is hatrd,. compact, and durable ; that, of Fero7iia

ekpkaniim stains a considerable size, and a gum exudes from the..tree. Most of this;

family abound in stimulant essential oil : the pulp of the fruit of many is sweet, and of

others acid, jrielding abundance of citric; acid.. In addition to those commonly knov^^n

a^ yrelding;^ edible fruit, the Chinese wampeey Cwte punctata, may be mentioned, as

well as ^^g'k marmelos and Fermiia elephantumf Glj/cosmis citrifolia, TtHphasia trifoliata,

a^id Limonia pentaphylla. The astringent rind of the fruit of Mgh marmelos, bel of the

Hindoos, is used in dyeing yellow, while the glutinQUS and tenacious matter which,

surrounds the seeds is considered an excellent addition, to^^ mortar, especially in well-

buildingi Bergera Kamigii is cultivated near villages,, as its leaves are considered in

the northern,, as in the southern provinces, a pleasant addition- to curries and other

dishes in use amonff the natives of India.

32. HYPERICINEiE.
This order is of very extensive distribution, particularly with respect to the genus

Hypericum, which is found in most parts of the world. In the Himalayas, where about

fifteen species have been discovered, it is met with at very different elevations, as well as
*

on the mountains of the Peninsula. H. cermmm, Roxb. {H. speciosum^Wq\\ .) ofWhich
the seeds were originally procured by General' Hardwicke in the neighbourhood of

Hurdwar and Sireenuggur, is very nearly allied to H. chinense. It is met with in

ISepal and Kemaon, and in the hills above the Deyra Doon, at 3,000
_ - -

where the heat is consid^erable at the hottest time of the year ; whil'e the

H. uralum, elodeoides, and lysimachioides, are found on the tops of the mountains; the last

only on the highest, as Kedarkanta, with H, Japonicum and perforatum, where the snow
covers the soil for nearly six months in the year. The last, found in most parts of the

worlds

feet of

spe
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^orld, is also common in many parts in the Himalayas and in Cashmere: the former,
found originally in Japan, has a most extensive distribution along the Himalayas from
^SiUiet to Sirmore, and also to the JSTeelgherries. H^patulum is another plant tx)mmon
to Japan and I^epal, from which H. oblongifoUum does not appear to me to differ.
Two new species, both from the Mussooree range, may be added to those already
enumerated as Himalayan plants: H. dcbilc. which is allied to, and may be a variety
of H. perforatum

; and H, coriaceum, which resembles ff. iysimacbioides, of which the
leaves are like those of the rouns or Cotoneaster acuminatum.

;
In the soft parts oF many of this tribe being covered with dotted glands, which con-

tain a fragrant oil, this family resembles AurantiacecE; and in secreting a yellow juice,
the Guttiferm; to whiclx, moreover, it is in many points of structure closely allied!
In the European species, this yellow juice being in small proportion to the essential oil

^^nd the rest of the vegetable matter, they have been used as tonics and astringents.
*H. perforatum and H, Androsc^mum, in use in the earliest times, are referred to by
Persian authors under the name hoofarikoon, corrupted from the Greek. The former
we have seen is common in the Himalayas, and is available, if necessary, for the
Indian Materia Medica.

Some of the American species of this order are possessed of more copious yellow
juice, and more energetic properties; that obtained from Tismia Guianensis, a Mexican
and Surinam tree, is known in commerce, and called American Gummi Gutta, Some
of the more remarkable arborescent species of this order from the south of India, and
from Penang and Singapore, may possess similar properties; but tliey are, of course,

less valuable where the original and more energetic gamboge is so easily procurable.
I J

Thunb. FL Japonica, p. 295. t. 31 .—Wall Cat.

(«) Flower seen from above. (6) Do. from below, (c) Caps

Hyp Prod

Herb

!with persistent calyx and withered corol.—This plant, enjoying a very extended distribution, as above^

mentioned, is subject to considerable variation in appearance, as mav be seen in the E. T, Herbarium.

frequently erect or

asc

oval, entire, half embracing the stem. Flowers

yellow, withering. Bracts leaflike. Sepals 5, oval, acute, dotte

Petals 5, oval-oblong, nearly equal to the sepals, hght yellow, of

veined
;

in dried specimens rolled up at the apex, so as to appear m
3, spreading. Capsules 3-celled ; cells many seeded* Seeds ovoid.

4-cornered, leafy. Leaves shorter than intemodia, opposite

terminal, short peduncled

lit-veined, erect, persistent

Styles

I

33. GUTTIFER^.
T

This family, named from mSihy of the species producing the yellow gum-resinous

juice, resembling gamboge, which was formerly called gummi gutta, is strictly a tropical

order, and abundant in the Malayan Peninsula and islands to the eastward of the bay

of Bengal. A few species are found in Ceylon and the Peninsula of India, as Calo-

phyllum inophyllum and spurium, Mesua ferrea, Xanthochymus pictorius and ovalifolius,

Garcinia cambcgiay zeylanica and pictoria, the last from the higher parts of Wynaad,
I

where, as Dr. Roxburgh remarks, there is constant moisture from fogs during the dry
(

s 2 season,

%
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season, and abundant rains during the wet. Species of all the Indian genera, as above

enumerated, are also found in Silhet, whence they extend a little further northward

along the tract of forest, Garcinia cowa was found by Dr. Hamilton at Monghir, and

Mesua speciom by Dr.Wallich in Nepal ; but there we know there are valleys with a

tropical vegetation, where the heat is great, and the moisture considerable. " The effects

of culture and of an artificial climate have been mentioned at p. 6, where it has been

shewn that one of the Guttifi far north as Delhi, in 28° of N

however

tude, when no other species are known to grow nearer than 4° further south. This is

Xanthochymus pictorius, the depliuloi the natives ; but X^wte, which it closely resem

bles in foliage, has been inadvertently mentioned: the same reasoning will,

equally apply to both species. The greater portion, however, of the genera belonging

to this order is not found in India, though the species are numerous ;
but in the West

Indies and warm parts of South America, as well as in Madagascar, where the approxi-

mation in climate is greatest to the Malayan and Indian Peninsulas, as well as to th6

climate of Chittagong and Silhet. The GuttifercE^xQ in some points related to the

EbenacecEy as maybe seen by comparing species of Garcinia with some species of Diospyros.

The natural method is in no point better calculated to display its advantages to the

general observer, than in the fact that the properties or products of the same parts of

the plants of a family have in general the closest resemblance to one another
;
and

though anomalies present themselves, yet these appear more numerous than they are

likely to do, because from the little investigation that plants were formerly subjected to,

we are not yet acquainted with all the anomalies of structure. This possession of similar

properties is strikingly exemplified in so many plants of this family producmg a resmous

exudation, which is similar in both physical and medical properties to gamboge, ossareh-

rewund, rhubarb-juice of Persian authors. This has long been known as a pigment and

as a drastic purgative, introduced by Clusius, for which we are indebted to the East

;

but the tree has not been well ascertained, probably in consequence of so many of the

family yielding a similar product. Two kinds are known in Indian bazars; one, the

best, is the produce of Siam : this is in rolls, having been apparently rolled or cast in

moulds when in a soft state : it is solid and compact in texture, and forms the best

pigment. It is supposed to be procured from Stalagmitis Camhogioides, a plant which,

according to Dr.Wight and Mr. Arnott, is a species of the genus Garcinia, and probably

identical with G. cochinchinensis. The other kind, in smaller pieces, granular, brittle,
J-

less valued as a colour, and less eflfective as a purgative, is the produce of Ceylon. This,

there can be little doubt, is the produce of Xanthochymus ovalifolius, the only plant m

Ceylon (W. and A.) that yields a gamboge fit for the arts; an indifferent kind is also

yielded by X. jnctorius. Garcinia zeylanica, cowa, cornea, and pictoria, all yield, like

most plants of this order, an inferior kind of gamboge. The last, originally sent by

Mr. Dyer, surgeon, at Tellicherry, to Dr. Roxburgh, who found it, even in its crude

unprepared state, superior in colour while recent to every other kind, but not so perma-
»~'

from Siam. {FL Ind. 2, p. 629.)

It
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It is not contrary to natural analogies to find different kinds of juices secreted in

different parts of the plants of the same family. Thus we find the mangosteen, the most

delicious of fruits, according to the concurrent testimony of travellers, is afforded by

one of the Guttifera. This, the Garc'mia mangostana, is confined to the Malayan

Peninsula, and the islands to the eastward of the bay of Bengal, which form the

India aquosa of old authors as quoted by Dr. Jack ; but is so local in its habits as to

have resisted all Dr. Roxburgh's attempts, repeated through a course of thirty-five

years, to get it to thrive, no further north than 23^* of latitude. Other species yield an

edible, but less palatable fruit, as G, cowa, lanceafolia, kydia, and paniculata, the last

is most like the mangosteen. G. pedunculata, yields an acid fruit {Ro.rb. 2. p. 626)

;

Xanthochymus dulcis, pictorlus, and ovalifolius, that which is edible. Many would no doubt

afford useful timber, as Calophyllum angustifolium yields the straight spars called peon,

atPenang, and in the islands to the eastward of the bay of Bengal. The blossoms

of McBsuaferrea are to be found in a dried state in every bazar, under the name nag-

kesur, being used in medicine, as well as esteemed for their fragrance. The seeds of

Calophyllum imphyllum yield an oil, and a resin exudes from the roots, which is supposed

by some authors to be the same as the Tacamahaca of the Isle of Bourbon.

34. HIPPOCRATEACEiE.

This small order is placed by M. De Candolle between MarcgraviacecE and Erythroxykct.

By Mr. Brown it was shewn to be in some important respects allied to CelastrinccP,

which some of the species also resemble in general appearance. It is chiefly found in

the warm parts of America, and also in Africa. In India it is found in the Peninsula,

whence one species, Hippocratea indica {Roxb. Corom. t. 130) extends up into Bengal as

far as the prolongation of the central range of mountains at Monghyr ;
while H. arhorca

{Roxb. Corom. t. 205) is found at the foot of the mountains on the N.E. frontier, as

Silhet, Morung, Tipperah, and Chittagong. The genus Salacla, to which Johma of

Roxburgh has been referred in Dr.Wallich's Catalogue, has a similar distribution, with

one species from Nepal, probably from the low forests or warm valleys, whence they

extend downwards along the N.E. frontier, to the Burmese territories and the Malayan

Peninsula. I have not met with any of the species in the northern parts of India.

35. ERYTIIROXYLE^.

The ErythroxykcE form a small order separated from Malpighiacea,
to which they are,

however, considered by Mr. Brown to be closely allied. They are distributed in South

America and the West Indies, and some species are found in Madagascar and the

islands of Mauritius and Bourbon. One, the only species of the genus Sethia, has been

found in India, and this only in the Peninsula up to the Circar mountains.

D.C., is the Erythroxylum monogynum of Roxburgh. Another species from Silhet has

been referred, with doubt, by Dr.Wallich, to this order.

36. MALPIGHIACE^.

This order, named from an American genus, is nearly confined to that quarter of the

obe„

i

This, S

o
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globe, as out of about 200 species only fifteen are found in India and the Burmese

territories, about half as many in Java, only one in China, Arabia, and the Cape of
J-

Good Hope; a few in the eq^uiinoc tial parts of Africa and the island of Madagascar,

Niotais referred by M. Ad. de Jussieu to Simarouhece ;* but Dr.Wallich has added a new

genus, Andstrocladus, ofwhich four species have been discovered, distributed fromPenang

up to Pundua- Of J., extemus there is a figure. No. 1^264, among Dr.WalUch's coUee-

tion of "the East-India Company's unpublished drawings. A new genus, Platynemay

has been formed by Messrs.Wight and Arnott, of Gartnera laurifolia, found in the

Indian Peninsula. The only genera found in every part of India, and these both
«

climbers, aie Hiptage and Hirc^a, The former^ common to India and China, and the
L

J_

latter chiefly found in the warm parts of America ; with a few species in Java, and one

at the Cape of Good Hope. Hiptage Madahlota extends from the Peninsula up the foot

of the Himalaya to the warm valley of JVoakote, in Nepal, and as far north as the Deyra

Doon, and other valleys within the Himalaya,where it climbs to the tops of lofty trees,

and may frequently be seen, with its racemes of elegantly-fringed white flowers, delicately

tinged with pink and yellow, covering the saul-tree, or Shoria rohusta, the winged-

seed vessels of which, those of this plant much resemble in external appearance

The Chinese species, //. ohtusifolia^ is perfectly naturalized in the gardens of Northern

India. Jiiraa nutans., from which H. lanuginosa (Wall. No. 1,058) does not appear to

me to differ, is similar in its distribution and habit, though a more humble climber.

H.indica is confined to the Peninsula and the province of Silhet; while other species
a -

r

extend along the Burmese territories to more southern latitudes. I have not learnt-'-..
that any of the Indian species are applied to any use, nor are the properties of the

'

plants of this tribe well known ; but the fruit of some species of Malpighia is eaten in
I

the West Indies, and called Barbadoes cherry.

37. ACERINE^.

This order, named from so common and well-known a genus as that which contains

the maple and sycamore, indicates that some at least of its species require a temperate

climate. But all are found in such, in Europe, North America, Taurus, Tatary, and

Japan. And as none in other countries extend to southern latitudes, so we are without'

them in the plains of India, and also on the Neelgherries. But immediatelywe commence

ascending the Himalayas, either in Nepal or Sirmore, we meet with species of this

family, especially of the genus Acer. Of this seven new species have been discovered

m these mountains, of which A. oblongiim is that which descends to the lowest level,

being found in Nepal and further north in the Deyra Doon, between 2,000 and 3,000

feet of elevation. Acer cultratum is found at 6,500 feet on the Mussooree range, and

at similar heights in Sirmore and Gurhwal, while A. caudatum (Wall. PL As. Rar. t. 132,

and^. aciiminatuml Don) sterciiiiaceim w^idvillosum, are only seen with pines and birches
F

on
•

* Vol. ii. p. 4.
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on the loftiest mountains, which are for many months covered with snow. A. stercuUa-

ceum (Wall. PI. As. Rar. 1. 105) is closely allied to A. villosum, which differs but little

from A,pseudo-platanus, or sycamore; and as this affords timber which, from being ITght

and tough, is much used by turners, and for making the trees of saddles^ so it is

probable that both the Himalayan species would answer equally well for the same
purposes. The wood oi A. cuUratum is white, light and fine-grained, and might be
turned to the same uses as that of the maple, which is esteemed by turners, and also

occasionally for making gun-stocks. A, caudatim is also found in Kunawur, and
A, stercuUaceum extends to Cashmere. Though this family contains only another genus,

iVe^wWo, which has been separated from Acer, a new one, Dobi?ta;a, has been discovered

in Nepal by Dr. Hamilton
; and is distinguished, according to Mr. Don, by its monoecious

flowers, companulate 4-toothed calyx, with the eight stamens united into a cotumn
round the sterile style. It is only a shrub of six feet in height, but judging from the

dried specimens, it must, when in flower, have a very light and elegant appearance.

Acer oblongum and Negundo frax'mifolium, the latter a native of North America, from
which sugar is said to be made, succeed remarkably well in the plains of Northern India

;

and there is no doubt that Acer saccharinum, or sugar maple, would succeed equally

well in the valleys and slopes of the Himalaya, if it should be thought worthy of being

introduced
; and it might be a valuable gift to the people of the Hills, who are often

too poor to buy sugar, and cannot grow the cane.

38. HIPPOCASTANEA.
The few plants which compose this order are confined to the temperate parts of

North America, and mountainous pai'ts of Asia. The native country of j^scuhc
Hippocastanum, or the common horse chestnut, is yet unknown, though stated in some
works to be the north of India, but it is not enumerated in Dr.Wallich's Catalogue,

nos has it ever been distributed by him, I have never met with it, though often

visiting the lofty mountains of Northern India, where, if any where, it was likely to be

found, and where the nearly allied Indian Pavia is so abundant. The genus Pavla,

common to North America and the Himalayas, frequently included in Msculus, \^

distinguished from it by the surface of its fruit being destitute of the spines with wliich

that of the horse chestnut is covered. Favia indica, or Indian horse chestnut, called by

the Hill people kunour and pangla, is found on mountains at elevations of from 8,000

to 10,000 feet in Kemaon, Gurhwal, and Sirmore ; also near the sources of the Ganges

and in Kunawur. It is a lofty and not less ornamental tree than the common horse
ft

chestnut. The bulky seed of this species containing a large proportion of faecula,

though combined with some bitter principle, is eaten in the Himalayas, as those of the

horse chestnut have been in other parts of the world, in times of famine. The bark of the

from its astringent properties, being employed as a tonic and febrifu
£>

worthy of inquiry whether the Himalayan species of Pavia is possessed of any of

same properties..

39. Sapind.\ci:^*
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39. SAPINDACE^.

This order, named from the genus of which the fruit is remarkable for its saponaceous

properties, is almost entirely confined to the equinoctial parts, both of the Old and of

the New World. Thus the greater number of the species and genera are found in the
r

West Indies, in Mexico, and the warm parts of South America ; a few of them in

Africa, and in the islands of Madagascar, Bourbon, and Mauritius, whence we trace

them into the Indian Archipelago and the Malayan and Indian Peninsulas. In the

southern parts of India they are abundant, and a few of them extend into China.

, It has been remarked, that as the Sapindacece come near to Meliacece, so they resemble

them in habit and in their pinnated leaves, and thus dried specimens of the two orders

are apt to get mixed together, of which an instance occurs in the unadjusted portion of

the East-Indian Herbarium, where some of the Meliacecz, as well as species of Milling-

totiia, have got intermingled with the Sapindacece : and as there is also resemblance

between these and some of the TerebinthacecBy so some of the species oi Millingtonia,

closely allied to the former, were found among the roughly-adjusted portion of the

latter. Odina wodier resembles some genera oi Sapindacece in a few points of structure,

as well as in general appearance, when seen in a dried state.

In India are found species of the genera Cardiospermum, Sapindus, Schmidelia, Cupania,

Melicocca, and DodoncEa, all of which are also found in the warm parts of America.

The last also extends from the islands of Ceylon and Bourbon to New Holland. Har-

pullia is a new genus, formed by Dr. Roxburgh, of a tree found in Chittagong, which is

allied to Cupania, and comes near Tina. (Fl. Ind. ed Wall. 2. p. 442.) The genus

Euphoria is common to India and China, several species having been found in the dis-

trict of Silhet ; and even the Chinese fruit, E. Longan, Dr. Roxburgh mentions being

indigenous in the mountainous country which forms the eastern frontier of Bengal, as

well as cultivated in China. Specimens of it may be seen in the East-Indian Herbarium,

procured by Dr.Wallich from the same tract of country, where the fruit is eaten, and

called gooloom. Dr. Roxburgh also states having had specimens even of the Li-chi sent

him from old trees growing on the Garrow mountains, when the trees in Bengal were

but small. The genus Fierardia, of which P. saplda affords an edible fruit in Tippera,

to the east of Calcutta, and P. dulcis, in the Malayan Peninsula, would appear also to

be cultivated in China, as Dr.R. was informed by his Chinese gardeners, that P. sapida,

lutco of the Hindoos, is also a native of their country, where it is called Lutqua, and is

cultivated for its agreeable fruit. With the exception of Cupania and Dodoncea, which
*

seem restricted to the Peninsula, all the above genera are found in Silhet and the

neighbouring districts, which would appear to be the head-quarters of this family in

India. Here there is also a new genus, Cardiopteris of Dr.Wallich, referred by him to

the section Paulliniea, of which the greater proportion are natives of America. This, in

its clirabinor habit and lobed leaves, somewhat resembles a Bryony, but has a winged
o

fruit something like a Hin^a. This was called Sioja sanguinaria by Dr. Hamilton, and

4 first
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first found by him at Goalpara, specimens of, apparently, the same species were pro-

cured by Dr.Wallich from Silhet and from Ava.

The species of this family in Dr. Roxburgh's Flora Indica are thirty in number, in

which are included a few from the countries to the eastward of India. More thar

twice as many are enumerated in the unadjusted SapmdacecB of the East-Indiar
Herbarium

;
but among these are necessarily included many of the described species,

while others are probably only varieties, as are some, 'perhaps, of Dr. Roxburgh's species

;

but, of these, without having an opportunity of seeing their habits in the living state in

addition to their appearance in a dried one, I am unwilling to*suppress any, from the care

and acuteness which he usually displayed in the elucidation of species. It is seldom
that any botanist enjoys the opportunities of Dr. Roxburgh, who, after studying the

botany of the Peninsula, was transferred to the Calcutta Garden and the tropical riches

of the eastern frontier of Beng^al
»

The only genera which are found over all parts of India are, Cardiospcnniwi, Sapindus,

d Melkocca. Of the first, the species C. IlaHcacabum, which extends also into

Arab

A,.

a, is found in every part of India. Of Sapindus, though so tropical a genus,
we find a species, S. acuminatus, in the most northern parts of India, having been
found by Dr.Wallich in Silhet, at Bechiaco on the entrance into Nepal, and by
myself, attaining a great size on the banks of rivers in the valleys within the Himalaya
in 30i» N. latitude. Melkocca trijuga {Schlekhera, Roxb.) is found in similar situ-

ations, being common at the foot of the hills in the Deyra Doon, and also in the

most southern parts, as well as in the Peninsula. The species of Sclunidelia {Omitrophe,

Roxb.) do not extend northwards, though common in Silhet, and southwards in the

Malayan as well as in the 'Indian Peninsula. Allophyllus tcrnatus {Roxb. FL Lid. 2.

p. 263), of which there is a specimen in the East-Indian Herbarium under Dr. Rox-
burgh's first name, A. ornitrophwides, appears from the characters which lie gives of the

genus, to be distinct from Schmidelia, The species of BodoncEa seem to be entirely

confined to the, Peninsula.

The SapindacecE having been divided into sections on account of differences in botanical

structure, a like difference is observed in the properties of the plants belonging to the

respective sections. Thus, of the Dodonaa, Magonia puhescens and glabrata, according

to M. A. St. Hilaire, are, like some of the PauUinea which are acrid and narcotic, used

as PauUinia pinnata for stupifying fish. Seriana trlternata is employed for the same pur-

pose. Paullinia australis, and some other species of the genus, are said to be poisonous
;

and P. cupania Humb. is used for making an intoxicating liquor. P. subrotunda is an

exception, in furnishing, like so many of the following section, an edible aril. Of

these, the Saplndea, the species of the genus Sapi?idus, are remarkable for so many of

them being used as a substitute for soap. Thus, in America, the S. Saponaria, and in
.

Java S. Raraky and in India S.acuminatus, lauiifolius, emarginatus 2iYi6. detergens (the

last, according to Dr. Roxburgh, nearly allied to S. Saponaria,) are all used for the

purposes of soap ; owing, it is now ascertained, to the presence of the vegetable prin-

T ciple
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.

ciple called saponine. This has been traced in many other vegetables, which have the

property of forming a lather with water, or as Messrs. Merat and De Lens express it,

" dans toutes les plantes blancTiilssantes." In some recent works, as in the excellent

one of M. F6e, it is stated, in speaking of the soap-berry, that " les fruits ont une chair

*' huileuse dans laquelle la potasse abonde;" referenda Is at the same time ii

r

acTe to

Raffles' Java,v/\ieYQ it is mentioned, that these Bdfries have bfeeh analysed, and the boh-

stitnent principles of the best S(5iap obtained. The root and bark of many species
4

are also said to be sapon'ac6'6tis. The exact nature of this principle might be advan-
1 i

tageously investigated by chemists favourably situatied in the tiative countries of the

plants, and the nature of the changes ascertained which fakes place from the unripe

and acrid, to the bland and saponaceous ripe fruit.

The subject is interesting, as so many of this section afford edible fruit; and oiir igno-
w

ranee of the exact constituents may sometimes induce us to adduce as exceptions to

the rule of the properties of plants being in conformity to their structure, that which
_ J

may be only a confirmation. Thus even some of this genus, as Sapindus

and senegaknsis, yield edible fruit. That of Euphoria Li-chi is one of the'most delicious

and delicate-flavoured of the East, and though a native of China, would succeed well

in most parts of India, as it does so in Calcutta, and also in the Botanic Garden at

Saharunpore. E.Lmigan and Nephelium^ the Rambootan of the Malayan Archipe-

lago, yield edible fruits; as well as E. rimosa and rubra, both inhabitants of the Silhet

district, which are eaten by the natives of that district; so are those of Melicocca

trijuga, called even in the distant parts of India, where this tree is indigenous, kusoombha
M

and guosumy and where, as in the Doon in April, it may be readily recognised at a

distance by the red colour of its young leaver. All its parts of fructification are liable

to considerable variation. The pulpy subacid aril, as Dr. Roxburgh remarks, forms a

grateful fruit ; the wood is hard and used as timber. 'Schmidelia serrata, of which the

root is said to be astringent, yields also an edible fruit. The wood of several species

is close grained and hard, and forms valuable timber, as of Sapindus rubiginosus, and

of Etq>horia Longan and Li-chi; the latter also one of the most ornamental of trees.

The edible fruit of the Itidian and Malayan species (P. sativa and dulcis) of Pierardia,

a ^enus referred by M. Blume to EuphorbiacecE, has been already mentioned. The

latter. Dr. Jack is of opinion, consists of two varieties; the Itambeh, of which Mr.Marsden

has given a figure in his History of Sumatra, pi. vi. p. 101, belonging to the peninsula

of 'Malacca, but unknown at Bencoolen; while the Choopa, from which Dr. Jack has

described the* species, is abundant at the latter place, but not found in the former.

To this genus is nearly allied, as Dr. Jack states {Lin. Trans, xiv. p. 118), his Hedy-

carpus; of which the only species, H. Malayanus, yields the Tampui, a fruit ranking

in point of taste and flavour along with the Lanseh. This, belonging to the genus

Lansium of Jack (1. c. p. 1 15) is closely allied to Milnea of Roxburgh, also yielding

an edible fruit, and both belonging to the Meliacece, and in many respects resem-

bling Pierardia, and shewing the connection between the two families.

Sapindus
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MSS. E. I. Herb.)
.lugis Oblique Janceolatis acuminatis lucidis suboppositis breve peliolatis, unico breviore terminaU-
panicula ramosissima terminali.-HAB. Deyra Doon and other valleys .vithin the Himalaya, floweringm May

;
also at Bechiaco, in the entrance to Nepal and at Silhet : the native name ree/I.a. Frui°

used for the same purposes as the soap berries of the West Indies and Snnfl. AmorJ.a

40. MILLINGTONIACE^.
I

Dr. Roxburgh having found it necessary to deprive the late Sir S. Millington of the
genus assigned to his memory, in consequence of ascertaining the only species thereof to
be a true Bigmnia, restored the name to the system by assigning it to two timber-trees,
which at that time, as he expresses himself (FI. Ind. i. p. 102), *' constituted this
strongly-marked family," of which one species, M. smpHcifoUa, was figured in t. 254
of his Coromandel plants

; and with it, another species described in the Flora Lid'ica.

In 1824 Dr.Wallich sent to England what he considered three more species
; M. dllk-

nifolia, pungens, and integrifolia ; of these the two last appear to me identical, as
no great reliance can be placed on the entireness of the leaves, ^ some with entire
and spinulose margins may occasionally be seen on the same specimen. M. pinnata
was procured from Silhet; M. simpUcifolia and pungens from that district, and the
entrance into Nepal ; the two last were also found by Dr.Wight ; the first on the
Neelgherries, and the second on the mountains of Madura. M. dilkuifolia Dr.Wallich
obtained from Chundraghiry, and other elevated mountains in Nepal. The trees I

have met with belong to Dr.Wallich's two species, M. dillenifolia and pungem : the

former found about Dhunoultee and Simla, between 6,000 and 7,000 feet of el^.yation
;

.
and M. pungens is common about the rivers below both the Mussooree apd Sucn
ranges. To this is allied another tree found in the valley about Mugra, which I

jiave called M. acuminata, but it may be only a variety of M. pungens.

This genus, therefore, consisting of four or five species, is spread over a considerable

extent of territory from 10" to 31^° of northern latitude, or from the Neelgherries and

Madura, along Silhet and th§ foot of Nepal to Mussooree and Simla ; and has been

formed into an order, and an excellent account given by Messrs.Wight and Arnott in

Jameson's Journal for July 1833, p. 178 ; at which time they state (Prod. Fl. Indi®

Penins. p. 11 5) theyhad not seen the similar remarks made byJack (Mai. Misc. 2. p. 32).

The authors observe, that the habit of the Millingtonias is much that of Semecarpus

mangifera and Buchanania : it may be added, that in inflorescence they also resemble
>

the mango. In some of the species, extending to a considerable elevation in the Hima-

layas, they also, resemble some of the Terch'mthacea ; but Dr. Hooker haying sug-

gested an affinity with SapindacecE, the authors see little objection to its forming the

type of a new order next them. '

J

41. MELIACEiE.

The Afeiiacea, it has been observed, are closely allied to Sapindacea; ; and it has

been further remarked by M. Adrien de Jussieu, in his excellent memoir on the former

T 2 order
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order, that the genus from which the latter takes its name, presents a disk or short

annular be tuated between the petals and stamens ; which if elongated to the

height of the stamens, and united with the filaments applied on surface, would

afford a counterpart of staminal apparatus of the Meliacece. M. Ad. Jnss

further remarks, that they are moreover allied in the number, as well as in the relative

situation of the parts of the flower, and the structure of the seeds is absolutely

that of the TrickiliecE, or the largest group of MeliacecE. The resemblance in habit is

considerable, as already mentioned under Sapindacea : the edible fruit afforded by

so many species of the latter, is also produced by some of the Meliacece, as by Lansth

{Marsdens Sumatra y v. p. 101), and by Lansium mojitanum. the of which

Dr. Jack remarks, coincide very nearly with those of Milnea edulis; the large succulent,

lucid, and edible aril of which is compared by Dr. Roxburgh to that of the Li-chi.

From this resemblance in so many points, and their affording conjointly the variety of

highly-esteemed fruits, which, as Dr. Jack remarks, may be considered peculiar to the

Malayan Archipelago, one is induced to wish to see them in the same natural order
;

but it has been observed by M. Ad. Jussieu, that in classification, Monadelphia, or the

union of stamens, appears to him of consequence, particularly as so much importance is

attached to the union of the several pieces which compose the corolla.

The Meliace(E being a family found chiefly in the equinoctial parts of the world, may

be expected in the plains and southern provinces of India, but not as forming a portion

of the Flora of the Himalayas. M. A. Jussieu has remarked that they are found in

equal numbers in America and Asia, but only about one-fourth the number in Africa;

though this may be owing to the less perfect investigation of that continent. They

extend in the two hemispheres beyond 40° of latitude, as Melia Azedarach is naturalized

in Provence, a Cedrda is found near Pekin, and a Hartighsea in New Zealand. But

these isolated species become more and more numerous as we approach the tropics,

between which they have their maxima of numbers. In the most northern parts of

India we have three genera and five species, of which one at least seems to have been
A,

introduced from Persia, and the others are common either in the plains of India, or
B-

occur in the belt of the tropical forest which girds the base of the Himalaya. As we

theirproceed southwards, they increase in numbers until they reach

islands of the Indian Archipelago. By Mr. Brown they have been divided into Mel

the

i ^

and Cedrelacea ; those by M. A. Jussieu
V - J _

e into SwieteniecB and Cedrelece.

Of Meliece. which confined

tribes Meliece and Irichiliece, and
r -m ,-

Some species of all the tribes are found in India.

> Asia and Africa, and of which ^one species has
' - -

crept into Europe, and another is mentioned with doubt as being a native of America,

species of most of the genera are found in India. The Neem tree, or Margosa tree of

the Peninsula, has been separated from Melia into a distinct genus, Azadirachta (from
, r

the Persian name fl^a^-zVwrwM^, the free or excellent tree), on account chiefly of its

its single-seeded fruit.
ternary, not quinary

Of the genus Melia. species

of the parts of the pistil, and

are found in Northern India called

the
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the Melia Azedarach, or Persian lilac, Hill margosa of Dr. Ainslie, mentioned by Dr
Roxburgh as being a native of China, &c. ; the other species, is one, which has by
Dr. Roxburgh been considered the same as the American M. sempervirais of Swartz,
and both by some authors accounted only varieties ofJ/. Azedarach, The Indian plant no
doubt very closely resembles this both in inflorescence and foliage, but may be easily
distinguished by its larger berries and extremely hard pentagonal nut, covered with a
sweetish viscid sarcocarp, which, on drying, assumes a semi-transparent appearance, like
that of soap-berries; the leaves also in my specimens are longer, the pinn» more nume-
rous, and the leaflets more membranous and less serrated. This is universally distinguished
in the northern provinces of India from Mdia Azedarach or deh, by the Hindoostanee
name bukayun or huka'm, of which the synonimous Arabic name given is ban, the Persian
azad-i-durukht, and the tree said to be a native of Persia ; its synonymes.

northern provinces of that country

this, if not exclusively

moreover

It is probable, therefore, that

Melia Azedarach, is the Azedarach
of Avicenna. Dr. Roxburgh also states the bukaj/im to be a native of Persia thou-h
common throughout India, and that its Arabic name is ban. This, in addition to the
specimens in the East-Indian Herbarium, perfectly identifies his' plant with that of
Northern India. The Sanscrit name of maha-nlmba, or great neem. corresponds rather
with Its appearance in the northern than in the southern provinces of India, where Dr
Roxburgh describes it is as a small delicate evergreen of short duration, perfectly distinct
from Azedarach. He considers it, however, the same as Melia sempervirens of Swartz,
mentioning that plants reared in the Calcutta Botanic Garden, from seed received from'

West Indies, did not in any respect differ from the Asiatic sort. Having con-
dered the subject as settled, I regret that I did not pay more minute attention to the

IS,

the living state
;
for on referring to an original specimen of Melia semp

virens from Dr. Swartz, in the late Sir James Smith's Herbarium, it does not appear
to me to correspond with that to which the same name has been applied in India,
and which, I conceive, is a distinct species. This I would propose calling Melia
bukayun, easily distinguished 'from M. Azedarach by its fruit, as M, sempervi

according to Swartz, by being - plants minor et s^pe floret biennis, quod foliola I«te
viridia raro plusquam?, rugosiuscula, profundius et magis in^qualiter serrafa et

acuminata." The author of the Mukhzun-ool-Udwieh moreover describes four kinds of
Neem, or Mdia, ^^ formerly constituted,— I. Neem; 2. Bukayun ; 3. Dek ; and the
4th without a name, may perhaps be the Melia composita of the Peninsula,

Mallea (Ekebergia indica, Roxb.) is found at the foot of the Circar Mountains, and, as

well as Sandoricum indicum, in the Peninsula. The species of Turrcea seem confined to

the Indian Islands, as T. pinnata, PI. As. Rar. t. 1 19, a native of Silhet. is mentioned with
doubt as belonging to this genus. Of the tribe rr/c/^/Y/e^ (abundant in South America,
the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and extending to New Holland), we have also

species in India, especially in the southern parts. Heynea trijuga, Amoora lam, and
Sphcprosacme fragrans, Wall. {Aglaia decandra,'W-d\\. Fl. Ind. 2. p. 427) extend as far

north
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north as the valleys of Nepal. The other species of Amoora, Roxb. Coram. Plants,

{Audersonia, of the Flora Indica; A'phanamixisl of Blume) extend from Silhet to the

Delta of the Ganges, and from that to the Peninsula. A. cucullatay and Xylocarpus

mentioned by Dr.Wallich, under L?imarck's name Carapa moluccensis, are

two latter situations. From Amoora must be kept distinct the decan-

g^

found in the

drous species which constitute the genus Sphaerosacme of Dr.Wallich/ of which one

species has been mentioned above, and is represented at t. 853, and another *?. spedahilis,

at t. 351, of his unpublished plates. The dissections given in these plates resemble

those given of Lansiim by Dr. Jack, in Lin. Trans., vol. xiv. t, 4. In Silhet are also

found Milnea edulis, allied to Lansium; species of Walsura; and the several plants which

have been referred to GiiareOy but which do not agree with the characters of that

genus, as defined by M. Ad. de Jussieu ; who states that Dr. Roxburgh's two species,

G. hinectarifera and paniculata, ought to be referred to some other genus. The authors

of the Prodromus of the Flora of the Indian Peninsula* have referred the first to

Epicharis, and the second to Disoxyloriy genera which are both indigenous in Java.

Dr.Wallich's species they have referred to the last genus, and to Hartighsea. To

one of these also, or to Epicharisy ought probably to be referred Dr.Wallich's Melia

pendulifiora, No. 1255.

Of the small order of CedrdeacecE, Soymida (Swietenia, Roxb.) febr'ifuga, is found in

all the central and southern parts of India, and Chikrassia tahularis in the Peninsula,

with Chloroxylon Swietenia. Cedrela toona extends over every part of India, and may

be seen all along the foot of the Himalaya, the specimens from Nepal having fre-

quently a sixth part added, Dr.Wallich was induced to call this variety C. hexandra.

There is, however, a distinct species, C. serrata, which maybe readily recognised by the

great length of its racemes of flowers, and may frequently be seen with Sapindus

acuminatus, growing in the close valleys within the Himalayas.

The group of Meliacece was admitted by M. De Candolle as one of those which rather

confirm than weaken the rule of the accordance of properties with the affinities and

structure of vegetables. This has been proved by extended experience, and the better

defined nature of the order. The Cedrekacea, as remarked by Ad. de Jussieu, are

remarkable for the bitterness and astringency of several of their parts ; to which is

frequently added an aromatic principle. To this is owing the absence of insects from

their wood, and its consequent durability; and the febrifuge properties for which these

plants are noted in their native country. Thus, Soymida febrifugal the rohuna of

Hindoostan, known for its astringent and particularly bitter taste, is reckoned a good

stomachic and powerful febrifuge, and an excellent substitute for the Peruvian bark.

(As. Res. xi. p. 190.) So the Khaya is employed for the cure of fevers, on the banks

of the Gambia. In India, a^ain, the bark of Cedrela toona, as .well as that of the

Chikrassee,

* This valuable work I have just received ; the previous references have been made from a hasty glance at a

copy in sheets, vvith a sight of which I was favoured by Dr.Wight, previous to his departure for India.
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Chikrassee, is described as being astringent, but without bitterness ; and is useful, as
the Cedrda febrifuga of M. Blume, and the bark of Swietmia mahoganl, in the cure of
intermittent fevers.

It is not unworthy of remark, that many of the CedrekacecB are remarkable for the

excellence of their wood. The mahogany is too well known to require further
notice, than that it succeeds well in the most nortliern, as in the southern parts
of India. The Cedrela toona, though a lighter and more open-textured wood, forms
the mahogany of India, and is much used for making furniture. The Chikrassee,
also, a large timber-tree, is much esteemed for its " light-coloured, elegantly-veined,
close-grained wood," as well as the satin-wood, afforded by another of this tribe, the
Chloroxylon Swietenia. All might with great benefit to the country be more extensively
cultivated in different parts of India. M. Jussieu remarks that tl^ existence of an*
essential oil is indicated in Chloroxylon and Flindersia by the transparent points in their
leaves. The former is mentioned by Dr. Ainslie as one of those yielding wood-oil in
India.

J-

M. Adrien Jussieu remarks that the bitter, astringent, and tonic principles found in
most of the CedrdeacecE, may also be observed in some of the Mdiacea, but with easily-
observable differences

;
while principles of a more energetic nature develope themselves,

which make others of the tribe dangerous of employment. A tree, of the name ofjito[
is known to be of a purgative nature in Brazil, and said to be oftener of a poisonous
than remedial nature. M. Jussieu supposes it probable that the
applied to several of the Mdiacece, rather than to only one species of Giiarea, Gmrea
Aubletii and G. trichilioides have bark, which is purgative and emetic ; Trichilia cathar^
tica and S. trlfollata have both the former property; and Forskal informs
Arab book, his Elkaja, Trichilia emetica is described as being of an emetic

may be

that

In India, the bark of Walsura pisddia is thrown into ponds to kill fish, which,
coming to the surface, are easily taken, and not considered injurious to be eaten.
Mdia Azedarach has been accounted poisonous from the time of Avicenna, but it is

only in larger doses that its fruit can be considered such. Loureiro recognises the
utility of Azedarach in worm cases, and M. Blume states, that both M. Azedarach and
Azadirachta are employed in Java as anthelmintics. The root of the former, which is

bitter and nauseous, is considered a powerful anthelmintic in America: by Dr. Barton,
as one of the best. A decoction of the leaves is said to be astringent and stomachic,'
and also to be injurious to insects, and employed with success against porrigo.

In India the Azadirachta is much more employed than the Azedarach, every part,

but especially the bark, being bitter, and considered a valuable tonic : Mr. Piddington

*

in consequence, presented the Medical Society of Calcutta with a sulphate of Azadirine,
which had for its base the bitter principle of the Azadirachta. The fruit is said to be
-useful in leprosy, and yields a bitter fixed oil, which is anthelmintic and stimulant:
another instance (as well as the .Ise^arac^) after the olive, as observed by M.Richard
(Lindl.Nat. Ord. p. 121), of the pericarp yielding a substance usually afforded by the

seed.
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seed. Neem leaves are universally used in India for poultices ; and the seeds called

nibuolee, are employed for killing insects, being first skinned; the kernel powdered and

mixed with water is used for washing the hair. A kind of toddy is, moreover, pro-

cured from tapping healthy young margosa trees, according to Dr. Ainslie. The seeds

of A/elia hukayuriy called hub-ooUhan^ are considered emetic, laxative, and anthelmintic;
F

and the bark is accounted bitter and anthelmintic in Java, that is, if M. sempervirens

be the same as hukayun,
< •

Many of the other Meliacece possess bitter and tonic principles, as the bark, leaves,

and tender parts of Heyma trljuga. M. Blume ascribes to Sandoricum indicum some of

the same properties as to Melia: it is employed as an astringent, with the bark of

Carapa ohovata. The bark ol Xylocaiyus granatum, as well as the sfeeds, is very bitter.
+

Cedrela serrata; foliolis l^jugis ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis marginibus irregulariter serratis subtus

glaucescentibus, racemis pendulis foliis longioribus. v. Tab. 25.—This tree, called durloo by the natives

coloured wood

Himalaya, growing

which are, however, exceeded in length by the immense racemes of flowers, which are diminished more
than one-half in the figure. The flowers are also larger than those of C. Toona, and have five sterile sta-

mens, which have not, however, been represented by the artist, alternating with the erect fertile ones.

42. AMPELIDE^.

This order, named from the Greek name of the grape-vine, is also called Sarmentacea

,

Vites, and VimfercE. It includes the genera Cissus and Vitis, which are now generally

latter name, forming, with Ampdopsis, one section of theunited into one, under the latter name,

order, while Leea and Ladajithera forni another :—-the latter an African genus, the

former confined to India and the islands of Ceylon and Mauritius. The genus Ampe-

lopsis, formed by Michaux of some North American plants, distinguished from Vitls by

Its distinct and spreading petals, has also been found in the north^ both of Africa and

of China, as well as in the Himalayas, at Mussooree and Simla. The genus Vitis is

found in the equinoxial parts, both of the Old and New World, extending into both the

temperate zones; as southwards, to the Cape of Good Hope and New Holland, and

northwards, to Japan and North America, as well as from the plains of India to the

defiles of Caucasus. We may therefore expect to meet species of the genus, as we
have done so many others with a similar geographical distribution, at the foot as well as

at moderate elevations in the Himalaya. The species of Viiis are numerous in India, as

Dr.Wallich has enumerated upwards of fifty in his Catalogue ; of these several are

common to the peninsula of India, the lower parts of Bengal, and the country about

Siihet. V. auriculdta, tomentosa, and adnata, travel upwards towards Rajmahl and

Monghir. F. (quadrangularis may be traced further north in the plains of India, near

villages and the abodes of Fuqueers ; but Vitis (Cissus, Roxb.) carnosa is common
in the plains of Northern India ; and V.latifolia in the jungles towards Kheree and
at the foot of the hills : both send up their young shoots during the rainy season,

and have their great roots, or rather under-ground stems, covered by the ground

from
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from the cold of winter, as well as the great drought of the hot weather. V, lanata

{rugosa, Wall.), lanceolaria, repetis {glauca^ Wall.), common in the Indian and
Malayan Peninsulas, extend northwards from Silhet to Nepal ; and the .first, with
Cissus rosea nob. t. 26, f. 1, is found in the Deyra Doon and the jungles at the foot

of the mountains of Kemaon and Sirmore. C. feminea, Roxb., was recognisedo— in

Penins

my Herbarium
,

by Dr. Wight, as his Vitis Roxhurghii, It therefore exists in the

ila, as well as in the valley of the Agurwal, beyond 30'' of N. latitude,

and may be found in intermediate situations, but is not mentioned in Dr.Wallich's

Catalogue. Having found it always hermaphrodite, though otherwise agreeing in every

respect with Dr. Roxburgh's description, I had a drawing made, that it might afford

better means of future comparison, (v. Ic. hied., t. 58.)

Cissus Nepalensis, obtained from Dr.Wallich, is the only Himalayan species mentioned
by De Candolle, but is not contained in the East-Indian Herbarium; at least under that

name. Mr. Don has a Vitis capreoiata, Prod. Fl. Nep. p. 188, which I have figured

at t. 26, f. 2, and consider the same as 7. heckracea, N. 6019 of Dr.Wallich, and to which,
from its habit of clinging to and climbing up trees, I had given the same name. This
may possibly be the V. serrulata of Dr. Roxburgh (v. Wallich's Cat. 6034), in which
case this name must be substituted for F. capreoiata.

In addition to these, Dr.Wallich has seven Nepal species of Vitis. Of these I am
acquainted with V.parvifoUa, cymosa, and ohtecta, which are found in the higher vallies

near, as well as on Mussooree, where, however, a new species, F. macrophyllay is most

conspicuous, from climbing trees and hanging down in elegant festoons from their tops.

The species of Leea ascend as high as 5,000 feet on the mountain side, one

L. rubra, being found near Jurreepanee, and also about the Kheree jungle. Leea

aspera, found by Dr.Wallich in Nepal, also occurs in the Doon and about Nahn. The
• f

other species of this genus are found in Silhet and the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas.

With respect to the properties of the plants of this family, little can be said that

has not reference to the grape-vine, which has almost exclusively engrossed the atten-

tion of botanists. But several species of Cissus are remarkable for being acid, especially

the fruit, owing to the presence of tartaric acid ; hence Cissus carnosa, (of which a

species

iety C. acida by Dr. Roxburgh,) is used in Hindoo med
the foots of C. latifolia

Forskal also describes three species of Cissus under his name Scelanthus, of which
the leaves are acid, and edible, when cooked; but not the stems and roots. But the

leaves of C. cordata and C.setosa are described by Dr. Roxburgh as being acrid, as

well as the berries of the latter, of which the leaves are said to be useful in brineins

indolent tumours to suppuration. The young, tender, and succulent stems of Vttis

{Cissus) quadrangularis are said, by Dr. Roxburgh, to be very generally eaten by the

natives of India. When old, it is considered acrid in the parts of India where I have

and accounted useful in med stated to be by Dr. Ainsl

well as by Forskal in Arabia, who says, ** Venenatum putant incolae Morenses

u linguam
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linguam manusque urente dolore afficit. Sectio caulis, aquam copios6 emittit. Solent

Arabes dorsi dolore laborantes, hujus caules nocte sibi substernere." (Descr. p. 34.)

But the. grape-vine is alone of any importance for the utility of itspfoducls. The
sap was at one time used in medicine^ and the juice of the leaves, particularly of a

variety in which they are red, considered astringent. Verjuide, expressed from unripe

grapes, is well known for its acidity, and use in making syrups, &c. Lieut. Burnes

"-^

mentions, that in Caubul they use grape powder, obtained by drying and powdering

the unripe fruit, as a pleasant acid. When ripe it is every where valued as a fruit,

either fresh, or in the state oi raisins, ^lid of oTie variety, as currants. The juice of the

ripe fruit, called musty is useful as an agreeable beverage, from containing sugar. By
fermentation, other valuable products are procured^ as wine, alcohol, and vinegar

;

while the lees yield tartar or impure cream of tartar, from which tartaric acid may
Be obtained : an oil is sometimes extracted from the seeds, and even the ashes are con-

sidered useful in medicine, from containing, like that of so many other woods, salts of

potass.

Tlie grape-vine being a plant of so much value and importance, its distribution is an

interesting subject of inquiry, though there is little prospect of its becoming in India of

greater value than as affording an agi^eeable fruit; though this is of sufficient importance

to render highly desirable the introduction and trial of different and superior kinds from

Europe. The native country of the vine seems now to be better ascertained than

that of many other as extensively cultivated plants. Bieberstein, in his Flora Tauro-

Caucasica (1. p. 174) states, " INusquam non praeter alpestria, per omnem de qua

sermonem facimus regionem sponte in sylvis atque dumetis nascitur, et altissimas quan-

deque arbores ascendens, totas quantas occupat." The author of the " Mukhzun-
ool-udwieh," who was an inhabitant of the district, describes the vine, as found both

wild and in gardens at Tinkaboon, in Deilim, about lat. 37% on the southern shores of

the Caspian, and that it is there called dewaz. Humboldt, also, in his " Geograpkk
des Plantes," p. 26, mentions that the vine " grows wild on the coasts of the Caspian

Sea, in Armenia, and in Caramania. The species of Vitis, which are found wild in

North America, and which gave the name of Winenland to the first part of the New
Continent which Europeans discovered, are very different from our Vitis vinifera:'

These, as we learn from Pursh, are Vitis lahrusca, called fox-grape; F. astivalis, summer-
grape

;
and V. cordifoUa, winter-grape. From the sacred writings we know that the

grape was cultivated in Asia in the eariiest periods, M. Bov6, the latest scientific

traveller, informs us (Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1834, p. 172) that it is still cultivated, and a

good wine made in the vicinity of Jerusalem ; but that in Egypt he found wine made
only at Medinet-el-Fayoum (1. c. p. 76) which is in lat. 29° 20'. " From Asia," Humboldt
continues, " it passed into Greece, and thence into Sicily. The Phoceeans carried it

into the south of France, the Romans planted it on the banks of the Rhine ;" and we
have it now extending to 51% or even 52% in England, where it ripens well, as

in the present fine season,^ in the open air ; and wine is made in a few places in Devon-

shire.

•
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shire. Southward the vine extends as far as 12° of northern latitude; as we learn from

Dr. Aiuslie (Ind. Mat. Med. 1. p. 156) that *« the French are particularly successful in

cultivating the grape at Pondieberry, notwithstanding the great heat of the Carnatic."

The illustrious Humboldt, in his Proleg, de distrib. Geograph. Plant, p. 159, where,

from the examination of a multitude of facts, he has deduced the requisites for the

successful cultivation of many plants, has observed, that " the vine in Europe yields a

generous and excellent wine between the latitudes of 36' and 48*, where the mean
annual temperature is from 62° to 60°, or even 47**

-5, provided that of winter is not

below 38% nor that of summer below 66° or 68°. These conditions are fulfilled on the

sea-coast as high as lat. 47', in the interior as high as lat. 60°, and in North America

only as high The vine may therefore be cultivated for wine in a belt of from

^

12° to 15° of latitude in breadth on both sides of the Line; though to a much greater ex-

tent, if required, for its fruit only : but for both purposes, in a narrower space in the

New than in the Old World. Further north than 48** of latitude, grapes do not generally

secrete sufficient succharine matter to undergo a proper vinous fermentation, and further

soufti than 35° (or 32° in an insular situation like Madeira), though they are both sweet

and high-flavoured, the temperature is so great that the juice passes rapidly into the

acetous fermentation ; and therefore the grapes of the most southern ppirts of Europe are

more frequently dried as raisins than converted into wine. The climate of India is such

as to exclude it from benefiting either by preserving the grape, or converting it into

wine; though in the north-western provinces, the vines thrive well and bear abundantly.

They flower in February, and ripen the fruit (which is well, though perhaps not so deli-

cately flavoured as in more temperate climates) about the middle of June, or about the
J

time the vine is said to flower in Caucasus : at this time the mean temperature being about

90°, is evidently much too great to allow of a slow and gradual vinous fermentation

;

while the accession of the rainy season immediately afterwards produces so great a

degree of moisture, as to render it impossible to dry the grapes as raisins, unless this

could be effected in ovens, after being plunged in boiling water, as is done in some parts

of Europe. It might, perhaps, be practicable even to make wine by growing the grapes

at the foot of the mountains, where free from jungles, as in the country beyond the

Jumna, and conveying them to a moderate temperature on the mountain side. A
brewery has been established in a situation where the mean temperature in the houses

hardly ever varied from 60° in the warm weather, and the distance was so inconsiderable,

that it was thought preferable to bring the barley from the plains, rather than use that

which was grown on the spot. The Deyra Doon would be a particularly favourable

situation ; but at present there is too much uncleared jungle, and the climate too

moist, to ripen the grape prqperly in the short season, from the middle of March to

the middle of June ; the greatest pains were taken in their cultivation,
m

success, by the Hon. Mr. Shore while resident there.

But it is observed, that when the warmth of a low latitude is compensated for by

elevation, or a barrier is opposed to the inundating influence of the rainy season,

but without

t u 2 grapes
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grapes are ripened as fruit, dried as raisins, and converted into wine. Thus, in Kuna-

wur, between N. lat. 31° and 32°, or nearly that of Madeira, where elevation produces

the same moderation of temperature, that is, in the latter, the consequence of its insular

situation, we have luxuriant vineyards between 9,000 and 10,000 feet of elevation with

grapes of delicious flavour, which the moderation of temperature in September allows of

being converted into wine, and the dryness (v. p. 34) to be preserved as raisins. Two
degrees further north, or m the valley of Cashmere, at an elevation of 5,500 feet, we
have grapes both excellent and plentiful, as we learn from both Mr. Foster and Mr.
Moorcroft. The latter says, that ** many thousands of acres skirting the foot of the hills,

are covered with apple and pear trees in full bearing, but without owners." (Jour, of

Geog. Society, 1. p. 241 and 253.) My plant collectors expressed their admiration,

by describing the fruit-trees as forming a perfect jungle in Cashmere. The moderation

of temperature, with the existence of moisture, has been mentioned at p. 27, as account-

ing for the magnitude attained by many species of European genera. This will also

explain the great size of the vines, which Mr. Moorcroft informs us, '^ scales the summit
of the poplar," as well as for the want of a fine flavour, observed in the grapes brdlight

to India, packed in layers of cotton. At Khoten, also, the vine is described by Mr.
Moorcroft as being very productive. The different kinds of raisins called monukka,

kishmish, and bedana, are brought chiefly from Istaulik. At Cabool, nearly in the same
latitude, but more to the eastward than Cashmere, and elevated 6,000 feet, the grapes

are described by Lieut. Burnes to be so plentiful, as to be given for three months to

cattle. They are also abundant at Bokhara, and in both places are converted into wine,

and dried as raisins. Astrakhan, in 46' of N. latitude, seems to be the most northern
point in Asia where the grape thrives, and there the vineyards are described as bein
numerous. Every traveller mentions the grapes and wine of Persia. Dr. Ainslie

says, it was from thence, as well as from the banks of the Rhine, that grape-plants

o

nally sent to the Cape of Good Hope, and that some of these from Persia now
produce the red and white Constantia. This is generally considered the only good wine
from that settlement. Dr. Ainslie thinks highly of the Madeira, made from the groene

druyf; but Pontac is also a good and very sound wine. The Persians, it may be added,
claim the discovery of wine, and call it zuhr-i-kJioosh, or the delightful poison.*

Vitis

* It may not be uninteresting to mention, that in the northern provinces of India, where we have at one
season a chmate analogous to that of European latitudes, and at another a degree of heat which is never
attained even within the tropics, the only wines which are relished, after the stimulus of a single glass of
Madeira, are the light Clarets of France, or the Hock of Germany ; while In the cold weather Port Is fre-

(luently drank, though never seen at any other season of the year, unless sometimes during the moisture of

'lamp situation in the rains j—showing that climate influences the taste of northern nations for the

the habit one regrets to see ascribed to the English in a work generally of
much research, published only during the present year i " Les Anglois ne boivent guere que des vins
alcoholiscs, Us trouvent les naturels trop doux ou trop falbles, ce qui ne dolt pas etonner de gens qui usent,
h leurs repas ordinaire., de I'eau dc vie coup6 dc moitie d'eau, en place de vIn.''-Dic/. rfe Mat. Mod torn, v/
p. 935. Paris 1834.

a c

an
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Vitf^ (Cissus)^ rosea ; foHis rotundato-cordatis acuminatis, marginibus sinuato-serrulatis, rami?,

petiolis pedunculisque pilosis, stipulis coloratis ovato-oblongis ^illosis, umbellis dccompositis foliis

oppositis, fructibus oblongis utrinque attenuatis (v. Tab. 26. f. 1.) This elegant species of ViftSy found

foot

boyn V. repens by M. De Candolle, but may be distin-

guished by its villous habit and barberry-shaped fruit, in wliich respect it resembles C.mtigenia, D.C.
The stems are climbing, round, striated, hairy; stipules small, rounded, hairy; ped uncles leaf-opposed
longer than petioles; hairy bractes at each subdivision of the comi^ound umbel or cyme. Pctah^,

(a. 6.) inserted into the disk (c.) Germen
surrounaea by disk with truncate style, two-celled, 4ysocdcd (c. d.) Fruit pyriform (r.), one or two
seeded, when double, each is flattened, with radicle and cotyledons, as in the genus (r7. cf.)
'Vitis (Cissus) capreolata ; foliis pcdato-5-foliolatis glabris, foliolis ovalibus utrinque atlenuatis

setacco-serratis, pedunculis petiolo longioribus, umbellis multifloribus.—CmMS capreohta, Don Trod.
Fl. Nep. p. 188. Vitis hederacea, AVall. Cat. N. 6019.b. Cissus hedcracca, Roylc

h.) flowers. 2.* The fruit. The species which has been figured in this plate, I am informed by

MSS

M . -uon is nis L^issus capreolata^ thougli his character does not in all respects agree with the plant.

The group with pedate leaves (of which the two lateral ones are in pairs) to wliich this belongs, contains
several species so nearly allied to one another

foot

depe

cymosa—that

cies or on differences of locality. The two last are found at the

guished by the great size of their bractea ; and V. serrulatoy obtained first by Dr. Roxburgh from
Chittagong, by the fewness of flowers in each umbel, shortness of the peduncles, and by its straggh'ng
habit. V. capreolata is found at elevations of 6,000 and 7,000 feet, chnging to tlie trunks of trees as

closely as ivy, some of the cirrhi performing the oflice of roots in fixing the plant in the cxjvering of

&c. with which the bark is covered in the rainy season, and perhaps even drawing nourishmentmoss,

from that receptacle of moisture.

H
glaucescentibus reticulato-venosis mucronato-dentatis, medio basi attenuate, lateralibus ina^qualibus,

omnibus apice acuminatis, racemis dichotomo-corymbosis. informed
I

species

when seen by him in the splendid collection formed by the Countess of Dalhousie at Simla. My speci-

mens, belonging to the same species, were procured at Mussooree, where the plant is common, climbing
to the tops of lofty trees. Vitis semi-cordata. Wall. No. 6020, Ic. ined. 852, appears also to be a species

of Ampelopsis from Nepal—Whether this genus be continued distinct, or considered only a section a.

Vitis, the geographical distribution of its species will be equally interestino-.

. 43. GERANIACE.^.
This order is well known from the Gcraniwus, or Cranesbills, being common in every

field in Europe, and the Pelargoniums, to which the former name is generally applied,

forming favourite flowers in, every part of the world. The latter (natives chiefly of the

Cape of Good Hope) are also found in New Holland, and may be seen growing every

where apparently wild in the island of St. Helena. ,The genera Geranium diud E?'odium,

found in most parts of the world where there is moderate temperature, as in the pi

of the northern half of the temperate zone and the mountains of tropical countries, are

found in the Himalayas, where about fifteen species have been discovered at various

heights, as in the mountains above Silhet, in Nepal, and every where in Kemaon,

Gurhwal, and Sirmore. Geranium bicolor nob. is that which occurs at the lowest

elevations, bein<? found in the Kheree Pass. At an elevation of from 5,000 to 7.000 feet.

as at Mussooi-ee, G, WaUichianum and Nepakn.se are common, with some new species,

as
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as G. heterotrichon Sm.pedunculatumy3.nd lavigatum, nob., the last nearly allied to G. luci-

dum of English botany. Mr. Don describes G. eriostemon of Fischer, found in Dahuria, as

occurring among Dr.Wallich's specimens from Gossainthan. On loftier mountains, as

Choor and Urukta, G, Lindleyanum and Choorense are found, with a pale variety of

G, Nepalense, which has also been brought me from Cashmere, with a hairy variety of

G. WalUchianum. G. Grevilleanum, "Wall. PI. As. Rar. T. 209, found on Gossainthan,

appears to be the same as a species found by Mr. Inglis on the Kherung Pass. A species

ofErodium, E. himalayanum ^ nob., is also found in the northern portion of the Himalayas,

as well as in Cashmere ; but is not common, as I only met with it once on the barren

hills above Raengurh.

The plants of this family are possessed of but little medical properties. Some of the

Pelargoniums (which, it may be mentioned, though injured by the rains, generally sue- '

ceed well in India,) are remarkable for their fragrance ; and some of the Geraniums

for their foetid qualities. Several of the species have been employed in medicine, from

possessing astringent properties ; G. maculatum is so used in North America, and called

Alum root.

Geranium Lindleyanum ; pilosissimum : caule ramoso adscendente, foliis inferioribus umbcUatim
dispositis longe petiolatis palmate 7-partitis, lobis multipartitis inciso-dentatis, caulinis oppositis, ramis

axillaribus, pedunculis edichotomia ramorum ramos superantibus^lateralibus terminalibu^ dimidio bre-

vioribus, omnibus apice breve bibracteolatis bifloris, calycibus pilosis mucronatis, petalis integris.

Tab. 27- (a. 6.) The flowers, half and full blown, (c.) Stamens, (d.) Stamens and Petals removed-

I have had much pleasure in naming this plant (which I found at Urukta in flower in May) after my
friend, Professor Lindley, from whom I have received great assistance during the progress of this

work.

44. BALSAMINE^.
mm-

. This order is especially an East-Indian one, only a few species being found in moist

places in other parts of the world. Dr. Wallich, in his Catalogue, enumerates forty-

seven species of ImpatienSy and though a few of these may be only varieties, others, as

some of the Nepal species, contain evidently two species under one name : the above

number will therefore probably remain undiminished. Of these, twenty-two are
I

found in the mountains above Silhet and Pundooa, in Nepal, and Kemaon. In

addition to four of theSe, I have five other species from the mountains to the northward
*

of the Ganges, and along the range as far as Cashmere, whence two more species

have been brought me ; and analogous to what we have seen to be the resem-

blance in the flora of Kunawur, on the northern face of the Himalayas to that of

Siberia, so do we find one species closely allied to, if not identical with, /. parviflorUy

of Siberia. In Mr. Inglis's collection there is another species, /. Inglisii, nob,, from
X

Cheeni, also in "Kunawur. It is remarkable that of the above forty-seven species,

nearly flie whole of the remainder, or at least twenty-two species, are found in the
f

peninsula of India. A singular equality of numbers, seeing that we have hitherto

found Peninsular and South of India genera confined to the base of the mountains,

and if found existing on them, generally, only as single species ; but here we

have
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have them in equal numbers of them extending of 7.000 feet

This anomaly only be explained, and a stronger fact could not be adduced

in its confirmation, than that the moisture and moderate temperature of the rainy

season in the hills (for it is at this season only that they are found) is as favourable

to their growth as the heat and moisture of the Peninsula. I have never met with

any in the plains of India; but have heard from travellers that they are abtndant*in

Central India, whence we may expect some new species, as well as from the Neelgherries.

The peculiarity of the Hill climate has been explained in the introductory chapter and

at p. 16, where the moderation and equability of temperature, excess of moisture, and

quent sraallness of evaporation during rainy season, has been shewn to be

favourable to the existence of tropical plants. At this season th6 balsams may be seen

apparently unchanged for weeks together, with other plants which delight in a moist

atmosphere, as Orchidea, ScitaminecBy a few Mdastomacea, Cyrtandracea, Begonias, tlie

beautiful Platystemma violloidcs, and others of which the genera dered peculiar

tropical climate ; and of so loose, moist, and cellular a texture, as would at any other

m in this locality be destroyed in a single day. It may, perhaps, be to this loose-

of texture, of which we may suppose a degree of pliability to be characteristic.

that we are to ascribe the great

tribution : for we find few of the

ber of species, as well as their ted dis

Peninsular species in Bengal many of

from Silhet, in Nepal ; and few of the latter in Gurhwal ; though of these, /. Hamil

toniana and insignlsy with /. bicolor and pumila, nob., are common from Jurreepanee t(

Mussooree, flowering abundantly in the rainy A variety of, or one of the species

rly allied /. Balsambia, is found in Sirmore. and near Siml

most splendid species, was brought me from the

/. speciosa, one of

and 7. glanduUfera, one of

th &

difficult

produced from Cashmere seed. But the identification of species

genus, particularly in the dried state, without a minute examination

of the parts of the flower, and as I am without any specimens of Dr.Wallich

species, I must refer the whole

undertak and will doubt, with his

Professor Henslow, of Cambridge, who has kindly

usual ability, elaborate my species of the

o ipatiens the same time with those in Dr.Wallich's Herbar

altemis

peduncul

terminalibus multifloris subracemosis, pedicelb's elongatis bracteis cordatis suffultis, sepalis lateralibus

lineari inflexo, flore dimidio breviore capsulis glabris oblongis acuminatis.—Hab.rdatis, calcare

ussooi ula. V. T. 28. fig. 1. (a.) The two lateral and the ante

,) the four petals united in pairs ; {d.) the stamens ; (e.)

(J.) the

{9') (A.)

glandulifi

serris inferioribuSj petiolis nodisque gland ulifcris, pcdunculis axillaribus terminalibusque multifloris

racemosis pedicellis elongatis, calcare brevissimo vmdi glanduloso, capsula obovata apice spinulosa

basi attenuata.—This gigantic species, o-btaincd from Cashmere seed, is from its size very inadequately

represented at Tab. 28. fig. 2, and the leaves are not sufficiently lanceolate. It succeeds well, both in

the Saharunpore Botanic Garden and the IMussooree Experimental Nursery.

45. OXALIDE^.
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45. OXALIDEiE.

- Mr. Brown, in shewing the relation of Averrhoa with Cmstis, belonging to the order

which he then established of ContmracecB (Tuckey's Congo, p. 432), proposed also the

name OjcalidecB for the SensUivce oi'^'di^ohy an order composed ^i Averrhoa and Oxal'is ;

the former agreeing with the latter in every important point of structure of its flower, and

in most respects in that of its seed. To these has been added Biophytum, formed of the

species composing the natural division of the genus 0.raHs, having abruptly pinnate leaves
- I

and annual stems. Of these four genera, three are found in India; and though the

order is composed in De Candolle's Prodromus of 159 species, only four are found in

India. Averrhoa Caramboia, and Bilimhi, are common in the gardens of Northern, as

they are in those of Southern India. O.valis corniculata belonging to a genus found in

most parts of the world, is itself a species of very extensive distribution, being found in

Europe, North Ame-rica, and Mexico, as well as in Japan, and in some of the African

islands. It is likewise found in every part of the plains of India, in the cold weather,

as well as in both Peninsulas, in the valleys at the foot of the Himalayas, and in

the mountains at 7,000 feet of elevation. The Hill specimens do not in any way differ

from those found in the plains; though in the latter, the variety with small and crowded
' r

numerous leaves approaching O. pusilla, is also found. Biophytum sensitivum is found

as far as 30° N. lat. at the mouth of the Kheree Pass, also on the sandstone range near

Allahabad. By Dr. Hamilton it was found near Rajmahl and Monghir. It has also

been found in Silhet, Rangoon, and the Indian Peninsula.

Biophytum sensitivum agrees also with Averrhoa Caramboia, but especially with

A.Biiimbi " in the foliola when irritated being reflected or dependent, which is likewise

'* their position, in the state of collapsion or sleep, in all the species of both genera."

(Brown, 1. c.) The analogy of structure is confirmed by the possession of similar

properties. Thus, Averrhoa Caramboia, and Bilimbi, both have acid fruits, which are

used as seasoning ; and, being accounted refrigerant, also in making sherbets. Of the
r

former there is also a sweet variety ; but the latter is so acid as to be only used as a

substitute for lemons, or for taking out stains. The different species of 0.valis are well

known to contain oxalic acid, combined O. acetosella, called in England

wood-sorrel, yveW known for its acid leaves and as. a substitute for Rume,v acetosella,

is represented in India by O. corniculata, which is there called chooka tiputtee, or three-

leaved sorrel, and prescribed as a cooling medicine. The roots of Oxalis iuberosa are eaten

in Chili, when cooked. Those of O. crenata, a plant of Columbia, bearing tubers like

small potatoes, is one of those called Arracacha, and has been introduced into England as

a substitute for that invaluable root ; it might be so into India, and be useful wherever

the soil and climate are better suited to it than to the potatoe.

46. CONNARACEiE.
r

This family, consisting of Connarus, Lam., Cnestis, Juss., and Rourea, of Aublet, or

Robergia, of Schreber, was separated from Terebinth acecE by Mr. Brown ; and as the

ti insertion
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" insertion of stamina in this family may be considered perhaps in all the genera rather

as hypogynous than perigynous," they are better placed here than with Tef^ebhitkacecE,

from which they are distinguished by the want of resinous juice. Mr. Brown considers

Cnestis to approximate to Averrhoa, and Cnestis, according to M . Ad. de Jussieu, is

allied to Zanthoj^ykcB through Brunellia; though, on the other hand, " Connarus can

only be distinguished from some leguminosae, T^y the radicle of the seed being at the

extremity most distant from the hilum."

This is truly an equinoctial family being found within the tropics of the Old and

New World ; a few species of each of the genera are found in Ceylon, the Peninsula of

India, and the forests of Chittagong and Silhet, but do not appear to extend further

north.

47. ZYGOPHYLLEiE.

M. Adrien de Jussieu, in his admirable memoir on the RutacecE, has treated of the

several families composing this great group or class under the names of Zygophyllece,

Rutea, Diosmea, Zanthoxylcae, and Simarubecp.

The Zygophylleay allied to Geraniaceae, as well as to Oxalis, are found in the warmer

parts of the world j, Tribulus and Fa.jW..^ ^.^.^....Q as single species in the south of

Europe, and with Zygopkyllum, forming a prominent feature in the Flora of the

Oriental or Syrian region, extend from Egypt to India, where also they occur as single

sjDecies. Fagonia mysor^ensis is common in the plains about Delhi, as well as at elevated

situations in the southern provinces of India (W. and A.) Tribulus lanuginosus spreads

also from the northern provinces even to Ceylon. Thence we may trace species of this

genus to the Cape of Good Hope and New Holland, as well as to China and Japan,

and a few occur in the warm parts of America. It is probable from the nature of the

country and the distribution of the genus, that some species of Zygophyllum may be

found in the extensive space which stretches from Delhi to Surat*

The most important species of this family is Guaiacum officinale^ which, with its

congeners, is found in the West-Indies, and might, without doubt, be successfully

cultivated in Bengal. The sudorific properties for which it is celebrated, are also par-

ticipated in hy Porliera hygrometrica, though dependent in the former on the presence of

a peculiar principle, called Guaiaciue. Some species of Tribulus and Zygophyllum are

also used medicinally in different countries, but 4;heir properties are not very decided.

The plants of the latter, however, are said to remain untouched, even in the desert,

where the equally thorny Alliagi maurorum is greedily eaten by camels ; but the seeds

of Zygophyllum coccincum are said by Delile to be collected by the Arabs, and sold

"comme epice aux droguistes du Kaire."

It is remarkable that the genera Melia7ithus and Bkberstemia, generally considered

as allied to ZygophylkcE, should also be found in India, as well as Balanites, placed

here with doubt. Biebersteinia, of which the first species, B. odora, was found in

the Altai mountains, and the second, B. multifida, in Persia, has also beeft found in

X Kunawur,

1"
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Kunawur, whence B. odora was brought me by my plant collectors and also found

there by Mr. In nised in my Herbarium by Mr. Brown. The
• 4

dissections of this interesting plant, represented at Tab. 30, were drawn by Mr. C.

Curtis, under the directions of this illustrious botanistl . The best generic character has
_ «

been given by M. Ad. de Jussieu in his memoir on the JRutacece. The similarity in the

appearance of many of the plants of this cold, arid, and frequently saline region to

those found in the equally arid and saline, though hot region about Delhi, was formerly

p. 39. It is interesting to find in the former d to Zifgophyll
r

which are common in the latter; and in both there is an approximation to the Flora of

theO gion. MeliajithuswsLS thought peculiar to the Cape of Good Hop
Dr.Wallich's plant-collectors discovered a decided species of this genus in the lofty

of Kemaon

Balanites jEgyptiaca (Ximenia, Auct.) which, though so strongly resembling Zv.

phyllum in having its leaves in pair

• *

been stated by Mr. B
*

belong to this order. By M. Delile it is referred to AurantiacecE, and by the authors

of the Flora Senegambice to Olaclnece; with neither of which does it appear to me to

be more closely allied than with the order from which it has been removed. It is

interesting to find this plant common in the country about Delhi, and in the Doab
.

as far as Allahabad, especially on the banks of the Jumna, as it serves with the

other plants mentioned p. 5, to shew an analogy in the Flora of this part of India

with that of Egypt, where also this plant is found, as well as in both the interior and on
-t -I

the western coast of Africa. This was first discovered by Dr. Roxburgh, as belonging to

the Indian Flora, when he suggested that it should be formed into a new genus, rather

than be referred to Ximenia, and described it as common on the driest and most barren
r

parts of the Circars ; it is found only in similar situations in the north of India, and is
-I

one of those plants referred to at p. 5, as shewing the great uniformity of vegetation

over a great extent of the plains of India. In the neighbourhood of Delhi, there is

also a very distinct variety, if not a new species, with small narrow lanceolate leaves,
m

which in my journal I named rigidum, in contradistinction to the other, which I called

arhoreum, referring both with a doubt to Zygophyllum, as they were at that time with-

out flowery or fruit. From an officer of rank in the medical service I also received a

drawing of a variety with yellow flowers, from the neighbourhood of Cawnpore, which

may also be a distinct species. The fact would be interesting, as assisting in ascertaining

the native country of the first species, in accordance with Mr. Brown's rule, that a plant

would more probably " belong to that country in which all the other species of the same

genus were found decidedly indigenous, than to that where it was the only species of the

genus known to exist." In the present instance, there can be no doubt about this plant

being indigenous in India, whatever it may be in Africa.

M. Silvestre de Sacy, in the learned and invaluable notes attached to his translation

of the " Relation de VEgypte par Abd-allatify' has proved that the kbakh of Arabian

authors is the Persea of the ancients ; which he hov/ever concludes has entirely disap-

peared
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peared from Egypt. M. Delile supposes tliat Balanites ^gyptiaca is the tree :—there

is no doubt that in some points it does agree ; but the fruit of Persea, though astringent

before ripening, is described as being afterwards sweet, and good to eat, though not

very agreeable. Of the fruit of the Balanites, M. Delile himself says, " ils etoient

astringens et fermes avant leur maturit6 : j'en gardai quelques uns, qui se ramolloient et
r

prirent une saveur douce que je ne trouvai point agr^able;" and it is difficult to suppose

how they could ever become so ; as Dr. Roxburgh describes " the pulp as exceedingly

bitter, having an offensive greasy smell." I never met with it except in its unripe state

;

and the only use to which it was applied, is that alluded to by Dr. R. as a firework ; the

nut being scooped out, by a hole made at one end, is filled with gunpowder, which,

when let off, makes a loud report, on account of the denseness and tenacity of the shell.

A recent author supposes that this plant produces the myrrh, but for this opinion there

does not appear to be any foundation.

48. RUTACE^

This family, in Professor De Candolle's Prodromus, includes the Rutece and DiosmecE

of M. Adrien de Jussieu. The former, called RiitacecB by Dr. Lindley, contains, with

some others, the genera Rtita, Pega7iuiu, and Cyminosma, Pcgamim is placed here

by M. Ad. de Jussieu, although, as observed by Dr. Lindley, *' its stipulate leaves,

destitute of pellucid dots, appear to determine its greatest affinity to be with Zygo-

pht/llece" P. Harmala, the only species of the genus found in the south of Europe

and in the Syrian region, also occurs in several parts of India. It has been brought
r

r

me from between Shahpoor and Bussoulee, on the banks of the Ravee or Hydraotes

;

it was seen by Dr.Wallich in the Taj Muhul garden at Agra, at which place I have

also found it, but near the banks of the river ; and it is included in the Flora of the

Peninsula. Lahoree hoormul, the name by which the seed still used in medicine

is now known in Northern India, indicates its probable introduction from the northward.

In the 3ftikkzim'Ooi'Udwieh^ iiiooke or moly is given as the YoonaJiee or Greek name,

evidently the /^cAjj of Dioscorides, who also mentions that by some it is called harmala,

a striking instance of the permanence of some at least of the Asiatic names.

Rata albifloray figured by Dr, Hooker, Ea\ Fl. t. 79, is common in the Himalayas, at

elevations of from 5,000 to 8,000 feet, having been found in Nepal and Kemaon by

Dr.Wallich, and by myself in Gurhwal. Another species, R. afigmtifolia, Vers., or o.

variety of Rata Chalepensis^Wn.y called Sudab, may be met with in gardens; also

introduced on account of its uses in medicine, as the Greek name is said to be fekhwiy
< -

or ufghanin, evidently a corruption of Trsytxyovy owing to the want of the letter P in the

Arabic alphabet. The rest of the species of this genus are found, like the ZygophyllecEy
- •

in the southern parts of Europe, the north of Africa, and the Syrian region, as well as

in China and Japan. Cyminosma, which is common to the southern parts of India,

China, and Cochin-China, forms, with the above and Aplophyllum (a genus including

X 2 the
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the simple-leaved species of Rutd) the small order of HutecB ; so that India possesses

representatives of nearly all its genera.

The medical properties of the RutacecE are owing to a bitter principle, accompanied

with essential oil : the latter giving them their strong and peculiar odour, and the other

the bitter taste, on which account common rue is considered emmenagogue and anthel-

mintic. Ruta angustifolia, said to be common in Persia, Caubul, and Tinkaboon, is

given in India as a substitute for R. graveolens, and considered emmenagogue, as well as

JPeganum Harmala. R. alb'iflora is employed as a stimulant in the hills.

49. DIOSMEiE.

The DiosmecB M. A. de Jussieu divides Into four sections, according to the countries

where they are produced, because he finds their fructification correspond with their
r

geographical distribution. 1. European; 2. African, found in dry and sunny places,

and characterising the Flora of the Gape ; 3. Australasian, of which several in

external appearance resemble some from the Cape; and, 4. American, of which the

first sub-section contains Evodia, to which Dr.Wallich refers some species, and the

second nearly corresponds with the Cuspariea: of M. De Candolle. The first section,

called European,—from the then single genus and species Dictamnus Fraxindla having

only been found in the southern parts of Europe,^—exists also in the northern parts of
r

,

1

Asia; as the species or variety, D.albus, has been found in Caucasus by Bieberstein,
W

and with D, fraxindla by Ledebour, in the Altai mountains. As we have seen in so

many other instances a similarity between the vegetation of these regions and that
r

of the Himalayas, so has a species of this genus, allied to J), altaka of Fischer, been

found to exist in these mountains. '
,

L

DictamnuSy though used as a medicinal agent, does not, like many of this family,

possess any very powerful properties ; but the Diosmas, Bocho or Bucku plants of

the Cape, as well as some Boroiiias, &c. containing much essential oil, and noted for

their powerful odour, have been employed as stimulants ; while the tribe of Cusparicey

containing Cuspariafebrifuga, noted as an aromatic tonic, as well as species of Afonnieria,

Ticorea, and Evodia, used in the cure of intermittent fevers, are accounted powerful
• _

tonics. Of these the species would no doubt succeed well in Bengal and the south of
^

India ; while the north is suited to the Diosmecc of the Cape and New Holland.
V

Dictamnm Himalayanus ; foliis 6-jugis cum imparl, rachi non alato, foliolis ovato-lanceolatis

memhranaceis, calyci persistent!, petalis subsequalibus, ovario sessili,—Hab. First found hy Lieut, J.

W. Stephens at Jumnotri ; subsequently specimens have been brought me from Kunawur, where

it was also found by Mr. Inglis at Mirung. v. Tab. 29- 1. Flower, with some Petals and Stamens

removed, to shew the sessile ovarium and declined style, 2. The S-carpellae, with the persistent S-fid

calyx. 3. A single carpel opening internally, and terminating at its apex in a kind of hook. 4. The
horny endocarp supporting two seeds. 6. A seed removed. 5. The same, cut longitudinally. 7. Em-
bryo, separated from the albumen.

50. ZANTIIOXYLE.E,
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50. ZANTHOXYLE^.

The removal of Zanthoxylum from Terebbithacecey rendered necessary that of some

other genera, which were placed with and closely allied to it. These form the family or

tribe of Zantkodylecs, which are chiefly found within the tropics of Asia and America,

with only a few species in Africa. But as we have species of Zanthoxylum y which now

includes Fagara, extending northwards into the temperate zone, so do we have species

of the same genus in China and Japan, and extending in India to Simla in 31® of

N. latitude, where Z. hostile, differing little from Z. alatum, is found. Other species run

southwards along the Himalayas to Nepal and Silhet, and then to the Malayan and

Indian Peninsulas, whence we may trace them to the African islands on the east of that

continent, as well as to the Cape of Good Hope and New Holland. The other genera,

of which species are found in India, are Toddalia and Brucea, the latter about Silhet

;

but species of the former in the Indian Peninsula, and as far northwards as Nepal,
-L

"

whence Dr.Wallich has figured his T. floribunda (PI. As. Rar. t. 232), nearly allied to

T. acukata {Scopolia, Roxb.) which is found in the Deyra Doon and lower hills. Ailanthus

eirelsa, belonging to a genus nearly allied to this family, is found at Delhi, along the

Jumna, as well as on the Coromandel coast. The other species of this genus are found
r

in China and the Moluccas. Among Dr.Wallich's unpublished drawings, are two

species.of Tetradium, T.ci/mosum, T. 883, and T.frax'inifolium, T. 884, probably from

the Silhet forests.

The affinity of this order to Terebintkacece is evident from the genera composing it

having formerly been placed there ; and both are allied to Auratitiacea. These the

Za7itho.vyle(B especially resemble, in different parts of their substance being overspread,

as remarked by M. Ad. de Jussieu, with vesicles of essential oil, which cover the leaves

with transparent dots, and the rind of the fruit with opaque areolae. To the presence

of this essential oil is owing the aromatic pungency for which so many of this tribe are

remarkable, and to this being frequently combined with a bitter principle, called

Xanthopicrine (F6e), is owing their being employed as tonics as well as stimulants.

Thus, in North America, as well as in Brazil, species are prescribed as stimulants, and

in Japan the capsules of Z. piperitum are employed as a substitute for pepper. So,

in India, Z. Budrungdy Rhetsdy alatum ^ and hostile, are used, wherever they are indige-

nous, for the warm spicy pepper-like pungency of their capsules, a property which

is participated in by their bark, and other parts. The capsules and seeds of Z. hostile,

called tej-bul by the natives, are employed in Northern India for intoxicating fish, and

chewed as a remedy for tooth-ache : Ihey are also'given as the Faghureh of Avicenna,.

as Z. piperitum and Avicenna are in China and Japan, and are considered an antidote

poisons I have no doubt that in many cases they would be of considerable

as a stimulant remedy. The stems and branches are cut as walking-sticks, and compared

by General Hardwicke to the herculean clubs afforded by an American species of this

genus. Species of Pteka and 'Brucea are possessed of bitter properties. From the

green

•
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.

I

green parts of B. Sumatrana, naturalised in the Calcutta Garden, being simply and
tensely bitter. Dr. Roxburgh concludes, that it may be as useful a medicine as Bruce's

rinos. The bark of the root of Toddalia aculeata is also said by him to be
ployed as a cure for the remittent fevers caught in the Hill jungles.

Abyssinian Woo

\ '

51. SIMARUBE^.
Th s order, intermediate between KutacecB and OchnacecE, consisting of but few

genera and species, is found chiefly in the equinoctial parts both of the Old" and bf
the mv, World. The species of Quassia, Simaruha, ^.x,^ Simaba, are confined to some
of the West-India islands, Guiana, and Brazil ; but Sqmadera of Gartner, to which
M. Adrien de Jussieu has referred Vittmannia, Vahl, and Niota, Lam., is found in
Madagascar and Java, as well as in Ceylon and the southern parts of India ; and on the
Martaban coast, whence Dr.Wallich obtained his Niota lucida. PI. As. Rar. 2. T. 168.

In the Himalayas, also, there is a representative of this family in Nima quassioides
of Dr. Hamilton, referred by Mr. Don to Simaba, but considered by M. Adrien de
Jussieu as only allied to this family: but from its general appearance, and intensely
bitter taste of every part, it is too closely allied to be separated, even though the sta-
mens are pentandrous, as in Simarubal eaxeha; the flowers are moreover polygamous,
the petals erect and greenish-coloured, with the single ovuled ovaries seated in a gyno-
base, from the base of which the stamens arise ; style separating at top into five
stigmas, and towards the base into as many styles, each of which enters the correspond-

ile, about its middle, while the indihiscent drupes enclose seeds, having a mem-
b anous mtegument and short radicle retracted between the large fleshy cotyledons.
It was discovered in Nepal by Dr. Hamilton ; I have met with it in Gurhwal in valleys,
and at moderate elevations within the Himalayas, and have also received it from Turanda!
on the banks of the Sutlej, which is in more than 31° of N. latitude.

The SimarubecB are as closely allied in botanical characters, as in the possession
of a similar intense but pure bitterness, diffused over every part, owing to the presence
of the bitter principle called quassine. From the similarity in climate "and productions
of the countries where they grow, there is no doubt but that all the Quassias and Sima^
rubas would succeed well in Bengal. But the light-coloured, pure, bitter wood of the
Himalayan species, is well calculated alone to supply the place of any of the tribe.

India Nvould appear to be the Medijhijama, or central country, botanically, which
the natives fancy it to be geographically. Thus, we have seen the southern parts

of India, including, the Peninsula, Bengal, and the forests of Silhet and Chittao-ono-

pporting a tropical many respects approximates to the fl

of th6 other equin6ctfai parts of Asia, as well as of America • wh strip of
pical jungle runs up along the southern or plainward base of the Himalaj
to the most northern limits of Hindoostan. The Himalayas themselves we have seen
supporting a. different vegetation at different elevations :—Indian at the base and within

the
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the valleys ; European as we ascend ; and almost polar when we reach the summits of

lofty mountains, which are only for a few months freed from their covering of snow.

Intermixed with the Indian and European-like Floras, we have many of the genera,*•-_ •

and even species, which were thought peculiar to China, as fully detailed in the account

of the Tea-plants, p. 119 to 123, and with these many also of the genera, p. 18, which

were considered as existing only in North America. Of these, as well as of the others,

we shall find the instances multiply as we proceed. It is less remarkable to find a

resemblance to the Rosaceous Flora of Caubul, for this is a kingdom included ^

o

the ramifications of the Hindookhoosh, which is but an extension, and not far removed

from the loftiest part of the Himalayan range. The northern face of the Himalayas,—cut

off'by their lofty and snowy summits from the influence of the tropical rains, enjoying a

dry, cold, and rarified atmosphere, with a few months of powerful sun, and every where,

a dry and barren soil, as we learn from Messrs. Turner and Saunders, Mr. Moorcroft, and

Messrs. Gerard and Herbert,—has a flora bearing the closest resemblance to that of the

Altai mountains, and of the south of Siberia, v. p. 40, whether we regard the distribu-

tion of families or genera, and even of some species. This should correctly be considered

as belonging to the Tatarian rather than to the Himalayan region. At p. 41, it was also

mentioned that along with these Altai plants, many were found showing an analogy with

the flora of the south of Europe ; and others, as Cuminum cym'mum and Scutellaria orien-

talis, with that of the Oriental region. This, if space allowed, might easily be more fully

shewn; but it is unnecessary, as it will be adverted to on a future occasion, as well as in the

observations on the distribution of the different families of plants. The fact is interesting

at present, in connection with the observation made at p. 41, of the external resem-

blance between the plants of Kunawur and those of the neighbourhood of Delhi, in

consequence, it was presumed, of the great aridity of the soil and climate of both

countries. Here also it is curious to observe, we have many of the plants of the Syrian

region (v. p. 70) which is characterised by aridity and heat, as that of Tatary is by aridity

and cold ; but between their floras there is considerable resemblance, and that of India

dove-tailing between them, may be said to be flanked on its north-western face by this,

as it is on the south-eastern by the flora of the Syrian region. It will be as well, on
+

the present occasion, to allude more fully to the latter fact, in connection with the

occurrence of the Zygophi/Uece in this quarter of India.

In comparing the flora of the northern part of India with that of Egypt, it may be

useful to advert to the observations made by Mr. Brown respecting the accordance of

the flora of the western coast of Africa with that of India in general, where he remarks

that ** with the flora of India, that of Congo agrees not only in the proportions of many

of its principal families, or in what may be termed the equinoctial relation, but also,

to a certain degree, in the more extensive genera of which several of these families

consist : and there are even about forty species common to these distant regions ;" that

this accordance extends over a considerable surface, may be inferred from another

observation Mr. Brown makes, which is, that from '* 16° N. to G° S, there is remark-

able
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able uniformity in the vegetation, not only as to the principal natural orders and genera,

but even to a considerable extent in the species of which it consists ;" and we may

consequently have an agreement with the flora of India over nearly the same extent : as

we may see by a reference to the flora of Senegal, which Mr. Brown, no doubt, had in

view. If we examine the first volume of the Flora SenegamhicEy—in which, following
\

the series in De Candolle's Prodromus, forty-five families are treated of, from Raniin-

culaceee to MyrtacecBy—there are only three of which species are not found in the plains

of India. Of these, FranhenlacecE. belongs to the flora of the Mediterranean region

;

and of GeraniacecB and SimarubecB there are species at the foot of the mountains in

India. The families consist of 157 genera, of which only forty-six are not found in

India: a number which might-probably be reduced, if we had leisure to examine the

extent of some of the new genera. Among the species, also, in addition to those enu-

merated by Mr. Brown, there are several found equally in India; of these some
r

probably have been introduced, while the cultivated grains are nearly the same as those
r

of India.
L

Mr. Brown remarks, that there is a certain degree of resemblance between the

vegetation of the banks of the Congo and that of Madagascar, and the isles of France

and Bourbon ; that the flora of the east coast of Africa is little known ; while with that

of Abyssinia there was little affinity, though some characteristics of Southern Africa

have been found, as Pi'otea abyssinka. Pelargonium abyssinicum, and Geisorhiza abys-

sinica, but ** to the flora of Egypt that of Congo has still less relation,

number or proportion of its natural families."

It has been observed, that owing to the great uniformity of temperature over a
r

great extent of Indian territory, many of the same plants spread from the southern to

the most northern parts of the plains of India, so that we have many Peninsular plants

extending north even as far as Delhi, where also it was observed (p. 6) there is an

approximation to the flora of Egypt, as well as' to that of the south of Europe. On

consideration, it does not appear remarkable, that the western side of the great

Gangetic valley should approximate in its flora to that of Egypt, for Cairo and
r

Saharunpore are situated nearly in 30^ of N. latitude, whence both India and Egypt

stretch southwards; but the Ganges flowing in the same direction, becomes tropical

towards its delta, while the Nile, from its northern course, becomes more European

in its flora the nearer we approach its mouth. Both rivers, or their branches, in the

upper part of their course, traverse or touch upon the desert, which every where crosses

Asia and Africa in that belt where the sun's rays, not attempered by the influence of

the tropical rains, have the greatest power in drying up the parched and barren

soil. In India the desert is found between the Aravalli Mountains, the Jumna, and

the Indus; and in Egypt every where beyond the valley of the Nile. From near

coincidence in latitude, there is great similarity between the temperature at Saha-

runpore and at Cairo ; but in Egypt, lying open to the Mediterranean, the heat is

either in the

attempered. which in Saharunpore, from its inland situation, would become more

^

^

»

-

excessive

1
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excessive than it is, were it not for the accession of the rainy season, which in moderating

the temperature, also fertilises the country more effectually, because more generally,

even than the overflowing of the Nile does Egypt. There, on the drying up of the inuii-
*

dations, as in India on the cessation of the rains, wheat and barley are sown, and with

the exception of clover and lupins, nearly the same crops are cultivated as are

mentioned at p. 10 as constituting the cold weather crops of Northern India. These

are in both countries gathered in about April ; while, analogous to the cultivation of

India, the winter harvest of Egypt is immediately followed by the sowing of the

summer crops, which depend for their growth solely on irrigation, and consist of rice,

maize, sorghum, and the other grains which are enumerated as the rain crops of

India.

The arboreous vegetation of Egj'pt, consisting chiefly of fig's, acacias, tamarisks, with the

date and doum palms been added Mdia az'cdarach, Cassiafiatula, Cordt

myxa, and others,—has great resemblance to that of Northern India; while the fr

Lower Egypt are much ption chiefly of the Chinese

. ones that have been enumerated as growing in the open air at Saharunpore. The species
•

common to equinoctial Africa and India have been mentioned by Mr. Brown (Tuckey's

Congo, p. -478). Some of these are found in the most northern parts of the latter.

M. Delile has likewise given a list of the species which are common to Egypt and

India; and at p. 6 of the present work, some additional species were mentioned common
w

to these two countries, while the existence of analogous species of Fdrsetia^ Cadaha^

Linaria^ has been adverted to in the observations on the different families. To these
ft

may be added species of EchbiopSy Pergulariay Pemiisetiim, Cenchi^us, Trisctum, Phalaris^

together with such species as Lycinm Europmnn^ Indigofcra paucifolia. Cassia absus^
a

Carthamus oxyacanthay Microlouchus divaricaU^s, Franca^uria crispa. A single fern is

enumerated in the flora of Egypt, so one only is found in the neighbourhood of Delhi.
r

At the foot of the hills and in the mountains, other plants are found, which show the

extension of the Oriental flora to the northern parts of India, as Echenais cirsioides

and Cotula anthemoides, found in the Deyra Doon, and Carduus nutans^ Lappa major,

Jurinea? tricholepis, Gynactis sinapifolia, Carpesium ahrolanoides, as well as a species

of Pyrethrum, P. Roylei of M. De Candolle, in the Himalayas.

Interesting as are these facts in •a scientific point of vie^v, they are not less so when

looked to with regard to their practical application. For, as we have seen a resemblance

flora and cultivation of India o coast of Africa, and

to those of its northern parts in Egypt, while both these countries have acclimated many

of its useful productions, so it will be easy to find in it many places suited to the

production of the different articles for which they themselves are noted ; and many of

these would be doubly valuable, as the places adapted to their growth are those which

are the least favourable for the staple articles of Indian commerce.

Thus, Acacia verek yielding gum Senegal ; and Pterocarpus erinacens the African

kino ; with Elais gidetiensis the oil palm ; Adansonia digltata ; Parkia Afrkana, the Nitta

Y or
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doura Sterculia acuminata^ the Kola ; and jt species of Pentadesma, called the

tallow-tree, might all- be introduced into India: while Khaya Senegaknsis, Mammea

Africanay and the African teak, ta whatever genus (possibly Dalbet^gia) it may belong,

trees. Anona Senegalensist Chrysobalanus Icaco^would form additional' useful timber

SarcocepTialus esculenfus, Bligh

the cream-fruit yieldec^ by om

ipida, Parinar excdsumy Codarium tifoli

one of the Apocyne^y and Safu by one of the Arnyridecs,

might form useful additions to tl^e fruits of the warmer parts of India; while TJnonc^
w

JEtkiopica, Monodora Myristica, and the Amomwn yielding Melaguetta pepper, might

be cultivated as drugs ; and as Africa has adopted the use of the Cassava^ and the

cultivation of Voandezia (Glycine) suhterraneay so might they be introduced as articles

of food into India.

Eastward from Egypt and Nubia, we have the southern parts of Arabia, which were

at one time supposed to abound in all the riches of the East, but for which we now know

she was chiefly indebted to her commerce with India. But coffee, its most valuable

indigenous product, if it be not originally a native of Abyssinia, has been most success-

fully introduced into the opposite coast of Malabar (v. p. 4) ; and senna of excellent

quality is gwwn both at Tinnivelly and Saharunpore, separated by more than 20° of
'

latitude. The balsam of Gilead and the myrrh-tree, the latter probably, as is the

former, a species of Balsamodendron (y. Terehinthacece), might also be cultivated ; as well

as the best aloes manufactured in many parts of India. This, as well as myrrh, is said
r

by Persian authors to be produced in the island of Socotra.

On the other hand, it would not be difficult in the northern parts to grow cotton as
«

good as the Egyptian,* and at the same time acclimate some of its useful productions:
J-

as Acacia hiloticd and Seyal, yielding gums superior to that produced in India; the

different kinds of senna, of which one has already been successfully introduced, as

well as the date ; the doum palm would succeed in every part, as it does in the Penin-

siila; so would the true sycamore; and Alexandrian cXowet (^Trifolium Alei^andrinuni),

(which, as well as Fenugrec, is cultivated for food and fodder) would probably succeed

better than the European species which I introduced into the Saharunpore Botanic

Garden.

While this sheet is passing through the presSj I have had the pleasure of hearing from my friend^ Mr.

Charles Groves^ now of Liverpool^ that lately four bales of cotton from Bombay^ grown in one of the Com-

pany's experimental gardens^ had sold for one shilling a-pound, which was more than three-fourths of the

American cotton was selling for. This^ he justly observes^ connected with the fact of Mr. Hughes continuing

to grow his superior Tinnivelly cotton, is sufficient to settle the point of India being capable of producing very
r

m

superior cottons. He also mentions a fact, which will be new to many, that merchants give about thirty

; for East-India rice ; so that, if the latter

were not protected by a duty of fifteen shillings, it would be entirely driven out of the market. It will not

surely be said, that India is incapable of producing the superior kinds of rice I But there is one difficulty, and

that is, India being a great consumer, as well as grower, of both rice and cotton; and therefore the best

er, or large quantities of the latter, may not be sent to England. It is apposite and

to mention, that the present intelligent ruler of Egypt, in lately sending an unlimited

of

not uninteresting

plants
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Garden. The Egyptian wheat also {Triticwn durum) would be a valuable acquisition,

as yielding a very abundant crop upon almost sterile soils ; but with these are growing
r

§ome other plants, which promise to be still more useful, if introduced into India, as the

olive and the carob tree. The first, extensively cultivated in the driest and hottest

parts of the south of Europe, as well as in Egypt and in Syria, was seen by Mr. Elphin-

stone near Caubul : it has grown for many years in the open air in the Botanic Garden

at Calcutta, and would flourish at Saharunpore, as, according to Delile, **.les vignes,

les olives, et les roses contribuent \ la richesse de Fayoum," which is nearly in the

same latitude. The carob-tree (Ceratoiiih siligua), hhurnooh shamee of Persian authors,

first suggested (as well as the cork-tree) to me by Dr. Lindley, as apparently well

suited to the climate of Northern India, would be a particularly valuable acquisition ; as,

s^.eking its nourishment under-ground, it is independent of surface irrigation. It would

be available in many places in years of scarcity or qf famine, and in ordinary .times

for feeding cattle. That it is very retentive of life we may conclude from a fact men-

tioned by M. Bov6, of a tree supposed to be nearly 300 years old, whidiAwas cut down

by the French in their invasion of Egypt; thirty years afterwards, Ibrahim Pacha having

cleared the ground and sunk wells in the neighbourhood, the return of moisture induced

the springing out of some branches, which in three years were from ten to twelve feet

in height. The abundance of the produce of the carob—some trees yielding as much as

800 or 900 pounds of fruit or pods—renders these so cheap, that they are eaten by the

poorest people, and even given to cattle, mules, asses, and horses, in Egypt, Syria,,

and the south of Europe. JDuring the Peninsular war, I am informed by Dr. Lindley

(who Jearnt the fact from several officers who had served there), that the horses of the

British cavalry were often fed, and thrilled upon the seeds or beans, as they were there

called, of the carob-trees. (v. also Loudon Encyc. of Plants, p. 8G8.)

But, in fact, the whole of this tract is included in what Mirbel has so well designated

as the temperate transition zone, which, commencing at the south of Europe and the

north of Africa, extending eastwards, includes Asia Minor, Syria, a:nd the Caucasian

regions ; whence, as we have seen, some representatives of the flora extend even to the

north of India, with Which, in many respects, correspond the southern parts of Persia

and Beloochistan, and the country northwards towards Mooltan and Caubul. In the

northern parts of the southern parts of Spain, Italy, and Sicily, and

of France and Greece, the sun is powerful, the heat considerable, and the ground

dry and parched up in summer, with but a moderate degree of cold in winter. Many

of the productions are such, that we see them extending to the southern parts of

the temperate, and some even into the equinoctial zone : as the date, doum, and pal-

metto palms,—severalAsiatic and African mimosas and acacias,

—

Melia azedarach. Agave

Americanay Yucca aloifolia, Aloe perfoliata, Ner'tum oleander, Lawsonia inermis, Calotropis

gigantea and procera ; and with these are cultivated limes, lemons, and oranges, the

jujube and pomegranate, with bananas, sugar-cane, sweet potatoes, sorghum, maize,

millet, and rice.

Y 2 But
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.
But growing with these are many useful plants, of which some might be successfully

introduced into India, as the olive and carob trees already mentioned ; the laurel and
sweet bay, manna ash, pistachio, mastick, and Venice turpentine trees ; the species of
Cistu^ yielding laudanum, as C. ladaniferus, and creticus ; Styra.v officinale yielding
storaj-^nd the sipecles oi Astragalus, from which tragacanth is obtained, -eiS^A.mrus,
gummiyer and creticus : to these might be added, sumach, savine, scammony, and
colocynth

;
while the cork-tree covering the hot and arid plains of Spain, might,' with

the Ilex, Kermes, Dyer's and Barbary oaks, be grown in the north of IndL, where
some of the Himalayan species do not refuse fo.flourish. The Cactus opuntia has been
strongly recommended by Colonel Herriott for introduction from the south of Italy to
the north of India

;
and it seems well suited to the climate of the northern provinces;

where also Poterium spinosum, valued as fodder for cattle, might be a valuable acqui-
sition.

i

- Several of the plants enumerated, as the sumach and pistachio, have already been
introduced into the Saharunpore Botanic Garden, where they grow^ in the open air, with
pines, walnuts, poplar, &c. (v. p. 10), and to none of those of the Oriental region did the
climate appear unfavourable

; it may therefore be suited to others, though it would be
unreasonable to expect that it should be equally so to all : but between the mountains
and the plains, there is reason to suppose that suitable situations may be found for the
greater number, as will be more apparent from the observations on the distribution of
the natural orders to which they respectively belong. For the very families which occur

the highest proportions in the Oriental region, are those which exist in the o

;

numbers in the Author's Herbarium, formed in the plains and mountains of Northern
India

:
as Legumimsce, Compositce, Graminece, Cyperacea, Lahiatce, Cruciferce, Rosacece,

Umbellifera, Ramoiculacccs, CaryophyllecE, Boraginece, and Gcniianece. In the plains

there are numerous species of Euphorbiacece, MalvacecB, and Cucurbitacece.

The extent to which the acclimitation of plants may be carried, or the benefit which
maybe derived, it is at present difficult to conceive, for not many years have elapsed since

true principles have even in England been applied to the subject, w^here, as my friend

Dr. Graham expresses it, " every rare plant was supposed to require heat ;" and now the

gardens and shrubberies are adorned with the richest varieties, and all intellie-ent culti-

vators seek for plants from congenial climates. India, open by sea' to the productions
of South America, has already possessed herself of such, as the guava, custard-apple,

pme-apple, tobacco, maize, capsicum, and others, which appear as much at home as

its native productions; but the difficulty of communication on the north, and the nature

of the countries and people which -intervene, are sufficient to account for the few
productions of the Oriental region which have travelled southward. It is fortunate

that the Honourable Company's Botanic Garden at Saharunpore, with a

Hills, IS so favourably situated for' carrying on the experiments necessary for the

m tation of the useful plants of this region ; which no doubt the present zealous super-

mtendent. Dr. Falconer, will carry into execution, as the means are afforded or oppor-

tunities

nursery
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is offer. Such experiments, though they can be extensively or beneficially carried

on only when the clim'ate and natural products of a country have been ascertained,

are well calculated to convince those who, unacquainted with a subject, are yet inclined

to question its utility ; and though incapable of appreciating the worth of the information

obtained, or the truth or error of the inferences deduced, yet consider themselves fully
r

qualified to pronounce upon their value. But the botanist, contemplating his science in

all the bearings with which modern improvements have invested it, in examining the

peculiarities of a new vegetation, ascertains also what it is capable of yielding useful
«

to man, either as diet, in medicine, or in the arts ; and connecting structure with the

climate in which it is found, infers, with almost uner ing certainty, for what useful

productions of other countries it is particularly adapted : and gratification

of contributing at once towards the perfecting of his science, and pointing to the mean
for improving the resources of the country for the benefit of which his investigation

are, in the first instance, espscially intended.

52. OCHNACEiE.
H m

The plants of this small family, allied to SimarubecE, are found in the hot parts of

South America, as well as of Africa, and in the islands of Ma'dagascar and Mauritius

;

whence we trace them into Ceylon and the Indian Peninsula, and across the ocean to

Arabia, which participates with India in many of the same genera. On the eastern
«

side of the Bay of Bengal, we have them running up the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet,

where Ochna squarrosa is found, as well as at Prome and in the Indian Peninsula ; and

still higher we have, as frequently noticed, a diminutive species of a tropical genus as

we proceed northwards. This, O. pu7?ula. Ham., which is probably the same as both

O, nana and O. humilis, is found at Goruckpore ; but in gardens, 0. squarrosa succeeds

in the open air as far as Saharunpore. In the Peninsula the species of Gomphia

prevail with Oclina.

The plants of this family possess but little sensible property ; but that little is of a

bitter and rather astringent nature, so that some of the species are employed as tonics.

53. CORIARIE^.
^ •

This family, consisting of a single genus, and of but few species, has a very \yide

distribution, single species occurring in very different parts of the w^orld; as one in the

south of Europe and north of Africa, another in New Zealand, a third in Mexico, and a

fourth in the Himalayas, with the remaining four species in Peru ; so that few inferences

can be drawn from their distribution, except that they require a cool climate.

The Himalayan species, C. Nepalensis, has been figured by Dr.Wallich in PL As,

Rar. t. 289 ; and there is a representation of both the male and female plant m No. 71

of the series of drawings made by the Honourable Company's painters while under my

direction. This species, originally found in Nepal, is common at Mussooree, from

5,000 to 7,000 feet of elevation, to which, from its abundance, it has given its own

name Mussooree.
-

1

M. Pe
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M. De CandoUe having considered all the floral envelopes as calyx. Professor

Lindley remarks, " I do not see upon what principle, either of structure or analogy;"

and the inner row of sepals, narrower than the outer, appear to all intents to be petals as

much as the others are sepals, as all are modifications of the same substance. In the

Himalayan species—which is polygamous, if not dieecious—there are in the male

flowers five sepals and ten stamens, with the rudiments of the five pistils; in the female

)wer there are five sepals, alternating with an inner row of five narrow petals, which

again alternate with five imperfect stamens, the whole surrounding five well-developed

pistils.

The pseudo-berry, or fruit formed by the junction of the several pistils, is frequently

eaten m the hills ; though that of the European species is considered poisonous, when

taken in any quantity. It is related that several soldiers of the French army in Cata-

lonia were affected by eating them : fifteen became stupified and three died. (v. Lindley

and F^e.) C. myrtifoliay rich in tannin, is used in Europe by dyers for staining black

;

and C ruscifolia, in Chili. The stems and leaves of the former are also considered

pernicious ; those of C. myrtifolia have unfortunately in France been employed to adul-

terate senna-leaves, and have produced fatal consequences, where these have been,

prescribed, (v. F6e.)

B. CALYCIFLOR^.

As the foregoing families belong to M. De Candolle's great sub -class of Thalamifi

so do the following to his Calyciflorce ;
•

*

54. CELASTRINEiE.
i

h

r

This order, separated from Jthamnece, with which it was formerly united, may be

readily distinguished by its alternate stamens, imbricate calyx, and hypogynous disk.

It is related to Euphorbiacece ; hence, in unexamined herbaria, plants of the one order

are apt to be referred to the other. By M. Brongniart it is considered to be allied to

Malpighiacccey through HippocrateacecE.

In Celast7^inecs,M. De Candolle has included the Ilicine^ of M. Brongniart, and the

Staphyleace^ of Dr. Lindley; the latter distinguished by their opposite and pinnate

stipulate leaves, and indicating an affinity between Celastrinece and Sap'mdacece . Of
4

these, the species of Staphyha are single species distributed in the south of Europe, in

North America, and Peru ; one species has also been found in Japan and in the Himar

layas. The latter, the *S'. Emodi of Dr.Wallich, was procured by him from Srinuggur

;

I h'ave found it on Urukta, about 7,000 feet of elevation, also near Burkote, and have had

it brought me from near Peer Punjal. Turpinia, ofwhich the original species is a native

of St. Domingo and the mountains of Mexico, has been ascertained to be identical with

the Dalrympka of Dr. Roxburgh, of which the original species, D. now T. pomifera,v/diS

found in Silhet, and the second, D. Nepaknsis, in Nepal, as well as in the Peninsula. A
species of this genus has also, as I learnt from Mr. Arnott, been obtained from near

Canton,

' •
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Canton, and serves, with numerous others, to show the analogy In vegetation between

the southern parts of China and Indi'a, as mentioned at p. 122 ; and with the flora of the

latter, the jungly base of Nepal, as we have frequently seen, is almost identical ; While

the existence of Staphylea in Japan, and at moderate elevations in the Himalayas, is an

additional instance of their correspondence in vegetation.

Of the Euonymetz or true Celasirinece, Euonymus having almost the distribution of

Staphylea, occurs also in the Himalayas in considerable numbers. Of the eight species

enumerated by Dr. Wallich, seven are found to the northward of the Ganges; E. llamil-

tonianay in the Deyra Doon, according to Dr.Wallich, and E. tingetis, echinata, and

vagans, at moderate elevations, as from 5,000 to 7,000 feet. E. pendula, Wall., consi-

dered by some botanists fo be identical with E. Japonica, is found in similar localities;

but E,frigida dLud Jijnbfiata occur only on such localities as Clioor and Urukta, at

about 8,000 feet of elevation. E. (lacerus, Don) grandifloi% Wall. PI. As. Rar. t. 254,

is found in Nepal and Kemaon, and E. ? thcafolia on Chirraponjee. Other species b.re

found on the other mountains of Silhet, and two on those of the Peninsula. This is

another of the genera, which shows the analogy in vegetation between Japan and parts

of China with the Himalayas.

The species of Celastrus found in warm parts of the world, occur also in India, in the

Peninsula, and along the foot of hills. The Nepal species, C. dependens, rufa, stylosa,

and iiegkcta, are probably found in valleys, as I have never seen any of the species- in

other situations, C nutans occurs in the Deyra Doon and Kheree Pass^ andC RoyleanuSy

in the latter, and near the Suen Range. To these, another species, C. sphiosus noh. ,

IcAned. t. 73, may he added from similar localities. With C nutans is also found in

the Deyra Doon Elceodendron {Nerija, Roxb.) dichotomum, both of which also occur in
I

the most southern parts of India. In addition to these, Dr.Wallich has formed two

new genera : Kurrimiaf allied to Maytenus, and Microtropisy of Dr. Roxburgh's Euony-

mus garcinifoUa ; but neither of these extend further north than Silhet.

Of the IlicinecE,—placed here by M. De Candolle, but considered by M. Brongniart

more allied to Ebenacecty among the Mojiopetalece

,

—species of the genus from which the

order has been named exist in most parts of tlie world in mountainous and cool situ-

ations; so Ilex dipyreua is common at. Mussooree, and every where in the Himalayas,

bearing very close resemblance to the common holly, especially when covered with its

clusters of scarlet berries in November and December. /. eicelsa, Wall. N. 4328,—which

has, however, been also referred to Casslm and to Prinos,—is also found in Nepal and

Kemaon ; and at Mussooree another lofty species, /. serrata, nob.

The properties of the plants of Celastrinea have not been much investigated, but an

acrid principle has been detected, which acts with more or less activity in difterent

species; and the seeds of several yield oil, which is used for burning. That of Celastrus

nutans is said, in India, to be of a stimulant nature, and used in medicine. The bark

of Euonymus tingens is in the inside of a beautiful light yellow colour, similar to that of

some of the nearly allied genus Rhamiius ; it is used to mark the tika on the forehead of

Hindoos

;
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of Celastrus edulis, ci^lS of the Arabs

Hindoos; and might be employed as a dye. I was informed by Sir Charles Grey, on his

return from Simla, that it is also considered useful*in diseases of the eye. The leaves

cultivated with the coffee, would appear
from Forskal's account to be of a stimulating nature. The wood of the several species of

^Evonymus might be used for the same purposes as that of the spindle-tree is in Europe.
Of the Ilicinea, the holly is well known to be employed for making bird-lime, as some

of the figs are in India : ai d th genus is remarkable for containing the Ik
giiariensis, or mat6-tree, which prod

para

famous Paraguay now an of

derable South American commerce, for which, if it was thought desirable, a suitable

locality might no doubt be found within the Ind ^

considered to be tonic, inebriating, and in larger dos

latus is accounted in North America a powerful febrifu

The Ilea; vor,

while Prinos

f. 1. (

Wall. .V. Fl. Ind. ed. Wall Hooker Mag Tab. 31.

•/) o latter opened.

(rf.) the seed enveloped

^5. RHAMNE^.

The true lihamnece are, like the Celostnncce, allied to Eiiphorb acece. M. Brongniart

of stamens the most important distinction of

pen

remarks, that if we consider the insertion

plants, they will come among polypetalous

Pomacece; but if this be left out of consideration, they will be found to

characters in common with ByttneriacecB.

PhamnecE are found in almost every part of the globe within the temperate and equi-

stamens, nearest to

any

noctial zones, and the different genera afft tively and situations.

Thus Zizyphus is found chiefly in the latter, from the equator to the north of Africa and
Syria, and southwards to the Cape of Good Hope ; every where in the plains of India,

and also in the Himalayas, but only within the valleys. Z.Jiexuosa, which Dr.Wallich
describes from the neighbourhood of Gossainthan, I have also received from the foot of

mountains towards Cashmere; but in the valleys of Gurhwal and Sirmore, Z. acuminata

found, as well as Z Near Khere Z. anoplia, with a new spec

NeZ, bhunder; but in the plains of N. India, ZJujuha is the most common species

Delhi, and on the banks of the Jumna, Z. anopl'ia is found, as well as Z. riapeca, Roxb.
In the mountainous country from-Sherghatty to Roghonautpore, Z,{latifoUa, Roxb.)
rugosa ^ud xylopyra are, common with some new species, as Z. rumiriata, }iB.m., and
Mirzaporiensis, nob. Gouama, a genus found in the West-Indies and South America,
extends in India from the Peninsula to the Deyra Doon, where G. kptostachya is found,
with another Peninsular plant, Ventilago maderaspafana. Dr.Wallich' has also a Gouama
pakmis; and G. lanceolata is common about Hurd

Delhi, according to Dr.Wallich. Ccaiwth

Saharunpore, and

formerly constituted, is another genus
found in warm parts of the world, but as now restricted, chiefly in Mexico and North

nerica. Ceanothus, now Colubrim Asiatka, is found in the Indian and Malayan Penin
A

sulas

;
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sulas; and Scutia indlca, which indudes Ceanothus zeylanicus and circumscissus/is not

mentioned out of the former. Dr.Wallich has, however, two Nepal species, C. nepalensh

and C. triquetra ; the latter, with the exception of the emarginate petals, agreeing with
the character oi Sciitia, extends from Kemaon to the Deyra Boon and to Mussboree, at

6,500 feet of elevation, as well as to many parts of the hills. C. venosus, nob., is found at

Nagkanda. Hoveyiia dukis is common to India, China, and the Himalayas, and is

certainly indigenous in the latter, as I have found it wild in the woods about Mussooree,
r

at 6,500 feet of elevation. Berchemia and Sageretia, genera common to China and
North America, with species of the latter, also in South Arnerica, are both found in

India and at the foot of the Himalayas. B. parvjflora in the Peninsula; B . favescefis

towards Gossainthan
; B.Jioribunda, in Nepal and Kemaon ; and B. laxa, of which the

fruit is that of the genus, is found in the low and sheltered valley of Sahunsadhara,as well

as in the Kheree Pass. Sageretia oppositifoUa and ramosa, are found in Nepal ; ofthese the

former extends to the Deyra Doon. Faliurus, found in Syria and the south of Europe,

has also a species, P. virgatus, Don. Bot. Mag. t. 2,535, in Nepal, where Jlhamnus, a
»

genus of very wide distribution, has also a representative. This, the R. virgatus of

^Dr. Roxburgh, is common in both Kemaon and Gurhwal. At Mussooree, it is found

at 6,500 feet of elevation ; where also R. rupestris, nob., is common ; while another new
species, R. purpureus, is found at Simla, and on the sides of Choor.

The berries of one species of Rhamnus, or buckthorn, have long been known from

their cathartic nature : this property is participated in by those of other species, as well

as by their inner bark. The berries of R. cathartlcns, infectorius, samtiUs, and amir,
dalinusy known as French and Turkey berries, graines d'Avignon and graines jauncs.

furnish a colour, which varies from yell This M. Brongniart supposes

o

is owing rather to different degrees of ripeness than to essential differences in nature

;

it is probable, therefore, that the Himalayan species, especially R. virgatus, so common
everywhere, and so loaded with berries, might form an effectual substitute, and be

useful as a dye in the country, or serve as an additional article of commerce. The fruit

of Zizi/phus, on the contrary, is of an edible nature, frequently sub-acid, pleasant-tasted,

and nourishing. This is an anomaly not unfrequently presented, M. Broi

marks, by the fleshy part of the fruit, when every other part of two plants may agree in

possessing the same properties, as for instance, the peach and almond. Z. vulgaris, or

jujube, introduced from Syria, is cultivated in the south of Europe for its pleasant-tasted

fruit ; the long-famed Z. lotus, in Africa, and Z. spina christi, in Syria, afford edible

fruit in their respective countries; so in India and China, Z.jujuba, nitida, napeca,

Roxb., and other species, yield a fruit, which is much eaten by the natives of these coun-

tries. The first with round fruit is the most common species in the jungles of Northern

India, but in the gardens there is a variety or* distinct species, with oblong fruit,

which attains a considerable size, and when grafted, yields a very pleasant-tasted fruit,

called ber, which may be'styled the Indian jujube. In Persian works, berree Siudjharrec

are said to be its Hindoostanee ; kinar and khial its Persian ; fiebbek and sldr its Arabic

z names;
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names ; the latter. we learn from several authors, are in Arabia and Afi

pplied to ^. lotus and Z. spinach/-. The fruitof the wild kind is dried and powdered

as was done with the lotus of the Lotophagi:. this powder, in Arabic, is called suvekoon-

nebbek; in Persian, arud-i-kinar ; and in Hindee, ber-choonee. This kind bears a kind

of fac, in Northern India called beree-ke-lakh, which is used for dyeing leather, cotton,

and silk. Some of the species of this order are said to possess astringent leaves, and

some are remarkable for the denseness and goodness of their wood.

56. SAMYDE^.

This order is placed in Dkhlami/dea by M. De Candolle, though the flowers of all

the species are apetalous; it ought therefore to be removed to Monochlamydecey to

preserve the principle of arrangement, as it is not particularly allied to the families

near which it is placed ;
plants belonging to it may be easily distinguished by their

leaves having a mixture of round and linear pellucid dots. They are found only in the*
^

warm parts* of the world, as in the West- India Islands, Mexico, and South America

;

.

in Asia, we have them in Java, Ceylon, and Penang, extending into the Peninsula of

India, and from Silhet up to the banks of the Jumna. The distribution of the Indian

species is, however, difficult to ascertain, as the leaves of each vary so much at different

ages, and the specimens in the East-India Herbarium show them generally only at one

age, and without fruit.

Casearia vareca, Roxb., seems to be confined to Goalpara and Silhet. C. cheela, nob.,

an C. piscidia? Hb. Ham., is found with C. tomentosa and C.paucifloy^a, nob., in the

Doon and valleys within the hills. Another species, with smooth leaves, is found in

the valleys, near the Choor, C. ahilfoliay nob., an C. Hamiltoniiy Wall. In the central

range, on the line of the great military road, C. canziala, Hb. Ham., referred by Dr,

Wallich to C ovatUy is common.

The leaves of some of the species are said to be astringent, but of one species are

eaten by the natives of India, according to Dr. Roxburgh.
\

57. HOMALINE^.
- —

Of the Homal'ihecE, found only in warm parts of the world, species oi Blackwellia are

alone found in India. This genus, found in the African islands of Mauritius and Mada-

gascar, as well as in Java, extends upwards along the Malayan Peninsula, and the

tropical jungle at the base of the Himalaya, as far as Nepal, where B. 7iepalensis is

found : but which I have not met with further north.

58. CHAILLETIACE^.

Of this small order, found in G
Timor, there are no indications i

Sierra Lepne, Madagascar, and the island of

ind No and 7.443 of the East-Indian

Herbarium, referred here by Mr. Brown, are only found in the Malayan Peninsula

59. Aquilarixe,?:.
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59. AQUILARINE^.

This order, consisting of but few genera and species, and these found chiefly in the

Indo-Chinese territories, hardly admits of notice in the present work, though one species

extends northwards as far as the forests of Silhet, were it not for the opportunity of

publishing a drawing of Dr. Hamilton's, from the^ollection of the East-India Company,

of the tree which yields one at least of the kinds oi Agallochum of the ancients. X^is

has long been traced to India, Malacca, Siam, and Cochin-china. Loureiro is confident

that all the kinds of true aloes-wood, especially the most valuable,^ called Calamhac,

was produced by his Aloexylum Agallochum, which he places in the Linnean class and

order, Decandria Monogynia, and which De Candolle refers to the natural family of

LeguminoscE. This tree grows in the lofty mountains of Cochin-china, called Cham-
pava, in 13^ of N. latitude, near the great river Lavum (Mei-kong ?) which flows

between Cochin-china and the Laos. From the positive testimony of Loureiro, as

well as from the information obtained from the Siamese by my late friend, Mr. Fin-

layson, when at .Chantibond, that the Calambac and Agila-woodi were produced by

totally different trees, it is more than probable that the Aloexylum of Loureiro produces

one, perhaps the most valuable, kind of Agallochum. But it is remarkable, that in

both trees, the fragrance is asserted to be the effect of disease ; but as Mr. Finlayson

says, "the opinion may well be called in question," especially, as in examining the

structure of sound agila-wood under the microscope, the cells may be observed filled

with the frag secretion, EaxcEcaria Agallochum^ of the natural order of

i3

the

Euphorbiace(Ey is another tree, which, on the authority of Rumphius, is said to pro-

duce a kind of aloes-wood. M. F^e, who has seen a genuine specimen of t^e wood
4

of this tree, states that its fragrance cannot be compared w^ith that of the A
'4

chum of Loureiro, which, moreover, does not present on its transverse sectioi

mouths of the ducts which are so conspicuous in the wood of E.vccccaria.

A third kind of Agallochum or aloes-wood, and that which is the best known has long

been imported by Europeans from Malacca and the kingdom of Siam. Of tliis, no
•J

doubt, the Malay name agila, has given origin to the terms aquila and eagle-wood,

particularly as the Portuguese, the first direct importers, called it pao-ifagila. The
t

»

Sanscrit name agiira is very similar to the Malayan, and has been converted in India

into aggur, ugoor, and uggur. The Arabic names are said to vary from agalugcn and

ayaloogi to ulfakh and unjugion. In Persian works on Materia Medica, three kinds are

described under the names of, 1. Aod-i-sumooduree. 2. Aod-i-hindee. 3. Aod-i-ch'mee.

'

In the bazars, in making a collection of the articles of the Indian Materia Medica,

I obtained three kinds. 1. Aod-i-hindee. 2. A kind obtained by commerce from Surat,

which, however, does not appear to differ essentially from the third kind, Aod-i-kimarce.

This is probably the Al-ccmericum (this word differing only in having the Arabic article

as a prefix) mentioned by Aboo-Hanifa, as quoted by Serapion in Mathiolus (Comment.

in Diosc.) and which has probably been derived from the name of some place, as we

z 2 learn
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learn from Malte Erun, that " on the frontier of Pegu, there is said to be a considerable

town, called Cambouri (in other works, probably, the same place is called Kamar) the
seat of a great commerce in eagle-wood, ivory, and rhinoceros' horns, and. from this

comes the finest varnish." {Mod. Trav., Birmah and Siam, p. 300.) In Persian works,
it is stated, that the Greek name, more particularly applied to aod-i-kimaree of this

incense-wood, aod-i-bukhoor is agallokh^, which is no doubt intended for the ccyo>J,o%ov

of Diosc. 1. c. 21.

Having ascertained the native names, and the article now in use, to which the trans-

lators into Arabic iipplied the Greek name, it remains to identify the tree which produces
the Malayan and Indian Agallochum. M. Sonnerat, in his second voyage to India,

obtained specimens of a tree which was supposed to afford the true Bols d'Aigle. Of
this he presented a branch to Lamarck without fructification, but accompanied by a
small drawing of the flower and fruit, which are those probably figured at T. 376 of the
Illustrations, and from which most probably the generic character was drawn up. This,
M. Lamarck, under the description oi Bois d'Aloes, Agallochum officinarum. Bauh. Pin.

393, says has great resemblance to the Agallochum secundarium of.Rumphius, Hort.
Amb. 2, t. 10, as well as to the S'mkoo of Kaempfer, 903, and has called it Garo de
Malacca, Aquilaria Malaccensls. A. ovata Cav. diss. 7, p. 377, t. 224.

Dr. Roxburgh, in describing his Aquilaria Agallocha, states, that it is an immense
tree, a native of the mountainous parts east and south of Silhet, in about the latitude of
24 -to 25° N., which flowers in April, and ripens its seed in August, and that it affords
the real Calambac or Agallochum of the ancients ; adding, there seems more reason to

conclude that it was carried to China from our eastern frontier, than to suppose it was
carried from Cochin-china, where it was always in great demand. Small quantities
are sometimes imported into Calcutta by Siam from the eastward ; but such is always
deemed inferior to that of Silbet. From Aboo-Hanifa, it is also stated, /. c. - Agallochum
verum India mittit praestantissimum." Thriving plants. Dr. Roxburgh further states,

- of the Garo dc Malacca, received from that place, are now in the Botanic Garden, and
so exactly like plants of the same age and size of our species, that they cannot be
distinguished;" but as the Malacca plant had not then flowered. Dr. Roxburgh was
unable to determine whether they corresponded in every respect; until then, he
says, we may be allowed to consider the above A. ovata as another species of the
genus.

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, in his.investigation of the eastern frontier of Bengal, also
met with this plant near Goalpara, v. Wall. Cat. 7,250. c, which he considered 'to be
t\iQ Agallochum officmarum,^s this name is affixed both to his specimens and drawing.
Dr.Wallich also obtained specimens of the same tree from Silhet, by means of his plant
collectors, v. Cat. 7,250. a.; and I am informed by Dr. Lindley, that he also was deci-
dedly of opinion, that it produces the eagle or aloe-wood of commerce, an opinion of
the more value, as Dr.Wallich had opportunities of visiting the countries eastward of
Bengal, The specimens of this plant having been distributed to different botanists
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by the liberality of the East-India Company, Dr. Lindley had an opportunity of exa-

mining the fructification, of which he has given the most correct description in his

valuable Introd. to the Natural System, p. 77, and has with his usual liberality favoured

me with the dissections which accompany the figure from Dr. Hamilton's drawings.

It is much to be regretted, that Mr. Finlayson, in his visit to Siam, was unable

obtain specimens of the tree producing the agila-wood, as he would not probably ha

referred even in his unrevised journal, to both Roxburgh and Loureiro for the botani(

to

descriptions of the plant, as there is no doubt, from microscopical examination of

ood, that the

B
kinds of Agallochum must be the produce of different

It it is remarkable how nearly the plant which aflfords the Calamhac of Cochin-

china approaches in its locality to that from which the agila-wood of Chantibond is

obtained, as the latter is nearly in the latitude, and (taking the Mei-kong as the great

iver alluded to) also in the longitude assigned by Loureiro to the Calamhac (v. Supra ;)

nd " the agila-wood of Chantibond is reckoned among the best, and only equalled by

1

of Cochin-china (Finl. p. 258.) It is there called nuga-mai and mai-h

of the Gulf of

kisna, Macul. Diet, of Commerce, where it is stated that it is produced

quantity and perfection in the countries and islands on the east coast

Siam.

Mr. Finlayson informs us, that the consumption of this highly-odoriferous substan

is very considerable, even in Siam, but the greatest part is exported to China The

Pt h used chiefly in a very economical mod
the wood being reduced to a fine powder, and mixed with a gummy substance, is laid

over a small slip of soft wood, about the size of a bull-rush, so as to form a pretty thick

coating. These are lighted in their temples, and give out a feeble but grateful perfume.

We are informed by M.M. Merat and Delens,'that the aloe or eagle-wood was burned

as incense by Napoleon in the imperial palace.

In conclusion, it may be stated that I agree with Mr. Finlayson in considering that

does not appear sufficient foundation for the^ hearsay opinion of the odoriferous
«

Pieces of apparently the most

resin, which is most probably

tral wood.' the amount of which

V

th

principle of agila-wood being the effect 'of disease.

sound wood display the cells gorged with the fragrant

deposited in the largest quantities in the internal ceni

may therefore depend upon age and a favourable soil ; but this can only be ascertained

by observation trees. Should planation be correct, the result would

be to prove the practicability of cultivating this tree more extensively on our eastern

frontier with an assurance of a favourable result, and prove the utility of minute

observations of a scientific nature, even by the practical deductions to which they lead.

Aqiiilaria Agallocha ; Roxb. Fl Ind. 2. p. 422. WaU. Cat. 7250. v. Tab. 36. f. 1

in flower. (6.) Ditto with unripe fruit from Dr. Hamilton's drawings, (r,) An
(<7,) A branch

shewing the downy surface of the calyx, and its five reflexed segments ; together with the ten woolly

scales which arise from its orifice, and the stamens which alternate with them, (d.) The same, cut

open, the pistil being abstracted. From this it is seen that the inside of the calyx is lined with the ten

scaly woolly processes, which are free at their upper extremity, as shewn at fig. c. but which adhere to

the
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with

are the ten stamens, the filaments of which adhere to the sides ofthe calyx, and separate the bases of the

scales by elevated naked lines ; the anthers originate nearly from the sinus of the faucial scales, a

very short portion only of the filaments being free, (e.) A section of the pistil. The stimna is an
orbicular fungous body, slightly depressed in the middle, and very like that of some Thyrjielt^ce ; it

5

communicates, by means ot a very short style, with the ovary, which is woolly and one-celled, (t

celled in Roxb.) ; its ventral suture projects into its cavity in the form of a thin plate, from each sid(

which liangs a suspended ovule. (/) Represents one of these ovules, which has a plano-convex \

and is extended into a thin membrane along the Avhole of the convex side which is next the placenta ;

it is produced downwards into a taper horn, at the point of which it is to be presumed is the foramen ;

upwards it is gradually rounded off.—I am indebted to my friend, Dr. Lindley, for this description, as

well as for the drawings of his dissections. . .

60. TEREBINTHACE.^.
f

The Terehinthacecc of Jussieu have been divided by modem botanists into several orders,

such as AnacardiccE, Sumachince, SpomUacea, Burser^acece, Ajni/ridece, and Connar'acecc

.

The last appearing to be closely allied to OxalidecBy has been already mentioned, and

the remainder being so closely related to one another, and' participating in many of the

same properties, and having much the same geographical distribution, it is most conve-

nient to treat of them as one whole, whether this be considered as an order containing

several tribes, or as a class where these will be elevated to the rank of separate families.

The genera of Terehinthacece
,
peculiar to India, are Semecarpus, Buckanama, Bos-

weiliay Odina, Sabia, Pygeum, Sijndesmls, Holigarna, and Mdanorrhcea. Of these the

four last are confined to southern parts, as the forests of Silhet and the Malayan Penin-

sula, while all the others are found in the most northern parts of India, at the foot of,

and at moderate elevations on the Himalayas; Sah'ia alone is found at a consi-

derable height, with species of Rhus, which we know extends northwards to the south
_

~ ' -r

of Europe, and southwards- to the Cape of Good Hope ; it is also found in China, and
]n North as well as in South America. Being thus a genus of considerable distribution.

It IS not confined to the Himalayas, but occurs also in the Peninsula of India, of

which one of the species, R. ]\fysorensis, extends up to the neighbourhood of

Delhi. Mafigifera and Garuga are likewise genera found in northern parts, whence they

extend southwards, the former to the island of Mauritius, and the latter to that of

igascar. Protiu'm and Canarium, confined to the southern parts of India, extend
t

into the Indian Archipelago, and the latter into China. Balsamodendron is common to

Arabia, Abyssinia, and India; while Anacardium, Spondias, Idea, and A??ii/j-isi are

common to South America, and to both the West and East Indies. The last is

mentioned with doubt, as most of Dr. Roxburgh's species have been removed to other

genera.
'

.

Mad

The species of these genera, which show themselves in the most northern parts, as in

the Deyra and Kyarda valleys and lower hills, are Semecarpus cmieifoUum, very closely

allied to S. Anacardium, Buchanama latifolia,. Odina Wodier, Spondias mangifera, Bos-
wellia glabra, and Garuga pinnata. The mangoe attains its full size, and ripens excel-

lent fruit in the latitude of Saharunpore and at Kirana. The tree thrives as hin-h as

t

4,000
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4,000 feet at Nahn, but does not ripen its fruit/ . I know not how much further north it

extends, but have heard that the fruit does not ripen at Lahore. The species which

have been mentioned, ai-e those which are found in most parts of India, in' the jungly

tract along the foot of the Himalayas, in the forests of the central range of mountains,

as well as in those of the Peninsulas. In the forests of Silhet and Chittagong, other

species are prevalent, as HoUgarna racemosa and longifolio, MelanorrhcEa usitata, species

of Canariiim, Bursera serrata, Wall., {Schbius niara and Beughalermis, of Hb. Ham.)

referred by W. and A. to Icica, Balsamodendron commiphora, and Pt/geum acumimtiun.

Species of Syndesmis have as yet only been found in Tavoy and Penang ; AnaQiirdlum

occidentale occurs only in the islands, but is cultivated in the Peninsula, where species

of Protium are alone found.
.

'

A,

Sabia, Colebr., is one of the new genera which is found iif Silhet and Nepal, ex-

tending northwards to the vicinity of the Ruenka lake, and also to the valleys on the

sides of Urukta. This would be the only plant of the order at any considerable ele-

vation in these mountains, if it was not for the prevalence of the genus Rhus, of which

several species are found here, and are very common, i?. parviflora, Roxb., is that

which is found at the lowest elevations. R. velutina. Wall., is so nearly allied to

R. cotlnus, that some of its smooth-leaved varieties might be referred to it ; of which

Caucasus is at present the most southern-known distribution. Ji. kakrasingee, nob.,

(R, acuminata, D. C. ?) which, by Dr.Wallich, has been united, with R. succedanca; and

of which the horn-like excrescences, formed probably in consequence of the deposition

of the ova of some insect, have long formed a famed article of Hindoo medicine, is

found in the Deyra Doon, and every where in the hills, at moderate elevations.

The other species are closely allied to those found in Japan. Thus, ii. vernicifera,

D. C. includes both the Japan plant, sitz of Kgempfer, and Dr.Wallich's R.juglandi-

folia, found in Nepal, Kemaon, and every where in Gurhwal. R> Buckiamela, Roxb.,

is so closely allied to the Java and Japan R. semi-alata, as to have been united with it

by D. C, though it has been again separated by Dr.Wallich.

The different groups or families into which the Terehinthacece have been divided, have

a considerable resemblance in the nature of their products. These have been shortly

summed' iip in the excellent work' oFM. F6e,' as consisting, Isf, of fixed oil in the

almonds of the seeds ; 2d, essential oil, which is combined with resin in the turpentine

of the pistacias : 3d, resin, which flows naturally, or from artificial openings made in

the trunks of the greater number of species; 4th, gum, which is seldom found pure,'

but frequently combined with the resin, as in myrrh, &c.

• The Burseracca include the plants yielding the most valuable products, which have

long been articles of great commercial importance. Thus, the Balsamodaidron {Amyris)

Gileadense, or balsam of Gilead-tree, known in the East by the name of Bakssan, has

^ been accounted one of the riches of Arabia, whence, or from Aby
m

ntry, according to Bruce, it was at an early period taken into Sy It has

been introduced into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, as well as into the Peninsula of

•

•

•

Ind
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India. B. Opohalsaimim, to which M. Kunth more particularly refers the Balessan of

uce, and the figure of Prosper Alp'mus, is perhaps only a variety of the former.B

affording a similar product. B. {A??ij/ris, Forsk.) Kataf and Kafal, are also nearly

allied, if not identical species; both f Arabia, and both g
fragrant balsamic odour. The wood of B. kafal is an article of considerable commerce,

according to Forskal, and is that probably which is given in Indian bazars as the

aod-i-bakssan. Forskal also mentions that he had heard of two other trees, which are

like these; one the shujriit-ul-murr, or myrrh-tree, and the other called khudush.

The myrrh-tree, which for so many ages has remained unknown, appears at last to

have been identified by Messrs. Ehrenberg and Hemprich, naturalists of Berlin, who
collected some myrrh off the plant itself in Arabia, near Gison. This shrub belongs

also to the genus BahSnodendron, and has been called B. myrrha.' It is figured by
Necs Von Esenbeck, officinaUr pflanzm 17 /e//er,and is said to have been found growing

with Acacias, Euphorbias, and Aloringas. In Persian works, myrrh is said to be the

produce of Africa and the island of Socotra, as well as of Arabia. By Mr. Bruce the

myrrh-tree is described as growing behind Azab, alonor the coast towards the straits of

Babelmandel. Though it would be desirable to have the information confirmed respectin

yielding myrrh, yet it is not in consequence of its not explaining the prod

of East-India myrrh, as hinted by Messrs. Merat and De Lens, for " the Abyssinian

myrrh," as stated by my friend. Dr. Thomson, " comes to us through the East-Indies,

" while that produced in Arabia is brought by the way of Turkey." But it is very

difficult to ascertain the exports or imports of any of the eastern ports; for in the lists of

the former, printed for the use of European merchants, we frequently see articles which

we know have been previously imported in Arab ships from a variety of places.

Though there does not appear any reason for supposing that myrrh is produced in any
part of India, yet there is a substance hav resemblance to it, which
imported into and known in Europe as Indian myrrh. This is also said very closely to

resemble, if indeed it at all differs from BdeUium ; it is probable, therefore, that it is

what in India is known by the name of googul (imoql of the Arabians), as it forms the

Bdellium of commerce, and resembles an inferior kind of myrrh, as indeed Bdellium is

frequently described to be. That it is also the Bdellium of the ancients would appear
from the Persian authors giving budleyoon and madikoon as the Greek names of mooql,
Hindee googul, evidently the (ohKkm and ^ochKKov of Dioscorides. The tree which
'yields the googul has not yet been ascertained, but in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden
there is a small tree called by this name, which I was informed was said to pro-
duce the drug of that name. As this had never flowered, I regret having deferred
mquiring into its history, but believe it had been introduced from Nujeebabad. This,
however, is unimportant, as I am well satisfied from the general character of the plant,
and especially its bark separating in strips, like the birch, that this must be i\ieA7nyris
Commiphora of Dr. Roxburgh. CFI. Ind. 2. p. 244.) A. agallocha (Cal. Cat. p. 28) of
which he gives googula as the native name. The characters of this species agree in

every

9

i
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every respect with those of the new genus, Balsamodendron, to which it has been referred

by Messrs.Wight and Arnott ; it serves to show the analogy between the flora of

India, Arabia, and Abyssinia, as well as the similarity in the products of plants of the

same genus in these different countries. This Indian species is described by Dr. Rox-
»

burgh as being found in Silhet, Assam, and the districts E. and N.E. of Bengal;

flowering in the Calcutta Botanic Garden in February and March, but seldom ripening

its seed, The whole plant, especially when any part is bruised, diffuses a grateful

. fragrance, like that of the finest myrrh ; so that Dr. R. was induced to think it might be

the plant yielding that drug, but seems to have abandoned the idea, in consequence of
*

the evaporation of the exuded juice, and his being able to obtain only a small quantity

of a gummy matter, which he observes, certainly resembled myrrh, both in smell and

appearance. But this, considering that the trees were young, as they did not ripen

their seed, must be considered rather as favourable, than conclusive against their pro-

ducing any kind of gum-resin. The googul which I obtained in the bazars was said

to come from the hills, at the foot of which this tree is found; the subject might therefore

be traced out by those favourably situated for the purpose. The name goog'il is also
4

applied, according to Dr. Ainslie, by theTellingoos of the Coromandel coast, to the resin

which exudes from Boswellia glabra.

There is, however, a substance, famed in ancient and used in modern times, produced

also by this group, and known as OUbanum or Thus, looban and koondur of the natives

of India. Under the described by Avicenna, evidently referring

the K:(2oivog of Dioscoridcs, who mentions both an Arabian and an Indian kind. The

latter Mr. Colebrooke has proved to be the produce of Boswellia serrata, Roxb.,
r

(-B. thiirifera, Colebr.), salai or saleh of the Hindoos, common in Central India and Bun-

dlecund, where I have seen it, especially about the Bisrumgunge ghaut. It is probably

also produced by B. glabra, which has the same native name, and though extending to a

more northern latitude, is distributed over many of the same localities. It is common in

the low hills above Mohun Chowkee, where I have myself collected off the trunk of the

trees some very clear, pure, and fragrant resin, which burns rapidly away with a bright

light, diffusing a pleasant odour. To this kind, according to Dr. Ainslie, the term

googul is applied by the Tellingoos. The resin of both species is employed as incense in

India, and both might be much more extensively collected than they at present are, as

there is reason to beli'eve that Central India alone furnishes the greatest portion of the

Indian Olibanum of commerce ; as it is chiefly exported from Bombay. From the

affinity in vegetation between parts of Arabia, Persia, and India, it is not improbable

but the genus Boswellia may extend into those countries, and afford that which is

known as Arabian Olibanum. Canarium Benghalense is another plant of this tribe,

which, according to Dr. Roxburgh, exudes an excellent clear a.mber-coloured resin,

not unlike copal. In America, as in India, several valuable resins, as Elcmi, Caram,

Chibou, and two or three kinds of Tacamahaca, are afforded by plants of this 'tribe.

In the group of Anacardiece we have the well-known Pistacia vera, Terebinthus, and

2 A Lentiscus
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Lentiscus, yielding respectively Pistachio nuts, Chio turpentine, and Mastic, products

which are all well known in India ; the last, called koondur roomee, may be translated

Turkish Olibanum. P. Terebinthus seems to extend into Arabia, where it is called

butim, ^ well as into Persia, as it is there called sukkur. Mr. Elphinstone informs

us, that some oi the hills in Caubul produce mastic, and that the pistachio grows wild

in Hindoo-koosh. From Caubul, or, as I was informed, from Bokhara, the almond,

as well as its pericarp, is imported into India, together with a kind pf gall, called

gool-i-pista, stated, (as in P. Terebinthus,) to be formed on, and a resin called aluk-ool-

unbat, produced by, the pistachio-tree. This may be substituted for that of P. Tere-

binthus, and is probably what is alluded to by Ksempfer, Am. Ex. p. 414. P. Atlantica,

called turn by the Africans, is said by Desfontaines to afford a resin like mastic, which
is used for the same purposes. This, therefore, might probably be introduced into the

North of India, if the climate should be found too hot for the other species. Several,

however, of this group afford useful products in India. Thus, Buchanania latifoUa

affords edible nuts. The mangoe is known for its delicious fruit ; inferior kinds are,

however, disagreeable to many, on account of the terebinthinate taste and smell of the

skin. Besides its well-known uses as a condiment, the unripe fruit is cut into slices

and dried—to be used as an acid when the fresh fruit is not procurable. A gum-resin

exudes from the bark, as well as from that of Odina wodier. The latter is so abundant

as to form an article of commerce. It is called, in Northern India, jhingun ke gond

and kenni ke gond. The latter name, or nearly the same, kiniieh ke gond, is given by
r

Dr.' Ainslie as the Hindoostanee of Galbanum. A gall is also produced on. the leaf and

fruit of Odina wodier, formed by the deposition of the ova of a species of Aphis.

Some of the AnacardiecB are, however, more remarkable for the acrid nature of their
• *

juices, which, on drying, become black, and are used as varnishes ; as that of the Ana-
cardium occidentale, or cashew-nut ; so also of Semecarpus anacardium, or marking-nut.

The variety of this, or species, -S. cuneifolium, found in Northern India, is also used for

marking cotton, and in native medicine. This resinous balsam is insoluble in water,

and only miscible with alcohol when this has been previously alcalized, Ro:vb, Dr. B.

Hamilton informs us, that the juice procured from HoUgarna longifolia, is used in

Malabar for varnishing shields. Melanorrhcea usitata of Dr.Wallich, PI. As. Rar. t. 11

and 12, is the theetsee, or varnishing-tree of the Burmese, found at Prome, Martaban
Moulmein, and Tavoy. Dr. W. identified this with the Kheu, or varnish-tree of Mun-
nipore, on the N.E. of Silhet, where it grows with saul and teak, Shorea robusta and
Tectona grandis, as well as the wood oil-tree (Bipterocarpus) in the valley of Kubbur,
elevated 500 fee,t above the plains of Bengal in about 25° N. lat. This tree abounds
in a thick and viscid, greyish-brown fluid, which turns black soon after comino- into

contact with the air. Though the natives of the country seem to touch it with im-
punity, its contact is frequently followed by painful and deleterious effects. It is

used for paying boats, and for varnishing vessels intended to hold liquids, also for

gilding, and as a kind of ink (v. Wall. 1. c. p. 11 and 12.) Dr.Wallich also mentions
r

the
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the Augia of Loureiro producing a varnish used in China apd Siam ; and also the

Stagmaria verniciflua of the Malayan Islands, Arhor vernicis of Rumphius, according

to whom, as Mr. Jack observes, it is the tree which yields the so much-celebrated Japan

lacquer or varnish, as well as that of Siam and Tonquin, which becomes black and
•

hard, and being acrid causes excoriations and blisters. Loureiro represents the varnish

of the two last countries as being the produce of a different tree. The former has

unaccountably been referred to Terminalia by Lamarck, and called T. vernlv: its

properties might thus be adduced as an exception in the family where it is placed,

though strictly in accordance with those of the family to which it naturally belongs.

The Sumachinece exude resin ; the bark, as well as the leaves and fruit of several

species is astringent, on which account they are employed in the preparation of leather.

The genus Rhus includes some true poisons, as R. venenata, perniciosa, radicans, and

To.vicodendro7i ; and though most are inodorous, others, as R. suaveokns and aromat'ica,

exhale a pleasant odour ; while some of the species have acid berries, as R. coriaria,

Buchi-amela, and Schimis molk. Thus, Rhus Cotlnus, or Red sumach, has wood, called

young fustick, which is astringent, as well as the berries ; and R, Coriaria, known in

India by the same name as in Europe, is a powerful astringent, chiefly employed in

tanning leather, but also in Indian medicine. The seed of R. parviflora, tuntereek,

is frequently substituted in India for that of the sumach. R. glabra is considered a

.febrifuge. Rhus vernlv, a Japanese tree, exudes a whitish resinous juice, which soon

becomes black in the air. R. succedanea and vernicifera, both common to the

Himalayas and Japan, are said in the latter to yield a similar product. Species of

genera, as of Sch matter

The Spondiacece contain but few plants, and these have sapid and eatable fruit, which,

in the West-Indies, are called hog-plums; so, in India, Spondias mangifera, called amra,
9

produces a fruit, which is eaten when ripe, and pickled before ripening. The tree is

said to exude a mild insipid gum.

From the preceding observations, it is evident that the TerebinthacecE are one of the

most important families for the number and value of their products. India contains so

many of them, that it is perhaps immaterial to acclimate those of other countries,

though from the nature of the climates in which these chiefly grow, there is no doubt of

the success which would attend the attempt. It is more important, perhaps, to diffuse

those which already exist over as wide an extent as practicable ; and ascertain the

properties of others. The species of Rhus being alone found at any elevation, might no

doubt be introduced into English shrubberies. The mangoe even, which, as* is well

known,- has been ripened by Lord Powis, might be more extensively cultivated than,

from its usual arboreous nature, is supposed possible : for by grafting and transplanting,

the ordinary growth is much impeded, and shrubs of less than four feet in height have

borne in the Saharunpore Garden above a dozen mangoes. It would be necessary only

to imitate the climate, by giving a green-house cold in winter ; rapidly raising the heat

in February and March, 'and continuing it till May or June, or about the time of the

2 A 2 accession

m
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accession of the rains, when the addition of moisture to the heat is indicated ; as the

mangoes only perfectly ripen, after the atmosphere has become moist in the rains.
I

Odina Wodier ; Roxb. Fl Ind. 11. p. 293. v. Tab. 31. fig. 2. Flowering branch of a male plant,

(a. h.) Male flowers, (c. rf.) A fertile flower, (e.) The fruit. (/.) Leaves expanding after the flowers.

As a full description has been given by Dr. Roxburgh of this plant, it is necessary only to mention

that it is common every where in the hilly parts of India, and produces a useful resin, as mentioned in

the text.
h

61. MORINGE^.

This order, consisting of only a single genus, and but few species, has been separated

from LegumimscB by Mr. Brown, on account of its compound unilocular ovarium, with

3 parietal placentae, and simple unilocular anthersB. Moringa pterygosperma, of which

M. polygona is supposed to be a variety, is common in the Peninsula, and most parts

of India. I have seen it in a wild state in the jungle which skirts the Himalaya, even

in the most northern parts. M: aptera appears to be confined to Arabia and Egypt,

and though mentioned as belonging to India, I have not been able to trace it to any

part of that country. This species is supposed to be the true Ban of the Arabians,

and its seeds to have formed the Ben-nuts, of old writers, from which the Ben-oil

was expressed, formerly more famed than it is at present. In India, the Arabian

synonyrae Ban, is applied both to the bukayun, Melia hukayun, and to the Sohunjna,

or Moringa pterygasperma ; from the seeds of which, both in the northern and southern

parts of India, an oil is procured, which is described as not becoming rancid. Being

inodorous, it is now chiefly employed for retaining the aroma of delicate flowers, and
r

though aperient, is seldom used as medicine. The flowers, leaves, and tender seed-

vessels, are eaten by the natives of India in their curries; and the roots are universally

known to European residents in India, as a substitute for the horse-radish. They
are remarkable for their pungent and stimulant nature, and are employed for the latter

property by the natives in medicine.

62. LEGUMINOS^.

The Legummos(£ form one of the most important orders of the vegetable kingdom,

whether we consider their numbers, their diversity of form, or their important uses, as

food, medicine, or in the arts. In consequence of the irritability of the leaves of many

of the species and their collapsion during sleep, they have been considered by some

authors as the most highly organized, and therefore placed at the head of the vegetable

kingdom. They may be almost universally recognised {Detarium is the only exception)

by the !brm of fruit from which they are named. They form in almost every country a

considerable portion of the flora. In the present collection they amount to 300 species.

which is about -^ of the whole. The hill specimens being to those found in the pi

in the proportion nearly of 92 to 208.

Mr. Brown has divided the Leguminosce into the three orders of Mimosea, CtesalpinecE

,

and PafilionacecEy which he considers belong to one class, and which he is still of

opinion it is expedient to preserve. They certainly form very.natural groups, the two

first

«
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first agreeing in a great measure in their geographical distribution. M. De Candolle

considers them only as portions of the extensive order of Leguminos^y which he divides
r

into two great divisions, one containing all the plants in which the radicle of the embryo

is straight ; this includes the MimosecE and Cesalpinea ; and the second, those in which

the radicle is bent back upon the cotyledons. These consist almost entirely of the

Papilionacea, which have been further subdivided into two sections ; the first called
r

Phyllolobets, which in germination push their cotyledons above ground, and contain the

tribes oi SophorecB, LotccE, and HcdysarecB ; the second, M. De Candolle calls Sarcohhe^e

,

which retain their cotyledons under ground, and consist of the tribes of Vickce, Pka-

seolecE^ and Dalbergiece ; of these the ViciecB and Phaseoka contain almost all the pulses

which are cultivated as food for man or animals; while the PhyUolobecc include but

few of which the seed is fitted for food, though the subtribe of TnfoUece contains the

clovers and other plants cultivated as green fodder.
^

-

The MiMosE^, instead of the irregularity which distinguishes the greater portion of

the Legum'mosa, have their parts of fructification disposed with the utmost symmetry,

their sepals and petals, except in Parkia, are valvate in aestivation, and their stamens

hypogynous. The plants belonging to this order are chiefly confined to the warm parts

of the world, but spread southwards to the Cape of Good Hope and New Holland, and
#

northwards to Japan and the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea.

The genera common in every part of India, are nearly the same as those of which

/ species are found in America; as Entada, Mimosa, Inga, Desmatithus, Acacia^ Ade-

na?ithera, and Prosopis, and with the exception of the two last, also in Africa. As a

species of Mimosa ascends the sides of the Andes, so an Acacia, A. mollis. Wall. t. 177,

of which there are two highly ornamental varieties, is found as high as 6,000 feet on

the Himalayas, in 30° of N. latitude. There is also a species in Nepal, which, accordmg

to M. De Candolle, is closely allied, if it be at all different from A. Nemu of Japan. Of

these genera the species are most prevalent in the Malayan and Indian Peninsulas, m

the forests of Silhet, and in those of the Rajmahl hills ; and to such places the genera

Entada, Desjnanthus, and Adenanthera, are principally confined, though the first has

Jt

•

1 best-known species, E. Purscstha, extending even to Nepal. But species of

well as of several American genera, succeed in the most northern parts of India. The

genus Mimosa, of which M. pudica is perfectly naturalized in India, has a species,

M. rubicauUs, extending as far north as the Deyra Doon and lower range of hills, where

are also found Acacia Catechu, farnesiana, stipulata (which appears to be the same as

Smithiana), and speciosa (Serissa, Roxb.) The last is so like the Egyptian A. Lehbek,

that on seeing the latter at St. Helena, I took it at first for the Seriss, a tree I had been

daily in the habit of seeing for a number of years. The most remarkable instance of

a southern plant spreading to these northern latitudes along the tract of forest, is

Acacia data, which was found by Dr.Wallich at the mouth of the Irrawady, and which,

on examining, in company with Dr. Graham, m^s found to be identical with specimens

collected by myself in the Deyra Doon, where it forms a lofty tree. In the more

open
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open country near Saharunpore, A. arabica, with farnesia?ta, are common, as every
^

where in India, Avith A. alliacea, in the hedges. In the dry Bangur land, between Saha-

runpore and Delhi, Acacia modesta and Prosopis spkigera, are found ; and near the latter

city, Desmanthus cinerea, belonging to the section Dkrostachys of D. C, formed into a
H

genus by Messrs.Wight and Arnott, and of which the other species are found m Abyssinia

and Senegal. To the neighbourhood of Delhi also extend A. leucophcea and catechuoides

;

and Inga dulcis flourishes in gardens within that city. From Central India I received

a new species, A. nervosa, through the kindness of Captain Jenkins, from the neigh-

bourhood of Nagpore. The resemblance to the flora of Africa, which has been indi-
w

cated, is confirmed by the occurrence in India of two species of Mr. Brown's genus,

Parkia, as to this belong Dr. Roxburgh's Acacia biglohosa and pedimculata, A. ara-

bica, buhoot, and Prosopis spicigera jhand, extend north into the country between the

Beas and Ravee {Barries' Travels.)

With the exception of the fruit, in which some anomalies are presented here as in

other families, the Mimosea offer great uniformity in the properties of the different

species. Several afford gum as an exudation, secrete an astringent bark, and form

excellent timber. Thus, on the western coast of Africa, Acacia verek yields gum-
Senegal

; in Nubia, A. nilotica and Seyal, gum-arabic; and in New Holland, ^1. decurrens

affords a substitute for these, as A. arabica, farnesiana, and speciosa do in India. The
bark of A. arabica or bubool of the Hindoos, is considered in India a valuable tonic and

astringent, and, abounding in tannin, is extensively ysed in tanning leather. A. nilotica

is so used in Nubia, and A. Adanso?iii, yielding a reddish gum, in Senegambia ; Acacia

bark is exported from New South Wales, and might be so from many parts of India,

Owing to the transference of this astringent matter into tlie woody tissue, the old high-

coloured wood of some species is used for making the astringent extract, known under

the name of catechu. It is probable that other plants may be used for obtaining an

extract similar to this, as we learn from Dr. Ainslie that the kinds called cuttacumboo

and <:ashcuttic, are manufactured in the Peninsula from the Ai^eca catechu; but the
— w

greater portion of that which is used in or exported from India, is manufactured from

the Khaer or Acacia catechu, as Mr. Kerr and Dr. B. Hamilton have described its

manufacture from this plant in Canara and Behar. In Northern India the Kutt manufac-

turers move to different parts of the country in different seasons, erect temporary huts in

the jungles, and selecting trees fit for their purpose, cut the inner wood into small

chips. These they put into small earthen pots, which are arranged in a double row along

a fire-place built of mud (choola) ; water is then poured in until the whole are covered
;

after a considerable portion has boiled away, the clear liquor is strained into one of the

neighbouring pots, and a fresh supply of material is put into the first, and the operation

repeated until the extract in the general receiver is of sufficient consistence to be poured

into clay moulds, which, in the Kheree Pass and Doon, where I have seen the process,

are generally of a quadrangular form. This catechu is usually of a pale red colour, and
is considered there of the best quality. By the manufacturers it is conveyed to Saharun-

pore
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pore and Moradabad, whence it follows the course of commerce down the Ganges,

and meets that from Nepal, so that both may be exported from Calcutta. Another

astringent product of a plant of this tribe is procurable in the bazars of India, and this,

is remarkable, as only known by the old name akakia j it is described by Persian

authors, as it was by Dioscorides and Avicenna, as being the expressed juice of the

fruit of the tree which yields gum-arabic, Sumugh arabee.

The denseness and tenacity of the timber afforded by some of the species is consider-

able, that of A. arahica ?ind farnesiana being used for making wheels and tent-pegs ; that

of other species attains a large size, as of A. kalkora and A. speciosa; the latter is dark-

coloured and close-enough grained for making furniture. A, data, xyhcarpa, Sundray odo-

ratissima, stipulacea, and cinerea, all yield it of good quality.

Some of the species of this tribe are remarkable for the seeds being covered with

edible fleshy pulp, as Acacia KcEringa and Inga dulcis, in India ; also, J. fcccidifera

and Mimosa fagifolia in America ; while the saponaceous legumes of Acacia concinna
L

form a considerable article of commerce, and the seeds of Entada Pursatha, called gcia,

are used by the natives for washing the hair. The bark of some species, as of A.ftrru-

ginea and leucophaa, added to jaggery water, is distilled as an intoxicating liquor. The

seeds of Parkia Africana {Inga biglobosa, Palis, de Beauv.) well known as produced

by the doura-tree, are roasted in Africa as coffee ; so, in India, Dr. Roxburgh's Mimosa

pedunculata, which he approximated to his M. biglobosa^ thinking the latter identical

with the African species, is eaten by the Malays, who are fond of the seeds, as well

as of the mealy matter which surrounds them; the former tasting like garlic.

The C^sALPiNEJE, or LoMENTACEiE, distinguished by Mr. Brown as comprehending

"*
all the genera having perigynous stamina, a corpUa whose aestivation is not valvular,

and which, though generally irregular, is never papilionaceous. To these characters

may be. added the straight embryo, in which they agree with Mmosea, but differ from

all the PapilionacecB, except Arachis and CercisJ'*

The CcesalpinecBy like the MimosecE, chiefly inhabit the warm parts, both of the new

and of the old world, with a like extension to both the north and the south, but with an

addition in the former direction of one or two species in the south of Europe. Several

genera are peculiar to either the old or the new world, and a few are common to both.

Of the former, those which confined to India, are Humboldtia, Hard-

wickia, Jonesia, Cynometra, and Mezoneurum ; but none of these extend beyond the

southern parts. Amherstia nobilis, the most splendid of the many magnificent objects

of the vegetable kingdom, was found by Mr. Crawford and Dr.Wallich growing close to

a kind of monastery, near Martaban, abput 17° of N. latitude. Some splendid dried spe-

cimens have since been sent to Dr. Lindleyby Mr. Griffith from the woods nearPogoon.

The genera Guilandina, Casalpinia, Poinciana, Tamarindus, Cassia, Bauhinia, and

Outea, are common to India and America, and all, with the exception of the last, which

is only found in the Calcutta Garden (Lin. Trans, v. 12), occur in every part of India.

Of these, such species as Tamarindus indica, Cassia fatula, Poinciana pulcherrima,

Guilandina

f
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Guilandina Bonduc, Casalpinia sepiaria, and Bauhinia variegata, found every where in the

plains, are those which have been so completely naturalized appear indig

to America ; in the same way that Parkinsonia aculeata has from thence been intro-

duced into India, and is now found growing in some places where there are no other

shrubs or trees. In the forest tract at the foot of the mountains. Cassia Jistula may, in

the month of March, be seen in luxuriant flower, and more ornamental even than the

laburnum, which in general appearance it a good deal resembles ; and in the Kheree

Pass, Bauhinia purpurea and parviflora, with B The hang in elegant

festoons from the tops of lofty trees, which one is at a loss to conceive, how, from the

distance of its root from the stem, it could ever have ascended ; but occasionally a half-
r

killed tree displays the mode of its progress, and indicates the destruction it must have

created in the forest. Another species of the same genus, B. emarginata, may be seen

on the sides of the Himalayas, above Rajpore ; and in the neighbourhood of Nahn,
r

a species of Cassia, C. suffruticosa, does not refuse to thrive. At still greater eleva-

tions, as at Mussooree, we have only herbaceous species of this genus, of the section

ChamcEcrista, as C. Wallichiana and amcEna ; but this is only during the rainy season,

at which time the latter makes its appearance also in the neighbourhood of Saharunpore,

showing that water, the great equalizer of temperature, causes an approximation even

in such dissimilar climates as that of Saharunpore and the hills. In the open plains.

Cassia tora is common, as well as kusounda of the natives, which comes very near

C. purpurea, Roxb., as well as C. sophora, with which it has been united in the East-

Indian Herbarium, No. 5,317, but is a distinct species, though closely allied to it,

and not at all different from C. occidentalis, common in the West-Indies. C tomentosa,
M

another American species, found at Santa F6 de Bagota, is said by Messrs.Wight affd

Arnott also to be found on the Neelgherries.

The affinity with the African Flora has been indicated under the Mimosece : it is

further proved by the occurrence in India of the African genus Pterolobiumj indeed

the same species, P, iacerans,

Bruce, appears to be equally common in the Peninsula of Ind

the famous KantufFa of Abyssinia, described by Mr

Other species

Cassia fora, occidentalis, ^nd absus, are mentioned in the *' Flora Senegambise." It is

remarkable, that C. absus, which is extremely common in the Deyra Doon, as well as in

the plains of India, is mentioned by M. Del the Centurie de Plantes d'Afrique

p. 25, as the " chychm des droguistes d'Egypte," brought by the caravans from Darfour

the powdered seeds being used as an application in cases of chronic ophthalmia they

are employed for the same purpose in India, and are known by nearly the same name:

Chahsoo being the Hindoostanee ; cAm*^»z«A: and chushmcezuk\vQ given in works on

•sian ; kushmeezuk, tushmeezuk (perhaps the tasmarach ofMateria Medica the Pe

Avicenna), and hub-oo-souda or Soudan-seed, as the Arab and chushm, as the

Syrian. To these is, moreover added, akakalis, as a Greek name. This is no doubt

ntended for the uToxjiuTKic of Dioscoride who describes it as

Egypt I was induced

plant of

procuring the plaat from seed bought in the bazar, and

sown

^
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of the mosl

sown in the Botanic Garden of Saharunpore, to call it Cassia acacalis, in a catalogue

which however was never prepared for publication. (Journ. Asiat. Soc, 1. p. 452.)

The family or group of CcEsalpinecE contains a number of trees and plants, which are

highly valued for their products, though there is not among these that general tesem-

blance which we have so frequently seen characterising the products obtained from

plants of the same natural order. Among these, however, are some

mental of the vegetable kingdom, as the splendid Amherstlanobilis, Cassiafistula, Joncsia

Asoca, Poinciana pulcherrima, and several Bauhinins, many of which are remarkable for

their size as climbers, as well as for the singular arrangement of their woody fibre.

Several of this tribe are valued for their red-coloured wood, as Hcematoxylum campcchi-

aiiumy affording log-wood ; Ccesalmnia echinata, and C. crista. Brazil-wood: In India

similar product, bukkum or sapan-wood, is yielded by C. sappan, growing onlj

southern parts, but indicating where the South American species might be most success-

fully cultivated. Adena?ithera pavbnina, common in the forests of Southern India, also

yields a wood of a deep red colour, used as a dye, and for various economical purposes;

this is called rukta-chundun, or red sandal-wood, a name which is also applied to the

wood of Pterocarpus santaUnus, another of the Legiiminosa. The red colour is generally

an indication of astringent and tonic properties in the products of plants ; the latter,

unaccompanied however by the red colour, is found in a remarkable degree in a plant

closely allied to the Ccesalpinias. This is Guilandina bo?2duc, Kutkurcnja of the natives,

Akutmookt, or ^.Xw^l of Avicenna; and, there is some reason for supposing, one of

the kinds of eagle-stone of the an

and cheap remedy in the cure of

The seeds I have found a powerfully effe

rmittents. with which the natives of Indi:

so frequently attacked. The bark of a kind of Bauhinia, called kobdar, is described as

being astringent ; that of B. variegata, and also of Cassia aurlculata, are, according to

Dr. Roxburgh, used by the natives in tanning and dyeing leather, as well as in medi-

cine. Some of the tribe yield good timber, others, as Bauhinia raccmosa '^ndparviflora,

have bark employed in making rope^ An oil is expressed from the seeds of some, as

Ccesalpinia oleospermd; others exude a mild gum, like Ulimosece, and some other plants,

which have at the same time an astringent bark. A brownish-coloured gum is said by

Dr. Roxburgh to be afforded by his Bauhinia retusa. It is also collected from B. emar-

the Deyra Doon, and called a

Some of the American plants of this tribe yield products with more decided proper-

ties ; such as Copaifera officinalis, yielding balsam copaiva. Dr. Roxburgh inquires,

whether the nearly-allied Hardwickia binata r^ay not produce a similar product?

Hymena:a Courharil affords the resin called anime. The Mexican tree which yields

the true copal is not so well known, but supposed to be allied to the last. The

copal of the East-Indian market is the produce of Vateria Indica, p. 107. A fragrant

resinous principle is secreted by Aloedylum agallochum. Some of the species yield

acid edible fruit, as the tamarind-tree, of which both the red and common kinds are

known in India. The kernel of the seeds, like those of the mangoe, are eaten in

2 B times

\
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times of scarcity. The Ceratoma sillquat or carob-lree, khurnooh shamee, as yielding an

edible fruit, and the seeds affording food for cattle, has been recommended (p. 163) to be

introduced into the North of India. Both the tamarind and carob are slightly aperient,

as is the sweetish secretion which surrounds the seeds in the long legume of Cassia

Jistula, much used in Indian medicine. The Cassias are better known for the purgative

properties of the officinal species than for any others ; a property participated in by

the leaves of other species of the genus, as C.marilandica, occidentalis and tora. Some of
L-

the species, with strong and disagreeable odour, as C.sophora, occidentalis, and obtusa,

are employed in curing various cutaneous affections. C. alata is called in India dad-

murdu7i, which may be translated herpes-killer. The seeds of the same species were

sent to Dr. Roxburgh from the \Vest-lndies under the name of Cassia herpetica.

The most valuable and extensively-used of the products of the plants of this tribe

are the different kinds of senna, produced by two species of Cassia, according to some,

but by four or five species, according to other botanists, of the section Senna, or genus

of some authors. The sennas of commerce are imported into Europe chiefly from Alex-

andria and the East-Indies. Though it is difficult to assign the different commercial

varieties to the species which produce tbem, yet the present state of our knowledge

appears to justify the following statement.

Cassia ohovata, or the blunt-leaved senna, is found in Lower and Upper Egypt and

Nubia ; in Central Africa, in the Wady Gherurhi, according to Dr. Oudney ; and on the

western and northern coasts of that continent. From these it must have been intro-

duced into Syria and Italy, whence it has obtained the names of Aleppo and Italian

Senna. From Egypt and the eastern coast of Africa, it is probably introduced into the

Peninsula of India, as it is said by Dr. Ainslie to be alone used there by the Indian

practitioners ; but a nearly allied species, C. obtiisa, Roxb., is common ** on the high,

dry, uncultivated lands of Mysore, where the leaves are used as a substitute for senna."

Roxb. Fl. Ind. 2. p. 344.

The Alexandrian Senna is produced by the Cassia acntifoUa of Delile, Fl. iEg. t. 27.

f. 1, which differs little in botanical characters from, and indeed has been united with,

C. lanceolata, of Forskal, by M. De Candolle ; and this name is given to it by Nectoux,

(Voy. dans la Haute Egypte, 19. pi. 11 .) This species, first met with about Philse and Syene

in Upper Egypt, is also found in Nubia and Sennaar, and brought by the Arabs to

Esneh, whence it is conveyed down the Nile to Boulac, where five parts are mixed with

three parts of the leaves of C. ohovata, and two parts of Ci/nanchum Argel, Delile, to

form the senna of commerce. To this species is nearly allied the Cassia ovata of Messrs.

Merat and Delens, called Sen? de Tripoli, from the place of its growth.

Cassia lanceolata of Forskal, described by him as found at Surdud, and also at Mor

in the northern parts of Arabia, also about Mocha, and the district of Abuarish, is that

which from its place of exportation is called suna mukkee, Senna of Mecca. Some
portion is conveyed into Egypt, according to both Forskal and Delile, but the greater

portion is exported to India, and finds its way into the interior by means of the ports of

Surat
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Surat and Bombay, those of the Peninsula, as well as by Calcutta. A considerable

portion is, however, re-exported to Europe, together with some probably cultivated in

the country.

Dr. Ainslie informs us (Mat. Ind. 1. p. 391. 1826) " that Mr. G. Hughes, of Palam-

cottah, a few years ago succeeded perfectly in cultivating the true senna of Arabia, in

the southern part of the Indian Peninsula." This has now become a regular Indian

fexport, and is vi^ell known in the London market, where it brings a high price, under the

name of Hughes' Tinnevelly senna. Dr. Thomson, in his Elan, of Mat. Med. 2. p. 307,

states, that " though not adopted into general use in Great Britain, it is milder in its

operation than the Alexandrian drug; is as certain a purgative, and operates without

griping." Dr. Christison, however, informs me, that the principal chemist in Kdinbnrgh

purchases this in much larger quantities than any other kind of senna. It is no doubt

the produce of C. lanceolata, though the leaves, from the more tropical climate, may
become larger and more elongated, and have therefore given rise to the species,

C. elongata, of Lemaire Lisancour (v. Fee) formed of the Shik. dt Vlude.

Having had my attention turned to the Materia Medica of India at the request of the

Medical Board of Bengal, I procured some senna from the Saharunpore Bazar, there

called suna miikkee, which I fouild consisted entirely of lance-shaped leaves. The

seeds picked out of this senna were sown in the garden, and a very exact representation

of one of the plants procured, is given in plate 37. This agrees, as might be expected,

with Forskal's description of his Cassia lanceoJata ; as it is probable that the suna

miikkee originally found its way into Northern India by means of the extensive commerce

which takes place between Surat and Delhi. But from its cheapness 1 was led to

believe that it must be cultivated in the country, and on inquiry was informed that it

was so, somewhere in the Agra and Muttra district ; but I was never able to prove the

fact. This senna corresponds in every essential particular with that cultivated at Tinne-

velly, but the leaves, as might be expected from the moi'e northern latitude of Saharun-

pore, are smaller; in this respect they agree with some plants procured from seed sent
I _ _ _

to the Saharunpore Garden by the Hon. Sir Charles Metcalfe ; but with the place of

growth of which I am unacquainted, though probably Arabia or the Indian Peninsula.

' The ripened seeds of the first crop were sown in the following year, and a large

quantity of leaves being obtained, were dried and prescribed in the Saharunpore Hos-

pital with very satisfactory results. A sample having been sent to the Medical Board,

were submitted to experiment by Mr. Twining iu the General Hospital at Calcutta.

After prescribing it in forty-five cases, both in powder and infusion, Mr. T. says, " From

these trials, I am disposed to consider the senna now under trial, equal to the best I

have ever seen," (v. Trans. Med. and Physic. Soc. v. p. 433) ; and the Medical Board,

in communicating the result, desired to assure me that it was as gratifying to them as

it must be to me.

These facts are adduced to show that the northern, as the southern, and therefore all

termediate space of India, is equally fitted for the growth of the best

2 B 2 That
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That it repays the cost is evident from Mr. Hughes continuing to grow it ; that it would

do so in every part of India, I feel confident from its success at Saharunpore. It was

sown there in March ; again at the commencement, and also at the conclusion of the

rains ; those first sown were cut down two and three times, and always threw out a

profusion of new branches, so that several crops were obtained from the same plant

during one season. In a more southern climate this might also have been done with

those last sown, as the vegetatioA seemed stopped only by the accession of the cold

weather. A recent author says, ** Celui de I'lnde n'est qu'un s6n6 en quelqiie faifon
T '

de passage, dont ou n'aura peut-^tre plus dans quelques ann^es." But it is to be hoped

that many intelligent cultivators will rival Mr. Hughes, and setting the natives an

example, enable India to contribute a larger proportion than she at present does, of the

four millions of pounds which are imported into Europe.

The PAPiLioNACEiE, named from the peculiar irregularity of the corolla, are distin-

guished, as well as the small tribe of Swartziece, by the radicle being bent back upon

the cotyledons. They have a calyx with distinct lobes, and stamens with perigynous

insertion. .

The plants of the tribe Sophorecs are few in number in India, and scattered over a

wide extent of territory. Virgilia, a genus of which one species is found in N. America,

three at the Cape of Good Hope, and one in Abyssinia, has one, V. aurea, in the

Peninsula of India, found near Courtallum : Messrs.Wight and Arnott mention that

they do not perceive any difference between the Indian plant and that from European

gardens, which was introduced from Abyssinia.

Sophora tomentosa is common to the Caribbee Islands and to the Peninsula of India,

the islands of Ceylon, Penang, and Mauritius ; S. glauca is found on the Neelgherrie

Mountains. Ormosia, a genus found in South America and the Caribbee Islands, has

also two species in the forests of Silhet ; and another, S. glaucUy in Nepal, figured by

Dr.Wallich at t. 125 of his splendid work. In Silhet, also, is found Dr. Roxburgh's

Podalyria bracteata, which, as suggested by Mr. Brown, does not belong to this genus

{Congo, p. 430), and has by Dr. Graham been formed into a new one called Dalhouska, in

honour of the Countess of Dalhousie, who, in addition to extensive collections of plants

from different parts of the world, has brought home one of the most beautifully dried col-

lections that I have seen from the Himalayas, made during a residence of many months

at Simla. But none of the above genera extend to the northern parts of India, though

these are not without some of the Sopliorecd. In the Deyra Doon and the neighbour-

hood of Suhunsudhara is found a species of Edwardsia, of which the only other

species inhabit the islands of New Zealand, Sandwich, and Bourbon. The Indian

species Edwardsia [Sophora, Wall. 5335) mollis,\s figured at tab. 33. fig. 2. from drawings

made from flourishing plants introduced into the Saharunpore Botanic Garden. To this

species must also be referred the specimens marked B oi S. Houghlatia,Wdill. 5336,

sent by Dr.Govan from Sirmore, which is no doubt the same plant in a more advanced

the leaves vary much at different ages. At elevations of 8,000 and

feet,
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feet, another of this tribe is found, which is well known from having become perfectly

naturalized in English gardens. This is Anagyris nepalensis, which has also been
referred to Bajptisia and Thermopsis, as well as to TirgUla and Podalj/ria; so that it

would not appear very closely allied to any, and render eligible the adoption of the

genus Piptanthus, made for it by Mr. Salisbury. The success attending the introduction

of this into English gardens, would seem to insure that of many others from the same
altitude, and especially of the still more ornamental plant of the same tribe Tha-mopsis

{Attagyrist Wall. 5341) barbata, ** superb sort of lupine" of Mr. Eraser, {Himal, Mount.

p. 159), figured at t. 33. fig. 1, where may be Seen only one of the numerous annual flower-

stalks which arise from one root. This being sunk in the ground, is protected from the

great vicissitudes of temperature, and would therefore be independent of the numerous
changes of an English spring. I met with it on Urrukta and Kedarkanta, and have

received it from Doda on the road to Cashmere, as well from Shalkur in Hunifarunff.

It was gathered by Mr. Inglis on the Broang Pass.

The plants of this tribe, though in general highly ornamental, are not remarkable for

any useful properties, with the exception of Myrospermimi peruiferum, pubcscens, and

Tolidfera, the balsams of Peru and Tolu trees, which, however, are anomalous in their

characters as in their properties, and therefore Dr. Lindley proposes to remove them

from this order, and place them in or neax AniyridcfE, to which they are allied. For
-

the cultivation of these, suitable localities might probably be found in Travancore
;

perhaps also in Silhet.

The remainder of the family of Fapilionacece are very generally diifused over every

part of India, both in the mountains and the plains, though the same tribes do not

affect these two very different localities. For in the latter, with the genera Heylandia,

Qrotalaria, and Rothia, of the tribe Genisteo', we have of CUtoriece, Psoraka, Indigofera,

CUtoria, Pueraria, and Glycine ; of Galegece, Tephrosia, Agatl, and Seshania ; of Hedy-

sarecs, Zornia, JEschynomom, Smithia, XJraria, Desmodium, Dicenna, Fkmingia, Alhagi,
w

and Alysicarpus ; of Phaseolecs, Abrus, Rhynckosia, Phaseolus, Dolichos, Lablab, Psopho-

carpus, Canavalia, Miicnna, Caritharospermum, Cajanus, Erythrina, and Butea; and of

BalbergkcEy Pongamia, Dalbergia, and Pterocarpus. Some genera are entirely confined

to the Peninsula, as Pycnospora, Stylosanthes, Lourea, Eleiotis, Nomismia, So^'a, and

Cylista, with some new genera, which have been formed by Messrs. Wight and Arnott.

Of some of the above genera, a few species extend into the mountains as high as 6,000

or 7,000 feet of elevation, as we have seen to be the case with species of other tropical

genera ; the annuals, or those with annual stems, are, however, found chiefly in the

rainy season. Of these may be enumerated species of Indigo/era, Smithiay Urariay Des-

inodiuniy Fletningia, Pi/rrhotrichia, CyrtotropiSy Phaseolus, Parochetiis, and Cajanus.

In the mountains, including this general term, both the northern and southern face
*

of the Himalayas, we have of Genistece, species of the genera Cytisus, and Ononis

;

—of
*

Trifoliece: Medicago, Trifolium, Trigonella, MelilotuSy Lotus, o-nd Podolotus

;

—oiGalegecE:

Caragana, and Colutea ;—of Astragakce : Astragalus, O^rytropis, and Guldenstadtia ,—of

Hedysarece

:
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Hedysarea : Oxyramphis, and Lespedeza

;

—and of Viciecs: Cicer, Vicia, Ervum, PUinn,

Lathyrus, and Orobus.

As we have seen species of the genera which are most prevalent in the plains of

India, extending into the Himalayas, so do some of those which find a congenial cli-

mate in the latter, spread into the former, and flourish at a season when the obliquity of

the sun's rays allows the plains to be cooled down to a temperature, which approximates

to that of the summer of the mountains, and of European latitudes. Most of these are

found only in a cultivated state, forming a portion of the cold-weather crops, mentioned

at p. 10 : others exist in fields, and in the rffeighbourhood of cultivation. The TrifolkcE

belong to the genera Medicao-o, Tn'o-ofiella, and Melilotus, and the Vkiea to Cicer, Fabn,

Vicia, Ervum, Pisum, and Lathyrus, Of some of these, the species Medicago lupulina,

Melilotus parvijtbra, Vicia cracca, the variety angustifoUa, of V. sativa, Ervum hirsutum

and Lathyrus dphaca have been so perfectly naturalized, as to be as common as any

other plants during the cold weather for three or four hundred miles of Northern India.
4

But as these, if introduced, must have been so with the Cerealia, and cultivated Legu-

7?iinos<£, and as the native country of the former is still undetermined, they have an

equal right to be included with them in the Flora of any country where they mutually
-

occur.

The occurrence of such plants, however, indicates the nature of the climate, as v/ell

as the possibility of cultivating their valuable congeners ; and, in fact, the cold-weather

cultivation of Northern India, consists, in addition to the Cerealia, of Leguminos<:e

belonging to the tribes TrifoliecB and Video:. Of the former, Medicago sativa, lucern,

Trigonella famim gracLim, methee, are cultivated as fodder, and the latter for its use as

a vegetable ; while Trigonella iiicisa, nob. checnee, Melilotus leucantha, and Ervum hir-

sutum, gcgla, growing spontaneously, are given as fodder to cattle ; as pulse, both th6

red and white varieties of Cicer arietimim, chiina and kaboolee chiina, the gram of Euro-

peans, are cultivated ; also Faba vulgaris, hakla, Ervum lens, mussooree; Vicia sativa^

khandee, Lathyrus sativus and Pisum arvense, both called muttur ; and a variety of the

latter, with serrate leaves, named iirra-mtittur.

To complete a vievi^ of the Leguminous cultivation of the plains, it is necessary to
4-

notice the plants cultivated during the rainy season. These belong almost entirely to

the tribe Phaseolece, of which we have in the fields Phaseolus radialus, Roxb., called

mash and oorud; P. mungo, Roxb., huree moong ; P. aureus, Hb. Ham., moong ; P.aco-

nitifolius, molh ; P.cuneatus, nob., haiigur ke moth ; with varieties of DoUchos catjang,

two called lobia and one sontha ; also Cajanusfavus, called urhur ; and of the TrifoUece,

Cyamopsis psoraloides, jP. Max, kalee moong, is also mentioned by Dr. Roxburgh, and
K

P. calcaratus is cultivated in the Peninsula. In the sardens are cultivated in the same

season, DoUchos sinensis, Lahlab vulgaris and cultratus, Canavalia gladiata, Mucuna capi-

tala, with other species, and many varieties of all. Phaseolus lunatus is commonly called

country French beans. P. vulgaris is said also to be common, but the only plants I ever

found which corresponded with the European plants were from Cashmere, and these

differed
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differed so much in their nature from the Indian PhaseokcF, as to be cultivable only In
the cold weather; and were the only ones of the tribe which succeeded well in the
Mussooree Experimental Garden. That many of the same species and varieties of the
Fhaseokce, are cultivated in the southern as in the northern parts of India, and that
there is considerable uniformity in their characters, is evident from my specimens of
cultivated PhaseolecB, named from Dr. Roxburgh's MS. descriptions, corresponding in

every respect with those contained in his Herbarium, as I ascertained in company with
Dr. Graham. Arachis hypogcea, from China or Africa, is also cultivated in India.

Hence we may also expect, as in other families, to find many of the plants of Bengal,
and Southern India, extending to Northern India : accordingly in the Deyra Doon and
Kheree jungle we have such plants as Crotalaria tetragona, return and serkea. Psoralen

coryVifoliai Pueraria tuberosa, Dumasla villosa, Smith}a sensitiva, Mucuna pruricns and

monosperma, Desmodium gyrans, Dicerma pulchcUa, and Uraria lagopus ; with shrubs

and trees like Tephrosia Candida, Butea superba, Erythrina spathacca ?, Pongamia (rJabra,

Dalbcrgia ougeinensis and Sissoo. Pterocarpus, a genus which occurs chiefly in the

southern parts of India, is mentioned by Dr. Govan as occurring about Nahn, but I was
_ J

never fortunate enough to meet with it. At Saharunpore and in the open plains there

are such plants as Heylandia latebrosa, ImUgofcra emieaphylla, Sesbania JEgyptiaca and

aculeata, Agati grandiflora, Butea froudosa, jEschymmene aspera and aculeala, Uraria

picta, with several species ofAlysicarpus.

The neighbourhood of Delhi, and the arid banks of the Jumna, as we have frequentfy

seen, enjoy a peculiarity of vegetation, which approximates their flora to that of the

drier parts of the peninsula, as among the plants found may be enumerated Indignfera

cordifoHa and trita, Rhynchosia medicaginea and microphylla , Tephrosia diffusa and pur-

purea. The existence also of Alhagi maurorum, with Indigo/era paucifolia, and a species

of Crotalaria^ C. Burhia, Hb. Ham., (C arida, nob.) nearly allied to C. Thebaica, shews

the relation which has frequently been pointed out in the flora of this part of India to

that of Egypt,

The greater proportion, however, of the species of the genera which have been enu-

merated, as well as those of Galactia, Ormocarpum, Stylosanthes, Lourea, and Elciotis,

are found, as might be expected, in the southern parts of India ; for the great majority.

as Crotalaria, Psoralea, Indigofera, CUtoria, Galactia, Glycine, Tephrosia, Sesb

Zornia, Stylosa?ithes, JEschynomone, Uraria? Desmodium, Rhynchosia, Phaseolus, Dolichos,

Erythrina, and Pterocarpus, are common to India, with the equinoctial parts, both of

Africa and America ; in each a few species of some of the genera extend northwards,

as we have seen them do in India, whenever local circumstances produce a climate

favourable for the growth of tropical plants. A progress which may be restrained either

by the intervention of an ocean or a mountain range, and in both cases by reducing the
r

temperature, or in the latter by preventing the progress of the tropical rains j so that

pical may be indicated on the map by a series of undulating or zig-zag

lines, in the same way as has been done by the illustrious Humboldt for the lines of

equal
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r

equal temperature. Though the genera are numerous, which are common to the equi-

noctial parts of Asia, Africa, and America, yet a few have only been found in the two

first, as Cyamopsis, Ormocarpum, Alhagi, Alysicarpus, C^/Usta, and DaIbergia, while

others exist only in Asia and America, as Mucuna, CoU(2a, and Canavalia.

The genera which have been enumerated as occurring in the Himalayas, are, on the
r

contrary, in general common to these mountains, as well as to Siberia and Europe, the

Oriental and Mediterranean regions. Caragana^ Cvytropisy and Guldenstadtia, exist in
m

Siberia and the Himalayas, Colutea in the latter and Europe ; while Cicer, found in the

Oriental region, Arabia, and Egypt, occurs also on the northern face of the Hima-

layas ; but Trifolium, Phaca, Lespedeza, Vicia, Lathyrus, and OrobuSy occur in most of

the above regions, as well as in the Himalayas, and the cool ports of America.

Some of the species, moreover, are not to be distinguished from those occurring in

Europe and the Oriental region, which has been elsewhere shown to send many of its

plants thus far southwards. Thus we have Ononis procurrenSy Trifolium p^atense and
Ml

repenSy Medicago sativa, and Lathyrus pratensis, in Cashmere ; the two last are also
>

found in Kunawur, with Medicago lupulina and falcatay Vicia sylvatica, and Cicer soon-

goricum, and a nearly allied species, C. microphyllumy nob. . In the Himalayas we have

Ervum tetraspermum, Orohus luteus, and Cytisus Jlaccidus,. closely allied to C. argenteus.

The numerous species of Astragalus and Oj:ytropis approximate the flora of the Hima-

layas and of Kunawur, to that of Siberia and of the Altai Mountains ; and though few

of the species can be identified with those of Pallas or Ledebour, which I have examined

in the collections of Mr. Lambert and Professor Lindley, yet there is a great resemblance

between many of them. A representative even of the North American flora is not

wanting, for specimens of Desmodium nudiflonwiy collected by myself in the Himalayas,

are pronounced by Dr. Boott not to differ from those collected by himself in the United

States of America, while several species of Lespedeza bear a close resemblance to those

from the same country. L.juncea, or, at least a species referred to and scarcely to be

distinguished from it, is found in these mountains, as well as in China and Japan.

The existence of a few genera of a tropical nature has been already indicated at

moderate elevations, and in the rainy season. Thus, Crotalaria anthyllo'ides is found

at Mussooree and Nepal, in the Peninsula and Ceylon, Java,' and Canton; also

C. alata, of the section AlatcE ; to which also belongs a species found on' the Andes.

Smithia c'diata, Parochetus oxalifoUay Cantharospermum paucifoUum, and Rhynchosia

stiaveolcus, may be enumerated as occurring in these mountains in the rainy season,

together with Phaseolus angustifolius and scaber, belonging to a genus, of which some

species travel further north than any other of the tribe Phaseolecs. It is probable

that both the red and white varieties of P. vulgaris were introduced into Europe from

Caubul, Cashmere, or the neighbouring countries, as the seeds of both were brought

me from the latter, and they can only be successfully cultivated in a lower temperature

than other species of the genus. In addition to these, there are a few shrubby species

of Indigofcra and Desmodium^ which extend as high as 6,000 feet. Amomr theseO

D. til'KifoUum,
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D. tiliTfolium, mutans, and multiflorum, with /. heterantha and violacea, may be men
ed as the most ornamental. At species, which I have called

gra 1 1

1

I. Arghawati, from its native name, is highly ornamental, from the luxuriance with

which it flowers before the leaves make their appearance. I know not whether it is to

this plant, that the same name is applied by Mr. Elphinstone, and described as being

Iwghly ornamental in the neighbourhood of Caubul.

In the hills, as in the plains, the cultivated Leguminoscs belong to different tribes in

the different seasons of the year ; thus the field-pea, called hdlae in Sirmore, is culti-

vated in the summer months, and DoUchos uni/lorus, koolut and koolthu, horse

of Europeans in the Peninsula, in the rainy season ; Phaseolus torosus, seeta ii

Nepal
;
and in the Deyra Doon and lower hills, Cajanus bicolor, whether a variety

or distinct species, is called tor by the natives, and distinguished from the uriiur. In

Cashmere, besides the French bean, other Phaseolea are cultivated, as well duFemrorcc:

cattle are fed on lucern and clofer, which are, however, only found, as far as I have

been able to learn, in a wild state. Lieut. Burnes mentions clover at Peshawur and

Gundamuk
; also that artificial grasses are cultivated at Caubul, and trefoil at Bokhara.

Among the MimosecB and CcesalpinecE we have seen that, with some anomalies, there

is considerable uniformity in the properties of the plants of these tribes or orders ; but

in the Papilionacece , which form so considerable a proportion of the Leguminosce, indeed

of the vegetable kingdom, we find that with some striking conformities to the law of

uniformity of properties with structure, there are yet considerable exceptions ; but those

which agree in habit, as the herbaceous species of a tribe, generally also correspond

in properties, even when discrepancies present themselves among the arborescent or

shrubby species.

Thus, if we examine the European Papilioiiacece, to which the Himalayan, as well as

those which flourish in the cold weather in the plains of India, correspond in form ;
• we

shall find that the YiciecE are cultivated in many countries; their seeds being useful as

pulse, their stalks as fodder. The TrifoliecB afford bland and nourishing food, much relished

by cattle, and are therefore much cultivated in different countries. The true Hedy-

sarecE and Astragalece, though not cultivated, are greedily cropped by cattle in Europe;

and as has been mentioned at p. 41, Astragalus Webbianus, with other species, forms

the principal nourishment of the numerous herds of cattle which are driven in the

summer months by the Tartar shepherds to the bleak, elevated, and apparently barren

districts of Kunawur and Hungarung. As much the same climate, as well as similar

species of Astragali, extend to the Altais and Siberia, we may conclude, that there also

they afford food to numerous cattle. The shrubby species, as A. verus, gummifer,

creikus, and aristatus, and perhaps others of the section Tragacantha, yield the peculiar

ffum of that name, which may perhaps also be secreted by some, though it has not yet

been traced to any, of the Himalayan species; but with these, the ofiicinal species would

no doubt thrive, if it was expedient to introduce them. It would appear, however, a more

important matter to teach the natives of the mountains to grow the easier cultivated

2 c TrifolkcE,
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Trifoliece, whicli would be useful for their cattle as winter fodder, now supplied by the

leaves of trees stacked for that purpose.

But as these are not indigenous in the plains, and only suited for the cold weather

cultivation of Northern India, it is desirable to ascertain whether there may not be

other plants suited as fodder for cattle, and profitable for cultivation. For though it is

not the custom of the natives of India, with the exception of barley, to cultivate any

green food for cattle, which, in addition to the precarious pasturage of Indian plains,^

generally get only bkoosa or chopped straw, and the cut stems, called kurbee, of the

Jooar, or Sorghum vulgare; yet in an extended and improved system of farming,

it would no doubt be desirable to have crops yielding green food suited to the climate.

For this purpose the Gi^aminea and Legummosce appear the most likely to be useful : of the

latter, some of the GenistecE, Hedysareae, and PhaseokcE, being best suited to the climate,

are most eligible for experiments. Of the first, I was informed that cattle were occa-

sionally fed on the green parts of Crotalariajuncea ; btit as this plant, extensively culti-

vated, is valuable on account of its fibrous bark, some other species might, perhaps,

equally well answer the purpose. Of the Hedysarece, Alhagi Maurorum affords, in the

most desert places, food grateful to the camel. Dr. Roxburgh states, that his Hedysaru?n

quinqueangulatum and aiiriciilatum, both included in Desmodium diffusum by Messrs.

Wight and Arnott, are greedily eaten by cattle, and might be advantageously culti-

vated. I tried the Cichorium Intybus, which is much liked, both by horses and cows
;

it succeeded well in the Saharunpore Garden. Indigofera enneaphylla is also eaten by
4 M

cattle, and might be useful in a sandy country, with Desmodium triflorumf in binding

the soil.

The Pkaseoka, extensively cultivated both in gardens and fields, are frequently

objectionable as fodder, in consequence of the numerous hairs with which thev are

covered
;
but on this account, the pods of Mucuna pruriens are useful in medicine

:

Phaseolus radiatus is, however, eaten by cattle, and other useful exceptions might be

found by attention being turned to the subject. Of this tribe it may be mentioned that

lupins (Z. albus), much cultivated in Arabia and Egypt, are not so in Northern India,

though corresponding in general in the nature of its cultivation, but they may be procured

in the bazars under the name toormus, corrupted from ^fp/xo^ .
^ A variety of Doliclm

catjangy called lobia, is referred to as the Ko^lu of the Greeks.

Edible matter is furnished by the roots of some of this family, as DoUchos biilbosus,

and the tuberose species of that genus, as well as of Apios, Lathyrus, and Puerariaj

Saccharine matter is secreted by the roots of the liquorice, alpine trefoil, and Akrwt

precatoiius; and a kind of manna by Alh
I

igi maurorum. This is the tooruhjbeen of

\rabian authors (quite a distinct substance from shirkhisht) ; the plant is by them called

haj, to which the article being prefixed, has made the Alhagi of botanists. It is one of
*

the plants, called ooshturkhar, or camel's thorn, but is in India known by the name of

juwama, and is so common everywhere as to be frequently employed in mdkmg tattees.

I have met with it from Delhi all along the banks of the Jumna, as well as of the Ganges,

in
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«

ill Upper India. It was found by Dr. Hamilton at the Seetakoond, or hot spring near

Monghir, probably in his progress to Nepal; and is therefore called Manna ncpaknsmn

by Mr. Don. I am unable to discover any difference between the Indian and Egyptian

plants, of the latter I possess specimens collected by M. Bov6, and am disposed to think

that both these, with A. camelorum, may be only varieties of one species. No manna is

collected in India, Arabia, or Egypt, and the climate of Persia and Bokhara seem

alone suited for its due secretion. In the latter it Is much used as a substitute for sugar.

It is imported into India from Caubul and Khorasan.
>

The preceding are pretty uniform as they chiefly secrete mucilag

fecula. and but some of the Sarcolobea, as well as several P//j///(
r

lobe(B, have more pernicious properties, as some are said to be poisonous ; and a few

to have a narcotic principle, as Phaseolus radiatus in its roots. The leaves of several

shrubby species are purgative, as those of Colutea arborescens^nA. oyientalis, used for

adulterating senna, especially that procured from Cassia obovata ; so also are those of

species oi Genista , Cytisus, Robinia, Coronilla^ and Clitoria,

In a commercial point of view. Indigo is probably the most important product of this

family, and a striking instance of the important results attendant on the proper appli-

cation of science and skill ; for Bengal indigo, a few years ago nearly unknown, and

little valued, now brings the highest prices, and almost to the exclusion of every other

kind in the English market. As the manufacture is so well understood, it need only

be mentioned that as the lower provinces are favourable to the growth of the plant, and

the manufacture of indigo, so the upper provinces, not so well adapted for the latter,
-r

are particularly so for the ripening of the seed, which is yearly sent down to the lower

provinces ; and this probably prevents the deterioration of the plant so frequently found

to ensue on the continued cultivation of the same seed in the same place. Though

Indigofera t'mctoria is the most commonly cultivated species, indigo may also be obtained

from other species, as /. ccerulea in India, /. anil and caroUniana, in America, and
_ r

/. argentea in Egypt.

Dr. Roxburgh informs us, that from wounds and natural fissures in Butea frondosa and

also in B. superba, a red juice issues, which hardens into a brittle ruby-coloured gum-

resin, not used by the natives, though strongly and simply astringent ;
but in the

northern provinces, it is employed by them for this property, and called kwmirkus and

dhak kegond, also kuni; an kino? The flowers called teesoo and Jceesoo yield a beautiful

dye, and the roots form strong rope.

* Of the DalbergiecB, Pterocarpus erinaceiis yields African kino, so, in India^ P. Mar-

a native of the Circar mountains, exudes a. red juice, which hardens into a

ply astringent, brittle gum-resin of a dark red colour, very like that oVButca
supi

ukh

frondosa, according to Dr. Roxburgh. P. Draco is said to yield dragon's blood, dim

P. santallnus affords one kind of Saunders-wood, and P. dalberg

mber like the generality of this tribe, as Dalbergia Ougeinensis, latifolia, and

Sissoo. The last, indeed, is one of the most valuable of the Indian timber-trees, and

•

2 c2 ijunctioi
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conjunction with the saul {Shorea rohusta) mere extensively used than any other in

Northern India ; but, like every other, subject to be speedily destroyed by the unceasing

rava<yes of the vi^hite ant. It would be important to ascertain whether timber and vege-

table matter might not be defended from these destroying hordes by the same process

as employed by Mr. Kyan in so effectually preserving from the dry rot, and of which

so luminous an account was given by Dr. Faraday in his lecture, and subsequently

in the Quarterly Review. When in India, it was my intention to have prosecuted a series

of experiments on the subject. 1 commenced by dissolving corrosive sublimate and

assafoetida in strong spirits (articles, all of which are procurable in every bazar), and

poured the solution into any place where the white ants were beginning to make their

appearance. The process was so effectual, that they were always driven away from the

point attacked, and my servants were afterwards in the habit of resorting to the same

measure whenever occasion required. I regret that my avocations did not allow me leisure

to pursue the subject ; but I commend it to my ingenious friend, Mr. James Prinsep

In conclusion, I have to express ray obligations in examining this extensive family to

Dr.Wight, who compared and named many of those of Indian forms ; some of which,
A,

especially those from near Delhi, he found to be identical with his own from the Penin-

sula of India ; to Dr. Graham, Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh, for

t!ie kindness with which he went through the whole of Dr.Wallich's and my collection

ofLegujmnoste. Finally, to Mr. Bentham for the following valuable account with which

he has favoured me of the new species of the tribes Lotece and Vickce^

Edtvardsia mollis ; folioHs 25-29 suboppositis subcoriaceis elliptic!

oblonfirisobovatisve adnresse sericeis, carina alis vexilloque subsequali

*

Sophora mollis. Wall. Cat. Herb

Ind. n. 5335.

petals of cari

Hovghiana. Wall

(c.) stamens and t

{, B. V. Tab. 34. f. 2.-"(6 standard^ alae, and

persistent stamens ;

—

{g.) the same cut transversely, to show the four wings ;

—

(h. i.) the seed.

• This shrub, found about the hills in the Deyra Doon, and about Sahunsadhara^ is remarks

sfiowiness of its inflorescence, as this makes its annearance before the leaves are fully expander

Thermopsis barhata ; sericeo-tomentosa

dispo

pedicellis Anagyris ? harbata. Wall

Tab. 34. f. 1,—(e- d. e.) petals ;—(/) calyx cut opn, with stamens and pistil ;—(^.) a legu

(/i.) of the ordinary (i.) the seed ;—(A:. /.) the same, with the testa removed ;—(m.)

This plant^ remarkable for its showy nature, is also so for the variableness of its leaves ; these

frequently, as represented in the plate, but sometimes the whorl is composed of six leaflets, which

be formed either by two sessile and opposite leaves, or by the addition of a leaflet between the
|

leaf-like stipules : sometimes the whorl is composed of four leaflets, which must in this case be cons

simple leaves. The bracteae also are remarkable, as forming by their union a calyx-like involucre.

r

Himalayan

* While this is passing through the press, I have seen (14th March 1835) specimens at the Royal Institution

of Oak and Deal,which had been sent to and have returned from India^ with a certificate from Mr, Kyd^ stating

that both had been freely exposed in such situations, as where timber is never known to escape the depre-

dations of white ants; but neither piece had been touched, and both were returned sound and uninjured. It

is hardly possible to calculate the benefit of which this may be productive. It remains to be ascertained whether

the preparation {^* ruskupoor") procurable in India, is equally efficacious; aswellas to ascertain the Indian woods,

in which the chemical combination is most complete and ejfTectual in resisting the destructive powers of the

white ant; powers, second only, if second indeed they be, to the dry rot.
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HIMALAYAN LEGUMINOS^
Of EuROPEAx and Siberian Forms. By G. Bentham, Esq

Tbibus 1. LoTE^. DC. Prod. 2. 115.
7

r
I

SuBTRiBus 1. Geniste^. DC. I.e. 153.

I. Cytisus. DC. Prod. 2. 153.

Sect. Lotoides. ^G. Prod. 2. 166.

1. C^ Jtaccidus (Rot/le), caulibus decumbentibus, foliis

calycibus leguminibusque adpresse sericeis, foliis breviter

mucronatis subumbellatim 2-4-floris, floribiw pedicellatis

nutantibuSjleguminibus latis subfalcatis conipreMis ve!W»i«.

A T. hyhrida diflFert foliis parvis, pedunculis elonj^atis,

floribus multx) minoribus approximatls ct habitu,
3

Hab. Mussooree and Cashmere,

4. T, Emodi (Bentb.) adscendcns, glabra vol npice

petiolatis trifoliolatis, foliolis oblongo-ellipticis mucro- 1 pubescens ; foliolis ovatis obovatisvebasi angusiatis, stipulia

nulatis, floribus 3-4 terminalibus, coroUis glabris calyces

vixexcedentibus.—Glycine? flaccidaWalL Cat. Herb. Ind.

n. 5517,—Vix a C. argenteo diflfertpetiolis vix stipulo longi-

oribus, foliolis raajoribus, corollis minoribus glabris. Folia

caules et legumina interdum dense sericeo-villosa (C. lanu-

ginosusy Royle, MSS,)

Hab. Mussooree and Suen Range.

II. Ononis. Linn.—DC. Prod. 158.

L 0, procurrens, Walln—DC. Prod. 2. 162.

Hab. Cashmere.

SuBTRiBus II.

—

Trifolie^. DC. Prod, 2. 171.

III. Medicago. Linn.—DC. I.e.

1. M. htpiilina^ Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod, 2. 172.—Wall.

l.c, n. 5944.

Ilab, Oude and Nepal. WalL—Plains of Northern India.

Royle.— Chinee in Kunawur. 7?, Inglis, Esq.

2. M. falcata, Linn.—Ser, in DC. Prod 2. 172, van flo-

ribus cseruleis.— Legumina falcata minime cochloata,

caules prostrati.— Wall. I.e. n. 5945. CD.
Hab. Ludak. Walh—Lippa in Kunawur. Royle,

3. M, sativa, Linn. Scr. in DC. Prod. 2, I73, ^all. I. c. n.

5945. A.B.

Hab. Herb. Madras. Hb. Ham. a Patna. fFalL—Culti-

vated in N. India. Wild on Peer Punjal and in Cashmere.

Royle^—Tazeegong in Kunawur, R^hiylis^ Esq.

4. M, denticulata^ Willd—var. /3, vulgaris Benth. Cat.

Pvr. W3,—Wall. I.e. n. 5946.

Hab. Oude. fFaUich,

IV. Trigonella. Linn,—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 181.

Sect. Foenum Grsecum. Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 182.

1. T. Fcenum Grcecum^ Linn.—Ser. in I.e.—Wall. I.e. n.

5984.

Hab. Hb. Madras. Hb. Ham. Puraniyaand Rampore,WaII.

Methee ofthe natives, cultivated in India and Cashmere, Royle.

Sect. Buceras Ser. in I.e.

2. T. incisa (Royle) diffusa; foliolis obovato-vel truncato-

cuneatis inciso-dentatis, stipulis semisagittatis basi sub-

dentatis, umbellis pedunculatis 1-4-floris, floribus erectis

itifidi

subsessilil^u

lato-venosis.

diiFert umbellis pedunculatis.

Hab. Cheeni of the natives, indigenous in the cultivated

fields of Northern India, used as fodder for cattle.
A,

Sect. Falcatula, Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 184.

3. T. gracilis (Benth.) glabra; caulibus prostratis, ramis

filiformibus, foliolis ovato-subrotundis parvis, stipulis lato-

lanceolatis subdentatis, pedunculis folio longioribus

semisagittatis lincari-lanceolatis vix dentati^, pedunculis

folio sublongioribus muticis -plurifloris, floribus

pedicellatis nutantibuff, leguminibus latis subfalcatis com-

pressis venosis.

—

Melilotua Emodi. Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind.

n. 694L Statura fere T, comicidaUs^ sed flores pauciores

laxiores multo minores. Legumina T. gracilis t sed in

exemplaribus suppetentibus immatura.

Hab. Gossalnthan and Keniaon, ff^alL—MeiJia of the

inhabitants of the hills. Banks of Jumna and near Shalnia,

Royle.

5. T.ohcordaia (Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 598C) diffusa

glabra; foliolis cuneato-obcordatis, stipulis late semi-

sagittatis incisis, pedunculis fullo brevioribus mucronatis

umbellatim plurifloris, floribus minutia pedicellatis nutan-

tibus, leguminibus linearibus compressis subfalcatis.

Flores in sectione minimi, legumina fere T, corniculaim

sed multo minora. Cum hac commixtiim est in herbario

Tndico exemplar ad T. occuUam DeL forte referendum, vel

7*. obcordatce exemplar monstruosum? •

Hab. Hb. Ham. a Tikari. fTalL

6. T^Jtmbrinla (Royle) diffusa ; ramis apice pubescen-

tibus, foliolis obovatis fimbriato-dentatis, stipulis lanceolato-

semisagittatis subdentatis, pedunculis folio vix longioribus

racemoso-multifloris muticis, floribus densis pedicellatis

nutantibus elongatis.

foliis fimbriatis, racemis brevibus densis et floribus majo-

ribus angustioribus, Legumina non vidi.

Hab. Rogee in Kunawur, Bussoulee on the road to, and

Kioonthul in Cashmere.

7. T.esculenta,Willd.—Ser/inDC. Prod. 2. 1&5.—Wall.

I.e. n. 5985.

Hab. Hb. Roxb. Hb. Ham. ex Olipur. Ludak, from

seeds sent by Mr. Moorcroft.

V. Melii.otus. Tourn.~Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 186.N

esculents

I, M leui

I.e. n. 5942.

Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 187.—Wall.

Rapt

^rt//,—Saharunpore, Royle

M.parvijli Ser.inl.e.—Wall.I.c.n.5943.A.B.

filpa. TValL^Meiha of the plains

of Northern India, where it is extremely common in the cold

weather. Royle,

3- M. Italica.

I.e. n. 5943 D.

Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 188.-WalL

[adras. /Ta/^.—Grown in the Sahaninpore

Botanic Garden from seed bought in the bazar. Royk,

VI. Trifolium. Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 189.

Sect. Eutriphyllum. Ser. in DC, Prod. 2. 192.

1, T.praitnse,

•
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Wall

llab, Ketuaoii versus Emoduin, Wallich

1. r.;>rflto25(?, Linn.—Ser. inDC. Prod. 2. 195.

Ilab. Cashmere.

Sect. Trifoliastrum. Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 198.

2. r.re/JCTJs, Linn.—Ser. inDC. Prod. 2 198.

Ilab. Cashmere.

VII. Lotus, Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 209.

I. L^corniciilatuSy Linn,—Ser. in DC. 2. 214.—i. brae-

teatus. Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. 5939.

Hab, Nepal and Kemaon. Tf^alL—Himalaya passim.

Cashmere and Kunawur. Royk.

VIII, PoDoi-OTus, Royle,

Calyx ovato-tubulosus, obscure bilabiatus. Alse vexillum

subajquantes, carina subrostrata. Stamina diadelpha vel

decimo basi cum cseteris connexo. Stigma capitatum,

obliquum. Legumen stipitatum, lineare, rectum, subteres.

Habitus et folia HosackitSy corolla Loti^ ab utroque

genere legumine stipitato diversum.

I. P. hosackioides (Royle)—Herba procumbens, multi-

caulis, ramosa, glabra. Folia impari-pinnata, 7-8-juga.

Stipulae pan'se, scariosse. Foliola obovata vel oblonga,

obtusa. Pedunculi axillares, folio sublongiores, ebracteati,

umbellatim 2-3-flori. Calyces pedicellati, glabri, sub-

membranacei, Flores magnitudine Loti angustissimi.

Hab. Mussooree, and common in the Himalayas.

SuBTRiBus TIL—Galege^. DC, Prod. 2. 243.
h

IX. Caraoana, Lam.—DC. Prod. 2. 268.

L C. Mooteroftiana (Benth.) foliolis sub-5-jugis ovali-

oblongis villosis, petiolis foliolo terminatis, ramulis steri-

libus stipulisque spinescentibus, calycibus villosis breviter

dentatis.—Flores 6-10 ad apices ramulorum brevium folia-

torum racemosi.^

—

Astragalus Moorcroftianus^ ^Vall. Cat.

Herb. Tnd. n. 5933,

Hab. Luddak. MoorcrofL

% CI brevispina (Royle) foliolis 4-5-jugis ovali-oblongis

obovatisve subtus pubescentibus, petiolis brevissime stipu-.

lisque spinescentibus, pedunculis folio brevioribus apice

subumbellatim 4-5-floris, calycibus pubescentibus, dentibus

tubo brevioribus.

Hab. Bumpta on the shoulders of Urrukta.

3. C. Gernrdiana (Royle) foliolis 4-5-jugis ovali-oblongis

\illosis, petiolis pilosis apice spinescentibus, stipulis scariosis,

calycibus villosissimis, dentibus tubo brevioribus.—Flores

ad axillas solitarii ? Legumina intus extusque villosissima.

Astragalus Gerardianus. Graham in Wall. I.e. n. 5938.

Hab, Sirmore. Gerard. Furze from JJ'eetee. Webb, v.
w

T.34. f. 1. <7. calyx; b. one of the alae of corolla; c. Sta-

mens, diadelphous, 9 and 1, and pistil; €,f. transverse s^c-

ti(ins of legume
; g, seed.

4. C, poIgacantJia (Royle) foliolis S-S-jugis late-obovatis

villosis, petiolis rufo-villosis stipulisque spinescentibus,

pedunculis solitariis? calycibus villosis dentibus tubum

subaequantibus.

pan

longioribus, calycibus basi vix gibbis, legumine glabro.

Genista versicolor. Wall Ic, n. 5922, v. Tab. 34. f. 2. a. Sta-

mens. 9 and 1 ; the latter is distinct, and not united with

the former, as in the figure ; 5. calyx and pistil ; c. trans-

verse section of legume. Dr.Wallich's name has inadver-

tently been written under the figure, though the plant

belongs to this genus.

Hab. A. Tanaric Fiirze.TdiTidiv\d&Chmeris\scoxi?imh\x%,

TFebb.^-B. Tartaric Furze e Ludak b. Moorcroft.

C. Tartaric Furze, Dama of the natives, eaten by all ani-

mals ; the flower varies in colour. Gerard, Wall. 1. c. n. 5922.

Tagla. R, IngliSy Esq.^—Chango in Hungarung. Royle.

X. CoLUTEA, R Br. DC. Prod, 2. 270.

Nepali (Sims) foliis subfasciculatis, foliolis

villosissimis, petiolis spinescentibus, stipulis scariosis, flo-

ribus sessilibus subfasciculatis, calycibus elongatis nigro-

villosis, dentibus brevissimis.

—

Astragalus spinosissimiis.

Wall. I.e. n. 5935.
*

Hab. Bhote. TVallkh.

6. C. vei^sicohr (Benth.) foliolis bijugis approximatis

cuneato-linearibus glabris, petiolis foliola superantibus

stipulisque spinescentibus, pedicellis solitariis calyceparum I branaceis lineari-Ianceolatis, foliolis 10-12-jugis oblongis

cano-

obovatis retusis glaucis, pedunculis folia a^quantibus 3-5-

floris, vexilli gibbis minimis, carina apice obtusa appendicu-

lata, leguminibus apice vix hiantibus.—A C cruenta differt

carina forma et floribus multo majoribus. Habitus (7, Alep^

ptC£B. Legumina fere C. a7*borescentis nee coriacea.—/c. Bot.

Mag. t 2622. Bot. Reg. t. 1727.

Ilab. Lippa in Kunawur. Royle, In Horto Societatis

Horticult, Londinensis colitur ex seminibus Nepalensibus.

SuBTKiBcs IV^.—AsTBAGALE^. DC Prod. 2. 273.

XI. OxYTROPis. DC. Prod. 2. 275.

1. O.Jloribunda. Ledeb. Fl. Alt. 3. 283 ?~var, caulibus

brevibus, floribus paucis.

Hab. Pungee and Chango in Kunawur and Hungarung,

2. 0. mollis (Royle) subacaulis ; foliolis numerosis ovatis

sericeis, scapis folio longioribus, floribus paucis laxe spi-

catis, bracteis calyce brevioribus, leguminibus suberectis

ovatis turgidis acuminatis junioribus calycibusque ni<^ro-

villosis.—Affinis 0. hngirostra^ et 0, sylvatic<je.

Hab. Chaogaon in Kunawui\

3. * chiliophylla (Royle) caulibus c»espitosis brevissimis

dense lanatis, stipulis magnis imbricatis, foliolis tri-quater-

natim yerticillatis lanato-sericeis, scapis folia aequantibus,

floribus capitatis, calycibus oylindraceis nigro-villosis, den-

tibus lanceolatis.—Affinis 0. lanalce.
r

Hab. Shalkur.

XII. AsTUAGALus, Linn.—DC. Prod. 2.281.

Sect. 1. Hypoglottidei. DC. I.e.

1. A. stricius (Graham) caule adscendente? subglabro,

stipulis basi concretis oppositifoliis, foliolis 8-10-jugis

oblongis canescentibus, pedunculis folio sublongioribus,

bracteis minimis, calycibus campanulatis nigro-pubescen-

tibus, corollis calyce duplo longioribus.'—Affinis A. hypo-

glottidei^ diifert prsecipue floribus laxioribus dimidio

minoribus.—Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 5924.

Hab. In montibus Sillet. WalUclu

2. A. leucocephaliis (Graham) subacaulis vel diffuso-

procumbens, sericeo-villosu?; stipulis concretis oppositifoliis,

foliolis 15-20-jugis ovali-oblongis, pedunculis folio longio-

ribus, spicis capitatis, bracteis tubum calycis aequantibus

calj^cibusque seri ceo-villosis, leguminibus villosis-calyce in-

clusis—Affinis prsecedenti. Capitula densa cano-villosa fere

A. glaucis Flores albi. Variat foliis capitulisque plus

minusve villosis. Wall, I.e. n.5923. v. Tab. 33. f.2.

Hab. InDeyraDoon et Rikeekes. Wallich. Mussooree

and passim in hills. Royle.

Sect. 2. Onobrychioidei. D.C. Prod. 2. 28G.

3. A. Macvwellii (Royle) erectus?; stipulis liberis mem-
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cano-pubescentibus, pedunculis folio longioribus, racemis I lanceolatis membranaceis concretis, foliolis 8-12-jugis

densis multifloris, floribus pendulis, calycibus nigro-
[

oblongo-ellipticis pubescentibus, pedunculis folium eequan.

pubescentibus, dentibus bracteisque subulatis, leguminibus I tibus, floribus racemosis, legnminibus stipitatis oblongis

oblongis acuminatis reflexis rectis pubeseentibns.-—Flores
j

turgidis utriuque acuminatis.'^Prsecedenti simillimus.

purpurascentes videntur magnitudine A.falcati. Legumina dimidio fere minora. An hue ob legumina

Hab.Chandow Pass; discovered by the late Lieut.Maxwell. stipitata; an ^A Sjpiochreatos oh stipula concretareferendus?

4. A. pycnorhizus (Wall.) diffusus, glaber ; stipulis parvis

liberis ?, foliolis 4-6-jugis late-obovatis, pedunculis folio

longioribus 1-2-floris, corollae vexillo lato patente, legu-

minibus ovatis turgidis longitudinaliter sulcatis glabris.

Species distinctissima : an hujus loci ?—AVall. I.c. n. 5927,

Hab. In Emodo ad Gossainthan. Wallich^

Sects, Annulares. DC. Prod, 2, 289.

A. vivioides^ Graham, Wall. I.e. n.5931, non Ledeb.
.

'

Hab. Emodo ad Gossainthan. Wallich,

13. A. chlorostachys. LIndl. Trnni. Soc. Hort. Lend.
L

7. 249.

—

A. GovaniamiSf Graham, "Wall. I.e. n. 6925.
•i

Hab, Sirmore, G'orfln.^—Urrukta andNagkanda; Dcolee

in Cashmere. Royle,

14. A. seshnnoides (Royle) erectus glalier v^l leviler

5. A, Amherstianus (Royle) diffusus, subsericeo-hispidus ;
Btrigoso-pubeseenB ; foliolis 15-20.jugis parris ovati?, podun-

follolis 7-8-jugis parvis oblongis villosissimis, pedunculis

paucifloris folio multo brevioribus, leguminibus cylindricis

incurvis adpresse hispidis,—-Habitus Sesameomtm, Affinis

A. hispiduloy DC. sed multo minor leguminibus brevioribus,

Hab. The only specimens I have seen, are in the collec-

tion formed by Lady Sarah Amherst at Simla.

Sect, 4. Bucerates, DC. Prod, 2. 290.

6. -^. A(7Wf75W5,Linn.DC.l.c.

Hab. Grown in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden, from

seed bought in the bazar under the name of iikleel-oohmulik

^

or King's crown.

Sect. 5, Synochreati, DC. Prod. 2. 291 (Legumina mem-

branacea inflata vet compressa.)

7. A. peduncidaris (Royle) erectus cano-tomentosus

;

foliolis 15-20-jugls oblongis subtus sericeis, stipulis lanceo-

latis basi concretis oppositifoliis, pedunculis longissimis

erectis rigidis, floribus racemosis pendulis, leguminibus

oblongis reflexis turgidis acuminatis cano-pubescentibus.

Habitus A* asperi et A./alcati.

Hab, Pungee in Kunawur.

8. A, stipulatus, Don,—DC. Prod, 2. 292.~Wall I.c, n.

5928.

Hab, Nepalia. fFallich,

Sect, 6. Galegiforraes, DC. Prod. 2. 294.

i), A. roiu7idifalius (Royle) erectus glaber; stipulis raax-

imis foliaceisglaucis, foliolis 6-10-jugis elliptico-subrotundis

glaucis, pedunculis folio longioribus, floribus racemosis

pendulis, ^ corollis calyce duplo longioribus, leguminibus

stipitatis oblongis plano-compressis utrinque . mucronatis,

Legumina poUicaria.—Wall. I.e. n. 5929, B.C.

culisfoliolongioribuSjfloribuBracemntiiiyleguminibus pendu-

lis ovatis moUitervillosis,—Species elegantissimahabitu r\1h'

ms A.vicioidi Ledeb. etA.mcliloloidif Legumina vix 4-5

lin, longa, dentes calycini brovissimi glanduloso-villud*

II ab, Mussooree.

15. A.trichocarpxts (Graham) erectus strigoso-pube^icensj

foliolis 12-15-jugis oblongis basi cuneati«, pedunculis folio

vix longioribus racemosis, leguminibus pendulis villosis.

Praicedenti valde affinis sed foliolorum forma distinctus

videtur.—Wall. I.e. n. 5926.

Hab. Sirmore. Govan^

Sect. 7. Tragacantliae, DC. Prod. 2. 295.

16, A. strohiUferus {Koy\e) floribus axillaribus sessilibus

aggregatis, calycibus 5-partitis, laciniis subulatis lanalis

corolla breviorib ^ i)b.

longo-linearibus villosis, caule leguminibus^ue .lanatw.

Affinis A. cretico et A. siciih*

Hab. Kanum in Kunawur,

17, A, polyacanthus (Royle) glaber; pedunculisbrcvissimis

subbifloris, calycibus cylindraceis 5-dentatis, foliolis 10-12-

jugis parvis obovatis glabris, leguminibus oblongis acumi-

natis turgidis calyce subduplo longioribus.—Affini^J.^^ofmo.

Variat leguminibus glabris villosisve.

Hab. Soongnum in KunaM'ur,

18. A, Grahamianus (Royle) pedunculis 2-3-floris folio

brevioribus, calycibus cylindraceis 5-dentati3 pubescentibus,

foliolis 5-6-jugi8 oblongis glabris vel pubescentibus, legu-

minibus ovatis turgidis pubescentibus calyces a^quantibus

V. Tab. 36. f, 2.—a. caljTC. /• stigma. 7i, pollen.

Hab. Hills surrounding Cashmere,

Hab. Oude et De}Ta Doon, /Ta//,—Lippa in Kunawur.
j 19, A.multiceps (Wall.) caule villoso, pedunculis bre-

ibus 1-7-floris, calycibus subinflato-cylindraceis 5-dentatis
Royle.

10. A. oraveokns (Hamilt.) erectus glaber; ^ipulis I pubescentibus, foliolis 5-6-jugi8 obovatis oblongisve sub-

maximis foliaceis glaucis, foliolis 8-10-jugis ovali-ellipticis

obovatisve, pedunculis folio longioribus, floribus laxe race-

mosis, coroUis calyce vix dimidio longioribus, leguminibus

stipitatis elongatis compressis ?—Legumina nondum matura

sesquipollicaria. Flores dimidio minores quam in prsce-

dente.—Wall. I.e. n. 5929. A.

Hab. Ad ripas Rapti. Hamilton.

11. A. podocarpus (Graham) erectus glaber; stipulis

lanceolatis membranaceis liberis, foliolis 10-13-jugis

oblongo-ellipticis, pedunculis folium aequantibus, floribus

racemosis, leguminibus stipitatis oblongis turgidis utrinque

acuminatis.—Legumina 1-J pollicaria. Wall, l.c.n. 5930.

Hab. Kemaon versus Emodum. Wallich.

12. A. concretus (Benth.) caule erecto glabro, stipulis

sericeo-villosis, leguminibus ovatis turgidis villosis calyce*

vix aequantibus. Wall, I.e. n. 5237. , .

Hab. Sirmore, /Ta/fcA.—Shalkur in Hungarung. Roijh..

Sect. 8. Caprlni. DC. Prod. 2. 301.

20. A. fFebhianus (Grab.) subcaulescens glaber rel vix

pilosiusculus, foliolis 25-31 parvis obovatis distantibus sub-

carnosis, dentibus calycinis longis lanc€olato-«ubulatis brac-

teisque subpilosis, coroUis glabris.—Affinis v^. Schanginiam,

differt glabritie, foliolis parvis et petiolis subincuratis.Wall.

I.e. n. 5936.

Hab. Inter rupes Sutlej. fFaliich .—'^Uich eaten by goats,

called kuner by theBhoteas. fFebb.—'Ndko in Hungarung.

Royle.

Candolleanus (Royle) subcaulescens, birsufus;

folioli
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1

foliolis 21-31 obovatisobtusisemarginatisve,pedunculisbre-
j Hab. Silhet, Kemaon and Sirmore. fralL—Suen, Mus-

vissimis paucifloris, calycis dentibus tubo dimidio breviori- I sooree, and Kedarkanta. Royle,

6. /^. r?y/rftt/a(RoyIe)vilIoso-pubescens; caule tetraquetro,bus. Ah ji, Biichtormiensi vix differt nisi caulibus elon-

g^atis et petiolis subpersistentibus, Foliola minora.

Hab. Rogee in Kunawur.

22. A rhizanthus (Royle) acaulis, subsericeo-pilosus

;

foliolia 21-31 late-ovatis subrotundis saepius obliquis, floribus

dense aggregatis subsessilibus, calycis elongati hirsuti

dentibus tubo brerioribus, leguminibus oblongis acuminatis

hirsutissimis.—Haec etiam Buchtorm affinis. at

floribus numerosis majoribus et foliolorum forma diversa.

Hab. Lippa, Change and Leeo in Kunawur.

XIIL GuLDENSTADTiA, Fiscb. DC. Prod. 2, 307.

cirrhis slmplicibus 2-3-fidisve foliolis (8-12) ellipticis sub-

mucronatis costatis viridibus,stipulis semisagittatis integris

dentatisve, pedunculis folium superantibus multifloris, alis

vexillum subsequantibus carinam parum superantibus, stylo

versus apicem subtus puberulo, leguminibus glabris pendulis.

/^« amcencB affinis et forsan cum ilia Orobisque nonnullis,

LathjTisplurijugis congener.

Hab. Rogee in Kunawur. Royle—Kunawur. R.lnglisy Esq.

7. P'' craccayJAnn,—Ser, in DC. Prod, 2.

Hab. Common in fields in N. India during the cold wea-

1. G.cuiieata (Benth.) subacaulis vel diffusa incana;
f

^^^r, called flrw^ara.

foliolis 16-17 cuneiformibus retusis pedunculis unifloris.

Hab. Shalkur in Hungarung. Royle,

Tribus II.—Vicie^. DC. Prod. 2. 353.

XI V^. CiCEB, Linn.—DC. Prod. 2. 354.

1. C. arietinum, Linn. DC. I.e.—Variat flore purpuras-

cente vel albo, caule foliisque pubescentibus vel glabris.

Hab. Botb varieties are cultivated in Northern India;

the red is called lal chuna^ the white kaboolee chuna.

2. C. ^owyancMTO, Steph. DC. I.e.

Hab. The only specimen is in the Herbarium presented

to Mr. Brown by Mr. Inglis, found by him at Chinee in

Kunawur.

3. C. microphyllum (Roj-le) foliis omnibus ve! superioribus

abrupte pinnatis apice cirrhiferis, cirrhis subsimpllcibus,

foliolis parvis cuneato-rotundatis obcordatisve serratis

superioribus minoribus,stipulis panns ovatis dentatis, calycis

basi gibbosi laciniis alis brevioribus.—Valde affinis C. son-

gm-ico sed ramosior, humilior, gracilior; foliola numerosa
stipul subaequalibus. Folia 2-4 poUicaria, foliola alterna.

Pedunculus brevis bracteatus uniflorus. Flores minores

videntur quam in C songarico^ calyce minus gibboso,

Hab. Shalkur in Hungarung.

XV. ViciA, Linn.—Genus adhuclege minime naturali

divisum et circumscriptum.

• Floribus subsessilibus.

\.V. Faba, Linn.—Faba vulgaris Moench.—Ser. in DC.
Prod. 2. 354. Species a V. Narbonensi generice non sepa-

randa.

Hab. Cultivated in the cold weather in N. India

of the natives.

^. r. sativa, Linn. var. angustifoHa. Ser. in DC Prod

Hab. Cultivated in N. India—grain eaten by the natives,

called hhandee.

• Pedunculis elongatis multifloris.

3. r. dnmeionm, Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 355,
Hab. Taranda in Kunawur.

4. ^.*yrfl//c«,Linn.^Ser. in I.e.—Foliola parum angus-
tiora quam in varietate vulgari sed eadem species videtur.

Hab. Kanum and Pungee in Kunawur; also in Cashmere.

5. K tenera, Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 5928—a F, syl^
vatica differt pedunculis folio brevioribus, at omnino eadem
ac r. Americana et verosimiliter cum ilia F. sylvatica mera
yiarietas.

bakla

e
1

XVI. Ervum, Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 366.

1. E, Lensy Linn.—Ser. in I.e.—Variat caule foliisque

glabris vel villosis.

Hab. Cultivated in the cold weather in N, India

mitssooree of the natives

—

adus of the Arabs.

2. £. hirsutum, Linn—Ser. in I.e.

Hab. Extremely common in wheat-fields in N. India,

where it is called gegla.

3. E. tetraspermum^ Linn.— Ser. in I.e.

Hab. Himalayas.

XVII. PisuM, Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 368.

1. P. sativum^ Linn.—Ser. in l,c.

Hab. Cultivated in Northern India, but probably intro-

duced by Europeans.

2. P. arveiisCy Linn.—Ser. in I.e.

Hab. Cultivated in the Himalayas, also in the plains o

N. India, and wild in the Khadir of the Jumna near Delhi

;

wra tnuttur of the natives, called kullae in the hills.

XVIIL Lathyrus, Linn.— Ser. in DC. Prod.2. 3C9.

1. L ovatiis (Royle) pubescens; caule tetragononon alato,

cirrhis subtrifidis, foliolis 2-3-jugi8 ovatis (magnis), stipulis

semisagittatis foliolo minoribus, pedunculis plurifloris folio
w

longioribus, vexillo amplo patente.—Valde affinis X. altaico

sed pubescens, foliola paucijuga duplo majora. Flores

duplo majores.

Hab. Boodurwar valley on road to Cashmere.

2. L.pratensisy Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2. 370—cum
varietate elatiore pubescente floribus majoribus.

Hab. In ^oodurwar and Cashmere ; the larger variety

at Rogee, in Kunawur.

3. L.Aphaca, Linn,—l§er.in DC. Prod. 2. 372.—Wall.
I.e. n. 5%2.

Hab, Hb. Ham. ePuraniya. ff^alL—Common near banks

of rivulets in Northern India. Royle,

4. L> angulntitSy Linn.—Ser. in l.c,

Hab. Found among grass both in the hills and plains.

5. L.sativusy Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod.2. 373. Wall.

I.e. n. 5953.

Hab. Hb. Madras e Courtallum. TFalh Cultivated in
r

N. India

—

mtiUiir of the natives.

XIX. Orobus, Linn.—Ser. in DC. Prod. 2.376..

1. OJuteus, Linn.—Ser. in DC, Prod. 2. 378.— 0, Emodu
Wall, I.e. n. 5948.

Hab. Sirmore and Kemaon. WalL—Urukta, Choor,Nag-

kanda, Boodurwar, and Shalimar, in Cashmere. Royle^

Parochetus
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Parochetus oxalidifolia
; foliolis obovatis retusis integerrimis.—P. major. Wall Cat. Herb. Ind n

5525.-P. communis. 1. c. n. 5972.-Tab. Q5, f. I ._(«.) standard ;-(6.) alae ;-(c.) carina of corolla

;

(e.) quadrifid calyx, upper lip bidentate, and pistil with single stamen ;-(</.) nine united stamens
\

(/.) half of legume, with seven seeds.

This genus has been referred by Mr. Don to the PhaseolecB, but Mr. Bentham is of opinion that it

has greater affinity to the Trifolie<B, with which it certainly agrees in habit, while the parts of fructi-

fication present no discrepancies. The species was at first referred to P. communis, as on referrin<r to

the E. I. Herbarium, no difference could be perceived between it and P. major, n. 5525, which appeared!
to be only a variety of P. communis, n. 5972. The latter name, as the more general and applicable,

was therefore adopted ; but Mr. Don has since shown me the original specimens, of which tlic leaflets are
clearly dentato-serrate, of his P. communis; and as P. major is described with crenatc kaves, this species,

the most nearly allied to it and which I have never seen except with the most completely entire leaver,

must be considered distinct, unless specimens, showing the regular gradations, can be found.

Smithia ciliata ; caule erecto, calycis labiis reticulato-venosis dentato-ciliatis. Tab. 35. f. 2.

(a.) calyx and bractese, with young legume;—(6.) ripe fruit.

This plant brought me from near Kcdarkanta, is easily distinguished from S. sensiHva, found in the

Deyra Doon, by its habit, the form of the leaves, and its calyx. I am indebted to my friend, W. Saun-

ders, Esq. for the drawing.

Uraria lagopiis ; DC. Prod. 2. p. 324 Wall. Ic. ined. 511—17. lagopodioides. Wall Cat. Herb. Ind.

n. 5676.—An Doodia alopecuroides ? Roxb. Fl. Ind. 3. p. 368.

—

Uraria lagopoides. T. 33. f. 1.

Though this species varies a good deal in the form of its leaves, there is no doubt of its being the same

plant as n. 5676 of Dr.WalliclVs Catalogue, there named U. lagopodioides, and in consequence so named

by me in the figure T. 33. f. 1. though in my own Catalogue it had been referred to U. lagopus^ DC.

;

so in the E. I. Herbarium, the specimens are marked U. lagopus^ as in Dr.W.**s drawing referred to.

This cannot be Doodia lagopodioides, Roxb., as that is described as being " prostrate and rooting at the

joints C but may very probably be D. alopecuroides^ from which it differs little in character, and is found

in the same parts of the country, that having been sent by General Hardwicke from the northern parts

of India, and this found by myself in the Kheree Pass, Deyra Doon, and Suen Range.

Cassia lanceolata*—Forskal Catal. Arab. p. cxi. n. 270. Descrip. Plant, p. 85.

In conformity with the opinion of many botanists, this species has been considered as distinct from

C. acutifolia of Delile, though the two are united by M. De CandoUe, and are certainly very nearly

allied to one another. The latter, called C lanceolatay Lam., by Nectoux, is considered by M. Delile

to be the same as his C. acutifoliay and may be distinguished by its suffruticose habit, shorter, ovate-

lanceolate acute leaves, long-linear stipules, and by the shorter, less membranous legumes. The Cassia

lanceolata^ Forsk., or that grown from the seed of Suna-mukee^ though an annual, may with care be made

to live throughout the year, and thus assume a suffruticose habit. The leaves are truly lanceolate, but

differ in length in the lower and upper parts of the stem, but the sessile glands on Avhich so much stress

has been laid, do not appear to be a constant character, as I have very seldom seen them. The figure

will give a correct idea of the form of the thin and membranous legume. Tab. 37.—(a.) A flower;

(6.) the same, with the calyx and corolla removed ;— (t?. c.) sepals and petals separated ;—(/^.) fertile

Stamens;— (^.) abortive ditto;

—

(h.) pistil;

—

{Lk.) legume;

—

{Lm.n,) seed and embrjc

63. ROSACEiE.
r

,

The Rosace(E, like the Leguminosce, have been divided by some botanists into several

orders, which are by others considered only tribes of that under consideration. As the

multiplication of families renders advisable the retaining together as many as possible in

one group, whether this be called a class or order, I have preferred following M. De

CandoUe, in considering them together, instead of separating the ChrysobalanecE, Amyg-

dalece, and Pomacea, from the Sangmsorhea, Spimacea, DryadecE, and Rosece; particu-

larly as they correspond in many points of structure, geographical distribution, and

2 with
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with the exception of the secretion of prussic acid by the Amygdaka, also in pro-

perties.

The ChrysobalanecBy most entitled to rank as an order from differences in structure,

differ also from the true Rosacecc in geographical distribution {Br. CongOy p. 434), as

they are chiefly found in the tropical parts of Africa and America ; and though the order

was not supposed to exist in Asia, Dr.Wallich has discovered species of Parinarium at
r

Singapore, and an arborescent plant of this tribe. Cat. n. 7507, in Silhet. But a Chri/so-

halaneotis plant is found much further north, as we have seen to be the case with plants

of other tropical families. This is Prinsepia utilis of the present work, which is com-

mon on the driest and most barren-looking schistose rocks, as in the neighbourhood

of Muttiana, in N. lat. 314°, and at elevations of 5,000 and 6,000 feet, where its

seeds yield by expression a useful oil.

The RosacecB are, however, chiefly confined to the cool parts of the northern hemi-

sphere, being found in the plains of high latitudes, and in the mountains of more southern

regions. Though roses, peaches, and some of the apple-tribe, are found in the gardens,

we do not meet with any of the Rosace<2 in the plains of India, with the exception of

Rubus, found however only in hilly places in the southern parts of India, and a single

Potentilla. This is P. denticulosa, DC. which does not differ from P. siipina, Linn.; it is

common in the plains of N. India in the cold weather, and at elevations of 4,000 and

5,000 feet in the Himalayas. Messrs.Wight and Arnott mention, that it is found on the

Neelgherries. I have also had it from Cheeni and from Lower Kunawur, whence it

extends to the Caspian Steppes, and into Europe and also North America.

Two other species of Potentilla are found on the Neelgherries, with a Cotoneaster,

Fragaritty and species of Ruhus and Photinia. Of this last genus, species are also

found in the mountains above Silhet and Pundua, and extending further north, with a

species of Eriobotrya, in Nepal ; making these genera common to the Himalayas and

to China. A Raphiokpis is also mentioned in India, but it does not appear to extend

beyond China or Cochin-china. A species of Eriobotrya is said to be found in Persia.

In addition to these, in the northern as in the southern parts of the Himalayas, there

are numerous species of RosacecB belonging to such genera as are found in Europe,

Siberia, the Altai Mountains, China, Japan, and North America ; and from Caucasus

to the Hindoo Khoosh, on the ramifications of which and in the valleys they include,

some, as the PomacecE and Amygdakce appear to have their favourite resort. The
of which species are found in the Himalayas, are Amygdalus, Persica, Ar
Prunus, Cerasus, Spircea, Neillia, Geum, Skvcrsia, Rubus, Dalibarda, Fragaria, Poten-

tilla, Sibbaldia, Agrimonia, Sanguisorba, Rosa, Cratcegus, Cotoneaster, Cydonia, and of
r

Pyrus, species of the sections Pyrophorum, Malus, and Sorbus. Of these, NeilUa is

alone peculiar to these mountains. Sieversia is interesting, as found on the Alps, in

Kamtschatka, in Melville Island, and in the Himalayas, on such lofty mountains as

Ghoor, Kedarkanta, and Gossainthan; and Dalibarda, in these mountains in North

5

America, and the Straits of Magalhaens. Though the RosacecB are chiefly confined

the
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the northern hemisphere, yet the southern is not without them, as a Geum is found in

the last-mentioned straits ; a Fragaria and Rubits in the Andes and Peru ; a Craiagus

and Potentilla in Chili ; and though not to the south of the line, a Geum, Rubus, and

Atnygdalus, in Mexico ; and a Cerasus in the West-Indies, appearing to indicate that

where any similarity of presentatives of genera and families may be

found, of which the greater numbers exist in very distant regions.

With respect to species which, independent of those yielding the well-known fruits,

are common to these mountains, and other parts of the world, Pi/rus laccata may be

mentioned, which, common in Siberia, was procured by Dr.WalHch from Kcmaon, and

found by myself on Kedarkanta. Of the Spiraas, one is near, if not identical with,

S. callosa, of Thunb. ; S. chafiicEdri/olia, Linn, and S. Kajiitschatika, Pall., allied to

S. JJlmaria, found in Siberia, are also so in these mountains. *S'. tritcrnata approaclics

S. Armicus, and S. Lindleyajia is like S. sorbifoUa. Agrimonla Nepaletisis reBemhhf^

-A. Eupatorium. The Potentillas are thirty-one in number: of these twenty-one are

in Dr.Wallich's, and twenty-three in the authofs collection; of the latter six are new,

(P. msignis and Candolleana , nob., with those figured Tab. 40 and 41) and three are

Siberian species. Many are highly ornamental, as may be seen by those already intro-

duced, as well as by those figured in the present work, which would succeed equally
h

well in England. P. cathaclines, multifida, and bifurcat are the three Siberian species

found in Kunawur. Sibbaldia procuinbejis is common to Europe, Siberia, America, and

the Himalayas.

Nothing can be more ornamental than the double white rose of Northern India and

the Deyra Doon, R. Lyellii, kooza of the natives ; nor than R, Bruiionis, allied to

R. mosckata, Linn., common in the valleys, or the banks of streatns within the

moimtains, ascending to the tops of lofty trees, especially alders, and hanging down in

elegant racemes. On more lofty and drier situations, as the passes of Kunawur, R. Web-

biana, allied to the Scotch rose, is common ; R. macrophylla is the most common species

on the southern face of the mountains; but on Choor, Urrukta, and such situations,

R. sericea, Lindl. {R. tetrapctala, nob., p. 23), is remarkable in always having four (as

P. Tormentilla among the Potentillas) instead of five, the usual number of petals. In

the plains, though so extensively cultivated, no species of rose appears to be indigenous.

R. Damascena, goolab and sud-burgof the natives, wurd of the Arabs, is that most highly

esteemed, and cultivated in Northern India for making rose-water, and the atter of

roses. The latter is, however, only extensively distilled at Ghazipore, probably from

this species, as it is in Persia ; though it is difficult to ascertain whether the same species

be cultivated for these purposes in Cashmere. Some of the species of Rubus, as in

Europe, ripen their fruit early in the season, and others towards autumn. R. fruticosus

is found in Cashmere. R. rotundlfolius, zurd-anchoo of the Hill-people, affords a grateful

fruit in April and May, but R. lasiocarpus, kul-anchoo, not until the rains. R. concolor

comes the nearest to the raspberry, and is not found except on lofty mountains, as

Dhunoultee, Choor. and Kedarkanta. In addition to these, a species of strawberry.

2 Frag
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Thus

Fragaria Jiubkoia^WaW., very closely allied to F. coUina, affords a g^rateful fruit in May,

on such places as Phagoo, Mhasoo, Bhoke, &c.

With exception of the Amygdakay which secrete hydrocyanic acid, none of the

Rosacea; are possessed of deleterious properties, but many are remarkable for producing

the most delicious fruits, both in Europe and Asia. Of most of these, the native coun-

try is not well ascertained ; but in Europe, we point to the S.E., and in India to the

N.W., as their native country. Thus, in India—Caubul, and Cashmere ; and in Europe,

Pontus and Armenia, are considered as the native countries of the same fruits, which the

ancients generally named from the places whence they were procured. Thus we have
9 __

Ccrasus and Fersica, Armeniaca and Cydonia mala. In India, however, the languages

being more analogous, they adopt the names of the countries more to the northward.

But as none of these fruits have been found wild in the plains of these Asiatic countries,

we must look to the mountains which run along their whole extent, as their probable

native sites, especially as we shall there find most of the fruits alluded to, if not wild, yet

1 state of perfection, with new species of the genera to which they belong,

the almond, peach, nectarine, apricot, plum, and cherry, with the apple,

pear, and quince, are all found either in a wild or cultivated state on the ramifications

of Taurus and Caucasus, Hindookhoosh and the Himalayas, or on the valleys included

within them. Most of them are enumerated by Forster and Moorcroft, as being abun-
dant in Cashmere, whence I introduced them into the Mussooree Nursery. Mr. Elphin-

stone and Lieut. Burnes inform us, they abound in Peshawur and Caubul; and by the

latter, the peach, apricot, cherry, plum, pear, apple, and quince, are represented as

abundant at Bokhara, and other places on the north of the Hindookhoosh : in Kunawur,
on the north of the Himalaya, we have the apricot, peach, plum, and apple.

The Almond, which, though flowering, does not ripen its fruit in N. India, and of
which both the sweet and bitter kinds are known and imported into the northern parts
from Ghoorbund, and into the southern parts of India by the Persian Gulf, is so exten-
sively cultivated in the south of Europe, in Syria, and Barbary, that it is probable its

native country may be further north than others of the tribe, and therefore the north
of Africa, as generally supposed; though it may also be found in the mountains of Asia.
The Peach, introduced into Europe from Persia, a country in which the fruit is very

fine, and where both the free and cling-stone varieties are known, and called kulloo and
hardccXh^ general name for peach, being Persian aroo ; and Ar^Uckhookh. They
ripen well, and are of a fine flavour in Peshawur; also, in the north of India, with the
well-flavoured flat peach from China. With care, it succeeds also in the elevated land
of Mysore

;
it is found wild in different parts of the Himalayas, as about Mussooree, at

elevations of 5,000 and C,000 feet. In the district of Bissehur there is a distinct kind,
called bhemee by the natives, Pcrsica saligna, nob., which though small, is juicy and
very sweet. The Nectarine is found in gardens in Northern India, where it is called
shuft-aloo, and moondla (smooth) aroo, though it does not perfectly ripen its fruit.
It known from whence it was introduced, though probably from Caubul.

nor IS

The
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The Apricot is very abundant round almost every village in the Himalayas, ren-

dering it difficult to ascertain whether it be ever found wild, as the trees remain the

only vestiges of deserted villages. It has been supposed to be a native of the Oases of

Egypt, in consequence of its name biirkook being probably the original of the old term

apricoke and Pracocia ; but as that is its name in the Arabic language which prevails,

like the apricot, over a great extent of the Oriental region, the same name is likely to be

every where applied to it. At Caubul it is said to be preserved in fourteen different

ways, with and without the stones, or the kernel left, or an almond substituted (^Bttnics).

It is generally brought in this state into N. India, under the name khoobanee; the Arabic

name is mishmish ; in Bokhara, where they are particularly fine, they are called hakur-

khanee. In the Himalayas the fruit is called zurd-aloo, chooloo, and chinaroo: in

Kunawur the fruit is dried on the tops of their houses, and when pounded, mixed with

their meal. It is chiefly cultivated on account of the beautiful oil which is expressed

from the kernels. These may also be found in the bazars, under the name of badam-
I

kohee, or hill-almonds. The oil has a slight smell of hydrocyanic acid, and must

resemble that from almonds, especially the bitter kind, or that obtained from Pruuus

brigantiaca.

Specimens of the Cherry or aloo-baloo, which I obtained from Cashmere, appear to Dr.

Lindley not to differ from the common species, which therefore is probably that met with

at Caubul, perhaps also at Bokhara. The fruit of Cerasus PiidJian, common in the

Himalayas, is not edible, but is employed for making a well-flavoured cherry-brandy,

though not distilled like the kirschmwasser; ihehd^xk pudmak is used in medicine, as is that

of species of cherry in the United States and Mexico. Cerasus widulala and capridda,

the last so called from the leaves being poisonous to goats ; and C. cornula, remarkable

for its pod-like monstrosity, are handsome and showy trees growing on lofty moun-

tains, and worthy of introduction into England.

The Plum is known in India in a dried state, under the name of aho-bokhara, though

chiefly cultivated about Ghuzni. It was seen by Lieut. Burnes, both at Koondooz and

Bokhara, whence it may originally have been introduced into the kingdom of Caubul.

Specimens 9f the plants from Cashmere appear to Dr. Lindley to be a new species,

Prunus Bokhariensis, nob. To this kind, kokamalis (kokxvi^yjXsa) is applied as the

Greek name in Persian works on Materia Medica. From Irki, near Sabathoo, a small,

yellow, thin-skinnedand very juicy sweet plum was introduced into the Saharunpore

Garden, and which, though I considered to be a new species (P. aloocha), is very like a

variety of the common plum. It is this, probably, which is called greengage by travellers.

Mr. Moorcroft also mentions a plum in Ludak, Cerasus tomentosa, Wall. Cat. N. 715.

Prunus tr'iflora, Roxb., is a plum now common in gardens in India, which Dr. Roxburgh

states was originally introduced from China. The peach, apricot, cherry, and plum,

all exude gum in Northern India.

Of the Pomacece, the Quince-plants, introduced from Cashmere, do not differ from

those already in India, Cydonia vulgaris, Pers. The seeds bikee dana, being i

gmous
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ginous and used in medicine, are imported from Caubul and Cashmere into Northern,

and by the Persian Gulf into Southern India.

Of Pears, that of Samurcund is most noted ; they are plentiful at Caubul, and excel-

lent at Peshawur, and are brought into India by the northern merchants from Cashmere

and Boodurwar. In the gardens of India, the only kind known is one introduced from

China, Pyrus sinica, or Sand-pear, which more nearly resembles the baking-pear than

any other I know. P. Fashia, Ham. (P. variolosa,Wall.), or wild pear-tree of the hills,

attains a great size ] but the fruit is not edible, until it becomes somewhat decayed.

P. lanata and crenata, are other species of this genus, which are found at higher elevations,

the first affords an edible fruit, called /?«//oo.

Apples alone of the tribe succeed well in the southern parts of India, as they are

stated to be excellent at Bangalore and in Tirhoot, and, though small, of a good quality

in most parts of Northern India. As an instance of the difficulty attendant on the

introduction of European plants into N. India it may be mentioned, that an apple-tree

from Liverpool, in consequence of being the only one which survived, cost upwards of

£70 before it was planted in the nursery at Mussooree, where, however, it was thriving

along with the fruit-trees introduced from Cashmere. The apple is grown in some' of

the villages of the Himalaya, as well as in Kunawur. They are remarkably fine at

Peshawur and Caubul, and are brought down to India from Boodurwar and Cashmere.

On the northern face of the mountains they are grown both at Balkh and Bokhara, and

remarkably fine at the former

PRINSEPIA.

Calyoo basi cyathiformis obtuse et inasqualltcr 5-ficlus imbricatiis. Petala 5 rotundata breve ungui-
culata calycis fauci inserta. Stamina 30-40 pluri-serialia subsequalia infra petala inserta. Antherce
bilocularcs, loculis discretis. Germen liberum 1-loculare. Stylus terminalis. Stigma orbiculare
cai)itatum. Bacca ovata cortice coriaceo, laterallter ob semen unum abortivum stylo persistente
appendiculatum. Semen vnasm

I have had much pleasure in dedicating this Chrysobalaneous genus to my friend, Mr. James Prinsep,
Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, who, though not a botanist, contributes most essentially to
the progress and right understanding of an important branch of the science, the Geography of Plants,
by his researches into the meteorology of India. He is moreover well entitled to the honour by the zeal
with which, in a debilitating climate, he promotes the different branches of science, besides those in
which he himself excels, by giving the gratuitous aid of his varied talents, in editing and publishing at
his own risk, the « Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,^ a publication filled with original commu-
nications on all branches of science by contributors in India. This I have done with the liberal consent
of my friend, Dr. Lindley, who previously possessed this plant from Dr.Wallich, though it is not enu-
merated in the latter's Catalogue.

P. utilis. Tab, 3a fig. !.—(«.) Flower seen from above

;

rated;—(6.) branch with fruit;—(e.) berry cut transversely ;—(/) seed

) the same reversed ;

—

(d.) petal

embryo.
(3

fimised

(v. supra)
few flowered racemes from the axilla? of the leaves. Early in the season it is conspicuous for The abun-

The
leaves are alternate, either single or 2-3-fascicled, coriaceous, petioled, lanceolate, serrate, younger ones

•^''^'^^^^ membranous, lanceolate, dentate-ciliate. The seeds by expression yield a useful oil
entire.

Cerasus
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asus cornuta
; (Wall.) foliis oblongis ellipticis, basi cordatis apice acuminatis retJculato-venosis

serratis laevibus, Mualibu

WaU. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 716.—Tab. 38. fig. 2.—

(

(b.) the same opened ;_(c.) seen from below ;—(rf.) branch in fruit ;- (e.)

if.) the hollow pod-like monstrosity which forms instead of the fruit, as

epresented by M. De Candolle

This species is nearly allied to C. undulata, Ser. and c7Lindkyana.'WsXl, and forms' a lofty tree

)

on Choor, at Simla and Dhunoultee.

latcrahbus sub-

3
cuneiformibus dentatis, terrainali ovato maximo subtrilobato dentato, cauHnis oblongis pinnatifidi

stipulisque acute dentatis, *cauHbus erectis, floribus magnis racemoso-paniculatis, laciniis calycmis
integris, accessoriis multo minoribus, petalis obcordatis calyce duplo-longioribus.—G<;mot datum. Wall.
Cat. n. 711. var. /3. humile, caule unifloro foHisque minoribus. S. humUi^. llojle. MSS.—Tab. 39.

^S- !•—(«.) hairy achenium approaching maturity, with naked persist

nium cut vertically, displaying the erect seed.

Hab. Sirmore and Kemaon. fTaZ/jc/i.—Kedarkanta. var^. Shalma.

Daliharda calycina; DC. Prod. 2. p. 568

Cat. Herb. Ind. n, 737.—Tab. 39- %. %
hairy dentate calyx tubular below, and numerous pistils ;— (c.)

) ache

Prod

(6.) the petals

(d.) ripe achcnia enclosed

in the calyx, of which a part has been cut away ;—(e.) a single achenium ;—(^.) the same, with

and one side cut away to shew the pendulous seed;— (/.) embryo.

and lent by the Hon. the Court of Directors, as mentioned at p. 3.

gsmade under Dr.Wallich

(Fl. Nep. 1. c.)

found on Gossainthan, and is interesting as belonging to a genus, of which one species is found in North

it the Straits of Magalhaens; I have preferred following M. De Candolle, in

Daliharda

sections,

both in this genis not always to restrict these to a particular part of the v

Sieversia.

Potentilla Cautleyana ; sericeo-pilosa ; caule adscendente paucifloro, foliis radicalibus caulinisq^ue

inferioribus petiolatis, superioribus sessilibus, omnibus ternato-pahnatis, lobis ovalibus serratis, stipulis

parvis subintegris, laciniis calycinis acutis, petalis magnis obcordatis calyce duplo-longioribus.—^v. Tab.

40. iig.l.

This species, found at Lippa, in Kunawur, I have named after my friend, Lieut. Proby Cautley, of

the Bengal artillery, Superintendant of the Doab Canal, to whose zeal in the prosecution of Natural

History, I have been indebted for many interesting specimens in the Tria Regna^ as well as for the

drawings illustrating the Fossil Remains, Tab. 2. fig. 4—15, discovered by him at the foot of the Hima-

laya during his researches in his favourite subject of Geology.

P.pteropoda; sericeo-tomentosa ; foliis radicalibus longe petiolatis circumscriptione flabelliformibus,

lobis oblongis cuneatis apice dentatis, stipulis longissimis petiolo (cui fere a^qualibus) aJnatis, caulibu«

foliis sequalibus vel paulo longioribus uni-v-paucifloris, petalis magnis obcordatis, laciniis calycinis

acutis dimidio brevioribus, carpellis ovatis, reeeptaculo villoso. 40

Hab. Mountains

niveo radicalib

tematim palmato-sectis pectinatim-dentatis omnibus petiolatis, stipulis latis submei

subvaginantibus, floribus longe pedunculatis, petalis obcordatis, laciniis calycinis

petalis subaequalibus, carpellis oblongis laevibus.—v. Tab. 41. fig. 1.

»T 1 mi • ;^- p A «* T ;»A,-wo \rx TTiiMQwiiT* T liav^ri'^mprl nffpr mv friend. Mr

lanceolatis

plants and insects

country, and now applies himself with equal zeal to Botany and Entomology.

Ifwl radice crassa, caulibus c^spitosis, foUis ternato^quinato etiamque septeno-palmatim

^s mcnibranaceis petiolo

adnatis,

>
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adnatis, pedunculis filiformibus unifloris apice bracteatis, petalis rotundatis, segmentis calycinis corollae

sequalibus, receptaculis villosis.—Tab. 41. f. 3.

: Hab. The specimens of this plant were brought me from Soongnum, in Kunawur, and were found

by Mr. Ingh's, after whom I have named it, at Shipkee, in Hungarung.

' F. microphyUa. Don Prod. Fl. Nep. p. 231. DC. Prod, 2. p. 583. Wall. Cat. n. 1010. Tab. 41. f. 2.

Hab. Found on Kedarkanta and the Chandow Pass ; also on Gossainthan.

Sibbaldia purpurea; poljgama; caule procumbente stipulis petiolisque persistentibus squamato,

foliis quinato-palmatim sectis, segmentis cuneatis bi-v.-tridentatis sericeo-pilosis, petalis obovatis calyce

longioribus- Tab. 40. fig. 3.

(a.) A male flower seen from above, with a disk in place of pistils : this is coloured too dark;—(6.) a

flower seen from below ;—(c.) corymb of fertile flowers in an advanced state ;—(d.) one detached

;

(/) opened out ;

—

{g.) a seed.

Rosa aericea ; (Lindley) floribus tetrapetalis.—Lindley, Ros. 105. DC. Prod. 2. p. 613. Walk Cat.

695. Ic. ined. n. 973.

—

Rosa tetrapetala. Royle. p. 23.—Tab. 42- fig. 1.

(a.) Corolla seen from below;— (6.) ripe fruit ;—(c.) with the upper part of calyx removed ;—(d) a

seed ;—(e.) the same cut transversely ;—(/.) embryo.

Rosa Wehhiana ; (Wall.) aculeis rectis pugioniformibus inaequalibus confertis, setis nuUis, foliolis

basi cuneatis simpliciter serratis, calycis tubo oblongo, sepalis pedunculisque glanduloso-scabris. Wall.

Cat. Herb. Ind.n. 682.

Hab

Webb from Kemaon. It approaches iio^a spinosissimay but

differs in the want of setce^ and in a tendency to convert the upper leaves into true bractes ; also in the

flark colour of its stem contrasting so strongly with the white thorns.

64. GRANATE^.

This order, consists of but a single genus. Punka, of which the pomegranate, the

only species, has been known from the earliest period as one of the valuable Products
a

of Western Asia, whence it has extended into the south of Europe, and may now be
found from thence to India, as well as in the northern parts of Africa. Lieut. Burnes

describes the pomegranates as forming quite a wood in Mazenderan, whence the dried

seeds are exported for medicinal use ; and mentions that the famous pomeoranates

without seeds are grown in the rich gardens, called Balabagh, lying under the snowy
hills near the Caubul river. Mr. Forster describes them as delicious about Hadgiabad,

as they are indeed in most parts of Persia, Joiirn, p. 169. Though grown in most
A,

parts of India, large quantities of a superior quality are yearly brought down by the

n merchants from Caubul, Cashmere, and Boodurwar. Punka might be retained

My
In the Himalayas the pomegranate may be seen growing wild and also near vilh

The fruit, though small, is brought down for sale to Saharunpore ; it is called darmee
and the rind naspal, being very astringent, is used in medicine, as well as in dyeing.
The employment by the natives of India of the bark of the root for the expulsion of
tape-worm being now well known, since the subject was communicated by Drs.
Hamilton and Fleming, is a remarkable instance of the oblivion into which even a

able medicine may fall, as this property was well known to Dioscorides. 1. c. 154,
The natives give hidoosUon and TQoman as the Greek names of the Pome^

Q5. Memecyle^,
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T

65. MEMECYLE^.
F

r

This small order, allied to both the preceding and the following, is also so to Melas-

tomaceee and to Myrtacecs, and is only found in the hot parts of India and along the

Malayan Peninsula. One or two species oi Memecylon occur as far north as Silhet,

and M. grande at Monghir. M. edule, found in the Peninsula, Silhet, and Penang, is

supposed by Dr. Roxburgh to be the M. tinctoria of Wildenow, as its leaves form an

ingredient in the dyes of the Coromandel. The ripe berries, though somewhat astrin-

gent, are eaten by the natives. (Roxb.)

66. COMBRETACEiE.

This is another of the families found equally in all the equinoctial parts of the morld,

and of which a few species spread to the most northern parts of India, and the valleys
I

of the Himalaya. The genera Terminalia, Conocarpus, Poivna, and Comhrctum, of

which species are found in India, are common to the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and

America ; but Pentaplera, Getonla, and Lumnltzera, are confined to India, with Quis-

qualis in the Malayan Peninsula and Java.

To the few species previously known in India of some of these genera, several have

been added, especially of Comhretum from Silhet, the Burmese territories, and Malayan

Peninsula ; but those found in the forest at the foot of the mountains in the most

northern parts, occur also in the southern parts of India, as Terminalia Belkrica and

Chebula, the latter nearly allied to T. citrina ; Pentaptera tome?iiosa, which differs little

from P. glabra, Poivrea Roa^burghi, Co9iocarpus latifolia, and Comhretum namwi.

Many of these are found in the Malayan Peninsula, in Silhet, at the entrance into

Nepal, and along the foot of the Himalayas in the Deyra and Kyarda Doons. Getonia

nutans and floribunda, Quisqualis indica, Lumnltzera racemosa, are confined to southern

parts; the last in the Delta of the Ganges, and the salt marshes in the southern provinces

of Malabar. Conocarpus myrtifolm,W2i\l., 4017, appears to be the only species peculiar

to the upper provinces, and this was found by Dr. Hamilton on the banks of the Jumna,

where I also met with it in coming down that river : it may have spread from Central

India. The species of Conoca?pus have been divided by M. De Candolle into three

sections, American, African, and Indian ; the last called A?iogeissus is adopted as a

genus by Dr.Wallich. It cannot, however, be now considered as peculiar to India, as

an undoubted species of the same genus or section is figured at t. G5 of the Flora Scne-

gambles

The Comhretacea: yield several products, and some medicines, as myrobolans, which,

if valued according to the time they have been in use, would rank with those of consi-

derable importance. Several of the tribe, as species of Terminalm and Pctaptera, yield

timber (v. Roxb. Fl. Ind. 11. p. 429—444) ; but astringency is the principle

most generally diffused, as the bark of Terminalia Urjan is used in medicine for this

properW, and in dyeing black in India, as that of Bucida Buceras is in Jamaica, and of

m

2 E Terminalia
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Terminalia benzoin in the Isle of France. The galls found on the leaves of T. Chebula by
Dr. Roxburgh are powerfully astringent, and used in dyeing yellow and black. So the

ripe fruit of T. Belkrka is reckoned astringent, and T, moluccana is like it. That of
*

T. Chebula in an unripe state, and of different ages (v. Fleming, As. Res. xi. p. 182. 8vo.),

has long been known under the name of black, yellow, and chebulic {kabooke from

Cabool) myrobolans, and considered gently laxative. The fruit of T. citrina, as well as
V

of T. angustifolia and T. gangetica, is like that of T. Chebula, and employed for the same
purposes. The kernels of T. Catappa have the same name, badam, applied to them, as

to those of the common almond ; they are eaten as such, and are very palatable. I have

seen the tree as far north as Allahabad, in gardens. The kernels of T. moluccana, and
those of T. Bellerica, are also eaten. From the latter a gum exudes, as from Combretum

alternifol'mm in S.America. A milky juice is described as flowing from T. benzoin,

Linn, f , which, being fragrant on drying, and resembling benzoin, is used in churches

in the Mauritius as a kind of incense.

Conocarpus latifoUa; Roxb. Fl. Ind. vol. ii. p. 442. Wight and Arnott, Prod. Fl. Ind. Penins. 1.

p. 316. Anogeisms latifolia. Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 4014

(6) (c.)

Tab. 45.—(a.) Head

insertion of the stamens, the filiform part of the calyx contracting Above the base, which embraces the
ovary ;—(d

indurated

(e.)

northern p
Pass,where it is called haklee. It clearly belongs to the same section ^s the African Anogeissus leio^

Tent

67. RHIZOPHORE^

of the

well as

The mangrove tribe, so common on the equinoctial shores, both of the Old and the
New World, and which are so remarkable for their seed germinating while yet attached
to the branch, as well as for the adventitious roots which serve as supports to the
trunk, hardly admit of notice in this work, were it not that Carallia lucida, on<

family, is mentioned by Dr.Wallich as having been procured from Kemaon, as
from Silhet, Chittagong,and the Malayan Peninsula, and the lower regions of the Circar
mountains. This is another instance of a tropical plant travelling far north along the
tract of forest.

In the Delta of the Ganges, and near Chittagong, Rhizophora {Bruguiera. Lam.)
gymnorrhiza, is found, as well as R, Candel, whence both extend to the shores of the
Indian Peninsula. The wood of several plants of this tribe is described as being hard
and durable

68. ONAGRARI^
This family, as constituted by De Candolle, contains several tribes, some of which

have been separated as distinct orders ; but as the tribes JussiecB and Onagrece are still
retained, there is a want of uniformity in its geographical distribution. Epilobium,
found m the cool parts of the world, and in mountainous situations, is like so many
other genera of the same distribution, common in the Himalayas, with Circcea, found

#

also
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also in Europe and America ; while Jussicea, of the tribe which is named after it, and

found in most hot countries of the world, lias species (/. repens and villosd) common

every -^here in the plains of India, with a species of Ludwigia {L. jussiaoides) ;
L. diffusa

is found in the Doon, the other species of this genus occur in Pegu, Java, and Mauritius.

Trapa, as we have seen to be the case with other aquatic genera, extends over a great

extent of latitude, being common every where in the waters of India and China, as well

as of Cashmere, of Europe, and Siberia.

Thirteen species of Epiloblum have been found in the Himalayas. Of these, £. spi-

catum scad parviforum are also European. E. serkeum comes near E, hlrsutum; E. Idvc,

\

nob., near E E. Himak'me, Herbertiamm, decussatum, and lajt

other species not previously published. Two species of Circcea have been enumerated

by Dr.Wallich ; of these, C. repens, found in Nepal and on Choor, comes near C. /«/<-

tiana, while that referred with doubt to C. intermedia, Ehr. varies much in the form of

its leaves, some being almost round, and others like those of C. alpina. This is also

fqund on Choor and at Mussooree. A third species is figured in this work from the

F

neighbourhood of Kotgurh.

Few of the plants of this family are possessed of any properties which render them

useful but the tribe of Hydrocaryes, formed occasionally into an order so called, are

remarkable for the size of their seeds, and the quantity of fecula which they contain

rendering them useful as food for man ; hence Trapa bkorms is extensively cultn-atcd

in the lakes of China, and the nuts of T. bispinosa, called Slnshara. are sold m all the

bazars in India ; and a species, called by the same name, forms a considerable portion .

the food of the inhabitants of Cashmere, as we learn from Mr. Forster, that .t yields the

government £12,000 of revenue ; and Mr. Moorcroft mentions nearly the same sum as

Lnjeet Sing's share, from 96,000 to 128,000 ass-loads of this nut yielded by the lake

of OoUer. .
. .

alte^is, omnibus breve petiola.is ovatis oUongis acuminata ba. oordaUs -™-™P^^^J
Lulatis pilosis venosis, floribus axiUaribus subsessilibus, pctabs emarginafs, stigma.e cap.ta.o

43. f. 2.

Hab. Mussooree,

CirccBa cordata; caule rigido erecto pubescente

pubescentibus, capsulis rotundis.

f

ido-clenticiilatii!

43. fie. \.—(a,)
pubescenuuus, ctn^=ux.o xw.«w«.o. -— — „ > -

„«f.^i».__rrf^ anther seen in Iront aL of stamens alternating with that of ratals ;_(c.) b.lobed F f ;r<^>1™ ^. y ,,

;

from behind ;-{..) pollen ;-(/) filiform style and cmargmate stlgma
, (9) ¥ P

from behind;—(e.) polle

th {i.) the seed.

Hab. Neighbourhood of Kotgurh in the rainy

69. HALORAGEiE.

- M J * 1 « Wc rlktrlbution indicate differences of cli-

This being an^^l^^i:^^^ '^^ various parts of the world,

mate, as its plants are found m streams and we
Unalaschka,

Thus, Hippuris is common to Europe ^^
f
7™^' ^/^'^ '"3^^^^^^^^^ to both

,, ;n Tndia. CallUrkh, is common to India and Europe
,
My i p y

but not in Ind
2 e2
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*

these and to America. Serpicula* is common to India and Africa, being found in the
Mauritius, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Indian Peninsula ; Haloragh in the last,
as well as in New Holland. .

'

70. CERATOPHYLLEjE
This, like the former order, being aquatic, is distributed over a wide extent, and

species of the genus from which the order is named, are found both in Europe and India
C. muricatum. an Egj-ptian plant, is also found in India ; as well as C. tuberculatum,
Cham., considered with doubt to be the C. verticillatum, Roxb., which is found in the
pools about Calcutta.

71. LYTHRARIiE.
The l^lhrarla, called also Salkarl^, are divided into tribes, which differ in their

geographical distribution
;
the Lager,tra„ua being tropical, as Lagerstramla occurs in

India, Chma, and the Islands
: Fatioa appears to be only a variety of L. parviflm-a

The true Salicark^e, like other tribes containing aquatic plants, or those delighting in
mo,st situations, are distributed over a wide extent, and very different climates ; thu;
liotala.Pemphis, and Amektia, are exclusively Indian, extending from the islands of the
Indian Ocean up to the Peninsula and Bengal, and the last as far as Nepal. Lamonia
exists m a cultivated state in most parts of the Oriental Region. Gmka is found in
india, China, and S. America, and Ammania in the warm parts of both hemispheres.ZytArumM in Europe, America, and New Holland, exists also in the Himalayas
the species figured t. 46, being indigenous in Cashmere. This is closely allied to £ vir-
to

Europ

and Salicaria
; the latter remarkable for being found in New Holland well

The
The

WaUich
same

to, has been described by Dr Roxb i, T T ^Considering 4a. the plant alluded

.««W., .bat in ^a W . :.r:?!. ".^.^ ^-«/»*c. vol. iU. 183, .nde. both S„,^U and
further to do than

and difficulty in a short space of time of indexing a Catalogue
had examined, it would be unnecessary to notice the above crit'

"\"^-'^°'-" P^-*«^-t one of which I

the circumstances under which J Index l^;rj;^T™
Dr. Wallich was on the eve of d...^, " ^T "f* '"^":^'^"^'^ ^" ^^ ™^ ^-- ^^^^> -d when

lor even the mechanical part of the undertaking
arranged most of the published Indian plants, andnatural orders, the only work wh,Vh .« n u , ,

^ '
""^ °'^'' collections in their

l>een corrected.

an

design, though commenced, was abandoned
but independent of this thp ri;ffi. u- ^ .

^*-""^". ^"leny on account ot the want of time :

^^^Jl^j'.^U^^^r'''''
were sufficient., great of ascertaining the plants referred to under th

having no suspic;on tCtt n^w 1,7ll
'"' """'!" "' *^ "'"'™ """ ^^ ^^^ "^""^ <-" *<= -"ject.

s.a.es, fte latter had placed b!, r, \
*" Ur.W aUich, par.ly be.

Journal. No. 34. p. 26.
"'"""""^ ""'"" "' ""'-^**««' Cat. „. 7200.Journal No. 34. p. 261. Arnott, Jameson's

•

•
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r

The species which extend furthest north are, Lagersimmla JReghia and pan'iflora,

Grislea tomentosa and Ammania rotmdifolia, at the foot of the hills in the Deyra Doon.

Ammania octandra and veskatoria, are found at Saharunpore in the rainy season
;
and

further south, A. indica, multifida ond penta?idra.

Astringency is the property remarked in many of the Lythraria, and is that ascribed

in India to the flowers of Griska tomentosa {Lythrum ? Hunteri) called dhaec, of which

the bright red flowers, somewhat resembling those of a Fuchsia, arc used in dyeing; the

of Lawsonia much cultivated on the north of the Jumna, h'lnm of

Oriental reg

Arabs, mhendee of the Hindoos, is used with catechu in India, as every where in the

by the women in staining their fingers of an orange hue. The leaves of

Ammania vesicatoria are so acrid, that it frequently receives from the natives the same

name, soorujhal as Ranunculus scekratus ; it is used in rapidly raising blisters.

LythTum Cashmerianum ; foliis oppositis lanceolatis basi cordatis sessilibus apice subaltemaniibus

. ...l-..n _„:„„„. u,.,,;..;„.o ^Hnck. flnrilMis hreve nedunculatis 3-5 in axiUis bractearura fasciculati<^.

(c.) opened ;— (rf) capsule ;— (c.) cut

Tab. 44. fig. 1.—(a.) Flower ;—(6)

transversely ;—(/.) vertically ;— (^f-)

Hab. Shores of the lake of Cashm

72. TAMARISCINE.E.

This order, composed of the genus Tamarh. and a few genera which have been sepa-

rated fron. it, is placed here by M. De Candolle, on account of being allied U, L^ihn.na

and Onagrari^., and is referred by Dr. Lindley to the neighbourhood of Franlen,ace<^

.

near which its hypogynous stamens ought to place it.

, . .. • ,i.„

The plants of the genus Ta^ri. are distributed over a wide extent

J
terntory ,n U.

Old World, fiw 10" to 50» and 65' of N. latitude in Europe -^ «*>"-
^^J^™

the Canaries and Senegambia on the west, to China on the east
:

they differ « much

their latitudes, being found on the shores of the ocean, or

the Ganges and Nile, as vvell in the arid and sandy parts of

the banKs oi rivers, as uie uaugcs au-^ ,,..„* T-.u^t ,nA
, .,. T, -ok »= m the cold and elevated climates of Tibet ana

Northern India and the Punjab, as in the coia an

these the soil is saline. The genus Myncana, existing m turope,

found also in Kunawur, and the elevated country crossed by

Mr. Moorcroft in his journey to Manasarowur
^^^^^^._^

Respecting the distribution of the spec.es of ^-'"^ '"; „L and ^lolca ; the

nr Roxburo^h has described two as common in India, l.tnmca
Dr. Ro^W^

j^^„,, ,„d other rivers, as well as

former found on the b^nk g
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^. ^_ ^.^^ ^^.^,

roast of Coromandel, has Deen reieuc y ^^^^^^

doubt, closely allied ; and if identical, an addiUonal instance ot^e^^^^^^

in their localities as in

the banks of

Siberia ; but in

Siberia and Dahuria

the

r. dioica, to which

:h:hT:;.e/.ay s^ead when growing in the ^imtyofw- .^ »

the same naineJA^o is applied is mos -m-n^; North7
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

and T. F.ras, Ham ^^;^:^:^^^::tL ascertLd. by comparison

This species is closely allied to 7. a,UcuMa^ Va
^^ ^^^^^^^_

with specimens collected by M. Bov^, in Egypt.
^^^^^
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found by him in Arabia. " The Arabic name, asid or atul, is applied to Furas
(f^\J) in

India, as to T. orientalis, in Arabia and Egypt. With T. indica and dioica, T. {Trichqurus,
W. and A.) mco/We*, is found in the Peninsula.

Myrkaria, a genus of which one species extends from Europe to the Caucasus,
and others are found in Siberia and Dahuria, has also two species in the Himalayas

:

M. bracteata. Tab. 44. f. 2, found in the vicinity of Cashmere; and M. ek^aris nob

d the
at Lippa, in Kunawur, where the climate has been shown to be Tataric
soil saline.

Bitterness and astringency are" the properties ascribed to the Tamariscinecp, and hence
the occasional employment of the European species as a tonic, and as a substitute for
hops in making beer in Denmark. In India, also, the twigs of T, indica and dioica, ^ve
considered astringent

;
but the plants are more valued on account of the galls which

are formed on these, and on T. Furas, as on T. btientalis in Egypt, and which being
highly astringent, are now, as in former times, used in medicine and dyeing. Those
formed on T, Furas are called sumrut-ool-asul or chotee-mue; and of the jhuo, sumrut-
ool-toorfa or buree-mue. They are chiefly imported from Mooltan, but I ha've found
them on the Furas in Delhi. The ashes of T. gallica and Africaua, when growing near
the sea, contam a large proportion of sulphate of soda, so that they may be profitably
burnt to obtam this salt

;
its abundance explains the utility of some of these plants as

dmretics. It would be interesting to ascertain the quantity contained in the ashes of
plants grown in the saline country to the westward of the Jumna. A prod
different from any of these is the manna produced by a species of Tamarisk. This 'has
been ascertained by Ehrenberg to be produced by the puncture oi Coccus maniparus, on
a variety of T. tallica, growing on Mount Sinai. The manna has long been known by
the name of Arabian, to distinguish it from Persian manna, the produce of Alhagi Man-

^«i^ee/.,(v. p. 194) of Arabian authors. This is called G..2«w^ee«, from

very

G Kuz, one of the names of T. gallica, or a species oi Tamarisk
Myricaria bracteata

;
cau\e angulato striate, foliis lineari-lanceoL.. .„..uu« «uoparentious sdici.

(a.) Flower seen from below, with
(h

rated, and the monadelphous stamens opened out ;_(c.) capsule
three placentae, one inserted into the base of each valve.
M. elegans; caule rotundo striato, fohis alternis oblongis ovatis patentil

paniculatis lateral^us, bracteis ovatis acuminatis pediceUo sub.qLlibus.
descriptione Ledeb. vol. iii. p. 204,

"^ ^ M. Dan ex

This

73. MELASTOMACEiE
IS

as though

.io., r r .
""'" °''"™' ''"°"*''' ^"''' ^''^ « f«^ exceptions, a strictly

peal one, wh,ch ,s very prevalent in, but not confined to the New World, ^ L650speo,es have been found there, no less than 150 species have been discovered

V^yspo, a. ,We, aa, Sarcopyram,s
. Tripkctrum. and Pternar,dra. Of these, the five la.

nly

have
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have not been found in other quarters of the world, but the two first are common to

Asia, Africa, and America. Of most, the greater proportion of the species are confined

to the southern parts of India ; but as a few species escape to the northward of the

tropics, both in America and China, so in India, from the powerful influence of a local

climate, several species, with Mdastoma malabathricum, are found at the foot of the

Himalayas in Silhet, and in diminished numbers in Nepal. Of these may be mentioned,

Mdastoma Walllchii, Osbeckia ternifoUa and Nepaknsis, Oxyspora pa??icuhta, Sarco-

pyramis Nepaknsis, and Sonerila maculata. Some species extend still further north, as

Osbeckia stellata and angustifolia, in the valleys near Mussooree, and on the banks of the

Giree. Sonerila tenera, discovered by Dr.Wallich in Tavoy, was found by myself in

the Deyra Doon. Though so frequently mentioned, it cannot be too often repeated,

that it is only during the rainy season that these tropical plants make their appearance

:

and the figure in Tab. 45 is an instance of their diminished size, when found in these

northern situations.

Sonerila tenera ; pilosula ubique setis longis intermixtis ; caulc cxiguo tcncro, foliis submembro-

naceis oblongis ellipticis obtusis trinerviis ciliatis, raceniis terminalibus lateralibusque.—^Tab. 45. f. 2.

(a.) Flower;—(&.)

(e.) longitudinallvi Li

(c.) capsule ;

—

(d) cut transversely ;

exactly as in Osbeckia chinefisis- GvorU
i I.

Carp. % 1. 106 C as Dr. Roxburgh remarks, in describing his Sonerila maculata. FL Ind.ed. Wall, L

p. 121.

74. ALANGIE^.
n I

This small order may almost be said to be confined to the East-Indies, as both its

genera, Alangium and Marlea (Stylidium, Lour.) are common in the southern parts of

India, whence they extend along the Malayan Peninsula to Cochin-china, and north-

wards along the forest-clad base of the Himalaya. Marka bego?iifoUa extends beyond

30° of N. latitude, while Alangium decapetalum spreads from the Centra! Range up the

western bank of the Ganges to Allahabad, and the banks of the Jumna. This is com-

mon in the Peninsula with A. hexapetalum, said to afford good wood and edible fruit.

75. PHILADELPHE.^.

This order, nearly as small as the former, affects a very different locality but

the analogy in the vegetation of very distant countries. The genus Philadelph

D
was known only as existing in the South of Europe and North America

Wallich discovered a new species in the Himalayas. This is formed of two varieties,

which he at one time considered two distinct species, P. tomentosus, which is probably

only a more advanced state of P.triforus, having the appearance of the figure

T 46. This is common in Sirmore and Kemaon, at elevations of 6.000 and 7.000 feet

and P. tomentosus was procured by Dr.Wallich from Gossainthan. Deutzia is one of the

new genera found by Thunberg in Japan, and which, on identifying in the Himalaya,

first led me to perceive the affinity of its flora to that of that island
;
new species have

been discovered by Bunge in the north of China in addition to the three enumerated

by
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by Dr.Wallich from the Himalayas, D. staminea, Brunoniana, and corymbosay the first

figured in PL Asiat. Rar. 191, and the last in T. 46. p. 2. of the present work. The

last is found at the highest elevations, as on Acharanda and Urrukta, and the others

are common about Mussooree, and every where in the mountains at similar elevations.

All appear to be suited to the open air of English shrubberies. '

. Philadelphus tomentosus; (Wall.) foliis oppositis petiolatis ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis serrato-

denticulatis subquintuplinerviis tomentosis vel glabriusculis subtus nervis pilosis, ramis oppositis

floriferis, floribus inferioribus axillaribus solitariis superioribus terminalibus trifloris racemosis.

Tab. 46. f. 1.

inedio quadrifido staniinibus aequali. Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 3653

cor (Brown.) foliis ovatis acuminatis denticulato-serrulatis sublsevibus, corymbis

lateralibus terminalibusque longe pedunculatis

medio dentatis.~Z). corymhosa (Brown.) Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 3652.—Tab. 46. f. 2.—(a.)

seen from above;—(6.) from below.
1

^ E

76. MYRTACE^.

The MyrtacecB are well known for the elegance of their appearance in tropical coun-

tries, and from their representative, the common myrtle in temperate climes, but though

many occur in, they are not confined within the tropics ; as several genera and many
F

species are found in Australia and New Zealand, as well as at the Cape of Good Hope

;

so, in India, they extend to its most northerly parts along the foot of the Himalaya.

The genus Myrtus, in addition to its extension north, spreads south as far as the Straits

of Magalhaens, and as well as in the cold parts of Peru, occurs in India on the Neel-

gherries. The other genera, of which species are found in India, are Psidium, Sizygium,

and Eugenia, common to America and Asia ; Jamhosa, found in the latter and Africa;

with Sonneratia and Careya peculiar to India and its islands.

The species of Sonneratia are found only in the Peninsula and the Delta of the Ganges.

Barringtonia acutangula, sumundur-phul of the natives, existing naturally at Chittagong,

is found growing in a clump of trees at Saharunpore (probably introduced) near the

late Mr. Grindall's house ; but Careya arborea, found in Martaban, and Tenasserim,

extends naturally as far north as the Jumna, along the foot of the Himalaya, with species

oiSizygium, as S. Jamholana, a variety calledJumawa ; S. Panialla ; and another species,

allied to the first, which occurs still further north in the Suen ran^e, .S*. venulosum, nob.

The MyrtacecE are chiefly remarkable for secreting volatile oil, which gives an aromatic

fragrance to the leaves and other parts of many species, rendering these useful as condi-

ments
;
they also secrete tannin, hence the employment of some as astringents ; others

yield edible fruit, as the guava and the different kinds of rose-apple, which are, however,

seldom unaccompanied by a degree of aromatic principle, which renders them agreeable

to some, but disagreeable to others.

Though naturally growing more to the southward, some of this tribe succeed well in

the gardens of Northern India, as Jambosa vulgaris, Psidium pyriferum smd pomiferum,
Sizygium Jambolana, and what is remarkable, Melaleuca Cajeputi, though a native of
the Moluccas. This is probably owing to the quantity of essential oil it contains, as

well
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elL as to the looseness of its bark/which separating, like that of the birch, renders
more difficult the transmission inwards of the cold during the winter season
But as this is the species stated by Mr. Jack to be more fragrant than any other, and

that from which the Cajepud {Kayapootee) oil is distilled, it is probable that it mi^ht be
successfully cultivated in many parts of India, as it succeeds in the open air so far^orth
as Saharunpore. So would also, in southern parts, Myrtus Pimenta, or allspice, now
cultivated in Jamaica, but of which the trees flourish in the Calcutta garden. The Clove-

Caryophyll of the Moluccas, but more difficult to be
grown in other countries

:
it is however cultivated in Cayenne, as well as in the Isle of

Bourbon. Ceylon, and the southern parts of the Indian, as well as" of the Malayan
Peninsula, appear the only parts of the British territories suited to the purpose, though
the tree grows freely in the Calcutta garden. It is remarkable that Persian authors give
kurphullon as the Greek name of cloves. Myrtle berries are still used in Indian medi-
cine, and imported from the north ; Myrtus tomentosa yields edible berries on the

JVeelgbernes, as the common myrtle does in Syria. The union of astringency with

aromatic principles accounts for the employment of some of this tribe in New Holland

as substitutes for tea: w^hile Eucalyptus nsimfera yields a kino remarkable for its

astringency
; this principle pervades even the edible fruit of Slzygium Jamholana, as well

as every part of the tree, of which the leaves and bark are used in Indian medicine.

Many of this tribe yield excellent wood, as species of Eugenia and Sizygium, as well

as the New Holland Eucalypti, which would succeed well in Northern India, with many

other of the plants of that region.

77. CUCURBITACE^.

This order, known in Europe from its products forming a luxury, rather than a neces-

sary of life, includes, in tropical countries, an important group of plants, as they

afford to the inhabitants a considerable portion of their food. They are chiefly remarkable

for the power of adapting themselves to the different situations where they may be

grown. Thus we hear of their affi3rding large and juicy fruit in the midst of the Indian

desert, where water is 300 feet from the surface (E/pki/isloue), and they are equally

o-rown in the dry season on the sandy islands of Indian rivers ; but excess of moisture

does not appear to be injurious, as the great majority are successfully cultivated in the

rainy season ; and Mr. Moorcroft describes an extensive cultivation of melons and

cucumbers on the beds of weeds, which float on the lakes of Cashmere ;
they are simi-

larly cultivated in Persia and in China (v. Hort. Trans. 2d Ser. vol. 1. p. 468. and

Staunton s Embassy). Being chiefly annuals, which a few months suffice to bring to

perfection, we find them succeeding in the summer temperature of northern climates,

and thus extending from the Line to 55° or 60° of northern latitude, and southwards to

nntnrnl sftHps is Uncertain : but in habit
the Cape of Good Hope. Their place in the natural series is ui

they are very unlike those near which they are at present placed

2 F The
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The CucurbitacecB are common every where in India, both in a wild and cultivated

state, belonging to the genera Zanonia, Lagmaria, which hardly differs sufficiently to

be separated from Cucurbita, Benincasa, Cucumis, Liiffa, Bri/onia, Sicijos, Moinordica,

Trichosanthes, and Herpetospermum ; the last, with Zanonia, and the new genus Coccinia,

formed by Messrs.Wight and Arnott of Bryonia grandisy are peculiar to India. Most of

the others are found in the tropical parts, both of Africa and America, though they

chiefly prevail in India, and in many parts of the Oriental Region.

From the similarity of temperature which prevails over all India during the warm

and rainy seasons, we find nearly the same species every where ; but as most are found

in a cultivated state or afford edible food, they will be enumerated below with those

which afford useful medicines. Some of the species may be seen in the most arid

places, others in the densest jungles
;
planted at the foot of a tree they emulate the

vine in ascending its branches, and near a hut, they soon cover its thatch with a

coating of green : they form a principal portion of the culture of Indian gardens
:

the

farmer even rears them in the neighbourhood of his wells.

From the descriptions of Dr. Roxburgh, and his drawings, as well as those of the

late General Hardwicke, and from finding my specimens collected in Northern India

corresponding in a great degree with those contained in the East-Indian Herbarium, I

have no doubt that considerable certainty has been attained respecting the Indian

species, though they still require-the labours of a monographist, who would study their

habits in a living state and at different ages.

As indications of the vegetation of different parts it may be mentioned, that the

species of Zanonia and Sicyos are confined to the forests of Nepal and Silhet, and those

of Herpetospermum to the latter. From these, Trichosanthes palmata extends along the

tract of forest to the Deyra Doon, where are also found the bitter variety of Lagenaria

vulgaris^ called toombee, Momordica Balsamina, Bryonia cissioides and laciniosa ; the

last I have also received from Cashmere. Some of the above occur also in the valleys

at the foot of the hills, with Cucumis Hardwickii, nob. The only species I have found in

the interior of the mountains, are Bryonia scabrella and Nepalensis, with a new species

of Cucumis, C. Himalensis, nob., from Simla, and also from Lieut. Maxwell, from near

the Broang Pass. In the open plains, as near Saharunpore and Delhi, we have Cucu-

mis pseudo-Colocynthis very abundant, as C. Colocynthis is described to be in parts of

Africa; also C. pubescens, Bryonia rostrata, Momordica humilis, Luffa tenera and Coccinia

Indica, which indeed is common every where.

From the great size of the fruit, and the quantity of bland matter they

contain, several of this tribe are cultivated in every part of India, either in field or

garden cultivation; as Lagenaria vulgaris, al-kuddoo, of which the variety toomba is used

for making the stringed musical instrument, called sitar ; Cucurbita Pepo, meetha kuddoo;

C. Citrullus, tiirbooz; a variety of this called tentsee ; Benincasa cerifcra, petha;

Cucumis Mcloy khurbooza ; C. Momordica, phoot ; C. sativus, kheera ; C. utilissimus, kukree;

Luffa pentandra, acutangula, clavata and racemosa; the two first called ghia and kalee tori

;

w

Momordica
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Momordica Charantia, hurella; M. muricata and dioica, Trkhosanthes angmna, chuchhida;

T. dioicay pulwul; and T. cucumerina, jungke chuchinda. To these, the native names

by which they are known in the northern provinces, have been attached ; the sync-
t

nymes may be ascertained from the works of Drs. Roxburorh and Ainslie. Of

many of the above, the seeds are used medicinally, and yield oil, as of al-huddoo,

tentsee, khurbooza, and pkoot, forming a few of the cooling seeds of the Indian, as some

did of the ancient Materia Medica. . Those of Cucumis Momordica are described by

Dr. Roxburgh as being ground into a kind of meal, and the fruit of Cucumh uiilmimus

as particularly valuable for long voyages, in consequence of being easily pre-

served good for several months. The fruit of other species, though not cultivated^

is eaten in India ; as of Bryonia rostrata and umhcllata^ Trkhosanthes cucumcrma^

Cucumis puhescens, which is highly valued, as it becomes aromatic on ripening.

The root also of some species is edible, as of Momordica dioica and Bryonia umhellata.

The useful species of other countries might easily be introduced, if required. The vcge-
w

table marrow, a variety of Cucurhita ovift the only one parti

larly desirable. But the mode of cultivating cucumbers, melons, &c. on beds of floating

weeds, as practised in Cashmere, and described by Mr. Moorcroft (Journ. Gcog. Soc. 2.

p. 258), might be taken advantage of in India, where pieces of water, covered with

masses of aquatic plants floating on their surface, are abundant, and might thus be

made to yield a fruitful crop.

It is generally well known, that along with the bland bitter principle

in the fruit of many species of this family, as in the rind of the cucumber and tlie

melon. In many, however, this predominates to such an extent, that tlicy become

intensely bitter, and are used as purgatives, as the colocynth, squirting cucumber, and

bryony, in Europe; all which also form, or are supposed to form, articles of the

Indian Materia Medica. So the African bryony has the same properties as the Euro-

pean ; and in India, with the true colocynth, we have a nearly allied species, which I

have called C. psetido-Colocynthis, substituted for, and indeed from similarity ofappearance

and effects, considered in Northern India to be the true colocynth. Another species.

C. Hardwlckii, nob., from its bitterness, is c^W^A puharce indrayun, or hill colocynth.

So also the wild and bitter variety oi Lagenaria vulgaris, called toombee, and used for

making Fukeers' bottles, is considered poisonous. Indeed I was informed by ;Nanoo,

a very respectable and intelligent native doctor, attached to the jail hospital at Saha-

runpore, that he had seen a case of poisoning from eating of the bitter pulp of toombcc,

in which the symptoms were those of cholera. Luffa amara also, according to Dr.

Roxburc^h is bitter in every part, and violently emetic and cathartic; so X. tenera, nob.,

kurwceU is used in native medicine, and Z. Bindal is considered in Northern Ind^

a powerful drastic in cases of dropsy; L. gravcokns has a heavy disagreeable smelL

To these may be added, Trichosanthes laciniosa, amara, incisa, and pahnata, all of which

cine. The roots of T. cordata were at one time, Dr. "Roxburgh

iiiforms us, sent to England, either as a substitute for, or as the real Columbo.
sed in Indian med

2 F 2 Cucumis
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Cucumis pubescens. (Wild).—Prod. Florae Penins. Ind. Or. 1. p. 342. C. maderaspatanus. Roxb.

WaU
This

)

C. pubescens^ which itself resembles C- turhinatus and C trigonus^ so nearly as only to be distin-

guished, according to Dr. Roxburgh, by the fruit, '^ which is about the size of a partridge's e^ff, downy.

maculated, and without any tendency to be three-sided. '23)

C. HardwicMi ; stems slender, climbing, very scabrous with white, frequently, hair-bearing glands,

leaves cordate-acuminate, somewhat 5-lobed, or 5-angled, angles acute, upper surface very hairy, under

less so, margins undulately crenate, minutely toothed, male flowers one or two together, female solitary,

calyx of each very hairy ; fruit oval, oblong, rounded at both ends, from 2-3 inches long, and about

half as broad, marked with narrow white stripes ; flesh very bitter, v. Tab. 47. fig. 3. a. the fruit.

Hab. Found at the foot of the mountains, and called puharee indrayun, or hill colocynth. In the

Hardwicke

years afterwards. In affixing the name of the ori-

ginal discoverer to this plant, I pay but a feeble testimony of my respect for the memory of one, who so

meritoriously spent a long life in the advancement of every branch of the Natural History of India.

C. pseudo-Colocynthis ; stems slender, prostrate and radicating, very scabrous ; leaves scabrous on
both sides, with white glandlike hair-bearing tubercles, 5-lobed, lobes as well as the angles rounded, the

former slightly toothed, the terminal one broader, cuneate, subdivided into three smaller lobules ; male
flowers generally solitary, as are the female, long peduncled. Calyx, tube oblong hispid, segments

narrow, hnear, and pointed. Fruit oblong and smooth, marked with eight broad stripes ; flesh very

bitter, v. Tab. 47. fig. 2. b. transverse section of fruit.

Hab. Plains of Northern India, where it is called Indrayun and Bisloombha, it may be distin-

F. Colocynthis, by its oblong, not round fruit, as well as by the obtuseness of the lobes

wliich in that species are acute, and the leaves more divided, as 1 have ascertained by comparison
with the Linnean specimen. This is very well represented in the Medical Botany of Messrs. Stephenson
and Churchill from a plant grown in the Chelsea Garden from seed sent from the Mediterranean region.

bed

78. PAPAYACE^.
This small order contains only the genus Carica, which is confined to the tropical

parts of S. America; whence C. Papaya, the Papaw-tree, has been introduced into India,

and is cultivated as a fruit in all the southern parts. The frost in the northern provinces

is in some years so severe, as in a single night to destroy large trees of this loose-

textured plant. Botanists have considered the genus Carica allied to both Cucurhi-

tacecE and Urticea. The natives of India have, in addition to the former, seen an affinity

to the EuphorhiacecB in its resemblance to the castor-oil plant, and have given it in the

northern provinces the expressive name of Urun-khurbooza, or ricinus-like melon.

The fruit of the Papaya is esteemed by many people in the East ; but it is not so

generally known that its unripe fruit and seeds are vermifuge, and that newly-killed

meat hung up under its shade, and poultry fed on its leaves and fruit, are said to be

made tender in a short time. (Hooker Bot. Mag. 2898).

79. PASSIFLORE^.
The different kinds of Passifora, or passion-flower, which form the type of this

order, are well known for the elegance and splendour of their appearance. They were
pposed to be confined to South America and the West- Indies, but the progress

the existence of species of this genus at Singapore and

Penan «,

of discovery has ascertained
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Penang, as well as of P. Leschenaultii on the Neelgherries, and of P. Nepak?isls, figured

by Dr.Wallich, in Tent. Fl. Nep. t. II . in Nepal. One species of this genus extends as

far south, however, as New Zealand, though the genus Disemma prevails in New Hol-

land. Tacsonia is confined to South America, though a doubtful species, T. pubescens

is mentioned as existing in India Orientali. Modecca, according to our present know-

ledge, is restricted to the East-Indies, Burma, Java, and the northern coast of New

Holland. The species enumerated by Dr.Wallich were found at Prome, in Silhet, and

the Peninsula of India.

Several of the edible s^tc\e,s oi Passiflora have been introduced into India by the

Calcutta Botanic Garden, and a few as far north as Saharunpore. Many others might

be successfully cultivated in every part of India, and would form useful and ornamental

additions to the gardens.

the

80. PORTULACE^.

The Portulacece form a small order allied to the Cari/ophylle^y but, unlike tliem, are

found chiefly in the hot parts of the world, with a few species extending into Europe

and North America, and others to the Cape of Good Hope and New Holland. A few

species are found every where in the plains of India, belonging to the genera Triauthema

and Portulacca, with a species of TaVmum, T. cuneifoliuml in Nepal, and T.indicum,

which appears to be the same as T. strictum, in the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas

The latter genus is chiefly found in the New World, with a species in Arabia

other genera have the distribution of the family in the Old World, and are also found in

America. The same species, as Trianthema ohcordata, crystallina and dccandra, and a

pentandrous variety of the last, if it be not a distinct species, with Portulacca okracea

and P. quadrifida, are found in the northern, as in the most southern parts of India, and

the Malayan Peninsula. In the fort of Toghlukabad. near Delhi, I found a species which

appears distinct from any, P. geniculata, nob., but it may be only a variety of Dr. Rox

burgh's P. quadrifda, a species found in Arabia and Egypt, as well as in
'

fleshy bland leaves of the common Purslane render it useful as a pot-herb in the coun-

tries where it is found ; in India it is even cultivated for this purpose ;
P. meridiana and

Trianthema ohcordata are also so used; as \s Claytonia perfoliata in America.

India. The

9

81. PARONYCHIE^.

The ParonychiecE of M. De Candolle, called also IlkcebrecE, are divided into severa

tribes, some of which are considered Orders ; as Sckranthcce, Qucriacea, and Minuar-

'

They are allied to Portulacca. and like these to CaryophylkcB and Amaranthacc<E
tkcc .

Thev are found chiefly in dry, barren, and sandy places in the south of Europe

north of Africa, and southwards at the Cape of Good Hope and in New Holland
;
a few

are found in Siberia, and in both North and South America. Though a few spec.es

only are found in India, these exist nearly every where, as Pol„a cor.mbosa from

Ceylon toSaharunpore and westwards to the shores of the Red Sea. P. .pad.ea .s confined

Peninsula ; and Hapalosia Ufmgi^, Wall., the L<ef.„gia Indka of authors =
the

common
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common everywhere. Drymaria {cordata, "W. and A.) extensa, belonging to a genus

which is placed both in this order and in the tribe AlsinecB of CaryophyllecE (v. p. 78),

extends from the Peninsula up to the Deyra Doon. The above were the only genera

known to exist in the plains of India ; but Ilkcebrum, found in moist places in Europe,

has a species in Kunawur, which I have called I. erectum, though it can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from I.verticillatum; and Herniaria, having the distribution of the order,

has a species in Cashmere, H. Cashmeriana, nob., nearly allied to H. incana.

82. CRASSULACEiE.
I

The CrassulacecEy named also Semperviva: and Succiikntce, are found in various parts

of the world, but in the greatest numbers north and south of the tropics. From the pecu-

liarity of their absorbing surface, they are enabled to obtain nourishment from the

driest atmosphere, and probably, to check its excess in the most moist; for we find them

both within the tropics, and attached to barren rocks in the driest parts of India, as

of the Cape of Good Hope. Bryophyllum, so remarkable for the rooting property of its

leaves, introduced from the Moluccas and the south of India, succeeds in the gardens of

N.India. Kalanchoe, found in Egypt, Arabia, and Sierra Leone, has a species,
V

K. varians, in the Deyra Doon and lower hills ; with K. laciniata, and two or three

other species in the Peninsula of India. Sedum and Tillceal, found chiefly in the cold
m

parts both of the Old and of the New World, and Umhilicus, confined to the former,

have been discovered in the Himalayas. Of these, the species of Sedum are about

twenty in number, with flowers of various colours, as red; blue, white, and yellow

;

some fixed to rocks; others, as S.sinuatum and linearifoUum , growing on the moss-

covered bark of trees; a few are confined in their locality: others spread along the

whole extent of the mountains with which we are acquainted, as S, Himalayanum, from
Nepal to Cashmere, and S. multicaule, ruhnm and azureum, if the same as S. Gerardia-

num, from the latter to Sirmore and Kemaon. In the arid country of Kunawur, two
species have been discovered, S. Moorcroftianum,Wdill. , and S, capitatum, nob. Umbilicus

spathulatus, nob., Ic. ined. 144. f. ]. {Sedum adenotrichum,Wdi\U) is common on the
Mussooree and Suen Ranges, and Tillcea? pentandra, Ic. ined. 142, found in the same
situations, occurs also on Kedarkanta and in Cashmere.

The Crassulacece, like several other of the families near which they are placed,
possess little medicinal properties, though a few were included in the older systems of
Materia Medica.

Sedum linearifolium
; caulibus suffructiculosis epiphytis, ramis floriferis rosulato-confertis, fohis

alterms numerosis lineari-lanceolatis integris vel minime denticulatis, floribus terminahbus solitariis
V. 2-3 corymbosis, petalis albis oblongis apice acuminatis.—Tab. 48. f. 1

.

Hab. On moss-covered trunks of trees at Mussooree in the rainy season, the flowers are generally
solitary, and the leaves entire, as represented in the figure.

S. a^ureum
;

caule simplici ? foliis cordato-ovatis Isevibus suboppositi^, floribus corymbosis, petalis
azureis oblongis acutis.—Tab. 48. f. 2.

^
' f

Hab S. Gerardiamm; if a variety of this is found at Simla and on Kedarkanta.

S. coccineum ,•
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S. coccmeum ; radice crassa, caulibus numerosis rosulato-confertis, foliis subimbricatis linearibuB

1 terminalibus paucifloris, petal Tab. 48. f. 3.

Hab. Boodurwar, near

83. FICOIDE^.

This order, allied to CrassulacecSy as well as to Chenopodea: and Alsinecr, and composed

chiefly of succulent plants, is found in hot and sandy parts of the world, from the south

of Europe to the Cape of Good Hope and Van Diemen's Land. The genus Afe^cm-

bryanthemum^ out of upwards of 300 species, has only three, in Egypt and Arabia, of

which one extends to the south of Europe. Sesuvium, found on the sea-coast, in the

hot parts both of the Old and of the NewWorld, has a species, S. rcpens, near Tran-

quebar, in the Peninsula of India, and on the opposite coast near Moulmein. Glinus
E

lotoides and dktainnoides, which hardly differ from one another, are found in every part

of India, and the genus in the south of Europe, north of Africa, Arabia, and Egypt.

The succulent leaves of Tetragonia expaiua, used as a pot-herb in New Zealand,

have been introduced into England, and might be so into India. Mcseivhryanthemum

edule and Sesuvium Fortulacastrum are used for the same purpose. Other species of
F

Mesembryanthemum yield soda, as M. gaiicullfiorum and nodijlonan, gkasoo! of Forskal,

which are probably the plants referred to under this name in Persian works on Materia

Medica. It is not known what plants are burnt for the purpose of obtaining the soda,

Sujjee muttee, exported from the shores of the lakes of Western India.

84. CACTE^.

Of nearly 200 species of this family at present known, all appear to be natives of

America, though Dr. Roxburgh has a Cactus Indicus, which he considers to be a native

of India, as well as a C, Chinensis, from China ; Opuntia vulgaris has become so

common, as to appear a native of the south of Europe. This, growing in the most arid

situations, and affording a grateful fruit in the hottest weather, has appeared to Colonel

Herriott, and he is joined in this opinion by the late Mr. Haworth, from the similarity

of climate and other circumstances, w^ell suited to the north of India, where it would no

doubt succeed well, and be a valuable acquisition in place of the Cactus now grown

there, useful only for hedges.

This species. Dr. Roxburgh thirty years ago described as new and common in the

Peninsula of India. Dr. Ainslie states, that this " species of Opuntia is indigenous in

India and is what the wild cochineal insect, when introduced, fed on so voracious!)

have rendered the plant the Coromandel coast." It is equal!

common m th of India, and has there a Sanscrit name, nagphuni, applied

the more southern parts ; but Professor H. H. Wilson informs me, that he

Z unable to say whether rightfully or not. Messrs. Wight and Arnott consider it,

from an examination of a drawing of Dr.Wight's, to be the OproHia Dillenii, figured m

the Botanical Register, t. 255. The Indian plant is certainly like this, but my specm^ens

insufficient for a comparison. If introduced, it must have been so, long prc^

tlie

\
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the introduction of the different kinds of Opimtia by Dr. Anderson into Madras, as it

was at that time common in every part of the Peninsula of India.

.
The luxuriant existence over so great an extent of India of a species of Opuntia,

whether indigenous or not, suggests the introduction and extended culture of Cochineal,

notwithstanding that this has already been tried and failed. But it may be observed,

that so little was known respecting the kind of insect introduced, the mode of treatino-

it, or the climate best adapted for it, that the experiment can hardly be considered

a fair one. Many years ago, Dr. Anderson, of the Madras medical service, introduced

several of the useful species of Opuntia, which he cultivated in his garden. Captain

Nelson, an officer of the Indian army, on his return from England, stopping at Rio
Janeiro, obtained some of the Opuntia with cochineal insects on it, which he brought to

Calcutta, and sent to the B.otanic Garden, whence they were distributed to different parts

of the country. But so little seems to have been known, whether the grana fina or

grana syhestra insect had been introduced, that it was inferred to be the latter, as Dr.

Ainslie states, " from its preferring the Cactus Indica, and refusing to feed either on
C. cochenillifer or Tuna:' Dr. Fontana, in an interesting communication, published in

the Asiatic Annual Register for 1799, and reprinted in Tennatit's Indian Recreations,

mentions both- the Manilla and Chinese Opuntias, but states that the insects thrived
-

best on the species indigenous to Bengal. The cultivation was extended, and the
quality improved, as in 1795 only five rupees a seer, but in 1797 seven rupees a seer

were given for Bengal cochineal, when Mexican was selling at about 16-20 rupees.

The Bengal Sylvestris, Dr. F. states, contains only from 9-16 to 10-16 parts of the
colouring matter contained in the Mexican. The cultivation, however, was subse-
quently given up, probably on account of the decreased price of cochineal, and the
more profitable cultivation of indigo ; but latterly it seems again to have been resumed,
as I have seen some good specimens of cochineal made in Bengal.

It IS not intended by the above notices to recommend the resumption of a cultivation,

which has been tried, and appears to have failed, but only that as the experiment il

inconclusive, in consequence of the granafina insect not having been introduced, and
the si/ivestra only into the southern parts of India, it seems worthy of repetition under
more favourable circumstances, and in situations not so well adapted for the staple
articles of Indian commerce, especially as in these, the Cactus thrives particularly
well.

85. Grossularie^

care in Mexico, where the grana fina is sown on
the plants about the 10th of October, on the r'eturn of the fine weather, the females having been kept under
cover during the rains. The grana sylvestra is gathered from insects in a wild state; but cochineal is also

tried
imported irom Georgia and South Carolina, and some of the West-India islands. It has also been
Peru, Hayti, and Brazil. The imports are from 220,000 to 330,000 lbs., and have been as high as 70C ..,
but the price at present is low, and kept down by the importation of large quantities (600,000 lbs.) of lac the
produce of another species of Coccus, C. lacdfi

Asia, as we learn from Lieut. Burnes they give at Herat thirty-two rupees a-seer, for some which 'they^mport

A demand^ however, exists for it in Central

from
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85. GROSSULARIE^.
Currants and gooseberries are so familiarly known, that every one may form a correct

idea of this order, which contains only species of the genus Ribcs, to which both

of the above belong. The species are found in the temperate and cold parts both of

the Old and New World, as well in the northern as hemisphere. We
therefore find them, as we have done species of so many other genera of a similar

distribution, every where along the Himalayas ; though as yet only three species have

been discovered. Of these, R. glaciate, found on Gossainthan, as well as on Choor

and Manma, at elevations of from 8,000 to 10,000 feet, is nearly allied to R.pctrceum.

R. acuminatum is found in similar situations, as well as eastwards in Kcmaon and-

Nepal. The gooseberry, or a species so nearly allied to it, as to have been referred to

it by Dr. Wallich, but which I have called Riles Himalensis, is found on Buddrinath

;

w

near the almost inaccessible sources of the Ganges ; and in Kunawur, as mentioned at

p. 32 and 35. The Himalayan species secrete acid and jelly, but less saccharine matter

than their European congeners, owing partly to want of culture, and partly to the short-

ness of the season between their flowering and the accession of the rains ; also, perhaps,

to distinctness of species ; but the European kinds would succeed at elevations, where

little snow falls in winter, and where, from the earlier development of vegetation, suffi-

cient time would be gained for the ripening of the fruit.

86. SAXIFRAGES.
The Saxifragece, as constituted by De Candolle, contain several trH^es, which

other botanists are considered as distinct orders ; such as Cunoniacea, Baucraccct,

Escalloniecs , HydrangecBy and Saxifrages. Of these, Hydra?igc(S, though polypetalous,

are sometimes, from the resemblance in habit to Viburnum, referred to CaprifoUacece.

Adamia (PI. As. Rar. t. 213) is a genus peculiar to Nepal ; but Hydrangea, found all

along these mountains, is also so in North America, China, and Japan, as well as in

the mountains of Peru. H. altissima (Tent. Fl. Nep. t. 50), climbs lofty trees, and

is common, as well as H. vestita (asper, Don), which is trigynous.

Of EscalloniecE, Ilea is found in the Khassia mountains, and as far north as the Deyra

Doon. /. macrophylla, found in the former situation, was first described by Dr.Waliich

in the Flora Indica, but is referred in his Catalogue to Kurrimia, probably from their

being some plant like it in habit ; as Mr. Arnott mentions that it clearly resembles

J. chinensis. (Hook and Arnott in Bot. of Beechey's Voyage, p. 189, t. 39.) In the

Deyra

produced produced

85) on the roots of a plant in the marshes near Herat ; as is the scarlet grain of Poland, Coccus polonxcuM

produced
on the roots of Sdcranthus perennis in the north-east of Europe. The Kermes, or Coccus Ihcis,

Quercus Ilex and Quercns cocciferus, growing in the south of Europe, has yielded a crimson dye from the

earliest ages. The Persian nan^c, klrm, a worm, indicates that the Asiatics were acquainted with its true

nature, when in Europe it was thought to be the seed of a plant Tlie French, with their characteristic quick-

ness, have introduced the Cochineal into Algiers, with other tropical products.

2 G
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Deyra Doon a very distinct species is found, /. nutans, nob. (/c. ined. 146), resem-

blino- /. virgiriica in habit, and in having terminal spike-like racemes, of which the

capsule separates on ripening into two distinct carpels. In /. macrophylla the spikes

are axillary, and 2 to 3-fascicled. (v. Wall. Ic. ined. 156.) The other species of the

srenus are found in China and North America.

The true Saxifrages are well known from being so common in the mountains and

fields of European countries. They are found in other cold parts of the world, as both

Northern Asia and America, the mountains of South America, and the Straits of Magal-

haens, as well as on the Himalayan mountains. The genera found in the latter are

Saiifraga, Chrysosplenium, and Parnassia, common in both Europe and North America,

TiardlOy found in the latter only, with Astilbe, peculiar to these mountains ; A. riviilaris,

Don (SpircEa triternata. Wall. 706) occurs in Nepal, and also at Mussooree.

Of the Saxifrages, S. ciliata and ligulata are allied to S. crassifolia ; S. odontophylla

,

and S.lanKgiriosa, noh, to S. granulata and Sibirica. S. stetiophylia, t. 50, from Veei'-

punjal, is so like specimens of S.flagellaris, from Melville Island, as only to be distin-

guished on a close inspection. S. mucrofiulata {spiiiulosa, t. 50. f. 2), with -5*. aciculata,

nob., allied to S. Brunonis, and S.brachypoda {glamIulosa,Wd.\].), belonging to the

same group, are found on Choor and Kedarkanta, where the climate, from the short-

ness of the season after the melting of the snow and the power of the sun, has been

compared to that of polar regions, p. 20. S. imbricata, t. 49. f. 1, is one of the singular

forms found in Kunawur.

S. parnassifolla, Don, which varies so much, as apparently to include both S. diversi-
+

folia and Moorcroftiana, resembles, in one of its varieties, Parnassia, very closely in

foliage. This genus, referred here by Mr. Brown and Dr. Lindley, has a species,

P. nubicola, common every where in these mountains, the rest of the genus being

found in Europe, Eastern Siberia, and North America. Vahlia, referred here by De

Candolle, but still continued in Onagraria by Bartling, is the only genus which displays

the anomaly of growing only in hot parts of the world, as Egypt, Senegambia, and the

Cape ; and in India, in Tranquebar.

Saxifraga imbricata ; caulibus numerosis dense caespitosis foliosis, foliis minimis undique arctissime

imbricatis ovatis oblongis erassis apice subtriquetris puncto terminali marginibus ciliato-serratis, floribus

solitariis terminalibus, sepalis glanduloso-ciliatis, petalis obovatis unguiculatis trinerviis sepalis longio-

ribus. Tab. 49. fig. 1.

Hab. Kunawur.

Sawifraga ramulosa ; "W Tab. 49. f. 3.

Though it agrees in so many respects, I have hesitated in referring this plant to S. ramulosa,

described by M. Seringe from imperfect specimens; in consequence of its more diffuse habit, the branches

being frequently terminated by solitary flowers, and the leaves being smaller and more obtuse ; but
.1 '% 9 JVk

bserved

most closely allied.

S. ciliata. Tab. 49. fig. 2.

_
I have had some difficulty in naming this plant, as the published descriptions, as well as the distri-

ted specimens of Wall do not
correspond with one another; indeed, two distinct species pass under that name. Dr.Wallich {As.

Res, xiu.
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Res. xiii. p. 398) describes S. ligulata with leaves " basi angustata,-crenato-tlentata, dentibus crenisciue
cilns longis—uti omnes plants partes lasvia, carnosa, ad lentem punctata." « Scapus crassus apice
semel bisve furcatus.^ " Flores congesti in paniculam terminalem compactam subracemosam nudam
leviter nutantem." Calyx profunde quinquefidus laciniae leviter ciliatse—a plant corresponding in every
respect with this description, except in the leaves being less ciliate, I have found growing In Choor,
Snnla, and Kedarkanta, and with which the specimens in the East-India Herbarium, 4492. 'X, from
Buddrinath, correspond, as well as the figure in Loddiges' Botanical Cabinet, t. 747.

The plant, S. ciliata, figured in Plate 49- fig. 2. is found on the Mussooree and Sucn Range, at

lower elevations than S. ligulata. The leaves are ovate and obtuse at both ends, extremely hairy on

both, but especially the under surface, and along the nerves ; the peduncle is slender, the inflorescence

an erect, but lax spreading panicle; the calyx gamosepalous, and cup-shaped at the baise, an<l conse-

quently less deeply divided than in S. ligulata, with the lacinia" entire, and not ciliate, and tlie p».tal8

more unguiculate.'

S. stenophylla ; Tab. 50. f. 1.

This species so closely resembles S.Jlagellaris from Greenland and Mehille Island, that it niiglit Ix

considered a modification of that species, and almost tlie same words used in describing both ; but this

may be distinguished by the sepals being narrow and lanceolar, the lower leaves acute and not obovate,

and by its being more sparingly covered with glandular hairs. It grows on Peerpunjal.

S. mucronulata ; caule simplici paucifloro, stolonibus capillaribus rosulatis, foliis inforioribus rosulutis,

caulinis alternis, omnibus trinerviis lanceolatis basi attenuatis apice spinuloso-mucronatis margine glan-

d uloso-ciliatis, petalis oblongis ovatis 5-nerviis, sepalis acutis trinerviis marginibus glanduloso-ciliatis,

stigmatibus crassis.

—

S. spinulosa. Tab. 50. f. 2. a. Flower with the petals c. separated, and half of

the stamens d. cut off; e. pistil; 6. sepal magnified. Having observed since the publication of Plate 50,

that there is already a S. spinulosa, DC. Prod, p 47, I have been obliged to substitute the present for

the name first imposed.

Parnassia nubicola ; (Wall. Cat. N. 1246) stigmatibus tribus, ncctarii? trisetis staminibus brcvio-

ribus, foliis radicalibus ovatis 7-nerviis, cauHno breve-petiolato cordato-ovato, omnibus subtus ferru-

gineis ; petalis obovatis subcreuatis unguiculatis basi ciliatis. Tab. 50. fig. 3. a. Flower with the petals,

and 6. the stamens separated, shewing the angled scape and pentangular lower adherent half of the

calyx ; d. fertile, e. abortive stamens; /. gerraen with the calyx and stamens attached above its middle;

g. transverse section of the trilocular S-valved capsule.

different

87. UMBELLIFER^.

The UmbeUifera, from their peculiarity of habit and inflorescence form one of the

most natural of families, and of which almost any individual may be recognized at a

glance ; but in proportion to this facility of recognition, is the difficulty of ascer-

taining the genus to which any particular plant may belong. Indeed so great a

resemblance is there between these, that it has even been said that the whole order

might be considered only as one huge genus. But as this, to say the least, would be

inconvenient, and as the difficulty is great of forming natural genera,

have been selected by diiferent botanists for generic distinctions
;
the n

has frequently been to form very artificial groups, and to transfer plants from one to

another, and to cause a frequent change of name. This is no doubt owing in part to

many plants having been referred to genera from imperfect specimens, and also to

our more perfect knowledge, in consequence of more careful dissection of all the parts

of a plant. From the labours, however, of Hoffmann and Lagasca, Koch, and De

Candolle, considerable precision has liow been attained in the characters of the

oenera. though thev may perhaps justly be considered as being too much subdivided

therefore

2
The
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The distribution of the Umbelliferce also was so imperfectly known, that they were

long supposed to be chiefly confined to the northern parts of the northern hemisphere

;

but more extended observation, has shewn that they affect a moderate temperature,

and chiefly prevail in the temperate zone : something less than one-third of those

known are found in the southern hemisphere, and about four times as manv in the

Old World, as in A
Considering, therefore, that the TJmhellifer(E flourish in a moderate temperature, we

cannot look for them in the plains of India ; and accordingly we find that Dr. Roxburgh

has only described seven wild and six cultivated species in his Flora Indica. Messrs.

Wight and Arnott, in addition to the latter, have described twenty species, some found

Bengal, but others from the mountains of the Peninsula. But o
w

is observable in the numbers, immediately we turn our attention to the Himalayas,

where every kind of temperature suited to the growth of plants may be found. In

Dr.Wallich's Catalogue we have sixty-six species enumerated, among which most of Dr.

Roxburgh's are included; in the author's collection there are not less than ninety species,

of which several are new, and others the same as Dr. Wallich's. The total of the

whole is 127 species for the Indian Flora, of which eleven are found in the plains

and at the foot of the hills, seven only in a cultivated state, and the remainder in the

mountains, with the exception of a few in the Peninsula.

The genera, to which these Indian and Himalayan TJmhelliferce belong, are Hydro-

cotyk, Eryngium, (Enanthe, and Daucus^ found in most parts of the world ; Ptychotis,

Athamantha, and Torilis, existing in the south of Europe and in the Oriental region.

Falcaria ? Carum, Bunium, Pimpinella, Bupleurim, Livisticum, Selinum, Archangelica,

Palimbia, Peucedanum, Heradeum, Pastinaca, ?iud Pleurospermum, which are chiefly

found in Europe, and eastwards in the Caucasus and Siberia, with a few spreading south-

wards into the Mediterranean region. To these may be added, Sanicula, Helosciadium,

Slum, Seseliy Cnidiu7n, Ligusticum, and CheerophyHum, found in these countries, as well

as in North America. The genus Osmorhiza, also, which was thought to be restricted

to the latter, has been found in the Himalayas, and not only the genus, but one of the

same species, O. brevistylls exists in these two widely-separated localities. Hydrocotyk
asiatica and Coriandrum sativum, as remarked by M. De Candolle, are also found widely
distributed; the first being found in Asia, Africa, and America; and the second, common
in Europe and the Oriental region, as well as in India, has also a variety, or very nearly
allied species in Mexico. Some of the above genera, as Sanicula, Helosciadium, Apium,
and Ligusticum, are also found in South America ; and others, as Faniculum, Seseli,

Cnidium, and Peucedanum, at the Cape of Good Hope.

Those, of which species are found in the plains and warm parts of India, as the bases
of mountains, are the new genera Dasyloma, extending from Bengal to Northern India;
and Ozodia, confined to the Peninsula; also species oi Hydrocotyk ; Ptychotis sylvestris,

nob., found in the Khadir lands of the Saharunpore district ; Bupkurum tenue, in the
KhereePass; (Enanthe stohnifera, in Bengal ; Aimni? indicum and daucifoUum (Wall.

Cat.

w
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Cat. 7208 and 7209), of which I do not possess specimens; Cnidium diffusum, and

Seseli Indicum, in the plains of Southern India.

The new genera which have been detected in the Himalayas, are Eriocyda, Tra-

chydium^ Cortia, Tordyliopsis, Fycnocycla, Vicatiay Hymenolcsna, and Hymoiidium, Of

these, the two last are found only on such lofty mountains as Gossainthan, Choor, and

Kedarkanta, as well as on Peerpunjal, whence also I have received the specimens of

Trachydium. Prangos has only been discovered in the plains of Tatary, and Ferula in

the mountains of Persia and Caubul.

The remaining UmheUifercB, which are known in India are those found only in a

cultivated state ; but this from so remote a period as to have become perfectly natu-

ralized, and known to the natives, as well as to have names given to them in the

languages of different parts of the country ; some also have not as yet been found

in other parts of the world ; as Ptychotts Ajowan, known every where by the name

Ajwain, slightly varied in different districts ; Faniculum Panmorium, called sonf in

Northern, and panmuhooree in Southern India ; Anethum Sowa, Arabic shubit, llin-

doostanee ^oj/« ; Cumlnum Cyminum, called kumoon diud zcera suffcd ; A/mm gravcolcm,

known only by the Arabic name kiirufs ; Ptychotis {Pimpinellal) involucrala, called

aneeson in Northern India, but chanoo and radhooni in Bengal :
it is used by Europeans

as a substitute for parsley. Daucus Carota, gajur ; to which Dr. Roxburgh assigns

grhigana and gargara as Sanscrit, thougli Dr. Carey finds no authority for these names

;

^nd^Coriandrum sativum, Wall. Cat. 594, (marked by mistake Cuminum Cyminum, wliich

is N. 7263 of the Catalogue,) cultivated probably in every part of India, as it is included

the Mysore exports by Dr. Buchanan, and has several names assigned it by

Dr. A^nslie, but is omitted in the Prod. FL IndicB Penins. It is known in the^ north of

India as in Bengal, by the name dhunya ; kushneez is assigned as the Persian
;
and

kuzeerek as the Arabic name. In addition to these, Ptychotis sylvcstris, nob., called

arub ajwain, is used as a carminative by the natives; and a kind of carraway, zeera seeah,

Canm nigrum, nob., is imported from Kunawur.

Having frequently seen that the Persian works in use in India apply what^ they

Yoonanel or Greek names, to many of the plants and medicines
"

anions:

there

many

whether, in a family so numerous in species, and of which s

Zl mentioned in the writings of the ancients, these are appHed with suffi

discrimination, and at the same time, correspondence with the results obtamed .

other

Europe, as to warrant reliance being placed on their determ.nations

The results ofthis Investigat.on appear very satisfactory: as, for instance, corr.mcnc.ng

with those best known in both countries. Coriander (.V») has kormn. and Cumm has

Iiriss Id as their Greek na.nes. Celery, known in India only by t e name

de thich t is described in Avicenna, Uurufs, has .allo^ and osaU.oon. ev,dent corrup-

iol of ..A,™ and .W.A.». ^ Persian works, the Arabic n^e rau.anuj the Pers.a

Lv,«. Hindoostanee .„, Greek »-'- ^ 7"^^'^Z b; M^^.h
species so like F. vulgare ^^,'), as considered scarcely to differ, by Messrs.W.gh
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and Arnott. Avia-ov is applied in Europe to the Anise, Pimp'mella Anisum ; and aneeson

in Northern India, to the plant every where employed, as a substitute for parsley..

This was referred by Dr. Roxburgh to the genus Apium, but subsequently removed

by M. De Candolle to Ptychotis. M. Lagasca, in looking over my collection of XJmhtU

ViftrcEy considered it more nearly allied to Pimpinella ; and Messrs.Wight and Arnott

have also referred it to that genus, though it is anomalous in some of its characters.

Finally, Dr. Roxburgh, in describing Ligusticiim AJcwaji, states, he cannot conceive that

this famous Indian plant, aromatic in smell, pungent in taste, used both by natives

and Europeans for culinary and medicinal purposes, can be unknown to European

botanists. To Ajwairiy Persian authors assign nankhiiah as the Arabic name. This is

the al^lj of Avicenna, written nanachiia and nanachueYO. the marginal translation of

Avimi, in the Latin edition of his works; which names are quoted under Ammi by

Mathiolus, in his Commentaries on Dioscorides. But in Persian works on Materia

Medica, Aammi is also given as the Greek synonyme of nankhwah, that is, of Ajwain,

which Dr. Roxburgh justly supposed could not be unknown to Europeans. This has

been referred by M. De Candolle to the genus Ptychotis, which brings it near P. cop-

ticuniy called at one time Ammi copticum: the Ammi itself is called Cuminum Mhiopiciim

and rcgium; the latter name is translated by kumoon mullookee, and is given as a syno-

nyme of Jiaukkwah in Persian authors.

In addition to these, other names, a little varied, might be mentioned, as dokus, kirvia.

TiCCV
kokaltis, kirdmanc, seesaron, seesaliooJi, kimmijoon, and koofiyoon, intended for

The seeds of Prangos pabularia, have the namefiturnsnlioon applied to them in the bazars

of Northern India, though there is no proof they constituted the Petroselinum of the
-

ancients. From the locality and uses of Prangos ; being described by Mr. Moorcroft as

growing in the neighbourhood of Draz, on the northern face of the mountains, and afford-

O abundant and excellent fodder for cattle, which it fattens in a short space of time,

it corresponds more nearly with the Silphium of some of the ancients. This is described
by Arrian as growing only with pines on Paropamisus, where it was browsed on by
numerous flocks of sheep and cattle. It has been generally supposed to be the assa-

foetida plant. Lieut. Burnes, crossing in the direction of Alexander's route, found this

in the same situation, greedily cropped by sheep, and even eaten by his fellow-travellers

(as is also mentioned by Kinnier) ; and he supposes it to be, the Silphium of Alexander's
historians. Heeren applies the greater portion of the remarks which remain of Ctesias

pecting the Indians to the high land of Tatary, where grew the Silphium, grazed on
by innumerable flocks of sheep and goats {Pol. and Com. de CAntiq. 1. p. 372), in the
country where cochineal was found (v. p. 224), and whence even now comes the finest
wool. In the same country the Prangos is found, forming a nourishing and abundant

cattle. As after the first sowing this requires little care or culture, it would
doubt be a valuable acquisition in climates for which it is suited, thou^ .,

J have not at present any precise notions. It would, probably, succeed in Kunawur,
the Cape of Good Hope, and also in some of the Australian settlements.

The

1

fodder for

5^ of
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The order of UmbeUifera, so natural in structure, is likewise so in the possession in a

considerable degree of similar properties. The seeds abound most in essential oil, and

hence frequently warm and of anise, carraway, dill, cumin

coriander
;
but the diffusion of a portion in the herbaceous parts renders agreeable, as

culinary articles, fennel, parsley, celery, and others. A remarkable anomaly, how-

ever, occurs on the herbaceous parts of many of this tribe being of a poisonous nature,

so that we cannot place great reliance on their generally innocuous nature.

Many have tuberous roots, which are eaten by the natives of different

species of Bunium and Chcerophi^Uum are in Europe; and, in the Himalayas, a species of

the latter genus, called shajn, C. tuberosum, nob. In Santa Fe and the Caraccas,

Aracacha esculenta is highly valued as a substitute for potatoes, and might be introduced

mto India. In others, saccharine matter and mucilage abound without any excess of
4-

essential oil, so that they form a grateful food : as the carrot, parsnip, skirret, and

Pastinaca Sekakul in Persia. If essential oil abounds as well as mucilage, and the

former changes to resin, and the latter to gum, we have a series of gum-rcsins, which

exude from incisions in the stem, or from the top of the root (F6e), as Assafa'tida, Gal-

banum, Sagapemwi, Ammoniacum , and Opopotiaj; all of which arc employed in Indian

medicine, and have, with the exception of the first, Greek names assigned them.
w

Having obtained in the bazars two species of seed, as those of the assafoetida plant,

and seeing others in Dr. Lindley's possession from Beloochistan, it is probable that

more than one species of Ferula yields this gum resin in the different parts of Persia,

Caubul, and Bokhara. Ammoniacum, called ooshk and ooshak, is produced by Dorema

Ammomacu?n of Mr. D. Don (Lin. Trans, xvi. p. 599), in the province of Irak, where

the plains are dry, gravelly, and exposed to an ardent sun. Galbamnn, in Persian works,

has barziid given as the Arabic, bireeja as the Hindoostanee, with khulj/an and melonmn

as the Greek names (evident corruptions of xcik^arq and /xst^ottuo)?, owing to errors in the

reading of the diacritical points) ; kinneh and nafeel are stated to be the names of the

plant, which is described as being jointed, thorny, and fragrant. Neither its locality

nor nature are well known, but it is probable, as suggested by Mr. Don, that the

plant named by him Galbanum officinale, from some seed found on the drug, may be a

native of some remote and inaccessible parts of Syria
;
perhaps of some of the northern

parts of Persia, or of Arabia. Sagapenum, sugbecnuj of the Arabs, and to which sugafyoon

is assigned as the Greek name in Persian authors, is probably a product of Arabia, as it

is imported thence into India, and into England from Alexandria ; it is supposed to be

produced by Ferula Persica, but the subject is well worthy of investigation by travellers.

OpoponaXy called juwashecr, and said to be produced by Pastinaca OpoponaXy is also

imported into India from Arabia, and into Europe from Asia Minor. Dr. Lindley has some

seed, called hooshee^ sent by Mrs, Macneil from the Hills of Beloochistan,\vhich he informs

me, appears to be Opopona.r. Some of the above, as Sagapenum, requiring a hot climate

and arid soil, would succeed well in the north-western frontier of India, while others.

the Assafoetida, might find a congenial soil and climate in th

N
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NOTES UPON SOME OF THE HIMALAYAN UMBELLIFER^,
By JOHN LINDLEY, Ph.D.,

Professor of BOTANY in the UNIVERSITY of LONDON.

Eri;ngium planum. L.

In Cashmere; quite the same as the European plant. It

18 also found in the Altai. ^

Carum ffracile; foVih pinnatis,folioli3 palmato-pinnatifidis

:

laciniis linearibus obtusis biluLis trilobisve involucre utro-

que subnullo.

Hab. Nako in Kunawur. DifTers from C. Carui in its

much Ies9-clividcd leaflets, more slender and delicate appear-

ance, and in the umbels rarely having more than four or

five rays.

Dasyloma lati/olium; umbellis pedunculutis,fructu exacte

oblongo calycis dentibus coronato, foliolis ovatis serratis

baai cuneatis integris.

Hab. Choor Mountain. A much larger plant than either

of the other species, and at once distinguished by the form

of the fruit, which in D.glaucum is pyriform.

Ebiocycla.

Umbellse compositae, generales longiradiatae partiales

capitatae. Involucra et involucella depauperata. Fi-uctus

sect, transv. ellipticus, densissim^ lanatus, a latere com-

prestus, stylis brevibus suberectis coronatus. Mericarpia

jugia 5, acutis, aub lana absconditis, lateralibus marginan-

tibuB, Valleculae l-vittatae, commtaaura 2-vittata. Semen

teres.

Verj newr SoranthuSf from which, however, it is readily

distinguished by its woolly fruit, which, although minute,

ha^ strong ribs beneath the wool, and by there being only two

vUke to the commissure. It also wants the long-diverging

styles of Soranthus.

Sp. 1. Eriocycla nuda. Tab.51.f. 2.

—

a. A single flower

magnified to shew the peculiar form of the petals, h. A
ripe fruit c. The same, cut transversely, to shew the juga
and vlttse,

Ilab, Rai'ung in Kunawur.

Tbachydium,

Umbellse simplices v. compositae; involucris polyphyllis

foliaceis nmltifidis: foliolis basi membranaceis connatis.

Styli recurvi. Fructus a latere compressus. Mericarpia

jugis 5 inilatis caruosis valleculisque verrucosis, lateralibus

sejunctis. Valleculse 1-3-vittatae, commissura bivittata.

Semen facie depressum, a pericarpio fer^ liberum.

A remarkable genus belonging to themultivittate Seseliuece,

and distinguished at first sight by its simple, or occasionally

compound umbels and succulent warted fruit. Its nearest
affinity is with Aihamnnta and Liyusticnm.

Sp, 1. Trachydium Royki.

Hab. Peer Punjal.

Levistiam arynium; foliis bipinnatis, foliolis ovato-
lanceolatis inciso-serratis acutissirnis.

Hab. Mussooree,

Archangelica Roylei; caulejuniore pubescente, foliis bipin-
natis, foliolis rhombeis pinnatifidis inciso-serratis, involu-
celli foliolis subulatis nmbellulse aqualibus.

Hab. Urukta. A verj- distinct species, most nearly allied
to A, Gmehni*

Ileracleum canescens; foliis pinnatis subtus prsesertim

et caule villosis, foliolis ternatim sectis : laciniis ovatis

duplicato-serratls, umbellae radiis pilosis, involucelli foliolis

acurainatis radiis a?quantibus.

Hab. Mussooree. Next H. candicans,

HeracleuTn cinercum ; foliis ternatis et caule cinereo-
4

pubescentibus foliolis tripartitis cordatis duplicato-serratis

subtrilobis, involucelli foliolis setaceia radiis sequalibus,

fructibus obovatis : vittis linearibus.

Hab. Mussooree. Priori affine ; utriusque statura pedalis.

PyCNOCYCLA.

Umbellae compositse, densissime capitatae ideoque quasi

simplices, polygamfie. Involucra et involucella depauperata.

Calycis denies acuminati. Petala lanata, quasi biloba,

acumine angustissimo i:ecto inflexo. Styli longissimi pilosi

suberecti. Flores masculi plures unicum centralem hcr-

maphroditum circumstantes ; pedicellis cylindraceis incras-

satisfructummentientibus etsuprategcntibus, Fructus pubes-

cens, teres, rostratus. Mericarpia jugis primariis filifor-

mibus: lateralibus commissuralibus. Valleculse trivittatse

commissura bivittata. Albumen involutum.

This remarkable genus partakes of the characters of both

the Caucalinece and Scandicinece of De Candolle. Its nume-

rous vittee refer it to the former ; from all the known genera

of which it however differs,, in having no trace of secondary

juga. With several Scandicinece ^ especially ChcBropJiyUwuiy

it accords in the surface and form of its fruit; but it differs

in the great number of vittse. From all of both tribes, its

remarkable dense umbels, which, although in reality com-

pound, appear as if simple, distinguish it at first sight.

Sp. 1. Pycnocycla ylauca. Tab. 51. f. a—

g

Pycn ff. A partial umbel, with the male

flowers in the circumference, and the female in the centre.

i.e. Front and back views of a male flower, d, A partial

umbel in the state of fruic, with the permanent thickened

peduncles of the male flowers surrounding the ripened

females, e. A ripe fruit separated. /, The upper end of the

latter shewing the calyx and permanent styles, y, A trans-

verse section of the latter, h. The same magnified, shewing

the form of the albumen, the juga, and the vittae,

Hab. Banks of Sutlej.

ChcBrophylhim refiexum ; caule sparsim pilis longis debi-

libus munito, foliis supradecompositis pilosiusculis lobis

multifidis laciniis acuminatis, umbellis multiradiatis exinvo-

lucratis, involucellis oligophyllis cum pedicellis florum

masculorum defloratorum reflexis, fructibus ovatis elongatis

glabris, carpophore ensiformi.

Differs from C villosum of Wallich, in its differently

formed fruit, many-rayed umbels, and more finely cut leaves.

Stands next Ch, bnlhosum,

Hab. Kedarkanta and Nagkanda.

Ch<B7'ophyUum acuminatum; caule inferne petiolisque

sparsim villosis, foliis biternatis, foliolis lanceolatis acumi-
natis grosse serratis basi pinnatifidis.

Hab. Choor. Next CJi, aromaticum.

Os7noThiza
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Osmoi^hiza IrevistijUsjldG,

Hab. Turanda in Kunavvur. I cannot distinguish this

from the North American species ; which occurs on the

west side of the rocky mountains, and which it mav therefore

2, Hyineiiolcpna Govaniann; (Wall.) f*>li'ispinnatis, folioli^

pinnatifidis: laciniis lineari-oblongis subtrilobis serratis,

involucri foliolis foliaceis multifidis radiis umbella? multo

brevioribus vix coloratis, involucelli rhomboideis stellatis

be presumed will be found in the Flora of Northern China. semifoliaceis acute tridentatis. Tab. 52. f. 2.

Osmorrhiza laoca (Royle) stylis subclaviformibus angulo

acuto divergentibus latitudinem fructus subaequantibus,

caule laxo, umbellis nutantibus. Tab. 52. f. 1.

Hab. Sirmore in the Himalayan Mountains.

PleuTospei^mum cicutarium ; valleculis fructus univittatis,

jugis lateralibus margine incrassatis, foliis supradecom-

positis, foliolis pectinatis: laciniis acuminatis,

Hab. Choor and Simla.

Hymenol^na. DC#
This genus, as it stands in De Candolle's Prodromus,

contains plants Avith three essentially different kinds of fruit.

The mass of the species probably agrees with Hymenolcena

Benthami and AngcUcoides^ although what specimens I

have seen are in too imperfect a state to. enable anyone to

form a fixed opinion upon the subject. But H. obtusiuscula

does not appear to differ from Liffitstkum^ to which Dr.

Wallich had referred it, as it certainly has the albumen and

vittae of that genus ; and H, Brunonis^ the albumen of which

IS not involute, forms a genus scarcely differing from

C?22c?zw??2-, except in its remarkably membranous involucra.

Of what are probably genuine HymenolcenaSy Mr. Royle's

Herbarium contains the following new species :

1. Hymenolcena latifolia; foliis pinnatis, foliolis sub-

rotundo-ovatis grossfe serratis, involucri foliolis spatulatis

semi-coloratis parum divisis: involucelli niembranaceis

obovatis indivisis costa herbacea.

Hab. Peer Punjal.

Hab. Kedarkanta and Peer Punjal.

N.B. Thc5c two last species are nearly related to Cnidium

cuneatum of Ledebour, which is probably an Altai form of

Hymenolcena.

3. Hynienolcena stellnta ; subacaulis v. panim caulescens,

foliis pinnatis, fuliulis suhrotundis S-S-partitis incisis:

laciniis mucronatis, involucri foliolis foliaceis margine tan-

tum membranaceis involucelli stcllatis apice foliaceis subbi-

pinnatlfidis mucronatis membranaceo-alatis.

Selinum stellatum. Don Prod. FL Ncp. 185. DC. Prod.

3. 165. )S. foliolis involucellisque altiJls incisis.

Hab. Lippa and Sonngnum in Kunawur.

IIVMENIDILM.
1

Calycis margo obsoletus. Fructns sectione transversal

i

subtores. Mericarpia jugis 5 subaefjualibus alatis, alamem-

branacea, lateralibus I'uarginantibus; stylis longis recurvis

coronata. Valleculae 1-vittats. Commissura 4-vittata.

Semen semiteres. Albumen hinc planum.—Herbae perennes,

foliis supradccompositis. Involucra, et involucella membra-

naceo-marginata; hsec floribus longiora.

1. Hymcnidium Brimonis.

Hymenola^naBrunonis. DC. Prod, 4. 245.

Hab. Cashmere and Chonr Mountain.

2. Hymenidiumf densijlorum ; foliorum laciniis line-

aribus : ultimis 2-3-fidi8 acuminatis, involucri foliolis lanceo*

lato-rhomboideis6-fidis involucelli tridentatis membranaceis

acutis.

Hab. Cashmere, Choor, and Kedarkanta.

88. ARALIACE^.

The Araliacece of Jiissieu, to which has been added Hedera, long confounded with

CaprifoUacecE, has its genera distributed through both tropical and European countries,

and is found both at the base and at considerable elevations in the Himalayas. In the

Peninsula of India, and in the districts of Chittagong and Silhet, are found species of

GilibertiUy Hedera^ and Faratroms; of these, the two last, with Panax, extend to Nepal,

where also is found the new genus Torricdlia, allied to Htdet From this to the side

of the hills in the Deyra Doon, extends Fanax fragruns, Roxb., forming a small tree,
r

of from sixteen to twenty feet in height : P. decomjmita, found on Gossainthan, occurs

also at Mussooree. Of the genus Hedera, the Ivy, or a variety with yellow fruit,

is the most common species, and may be seen clinging to the rock and clasping the

oak ; affording, from its pleasing associations, glad recognition to the European traveller.

There are several species of the genus in Silhet and Nepal; but //. asculifoUa and

tereb'mthacea (Aralia digitata, Roxb., referred to Paratrop'is by Wight and Am.), with

Hedera parasitica, Don, are found as far north and the last as high as Mussooree.

The plants of this family are not possessed of very decided medical properties, though

the Ginseng, produced by Panax quinquefolium, has been more celebrated than plants of

2 H greater
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greater value. This plant, produced in the mountains of Chinese Tatary, between 3£

and 47°, was recognized from the description in Canada and Virginia, whence it is now

exported to China. Subsequently the same plant, or a species so closely allied to it,

that Dr.Wallich has called it Panax pseudo-Ginseng (PI. As. Rar. 1. 137), was discovered

by him on Sheopore, at an elevation of 9,000 to 10,000 feet : an additional instance of

the existence of similar plants in the mountains of China, North America, and the

Himalayas. Though the Ginseng is of little value as a medicine, being chiefly composed

of gum and starch; yet as it is highly esteemed, and always in demand in China, it might

be desirable to introduce its cultivation into Nepal, and the British portion of the

Himalayas, for export to China. Aralia nudicauUs is used in North America as a substitute

for sarsaparilla ; and A.racemosa and iimbeUifera, the latter exuding a gum resin, are

also admitted into the American Materia Medica. The ivy, formerly more used than in

the present day, is still retained in the Indian Materia Medica, though the hukeems
do not know that the article is so muchwithin their reach: it is one of the kinds oUublab,

to which kussoos (evidently kio-o-o; Diosc.) is assigned as the Greek name. It exudes a

gum resin or peculiar principle, called Ilederine, and the leaves are irritatino-.

89. HAMAMELIDE^.

The small order of Hamamelidea, composed of few genera, and these of but few

species, is remarkable especially for their extensive distribution. Of the genus Hama-
melis, one species is found in China, a second in Peru, and the third in North America.

The only species of the new genus Bucklandia (Wall. Cat. N. 7414) referred here by
Mr. Brown, is from Silhet, whence were procured the organic remains first discovered

in India: much to the northward of those described by Dr. Buckland from the banks
of the Irrawadi.

90. CORNER.

This small order, of which the principal genus has hitherto been placed with Hedera
as a section of Caprifoliacea

, is by M. De Candolle separated from it, and formed into a
small order, of which Cornus is the principal genus. This, found in the colder parts of
the northern hemisphere, comes as far south as Mexico, in America, and from Europe
into Asia as far south as Silhet, along the Himalayan mountains. The species peculiar
to these occur along the whole range, as they were procured by Dr.Wallich from
Silhet and Nepal, and by myself in Sirmore. Cornus ohlonga is found at the lowest eleva-
tions, being common in the Deyra Doon, and C. macrophylla, with C. nervosa, nob., at
Mussooree, and similar heights. At such, and still higher elevations, is also found
Benthamia fragifera, Lindl. {Cornus capitata. Wall.), which has been introduced into,

and is likely to succeed in England, (Hort. Trans. 2d Series, vol. 1), where C. macro-
phylla would also be a desirable acquisition.

Though the fruit of Cornus is little valued, that of Benthamia is eaten in the hills,
and the wood of both genera is esteemed, as is that of the first in Europe for its hardness

and
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and tenacity, and use for wedges, mill-cogs, &c., as well as for making gunpowder. An
oil may also be expressed from the seeds of some species. It would be useful to ascer-

tain whether the Himalayan species may be employed for the above purposes, as also

whether they possess any medical properties, like Cornus Jloridar and other species,

used as a substitute for Peruvian bark in North America.

91. LORANTHACE^.
L

The plants of all the previous orders have had truly polypetalous corollas ; these now

become monopetalous : the present order is included in the Epicorollce Corisanthcrce of

Jussieu, though not arranged with the Co?'olli/lora of M. De Candolle, in consequence

of the petals frequently continuing more or less disunited.

As we have seen the ivy in the Araliacece extending into northern climates, so in this

parasitical order, the misletoe has a like distribution, and is as familiarly known in

northern regions, though the mass of the species exist in the tropical parts both of Asia

and America. Thus we find the genus Loranthus in considerable numbers on trees in

every part of the plains of India ; not less than ninety being found in that country and

the Malayan Peninsula, though L. hicolor is the most common species. Some few

ascend the mountains; several occur in Nepal. Of these, L. pi/Ive7^ulentiis dLiid vestitus

are found as high as Mussooree; and L. Ugustrinus and cordifalius lower down on the

mountain side. Of Viscum, also, there are several species, of which some are found on

trees in Bengal and Silhet, though I have only met with them in mountainous situa-

tions, as V. dickotomum, near both Simla and Hurdwar ; V. stellulatum, near the former

and Ruengurh, and V. verticilljfloru??!, nob., nearly allied to V, Wightianum,Wdi\\., at

Mussooree, on the oak. V. elongatum, D.C. {opuntioides, Wall.) is found in the Penin-
+

sula, and on the hills of the Central Range ; apparently the same species may also be

seen in Colonel Sykes's collection from the west of India. Dr.Wight gives the Dindygul

hills as the locality of some of the Peninsular species. Schcepfa, found in the West-

Indies and the Andes of Peru, has a species, S.fragrans, Wall. {Tent. FL Nep. t. 9),

extending from Bechiaco to the great valley of Nepal, and another, ^S". acumhiata, in the

Pundua mountains.

92. CAPRIFOLIACEiE.
r

M

The CaprifoUacece, as constituted by M. De Candolle, are composed of the tribes

Samhucece and LoniccrecE : and are found in cold and mountainous parts, chiefly of the

northern hemisphere. Nearly all the genera occur at different elevations, and are
lb

common in every part of the Himalayas. Of these, the elegant genus Zeyccsteria is

alone peculiar to these mountains ; and the only known species, L.fornwsa, is common

in Nepal and Kemaon, as well as in Sirmore, at elevations of from 6,000 to 7,000 feet.

Abelia, named by Mr. Brown in honour of Dr. Abel, by whom the first-known species

was discovered in the Chinese province of Kiangsee, has also been detected in the

Himalayas; and the second species, A. tnfora (Wall. PI. As. Rar. 1. 15), has also been

described by Mr. Brown (I.e. p. 15). It was obtained by Dr.Wallich from the loftier

2 11 2 mountains
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mountains of Kemaon. and is common at Mu of from 6

7,000 feet. It is a highly fragrant and very ornamental species, and therefore well

worthy of introduction into England. Triosteum, long considered as confined to North

America, has also been discovered in the Himalayas by Dr.Wallich, who found

T. Himalayanum, on Gossainthan, in Nepal.

SamhucuSy Viburnum, and Lonicera, most abundant in species, are found in many
r

parts of the world, as Europe and both Northern Asia and North America, whence they

extend to Mexico, and in Asia along the Caucasus to the Himalayas, and eastwards to

Siberia and China. Of Sambucus and Viburnum, species are likewise found in the

Andes : the former also in New Holland, and the latter on the Neelsherries and

Penang. Lonicera is mentioned in the mountains of Northern Africa, as well as in those

of Java.

We have seen that a genus of this family is common to China and the Himalayas,

but we have some species even of another genus common to them both, as well as to

Japan, as Lonicera confusa^ longifoUa, and Chinensis. The other species of Lonicera

found in these mountains, are L. diversifoUa, the most common, of which L. Ro^kana

(Wall. Cat. 478), is only a variety ; those found on loftier situations, as from 8,000

to 9,000 feet, are L. Webbiana, Govaniana, aiigustifolia, and sericea, nob., and on

still loftier mountains, as Kedarkanta, L. obovata, nob. Dr.Wallich's L. acuminata,
r
L

glabrata, and lanceolata are confined to Nepal ; and the new species, L. elliptic^,

glaiica, and depressa, are found in Kunawur, and closely resemble some of the species

figured by Ledebour from the Altai. L. bracteata, nob., is a singular species found on

Shalma,which is so closely allied, that it might almost be referred to Zej/ce^^em, between

livhich and Lonicera it thus forms a link.

Both the common and dwarf elder, Sambucus 7iigra and ebulus, have been traced from

Europe to the Caucasus ; in the Himalayas we have a representative of this genus in

S. adnata, obtained by Dr.Wallich from Gossainthan, and by myself from the mountains

of Cashmere. The species of Viburnum, which are most common in these mountains,

are V. cotinifolium , Ham. {jtolycarpumy^^kX.), V. Mullaha, Ham. {stellulatum,W^iW.),

and V, pimctatum. These are common at Simla, Mussooree, and similar elevations, as

well as in Kemaon and Nepal, where they were originally discovered : a few species

extend southwards even into the Burmese territories. The species found at the loftiest

elevations; and which comes into flower early in the season, before the leaves have
made their appearance, and before the snow has completely melted away on such moun-
tains as Choor and Kedarkanta, is V. nervosum, Ham. (An F. erubescens and grandiflorum ?

Wall.) This, .from its long tubular corolla, differs apparently so much from the rest

of the genus, as to have been at first taken, by M. Jacquemont, for a Daphne.

The plants of this family are not possessed of any very decided properties, though
both the berries and the leaves of the elder are much used in Europe. The leaves of
some of this family are said to be slightly purgative, and the bark of others to be astrin-

gent. The fruit of one species of Viburnum (F. Mullaha) is eaten in the mountains, and

the
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the young shoots and leaves of Lonicera diversifolia , called dandoo, are used in medicine

by the Hill people.
w

Lonicera hracteata ; foliis ovato-lanceolatis, superioribus oblongo-lanceolatis acutis, omnibus breve

petiolatis pilosis^ pedunculis bifloris axillaribus solitariis foliis suba?quantibus, iloribus nutantibus

bracteis late foliaceis, corollae tubo basi aequali,baccis concretis oblongis junioribus glanduloso pilosis.

V. Tab. 53. f. 2.

—

-a. Flower-buds half concealed by the bracts ; 6. bracts spread out, and the flowers

removed; c. corolla with the petals and stamens; d, stamens; e. berry surmounted by calyx.

Hab. Shalma. The tumid joints and the branches proceeding from the centre of scaly buds, are

remarkable in this plants as well as the fructification. Tliis should refer it to Xylosteum, distinguished

from Caprifolium by Mr. Brown, but both genera have been merged in Lonicera by M. De Candolle.

93. RUBIACE^.

The great family of RubiacecE is by some botanists separated into the two orders of

StellatcB and CinchonacecE ; which are certainly very closely allied to one another, but

the separation is in some respects advisable, as they differ much in geographical distri-

bution : the Cinchonacece being found in warm, and the Stcllatcp. in cool climates, chiefly

of the northern hemisphere. Of these, species o{ Asperula, Rubia, and Galium, extend

from Europe along the Caucasus to the Himalayas ; the two last occur also in both

North and South America, Rubia at the Cape, and Galium in New Holland : the

former extends also to the Burmese territories, and is found on the mountains of Java;
» I

Galium alone of the tribe occurs in the mountains of the Peninsula. The species of
r

this genus which occur in the Himalayas and Kunawur, are numerous, and have a close

resemblance to their European and Siberian congeners. Rubia cordifolia {^Munjista,

Roxb,), occurs in Siberia, Japan, and the Himalayas. R. aculeata is a new species

from Kunawur, as is Asperula glauca, allied to A. cynanchica, from the same region.
r

y -

The plants of this tribe possess a slight degree of astringency; on which account

some were and are still used in medicine. Of these, Galium is referred to in Persian

works under the name gallon. Rubia tinctorum, or madder, is the best known for a

property (redness of the roots) possessed by many of this family, which renders them

valuable as dyes. For this, R. cordifolia {R. Munjista, Roxb.) is used as a substitute
a

in the East, and forms even an article of the export commerce to Europe, under the

name oi Munjeeth ; for this Fooh is given as the Arabic, and rodeen (spuBpodavoyl) as the

Greek name. R. angustissima , from Tong dong, has also highly-coloured roots.

The remainder of the Rubiacea have by Dr. Lindley been denominated Cinchonacece

from the most important genus, and may be treated of together, as they chiefly occur

in the tropical parts of the world, and have a northern or southern extension only

according to local peculiarities of climate. Putoria occurs in the north of Africa and

south of Europe, A Hedj/otis in Carolina, and Pinckneya pubens in Georgia ; Burchelia,

a Gardenia, Oldenlandia, and others, occur at the Cape of Good Hope ; Psychotria,

and a few others, in New Holland ; but the most southern is Nertiera depressa, found

in the Straits of Majralhaens. They abound in the warm parts of Asia, Africa, and

America, as well as in the tropical islands. They also prevail on the Andes of Peru

and the mountains of Mexico ; so are they found in India, on the Neelgherries, and

other
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Other mountains of the Peninsula, but especially oh those of Silhet, whence they
w

I

extend northwards to Nepal, and along the foot of the mountains as far as the banks of

the Jumna. A few also ascend them, to elevations even in this northern latitude,

of 5.000 and 6,000 feet.
t f

The genera, which are chiefly prevalent in India, and in ore especially in its southern

parts, are Kaucka, Hymenodictyon, Musscenda, Ga?^de?iia, Randia^ Ciipia, DC, Stylo-

coryne, Petunga, Wendlandia, Ophiorrhizat Argostemma , Dcntella, Hedyotis, Oldenlandia,

Morinddy Vangucria, Guettarda, Pc£deria, Canth'mmy Ixora^ Pavetta, Grumilea, Coffea,

Psychotria, Geophila, Cephalanthus, Borreria, Spermacocet Knoaia, and Putoria. Of

many of these, the greater number of the Indian species occur in the forests of Silhet

(where are also found Myrionewon, Pleotheca, Androtropis^ and Horsfiddid), and other

southern districts, but the numbers increase as we approach the line ; where, as of

Urophyllum and Uncaria in Penang, &c. the greater number of species exist, with one

or two only spreading north. Some of the above genera are common to India and Africa,

as Grumilea, Kohautia, Naucka ; others to the former and South America, as Mus~

sanda, Morinda, Geophilay Cephalanthus, and others ; while several are common to the

three. Some are peculiar to the mountains, as Menestoria, DC, Hymenopogon, Wall.,

and a few new genera to the Peninsula of India, (v. Prod. Fl. Ind. Penins.)

The species of these genera, which have the most northern extension, being common

in the Doons and Kheree Pass and jungle, are Naucka cordifoUa and parvifolia, Hymeno-

dktyon thyrsiflorum, Wendlandia cineixa, exserta and puberula, Randia uliginosa, longis-

pina and dwnetorum, Pavetta tomentosa and Ophiorrhiza Mungos, with some species of

Hedyotis, Oldcnlandia, and Spermacoce. Of these, some may be seen in the hot valleys

in the interior of the hills, with Kohautia {Hedyotis, Wall.) gracilis. Coffea Bengalensis

ascends elevations of 3,000 feet, and still higher a stunted species of Gardenia,

(G. tetraspermaf) as well as Spermadictyon suaveolens and Leptodermis lanceolata,

which do not appear to me to be generically distinct.

During the moisture of the rainy season, some herbaceous RubiacecE make their

appearance at 6,000 and 7,000 feet of elevation, as species of Oldenlandia, Hedyotis
w

calycina, Borreria pusilla, Argostemma sarmentosum and verticillatum , Ophiorrhiza rugosa,

Knoiia mollis ; and on trees we find Hymenopogon parasitica, which is also found with

Luculia gratissima, on the mountains of Silhet; where species oi Hymenodictyon {Cinchona,

Roxb.) occur at their feet, and afford a set of interesting facts, as these are all nearly

allied to the valuable medicinal genus Cinchona.

The Stellated we have seen are noted for astringency, and for yielding colouring matter;

both these principles are afforded by the Cmchgnacece . With respect to the last, as Rubia

cordifoUa, or the Munjeeth, yields a red dye in the hills, so Morinda multiflora and tinc-

toria, called aal and ach, are cultivated in the plains of Northern and Central India, and

Oldcnlandia umhellata in the Peninsula, for the red dye they respectively yield ; so that

India is, in its different parts, supplied with a similar principle by plants of this family.

Morinda citrifolia, angustifolia, umhellata and ternifoUa, are also similarly used in India,

as
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as M. Royoc is in the West-Indies. Rondeletia tinctoria, Hydrophylax maritima, and

others, all possess similar properties.

Many of the herbaceous exotics secrete the peculiar principle, called emetine; as

Cephaelis Ipecacuanha, which yields the brown or true Ipecacuanha, and grows in the

moist and shaded forests of Brazil and New Granada. Psychotria emetica, a small under-

shrub, found in Peru and New Granada, affords the ^iWflfeJ Ipecacuanha; F.licrhacea

supplies a substitute, as does Richardsonia BrasiHensis ; also R. rosea and scahra, and

Spermacoce ferruginea and Poaya: showing the possession of similar properties by so
M

many plants of the same natural family.

In India, Randia {Posogueria, Roxb.) dumetorum, called ??iucnphul, with the Arabic

synonyme of jouz-ool-kue, or emetic fruit, is used as an emetic by the natives of India.

The fruit bruised and thrown into water, is said by Dr. Roxburgh to poison fish ; and

Dr. Ainslie states, that an infusion of the bark of the root is given as a nauseating medi-

cine in the south of India. Paederia fatida is also used there as an emetic.

In some of these emetic, as in the dyeing roots, there are traces of tannin, a prin-

ciple found in abundance in some of the arborescent Cinchonacca. Thus, Nauclea

Gamhir, a native of the Malayan Peninsula and Indian Archipelago, yields the very

astringent principle, called gambeer, vAnch. in many parts of the East, is used for the same
1 r

purposes as Catechu, and is thought by some European authors to be the true Kino.

Tannin, it is well known, exists in abundance in the bark of the several species of the

genus Cinchona, These also secrete the peculiar alcaloids, called quinia and cinchonia,

principles not contained in the Exostemmas, once united with the Cinchonas, but which

also differ from them in having their stamens projecting beyond the corolla ; some of

them, indeed, instead of tonics, act as emetics. But others of this family, from the

possession of astringent properties, are employed as substitutes for Peruvian bark.
.1

as Pinckneya pubens in Carolina, Portlandia hexandra in French Guiana, Rondeletia fcbri-

fuga in Sierra Leone ; so also Macrocnemum corymhosum, Guettarda coccinea, Antirrhtea

verticillata, Morinda Royoc, and others.

In India, Hymenodictyon excelsum, referred by Dr. Roxburgh to the genus Cinchojia

itself, has the inner coats of the bark bitter and astringent, and is used by the natives

in medicine for the latter property, as well as for tanning leather. I know not if the

other species of this genus are possessed of similar properties.

The true Cinchonas extend, in Peru and Columbia, from the Line to 10° of N. and S.

latitude, at elevations of from 3,000 to 8,000 feet on ramifications of the Andes, flower-

ing from June to August. But the spurious species now referred to other genera, though

extending further north, all require a warmer climate, since they are found at lower ele-

vations ; as the species of Buetia, in Peru and Brazil ; of Remigea, in Brazil ; of E.ros-

temma, in Peru, Brazil, Mexico, and the West-India Islands ;
and of Hymenodictyon, at

the foot of mountains in India. Though the extent of distribution of the true Cinchonas

has been pretty well ascertained, there is yet considerable obscurity respecting the

species which yield the different officinal barks, owing partly to incomplete investigation,

but
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but chiefly to the natives uniting them according to physical properties, which vary even

npon the same tree, according to age and exposure.

The pale barks are generally considered to be produced by Cinchona Condaminea,

scrohkiddta and lancifoUa: the yellow barks by C. purpurea and C.pubescens, which
r

includes C. cordifolia Mutis. ; and it is said even by the older branches ofC lancifoUa,

as well as other trees, which in their young state yield pale bark. The red barks are

produced by C. magnifolia, which includes C. oblongifoUa; but other species may also

supply it. Of these, and many others, there are specimens in the splendid collection

of the genus Ciyichona, made in the neighbourhood of Loxa and Santa F^, in 1805, now

in the possession of Dr. A. T. Thomson, Professor of Materia Medica in the London

University.
m

These Cinchonas occupy a belt of 20'' of latitude, at elevations varying from 3,600

to 9,000 feet on the Andes, and the principal species from 6,000 feet to the latter

height, where the mean temperature of the year is about 59° and 62°, or equivalent to

that of the Canaries and of Rome; but where the thermometer often sinks to the freezing

point, though snow does not fall below 9,000 feet of elevation. There would appa-

rently be no difficulty in finding suitable localities for the several species of this very

important genus in India, where the seasons are similar, and the southern parts equally

covered by mountains: as the Neelgherries, between 10° and 11° of N. latitude, and

8,000 feet high, with a range of the thermometer of 43°, a mean temperature of about

53°, and where no snow falls (v. p. 30.), or perhaps on the mountains of Chittagong

and Silhet, as on Chirrapoonjee, in lat. 25° elevated 4286 feet, with a range of the
K

thermometer of from 12° to 20* below that in the plains of Bengal (v. Journ. As, Soc.

vol. 3.), and where Luculia {Cineho??a, Wall.) gratissima is found in great luxuriance.

Humboldt has remarked it as singular, that Condamine should have made the first
r

and the last attempt to transport young Cinchona plants to Europe, which, after being

conveyed for 1200 leagues down the river Amazons, and living for eight months, were

destroyed by a wave, which washed over the boat near the mouth of the river to the

north of Para. M. Fe6 has more recently recommended {Cou7^s d'Hist. Nat. Pharm.

vol. ii. p. 252) the investigation of the subject to his government, and the introduction

of the Cinchona into the French colonies.

The coffee, hoony and kuehwa of the Arabs, said by them to be the produce of Yemen,
is a remarkable instance of a plant restricted in its distribution, becoming one of the

most extensively-diffused of those which afford valuable articles of commerce, increasino-

the resources of the countries where it is grown, and improving the revenues of those

into which it is introduced. From Arabia, the coffee-plant was first introduced into

Batavia, whence it was spread into the islands of the Indian Archipelago. The offsets

of a plant presented to Louis XIV. from the hot-houses of Amsterdam, were transported

to Martinique
; thence they have been diffused to the other West-Tndia islands, a great

part of S. America, and the southern states of N. America. It is cultivated also on the

western coast of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope, and the islands of Bourbon and Mauritius.

It
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It has already been stated (p. 4), that the coffee of the Malabar coast is remarkably
fine, as is that of some other parts of the Peninsula, as of Bangalore and Coimbatore. It

succeeded well, and the plants bore abundantly under the shade of the teak plantation

m the Calcutta Botanic Garden ; but the subsequent cultivation in Bengal has been
pronounced a failure, though I have heard that it has succeeded in the vicinity of Dacca.
The reasons assigned for the former, want of shade and too powerful a sun, do not

appear to be satisfactory ; for the sun cannot be more powerful than in many places

where coffee is cultivated, and Bengal is not likely to be the only country where shade
IS unattainable. However much ignorance may sneer at principles, attention to the

physiology of vegetation, and of this, as connected with the nicer peculiarities of

climate (v. p. 88), would probably afford a more satisfactory explanation; and as success

and failure are not accidental, a scientific explanation might suggest a practical remedy.

A rich soil and moist climate are said, both in Java and the West-indies, to produce

luxuriant vegetation, and a coarse-flavoured, though sufficiently abundant crop of berries.

But the finest Mocha coffee is, we know, produced in a very dry climate, and arid soil,

the slope of The plants grow freely, and bear a few fruit

the open air as far north as 30° of latitude in the Botanic Garden at Saharunpore ; but

we know that a low temperature, though only during the winter months, is unfavourable

to the cultivation of coffee, and therefore not to be attempted in the open country of

the northern provinces of India. But it would be an interesting point to ascertain how
far north the coffee might be successfully cultivated in India. The Rajmahl iiills would

probably afford some suitable localities, perhaps also those of Silhet and Assam, ait
I r

low elevations ; and certainly along the Burmese coast and Malayan peninsula, the
1

might be indefinitely extended

nceolatis,

stipulis membranaceis petiolis jungentibus fimbriatis, floribus ex dichotomia et di-trl

sessilibus vel breve pedunculatis, corollas lobis obovatis acutis. Tab. 53. f. 1. (a.)

Hab
(i.) from below, (o.) (d.) Capsule, (i

94. VALERIANE^.
The VakrianecB form a small order found in temperate climes in different parts of the

world, as in the northern parts of the northern hemisphere, the mountains of South

America, and the Straits of Magalhaens. They proceed along Caucasus to the Hima-

layas, where they are found at different elevations, as well as on the mountains of the

Peninsula. They are absent from the plains of India; but one species, Valeriana

viliosay descends to the Deyra Doon.

The genera peculiar to these mountains are Triplostegia and Nardostachys, the lattef

allied to Patrinia, which is found in Siberia, Dahuria, and Japan ; but Valeriana is the

most numerous in species. These extend from Silhet to Sirmore, and from that to

Cashmere. V. Hardwickii, villosa, and elata, are the most common species, V. lanceolata

and bracteata are two new species from the southern face of the Himalayas, and

V. acuminata and pusilla from Kunawur, and V. striata from Cashmere.

2 r The
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The annual plants of this order are without odour, and some are even eaten as sal-

lads, but many of the perennial species secrete in their roots a volatile oil, which renders

them useful as perfumes, or as stimulant medicines, as Valeriana officinalis, Phu, and

dioica. V. celtica is exported from the mountains of Austria to Egypt, whence it is

spread into both Africa and Asia, being valued for its fragrance and use in perfuming

their baths. So also in India, the roots of Jatamansi, no doubt the Spikenard of the

ancients, and produced by a plant of this order, are brought dow^n in large quantities

from the Himalayas to the plains, whence they are distributed over every part of India,

being highly esteemed as a perfume, and for their uses in medicine.

Notwithstanding the proofs adduced by Sir Wm. Jones, it has been said that the

grounds are insufficient on which the Jatamansi of the Hindoos has been considered to

be the Spikenard of the ancients. Having followed the course pointed out by that

eminent Orientalist, without taking exactly the same steps, it is not uninteresting

to state, that I arrived at precisely the same results.

Dioscorides (1. 1. c. 6.) describes three kinds o{ Nard; of the first and principal of

which, there are two varieties, Syrian and Indian ; the latter is also called GangiteSy

from the river Ganges, near which, flowing by a mountain, it is produced. The
*

second kind is called ** Celtic," and the third ** Mountain Nard." On consulting

Avicenna, we are referred from ^^.'>;tj Narden to J-i-» Sunbul, pronounced Sumbul, and

in the Latin translation from Nafdum to Spica, under which the Roman, the Mountain,

the Indian and Syrian kinds are mentioned ; and Senbel, misprinted Seubel, is given as

the synonimous Arabic name. This proves, as stated by Sir Wm. Jones, that Sumbul,

in Persian dictionaries, translated, *' the Hyacinth,—the Spikenard, to which the hair of a

mistress is compared—an ear of corn, &c.," was always considered by Arabian authors

as synonimous with the Nardos of the Greeks. On consulting the Persian works on
r

Materia Medica in use in India, and especially the Mukhzun-ool- Udwieh, we are referred

from Narden, in the Index, to Sumbul, in the body of the work.

Under this name, however, four separate articles are described

—

1st, Sumbul-hindee ;

2d, Sumbul-roomee, called also Sumbul- ukletee, and Narden-ukletee, evidently the

vapJo^ kcXtikyi of Dioscorides, said also to be called Sumbul-italioon, that is, the Nard

which grows in Italy ; the 3d kind is Sumbul-jibullee, or Mountain Nard (v«p5o^ o^zivn)
;

and, 4th, Sumbulfarsee, which is a bulbous plant, and probably a kind of hyacinth.

Polianthes tuberosa is described as being one of the kinds of Persian Sumbul. But the

first alone is that with which we have at present any concern. The synonimes of it,

given by Persian authors, are, Arabic, sunbul-ool-teeb, or fragrant nard ; Greek, narden;

Latin, nardoom; Hindee, balchur ^ndjatamasee. The last is the Sanscrit name, and that

which was given to Sir Wm. Jones, as the equivalent of sumbul-hindee, and which, he

informs us, like other Sanscrit names applied to the same article, has reference to its

resemblance to locks of hair.

The Sumbul-hindee is described as a plant without flower or fruit, like the tail of an
ermine, in length exceeding that of the finger, but rather less in thickness. Several

are
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are said to be clustered together on one root, of a bright blackish colour, and of a very

fragrant and strong odour. It is said to gtow in the mountains of Caubul, India, and

Bengal.

The proofs and reasoning of Sir Wm. Jones appearing to me so satisfactory, and

plants of what was said to be the Jatamansi, having been procured from the hills,

which flowered at Gyah, and were figured and described As. Res. vol. ii. and iv.,
M

I considered the subject as perfectly settled. But one day accidentally asking

Huree Sing, an intelligent and respectable native at the head of the establishment of the

Saharunpore Botanic Garden, whether a plant {Valeriana villosa) in the Conservatory

was not like the Jatamansi; he replied in the negative, and pointed to a Pla?itago,

with lanceolate leaves, as that which most nearly resembled it.

Understanding that the Jatamansi, better known in Northern India by the name

bal'Chur, was yearly brought down in considerable quantities from the mountains, I

procured at the end of the rainy season several pounds of the fresh dug-up root from

Nagul, a village five miles N.E. of Deyra, and one of the commercial entrepots

situated at the foot of the mountains. The roots obtained exactly resembled those sold

in the Saharunpore bazar as Jatamansi; some of them were planted in tbe Botanic

Garden, and others in the Hill Nursery at Mussooree. One of the former which vege-

tated during the cold weather, is represented at Plate 54. f. 1. From the mountain

specimen in flower, f. 2. it is evident that though belonging to the same natural order,

ValerianecB, as the plant figured by Dr. Roxburgh {As. Res. vol. iv.), the true Jatamansi

is more nearly allied to the Siberian genus Patrinia. It is remarkable that the *t/ of

Dioscorides, Valeriana Dloscoridis of Sibthorp, ^ foo of the Arabians, is translated in

the Persian hekh-i-smnhely root of Sumbul.

It is evident that, either by accident or design, a wrong plant was sent from Bootan,

and figured and described in the Asiatic "Researches, at a time when it was not possible

to detect the imposture, as it was long before we had free access to the hills. Previous

to my inquiries, though I was unacquainted with the fact, the error had been detected,

and the true plant sent home by Dr.Wallich. This was described by Mr. D. Don for

his Prod. Florae. Nepalensis, and figured by Mr. Lambert {App. to Illustr. of the Genus

Cinchona), where the additional corroborative fact is stated of Spikenard bought as such

in a chemist's shop in London (and of which a figure is given) corresponding exactly

with the roots of the Nepal plant, and both with the roots represented in Plate 54,

and all with the descriptions of the Arabians ; also with the figure of Nardum in the

edition of Dioscorides by Ruellius, and with that given by Clusius.

•ee with those assigned by Dioscorides and Ptolemy to the

Indian Nard, as the latter, as quoted by Sir Wm. Jones, mentions Rangamritica, or

Rangamati, and the borders of the country now called Bootan. The remoteness of

these, indeed, has alone prevented the earlier ascertainment of the true plant. In

the part of the Himalayas with which I am best acquainted, it is only found on such

lofty mountains as Kedarkanta (v. p. 22), and Shalma, where it is for six months

The t>

2 ered
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covered with snow, and like many plants of a similar locality furnished with permanent

hair-like fibres. The latter situation I have not visited, but it is situated between the
¥

Ganges and Jumna, about fifteen miles from both, and about twenty and thirty in i direct

line from Jumnotri and Gungotri. It must be elevated at least 9,000 feet, as the plants

found with the Jatamansl, as Betida Bkqjpiittra, Rhododeiidi^on mithopogon, Anagyris

Nepaknsls, Thermopsis baydjata. Rheum Emodi, Rosa sericea, P(Zonia Emodi, AconiUim

heterophyllum, Primula Stuartii, with species of Podophyllum, Trillium, and Ffitillaria,

are not found at lower elevations. Garcia ab Horto is therefore in error in assigning

Chittor and Mandou in the Deccan, as its places of growth, as it is quite impossible

for this plant to exist in any part of Central India. But Garcia, indeed, though

aware of the fact of the natives being acquainted with the Greek and Latin names of

the nard, seems, as well as others, to have confounded with it the Azkhur, called also

'* the Arabian perfume," " Grass of Mecca," and *' Camel's hay," to which the natives

give Sikhoomis ((r%/vo? Diosc. 1. c. 16.) as the Greek name, and which is aflforded by one,

if not more, species of Andropogon (v. GraminecE), found in the localities he assigns to

the Spikenard.

With respect to the objection that the fragrance of the Jatamansi is not such as to

warrant the probability of its having been so highly esteemed by the ancients, it might

be suificient to reply, that it is both incorrect and unphilosophical to infer the tastes of

another time and country from those of the age and place we live in. But in the

present instance, however disagreeable soever it may be to some, there is no doubt

that the Jatamansi is highly esteemed in the present day throughout the East, both

as a perfume, and a stimulant medicine. Indeed, from the number of complaints

enumerated in Persian authors for which it is said to be a cure, this root might lay claim

to the title of a true Panpharmacon ; and with respect to the fragrance, I consider that

of the true Jatamansi to be far from disagreeable. But even if this were not so,

it would be just as reasonable to disbelieve, that it might be so to others, as it would be

not to credit an account of the mysteries of the Eastern toilet, because at variance

with our ideas of grace and elegance; or disbelieve the relations of a traveller, who, in

describing an Indian beauty, ** armed for conquest," might mention, that with the rose,

jessamine, and sweet-scented keora at command, her presence was yet most readily

recognised by the strong smell of the oil of cocoa-nut.

Nardoatachys Jatamansi. DC. Coll. Mem. vii. t. 1. Prod. vol. iv. p. 264.

—

Valeriana Jatamami.

Jones and Roxburgh in As. Res. excl. descr. et ic. Don in Lamb. Cinch, p. 180. ic.

—

Patrinia Jata-

mansi. Don. Prod, Fl. Nep. p. 159.

—

Nardus indica, &c. veterum. Tab. 54. f. 1. and 2. v. supra.

p. 243.— (a.) Flower enlarged—seen from above ; (b.) from below ; (d.) capsule surmounted by

calyx ; (e.) transverse section of capsule, with one fertile and two abortive cells.

Hab. Gossainthan, Shalma, Kedarkanta, and probably other loftv mountains of the Himalaya.

95. DIPSACEiE.

The DipsacecPy allied on one hand to Vakrianea, and on the other to Synahtherea

,

avoid, like the former, great extremes of temperature, and are, like them, most abundant

in temperate climes, but only of the Old World ; as in Europe and parts of Siberia, on

Caucasus,
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Caucasus, and in Persia, as well as in the Oriental region, and both North and South

Africa.

Though some plants of these regions spread to the south, we find the Dipsacea absent

from the plains of India, but common in the Himalayas at moderate elevations, where

we know there is moderation of temperature. The genera found in these mountains
.*

are Morina, Dipsacus, and ScaUosa; on the Neelgherries also a species of Dipsacus

(Z). Leschenaultii) is found.

Morina, found in Persia and the Oriental region, extends in the Himalayas from

Peerpunjal to Gossainthan. M. nana, polyphylla, and longifolia, being found in the

latter situation ; but the last only has an extensive distribution, as it is found at

Mussooree and on Choor, as well as on the mountains of Cashmere. M. Wallkhiana

is most common at Mussooree ; and M. Coulteriana, nob., which approaches M.persica,

is found in Kunawur. Only a single species of Scahiosa (S. Candolleand) has been

discovered to the southward of Cashmere ; but from that valley was obtained S. speciosa.

Tab. 55, as well as S. stellarifolia, nob., allied to -S". Columbaria. The species of

Dipsacus, D. strictus and inermis, found in Nepal, spread also to Sirmore, where other

new species (7). levis and auriculatus, nob.), are found, as well as one from Jumboo,

near Cashmere. The plants of this family have little sensible or medical properties,

and have none ascribed to them in these mountains. Dipsacus Fullonum retains its

place in the Indian Materia Medica, under the name dunsakoos.

Morina Wallichiana ; foliis pinnatifidis, lobis spinescentibus, superioribus caule corollaque molliter

villosis, calycis lobis integeirimis vel brevissime emarginatis. Tab. 55. f. I.—(e.) Pijtil with the two

toothed gene

rally much longer than the others. (/) Flower seen from behind, with the involucel opened.

Hab. This plant, which is nearly allied to Morina Persica, is found on Mussooree, with M. hngifolia,

of which a leaf has been accidentally introduced into the same plate. I have named this species in

compliment to my friend, Dr.Wallich, to whom Indian Botany is so deeply indebted for its present

advanced state. The name may serve also to commemorate the " Wallichius, vir ornatissimus,'' who

sent several exotic fruits to Clusius, and which the latter has described in his Exot. hb. 11. c. xxi.

M. Coulteriana ; foliis oblongis angustis sinuato-pinnatipartitis lobis duris spinescentibus, calycis

lobis bifidis, segmentis acutis.

Hab. Kunawur. I have named this species in honour of Dr. Coulter, who has so ably elucidated

th^ «rr1<.r fn wliiph h bploTiffs. and who intended to have described for this work the Himalayan Dip-

iposition

caule

coroUis 5-fidis
foveolis villis occu

Jla? tube aequalibus

(6.) of the centre ; (e. d)

Hab. Cashmere.

96. SYNANTHEREiE.

This great family of plants, better known by the name, objectionable on account of

its incorrectness. Composite, is like the Umbdlifera, numerous in species, which resemble

each other so closely, as to have caused the same plant to have been referred by different

botanists to different genera. More attention, however, having been paid to their

true
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very

true structure, greater precision has now been introduced into generic characters, and

these, the valuable work of Lessing

—

" Synopsis Generum Composltarwn,'' has presented

in a convenient form. Yet the difficulty is so great, of referring the plants of so large

a family to their true genera, that I should have despaired of being able in a short time

to give a satisfactory account of the Himalayan and Indian Composites, especially with
i

respect to their geographical distribution, had it not been for the kind assistance of

Mr. Don, Dr. Lindley, and especially of Professor De Candolle, who has named the

greater portion, and will describe the new species in the forthcoming volume of

Prodromus.

The S\jnanthere(Ey though very generally diffused throughout the world

numerous in the plains of India, Dr. Roxburgh having only described sixty-one species,

some of them from the Peninsula, where Dr. Wight collected 111 species; in this

number are included the majority of Dr. Roxburgh's species, and several from the

Neelgherries and other Peninsular mountains. Dr.Wallich has enumerated in his Cata-

logue, 426 species collected over a wide extent, both of plain and mountain surface.

The authors collection within more confined limits, but with equal diversity of surface,

contains 238 species. These, in their distribution, confirm all the results which have
r

been obtained in other families, with respect to the great correspondence between

climate and the vegetation it supports.

Thus the CynarecE (CynarocephaliS, Auct.), which, with the exception of the subtribe

of Cape Arctodiea, occur chiefly in Europe and the northern half of the temperate zone

and the Mediterranean and Oriental regions, are found in the Himalayas, and in the

plains of the north-western provinces of India, which have been elsewhere shown to

correspond in other respects with the vegetation of these regions. Thus, in the Hima-
layas, we have species of the genera SerratulUy Cnicus, Centaurea, Lappa, Carduus,

and Saussurea, with the new genera Dolomicea, DC. allied to the last, as well as

Aplotaxis,'[)C,, of which numerous species are found in these mountains, and one in

Siberia. Of species, Carduus nutans, from Muttiana, Choor, and Kedarkanta, as well as

from Boodurwar, appears to be identical with the European plant. Lappa Himalayana

closely resembles L. major. Centaurea pulchra, DC, I have only obtained from Cash-

mere : it is cultivated in the Peninsula, probably from the same source. An approxi-

mation to the Oriental flower is seen in the existence of species o^ Echinops, as E. nivea

and cormgera, of Jur'ima, J? Tricholepis, DC, on the Suen Range ; of a Cirsium,

C, verutum, Don, on Thanna Toongra; and of Echanais cirsioides, DC in the Deyra
Doon. From Dokree, in Kunawur, another species of Cirsium, or of Cousin

obtained, which also shows the alliance of this region with the Oriental.

This is still more decidedly the case in the plains of Northern India, for the only

plants of this tribe found there belong to genera, of which species are also found in the

Mediterranean and Oriental regions, as Microlonchus divaricatus, common about Saha-
runpore and the Doab, and the banks of the Jumna. Cirsium Wallichii, found in

was

Echinops echinatus, only in the latter. Tricholcp

Indian
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Indian genus, allied to Cirsium ; it is found in the Himalayas, in the plains, and in

the Peninsula; while Carthamus oxyacantha, referred by Mr. Don to KentrophyHum, is

also found on the western banks of the Jumna, as well as by Bieberstein, near the

junction of the Kur and Aras rivers, and near the eastern base of Caucasus.

In a cultivated state may be every where found Cay^thamus tinctorius, in the cold

season ; but in the west of India, Colonel Sykes informs me, only C.Jlavescens, common

also in Armenia. In gardens may be seen, in the same season, Ainberhoa odorata

{Centaurea moschata, Auct.) introduced from Cashmere, as well as Calendula officinalis

and Cynara Scolymus, or the artichoke, which, though introduced by Europeans, is also

known by the Arabic name Jiurshuf.

So the Cichorace(E, which chiefly prevail in Europe, the Mediterranean region, and

the temperate parts of Asia, occur in the Himalayas in considerable numbers;. but only

a few species are found in the plains of India, and these only during the cold season,

as species of Lactuca {Pi^enanthes, Roxb.), and Sonchus oleraceus, arvensis, and eriopus,

chiefly in the northern parts. Lactuca sativa is found in gardens, and known by the

name kahoo ; while Cichorium Intyhus appears also to have been introduced in conse-

quence of its uses in medicine, as it is known by the Arabic name hitidba, to which

sarus ((Tspig) is given as the Greek synonyme, and kasnee ^j^^ as the Hindoostanee

;

hence called Cichorium Cosnia by Dr. Hamilton.

But in the Himalayas, we have species of Leontodon, Tragopogon, Scorzonera, Ficris,

Lactuca, Chondrilla, Taraxacum, Crepis, Sonchus, Hieracium, and Mulgedium. The last

most numerous in species, some of which are highly ornamental, is also found in Ame-

rica, as well diS Leontodon and Lactuca. Scorzonera'd.nd. Crepis are only found in Kunawur,

and a species of Picris, P. hispida, Don, on Peerpunjal ; but a European species,

P. hieracioides, is also found in the Himalaya, in Nepal, and in the Peninsula of India.

Hieracium Sabaudum, Lin., a native of the south of Europe, is also found in Cashmere

;

and in the Himalayas, other species, nearly allied to H. umbellatum and murorum.
r

The tribe of Mutisiacece, containing nearly forty genera, was long considered as being

confined to South America and the Cape of Good Hope. But as we have frequently

seen in many of the families, as the Rosacea, which prevail in greatest numbers in the

Old, but have yet their representatives in the New World, so the tribe Mutisiacece,

so numerous in Asia and Africa, exists only as isolated species in the Himalaya.

Thus, Leucomeris spectabilis of Mr. Don, found in Nepal, and common in the Kheree

Pass, has been referred by Lessing to the South American genus Gochnatia, and Chap-

talia maxima of the same author, he has referred to Onoseris, having the same locality
;

but the North American Chaptalia is represented by C. gossypina, figured in this work,

and so closely resembling C. tomentosa, as scarcely to be separated from that genus. It is

found at Mussooree, and similar elevations throughout Gurhwal and Sirmore, affording

the Hill-people a tomentum on the under surface and petioles of its leaves, which they

employ as tinder and amadou, as well as, it is said, for making a fine kind of cloth.

To this tribe also belong Liatris latifolia and cordata of Mr. Don, formed into, a new

genus
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genus by M. De Candolle : these are found in Nepal, as well as at Mussooree and

Simla. Dicoma also, which was only known to exist at the Cape of Good Hope and
+

on the banks of the Senegal, has a species, D. lanuginosa, which extends from the Penin-

sula of India up to Delhi, and the arid country on the western bank of the Jumna.

The remainder of the CompositcE, consisting of numerous genera and species, are

included by Jussieu under the general term, indeed order, Corymbifera. By Lessing,

these are divided into the tribes Vernoniacece, Eupatoriacece y Asta^oidece, Seneciomdece , and

Nassauviac€(P
. The last found only in America; but of all the others, there are

numerous species both in the plains and mountains of India. These it will suit better

the purposes of this work, to consider with respect to their geographical distribution,

than according to the tribes to which they belong.

Taking therefore into consideration, first, those which prevail in the plains of India,

we have of genera peculiar to the country, and of those of which species extend into

the Indian h\^n^s, Decaneurum, Poloa, Vicoa, Ccesulia, Cyathodlne, Sphccropsis, Blumea,

Blainv'dka, Ramtiila, Glossocardia, Emilia, and Pluchea; and as in other tropic-like

countries, both of the Old and New World, species of Eclipta and of Bidcm. Of
genera common to Africa and India, species are found of Epaltes, Cass. {Ethulia, Gsert.)

SphcEranthus and Grangea ; and of those common to the latter and America, species of

Vernonia, Elephantopiis, Ageratum, Adenostemma, Siegesheckia, Xanthium, Spilanthes, and
Myriogyne, Wtddia is found in the south of India and Nepal, as well as in America
and Polynesia. A few species also are found of genera, which exist in every part of
the world, as of Gnaphaliim, Erigeron and Conyza ; and at the foot of the mountains,

species of Smecio and Artemisia. The country in the neighbourhood of Delhi and the

western bank of the Jumna in general, we have frequently seen has considerable affinity

to the Flora of Egypt and of the Oriental region, an affinity of which these tribes afford

a few additional instances in the prevalence here of FranccBuria crispa, Cotula anthemoides.

d of species of Filago, Xanthium, and Pulicaria. The Egyptian plant, to which
the name Grangea Maderaspatana has been applied, IVl . De Candolle considers to be
different from the Indian.

The general uniformity we have seen to characterize the plains of India over a wide
extent of surface, is exemplified in this family as in others, by the prevalence in

northern as in the most southern parts of the same plants, such as Vernonia cinerea,

Elephantopus scaler, SphcEranthus mollis, Vicoa indica, Casulia axillaris, Grangea Maderas-
patana, CyathocUne lyrata, Emilia sonchifolia, Blumea Wightiana and oj^yodonta, Myrio-
gyne minuta, Gnaphalium indicum, and others.

In a cultivated state, but perfectly naturalized, we may find in Indian gardens iti

every part of India, Callistephus chinensis, from China; Chrysanthemum //jJ/cwttz, probably
from the same country, if not from Cashmere, whence I have myself received it; Matri-
caria suaveokns, from the Oriental region ; Helianthus annuus and tuberosus, with Tagetes
erecta and patula, from America. The greater portion of these have become so widely
diffused, and such universal favourites with the natives of India, not prone to adopt

novelties.
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novelties, and having names assigned them in the different dialects, that it renders

extremely difficult the ascertainment of truly indigenous species.

In the Himalayas, as we have frequeiitly seen, moderation of temperature, the result

of elevation, supports a vegetation which is analogous to that of other cool parts of the

world. This is fully exemplified in this, as in every other family, with the same

exceptions as we have elsewhere seen, of a more tropical vegetation the nearer we
approach their bases. Thus we haVe of genera found almost every where in temperate

parts of the world, species of Senec'w, Conyza, Arte??usia, Tanocetiim, Gnaphalium, and

Helkhrysum I of those found in Europe, Asia, and America, Solidago, Diplopappus, Aster,

Stenactis, Erigeron, and Inula; and of genera restricted to Europe and the northern

parts of Asia, Tiissilago, Doronkum, Bupthalmian, Pyrdhrum, Achillea^ and Carpesium

;

with Ligularia, found also in Africa; Eupatorhim, diud Mika?iia in America chiefly;

Anknnaria, confined to Europe and the arctic zone: and the new genus Leptocoma, On
the Neelgherries occur the new genera Mojtosis and Notonia, as well as species of

Doroincwn, Senecio, IlcUchrysum, and Aster, (v. Wight. Contrib. to Botany of India.)

The species which are remarkable as occurring in the Himalayas, as well as in other

parts of the world, are Tiissilago Farfara^ Senecio Jacolxza, found there and in Europe

;

S. chrysanthemifalius in the south of Europe and in Kunawur ; S. aspknifolius, m my
collection from Cashmere, Mr. Don informs me is not to be distinguished from specimens

of the same species collected by Pallas on Caucasus. Carpesium abrotonoides , a plant

of the Oriental region, is also found on Choor. Some of the species of Aster very

closely resemble A. alpinus, and Anfennaria leontopodina, referred by Mr. Don to

Leontopodium , is certainly very like this genus. Some of the species of Inula, Ligularia

and others, as well as those represented in the present work, are highly ornamental

A resemblance to the f'lora of China has frequently been noticed : it is observable

here also, as Bidens Chitiensis, found in that country, occurs also at Mussooree ; and the
F

genus Glossogyne is common to India and China. With these it was not to be expected

that we should also find some African plants ; but Dicrocephala occurs at the Cape, in

the Peninsula of India, and the Himalayas. D. latifolia, DC, and gracilis, DC, being

found at Simla and Mussooree, and at the latter, D.grangecefoUa, DC. : a species which

M. DC. remarks, confirms the relation between this genus and Grangea. Gytiactis

synapifolia, DC, found at Jurreepanee, he observes, he has reason to believe occurs also

on the banks of the Senegal. Finally, Sclerocarpus Africanus, which has already been
* *

mentioned on the authority of Mr. Don, as occurring at Simla, as well as in Africa,

is also found at Mussooree in these mountains. The hill species of Ethulia have

all been referred to the new genus Myriactis.

Numerous as are the Composita, natural as they are in structure, few of them are of

. much importance as medicinal agents, and still fewer of any value as articles of diet,

but there is considerable resemblance in the properties of the plants belonging to the

different tribes. Thus the dehoracecE abound in a milky and bitter tasted juice, which

is frequently of a narcotic nature. The lettuce is considered narcotic in India as in

2 K Europe,
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Europe, and the inspissated juice called Lactucarium, yielded more particularly by

Lactuca virosa and si/ivestris, is said to combine a narcotic with a diuretic power. The

latter property is .also ascribed to the Tararacum, which as considered useful in liver

coinplaints, it is interesting to find is so easily procurable all along the Indian frontier. As

the lettuce and endive are eaten in Europe, so is Tragopogon gracilis in the Himalayas,

but without being blanched. The roots of Succory, from which the Indian Kasnee

does not appear to differ, are used as a substitute for coffee, and the herbage is grateful

to cattle, on which account it is sometimes cultivated as fodder, and succeeds well in

northern India. Cattle also eat Sonchus oleraceus and Lactuca runclnata in India. But

the only plant which affords any quantity of nutritious food is HcUanthus tiiherosiis,

or Jerusalem artichoke, which succeeds well in every part of India; its herbage also is

esteemed as fodder, and yields, on being burnt, abundance of potash.

But bitterness is the property which is most conspicuous and uniform in the

Compoi-ita; hence many of them have been employed as tonics and in larger doses,

or where the proportion of essential oil is greater, as local stimulants, as the different kinds

of Artemisia, Camomile, Coltsfoot, Tansy, Golden rod, Achillea, and others, of most of

which we have seen there are analogous species in the Himalayas. In India some

species of Artemisia are accounted highly valuable from their bitter and tonic proper-

ties, ^& Artemisia indica, called dona and murwa, A. vulgaris, nag-downa, for which

A
. parvijlora is substituted in northern India, and artemasia given as its Greek name

;

A. Doonense is given as nfsunteen or absinthium. A. chinensis, and it is said also A.

vulgaris, yield the tomentum which is used as moxa and amadou, and for which that

oWhaptalia gossi/pina would no doubt be an excellent substitute. Matricaria suaveolens

is substituted for camomile, and atnamees (anthemis), given as the Greek*synonime of

huboom. Some species of Artemisia have long been celebrated as anthelmintics; in

India Vernonia anthelmintica is specially used for this purpose. Others of this family,

as Ptarmica and Arnica, have been employed as sternutatories ; but nothing can be more
effectual than Alyriogyne minuta (Artemisia sternutatoria, Roxb.) ; of which the latter

specific name is a translation of the Hindee nukh ckinkknee. Sphcerantlius mollis, which
from its sensible properties was supposed would be useful in medicine, is used in N.

India, and called khamadroos, being considered the xa^jiai^pig of the Greeks. Several

have been considered sudorific; and Eupatorium Ayapana, which is quite at home in

the Calcutta Botanic Garden, is one of the most powerful, and has been strongly

recommended for introduction as a regular article of the Materia Medica. Some of the

Composites secrete an acrid principle, especially in their roots, as Anthemis Pyrethrum,
knovm in Indian medicine bythe name akurkura. The roots of some species of Spilanthes

are said to be possessed of similar properties. The Arnicece alone act with violence

on the system, and some, as Arnica Montana and Doronicum Pardalianches, combine so
much acrid with the bitter principle as to be highly deleterious and poisonous. Many
plants we have seen of different families, whatever other principles they mav secrete in
other parts, lay up a store of oil in the kernels of their seeds ; so it is wi^th many of

this

•
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this family, and this in so large a quantity as to allow of their l^eing cultivated for the

oil they yield, as the sun-flower ; the RamtiUa olcifcra, in Bengal, and Carthamus

tinctorius in every part of India; this last, however, is also cultivated on account of its

flowers, which are well-known in commerce under the name of Bastard Saffron.
h

— m

— ___ ^_ _

Specimens of most of the Plants of this family in the Authors Herbarium having been sent to Pro-

fessor De Candolle, that celebrated Botanist had the kindness to name the greater portion, and favour the

author with a letter referring by numbers to those which had been retained. The Plants referred to and

til

v ihcd

^
-'

Professor's initials have not been attached. The generic and specific charac

5th volume of his justly celebrated Prodromus.

1. Echinops nivea. D.C. in lit. Wall. Cat. N. 2986.—Tab. 56. fig. 1.

Hab. Mussooree and Sucn ranges. Sireenugur. Wall.

S. DolomicBa macrocephala^ D.C. in lit. and Archives de Botanique S.

pjialusy Wallich, Cat. N. 2904. Saussurea religiosa^ nob. p. 26.—Tab. 57. a. The united anthers rising

w

330. Carduus macroce-

been renioved; 6. a single anther, with each lobe terminating

the same, with the corolla removed, and the ouadranervdar ac

nium separated.

M
hom' Saussurea^ to which it is most nearly allied in its pappus. It is used by the inhabitants of the hills

as a kind of incense in their religious ceremonies, and is by them callecl googlan ; hence Saussurea {Goog-

lana MS.S.) religiosa nob. It is found on Kedarkanta, Peerpunjal, and at Lippa in Kunawur. It
r

J ^^^

was sent to Dr. Wallich from Gossaintlian and Kemaon.

3. Cyathidlum taraooacifolium^ Lindlcy. ifolia

ifolia ed

f?nified

d. part of a style with the stigmas.

Hab
Choorfcup-like outer pappus with its short bristles. It grows on

Wallich from Sirmore by Dr. Govan. •
•

4. Aplotaais gnaphaloides. D.C. in lit.—Tab. 59. fig. 1. ...
Hab. Soongnum in Kvmawur.

5. Chaptalia gossijpina, nob. p. 18. and 247,—Tab. 59. fig. 2, a. h. florets ; c. anther ; d. stigmas.

Hab. Owing to some mistake in the numbering I was unable to find this plant named in the letter

with which I was favoured by Professor De CandoUe. Mr. Don referred it to the genus Chaptalia, and

reat It is, I believe, Onoseris lanugmosa. Wall

N. 2929- Chaptalia maw
Mussooree, &c. v. p. 247.

been It is found at
- *

ifolius. Lindl. MS.S.—Tab. 58. %. 1.

Hab a
7. CallimerisJlexuosa.—Tab. 58. fig, 2. a. achenium.

Hab. Suen, Mussooree, and Cashmere,

8. Galamajuncea. Lindl. MS.S.—Tab. 58. fig. 3.

Hab. Saharunpore Botanic Garden from Himalayan seed.

The three last plants have been examined and described with others of the section to which they belong

by Dr. Lindlej for Professor De Candolle.

9. Corvisartia indica, D.C. in lit.—Tab. 60. fig. 1. a. quadrangular achenium ;
fc. base of the corol,

with the bulbous base of the style ; c. antlier.

Hab. Peerpunjal and Cashmere

10. UgulaHa arnicoides, D.C. in lit.—Tab. CO. fig. 2. a. achenium; b. stigmas.

Hab
Mulgedium macrorki:^um.—Tah. 61. fig. 1. a. b. achenium ; c. stigmas.

2 K 2 Hab.
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Hab. Mussooree and Kedarkanta.

12, Midgedium sagittatiim,—Tab, Gl. fig. 2. a. anther; b. stigmas; c. achenium

Hab. Kedarkanta and banks of the Rawee and Buspa Rivers.

97. LOBELIACE^.

This order, allied to CichoracecE by its irregular split corollas, cohering anthers, and

milky juice, is only considered a tribe of Campanulacece by Mr. Brown, but, unlike

that order, delights more in southern than in northern latitudes, though the Indian

species are chiefly found in mountainous situations. They are numerous in South

America and the West Indies, as well as at the Cape of Good Hope, in New Holland,

and in the Island of Java. A few species extend into China, Japan, Europe, and

North America. In India we find them on the mountains of the Peninsula, as Z.

cxcelsa, attaining an elevation of ten and twelve feet on the Neelgherries. A species

extends to the Western Ghauts explored by Col. Sykes ; L. zeylanica is found in

Silhet and on the mountains of the central range; L. stipularis is common to the

Indian and Malayan Peninsulas, extending along the foot of the mountains to Nepal
and Kemaon, and existing at Mussooree in a diniinutive state ; L. rosea and begomfolla

are found in the former as well as on the mountains of Pundooa ; and L, pyramidalis,

which Dr. Wallich describes as being found in Silhet, as well as in both low and lofty

situations in Nepal, extends north as far as Shalma.

The LobeliacecB are remarkable for the acridity of their milky juice, on which account

some are of a deleterious nature, as L. Tupa in Chili, and Z. longifiora in the West
Indies. Others are employed as medicinal agents, as Z. si/phUUica and cardinalis

;

and Z. inflata in North America as an emetic and sudorific ; Z. Caoutchouc is so named
by the inhabitants of Popayan from the tenacity of its juice. It would be desirable to

ascertam if the Indian species are possessed of any useful properties. Z. pyramidalis

,

excdsa, and others are highly ornamental, and well worthy of introduction into the

gardens of England

98. CAMPANULACEiE.

M. Alphonse De Candolle, in his Monograph on the Campanukce, which, for com-
prehensiveness of views combined with minuteness of detail, is quite a model for such
kinds of work, treats of this order as a tribe of a more general one, which embraces,
the foregoing and two following' orders. CampanulacecB are well known from the
different species of Bell-flower being so common in European fields and gardens.
Indeed, they prevail chiefly in the temperate regions of both hemispheres, as in tbe
Oriental and Mediterranean regions, the mountains of Europe, Caucasus, and the Altai,
the frontiers of China and Siberia, N. America, the Cape of Good Hope, and New
Holland

;
a few species in South America, St. Helena, and Senegambia, in the Burmese

territories, and the islands of the Indian Archipelago.
.
Of the three hundred and eleven

species belonging to this order, only thirteen are found in intratropical countries,
M. A. de Candolle expresses their di.stribution in a general way, one-half of the whole

or as

are
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d anagalloideSy are the othe

are found in Europe and temperate Asia ; a fourth of the remainder at the Cape of Good

Hope; and the rest dispersed throughout the other parts of the world. Dr. Wallich's
w

^
Himalayan species are fourteen in number : to these must be added seven new ones in

the author's collection, and probably many more remain to be discovered in the

unexplored portions of the Himalaya.
t

M. A. De Candolle has made the interesting remark, that with only a single excep-

tion, all the species belonging to genera which open their capsules by lateral pores, as

Campanula and its allies, are found in the northern hemisphere ; while those which, like

Wahlenhergia and the genera grouped round it, open their capsules at the apex, chiefly

inhabit the southern hemisphere. Thus in the Himalayas we have several species of

Campanula, and one of Symphandra {S. stylosa, nob.), of which the other species are

found in Crete and Caucasus. The former genus we have seen is common in the plains

and mountains of the northern hemisphere ; some of its species found in these mountains

are allied to their northern congeners, as Campanula arlstata from Peer Punjal to

C. linifolia, and C. sylvatica to this and to C. rolundifoUa, while C. latifolta is found in

these mountains as well as in Europe, Caucasus, and Siberia. C. canesccns^ which

differs considerably in habit, is the only species found both in the mountains and the

plains of India; C Cashmeriar

new species; C. carnosa,^dX\.{Wahlcnbergia ovata, Don) is removed from the order by

M. A. De Candolle. .

Of those chiefly inhabiting the southern hemisphere we have a species of Cepha-

lostigma on the banks of the Irrawady; the two other species of the genus being

found on the banks of the Senegal. A Wahlenhergia (W, dehisce?is) is found in

Silhet, and another, W. agTestis, in Nepal, where, we know according to locality

other tropic-like plants exist ; both these belong to the same section of the genus, as

all the Bengal, Cape, and Australasian species. W. cervicina is found in Egypt, as

well as in Western Africa. Codonops'is, of Dr. Wallich, is a new genus peculiar to these

mountains, allied on one hand to Canarina, found only in the Canary Islands, and on

the other to Campanumaa, discovered by M. Blume in Java. Of this I have been

fortunate enough to obtain two new species, C. rotundifotia and ovata, both figured in

this work. Codonops'is thalactrifolia of Pr. Wallich, Glosocomia tenera of Mr. Don,

has been reunited to this genus by Mr, Bentham, for the reasons assigned in the

followino- communication, in which he has also favoured me with specific characters of

the two first species.

Codonopsis ovata ; ramis sterilibus hrevibus filiformibus opposite- foliosis, floriferis ercctis alterne-

paucifoliatis apice nudis unifloris, foliis subsessilibus ovatis basi cordatis pubescentibus, calyce 5-fido,

corolla tubulosa ampla, anthens glabris muticis. part

d corolla removed ; (b) c

Hah. Cashmere. Royle.

) vertical, (d) transverse section, and (e)

thalictrifolia (Wall

opposite-foliosis, floriferis erectis alterne-paucifoliatis apice nudis unifloris, foliis minimis petiolatis

reniformibus puberulis, calyce 5-fido, corolla tubulosa ampla, antheris extus villosis apice mucronulatis.

Glosocomia tenera. ' Don. Prod. Fl. Nepal, p. 158,

Hab
(€ O
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'* On a close examination I do not find in either of these plants (which are very closely-

allied to each other in habit and character), those i3eculiarities which have been

described by Dr.Wallich and Mr. Don," and which induced M.A. De Candolle, in his

excellent and elaborate monograph of CampamikcE, to' exclude the C. thalktrifolia not

only from the genus, but from the order altogether. The leaves of the slender sterile

shoots, which are in fact simple and opposite, have been mistaken for the leaflets of a

compound leaf, as mentioned by IMr.Don, and the supposed free ovarium proves also to

have been an illusion. The whole of the part which contains the ovula is perfectly

adherent, and the apparently free part is but a conical apex, dehiscent indeed at the

maturity of the fruit in three septiferous valves (as in other Codonopsides), but con-

taining no placentae, and therefore forming more properly a part of the style, than of the

ovarium. The irregularity of the calyx and corolla is but very slight and often scarcely

perceptible, and the character derived from the hairy and mucronate anthers is of no

importance, and moreover exists in one only of the above two species, which certainly

cannot be separated from each other."

The following are the other Cam^amdacecB figured in this work^ of which, as well as of the other new
M

'5^5 rotundifoli

laeviter pilosis subtus glaucescentibus rotundatis crenatis, corolla campanulata pallide ccerulea.—Tab- 62.

fig. 2. (a), corolla spread out ; (6). flower with the corolla removed ; (c). transverse section of capsule;

id), a flower in which the calyx and corolla are divided into six lobes.

Hab. This new and very distinct species of Codoiiopsis belongs to M. ^. De CandoUe's first section

and is allied to both C viridis and purpurea. The stamens alternate with the lobes of the corolla, and
the filaments are only a little broader at the base. The flower^ with the senary division of its parts, is

interesting, as showing the alhance of this genus with Canarina^ riear which it has been placed by M. A.
De Candolle.

L

Campanula Cashmeriana ; caule ascendente

ovatis subcrenatis integrisve, ramis axillaribus f

ibescente

pilosis, corolla campanulata lobis calycinis triple longioribus.—Tab. 62 fig. 1. (a), a flower with the

corolla removed.

Hab. Kioonthul in Cashmere.

99. STYLIDIE^. fi

This order forms a portion of the characteristic flora ofNew Holland, but two species

of Sti/lidium very similar to certain intratropical ones of that country were found by
Koenig (*S'. uUguwsum) in Ceylon, and {S. tenellum) in Malacca. Two additional species

are enumerated in Dr. Wallich's cataloofue, S. Wis:htiamim from the Peninsula, and S.O"^' '-" " "&

Kmithii from Silhet, showing, as in many other instances, the spreading of s

congenial climates beyond what at first appears the natural limits of an order

100. GOODENOVIEiE.

This is another of the families of plants almost peculiar to New Holland, and of

which a representative is found in the Indian Flora in Sccevola of the tribe Sc(Evokce of

Mr. Brown, but formed into a distinct order by Dr. Lindley. The species S. Kccmgii and
Taccada are natives of the coasts of the Bay of Bengal and of the Peninsula. The

former
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/ former also of New Holland ; the rest of the genus being found in the Moluccas, New
ft

Holland, and the West Indies. Pentaphragma {Phi/teuma, Roxb.) begomfoliiwi. Wall.

N. 1315, is referred here by M. A. De Candolle.

101. EPACRIDEtE.

This is a third family with the peculiar distribution of the two former, but of which

species is found within the proper limits of the Indian Flora, though one is described

the Flora Indica, ed. Wall. 2. p. 301. 'This is Leticopogon Malayanus of Dr. Jack,

IMountfound abundantly on the small hills of the island of Singapore, as well as on

Ophir, elevated 4,000 feet, and situated about thirty miles from Malacca. It is

remarkable as forming an exception to the general geographical distribution of this
*

order, and is interesting for the remarks long ago made by Dr. Jack on this subject,

and which corroborate the views taken in this work respecting the distribution of

the Indian Flora. Dr, Jack remarks that " Singapore, situated at the extremity of the

Malay Peninsula, and forming as it were the connecting link between Continental

and Western India, and the 'Islands of the great Eastern Archipelago, partakes of this

character in its Flora, which exhibits many remarkable points of coincidence with the

Floras of both regions. I have had occasion to observe resemblances between its

productions and those of the northern frontier of Bengal on the one hand, and of the

Moluccas on the other, while the present connects it with the still more distant range

of New Holland." FL Ind. 1. c. from Mai. Misc.

102. VACCINACE^.

This order, distinguished from Ericece, with which it was formerly combined, by its

inferior ovarium and succulent fruit, is chiefly found in North America, but also in

Europe, Siberia, and Japan, with a few species in the mountains of Mexico, South

America, and Jamaica; also in the Sandwich Islands and in that of Celebes. A

species of Vaccimum is mentioned by M. Lechenault de la Tour, as existing on the

Neelgherries : and another by Dr. Wallich on the mountains of Silhet. The latter

does not seem to have met with it further north, nor have I found any species in the

part of the mountains which I have visited ; though the bilberry has been mentioned to

having been found by Himalaya, and from the general distrib

tion of the genus, as well as from its extending to Caucasus, it is not improbable that

some species may yet be found. The genus Tliihaudia, differing from Vaccinium chiefly

in habit and a more elongated corolla, existing- in the mountains of New Granada and^a.i.v.« v^vx^.x^, ^.^.^
jj

the Andes of Quito and Peru, is also found in the Himalayas and Neelgherries. These

were first discovered by Dr. Roxburgh in the mountains near Chittagong and Silhet,

and referred by him to the Peruvian genus Ceratostemma. • Dr. Wallich has removed

them to Thibaudia, with which, as well as two of his new species, though differing

a little in habit, they appear to agree in all essential characters, and should be united

with it, even if a slight enlargement of the generic character be necessary. T. serrata,

Wall,
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Wall. Dr. Lindley has referred to Gaylussacia, and other species to Vaccinium, to which

genus also certainly belongs Andromeda sympUclfoUa, Wall. 1522, from the Neelgherries.

The Thibandias are all found the mountains of Silhet and Pundooa Ch

From Silhet they extena to the of Tenasserim, where one speciespoonjee.

found, and from that to Java, where there is also a species of Gayl
+

has formed the Asiatic species into a new genus, Agapetes, from their ornamental

The stems and leaves of Vacci?iacece are astrinirent and

Mr. Don

flowers of

many are highly ornamental, and the fruit of most acidulous. Those of Bilberries and

Whortleberries (Fr/cc/«/w?7i myrtillns, &c.) are well-known, as are those of Cranberries

(fliycoccus palustris and macrocarpmn) : all would succeed well in the Himalayas.

Honourable WaUich
figu

Plate 79, but which, from my series having been previously completed, I have been unable to number ;

though in binding, it may be put in its proper place between Plates 62 and 63. The two plants

group first discovered m India, were referred by Dr. Roxburgh to the Peruvian genus

Ceratostemmay but subsequently by Dr. Wallich to the South American genus Thibaudia, as the Javan

been Though there is some uncertainty respecting one of Dr. Roxburgh's
original species, that represented in Plate 79, fig. 1, is certainly his Ceratostemma variegata, as marked
on the drawing, and agreeing upon the whole very well with the description, but not so well with the

im. But the drawing agrees also

Walhch

specimen Thibaudia variec/ata, No. 751 of the East-Indian Herbarium.

Very well with the general appearance, leaves, inflorescence and corols (

liowever in having the peduncles and calyx covered with setae, 'notwith

asts if this species, Cat. No. 752, be T. variegafce, var. ? It is evident, therefore, that well acquainted

as he must be with that species, he can have considered the possibility of T. setigera being a variety,

only from its great resemblance to that plant ; a point in which the drawing has been shewn fully to

participate, as the flowers are tubular, somewhat ventricose, and contracted at the mouth ; the

filaments short, anthers included within the corols, extended into two long tubes, and the bases only

projecting a little (" short appendages »
stigm

It appears that this species agrees in all essential points with Thibaudia^ and in habit the species of
that genus differ among themselves, especially with regard to the peculiar venation of some species

;

and T. caulialata is described as having denticulated leaves (G. Don, Gen. Syst. Ill, p. 861).
Dr. Roxburgh moreover describes the filaments as being sometimes slightly united at the base, and the

anthers as united their whole length into a tube round the style. This is somewhat analogous to what
has been observed by Dr. Lindley, in his new genus Cavendishia, belonging also to this family
(Bot. Heg. No. 1791), named in honour of the Duke of Devonshire, one of the most munificent patrons
of Horticulture. Three other species appear to belong to this genus ; No. 752, T. setigera, from
Pundooa

;
No. 753, T. vaccinacea, Cat. p. 235 ; verticillata, p. 22, from the same locality ; and No.

lorantMJli Not having any of these species in my
herbarium, and Mr. Don being absent from London, I referred to Dr. Lindley for his opinion on the
subject, who, with his usual hberality, has dissected the flowers of the Thibaudias in his possession,
and agrees with me in retaining T. variegata in this genus ; while some others, as T. Sprengelii, Cat.
No. 6£98, he refers to Vaccinium, and T. serrata. No. 6298, to Gaylussacia. This is also represented at
Plate 79, fig. 2, and though different from the plant named Thibaudia vaccinacea. No. 753, which

smootl

query respecting this species "an ha^c planta Ceratostemma vaccinacea, Roxb," and it certainly agrees

1 0-celled

are

points
with the character of Gaylussacia. The whole of the species are well worthy the attention of any
Botanist who has an opportunity of examining the flowers and fruit.

Thibaudia
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(Wall. Cat. No. 751)

lering

ooy ; leaves shmmg, coriaceous, broad-lanceolate

and generally crowded together ; iiiflorescenc<

smooth, flowers vanVgated with philc and red
Ceratostemma variegata, Roxb, FL Ind. II. p. 413. Agapetes variegata, Don. I. c—Tab. 79, ficr.l.

(a) a flower
; (6)

(

pe

Hah
_ p

Wall. Mountain forests near Chittagong, Silhct, and the Garrow Hills

)

uamental, with the seed

Gaylnssada serrata (Lindley).
coriaceous

, especially

flowered

:

with green, bracts small subulate. Thibaudia serrata, Wall

Jrooping, long pcdiccllcd, white tinged

Don.

section of berry.

Hah. Chirrai>

(o) a flower
;

(h) the same, with the corol opened
; {d) an anther

;
(e) transverse

103. MONOTROPE^.

themsel
This family consisting of the tribes Pyrolea and Monotropece, sometimes

considered orders, includes but few genera and species ; and these nearly confined to

the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America ; but Monotropa, a genus common to

the northern parts of Europe and America, has also species in the Himalayas. Of
these one is considered by Mr. Don as identical with the American M. Morisoniaua

;

this is found in Kemaon, in the neighl?ourhood of Mussooree, and Kedarkanta ; the

# •
other a smaller species, M. humilis, Don, was obtained by Dr.Wallich fromGossainthan,

who includes both under his M. Nepalensis. Chimaphila umhellata is diuretic and tonic.

104. ERICACE^.
a

*

The Heath-tribe are so well known as ornamental plants, that it need only be stated

that with generally monopetalou of Ledum scarcely cohere, and that

while others contribute a few, this order gives nearly the whole of its species to the

gardens and green-houses of Europe. This fact at once indicates that they are inhabi-

tants of the cold and temperate parts of the world ; and we accordingly find the species

of the two tribes Ericece and Rhodorea: distributed through Europe and North America,

and along Siberia to Kamschatka and Japan. The heaths are known to be especially

abundant at the Cape of Good Hope : a few species of other genera are found in the

mountains of South America, in the Islands of Java and Mauritius, and the south of

China. In Australia their place is supplied by EpacridecB. A few species are found on

the Neelgherries and the Island of Ceylon, but several all along the Himalayas ; so tliat

we have Ericaceae in the northern, and Vaccinacece chiefly in the southern parts of those

mountains. Gaultherla ovaUfoUa is found on the Neelgherries, G . fragrantissima at

Narainhetty in Nepal, and G. nummidarioides on Gossainthan ; of these the last is the

only one I have found in the more northern portions of these mountains; but another

species, G. trichophylla, figured with the former in pi. 63, is common on the Choor and at

Jumnotri, as well as on the mountains surroundingCashmere. The species of Andromeda

are five in number, A.formosa, lanceolata, villosa, and ovalifoUa, all found in the moun-

2 L tains
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tains of Nepal, and referred by Mr. Don with the Japan species to his new genus, Pieris.

The last is also found in the mountains of Sirmore and Gurhwal, with Dr.Govan's variety if

not distinct species, A.cordata; both are common at elevations of from 5,000 to 8,000 feet
M

along the Mussooree Range from Dhunoultee to Budraj. The fifth species, A.fastigiata,
r

closely resembling A. hypnoides, lycopodmdes , and tetragona, found in northern Europe

and America, and along Siberia to Kamschatka, has been formed with these into a new

genus(Ctfj,y/o^e) byMr.Don. Dr.Wallich obtained it from Buddrinath and Gossainthan.

I have found it on Choor and Kedarkanta at elevations of from 9,000 to 12,000 feet,

and have obtained it from Kunawur. It may be seen in flower from April and May to

June, according to the elevation, and is called seeroo on the Choor mountain. It has

been figured by Dr.Wallich, PI. As. Rar. t. 284, and repeated in this work, t. 63,

on account of the interest it has excited in consequence of being supposed to be the

only heath found in Asia. This was in consequence of travellers, especially Mr. Fraser,

having mentioned that they had met with the heath in the mountains. Mr. Saunders

(Turner's Emb. to Tesshooloombo), probably alludes to the same plant. Dr. Govan

appropriately calls it the heath-like Andromeda.

The species of Rhododendron found in the most southern latitude is R. nobile, Wall,

found on Adam's Peak, in the Island of Ceylon, and on the Neelgherry mountains

;

the specimens from Kemaon belong rather to 7v. harhatum and campanulatum. This

species is nearly allied to the well-known Boorans or R. arhoreum, which is found at

the lowest elevations and in the most southern latitudes of the Himalaya, that is, from

Chirraponjee and Nepal to the Sutlej, or from 25° to 32° of N. latitude, at elevations in

Gurhwal of from 5,000 to 8,000 feet. In the ascent to Mussooree, it is first met with

above Jurreepanee, and presents a broad belt of large trees, which, when in flower in

March and April, with every branchlet terminated with a bunch of large crimson

flowers, forms one of the most magnificent objects in nature. The cold it experiences

at the highest elevations is necessarily considerable in winter, but the rise and fall of

temperature being so gradual, it is better able to bear a greater degree of severity than

hanges of an Engl But even this, by careful management, it may be
made to withstand ; for I am informed by Mr. Anderson, of Chelsea, that some trees

which were planted more than ten years since in the open air, have flowered this season

in great luxuriance at the Earl of Winchester's, at Ashridge, in Herefordshire. The only

precautions taken were to place the plants, when two years old, in a sheltered situation,

and to cover the ground in their neighbourhood with a thick layer of fern leaves in

wmter. There is a white variety of this species in Nepal, Kemaon, and Sirmore, but

it is not common. It has been figured by Dr. Wallich, from Sheopore, at an elevation

of 10,000 ^Gt, where the rose-coloured variety is also found, PI. As. Rar. t. 128, and
by Dr. Lindley, Bot. Reg. N. 1684, from Mr. Well's Conservatory at Redleaf. R.
cmnamomeum, is nearly allied to R. arhoreum: R.formosum, Wall., PI. As. Rar t. 207,
is distinguished by its lepidote leaves and few flowers, and R. barbatum by the setce

surrounding the petioles and upper part of branches.

The
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The next most remarkable species is R. catnpamilatum , which forms a large, very

handsome, straggling shrub, never found below 10,000 feet of elevation, and from that

up to 12,000, on such mountains .as Choor, Urrukta, and Kedarkanta, as well as on

Gossainthan. I have also received it from Peerpunjal, and from Lippa in Kunawur.

The flowers vary so much in colour, that Capt. Webb proposed calling it R. mutabile

:

I have seen it in flower on Kedarkanta in May, with its branches drooping on the snow

which had but recently melted away from about its roots. Its large pink flowers,

smooth and shining leaves, with their rough and russet-coloured under surfaces, make

this one of the most ornamental shrubs in these mountains. R.anthopogoji and kpidotum,
r • •

both figured in PL 64, f. 1 and 2, are the species found at the highest elevations,

extending beyond the limit of forest, or from 11,000 to 13,000 feet all along the moun-

tains, from Nepal to Cashmere, and above 14,000 feet in Kunawur. These, as well as

R.setosum, of which specimens are mixed with R.anthopogon, in the E. I. Herbarium,

are allied to R.Lapponicum, Daurkum, 2^x16.ferrugincum.
The EricacecE differ in the properties of the -tribes Ericece and RJwdorca; the former

are chiefly astringent ; some have succulent fruit which is edible, as Arbutus Uncdo,

GauUheria Shallon, and procmnhens ; the latter, combining some degree of stimulant with

the astringent properties, forms one of the kinds of mountain tea. ArctostapIiJ/los Uva

Urs'i, though astringent in taste, is also considered diuretic ; and Andromeda oval'ifoUa

is said to be fatal to goats in the Himalayas.

The RhodorecE. abound more in stimulant and even deleterious properties. Thus,

Rhododendron ponticiim, maximum, ferrugincum, and chrysanthemum, are poisonous to

cattle which feed on them, and in moderate doses are used in medicine, as for the cure

of rheumatism, &c. Azalea procumbens, and Ledum palustre, are accounted diuretic,

and L. latifoUum, being more stimulant, is used as a tea, under the name of Labrador

tea, but determines to the head. Kalmia latifoUa is accounted poisonous, and honey

collected by bees from its flower is of a deleterious of Azalea pontic

which was fatal to the soldiers in the retreat of the ten thousand. In the Himalayan

species. Rhododendron arboreum is more remarkable for its uses as a timber tree than

for deleterious properties, though these remain to be investigated in this as well as in

other species. The flowers are eaten by the hill people, and formed into a jelly by

European visitors. The leaves of 72. campanulatum, being used as a snuff by the natives

of India, are imported from Cashmere, under the names of hoolas-liasmeeree (Cashmere

snuif), and burg-i-tibbut (Thibet-leaf), ' though easily procurable within the British

territories. It is remarkable, that De Candolle mentions the employment in the.

United States, for a similar purpose, of the brown dust which adheres to the petioles

of Kalmias and Rhododendrons. The leaves of R. lepidotiim are highly fragrant (hence

R. aromaticum, nob. Journ. As. Soc. 1. p. 467), and of a stimulant nature, and are

imported from Caubul under the name Talcesfur ; to this in Persian works mafur and

mafur booz are assigned as Greek names. In the valuable Diet, de Mat. Med. of M.M.
Merat and De Lens, we are informed that Talisafar is the Arabic name in Avicenna of

2 L 2 the
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the Macer (/>t«x5p) of the Greeks; (by the Asiatics the k has been converted into/, as in

Lycium,' p. 63. J This, however, in all old authors, is described as the bark of an Indian

tree. C. d'Acosta considers this is that called macre by the Brahmins on the Malabar

Coast, ofwhich the bark is useful in dysenteries : but this tree is unknown to botanists.

Andromeda fastigiata. Wall. As. Res. xiii. p. 394. PI. As. Rar. t. 284. A. cupressiformis, Don.

Prod. FI. Nep. p. 150.—Tab. 63, fig, 1. (a) anther doubled upon the filament, and appearing; as if

((
( Wall.)

9-14

(Don.) The flowers are always drooping and the fruit erect.

Hab. Gossainthan and Buddrinath. Wall. Choor, Kekarkanta, and Kunawur.
Gaultheria nummularioides. D. Don. Prod. Fl. Nep. p. 150. Wall. Cat. N. 1524.—Tab. 63, %. %

(a b) anthers seen from before and behind, (d) capsules, (c) the same, covered by the semi-baccate

calyx, (e) transverse section of capsule.

Hab Wall. Mountains

G. trichophylla ; caespitosa ; ramis tenuibus procurabentibus apice prsesertim setosis, foliis parvis

coriaccis ovatis acutis breve petiolatis marginibus minute serrulatis cihatisque, floribus axillaribus

solitariis bi-bracteatis nutantibus.—Tab. 63, fig. 3—(a) a flower, with bell-shaped corol, coloured

(6) the same with calyx and corol removed, showing'gments

(c) a pistil with truncate stigma, {d)

Ing on each side in a single horn, (e)

with short broad

pores at the apex.

Hab. This plant is an inhabitant of cold and lofty situations, as Jumnotri, the top of Choor, and
of the mountains surrounding Cashmere, and like many plants of such situations is furnished with
setse on the younger upper parts of branches, probably to protect them from the severity of the cold.

The calyx is adherent to the lower part of the capsule, becomes succulent, and forms an edible fruit

in the month of September.

Rhododendron lepidotum ; frutescens ; foliis oblongis acutis, basi attenuatis v. spathulatis ut omni
plantaj juniore parte lepidosis subtus ferrugineis,

segmentis calycinis rotundatis ciliatis, corollae tubo brevi, limbo patente rotato, segmentis rotundatis,

filamcntis lanosis.—J?, lepidotum. Wall. Cat. N. 758.

solitariis

845.—Tab.
a)

Hab Gossainthan and Bhuddrinath. Wall. Choor, Kedarkanta, and Kunawur. v. supra.
R. anthopogon. Don. Prod. FL Nep. p. 153. Wall. Cat. N. 759. G. Don. 1. c. (1)

salver-shaped corol, (2) corol opened, hairy within the tube, (3) flower with the corol remo\
Hab. Gossainthan and Sereenugur. Wall Choor, Kedarkanta, and Lippa, &c. in Kun

C. COROLLIFLORiE.

M. De Candolle's great division of CalyciflorcB concludes with the Ericacece; the
following families are included in his subclass CorolMorcE,

105. STYRACE^.

This order, sometimes called Symploc'mecE, requires to be more carefully investigated

and definitively settled, as it has sometimes been divided into almost as many orders as

it contains genera, as Styracece, Sympiocinece, and Halesiacece. Of the genera Styra.v and
Symplocos, the first is allied to Meliacece, and the second to TernstramiacecE. Schcepjia,

sometimes placed here, has been removed to LoranthacccE

.

The Styract(B are chiefly found in the tropical parts both of Asia and America, and in

both extending north, as a species of %mr (^S". officinale), is found in the S. of Europe,
probably introduced from Asia Minor or Syria ; and in the New World species of

IIojKa,
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Hopea, StyraXy and Halesia, are found in Carolina and Florida ; so we have species of

Symplocos both at the base and at moderate elevations in the Himalayas.

The Indian species of Styra.v and Symplocos extend from the islands of the Indian

Archipelago along the Malayan Peninsula to the forests of Silhet ; Styraa: (Litho-

carpus. Blume) Benzoin being found in Sumatra, S, serrulata near Chittagong, and S.

virgata on Chirraponjee. The species of Symplocos are also found in the Indian

Peninsula, and extend from Silhet to Nepal and Sirmore. S. racemosa, found near

Burdwan and Midnapore, occurs also in Nepal and Kemaon. S. Ilamiltoniana, a nearly

allied species, is found on the Central Range, and S.panlculala, which varies so much

as to seem to include more than one species, is common at Mussooree, Urrukta, and

every where in the mountains.

As we have seen that there is no exact analogy of structure, so are we without

general correspondence in properties. Storax, known in India by the name usteruk, is

afforded hyStyrax officinale iu the Oriental region, and Benzoin hyS. Benzoin in the islands

of Borneo and Sumatra. This in Bengal is called loohan, but in Northern India this

name is applicable only to the produce of BosweUia thurifera. Benzoin is in Persian

works on Materia Medica distinguished by the names Hussee-ool-jawce (Java?) and

Hussee-loohan (an Asa?). The species of Symplocos are remarkable for becoming yellow

in drying, and some are used in dyeing ; as S. racemosa, called iodh, much in demand

in Calcutta, according to Dr. Roxburgh, as a mordant in dyeing red with mimjeeth,

Ruhia (munJistUy Roxb.) cordifolia. In northern India the same name Iodh is applied to

the bark of Symplocos paniculata, which is substituted for that of S, racemosa.

106. ILICINE^,

The IUcine(£, separated from Celastrinea byM. Ad. Brogniart, as mentioned at p. 167,

q. v., are placed here on account of their close relation to Ebenacece. To the Indian

species ought probably to be added a large dieecious tree common at Mussooree and

other parts of the jnountains.

107. EBENACE.E.

This order, named from the black and heavy wood for which the principal genus is so

celebrated, is allied to the fore^^roinj? and the following order, as well as to Oleacea, and

has been stated at p. 132, also to Guttiferce. They are chiefly found within the trop

of Asia and America, with a few species spread Diospyros Lotus

N. of Africa and S.- of Europe, and some species into the United States. Southwards

we have Royena at the Cape of Good Hope, and species of Cargillia, Diospyros, and

Maha, in New Holland. In India there are only species of the two last genera. The
r

species of Diospyros, yNiih. Maba huxifoUa, are found in the islands of the Indian

Archipelago, and in both the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas ; Diospyros extends to the

mountains of the Central Range, and from Silhet, along the foot of the mountains to

Nepal, and the Deyra and Kheree forests.

Of
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Of the species of Diospyros, D. Kaki is stated by Dr. Roxburgh to be common to

Nepal, China, and Japan. D. Ebenaster is a native of Ceylon ; D. melano.vylon and

chloroxylon , of the mountains of the Peninsula, D. E7nhryopteris, found with them,

extends from Silhet and Bengal near to the Deyra Doon along the foot of the mountains :

and D. montana to the borders of the Ruenka Lake, near Nahn. D. cordifoUa seems to

be common in every part of India : and D. tomentosa^ first described by Dr. Roxburgh,

from the northern parts of Bengal, extends to the Kheree jungle, and the foot of the

hills; the same species appears the Central Range. D. Royl

Wall. Cat. N. 4134, is a nearly-allied species, which I found growing in abundance

near Adjeeghur and the Bisrumgunge ghaut; it is interesting as an indication of the

nature of the little known Flora of Central India.

The genus Diospyros is noted for the heart-wood of so many of its species becoming

of a black colour, and affording the Ebony of commerce. Though that of the Mauritius

yielded by D. Ebenus is reckoned the best, some of very good quality is obtained

from the Indian species, as, according to Dr. Roxburgh, from the Ebenus of Rumphius,

3. t. 1. from D. Ebenaster, and D. melanoxylon, the Ebony-tree of Coromandel. It

is also afforded by B, tomentosa and Roylei. The timber of other species though not

black is of excellent quality. Some of the species are also noted for their sweetish,
' F

clammy, and subastringent, though edible, fruit, 2& Diospyros Lotus in the N. of Africa,

and D.Kaki in China, so mlndim D.chloroj:ylon, melamxylon y racemosa, and tomentosa;
m

the fruit of the last is in Northern India called meetha tendoo. That of £). Embryopteris

{ghUinosa, Roxb.) is particularly viscid, and well-known in Bengal, where it is called

gab, for its uses in paying boats. The unripe fruit is very astringent.

108. SAPOTEiE.

This family, named from a fruit of the West-Indies, is chiefly found within the

tropics of Asia and America, with species of Bumelia extending into the United States,

and of Siderojylon to the N. of Africa. A species of the former genus is also found at

the Cape of Good Hope, and several genera and species in New Holland. In India

are found the genera Chrysophyllum, Sideroxyloriy Mimusops, and Bassia. The two last

spread from the Tropical Islands into India on the north, and Mimusops into New
Holland on the south. It is more than probable that a species of Bassia occurs in

Africa. Species of Slderoxyhn are more widely diffused, as they occur in New Holland
as well as in theN. of Africa and theWest-Indies, where Chrysophyllum is found as well
as in South America.

The Indian SajiotecB spread from the Islands of the Indian Archipelago along the
Malayan Peninsula to Silhet, and from that to Nepal, where Bassia butyracea is found,
as well as in the neighbourhood of Almora. B. latifolia is probably indigenous in the
Central Range, and is common in the northern, as B. longifolia is in the southern
provmces^ of India. Mimusops Elengi and KauU may be seen every where in a

state
:

the former. Dr. Roxburgh only found once in a wild state on the

mountains

ated
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mountains of the Rajamundry Circars. The species of Chrysophyllum and Sideroxijlon

are confined to Silhet and the Peninsula. Dr. Roxburgh states with respect to Achras

Sapota, that plants from China and from the West-Indies do not differ from one another.

It was succeeding well in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden.

Many of the plants of this family are known as affording edible fruits in different

parts of the world : as Achras Afammosa, the American Marmalade. A. Sapota and

Zapotilla ; the different kinds of Star-apple or ClirysophijUum, especially C Caimio.

The kernels of Theophrasta Jussicei, are made into a kind of bread in St. Domingo ;
^

those of Inocarpus edulis are eaten in the Molucca Islands. The bark of several species

of Achras is astringent, and used as a substitute for Peruvian bark ; so in India the

bark of Almusops Elcngi is astringent, and used in Native medicine, as is that of both

Bassia latifolia and long'ifoUa. Alimusops Kaukl yields a gum like many trees having

astringent bark, while its fruit is of a sweetish taste and much eaten by the natives of

India. That of AI. Ekngi is less so, but the tree is highly valued for its fragrant

flowers and the deep shade thrown by its highly ornamental, smooth, and shining

leaves. The fruit oi Chrysophyllum acuminatum, like the Star-apples of theWest-Indies
r

and of Western Africa, is greedily eaten by the natives of Silhet. (Roxb.)

' But the common species of Bassia, B. latifolia and longifolia, are much the most

valuable in an economical point of view, as besides yielding parts useful in medicine for

their astringent or emollient properties, their wood is valuable as timber, and a gum

exudes from their bark. The fleshy, berry-like flowers, are eaten either raw or are
r

dried (when they are described as tasting like dried grapes) and then roasted. Those

of B. latifolia or the Mahwa (Sans. Afadhuca) tree are, moreover, subjected to fermen-

tation, and have a powerful and cheap spirit distilled from them ; which is that

principally drank in some parts of Northern India. The seeds also yield oil on

expression. B. longifolia, or the Illupei tree of the Peninsula, is also celebrated for the

quantity, as well as the uses to which, like that of the Mahwa, it is applied; bein

used as a substitute for that of the Cocoa-nut in cookery, as lamp-oil, and for makii

soap. But the most remarkable produce is that of the Fulwa or Phulwara, Bassia

hutyracea; the Butter or Ghee tree of the Almora and Nepal Hills, which is of a delicate

white colour, and of the consistence of fine lard, but without any disagreeable smell

;

it is highly esteemed as a liniment in rheumatism, contraction of the limbs, &c.,

and when used by natives of rank is frequently impregnated with some fragrant atr.

The tree very much resembles B. latifolia, but may be distinguished by its much less

fleshy corols and more numerous stamens. It grows on the southern aspect of the

Almora Hills, flowering in January and ripening its fruit in August. The kernels,

about the size and shape of almonds, are easily extracted from the smooth chestnut-

coloured pericarps, when they are bruised and rubbed up to the consistency of

cream, and subjected to a moderate pressure in a cloth bag. The oil concretes imme-

retains its consistency at a temperature of 95**. (Roxb.

o

o

diately it is expressed, and

As. Res. vlii.)

A resem-
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A resemblance between the floras of parts of Africa and India has frequently

been pointed out (v. p. 157); it is interesting to find there a product analogous to that of

the Fuhva, in the Shea or Butter tree of Bambarra. This is described by Mungo Park

as procured, by means of boiling water, from the kernels of that tree : and as being of

the consistence but of a richer flavour than the best butter. According to Mr. Park,

** the appearance of the fruit evidently places the Shea tree in the natural order of

SapotecB, and it has resemblance to the Madhuca tree, Bassia latifoUa, described by

*Lieut.-Col. Hamilton, As. Res. 1. p. 300."* It is probably this substance which is

mentioned in Persian works, under the names hawind and sheerbungy being described as

a concrete oil like fat, produced by the fruit of a tree of Yemen and Abyssinia.

Mr. Park describes the Shea butter as forming an important article in the food of the

natives, supplying every purpose of oil and butter ; and states that the growth and pre-

paration of this commodity seem to be among the first objects of African industry, as

it forms one of the main articles of their internal commerce.

It might also become so in India, where its congeners thrive so vv^ell : or the culti-

vation of the Fulwa might be extended, or acclimated in the plains; as a tree

introduced by the late Colonel Pleydell into his garden at Saharunpore lived for several

years, and only died when six or eight feet high, on being transplanted, in consequence

of the site of the garden being changed by Colonel Bird. But the Mahwa appears as

worthy as any for extended and profitable culture in dry and barren parts of the

country, as long ago recommended by Lieut. Hamilton (As. Res. 1. c), especially as its

produce, being independent of rain or irrigation, would yield a crop even in times of

famine; for the same reason the Carob tree has been recommended for cultivation

at p. 1G5. The dried flowers, the oil, and the spirit of the Mahwa, all form articles

of commerce, and the timber is of excellent quality for some parts of ship-building; but

m India, as formerly in England, according to the editor of Evelyn's writings, *' men
are not planters but destroyers of wood, without thought of the future.'*

109. MYRSINE^.
A,

r

The Myrsuiece, called also Ardisiace^ by some botanists, have been shown by

Mr. Brown to be related on one hand to Sapotecc through Jacquinia, and on the other to

Piimulacea, though they differ much from the latter in habit. M. A. De Candolle in

his late re\iew of the order (Lin. Trans, xvii. p. 95), has suggested an analogy with the
T

distant order of Rhamnece, and has stated the difficulty which arises from the genus

M(Esa ^BcEohotrys) having . a great number of seeds, as in many Primulacecs, and an

inferior ovarium, as in the well-known and anomalous genus Samolus, but thinks it

best

*

family

Mr. Brown, in the App. to Denham and Clapperton's Travels^ p. 239^ states, that the only plant of this

specimen

he has identified with the specimens ofM, Park's Shea-tree in the Banksian Herbarium. '' Whether this plant,
99

Mr B. adds, "
and the seed at least agrees

paradnxa of the younger Gartner {Carpal tab. 205,) than with that o£ Bassia figured by his father." (De Fruct.

et Sem. PI. t 104).
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/

best to include aihong MyrsinecE the tribe of Masece^ and in PrimulacecE that of Samokce.

With regard to their distribution, he remarks, that they grow commonly on the hilly

and mountainous regions of the hottest parts of the globe. None have yet been found

beyond the 39th or 40th degrees of latitude, viz. in Japan. The 180 known species

are distributed as follows : 1 12 in Asia and New Holland, 48 in America, and 20

in Africa ; that is, at the Cape and in the Islands. Of the above, 36 species are found
*

in India.
>-.

Of the genera occurring in India, Myrsine and Ardisia are common to Asia and Ame-

rica, and the first exists also at the Cape, Azores, Canaries, China, and Japan. JEgiceraSy

Embelid, and McEsa, are found in the Indian Archipelago and the Burmese territories ;

the first, also, indeed the same species, JE. fragrans, spreads to New Holland, is

common in the Delta of the Ganges, and the coasts of the Peninsula ; whence it has

been well-figured by Dr. Wight (Bot. Misc. Supp. t. xxi). McEsa occurs also in Arabia

and Madagascar. Choripetalum is a new genus formed by M. A. De Candolle of two

plants, one from Nepal and the other from the Indian Peninsula. Myrsine, McEsa,

Ardisia, and Embelia, are found in the Indian Peninsula and Silhet, whence they spread

along the foot of the mountains toNepal and the Deyra Coon : the two first alone ascend

the mountains in this northern latitude; hw\. Ardisia is found on the Silhet mountains as

well as on the Neelgherries.

Ardisia {solanacea, Roxb.) hanilis, Vahl, already the most widely-diffused sp^ties of

the family, is that which runs furthest north, b'eing found in the forests below Nahn

;

diVidi Embelia {Samara ? Vidim,) picta. Wall. 2302, first found at Goalpara, extends north

even to below Sabathoo, along the so frequently alluded to tropic-girt base of the

Himalaya. Here also occurs E, robusta, first found on the Rajmahl Hills. In ascend-

ing we are deserted by all; except species of Myrsine and Masa; of the former
< tf

M. bifaria, semiserrata, and a new species, M. acuminata, nob. are found as high as

Mussoo'ree, with Mcesa argentea and M. indica ; the last is also common about

Suhunsudhara.
r

I-

The properties of Myrsinece are not well-kridwn, but some of them afford wood of

good quality, though small. M.A. De Candolle has observed in them a " disposition to

produce a resinous substance; which appears as dots or reservoirs in different parts of
^ _

the plant, chiefly in the leaves, flowers, and berries." The berries of Embelia Ribes

are collected in' the Silhet district, and mixed with black pepper by the small traders
* .'

in that article, and the fraud is assisted by their being possessed of some degree of

pungency (Roxb.), which M. A. De Candolle ascribes to the quantity and some

peculiar quality of the resinous substance. The berries called bae bhirung are, however,

also collected for medical use, as they are considered by the Natives in the northern

provinces to be cathartic and anthelmintic : those of E. robusta are substituted for them

under the same name, as we have seen is done with Symplocos paniculata for S.racemosa.

Cathartic properties are also ascribed, and it is to be remarked, by people unacquainted

with the natural affinities of plants, to Myrsine bifaria, which is used in India under

2 M the
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the name manus-rohunee. It is frequently called Bo:v by Himalayan travellers, from
^1 - --

its general resemblance to that common ornament of English gardens.

110. OLEACE^.

The Olive tribe so favourably known by one of its species having been dedicated
to Minerva, and having become the symbol of peace, is sometimes united with the

Jasmines; at others the Fra.vinecE are separated from them either under this name or

that of LilacecE. It may therefore be inferred, that though closely allied, as proved
according to M. De Candolle, by their grafting on one another, yet there are some
differences of structure, which may account for the differences of climate in which they
are found.

M

Thus, species of the genera found in the Himalayas at moderate elevations, as Fra.vi-

misy Ligustrum, and Syringa, form some of the most common plants in Europe ; the
first occurring also in great numbers in North America, the second in China, and
the last in *both Persia and China : while Linociera {Chionanthus, Roxb.), occurring
only in warm countries, as the West-Indies and the Mauritius, is found in India, in

ilhet, Ceylon, and both the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas. Chondrospermum is a
new genus found in the last and near Chittagong. Oka is not only the best known
genus, but that which has the most extensive distribution, being found as far north as

the South of Europe, southwards at the Cape of Good Hope, and in New Holland

;

eastward in China and Japan ; and Westward in the Canary Islands. So in the

Himalayas we have species of the genus extending from the Sutlej to Silhet, and along
the Malayan Peninsula as far south as Cape Rochado. The genus, however, seems
opposed to great extremes of heat or cold, as I have only seen species in sheltered

vallies and at moderate elevations in the Himalayas; as O
.
glandulifem at Suhansudhara

and the valley leading to Kuerkoolee, as well as near Jurreepanee; and O.ferruginea
in the valleys of the Jumna and Sutlej : O. acuminata probably also occurs in such
situations, as it extends from Kemaon to Silhet and Penang. O. compacta, grandiflora,
and robusta {Phijllyrea, Roxb.), are the other Himalayan species, the last found
Chirraponjee and the Morung Hills. The Himalayan Lilac is found in Kemaon, and in

Sirmore on the Suen range and the banks of the Giree and Jumna rivers. Of the
Himalayan Ashes, Fraxlnus Jloribunda is found in Nepal, and F. zanthoxyloldes in
Kemaon, as well as on the northern face of the Himalaya near Meeroo in Kunawur.
The bark and leaves of some of this tribe are bitterish and astringent, as are the

capsules of the Lilac, hence some have been employed in tanning leather and others as
febrifuges. The flowers of some are fragrant like those of their allies the Jasmines;
those ^'i Okafragrans are used by the Chinese for flavouring their tea. The timber of
many is of very good quality in India, as in other parts of the world. Some of the Ashes
are remarkable, like the Sugar maples to which in some respects they are allied, for the
sweetness of their sap, which on concreting by exposure to the sun is so well' known
as Manna. Of this several kinds are known in India; 1st, the best, ^^W^^ shetrWishL

on

\

is
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is said to be procured from' a tree of Khorasan, perhaps a species of this very genus:

2d, Toorunjbeen, the produce of Alhagi Maurorum, v. p. 194: 3d, Guzunjbeen, of a

Tamarisk, p. 214 : and 4th, shukhr-ool-ashur, produced on Calotrojns procera, or a

kindred species (v. Asclepiadece) ; and 5thly, one kind is mentioned as being obtained on
A,

an umbelliferous plant.

But the Olive alone is of much importance, and this so much so, as to have been called

by one author, ''a mine upon earth ;" it is remarkable, too, for a pecfliarlty adverted

to when treating of the Melias (p. 143), for containing oil in the fleshy part of its

pericarp, instead of, as is usual, in the kernels of the seeds. Like the Manna ash it

flourishes only in the warm and even arid parts of the world, as the South of Spain and

of France, in Sicily, Syria, and the North of Africa ; or as the Baron Humboldt has

stated it,
" the olive flourishes between the parallels of 36' and 44% wherever the

annual temperature is from 62°.6 to 58M, where the mean temperature of the coldest

month is not below from 41° to 42°.8, and that of the whole summer from TT.G to

73%4." But as from the recent travels of Mr. Bov^, we learn that the olive thrives

successfully in Egypt, it is evident that it is capable of bearing a still greater degree

of heat, and yet yielding a profitable crop ; for Delile states, as already quoted at

p. 163, ** les vignes, les olives et les roses, contribuent k la richesse de Fayoume,"

which is nearly in the latitude of Cairo, and the mean annual temperature of Cairo is

73° 3 that of summer 85M0, and of winter 58^46. It is probable, therefore, that the

ht be successfully cultivated in the north of India, which corresponds

Cairo in latitude, agrees in many respects with Egypt in climate and vegetation (v. p.

159—161), and where, by ascending the mountain-side, any degree of temperature may

be obtained for varying and insuring success in our experiments. Besides, the olive

appears to have been originally introduced from Asia into Europe, and is well-known

to the Arabs and Persians by the name zudoon, derived apparently from the Hebrew

zait (Harris's Diet.). It has grown for many years in the open air in the Calcutta

Botanic Garden, so far south as to be just within the tropic.

Olea fermginea ; foliis coriaceis lanceolatis mucronatis subtus ferrugineis, ramis rotundatis cinercis,

racemis axillaribus paniculatis multifloris.—O. cuspidata. Wall. Cat. n. 2817. Tab. 65. fig. 1. {a) con.l

opened ; (6) calyx and bifid stigma ; (c) drupes ; {d) one transversely, and (e) longitudinally divided ;

ijg) seed transversely and longitudinally divided.

Hab. Banks of Jumna and of Sutlej, near Turanda.Dr. Wallich's query (0. mtiva ?) having induced

me to think that his plant must be distinct from mine, I regret the plate having been struck off before

I discovered that they were the same.

Syringa Emodi; (Wall. Cat. n. 2831) frutescens ; foliis latis oblongis utrinque attcnuatis apice

quandoque obtusis rcticulato-venosis junioribus subtus albescentibus.-Tab. 65. fig. 2, (a) corol opened;

(6) calyx and bifid stigma; (c) capsule; (/) seed seen in front ; (e) laterally.

Hab

HI. JASMINES.

The plants of this family were formerly united with those of the preceding, but

have been separated byMr.Brown and form a very natural group, distmguistieci, among

2 M 2 other
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Other characters, by the want of symmetry between the number of the stamens and those

of the divisions of the calyx and corolla. In this respect they serve to connect the

preceding with the following, and some other orders in which a like want of corres-

pondence is observed.
It

The Jasmines are found in small numbers in Tropical islands, in Africa and South
America, as well as in China and New Holland ; but in great numbers in the East-Indies,
whence they e^end into Arabia and Persia, and from that to the South of Europe,
where J

.fruticosum is found, as well as J. odoratissimum, introduced from the Island of

Madeira. J. officinale has become so naturalized in the gardens of England, that we
cannot believe it, as generally supposed to be, a native of India, as we know no other
instance where a shrub from the plains or southern parts of that country has become
acclimated so far north

: but the common name of the Jasijiine in. the languages of
Europe indicate, their origin from the Arabic name Yasmeen. J. grandifiorurn is the
most nearly allied species, and this flourishes in the hottest parts of India : Dr. Wallich
has, however, obtained specimens from the mountains of Kemaon, which he has
referred to this species, and which are very similar to some I have gathered on such
mountains as Dhunoultee, Suen, Acharanda, Kedarkanta, and Urrukta. These I have
been in the habit of considering as /. officinale, as it is not usual to

common in the plains and at 7,000 and 8,000 feet of elevation in 30° of N. latitude!

The other mountain species are J. dispermum, found in Nepal, Kemaon, and at

Mussooree, and which I found in great abundance in descending from Bechur-bagh on
len range to the Giree river. The other mountain species are yellow-flowered,

/. puhigerum, Don., glandulosum.Wall., and chrysantkemoides, nod., as well as J. nanum

find the same shrub

the S

allied to J, which descends from Mussooree to the Deyra Doon ; in the
are also found /. hirsutum and arhorescens. The species most commonly cultivated in

gardens are J. chrysanthemum and grandiflorum. J. laurifoUum from Chirrapoonjee is

highly ornamental, and /. Zamhac is remarkable for frequently exhibiting several
corols, one contained within the other, with the innermost only occasionally bearing
stamens. '

. .

Nyctanthes arbor tristis or Hursinghar, cultivated in every garden, with the native
site of which Dr. Roxburgh expresses himself as unacquainted, is extremely common
along the foot of the mountains which skirt the Deyra Doon, and may be seen for

several hundred feet above Rajpore in the ascent to Mussooree. I have also met with
it further north on the Suen Range in the descent to the Giree. Dr. Wallich also
found it in a wild state near the banks of the Irrawaddy, on the hills near Prome ; and
as there can be no doubt about this species even to the most sceptical, it affords a very
satisfactory instance of the extensive distribution of the same species along the base of
the mountains, even when separated by 12° of latitude, or from 18° to 30°.
The Jasmines, like the Olives, though in a less degree, are possessed of a sli^^ht

degree of bitterness in their leaves, but are conspicuous for their delicate fragrance •

which is, however, of only to be fixed by the flowers beins-

• immersed
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immersed in some of the finer of the expressed oils. The Harshighar scents the

gardens with its delightful perfume only during the night, covering the ground in the

morning with its short-lived flowers, which being collected like those of the Chumheke,

are strung on threads and worn as necklaces, or entwined in the haii* of the native

women. The tubes of the corols are moreover dried and used for dyeing an orange

colour.

112. POTALIACEiE.

This small order, pointed out by Mr. Brown (Tuckey's Congo, p. 449), has been

established by Von Martius, and is allied to both ApocynecE and Logatiiea:, and is, like

the latter, found in the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America. The species of

Fagr(£a are found in the Islands of the Indian Archipelago, in both the Indian and

Malayan Peninsulas, and at the foot of the ramifications of the Himalaya, in the forests

of Silhet. The properties of the plants of this genus do not seem to have been examined

;

those of Potalia are bitter and acrid.

113. APOCYNE^.

The ApocynecE, remarkable for abounding in milky juice, are allied to the preceding

as well as the following order ; by the celebrated Jussieu, indeed, they were united

with Asclepiadece. Both are allied to Rubiacece and GentianecE, from the former of which

they are distinguished by their superior fruit, and from the latter by their minute

embryo, double ovaria, and milkiness, and from both by their contorted flowers.

The Apocynece are chiefly found in the tropical parts of the world, as in Asia, Africa,

America, and New Holland, where many of them form trees of considerable size;

but like many other tropical families, they extend in small numbers, and in a herbaceous

state, beyond the strict limits of a tropical climate. Thus we h^\QApocynum in Siberia

and N. America, Vitica in the latter as well as in Europe ; Amsonia occurs in Japan, and

Carissa as far south as the Cape of Good Hope. The Oleander, Nerium odorum, which

I was delighted on first recognizing, growing wildly luxuriant on the banks of rivulets.

foot of the Nahn Hills, is found in similar sides of water

courses in Syria, Egypt, and Barbary, and in the South of Spain, on the banks of the

Guadalquiver.-

In India they chiefly prevail in the Peninsula and the southern parts of the Bengal

Presidency, as the forests of Silhet, from whence they extend to those bounding

Nepal, and southwards into the Burmese territories and the Malayan Peninsula, and

from that into the Islands. These belong to the genera Beaumontia, Holarrhena,

Cryptokpis, Alstonia, Willoughbeia, Melodmus, Huiiteria, and Ophio.vylon
.

Urceola is

confined to the Malayan Peninsula and Sumatra, and Alyxia does not extend further

north. Vallaris, Wrightia, Carissa, and Strychnos, extend from thence into New

Holland where are also found Parsonsia, and Taberncemontaiia, which also occur as

well as Echites and Cerbera in both India and America. Stroplianthus is common to

India
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India and Africa, as are Ichnocarpus and Carissa found at the Cape of Good Hope>

and Strychnos in the Island of Madagascar.

The genera and species which extend furthest north in the belt of forest are

Echites macrophylla, Holarrhena pubescens, Ichnocarpusfragram, Cryptolepis reticulata,

Wrightia mollissma, TaherncEmontana coronaria, and Alstonia scholaris, the last occur-

ring as far north as Mirzapore, in the state of a handsome tree, and probably still

further, as there is a specimen from Dr. Govan marked A. cuneata in the E. I. Her-

barium, which does not appear to be more than a variety. Those found also in the

open plains are Carissa Carandas, Ichnocarpus frutescens, Vallaris dichotoma, and Vinca

parvlflora. I have not observ ed any of the family at any great elevation in the mountains,

but Gardnera referred here has one species G. angustifoUa in Nepal, G. ovata in Silhet,

and G. WalUchii, in the Indian Peninsula.* Many of those from the South succeed well

in Northern India, as Wrightia coccinea and tinctoria, the first ornamental for its flowers

and useful for its timber; the other, indigenous over a tract of 1,000 miles, is

valuable for the indigo of the best quality which is yielded by its leaves, and is recom-

mended by Dr. Roxburgh for cultivation, because less dependent on rain and irrigation,

and being a perennial which grows freely and throws out shoots rapidly as they are cut

away. With these many S. American trees have become perfectly naturalized, as

Cerbera Thevetia, Allamanda cathartica, and Plumieria acuminata ; the last I have seen in

a luxuriant state in the garden in the Pinjore Valley.

The Apocynece abound in a milky juice, with which some acrid principle is frequently

combined, rendering the whole suspicious and many highly dangerous ; but owii

the absence of this acrid principle, the milk of some is of an innocuous natur

exemplified in the Milk-tree, ox Hya-hya, of Demarara, referred to this order and

called Taberncemontana utilis by Mr. Arnott. {Lindley, Nat. orders, p. 214.)

This milky juice is frequently of a tenacious nature and abounds in Caoutchouc.

Thus, in Sumatra, Urceola elastica yields that substance as a Vahea does in Madagascar,
and birdlime is prepared from XheVoacanga; as in India from species of Ficus, some of

which, especially F. elastica, yield Caoutchouc. It is, probably, owing to the presence
of this principle, that some of the species are, in this and the kindred family of
Asclepiade^ idnebted for the tenacity of their fibre, as Nerium piscidium, Marsdenia
{Asckpias, Roxb.); tenacissima, &c. Willoughbeia edulis also yields Caoutchouc, but of
indifi-erent quality (Roxb.) Several yield good timber, as Wrightia coccinea, which for

O

ghtness and strength is used in making palanquins in the South while
North of India that of W, mollissima is used by turners ; Holarrhena pubescens (koora),
yields light wood, and species of Strychnos some of superior quality. The bark of
some is astringent and febrifugal as that of Wrightia antidyseniorica, called Conessi,

L

and

Wailich to Loganiece (Fl. Ind. ed. Wall
consKlered as a d.tinct order (v. Catalogue). It has been referred by Dr. Lindley to Apocyne^, and forms the

Regn
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and which has been introduced into European practice. Both the bark and seeds

have long been employed by the Asiatics, and are the Tiwqj and Ussan-ool-asafeer of the

Arabs, who assign to it the Greek name of andursaroon. The Hindoos call it indurjuo,

and distinguish the seeds by the name of indurjiio shereen (mild), from those of

Holarrhena antidysenter'ica and pubesccns, which they call indurjuo tulkh (bitter). The

naniie koora, applied in different parts of India to these three plants, the two last being

substituted for Wrightia antidysenterka where this is not indigenous, is evidently the

Corn or Cura of Crist. d'Acosta {Clusius. Exot, p. 265), of which the Malabar name he

informs us is Curodapala (Codagapala? Ainslie Mat. Ind. 1. p. 88), a tree with pinnate

leaves and milky juice, of which the bark is much used on the Malabar Coast in affec-

tions of the bowels. Ichnocarpus frutesccns is one of the plants sometimes used as a

substitute for Sarsaparilla, and Ophioxylon serpentinum has derived its specific name

from its employment in snake bites : by Dr. Horsfield it is described as febrifugal and

a valuable remedy in various disorders.

The presence of the acrid principle, however, in a greater or less degree, renders

many of the Apocynece highly dangerous, as the Oleander, known /rom ancient

as it is the vsp/ov of the Greeks, corrupted in India into slrion, as duje, its name in

Avicenna, is probably a corruption of Daphne. Nerium piscidium,'Roxh. also contains

a principle dangerous to fish in the water where it is washed, for the sake of its tough

fibres. Vinca parviflora is applied in India as an external stimulant in cases of

lumbago. Some of the species of Plujnieria are used in diseases of the skin ;
and

others, as P. acuminata, alba, and ohtusa, rank in Java as purgatives
;

probably in

consequence of their acrid nature. The Cerberas are, however, of a much more dan-

gerous nature, though the leaves of some are also employed as purgatives, as of

times

C. Thevetia and Manghas ; but the seeds of the latter are described as narcotic : and

C.Tanghin (Tanghinia veninifera, Pet. Th.), the Tanghin tree of Madagascar, is so powers

ful a poison, that a single seed is said to be sufficient to destroy twenty persons.

(Bot. Mag. 2968.)

The different species of Strychnos have appeared to some authors to differ so much

in properties from the rest of the Apocynea, as to render advisable their separation into a

distinct order, which they call Strychnea ; but there is little difference in this respect

between these and those last mentioned. Thus, like some of the Cerberas, the seeds

of Strychnos Nux Vomica, and of S. Ignatii, diud of S. Tietile, one of the kinds of

Upas, are powerful poisons : the first, from its excitant properties, is in moderate doses

employed in medicine, especially in palsy of the lower extremities; while the second,

called in India papeeta, is by the Hukeems considered in small doses tonic, and is

employed by them in cholera, as is another powerful poison, the root o£ Aconitumferoj-.

The Nuj: Vomica, called in India Koochla, is the Azarakkee or Adarachi of Avicenna

;

the wood of the tree is described by Dr. Roxburgh as exceedingly bitter, and used to

fevers and the bites of snakes : so in Brazil the bark of

S. pseudo-quina is described as being the most powerful substitute for Peruvian bark

la
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in Java, according to Dr. Horsfield, S. colubr'ma is so employed ; and in India a fourth

kind of Strychnos called Naga-Musadi (Roxb.), is employed for the same purposes'.

The seeds of S. potatorum, Nirmulee of natives, are sold in every bazar for the purpose
of clearing muddy water. Bitter almonds are said to be employed in Egypt for the

same purpose, as those of the Kola are in Africa. Notwithstanding the poisonous
nature of the seeds, the pulpy part of the fruits of some species is eaten by the natives

of the countries where they are indigenous, as those of ^S*. innocua in Egypt, of

S. pseudo-quina in Brazil, and of S. 'potatorum in India, and even that of S. Nux Vomica
by birds. (Koxb.) To these exceptions to the general hurtful nature of this order must
be added, Melodinus monogynus, and Willoughbeia eduUs in India, Carissa edulis in Nubia,
and the Cream fruit of Sierra Leone ; all of which yield edible fruit, while that of
Carissa Carandas is also eaten in India and made into a jelly forms the best substitute

for that most commonly employed in Europe.

114. ASCLEPIADE^.*

The plants of this family having been separated by Mr. Brown from ApocynecE, on
account of the peculiar nature of their sexual apparatus, necessarily partake in the
affinities of that family, and have much the same character though a wider range of
distribution. Thus, though we find them in abundance in the tropical parts of the
world, they also occur in considerable numbers beyond their limits, as at the Cape of
Good Hope and in New Holland, and to the North in Europe, Siberia, North America,
and Japan.

At the Cape there are numerous species of Stapelia, so in the drier parts of the
Peninsula, which, like the arid parts of N. India, we have seen to resemble the Flora
of Africa, we have species of Caralluma, Boucerosia, and Hitchinia, which were
formerly referred to Stapelia. On the arid banks of the Jumna, which has been shewn

1

to be the limit to which the plants extend having a resemblance to the African Flora,
we have Dcemia extcnsa, and from thence extending to Umballa, a large town in the
plains to the N.W. of Saharunpore

: the other species of the genus being found in
Egypt and Arabia. Leptadenia spartium I found on the banks of the Jumna, where it

had before been found by Dr. Hamilton; the other species being found in the
Peninsula and in tropical and Northern Africa. Pentatropis microphylla, of which the
first species was mentioned by Mr. Brown in Salt's Abyssinia, and Hemidesmus indicus
occur m the same situation with Calotropis Hamiltonii ofWight, which was considered by

Dr.

Botmiy
Wight

•' it is necessary to observe, that his names are those which have been adopted in this
.Wight has

:periencedin ascertaining
Wigh

.T^
"'l^^- ^^^lepiade. in his coUection

; and all Botanists must do so, for his having undertaken
so difficult and numerous a family as the Indian Asclepiaae., of which many no doubt still" remain to be
discovered, as there appear to be several .ndescribed species among the late General Hardwicke's Drawings.
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distribution

Dr. Hamilton to be identical with the Persian C. procera. C. gigantea is chiefly found

in the Peninsula and Bengal.

The genera found in the Southern parts of India, some of them extending into the

Indian and others into the Malayan Peninsula, with some of the same species common
to all these situations, are such as Dischidia, Sarcolobus, Fmlaj/sonia, Goniostonma, Physo-

stelma, Raphistemma , and Toxocarpus. Pentasachme and Pterostdma are found on the

Silhet Mountains, and Brachykpis on the Neelgherries ; Iphisia is found on the latter

and the Himalayas.

Of genera common to other parts of the world and India, but confined to its Penin-

sula, we have Sarcostemma and Secamone, both of which are found in Africa and New.

Holland; the first also in S. America. Of those which are peculiar to India, and extend

from the southern to the more northern parts of that country, are Uetcrostemma, of

which the species, very irregular in structure, are also so in

found in the sands of Tanjore, and the other two species in Nepal ; of these, one,

H. alattty extends to Mussooree : Streptocaulon spreads from Singa})ore and the Indian

and Malayan Peninsulas to Nepal and the Deyra Doon ; the same species, S. calo-

phyllum, is found in Nepal and at Suhunsudhara : Orthanthera, a new genus formed

by Dr. Wight, has been found near the Hetounda and Kheree Passes, and in the

forests of Rohilcund : Pergularla, found also in China, extends from the Indian and

Malayan Peninsulas to the neighbourhood of Nahn. P. odoj^atissima being most

common in the southern, and P. pallida in the northern provinces of India. The

genera which are common to India and New Holland, and which also extend to the

most northern limit of the former country, are Marsdenia, Gymnema, Oxystelma, Tylo-

phora, and Hoya : the two last are also found in Java, the first both in the West-Indies
r

and Syria. Ceropegia has a very wide distribution, being found in the West-Indies
h

and North America, at the Cape of Good Hope, in Madagascar, and from the southern
- - [

to the most northern parts of India, where it also ascends the mountains, as some

species do the Silhet and Pundoa Mountains ; C. elegans is found at 6,000 and 7,000

feet of elevation on the Neelgherries ; C. Wallichii exists at similar heights, though in a

more N. latitude, at Mussooree and Simla, as well as Iphisia Govanii, Marsdema Royki.

Tyloph d Hoya longifoHa; the last is also found on Sheopore and H.

linearis on Chundraghiry. Two species of Eriopetalum are found on the arid slate hills

near Doongee, and the third was found by Dr. Hamilton at Gorukpore. Gymncma
* .^_

sylvestris is common to the Peninsula of India and the neighbourhood of Canton

;

G. tingens extends from the forests of LowerAssam to the Kheree Pass, and Tylopliora

pauciflora from the Peninsula and Bengal to Suhunsudhara. The genus Cynanchum is,

perhaps, the most widely-diffused of the family, being found to the South in New

Holland, to the East in China, with a few species at the Cape of Good Hope, and in

the North of Africa, it also extends West as far as Mexico and the Andes of Quito

;

species are found every where in Europe except Great Britain ; and from Astrachan to

Siberia and Dahuria. So in India we have species in the Malayan and Indian Peninsulas,

2 N also
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also from Silhet and Chirraponjee to Nepal, and from that to Mussooree and Simla,

as well as in Cashmere, whence I have received a specimen of C. Dalhousla, found also
m

in the two last-mentioned places : on the northern face of the Himalayas or in Kunawur,

three or four species are found, as C. auriculatum, Kunawurense, and Royki, with

Holostemma Rheedii, at Tura'nda, which is in the valley of the Sutlej.

The Asckpiadece, like their allies the Apoci/nea, abound in a milky juice, which is,

however, less acrid in nature, as a greater proportion of the family are innocuous, some

edible, several useful as medicines, and few known as poisons. It is more than

probable that Caoutchouc is contained in several, as Cynanchum ovaUfoUum, according

to Dr.Wallich, (Asclep. Herb. No. 82) yields excellent Caoutchouc atPenang; the

tenacity of some species may be owing to its presence, as of Marsdenia tenacissima,

employed for bowstrings by the Mountaineers of Rajmahl ; the fibre of this plant' and of

Urtica tenacissima were the stronsfest Dr. Roxburgh fever met with. Another plant of this

family, Orthanthera viminea, attaining a height of ten feet; is also remarkable for the

length and tenacity of its fibres. This grows luxuriantly along the foot of the moun-

tains, and its long, straight, leafless, slender, and wandlike stems, point it out as

seemingly well suited for rope-making. Like the Apocynece here also some plants

yield indigo of excellent 'quality, 2iS Marsdenia tinctoria, found in Silhet; and as the

plantation,' like that of Wrightia tinctoria, has the advantage of being permanent, it

might be well suited to some parts of India. Gymnema tingens is also used in dyeing.

Of the innocuous plants may be mentioned the Stapelias of the Cape
;
Gymnema

(Asclepias) lactiferuin is said in Ceylon to yield a mild and copious milk ; Sarcostemma

hrevistylum {Asckpias acida and aphylia, Roxh.), a milky juice of an acid nature which

is taken by the natives to quench their thirst. (Roxb.) Cattle eat the roots of Oxystelma

escukntuin; wild hogs those of Ceropegia bulbosa (Wight), and men every part.

(Roxb.) So Pergularia edulis and Periploca escuknta arfe described as being edible

;

as Asckpias stipitacea and spiralis are said by Forskal to be in Arabia. Owing, however,

the presence of an active principle, some of the sp ployed in med

as Asckpias decumbens and tuberosa, for diaphoretics in America : so in India Tylophora

{Asckpias, Roxb.) ashmatica has been considered an efiicient substitute for Ipecacuanha,

and an excellent remedy in dysentery. Hemidesmus indicus (Asckpias pseudosarsa

Roxb.) is considered by the medical officers on the Coromondel Coast as an efficient

substitute for Sarsaparilla in the cure of Syphilis, Scrophula, and cutaneous affections,

while Secamone emetica (Peripkca emetica, Retz.) probably contains a greater proportion

of the acrid principle, as it is emetic as are Asckpias curassivica and

Vincetoxicum, Cynanchum tomentosum, &c. Others, however, of the Asckpiadea: act as

purgatives, as Cynanchum Arghel, of which the leaves are employed to adulterate Senna;

Cynanchum monspeliacum, said to yield French scammony (F^e), as Peripkca Secamone

(Secamone of Prosper Alpinus from the Sukmoonya of the Arabs), does that of Smyrna,

Asckpias syriaca is acrid and caustic, and Periploca grceca is described as being acrid

and poisonous.

Valuable
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Valuable as it is probable that some of this family will prove as medicinal agents,

the Mudar, Calotropis (Asclepias,Auct.) gigantea is the only one that has yet attracted

any attention in Europe. This has long been employed as an article of the Indian

Materia Medica, by the natiye practitioners, with theirmany other very efficient remedies.

It is called ArJca and Akund in Sanscrit, and Ashur by the Arabs ; it is the Ak and

Mudar of the Hindoos, to which jumahioos is assigned as a Greek name. From the

united testimony of Europeans and natives, there is no doubt of its being a powerful

alterative in leprosy, elephantiasis, &c. (v. Ainslie, Mat. Lid. 1. p. 486.) From this plant

Dr. Duncan obtained ** that singular substance Mudarine, which possesses the property

of coagulating by heat, and becoming again fluid on exposure to cold." Wight, 1. c.

Another, but a less known product, is obtained on the Mudar, or some nearly allied

species, probably the Calotropis procera of Persia: this is a sweetish exudation formed

on the plant in consequence of the puncture of an insect called guUigal) the

substance is called sukkur-ool-ashur, and cZ: or mudar-kc-shukur (sugar). The species

most common in the Northern provinces, and nearly allied to the Persian C. procera,

is Calotropis Hamiltoniiy of Wight, which obtains among the natives the same names

as C. gigantea : it possesses also many of the properties of that species, as 1 have proved

from prescribing it in cases of incipient leprosy and cutaneous affections, in the civil

and military hospitals at Saharunpore.

It is much to be desired that these experiments should be repeated and others

instituted, on the plants of this as well as of other families, for I have no doubt that,

with a diminution of the prejudice in favour of things brought from a distance, it will

be found, that India is capable of producing, and does produce, many as efficient as

those which have to make a series of voyages before they can be brought into use.

For it must be allowed, that the climate is favourable for the production of drugs of

the most energetic nature, as may be witnessed in the Nud- vomica, the Aconitum fero.v

,

Opium, Bhang, Datura, &c. among narcotics; Croton Tiglium, Jatropha, Castor-oil,

Turbith, and Senna, as cathartics ; among tonics and febrifuges, the Rohuna {Soyiiiida

febrifuga), Kutkurunja {C(£salpima Bonduc), which has long maintained its station

in the Materia Medica of the East, with the Gentian, Cheretta, Creyat, and several

others as bitters ; the Catechu, Kino, &c. as astringents, and innumerable mucilaginous
w —

demulcents. It is improbable, therefore, that India should be deficient only in those of
I

which the physical properties being less obvious, and the effects on the human system

less decided, require for their discovery and ascertainment nicer powers of discrimi-

nation. But as numbers of the Medical Establishment possess the requisite qualifi-

cations, it is to be hoped that some may be induced to investigate the properties and

powers of the Indian Materia Medica. The sensible properties will frequently yield

considerable assistance, while the natural affinities of the plants will shew the strong

probability of their possessing much the same powers as some of their congeners: at

least, the experience of the Natives will often give assurance to the inferences we

may have deduced, and confidence in prescribing a new medicine, by attending to the

2 N 2 do
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doses in which they themselves are in the habit of administering it. Chemical analysis,

finally, will reveal the hidden principle, and enable us to dispense with the great

mass of vegetable matter which is now prescribed for the sake of a few grains of

energetic principle. Perseverance in such a course for a few years will not only

encrease the present resources of medical officers wherever they may be situated, but

by attaching a definite character to many of the articles they now employ, will give them
value in Europe ; ensure to some of them importance as commercial articles : and have,

at the same time, a result not less important to a philanthropic mind, that of placing

within the reach of the immense Native population, a better defined selection of efficient

& from their heterogeneous mass of materials than their scientific attainments

at present enable them to select. A result which will be appreciated in proportion

to the improvement of the education of the Native Doctors now taking place under the

auspices of Government ; the eflfects of which will, in India as elsewhere, descend

lower and spread wider with the lapse of years.

Orthanthera viminea. Wight. Contrib.to Botany of India, p. 48, Tab. 66. f. 1.

Hab. Base of Himalayas, v. supra.

2. Holostemma Brunoniana, Tab. 66. f. 2.

I regret that I have been unable to find the specimens from which this verv eWant rjlant ha«; bppn
drawn

been

bestowed rt

Hab
Wight

Kemaon. Lindsav. Mussooree

115. GENTIANEiE.

as

*

This family, so familiarly known by many of its species forming medicinal plants,

well as the ornaments of gardens, is " allied on one hand to certain ApocynecB, and

veryon the other to Pokmotiiacece, and ScrophularinecE." Though all the species are

closely allied in structure and properties, they display the anomaly of some growing in

very hot places, while the majority occur only in cold and temperate parts of the world.

The Indian species are about sixty in number, of about four-sixths of which there

specimens in the author These Mr. D. Don has had the kindness

of his

examine and describe in a paper read before the Linnean Society (3d Nov. 1835).

Gentiana and Swertiahe has subdivided, and favoured me witli the geographical distribu-

new genera
;
whence it will be seen that here, as elsewhere, circumscription

of character is not always accompanied by a more limited distribution of a genus.

The genera inhabiting the plains of India are, ErythrcEa, Canscora, Ejcacum, and
Slevogtea. The first, found in the south of Europe, north of Africa, and New Holland,
occurs only in the cold weather ; the others are peculiar to India. E^acum tetragonum
extends from Silhet to Kheree; Mr. Don has united with it E, roseum, nob., Ic. ined.,

256, from the sides of Kedarkanta, but which I consider to be distinct.

The other Indian genera are Crawfurdia and Mr. Don's Agathotes and Ophelia, all

found only in the Himalayas, with Swertia and Eurythalia, Don, of which the other
f

species
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species occur in Europe and the colder parts of Asia. Gentiana, Pneumonanthe, and

Ericala, Don, are the other genera inhabiting the Himalayas, as well as the coldest parts

of Europe, North America, and Siberia: the first is also found in Ludak, in New Zealand,
4

Van Diemen's Land ; and with Ericala, in the Andes of Peru and Quito. Of the

last genus, as constituted by Mr. Don, species are however found in the hot parts of

India
; as E. orbiculata in the Peninsula, and E. decemfida in the Kheree Pass. Haknia

is found in Siberia and the Himalayas, the United States, the Andes of Peru and

Quito
:
Mr. Don states that they are perennials in the southern, and annuals in the

northern hemisphere.

In addition to Erythraa, the genus Mitrasacme belongs to both the Indian and New
Holland Floras, a species of the latter having been found by Dr.AVallich in Nepal. The

genus Mitreola occurs both in the Malayan Peninsula and Lower Assam.

The MenyanthecB are sometimes separated as a smdl family, and are distinguished

by being alternate leaved, as is Swertia alternifolia, nob. Here, as in other aquatic

genera, we find the same species in every part of India, as Villarsia indica and cristata:

a European species, V. nymphaoides, extends even to the lake of Cashmere.

Many of the same species spread all along the Himalayas, as several of Dr.Wallich s

exist also in the author's collection. Several are highly ornamental, ^LsSivertia speciosa,

Wall., which spreads from Nepal to Cashmere. So are also S. cu)ieata,'^^\\., S. altenii-

folia, caridea, 2ind petiolata , nob., with Gentiana Karroo, and the species of Crawfurdia.

The Chirata, found in the Morung mountains, in Nepal, and in Kemaon, referred by

Dr. Roxburgh to Gentiana, by Dr. Hamilton to Swertia (Wall. PI. As. Rar. t. 252),

formed into a new genus, Henricca (Bull. Soc. Philom. 1824), has been referred by

Mr. Don to his Agathotes. With it also he has united a purple-flowered variety, or

species {Swertia purpurea, nob., Ic. ined. 254, fig. 2), which is common on the Mussooree

range. A. (Swe?iia, nob.) alata, Don, is a species from the Choor mountain.

The plants of this family are so well known for their uniform and extreme bitterness,

that it is unnecessary to say more than that the Indian species afford no exception to

the rule. The Chiretta or Chirayita contains malic acid, bitter extractive and resinous

matter, gum, and some salts (v. Fee; and Battley in Wall. I.e.); it is much valued in

India both by European and native practitioners for its tonic and febrifugal virtues, as

it answers every purpose of Gentia?ia lutea. The cold infusion is recommended by

Drs. Fleming and Wallich. Several other species may be substituted for it. Ophelia

(Swertia, Wall.) angustifoUa, Don, is so in Northern India, and called puharee (hill)

chiretta, to distinguish it from the true or dukhuriee (southern) chiretta. Exacum tetra-

6

4

called ooda (purple) chiretta. The species of Canscora are all bitter

Erythrcea Roxhurghii, Don {Chironia centauroides, Roxb.)

It has lately been contended by M. Guibourt, as indeed from their references it

seems to have been considered by many old authors, that Chiretta is the Calamus

aromaticus of the ancients. Considering that this is described by Theophrastus and

Dioscorides
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Dioscorides with the most fragrant and aromatic substances known in ancient times,

placed also by the latter between Juncus odoratus (T.xiyog, Andropogon Sckenantkus, Aiict)

and the Balsam of Gilead tree (jSccXa-aiJiov) ; it appears at first sight improbable, that a

pure bitter of the tribe of Gentians should be the famed and fragrant Calamus odoratus

(KdXxiJLos apoiJi(XTtKog, Diosc. 1. c. xvii). The Persian authors' on Materia Medica, who

translated from the Arabic, give no Greek synonyme for the Chiretta, though almost

every name in Dioscorides, as I have myself proved, maybe traced out in their writings.

But the Arabic name, they inform us, is kusb-al-zurireh. Kusb, a reed or cane, &c. is,

in Persian workc on Materia Medica, especially applied to the bamboo, for which

Kalamus is given as the Greek name, though in Europe an Arundo is supposed to be

the Calajiius of Dioscorides. Kusb-al-sukkur is the sugar-cane, and kusb-al-zarireh

the Chiretta. Zarireh, in Richardson's Dictionary, is translated wormwood ; and

zarir, a yellow dyeing wood, jaundice, &c. The meaning of the term applied to

Chiretta is therefore the bitter or yellow reed or Calamus; and the older commentators

on the writings of the Greeks, finding a Calamus among the Arabs unappropriated,

have supposed it to be Calamus aromaticus ; for the Casah-al-daterah of Matthiolus,

(darrira of other authors), is no doubt the Chiretta. My own opinion has long been, and

its probable correctness I hope on some future occasion to be able to prove, that the

Calamus aromaticus is the Andropogo?i Iwarimcusa, or some nearly allied species yielding
w

the fragrant " grass oil of Namur."
r

The accompanying description of the plants figured, I have been obligingly favoured

with by Mr. Don. '

Gentiana contorta (Royle) annua ; floribus solitariis, corolla infundibuliformi S-loba, lobis lineari-

oblongis obtusis fiestivatione convolutis, dentibus calycinis lanceolatis acuminatis, foliis ellipticis obtusis

5-nerviis subsessilibus.—Tab. 68. f. 3. {a) corol ; (6) calyx ; (c) pistil.

Mussooree I

regret that I have been unable to find my specimens of this plant, from which the drawing by

Luchmun Sing was made when he was there with me.

Pneumonanthe Kurroo; caulescens, subuniflora; dentibus calycinis elongatis subulatis, corolla

campanulata, lobis acutis, foliis obtusis, radicalibus elongato-lanceolatis, caulinis linearibus.

—

Gentiana

Kurroo; (Royle). Tab. 68. fig. 2. (a) calyx and pistil ; {h) corol.

; Budraj, Simla- Root used in medicine by natives, and called kurroo.Mussooree

Eurythalia coronata ; subacaulis ; floribus agg

ovatis uniformibus, foliis lanceolatis acutis margine cartilagineis. (Royle)

1. (a) Flowers su'

Hab, Kedarkanta

(h) corol opened ; (c)

alternifolia ; (Royle) foliis alternis ! elliptico-oblon

racemoso-

Tab. 67. fig. 2. (a)

Hab. Kedarkanta.

corollas segmentis ellipticis obtusis, glandulis orbiculatis contiguis.

S. c^rulea ; (Royle) floribus subsoHtariis, corollas segmentis ovatis mucronulatis, glandulis linearibus

distantibus, foliis inferioribus spathulatis petiolatis, superioribus calycibusque lanceolatis obtusiusculis.

Tab. 67. f. 1. (a) A flower
; (6)

pistil.

Hab. Shaliraar in Cashmere, and on Peer Punjal.

(d)

16. S
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J16. SOLANE^.
The SolanecE, remarkable for containing many plants important as articles of diet,

for their uses in medicine, or for giving rise to an extensive commerce, are allied in
I-

som'e respects to Gentianece, and in others to Scrophularinea, They are chiefly found

in tropical parts of the w^orld, though they exist also in small numbers in cold coun-

tries; so we have them equally in the plains and on the mountains of India. Thus,

of the genera found in Europe, Atropa and Hyoscyamus occur also in Kunawur on

the northern face of the Himalaya : of the former, the species Atropa acuminata^ nob.,

is nearly allied to A. Belladonna, and of the latter, the species is the well-known

Henbane^ or Hyoscyamus niger, which is here found wild ad well as in Europe and

Caucasus. It has been supposed to be so in the plains of Northern India; but its seeds

are so extensively employed by the natives in medicine, under the name of Bunj

(benj4 Avicenna trans.) that it is probable these may have occasionally escaped in the

course of transmission, as they are also called Khorassanec ujwain. With these there

is in Kunawur, a new species of Solanum {S. lajviim, nob.), of a loose spreading habit.

On the southern face of the Himalayas, there are a few species of this genus, as

S. lysimachioides and crassipetalum, with S. rubrum, and a species nearly allied to, if it

be not only a variety of S. Dulcamara on Choor; with Physalls angidata and Datura

ferojc, Linn., if this be different from D. Stramonium, common in the mountains ; while

Anisodus luridus. Link, the Physails stramonifolia oiJ)\\Wd\X\ch, is found on Gossainthan.

This order, though numerous enough in genera, has the mass of its species belonging

to the genus Solanum, which occurs in great numbers in the tropical parts of the world,

but also extends north, as we have seen, in small numbers, as well as south, to New
Holland and Van Diemen's Land. Of at least four hundred described species, only

about thirty occur in India, and these chiefly iu the southern parts, of which a few

extend to the most northern parts, as the shrubby S. verbascifoUumy all along the foot of

the hills to the DeyraDoon; in the open plains, S. indicum and Jacquini, are common

every where, with the varieties of or species nearly allied to S. nigrum. The common

species of Datura, D.fastuosa, and alba, are very generally diff'used, as well as

Physalis somnifera and angulata. The several varieties of Solanum Melongena, or the

Egg-plant, are everywhere cultivated in India and in Cashmere. Along with these

may also be seen Nicandra indica, very closely allied to the Peruvian species, iV. phy-

salodes, which the natives give as one of the kinds of KakfuiJ; Physalis somnifera being

the other. In the arid country in the vicinity of Delhi, Lycium Europaum is found,

which like the remainder of the species extends from the south of Europe into

parts of the Oriental region and into Africa. There can be no doubt that the genera

Datura and Physalis are common to the Old and New World, and therefore there

would be nothing remarkable in the Capsicum also beino ountable

that a plant so universally employed by even the poorest natives of India, and consi-

dered almost an essential of their diet, should be without any other Sanscrit or Hindu

names (mirchia and mirch) than those assigned to the common Pepper, with the

adj uncts
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adjuncts of red, green, &c., at least no Sanscrit name is assigned to it by Dr. Carey in

the Flora Indica, Dr. Ainslie gives mircha, but this is also assigned to Piper nigrum.
_ I ^^^

Mr. Brown has long ago remarked (Congo,' p. 472) that " the fact of Capsicum fru-

tescens being a native of Asia, seems to be set aside, merely by the appellations of

TcliiUi and Lada Tchilli, as given to it in the Malay Islands ; Chilli^ either simply, or

in composition, being the Mexican name for all the varieties and species of this genus."

The Capsicum, however, is now very extensively cultivated every where, both in the

plains and mountains, and forms one of the articles of export from the latter to the

former; but from this no argument can be drawn, as the same would apply to the
+ V

common Tobacco, an undoubted native of America; but all may be adduced, as well as

the Potatoe, coming fast into use, as strong arguments against the so frequently stated
ft

unchangeable habits of the Hindoos.

The SolanecB contain so many well-known narcotic plants, that the whole may be

considered of a suspicious nature ; though to this, there are, no doubt, many excep-

tions, whether the result of the secretion of a smaller quantity of active principle in

proportion to the mass of inert vegetable matter, or to the increase of the latter, in

consequence of cultivation. Thus the large fruits of the Egg-plant and Tomato are both

eaten, as the Potatoe, after being subjected to heat, which probably destroys some

portion of deleterious principle in all, as it no doubt does in the last, as well as in the

Cassava. Some of the species o{ Physails^ or winter Cherry, are subacid and edible;

others are considered narcotic ; and though the herbaceous parts of some of the

Solanums are used as a pot-herb, Dr.Wallich has mentioned his witnessing the case of

an officer, who suffered from the narcotic powers of one of these, which had been

employed as an ingredient in a soup. A bitter principle is secreted by Solanum pseudo-

quina, as well as in the calyx of several species of Physalis. The former is in Brazil

employed as a substitute for Peruvian bark, and the Capsicums are well known for the

acrid and pungent principle they secrete.

But the great mass of species, as before stated, are possessed of narcotic properties,

as may be witnessed in Atropa Belladonna, Datura^ Hyoscyamus, and some of the

Solanums; the powers of which are supposed to depend on the presence of the Alcaloids,

Atropine, Daturine, Hyoscyamine, Solanine. The same properties are observed in

Sola7idra, Jaborosa, Mandragora, Nicandra, Physalis, Cestrum, &c. Several of the

family are employed as narcotics by the hukeems of India, as Henbane {bunj). Datura

(jowz-masilj i.e. methel), the seeds of which are frequently employed in India for

poisoning. Solanum nigrum (anub ul salib), Physalis somnifera (asgund), Nicandra

indica {kaknuj, al Jcaknegi, Alkekengi,Auct.), though there is some doubt whether this

may not have become a substitute for Physalis somjiifera.

In the introductory observations, it has been stated that in the cold weather of

rsorthern India, or from October to March, the annuals of Europe, whether used as

vegetables or as medicines, could be successfully grown ; while in the mountains, the

same plants found a congenial climate from April to October. Accordingly, at these

stations
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stations in the respective seasons, Henbane, Datura Stra?nomum, and Nicandra hidica,
r

were successfully grown, and afterwards converted into extract for experiment, and

subsequently for the Medical Depots. The extract of Henbane particularly was highly

approved of by several medical officers, and pronounced by Mr. Twining, after trial in

the General Hospital of Calcutta, to be of " most excellent quality." In the same

aces and seasons, the Belladonna, Foxglove, and Hemlock, could be equally well

grown, with many other plants requiring a similar climate.

But a plant, second hardly to any in point of importance in furnishing food for man,

Requiring also the has been introduced This

the Potatoe, for which India, as well as the rest of the Old World, is indebted to the

New World. It has been found in a wild state, in 33° of S. latitude, in Chili, in the

mountains near Valparaiso and Mendoza, and also near Lima, Quito, and Santa F^

de Bagota ; but in these situations it is supposed to have escaped from a state of culti-

vation, as the illustrious Humboldt argues that it must have travelled north in ** the

course followed by the Incas in their conquests." But as it was introduced into England

from Virginia in 1586 by Sir W. Raleigh, and not known to the Mexicans in the time

of Montezuma, he concludes it as probable, that if the English colonies did not

receive it from South America, this plant was originally wild in some country of the

northern hemisphere, as it was in Chili. This conjecture has been singularly confirmed

by the Potatoe being found wild on the Pic d'Orizaba by Deppe and Schiede. (D. Don).

The Potatoe, we are informed by Dr. Ainslie, was introduced into India from the

Cape of Good Hope, and some of excellent quality are produced in the Mysore

country, particularly at Bangalore and Nundydroog. They are grown all over India

(Roxb.), and of a very fine quality in the cold weather, or from October to March,

along the plains of India from Patna to Loodiana. Dr.Wallich states, that ** they are

planted in the valleys and lower hills of Nepal, so as to aftbrd fresh crops all the year

round : the roots are planted in February, June, and November, and gathered after

three months." They were introduced into the northern mountains, and grown in the

neighbourhood of Simla, at an elevation of near 7,500 feet; and by Major Young, on

the mountains north of Deyra, at an elevation of 6,700 feet ; so that Mussooree made its

first appearance on the map by the name of the Potatoe Garden. Their quality was

subsequently much improved by Captain Townsend raising some from seed, which in

the third year became of enormous size, and of very good quality. They are now

J)ecoming very generally cultivated, both in the hills and plains of Northern India

;

and it is fortunate both for sellers and consumers, that those grown in the former come

in when the others are going out of season. Potatoes are in some places becoming adopted

as food by the natives of India, though more slovi^ly than could be wished; at this we

need not be surprised, as even in France their use was not generally adopted until after

their introduction into Europe more than two hundred years, and then only owing to

the persevering eflTorts of the philanthropic Parmentier, round whose tomb, in Pere la

Chaise, they are now yearly planted: so that M. Fee remarks, " verity frappante.

2 o toujours
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toujours repet^e et toujours nouvelle: il fautd^ployer plus d'activit^ et plus de ressources

d'esprit pour faire du bien aux hommes que pour leurnuire."

Indebted as India is io the New World for the Capsicum and Potatoe, there is yet

another plant, which, though not to be compared with the last in real importance, is

still more valuable as an article of commerce. This is the Tobacco, which from being

the solace only of the red American, has become one of the luxuries of the rich, and

almost a necessary of life for the poorer inhabitants of a great portion of the globe.

The Hindoo, slow to adopt strange customs, has been caught with the general infection

;

and though some religiously abstain from its use, their nobles, as their wonien, may

be seen inhaling it in the midst of perfumed essences, while the labouring bearer and

hard-working boatman seem to derive fresh vigour from their ever-in-hand hooqqas

:

the mountaineer, finding it inconvenient to carry such an apparatus over his rugged

roads, makes a hole in the ground, through which he smokes.

The Spaniards are said to have first become acquainted with the Tobacco in the West

Indies. The name by which it is now known was that used in the Haytian language to

designate the pipe used in smoking the herb, which by the Mexicans was called i/etl,

and by the Peruvians sai/ri (Humboldt). It was first cultivated near Lisbon about 1560
;

and introduced into England in 1586 by Sir Walter Raleigh and his companions. It

early attracted the notice of the English settlers in Virginia, especially after the founding

of James Town in 1607. Shortly after this, it appears that Tobacco was introduced in

lieu of specie, as the tavern-keepers were compelled to exchange a dinner for a few

pounds of Tobacco, and government officers were paid in the same commodity (Tatham,

p. 180); Make Brune, quoting from Morse, states that, about 1619, on the arrival

of a fresh body of emigrants, 150 young women were sold to the planters as wives, at

ISOlbs. of Tobacco each. In the native annals Tobacco is described to have been first

taken to Java in 1601 . In Persian works on Materia Medica, it is stated to have beeij

introduced into India in A.H. 1014 (A.D. 1605) towards the end of the Sultunnut of

Jelaladeen Akbar Padshaw. This is confirmed by a proclamation of Jehangeer, who

succeeded in July of that year. From India Tobacco was probably taken to the
r

Malayan Peninsula, and perhaps to China ; but Pallas, Rumphius, and Loureiro, are

of opinion that in China the use of Tobacco is more ancient than the discovery of the

New World.

As Tobacco is now extensively cultivated both in the Old and New World, it will

be proper, if we wish to obtain an idea of the climate best suited to it, to ascertairv

that of the places where the best kinds are grown. The species referred to the genus

Nicotiana are twenty-six in liumber in the Syst. Vegetabilium of Roemer and Schultes.

Of these, some are doubtful and others probably only varieties ; so that one-fifth may

be safely deducted from the above number. The remainder are indigenous in America
r

from Brazil and Chili, along Peru, to Mexico and the rocky mountains on the north.

One species, N, Australasia, R. Brown Congo, p. 472 (suaveolens, Lehm., undulata, Bot.

Mag. 673) is undoubtedly wild in New Holland, in the neighbourhood of Port Jackson.

N. persica,
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that

N.persica, of Dr. Lindley, affording the fiae Shiraz Tobacco, is supposed to be so in

Persia and N, chinensis, in China.

The species most generally cultivated is N, Tahacum. The seeds of N, repanda,

Bot. Mag., t. 2484, were given to Mr. G. Don, as that of the species from which the

small Havannah Cigars are manufactured ; but smokers find little difference in flavour

between these and the larger kind. N. multivalvis^Bot. Reg. 1. 105, is cultivated by

the Indians who inhabit th^ banks' of the Columbia, while those of the rocky mountains

and of the banks of the Missouri, prepare their Tobacco from N. quadrivahis, Bot. Mag.

f. 1778, and N. nana, Bot. Reg. t. 883, which are allied to the former. N. rttstka is

chiefly cultivated in Western Africa (Mr. G. Don), as well as in Egypt, according to

Mr. J. Bennet, from specimens brought by Mr. Wilkinson. Mr. D. Don informs mt

it also affords the Tobacco of Salonica (the ancient Thessalonica); probably also

that of Latakkia (Laodicea), which is so much esteemed. It is also cultivated in tlie

north of Germany, Russia, and Sweden ; according to Mr. Loudon, with N, Tabacum,

near Utrecht and Guelders ; and a variety of it in Ireland. From Parkinson we learn,

that i^ was the kind preferred by Sir W. Raleigh.

In taking a view of the climate suited to the cultivation of any of these species,

nothing so much excites astonishment as to find a plant, which with rice, sugar, cocoa,

coffee, and cotton, attains great perfection in tropical regions, also successfully culti-

vated in the northern climates of Sweden and Scotland. This is owing to its being a

plant requiring only a few months to bring it to perfection, and therefore finding the

summer temperature of many countries suffice for its cultivation ;
but it is still remark-

able to find Tobacco cultivated with equal success in Cumana and in Maryland,

The cultivation of Tobacco in North America for foreign commerce, is chiefly carried

on in Virginia and Maryland, or almost from 35° to 40° of northern latitude. The

climate of America, as we have seen when treating of the of Tea, p

M.T

is like that of China, subject to great vicissitudes between winter and summer, but the

latter only being that with which we have any concern in the cultivation of an annual

13lant, it is sufficient to mention, that according to the illustrious Humboldt, the mean

temperature of Williamsbourg in N. lat. 38° 8' is 58°, and of Philadelphia in N. lat.

39° 56' is 54°, and the mean temperature of summer in the latter, 73°.94. The other

places which are celebrated for their Tobacco, are Havannah, lat.

23°
JO', mean

temperature of year, 78°.08 ; of summer, 83°.3 : Vera Cruz, lat. 19

27' M.T. 81°.86; S.T. 83°.7. But as these much exceed the

summer temperature of northern places where it is grown, as of Stockholm, 61°.88;

Dublin, 59°.54 ; Edinburgh, 58°.28 ; it will be necessary to inquire, whether there

any peculiarities of climate in the places where Tobacco is actually grown

we shall meet with considerable difficulties in ascertaining what are all the deside-

the successful cultivation of Tobacco, as almost of every other

plant; for colonial cultivators in the accounts which they have published, so seldom give

any good account of the climate in which their experiments have been made, that

and Cumana

But here

with respect

2 o 2 find

•
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find it almost impossible to ascertain what are the states of dryness or moisture of the

atmosphere, what the nature of the winds, what the proportions between the richness of

a soil and the dryness of the air, or even what the temperature during the different

processes; for upon all these must depend both the growth of the plant and the nature

of its secretions, as already pointed out in the article on the cultivation of Cotton, p. 88.

But from the notices procurable from other sources, and especially the works of

the illustrious Humboldt, it appears that though Tobacco be exported from very hot

places in the Gulf of Mexico, it is only grown on elevated ground in the vicinity of

Vera Cruz, Cumana, and Havannah, where, as will be seen in the accompanying notes,*

a very slight elevation is sufficient to produce a modification of temperature, as well as

a constant circulation and comparative dryness of the atmosphere ; for as the lower

strata become heated, they expand, and necessarily ascend; the capacity of air for

moisture as for heat being in proportion to its rarefaction ; this, with coolness, will also

produce dryness, which favours evaporation from the surface of leaves. Mr. Loudon
has succinctly stated the requisites for obtaining good Tobacco. ** In hot, dry, and short

summers, the Tobacco is small, but of delicate quality and fine flavour ; in long.moist

and not very warm summers, it will grow large, but be without that fine flavour, which
can only be given by abundance of clear sun-shine and free dry air. In the north of

^Germany, he adds, a good wine year, which depends on warmth and dryness, is always
a good Tobacco year;" and it may be inferred, that the combination of heat with

moisture*

The island of Cuba, lying between N.lat. 23° 15' and 19° 48', only seventy miles in breadth, and every

where pervaded by mountain ridges, must necessarily have its climate modified by these, as well as by its
• « a ^ ^ -^ _

and warm, but more temperate and

W. I. islands. Moreover according to Humboldt, " the influence of localities, of which the study is of so

much importance to the cultivator, as the great breadth of the New Continent, the proximity of Canada, the

winds which blow from the north, and other causes, give the equinoctial region of Mexico and the island of
' ' ^ character. One would say, that in these regions the temperate zone, the zone of variable

cijmates, increases towards the south, and passes the tropic of Cancer. In the envh-ons of Havannah (lat. 23° 8')

the thermometer has been seen to descend to the freezing point, at the small elevation of 262 feet above the

particul

an

while under the equator, this only takes place at double the elevation." (Pol. Hist, of New Spain, 11. p. 362)'.

partic

abundance The

and

intendancy (Humboldt, iii. p, 40). The towns are situated on the eastern decli-
vity of the Pic d'Orizaba, and on the road to Xalappa, which, as elevated 7719 feet, enjoys a cool and agree-

have

warmer, but much cooler than that of Vera Cruz, and

purity and healthiness of its dim
I breezes. ^^ Cumanacoa, fourtppn 1

mountains
^

w *. w ^^^., ^^*joovooi.,v* vrj, c* IXIIJIU ctHU eve
envu-ons supply the province with Tobacco."—£„c: Metrop.

Bahia, also celebrated for its Tobacco, which was exported not only into Spain, but i,

South Amencan States, has also any excessive heat of climate moderated by the sea breeze.

Its
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moisture, will, in this, as in other plants to which it is not fatal, produce great extension

of the parts of vegetation with coarseness of fibre, perhaps also of flavour.

. Tobacco has been introduced into the Old World, and produced of such excellent

quality, over so wide an extent of latitude, as to prove that in properly selected sites,

and with the care bestowed on it in America, it may be grown of as fine quality in many
parts of the Old Continent. Thus we find it cultivated in the islands of the Indian

Archipelago and in Java. Manilla has long been celebrated for its Tobacco ; Niebuhr

describes it as very fine; many smokers prefer Manilla cheroots to any other. Here the

climate, though the Philippines are situated under the Line, is described as excellent,

in consequence of the height of the mountains, and the regularity of the sea breezes.

. The next Tobacco which has obtained a European reputation, is that of Darabjird
L

in Fars: of this locality it is sufficient to state, that it is in the neighbourhood of Shiraz,

in 30° of N. latitude, and situated on the table land of Persia; that the climate,

though hot, is dry, and as celebrated for its Wine as for its Tobacco. This has been

ascertained by Dr. Lindley to be the produce of his N. pcrsica (Bot. Mag. 1. 1592); but

whether it be a native of Persia is less certain, as the Persians have no other name for

it than tumbakoo; and the careful culture and cure make one suspect that it was intro-

duced by the Portuguese when in possession of Ormuz. Still further north, the Tobacco,

commonly called Turkish, produced by N. i^ustica, and grown on the coasts of the

Mediterranean, is highly valued. But the Dutch, which is compared to the Maryland,

and like it grown in the highest latitudes, is also much esteemed, chiefly owing to its

careful culture and preparation ; for the Tobacco of the south of France is intrinsically

better, but less carefully prepared (Loudon). It is lamentable to exclude India entirely

from this enumeration ; but whether this be owing to a defect of climate or of culture,

is not yet apparent ; or whether in consequence of the large consumption of what is good,

the inferior kinds only find their way to the export market : but there is no doubt that

East-India Tobacco holds the lowest place in the English market, and is described as
r

being too high dried, or as all stalk and powder, fit only for the inferior kinds of snuff,

or for re-exportation. The inconveniences of this are not so much experienced in India

as elsewhere, for both natives and Europeans use the Tobacco for their hooqqas, only

when beat up with molasses, conserves, and spices.

That it is not owing to any inherent defect in the climate of the British possessions

in India, that the Tobacco is of such inferior quality, I am happy to be able to prove

by extracts from official documents, with which, owing to his kindness and anxiety

to assist in improving the resources of India, I have been favoured by Mr. William

Johnson, of the East-India House. First, with respect to that which obtained consi-

derable repute under the name of Martaban Tobacco, Dr.Wallich states, that " the

sort is from Arracan and not from Martaban ;" and describes it as having ** a fine silky

leaf: tried by many people, it had been pronounced the very best they had ever

tasted, equal to, nay, surpassing the finest imported from Turkey and Persia." An

d^itensive tobacconist says, ** a finer and better flavoured Tobacco he never saw or

• tasted

•
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tasted m his life." One of the first brokers in the City say^, " the sample of leaf

Tobacco is certainly of a very fine quality, and appears to have been produced from

some peculiar seed, and a greatly improved cultivation and cure." By many manufac-

turers " it was supposed to be from the seed of Havannah or St. Domingo Tobacco."

For smoking, it is compared with Maryland Tobacco, having the same qualities, ** except

the flavour, which is better, and more like Havannah." The colour and leaf are more-

over pronounced excellent for cigar-making ;
" but if any thing is against it for that

purpose, it is the largeness of the principal stalk, and coarseness of the small fibres iri

the leaf." The commercial gentleman by whom the Tobacco was frahsmitted to the

brokers, pronounces it very superior, and the leaf as very fine, adding, that the price of

6d. or 8^. might readily be obtained, perhaps more, with the improvements suggested.

As it is interesting, if possible, to ascertain the peculiarities of climate and country

where so superior an article is grown, \ve have a communication from Mr. R. Hunter,

the gentleman who brought the Tobacco from Arracan, who states that " the Sandoune

Tobacco grows on the sloping banks of rivers not overflowed while the crop is on the

ground, but inundated during the rains. The best is that grown above the influence of

the tides, about thirty miles from the mouth of the river. The ground receives appa-

rently great attention in cleaning and in breaking the clods. The Tobacco is all trans-

planted about November, and the crops are cut about March." Here we see the coldest

season is selected for the cultivation : with respect to climate, it may be inferred from

the province of Arracan extending along the western side of the Bay of Bengal, and

included between the coast and a range of mountains, that it must have alternations of

temperature, and of land and sea breezes ; and that though Arracan Proper is low,

inundated, and shut in by low hills, at Bassein the climate is described as neither

oppressive nor unhealthy from November to May (Ericl. Met. Pegu), and Sandoway

as mountainous, and not subject to inundations, enjoying a cool sea breeze, and

temperate nights nearly through the year. It is however, probable, that the superiority

of the Tobacco is owing to careful cultivation and cure. This was probably taught by

Europeans; as Arracan was the seat of a Roman Catholic mission in the beginning of

the seventeenth century. It is pleasing to find here, as in the vicinity of Ormuz, the

arts continuing to benefit a country long after the conquests of those who introduced

them have passed away.

Of other Tobaccos which have some repute in India, Dr. Ainslie states, that "the

finest kinds in India, and perhaps in the world, is grown near the village of Woodanum,

in the Northern Circars," "and in some of those low sandy islands formed at the mouth

of the river Krishna (from which is made the famous Masulipatam snuff"); also in the

Delta of the Godavery, where the soil is peculiarly rich and fertile." Dr.Wailich, in his
r

evidence before the Committee of the House of Commons, stales that some excellent

Tobacco was grown at Boglipore, from Havannah seedj and that some very esteemed

kind is grown in Bundelcund. The Tobacco of Chtinar is celebrated in India, as is

more especially that of Bhilsa, of which a great portion I am informed by Dr. Moor^,

IS

'
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is sent away in presents by the Raja of Nagpore. It is to be regretted that we are

unable to ascertain the commercial value of any of these, as they do not appear to have

been sent to the English market. The only exception is that mentioned by Mr.

Ritchie, of one bale of the fine Tobacco grown in the northern districts of Bombay

sellingforB^., while American sold for Sc?. ; but the average of the experimental exporta-

tion being found defective in the curing, sold only for Id, and 2^., and did pot pay, as

is frequently the case with importations of Tobacco from Bengal and Bombay.

Such appears to have been the state of the grdinary Indian Tobacco, when the

East-India Company determined on endeavouring to induce cultivators to improve the

culture of Tobacco by importing seed from Maryland and Virginia, which was to be
m

freely distributed to those inclined to make experiments on the subject.

These experiments, I regret to say, seem, with one exception, to have been undertaken

only in the southern parts of India, at least it is from thence only that samples have been

sent to the India House. Importing seed from 35" to 40", and with territory from 8* to

32° of Nqrth latitude, elevated from to 13,000 feet above the sea, it is greatly to be

lamented that experimenters should have been confined to between 12"* and 1G°, that is,

to the districts of Cuddapah, Guntoor, and Coimbatore. The object being to get an

article similar in properties to that already'esteemed in the market : the plan would be

to make the first attempts, as failure is so apt to discourage, in the soil and climate

most like that whence seed is procured.' Though the above districts may by a different

treatment be enabled to grow very good Tobacco, there is no doubt that the soil was either

too rich for the Virginia seed, or the climate too moist and warm, or perhaps both con-

joined, for the plants have grown so luxuriantly, that the stalks and fibres have attained

a size and coarseness, fitting them better for twisting into cables than for putting into a

pipe. One cultivator, indeed, states that the plants grew so well, as to be twice the size

of the country plants. The Tobacco was besides so badly packed, and worse cured, that

the brokers describe the different samples as " too dark in colour,"—** thick and coarse

'' nearly all stalk ;"—and when the leaf is well grown, it is pronouncedgrown,"

** over large, with a thick coarse stalk,"—" unpleasant or musty in flavour, —" worm-

eaten,"
—" not properly cured,"—** packed in a damp state,"—and that, as articles of

commerce, they are ** not marketable,"—or *' of no value ;"—and of the best it was

said, that some Tobacco from Holland of much better quality, had been sold undet
-J

2d. per pound.

These facts are sufficiently discouraging, and were it not for the autbor's confidence,

that they are the necessary result of inattention to principles, it might perhaps be

considered more prudent to withhold them when recommending a new culture. But as

others might commit the same mistakes, it is proper at once to meet the difficulty,

that we may at the same time suggest a remedy. Besides, the Tobacco of Arracan and

that from Bombay has shown that even without the aid of foreign seed, some of very

superior quality may be grown in India ; while the following facts prove that by careful

management, Virginia seed may be made to yield a good crop, even in the rich soil and

climate
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climate of Bengal. This Tobacco was imported in the Sir T. Munro, and produced from

Virginia seed sown in the garden of the Agricultural Society of Calcutta :
" the method

pursued in its cultivation and preservation is that generally adopted by the Americans."

This specimen was submitted by the Court of Directors to the examination of some

dealers and manufacturers in London, who pronounced it to be '* the best sample of Indian

Tobacco they had ever seen. In flavour and general appearance of the leaf, it approaches

the descriptions which are usually selected here for manufacturing into cigars, and for

smoking in a pipe, viz. Havannah, St. Domingo, and Ameersfoorth (Dutch): all of

which command high prices in relation to other kinds of leaf Tobacco. A portion of

this sample has been made into cigars here, which are much approved; and it is probable

that if a moderate supply of Tobacco of the like quality were in this market, it might

be in some request for making into cigars, and would come into competition with the

Tobacco of St. Domingo, which is at present worth from 6d. to 8^. per pound in bond."

The successful result of this experiment will, it is hoped, remove any unfavourable

impression produced by the former, and prove, as might be inferred indeed, from the

Arracan and Bombay samples, that there is nothing in the climate of India unfavourable

to the production of good Tobacco, when this is attempted with careful treatment in a

good climate.
,
The more temperate climate of N.America, and the modified one of

a

tropical situations, is attained in India by the cultivation being commenced in the cold

weather, and the spring temperature equalling the summer one of more northern

climates is sufficient to bring it to perfection. That it may also be grown of a superior

quality in more southern provinces, is very probable, for it is not a puny seedling

which is to be nursed into healthful existence, but the gross-feeding weed luxuriatin<y

in rankness, which is to be reduced to more moderate dimensions, and starved into

fineness—objects easily effected by a less rich nourishment, and a drier and more open

atmosphere, both attainable in poorer, though good elevated parts of

the Peninsula, and in many parts of India, as along the banks of the Ganges, as well

as in Tirhoot, Rohilcund, and the Doab ; and across India, in Bundelcund, Malwa, and
the northern provinces of the Bombay Presidency. Success will still depend upon the

skill of the agriculturist, in suiting the richness of his soil to the dryness of his climate,

diminishing the former in proportion to the moisture of the latter, thoug-h it is doubtful

whether as fine Tobacco can be grown in a moist as in a dry climate. It must be
remembered, that the present excellence of American Tobacco is not the spontaneous

effusion of the soil, but the result of the unwearied attention of both the Government
and cultivators to the impr6vement of its produce ; for some of the American Planters

seemed to think in former times, as Indian Zumeendars appear to do at the present day,

that «' mil/ thing was good enough for the merchautsr (Tatham, p. 141.) The Govern-
ment, jealous of the good name of Virginian produce, issued rules for checking over-

luxuriance, and appointed officers to see them enforced, as well as for rooting up
inferior plants

:
while every hogshead of prepared Tobacco was taken to government

warehouses, to be inspected by competent officers before it could be exported

;

and

of

m
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of an inferior quality condemned to be burnt (Tatham, p. 69—106; and 138,

207).

It is unnecessary to dilate on the cultivation and cure, as these are detailed in the

instructions sent out to India by the Court of Directors in 1819, and may be seen

fully described in works easily procurable ; as London's E/ici/clopcedia of Agriculture,

which gives, in an excellent article, the cultivation in a variety of places ; and " The

Tropical Ag}icultu?ist" which includes the most valuable portions of ** Tatham's Essay

on Tobacco," as well as the cultivation of Shiraz Tobacco, from the Hort. Trans, v. 1

.

n. s. p. 205 ; it is hoped that the remarks in this article on the necessity of paying-

attention to the strangely-neglected subject of climate will not be without their use.

It must never be lost sight of, that the Americans pay equal care and attention to the

soil, the seedling nursery, the transplanting, earthing up, keeping the ground clear,

removing inferior leaves and side shoots, topping so as to leave only eight to ten

leaves on each plant, airing, fermenting, drying, prizing, and packing. It is to be

wished, as recommended in the case of Cotton, p. 89, that the effects of good culture

and careful curing should be tried upon seed produced from Bhilsa,Arracan, &c. as well

as upon that of foreign growth, but at first in situations as similar as possible to them,

in climate, soil, and production. This, however, can be hoped for to any extent only,

when more attention is paid to the inferences to be deduced from a comparison of scien-

tific data; for the empirical attempts of purely practical people, though sometimes

attended with success, are as frequently followed by failure. It is to be hoped that

my friend Mr. James Prinsep, will persevere in getting good accounts of the climate

of every part of India; and it is to be wished that good specimens of colonial produce

could be sent to the several parts of India, so that cultivators might get an idea of

what they had to rival, as well as of the prices which would reward their successful

exertions.*
«

117. SCROPHULARINE^.

The Sci'ophularinecE y though most nearly allied to Solanea, are also so to some of the

following orders, and consist of several tribes, according to the distribution of Mr.

Bentham, as given in the Botanical Register, June 1835, and in his excellent account

of the East-Indian Scrophularinea . The plants of this family are found almost every

where from the hottest to the coldest parts of the globe: one species of Pedicularis
J-

extending even to Melville Island. About 160 species are found within the limits of the

Indian Flora ; they are common in the plains, and occur in considerable numbers in

the mountains. But the tribes which prevail in the latter are those of which the

genera are chiefly found in temperate countries ; though of these a few species occur

also
I

w
tlie gratifying intelligence, while the previous sheet is passing through the press, as a " strong corroboration

of my views respecting the capabilities of the country/' tliat Tobacco has actually arrived from India^ and

been sold in the London market for 8d. a-poimd !

P
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also in the plains, but it is only during the cold weather ; while the tropical genera

which occur in the mountains spring up entirely in the rainy season.

The tribes which affect the mountains are Verbascece, AntirrkmecE, Veromceo!, and

Rhinanthea. Of Verbascum and Euphrasia there are only single, but of Scrophularia,

Pedicidaris, and Vero?2wa, several species ; the two first, with Verbascum, confined to

the cold and temperate parts of the northern hemisphere, while Veronica, like Euphrasia,

occurs also on the south coast of New Holland, as well as in the Straits of Magalhaens;
and Euphrasia in South America. Calorhabdos, Picrorhiza, and Hemiphragma, are

the new genera peculiar to these mountains. Of the tribe Veromce(2, Wulfe?iia has one
species in the Himalayas, one in the Carinthian Alps, and the third on the mountains
near the Columbia, on the west coast of North America. Gymnandra has one species

m Cashmere, one in Kunawur, and several in Siberia, as far east as Kamtschatka.
ia, of a few species, has also one in the Himalayas, one in Van Diemen's LandOuri

and one in the Straits of Mag
The European species which are found on the Himalayas, are Verbascum Thapsus,

Euphrasia officinalis, Veronica alpina, biloba, Beccahunga, serpyllifoUa, and Atiagallis.

The three last are also found in America, as is Pedicularis verticillata, also existing in

these mountains, with P. versicolor. Though the species of this genus are numerous
(twenty), especially in Kunawur, none have been identified with those of Ledebour,
though this flora contains so many of the Altaian species.

Veronica Anagallis {undulata. Wall.) occurs also in the plains of India, as well as

V.agrestis; with these are also found, Antirrhinuj?i Orontium f3. indicum, and Linaria
ramosissima {Roylei, Chavannes) ; the former found also in the Himalayas, at 7,000 feet

of elevation, and the latter is mentioned by Dr.Wallich as occurring in Nepal. I

have specimens from the Jhilum or Hydaspes. The distribution of Antirrhinece has been
admirably elucidated by M. Chavannes, in his Monograph, (for a copy of which I take
this opportunity of returning my best thanks) whence it appears that thouoh Antirr-

The Indian Linaria

hinum and Linaria chiefly prevail in the Mediterranean region, they are also found in
the New World, and a few species spread to the plains of India, as we have seen to be
the case with some plants of other families from the same regions,

is most nearly allied to the Egyptian species.

The Scrophularinea, which chiefly prevail in the plains of India and especially in
the hot and rainy seasons, belong to the tribes Gratiolece, BuddleecE, and Gerardiece,
with Celsia, of the tribe VerbascecE. The genera Dopatrium 2.ud Artanema are con-
fined to India and the Peninsulas

; Lindenbergia is also found in Arabia, and Peplidium
in Egypt; Pterostigma and Bonnaya in both India and China ; Mazus in both, as well
as in New Holland ; where are also found, in tropical parts, the Indian genera Micro-
carpcea, Limnophila, and Centranthera, as well as species of Mimulus, Herpestes, and
Buchnera

;
which, as well as in India, occur also in South America, with Torenia

Stemodia, and Vandi found in China, with species of Buchnera and
Buddlea. The latter exist also in South America and the West-Indies Buchnera

m
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in Africa. Gerardia, common in India and the Himalayas, belongs also to the Floras

of Brazil, Mexico, and North America, the Cape of Good Hope, and of China.

Glossostylis is found in the Malayan Peninsula, Brazil, at the Cape, and in Western

Africa.

The Indian species found in other countries are Lmnophila grotioloidcs in New Hol-

land; Mazus rugosiis in Cochin-China; Bofwai/a verbetKcfolia ^nd hi/ssopwides, with

VandeUia Crustacea^ in China ; PepUdium humifusum in Egypt ; Hcrpestes 3fonmeria in

both tropical Asia and America; also in New Holland ; VandeWa diffusa and Toraua

parv'iflora in the Indian Peninsula, Mauritius, and Brazil.

The genera of these tribes, of which species are found in the mountains in the rainy

season, are Liiidenhergia, Ste?ncdia, Mazus, Mmulus, Bonnarja, TorcnWy Buchicra,

Gerardia, Cetitrajithera, and Buddlea. Those of Buddlea form bs. found

moderate elevations ; 5. m^jo^ is highly ornamental ; Centranthcra hisp'ida occurs both

in the mountains and in the plains, flowering in the latter in October, and in the former

in June; Tojxnia cordifoUa is found in the Circar mountains and at Mussooree ; Buchnera

orobajichioides has a very wide distribution, being found in the Peninsula and Central

India, in the north at Suhunsudhara, and in both the eastern and western coasts of

tropical Africa.

The Scrophularinece contain, with the exception of the Foxglove, but few useful

plants. Some others are employed in medicine from their acrid and bitter properties,

as Gratiola officinalis^ some Calceolarias, Vti^onicas, &c., and Euphrasia officinalis; so, in

India, the root of Picrorhiza Kurrooa is used in native medicine, as are the leaves of

Hcrpestes Monniera ; also Linaria ramosissimay Wall, (v* Ainslie. Mat. Tnd. 11. p. 483),

as Z. vulgaris in Europe. The flowers of Buddlea Neemda are delightfully fragrant,

Picrorhiza Kurrooa. nob.—Bentham, Scrophularinese Indicae. p. 47. Veronica?

Cat- n. 404.—Tab. 71. f. 2, (a) A flower; (6) calyx and pistil
; (c) corol opened oi

Lindleya

rather too short in proportion ; (e) capsule opening ; (/) transverse section of the same
; (y) a seed

enclosed in a beautiful net-like transparent membrane,

Hab. The generic and specific characters of this plant having been already pubhshed by IMr.Bentham,

it is unnecessary to repeat them here. It was procured by Dr.Wallich from Gossainthan and Kemaon,

and by myself from Kedarkanta and Shalma. The genus is named from the bitter root used in native

medicine, and for which that of Gentiana Kurroo^ Tab. QQy fig. 2, is frequently substituted.

Pedicularis versicolor. (Wahlenb.—Stev* monogr. 52). Bentham, Scroph. Indicee, p. 54.—Tab. 70.

fig. 2.

Hab. On Shalma and towards Cashmere.

Gymnandra Cashmeriana. Benth- Scroph, Indicac?. p. 47.—Tab. 73. fig. 3. {a) A flower
; (6) corol

opened ; (c) calyx and pistil.

Hab. Cashmere.

118. OROBANCHE.^.

The Orohanchece^ a small order of parisitical plants, separated from Scrophularinecp,

are common every where within the limits of the Indian Flora, and though few in

number, fully bear out the resemblances which we have endeavoured to point out, in

the Flora of different parts of India to that of other countries. Thus, Orohanche iudkay

most nearly allied to O. ^gypf'wca, is extremely common in the plains of India, espe-

2 p 2 cially
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cially in fields of rice and sugar-cane; yvhWe' O. ca'ryophyllacea of Smith, found in

Europe, and figured by Ledebour from the Altai mountains, is found at Pungee in

Kunawur, where we have already seen so many genera and species of those mountains.

In the upper regions of the Himalaya, which we have seen to approximate to the

European Flora, we have Lathi'cea squamaria, which I found in abundance on the

shoulders of Urrukta. ^ginetia is peculiar to the country, and the same species,

M.indica, as we have seen in so many other instances, extends from the southern to

the most northern parts along the forest-covered base of the mountains, as in theKheree

Pass, Deyra Doon, and valleys* within the Himalayas. M.dbhreviata occurs with the

last in Silhet and the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas. A doubtful species of PhelipcEa

probably grows in similar situations, as it was found mixed with specimens of M. ab-
w

breviata, in the Madras Herbarium. (Benth. Scroph. p. ^6.)

119. LENTIBULAKE^.

The LenlibularecB, frequently placed near PrimulacecE on account of their 1-celled

ovarium and free central placenta, are also very closely allied to Scrophulaiinecs, some

of which, as several Limnophilas, they greatly resemble in habit. Like other plants,

delighting only in aquatic situations, they indicate more the presence of moisture than

the nature of the climate ; we therefore find them in many places where this is present,

though the Pbiguictdas affect the colder, and the Utricidarias the warmer parts of the

globe. Of the last, we find many species in India, either floating on pieces of water,

or luxuriating in the moisture of a rice-field. A few species also occur in Nepal.

U. stellaris, figured by Dr.Wight (Bot. Misc, Suppl. t. xxvii.)^ is well worthy the attention

of the vegetable physiologist for the elegance and size of its utriculi and semi-transparent

structure, through which many vegetable phenomena might be observed. The admirable

fitness of these air-bladders for enabling the plant to float on the water, is also worthy

the attention of those who admire the beautiful adaptation of every thing in the creation,

for the purposes it is intended to serve.

120. CYRTANDRACE^.

In conformity to the usual custom, I have continued to consider this as a distinct

family, though it would be safer to unite it, though exalbuminous, with the Gesneriace(£»

as Mr. Brown, in his observations on Aikinia, in Wall. PI. As. Rar. iii. p. QQ, states,

** that in the forthcoming first part of Dr. Horsfield's Plantcc JavaniccE Rariores, I have

entered at some length into the subject of the structure and affinities of Cyrtandracece

,

and the natural family {GesneriacecE) to which I have referred that tribe.'* Professor

Von Martius also, in his latest work, Conspect. Regni Vegetab., considers them as tribes

of the same family. The GesneriacecEy generally distinguished from Cyrtandracece by

having albuminous seed and usually a semi-adherent ovarium, are confined to the

tropical parts of the New World, from the West-Indies as far south as Rio Janeiro.

Like the CyrtandracecE , they are closely allied to the three preceding, and to the two

following

•
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following orders. Cyrtandra consisted at first of a single species found by Forster in
T

the island of Tanna. Dr. Jack discovered others at Sumatra, with some allied genera,

which he formed into the family of Cyrtandracc(j^, Lin. Trans, xiv. 23, described by

Mr. Don under the name of Didymocarpe<2, Previous to this, a species of the family

had been described by Vahl under the name of Rottiera, for which Sprengel substituted

Henckelia; under which name Dietrich. Syst, Veg. has since brought together several

plants, which by other botanists are arranged under different genera, indeed under

diiferent families. Several new genera have been described by Dr. Blume {B'ljdrag.)

and others by Mr. Bentham, in his Scyophularinede IndiccE.

The CyrtandracecE are now numerous in genera and species, and though restricted to

the Old World, and chiefly abounding in its tropical islands, have a very wide distribution

in latitude, as Streptocarpus Rheiih Bot. Reg. 1173, is found at the Cape of Good

Hope ; the two genera, Dorcoceras and Rehmannia, found by Bung6 in the north of

China, belong, the former certainly, and the latter probably, as I am informed by

Messrs. Bentham and Lindley, who have received specimens, to this family ; and if

Ramonda should be found really to belong to this family, it will be an additional

instance of a single species of a tropical family extending into European regions. The

tropical species abundant in Java and Sumatra, at Singapore and in Penang, extend

along the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet and Pundooa, thence along the mountains to
r

Nepal, Kemaon, and the Northern Himalayas, where a few may be seen at as great an

ivation as between 7,000 and 8,000 feet in 30^ and 31° of N. latitude. But it is only

during the mild temperature and equable moisture of the rainy season that they are

seen, when, instead of evaporation, there is always deposition of moisture, and the

*»-*'

most delicate plants may remain unchanged for days and vreeks. The rest of the year
J

the seeds remain dormant, exposed to both the cold of winter and the heat of summer.

But on the return of the dew-point atmosphere, they shoot up with the utmost luxu-

riance, and form the richest ornaments of what at other seasons appeared the barest

rocks. It is not surprising, therefore, that no species have been received from the dry

climate of the northern face of the Himalaya. But it is unaccountable that so few species
L

should have been discovered in the Indian Peninsula, consisting only of two species of

Didymocarpus ; a doubtful Cyrtandra from the Travancore mountains; a Glossanthus

from the same and Ceylon, and another species of the same genus from the Neelgherries.
M

The genera confined to Java and the islands are Cyrtandra and Loxoma (Jack),

Tromsdorffia, Agalmyla, Wh'itia, Rhynchotechum, Ccniromay Kuhlia (Blume), Stauran-

thera (Benth.). Aikinia (Br.), is found in the island of Timor and in Java. Glossanthus

does not extend beyond Pundooa, where there are several species of JEschynanthus,

but only one in Nepal, and also one of Epithema. Lysionotus termfoUa is found there,

as well as in Kemaon; but the species of Didymocarpus, Chirlta, Loxotis, and

Platystemma, are found all along the mountains. C. hifolia and P. violoides, two of

the most ornamental, attain also the most northern limits, being found at Jurreepanee,

Simla, &c. Lo.rotis (Wulfema, Wall.) ohliqm approaches the nearest to Kunawur;

Didymocarpus
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Didymocarpus venosus and Chirita diaphana, nob,, attain the highest limits, being found

on Tuen, between 7,000 and 8,000 feet of elevation.

The plants of this family are watery in nature, and possessed of little sensible

properties ; but one species, Didymocarpus aromatica, is stated by Dr.Wallich to be

used as a perfume and an aromatic drug, and called by the natives kumkuma and rani-

govindh i.

hifolia Wall. Cat. N. 800.—Tab. 70. fig. 1.

Wall. From Jurreepanee upwards towards Mussooree

Didymocarpus macrophylla. (Wall.)

Hab. Nepal and Kemaon. Wall Ju

Platystemma violoides. Wallich, PI

(a) Corel enlarojed ; (b) the same, with

Tab. 70. fig.S.

M
Cat. N. 4410—Tab. 71. fig. 1.

id) ') capsule ; (/) the same enlarged ; (g)

d, with Chirita bifolia, covering the ro

?adv figured bv Dr.Wallich. it has beenHimalayas; v. supra. Though already figured by
particular request, and being so conspicuous a feature of these mountains at one season of the year,

could not well be omitted in a work specially dedicated to the illustration of their Flora ; but this

figure also fails in doing justice to the extreme beauty of the plant. I have referred the genus to

Mr
that family.

121. PEDALINE^.

The Pedallmce of Mr. Brown, Sesamece of some authors, are so closely allied to both

the preceding and the following order, that Dr. Lindley states, Nat. Orders, p. 237,

that ** the three might be re-united without much '5

they are distinguished

from Cyrtandrace(E by their woody placentae and hard, stony fruit; and from Bignoniacece

by their wingless seeds, but like both are found only in tropical parts of the world.

The genera found in India are Pedalium and Sesamuniy both probably peculiar to the

country
;
but the latter is so much cultivated, as to have become distributed in different

countries of Asia and Africa. S. prostratum is found on the coasts: several other

species are enumerated ; but those which I have seen, though permanent, appear only

varieties ofone species. One is called kala til, from the blackness of its seeds, and is a

larger plant than the white-seeded plant, called suffed til, which is not so common as

the other in Northern India. These plants are every where extensively cultivated in

India for the excellent oil yielded by their seeds, and known by the names of Sesamum
and Gingilie oil, meetha tel and til ke tel of the natives. By a little management it may
be made to look and taste nearly for which it is frequently substi

tuted. The leaves, like those of Pedalium murex (gokhroo-dukhunee) are mucilag
and the meal like that of other mucilaginous seeds, as linseed, is esteemed for pou

122. BIGNONIACE-^.

The R 'gno7uacece, in addition to their other alliances, have also a close one to Acan-
thacece, from which they are distinguished by their winged seeds. Though generally
arborescent, the order also contains herbaceous genera, as Eccrcmocarpus, Calampelis,

and
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and Incarvillea. The Bignoniacece are found only in tropical parts of the world,

extending north to Pennsylvania and the north of China, and south to Chili, the Cape

of Good Hope, and New Holland. In India they are found in every part. Dr.

Wallich's new genus, Trigonocarpus, is confined to the Burmese coast, Schrebera to the

south of India, and Wightia gigantea. Wall. PI. As. Rar. t. 81, is found only in Nepal.

Bigfwnia, indigenous in the tropical parts of America and Africa, and Spathodea also in

New Holland, are found chiefly in the southern parts of India ; but species of the

former, as B. indica and suaveolens, extend to the most northern parts, as the Kheree

forest. B. undulata also extends far north ; I have seen it very abundant on the point

of junction of the Chumbul with the Jumna. The genus Incarvillea, which supplies the

place of Eccremucarpiis in the Old World, found hitherto only in China and Japan, has

also (at least the subgenus Amphkomc) been discovered in the Himalayas, where Dr.

Wallich's /. Emodi was found, near Srinuggur, and by myself on the Suen range.

An additional species, /. (Aniphicome) arguta. Tab. 70, f. 2, was discovered by M.

Jacquemont in the valley of the Buspa, and by my plant collectors near Turanda,

in Kunawur.
i

The Bignoniacea: are chiefly remarkable for their trees when in flower, being clothed

in the gorgeous colouring which in temperate climates is the characteristic of more

humble plants. The leaves of one species, Bignonia Chica, yield a red colouring

substance known by that name, and several of the Brazilian species aflbrd timber

valuable for its hardness, durability, and even elasticity, so that they are employed in

ship-building, and even for making bows. (v. Lindley. Nat. Orders, p. 237.) I know

not the properties of the timber of the Indian species, but it is large, and worthy of

inquiry. The bark and capsules of Bignonia indica are described by the natives as

being astringent, and used in tanning ; as is B, suaveolens: " the pleasant- tasted and

fragrant flowers of B. chelonoides" (an B. suaveolens?) are described by Sir W. Ainslie

as being employed in making a cooling drink in fevers.

Having, in examining the Himalayan species of Incarvilleay observed some appear-

ances not mentioned in, or at variance with, the descriptions of that genus by Jussieu

and Lamarck, T was induced to ask the opinion of the highest authority on the subject,

and Mr. Brown has been good enough to favour me with his opinion, that the Hima-

layan species are too closely allied to be separated into a genus distinct from the

Chinese Incarvillea, but are yet sufficiently distinguished to constitute a subgenus: he

has been good enough to enrich my work with the character of this, and an amendment

of that of the o^enus Incarvillea.

Incarvillea. Jnss. gen. 138.

" Calyx 5-dentatus, nunc lO-dentatuSj alternis (accessoriis) menibranaceis.

Corolla fauce ventricosa; limbo 5-lobo inaequali.

Stamina antherifera quatuor, didynama inclusa. AnthercB lobis distinctis apice convergentibus,

singulis infra apicem processu subulate munitis

!

Stigma bilamellosum.

Capsula siliquj^formis, bilocularis, bivalvis ; septo contrario Hbcro intra marginem semenifero.

Semina suspensa (v. membranaceo-niarginata v. comosa), radicula supera,

Herbae
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Herbae alternifoliae foliis pinnatis bipinnatifidisve : racemi terminalis laxi pedicellis tribracteatis,

Rudimentum filamenti quinti (primum in Amphicome detectum a D. Royle). Genus Bignoniaceis

adjiciendum, in sectione tamen propria ob habitum et semina pendula, radicula supera (v. Prodr, Flor.

Nov-oU. 1. p. 471.) locandum et in duo subgenera dividendum. Horum alterum Incauvillea /i^^^.
-

chinense, distinguituFj foliis bipiniiatifidis ; calyce, pra?ter normales, dentibus 5 accessoriis sinuuni

loco menibranaceis emarginatis ; seminibus obovatis margine lato membranaceo indiviso cinctis.

Alterum, Amphicome, (Cyrtandraceis quodammodo accedens) ex Indian septentrionalis montibus;
r

foliis pinnatis foliolis incisis ; calyce 5-dentato sinubus simplicibus ; seminibus fere subulatis utrinque

acutis, basi et apice membrana capillaceo-lacera comosis.'^

Incarvillea {Amphicome) arguta ; sufFrutex, S-pedalis, diffusa ; foliis pinnatis, foliolis oppositis breve

petiolatis 3-4 jugis cvim imparl lanceolatis acuminatis basi ina^qualibus dentato-serratis, floribus diffuse

racemosis, racemis axillaribus terminalibusque.

—

Amphicome arguta. Tab. 72. fig, 1. {o b) Flowers;

(c) calyx ; (d) corol cut open ; {e) stamen seen in front (/) from behind
; (g) style and stigma

;

(t) capsule with persistent style; (A;) capsule ripened ; (i) a portion of the same, with the dissepiment

protruding, and of a rounded form when covered with seeds, but is in direction opposite to the valves ;

{j h) seeds.

This elegant species is the second of its genus, which has been found in the Himalayas, and has been

drawn (from specimens brought me from Lower Kunawur) by Mr, Wilson Saunders, who has succeeded

in giving a good general idea of the plant. It is most probably like the kindred species, /. Emodiy

provided with a subterranean perennial stem, from which shoot the annual, striated, leafy stalks-

Leaves alternate, petiolcd. Racemes long, few, or many-flowered, somewhat secund. Pedicels long,

slender, with two or three small subulate bracts, more or less near to the flower, according to the

elongation of the pedicel. Calyx tubular, pentagonal, angles stiffer than the membranous ciliate sides,

terminating in 5-narrow subulate, slightly hairy teeth. Corolla hypogynous, monopetalous, irregular,

tubular near the base, ventricose above, limb 5-lobed, lobes short, rounded, ciliate, imbricated in

a?stivation. Stamens 4 didynamous inserted into tube of corolla, with the rudiment of a fifth stamen

(not represented in the figure.) Anthers 2-lobed, lobes converging towards apex, one a little longer

than the other, each furnished about its middle with a small tail-like process, filament terminated above
r

the anthers in a broad membranous process. Germen oblong, with its base surrounded by a small

cup-like disk. Style long, slender, persistent. Stigma composed of tw^o thin lamellar plates. Capsule

long, slender, silique-like, somewhat twisted when ripe, 2-valved, but the valves remain permanently

united on one side, and open on the other, as in Wightia gigantea. Dissepiment thin, free, opposite

to the valves, covered on both sides along the margins with suspended seeds, which are oblong, rough

externally, slightly winged at both ends, and terminating in a much-divided coma of fine hairs.

Embryo exalbuminous, straight, almond-like ; radicle above. Cotyledons foliaceous.

123. ACANTHACE^.
As in several of the preceding, so in this family many of the species have a general

resemblance to some of the Scrophulajinea , though the order is more closely allied to

Bignoniacece. This might be inferred from Blume having united the Cyrtandracect with

the latter, while Bartling has placed them nnder Acanthacece. These are, however,

distinguished from BignoniacecE by their seeds, though exalbuminons, being without

wings. Kesembling the last-named family in structure, they do so also in geographical

distribution, for they are found in the equinoctial regions of both the Old and New
World, with a few species extending north into the south of Europe, Pennsylvania, and

Japan, and southwards to the Cape ofGood Hope and the southern coast of New Holland.

In India the Acanthacece are found every where in the plains, and also at considerable

elevations in the mountains : the distribution of the genera, and even of some of the

species.
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species, fully bears out the resetnblance which we have seen that the Flora of India

bears to that of some other countries. Thus, taking the genera as they were until

lately circumscribed, we find, as stated by Mr. Brown, Congo., p. 450, that all the

genera found on the western coast of Africa, exist also in India ; as Nelsonia, Adtnosma,

Elytraria, Lepidagathis, Jiisticia, Hypoestes, Mheikma, and Bkpharis. Of these, the

three last occur also in Arabia, with Ruellia, Barkria, Justic'ia, and DicUptera. The
last-mentioned genera are moreover found at the Cape of Good Hope, with Thuiihergia,

Acanthus, Bkpharis^ and Hypoestes: the last also in New Holland, with, chiefly in the

tropical parts, species of Nelsonia, Adenosma, Hygrophila, Justicia, Eranthemum,

Ruellia, and Dilivaria. Many of these Indian genera, and also some of the same

species are found in the islands of the Indian Archipelago, whence they extend north-

wards along the Malayan Peninsula, and from Cochin-China into China, and a few

into Japan. Being a tropical family, we find here, as in many others, several genera

common to the Old and New Worlds; as fhunhergia, Barleria, Lepidagathis, JEthcilema,

Eranthemum, Dicliptera, Ruellia, and Elytraria : to these may be added. Professor Nees

Von Esenbeck's new genera Ebermaiera, Leptostachya, Gejidarussa, and even Blechu7n,J\.\ss.

of which, though hitherto supposed to be confined to America, this celebrated botanist

states having seen a species from the island of Luzon. With the exception of the

last, all these genera are found in India, with Crossandra ; a true species of Acanthus
r

has been added by Dr.Wallich from Silhet.

Such were the names and number of the genera of Indian Acanthacece, when they

were subjected to an elaborate examination by Professor Nees Von Esenbeck, the

results of which are published in an admirable monograph in the third volume of Dr.

Wallich's Plantae Asiat. Rar., p. 70-117. In this the Indian ^c^wM^ce^^ are divided

into the three tribes of Thunbergiece, Nelsoniece, and Echmatacanthi, including all those

with hooked retinacula. The first tribe contains the genera Thunhergia, Meyenia,

and Hexacentris ; and the second, Elytraria^ Nelsonia, Adenosma', Ebermaiera^ and

Erythracanthus . The third tribe is subdivided into the sub-tribes of-r-l. HYCROPHiLEiE,

containing the genera Hemiadelphis and Hygrophila. 2. Ruellie^, containing Z)j/j-

choriste^ Dipteracanth us, Petalidium^ Ruellia, Phkbophylluniy Buteraa, Adenacanthus,

Stenosiphonium, Strobilanthes, JEchmanthera, Goldfussia, Asysiasia, Echinacanthus, and

Leptacanthus. 3. Barlerie^e—J[*/erflc««M«, Barleria, jEtheilema, Lepidagathis,

Nearacanthus, Blepharis, Acanthus, and Dilivaria. 5. Justicie^—Crossandra, Endo-

pogon, Loxanthus, Phlogacanthus, Cryptophragmium, Rostellaria, He?nichoriste, Grapto-

phyllum, Adhatoda, Gendarussa, Leptostachya, Gymnostachyum, Eranthemum, Justicia,

and Rhi?iacanthus, 6. Dicliptere^—Rungia, Dicliptera, Peristrophe, Hypoestes, and

Raphidospora. 7. Andrographide^—Erianthera, Haplanthus, and Andrographis

.

Many of these genera are peculiar to India, especially its southern parts, or common

to these, the Malayan Peninsula, and Indian Archipelago. From the forests of Silhet

a few extend to Nepal, and thence as far north as the banks of the Sutlej. Some

penetrate from the longitudinal into the transverse vallies of the Himalaya, even in the

2 Q most
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I

w

most northern parts, as Adhatoda Vasica, Phlogocanthus thyrsiflorus, Andrographis

echioides, Eranthemum nervosuttiy Barleria ciliata and cristata, Strobilanthes auriculata,
m

Petalidium barhrioides, and Rhinacanthus communisy all of which are found in the

Kheree and Deyra jungles, and several in the interior. In the arid country on the

banks of the Jumna are found Elytraria crenata, Barleria Hystricc, Blepharis mollu-

ginifolia and boerhavicEfolia , Lepidagathis cristata, with several species of Rostellaria,

Sec. A few only of this family ascend the mountains, as species of JEchmanthera

,

w

Goldfussia, Strobilanthes, Echinacanthus, and Peristrophe ; some of which may be seen

at as great an elevation as between 7,000 and 8,000 feet, in 30** of N. kt. Most
i

of these are highly ornamental^ and therefore well worthy of introduction into at

least the green-houses of England. The most remarkable of the whole is no doubt

jEchrnanthera {Ruellid) gossypina, with its thick coating of white tomentum.

Of species common to India and other countries, Adenosma uliginosa, Eranthemum

nervosum, Andrographis paniculata, and Hypoestes purpurascens, may be mentioned

as likewise found in New Holland ; the last also in China. Dilivaria ilicifolia occurs

in the Delta of the Ganges, on the coasts of the Peninsula, those of Java, Penang,

and New Holland.

The AcanthacecE contain few plants possessed of much medical virtues, or useful in

the arts. Some are demulcent, others a little bitter and acrid. Adhatoda Vasica is

esteemed in India as a cure for coughs, Asteracantha longifolia is accounted tonic and

diuretic, and Rhinacanthus communis very efficacious in curing obstinate cutaneous

affections ; while Andrographis (Justicia) paniculata, called huluftiath, &c. by the
<

natives, and known to Europeans by the name Creyat, is highly esteemed as a powerful

bitter, and, as an ingredient of the Drogue amere, obtained considerable repute as a

for cholera

124. VERBENACE^.
The VerbenacecE resemble several of the preceding orders, in having irregular flowers.

They are distinguished from Labiates, to which they are most closely allied, by their

2-4-celled fruits and terminal style. The order is chiefly found in tropical countries,

with a few species extending into higher latitudes, as into Europe, N. America, Japan,

the Cape of Good Hope, and New Holland. These are usually annuals, or form small

shrubs
:
the tropical species, on the contrary, consist chiefly of large trees belonging

to the genera Tectona, Hymenopyramis, Wall., and Glossocarya, Wall., found in Burma;
also to Gmelina, Vitejc, and Premna : while species of Symphorema, Congea, Wallrothia,

Streptium, Callicarpa, Lantana, and many species of Clerodendron form shrubs. Most
of these occur in the greatest abundance in the southern parts of India, while species

of the three last occur also in the New World ; as well as of Verbena, Zapania, and
Vitex. The last, with Clerodendron and Premna/\s also found in tropical New Holland,
and the two first in China. Lantana is often supposed to be confined to America, but
a species is stated to be found at the Cape of Good Hope, and another in Arabia, while
there are two undoubted species (Z. indica, Roxb., and ^w3/«. Wall.), found wild in

several
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several parts of India. Phryma is another American genus, which must in future

be included in the Indian Flora, as the same species, P. leptostachya, exists in such

widely-separated localities as N. America, and Mussooree and Simla, elevations of

7,000 and 8,000 in the Himalayas. Verbena officinalis and Zapania nodiflora are

found both in the plains and mountains ; the former, common in Europe, occurs on

in the cold weather in the plains, while the latter is common in New Holland, and
different parts of America. Avicennia was first annexed by Mr. Brown to MyoporinecE

,

but has since been restored by him to VerhtnacecE. A. tomcntosa is found on the coasts

of India, New Holland, and of many of the islands
; also on the coast of Africa. It is

the rack of Bruce, v. Prod. Fl. Nov. Holland, and Wall. PI. As. Rar. t. 276.

The species which extend to the most northern latitudes along the foot of the
L

mountains, are GmeVma arhorea, Tremna mucronaia, Callicarpa macrophylla , Cleroden-

d)vn Siphonanthus, denfatum, and gratum ; the last of which appears to differ little from

C. odoratum. Vitex trifoUa is found in a cultivated state, and V. Negundo most common
in the open plains of N. India; on the arid banks of the Jumna Cle?^odendron

pklomoides, extending there through Bundlecund from the Indian Peninsula. Vited-

Negundo and V. incisa are found at small elevations, as well as in the vallies within

the mountains. Fremnal pygmaa may be seen in more exposed situations on the

mountain-side.
r

Many of the Verbenacece are possessed of slightly bitter, subastringent, and some of

aromatic, properties. Verbena officinalis is employed medicinally in India, as formerly

in Europe ; so Volkameria inermis, Clerodendron phlomoides, Premna integrifolia, Zapania

nodiflora, and CalUcarpa lanata are bitterish, and used, equally with others, in

Indian medicine. The last is also accounted sub-aromatic, as are several of the

Lantanas ; L. pseudo-thea being employed as a substitute for tea in Brazil, while

Aloysia {Verbena) triphylla displays this principle most fully developed in its sweet-

scented leaves. T\\q Premnas, on the contrary, are all foetid; an acrid principle is

secreted in the fruit of Vitex Agnus Castus, formerly called piper agrestis, for which, in

India, that of F. triphylla and Negundo are substituted, • and called flfil burree (wild

pepper) : the leaves of both are much used in India for cataplasms and medicated baths.

But timber is by far the most valuable product of the plants of this family. Vitex

altissima and arborea, Premna mucronata, yield it of a hard and durable nature ; as does

Gmelina arborea, esteemed for its resemblance to Teak (v. Roxb. Fl. Ind. iii. p. 84), the

most valuable of the family, perhaps, of the vegetable kingdom. This, known to

botanists by the name Tecto?ia grandis, is called tekka, teke, and sag or sagoon in

different parts of India ; its sub-astringent leaves are aptly compared to elephant's

ears. The teak is well known to be a native of Burma and Pegu, especially along the

banks of the Irrawady ; also of Ava, Siam, and Java. The teak forests from which

Bombay is chiefly supplied lie along the western face of the Malabar ghauts. Dr.

Roxburgh describes it as also found on the mountainous parts of the Coromandel coast,

and on the banks of the Godavery, above Rajamundry. From this, or from the western

2 Q 2 ghauts.
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ghauts, it proceeds far into the interior of India, as I have seen it abundant, though small,

in the vicinity of the mountain fort of Adjeegurh, in Bundlecund, The teak has been

introduced as far north as Saharunpore, where it succeeds w^ell, and. has been exten-

sively planted along the banks of the canals by Major Colvin and Lieut. Cautley.

Others of the family would also succeed well in every part of India.

Lantana dtibia (Wall.) frutex inermis ; foliis oppositis cordato-ovatis acuminatis serratis scabris

subtus sericeo-pilosis, ramis quadrangularibus hispidis, pedunculis foliis aequantibus, capitulis rotundatis

demum elongatis spiciformibus, bracteis cordatis foliaceis squarrosis.

—

Lantana duhia. Wall* Cat. N*

1823.—Tab. 73. %. 2.

Hab, This plant was first discovered by Dr. Hamilton on the banks of the Jumna, and called by

him Lantana Gochana (v. Wall. Cat. N. 1821. c.) where I myself found it in several places, as well

as in the neighbourhood of Saharunpore, and have received specimens from the Pinjore valley. Dr,

Wallich also collected specimens of the same species at Assufghur in Rohilcund. I have no doubt

that this species is indigenous, and therefore regret that the specific name dubia should have been

applied to it ; perhaps the name of the discoverer or his original MS, name would be preferable^

125. LABIATE.

The Lahiatce form so natural an order, as to have induced Jussieu to say

that the whole might almost be considered one huge genus. They are connected

by their irregular flowers with several of the preceding, but are distinguished by

their 4-lobed ovary, and style arising from the base of the ovules. The species are

distributed over every region of the globe, though they affect temperate rather than

very hot or very cold countries ; but some are found in all, with the exception only

of the very coldest. The whole have been subjected to a rigorous investigation by

Mr. Bentham, in his elaborate and admirable monograph of the LabiatcBf consisting of

1,696 species belonging to 108 genera, of which 25 are common to the Old and New
Worlds. These are distributed into the eleven tribes ofOcimoidece, Menthoidece, Monar-

a

de^i Satureinecef Melissinecey Scutellerinece, Prostrantherce, Nepetece^ Stach^dea, Prasiece,

and AjugoidecB, of all which, except Prostrantherce, there are Indian or Himalayan

species, 113 being found in the former, and 200 in the latter. The genera which are

prevalent in the plains, chiefly of southern parts, and nearly peculiar to the country,

or extending along the Malayan Peninsula to the Indian Archipelago, are Anisochilus,

Pogostemon, Dysophylla, ColebrooMa^Gomphostemma^ Cymaria, and Achyrospermum. Those,

of which species are also found in Africa, are Geniosporunif Acrocephalus, Coitus,

Leonotis, Leucas, Moschosma, and Pkctranthus ; the two last, with Anisomeks, also

extend to New Holland. Orikosiphon, with several Indian, has one American species,

and Ocimum a few species in both Africa and S. America. Of several of these, species

extend to the most northern parts of India, and a few also ascend the Himalayas, as

species of Pkctranthus and Coleus. Gomphostemma extends to Nepal, as does Dyso-

phylla pumila, found also as far north ag Cashmere by M. Jacquemont. Lavandula,

of the tribe OcimoidecBy is chiefly found in the south of fiurope and north of Africa

;

also m Egypt, Arabia, and Persia; but one species, L. Burmanni, extends to the

western parts of India (Bombay, Col.Syhes; Deccan, M. Jacquemont); whence it was

probably
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probably first made known to botanists. Leonurus, indeed the same species, L. Sibericus,

is found in Europe, Northern Asia, Africa, and America ; it occurs both in the plains

of India and in the Himalayas.

Of species which extend from the southern to the northern parts of India, Anisochilus

carnosus and Leonotis nepetcEfolia, may be mentioned as common on the banks of the

Jumna and in the interior of the mountains. Leucas procumhem and L. urticcpfoha

occur in Bundlecund, and the latter also in Arabia and Abyssinia. An'mmeles Heyneana

spreads from the Peninsula to Salsette. Cokus barhatus is found in the mountains of

the Peninsula, and of Arabia Felix, in Nepal, Kemaon, and near Kedarkanta.

Moschosma polystachya and Coleus scutellaroides extend to New Holland; Acrocephalus

capitatus, Leucas chinensis and mollissima, with Anisomeles ovata, spread eastward mto

China. Oc'imum canum and baulkum^ Leucas martinkensis, exist also in Africa and

America ; Leonotis nepetcefolia in the former only. Salvia acaulis and piebeia, belonging

to sections found in Africa and also in America, are both indigenous in the plains of

India. *S'. plebeia occurs also in tropical Asia generally, in China, and New Holland ;

it extends north in India to the banks of the Jumna.

The genera, on the contrary, which are found in the Himalayas, display, as we

should expect from the differences in climate, affinities in vegetation to very different

countries. Those which are peculiar to these mountains, are Perilia, Marmoritis,

Roylea, NotochcBte, Eriophyton, and Colquhoutiia , Holmskioldia keeps to the jungly

base. Fleetranthas, Meriandra, Craniotome, are genera of which some of the species
*

are seen in these mountains, but others in hot parts of the world. Salvia,

Prunella, Stachys, Leonurus, Teucrium, and AJuga exist almost every where, except

the last, which is not found in America ; and Scutellaria every where, but in tropical

and Southern Africa. The above, therefore, do not prove analogies in vegetation.

Elsholtzia and Eremostachys are common to the north of Asia and the Himalayas.

Mentha, Melissa, Dracocephalum, and Lycopus chiefly inhabit the temperate parts of

Europe, Asia, and America ; the last has also one species in New Holland. Hyssopus,

Lamium, and Marrubium exist in Europe and Northern Asia. Of the last, one species

extends to Cashmere, and one as far as America. Hedeoma is an American genus,

of which one species has been found in the Himalayas. Origanum, Thymus, Phlomis,

Ballota, chiefly occupy Europe and the Mediterranean region. The Himalayas appear

to be the head-quarters of Nepeta, as five species were discovered by Dr.Wallich, eleven

by the Author, and ten additional species by M. Jacquemont, of the latter, N, gluti-

nosa exists also in Mr. Inglis's collection.

Hyptis is a vast American genus, of which a few species spread to the Old World,

perhaps not originally indigenous, as H. spicigera and pectinata, found in tropical Africa,

and the last also in Asia ; but H. obtusifolia, Br., is a new, though undescribed species,

found by Mr. Salt in Abyssinia. H. nepalensis Lehm, is not known to Mr. Bentham,

but H.suaveoiens was brought me by my plant collectors; they stated from the Choor

mountain. It is found in S. America, tropical Asia, and also in the Indian Peninsula.

As
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As the species of LabiatcB are numerous in the Himalayas, so are those common to

these mountains and to Europe ; as Thymus Serpyllimy Origanum vulgare. Prunella vul-

garis, andLamium ampkxicauU. Leonurus cardiaca, Lycojms ea;altatus, Hyssopus officinalis,

and Mentha sylvestris are found in Kunawur; Nepeta Cataria, Melissa Clinopodium

,

Mentha sylvestris, arvensis, and viridis, in Cashmere. The last is also common in the

Himalayas in a cultivated state, and called by the people of the plains puharee podeena,

(hill-mint), to distinguish it from desee podeena, or the mint o3f the plains, cultivated

in gardens. Lamium amplexicaule is also found in the plains in the cold weather.

The species of the south of Europe, and of parts of the Oriental or Siberian reo-ions,

which also spread to the Himalayas, are Scutellaria orientalis and galericulata. Salvia
^ - -

Sibthorpii, Marrubium astracanicum, Melissa umbrosa, and Elsholtzia cristata, while
Origanum normak and Stachys sericea, first described from Nepal, have been found
much further north, the first near Lake Baical, and the second in Ghilan. Ballota

limbata, of the section inhabiting the south of Europe, Persia, and Arabia, was found
by M. Jacquemont in the Punjab at Pindaden Khan. Scutellaria rivularis and Ajuga
decumbens are common to the Himalayas and to China. Micromeria bijlora with Prunella
vulgaris, exists both in the Himalayas and Neelgherries.

The Labiatce are well known for the odoriferous nature ofmany of the species, dependant
on the presence of a pungent, generally fragrant essential oil, which is remarkable for

commonly containing camphor. Some of the family are also possessed of bitter properties,

hence a few have been employed as tonics and febrifuges, ViS Teucrium Ckamcsdrys,
Scordium and Chamcepitys, Glechoma hederacea, Ocimum febrifugum, Salvia amarissima,
&c. Some are better, and perhaps more deservedly, known for their uses in seasoning
food, as thyme, sage, savory, marjoram, and mint; while others, as lavender and
rosemary, are more celebrated for their uses as perfumes. Man^ of these having been
described in the works of the ancients, have found their way into those of the Asiatics,

where Lavendula stcEchas may be found under the name oostakhoodus ; rosemary under
uhleel-ool-jibbul ; thyme, as kasha; hyssoip, zoofae-yabis ; basil, rihan;

mint, nana; and sage, under the names salbiah and sefakuss (Ainslie, 1. p. 359)
which last are evident corruptions of Salvia and elisphacos. It is remarkable, that
though many of these, as thyme, hyssop, and marjoram, are indigenous in the

marjoram

Himalayas, they, or rather some inefficient substitutes be imported
India by the Red Sea, to be prescribed at the foot of mountains where the fresh and
genuine articles may be had in any quantity. Several of the above succeed well also
in the gardens of Northern India ; but perhaps none would be so much valued by the
natives as the peppermint, with the essential oil of which they have become so well
acquainted, from its frequent prescription in cholera. Some efficient substitute might,
however, be found for this from among the indigenous plants of this family, of which
several are already used by the natives for t^e same purposes as their European allies

;

as species of Anisoineles, Dysophila, Elsholtzia, and Pogostemon. Though the different
species of Ocimum are the most grateful and most highly esteemed, O. sanctum, forminO

one
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one of the sacred plants of the Hindoos. Flectanthrus coi'difolius, Coleiis harbatus and

aromaticus are also very aromatic. Both the hill and plain varieties of mint are much

used by the natives in medicine, as is Mentha Royleana by the hill-people. But

Meriandra strobilifera (rnurtoo), from its strong fragrance, promises to be as useful

as any. M. Bengalemis is already much used by the natives, and called kafoor Jcaputta.

Camphor-leaf. Royka elegans, called putkuroo, is, on the contrary, employed in the

mountains as a febrifuge, as we have seen to be the case with some of the Teucriums in

Europe.

Dracocephalum Roykanum, or Balwigoo of the natives, is the only plant of the family

at present much cultivated in Northern India, and this on account of its seeds, tookhm-

balungoo, which are extensively employed in India for forming mucilaginous drinks, in

cases where these are indicated.

Salvia Mans (Royle), Bentham in Hooker^s Botanical Miscellany, vol. 3. p. 373, and Labiataruin

Genera et Species, p. 219 and 717-—Tab. 75, fig. 2.

Hab. This very handsome species was brought me by my plant collectors from Cashmere. It was

subsequently found, as we learn from Mr. Bentham, 1. c, p, 717, by IVI. Jacquemont, in the elevated

herbaceous regions of Cashmere, near Banhatti, and also on Peer Punjal. It is well wortliy of intro-

duction into the gardens of England, together with Salvia Moorcroftiana, and some others of the

ornamental Labiatce, found in the elevated regions of the Himalaya.

Phlomis Cashmeriana (Royle), Benth. in Hook. Bot. Misc. 3. p. 382, and Labiatarum Genera et

Species p. 630,—Tab. 75 a fig. 1.

Hab. This, like the preceding, and figured with it in the same plate, is from Casliniere, and also

well worthy of introduction into England.

Eremostachys mperba (Royle), Benth. in Hook. Bot. Misc. 3. p. 381, and Labiatarum Genera et

Species, p. 637.—Tab. 74.—Plant half the natural size, (a) A flower of the natural size; (&) the same

seen sideways; (c) the same, with the corol removed, and the calyx cut open ; (d) upper lip of corol,

with the style closely embraced by the stamens, of which the filaments are covered with closely interlaced

hairs, so as to give them somewhat the appearance of being bound down by a membrane, filaments

terminated at their base by laciniated appendages, as in the filaments of the lower lip (d^) ; (e) vertical

section of two achenia; (/) achenium thickly covered with hair ; (g) transverse section of the four

achenia.

Hab. This very showy and elegant plant I have only met with in the Kheree Pass, or entrance on

the direct road from Saharunpore into the Deyra Dogn. Introduced into the Botanic Garden, it

became perfectly naturalized, and highly ornamental. I^have little to add to Mr. Bentham's excellent

description of the generic and specific characters published in his JVIonograph of the LabiatcBy except

that all the four filaments are terminated by the laciniate appendages, and that tJie annual stem springs

from a large tuberous root-stock.

126. BORAGINE^.

The Bo?^agmecE, very nearly allied to Labiates by their 4-Iobed fruit, are sometimes

divided into several orders, as Boragima, Heliotropkece , and Ehretiacea; but these it is

more convenient to treat of as tribes of the first. The Boi^aginea, including in this

term the sub-orders, Boragece and Ct/noglossecE,
partipularly abound in the temperate

u

parts of the northern, with a small proportion also in the southern hemisphere, as at the

Cape of Good Hope, in Nev/ Holland, Chili, and Peru. They are especially abundant

in the temperate parts of Europe, in the Mediterranean, and Oriental regions. From

Caucasus they extend into Siberia and the Altai mountains, and southwards to the

Himalayas,
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Himalayas, where are found the generB. EcMum, Onosma, Anchusa, Myosotis, and Cynog-

lossum. Lithospermum and Echinospermum are confined to Kunawur^ with one species,

L.vestitum, of the former, found both there and in the arid parts of the plains of

N. India. This species is closely allied to another, found by Lieut. Wellsted on the

shores of the Red Sea. Species of all these genera, except of the three first, are

found in North America; but Anchusa exists at the Cape of Good Hope, with

Echinospermum, Myosotis, and Cynoglossum, of which' the two latter occur in S. America

and New Holland, with Lithospermum also in the former. . Some European species of

this, as of other families, extend to the Himalayas, as may be seen in the accompanying

account of the Boraginece in my collection, with which I have been favoured by my
friend, Mr. Bentham. A few species descend from the mountains to the plains, as

Cynoglossum canescens and furcatum, where is also found Trichodesma indica, which
likewise occurs at low elevations within the 'mountains. T. zeyianica, spreading to

New Holland, is confined to the more southern parts of India. The other species of

the genus are found in the Oriental region and in New Holland. Coldenia, of two species,

has one in the southern provinces of India, and the other in Peru.

The Ehretice include both herbaceous and shrubby plants, with some of the Ehretias

even forming small trees. They are found within the tropics, both of the Old and
New World, and in tropical New Holland, with some of the herbaceous genera, such
as Heliotropium, extending south to the Cape of Good Hope, and north to the south of

Europe. The genera found in India
I -

the warm parts of America, and

*

some of them in New Holland. Ehretia, Tiaridium, and Tournefortia occur chiefly in

the southern parts of India ; but species of the first extend to the most northern.

Heliotropium is common in every part of the plains, but especially in the arid country,

near Delhi, where are found H. europceum, supinum, coromandelianum, and bixvifoUum,

with Messerschmidia hispida, whence species of this genus extend to Siberia and the

Canaries, and of Heliotropium to Egypt and the south of Europe.

Several of the Boraginece have been employed in medicine from the most ancient

times, and those described by the Greeks hold a place in the Indian Materia Medica

;

but few of them are possessed of any other than mucilaginous properties; the

roots, however, of several, as Anchusa tinctoria or Dyer's Alkanet, Onosma echioides,

Echium rubrum, and Anchusa virginica, contain a reddish brown substance used by dyers
(Lindley. Nat. Orders, p. 242); so, in the Himalayas, the roots of Onosma mo^/,Wall.,
allied to O. tinctorium, Bieb., and called maharunga, from its intensity of

also used in dyeing
; another species, Lithospermum euchromon, nob., has been so

named from the same circumstance. Onosma bracteatum is called ^ao-zuban

are

gao-zuoan, or ox-

tongue, and h^sfooghulus ^nd. bu^loozun assigned as its Greek names. Borago officinalis

is supposed in Europe to be the true Bugloss. Symphytum has been transformed by the
Asiatics into sunkootun, and Lithospermum into lubishfrmun . The species of Trichodesma
are considered diuretic, and one of the supposed cures for snake-bites.

BORAGINE^
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BORAGINEiE ROYLEANE.^.*
AucT. G, BENTHAM.

SuBOBDO I. Borages.—Nuces

affia^cff. FaiiT corolla nuda,

I. Onosma.'—Li7m.—Lehm.

re.

1. O. echioides. Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc. ]. 130.

Kog-ee in Kunavvur.—Ta;jla. R. Iiiglis, Esq.

2. O, bracteatum. Wall, in Roxb. Fl. Ind. ed. Car. et

Wall. 2. 13.

Himalayas, Shalma, and mountains of Casbme
II. LiTHOSPERMUM.

—

Liim.— LeJim,

Sect, Rhytispermum. Link.—Reichb. Fl. Germ. Exc.336.

1. L, arvense, Linn.

Meero in Kunawur.
,

2. L.vestitum (Wall. Cat n. 941) pilis rigidis hispldls-

simum, ramis adscendentibus parce ramosis, foliis lanceo-

latis vel lanceolato-linearibus, spicis densis cymosis, calycis

laciniis lanceolato-linearibus, tube corollee tenui pubescente

brevioribus, corollas fauce plicata, nucibus rugosis.—Affine

videtur L. decumhentiy Vent,, sed calyces basi non pentagoni,

et rami floriferi parce foliosi.

Plains of Northern India.—Chango and Hango in Kuna-
wur. jR, Inglis^ Esq.

Sect Margarospermum. Reichb. I.e. 337-

3. L. ettchromon (Royle MSS.) hispidum, ramis adscen-

dentibus subsimplicibus, foliis radicalibus lanceolato-

liueai-ibus basi longe angustati.s, caulinis lato-lanceolatis

cordato-amplexicaulibus, calycis laciniis lanceolatis tubum

corollae glabrum aequantibus,—Habitus fere Anchusce tine-

toricEy at major, et corolla ofnnino Lithospermi. Radix

crassa intense colorata. Corolla Z. puTpuTco-C(Erulein

Nako in Kunawur.

4. L,echi(jid€s (Roy.'e MSS.) hispidum, humile, ca?spi-

tosum, foliis oblongis inferioribus longe petiolatis, corollie

glabrae calyce duplo longioris limbo erecto, laciniis supe-

rioribus longioribus.—Corollae forma Echiis quodammodo

accedit, sed stamina omnia sequalia. Faux coroUse nuda;

fHamenta brevissima supra medium tubi inserta. Nuces ad

basin calycis insertic, maturas non vidi.

Soongnum in Kunawur.—Kherang Pass. R. Liglisy Esq.

Faux coTollcB fornicibus instnicta.

III. Akchusa.—Linn,'—Lehm.

The collection contains one species allied to A.italica^

and perhaps not different from it ; but the specimens are

too imperfect to determine. They were gathered at Jhilum,

on the road to Cashmere.
I

IV. Myosotis.—Linn,—Lehm.

1. M.racemosa (Royle MSS.) foliis radicalibus longe

petiolatis ovatis basi subcordatis caulinis petiolatis basi

rotundatis, racemis longis ebractcatis, calycis laciniis

subulatis hispidis coroUte tubo brevioribus, nucibus angu-

latis vix reticulato-rugosis.—Affinis M. macrophylla* ^ sed

floribus duplo majoribus, et tubo corollae exserto abunde

distincta. A M ovalifoUa calyce et babitu diversa.

Urrukta and Choor.

2. M. rotuuRifoUa (Wall. Cat. n. 930) humilis, glabrius-

cula, foliis radicalibus longe petiolatis parvis subrutundis,

ilibus,caulinis oblongis petiolis dilatatis, supreniis

racemis ebracteatia, calycis laciniis ovato-lanceolatis tubo

corollae vix brevioribus.^—Affinis M. ovalifolitr. Wall., sed

satis diversa videtur.

Choor and Kedarkanta-

3. il/, moUJcioides (Royle MSS.) humilis, hispida, foIii«i

ad basin caulis numerosis parvis petiolatis oblongis, scapo

subnudo apice dense cymoso, bructcisnullis, calycis laciniis

linearibus hispidis tubo corollae amplo dimidio brevioribus.

Peer Punjat

Anchusa Moltkioides Illustr, T. 73. fig. 1. a. Flower;

b.c. calyx and corol opened; rf. ^. anthers; /. pollen;

g. stigma ; A, a nut.

The three preceding species belong to the same aerie* at

the J/, macrophylla^y^'hich. Lehmann refers to Anchusa,

4. M.sylvatica. Ehrhf

Pungce in KunaM'ur,

5. M. alpestris^ Ehrh f

Peer Punjal and Surthul on the road to Cashmere.

6. M, colliiia, Ehrh f

Iroongnum in Kunawur.

7. M> iniermcdia. Ehrh ?

Himalayas. Lady Sarah Amherst,

The specimens of these last four species are not perfect,

but Jo not appear to differ from the Eur<»pean forms.

8. M, palustris. With.

Cashmere and Cheenec in Kunawur.

SuBORDO II. CvNooLossEiE.

—

Ntices laterali(eT stylo affira^.

V". CvNooLossuM.

—

Linn,—Lehm.

*Nuces margine aculeis uniserialibus basi subconnexis

glochidiatae, superficie nuda vel aculeis paucis brevibus.

1. C uncinatum (Royle MSS.) ramis laxis divaricatis,

foliis petiolatis ovatis acuminatis inferioribus basi sub-

cordatis, racemis laxis ebracteatis, nucibus marginatis

aculeis uniserialibus nuce longioribus.

—

Rindera ghchidiaia.

Wall. Cat. n. 926.

Choor, Acharanda, Dokrcc in Kunawur.

A. /a.r(/?t>m, glabrior, foliis majoribus.—C. macrophyllum

(Royle MSS.)

Nagkanda, Tuen, Urrukta,

2. C. microglochin (Royle MSS.) pubescens, foliis sub-

sessilibus ovatis acuminatis basi rotundatis, racemis ebrac-

tcatis, nucibus marginatis, aculeis uniserialibus, pauci**qu^

brevissimis sparsis.

Cashmere,

3. C. grandijlomm (Royle MSS.) pilosum, foliis oblongis

acuminatis basi angustatis et cordato-amplexicaulibua,

racemis ebracteatis,calycislaciniis tubum corolla* sequantibus,

nucibus marginatis aculeis uniserialibus paucisqne brovibus

sparsis,—Nuces tantum juniores vidi.

Cashmere, Unrpoo, Choor, Kedarkanta.

4, C. longi^orum (Royle MSS. pilosum, foliis oblong's

acuminntis, superioribus basi cordato-amplexicaulibus, ra-

cemis

• The arrangement and circumscription of the genera is taken partly from Lehmann's monograph, partly from Reiclien-

bach's Flora Gcrmanica Excursoria.
9 R
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cemis ebracteatis, calycis laciniis tubo corollas dimidio

brevioribus, nucibus marginatis,aculeis uniserialibus paucis-

tjue sparsis?—Exemplaria incompleta; at species, ksiprse-*

cedent! affinis, corolla distinctissima est.

Cashmere.

5, a ghchidiatum (Wall. Cat. n. 922) pilosam, divai'icato-

raniosum, foliis oblongis acuminatisbasi angustatis sessilibus,

racemis elongatis teniiibus, floribus subsessilibus, nucibus

parvis raarginatis aculeis brevibus uniserialibus paucisque

sparsis.—Flores dimidio minores quam in prsecedentibus.-
r

C.vesiculosum. "Wall. Cat. n. 920.—Also the Nepal speci-

mens of C^canescens, Wall. Cat. n.918,
I

n

Choor, Simlo, Hogee and Chaogaon in Kuna\vur.
w

Chinee. R. IngliSy Esq.
I

••Nuces per oninem superficiem dense et subeequaliter

longe petiolatis, racemis laxe corymbosisbasivixbracteatis,

nucibus marginatis aculeis numerosis uniserialibus basi

connatis,—Habitus et flores fere Myosotidis alpestrts,

Chango in Kunawur.
[

glochidiatae.

6, C^canescens. Wilkl. Enum. Hort Berol. 1. 180.'—

C

racemosnm, Roxb. ex Wall, in Roxb. Fl. Ind. 2. 6.
h

Mussooree and Sabarunpore.

7. Cfiircntum. Wall, in Roxb. 1. c.

Mussooree, Sabarunpore, and Kheree.

/5, teiieriLm (Ko^Xe) foliis brevioribus.

Mussooree.

VIT. Trichodesma.—jBr.

L TJndicim. Br. Prod, L 496.

Plains of Northern India and losver mountains.

SuBOBDO III. Heliotbopk^.—Niic€s coalitce, in

fructu mattiTO scBpius partibiles,

VIII. Heliotiiopium.—Linn,—Lehm.

1. H.supinum* Linn. Spec. 187.

—

H,.malaharicum. Retz.

Obs. 4. 24.

Plains of Northern India.

2. H.euTopceum, Linn. Spec. 187-

Plains of Northern India.

3. H. brevifoliiim. Wall, in Roxb. Fl. Ind. ed. Wall. 2. 2.

Plains of Northern India.

4. //. coromandelianiinu Retz. Obs. 2. 9.

Plains of Northern India.

IX. Messkrschmidia.—Roem. et Schnlt. Syst. 4. i.i.

1. MJdspida (Benth,) caule hispido, foliis oblongo-

lanceolatis strigoso-hispidis, spicis elongatis paniculato-

subulato-acuminatis. Bacca subsicca tetrapyrena ossiculis

monospermis,

Delhi.

8,9. There are two other species apparently belonging \

ramosis.-CoroUa^ tubu^ calyce duplo longior, laciniis longe

to this genus, but in too imperfect a state to determine; the

one gathered in Cashmere, the other on Shalma.

VI. ECHINOSPBRMUM.

—

LeJllTl.

1. E. cannm (Benth.) perenne, caespitosum, sericeo-

incanum, ramis strictis erectis, foliis oblongo-linearibus,

racemis strictis, bracteis minutisj nucibus marginatis aculeis

brevibus uniserialibus.—Caulcs numerosi pedales. Flores

parvi. Nuces per omnem superficiem minute tuberculosse.

X. Ehretia.

Kherang Pass. R,Lippa and Purgee in Kunawur.

Infflis, Esq,

2.' E, sericeum (Benth.) perenne, caispitosura, pilis

longis sericeo-viilosum, foliis oblongo-lanceolatis, racemis

laxc corymbosis basi vix bracteatis, nucibus marginatis

aculeis longis uniserialibus.— Caulesvixsemipedales. Habitus

et flores Myosotidis nan<je, Vill. {Eritrichiiim, Reichb.)

Nuces maturas non vidi.

Nako in Kunawur. *

3. E^ spathulatum (Benlh,) perenne, caespitosum, pilis

adpressis incanum, foliis oblongis obtusis inferioribus

1. E.serrata. Roxb. Fl, Ind. ed. Car. et Wall. 2,340.

Devra Doon and Kheree Pass.

2. E. floribzinda (RoyleMSS.) arborea, foliis ovatis juni-

oribus ramisque novellis pubescentibus demum glabratis,

cymis ample dichotomis axillaribus temnnalibuscjue.

Corolla major quam in EAcevi et E, aspera. Bacca mag-

nitudlnc grani piperitls raaturitate 4-partibilis,

Deyra Doon and Kheeree Pass, and Central Range.

3. E. l^vis. Roxb. PL Corom. I. p. 42. t. 5G.

Deyra Doon and Kheree Pass.

4. E. pub'e^ccns (Royle MSS.) foliis ovatis supra scabris

subtus pubescentibus, cymis lateralibus paucifloris.—Ab
E. aspera diflfert foliis amplis coriaceis et inflorescentia.

Corolla E, Icevis,

Foot of the Himalayas.

L-

127. CORDIACE^.
This small order parated from the old Boraginece on account of the plaited

ConvolvulacecE , iscotyledons and dichotomoas styles, in which it closely resembles

chiefly confined to the tropical parts of the Old and New World. Cordiciy the only

genus in India, has the distribution of the order in Africa and America,

Arabia, China, and New Holland. One species, C. Myxa, extends into Egypt

and is found

h probably been introduced. This species al found m ery part of India

C. angustlfoUa extends from the Peninsula up to the banks of the Ganges. C. latifoVa and

tomentosa are confined to the southern parts. In the Deyra and Kheree jungles is found

C.Latora, Hb. Ham., perhaps only a variety of C, Mi).va, with a new species, C. in-

cana, nob.

The
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The succulent, clammy, subastritigerit fruit of C. Myxa, has been'long esteemed as a

medicine, under the name Sebesten, and is also eaten by Asiatics. C. latifoUa is supposed

by Dr. Roxburgh arid Mr. Colebrooke {FL Indical. p. 590) to produce the larger, while

C. My\rd affords the smaller sepistans or sehestans. 'Troni these the order was named

SebestiriefE^ by Ventenat. The bark of C. Mxjxa is accounted a mild tonic ;
that of

C angustifoUa, Roxb., {retictddta^ ^oth.),g6b?idne€\ is much used for makii

gargles; the fruit also is employed as an astringent.

O "•am^Cj

128. CONVOLVULACEiE. 't

The Convolvulacea ,
generally known by their twining habit and plaited corols, are

allied to CordiacecE by their shrivelled cotyledons, and are, Hke them, chiefly found in

tropical countries, with a few species extending north, and ascending the mountains in

warm latitudes. Thus we have them in abundance in the plains of India, with a few

only in the Himalayas. The Indian species have been carefully examined by M. Choisy,

in a memoir published in the Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Geneve, where he has

given a tabular view of the genera belonging to this family.' Of these, several are

peculiar to the southern parts of India and the Malayan Peninsula, as Blinkworthia

,

Moorcroftitty ShiUeria, Skhmeriay Ncuropeltis, and Lepistenwn ; of the last, one species

extends to Java.
' Argyrcia is common to India and China, Calystegia to India and New

Holland. Of the other genera found in India, Porana occurs in Western Africa ;

Calystegia, Breweria, and Dichondra, in New Holland; of the two last, species are

also found in America. QuamocUt and Aniseia are chiefly found in America ;
but species

of both are indigenous in India and China, while Cahnictyon has several species in India,

but only one in the West-Indies. Rivea, Ijjoincca, Convolvulus, Evolvulus, and Batatas,

are found in the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America ; and, with thie exception

of the first, also in New Holland. Cressa extends from India to the south of Europe,

and species of Cojivolvulus and Calystegia to several northern parts. Ctiscuta has a very

wide distribution in the Old World, both in hot and cold countries.

Many of the same species spread' from the southern to the most northern parts of

India along the foot of the mountains, as we have seen to be the case in other families,

as Rivea oimata, Argyreia speciosa, Porana racemosa, QuamocUt vulgai'is, Sec, all of which

are found wild in the Deyra Doon. Some are common to India, China, and New

Holland, ns Ipomcea pescapr^e, reptans, and dasysperma ; others, found chiefly in arid

parts of the country, to India and Western Africa, as /. coptica, fdicaulis, and reptans,

Batatas paniculatus and pentaphyllus, all of which, with the exception of the first,

spread to America. Batatas edulis is cultivated in all the tropical parts of the world.

Other instances of the same nature may be seen in M. Choisy's Memoir. A few

species only of those found in the plains ascend the mountains, as Rivea ornata, to

moderate elevations, Pharbitis Nil, common in various parts of the world, to as high as

5,000 feet; Ipomaa atropurpurea and cuspidata occur in Nepal; Aniseia burhrioides

in Kemaon, and on the banks of the Tonse. Cuscuta grandijiura is common in the Hima-

2 r2 aj
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layas, and also in Kunawur, with a species allied to C. Europcea. Convolvulus arvensis,

found almost every where, occurs both in the plains and mountains of India.

The Convolvulace<2 are well known for the purgative properties of the roots of

many of the family, as of Jalap, Scammony, &c. Convolvulus panduratus is substituted

in the United States for the former; so, in India, Ipomcea Turpethum, toorbud of the

Arabs, supposed to be a corruption of the Sanscrit trivrit, Hindee nusot, is accounted if

a powerful cathartic, and by Dr.Wallich an excellent substitute for jalap, (v. Gordon,

in Roxb. Fl. Tnd. ed. Wall. 2. p. 58) ; so the seeds of Ipomaa cctruleay huh-ool-nil, kala

dandy are accounted purgative in India, as are several others of this family. The

annual shoots not having secreted the due proportion of resin, are inert, and even

edible ; as the stalks of C edulis and repens. The tubers of Batatas edulis, or sweet

potatoe, have long been employed as food.

Convolvulus Scammonia, of which the dried resinous juice forms scammony, sukmooiiya

of the Arabs, is chiefly produced near Smyrna and Aleppo ; but only inferior kinds

find their way to India, though there is little doubt that it might be produced of the

best quality in Northern India. The Jalap exported from Vera Cruz was supposed to

be produced in that neighbourhood, or in that of Xalapa, by IpomcEa macrorhiza of

Michaux. But it was known to Humboldt (New Spain, vol. iii. p. 36), and also to

Dr. Coxe (v. Thomson. Elem. of Mat. Med. ii. p. 289), to be the produce of a different

plant. The latter calls it /. Jalapa, and the former says, ** that the true Purga de Xalapa

delights only in a temperate climate, or rather an almost cold one, in shaded valleys,

and on the slope of mountains.** The true plant has been fully described by Professor

Don, in a paper read before the Linnean Society, from specimens grown from seeds

sent by Dr. Schiede, which he procured from Chiconquiera, on the eastern declivity

of the Mexican Andes, at an elevation of 6,000 feet. Mr. Don retains for this the

name /. Jalapa, instead oi Schiedeana andPut'gay given it by Zuccarini andWenderoth.

The discovery of the true locality is important, as shewing that the Jalap requires

a cool climate, and may no doubt therefore be cultivated in the Himalayas.

129. HYDROLEACE^.
r

This small order, separated from Convolvulacece, contains genera which inhabit very

different kinds of climate. Nama is found in both the East and West-Indies ; and
N. (Hydroka) zeylanica extends from the southern to the most northern parts of the

plains of India, where it forms an ornament of damp and swampy situations.

130. POLEMONIACE^.

This family, allied on one hand to Gentianea;, and on the other to Convolvulacece,

abounds chiefly in America, as in Chili, Peru, Mexico, and the more southern
of the United States provinces, but especially in California. Dr. Richardson states
54'' as the most northern limit of the order. The genus Phlox has also a species in

Siberia, and Pokmormm extends from Europe across Siberia to Japan, and south-

wards
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wards to the Mediterranean, the Caucasus, and even the Himalayas, where only a

single species (P. cceruleum according to Dr. Wallich) is found in Kemaon and at

Kotgurh
; but the specimens which I have from the Choor Mountain and the Borang

Pass, as well as from Cashmere, agree better, according to Mr. Don, with P. gracik

T)f Fischer, from Siberia. In addition to this, there is another genus found on lofty

situations in the Himalaya, which is referable to this family, on the authority of

Mr. Bentham, who has named and described so many of the new genera and species

of PolemoniacecEy and has with his accustomed kindness favoured me with the following-

character of those of CyananthuSy which with its 5-celled ovary and 5-lobed stigma,

agreeing with some CampamdacecEy differs from them in its inadherent calyx.

Wall
" Calyx inferus tuhuloso-campanulatus semi-5-fiduslobis non mcnihranuccls. Corolla suhinfundihu-

liformis tubo ample limbo 5-.fido. Stamina 5 ad basin corolla? inserta oj usque lobis altcruantia. Anthera

ovario adpressa connatave- Ovarium liberum 5-locularc. Ovulain quoqueloculoplurima. Stylus simplex.

Stigma 5-lobum lobis ovatis patentibus. Capsula oblongo-conica valvis Sloculicidc-dehiscens.—^Herbac

annua? parmn ramosas procumbentes vel adsccndcntcs. Folia alterna simplicia. Flores |)nuci solitarii

ssepius terminalcs. Calyce? nigro-villosi. Corollae speciosae cffirnlca?. Semina oblongo-lincaria.

1. C Integra^ (Wall. Cat. Herb. Ind. n. 1472), foliis ovato-oblongis intcgorrimis scTrulatisve,

Hab. Kemaon, Wallich. Kedarkanta, Royle.

0\
Hab Wallich. Kedarkanta. Royle.

These plants differ from the other genera of the ordpr in their 5-celled ovarium and 5-lobed stigma,

ted

tribe.

13]. PRIMULACE^.

The Primidaceay well known from affording so many ornamental and favourite flowers,

are most closely allied in structure to MyrsinccPy from which, however, they differ

much in habit. Dr. Lindley has remarked, that *' they are nearly allied to all the

regular monopetalous orders, with capsular fruit, especially SolaiiecE and GentiaNecE.^''

They are usually placed next LentibidcnrcEy which are more closely related to Scrophu-

larine^e. Hence it is difficult to place this family appropriately in a linear series; but

if we suppose the series as returning into itself, and forming a plexus of circles and

the PrimulacecE wi o

Ornamental as are all the known Primulacece, they are no where more so than on the

coldest and most exposed of the Himalayan peaks, and at a season when returning

warmth has but just begun to displace the scene of wintery desolation. The plants of

this family are chiefly diffused through the temperate and cold parts of the northern

hemisphere, both in the Old and New World, where they are found in moist, shady,

and frequently mountainous situations. But they exist also in the southern hemisphere.

Primula in the Straits of Magalhaens, and I believe also on the mountains of 1

Diemen's Land ; Lysimachia and Centunculus in New Holland, and Anagallis in Chili

and Peru.

In India, the only plant of this family which is generally diffused through the plai

but this only during the cold weather, is Anagallis arvensis, found also in the Hin

lay

•
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layas, in Europe, and so many other places. Lyshnachia obovata was found by Dr.

Wallich at the foot of the niouhtains, in the forests bounding Oude;' Androsace

rotundifolia and incisa descend to the Deyra Doon. But in the mountains the species of

Primulace(E are about forty-five in number, belonging to the genera Primula, Androsace,

Lyshnachia, Ceutuncuhis, 'and Samohis, which are all, except Androsace, found also in

America. Of these, Lysimachia extends most southerly, as it is found on the Pundua

and Neelgherry mountains, as well as on those of Taong Dong, and in Ava. (v. Wall.

Cat. N. 1489) ; species are very generally diffused in the Himalayas, and found as high

as 7,000 feet at Mussooree, but chiefly during the rainy season ; one or two species

occur also in Kunawur, with L. thyrsijioraf Linn. Samolus Valeraiidi, found already

so widely diffused in Europe, Asia, and N.America, also in New Holland, and in

Central Africa, is likewise found in the Himalayas by the sides of springs and little

rivulets, at elevations of 5,000 feet, as near Chinalug, on the Suen range, and also in
L

Kunawur, at Chaogaon. Centwiculus indicus, nob. (v. Ic. ined. N. 348) is also found

at moderate elevations. The genera Primula and Androsace have much the same

distribution, sending a few species towards the foot of the mountains, and others

towards the highest points of vegetation. Thus, as we have seen, Androsace rotundifolia

and incisa descend towards the Doon; A. lanuginosa is found on Choor, &c., and other

species, 2& A.ixptans and nldidcmsy nob., in cold and bleak parts of Kunawur; so

Primula has one species, P .jiorihunda ^ at as low an elevation as 5,000 feet in the

neighbourhood of Kuerkoolee ; but at higher elevations, as in the ascent to Choor in the

earliest spring, and when the snow has just begun to melt from the neighbourhood of

stones or trees, or from situations exposed to the full influence of the solar rays, we

find, in full and luxuriant flower, P. dcnticulata and petiolaris ; on still loftier situations,

as Gossainthan, Kedarkanta, and some of the passes, we find P. Stuartii, with its rich

yellow glow, by the side of the equally beautiful P. purpurea: the first also extends to

Peer Punjal, where is also found P. elliptica ; and in Kunawur, the new species, P. ob-

tusifoUa, spatliidata, luvolucrata and nana, nob.

When we take into consideration the several genera which we have so frequently
F

r

seen occupying the more elevated belt of the Himalaya, one regrets the poverty of

the language at present applied to the geography of plants, as it is impossible to

indicate the nature of mountain vegetation by merely using the name of the range ; for
_ i

as we have seen in the case of these mountains, the vegetation varies, and is analogous
'•I

to that of very difterent countries, according to the elevation or as peculiarities of

local circumstances cause a variation in climate. The inconveniences of this might,

it appears, be considerably remedied, if botanical regions on the surface were more

circumscribed according to their respective climates, or taking the several zones of

latitude, as done by M. Mirbel; or arranging under them the several countries, as done
L

by Mr. Bentham, but commencing with the equatorial, and bringing together the two

temperate, as well as the arctic and antarctic zones ; or, if necessary, dividing the

space between the equator and poles into a greater number of zones, in conformity to

Baron
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Baron Humboldt's Isothermal lines : giving appropriate names to each, and arranging

under them, according to their climates the several regions of the globe, &c.; we

should have brought together all those which corresponded in meteorological pheno-

mena, in vegetation, and atiimal life, frequently in agriculture, often in riianners and

customs, as these so frequently depend upon climate. Mountains might be simi-

larly divided into zones or belts, according as elevation, climate, and vegetation,

displayed sufficient differences to warrant the distinction. We have frequently seen,

that according as we observe the natural phenomena, at the base or towards the

apex of these mountains, the correspondence is either with tropical, European, or polar

regions. This might be indicated by a word compounded of that of the mountain

range, and of the zone to which the belt corresponded, as Tropico-Himalayan, Arcto-

Himalayan, &c., which would sufficiently indicate the nature of the vegetation at

different elevations, as well as the geographical situation. The Author hopes, on some

future occasion, to follow up this Subject in its details as well as its generalisation.

'
• .....

Primula purpurea ; ioWh oblongis lanceolatis basi attenuatis in pctiolum decurrcntibus subtus

pulverulentis marginibus integris revolutis, limbella multiflora, calyce profundc 5-fida, laciniis linca-

ribus elongatis intus albicantibus.—rAffinis P, StuartiL—Tab. 77. fig. 2.

Hab. Kedarkanta, at an elevation of I25OOO feet.

P. ohtusifolia; foliis obovatis obtusis basi attenuatis membranaceis subtus farinosis, niarginc suT)-

crenato undulato^ petiolis latis membranaceis, umbella erecta pauciflora, corolla sub-bypocrateriformi.

Tab. 77. fig. 1.

Hab. Lippa, in Kanawur. I am indebted to my friend, W. Wilson Saunders, Esfj., for tlie drawing

of this plant.

P. rosea; foliis lanceolatis acutis serratis utrinque glaberrimis breve petiolatis den.^e fajiciculatis,

mnbella multiflora erecta, calyce tubolosa 5-fida laciniis linearibus corolla? tubo sul)a*(juantibus, corolla^

limbo piano segmentis eraarginatis.—Tab. 76, marked 75, fig. 1.

Hab. Kedarkanta.

P. eUiptica; foliis longe petiolatis ellipticis serratis in petiolum decurrentibus, umbella pauciflora,

corollas segmentis obcordatis emarginatis.—Tab. 76. fig. 2.

Hab. Cashmere.

132. PLUMBAGINE^.

The Plumbaginea form a small order chiefly found in temperate parts of the world,

as in the south of Europe, the Mediterranean and Oriental regions, and the Cape of

Good Hope ; but species occur also in very cold, as others in very hot parts of the

world. Among the latter is the genus Plumbago, found in India and America, and

having the distribution of the order north and south. P. zeylanica extends from 3(

N. in the plains of India, to 34° S. rear Port Jackson. Mgialitis, a genus found by

Mr. Brown among the mangroves of New Holland, has also a species, jE. rotmuUfolla,

in the Sunderbunds, or Delta of the Ganges. Plumbago Europtea is well known for its

acrid and even caustic nature, while P. scandens is, for the same properties, called in

St. Dominffo herbc-au-diable ; so, in India, P. rosea is named " Radix vesicatoria" by
o

Rheede; while P. zeylanica is called by the natives chitraka ; also '* Vahni, and all the

names of fire.
»»

133. PLANTAOINE.r.
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133. PLANTAGINEiE.

Plantaginece are considered by Dr. Lindley more nearly allied to Plumhaginetc

than to any other order ; and he quotes Mr. Don, as referring " Glaux to Plantagirtece,

where it will form the connecting link between that family and PrimulacecB." The

Plantaginece are found in various parts of the globe, but chiefly in temperate and cool

climates. They are therefore absent from the plains of India, though they may be

cultivated there in the cold weather months. Several species, among them the Euro-

pean P. lanceolata, are found in the Himalayas, both on the northern and southern

face, and as far as Cashmere ; these M. De Caine has kindly undertaken to describe,

and include in his monograph of the PlantaginecE, upon which he has been for some

time engaged.

The PlantaginecE are a little bitter and astringent, but they are best known for their

seeds affording abundant mucilage. Those of Plantago Psyllium have been long used

«

for this property, and those of P. arenaria are exported from the south to the north of

Europe (D. C), probably also to India ; as I have grown plants from seed bought in

the bazar. P. Isphagula, probably a native of Persia, is cultivated in India in the

cold weather, on account of the mucilage afforded by its seeds, which are called

isufgholt from the Persian ispagool. The Arabic synonyme given is buzr-katoona, and

the Greek fiislioon, an evident corruption of YvXXiov,

MONOCHLAMYDE^. (Apetal^.)

All the preceding orders, with the exception of the two last, are included in M. De

Candolle's great subdivision of DrciiLAMYDE^, or those having a double perianth, or

both calyx and corolla. The following Dicotvledons form the subdivision of
r

MoNocHLAMYDE^, or thosc having only a single perianth, being the Apetal^. of

other authors.

134. NYCTAGINE^.
I

The Nyctagine(E, though sufficiently distinguished, are allied in some respects to
F

PlumliaginecE. They are chiefly found in tropical parts of the world, though Abronia

occurs in California. The genera Pisonia and Boerhaavia^ found in the West-Indies

and New Holland, are also so in India. Pisonia, consisting of shrubs, is confined to

the Peninsula ; where P. aculeata is also found, according to Dr. Roxburgh, and the
J _ _ _ J

East-Indian plant said not to differ in any way from the West Indian. Boerhaavia is

found in every part of the plains of India ; and the same species, B. diffusa and repanda,

almost everywhere. Mirabilis Jalapa is cultivated only in gardens.

135. BEGONIACEiE.
4

This family, consisting of but a single genus, containing numerous species, is

uncertain in its relation to other families, being placed by some botanists among
polypetalous, and by others among apetalous orders, but most frequently near Poly-

gonecE, which they resemble in some respects. The Bcgoniacece consist generally of

small
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small herbaceous plants, which affect the tropical parts of Asia and America, as they

require both heat and humidity for their development. In India they occur in the
*

mountains of the Peninsula, and from Penang and Siam they extend to Silhet, and
'J

thence along the. foot of the Himalayas to Nepal, and the Kheree Pass, where

B. tenella is found in 30° of N. latitude. B. echinata and picta ascend the moun-

tarns in Kemaon, and at Mussooree are found at as great an elevation as 7,000

feet, with B. cordata, nob., but it is only during the moisture and equable temperature

of the rainy season, when we have seen that other tropical plants of an equally delicate

texture and fugitive nature are found to flourish in the same localities. The leaves of

-B. barbata, called tengooVy are eaten by the natives as a pot-herb, on the mountains

near Chirraponjee. WalL E. I. Herb. N. 3679.

Begonia echinata (Wall and Govan 741) herbacea, raclice tuhcrosa, foliis sub-

sequaliter cordatis acuminatis insequaliter duplicato-serratis, supra reticulato-venosis, subtus rubcMitibus

utrinque pilosis^ stipulis acutis scariosis, cymis paucifloris, capsulis dense stellato-tonientosls alls acutis,

una maxima.—Tab. 80. fig. 1.—(a) male; (6) female flower ; (c) anther; (de) stigmas; (/) capsule;
L

{g) stellate puhescence.

Wallich

POLYGONE^
The Polygom(2y allied ia some points to BegoniacedB, are so in others to Cheno-

podece. They are very generally diffused through the hot and cold parts of the world,

and we have them both in the plains and mountains of India ; in the former, the

genera Polygonum and Rume.r, and in the Himalayas, species of these, with Kcenigia,

Ojcyria, Rheum, and Fagopyrum,
'

The East-Indian Polygojiea have been fully illustrated by Dr. Meisner, in the third .

volume of DrrWallich's, PI. As. Rar. Thence we learn, that in this, as in other

families, species extend from the southern to the most northern parts of India, while

others are common to it with other countries. Of th^ former, Rumex Ro.vburghianus,

Polygonum harhatum, glahrum, and tonmitosum, may be adduced, as found near Saha-

runpore, but only in the neighbourhood of water. The first occurs also in Java,
r

China, Japan, Siberia, the West-Indies, and N.America; an extent of distribution

which we seldom see, except in plants influenced by the equalizing effects of water

on temperature. P. tomentosum belongs to the same section as P. senegalcnse and

orientak; the latter found in India, as well as at the Cape of Good Hope and in New
T

Holland. P. lanisei^um is found in the two last, in Japan, as well as on the Neelgherries,

in Nepal, the Deyra Doon, and Rama Serai, a valley within the Himalaya. P. chinense

is indif^enous in the mountains of the Peninsula and the Himalayas, as well as in

China and Japan. P. herniarouks and Rumex dentatus exist in Egypt and the- plains

of India. P. acre is common to S. America, Bengal, and the Peninsula of India.

P. muricatum, from Nepal, is nearly alli,ed to the N. American P. arifolium, and

P. horrldium to P. sagiltatum, found there, as well as in Siberia.

Of the Polygojiums which ascend the mountains, P. lacerum, of the section Avku-

lana, is f(.)und as hii?h as 8,784 feet on the Andes; and in the Alps, P. aviculare var.

s nana
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.

nana ascends to 5,892 feet on Mount C

considerable elevations in the Himalaya

Sp allied to these found at

IS, as at Theog and Phagoo, and a species

resembling P. maritimum, at Chango and Kanum in Kunawur, where the soil has been

shown to be saline. The section Perskaria attains the next greatest height, as

P. segetumh found at an elevation of 8,160 feet on the Andes, and P. Perskaria var

nana at 3,054 feet on the Alps ; so in the Himalayas we have P. sphcerostachyum, Bru

nonis, vaccinifoUum, Emodi, specwsum, and o.vyphyllum, on such mountains as Mussooree

Choor, Kedarkanta, and Peer Punjal, or from 7,000 to near 13,000 feet of

and on the Kherang, Chandow, and other passes. P. viviparum, Lin found

such
r

with a new species, P. bulbiferum, nob., nearly allied to it. The

Ttniaria does ascend so high, P. tamnifolium, existing from 5 7,200

feet on the Alps; and in the Himalayas, P
.
pterocarpum at Mussooree, &c., and

P. Convolvulus, Lin., at Leeo in Kunawur. The species of Fagopyrum, with the

ption of P. triangularCy are found cultivated RumeJ^ Nepaknsis

ywhere ; and R. hastatus, found at the foot of the mountains, is allied to R. Aceto
--.

sella.

Kanigia, found in Iceland and Lapland, occurs also in the higher mountains of

Nepal; so 0.ryn«, indigenous in the mountains of Scotland, Siberia, North America, and

Melville Island, has also a species, O. elafior, in the Himalayas, on such mountains as

Peer Punjal, and in Kunawur. This Dr. Meisner describes as " O. reniformi nimis

fere d though generally distinguished by its greate I have specimens

varying from one inch to a foot and a half, so that the emargination of the winged seed

remains as the only character, and this also varies in degree in different specimens.

The genus Rheum, or Rhubarb, so important in a commercial point qf view, is more

interesting than any other in its geographical distribution. R. Rhaponticum is found in

parts of B the shores of the Bosphorus and of the Caspian Sea, east

wards in Siberia, and the lower mountains of the Altai Range : P. sibericum and

undulatum of Pallas are considered by Ledebour to be only varieties of this. R. leucor-

hizum (nanum Sievers) is also found in the Altai mountains and the deserts of the Kirghis.

Neither of these afford the Rhubarb of commerce, which is not found within the Russian

territories, but well known to be brought by the Chinese to the Russian frontier town

of Kiakhta, according to the treaty formed between these powers in 1772. The Chinese

obtain the Rhubarb produced in China Proper,, from that part of the province of

Shensee, now called Kansu, situated between N. lat. 35" and 40°. But the best,

according to the Missionaries, who say it is called Tai-hoang, in the province of

Setchuen. from the mountains called Sue-chan of snow, which extend frOm N
26° to*33% and from about 100° to 105° of E. longitude. That from the latter province

-

probably forms much of what is called China Rhubarb : the Missionaries met large

quantities of it brought down in the months of October and November. That from

illas andKansu may afford some of what is called Russian Rhubarb ; but both P
Rehman have ascertained that the greater portion, if not the whole of obtained

in
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in April and May, from the clefts of rocks in high and arid mountains surrounding

lake Kokonor. Bell also learnt that it was the produce of Mongolia, and Marco Polo,

of Succuir, in Tanguth. Dr. Rehman ascertained that the trade is in the hands of ond

Bucharian family, who farm the monopoly from the Chinese government, and reside at

Si-ning, a Chinese town on the very frontiers of Tibet, 3,000 verstes from Kiakhta,
w

and twenty days' journey from Kian-sin and Schan-sm, Tangutiaii towns, where the

Buchanans go to purchase Rhubarb. This would bring the Rhubarb country within

95° of E. long, in 35° of N. latitude, that is, into the heart of Tibet. As no naturalist

has visited this part, and neither seeds nor plants have been obtained thence, it is

as yet unknown what species yields this Rhubarb. Pallas thinks it may be R. com-

pactum, as the leaves are said to be round and toothed ; the Rhubarb merchants,

to whotn he showed the plant, did not know' R. palmatum. Both these were obtained

from China and Tatary, as well as R. tatarkim and undulatum. It is probable, therefore,

that some of these yield a portion of the Rhubarb of commerce, as they have some

of very good quality, when cultivated in England and France. But as it is impro-

bable, from the nature of the country, that the best Rhubarb is confined within

very narrow limits, it becomes interesting to ascertain how near it approaches the

British territories in India, in order to share in the trade, or attempt the cultivation.

That this might very reasonably be undertaken within the British territories, will be

apparent from the distribution of Rhubarb in the Himalayas. Passing from Hindoo-

khoosh, where is found Rheum Ribes (ribas of the Persians), mentioned by Chardin,

&c., more recently by Lieut. Burnes, who also met with Rhubarb at Caubul and

Bokhara: we find Rhubarb common in the Himalayas, as on Choor, near Jumnotree,

on Jacho in Kemaon, Gossainthan in Nepal, and nearTassisudon in Butan

from 30° to 27% and from E. long. 79° to 89°, and at elevations of 9,000 and 10,000

feet. Mr. Moorcroft discovered Rhubarb at Niti, and next day between Niti and

Gotung, that is, at elevations of 12,000 feet. His companion, Major Hearsay, thought

he saw three kinds, and has described two of them to me, one round-leaved and long-

stalked, and the other short-stalked, but large and broad-leaved {R. Moorcroftianum,

nob.), with the root more purgative than that of the former. These are called doelooh

or dooioo by the Bhoteas, and ta?itara (Webb), rantra (Hearsay). One of these appears

to be the Rhubarb described by Dr. Meisner under the nam? R. Emodi (R. Wcbbmium,

nob ) which differs from the original R. Emodi. described by Mr. Don under the name

R Austrak. If we turn our attention to the northern face of the Himalaya, which has

so many features of a Tatarian climate, we find R. spiciforrne. nob., discovered by Mr.

Inglis on the Kherang Pass, and at sev'eral places beyond. Dr. Gerard dcscnbe^ the

table-land of Tatary as covered with Rhubarb, at elevations of 1 6,000 feet

croft sent some Rhubarb, which for compactness of texture, colour, and properties

fine as any I have ever seen, from near Ludak, in N. lat. 34°, and E. long

Mr. Moor

But these are only the western boundaries of theelevated, cold, and bleak reg

known under the names of Tatary, Mongolia, ai d Tibet, of which Ku

2 s 2
tially
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tially a part, participating in the same great physical features," climate, and vege-

tation ; already possessing one, if not two species of Rhubarb, and having the best

growingin its immediate vicinity. There can therefore be no rational doubt about the

successful cultivation of tlie true Rhubarb in territories within the British influence, as

in Kunawur, or the Bhoteah pergunnahs of Kemaon, and that with little more labour

than placing the roots or seeds in favourable situations, and this in a country where

little else can be produced fit for export. The only difficulty will be to obtain specimens

or seeds of the true Rhubarb. But it must be considered, that even the eastern boun-

daries of the country producing the best Rhubarb, and which, to make their purchases,

the Chinese reach, after a journey of twenty days, is only one half the distance from

the British territories in Upper Assam, that it is from the Russian town of Kiakhta.

Also, that there is reason for supposing Rhubarb may be found much further to the

westward, and consequently still nearer to the Himalayas. It would not therefore be

difficult from Kunawur, or Upper Assam, or for such active and intelligent officers as

Messrs.Traill and Hodgson, in Kemaon and Nepal, to obtain some of the seed or roots.

They might at the same time succeed in establishing a trade in Rhubarb with Tibet, or

Western Mongolia, by means of the Tatars who resort to the Hill Fairs. This trade

might easily be encouraged by the government purchasing all the Rhubarb it requires,

which might thus be employed for hospital use after crossing the frontiers, instead of

now, after making a journey of rly the circuit of the glob

Even this would not probably be so difficult as at first sight appears, for the whole

of the Tatarian Rhubarb trade is not engrossed by the Russians, as much of it takes

a western direction, and has always formed one of the imports from China into Bokhara,

whence passing to Smyrna, it is known in Europe as Turkey Rhubarb. Chardin,

treating of that known in Persia, states—" La meilleure vient du pais des Tartares

Orientaux qui sont entre la MerCaspienne et la Chine." (Voyages, ii. p. 12.) Rhubarb,

also of the best quality, and closely resembling the Russian, is to be purchased in the

bazars of N. India, under the 'name rewund-khatai, from the old name Cathay y of

Northern China. This is sold for ten times the price of the Himalayan Rhubarb, which

makes its way into the plains of India through Khalsee, Almora, and Butan, and is

probably from its usual dark colour and spongy texture, the produce of either or both

R. Emodi and Webbianum*^ The roots of R. spiciforme and Moorcroftianum are lighter-

coloured

That the Rhubarb of this species is not without some valuable properties, we may learn from Dr. Twining's
> * _ _

three
"-' • * ' — — —

o

are extracts :—Dr. T. states, that it has « less aroma and more astringency to the taste than the best Turkey
Rhubarb

;
in doses of 2 or 3 drs. it has a good purgative effect, operating three or four times, nearly as freely

as the best Turkey Rhubarb. The effects of small doses of the remedy, as a tonic and astringent, are highly

In this respect its efficacy appears to be superior to
satisfactory

corresponding quantities of the best Rhubarb. On the whole, it appears not an eligible remedy in obstinate
costiveness, on account of its aroma and astringency; « it is not apt to gripe/' "but it is very efficacious in
moderate doses for such cases as Rhubarb is generally used to purge ; and its cultivation at the Mussooree

Garden
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coloured and more compact Rhubarb is, in India, commonly denomi

nated rewund-cheenee {jivend-tchim in Persia, Chardin)^ with rawund assigned as its
w

Arabic, and reon (priov) as its Greek name. The above are evidently the reivund of

Avicenna, and the raued-seni of the translators of Mesne. Three kinds are described

in Persian works on Materia Medica. 1. Cheenee;. 2. Khorassanee; 3. Hindee.

The roots of Rhubarb we have seen to be pretty uniform in secreting the peculiar

principle, called Rhabarbarin, possessing properties which make them useful as pur-

gative medicines; but these are also accompanied by astringent properties,while the stalks

secrete acid, chiefly acetic and tartaric, with oxalate of lime (F6e), oxalic acid (Turner);

this is most fully developed in Sorrel (Rumex Acctosa ^nd Acetosclla), while the astringent

principle, dependent on the presence of gallic acid and tannin, in many of the roots of

the PolygonecB, is most fully secreted in Coccoloba uv'ifcra, and ** so powerful as to
, . r- » h

rival gum kino in its effects." (Lindley.) Some of the Poli^gonums are, however, acrid,

as P. Hydropiper and acre, and others, as P. t'mctoriumy chi?7ense, and barbatum, yield

a blue dye like indigo, in Cochin-china, China, and Japan. The albumen of Polygonece

being farinaceous, and in some considerably developed, has been used for food, as

Buckwheat, Fagopyrum escukntum, and tataricum, cultivated in many parts of Europe,

and in the Himalayas with P . emarg'matum. The two first are no doubt originally

inhabitants of the mountains of Central Asia, and were first known in Europe under

the name of '* frumentum S
>> Both are much cultivated in Russia and

Siberia ; the first is usually preferred ih other parts of Europe, but the second groivs

in every soil, and requires less time;. Professor De Candolle says it is preferred to

F. escukntum in Piedmont in the Luzerne valley, because it ripens quicker, and therefore

in late years, and at higher elevations in the Alps. In the Himalayas, Fagopyrum

escukntum {phaphra and kooltoo of the natives) is also most commonly cultivated, but

F. emarginatum (ogla) which comes very near the Linnean specimens of F. taiarkumy

is preferred in higher and drier climates, as in Kunawur. Thus the more closely

we examine the distribution of plants and the agriculture of different couritries, the

nearer do we observe the correspondence in practical results among those which

participate in the same peculiarities of climate; and we cannot but admire the bounty

of Nature which affords even in what appear sterile wastes, some article fitted for the

food of man, and suited to the climate, with others which are adapted for commerce.

as Buckwheat, Borax, Musk, and Rhubarb, from the three kingdoms of N

the cold, bleak, and arid plains and mountains of Tatary

vaccinifolium. Wall. PL As.

•s. Wall. 1. c—Tab. 80. fig. 3.

80

RhKI HlMALENSES.
« racemis paniculatis.

Hheum Emodl Wall.—i?. Austrak. Don. Fl. Nep. p. 75. Sweet's British Flower Garden. Ic. 270.

i?. Webhianum;

Garden may be expected to kfford a very valuable remedy, which is less disagreeable to tike than the best

Turkey Rhubarb, nearly equally efficacious as a purge, and very superior in small doses as a tonic and

astringent in profluvia." ^f
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jR' W^Wanum; racepois axillaribus aggregatis, tenninalibus pedicell^

msturo dimidio brevioribus, sepalis integris late ovalibus obtusis, cariopsidis basi subcordato, apice

integro v. subemarginatp, foliis radicalibus amplis longe ptiolatis cordato-acutis, caulinis obtusis,

in venis subtus margineque hirtellis supra pilosiusculis, petiolis rotundatis, peduneulis ramisque superne

rotundis glabris leviter striatis.—i?. Emodi. Wall. Cat. 172X—Emodus ad Gossaintban, et ex Niti,

(fre6J.)* WaU. PI. As. Rar. 3. p. 65.

A few only of the specimens in the E. I. Herbarium correspnd with the original R. Emodi, as figured

described bv Mr Tab. 78». %. 1—(a)

(b) the same, with the segments of the perianth cut off; (c) stigma ; («f) fruit.

** racemis radicalibus spiciformibus.

Jl. spiciforme; racemis radicalibus spiciformibus, pedicellis plurimis aggregatis fructu mature

subaequalib us, sepalis oblongis obtusis altemis angustioribus petaloideis, cariopsidis basi apiceque rotun-

cordato-obtusis

fruit; (e)

pedunculi Tab. 78.—(a) Flower seen from above ; (6) from below ; (c d)

Moorcroftianum ; Wall. E. I. Herb. n. 1727, marked " small

lo not possess specimens of this species, but the most cursory

Webhianum, and that it is also distinct from, though allied to R. spicif(

137. CHENOPODE^

The Chenopodea (Atriplices, Juss.), are very closely allied to Phytolaccea, and also to

Amarantacece ; but, unlike the latter, affect the temperate rather than the tropical zone,

and chiefly that part of the former, which is beyond the influence of great heats, and

not so far towards the poles as the cold and changeable climates of high latitudes, as the

Mediterranean and Oriental regions, Siberia, Tatary, and N. America, the Cape of

Good Hope, and New Holland. The genera found in the plains of India are, Salicornia,

Salsola, Chenopodium, and Basella; all, except the last, having nearly the above

distribution. Basella is found in China, and, witR Chenopodium, also in S. America.

Salicornia indica and brachiata are common in the Peninsula ; and a species, apparently

of this genus, in the saline country near Delhi, where Salsola indica is extremely

common, as well as m the Peninsula. Several species of Chenopodium (bhiitwd) are

common in the cold weather in every part of the plains of India ; a species of
w

Atriplex is mentioned in Bengal, and also m the Pejiinsula. Spinacia tetrandra, called

isfanakhy is cultivated in the same season in gardens ; as are Beta vulgaris {chookundur)
-#

and B. bengalensis (paluk).

On the southern slope of the Himalaya, plants of this family are not common,

though a few species of Chenopodium are to be found ; but on the northern face,

or in Kunawur, which has been shown to approximate in climate and vegetation to parts

of the Oriental region and of Siberia, we have species of Blitum, Salsola, Axyris,

Atriplex, and several of Chenopodium. C. Botrys and Blitum virgatum extend here

from the south of Europe ; the former is found also in Siberia and N. America. Aj;i/ris

Moorcroftiana, sent by the discoverer from Ludak, was brought by my plant collectors

from Leeo and Hango, and by Mr. Inglis from Nako and Chango. The other two
species of the genus are found in Tauria and Siberia. Several of the Chenopodiums

are
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are of gigantic size, and analogous to the Mexican C Quinoa, which, forming so impor-
«

tant an article of food in Peru (v. Humboldt), might, no doubt, be successfully culti-

vated in the Himalayas.

SalvadorUy which is placed in this order by Jussieu, but by Bartling in Myrslnea, is

a genus common to India, Persia, and Arabia; and the same species, S.persita,

t occurs in theCircars, N. of India, and the Persian Gulf; but along with this, another

species is found on the banks of the Jumna, and from Delhi to Saharunpore. This is

S. indica^ nob., jal of the Hindoos, irak-hmdee of Persian authors, who also give this

tree the name of miswak or toothbrush-tree : the leaves are called ra-sumi, resemble

those of the lanceolate Senna, and are, like them, of a purgative natute ; the fruit

is called peel and p'mjoo. I know not if it be the same as that brought from Hansi,

and sold in the Delhi bazar as an edible fruit, under the name of peeloo. S. persica is

called khurjal in N. India, arak and Irak in works on Materia Medica. The bark of

the root is acrid, and raises blisters (Roxb.) ; a decoction of the bark of the stem is

considered tonic, and the red berries are said to be edible.

The herbaceous parts of many of this family, as spinage, &c. being insipid and

mucilaginous, have been used as vegetable food in many parts of the world ; so,

in India, are several species of Chenopodium (bhutwa, &c.) Beta hengalemis (palung

and paluk), Spinacta tetrandra (isfanakh), and also Basella rubra (poee). The roots of

beet and mangel-wurzul also afford food: the successful extraction of sugar from
>

the former, is one of the triumphs of science. The seed of some are considered

aromatic and stimulant, as Chenopodium Botrys, and AmhrosoideS, C. vulvmna is said

by M. Chevalier to exhale ammonia during the whole of its existencg. (Lindley. Nat.

Ord. p. 168.) The loose cellular texture of many of this family is supposed to favour

the absorption and deposition of soda in their substance, when growing in the vicinity

of the sea ; and this in such considerable quantities, as to afford, by the incineration of

several species of Salsola, Salicornia, Sueda, &c., the chief supply of the barilla of

commerce on the coasts of Spain, the S. of France, and of Arabia. Dr. Roxburgh

has already suggested (Flor. Ind. 2. p. 62), that Salicornid 'mdica and brach'iata, with

Salsola nudiflora, are so abundant on the coasts of India, as to be able to supply

barilla sufficient to make soap and glass for the whole world. A coarse kind of barilla

is procurable in Indian bazars, under the name sejjee muttee (soda-earth.) This is

procured by the incineration of plants (unknown) growing not in the neighbourhood of

the sea, but on the shores of the salt lakes scattered through the Indian deserts. It

seems worthy of inquiry, whether the Salsola, so abundant on the banks of the Jumna,

would yield soda, and also, whether it would be possible to grow any of these soda-

secreting plants in the saline and barren country to its westward, where nothing else

grow

13S. PHYTOLACCEiE

This is a small order, separated from Cheriopodea, and as Dr. Lindley states, natives of

either America, within or. without the tropics, Africa, and India; in the latter, we

find
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find Gisekia pharnacioides common in the plains from the Peninsula to Saharunpore ;
it is

also found in Egypt. Phytolacca, occurring in both North and South America, as well as

in Africa, has also a species in the Himalayas, which Dr. Roxburgh having first obtained

from Nepal, has named P. acinosa. This is also common further north, as oii the

Choor mountain; and as the leaves of P.decandra, though acrid, yet lose this quality

by boiling in water, and are eaten in the United States; so are those oi P. acinosa in

these mountains. A bundle of them were presented me by the head man on my arrival at

Gundooree, on the Choor mountain, which I did not hesitate to have cooked according

to their own fashion, and found very palatable. I know not if this species unboiled,

has any of the cathartic, emetic, or anti-rheumatic properties for which P. decandra

is famed.

• 139. AMARANTACE^.

The Amarantacece, though differino^ in habit, are so closely allied, as scarcely to

be diff'erently characterised from ChenopodecE ; but they affect warm rather than

temperate countries, and as stated by Dr. Martius, though rather rare under the

equator, increase iii numbers towards the tropics, where they occur in the greatest num-

bers, with only a few species extending to much higher latitudes. Achyranthes occurs in

Sicily and Norfolk Island; an Amarantus in S. and temperate Europe. They are

common in every part of the plains of India, but unlike the ChenopodecE, chiefly in the

hot and rainy seasons. The genera are, Chamissoa, Alternanthera, Amarantus, Celosia,

Gomphrena, Alterna?ithera, Achyranthes, and Pupalia, which are also found in America,
•

and, except the two first, also in Africa, especially on the western coast, where JEi^ua is

indigenous, as well as in Arabia. Digera is common to India, Arabia, and Egypt, and

Deeringia to India and New Holland ; where are also found species of Amarantus',

Gomphrena,'diTi^Alternanthera. DesmochcEta, found in thei Isle of Bourbon, Java, &
r

spreads northwards into India. Allmatinia has species in Singapore and the Indian

Peninsula. Cladostachys is found in India and Nepal, and Centrostachys extends from

the Peninsula to the Turraye of Nepal. Polyscalis is peculiar to the mountains.

Many of the same species are found in every part of the plains, and those common
in the Peninsula may be traced to the banks of the Jumna ; the few which are

common to India, Arabia, and Egypt, are Digera arvensis, Mrua javanica, and tomen-

tosa. Alternanthera sessilis, Achyranthesfruticosa, and Pupalia prostrata, are found in

India, and the west coast of Africa; as well as Amarantus polygonoides, which also

extends to S. America, with Chamissoa nodiffora, Amarantus melanchoUcon , and

Celosia margaritacea. C. argentea and cristata are common to India, China, and Japan.
*

Deeringia celosioides has a very wide distribution, being found in New Holland, and in

every part of India, especially along the foot of the Himalayas ; and even ascending,

with M^ua scandens and Celosia margaritacea, moderate elevations, as the Suen range,

above the banks of the Giree. A new species, D. Amherstiana, however, is most

common in the vallies in this latitude. The species of Polyscalis are found at the
r

greatest
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greatest elevations, as P. seqmx, in Nepal, and at Turanda in Lower Kunawur ; P.

capitata, on Gossainthan, and on Surkunda between 7,000 and 8,000 feet of elevation.

Several of the AmarantacccEy like so many of the Chempodea, though without taste,

are, on account of the mucilaginous nature of their leaves, used as vegetable pot-

herbs, and cultivated in India, as Atnarantus polygamus, polygonoides, tristis, oleraceus,

gangeticus, and polystachyus. A. frumentaceus is cultivated for its seed in Mysore,

as A. Anardhana is in the Himalayas. Some of the plants of this family have

slightly astringent, expectorant, and diuretic properties ascribed to them in India;
r

but it is doubtful whether they possess any. Gomphrena officinalis and macrocq>hala

are esteemed useful in all kinds of diseases in Brazil (Lindley.) Mr.W. Crawford, of

the Bengal Civil Service, informed me that Achyranthcs aspcra (chirchita) was consi-

dered by some of the natives a cure for snake-bites.

^ • r

140. THYMELiE^.

The ThymelcEce are allied to Safitalacea, participate in their affinities, and like the

majority of that family, affect the central parts of the temperate zones, as Europe,

Northern Asia, and North America, the Straits of Magalhaens, the Cape of Good Hope,

and New Holland. They are also found in mountainous situations, as in the East and

West Indies, and in S. America. Daphne, which has the most extensive distribution,

and nearly that of the order itself, is found in various parts of India, as D. eriocephala,

in the mountains of the Peninsula and of the Dukhun (Sykes), and from Pundua to

the most northern portion of the Himalayas, where Daphne cannabina. Lour., is found

at elevations of 8,000 and 9,000 feet, this Mr. Don thinks does not differ from D. odora,

Thunb., and of which his own, D. Bholua, appears to be only a variety. In Kunawur

there is a new species, D. mucronata, nob., and in Cashmere, D. coriacea, nob.,

the former somewhat resembles D. Gtiidium, yielding the Grana Gnidia, and used, like

Passerina tinctoria, in the S. of Europe, to dye wool yellow (Lindley.) Canskra,

referred to this order, is found in Madagascar, and the southern parts of India. One

species seems to have been collected by Dr. Hamilton as far north as Monghir.

Linostoma is a new genus formed of Dr. Roxburgh's Nectandra decandra, found in the

mountains of Silhet (Wall. Cat. 4203.) Many of the Daphnes are known for the

caustic nature of their bark; hence their employment in medicine from very ancient

times. D. Mezereon is called mazrioon, in Persian works on Materia Medica, with

khamela {xo^i^sKutcc) assigned as its Greek name ; that of D, Laureola Qccponhg)
;

Daphnoides is corrupted into zahnadeedus. D, eriocephala, found in the Peninsula, is

likewise acrid ; the bark applied to the skin causes a burning heat, with

(Wall. E. I. Herb. No. 1351.) Daphne Lajetta, or lace bark tree of Jamaica, is remark

able for the beautiful net-like appearance of its several easily separable layers of

bark, whence it has received its English name. As the fibres of the bark possess a

considerable degree of tenacity, cordage has been manufactured from several species

(Lindley, p. 76); so, in Nepal, as in Cochin-china, a soft, smooth, and very tough

2 T paper
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paper, is manufactured from the inner bark of D. cmmabina, setburwa of the natives,

(v. Moorcroft. Asiat. Res. V. xii., and Hodgson. Journ. As. Soc. of Bengal. 1. p. 8.)

Daphne mucronata ; floribus terminalibus sessilibus 2-3 aggregatis, laciniis coroUae incanovillosae

acutis, foliis alternis linearUanceolatis basi atteiiuatis mucronatis glaberrimis, ramis junioribus sericeis.

Tab. 81. %. 2.

—

(a b) Flowers ; (c) The same, cut open; (d) berry; (e) the same, cut transversely

;

(/) seed; (^) cut transversely; (i A) embryo.

141. SANTALACE^.

Santalacece, allied both to Elceagnece and Thymelace, as well as to AquilarinecE, are,

with the exception of the genus from which the order is named, chiefly prevalent in

the temperate zone of both hemispheres, as in Europe and N. America, New Holland,

the Cape of Good Hope, and S. America. Santalum album, so well known as affording

the fragrant sandal wood of commerce, is diffused through many of the tropical islands

of the East. It is described by Dr. Roxburgh, though that of Malabar is the best, as

being found wild in the mountains north of the Rajamundry Circar. This he

distinguishes from his S. myrtifolium, found in the same mountains, but of which,

the wood, he says, is of little value, though Dr.Wallich states of the Botanic Garden

specimen " certe odoratissimum." The southern parts of India, as Travancore, and

similar parts of the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas up to Silhet, seem best suited
r

for the growth of this tree.

In the Himalayas we have species of a genus found in Europe and Central Asia,

N. and S.Africa, and in New Holland. This is Thesiiim, of which the species, T. Hima-

lense, nob., which I found on the arid rocky soil near Choupal, to the north of Choor,

is nearly allied to T. Uniphyllum : apparently the same species is also found in

Kunawur.

Osyrisy distinguished by its diaecious flowers, with their ternary division of parts, is

usually referred here, but sometimes formed into a separate order. Of three species,

one is found in the S. of Europe, the second in Japan, and the third, O. Nepalensis,

Don {arborea,WdX\ .) , all along the foot of the Himalayas. The leaves of this plant

are in Kemaon employed as a substitute for tea : hence some travellers have been led

into the error of stating that the true tea-plant was to be found in this part of the

mountains.

142. EL^AGNE^.

The Elceagnece, containing but few genera and species, are allied both to Thymela:(B

and to Santalacea, as well as to Proteacece, and are found in the northern hemisphere,

both in the Old and New World. The genera found in India are Elceagmis and

Hippopkae; the former affecting warm parts of the world, extends from the S., of

Europe to Sumatra. Species are also found in Japan and India, existing in the latter

chiefly in hilly situations, as in Travancore, the Neelgherries, and the vallies of the

Himalaya in northern, but at moderate elevations in southern parts : they are, how-

ever, cultivable in the plains. Hippopkae, found in the northern parts of Europe,

occurs
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occurs in the colder parts of the Himalaya and in Kunawur, and the species (H. conferta)

is nearly allied to H. salicifoUa.

The fruit of Elaagnus angustifoUa is acidulous, that of E. orientals (zhizid) is eaten

in Persia, as is, in India, that of E. arhoi^ea and conferta, and in the Himalayas that

of -E. Ghuwaeen, nob., and Hippophac conferta ; as of if. rhamiwides in Europe.

Elceagnus parvifolia. Wall Cat. N. 4026. Ic. incd. 849—Tab, 81. fig. I.—(a) Flower seen

above

supei

1 none of my specimens exactly correspond with it; but those of the species called

rmore and Bisseher, approach it, as well as E. nmhellofn, Tluinh. All the species

require revision, as some vary much in the form of

according to the locaHty.

unarmed

143. PROTEACE^

As we have seen the Elaag Pfvteacec£ chiefly inhab

southern hemisphere, especially New Holland, Southern Africa, and S. America. Ejii-

bothrhim, the most southern genus, ascends, as Mr. Brown remarks, in his masterly

exposition of the order, the greatest elevation : some extend north even to Guiana.

A genuine species of Protea was found by Mr. Bruce in Abyssinia. Rhopala, chiefly

occurring in S.America, is also met with in Cochin-china and the Malayan Archipe-

lago. To this genus the Indian species of Helicia were referred. This must now be

considered the most northern in its distribution, as species extend along the Malayan

Peninsula to Silhet and the Pundua mountains (v. Wall. Cat. N. 1040, 2072, and

3661) ; so that here, as in the EpacridecE, we find the flora of India connected with that

of New Holland, even by a family so strikingly characteristic of the latter.

144. MYRISTICEiE.

The 3Iyristicecp,, usually placed near Laurinea, are considered by Dr. Lindley more

closely allied to Amnacea. They are natives exclusively of the tropics of India and

America. In the Old World, they extend southwards from the tropical islands to New

Holland, and northwards along the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet, where is found

M.longifoHa, Wall., and in the mountains of that district M.Jloribunda,W^\\., with

M. angustifoUa, Roxb. Other species are peculiar to the Peninsula.

forming the albumen, and Mace the arillus of the seed of Myristica

moschata, are well known for their grateful and aromatic properties. They are produced

the largest quantities in the Moluccas, but have been successfully cultivated in

Penano- and Bencoolen, but especially in Sumatra. The trees thrive and bear fruit

Nutmeg

w

far north as the Calcutta Botanic Garden, and tnight no doubt be successfully

cultivated in Travancore and the Tinnivelly district, as well as on the Malayan Penin-

sula The nutmeg is called>epA«/ in India, withJoz/^-^o^ (fragrant nut) as its Persian

name • and m^c^-Jawuntree , P. bisbaseh with amahun Q^^Ksf) assigned as its Greek name.

Other' species yield aromatic nuts, as 3L tomentosa, perhaps the M dactyloides of

Gartner; M, ojlcinalis, according to Dr. Martins, in Brazil, and M. Oloba. m Santa F^.

The plants of this family, like those of the following, have a volatile, as well as a

2 T
fixed
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fixed oil, contained in their nuts. The latter is so abundant in Virola sehifera, as to

be extracted for economical purposes. Like many of the LaurinecE, the Myristicece

exude an acrid reddish-coloured juice from incisions in their bark.

145. LAURINE^.

The Laurel, famed for its employment in crowning poets, philosophers, and heroes,

in ancient, and, figuratively so, in modern times, has given its name to this rich and

valuable family, which is abundant in the hot parts of Asia and America, but (except

Cassythd) absent from the continent of Africa. Like other tropical families, the LaurinecB

send a few species northward, as Laurus nobilis, the Sweet Bay, to the S. of Europe

;

L. indica. Royal Bay, to TenerifFe and Madeira ; Camphora to Japan ; Sassafras and

Benzoin to North America ; and southwards to New Holland species of other genera.

In Asia, the LaurinecE extend northwards from the tropical islands along the Malayan
r

Peninsula to China and Japan, and from Ceylon into the Indian Peninsula, where

they ascend to elevations of 2,000 and 3,000 feet on the Dindygul, and probably

higher on the Neelgherry mountains. From Silhet species extend all along the base of

the Himalayas, even to near the banks of the Sutlej, and ascend elevations of 7,000

feet, in 30° of N. latitude. The majority of species of this family were formerly

referred to the genus Laurus ; but Professor Nees Von Esenbeck, in an elaborate

monograph on the East-Indian species, published in Dr.Wallich's PI. As. Rar. vol.ii.

and iii., has formed a number of new, and circumscribed the old genera. Of the

former, Polyadenia, Tetradema, Cylicoda'phney Actinodaphne, Beilschmeidea, Cecidodaphne,

and Alceodaphne, are confined to the southern parts of India, and from Silhet along the

Malayan Peninsula. Endiandra and Cryptocarya^ two of Mr. Brown's New Holland

genera, are also found in Silhet and Pundua. Gyrocarpus is found on the coasts of

India, as well as of Asia generally, of New Holland, and of S. America; the species

are distinct. The anomalous Cassythay sometimes separated into an order, occurs in

the same countries, as well as in Africa. Daphmdium, Dodecadenia, and MachiluSy

extend to more northern latitudes along and on the Himalayas in Nepal, Kemaon,

and Sirmore. Machilus odoratissimus is found as high as Mussooree, and another species

on the Neelgherries. Ocotea, common in S. and N. America, with one or two species

in the island of Madeira, extends from Silhet to the Deyra Doon, and ascends to

7,000 feet. Tetrantheroy found in China and New Holland, is so almost every where in

the warm parts of India, T. apetala and Roxhurghiana extending up to the Doon.

Benzoin, so called, because fi. odoriferum, with a stimulant and tonic bark, smells

of Benzoin, with three species in N. America, has also one, jB. Neesianum, in Nepal,

of which the berries smell strongly of Cajeputi oil. Camphora^ of which the officinal

species yields the camphor of China and Japan, inferior to that of Sumatra, v. p. 106,

has one species, C. Parthenoxylony in Penang and Sumatra, which yields an oil

useful in rheumatic affections, and has an infusion of its roots drank as sassafras ; with
another, C. glandulifera , in the mountains of Nepal, containing camphor in its wood.

Cinnamomum.
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Cinnamomum, the most numerous in species, contains also the most valuable plants,

as C. zeylanicum, the Cinnamon of Ceylon, yielding one of the most valuable articles

of a very ancient commerce, of which the coarse kinds are said by Mr. Marshall to be

the common Cassia. The natives of India call the former dar-cheenee, and assign

akimoona (kivoiiovI) as a Greek name, from Persian works on Materia Medica. It is only

produced good on the S. and E. of Ceylon, in a sandy soil. Dr. Davy states, "that

the garden is nearly on a level with the lake of Colombo ; its situation is sheltered, the

climate is remarkably damp, showers are frequent, and the temperature uncommonly

equable." The cultivation has been commenced in Travancore and Tinnivell}', and

would probably succeed in some of the territories acquired from the Burmese. C aro-

maticum, cultivated in the South of China, affords the cinnamon of that country^

which is reckoned superior to that of Ceylon by Loureiro and M. Poivrc (F^e).

C. Culitlawan, of Amboyna, yielding the selacJcal or sindoc bark, which appears to be the

suleelche of the Arabs (selicha of Mathiolus, salichacha, Avic. Trans.); has islioos assigned

as the Greek name; I know not of what word this can be a corruption; it has no resem-

blance to Cassia. In Hindee it is called kuhela, and considered the produce of the

Tti^, V. infra. Another wood of a dark red colour, is described under the name

kusela, as the produce of Nubia, and of which the plant is said to be like that of
9

suleekhe, but the seed to resemble that of hilm (Balsainodendroji) . Can this have caused

some of the confusion in the old descriptions of Cassia? Another famed product is the

Bay-leaf of India, the Malabathrum of the ancients, for which malatroon is assigned as

the Greek name in Persian Materia Medica, and of which Tamalapatra (Tamala leaf)

is given as the Indian synonyme by Garcias, of which he says " Graeci et Latini imitantes

corrupte malabatrum nuncuparunt," and which he describes under the name " Folium"

simply. This, in India, is called tej-pat, the leaf of the tej or tiij (with. putruj as that of

the bark), a name which Dr. Hamilton found applied to Cinnamomum Tamala, growing

in Rungpore and Silhet, and Dr. Roxburgh, as well as myself, to C. albiflorum, very

nearly allied to the former, and growing along the foot of the mountains in the vallies,

from Rungpore to the Deyra Doon, in 30° of N. latitude. Both yield the leaves called

by the Arabians saduj-hindee, which form so extensive a commerce, and from very

ancient times. The leaves of C. eucalyptoides {malabathricum, Roxb.) have a strong

smell and taste of cloves, with a slight tincture of camphor. C. nitidum, coolit-manes

of Sumatra, has bark with the smell and taste of cinnamon. C. Kiamis of Java, is also

remarkable for both. Some species are peculiar to the Peninsula, and one, according

to Dr. Hamilton, yields a kind of Cassia in Canara. The wood of Tetranthera apetala

and Roa,'burgkiana , called mueda-lukree, is applied to wounds and bruises. It is a

little astringent, with a degree of balsamic sweetness (Roxb.); and is used by the hill

-

people as a cure for diarrhsea. The leaves are eaten by a kind of silk-worm (Wall.)

The aromatic and stimulant properties for which, from the above enumeration, it is

evident the Laurel tribe are conspicuous, is owing to the presence in almost every part

of a volatile oil, which, in its concrete state, or, according to Dr. A. T. Thomson, a

higher
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higher degree of oxygenation, forms camphor. The essential is frequently accompanied

with a fatty oil, most fully developed in Tetranthera sehifera; and also, it is supposed in

Persea gratissima, the Avocado pear of the West-Indies. Other species in S. America

yield a warm and pungent stimulant oil. (Lindley.) In addition to those already men-

tioned as the produce of Asia, Laiinis cupularis forms the cinnamon of the Isle of France,

L. cinnamomoides that of Santa F^ de Bagota, and L. quivos of Peru. As the bark ofmany

contains tannin in conjunction with the aromatic principle, they are useful as tonics and

febrifuges. The sassafras nuts of the London shops are the produce of Ocotea Pichurim,
w

Laurel berries, formerly used in medicine in Europe, are still so in India, under the

name huh-ool-ghar, with the Greek name Daphne corrupted into zaknee and zafnee.

Thus we find the Asiatics, like Europeans, esteem that which is brought from a distance,

even when they possess indigenous drugs of a more powerful nature.

146, EUPHORBIACE^.

The place of the Euphorbiacece is unsettled ; as though usually placed among apeta-

lous orders, it has been well observed that twenty-five out of the eighty genera are not

so : their nearest affinity is to Rhamnece and CelastrinecB ; they have been placed near

the latter by Mr. Brown. By some Indian botanists, species of this order have been

referred to Zizyphus ; there would appear also some affinity to Sapindacece, to which

Pierardia is referred by some botanists, but placed by Blume in the present order; of

which some of the genera are allied to a few of the Urticea.

The Enphorbiace(£ are chiefly found in the tropical parts of the world, especially

America and Asia, with several genera and species extending to the Cape and New

Holland, and northwards into Europe and N. America. It is difficult to compare the

distribution of the genera and species of Euphorhiace(JE in India with that of other

countries, as we require not only a full account of all the species of this order, but

also of those of India, which are about 400 in number : and upon which Prof. Roeper is

at present engagied. But the admirable monograph of M. Adrien Jussieu, which, for

clearness of character and skill in grouping, leaves nothing to be wished with respect

to genera, except the addition of the new ones, will enable us to give a general idea

of their distribution in India. Those which are either common to the tropical islands

of Asia ancl to India, or peculiar to the latter, are Fluggea, Emblica, Rottiera,

Gkchidioriy {Bradleiay Gaert.), Agyneia, Andrachne, Codiesum, Gelonium (which includes

Surigada, Roxb.), Akurites, Claoxylon, Mappa^ Caturus. Of these, species are confined

to the southern parts of India, except of the three first, which extend to every part.

Glochidion and Agy?ida occur in China, and a species of Andrachie {A. teleph'wides)

also in the S. and E. of Europe. The new genera which have as yet only been named,

but of which species are deposited in the E. I. Herbareum, are H^ematospermum, Wall.

Cat. 7953. {Adelia nerVifolia, Roxb.), Moacurra, Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. p. 69, {Celastrus

acuminata? Wall. 4342.) Peripkais, Wall. Cat. 8022. Ic. ined. 782. Eremanthus.WixW.

Cat. n. 7505 and 8011. Gyrandra LindLWixW.Cdii. n. 8020. c. charact. Specimens

of
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of Choulmoogra of Dr. Roxburgh, but without either flowers or fruit, are also placed

here. Cat. n. 7998, though he has indicated its affinity to CapparidecE.

Cicca, Xylophylla, and Exc(2cariay are common to the tropical parts of Asia and of

America ; while Phyllanthus, Croton, Jatropha, Acalypha, Tragia, Sapium, and Dakc-
hampia, exist in these, as well as in Africa ; and Briedelia, Cluytia, Crozophora, and

Ricinus, in the latter, as well as India, and, except the first, also in Arabia : the two

last send species to the south of Europe. Euphorbia has the extensive distribution of

the order, both in hot and cold countries : in India we have species of the genus, both

in the plains and mountains. But those at the foot of the latter are conspicuous for their

size and cactus-like appearance, while those growing at any considerable elevation are

either annuals, or have great root-stocks, which are protected by their situation from

the cold of winter.
'1.

The plants of this family extending to the most northern parts of India, are the more

common species of Euphorbia and Phyllanthus ; and on the banks of the Jumna, some

which spread up from the Peninsula; with Tragia cannabina, Acalypha indica, and

Crozophora plicata. Croto?i polyandrum is very common there, and called by the same

name, jumalgottay as C. Tiglium, which is only found in Goalpara, and thence in

Tavoy, &c., and the Moluccas. The arboreous species are, Emblica officinalis, Flnggea

retiisa and virosa, Rottlera renee, nob. (R. tinctorial Roxb.), Andrachne trifoliata, Roxb.

Briedelia montana, Jatropha Curcas, near Hurdwar, and Ricinus communis.

Those which ascend the mountains are species of Phyllanthus, as P. cordata, with

others in Nepal and Kemaon : several new Euphorbias, the only genus of which species

are found in Kunawur. Glochidion bifaria, nob., is found at Jurreepanee, and is very-

common in the Himalayas. Acalypha tenera, nob., is only found during the moisture of

the rainy season, as high as 7,000 feet ; with two shrubby species, Sarcococca pruniformis

and nepaknsis, which are allied to Tricera of America, and to Pachysandra of the
% _

AUeghanys, as well as Bujcus, to all which they have been referred by different botanists;

though generally tetrandrous and tetrasepalous, I have frequently seen it triandrous and

trisepalous. But a true species o^Bua^us is common in these mountains, found chiefly in

vallies, as at Mugra, and near Khalsee, as well as in Kemaon. It grows to a consider-

able size and thickness, and the wood appears as compact and good as that of the

common box.
'

The properties of Indian Eu^horbiaceeE correspond with those which have, been

observed in plants of this family in other parts of the world. All abound in a milky-

juice, which contains Caoutchouc, and is generally united with a highly acrid prin-

ciple of a very volatile nature, and therefore easily dissipated by heat. According to

the degree of concentration of this principle is the innocuous or deadly nature of the

substance with which it is combined. Thus the seeds of some Euphorbiaccce, in which

it exists in small quantity, are eaten ; as those of Akurites amhinux, and q{ A. triloba,

in India : the fruit of Cicca disticha is acid, as is that of Emblica officinalis, forming

Emblic myrobolans. Though united with fecula in the roots of Janipha Manihot or the

Cassava,
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Cassava, so that they are poisonous when raw, it is so effectually separated by heat,

as to afford an abundant and nourishing food to thousands in S. America, the West-

Indies, and Mexico. The plant succeeds completely in India, but it is remarkable

that it should have been made so little use of, though Sir W. Ainslie has mentioned

making Tapioca from it when in India. This acrid and stimulant principle is combined

with fixed oils in many of the seeds of Euphorbiacece, which are well known for their

uses as purgative medicines, as the Castor oil plant, Ricinus communis j khiroa or cherua

of the Arabs, aranda of the Hindoos, %i>orcov and kUi of the Greeks ; and also several

species ofJatropha, as J. Curcas, physic-nut {H. bagh-burinda). J. glandulifcra is used

as an escharotic to remove opacities of the eye in India (Roxb.) The most active, being

at the same time safe, and which is perhaps the most extensively used in India, and

also considered emmenogogue, is the Croton TigUum, Grana MoUuccana and Tilli of old

Pharmacopoeias, jumalgotta of the Hindoos, dund of the Arabs and Avicenna, for which,

in N.India, those of C.polyandrum are substituted, and called by the same name.

Species of Phyllanthus are considered diuretic, others of the order sudorific, and some

emetic. The best substitutes for Ipecacuanha are said to be some species oi Euphorbia,

as E. Ipecacuanha, Gerardiana, &c. ; also Pedilanthus tithymaloides. Space would fail,

if we were merely to enumerate all those to which useful properties have been ascribed,

but they may be seen in the Essay of M. Adrien de Jussieu, Lindley, F^e, Roxburgh,

and Ainslie. The acrid and stimulant principle is united with essential and fragrant

oil in some barks and woods, as in Croton Cascarilla, Eluteria, and gi^atissimum. The

wood-cutters of the Delta of the Ganges state, that no Agallochum is afforded by

E.vccEcaria Agallocha (Roxb.) A peculiar principle (ce7Yo-re^///e, F^e), caWed Euphor-

bium, furjiyoon, (Gr. ajirbiyoon) of the Persian works on Materia Medica, and said

in them to be a produce of Soudan and Africa, is considered by botanists to be

yielded by Euphorbia officinarum, Canariensis, and antiguorum. I doubt whether the

last, at least the species so called in India, yields any, as in some experiments I made

on the subject, I found the juice comparatively inert. The leaves of E.nereifolia are

considered purgative and deostruent (Ainslie) ; the root of ^. ligulaiia, mixed with black

pepper, is employed for the cure of snake-bites. Some of this family are violent poisons,

as Hippomane Mancinella, Hura crepitans, HycEnanche globosa, Ejcc<£caria Agallocha,

Sapium aucuparium and indicum. Seeds of the latter intoxicate fish, as does the bark of

Fluggea viJ^osa (Roxb.), and the hairs of some species, as Tragia cannabina and involucrata,

sting as violently as nettles. Some species yield oil useful for burning, as Elceococca

{Dryandra, Thunb.), verrucosa, and Vernicia, the oil and varnish trees of China,

Aleuritcs triloba, Ricinus communis, &c. ; while StilUngia sebifera, or tallow- tree of

China, yielding a vegetable fat, is now common about Calcutta, but it is only during

cold weather that this substance becomes firm. (Roxb.) The most useful product

of the family, however, and' that which has lately become so important an article of

commerce, and of great utility in a variety of arts, is Caoutchouc, so well known as India-

rubber, and exported principally from Para. This is chiefly yielded by Siphonia elastica,

Hevea
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{Hevea guianensis
, Aubl.), a tree of Guiana and Brazil, which would no doubt thrive

il. Caoutchouc is also imported from Penang, the produce of Urceola elastka
Beng

(As. Res. V. p. 157 and 167), but I hope it will be also from the continent of India.

The expressed oil of the seeds of Jatropha Curcas, boiled with oxide of iron, is said

to form the varnish used by the Chinese for covering boxes (Lindley.) The juice of

this plant is of a very tenacious nature, and when blown into, forms very large bubbles,

probably owing to the presence of Caoutchouc ; this is also afforded by an African tree

of this order.

The dye called Turnsole is yielded by Crozophora (Crototi) tinctoria, as is a colouring

matter by C. plicata (v. Roxb. Fl. Ind. iii. p. 68) ; also by Rottlcra tinctoria, of which

the strigose pubescence, like that of Mucuna pruriens, is administered for expelling

intestinal worms. Several of this family yield hard and valuable timber in India,

as Emblica officinalis, Rottkra tetracocca, Adelia castanicarpa, species of Brlcddia,

Cluytia, &c. African oak or teak is supposed by some to belong to this family.

Though belonging to so dangerous a family, the leaves of Piukenetia cornicidata are

said to be eaten as a vegetable ; and the domesticated Arindy silk-worm {Phala:na

Cynthia) is fed upon the leaves of Ricinus communis. (Roxb.)

Euphorbia pentagonay fructicosa, ramosa ; ramis 5-angularibus ascendentibus, angulis acutls promi-

nentibus marginibus undulatis aculeatis, aculeis gcminis subsubulatis, floribus sessilibus aggregatis

solitariisve.—Tak 82. fig. 1. (o) Transverse section of a branch
; (6) a cluster of flowers; (c) a male

flower
; {d e) capsule.

Hab. Very common along the foot of the hills, especially on the Suen Range.

^. nawa; caule ex rhizojnate magno assurgente brevissimo dichotomo paucifloro, ramis simplicibus

unifloris basi squamis duabus canaliculatis cuneiformibus cuspidatis, floribus solitariis terminalibus invo-

lucro subtubuloso, foliis post florescentiam rhizomatis apice aggregatis niagnis ovato-oblongis crassis,

basi attenuatis sessilibus.

—

E. fusiformi (Ham.) afHnis.—Tab. 82. fig. 2. (a) A flower magnified ;

(6) the same opened, with one of the scales of the branch separated
; (c) a male flower, with the fringed

bract at the base of the pedicel.

Hab. Kheree Pass and Suen Range.

E, humilis; ramis 3-4 tenuibus dichotomis rhizomatis apice assurgentibus, aphyllis sed ex dicha-

tomia squamis duabus membranaceis acutis miinitis, floribus solitariis terminalibus involucro quinque^

fido segmentis glandulosis squamis fimbriatis altemantibus, foliis post florescentiam rhizomatis apice

roseolatis oblongis acutis basi attenuatis sessilibus.—Tab. 82. fig. 3.

Hab. Kheree Pass, and low elevations in the Himalayas.

Euphorbia Cashmeriana ; caule erecto folioso, foliis alternis sessilibus ovato-lanceolatis, ramis

floriferis axillaribus gracillibus, foliis floralibus tribus cordato-rotundatis coloratis involucrum raentien-

tibus, umbella 4-fida radiis simplicibus centrale maximo, lateralibus saepe abortivis.—Tab. 82. fig. 4.

Hab. Cashmere and neighbouring mountains.

147. ARISTOLOCHIEiE.

The AristolochiecE are chiefly found in tropical countries, especially S. America, the

West-Indies, and the southern provinces of N. America. Asarum occurs in Europe,

Japan, and N. America, with a few species of Aristolochia. Species of the last and

Bragantia are found in the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas. A. saccata occurs in the

mountains of Silhet, and A. bracteata spreads from the Peninsula to the banks of the

Jumna. A. indica is common to India and New Holland. ^

2 u The
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Tte Aristolochias secrete a bitter principle and an essential oil ; owing to the presence

of ihe latter, they are sometimes very fragrant, and are used, like Aristolochid serpen-

taria, ks diaphoretics. Several are bitter, as A. Idnga and rotunda, still forming,

though natives ofthe 5. of Europe, a portion of the Asiatic Materia Medica, under the

,names ztirawuhcl tiikdeel (PeriS. duraZy long), and zurawund moodehruj (P. gird, round),

with Aridolokhidy as the Greek name. A. indica and bracteatay natives of the plains of
M L

India, are also both intensely bitter. It is remarkable that the first should be consi-

dered by the natives a cure for snake-bites, as are some of the American species : both

^re employed to restrain diarrhaeas, and the latter is accounted einmenagogue in N.

India. Asariim Europaeum is also sold in Indian bazars, under the ttame Asoroon ; but

I have only found a'plant from the hills called tuggur Substituted for it.*

148. BALANOPHOREiE.

This forms one of the small orders, which it is difficult to know where to refer. It

was considered by M. Richard allied to Hi/drocharidecEy and also to Aroidece. In its

affinity to the latter, MM. Endlicher and Schott are disposed to coincide. The

discovery of spiral vessels in Rqfflesiay as well as in M. Guillemen's new genus Pilo-

stylesy has rendered less evident the connection of these with Cellulares. In an admi-
A _

rable monograph, MM. Endlicher and Scliott have united the three orders of

BalanophorecE, CytinecEy and Rqfflesiacece , into one class, which they call Rhizanthece.

In these we see the same rules apply with respect to distribution as in other families
;

that IS, where 'the majority occur in hot parts of the world, a few representatives spread

into higher latitudes. Cynomorium and Cyt'inus existing in the S. of Europe, Sarcophyte

and Aphyteia at the Cape of Good Hope. In like manner some species of these

orders ascend moderate elevations in mountains bordering tropical 'countries, where

local circumstances are favourable to their development. Thus the genus Balmiophora,

originally found in the island of Tanna and New Caledonia, and subsequently in Java,

has also a species, B. indica, in the Peninsula of India ; two, B. typhina and gigantea,

in Burma; and one extending to Nepal, B . dioica , ^r
.
, vfKich. h considered to be

identical with B. elongota of Blume, found in Java. This is figured in Tab. 99, from

Dr.Wallich's drawings ; but I possess no specimens to give a description.

The properties of fhe plants of this class, as far as at present known, are of an

astringent nature, as Cynomorium and Cytinus, which contain gallic acid, in Europe,

and Rafflesia in Sumatra and Java. I learn from a note in the E. I. Herbarium,

N. 7249, that Balanophora gigantea (Gen. nov.? Sarcocordylis, Wall.) is found in every

bazar in Burma, being used in medicine ; and infer from Dr.Wallich's MS. name
Neerbis khaseeanum for B. dioica, Br., that this may be one kind of Nirbisi (v. p. 49.)

149. PODOSTEME.E.

Mad

The NepenthtcB or Pilcher Plants, are so strictly a tropical family, that they d
t. Though found in the tropical islands of the east, the southern part of China, C
at ^Courtallum in the Indian Peninsula, N. dhtUlatoria was fomid by Dr. Wall
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149. PODOSTEME^.

This is one of the small orders which seems to destroy the distinction between

Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons—being usually placed in the former, but considered

by Di*. Lindley as allied to Piperacea. Though thought to be confined to the warm

parts of S. America, with one species in N. America, and qthers ip the islands of

Madagascar and the Mauritius, one species, Podostema WalUchu, Br., has been disco-

vered by Dr.Wallich on the mountains of Silhet.

150. CHLORANTHE^.
r

This is a small order established by Mr. Brown, "and allied to Saururea and Pipe-

raceme, of which the species are found in the tropical parts pf S. America, the West-

Indies, and Society Islands. The genus Chlora?ithus occurs in China, Japan, and in

India in the forests of Goalpara, and Silhet, where is found C. erecfM^,Wall., nearly

allied to C. inconspicuus and serratus, found Many of the plants of

this family are aromatic and fragrant, and the leaves and roots of some species are said
i

to resemble snake-root in their properties and uses.

151. SAURUREiE.

The Saururece are, like Chloranthea , allied to Piperacea. The genus found in North
L

-H

r ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

America, from which the order is named, has its place supplied in the Old World by

Aponogeton, existing in similar situations, and which in its habits has considerable

resemblance to Fluviaks. It is found in ponds of water (and the same species,
w

A. momstachyon and undulatum) all over the plains of India, as well as of China

;

also in Ceylon, and at the Cape of Good Hope. Houttuynia, placed here by Bartling,

but referred by Jussieu to Aroidece, with a query '' An Naiadibus affinia," is also

common to India, Cochin-china, and Japan ; and the same species, H. cordata, has

been found in all these countries, and in the vallies of the Himalayas, from Goalpara

to the Sutlej. Its leaves are said to be used as a pot-herb in Nepal. Dr. Roxburgh

states, that the natives of India are fond of the roots of Aponogeton monostachyou, which

he states are nearly as good as potatoes.

152. PIPERACE^.

The Piperacea, like some of the preceding families, are sometimes placed among

Monocotyledons, and at others among Dicotyledons; as by Richard, Mirbel, De

CandoUe. and Blume. in the former. By Jussieu, the genus Piper was placed uear

Ur Mr. Brown has omitted them in the first volume of his Prod

we may infer that he considers them to belong to Dicotyledons, where they are placed

by Meyer and Dr. Lindley. The latter considering them related to Polygonece, Sau-

riirecE, and Urticece, as well as to Chloranthec€, adds, " in the opinion of those

who believe Piperacea to be Monocotyledons, their station is near Aroidece, with which,

indeed thev must be considered in any point of view to be closely connected:"

2 u 2 The

•
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The Piperacea are found in tropical parts, as those of Asia, S. America, and in

the West-Indies. They are deficient on the west coast of Africa, as we have seen to be

the case with Begoniacece, and some others which delight in moist and sheltered
r

situations. They are found in Brazil, the Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, and

abundantly in all the islands of the Pacific and Indian oceans. From the Moluccas,
- . -

Sumatra, and Java, they extend along the Malayan Peninsula to Goalpara and
r

Silhet. Several species are found in the Indian Peninsula, and a few extend from
Silhet to Nepal, and even as far as the vallies of the Suen Range, or in N. lat. 30|^°.

Carolina is the most northern habitat in the New World. A few species ascend the

Peruvian Andes, so do others the Himalayas.

Those which are found in Nepal are, P. peepuloides, Roxb. (the peepul of Silhet),

and P. aurantiacumy Wall.
; while P. brachystachyumy Wall., found in the vallies of

Noakote and Nepal, extends also to those below the Mussooree and Suen Ranges,
where it is called puharee pan , or hiU-betle. P.longum, also found in the Peninsula
and the vallies of the Circar mountains, as well as in Bengal and Silhet, I am unable
to distinguish from specimens collected in the Kheree Pass, and there called puharee
peepul, or hill long-pepper. This name is said by Dr. Roxburgh to be applied in the

luntains N.W. (an N.E.?) of Bengal to his P. sylvaticum, which is no doubt allied to

longum. P. {Peperomia, Don.) saxatUis is probably that which occurs at the hic^hest
P
elevations, as it is found on the mountains of Dindygul in the Peninsula, also on
those of Silhet, in Nepal, Kemaon, and still further n(Jrth on Suen, Surkunda, and
Deobun.

-

The tribe of Peppers is well characterized by the warm, pungent, and aromatic
properties for which some of the species have been celebrated from the earliest to the
present times, either as condiments, or for their uses as stimulant and stomachic
med Of these, Piper nigrum, affording the Black and White Pepper (Pen
pilpil) of Commerce, is, no doubt, the most celebrated. That of Malabar has Ion
been considered the best; but that of Sumatra, and many of the islands, is reckoned
nearly as good. Mr. Crawford states, -The Pepper countries extend from abov
the longitude of 96° to that of 115° E.. beyond which no Pepper is to be found, and
they ^ach from 5' S. lat. to 12° N., where it again ceases. Within these limits, we
have Sumatra, Borneo, the Malayan Peninsula, and certain countries lying on the east
coast of the Gulf of Siam." It is cultivated all along the Malabar coast, and also
near Courtallum. Dr. Roxburgh describes it as being found wild in the hills of the
Rajamundry district. But this may be the species which he describes under the name
P. trmcum, of which I have seen no specimens ; but the Pepper Dr. R. states to be
exceedmgly pungent, and by merchants at Madras reckoned equal, if not superior

to the best Pepper of the Malabar coast or Ceylon."

!!! ^.!" =:''''"' ^- ^5': P"" °^ *^ "^'='*^- Sans. Tambooke, Pers. tumbol. so well

is cultivated throughout

it as high as Bundlecund

known for its moderately pungent and aromatic properties
tropical Asia, and over a great part of India. I have seen

and
%
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and the southern parts of the Doab, though requires a ch moist soil, and shady

situation. These are obtained in Northern India by irrigation, and covering the plants

ght thatch of grass or reeds. F. longum, pippul of the
around and above with

and the pippula-moola and peepla-mooj\ is cultivated Beng and the

Circars, both for its pepper and former in use as a condiment, and the

latter extensively so as a stimulant medicine. P. chaba (As. Res. ix. 39 1) is called mug-
peepul, and similarly used. The root of P. viethysticum is that employed in the Society and

Friendly Islands, under the name o^ Ava or Kava, to produce by fermentation a pungent

and beverage. P. inebrians is substituted for P as its name
implies, smells of Anise; other species possess the general pungent and stimulant

properties of the family. P. Cubeba, grown in Java and Penang, affords the well-

known CubebSf which are the kubabeh of the Arabs, kubab-checnee of the Hindoos

;

for these hurfiyoon is assigned as i\\Q Greek name, intended probably for Carpesiutn,

as this has been supposed by some authors to be Cubebs. The seeds of tezbul, Xan-

thojylum hostile, p. 157, are said to be one kind of Cubebs. They have much the same

warm, pungent, and stimulant properties.

153. URTICE^.

The Urticea, as separated from ArtocarpetjP , are chiefly distinguished by their want

of milkiness, shrubby or herbaceous nature, and by their erect ovula, with the radicle

remote from the hilum. They are widely diffused, both in tropical and temperate

climates. In India, the herbaceous and shrubby species, as those of Boehmeria, Urtica,

and Procris, found in America well Asia where there is considerabi

moisture of climate, whence we may account for their parative ab from

Africa : but the arboreous Troph found in every part, even on the d

banks of the J Parietaria, very widely diffused both in the Old and NewWor
is mentioned as having species, P. indica and Sonneratii, in India; neither

L

merated by Drs, Roxburgh or Wallich. The species of Urtica and Procr tend

from the Indian and Malayan Peninsul g the Himalayas to Nepal, and then

Kem and Sirmore. The species of Procris occur in the mountains onl^' the

ramy season. Of Nettles. Ui parvifli found in the north of Rohilcund

U. virukns is common in the Deyra Doon ; and other species at Mussooree, Simla, &c.

Boehmeria frutescens is common to Nepal and Japan ; and B. salicifolia, said by Dr.

Roxburgh to have been received from the Moluccas, is found along the foot of the

Himalayas, as far north as the Deyra Doon, where by the aggregation of its small berries

it yields an edible fruit.

The Hemp {Cannabis sativa), so well known in Asia from affording an intoxicating

drug. d in Europe the strongest fibre for rope-making, is cultivated for former

product in small quantities every where in the plains of India, near villages : but in the

Himalayas it is extremely abundant of 6,000'and 7,000 feet, and of very

growth, rising sometimes to a height of ten and twelve feet. Here, though

it
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it likewise affords an intoxicating drug, it is also known for the tenacity of its fibre,

which is employed by the mountaineers in Gurhwal and Sirmore for making a coarse

sackcloth, and strong ropes for crossing their rivers. Considering that this fact

was early made known by Col. Kirkpatrick in his account of Nepal, ascertained by

Gen. Hardwicke in his journey to Srinuggur, and repeated by Dr. Roxburgh in his

account of experiments on substitutes for Hemp ; it is remarkable that no one

should yet have attempted to obtain it for commercial purposes, particularly as during

the late war so many attempts were made to find an efficient substitute for this

important plant ; and so many others are cultivated in India for the product which this

yields of so superior a quality. It may be mentioned, that I have seen it abundant

in the Deyra Doon and plains of Northern India, especially in the upper part of

the Doab Canal ; of these only a small portion is employed for making bhang ; but this

might probably be obtained from the leaves, even while the stems yielded the fibre.

The Hemp is supposed by some to be a native of India ; it no doubt is so of some

part of Asia. It appears to be wild in the Himalayas. The Arabic name kinnuh

is thought to have been corrupted into the Dutch heniiep, whence w^e no doubt have our

hemp ; kinnahis is given as its Greek name by the eastern wTiters on Materia Medica

;

hunj as Persian ; and bhung and bhang as Hindee. It is said by Herodotus to have been

made into cloth by the Thracians, and is now well known to be extensively cultivated

In Italy, Poland, and Russia to the south of Moscow, with a small quantity only

in England. It requires a rich soil and moist situation ; is pulled when in flower, if

tlie fibre alone be required, but if the seed also, then the male plants are pulled as soon

as they have slied their pollen, and the others when the seed Ts ripe. These yield oil,

which is employed by painters, or they are used for feeding poultry; so that every part of

the plant is turned to some account. The leaves are sometimes smoked in India, and

occasionally added to Tobacco, but are chiefly employed for" making bhang, and subzce,

of which the intoxicating powers are so well known. But a peculiar substance is

yielded by the plants in the hills, in the form of a glandular secretion, which is collected

by the natives pressing the upper part of the growing plant between the palms of their

hands, and then scraping off the secretion which adheres. This is well known in

India by the name cherris, and is considered more intoxicating than any other prepara-

tion of this plant, which is so highly esteemed by many Asiatics, serving them both

for wine and opium ; it has in consequence a variety of names applied to it in Arabic,

some of which were translated to me, as ** grass of fuqueers,"—" leaf of delusion,'^

'' increaser of pleasure,"—" exciter of desire,"—" cementer of friendship," &c. L
was well acquainted with phantastica, dementens." It

likely as any other to have been the Nepenthes of Homer. Besides kinnabis, it ha

defroonus assigned as a Greek name.

It is interestmg to find in the same family with the Hemp, the Urtica tenacissima o

Calooee of Marsden, jRaw/ of the Malays, a native of !J5umatra, also of Rungpore, wher
It IS called kunhomis, and which Dr. Roxburgh found oneof the strongest of all the vege

tabi
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table fibres, which he subjected to experiment. Average weight with which lines made
af the difFerent substances broke, were, Asckpias tenacisslma, Jetee of the Rajmahl moun-

taineers, 248; Urtica tenacissima, Calooeey240 ; the strongest Sunn.Crotolariajimcea, 160.

Hemp, Cannabis satha, grown in the year 1800, in the Company's Hemp Farm near

Calcutta, 158, but much stronger when tanned. Europe Hemp, however, was always

found stronger than Sunn, though not more so than the others. Dr. Roxburgh speaks

of the beauty, fineness, and softness of the fibre of this plant, and says, he learnt from

a friend resident at Canton, that the,^rass-cloth of China is made of this material. It

is cultivated in Sumatra for the fibres of its bark. The Malays use it for sewing-thread

and twine, and for making fishing-nets. It is as readily cultivated as the willow from

cuttings, grows luxuriantly in the northern, as in the southern parts of India, throws

up numerous shoots they are cut down, which may be done about fiv

a-year. Dr. Roxburgh, however, found some difficulty in cleaning the fibres of this

plant, notwithstanding his anxious desire to succeed with this substitute for both lienip

and flax. Urtica heterophylla, is another Indian nettle, which succeeds well in every

part, and of which the bark abounds in fine white, glossy, silk-like strong fibres (Roxb.)

The stinging properties of the nettle are well known, but they are all exceeded by the

last-mentioned plant, as well as by U.crenulata diud stimula7is.

The Hop {Humulus Lupulus) is another plant of this family, which affords fibre fit

for rope and cloth-making, and which would be a valuable acquisition to India, as

many situations at moderate admirably fitted for the brewing of beer.

In one establishment which I visited several times, the temperature within the buildings

never varied much, from CO®. The Hop is also a remarkable instance of the change

of prejudice with regard to the same thing. Thus, at an early period, in the petition

against it, we hear of it as the ** wicked weed called hops;" in a subsequent age we

find it noted as a subject of admiration, that " on Kent's rich plains green hop-grounds

scent the gales;" and now, many think, that no beer can be made without it. The

plant grows wild in most parts of Europe, and is described further south by Bieberstein,

in his Flora Tauro-Caucasica, as " coj)iosa in dumetis et sepibus." It requires a rich

strong soil, especially if it be rocky a few feet below the surface. It is planted in

October or March, shoots up about the middle of April, flowers in July, and ripens its

seeds in September. Warm seasons, without wet, are required for good crops ;. great

heat after rains, and hisrh winds, are destructive. It might be cultivated in Nepal, or.

perhaps, the Deyra Doon ; but it is feared that the rainy season would interfere much

with the proper growth of the plant. The subject is well worthy of experiment,

few plants would suffice to ascertain the effects of the seasons.

and

154. ARTOCARPEiE.

The Artocarpea, separated from Urtlce(E, may be recognised by their milky juic

and flowers aggregated in fleshy heads. ^ This is strictly a tropical family, but lik

many such, sends a few species both north and south beyond strictly tropical limits

o s

i
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1

as southwards to the Cape and southern parts of New Holland, and north to Japan

and the south of Europe. Two species of Morus and one of Madura extend into the

United States of America,

The genera oi ArtocarpecE are few in number; those found in India are, Artocarpus,

FicuSy Broussonetia, and Moras. Gunnera, thought to be confined to the New World,

has been found by Blume in Java. Artocarpus, froni which the family is named, and

the genus, from the well-known species, A. incisa, or Bread-fruit tree of the Pacific

Islands, and which is also found in the Moluccas, has also species in India and the

islands, as A. integrifolia, or the Jak fruit, much cultivated in Southern India, and

found in many parts where the climate is not too dry. A. Chaplasha and A.Lakoocha,

Roxb., with other species, are also common in the southern parts, as Silhet, and the

latter in gardens even in the most northern parts. The genus Ficus, the most numerous

in species, is also the most abundant in India. Species may be seen nearly every

where, either cultivated in the neighbourhood of villages, or wild in every jungle or

hilly situation, from the Peninsula to the most northern portion of the Himalayas

;

one or two species are found as high as at Mussooree, F. laiirifolia, nob., and foveolata.

Wall. Dr. Roxburgh has described about fifty species, Dr.Wallich has added nearly

as many, without including those from the Malayan Peninsula or islands. The whole
require a more critical examination than they have yet received, before we can

determine the species which are common to India with other countries ; but many
of the same species extend from the southern to the most northern parts, as F. indica,

religibsa, glomerata, coiigloinerata, venosUy &c. F. Rumphil occurs in the vallies in

Kemaon, and at Barahat on the Ganges ; but it may have been introduced/ as it is

held m veneration by the Hindoos. F. elastka does not extend beyond Pund
Juntypore, and Cbirraponjee. Broussoiietia, with species in the West-Indies, Louisiania,

and Brazil, has one species, B. papyrifcra, common to the Society Islands, New
Zealand, and Japan

; and another, B. integrlfolia, at Goalpara, in Lower Assam. The
Mulberry, though not so numerous in species, is more widely diffused than any other

genus of the family. Species are found in Madagascar and Mauritius, in the islands of

the Pacific Ocean, in Java, Quito, N. America, and China. In India we trace them
from the southern to the most northern parts ; with one species common in the Hima-
layas: thence we find them in Cashmere, Persia, Asia Minor, and Media, near
Bokhara, and S. of Russia. In a great part of Europe Morus nigra is common,
but probably introduced from the South.

r

Of M. alba, so valuable in an economical point of view, and especially cultivated in
the south of Europe for feeding the silk-worm, the native country is not well known

;

but it is supposed by some to be Persia, Media, and Asia Minor, and by others China
;'

though we do not hear when it was introduced into Europe, nor is it mentioned at
the time when the Monks brought the eggs of the silk insect to Constantinople. The
species of this genus, like that of almost every other which is cultivated, has been so
little attended to by those best qualified to determine the degree of variation, and conse-

quently
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quently the limits of species, that some may be confounded with others; it is therefore

difficult, from the notices of travellers, to say what species prevail in different countries.

Morus'alba may be common in China, but it is little known in India, though Dr.

Roxburgh mentions it as occurring in gardens in the south : it is not found in the

north, nor is his M. indica, so extensively cultivated in Bengal for feeding the silk-

worm ; this, however, occurs in the Peninsula, as I see by specimens sent thence in

the British Museum and E. I. Herbarium. M. atropurpurcay introduced from China,
r

succeeds well in every part of India, but the leaves are not relished by the silk-worm

(Roxb.) The species most common in the north of India are, M.lcEvigata,'^d\\.,

called seah toot, or black mulberry, of which the long, cylindrical, purple fruit is

much eaten; also M. parvifolia, nob., found wild in the jungles, and cdAled toothree

;

its wood is highly esteemed for hardness and tenacity. Two other species found in

gardens in Northern India are not known in the south ; one originally from the valley

of Cashmere, M. Cashmeriana, nob., is called suffed-toot (white mulberry), by the

natives, but it has long pendulous fruit ; and another from the same valley, M. dulcis, nob ,

of which some of the varieties resemble AI, alba, and others M. tatarlca; but its

fruit is superior in flavour to that of all the other species. M. serrata, Roxb. {cuspi-

data,W2i\\.), is very common in the mountains in Kemaon, Sirmore, below Mussooree,

and at Simla.

The ArtocarpecB contain many plants very important in an economical point of view;

as the Mulberry, already mentioned, for feeding the silk-worm ; it is interesting to

find, as stated by Dr. Roxburgh, that next to mulberry leaves, they prefer those

of the pippul, or Ficus religiosa, also a plant of this family. The Bread-fruit tree

{Artocarpus incisd), belonging to the genus which gives its name to the family, forms a

large portion of the food of the South-Sea Islanders. The Jak {A. integrifoUa) affords an

rr

creeable fruit; its seeds roasted, are much eaten in the south of India and in Ce\

A. Lakoocha and echinata form very inferior fruits, though they are eaten by the
r

natives of the countries where the trees are indigenous. A. integrifolia and Chaplasha
M

yield excellent timber. The Figs are well known for their delicious fruit, though this

is not usually produced of a fine quality in all parts of India ; but varieties of

F.Carica are common in gardens, and might no doubt be much improved, as they

are produced of a fine quality in the Bombay presidency, in the south of Europe,

and Asia Minor, as well as in Northern Africa. The fruit of other species is eaten

by the natives of India, as of F, glomerata, hirsuta, scahrdla, and virgata.

The ArtocarpecE all abound in a milky juice, frequently of a bland nature ;
as in the

Cow-tree, or Palo de Vacca of South America, supposed to be related to Brosimiim, and

abounding in caoutchouc. But it is often united with an acrid principle, secreted in

some in so large a proportion as to render them poisonous; as witnessed in Ficus

toxkaria, and especially in Antiaris toxkaria, the Upas-tree of Java, owing to the

presence of Strychnia. So, in the ApocynecE, we have seen the equal presence in the

same family, of caoutchouc-yielding milky juice, either of a bland nature, or combined

2 X with
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with an acrid principle. Many species yield tenacious juice, of which bird-lime is

frequently made, as Artocarpus integrifolia and Lakoocha, Ficus indica and religiosd;

also, F. Tsiela, Ro.rbu7'ghii, glomerata, and oppositifoUa . From some of these an inferior

kind of caoutchouc has been obtained; but in considerable quantities, and of a very

good quality, from Dr. Roxburgh's F. elasticd, which he describes as being of the size

of a mango-tree, or full-grown sycamore ; the older trees yield a richer juice than

the younger, from incisions cut in the bark all round the trunk from its base to

the top. Of this milky juice, 50 oz. yielded 15^oz. of the clean-washed caoutchouc.

With the milk the natives pay the insides of their vessels and baskets, so as to enable

these to hold liquids : the caoutchouc furnishes them with candles and flambeaux.

Dr. Roxburgh discovered many years ago that it was perfectly soluble in Cajeputi oil,
A,

rather an expensive medium,but sufficient to indicate the kind of menstruum of a

cheaper nature which would dissolve it. The other plants made known by Dr. Roxburgh

as secreting caoutchouc are, Urceola elastica, which yields in Penang the best kind,

Willoughbcia ediilis, and Melodlnus monogynus (v. p. 270.)*

The

• Since the above passage was in type, I have received specimens of the Caoutchouc of Ficus elasti

from Mr. G, Swinton, late Chief Secretary to the Bengal Government, who had it collected so long ago as 1826

in Silhet, and sent it to Sir D. Brewster for experiment; but it never attracted the notice of commercial men^

either in India or England. Notwithstanding that Professor Seddon, at the desire of the late Mr. D. Scott

(so well known for his zealous endeavours to elicit the resources of the districts conimitted to his charge)'

sent it from Assam to a principal house of agency in Calcutta ; but was informed that '^the articlebeing unknown

in this (the Calcutta) market, we are sorry we can give you no idea of its value:" and this^ in March 1828,

when it was selling in London for two shillings a-pound. As Caoutchouc has now become an extensive

article of commerce, and a Company has been formed in London called the London Caoutchouc Company,

of which one of the objects is to encourage the collection of this substance in India, so that the home

manufactures may not be dependent upon too limited a field of supply, it cannot but be highly gratifying to

Mr. Swinton to have his early anticipations of its value so completely substantiated. This, the more so, as so few

were found either here or in India, who perceived the importance or encouraged the prosecution of his exertions,

to bring not only this, but many other Indian products into notice ; several of which might by this time
4

have become important articles of commerce. It is curious that Mr. Swinton should also have been the

medium of communication with Mr, Scott, for announcing the fact of the Tea-plant being both indigenous

and cultivated within our then newly-acquired territories in Assam. As the Caoutchouc was pronounced to

be of no value, so the Tea was said to be only a Camellia; and as the former has come to be so desirable an
t

article for a commercial body here ; so has the latter become an object of solicitude even to the Indian Govern-

ment : a scientific expedition, headed by Dr.Wallich, having been sent into Upper Assam to explore the Tea

country, whose report the scientific world are anxiously expecting.

I have been favoured with a letter from my friend. Professor Christison, of Edinburgh, who obtained

specimens of the above East-India Caoutchouc, after it had been eight years in the country, and employed

for conveying coal-gas. Respecting it, he says " I can most decidedly state, thattube

so far as my trials go, it is a far better article than is commonly thought, and quite fit for many most

important economical uses." Since the arrival in London, from Mr. Swinton, of the specimens of this

Caoutchouc, they have been submitted to experiment by Mr. Sievier, the Sculptor, so well known for his

substance the

£rom Silhet, though carelessly collected, and so long ago as eleven years since, to be equal in elasticity to the

best
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The Banyduy or Ficus indka, is famed for its " pillared shade, where daughters grow

about the mother tree," and the *' tot rami, quot arbores," which has furnished a motto

to the Royal Asiatic Society. Species of the genus afford grateful shade in America,

as in India. The wood of Morus tinctorla, called fustick, is used for dyeing yellow,

so also of Broussonetia and Ficus tinctoria ; in India, the roots of Artocarpiis Lakoocha

are used for dyeing the same colour. From the fondness of birds for the fruit and the

tenacity of life in the seed of two species, F. indica and religiosa, ai*e explained

two phenomena very familiar to all who have visited India : one is that of a palm-

tree growing out of tlie centre of the Banyan : and the other that of the pippul,

F. religiosa, vegetating, (where the seed has been deposited in cracks), on the driest walls

and most elevated domes and minarets, which, by its increase, it soon destroys. The

former appearance Dr. Roxburgh has also well explained, as proceeding from the

seed of the Banyan germinating, on the moist upper parts of the palmyra-tree {Boi^assus

Jlabellifot^mis); and thence sending down its descending shoots, which in time entirely

enclose the palm ; this finally appears with only its bunch of leaves projecting beyond

tlie

, '

best from South America, and superior to it from lightness of colour, and freedom from smell. There can be

little doubtj therefore, of its becoming an important and profitable article of commerce, since nearly 500 tons

of Caoutchouc are now imported from other parts of the world; and its applications and uses are so rapidly

increasing, that it is not possible at present for the supply to keep pace with the demand. It may be hoped,

therefore, that some enterprizing individuals will be induced to collect carefully, that is, keep clean^ the

milky juice of Ficus elastica. The tree is called kasmeer by the inhabitants of the Pundua andJuntipoor

mountains, which bound the province of Silhetonthe north. It is also found near Durruuj, in Assam, between

the Buri'ampooter and the Bootan Hills. The highest price for caoutchouc can, however, only be obtained

for that which is collected in the bottle-form ; or preferably in that of a cylinder of 1^ 'o 21 inches in diameter,

and 4 or 5 inches in length, according to the models sent by theauthor to both the Asiatic and Agricultural

Societies of Calcutta. Much useful information will be found on this subject in Dr. Roxburgh's Flora Indica,

vol. iii, p.541-545 ; also^ in his article oa Urceola elastica^ or Caoutchouc-vine of Sumatra and Pulo Penang,

following another by Mr. Howison on the same subject, in the fifth volume of the Transactions of the

Asiatic Society of Calcutta. Fide pamphlet on the Plants which yield Caoutchouc, by the Author.

As connected with this subject may be mentioned a discovery to which the author was led, and announced

in a paper read before the British Association at Bristol (v. Athenaeum, 3d Sept 1836). By referring to the

observations on the families of Cichoracew^ Lobeliacecey Apocy?iea^, Asclcpiadece, Euphorbiacece, Urlicece, and Arlo*

carpecey it will be seen that in each of these families there are plants yielding Caoutchouc, and in some of them

a few employed in making bird-lime; with others remai'kable for the tenacity of their fibre- But it is singular

that in these same families should be contained the several plants on which the silk-worm feeds, when unable
A,

to obtain its favourite food, the leaf of the mulberry. Thus, in Europe, it is fed on lettuce and dandelion

leaves, lately on those of a species of Scorzoneraj all belonging to the Cichoraccce ; so, in India, Ficus
r

religiosa, of the family of Artocarpece, has been found the best substitute for the mulberry leaf. Other species

of silk-worm also feed on plants of these families; as Phalccna Cynthia, or Arindy silk-v»orm, on the leaves

of Ricimis C077i77iu7iis, one of the Eupfiorbiacece. Mr. Morley informs mo, that a caterpillar, which has a very

large cocoon and spins a tough, but coarse kind of silk, feeds on the leaves of the South American Caoutchouc-

tree, or Siphonia elastica, also of this family. Considering that such facts were not likely to be accidental,

I was led to suppose that this substance might possibly form a necessary ingredient in the food of silk-worms,

and be in some way employed in giving tenacity to their silk. I therefore inferred that it might probab[y be

2x2 found
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the top of the. trunk of a lofty Banyan, out of which it appears to be growing

;

though actually older, and like it, having its roots fixed in the ground. The Lac
*

insect delights in several species of Ficus, as F, indica, religiosay glomerata. Sec. ; the

twigs of which it may frequently be seen covering. Broussonetia papyrifera affords

fibres, which are convertible into ropes; made into a kind of cloth; or manufactured

into paper. Urtkece and Artocarpece are now re-united by M. Gaudichaud and Dr. Lindley.

155. DATISCE^.

This small order was formed by Mr. Brown of the genus from which it is named,
and Tetrameks, discovered by Dr. Horsfield, in Java. Datisca is found both in the

Old and New World, existing in the latter in Pennsylvania. D.canmbma, so named
from its great resemblance to the Hemp-plant, extends from the south of Europe and
Asia Minor through Iberia to the vallies of the Himalaya. I have obtained it from

Cashmere and Kunawur, and found it at the foot of the Choor and Kedarkanta moun-
tains. It spreads also to Nepal ; D. nepaknsis, Don, being the same species.

found in their favourite food, the. mulberry leaf, even though this is represented as being without milky juice,

and subsequently requested iVIr. Sievier, who was living out of town, to ascertain whether any Caoutchouc did
exist in the juice of the mulberry: a few days afterwards, he informed me that I was perfectly correct in my
inference, as the juice of the mulberry not only contained Caoutchouc, but was also milky, as might be seen

on breaking the petioles of the leaves, especially on dry and bright sunny days. This fact may partly explain

why mulberry leaves, grown on dry, sandy, or gravelly situations, and even on the higher lands in the south

than

their quicker growth, bein|

secretions of the mulberry.

On reading the above paper, the Rev. F. Hope, late President of the Entomological Society, inquired
whether the Spindle-tree, Emnymus europcea, belonged to any of the above families of plants, as it was
occasionally employed for feeding the silk-worm. This would at first sight, appear to be an exception ; but it

may be observed, that Caoutchouc Is a substance much more extensively diffused in plants than is generally

of
Soc, vol.vii.) feeds on Zizj/phus Jujnba; and though the former, Enonymm, is now placed in Celastrinea,

families

formed the Rhamni o£3ns^ien: and both are allied

as to have

(v. p. 167), and which contains the common holly, so well known as employed in making bird-lime. Thi

)

Bughy silk-worm of the natives of the Birbhoom Hills, where Tusseh silk is manufactured, however, feeds
on Pentaptera glabra (Ascen of the natives) of the family of Combretacece ; but we do not know thatlny of
these contain Caoutchouc; though I have no doubt that some will be found in these plants. The subject is well

important

natural affinities of plants ; and also, in a practical point of view, as assisting us in finding fit food for the
fastidious silk-worm

; and therefore extending the silk cultivation into new situations. The number of plants
suited to silk-worms may, I think, be increased, by experimenting on those belonging to families which
yield Caoutchouc. It does not follow that all which yield this substance are fitted for its food ; for many
we have seen are united with an acrid principle : and the surface of the leaves of others may be both too
rough, as well as the texture too thick and hard for so delicate a tribe of animals,

156. Ulmace^,
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156. ULMACE^.

The UlmacecB of Mirbel, Celtidece of Richard, separated from AmentacecE, and nearly

allied to Urttcece, form a small order containing but few genera and species. Species

are found in India of Ulmus and Celtis. The former is common in Europe, IV. America,

China, and Japan; from Siberia and the shores of the Caspian, species extend to the

Himalayas, where several form magnificent trees. Ulmus integrifoUa (Wall. 3547) is

found at the foot of these mountains, as well as on those of the Circars ; and U. lancifoUa

as far south as the Chittagong mountains. U, erosa. Roth., thought at one time by Dr.
r

Wallich to be U. effusa^ Wild., appears to have a wide distribution, if the specimens

described by the former were obtained by Dr. Heyne from the Peninsula; as it is common

in Kemaon, and at the foot of the Choor mountain. I have specimens in leaf

of apparently the same species from Pungee in Kunawur, where there is also a smooth-

leaved species, TJ. Icevigata, nob. U. virgata^ which Dr. Roxburgh states as having

received from China, was found by Dr.Wallich in Nepal and Kemaon, and by myself

at Mussooree, &c., so that it maybe enumerated as one of the plants common to

India and China. Cdtis, on the contrary, occurs in tropical as well as in cold parts

of the world, as in Northern and Tropical Anierica, Africa, and Asia, spreading thence

into the south of Europe ; so we have species of the genus extending from Penang and

Singapore along the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet; also in tbe Indian Peninsula, and

some of the hills of Central India ; likewise in Nepal and the Deyra Doon, at consi-

derable elevations in the Himalayas, and as far north as Cashmere. C. orientalh,

Wall. Cat. 3689, and species allied to it, occur in the hottest places ; C. tetrandra,

Roxb., extends along the foot of the mountains as far as Cashmere. C.alplna, nob., I

found on Urrukta, nearly at the greatest elevation ; and C. Itiglisii, nob., occurs in

Kunawur.

The Elms are well known to afford good timber in Europe, so do those which are

found in India and its mountains. Ulmin is a natural exudation: the bark is bitter.

157. ANTIDESME^.

This is another small order, with solitary carpels, consisting of only two genera; that

from which the order is named, and Stilago, sometimes united with the former, and from

which the order is frequently named SxiLAOiNEiE. The species of Antidesma seem

to be entirely confined to the warm parts of the Old World, especially of India
;
but

there is one species in Madagascar. From Amboina and Penang, they spread

to Chittagong and Silhet. A. paniculata extends from Penang to Nepal; and

A. (Stilago, Roxb.) diandra, even to the Deyra D6on, and tlie vallies of the Hima-

laya. This seems to be the most extensively diffused species, as it was described

by Dr. Roxburgh from the Circars ; A, sylvestrls. Wall. Cat. 7281, sent by Dr. Hey

probably from the Peninsula, does not seem to differ from it. The fruits of A, puhescens

Bunias, and dhndra, are said by Dr. Roxburgh to be eaten by the natives of India.
i

158. JuGLANDEiE
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158. JUGLANDEiE.

This is a small family, usually placed near TerebinthacecB, but considered by Dr.

Lindley as more closely allied to CtipiiUferce. It was supposed to have the mass of the

family in America, with only a single species, the common Walnut, in the Old World.

But though the great proportion of the genus Jiiglans, now placed under Car1/a^ is

common in North America, J. regia extends from Greece and Asia Minor, over Lebanon
r

and Persia, probably all along the Hindookoosh to the Himalayas. It is abundant in

Cashmere, Sirmore, Kemaon, and Nepal. A new species occurs on Caucasus; and

another, J. arguta, was found by Dr.Wallich as far soutli as Taong Dong.

In addition, a new genus, Engdhardtia , Lesch. first discovered in the Malayan Archi-

pelago, has also been found in the Himalayas ; to it belong Dr. Roxburgh's Juglans

ptcrococca, and two other species. Of these, E. Colehrookiaiia, Wall. PI. As. Bar.
t. 208, is found as far north as Jurreepanee and in Nepal; E. Roxhutghiana, in Silhet

and at Chappedong; where, in the vast forests of the former, it forms a large tree ; of

wood is valued by turners, and the bark g much
dered the best used by natives in the art of tanning (Roxb.) E. Wallichian

found as far south as Penang and Singapore.

Walnuts are imported into the plains of India from the Himalayas, but chiefly

from Cashmere. They are known to the Arabs by the name jowz, or the nut. The
Hindoos call them ukhrot, and the Persians chuhar-miighz (four-brains)

; farsia is given
as their Greek name, a corruption, no doubt, of Persica. The oil is much esteemed,
though seldom expressed by the natives of India.

159. AMENTACE^.
The Amentacece of Jussieu have been divided into several orders; a separation required

by the more minute and exact examinations of recent times ; but as the inconveniences
of a multiplication of orders, unless accompanied by an arrangement into classes

;

more than counterbalance the advantages of separation in a general point of view; it

is preferable for such purposes to retain together those which are united in so many
respects. No plants are better known in Europe than those which belong to the orders
formed out of the old Amentacea, since they contribute so great a portion of the forest-

trees of northern latitudes, as the oak, chestnut, beech, birch, hazel, hornbeam, alder,

willow, and poplar. These are common in Europe and North America, with a few in

Northern Africa, and extend all along the north of Asia, from Siberia to Kamtschatka
and the island of Japan. From Asia Minor we trace them along Caucasus and the

Hindookoosh to the Himalayas, even in their most southern ramifications. A few oaks
are also found on the mountains of the Malayan Archipelago, and with alders in South
America

;
a birch {Betula antarctica), as far south as the island of Chiloe and Terra del

Fuego
;
willows in Peru and Patagonia, with one also in Senegambia.

The genera of CupulifercE, found in the Himalayas, are Quercus, Corylus, Carpinus,
and Castanca; the three first have the most northern distribution, though that of

Quercus
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Quercus is very extended, being found from the northern to the most southern parts,

as the mountains of Silhet, Chi'ttagong, Penang, and Taong Dong, and from moderate

elevations {Q, incana, ban of the Hill people), to the limits of forest {Q. seme-

carpifolia, Ihursoo.) The last species varies much in appearance, and as this is likewise

observed in others, some reduction will take place in the number of Himalayan

oaks at present enumerated. Corylus extends from Cashmere to Kemaon, and is found

in shady forests on the shoulders of such mountains as Choor and Kedarkanta; with the

species, C, lacera, on all. Carp
_ . i

Nepal, Kemaon, and on

Mussooree at an elevation of 6,500 feet. Castama having the most southern distri-

bution in Europe, is that which extends less to the north in the Himalayas than the

other genera. C. inilica and trihuloides occur in Nepal and Silhet ; other species in

Goalpara, and as far south as Penang. It is remarkable, that so many of the Cupuli-

fercE having been found along the Himalaya, and even in the Malayan Islands, that not

one should be mentioned in books, or specimens exist in the E. I. Herbarium, from the

mountains of the Indian Peninsula.

Of BetulinecE, Alnus having the distribution of the order in the northern hemisphere,

and existing in moist situations, especially along the course of rivers, occurs in the

Himalayas in similar localities. A. ohtusifoUa, nob., is very abundant on the banks of

the Jumna and Tonse; A. elongata, nob., occurs in Cashmere; and A, mpaknsis, in

the valley from which it is named. Betula, on the contrary, occupies the loftiest

situations in these, as in other mountains ; which we might expect from its extending

to the highest latitudes. B. Bhojputtra,WdiW., the most useful and best-known species,

is found on Gossainthan, in Kemaon, on Choor and Kedarkanta. B. nitida and

cylindrosiachya occur with the former in Kemaon ; the latter extends also to Manma and

Dhunoultee. B resinifcra, nob., confined to Kunawur, with catkins resembling those

of B. lutea, Mich., has leaves something like those of B. papyrifera.

The Willows, diffused in distribution, are also multiform in habit; the species pecu-

liar to the Himalayas are not found easier than others of discrimination. As they

occur both in warm and cold parts of the world, so we have them both in the plains and

mountains of India. Sali^ hahylonica is common in gardens in Northern India, as is

S. (Rgyptlaca, while the polyandrous S. tetrasperma, Roxb,, is found in the Kheree

Pass, along the foot of the mountains, and in other hot parts of India, as Bengal and

the Peninsula. A species of this genus, as we have seen, is common also on the Senegal.

"We know that a dwarfish willow {Salix arcticd) extends to, and forms the only woody

plant of high northern latitudes ; so the diminutive S. L'mdleyana, is found on the

loftiest parts, or between 12,000 and 13,000 feet, of such mountains as Kedarkanta

;

with Rhododendron lepidotum and anthopogon, the only other ligneous plants. *S'. hirta

2indi rotundifoliafTioh.., from Kunawur, resemble, the former, S.hastata from Lapland,

and the latter, S. polaris and S. herbacea.

... The Poplars are confined to the northern hemisphere : we find them flourishing on

the Himalayas, only at considerable elevations. Populiis ciliata, found in Kemaon* is

common
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common on the northern face of the Choor, at Muttiana, and at Seran in Lower

Kunawur. P. pyriformis^ nob., occurs on Deobun. P. alha^ Lin., common in Europe and

the nortli ofAsia, extends to the north of the Himalayas, as I have had specimens brought

nie from Kunawur. The native country of P. dilatatay or the Lomhardy Poplar, seems

to be quite unknown; some authors considering it a native of Italy, and others of

America, while some even account it a hybrid. But from the following facts, I think

there is little doubt of its having been brought to Europe from some Eastern country

in former times, when the communication by the East and interchange of commodities

was greater than in recent times. Understanding that a tree, which from the descrip-

tion appeared to be a poplar, had been Introduced from the Punjab, and was common
in gardens to the north of the Jumna, I sent for it into the Saharunpore Botanic Garden.

The slips obtained, grew well, and the plants were ten or twelve feet high, with the

habit of the Lombardy Poplar, when I left Saharunpore; the specimens in my
herbarium were immediately recognised by Mr. Don as those of P. dilatata. In Northern

India it is called ghurh, and it is described in Persian works under this Arabic name,
_ F

with Pcrs. wus6uk dind. supiiedan ; Hind, safueda. The two last having reference to the

whiteness of some part of the plant, probably the wood. One of the Greek names

given is ala, probably a corruption of ncx. The white poplar is generally supposed

to be the moi Xsvxyj of Theophrastus, simply Acujo/ of Dioscorides. The ghurb, or

Lombardy Poplar, is said in Persian works to be a native of Dailini and Tinkaboon,

near the south shore of the Caspian. Mr. Baillie Eraser, I understand from Mr. Don,

says it is one of the most common trees in Persia, and is that usually taken for

the cypress in Persian drawings. Dundar, Pers. daroon, is said to be a species of

ghurb, and from the description of the seed it is probably one of the SalicinecB. In

the Latin translation of Avicenna, we are referred from dundar to TJlmus, the TTTsKia, of
A,

Dioscorides ; but unless the description refers to galls, and not to the fruit, we cannot

understand the comparison of the contents of its seeds to flies.

Piatanus orientalis, a native of Asia Minor and the Oriental Region, doolb of the

Arabs, and cliinar of the Persians, by whom it is much esteemed on account of the

grateful shade it affords, extends as far south as Cashmere; where its occurrence

was first mentioned \>^ Bernier, and whence I have received some very fine specimens.

TJie Greek name has been converted into klitanos in Persian works.

The oaks, chestnuts, and others of the Amentacece, are so well known for their rich and
luxuriant growth, and as forming the ornaments of European forests, that we can

hardly fancy the so-much-boasted trees of tropical regions to be more magnificent.

One thing is certain, that they do not furnish more valuable timber, whether we consider

the English oak, or those found in the Himalayas. The bark of oaks, alders, birches,

willows, and poplars, abounds in gallic acid and tannin, and all have therefore been
frequently employed as tonics and febrifuges, as well as in tanning. Some are useful

m dyeing, as Quercitron, the bark of the North American Quercus tinctoria, which, dyes
wool yellow. Gall-nuts, called majoophid, are imported into India, being produced by

the

•

V
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the puncture of Ci/mps Quercus foUi on Quercus mfectoria, a native of Asia Minor,
Armenia, and Kurdistan. Q. Hex and Ccrris afford inferior galls. The cupules of the

glands of Q. Mgilojps, called velonla and vdani (a corruption of BaAav/), and velaneda by
the modern Greeks, are collected in Ceos, and used for the same purposes. The Kerraes

insect fixes itself upon Q.coccifera, hence called Kermes Oak, a native of the S. of

Europe and N. of Africa. Q. Ballota, sweet-acorn oak, that probably described in

Persian works under the names shah-bulloot and buUoot-ool-mulik, is a native of Spain,

N. of Africa, and of parts of Greece ; this having acorns free from tannin, has been
long used as food by the inhabitants of the above countries. It might very probably,

as well as the Cork-tree (Q. Suber), a native of the hot parts of Spain and France,

be naturalised in the plains of Northern India ; where Q. incana, from elevations

of 5,000 to 7,000 feet in the Himalayas, is perfectly at home. The acorns of this

species are sold in bazars under the name bulloot, being used by the natives in medicine.

The nuts of others of the AmentacecB are used for food, as Spanish chestnuts, the beech

and hazel-nut
: the first contain sugar, and the two latter much oil, for which they

are often subjected to expression. The nuts of the hazel, abundant in the Himalayas,

may be met with in bazars under the name binduk ov fnduk. An edible nut is

afforded by the Indian chestnut, Castanea indica, I^oxb., a native of the mountains

of Silhet, where it is called nikari.

The black birch, Betula nigra, of N. America, is celebrated for the hardness of its

timber; the astringent bark is used in tanning, and the leaves for dyeing yellow

in Lapland. B. nana yields a vegetable wax, like Myrka Gale. The bark of B. alba,

reduced to powder, as well as the wood of the black poplar, is eaten by the inhabitants

of Kamtschatka, beaten up with the ova of the sturgeon ; the sap of this species, as of

Alnus glutinosa, is fermentible
; the catkins of the latter are employed in tanning. The

bark of Betula Bhojputtra is well known for serving as a substitute for writing-paper,

and for wrapping hooqqa-snakes. Cattle are fed on the leaves of Populus nigra, and

the coma of the seeds is employed for making paper. That of the Himalayan P. cUiata,

being particularly abundant, might be employed for the same purpose. Some of the

poplars, like the BalsamlflucB (natives of Java, the Levant, and N. America), secrete a

fragrant gum-resin, as P. nigra, P. nana^ and P. balsami/era, a native ofN. America and

Siberia. Betula reslnifera, nob., has its leaves covered with numerous resinous dots.

Salix (Tgyptiaca, khilaf-bulkhee of the Arabs, Calif or Egyptian willow, called in Persia

and in the gardens of Northern India, bed-mooshk, has a fragrant water distilled from

its catkins. A kind of manna, called bed~khisht, is said, in Persian works, to be collected

off a species of willow in Persian Khorassan.
F

As species of all the above genera exist in the Himalayas, it becomes an important

subject of inquiry, whether some would not yield products now forming articles of^

commerce in other parts of the world : the above detail has therefore been intro-

duced. Some of the most useful species of other countries might, no doubt, be

2 y successfully
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successfully introduced into the Himalayas ; as those indigenous there might equally be

naturalized in European climates, whether for the purposes of use or ornament.

Populus ciliata; (Wall. Cat. N. 2796) foliis amplis auriculato-cordatis acutis serratis ciliatis subtus

candicantibusj ramis teretibus glaberrimis, petiolis gracilibus elongatis.—Tab. 84^. or 98. fig. 1.*

Hab. Kemaoiij Northern face of Choor, near Muttiana, and at Seran^ in Lower Kunawur.

Quercics dUatata^ niohroo of the natives^ has inadvertently been written dealbata in Plate 84. fig. 2.

160. SCEPACE^.

This new family, distinguished by being amentaceous, with arillate albuminous

seeds, and a dehiscent 2-celled pericarp, has been established by my friend. Dr.

Lindley, in the Second Edition of his Natural System of Botany. He remarks, that

** Scepaccce, in their male state, have much the aspect of CupulifercE or Betulacece, and
I

one of them has actually been considered an Alnus by Dr. Roxburgh : but the females

have more the appearance oi Aiitiaris, or some such Ui^ticaceous genus.'' The genera

referred here by Dr. Lindley are, Scepa, found in Burma; Lepidostachys^ of which one

species, L. Roxhurghii (^Alnus dioicay Roxb.), occurs in Silhet, where it is called kokra,

and forms a large tree, with hard timber : the third genus is Hymenocardia, placed here
J

with doubt.

16L HENSLOVIACE^.
^^

Tliis order, composed only of two species of the genus, named by Dr.Wallich in

honour of the estimable and able Professor of Botany in the University of Cambridge,

has been placed here by Professors Martius and Lindley. Henslovia puhescens is found

in Penang, and H, glabra in Silhet. Both are trees with the habit and inflorescence

of Comhretacece. (Griffith in Lindley Nat. Syst. of Bot.)

162. MYRICE^.

The Myrkece form a small family, formerly included in Amentacece. Of the few

genera composing it, Myrka occurs in the marshy parts of Europe and N. America
;

also in S.America, at the Azores, and in Southern Africa ; and one species, M. sapida,

Wall. Tent. Fl. Nep. t. 45. huephul of the natives, in the Himalayas from the Sutlej to

Silhet; as I do not think M. integr'ifoUa , Wall., is a distinct species.

Casuarina is an " anomalous genus, with the habit of a gigantic Equisetum." It

occurs in the islands of the Pacific Ocean, New Holland, and Van Diemen's Land,

Eastern Africa, and along the Malayan Peninsula to Chittagong, where is found

C. viurkata. This species has been introduced into every part of the plains of India,

and is so perfectly naturalized in some places, as completely to alter the character of

the scenery. Travellers in India, and persons ignorant of botany, usually mistake

this for one of the fir tribe. Mr. Brown's view of the parts of the flower tends to

approximate Casuarina to Conifera, where it was formerly associated ; and, in fact, the

aspect of CalUtris is that of a Casuarina or Equisetum (Lindl.) %

The

* In this Plate has also been figured a new genus^ which will be described at the end of the Exogens.
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'T\\e MyficecE are astringent and aromatic. M. cerifera yields wax, and M.saplda an

agreeable flavoured fruit, though with too large a stone in proportion to the fleshy part;

but this might probably be increased by cultivation. This fruit-tree would probably

repay the trouble of culture, as it appears, from the elevation at which it grows, to be
L

,

suited to the climate of many parts of England.

Putranjiva, referred by Dr. Roxburgh to Nageia, but formed into a new genus under

its native name by Dr.Wallich, Tent. Fl. Nep. p. 61, and referred to this family, is found

in the mountainous parts of the Coromandel coast, as well as near Patna and Monghir;

and from Silhet all along the foot of the Himalayas to the Kheree jungle. It has been so

admirably described by Dr. Roxburgh, that it is necessary only to refer to his descrip-

tion for an explanation of Tab. 100, where both the male and female flowers have been

fio-ured. The Sanscrit name. Dr. Roxburgh informs us, is compounded of Pootra, a son,

and Jeet'rt, life; the Hindoostanee name jeeapoota is similarly derived. " The

g by parents round the necks of their children to keep them in health." Roxb

Fl. Ind. lll.p. 766

Wall Nageia Putranjiva. RoxL. Fl.

Ind. 111. p. 766.—Tab. 83'. or 100. 1. Male plant, (a) expanded flower with three filaments
; (Ji)

filaments (c) female flower ;
(rf)

separated ; (e) vertical (/)

o (0

163. GNETACEJ^..

This is a small order, formed of Gmtum and Ephedra, constituting, with CycaJece*

and Conifem, the natural class of plants called Gyimiospermce, which agree in all

respects

the

The Cycadaceos forming an entirely tropical family, do not come within the limits of this work
;
but it is

interesting to notice, that though formerly thought to be allied both to Ferns and Palms, they have, by the

more profound researches of Mr. Brown, been found to be most closely allied to Comfcvcn in the structure

of their flowers. Hence it is curious to find them so nearly associated together in some old geological

formations, as the dirt-bed of the Isle of Wight. Zamla is found in Florida, the Bahamas, and in

Caraccas ^ as well as at the Cape of Good Hope, with one species in New Holland. Ci,cas occurs in the last,

as well as in Madagascar, in the Molucca Islands, Cochin-china, China, and in Japan. Professor Don

has favoured me with the following observations on this subject:

seven species, distributed into three genera, namely, Cycas, Zamla, and Encei^Ularlos
,
of which thirteen

belong to the southern, and fourteen to the northern hemisphere; of thes., twelve are tropical, and --

remaining fifteen extra-tropical ; eleven extend in the southern hemisphere from the thirty-third to the thirty-

firth degree of latitude, but only two as high in the northern hemisphere ;
eleven belong to Afri^

;
three to

Asia • three to New Holland and nine to America, where, however, the species are entirely confined to the

northern hemisphere. The fossil species amount to twenty-five, which have been distributed into four genera-

CycaMes. Zanuies, Nilsonia. ..^ Fterc^kyllum ; these two last, containing each but a smg e speoes. I.

curious to observe the near coincidence in numbers between the recent and foss^ specs o tbs remarkable

family. The fossil Cycadc. were supposed to differ from the recent ones in the absence of the glandular ots

from the vessels composing their fibrous tissue ; but Mr. Brown has, with his usual sagaaty discovered that

the American portion of the family agree with the fossil ones in that respect." Cycas crranaUs, rcMa, and

*
(^

spacerI ca,

It is

2
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respects with E.rogens; but are distinguished by their ovules being exposed naked to

the fertilising influence of the pollen, instead of being enclosed in a pericarp, and by
the vessels of their wood having large apparent perforations or disks (Lindley.) Gnetum

is found in the tropical parts of the Old and New World, occurring in the latter in

Guiana, whence it was first described by Aublet under the name Thoa : in the former

the genus is found from the islands of the Indian Archipelago along the Malayan
Peninsula up to Chittagong and the Silhet district, where is found Gnetum scandens

;

as well as on the Malabar coast and the Dindygul mountains.

Ephedra affects drier and more temperate, though still warm climates, as the South
of Europe and the North of Africa, Siberia, and the mountains of Chili. In the

Himalayas the only species, E. Gerardiana, which approaches E. distachya in character,

IS found, as far as I know, only in the Tatarian climate of Kunawur.

164. CONIFERS.

No plants are, perhaps, more extensively known than the Coniferce; the pines, firs, and
larches, forming a great portion of the forests, and much of the ornament of the pleasure-
grounds of European countries. In the southern hemisphere they occur in the forms
of Ai Dammara, ' Bacrydium, Fodocarpus, and CaUitris. Even in hot
tries, some are as familiarly known as pines are in the north, and Oriental poets
compare even the grace and elegancies of the female form with the tall and slender
cypress; while the mountains, such as Hindookoosh and the Himalayas, nourish,
even to the extreme limits of forest, stupendous pines, called by Col. Hodgson
" gigantic sons of the snow;" while the juniper, as in northern climes, reaches almost
the line of perpetual congelation.

The Coniferce, like the AmentacecE, have been divided into a number of distinct
families, but it is preferable for general purposes to treat together of the Abietinece,

Cupressmecc
,
and Taxinea:. Of these, we find" in the southern hemisphere, Arautaria

in Norfolk Island, New Holland, New Caledonia, also in Chili and Brazil ; Dammara
in New Zealand and Amboyna

; Dacrydium m New Zealand, Van Diemen's Land
and Pulo Penang

;
and Fhyllodadus in New Zealand and Van Diemen's Land. FodL

carpus, with species at the Cape, in New Holland, New Zealand, Peru, Chili, and the
West-Indies, exists also in China, Japan, and Nepal : so Schubertia (Taxodium,
Rich.), with one species at the Cape, and another in Japan, has two in North
America.* As these genera of southern distribution send their representatives into the

northern

aerica grow well in the southern provinces of, India. Dr. Roxburgh
states, from the two first there is discharged a clear insipid mucilage, which soon hardens into firm trans-
parent gum, like tragacanth, but clearer. Dr. Roxburgh had not been able to ascertain that any of the species
yielded sago, or a substitute for it. {Fl.Ind.m.^.lU.)

^

* The Cape and Japanese species here alluded to, are Taxus nucifera of Ksmpfer, and Cupressus
nmipcroerfe* of Linnaeus, which have lippn Tatplvvpft.rroJ *„ T j: x...^^^^^^ .... _

P
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northern hemisphere, so do some species of those genera which are most prevalent in

the latter, stray into southern regions. Thus a juniper (/. uviferay Don) occurs at

Cape Horn, a species of Thuja in Chili, another at the Straits of Magellan, a third

at the Cape of Good Hope, and a fourth in Madagascar. The Cape and Madagascar

species of T/mJa, in the structure of their fruit, approach very near to Callitris, a genus

of which, about twenty species occur in New Holland, with a solitary one on Mount
Atlas. The genera which prevail in the high latitudes of Europe, Asia, and Ame-
rica, and are most abundant in the temperate parts of these quarters of the world

are, Finus, Abies, Larlv, Taxus, Juniperus, Thuja, and Cupressus. Species of all which

are found in the Himalayas, with one, as we have seen, of Podocarpus; also in China,

in addition to Cunm?ighamia, and Gmgho in Japan. There is an undescribed species

of Abies from Japan, which was shown to me by Mr. Brown, among tlie plants of

Kgempfer in the British Museum. P'mus is found as far south as Cochin-china,

with one species in Arabia. A Juniper occurs in Bermuda, and another in Jamaica.

Cupressusf which flourishes in hot countries, extends north only to the south of Europe.

The species of Coniferce, found within the limits of the Indian Flora, are, first,

Cupressus sempervire?is called suroo; the Goa Cedar {Cupressus pendula), and Thuja

orientaiis, which succeed in the gardens of the north as of the south of India.

Podocarpus latifolia occurs in the mountains of Silhet, and P. macrophylla in

Nepal, Japan, Amboyna, and Penang. Professor Don formerly considered the

Nepal and Japan plants as distinct species, but from a comparison of specimens of

P. macrophylla, from Dr. Siebold, he is now convinced of their identity. Dr.

Wallich says, he cannot distinguish P. macrophylla , found in the lower parts of
*

Nepal, from trees found at Singapore. The species oi Pinus found at the lowest

elevations, is P. longifolia, Lamb. Pinus 8vo. t. 21. allied to P. canariensisy found

in the Canaries; it is called cheer , sullah, and thansa, also surul; but Huree

Sing, the head native in the Saharunpore Botanic Garden, informed me that
ft

the last is a variety, if not a distinct species. The Hon. Mr. Shore also informed

me, that he had seen what he thought a distinct kind of Cheer from near

Almorah; but he observed it chiefly on account of the twisted appearance of

its bark and wood, which was ascribed by some of the inhabitants to the constant

blowing of the wind. My friend Capt. Cautley, who has so much distinguished

himself by his researches in Fossil Zoology, also writes me that he has seen a

fir, which, in habit and general appearance, "resembles Pinus longifolia; but the

foliage is more tufty, and the cones slender and pendulous." This, if not P. e.vcelsa,

may be the above surul. The Cheer is found in the entrance to Nepal, in the Kheree

Pass, along the Tonse and Jumna rivers, and at elevations of 5,000 and 6,000 feet withm

the Himalayas. P. e.vcelsa. Lamb. Fol. Tab. 3. 8vo. Tab. 33. Wall. PI. As. Rar. t. 201,

kuel of the natives of Sirmore and Gurhwal, resembles P. Strobus, or the Weymouth

Pine, and is remarkable for its drooping branches, whence it is frequently called the

'* weeping fir" by travellers in the Himalaya. It is found, with the Deodar, at

Narainhetty,

/^
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Narainhetty, in Nepal, and at Simla, Theog, &c.; and in the Bhotea pergunnahs of

Kemaon. Dr.Wallich mentions a variety, if not a species, still nearer P. Sfrobus, at

Bunipa and Toka, in Nepal. F. Smithiana is figured by Dr.Wallich, PL As. Ear. t. 246.

from Kemaon and Sirmore ; but respecting this there seems to be some doubt, as the

cones very closely resemble those of the species I have jfigured at Tab. 84, under the

name P'.Khutrow, and which Messrs. Lambert and Don conceive to be identical with

P. Smithiana; but as the leaves of this are so much broader than those of the Khutrow,

there appears to me some ambiguity on the subject, which, I have no doubt Dr.
w

Wallich will be able to resolve, and it is therefore referred for his decision. P. Bru-

w«/««a,Wall. Pl.As. Rar. t. 247 {dumosa, Don), approximating to P. Canadensis, is a

rarer species, at least I have not met with it in the more northern parts of the Hills.

It is found in Nepal, on the northern descent from Sheopore, on Gossainthan, and on

the southern borders of the Bhotea pergunnah of Kemaon, where it is called Tan-shing.

P. Gerardiana, Lamb. 8vo. Tab. 79. nob. t. 85. fig. 2. neoza of the natives, is a fifth

species of JP'mus, but it is entirely confined to the northern and drier face of the

Himalaya, at least to the south of 32° of latitude ; further north, where the influence

of the rainy season is less felt, it is also found on the southern face of the mountains,

at least, if it be the Chilghoza of Mr. Elphinstone; but of this, there is no proof: the

two have been supposed to be identical from both affording edible seed. It is found in

Kunavvur, beyond Rampore, along the banks of the Sutlej from 5,000 to 10,000 feet

of elevation. The Deodar, or Kelon of the Hills, Pinus or Cedrits Deodara, figured

by Mr. Lambert at Tab. 52. of the Svo. edition of his work on the Conifer(E, is, how-

ever, the most celebrated, and the longest-known Himalayan species; having been

noticed even byAvicenna in the article jb^^ {deiudar of the Latin translation) :
" est ex

mere abhel (juniperus) que dicitur pinus Inda ; et syr diudar est ejus lac." Theo

Deodar is found in Nepal, Kemaon, and as far as Cashmere, and at elevations of

from 7,000 to 12,000 feet in Sirmore and Gurhwal, as on Manma, Deobun, Choor,

Kedarkanta, and Nagkanda.

The other Himalayan species belong to the genus Abies, Of these, that which is best

known, and which comes near Abies Picea, or Silver fir, is A.Webbiana. Lamb. Fol.

Tab. 2. Svo. Tab. 44, called chilrow in the Northern Himalayas ; also, gobrca, sallur,

and oonian, or purple-coned fir : it grows to a great size, and is one of the principal

ornaments of the forests, at considerable elevations. It was originally discovered by

Capt. Webb, in the Bhotea pergunnahs of Kemaon, and is found, as well as the following

species,in the same situations as the Deodar, also in Kemaon; Abies Pindrow, nob., Illustr.

Tab. 86. extending as a magnificent species even to the limits of forest, is that which

comcisnt2iX A.Webbiana; it is called Pm^row;, and sometimes Morinda, a name also

occasionally applied to the Khutrow,
r

Along with these magnificent Pines, are also found species of Yew, Juniper, and

Cypress. Of the first, one is not to be distinguished from Taurus baccata, and another is

as closely allied to T, nucifera. Tent. Fj. Nep. t. 44, originally discovered by Kaempfer in

Japan,
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Japan, and which has been referred to Schubertia {Taxodiuni) by Mr. Adolphe Brong

niart. The found in Nepal, Kemaon, or such Choor, Kedarkanta

&c. The Juniper, as before observed, may be traced beyond the forest to the highest

limits of shrubby vegetat The European Juniperus found by Capt

Webb on the NeeteePass, (where it is called Bilhara, ?\s,q jnidma diud pumaroa /) and

by Mr. Inglis in Kunawur. Here there is also another species, /. religiosa, nob. (and

J.7xciirval) cdlled gogul by the natives, and employed for burning as incense in their

religious ceremonies. The most common species, however, is J. sguamosa, occurring

on such mountains as Choor and Kedarkanta, as high as 11,000 feet, as well as near

Neetee, &c., and on Peer Punjal, as well as Gossainthan. In the last-mentioned

place, J. recurva is also found. As there is some difficulty in distinguishing the species.

easy kind is called Bastard, or Creep'mg Cedai

distinction to the Himalayan cedar-wood, Juniperus e.vcdsa, found on Gossainthan, in

Kemaon, and the confines of Tartary. This, in its foliage, resembles Cupressus torn-

thelosa, specimens of which, indeed, are mixed with those of Juniperus exxelsa, in

E.I.Herbarium. The former appears to be the plant called theloo by the natives, and

svater, and bybyHuree Sing between Simla and Pha small piece of

Murdan Aly, a very intelligent plant collector, near Janghee ke Ghat, a high hill, to the

southward of Rol. It is also found in Kemaon, near Neetee, Simla, and in Kunawur.

The Coniferce are not more remarkable for general correspondence in botanical charac-

they are for resemblance in properties The terebinthinate secretion, for

which they are chiefly noted, abounds in the bark, but is also found in the wood and

the Turpentine is composed of two parts and ly sepa

rable by evaporation of the But the ConifercE are chiefly valued for the timber

they afford, forming an extensive branch of English commerce with Norway on one

hand, and Canada on the other. The timber is known under the names of deal, fir

cedar, lignum vitse. The pines on the N.W. coast of America are, perhaps, the most

magnificent of any, but the Araucarias, Dammaras, and DacrydiumSy of the southern

hemisphere of gigantic dimens So, in the Himalayas, Cedrus Deodara

great height, and is sometimes thirty feet in circumference ;
the wood is parti

cularly valued for its durability, and therefore much used the construction of

Himalayan houses, as are also planks of Abies Find? Pinus longifolia being found

like

lowest elevations, and therefore most accessible from the plains, is often employed

substitute for English deal. The wood is light, and being full of resinous matter,

that of the Deodar, both are frequently employed in the hills for making torches,

as pieces of other species often are in other parts of the world.

Turpentine is the next most important product to be noticed, and this i^s variously

named, according to the tree or place producin Common, Venice, Strasbourg

American. &c., or Canada Balsam, Balm of Gilead Turpentine ;
so, in the Himalay

Uy, or yields to incisions a very fine turpentine, which
Pinus longifolia exud

called gunda biroza i the bazars, birje and cheer ke gond ; Per birozehtur. This

chiefly
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chiefly valued by the natives for its resin ; and as this is only obtained by exposing the

turpentine to heat, the oil, the more valuable product, is dissipated to procure the

resin ; but by adopting a very simple still, I was able to obtain the resin as good

as ever, for the purposes of the natives ; while the oil of turpentine, which distilled

over, was pronounced, on being sent to the General Hospital of Calcutta, to be of
r

" very superior quality." The Deodar or kelon, also yields a coarser, very fluid kind of

turpentine, called kelon he fel, which is much valued in Upper India as a stimulating

application to foul and indolent ulcers, and is no doubt what is alluded to by
Avicenna (v. supra). The leaves and small twigs of the Deodar are likewise

brought down to the plains, being much used in native medicine. A very fine resin

is secreted on the cones of the Khutrow pine, which no doubt would yield a superior

turpentine, as well probably as some of the other species. From the Himalayan

pine forests, resin and oil of turpentine might be obtained in any quantity, as well

as pitch and tar. Many of these are described in the native works on Materia Medica,

under the names of aluk, zifk-rutub, zifh-yahis, hutran and rateeanuj. The Greek name
of the last is said to be kuiphoonia, evidently noXo(povioi, Pitch and tar have both been
made from the Himalayan pines ; but have not yet been introduced into the public

service, for which I believe these are still imported from Europe.

Though almost every part of a pine-tree usually abounds in turpentine, it is occa-

sionally absent, or present only in small quantity in the seeds, which then contain a com-
paratively bland oil, easily becoming rancid. The seeds of several of these species are

ten in the countries where they are indigenous, as of the stone pine, Fiftm
Finca, and of P, Cembra in Europe ; of G'mgko in Japan, of P. Lambertiana in Cali-

fornia, and of Araucaria in the southern hemisphere ; so, in the Himalayas, the seed
of one species forms one of the principal articles of subsistence in Kunawur, as well as
of considerable trade from the hills to the plains. This is Fims Gerardiana, which is

called neoza, and is by some thought to be the same as the chilghoza described by Mr.
Elphinstone, as affording edible seed in Caubul. Occupying countries where there is

frequently scarcity of food, the inner bark of P. sylvestris, ground and mixed with
barley-meal, is made into cakes in Lapland. As an aromatic principle is, in addition,
secreted by some, the tops of the Black, Hemlock and Norway firs are used in makin^'
spruce beer. This aromatic principle, dependent on the presence of an essential
oil, is sometimes united with acrid principle, as in the Savin, used to keep up irritation
from blistered surfaces. Juniper berries, known to secrete sugar, as well as an essen-
tial oil, have long been noted for their diuretic properties, but are as famous for

employment in the manufactory of the spirit in whose honor modern palaces

ch

^ *

g

raised These berries were formerly much employed in Europe, and at the present day
may be bought in Indian bazars under the names ubhul and hoober, being considered
diuretic and emmenagogue; they are now brought from the Himalayas; but formerly
from Caubul: arkonus and baratee, corruptions of arceuthos and barathyos, are

) in the

present

gned as Greek names. The cypress, also, formerly much esteemed
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present day in the East, where it is called suroo and shujrut-ul-hueyat, the *' tree of

life," and its berries, as its leaves, thought to be a cure for every disease. Yew-
leaves are also much employed in native medicine, under the names binnee and zurnub-

burmee, for which purpose they are brought down from the hills, the produce both of

T. baccata and T. nucifera, called thoono and tooner.

Sandarach, a substitute for, or the sundroos of the Arabs, is produced by Cal-

litris quadrivalvis {Thuja articulata, Desf.), roos of the Arabs, an inhabitant of the

north of Africa, and there called arar, Juniperus communis and Oxyccdrus are said

to give an exudation resembling sandarach. African Olibanum, usually intermixed

with some calc-spar, has been considered to be the produce of Juniperus Li/cia, and

also o{ BosiveUia glabra. But it may be procured from some totally unknown plant, as

African Bdellium, by the Terebiiithaceous Heudelotia Africam, (Flore de Senegambie, i.

p. 150. t 39.) the Niotout of Adanson, and which M. Richard has shewn, on the

authority of M. Perrotet, to produce African Bdellium, Arch, de Bot. i. p. 420. This

fact ought to have been mentioned when noticing the Balsamodcndron Agallocha,

p. 176.

In the foregoing observations on the old genus Pinus^ the species have been named according to the

division into the genera Pinus^ Abies^ SinA Cedrus ; but a still more extended subdivision is adopted by

some authors ; and even then, species of all these sections or genera, with one exception, afe found

in the Himalayas. Thus of Finns—P. longifolia^ Gerardiana^ and ewcelsa^ with a variety of P.

Pinaster^ commonly called P. NepalensiSy of which there is a specimen in the Garden of the Horli-

cultural Society at Chiswick : to this probably belongs the cone lately brought from the portion of the

Himalayas which bounds Assam, by the collector sent there by his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, and

which is figured by Mr. Loudon in his very valuable Arboretum Brittanicum^ p. 2236. Oi Ahies^ or

the Spruce Firs, there is P. Khutrow^ v. Smithiaiia. The specimen in the Horticultural Society'^s

Garden is undoubtedly the former, and which I immediately recognized. Of Picea {Peuce^ Don), P.

Webbiaiia and Pindrow, Of true Larioo^ none ; but oiCedrus^ there is C. Deodara. For the following

specific characters I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Don

:

Pinus V. Abies Khutroiv^ Royle {Smithiana^ Wall., ex Lambert et Don),foliis compresso-tetragonis

rectis subulatis pungentibus, strobilis ovato-oblongis : squamis obovato-rotundatis coriaceis rigidis

margine laevissimis, antherarum crista subrotunda erose crenulata,—Tab. 84. f. 1. (a) male catkin ; (6)

anther ; (c) scale of the cone ; {d) seed.
*

Hab. Choor, Simla, Huttoo, &c. ; in Gurhwal, Sirmore, Bissehur, at elevations of from 7,000 io

10,000 feet.

longifolia^ foliis ternis praelongis tenuisissimis penduh's, vaginis persist

compressis.—Strobili

oune cone ; (a) scale

id)

5-7-pollicares, crassitie minores.—Tab. 85. f. 1. 1

of cone, with ripe seeds ; {b c) scales of cone, w

{e) the same cut vertically ; (J) freed of its integuments; {g) embryo.

Hab. Entrance to Nepal and to Almora ; in the Kheree Pass, at an elevation of 2,000 feet ; on

banks of Tonse and Jumna ; also on Budraj and near Simla, &c. at elevations of 5,000 and 6,000 feet.

P. Gerardiana^ foliis ternis abbreviatis, vaginis deciduis, strobilis ovato-oblongis : squamarum apicibus

crassis obtusis recurvatis, seminibus oblongis teretiusculis : ala abbreyiata.—Strobili 9-10-pollicares,

crassitie majores.—Tab, 85. fig. 2. Branch, with young cone and male catkins; {a) male catkin;

(6) anther seen from below ; (c) ditto from above ; {d) the same seen laterally ;
{d) seed

;
(e) cut

transversely ; {g) cut vertically ;
(A) the embryo.

Hab. :Banks of the Sutlej beyond Rampore, on the northern face of the Himalayas, from 5,000 to

10,000 feet of elevation*

t p
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Pinus V. Picea Pindrow^ foliis bifariam versis linearibus planis utrinque sub-concoloribus apice acute

bidentatis, antherarum crista bicomiculata, strobilis ovalibus ; squamis trapezoideo-cordatis^ bracteolis

subrotundis emarginatis erose crenulatis.—Obs. Pinus Webbiana differt foliis duplo brevioribus obtuse
k

emarginatis subtus argenteis, strobilis cyiindraceis longioribus, squamis reniformi-rotundatis, bracteolis

oblongis apiculatis, denique seminibus alaque pallide spadiceis.—Tab, 86. (a 6 c) branch and leaves ;

(d) male catkin ; (e) anther ; (/) cone ; (§r) scales of the cone ; (i k) seeds.

Hab. Choor, Huttoo, Nagkanda, Kedarkanta. at elevations of 10^000 to IS^OOO feet.

Flores dioici. Masc

FALCONERIA.
Calyx disepalus. Corolla 0. Stamina duo sepalis alterna ; anthera biloba,

lobis apice affixis, loculis verticaliter dehiscentibus. Fern. Perigonium maris. Ovarium liberum,

ovoideum biloculare. Stigmata duo brevissima. Fnictus bacciformis, bilocularis, loculis monospermis.
Semina ia.>via, albuminosa, suspensa, radicula supera.—Arbores indici, foliis alternis breve petiolatis,

membranaceis dentato-serratis, stipulis caducis, petiolis (in F. Wallichiana) basi glandulifera inflores-

centia capitellata in spica disposita ; capitella lateraliter bracteis duobus crassis, medio tertia foliaca

cordato-acuminata suffulta.

F. insignis, sepalis denticulatis, filamentis longioribus.

Hab. Deyra Doon and above Rajpore; khirun and khiria of the natives. Tab. 84.« or 98. 1

F. Wallichiana t sepalis inte^errimis, filamentis brevioribus.

Hab. Buneepa in Nepal ; kheera of the natives. Tab. 84.a or 98. fig. 3.

I have dedicated this new genus of the family of AntidesmecB to my friend. Dr. Falconer, now Super-

ts

Saharunpo

Wollaston

Zoolo

y

MONOCOTYLEDONES VEL ENDOGEN^.
165. MUSACE^.

* >

The Musacece have so classical-sounding a name, that its oriental origin is not usual

suspected
; but it is no doubt derived from moz, the Arabic name for the plantai

which in Sanscrit is called mocha. As there is no die in Arabic, a necessa

change has taken place in this name, on being transferred to that language, whence
is more than probable we have Musa ; and Musa sapientum, indicates mocha of the

Brahmans.

Though the Musacece are the largest herbaceous plants, they cannot, like the equally

Monocotyledonous Palms, be called the princes of the vegetable kingdom ; but if we
consider the magnificence in appearance of Strelitzia, the size of Ravenala, or the uses
of Musa, we may admit that they are well calculated to commence the series of endo-
genous families. In habit they resemble the two orders, which immediately follow,

but in their hexapetalous and hexandrous, sometimes pentandrous nature, their affinity

is at first not so evident, except to analytical botanists.

The Musacece are distributed in tropical or hot parts of the world. Hdiconia is

confined to South America and the West-Indies
; Strelitzia to the Cape of Good Hope

;

Raveuala {Urania, Schreb.) to Madagascar; while Musa, consisting of several species,

spreads from the islands of the Pacific {M. textilis), and those of the Indian Archipelago
northwards to China and Japan, and along the Malayan Peninsula {M. glaucd) to
Chittagong {M. ornata). In the valleys of the south of the Peninsula of India, and of
the Dindygiil mountains, M.superba is indigenous. From Chittagong northwards

along
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along the jungly base of the Himalayas, there is a suitable climate, as far north as 30°,

for this genus; as M. Nepaknsis is found in Nepal, and a similar species below
Nah 1 ;

also near Kuerkoolee, a village below Mussooree. This in both places may be

seen growing apparently in a wild state, and like that of the plant in Nepal, the fruit

contains little else than the hard dry seeds. The Enseie of Bruce, Mr. Brown thinks

may be a distinct species of this genus, and therefore probably indigenous in Abyssinia.

The most northern latitudes where the plantain is cultivated, are Japan, the'Canary

Islands, the north of Africa, and parts of the south of Europe.

Baron Humboldt has suggested, that several species of Mum may possibly be

confounded under the names of Plantain and Banana, and that some of these may be

indigenous to America : but, as stated by Mr. Brown, nothing has been advanced to

prevent all the cultivated varieties being derived from one species, Musa sapientum, of

which the original is the wild Musa, described by Dr. Roxburgh, as grown from seed

received from Chittagong; Mr. B. further adds, that it is* not even asserted, that the

types of any of those supposed species of American Banana, growing without cultiva-

tion, and producing perfect seed, has any where been found.

The Plantain and Banana therefore must be natives of Asia, and no plants can more

strikingly display the benefits derivable to one country, from introducing the useful

productions of another which is similar in climate ; as these are extensively cultivated

in America, and as high as 3,000 feet of elevation in the Caraccas. The Banana, as

Humboldt has remarked, is for the torrid zone, what the Cerealia are for Europe

and Western Asia, or rice for Bengal and China, and forms a valuable cultivation,

wherever the mean temperature of the year is about 75°. A single cluster often weighs

nearly ninety pounds : Humboldt has calculated, that in the space of a year, 1,076

square feet of ground yield more than 4,000 lbs. of nutritive substance, and that the

same space will support fifty individuals, which will not maintain more than two when

planted with wheat. I doubt whether the cultivation has in India attained the limits

of productiveness; neither does the plantain appear to be applied to the same variety of

purposes as in South America. There, besides being used as an article of diet in its fresh

state, the fruit is also dried, and forms an article of internal trade, besides being

converted into flour, and made into biscuits. The young shoots are also described as

being eaten as a delicate vegetable, and sheep are said to be fed upon the herbaceous

parts. The juice of the unripe fruit, and " the lymph of the stem" are stated by

Dr. Lindley to be slightly astringent. It has been mentioned to me, thai the latter is

used as a kind of marking-ink in the West-Indies. The species of Musa are remarkable

for the number of spiral vessels which they contain ; and one species (M. teMilis) yields

a fine kind of flax, with which a very delicate kind of cloth is fabricated.

166. MARANTACEiE.

The Cannecz of Jussieu formed a family of plants, which has been divided by Mr.

Brown into the present and following order. Both resemble Musacece in the parts

2 of
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of vegetation, and both approach Iridece, as well as OrchidecB, in many points of struc-

ture in the flowers.

The MarantacecE have only a single-celled anther placed on one side of the labellum,

and are much more irregular in the suppression of parts, and therefore nearer Orchidea

than the Scitammece, from which they are moreover distinguished by the absence, as

well of vitellus, as of the spicy flavour from which these have been named. Both

orders are confined chiefly to the tropical parts of the world, but each sends a few

species into more northern latitudes. Thus we find a Thalia and a Canna in S. Carolina.

The latter genus was inferred from the majority of species being found there to be

peculiar to America ; but Dr.Wallich has obtained Canna indica from both the Indian

and Malayan Peninsulas, as well as two new species, C. Nepalensis and speciosa, from

Nepal ; and my plant collectors informed me, that they had seen a plant like C. indica

on Kangra, a mountain in the Himalaya to the west of Khalsee. The other genera found

in India are, Phrynium and Maranta; P. imhricatum and capitatum, species of the former

genus, in the districts of Chittagong and of Goalpara ; while Maranta^ with its other

species in America and the West-Indies, has M. {Phrynium, Auct.) dichotoma and

J\I. Tonchat, which includes M, virgata, common in the southern parts of India and of

the Malayan Peninsula.

The Marantacece are remarkable for the quantity of fecula which is stored up in their

rhizoniata, or the so-called roots of several species ; which, in its prepared state, is so

well known under the name of Indian Arrow Root. This is obtained in the West-

Indies from Alaranta arundinacea^ Allouyia and nobilis ; also from Canna glauca, called

**Tous les mois;" and in the East-Indies, from species of Curcuma, as well as from

Maranta ramosissima, a new species found in Silhet. But it has of late years also been

prepared of fine quality from M, arundinacea, grown in their gardens by the Horticul-

tural Society of Calcutta ; and was so, many years ago, by the late Sir W. Ainslie, from

plants grown in his garden near Madras. It might no doubt be successfully introduced

into many other parts of India. The leaves of Calathea are employed in making baskets

in S.America; so the split stems of J/<2rflw/« ^^/cAo^o/w^, being tough, are employed in

India in making the so-much-celebrated sital-pati, or Calcutta mats (Fl. Ind. i. p. 2.)

167. SCITAMINE^, or ZINGIBERACE^.

The Scitaminea, containing such plants as the Ginger, Cardamom, Turmeric, Zedoary,

and Galangal, with splendid Alpinias and showy Iledychiums, natural as an order,
I

beautiful as plants, and important for their uses, are so named from Scitamintum ; but

are now more frequently denominated Zi?2giberacecB. They have been separated from

Marantacece, but participate in all the affinities of that order ; like them, they are found

in tropical parts of the world, but more abundantly in India. A few species of Amomum
occur on the west coast of Africa, and in Madagascar, also in the West- Indies and

S. America, with Alpinia and Costus in both the latter. An Helknia occurs in New
Holland

;
and with Alpinia, in China. Glcbba and Zingiber extend as far north as

Japan

;
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Japan
;

but, as we shall presently see, there is no reason why they should not he found

much further north, as the root-stocks, from their under-ground situation, are protected

from the vicissitudes of the seasons, and the herbaceous parts make their appearance

above-ground only in the warmest part of the year.

The genera found in India are, Kcempferia, Alpbiia, Amomum, Ekttaria (which is

referred to both the two latter), with Dr.Wallich's two new genera, Monolophus and

Gastrochilus : these are principally confined to southern latitudes, as the islands of the

Indian Archipelago ; along the Malayan Peninsula to Chittagong and Silhet, with a

few about Rajmahl ; or in the central range of mountains, and in the Indian Peninsula

;

where I have no doubt many remain to be discovered, on the sides of the Neelgherries

and of the Malabar Ghauts. The genera Costus, Curcuma, Globha, Hcdychiuni, and

Zingiber, though equally common in southern latitudes, extend also from Silhet to the

Sutlej, along the foot of the Himalayas, and even ascend them to considerable eleva-

tions, as well as Roscoea, which indeed is found as high as 9,000 feet on mountains

covered, in winter, with snow.

Costus speciosus extends from the Indian Peninsula and Rangoon to Silhet, and thence

along the foot of the hills to Nahn. It is common in the Kheree jungle, where are also

found Zingiber liguiatuin diud capitatum, with Globba oruvensisl in the Kheree Pass.

The Costus is the only species of the family found in the plains of Northern India, being

common and in flower in the jungles about Saharunpore in the rainy season.

Curcuma angustifolia is alone mentioned in Central India : either this, or a species

scarcely to be distinguished from it, is common on the sides of mountains, and in very

arid situations in the Himalayas. Several Scitaminec£, we know, ascend the mountains

in southern latitudes \ the Cardamom Plant, Elettaria Cardamomum, for instance, is
F

found only on those of the Malabar coast ; but in the northern portions of the Himalayas,

even the Ginger and Turmeric, with a species of Curcuma, C. Kuchoor, nob., are culti-

vated as high as 4,500 feet. Globba secmida, nob., occurs at Jurreepanee and on the

Agurwal. Species of Hedychium are common in Nepal and the mountains of Silhet,

as Chirraponjee ; while the splendid Hedychium coccineum occurs in vallies elevated

5,000 feet; and H. spicatum attains a height of four and five feet, at elevations of

6,000 and 7,000 feet, also in 30"* of N. latitude on the limestone rocks of Mussooree

and the Suen Range ; owing to the frequently-mentioned meteorological peculia

of these mountains in the rainy season. But the genus Roscoea, which is peculiar to

these mountains, is that found at the greatest elevations. R. purpurea, the most

common species in Nepal and Kemaon, is extremely abundant at Simla and Mussooree,

and as far down as Jurreepanee. R. clatior is found at Dhunoultee, and, with the

former, also in Nepal and Kemaon. R. spicata, discovered on Sheopore and Gossain-

than, occurs in the same situations as Hedychium spicatum; but R.alpina, nob., is that

which reaches the greatest elevation, as I have found it as high as 9,000 feet on Tuen

Tibba immediately after the accession of the rains, and on places from where the snow

had just melted (like the snow-drop in European countries in early spring); but it

may

* «
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may be found much higher, as on the Choor mountain, which, like the above, is for

more than six months covered with snow. The generic character of Roscoea will

require a little modification to include all these species.

Many of the Scitaminece have been long famed for aromatic and pungent properties,
4

owing to the presence of an essential oil in their leaves, roots, and seeds : but that

being more diffused and intermixed with other vegetable matter in the first, the two

latter only have been employed as condiments or stimulant medicines. . Ginger, the

root of Zingiber officinale, is, perhaps, the most celebrated of all, being so named from

the Latin zingiber, Greek Zz/yz/Sfp/, Arab, zungibeel, Pers. shungveez, which are, nq

doubt, all derived from the Sanscrit sringavera. It is extensively cultivated in

Bengal, as well as in the Himalayas, at elevations even of 4,000 and 5,000 feet in

moist situations. The ginger, called ada and udruh, is dug up in October and November

;

the outer rind, being rubbed off by various processes, the root is dried in the sun, and

then called sonth, Z. Cassumnar, bun-ada, of a strong camphoraceous smell, yields the

true Cassumnar of the shops (Roxb.), which is employed as a stimulant stomachic,

as is the root of Z. Zerumbet. Bullocks sent into the jungles to graze in the rainy

season in Northern India, have a portion of the roots of Z. capitatum given them . The

large Galangal or Kholinjan of the Arabs, from Sans. Koolunjana, having a faint

aromatic smell, and strong pungent taste, with some bitterness, is yielded by Alpinia

Galanga, The plant producing the lesser Galangal was not ascertained by Dr. Roxburgh

;

but Alpinia alba and chinensis are much used by the Malays and Chinese ; the former

is called Galanga alba by Ksenig, while the latter is described as having an aromatic

root of a white colour, with an acrid burning flavour. A.sessilis again has a root cor-

responding with this in many respects. Kcempferia Galanga yields a true aromatic

root, used by the natives, and called chundra moola, but is not the true Galangal.

The odorous tuberous root of A. nutans is sometimes, according to Dr. Roxburgh, taken

to England for Galanga Major ; the leaves, when bruised, have a strong smell of

cardamoms, whence the plant is frequently called by the Hindee name elachee, of that

article; also poonag ^hiwipa. A fragrant warm aromatic root, used as a stimulant, is

met with in the bazars of Northern India, under the names of see?\ suttee, and kupoor-

kuchree. This I found was imported from the Himalayas, and produced by a plant

called sidhuoul, which I afterwards obtained in flower from Mussooree, with the medi-

cinal root attached, and found to be Hedychium spicatum. This may, perhaps, be the

^//^flr nV^e, mentioned under the Lesser Galangal, by Sir W.Ainslie.

The Turmeric, Terra merita, produced by Curcuma longa, in universal use in Asia,

both by rich and poor, Mahomedan and Hindoo, is too well known for its uses as a

condiment and as a yellow die, to require further notice. It is remarkable that in
' H

Persian works, khaJdoonioon tomagha is assigned as its Greek name ; in the Tohft-uU

Mumineen, the description by Dioscorides of Chelidonium majus, is translated and applied

to the turmeric. But in \he Mukhzuh-ool-Udwieh, a true description is given of this

substance, but the corrupt altered form of xeXi^oviov io ^iyoc is equally applied. Several
r

kinds
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kinds are found in bazars, as poombee, pukaree, amba, modajoala huldee, &c. ; the three

last are used in dyeing. Curcuma Zerumbet yields the medicinal root, highly valued by
the natives, called kuchoor and nur-kuchoor; zerumbad and ark-ul-kafoor of the Arabs.
It is warm with a little aroma, and is considered stomachic in doses of two to three

grains, diaphoretic in ten grains, and emetic in doses of one dram. Two kinds are

found in bazars, one poorubee, from Bengal, the other puharee from the Hills. The
plant. Curcuma Kuchoor, nob., producing the latter, is more nearly allied to C. fnojitam

than to C. zerumbet. It is cultivated in the hills above the Deyra Doon, in Sirmore,

and Bissehur, being sown in April, and dug up in November, when tlie roots are

scalded in boiling water, and then shaken in baskets until the fibrils and outer skin are

rubbed off. The long Zedoary of the shops. Dr. Roxburgh was unable to trace ; but

the round Zedoary, fragrant in smell, with a warm bitterish taste, he found to be

produced by Curcuma Zedoaria; to this, judwar and nirbisee are assigned as synonymes,

but, as mentioned at p. 50, there is considerable difficulty in ascertaining to what
*

products as well as plants these rightfully belong, particularly as several kinds are

enumerated. The fresh roots of C. Auiada have the peculiar smell of a green mango,

with the warmth of ginger, and are valued in Bengal as a stomachic. The pendulous

tubers of Curcuma rubescens, leucorrhiza, and angust'ifolia ,
yield a very beautiful fecula

or starch, which forms an excellent substitute for the West-Indian arrow-root, Maranta

arundinacea. It is sold in the bazars of Benares, Chittagong, and Travancore, and

eaten by the natives ; a very excellent kind, called tikhur^ is also made at Patna and

Boglipore, from the tubers of Batatas edulis.

The different kinds of Cardamom are yielded by several species of this family,

as, for instance, the most valuable of all, the lesser or Malabar cardamoms, called, in

Northern India, chotee (small), and Goozuratee elachee, by Alpmia, now Elettaria Car-

damomum, so abundant along the mountains of the western ghauts, and of which there

appears to be a longer and narrower variety {long Malabar Cardamoms, Pereira). Dr.

Roxburgh supposes that the Cardamomum medium of the writers on Materia Medica is

the produce of his Alpinia Cardamomum mediujUy indigenous in the mountains of Silhet,

and of which the aromatic seeds, called do-keswa, are gathered and sold to the druggists

in Bengal. The cardamoms which I procured in the bazars with the name of bura

elachee, or great, and in Calcutta, as Bengal Cardamoms, are those with the 9-winged

capsules, and most probably produced by this species. Amomum maiimum, 'Roxh., is the

only other species described by him with such capsules. A. sericeum is also called dooi-

kesha. The remainder of the cardamoms are very uncertain, and require the comparison
LI

of specimens with the ripe fruit attached. The round or Cluster cardamoms of Sumatra

are said to be yielded by Amomum Cardamomum, and those of Madagascar, or greatest

cardamom, by A. angustifoUum ; while on the western coast of Africa, A. Gramun

Paradisi {A. macrospermum,^ Smith v. Rees) yields the grain of Paradise cardamom, or

Meleguetta pepper (v. Guibourt and Pereira). Amomum mammum, of the Malay

Islands, has seeds with a warm, pungent, aromatic taste, not unlike that of carda-

moms.
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moms. The seeds of A. villosum, or rough-fruited Amomum, are exported from Java

and the Molucca Islands in great quantities to China, where they are considered warm,

stomachic, and strengthening. On the eastern frontier of Bengal, A. aromaticum ripens

its seeds in September, which are gathered and sold to the druggists under the name of

Morung elachi: though the seed-vessels differ in shape, the seeds have the spicy flavour

of the lesser cardamoms. A. dealbatum is called bura-elachi in Silhet. (v. Roxburgh,
r

Fl. Indica, and Asiatic Res. xi.)

Along with these valuable products of this family, may be mentioned one which has

generally been referred here, though without any proof of its being the produce of any

Scitamineous plant : this is the fragrant root, burnt as incense by the Greeks and Romans

on their altars, and called Costus by the ancients, which has been supposed by many

authors to be the produce of Costus Arabicus. Dr. Roxburgh expressly states, that the

root of C. speciosus does not at all resemble the Costus arabicus of the shops. I myself

found the fresh roots almost insipid, and without any particular fragrance. The natives

make a preserve of them, which they consider wholesome and nutritious.

In the bazars, however, two or ' three kinds of root are met with, having a general

resemblance to one another, and known by the name hoothy Arabic hist ; to this, koostus

(y.oo-ToO is assigned as a Greek, and koshta as a Syriac name. Three kinds are described :

1. sweet, light, and white; 2. black, light, bitter, without fragrance ; 3. reddish, and

heavy, like bo.v-wood. These evidently refer to the three kinds described by Dioscorides,

der the names of, 1 . upaQixog Kivnog; 2. iv^iKog I was only able

two kinds, one called koost-hindee, and koost-tulkh, Indian or bitter costus, and said to be

brought from Mooltan. This is probably the Ko<nog ivliKog of Dioscorides. The other kind

is called kust-shecren, with the synonymes of koost-buhree and koost-arabee, which is of
r

a light yellow colour, with a very pleasant fragrant odour, said to be brought into India

from Caubul and Cashmere. It is said by the native authorities to be produced by a

plant having a root like Atropa Mandrogora, without stem, with spreading succulent

leaves. This root is found in every bazar, and is what, I believe, is commonly called

Indian Orrice (Iris) root, and must form an extensive article of commerce. It does not
appear to be produced in any part of India, though I am inclined to think that under
the name puchuk, it forms one of the exports from Calcutta to China, where the substance

probably employ On comparing the specimens of the sweet Costus
my collection of Materia Medica with those of Puchuk, bought in the Calcutta bazar
I am unable to perceive any difference either in appearance or flavour. Th
form an interesting subject of inquiry for travellers in Northern India, to trace the^^e

articles to the places where and the plants by which they are produced.*

168. ORCHIDE^.

• Since the above has been in type, and since my <' Essay on the Antiquity of Hindoo Medicine" has been
published, where I have (p. 88) adduced from Garcias ab Horto, «« Est ergo Costus dictus Arabibus Cost
aut Cast

:

-in Malaca ubi ejus plurimus est usus, Pucho, et inde vehitur in Sinarum regionem ;" I have been
favoured with a visit from Mr. Beckett, long resident at AUygurh, who informs me that he used to procure

this
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Roscoea alpina; floribus paucis pedunculatis vaginis foliorum obvolutis; calyce truncato

sub-fornicata, capsula linearis—Tab. 89. fig. 1. a.

/
will

A?, the la bellum forming the inner whorl of the corolla.

,
Hab. Lundour, Manma, Dhunoultee, Simla, Choor.

R. lutea; racemo spiciformi stricto exserto floribus sparsis, calyce oblique truncato obtuse tridentato,

capsula bacciformi subrotunda—Tab. 89. fig. 2. named R. spicata in plate, by inadvertence. I had
formed this species into a distinct genus by the name Cauilea, in comiiliment to my friend, Capt. Cautley,

F. G. S.
; but, in deference to the opinion of botanical friends, I have referred it to Roscoea. a. bract

;

h. germen; c. calyx ; d. the upper, e. the two lower segments of the outer ; and /. /. the two upper,

and g. the lahellum of the inner whorl of the corolla ; i. k. the bacciform capsule bursting its valves

and displaying the seeds, covered with purple succulent arillus ; /. a seed.

Hab. Mussooree, &c. in Himalayas during the rainy season.

R. purpurea ; Tab. 89. fig. 3. a. ripe capsule ; 6. transverse section, and a longitudinal slit of

capsule to display the arrangement of seeds ; d. a seed, with its aril ; e. vertical section of the same,

displaying the embryo and albumen.

Hab. M

168. ORCHIDE^.

The OrchidecE, named from a European genus, are yet most numerous in tropical

countries. Allied to the Marantacece and Zingiberacece, like them they are remarkable

for irregularity, and still more for their diversity of form, but are distinguished by

their stamen and pistil being united The peculiar organization of Orch

decE having been first elucidated by Mr. Brown ; their 'systematic arrangement into
r

genera and species has only recently been fully accomplished by my friend. Dr. Lindley,

to whom I am indebted for the examination and naming of all those in the present

collection, and to his work for many of the facts in the following observations, which

are arranged in conformity to his division of the Orchidea into the tribes Mala.videce,

Epidendrecs, Vandece, OphrydecE, Gastrodiece, Neottiece, Arethusea, and Cypripidlece.

The OrchidecE, whether epiphytal or terrestrial, are found in all parts of the world,

which are not very cold nor very dry. Warmth and moisture being most congenial to

them, they are necessarily most abundantly diffused within the tropics ; but species

extend beyond these limits, as Malaais paliidosa, to the north of Europe, and Calypso

horealis even to 60° and 68° in both the Old and New World. The most southern

stations of the epiphytes are those of Earina mucronata in New Zealand, in lat. 35° S.,

and of Gunnia aiistralis in Emu Bay, Van Diemen's Land, lat. 41° S. Though found

in greatest numbers in the moist valleys at the foot of mountains, several ascend them

to considerable elevations, and were discovered by Baron Humboldt at elevations of

7,000,

this Indian orrice-root from Umritseher, under the name of Icoot, to send to Calcutta, where it was sold by the

name o£ pucJmk or puchooh for export to China. He also states, that the roots frequently had attached to them

pieces of the stem, which were hollow and angular, and appear from description to be those of a channeled

umbelliferous plant—'" Ferulaceam quiddam referens" of Clusius. Exot. p. 205. Some species of Herachmn

in*the Himalayas have very fragrant roots

3 A
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7,000, 8,000, and 9,000 feet, in the Andes of Quito and Granada ; while Oncidium

nubisenum. occurs as hidi as at 14,000 feet in the Andes of Peru. So I foundwi.#(C^//Cj vv.v.«.»^ X^^ "*^
I

# i

Dendrobhcm alpestre^ at 7,000, and Cczlogym pr^ceco.v at 7,500 feet of elevation on

the Oaks of Mussooree and Lundour in 30° of N. latitude.

From this extensive distribution, it would appear that there was not the same

connexion between structure and climate as we have seen to exist in most other

families. But this may be an apparent, rather than a real exception. Many of the

Orchidece being provided with tuberous roots, have these,' from their under-ground

situation, protected from the vicissitudes of temperature, and as they often exist in

moist situations, and flourish during the summer temperature, a kind of local climate

may be supposed to be produced, in which a less degree of temperature appears to be'I
necessary. Thus, on the mountains of hot countries, there is constant humidity in

the rainy season, *' from the air charged with moisture in the heated valleys rising

and depositing it on the mountains, when it reaches an elevation where it is cooled

beyond the point of saturation ;" and this being accompanied with equability, we have

two of the characteristics of a tropical climate, and find a lower degree of tempera-

ture, fully sufficient for the most luxuriant growth of many tropical genera and families

of plants, with numerous terrestrial, and the above-named epiphytal Orchidece.

This is the characteristic of the Andes, in what Humboldt has' called " the redon

of clouds;*' so, in the Himalayas, at 7,000 and 8,000 feet, the thermometer ranges

between 60° and 70° for nearly three months, in the same place where in winter it

falls below the freezing point, and snow lies on the ground for a week together. It is

worthy of inquiry, whether the equability of temperature, a little higher in the air,

IS not greater even than it is on the mountain-top, and whether even the vicissitudes

of temperature are not less detrimental, because occurring in a very rarified medium.
It might be expected, therefore,' from the more northern situation, that the Orchidece

in the author's collection, would be in less proportional numbers. This is certainly the fact,

but more so than is actually the case, because the author was prevented by his medical
duties from travelling as much as was necessary, for the discovery of plants not widely
diffused

;
while the native plant-collectors had not sufficient zeal to expose themselves

much in the rainy season. The species are not more than eighty in number, arid the.

majority from the neighbourhood of Mussooree. The two most remarkable plants in

the collection. Dr. Lindley considers to be a Corallorhiza with leaves, and a new
species of Neottia, allied to our European bird's-nest. Dr. Falconer, my friend and
successor in the charge of the Saharunpore Botanic Garden, being required to seek for

localities for the cultivation of tea, has fortunately had much greater opportunities of
travelling. He has succeeded in making many important accessions to the family of
Orchidece, as his untiring zeal induced him to travel much in the midst of the rainy
season, to the great risk not only of his health but of his life. He informs me tha't

he has discovered a new genus of the GastrodiecE, and another of the Malaxidece, of
^vhich the plant stands nine feet high, and makes a most splendid appearance,

I

with
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with rich yellow Ci/rtopera-\\ke flowers. The seed vessel has no ribs, and in one

flower a plurality of stamens was found. **•

The most important addition, however, which Dr. Falconer has been fortunate

enough in making, is one which elucidates the organization of the Orchidece. This

is one of the family which is always triandrous, and of which he observes, that the

three anthers are not the only singularity; the flower is perfectly regular ; the three

sepal segments being exactly equal, as are also the tliree petals, which, although of

the same length, are twice as broad as the sepals. The column is also symmetrical

;

and as there is no labellum,, it is difficult, when the flower is removed froin the axis,

to find out which of the petals represents the lip. Further, and what is most interesting

of all, that is, the normal position of the supplementary anthers in the family. Dr".

Lindley, in his formula, niakes them alternate with the lateral petals, while Mr.

Brown, from the structure of Apostasia and Cypripedium, considers that they alternate
t

with the lateral sepals, and belong to a different whorl from the fertile anther. InDr.F.'s

plant, it is most distinctly evident, both by a decurrent ridge of each filament and by

transverse sections of the column, at all heights down to its base, that the supple-

mentary anthers have the same relative position as the usual fertile one, and in harmony

with Dr. Lindley's formula. Further, Dr. F. has another variety of the species (he

first thought they were two), in which the column is sliced off in front, as is usual in

Dendrobmm, and then the labellar petal is invariably developed into a spurred lip ; so

that it would appear, that in the family the irregularity of the lip is a state of anamor-

phosis, consequent on the imperfect development ol" the column, or vice versa ; in fact,

that the deficiency in the one is abstracted to make up the excess of the other.

The Malaj:ide(2j though named from the European genus Malaxisy consist chiefly of

extra-European OrcAzWe^, divicled into XYiq ix\h€^ Pleurothallea and Dew<iro/>/e^. The
T'" • '^ M " r bar ^ *

former are found in the tropical parts of America and Africa, as well as in the islands
J

qf the Pacific and Indian Oceans, with a few species in New Holland, New Zealand,
' T F.

and Norfolk Island. Some ascend considerable elevations, ^s Pleurothallis laurifoUa

and pulchella, to 7,O0O and 8,000 feet on the Andes of Quito, and Restrepia antennifera

to nearly 9,000 feet in New Granada and the Andes of Paraguay. It is of this tribe

that the genera and species extend to the most northern latitudes, as Malaxis paludosa

to the north of Europe, with species of Microstylls, Lipa?is, and Corallorhiza, which

are likewise found in North America. Of these, Malajcis is alone of limited distribution.
• -I- ^ -

The others, whether few or numerous in species, are yet very widely distributed.

Thus, Microstylis and Liparis, numerous in species, are found in the tropics, both of

the Old and New World, in the island of Otaheite, and in China and Japan, Liparis also
r - - -^

in New Holland and the Mauritius. Both extend from the Indian Archipelago to Ceylon,

and thence along the Himalayas, from Silhet to Nepal and Mussooree. Corallorhiza,

though consisting of only three species, has these widely distributed, one in Europe,

the second in N. America, and the third in the Himalayas; This, C.foliosa, Dr. Lindley

considers the most curious thing in the Indian

" » 3 A 2

But genera

common
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common to these different parts of the world, the same species appear to be found in

widely separated places. Thus, Microstylis Rheedii occurs in India, Java, and Otaheite.

Liparis data in India and Brazil ? L. longipes in the mountains of Ceylon, as well as in

those of the East of Bengal, (Lindl. Orchid, p. 21-30). L. olwacea extends from Nepal

to Mussooree, near the Abbey ; where X. livida, a new species, was likewise discovered.

The remaining PleurothallidecB are either such as are peculiar to India and the

Himalayas, or are found rather in the tropical parts, both of the Old and New World.

Thus, Oberonia, which extends from Java, Ceylon, and Silhet, all along the Himalayas,

has O. hrevifoUa common to the Mauritius, and the Society Islands. O. myosuriis in

the latter and Nepal. O. iridifolia, found in Otaheite by Sir J. Banks, occurs also in

Ceylon, and extends from Taong Dong all along the vallies of the Himalaya, from

Silhet to Nepal and the DeyraDoon. Dienia has two species in Mexico, one in Siberia,

and three in Nepal. D. congesta is common to the last and China. D. cyllndrostachya

is the most common species in the Himalayas, extending from Nepal to Mussooree and

Simla. Otochilus is a Himalayan epiphytal genus from Silhet and Nepal. PhoUdota

occurs in these, as well as in Java and Ceylon ; the species P. imbrkata in Nepal,

Silhet, Martaban, and Tavoy. Empusaria is a Himalayan genus, of which the species,

E.paradoxa, extends with Microstylis Wallichiana from Nepal to Mussooree, and both
are allied to Northern Mala.videce. Calogyne is one of the most widely diffused, as

it is one of the most ornamental, of the Himalayan Malaxidca. Species are found in

Java, Tavoy, and Ceylon, as well as in China and Japan. They extend all along
the Himalayas to Mussooree and Lundour. C. cristata and ocellata, found in Silhet

extend as far north as the valleys of Sirmore and Kemaon, The delicately beautiful
C. pracox extends to as high a latitude, but to a greater elevation, being found orna-
menting, with its large riclily-coloured flowers, the branches of oaks on Lundour
at 7,500 feet of elevation, in 30" of N. latitude ; but only during the moisture of the
rainy season. C.fimbriata is a species which is found in China, as well as, (or a very
nearly allied species), in Nepal and Kemaon.

• The tribe of Dcndrobria are chiefly found in tropical parts of the world ; but, as in

others, a few extend beyond these limits, as well as to considerable elevations. Most
of the genera included in the Indian Flora are Asiatic, and chiefly found in southern
latitudes, as Trias, Fhreatia, Eria, Aporum, and Mycaridanthes. Of the last, one
species occurs in Nepal, where Monomeria is also found. Phreatia and Eria occur
both in Java and Ceylon

; the latter also in China, and along the Himalayas from
Pundua, as far as the valleys of the Choor, where are found E. alba and E.flava, first

discovered in Nepal. Polystachya contains only five species, but these are widely
diffused

;
ane species alone, P. luteola, having the distribution of the genus, with

the exception of not being found in Sierra Leone, but occurring in Mexico, the
West Indies, Mauritius, as well as in Ceylon. Cirrhopetalum and Bolbophyllum are 'simi-
larly and widely distributed

; and the first has one species, C. Thouarsii, in Otaheite
Madagascar, Mauritius, and Java. C. Roxburghii is found at the mouths of the

Ganges,
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Ganges, and C. Wallichii in Nepal. Bolbophyllum, very numerous in species, tlioufrht

to be confined to Africa and Asia, has also been found in Demerara, and extends east to

China, with several species in Nepal. B. Careyanum spreads from this as far south as

Martaban, and B. odoratissimim is common to it, with China. Dendrohium, however,

which gives its name to the tribe, is the most numerous in species, though these are not

in proportion widely distributed, as they are chiefly confined to the tropical parts of Asia,

two being also found in China and Japan, four in tropical New Holland, and one in

the Society Islands. Several species extend as far as Nepal, but only one has as yet

been found further north in the Himalayas, and that is D. alpestrc, figured in the

present work, which is very closely allied to, and may be only a variety of,

D. denudans, discovered in Nepal. D. alpestre is found on the oaks and rhododen-

dra of the Mussooree Range, especially on those of tlic part called the Abbey Hill.

The tribe of EpidendrecE, so named from an American Epiphyte, chiefly inhabit the

intra-tropical regions of the New World, but also of Asia; a few extend northwards

into India and China, and one species, Blctia aphylla, remarkable for being destitute

of leaves, extends into Florida and South Carolina. A few species o( Ejndatdrum attain

elevations of 8,000 and 9,000 feet on the Andes of New Granada : so, in the Himalayas,

a species of Spathoglottis is mentioned from Gossainthan, but the elevation is not indi-

cated. The Indian species are chiefly found in the southern parts, but extend along the

Himalayas as far as Nepal. The genera Ipseay Cytheris, and Aiua, do not extend beyond

Silhet, where Bletia obcordata is also found, and is remarkable as belonging to a genus,

of which several species are found in tropical America, with one in Madagascar, and

another in Mauritius ; B. hyacinthina, a native of China and Japan, is naturalized in

the Calcutta Botanic Garden. Spathoglottis, Arundma, and Phqjus, found in the Indian

Archipelago, and also in China, extend likewise to Silhet and Nepal : the last includes

aniong its species, many which are highly orn'amental. Apaturia having one species in

China, near Macao, extends from Ceylon to Silhet, and as far as 28J° N. latitude

;

A. Smithiana having been found by Dr.Wallich in the jungles near Kadjuree Ghaut in
J-

Oude. The species of Orchidece, figured by Dr.Wallich in his Plantae Asiaticae Rariores,

belong to the tribes MalaxidecB and Epidendrece.

The VandecBy named from the Sanscrit Vanda, a name applied to some epiphytal

OrchideiE, but more especially to Vanda Roxburghii, indicates that some at least of this

tribe are found in India, as indeed is also apparent from most of the OrchidecB figured
*

in Roxburgh's Coromandel Plants belonging to this tribe, though many of the most

ornamental genera are S.American, as McLvillaria, Cattkya, Catasetum, Staiihopea,

Gongora, Coryanthes, Burllngtojiia, Oncidium. Endlicher has briefly stated, that they

are either epiphytes or terrestrial : the American species have in general pseudo-bulbs,

with but few leaves, while the Asiatic are chiefly caulescent. They are distributed in

almost equal numbers, in intra-tropical Asia and America. Calypso alone inhabits the

extreme north, or between 60** and 68°, both of the Old and New World, and the

same species, C. boreaiis, is indigenous in both. But some are found at considerable

elevations
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elevations in the Andes, as species of Maxillaria, at 7,000 and 8,000 feet in the

Andes of Popayan, and Oncidium nuhigenum as high as 14,000 feet in the Andes of

Peru.

The genera, some consisting of only single species, which are peculiar to Nepal,

are, Cremastra, Sunipia, and Cryptochilus ; Tetrapeltis and Chilochista are found in

Nepal and Silhet ; Camarotis and Micropei^a in Silhet only ; Diplacentrum, in Hb.

Heyne, therefore probably a plant of the peninsula of India- Acanthophippimn in

Silhet and Java ; Ckisostoma in the latter and Ceylon.

Geodorum is a genus common to New Holland and the southern parts of India and

Japan. G. dildtaltim is found in the latter, as well as in Silhet. Eidophia and Cyrto-

pcra, nearly allied genera, are also widely diffused, both being found at the Cape of

Good Hope and in Madagascar ; the latter also in Sierra Leone, and the former in the

"West Indies and Peru. Though containing but few species, both are widely diffused

over India. Cyptopera flava extends from the Morung Hills to Deokhutal on the

banks of the Tonse, within the Himalayas; and C.obttisa, a new species. Tab. 87.

fig. 1. is found in the valleys of Mussooree, Shalma, and Surkunda, about the same
T

latitude. So, Eidophia extends from the southern to the northern parts of India,

E. herbacea being found in Ceylon, and as far north as the valleys of the Girie and

Agurwal, in 30"^ of N. latitude. E. campestris, found by Dr.Wallich near Bhurtapore,

in Oude, I found in arid situations in the Kheree jungles, and in the ascent to Urukta.

E. vera, nob., is a new species found still further north near the banks of the Jhilum

and not far from the road which leads from N. India to Cashmere.

Other genera, more numerous in species, which extend from the Indian Archipelago

along the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet and Nepal, are, Vanda, Saccolabium, Podochilus,

JErideSy and Calayithe. Of these, Vanda and brides occur also in China ; and one
species, 7. mult'iflora, is likewise common to both : so is, also, JS. odoratum, which
spreads from Nepal to Chittagong, and thence along the Malayan Peninsula to Cochin-
China

; ^. ajfine, a Silhet and Nepal species, spreads even to 30° N. along the valleys
of the Himalaya. Saccolabium has one species, S. guitatum, spreading equally far

north, as it grows on trees in the Kheree Pass and Deyra Doon, and is also found in

Nepal, Silhet, Malabar, and Java. A few species occur in Madagascar, as well as
with Calanthe in the Mauritius. S. guttatum, curvifolium,' and papillosum, are common
to the Peninsula and Nepal, as is Calauthe masuca to the latter and Ceylon. Calanthe
extends as far north, but to much greater elevations ; C. plantaginea,\ Silhet and
Nepal species, being found as high as Mussooree in flower in April

;

a Nepal species, on Manma, Urukta, and Choor.

JF.ceocladcs and Cymbidium are more widely diffused, being found in America and the

and C

Indian Archipelago

Chma. The former is also found in the Mauriti

the Himalayas from Silhet to Nepal, and likewise

d the
Good Hope and in New Holland, and is that which spreads furthest north

; C,
hizum, Lindl., having been obtained from the valleys near Cashmere. C t

at the Cape of

I ^

species
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species found in Japan, the Ladrone Isles, and in New Caledonia; as well as in Ceylon
and at Noakote, in the entrance to Nepal.

The OphrySece, named from the European genus, Ophrys, are terrestrial plants, with
tuberous roots, found in the temperate and sub-tropical parts of the world. Some
genera are peculiar to the Indian Flora, as Ate, the most southern, found at 4,000 feet

of elevation in the Dindygul mountains; Caloglossum in Mysore, Tavoy, and Nepal;
Diplomeris in Silhet and Nepal; Aopla in the latter only; with Hcmipilla, of which
the single species, however, H. cordifolia, extends from Gossainthan to M
The other genera found in the Himalayas are better known, as their species chiefly

occur in Europe, N. America, and N. Asia, as OrcJiis, Gymnadcnia, Plalanthcra, and
Peristylusy with Aceras and Hermimu?n, which occur only in Europe and the northern

parts of Western Asia.

The genus Orchis, containing nearly fifty species in the Old, has only one,

O. spectahilis, in the New World, which extends from Canada to Carolina ; so one only is

found in the Himalayas from Peer Punjal to Gossainthan, and this a variety of O. latl-

folia, which occurs in the colder parts of Europe and of Asia. Gymnadenia cylindro-
u,

I

stachya from Kunawur, differs little from the Siberian form of G. Conopsea. G. spathu-

lata, a diminutive species, is found on Kedarkanta. Aceras augustifoHa, Perislylus

goodyef^oides, and Herm'mium gra?mneum, are found on the Mussooree Hills and in Nepal.

Of Platanthera, the entire lipped species occur in the Himalayas. Among those with

divided lip, are species in Burma and the Peninsula of India. P. Susanncc {P.gigari'

tea, Sm. f) extends from Amboyna to Canton, and from Java all along the Himalayas

to the Kheree Pass, and even to Mussooree. Of Haheiiaria, numerous in species in

tropical parts of the world, several occur in the Himalayas in the rainy season. Of

these) H. plantaginea and cornmelinifoUa occur in the Peninsula of India, and also at

Mussooree. H. stenopetala, (Lind. Sp. 60) from the valleys towards Cashmere, appears

to be the most northern species. Satyrium, found in Southern Africa, has the same

species S. Nepaknsis, in the southern mountains of Dindygul and in Nepal, whence

it extends north even as far as Cashmere, and also into Lower Kunawur, and thus has

a very wide distribution.

Dr. Falconer has discovered on Dhunoultee a new genus of the tribe Gaslrodiecr,

of which the other two genera are found, Gastrodia in New Holland and Java, and

Epipoghm in Europe and Central Asia. Dr. F. describes his plant as having the habit

and look of an Orobanche, with a monophyllous perianth, the sepals and petals being

united Into a tube for two-thirds of their length, whence he ^has named the genus

Gamoplcvis.

The Neottiea are terrestrial Orchide^ of temperate, but also of tropical, parts of the

world : so we have them both in the southern latitudes and the colder mountains of

India. Of the former, and of those peculiar to this flora, Hylophila and Myoda, called

PlantcE indic<£ by Endlicher, are found in Singapore and Penang. EtcEria and Micro-

chiliis extend from the Mauritius and Java, with Tropidia from the Malayan Penin-

sula
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sula to Silhet, where TripUura and Cnemldia are found, and Georchis and Herpysma

in Nepal. Anactochilus {Chrysobaphusy Wall. Tent. Fl. Nep.) is a genus found in

Java ; but A. Rojrburghii, a species which exists in Silhet, Nepal, and as far north

as the valleys near Choor and Kedarkanta. Zeuxina, Lindl. (Pterygodium, Roxb.)

contains only one species. Z. sukala,wh.ich. is very generally diffused over the plains

of India, and the only OrcJiideous plant I ever found in them, that is, in the Doab,

and have specimens from as far north as the banks of the Sutlej, where it flowers

in the month of January.

The JSfeottiecE of the more northern parts of the Himalayas, are better known in

northern and temperate regions, as species of Spiranthes, Neottia, and Goodyera.

S. amcEua, a species found in Eastern Siberia and the North of China, extends in' the

Himalayas from Silhet to Nepal ; and thence, with Goodyera procera, to Kemaon and

Gurhwal. Neottia having only a single European species, has another, N. listeroideSy

in these mountains, near Mussooree, which Dr. Lindley considers as most remarkable,

in having the brown habit, bird's nest roots, and short round stigma of N. Nidus avis,

but with the spreading perianth of Listera; and as thus confirming the propriety of

keeping this genus distinct from Neottia.

Epipactis is placed by Endlicher among NeottiecE, but by Dr. Lindley ^mong Arethusece

.

The genus is common, as well as Cephalanthera, in Southern and Central Europe

;

the former is found in these mountains' from the Sutlej to Silhet, and the latter to

Nepal. The species are four in number, E. cotisimilis, Don, and E, macrostachya

;

{

whether or not these be distinct species, they are both very closely allied to the European
E. laiifolia. E. herbacea is a new species from Mussooree, and J^. Roykana, another

from Lippa, in Kunawur. Cephalanthera acuminata is common in Nepal and Mhassoo
near Simla, as well as in the oak forests of Lundour, flowering in spring. Other
Arethusece occur in Nepal, as the new genus Anthogonium, with two species of Pogonia,

of which the others are found in North America.

Vanilla, which is included in ArethusecE by Endlicher, but separated into a distinct

order, VanillacecE, by Dr. Lindley, is best known for its aromatic fruit, and as a

produce of the hottest parts of Equinoctial America. The genus is also found in

Tropical Asia, one species being indigenous in Penang and another at Singapore. Dr.

Lindley informs me that Dr.Wight has a third. Vanilla pterosperma.

Cypripedium, which alone forms the tribe of Cypripedie^e, is found in the temperate and
cold parts of the northern hemisphere. It extends all along the Himalayas, at consi-

derable elevations from Simla to Silhet. The species are highly ornamental. A. corJi-

gerum, discovered in Nepal, is also found on Manma and Mhassoo. There is a

species in Lady Dalhousie's collection from Simla.

The OrchidecE, remarkable for their extreme variety in form and appearance, as
well as for the curious structure of their flowers, are much prized as objects
of floriculture, since modern science has shewn the causes of former failure, as well
as the mode Ji* insuring the present success by attention to principles which are of the

most

new
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most extensive application ; that ly the temperature, but

P

the degree of moisture of climate, with all the local circumstances which control the
natural growth of plants, before we attempt their artificial cultivation. Considering the
number and variety of the species, as well as the extent of gratification which they
afford to one of the senses, their utility to man, in the common acceptation of the term,
is not of a corresponding degree. Many, however, of the Orchidea are remarkable
for their fragrance, as exemplified in several of the East-Indian Malaxidea, as well as

in some South American Epidendra and in Ma.villaria aromatica ; but most con

cuously in Vanilla aromatica, the dried fruit of which is so considerable an article of

commerce, solely on account of this property ; depending on the presence of an

essential oil and benzoic acid. Vanilla has been arranged among aromatics and

excitant in medicine, but is chiefly useful for giving a flavour to ices and confectionary,

as well as scent to some perfumery.

Some of the OixhidecB were in ancient times considered to be vulnerary, and are

still stated to be so in Persian works. But the most important product of the family,

and one which deserves to be more extensively employed as an article of diet for the

sick or the delicate in constitution, especially children, is the nutritious matter

secreted in the tubers of many of the OrchidecE. These are well known in many places

by the name salep, which is sometimes corrupted into salop or saloop. They are of a

flattened ovoid form, semi-transparent, and thought, from their appearance probably, to be

a gum by some ancient authors, but now usually stated to consist principally of bassorine,

some soluble gum, and a very little starch, though the analysis is not yet definitively

settled. Salep is often stated to contain the largest quantity of nutritious matter in
r

the smallest space, and that about two drachms is sufficient for an invalid's meal. About

sixty parts of boiling water are required to one of powdered salep to dissolve it.

The tubers of the OrchidecB have been used as medicinal agents from very early times,

as we see from the works of Theophrastus and of Dioscorides, and their statements are

repeated in the works of the Arabs. In these they are described under the names

khusyut-al-salih and khusyut-al-kulb, literally Testkulus vulpis and T. cajiis, for which
+

the Greek names assigned are orkkis, saturyoouy and turphyla, evidently the c^yjg,

XuTvaiov, and Tpi(pv?J^ov of Dioscorides. Several diflferent kinds are mentioned ; but, as

might be expected in a family like the Orchidece, it is diflicult to ascertain what were

formerly the officinal species : indeed, even those of the present day are unknown. In

the first place, it is uncertain whether the Greeks obtained their knowledge of the uses

of these tubers from Eastern nations, or this was the result of their own observation.

In the former case, the species must be extra European, and may be still unknown
;

but in the latter case, some of the European species, which have been employed as

substitutes for Oriental salep, may be the original ones.

Sprengel (Diosc. ed Kuhn. ii. p. 553,) considers that Orchis papUionacea, L, which is

at the present day called cr«A£7r/ by the modern, to be the c^f/jg of the ancient Greeks.

The other plants, which are supposed to be alluded to, have been differently determined

3 b ^y
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by different botanists, and are enumerated by Sprengel. Orchis MoriOy mascula and

militaris give, according to M. Beissenhirtz, the best salep in Europe ; O. maculata

and latifolta, a little inferior; but that of O. bifoUa is stated to be of bad quality.

Cullcn, onthe contrary, says, "I have seen it prepared in this country from Orchis

hifolia, as pure and as perfect as any that comes from Turkey." In France, Sale^ indi-

gene is said to come chiefly from, Nivernois. The Oriental Salep is obtained in Europe

from Turkey, Natolia, and Persia, but the plants which produce it are unknown.

In India it is obtained from the North, that is Caubul and Cashmere^ and sold at a

high price even at the Hurdwar fair. On sending gardeners from the Saharunpore

Botanic Garden, in company with the northern merchants, they found the Salep plant

in the hills, not far from the Jhilum, and near where the road from India to Cashmere

crosses that river. The specimens in fruit, with tubers attached, which resembled the

salep of commerce, appear to Dr. Lindley to be those of a species of Eulophia, and

which I therefore ventured to name E. vera. The probability of this genus yielding salep

is confirmed by E. compestris, which is common in and near the Kheree Pass, yielding

some of very good quality, as I have proved by experiment, that is, boiling for a short

time, and afterwards carefully drying. This I was led to do, by hearing that the natives

were in the habit of preparing and selling it by the name of Salep misree, as a substi-

tute for the larger and finer salep of Cashmere. Another kind seems to be prepared

in the Himalayas, as Lieut. Hutton, in an account of an excursion to the Broano-

Pass, states that the grassy hills between Phagoo and Muttiana produce during the

quantities of a species of Orchis, which the natives call Salep misree, thennmense

roots of w'hich are sometimes collected and dried, and afterwards brought to Simla, or

sent to the plains for sale.'* The same statement is made respecting one of the Orchidece

at Mussooree, probably E, herbacea, which is common there. There is no doubt that

very excellent salep might be prepared, both at the foot of and in the hills ; while the

genuine plant might also be introduced, if it already has not been so, by Dr. Falconer,

from Cashmere. Great care would require to be paid to the habits of the plants, as

they take some years to come to perfection, so as not to irradicate them after being

introduced
;
particular tracts of the hills might be cleared only in successive years, as

is done with the cutting of fir or other forests grown for timber.

Jceras angustifolia. Tab. 87, fig. 1. Lindley. Genera and species of Orchicicous plants, p. 282.
Hab. Gossainthan. ( T'Fa//ic/i). Mussooree and Simla. {Royle).

Perisfylus goodyeroides. Tab. 87, fig. 2. Lindley, L c. p. 298.

Herminium

{Wallich). Mussooree and Sabathoo. {Royle)

{WaUlch). Mussooree. {Royle)

Cyrtoperajlava. Tab. 88. Lindley, 1. c. p. 189.

Hab. Morung Mountains. {Hamilton). Deokhutul, on banks of the Tonse. {Royle).
Dendrobium alpestre (Lindl. sp. n.) caulibus brevibus ovatis csespitosis erectis vaginis foliorum laxo

vestitis polypliillis, foliis oblongo-lanceolatis tenuibus apice obHquis, racemis lateralibus temiinalibusque
uutantibus multifloris, sepalis acuminatis lateralibus basi incurvis pctalis minoribus, labelli trilobi lobo
medio a-euulato crispo acuminato lateralibus incisoserratis : lamellis duabus hnearibus in medio. Tab. 88,
t. -^.-Dr. Lmdley, by whom this and the other Orchidece were selected for figuring, fears this is nothing

more
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more than an alpine state of D
distribution.

thinner.

being

'ms

Hab. On oaks on the Abbey-hill at Mussooree

169. IRIDACE^.
F

The IridacecE, named from the genus 7m, which is itself so called from the variety

of colour of the flowers of its species, contain genera chiefly found in tlio temperate

parts of the world, but which are not absent from purely tropical regions. They are

chiefly abundant at the Cape of Good Hope, occur in Van Diemen's Land and in

Patagonia, as well as north in Carolina, Europe, and Siberia.

Gladiolus, Trkhoneina, and Moraa, occur in the northern hemisphere of the Old

World, as well as at the Cape of Good Hope ; the last has two species in S. Anu rica.

CrocuSy Pardanthus and Iris, alone come within the bounds of the Indian Flora. The

first is usually considered as being confined to the south of Europe and the Caucasian

region, but some species may be indigenous in Persia, where Saff"ron has long been known

and cultivated even as an article of export, as it is in the present day. It is so like-

wise in the valley of Cashmere, according to the testimony of Bernicr, Forster, and

Moorcroft; but whence, indeed, I myself received bulbs in 1826, which flowered in the

Saharunpore Botanic Garden, and of which a drawing was made (v. Tab. 90. fig. 1).

This I consider to be only a variety of C. sativus, or common saff'ron,which has always

been considered an Asiatic species early introduced into Europe. Parda?ithiis is

common to China, Japan, and the Himalayas ; and the same and only species, P. clti-
r ' ^

nensis, is found in all. In the plains, both of the Peninsula and of Northern India,
• »

it is seen only in a cultivated state, flowering in the rainy season : but on Urukta

and Kedarkanta I found it in a wild state, as it no doubt also is in Nepal.

Iris, a genus, containing numerous species, common in the temperate parts of the

northern hemisphere ; has also several in the Himalayas ; one is also common in the

gardens of India, and has probably long been known there. It may, perhaps, be iden-

tical with the species referred by Dr. Roxburgh to I. chincnsis, though Mr. Don thinks

that my specimens belong to 1. ncpaknsis. Four species of Iris have been discovered

in these mountains ; /. nepalensis and decoj^a in Nepal and Kemaon, and /. kemaonemis

in the latter. These have all been found further to the N.W., as on Surkuuda, Urukta,

Kedarkanta, Choor and Lundour. /. decora I have also received from Puugee in

Kunawur, and /. Moorcroftiana from Ludak ; but Professor Don, after comparing the

latter with specimens sent by Pallas to Linnaeus, thinks it hardly merits the rank of a

distinct species. /. longifoUa was grown in the Mussooree Experimental Garden from

seeds procured from Cashmere.

The Iridea, conspicuous as ornamental plants, have also been long used medicinally,

though not possessed of very active properties. Iris forentina is still much employed

account of the agreeable odour of its root-stocks, chiefly in perfumery, and for

\-

on

3 iparting
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imparting an agreeable flavour to the breath : being also in some degree acrid, it has

been employed in making the peas for keeping open issues. /. germanica and Pseucl-

acorus, are other species supposed to be included under the ancient Iris of the Greeks,

while I.fcEtidissima is conjectured to be i\i.e.Xyris of Dioscorides. The former are referred

to in Arabian authors by the name
\^J\

eersa, with sosun for the Arabic and Persian

synpnyme ; and the different kinds distinguished as white, blue, yellow, and n

coloured sosun. This name appears to be of the same origin as the Syriac sm
and the susinum of the Greeks, and probably also of the shushan of Scripture, which
is usually translated lily

; and likewise of the soshannim of the 45th Psalm, supposed

to refer to the ** lilies of the Nile," worn as an ornament of the head-dress by the female

choristers of Egypt (Athenseum, 1837, p. 537). The species of Iris cultivated in India,

it is not uninteresting to observe, is also called sosun, and its root-stocks used for the

any

purposes as thd Iris of the Greeks. Dr.Wallich's specimens still some
of the peculiar odour of the Florentine Iris. The Iris root, sometimes said to be an
article of the commerce of N. W. India, is no doubt the hoot or Costus, mentioned at

p. 360.

Saffron is another article of Eastern as of Western commerce and medicine. Its

European name is evidently derived from the Arabic zafran; while its Greek K^oxog, is

too closely allied to the Hebrew karhom and the Persian kerkum, to allow us to doubt
of their all having a common origin. Though early cultivated in Europe, it was

Iginally most probably introduced from the East. It is still cultivated in Persi

well as in Cashmere, and imported into India from the former in cake, and from the
latter in the form of what is called hay saffron ; the former is much the hioher priced
but both are as highly esteemed in India as medicinal articles, as saffron ever was in

earlier times in Europe. I am indebted to Professor Don for the following characters
of the species of Iris.

ipath

'palensis

Vi
- ^

Thunb. in Linn. Trans. 2, p. 327?

al ( Wallich) ; Kemaon {Blinkworth) ; Bye
(village), on the ascent to Surkunda {Royle)

between

perianthii
interioribus bilobis long^ unguiculatis, ovario turbinate trigono, stigmatis lobis integerrimis

'

/. kemamensis. Wall. Cat. n. 5052 ; Kemaon, {Blinkworth) ; Kedarkanta, {Royle)
^.eora. Wall PI. Asiat. Ear. 1, p. 77, t. 86.-7. sulcata. Ejusd, Cat. n. 5049.-/. nepalensis.Prod /. orientalis. Thunb. in Linn. Trans. 2, p. 328 .?

{Wallich)
; Kemaon, {Blinkworth) ; Choor and Punjee, {Royle)

lojfolia^ imberbis
;

_

foli^ n.argine scabris, scapo brevissimo unifloro, sepalis sublanceolatis

gerrimis.—/. hngifolia, (Royle)

seed in Saharunpore Botanic

5. Crocus sativus v
-I

Plant in leaf.
(&)

170. BURMANNIACE^.
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The Burmann

' 170. BURMANNIACE^.

acecB are not closely allied to any known family ; by some botanists

they are placed near Hcemodoracecs, of which no species have been discovered within
the limits of the Indian Flora. This family contains but few genera, and these, with
the exception of Burmannia, but single species. They are found in moist situations

thin the tropics, both in the Old and New World ; extending also in the latter as far

north as 35°, and south to the Rio Negro in 33^ In the Old World species occur as

far south as 35° at the Cape and in New Holland. From Madagascar and the Tropical

Islands they extend into India as far as Nepal, where Burmannia distkha, a species

first found in Ceylon, occurs, as well as in the more distant locality of the neighbour-

hood of Port Jackson, in New Holland. Dr. Roxburgh has described B. triflora from

Penang, which closely corresponds in description with B.cakstis, Don, which has

been figured in Tab. 91. fig. 1. from an imperfect drawing of Dr. B. Hamilton's. Among
which, (/c. ined, 282), there is another closely allied, if, indeed, it be a distinct species,

B. bifaria. The published figures of this genus display its wide distribution, as B. capi-

tata, under the name of Tripterella, by Michaux, from N. America ; three species by

Martins, from Brazil, B, distkha from Ceylon, and B. cakstis from Nepal.

Burmannia ccelestis. Don. Prod. Fl. Nep. p. 44. Syst. Veg. Schultes. vii. p. L. xxv. Tab. 91. fig. 1.

171. AMARYLLIDEiE.

The AmaryUidecE, numerous in genera and species, and well known as ornamental

parts, are widely distributed
; though we do not observe much correspondence between

structure and distribution, as some are found in very hot, and others, as Galanthus,

in equally cold parts of the world. They abound at the Cape of Good Hope, also in

tropical and extra-tropical America, with a few species of other genera, as well as of

Narcissus, in the South of Europe and the North of Africa, the Oriental region, and

in China and Japan. Narcissus Tazetta, known in India by the Persian name fiurgus,

extends from the Mediterranean into the Oriental region and Persia, and thence to

the Himalayas and China. Though found in all these, it must, no doubt, have been

introduced into some, on account of the high esteem in which it has always been

held in Oriental regions. Dr.Wallich obtained it in Nepal, and I found it in some

apparently wild situations ; but I ascertained that all respecting which I could get any

information, were the sites of old habitations and deserted gardens.
r

Crimm, and Pancratium therefore, alone belong to the Indian Flora, and are also

both found in Equinoctial America; the former also in Western Africa, the Cape

of Good Hope and New Holland. Pancratium delights chiefly on the coasts of many
-

of the Indian islands, extendins: to the coast of Arabia, and thence to those of the
r

Mediterranean, where P. maritimum is found. In the gardens of India two species are

especially common, P. zeylanicum. Hind, chumbuk, and P. long'iflorum of Roxburgh,

which, by the natives, is called SQoillia, Crinum likewise delights in tropical islands,

and
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and extends along the Malayan Peninsula to Silhet, and all along the Himalayas, as

"Well as in Ceylon and the Peninsula of India ; but Dr.Wallich not having enumerated

either Crinum or Pancratium in his Catalogue, I find it difficult from want of time

to examine the specimens in the E. I. Herbarium, to trace either his own, or Dr. Rox-
burgh's species to northern parts. But C. latifolium, sookh-dursun of Beng
is common in the gardens of N. India. I obtained another species, apparently C. toii-

carium, from the Muhunt's (the head priest of the Sieks) garden at Deyra ; and a third,

which appears to me new, from Munsar, in the interior of the Himalayas, which I

have called C. Himaknse.

The Amaryllide(s are conspicuous for their highly ornamental nature. Many of them
also possess considerable energy of action, though few are much employed as medi-
cinal agents. Brunsvigia toa^icaria is said to be used by the Hottentots for poisoning
their arrows, and Hcemanthus coccineus as a substitute for squills at the Cape of Good
Hope. Cr'mum asiatkum is employed medicinally by the. natives of India; and the
bruised leaves, made into a cataplasm with castor-oil, are apphed to whitlows, and
their juice dropped into the ears in cases of ear-ache. Dr. Horsfield states that the
bulbs are accounted emetic in Java. This species is considered identical with C. toai-

carium of Dr. Roxburgh, which is said to be employed for curing the effects of the
poisoned arrows of the Macassars. The bulbs of the plants of other genera have been
employed as emetics, as those of Galanthus nivalis, Leucoium astivum, and Pancratium
maritimum- but still more frequently those of species of Narcissus, which M. Deslong-
champs has recommended as substitutes for ipecacuanha. The bulbs of Narcissus
Jonquilla are thought by some to be the ^oK^og ,^mKog of Dioscorides, and those of
N.pocticus by others. This species is usually stated to be his va^^^o-^o,; but so is
N, pscudo-Narcissus by some authors. N. Tazetta is given as such in India; nurjus
and nurgus being assigned as its Arabic and Persian, with Unoos as its Greek syno-
nyme

;
the last probably a corruption of As^e/o., stated to be one of its names by

Dioscorides.
4

Agave is frequently placed in Brmneliace^, from resemblance in habit, and the
ovarium being inferior; but it is now usually subjoined to Amaryllidece as a section, by the

- AoAVE^, which includes this genus and Fourcroya. Both are confined to Ame-

species
nca, and were probably early introduced by the Portuguese into India, as the
are common, and have native names assigned them. Mr. Don (Lin. Trans, xvii. p. 563)
ascertained that A. culensU referred to Fourci-oi,a by Ventenat, is the specie's which
Colonel Sykes described as having come up at Poena in a garden, where some Cape
bulbs had been grown in the previous year. A. vlvipara. Hind, bam-keora (a compound
of the names of the bamboo, and of Pandanus odorafmmus), is the species I found
most common in gardens and hedges in N. India, and observed that on rich soils the
p ant invariably produced bulbs, but no seeds ; while a poor stony soil and drv
chmate, as that of Delhi, had contrary eifects, and the latter alone were produced
Dr. Roxburgh describes A. Cantala, a species agreeing in several points with A. vivipara

but
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but which is referred to Fourcror/a by Haworth. Kantala being a Sanscrit name. Dr. R
thmks that this may be a native of, as it is very common in India; but as there are
modern Sanscrit names (v. p. 60), this has most probably been introduced as indicated
by one of its names, Bilatee ananas, foreign pine-apple.

The species oi Agave are not alone ornamental as plants and useful as hedges, but
are important for their products. The roots, as well as leaves, contain ligneous fibre
{pite thread), useful for various purposes : these are separated by bruising and steeping
in water, and afterwards beating

; practises which the natives of India have adopted,
either from instruction or original observation. The Mexicans also made their paper of
the fibres oi Agave leaves laid in layers. The expressed juice of the leaves evaporated,
is stated by Long in his Hist, of Jamaica, to be also useful as a substitute for soap.

But the most important product oi Agave, and especially of A.Americana, the species

now most common in the south of Europe, is the sap, which exudes upon the cutting-

out of the inner leaves, just before the flower scape is ready to burst forth. Of this a

very full account is given by the illustrious Humboldt, in his Political History of New
Spain, book iv. c. 9. The species is A. Americana, called metl by the Mexicans, and
Maguay de Cociuza in Caraccas. Pittes and maguei/ metl are varieties of 1. Amcricam,
which (Syn. Plant, ^quinoct. i. p. 300) is stated to be common every where in Equi-
noctial America, from the plains even to elevations of between 9,000 and 10,000 feet.

A.Me.vicana is also, by some authors, called maguei, metl, and also manguai ; and

A. vivipara is Theo-metl or manguei divinum. In Cumana and Caraccas, A, cuhemis is

called 7naguey de Cocay. Humboldt informs us, that the first (.1. Mexicana^ is exten-

sively cultivated in the interior table-land of Mexico, and, indeed, extends as far

as the Aztec language. The juice of the Agave is of a very agreeable sour taste. It

easily ferments on account of the mucilage and sugar it contains, when it is called

pulque by the Spaniards. The vinous beverage, which resembles cyder, has an odour

of putrid meat, extremely disagreeable ; but the Europeans, who have been able to get

over the aversion, which this fetid odour inspires, prefer the pulque to every other liquor.

A very intoxicating brandy is formed from the pulque, which is called medical or

aguardiente de maguey. The Government drew from the Agave juice a net revenue

of £166,497 in three cities. The cultivation of these plants appears worthy of trial in

many parts of India, where the Agaves thrive so well.

172. HYPOXIDEE.

The Hypo.videce form a small order, which is sometimes united with AmarylUdea:.

The genera are only two in number. Curculigo, found at the Cape of Good Hope,

New Holland, and from Java and the other Indian islands, extends along the Malayan

Peninsula to Silhet, Nepal, and as far north as the Kheree Pass, where the same species
H

C. recurvata and gracilis are found, as in every other part of India. C. orchioides,

from the mountains of the Peninsula, extends also along the Himalayas, being
I

found on Chirraponjee, in Kemaon, and by myself near Gundooree, on the shoulders of

the
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the Choor mountain. C. petiolata, nob., is a new species, allied to C. orchioides,

(perhaps only a variety) from the Kheree Pass. Hypoa^is, more numerous in species, is

also more extensively diffused, having the distribution of Curculigo, as well as occurring

in both North and South America. No species of Hypoxis has yet been found in the

plains of India, but one species is extremely common in the Himalayas. This is

H. minory Don (CurculigoideSyWoW.) There may, however, be two species intermixed

among these ; one with many flowered scapes, and the flowers small ; while the

other has larger flowers, but these single, as represented in Tab. 91, fig. 3.*

Hypoxis minor. Don. Prod. FI. Nep. p. 53. Syst. Veg. Schultes. vii. p. 772. Tab. 91

Hab. Nepal. {Wallich). Mussooree, &c. {Royle).

173. HYDROCHARIDE^.

This aquatic order, though named from Hydrochar'is, a European plant, is widely

diffused over a great extent of territory and variety of climate ; its species may easily

be distinguished by their inferior ovary from other water-plants ; but, like them, some
r

of the same species are found in very widely-separated countries. The order is divided

by Endlicher into the tribes Anacharidece, Vallisneriece, and Stratiotidece, of all which

some species are found in India. Of the first, Hydrilla {Serpicula, Roxb., Corom. PI.

t. 164) verticillata, is common in still waters all over India, from the Peninsula to

Saharunpore, where there is also apparently another species, which I have called

//. slibitlata.

Vallisneria is a genus well known in the south of Europe, but which occurs also in

N. America, India, and New Holland ; and the same species, F. spiralis, so remarkable
in a physiological point of view, is found in all these countries. V. altemifolia is a
genuine species of the genus, figured by Dr.Wight (Hook, Misc. Sup. t. xi.), and is

found

an

extensive diffusion of the pine-apple over India would render advisable their mention here. The introduction
into India of the pine-apple is expressly mentioned by Indian authors, as by Abul Fuzl, in the Ayeen Akberry,
and then by the author of the Dhara Shekoih. (TaleefShereef transl. p. 18). It was introduced into Bengal in

1394 by the Portuguese during the reign of Akbar, and is called by the natives either ananas or kutl-miffree
« nrtocarpus for a journey," as its fruit ripens even when carried about. Pine-apples succeed as far north— in the open air, but are plentiful in the garden of the Taj-muhul at Agra. They are so abundant
as 30

and near Rangoon

cious in flavour in the latter situation. They are mentioned by Capt. Turner in his journey to Teshoo-loomboo,
as extremely abundant in the jungly tracts in the entrance to the hills. It is evident, therefore, how well
suited the climate and soil of many parts of India are to the cultivation of the pine-apple. This is important
not only on account of its fruit, from which a very agreeable beverage is in some countries prepared, but also

account of the fibre which abounds in the leaves, and
country

; as with it cloth has been manufactured as fine as some muslins. The

been
and

Asiatic

Some years since, Mr. Cracroft also sent from
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found both about Madras and Calcutta and in Silhet. V, minor, nob., is a new species,

from the neighbourhood of Allahabad. Bli/xa (Salvala,VJ^iW.), belonging to the same
tribe, is a genus common to Madagascar and India. The species found in the latter has

been figured by Dr. Roxburgh (Corom. Plant, t. 165), under the name of Vallisiieria

octandra

The tribe Stratiotidece has the genera Stratiotes and Hydrocharis in Europe, Lwmohhim
in N. Amerfca, and Enhalus {Stratiotes acoroides, Linn. F.), in Ceylon and the Malayan

Archipelago. Boottia is a new genus discovered by Dr.Wallich, along the banks of the

Irrawady and on Taong Dong, and consists of the species, B.cordata, figured in PI,

Asiat. Rar. t. 65. Ottelia, Pers. {Damasonium, Schreb.) has a species, O. ovali/olium,

in New Holland, and another, O. {Damasonium, Roxb. Corom. PI. t. 165), alismofdes,

which is common to every part of India, and is also found in Egypt. A new species,

.D. sessile, Wall. Cat. 5044. Ic. ined. 283, has been found both by Dr. Hamilton and

Dr.Wight. A species of llydrocharis is also enumerated by Dr.Wallich (//. cdlulosa.

Cat. 5042), as found in Gorakpore and Silhet.

The HydrocharidecB are not possessed of any active properties, but from their bland

and mucilaginous nature, some are employed for food, as Boottia cordata, of which the

green parts are sold in the market at Ava, being eaten by the Burmese as pot-herbs

:

so both the leaves and fruit of Enhalus are eaten, both raw and cooked, in the Malayan

islands. Hydrilla verticillata and similar plants are employed by the sugar- refiners

of Saharunpore and Berhampore for covering the surface of their sugars, as clay is used

in the West-Indies to permit the slow percolation of water.

174. TACCACE.E.

The Taccacea form a small order, allied on one hand to AroidecB and on another to

Aristolochia, resembling the preceding orders in their inferior fruit, and Dioscorece in

possessing radical tubers abounding in fecula. They are found in the warm parts of

Asia, and consist of the genus Tacca, from which has been separated, though not very

distinct, Ataccia, formed of Dr. Roxburgh's Tacca integrifolia, Corom. Plant, t. 257,

named T. aspera, mh\s Flora Indica, ii. p. 169. This species he describes as found

in the hills behind Chittagong ; while T. /^w>,Wall., Ic. ined. No. 293, was found in

Silhet, and by Dr. Hamilton in Goalpara. T. pinnati/ida, the best known species, is

a native of the Malay Peninsula, the Moluccas, Madagascar, and New Holland. It

is found in herbaria from the Madras presidency, but Dr. Roxburgh mentions it only as

introduced. The other species, T.montana and T. dubia, are likewise found in the

JVlol r. liafflesiaiia, Jack, is found at Penang and Singapore. F

the latter Dr. Jack also sent a species, which is there called '* Water Lily.' but

named by him T. cristata,Wa\\. Ic. ined. 292.

The plants of this family are possessed of some degree of acridity, both in their tubers

and in their herbaceous parts, as Rumphius informs us, that the tubers of T,pinna-

tijida, dubia, and montana, are rasped and macerated for four or five days in water, and

3 fecula
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t

a fecula is separated in the same manner that sago is, and like it employed as an article

ofdiet by the inhabitants of the Malayan and Molucca islands. In Otaheite and other

Society islands, they make cakes of the meal of the tubers of T. plnnatifida , which are

of diet in Chi dCochthe tacca youy of some navigators : they form an article

China, as also in Travancore, where, Dr.Ainslie informs me, they attain a large size,

and that the natives eat them with some acid to subdue the acrimony.

•

175. DIOSCORE^.*

The DioscorecE form a small family, allied to Smilacece, but from which they

distinguished as well by their inferior ovary as by their capsular fruit. The genera

are few in number, and of these, Tamus is only allied to this family by its inferior fruit,

and, by this being a berry, to Smilacece. The genus is, moreover, found in Europe and
r

the north of Africa, as well as in the temperate parts of Asia, such as the Tauro-Caucasian

region. Rayania is a West-India genus, and Oncus a little-known Cochin-Chinese one.

Dioscorea, therefore, alone remains to be treated of; and, as the most numerous in

species, is also the most widely diffused through the tropical parts of the world ; it
L

extends also south to the Cape of Good Hope, where is found Testudinaria elephantipes,

(now usually referred to this genus,) and also to New Holland, whence several new

found thespecies have been described by Mr. Brown. To the north species are

United States of America, and in the most northern parts of India, as well as on the

Himalayan mountains. The species are, however, most numerous in the hottest parts

of the world ; but from their numbers, varying forms, disecious nature, and the

want of authentic specimens, it is difficult to ascertain the identity of species found in

different parts of the world. Rheede and Rumphius have figured some ; Roxburgh

has described more ; and of these, several are contained in the E. I. Herbarium.

D.pentaphylla, dcemonum, alata, rubella, acukata, and

the Malayan islands

species found

the southern parts of India. Of these, D. penta

phylla occurs also in Central India, as I have received specimens from Mr. Malcomson
from near Nagpore, where it is c^MqA yeller-giiddoo ; and another species, named chunchoo-

guddoo.

nob., nearly allied to D. saliva. Wall. Cat

In the most northern parts of India, the most common species is D
D, versicolor. Ham genthee of the

extremely common ^bout Lohargaon, in Bundlecund, and partly also in the

Peninsula of India well along the foot of the Himalay and as

feet in the neighbourhood of Jurreep

high as

called ramberee by the natives in Gurhwal and Sirmore

appearance, has been named D.deltoides by Dr.Wallich from Nepal, and which I

D.virosa is an Himalayan species,

; another, very elegant in

obtained on Mussooree and Dhunoultee, and from Gorakhotee

Lower Kunawur.
Ramp m

w

The species of this family are important in tropical countries, on account of their

rge tubers abounding in nutritious fecula, which is employed as food. These tubers
known by the name of yams; though those of Tacca and of Arum are some-

times
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times confounded with them by Dr. Roxburgh
that D. alata, common West-India yam, and his D.ghbosa, purpurea, rubella, and
fasckulata, of which the three first, he says, may be varieties of one species, are the best

kinds cultivated in India ; and that D. alata is esteemed next to D. globosa, D. atro-

purpurea, he describes as the species so extensively cultivated at Malacca, Pegu, and
the eastern islands. D. bulbifera is the common Otaheite yam. D. alata, called

rut-aloo, I have alone seen cultivated in N. India; but the tubers o( D.sagittata,toree

of the natives, are eaten, as are in Southern India those of D. acukata, angu'ma,

oppositifolia , tomentosa, and pentaphylla. Many of these possess some acridity previous

to being dressed; but this, as is the case with potatoes, is no doubt dissipated by heat.

It is, therefore, less surprising to find some species with a greater degree of acrid

principle, as in D. damonum, virosa, and, in some degree, in D. tomentosa, triphylla,

^nd. pentaphylla ; all which, it is interesting to observe, have compound leaves. The
tubers of one of the Himalayan species are employed in washing woollens. Tamus has

also acrid tubers; but the only species of Oncus is called 0. csculenlus, from Its lai

farinaceous and edible tubers. The fleshy mass of those of Testudhiarla are made '

of as food by the Hottentots in times of scarcity : hence called Hottentot's bread

6

176. SMILACE^.
•- J-

The SmilacecB form an order, which is differently constituted by different botanists,

some of the genera placed here by Mr. Brown being arranged by Dr. Lindley under

LUiacea. Endlicher divides the family into the tnhes Parideae and Convallariea, appending

to it several allied genera.

The ParidecB consist of Paiis, Trillium, and Medeola. The first found in Europe

;

the Caucasian and Altai ranges has also a species, P . polyphylla , Sm. (Wall. PI. As.

Rar. t. 126) in the Himalayas, where the second, in the form of T. Govanianum

(v. Tab. 93. fig. 3) is also found at considerable elevations, with other species in

Kamtschatka and N. America. The Himalayan species of Paris is subject to great

irregularities in the number of the leaves and of the parts of the flower, which I observed

and communicated to Dr.Wallich (v. 1. c. p. 25.)*

The tribe Convallariece includes the genera Streptopus, Smilacina, Polygonatum, and

Smilajc, belonging to the Indian and Himalayan Floras. Some of the other genera

are found in New Holland, New Zealand, Chili, and the Straits of Magalhaens; with

Convallaria

My friend, Dr. Falconer, in reference to this irregularity of P.jyoJj/ph/lh, writes me, " I found Podo-

pht/llum Emodi growing intermixed with it ; and, strange to say, as if bewitched with the same turn for

vagaries, with every number of stamens from six to ten, and in almost every flower one filament bearing two

anthers, and that filament invariably the one opposite the petiole of the flower-bearing leaf. In one flower I

found the following irregularities ;-six petals, ten anthers, seven filaments, or stamens if you like
;
on one

that

grow together, and both be so irregular.

"

3 c 2
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Convallaria and Ruscus in Europe, Northern Asia, and North America ; Streptopus,

distinguished by its jointed peduncles, occurring in Europe and N. America, has also

a species, S. Candida, WoW. (S.simple.r, Don) in the Himalayas, on Gossainthan and

in Kemaon. Smilacina having the two species of the subgenus Majanthemum in Europe,

Siberia, and N. America, has the other species of the genus in the two latter, as well

as in the Himalayas. S. alpina, nob., from Kedarkanta, Urukta, and Manma, is

closely allied to S. borealis. Dr.Wallich has figured S. purpurea at t. 144, and S.fiisca

at t. 257 ; the latter from Sheopore, and the former from Gossainthan, in Nepal. Of
this he also mentions a white variety from Kemaon, which I have also found on

Urukta and Kedarkanta, and which being constant in this character over so great

an extent, may be a distinct species, and might be called S. pallida. Folygonatum,

more numerous in species, is not more widely diffused, with the exception of being

found also in Japan. The Himalayan species are five or six in number. P. {Convallaria,

WqW.) oppositifolium, being found 'on the Silhet mountains, 2ind with P
.
punctatum in

Nepal. P. cirrhifolium {Convallaria, Wall. As. Res. xiii. p. 382. c. tab.), closely allied

to P.sibiricum, is found also in Nepal ; as well as on Choor, with P. Govamamim,Wix\\.

N. 5137, which likewise occurs on Huttoo and in Kemaon. Vndev P. verticillatum,

{Convallaria,\Y^\\. Cat, N. 5135) seem to be included a plant identical with the Euro-

pean species of this name, and P. kptophyllum of Mr. Don, which I have from the

Choor mountains.. With P. verticillatum, another European species P. multifiorim, or

Common Solomon's Seal, is found on Mussooree and Mhassoo. Two additional

species, P. Ingksii 2iVid P. cUiatim, are found, the former on Raldung-, and the latter

near Lippa, in Kunawur.

Smila.v, the genus from which the order is named, is not only important for its

medical properties and commercial value, but also for being the most numerous in

species, and these the most widely diffused, though unlike the rest of the order, chiefly

o

somehot parts of the world. But the genus is sufficiently distinct

times to be formed with Ripogonum into a separate family. The species of Smila.v are

found in the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America. From these they extend south-
wards to New Holland, and northwards to Japan, N.America, and the S. of Europe

;

where are found S. catalomca and nigra in Spain, and S. aspera, a species which extends
Syria. S. occurs in the N. of Africa, and S. excelsa in Asia M

and Caucasus. In India the species are found all along the foot of the Himalayas, from
Silhet to the Sutlej, as well as at elevations on the sides of the Choor and Mussooree
mountains. They occur also along the Malayan Peninsula, and though common in hot
parts of the world, are less so in the Indian Peninsula. But a species, S. zeylanica,
extends into it from Ceylon, and one or two other little known species are found there.
S.ovalifalia, -Roxh., is a Peninsular species, which extends towards Bombay, and,
according to Mr. Don, occurs also in Nepal, as well as S.prolifera, a Bengal and Silhet
species. Dr.Wallich enumerates several new species from Singapore, Penang, and
Burma. On Chiraponjee, in Silhet, and the Garrow Hills, are found S. lancLfolia

and
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and S. glabra; the former called by the natives gotee-shook-China, and the latter hurria-

shook-China, both having tuberous roots like the Chinese Smilax China. In Silhet are

also found S. RoBurghiana, Wall. {S. laurifoUa, Roxb.), which is called koomari or

koomari-shook-China, and S. oxyi^hylla, which is called chotee (or small koomaree.) Under

S. prolifera more than one species is probably included in the E. I. Herbarium. These

are found in Burma, Chittagong, Silhet, Oude, and Nepal. Besides this, S. rigida

and ftrojc are other Nepal species ; as is ^S*. degans, which extends north to the Deyra

Doon, and S. maculata, (v. Tab. 94. fig. 1.) which is found in Nepal, Kemaon, and on

Mussooree. On the latter mountain, and other parts of the hills,*occurs S. VillamUd,

Wall. Cat. 5123, (v. Tab. 94. fig. 2.) found by Dr. Hamilton on the Morung Hills.

Of the genera appended to Smilacece, several belong to the Indian Flora : as of the

Asp'idistrecE,vih\ch includes Rhodea, t\ieOro}itiu?}ijaponicta?i of diiiihors ; Tupistra, ol which

the first species, T. sgualida, is figured Bot. Mag. 1G55 ; and the second, T. nutam,Wal[.

Bot. Reg. t. 1223, is from the confines of Silhet, where it is called kala tcetee. In the

E. I. Herbarium are also two doubtful species, one T. aurantiaca, from Nepal,Wall. Cat.

5194, Ic.med. 263, which may indeed form a new genus; the second is T. Shiga-
w

poriana. Aspidistra includes the S. of China and Japan species of this tribe, which

^have their flowers solitary, nistead of in dense spikes.

The Roxhurghiacece of Drs.Wallich and Lindley, are only admitted here as an allied

tribe with a query, whether they are not allied to Methonica. There are two species

of the genus ; the first, R. gloriosoides of Dryander, Roxb. Corom., t. 32, a native of moist

valleys among the mountains of the Peninsula, where it is called canipoo taja by the

Telingas. The second species, R. viridi/lora, with stems sometimes one hundred fathoms

long, was discovered in the Chittagong district by Dr. Hamilton. This was first figured

by Sir J. Smith in Ex. Bot. t. 57, and subsequently by Dr.Wallich, t. 282, with a full

carpological account of the genus by Dr. Lindley. It is the Stemona tuherosa of

Loureiro, and the Ubium polypoides of Rumphius, Herb. Amb. V. 1. 129, by whom it is

figured among the Dioscoreas, though he says its roots are only eaten when preserved

in syrup, the acridity being previously removed by boiling and by soaking in

lime water. Hence this genus is like so many others, common to the tropical parts of

India, Siam, Cochin-china, and the Moluccas.

In Ophiopogouea;, Endlicher has united Peliosanthes with the genus from which the

sub-tribe is named : the two resembling each other in their berries, while ripen

g m^ii v-v^»v.i.W5, and exposing the seeds naked to attain full maturity. P
burstin

santhes Tela {Tela viridiflora, Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. p. 165), is a native of Chittagong and

Silhet. It was found by Finlayson in Turon. P.humilis, Bot. Reg. 634, is a species

from Penang, and a third has been obtained from the Burma territories.

Ophiopogon is a genus common to Japan. China, and the Himalayas, extending also

into the Malayan Peninsula. O.japonicus was referred by Linnseus to Convallaria, and

another species was formed into a new genus, Liriope, by Loureiro. His L. spicata,

from Cochin-china, is no doubt the Convallaria spicata of Thunberg, now Ophiopogon

spicatus.

m
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spicatus, Bot. Reg. 593. This is also found in Nepal, and as far north as Mussooree,

flowering in April, and also in the rains. Dr.Wallich has referred his specimens from

the Himalayas in the E. India Herbarium to O.japonicus ; which is Very distinct from

Mr. Don's 0. intermediusy likewise a Himalayan species; but none of the specimens

which I have seen agree with the Japan plant.

But there appear to be several species of this genus in these mountains, 0.

mollis^ nob., common in the Himalayas between the Ganges and Sutlej rivers,

0. minory from Turanda, in Kunawur ; while O. indicus, found in the Peninsula by

Dr. Heyne, and Dr •Rottler, appears to extend all along the mountains, as I have it

from Mussooree, Sec. A species from Rangoon, growing in deep shade, near the

Gamboge trees of that place, I have named O. Malcohnsomi, from being found by

Mr. Malcolrason, of the Madras medical service, from whom I received it.

The properties of this family may be considered with reference to both the Paridece

and the Convallariea. The former constituting the TrilliacecB of some authors, some-

times made a distinct family, are, at others, united with Melanthacea. As difference

of opinion still exists respecting the proper place of several of these monocotyledonous

groups, it is unreasonable to expect uniformity of properties, where uniformity of

has not been proved. The and fruit of Paris auadrifolia are

possessed of emetic properties. P. polyphylla is represented as being poisonous in the

Himalayas, and has a nauseous narcotic smell. (Wall. PI. As. 11. p. 25. t. 129.) The
roots of Trillium ctrnuum are in like manner emetic.

The species of Conmllariay now referred to this genus, and to Polygonatumy were
formerly thought to be possessed of active properties. C. majalis secretes an acrid

principle in its flowers, making them, when dried, useful as sternutatories; they are

also emetic and cathartic. P. verticiilatum has even been thought to be the fcp^ppoi/ of

the Greeks, v. Melanthacea. P. vulgare {Convallaria Polygonatum) and multiflorum seem
to abound only in fecula, though they have had active properties ascribed to them. P.
verticiilatum

y
L., called meetha doodya in Sirmore, and Smilacina pallida, called doodya

viohura, are both accounted poisonous in the Himalayas.

The genus Smila.v is distinguished for the extensive medical employment of its roots,
called Sarsaparilla. These belong to a variety of species, though there is still some

*?

doubt about that which is the best. The kinds known are-1. the Jamaica, imported
from S. America

;
2. Lima; 3. Lisbon or Brazilian; 4. Honduras or Mexican; and,

5. the Vera Cruz sarsaparilla, and that of the Caraccas, which is exported from La
Guyana to N. America. The first kind is supposed to be yielded by Smila:v officinalisy
which grows along the banks of the Magdalena. It is unknown what species, if distinct
from the first, affords the sarsaparilla exported from Lima. S, syphiliticay found by
Humboldt in New Granada, and by Martins in the Brazils, yields the sarsa
Rio Negro, which is probably the same as the third kind. S. medica, growing
mountains of Mexico, produces that exported from Vera Cruz ; ^ _,
the azocorito of the natives of Cumana, yields some of the sarsaparilla which

of the

while S,

obtained
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obtained from the Spanish main. The medical virtues of this root are supposed to
depend upon a peculiar principle, which possesses a little acridity and is called parigline,

parilline. Sarsaparilla has been reckoned useful as an alterative; it excites

g much
diaphoresis, and has been known to occasion nausea and vomiting
fecula, it may be useful as a demulcent, while its slight bitterness may giv

tonic power. By some practitioners it is pronounced devoid of any useful properties.

Dr. Hancock, however, states that most of the sarsaparilla of the shops is inert, while
that which is good has a peculiar nauseous acrimony when chewed ; and that, in his

opinion, only one species of Smila.v yields genuine sarsaparilla, which grows on the

elevated lands of the Rio Imiquer, at Unturana, and Caraburi, but that it is constantly

adulterated with inferior sorts. Seeing that so many species of Smik^v are employed

as substitutes for sarsaparilla, it is remarkable that no attempts have been made in

India, where so many species are indigenous, to effect the same object, and where the

drug must arrive in a still less fresh state than it does in Europe, That the American

species are not the only ones endowed with active properties, is proved by S. aspcra,

thought to be the H/>i/X«^ t^xsik of the Greeks, being in the S. of Europe called Sarsa-

parilla Italica ; and appearing from the experiments of M. Jaeger, as well as of M

.

Banor, to be possessed of all the properties of sarsaparilla. S, Macalucha is a Philip-

pine island species, which is used medicinally, and S. glycyphylla a New Holland one,

which is called sweet tea, and considered tonic and antiscorbutic. So the cele-

brated China root (called chob-cheenee in India), the produce of Smilax China, is

esteemed as a diaphoretic and tonic, though probably useful only as a demulcent. It

is remarkable that two Indian species, S. glabra and S. laficeafolia^ having tuberous

roots, like S. China, are called, in Silhet, hurina-shook-China and gootea-shook-China,

while aS*. laurifolia is called koomari or koomari-sook-China. S. ovalifolia is called kunda-

irvatiya by the Telingas. In a late report, Mr. Gibson mentions having sent some of

this plant to Bombay for experiment. It is probable that all the above species are used

by the natives of India as medicinal substances, as is, I believe, S. Villandia, figured

in Tab. 94. fig. 1, of the present work.

Though the substance called E. India sarsaparilla is no doubt the roots of Hemi-

desmus iitdicus, as was proved in a paper read by the author before the Royal Asiatic

&

Society, 9th June 1838, there is yet a substance in Indian bazars, called Lij! aoshba

or aoshbeh, usually translated sarsaparilla in dictionaries. In Persian works on Materia

Medica, it is called aoshbeh mugrabee, and also yasmeen-burree-mugrabee. The speci-

hich 1 obtained observe, have a considerable resemblance
r

those of sarsaparilla, but the plant yielding it, probably a native of Africa, is as ye

unknown. The Author is indebted to Professor Don for the ensuing specific characters

as well as for those of the following orders.

Trillium
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7

TrilHum Govanianum, foHis ovatis acuminatis petiolatis, sepalis lanceolatis acuminatis ;
interioribus

3 duplo angustioribus, stigraatibus ovario longioribus.—Tab. 93, fig. 1.

Trillium Govanianvm. Wall. Cat. n. 812.

Hab. Choor, Urukta.

Obs. Species inter Trillium et Paridem quasi media.
,

Smilax Villandia, caule tereti aculeis conicis recurvis armato, foliis ellipticis mucrdnatis 5-nerviia

membranaceis l«vibus, petiolis cirrbiferis, umbellis utriusque sexus multifloris pedunculatis subgeminatis.

Tab. 94. fig. 2.—Smilaa: Villandia. Ham. Mss. Wall. Cat. u. 5123.

S. macrophylla. Roxb. Fl. Ind.3. p. 793.?

Mussooree

recurvis armato, foliis cordatis

umbellis

utriusque sexus multifloris sessilibus spicatis. Tab. 94. fig. 1.

—

Smilao) maculata. Roxb. Fl. Ind. 3.

p. 796. Wall. Cat. n. 5113.—6'. /%ens. Wall. Cat. n. 5122.

Hab. Mussooree.

Ophiopogon intermediuSy foliis strictis margine serrulato-scabris scapo triquetro multo longioribus.

pedicellis croininis bracteas lanccolatas

dcclinato. Tab. 96. fig- 1.

stylo staminibus longiore sub-

Prod

177. MELANTHACE^.
Melanthacece, often called ColchicacecEy form aa order re-established by Mr. Brown,

and in which are often Included some genera (PanVe^) already treated of with Smilacece.

To which, as well as to Aspkodekce and Jujicea, the plants of this family are allied.

Constituted, however, as at present, it contains some genera which may subsequently

be separated from it, and therefore we ought not to expect any great correspondence

in climate or properties. The Melanthacece, however, chiefly prevail in moderate

temperatures, and not in either very high or very low latitudes. Divided into the

tribes Colchicacea and Veratrece ; the former occur chiefly in the South of Europe,

with some in Central Europe, the North of Africa, and the Oriental Region : the

latter in New Holland and the Cape of Good Hope, as well as in N. America ; with a

few in the North of Africa, the mountains of Europe, and Central and Northern Asia.

In India they are absent from the plains, but some are found in the mountains of the

Peninsula, probably at seasons when there is moderation of temperature, or moisture of

;phcre. Anguillaria indka, the Melanthium indicum of Linnaeus, is found as

well as on the coast of New Holland, within the tropics. It was found by Dr.Wallich
+

(v. PI. As. Rar. t. 259) in the mountains of Prome, along the course of the Irrawadyand
in Nepal; also by myself in the ascent to Jurreepanee, in 30° of N. latitude. The penin-

sular specimens are, however, narrower leaved. Ledebourea is a new genus, established

_byRoth, of a plant not well known, but referred by Koenig, Heyne" and Rottler, to both
Alelanthium and Eryth the specific name of hyacinthoides. It appears to

te common aU along the Peninsula. Mr. Malcolmson collected it near Nagpore, and I

rains,
Lohargaon,in lat. 25° N., coming into flower at the commencement of the

and gave specimens to Dr.Wallich, (v. Cat. N. 5170, and Hooker Bot. Mag. t. 3226.)
In the Himalayas we have species of genera found in other temperate parts of the

of Tricyrtis and Disporum, with species, according to Dr.Wallich also of
Uvular

A species
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A species of Tojieldia, T, nepalensis, is enumerated by Dr.Wallich in his Catalogue,
No. 5097, as being found in Nepal. I have found the same plant (or at least ''one

which is the same with the specimens in flower, and pasted on the same sheet with.

but which may belong to a different plant from, those in seed), on 5fussooree

\

flower in the rainy season, but it does not belong to this family, (v. Ophiopogm.)
Trici/rtis and Disporum are Himalayan genera. The former, containing but one species,

T. elegans, figured by Dr.Wallich in his Tent. Fl. Nep. t. 46, (Compsoa maculata, Pon,)
was found oa Chundraghiry and Sheopore. in Nepal. It does not seem to extend
further to the north-west.

Uvularia is a N. American genus, with some doubtful species in Japan, and others,

which are referred both to it and to the genus Disporum; but this being little distin-

guished from Uvularia, all the species have been referred to tlic latter by Dr.Wallich
;

as U, Hamiltoniana, from the mountains of Silhet, Nepal and Sirmore ; in the

two latter also occur U. umhellata {Streptopus peduncularh, Smith), and U. parviflvra.

species is likewise found on the Neelgherries. Professor Don is of opinion, that

the Indian UvularicB are clearly referable to Disporum, distinguished by its baccate

fruit, with the cells containing only one or two seeds. The sepals are also more or less

calcarate at the base, and the inflorescence umbellate.
a

No other genera have as yet been found on the Himalayas, though among my draw-

ings there is one of a plant which has all the characters of Vcrairum, but of which the

specimen has unfortunately been mislaid ; but there is nothing improbable in the genus
F

occurring there like so many other European, Caucasian, and Siberian gener.i.

The Mdanthacece, though differing considerably in habit, resemble each other very

closely in properties, for which some have been employed as medicines from ancient

times, as Colchicum, autumnale and Veratrum album. Others have been added in

modern times, as Veratrum Sabadilla and Hdonias nfjicimUs, which yield the Cevadilla
+

seeds of commerce ; the former, those brought from the West-Indies, and the latter,

the Mexican seeds, which are officinal in the London Pharmacopoeia. In all, the alkali

Veratria, remarkable for its acridity, is found. From irritating the pituitary membrane,

and causing sneezing, it has been used as an errhine ; and acting similarly on the

mucous membrane of the stomach, it operates as a violent emetic and cathartic.

But, like other violent acting substances, it may, in properly apportioned doses, be

made useful as a medicine, and has been so, especially in gout and rheumatism. The

XoKyjKov of the Greeks, as well as their c(p=/^5poy, are thought by many to be species of

Colchicum ; the former, C. autumnale, and the latter, either C. variegatum, or C. illj/-

ricum. But other authors conceive that the Hermodaciyls of old authors was eith

Convallaria verticillata or 7m tuherosa, &c. The Arabs usually confound them together;

Serapion, however, treats of the two kinds in two different chapters
;
but Avicenna

describes both under the name sorlnjan, which is translated Hermodactylus, and for

which asaba (finger) hurmas is occasionally given as a synonyme. In Persian works.

we have kulchikum, fuljikum and ekemaron as the Greek synonymes oi sorlnjan

3 D are

•
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are evidently corruptions of the above quoted names. Two kinds are described, sorinjan

tulkh (bitter), and sorinjan sheeren (sweet), both of which I obtained iii the bazars of

Northern India, brought, I believe, from Surat or Bombay, and probably imported

there from the Red Sea. Both kinds are species of Colckicum, which many maybe

surprised to find employed as medicines by the native practitioners of India.

Uviilaria Leschenauliiana. Wall. Cat. N. 5089- Tab. 96. fig- 2. (a) Flower ; (6) the same, with-

the segments (o) of the perianth removed ; (d) a stamen.—Professor Don, however, being of opinion that

all the Himalayan species of Uvtilaria belong to the genus Disporum^ I subjoin his specific character

in conformity to this view.

Disporum LeschenauUianumy umbellis sessilibus 3-5-floris, sepalis ovato-Ianceolatis acutis basi

gibbosis; antheris filamcntis vix duplo brevioribus, stylo stigmatibus ter longiore, foliis ovatis sub-

petiolatis.

Hab* Mussooree.

178. PONTEDERACE^.
The Pontederacece form a small aquatic family, remarkable in habit, and to which

are referred the genera Heteranthera, (in which is included Leptantkus,) Pontederia, and

Rcmsia, found in the tropical parts of Asia and Africa, and extending in America

from 30° S. to 40° of N. latitude. Pontederia is alone found in India. The most

northern limit has not yet been ascertained ; but two species, P. sagittata and vaginalis,

are extremely common in 30" of N. latitude. These occur in places completely parched

up in the hot weather, but which become inundated in the rainy season, and support

these with many other such water-plants as can resist the changes of temperature, from

the under-ground position of their root-like stems. The same two species are common
also in the most southern parts of India. P. plantaginea appears to be very closely

allied to, or only a variety of P. vaginalis.

179. TULIPACE^.
The group of plants comprehended under the term Tulipacea, are sometimes arranged

as a separate family, either under this name, or under that of Liliacece.. The latter,

however, is often employed in a more comprehensive sense, as by Dr. Lindley, to include

several families, as the TulipacecE, Hemerocallidea, and Asphodekce, of other authors.

Br. L. remarks, " that nothing like a solid distinction, either in the vegetation or the

fructification, can be discovered, by which the genera can be separated into distinct

orders." In continuing the division into different families, I do so for the conve-
nience of treating of their geographical distribution and uses.

The Tulipacea contain but few genera, but all are nearly equally well known from
the highly ornamental nature of the majority of their species, which are found, though.

not m great numbers, in the temperate parts of the northern hemisphere. Species of

most of the genera, as of Tulipa, Liliim, Fritillaria, Lloydia, and Methonica, are found
in the Himalayan mountains. The last, usually known by the name Gloriosa, occurs
only at moderate elevations, and is found also in the plains of India, as well as on the
banks of the Senegal; but the perennial tuberous roots, with annual stems, enable the
species to support great vicissitudes of temperature. Tulipa, Lilium, and Fritillaria,

found

I

m
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the

spec

found in Europe, and the north of Africa, Persia, and Siberia, with
in China, Japan, and N. America, and Fritillaria also in the mountains of Mexico,
have all species in tlie Himalayan mountains. T. stdlata, Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 2762^
procured from Kemaon and the Suen range, is so closely allied to, as to have been
mistaken for T. Clusiam by Dr.Wallich, Mr. Shepherd, and myself. The
usually called Persian, are not known in India, even in a cultivated state, as T. Celsi

r
r

ana, sometimes called TuUpa persica, and T. Gesneriana, the common tulip, which is so

extensively cultivated, and of which the name is said to be derived from a Persian
r

name, thoulyhan, hence originally tuUpan in French. " It appears to have been

brought to Europe from Persia by way of Constantinople in 1G59," the course followed

by so many other plants of the East. Fritillaria, like Tulipa, has species cultivated

in our gardens, supposed to have been introduced from Persia through Constantinople,

as F. persica and F. imperialis, the latter called tusai in Turkey, sometimes formed into

d

a distinct genus (Petilium). Dr. Falconer has found it wild in the lofty shady

forests of Cashmere. A species of this genus, sent by Mr. Moorcroft from near

Ludak, and found by Mr. Inglis on the Boorendo Pass, is common in the Hima-

layas, at elevations of from 9,000 to 12,000 feet, as on Clioor, Kedarkanta, and in

Kemaon, where the mountains are covered with snow for half the year. This has been

described by Mr. Don under the name F. cirrhosa, but is referred by Sprengcl and Dr.

Wallich to, and figured in the present work. Tab. 92. fig. 2, by the name of F. vcrii-

dto«,Willd., a plant of Siberia, and the Altai mountains. But it is doubtful whether

all included under this name belong to the same species ; and Mr. Don thinks that my

plant differs from that he described, which was found on Gossainthan, with F. macro-

phylla, Don; (Lilium roseum. Wall. Cat. No. 5077 a.) F. Thomsotiiana , Tab. 92, fig. 1,

is a new species from near Mussooree, differing from the genus in i^ome points

F. oxypetala is another species, found on Hurpoo and Shalma.

Lilium is most numerous in species in the Himalayas, where L. gigonteum. Wall. Fl.

Nep. t. 12 and 13; (X. cordifolium, Don, FLNep. p. 52), the largest species, is found,

and often attains a height of ten feet. The other species are L. WalUchianum, (Z. longi-

prum. Tent. Fl. Nep. t. 29, L.japonicum, Don, FI. Nep. p. 52), and L. nepahisc,

which is the most common, with L . polyphyHum, from Taranda, in Kunawur.

Gagea, a genus, which extends from Europe into Siberia and the Altai range,

has also a species, G, elegans, Tab. 95, f. 1, in the Himalayas, which is very closely

allied to G. lutea, found ia all the above localities. Lloydia, a genus, formed of

Anthericum serotimm and gracum, found in Central Europe and the Mediterranean

region, with the first species extending along Northern Asia to Arctic America,

has also a species, L. himaknsis. Tab. 93. fig. 1, which is very nearly related to

Z. alpina, and which I found in flower in the month of May on the very summits of

Choor and Kedarkanta, just as the snow had melted. I obtained another species,

Z. kunawurcnsis,T^h. 93. fig. 2, from Chango, in Kunawur.

The Tulipacea have flowers often remarkable for their fragrant odour, but they

3 d2 chiefly
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chiefly distinguished for their mucilaginous properties, and for the secretion, in their

bulbs, of fecula, which is accompanied by an acrid principle, easily dissipated by heat.

LUium candidum, the npivov of thfe Greeks, thought by some to be sosun (soucan) of the

Arabs, has alone been much employed medicinally, sometimes in its recent state in

dropsy, but more frequently as an emollient cataplasm. L. hulbiferum is thought to be

the HemerocalHs of Dioscorides. The bulbs of L. Martagon, thought by F6e to be the

hyacinth of the ancients, are said by Pallas to be eaten by the Cossacks residing

between the Volga and the Oural ; as are also those of L. hamtschatense ; so those of

L. Pomponium and of L. tigrinum in China. The bulb-scales of L. japonicum dried,
V

are said to be employed in China, like salep, in pectoral complaints. The bulbs of

the Crown imperial are acrid and disagreeable, and said even to be poisonous.

lanceol

FRITILLARIA.
F. TJiomsonianay caule multifloro, floribus erectiusculis, foliis elongate-linearibus acutis, bracteis

.tis scariosis, sepalis lineari-spathulatis obtusis longe unguiculatis, stylo subdeclinato ovario

<Tm

Wall. Cat. n. 5077,

Hab. Neighbourhood of Mussooree.

Obs. Eulbuse squamis pluribus sublanceolatis acutis carnosis extimis marcescentibus membranaceis
mpositus. Semina aptera.

I have named this species in honour of my friend, Dr. A. T. Thomson, Professor of Materia Medica
UniversitV ColTporP antTir.!. /-.f r ^^„w^„ „„ T>^* toaa e l. x .v.-J /»_ .^ ;_ ^ .•

information
equalled

F. oxypetala, caule unifloro, foliis lanceolatis

Hab
ovaru longitudine, stiffmate trifido

LILIUM
1. L. polyphyllufn, sepalis revolutis unguiculatis glabris, stylo ovario duplo longiore, foliis lanceolatis

acuminatis sparsis

Hab

LLOYDIA.
\

latis

himalensis, caule unifloro foliis radicalib

infeme magis

"FTedartanta, Choor

praecedenti

laterahbus ramosissimis, filamentis basi minfis dilatatis, stylo ovario breviore.
L.kunawurensis, caule multifloro foliis breviore, bractds remotis, ^palis oblongis ; nervis lateralibus

siraplicibus, anthens subrotundis, stylo ovarii longitudine. Tab. 93, f. 3.
Hab. Chango, in Kunawur.

GAGEA.

fmiSr^!:!
"'^- *"^"t'.f

""^°" '°"" '""^^'"^ P^^'^^^ S^^^"^ ^^^-°-' ^-teis lanceolatis
innmatis pedunculisque subvillosis, sepalis acutis, stylo staminibus parum longiore. Tab. 95, % 1
Gageaelegans. Wall Cat N. 5065,

IS- -i-dD. yo, ng. i.

Hab. Choor, Kedarkanta, &c. in the Himalay
indebted to Professor Don for the above specific

180. Hemerocallide^
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180. HEMEROCALLIDE^.
The Hemerocallidece of Mr. Brown are very closely allied to Tulipacecr, and might be

treated of as a section of that order. They nearly correspond with the sub-orders,

AgapmithecE and Aloinece of Endlicher, and are chiefly found in temperate, with some
hot parts of the world, as the west coast of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope, and

South America
; Blandfordia in New Holland and Van Diemen's Land : Ph

New Zealand and Norfolk Island ; while to the north we have Fiwhia and HemerocallU
in China and Japan, the latter also in N. America, and with Czackia in Europe. A
few exist both in the plains of India and in the Himalayas. Funlda having the species

F.suhcordata and F.ovata in China and Japan, exists also in the Himalayas, as I find

by an unpublished drawing, No. 290, of Dr.Wallich's, marked HemcrocalHs cordata.

HemerocalUs has one species, H.Jlava in Europe and Siberia; another, Il.fulva, in

China, but which is common in gardens in India, where it is called jognac; and

a third in the Himalayas, H. distkha of Don (scarcely different, however, from

H. fulvd), obtained by Dr.Wallich from Gossainthan, and which I found on the nor-

thern fdce of Manma.

The genera usually placed in this family, and found in the plains of India, are.

Folianthes, Sanseviera, and Aloe. The first is usually considered an Asiatic genus,

but there are Mexican and Brazilian species; and Rumphius has suggested whether

P. tuberosa itself may not have been introduced from the West Indies or S. America.
*

It occurs in Mexico, according to Hernandez, (v. Salisbury, Trans. Ilort. Soc. 1. p. 41.)

The Tuberose is, however, most common in Asiatic gardens, and called by the Persians

gool-shubbo, or night-flower: it was formerly called arnica nocturna in Europe. Both

the single and double varieties are common in gardens in India, Ceylon, and Java.

SansevierOy placed with Alue and Yucca in the group of Aloinece, is a genus common

to India and the west coast of Africa, found also in Java and China. S.zeylanica is
r

A

the oldest and best-known species, so named from being first discovered in Ceylon.

From it Salisbury has, apparently on insufficient grounds, distinguished S. Roxbujghiana

from the Peninsula and Bengal, figured by Roxburgh however, under the former name

in Coromandel plants, t. 42. -5*. lanuginosa, hatu-kapd of Rheede, Hort. Mai. xi. t. 42,

is a third species found on the sands of the Malabar coast. AW are closely allied to each

other, and to the African S. guitieensis.

Aloe is a genus containing numerous (nearly two hundred) species, which are

almost entirely confined to the Cape of Good Hope ; but, as in other families, we

have a few extending beyond the limits of the majority of the species. A. abyssinica

and A.soccotrina are found in the country and island from which they are named.

A. rubescens and arabica, with Forskal's A. inermis and pendens, in Arabia. Besides

these, he describes two species as common on the coast of Arabia, and both having

sibr, the Arabic name for aloes, applied to them. One of these has yellow flowers,

and is allied to, and may be identical with, A.abj/ssmica. Another has reddish flowers,

and

#
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and is called A. officinalis by Forskal, which may be the Aloe rubescens of De Candolle.

The former, Aloe vulgaris, with yellow flowers, has now been subdivided into two

species ; one A. abyssinica, and the other A, barbadensis, of which a variety is common

in Italy, Malta, Spain, and the south of Europe, and which is supposed to have been

introduced thence into the West Indies; as a yellow-flowered plant is cultivated there.

In India there are, no doubt, two species, one figured by Rheede, (Hort. Malab. ii.

t. 3), A, vulgaris of De Candolle and Lamarck, with yellow flowers, and which may

therefore be allied to, if it be not the same as the above, A. barbadensis. The other

species, with reddish flowers, is common in dry situations in the north-western provinces

of India, and which I named A. indica, and which, if known to Roxburgh, was probably

included by him in the Aloe perfoUata of Linnaeus, as was formerly the case with several

species. Col. Sykes has also a drawing of a species from Bombay, which is very

similar to that usually called A. soccotrina. A. rufocincta is another Indian species

described by Haworth, but which he had not seen in flower. The Indian and Arabian

species, though few in number, require careful revision from living, or very good dry

specimens.

The plants of this group not being very closely connected in structure, cannot

expected to display any great correspondence in properties. The majority, however, are

highly ornamental ; PoUanthes tuberosa is remarkable for the fragrance of its flowers, and

Aloes for the bitterness of its juice. This, in an inspissated state, has long been employed

as a cathartic medicine. It was known as such to Dioscorides, Galen, and Pliny, by
the n^mQ Aloe, which is very like the Indian name elwa of this drug. It has no doubt

been long an article of the Hindoo Materia Medica. By the Arabs, as Mesne and Avi-

cenna, it has been described by the name sibbur or sibr, who give/e^ra, (an Tvi^og), as its

Greek name, and state that the best kind is obtained from Socotra, with Dragon's blood.

This is still the case, and Lieut. Wellsted informs us it is there called tayef. Some is

probably prepared in Melinda, as also in Arabia, as Ainslie states that an inferior kind

is brought to India from Yemen, but it may be first imported from the opposite coast of
Africa. Some may be prepared on the west coast of India, as that which I procured
in the bazars in Northern India, having some resemblance to Barbadoes aloes, is said

and Mr. Malcolmson informs me, that in Madras they procured

be

from Guzerat

their aloes from Bombay, and found an extract of it of excellent quality for hosp
and also from Salem and Trichinopoly. Browne, in his Natural History of Jamaica,
describes two kinds of aloes as made in that island, one of which they call Soccotrine Aloes,

from being similarly prepared, being the gradually dried juice of the cut leaves. The
second and more abundant kind is an extract made by boiling the leaves cut into pieces,

with a certain quantity of water, which, when of a proper consistence, is poured into

gourds. Nothing could be easier than to cultivate the best kinds of aloes in many compa-
ratively barren parts of India, and to prepare aloes equal to the best procurable elsewhere.
Many plants of this family, like Agave and Bromelia, are remarkable for the tenacity

their leaves. Thus, Phormium tenax, or New Zealand Flax, is well known
of the fibre of

as

4k
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as well for the great strength as the fineness of its fibre. It has been cultivated

in New Holland, and might be so in North-western India, where Yucca nloriosa^'™ w
quite at home. It grows well in Ireland, and also in the south of England, but the

plants in the Apothecaries' garden at Chelsea were killed by the severe frost ofJan. 1838.

Sanseviera guineensis, or African Bow-string Hemp, a native for a great extent of the

western coast of Africa, has been proposed as a substitute for the former, and its

fibre is stated to be of nearly equally good quality. This is confirmed by the nearly
L

allied Indian ^^QC\Q%oi Sanseviera ; S. Ro.rburghiana, {S. zeylanica, Koxb. Corom. Plant.*,

t. 42), Sans, moorva ; Beng. mooi^ba ; yielding it of a fine, and at the same time of very

strong quality, fitted for bow-strings, fishing-lines, as well as for cordage, which indeed

is made from it on the Coromandel coast. Dr. Roxburgh is of opinion, that the fine

fibres, called China grass, are made from this plant, which he strongly recommends,

as a profitable cultivation in sandy soils in Southern India; where the African S.gui-

neensis would itself succeed well. I see by the proceedings of the Agricultural Society

of India, that my friend, Mr. Greenlaw, Secretary to the Marine Board, states, that

it is proposed to try the fibre of S. Roxhurghiana on a large scale for ropes.

181. ASPHODELE^.

The Asphodekce are divided by Endlicher into the three tribes of Hi/acinthc^, Anthc-

:ea, and Asparagea, with some genera allied to each of these tribes, as well as to

Asphodelece Species of all three tribes are found within the limits of

of

nd

Indian Flora. Some, frequently referred to in the works of Oriental authors, arc either

natives of the Persian region, as Muscari hotryoides and Hyacinthus orkntalls ; the latter

found also in Barbary and the south of Europe, and abundant about Aleppo and

Bagdad. This, as referred to as zunhul-indi in some European works, appears to be

the plant mentioned in Persian works in use in India, by the name soomhul-farsce. It

M'ould be extremely interesting to have genuine specimens of these, as well as

Flora in general of Persia, to enable us to recognize many of the plants which we]

introduced into Europe by way of Constantinople during the middle ages.

Scilla, an ill-defined genus, has had several species separated from it. Dr. Roxburg

has described two plants, which he has referred io the genus, S. coromanddiana

S.indica; the former is unknown, but is described by him as a native of the sand-hills

of the Coromandel coast. It may be the same with S. polyphylla of Dr.Wallich, Cat.

No. 5062, from the above locality. S. indica is mentioned as a native of the sandy

shores of many parts of India. Dr.Wallich has inserted it in his Catalogue, No. 5062,

by the name, S. Cundria, from Monghir, Saluen in Burma, and also from the Indian

Peninsula, and which I have found at Rajpore, and in the jungles near Bihut, as well as in

the Kheree Pass, in 30° of N. latitude. In most points of structure, this species agrees

with Seilla maritima, now formed by Steinheil into a new genus, Urginea {Squllla,

Lindley, Fl. Med.), with Anthmcim fugax, &c.

Asphodelusfstulosus, grown in the Mussooree Experimental Garden from Europetui
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seed, closely resembles ^. davatus of Dr. Roxburgh, common in fields of cultivation

in the N.W. provinces, and, as far southwards, at least, as Allahabad, flowering in

February. There is in the Himalayas a magnificent species, A. pyramidalis, nob.,

(allied to A. albus\ which I obtained from Pungee, in Kunawur. My friend, Dr.
ler, writes me, that he has met with a species o^,Ormthogahim,? which the

Cashmerians call Pn/^/mV«, with a scape seven feet high.

In the Peninsula there are some species which have been transferred to various
genera, as Ornithogalum and Arithericum, but which, by Dr. Wallich, are placed in

Phalangium, as P. alatum. Cat. No. 5056, which extends into Lower Assam and

Faico

Mone-h
up

ghir; and P,falcatum, Cat. No. 5057, which seems to be confined to the Pe
sula

: with these maybe mentioned a doubtful species of Chlorophytum, C.Heyneanum,
Cat. No. 5060, found in the same part of India. Chlorophytum is a genus found in the
south of Africa and in New Holland, to which Dr.Wallich has referred the foregoing
plant, as well as another, which he has named C. umlulatum. Cat. No. 5059, which is

found in Silhet and Nepal. All the Peninsular species will, no doubt, be fully eluci-
dated by Dr. Wight, and the others by Professor Don, who has kindly undertaken to
describe those in my collection.

Allium is most widely-diffused, being found in Europe and the north of Africa,
the Syrian Region, in Siberia, China, and North America, and in the south j the

the pi
Cape of Good Hope, and in Chili. The ordinary species are cultivated
of India, as Allium Cepa, the onion ; A. sativum, garlic ; A. Porrum, the 'leek
A. ascalomcum. the shallot

; together with Dr. Roxburgh's A. tuberosum, which he
compares with A. sch^noprasum, chives: some also in the mountains as onions.

Pass, as

which are particularly fine in Kunawur. In the Himalayas several new species have
been found, as A. kptophyllyum, and a variety, or nearly-allied species, A. lilacinum,
nob., on Mussooree. A. Govanianum, c^rukum, and ellipticum, which extend from
Nepal to Sirmore, and are likewise found on such mountains as Urukta and Kedar-
kanta. The first, called daona by the natives, I have also obtained from the Broang

K. • ., <• r /""" ^'"" ^""J^'- ^ "''^ 'P'""'' ^- '''«^'>««''""«'^«»', nob., has been
obtained from Nako, m Kunawur.

Of the tribe Asparagea
; Dianella, indigenous in Tropical Asia and New Holland

has the species, D. mmorosa. common in gardens in Southern India ; but Dr Wallich
also enumerates some specimens, (No. 5169, Cat. p. 239) as obtained from Nepal
Brac<tna, a genus, found in the islands of the Indian Ocean, and southwards in the

New Holland, and New Zealand, extends northwards into China and
along the Malayan Peninsula into Chittagong and Silhet ; where are found D Licata
D. tamfora. and D. atropm-purca of Dr. Roxburgh

; and D. aiufolia of Dr.Wallich'D. lUyneana, Wall. Cat. No. 5151, may have been introduced into the Peninsul
ty IS given in the Catalogue, rior in Dr. Rottler's Herbarium, where there

Maurit

no as

=
specimens apparently of this species. Drac<.„a Draco seems to be indigenous only
bocotra and the Canary islands : perhaps, also on the w«t rn,«t .f a <•„:„„

Asparagus^
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as

pn

Asparagus, common in the temperate and subtropical parts of the Old World,
has several species indigenous, both in the plains and mountains of India. A. offici-

nalis is known only in a cultivated state, in Jndia as in Europe, and is probably
indigenous in the Persian region, as it is the hali/oon of the Arabs, and mkdoun of
the Persians. Some species are peculiar to the Peninsula, as A. foribundus, divari-

catus, and falcatus, with A. acerosus, which occurs along the Malayan Peninsula,

and to the eastward of Bengal. A. 'race?nosus extends from the Peninsula to the

plains of N. India, where it is common in jungles, and highly ornamental,

A.adscendensy which is indigenous in N.W. India, and extends for a few thousand feet
m K

up the Himalayas. A. Curillus, found by Dr. Hamilton, in Nepal, extends to Kemnon,

and also to such mountains as Urukta, Manma, and Simla: allied to this is

A
. Jilicimisy nob., from the banks of the Jumna in the interior of the Himalayas.

A. gracilis and A. umbellatus, nob., are likewise found in those mountains.

Many of the AsphodekcE secrete in their bulbs, either volatile oils or acrid

ciples, and these being in greater or less proportion to the rest of the herbaceous portion,

several species have been employed as condiments, or as medicines. Though in

the parts of Asia earliest inhabited, the Aspkodelece are less abundant, yet many are

mentioned by the Persian writers on Materia Medica, in consequence probably of their

being indebted for their informatipn to the Arabic translations of Greek authors. The

onion, garlic, and leek, called in Arabic busl, som, and korras, seem to be alluded

to in the earliest parts of the Bible (Numb. xi. 12), as the names there usea are very

similar to these. All are cultivated in gardens in India, as well as Allium ascalonicum

and A. tuberosum. The bulbs of Allium leptophyllum are eaten by the Hill people, and

the leaves ari& dried and j)reserved as a condiment. Muscari moschatum, 3o?^3os </x.eTixof of

Dioscorides, is literally translated busl-al-kue by the Arabs. Squill has been most

anciently and extensively employed, owing to the presence in it, both of a volatile

acrid matter and a bitter principle, called scillitin : according to the dose squill

may stimulate various functions, or act as an emetic. It is curious that in India

a species very closely allied to the Mediterranean plant, and called Scilla indica

by Dr. Roxburgh, is substituted for the Urginea or Squilla maratima, and iskeel

criven as its Greek name ; the bulb is also used by weavers in preparing their thread.

Asparagus officinalis contains a peculiar principle, which by Vauquelin and Robiquet

was called asparagine : this has an especial direction to the urinary organs. The roots

of Asparagus racemosus and of A.adscendens are both used medicinally in N.India:

those of the latter, conical in form and semi-transparent, are considered a good

substitute for salep.

DraccEna Draco, a native of Socotra and the Canaries, yields one of the kinds of

dragon's blood, dum-al-akhwain ; one sort, probably that be

ported from S tated to have been the case in the time of the Arab

Xanfhorrh^ahastilis, or ^T^ss-ivee of ^ev^EoW^nd, appended to this order, yields a

yellow gum-resin, which is sometimes imported into Europe.

3 £ 182. Pa
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182. PALMACEiE.

Palms, important in the countries where they are indigenous, for their multiplied

uses, have always been of particular interest to botanists from their peculiarity of

structure. By Linnaeus they were styled the Princes of the Vegetable Kingdom, and

Endlicher calls the class, of which they form the only order, Principes. Palms,

though they are not confined to, yet inhabit in the greatest numbers, the countries

within the Tropics. In the southern hemisphere, *' one species is found in New
Holland, in 34** S. lat. ;'* but " in New Zealand, a species of Areca was observed by

Sir Joseph Banks in about 38° S. lat.," which is probably near the limit of Palms in

the southern hemisphere (Brown) ; while Jubcea spectabilis occurs in Chili. In the

northern hemisphere species of Sahal extend from 29° to 41** N. lat. in America ; and

in Europe, ChamcErops humilis is found as far as Nice, between 43° and 44° K. lat. In
r

Asia they do not extend so far, the east and west direction of the mountains preventing

their extension northwards. Rhaphis Jiabelliformis, with Chamcerops excelsa, occurs in
r

Japan, and Phoenix dactylifira, or Date-tree, is found in Syria, along the course of the

Euphrates and Tigris ; on the east, in the plains between Bagdad and Kermanshah,

lat. 33° Q' ; on the north, as far as Tekkred, lat. 34° 40' ; on the west it extends to

Palmyra, lat. 34° 20' ; and from that to the Syrian coast of the Mediterranean. From
local causes it does not flourish at Aleppo, but is found still further north at Smyrna,

which is in lat. 38° 25', and the most northern limit of the Date-tree.

Though abounding chiefly in hot and moist parts of the New World, they are pro-

bably of the greatest value when flourishing as they do in the arid parts of Africa

and Arabia, as well as of Syria ; though commonly found in the plains in these

countries, they also occur in mountainous regions; as Chamcerops humilis in the

inost northern latitude in Europe ; so the lofty C, Martiana occurs in Nepal at

4,000 feet, and Phodnix humilis^ nob., is common in the Kheree Pass, at 2,500 feet

above the level of the sea, in 30° of N. latitude with Pinus longifolia, which is the
only one of the Conifem found there at so low an elevation. So Brahea of Martius

w

the Cori/pha dulcis of Humboldt, occurs in the temperate parts of New Spain at about
4,400 feet, with oaks and pines ; while Iriartea {Ceroxylon) andicola is found in the

Andes of Peru, at an elevation of from 5,400 to 8,700 feet.

The celebrated Martius, who, in. his splendid work on Palms, has so fully eluci-

dated both the systematic and structural history of the family, was led to infer, that
the number of species scattered over the face of nature will be found to amount to

1,000 or more, from having observed, when travelling in Brazil, that particular species
scarcely extend beyond very contracted limits. The illustrious Humboldt is also
of opinion that great numbers remain to be discovered, but as only 175 are at present
known, of which 1 19 are S. American, 14 African, and 42 Indian, it does not even seem
probable that the present numbers will ever be doubled. Schow has justly observed
that such Palm-forests as those of S. America are not frequent in other parts of the

world.
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world Africa and New Holland appear less favourable to this family, in Ind

have several of the same species found in every part of that extensive empire. It does

not, however, appear to be the general rule, that families of plants are distributed in equal

numbers, in all parts of the world where the climate is favourable, but rather

that they occur, for reasons we cannot expl the greatest numbers in some

particular country and yet have their representatives in the form of a few

genera or species in other, and often very distant

Palms, therefore doubt be found in the greatest numbers

the equinoctial parts of S. America and the tropical islands of Asia. In other parts of

the world they are but sparingly distributed. Thrinax is found in the West Indies,

we have El(2is gubicemis,and Sahal N. America. On the west coast of Africa

Metroxylon, a Corypha, Calamus, and a species very nearly resembling the Elate or Pho^nlv

sylvestris of India. Hyj>h(Ene Cucifera is found in Upper Egypt, and H, cortacea, like

it having a dichotomous stem, in Melinda on the east coast of Africa, probably also in

Madagascar, where Drypsis is likewise found. The other African Palms, as Hyophorbe,

L and A found the isles of Bourbon and Mauritius. In New

Holland, where Seaforthia and Livistona are indigenous, Mr. Brown remarks that only six

Palms have been found, and of two of these, including Latania chinemis,nemis, the fruc

tification is unknown. He states it as remarkable, that no species of Palm has been

found in South Africa, and that none were observed by M. Lechenault on the west coast

of New Holland, even within the Tropic. He has further noted it as a remarkable fact

respecting the geographical distribution of Palms, that Elais guinecnsis, so common on

the west coast of Africa, and Cocos indica, which is indigenous to the shores ofequi-

xtenslve sectionAsia and its islands, should be the only two species of

The other African Pal
(Cocoince) of this order, that are not confined to America.

either confined to this continent or its islands, or exist also in India, but of

them have been observed in America, unless perhaps, Elceis, if Alfonsia olcifera of

Humboldt should prove to be a distinct species of that geniis.

The Palms which chiefly prevail in the tiropical islands of Asia are Cocos met/era

and Areca Catechu, the Cocoa and Betel-nut Palms ; Are?iga saccharifera {Saguerus

1

; Sagus Rumphii {S. farinlf&rd, Gaertn), the Malay
Rumphii), the Amu of the Malays

;

Sago Palm ; with Borassus Jlabellifc

together with species of Calamus, out of which

Caryota Coryph JJtan. and others

genera have been formed

Lodoicea Seychellarui Seychel

Zalacca edulis extends from Java along the Malayan

to the shores of the rivers "Saluen and Attran, in Martaban

confined to the Seychelle Islands, while

m Peninsula to Tenasserim, and

Cocos nucifera, and Areca Cattchu, are abundant in Ceylon, and in Bengal along

th Ganges and Burhampootu as well

common black pepper is usually trained

as also on the Malabar coast, where the

on the latter, but neither of them flourish

Of the Cocoa-nut Palm, Dr. Roxburgh states
at any great distance from the sea.

that several varieties, if not distinct species, are cultivated near the shores of India.

3 E 2 The
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The genus At^eca we have seen extend as far and though A. Catech

is most abundant both in the islands and in India, A, Dicksoniiy A. triandra, and

A. gracilis, three of Dr. Roxburgh's species, are found, the first in the Malabar mountains,

and the two latter in Chittagong. Colonel Sykes mentions an Areca in the Dukhun,

which he considers to be A. Catechu. Besides these Arecas, there is in the eastern

portion of Bengal Harina caryotoides {Wallichia, Roxb. Corom. PI. 295; Wrighiia,

FI. Ind. iii. p. 621), which is called Chilputta or Bel-puUa by the natives of Chittagong.

Licuala is a genus of Palms found in the Moluccas and in Java, but of which one species,

L.peltata (Roxb.), occurs in the mountains between Chittagong and Burma.

Calamus is a genus, of which the species have little, if any thing, of the appearance of

Palms, being usually remarkable for their weak and trailing stems, which often extend

to a great length, and ascend the loftiest trees. They abound in the islands of the

Indian Archipelago, as well as in the Malayan Peninsula ; a few species are also found in

Peninsular India, as well as in Tropical Africa. In India they chiefly abound in the

forests of the districts of Chittagong, Lower Assam, and Sylhet, whence they extend

along the foot of the Himalayas as far north as the Deyra Doon, where a species is

found, which agrees well with the description by Dr. Roxburgh of his Calamus Rotang ;

but he states that he cannot take upon himself to quote any of the figures of Rumphius
for the Indian plant, though, when full grown and divested of the sheath of the

leaves, it resembles the common ratan of Malacca so much, that he has scarcely a doubt
of their being the same. Until we are better acquainted with the Eastern, the Indian
species may therefore be called C, Roxhurghii.

In the Peninsula of India, Bentinckia is a Palm but little known ; it was found by Dr.
Berry on the Travancore mountains, and is known there by the Tamool name of Conda^
panna. Caryota urens is a splendid Palm, which Rumphius, 1. 1. xiv. p. 64. describes
under the name Saguaster major, as being common in the Molucca islands, and which Dr.
Roxburgh mentions as a native of the various mountainous parts of India, meanin
doubt, of the Peninsula, where it is known by the Telinga name Jceroosoo, and i^the

£3

of the Coro

Schundapana of Rheede, Hort. Mai. i. t. 11. Corypha is found in Java, Bengal, Ceyl
as well as in the Peninsula of India ; C. umhraculifera is the Talipat, or great Fan Palm
of Ceylon

;
C, Utan is a native of the Moluccas (Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. p. 178), and C. data

is a species indigenous in Bengal, and called there bujoor and bujur-batool C Taliera
(Roxb. Corom. t. 255 and 256) is likewise a native of Bengal
mandel coast, and is called in the former Tali and Tara ; Dr. Roxburgh remarks, that
except when in flower or in seed, this Palm is scarcely to be distinguished' from
Borassus flabelliformis

.
The latter is the Palmyra-tree of Europeans, and the Tar of

the natives of India, which is common in the islands of the Indian Archipelago, as well
the Peninsula and southern parts of India, whence it extends northwards along

and is described as almost the only tree seen on the flatter alluvium
Malabar

the sea in Guzerat ; it may also occasionally be seen as far north as 30
Saharunp

or near

Though
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Though Palms flourish most within the tropics, and few, as we have seen, extend

beyond these limits, yet Phcenix is a genus which only attains perfection in northern

latitudes, and refuses to flourish in the south. Thus, P. dadylifera, or the true Date-tree,

forms the principal food of many of the Arabs, both in Arabia, Egypt d the

md isnorthern parts of Africa, whence it has been introduced into the south of Spain, ai

cultivated at Bordighiera, in the south of France, on account of its leaves, which are

sold at two periods of the year, in Spring for Palm Sunday, and in September for the

It is common in Syria, and is the Palm-tree of Scripture ; it wasJewish Passover.

probably the Palm earliest known to the Greeks and Romans, and was emblematic of

Judsea, as in the coin with the inscription of ** Judaea capta." It is found in oases

in the desert, as around Palmyra, supposed to have been so named, from Palma

;

that indeed seems only the oriental name translated, which isTadmar, supposed to be a

corruption of Tamar (from Tamr, a date), a city built in the desert by Solomon. From

this it extends along the Euphrates to Bagdad and Bussora, and along the coasts of the

Persian Gulf even to India, though it does not ripen its fruit well within the boundaries

of the latter. By Mr. Gibson it is mentioned as being common from Chickly to Taptee, in

Guzerat; and it was in a flourishing state in the Botanic Garden at Saharunpore. Other

species are, however, indigenous to, and flourish in, almost every part of India, as P.

(Elate, Lin.) sylvestris, khujoor of the natives, which may be seen in almost every part of

India. P.farinifera is a dwarf species found in the south in sandy situations, at little

distances from the sea, as near Coringa ; while P. paludosa grows only in the Sunder-

bunds of the Ganges. These are, however, very moderate in stature, as is P. acaulis,

another dwarf species, found in Behar, and which is very closely allied to, if, indeed,

it be at all distinct from P. humilis, nob., which I found in the Kheree Pass, in 30' of

N. latitude, and at an (

r

modified by local causes

also with representatives

found alongside of the Palm

ChamcErops humilis, often called Palmetto

levation of 2,000 feet, but where the climate is sufficiently

, so as to allow of the growth of other tropic-like plants, but

of European genera, as a pine, Pirns lonpfolia, which is here

sometimes the N. American Sabal.

common in Spain and Italy well as in the N. of Africa. Chamarovs Mart

Himalayan species of this genus of lender and elegant appearance, and forty

or fifty feet high, which Dr.Wallich discovered in considerable abundance in Nepal, and

thought it at first to be the Japanese C, ea^celsa, of Thunberg.

It has been said by Humboldt and Martins, that wine, oil.

thread, utensils, weapons, and habitat

wax, flour, sugar, salt,

aftbrded by the Palms ; they are there-

fore among the most useful and important of the plants in intertropical parts of the

world. The young and tender leaves of several of the Palms, with their spathes, mild in

taste and nutrient in nature, have been used as articles of diet. Thus, Oreodo.a(to

Jacq.) oleracea, or esculent Cabbage-tree, has the green top of its trunk eaten both

and in a cooked state in the West Indies Euterpe oleracea and edulis are like

.»... .u Brazil ;in the Old World, the top of Caryola urens. and the unexpanded te,

bud of the Cocoa-nut tree form a delicate article of food, so also, probably, do those of

manv
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«

many other species, as of the Nechong and JPacoo beendoo in Sumatra (Marsden, p. 77)

though in others the j render them fit for this purpose. The
sap of many species being very abundant, at the same time that it is mild, demulcent,
and saccharine, is collected by the natives of different countries, by wounding the
spathe, and drank in its recent state as a refreshing beverage : such is the^e ; Kucji is me case
with the sap of Cocos nucifera, Arenga sacchar\fera, Cq^r^fota urens, Borassus flabelli-

formis, Ph(snix sylvestris, and others, as well as with what is called the milk of the
cocoa-nut. The saccharine principle is, however, so abundant in the sap of
species, that boiled down, it yields an excellent su^ar. not to

some

be distinguished from
that of the cane, but which is commonly called>^^erj/, a name derived probably from

Arenga saccharifera is in Java and Baleya employed
the same sugar

^

as cane

making sugar; its sap is boiled down to syrup, and then allowed
always retains some degree of moisture ; the best is of a yellowish colour, but the
uifenor kinds, called saccharum nigrum, which are blackish-coloured, are commonly
mixed with the muscovados of the cane. The sap of the cocoa-nut and of C«rj,ote
urcns are also, in some places, boiled down for a similar product ; but Ph^ni^ sylvc^rU
IS the only one much employed for this purpose in India, as on the Coromandel coast,m Guzerat, and in considerable quantities, especially of late years, in Bengal, whence
It has been imported into England. Dr. Roxburgh describes the juice as being extractedm the cold weather, and that each tree yields from 120 to 240 pints ; every twelve pints
or pounds is boiled down to one ofgoor or>.«„-, and every four of^oor yields one of good
powder sugar, so that the average produce of each tree is about seven or eight pounds
of sugar annually. Date sugar. Dr. Roxburgh adds, is not so much esteemed „„ ..
sugar, and sells for about one-fourth less ,• he states that at the time when he wrote, .hundred thousand hundred-weight of date sugar was made annually in Bengal.
The secretion of sugar being so abundant in the sap of some of these Palms, it wouldbe mterestmg to ascertain to what purpose it is applied in the economy of the plant,

L stme of h

' " ^*°"' "'^
'" "^"^ '^^°^ '!"='"'»"- - -"^ "^ *-• andLr« 'T

^'"" '"? ''^'' "^'- '^^° -='>• « o'^'--^ '•''efly from

atriST ei '""Tl\ ' ' ' "^' ^"' '^ *^ "''"^ -"^^ '^^ Malays

Rumph
. p. 76. Pearl sago ,s said to be granulated and bleached at Sin-where It .s brought from the islands in which it is grown'

S,mgapore.

Arenga saccharifera ^Saguerus Rumphii, Roxb.). Gomuto of Rumphius i t 13 Ann..omarsden. and ^.o of the Malays, also yields sago, as well as su a pa m „ 1

1

tui cuuivaiion m low situations, near the roa«fc cf t,.^- -o

India, farina, equal to the best sago (rxbT ^^^ ^'T """ ''^''^^ ^^

of the genus found on sandy hil s at a ^I^^ H . T^""^^^^^^^
also contains farina in it. .

"' '"''"^^ '"" ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^-^"-^

fa
which

Corin^
used as food by the natives in times of

The
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Date

The constituents of the sap being such as may easily be made to undergo the
fermentative process, we find that, instead of being boiled down to procure sugar, it is

allowed to undergo the vinous fermentation, when it forms palm wine, often called

?o%, from tarree. This being afterwards distilled, yields the spirit called arrack, from
the Arabic aruJc, the general term for spirit. The true Date-tree, P/ia;nh dactj/-

lifera, is the species which was first known in Europe to have been thus employed,
but the fruit being injured when the sap is drawn off, it is probably less frequently so

ployed than others. In India, Phcenix sylvestris or khujjoor, commonly called the

tree, yields palm wine in 'great abundance, as does Borassus flabelliformls, the

tar of the natives, whence tarree, vAnch. has been corrupted mio toddy. It is called

Palmyra toddy in Guzerat. Caryota urens yields an immense quantity of toddy or

palm wine—Dr. Roxburgh states, at the rate of one hundred pints in twenty-four

hours, during the hot season. Arenga saccharifera, so often mentioned, was called

Palma indica vinaria by Kumphius ; and Metroxylon viniferum, the Raphia of Pal. de

Beauvois, has its specific name from yielding the same product on the coast of Africa.
w

Abounding in demulcent and saccharine juice, the fruit also contains the latter principle

in some species, as in the Date, which being esteemed as one of the most agreeable, at

the same time that it is one of the most nutritive of fruits, forms a considerable article

of commerce from Africa into Europe. The fruit of other species, as that o( P.fari-

nifera, humilis, and acauiis, though small, is likewise eaten. Zalacca edulis^ found in very

different climates, has a pulpy and juicy covering to its seeds, which is much sought

after and eaten by the Burmese. The fruit of Borassus JlabelUformis, called tur-gool,

is also eaten, as is that of Chanicerops Mctrtiana in Nepal.

Oil is also yielded by some of this family, but only by the tribe called Cocomoi,

which is distinguished by the originally trilocular putamen having its cells, when

fertile, perforated opposite to the seat of the embryo, and when abortive indi-

cated by foramina coeca. (Brown).. Of these, the Cocoa-nut,jmo^ hind&t or nux indica of

Avicenna, is cultivated in many parts of the Indian islands, for the sake not only of

the sap and milk it yields, but for the kernel of its fruit, used both as food and for

culinary purposes, and as affording a large proportion of oil, which is burned in lamps

throughout India, and forms also a large article of export to Europe. EUsis guineensis,-

or the Oil-palm, Maba of the natives of the Congo, and common all along the coast of

Africa, and Alfonsia oleifera, a native of S. America, so nearly allied to the former, as

to be thought identical by some authors, also yield oil. Wax, or rather a mixture of

wax and resin, is another product, secreted on the outer surface of the stem, in the

spaces between the rings resulting from the fall of the leaves, of Iriartea {Ceroxyhn)

andicola. .
*

Besides these valuable products, almost every part of Palm trees is made use of in

many countries ; the stems for many of the purposes of timber, the leaves, especially

those of Corypha Taliera, for writing on ; of Borassusflabelliformis,
for making punkhas

;

of Corypha umbraculifera, for thatching.. Baskets, &c. are made with the leaf-stalks of

the
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made
the Date tree in Egypt; so, in India, baskets and boxes, mats and punkhas

with the leaf-stalks of the Kkujoor, or Phcsnia: sylvestris. The fibres of the capsular

covering of the cocoa-nut it is well known are extensively employed for cord

the black horse-hair like fibres, called ejoo, surrounding the petioles of the

leaves of Arenga saccharifera, or the Gomuto, for cables and cordage. Canes and

ratans, the stems of different species of Calamus, as of Calamus Rotang ,
rudentum, verus,

and of others, form considerable articles of commerce. They are exported from the

valleys along the foot of the Himalayas into the plains, though the species yielding

them are not well known.

An astringent principle is secreted by several of the Palms, as even in the Date tree,

where the spathes are employed as astringents by the Arabs, also in Areca, or betel-nuts,

thefoful of the Arabs, so much chewed with the leaves of the Pan {Piper Betel), and a

ime the Malays chew sliced pieces of the nut of the Pinang, or Areca oler

with their betel. The nuts of Areca Dicksonii, triandra, and gracilis, are used in Silhet

as a substitute for those of -4. Catechu, as are those of A. globulifera in the Moluccas.

The resinous reddish-coloured substance, called dragon's blood, dum-al-akhwain, we

have seen, is produced in the isle of Socotra by Draccena Draco; but in Sumatra and

the Malay islands, varieties of a similar substance are yielded by Calamus Draco. An

exudation of a resinous nature, called 7noJcul, is stated by Arabian authors to be

produced by the tree called Doum ; but here the same name appears to be applied to

very distinct substances.

Useful and important as are these Palms, their introduction into new situations

may not readily engage the attention of cultivators, as they are of such slow growth,

but as this objection applies equally to all trees grown for timber, 'it will be but

of secondary consequence to those who look to the permanent improvement of their

estates. For such purposes the Cocoa-nut and Areca-nut Palms are most important in

the warm and moist parts of India, especially in the vicinity of the sea, but the

other species of Palm, which have been mentioned, as yielding useful products, may be

found equally suitable to different localities. The Arenga saccharifera, or the Gomuto

of Rumphius, yielding palm-wine, sugar, sago, and fibres for cordage, is probably one

of the most important, especially on wet and marshy grounds in southern latitudes
;

Elais guineensis, or Oil Palm of the west coast of Africa, might no doubt be success-

fully grown on some of the coasts of India ; PhcenLV farinifera yielding farina fit for

food, is suited to dry and sandy plains, while P. sylvestris, yielding sap and sago,

succeeds well in almost every part of India.

183. JUNCACE^.
Juncacea, so named from Juncus, the Rush, have been considered as related both to

L

petaloideous and glumaceous Monocotyledons ; Mr. Brown has remarked, that they are
r

intermediate between Restiacea and AsphodelecE. Endlicher confines the true Juncacece

to Luzula, Juncus, Narthecium and Prionum ; considering the others, such as Flagellaria,

Xerotes, Kingia, and others, as allied genera.

The
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The genera Juncus and Luzula are found in the cold and temperate parts of the
•J

northern hemisphere ; a few species of the former occur in tropical regions, and of the

latter in extratropical S. America. Narthecium is found in both Europe and N. America,

and Prionum at the Cape of Good Hope. In the Himalayas, eight species of Juncus
e

have been found, of these, J. membranaceuSf and /. kucomclaSt are new fepecies from

Puno-ee and Soonsfnum in Kunawur, and /. kucanthes from Shalma; J. Domiicinus, nob.,Q jj

is a new species, allied to J. artkulatus, from Mussooree, J. concinnus is common all

along the Himalayas, as is, in moist situations, /. glaucus, a species of Northern and

Central Europe. J. bufonius, common throughout the northern hemisphere, is found

both in Kunawur, near Lippa, and on the southern face of the Himalayas, also in the

plains of India, near Delhi, and along the Doab. J. indkus is another species which

occurs in moist situations on the plains of India, and which I found near Hazaribagh.

The only species of Luzula is from Lippa in Kunawur, where L7fpkata is found, a

species of the mountains of the north of England, Scotland, and throughout Europe,

reaching as high as Tl** north latitude, and which likewise occurs in the Caucasus and

Altai mountains ; the present locality is 1 1° more to the south than any station pre-

viously recorded for this plant, (v. Prof. Don. Proceed. Linn. Soc. 1. p. 9.)

Flagdlaria^ of which the common species, F. indka, is foBnd in Tropical Asia and

New Hglland, has this species in the Malayan Peninsula, and extending up to Chitta-
*

gong and Silhet ; a new species was found in Penang and Singapore by Dr. Wallich*

and another, in Java, by Dr. Blume.

The Jwicea, or true rushes, are insipid and inodorous ; several are employed for

mechanical purposes only, as the common rush for making mats, baskets, and the

bottoms of chairs, while the pith is employed fof the wicks of rush-lights. Juncus

mis, which is the common European species, is, according to Thunberg, culti-

vated in Japan for making floor-mats; J: glaucus, a European species found in the

Himalayas, and closely allied to /. effusus, might be employed for all the purposes of

the common rush.

184. BUTOMACEiE.

Butomacecp. , allied to the equally marshy Alismacea, contain but few genera; as

Hjjdrockis, in Brazil; Limnochinis, in the West Indies and equinoctial South America;

with Butomus in the Old World. B, umhellatus, or Flowering Rush, the species best
T

known, common in moist situations in Europe, extends also to the plains of India,

where it was found near Bojpoor by Dr. Hamilton, subsequently as M. De Caisne

has shewn me by M. Jacquemont in the North of India ; by Dr. Falconer near Lbodi-

anah, and likewise in lakes, with marsia nymphcEoides, in Cashmere. Another species,

B, lanceolatus, Roxb. {B. latifoUus, Don), is very common in the N.W. provinces of India,

from the Turrai of Nepal as far as Saharunpore, where it flowers in the
extending

rainy Limnocharis is milky, and Butomus is acrid. Of the latter, the E

pean species has been employed in medicine, and considered deobstruent

3 185. A
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moist

185. ALISMACEiE.
^

The AlismacecE, like the foregoing order, consist of plants found in water, or m

situations, and like them, both in temperate and tropical climates. Alisma and Sagit-

taria, well known European genera, are found in the hot parts, both of the Old and of

the New World. Damasonium, Juss., has one species in Europe, and the other

{Actinocarpus, Br.), in Eastern New Holland. Alisma extends from Europe to India,

whence two or three new species are enumerated by Dr.Wallich, as having been

found by Dr. Hamilton along the foot of the Himalaya. Alisma Plantago and Sagittaria

sagittifoUa, species common to Europe and N. America, I have obtained from near the

Dul or Lake of Cashmere ; the former also from the Deyra Doon and the Himalayas,

while the latter is common in every part of India, and S. ohtusifolia in the southern

parts ; where S. cS-difolia, Roxb. {Alisma Hamiltoniana, Wall.), which I have obtained

in the Deyra Doon, also occurs.

The JuNCAGiNE/E, somctimcs separated into a distinct family, and placed near

Aroidece, are by many botanists considered only a section oi AUsmacecE, I^ike these they

are found, though sparingly, in marshy situations, in most parts of the world, Lilaa

in New Granada. Tefroncium in the Straits of Magelhaens, Scheuchzeria in Europe

and North America, but Triglochin, the most numerous in species, in all parts of
.r.

the world. T, palustre, the most common species in Europe, is also the most widely

diffused, being found in N. America, in Siberia, in the Altai Flora, in Kunawur, as

well as within the Himalayas, on Kedarkanta : at least the species which I obtained

from this locality, and named T. himaknse, can scarcely be distinguished from Euro-.
L

pean specimens of T. palustre.

The fleshy rhizoma of some species of this family is eatable, and one species of

Sagittaria is said to be cultivated in China for food. (Lindley.) My friend, Dr. Falconer,

writes me, that in Cashmere alsB, the natives collect the roots of a species of SagiUa?'ia,

and employ it as an article of diet, or as a substitute for salep. The rhizoma of Alisma

Plantago, possessed of but little sensible property, has been vaunted both in Russia

and in America for its sedative and antispasmodic powers, and as a remedy for

hydrophobia, but its virtues have never been proved.

186. COMMELINACE^.

The plants of this family were placed in Juncea^ by Jussieu, but Mr. Brown stating

that they agree better with Restiacece in the structure of the embryo, and in their

sheathing leaves, formed them into a distinct order. They are found abundantly in

intra- tropical parts of the world, prevailing chiefly in the rainy season, which is

well suited to their lax habit and del Endlicher has briefly stated

that in the Eastern hemisphere they extend from the tropic of Cancer to -35° of S. lati-

tude
; but in the ^Yestern hemisphere, and the islands of Eastern Asia, they extend

to 40° of N. latitude. They are abundant within the limits of the Indian Flora, and
i

extend
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extend to the most northern parts, as 31* of N. latitude, from the prevalence there

of the rainy season, and likewise to tte Himalayas, where a few species are foun

® during the same period of the year.

About fifty species, referred to the genera Conmielina, Aneilema, Tradtscarttla, and

CyamtiSf are enumerated as having been found in India ; but from* the imperfection of

collections, there is great difficulty in identifying the recent with some of the earlier

discovered" species, so that all require the careful examination of any Indian botanist,

who has opportunities of seeing them m a living state. In the northern parts of the

Doab only a few species are found in the raiiiy season, and these appear to be identical

. wath species indigenous in Bengal and the Peninsula, such as Covimdma co??umanSt

hengaknsis, &c., with Tt^adescantia axillaris; CommeUna ohliqua, Don, found in Nepal,

occurs also at Mussooree, and a new species of Tradescautiaj T. radicans, nob. In Nepal

are also found Aneikma hispida and radicans of Don, with his Cynnotis barbata. Tliis

genus is distinguished by the outer sepals being connate at the base, the three inner

petaloid, with the claws united into a tube, into which the stamens are inserted, and of

the two ovules in each cell, one is erect and the other pendulous. Cdwmclina

scap'iflora^ Roxb., which appears to be Aneikma longifolia of Wallich Cat. No. 5213,

extends all along the Himalayas from Silhet to Manma, and is also found in the

Kheree jungle, as well as at Mussooree. As this plant does not agree with the

character of any of the genera, I have formed it into a new genus, which, in con-

formity to the example of Dr. Wallich, in instituting his genus Kurrimia, I Jiave

named Murdannia, in compliment to Murdan Aly, a plant collector and keeper of the

Herbarium at Saharunpore, who collected many of the plants described in this work,

and who had acquired a remarkable tact and quickness in detecting new plants, as well
L

as in remembering the characters by which genera and families are distinguished,

so as to be able at once to arrange a new discovery in its appropriate place.

CommeUna tuberosa is cultivated, and its tubers eaten by Chinese (Lour.); Miirdanma

scapifloray mooslee seah) has some repute in" Hindoo Materia Medica.

MURDANNIA.

Perigonii exterioris foliola 3 calycina persistentia, interiora 3 petioloidea, sessilia persistentia. Sta-

mina 6, filamenta omnia barbata, apice in connectivum dilatatum, anthera? 3 fertiles IckuUs parallelis,

3 difformes cassae.

M. scaprflora. Tab. ^B, fig. 3.—Hab. Klieree jungle and Mussooree Hills.

187. NAIADES or FLUVIALES.

The Najadea or Fluviaks, as they are called by different botanists, are aquatic

floating plants; cellular In structure, and transparent in nature. They are grouped

together from resemblance in general appearance, rather than from identity of charac-

ter; neither are they very closely allied to any other order, except in some respects to

Aroide^, They are found in the current of flowing, or floating on the surface of stagnani

and in sestuaries of the The species found in Ind

two of each of the genem Najas, CauUnia, Ruppia, Zannkhella, with several species

•
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of Potamogefon, or Pond-weed. The last is extensively diffused throughout the world,

the others are found both in Europe and N. America ; but Najas in the former only.

N. dichotoma is found in Bengal, N. spinosa, Wall. Cat. No. 5182, found by Dr.

Hamilton at Paingti, to the east of Bengal, is very closely allied both to N. major and

to N. marina. Caulinia indica is found as far south as Travancore ; and a species, so

named, but different from the Peninsular plant in Rottler's Herbarium, was found by

Pr. Hamilton. The former may however be seen in the East-India Herbarium,Wall. Cat.

No. 5189, but marked, apparently, by a change in the label Chara hispida, while this

plant, or at least one of the same genus, is placed in No. 5183, and labelled Caulinia

indica. C. ? cowjoo^V^, Wall. Cat. No. 5184, found to the eastward of Bengal, occurs

also as far north as Saharunpore, but its genus is still doubtful.

Species of Zannichelia are also found in India, as may be seen in the East- India

Herbarium, No. 5185, procured by Dr. Hamilton from Onaula ; and also, No. 5190,

where it is mixed up with the plant named Chara fcetida, found near Pangri. Ruppia
T

is also found within the limits of the Indian flora, as there are numerous specimens in

Dr. Rottler's Herbarium, under the name, however, of Zannichelia indica.

Potamogtton, as mentioned, is the genus most numerous in .species, and also most

extensive in distribution, being found in the stagnant and running waters of hot, cold,

and temperate parts of the world. Species of Pond-weed are found in every part of

India, and some of the same species in the northern as in the southern parts of the

country, as Potamogeton tuberosum and P. indicum ; the latter of which, however, differs

but little from the European P. natans ; a second species is not to be distinguished

from P.marinum, nor another from P.rufescens (Jluitans.) P.crispus is found in the

neighbourhood of Saharunpore, and P. heterophyllus occurs in the Himalayas, in the

vicinity of Dhargaon, on the northern face of the Choor mountain, as well as in the

plains of India. But all the species require examination and comparison with each

other and with European specimens in every state.

The several plants of this family, bland in taste and mucilaginous in nature, are not

possessed of any active properties which would make them useful as medicinal agents

;

but some of the Pond-weeds, especially P. tuberosum, called 5wwfl/, is much employed in

North-western India in the process of purifying sugar.

188. PISTIACE^.

The small order of Pistiacece, called also L Duckweed tribe

but two genera, Pistia and Lemna: these are floating and stemless plants, and as

simple in organization as the Fluviaks, but in fructification they resemble Aroidece ; in

fact, Pistia has the spadix of that order, but with only two flowers, and in the arrange-

ment of Schott forms a tribe of that family. Lemna, which is considered as a reduced

aroideous plant by Mr. Brown, is placed by Endlicher at the end of Fluviaks; but the

two genera are very closely allied, and form a very natural order, which will serve to

connect others. It is curious that the Hindoos, who have shewn themselves in many

things
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things an observant people, have, like Linnseus, seen the affinity of Pistia to Lemtia,

though the correct anatomy of these plants was known to neither ; they call the former

pana
k

d the la.tter nooni/a pana, or small pana. Pistia Stratiotes is found flourishing

in the rainy season in every part of India, that is, from the Peninsula to the neighbour-

hood of Saharunpore, and is also said to occur in the West Indies.

Lemna, found in ditches and ponds in the cooler parts of the world, occurs also in

similar situations in the cold weather months, both in the southern and northern parts of

India. Three or four species have been described by Dr. Roxburgh ; more will probably

be found, and require a careful comparison with European specimens to ascertain their

identity or difference.

189. AROIDEiE.

The Aroidea:, named from the genus Arum^ consisted until lately of only a few

other genera, as Caladium, Calla, Draconlium^ Orontimn,-2Lni[ a few others, which have

now been removed to different families. Schott having submitted Jhe whole of the

well-known species to careful revision, has, in the Meletemata Botanicf, divided the

old into a number of new genera, of which the names are adopted in this work. The

AroidecE^ distinguished by having their flowers on a spadix, and supported by a spathe,

have occasionally united with them, the genus Acorus, which has the scaly rudiments

of a perianth, as well as Pistia, which is, in fact, a reduced aroideous plant.

Some of the AroidecE are arborescent, or cling to trees by aerial roots, but the

majority are herbaceous in and loose in texture, with

generally acrid j

a colourless or milky

They abound in tropical parts of the world, but like many othe;

families of such a distribution, a few species extend to higher latitudes both north and

south, especially as they require only a few months to bring them to perfection. They

are, moreover, furnished with tubers or rhizomes, which from their underground situ-

ation are easily able to bear the vicissitudes of temperature ; thus Arum mamlatum is

found in every part of the British isles, and Calla palustris extends even to 64° north,

where it inhabits moist situations in Southern Lapland. Richardia {Calla) JEthiopica

is found at the Cape of Good Hope, and Gymiiostachys in Eastern extratropical New

Holland. In America, according to Humboldt, as quoted by Dr. Lindley, their

principal station is on the submontane region between 1,200 and 3,600 feet of

where the climate is temperate d the rains abundant : in the Andes, Pothos (

Anthurium) pedatus and P. quinquenervlus, are found at an elevation of 8,400 feet

the Himalayas, Pothos (^now Scindaspus) officinalis, extei

In

feet in th

ds to elevations of 2,000

Kheree Pass in 30' of N. latitude; and species of Arisama are common

1 Nepal on Sheopore, &c., as well as on Mussooree, and other parts of the Himalay

7,003 and 8,000 feet of elevation, but chiefly in the rainy

The species foujid inin the plains of India, and chiefly in the southern parts,

genera Cryptocoryne (including the Indian species of Avihm

of Roxburgh), Typhonium {Arum trilohotum, orixQnse, &c.), Amorphophallus {Arum i

pamdat

hav

been formed

•
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panulatiim), Homalonema {Calla occulta and aromatkd) also Fothos scandens, with many

species formerly of that genus, which have now been transferred to Scmdaspus; and als5

Lasia, which includes L. acukaia, Lour., and Pothos heterophyllus of Roxburgh. The

species of Colocasia, including Arum Colocasla and nymphaifolia , are cultivated jn every

part of the plains of India, as well in the north as in the south ;
and Amorphophalius

extends in a wild state even as far north as the Kheree jungle. Remusatia {Arum, Roxb.)

7, stated by Dr. Roxburgh to be a native of Malabar, exists also in Nepal,

been introduced by Dr. Buchanan from the latter into the Calcutta Botanic

Garden, where it produced annually in the rainy season abundance of the bulbiferous

radical spikes, by which the pl'ant is readily propagated. I have seen it in the same

state at Mussooree in the rainy season, and afterwards producing the leaf of an Arum;

Dr. Buchanan describes it as bearing in Nepal the common flower of the genus.

In thfe Himalayas the different species of Arum obtained from Nepal, and described

chiefly by Dr. Wallich in Tent. Fl. Nep. and PI. As. Rar

vivtpai

o

been formed

ge Arisama ; . AriscEma multicarmatum.WoW. Ic. ined. 1180; an Arum costatum

Fl. Nep.? extends also to the Suen Hills. Arum guttatum is now Saiiromatum,

and Thomsoma Nepalensls is formed, with Arum bulbiferum, into the genus Pythonium,

and is found as far north as Nagkanda, and about an elevation of 8,000 or 9,000 feet.

Some other species of the genus, as A. hastatum and insignifolium, and others, are

found at Mussooree. A species of this family is cultivated every part of

the hills, and appears to belong to the ^Qims Colocasla, but my specimens are imperfect.

Acorus, sometimes formed into a distinct order, called Acoracea, is at other times

united with, and forms a section of, Aroidece. The species are few in number, but

widely diffused. Acorus Calamus, the best known, like many other aquatic plants,

occurs both in Europe and India. I have found it in many places in the Himalayas,

it was found in Nepal by Dr.Wallich> Rheede figures it from the Malabar coast. It

has been supposed by many to be the Calamus aromaticus of ancient Materia Medica,

but without sufficient consideration, as the two are described separately by Dioscorides,

and Arabian authors give ahoron as the Greek synonyme of wuj, which is the huch

(Sanscrit vucha) of the Hindoos. Under this name I obtained the roots of thi^

plant, which continues, on account' of its aromatic qualities, to be extensively employed

in Eastern medicine, and which I frequently prescribed successfully to natives in India,

in conjunction with bitters, especially the seed of Casalplnia Bonducdla, as a cure for

the ordinary agues of the country.

The Aro'ulece abound in %n acrid principle, which is volatile in nature, and therefore

dissipated by heat ; being soluble in water, it is also removed by washing, and easily

separated from the fecula with which many of their tuberous roots abound. Hence

several have been employed as articles of diet from very ancient times, as Colocasla

antiquorum, mentioned by Herodotus and Theophrastus, and remey^kable as an Indian

plant, cultivated in Egypt, and now in most parts of the south of Europe. The roots are

without acrimony, as is the case with many other long cultivated plants. They are

universally

*
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universally cultivated in India, and known liiere tinder tlie names of kuchooznd. gagJee.

Arum nt/mphaifoliumy which Dr. Ro:?^b]argh considers only a variety of C. antiquorum,

is but rarely cultivated in Bengal, ^Arum indicum, man-kuchoo and marf-gwi of the

Bengalese, is a species much cultivated about the huts of the natives for its esculent

stems and small pendulous tubers. Arum campanulatum, now Amorphophalius, Ol of

the Bengalese, and which deserves to be called the Tdinga potato, is also much culti-

vated, especially in the northern Circars according to Dr. Roxburgh, where it is highly

esteemed for the wholesomeness and nourishing quality of its roots. In the Himalayas,

the species which I have cdXleAColocasia himalensis, forms the principal portion of

the food of the Hill-people ; so Colocasia macrorhizon and escukntum, forming the Tara,

Taka, Taya, and Kopeh, and cocoa-roots, eddoes, and yams, of the Pacific and other

islands, yield a considerable portion of the food of the inhabitants. The stalks and leaves

also of some of the species are eaten in many places ; those of Arum saglttlfolium are

said to be called chou Caraibe; so also in the south of Europe, -ArzMWwwz vulgare^ and

A.Dioscor'idis, which is perhaps only a variety of ^. italicum, are occasionally eaten; but

even Arum mqculatumy and other acrid species, deprived of their acridity, are sometimes
r

made to yield food in times of scarcity. Some of these, however, from their acridity

and irritating nature, have been used as vesicatories, Arum maculatum has been used

medicinally even from the time of Hippocrates; Typhonium orlvense having exceed-

ingly acrid roots, is, when fresh, applied in India by tlie natives in cataplasm^ to discuss

or bring forward tumors ; Dr.. Roxburgh pronounces it to be certainly a most powerful

stimulant; other species are likewise employed, txs A.montanum,'Koxh., {macrohizoti,

Ainslie). The plant called hy the, \z.iiQv Dracontium polyphyllum, is exhibited inter-

nally when its acrimony has been subdued, it is considered antispasmodic, and is also

said to be useful in asthmatic cases. An emmenagogue "is said to be prepared from it

in the Society Islands. Sc'mdaspus officinalis, guj-pippul of the natives, forms an article

of considerable repute in Hindoo Materia Medica ; it is described as acrid, diaphoretic,

and anodyne, but the statements of authors differ on the subject.

4-

190. TYPHACE^.

Typliacece, or the Bull-rush tribe, are sometimes united with Pandanacece, and some-

times made a section of Aroidecs, but are now kept separate from both by most botanists.

They are found chiefly in the marshes and ditches of the temperate parts of the northern

hemisphere,. but like many other aquatic plants, they parts of

the world. Typha, common in Europe and N. America, is found also in the West

Indies, S. America, and N.Holland. T, elephantbia, and the species, which Dr.

Roxburgh identifies with the European T. angustifolia , are found in the most southern,

as well as in the northern, parts of India, the latter species is found in Siberia, in the

Tauro-Caucasian region, and also in New Holland ; Mr. Brown inquires whether it

be identical with the species found in St. Domingo. Sparganiumh found in most parts

of the world, as in Europe, N. America, atid New Holland, (indeed, the same species,
I

S. angustifolium.

m
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m

S. angusti/olium, occurs both in N. America and in New Holland). It had not hitherto

been found within the limits of the Indian Flora ; but my friend, Dr. Falconer, writes

me that he has found a species in Cashmere, whj^h he has named S. carinatum.

The pollen of Typha being abundant, is collected and made use of as an application

to ulcers. Mr. Salisbury recommends the leaves of Typha latifolia 2ls a substitute for

rushes, in making matting, baskets, &c., those of T. elepha?itind (putera), and of

T. angustifolia (reree), ars employed in Northern India for making mats.

191. PANDANACE^.
The Pandanacea, or Screw-pine tribe, have been well described by Dr. Lindley, as

having the aspect of gigantic Bromelias, and bearing the flowers of Sparganium, hence

they arc often combined with Typhacece. Mr. Brown has remarked, that they have

no affinity wjth Palms beyond their arborescent stems. Pandanacece are remarkable for

their dichotomous branching, as well as for the spiral arrangement of their leaves,

whence their English name. The order includes the genera, Pandanus and Freycinetiay

to which the American intratropical Cyclanthece and the Peruvian Phytelephas, with the

Asiatic Palm-like Nipay have been added by Endlicher as allied genera. Species of

Pandanus are found in the southern parts of India, as P.furcatus m Malabar and

Chittagong, extending from the latter place to Pegu, while P.fatidus is common in

Bengal, near Calcutta. P. odoratlssimus is the best known species, but being so much
esteemed and cultivated by Asiatics, it is difficult to ascertain where it is indigenous

;

it is universally diffused in the Indian islands, in China and Arabia, also in gardens

in every part of India, but it occurs most abundantly and apparently wild in the

southern parts, as m the Peninsula of India, where it is called the Kaldera bush.

A knowledge of the uses of PandanacecE is derived in a great measure from Pandanus
odoratlssimus, but other species must be available for the purposes for which this is

employed, as for hedges, though it takes up much room. The terminal bud, as is the

case with that of some of the Palms, is eaten under the name of cabbage ; the
tender white base of the leaves is also eaten raw, or boiled, during famines. The leaves

are composed of tough longitudinal fibres, white and glossy, which enables them to be
employed for covering huts, making matting, as well as for cordage in the S. Sea
Islands, and in Mauritius, for making sacks for coffee, sugar, and grain (v. FI. Ind. iii.

p. 741); matting, as well as the common kind of umbrellas, are made of them in the
Peninsula of India. The branches being soft, spongy and juicy

small

by
pieces

; the fusiform roots are composed of tough fibres, which
basket-makers split and use to tie their work with ; they are also so soft and spongy

the natives for corks

among
Pandanus odoralisslmus, derives its specific name and its great celebrity

Asiatics, and especially the Sanscrit poets, from the rich and powerful fragrance of .,^

flowers; Dr. Roxburgh states, that it is the tender white leaves of the flowers, chiefly
those of the male, that yield that most delightful fragrance, for which they are so

universally
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Ken?

ally and deservedly esteemed ; it is the Ketaka of Sanscrit poets, and
and Keigee of the Hindoos ; it is known to the Arabians by the name Ki

and is the Armak ofAvicenna. Oil, impregnated with the odour of its flowers,

and the distilled water, are called doh ti-aI-kazee 2ind ark-keora; both are highly esteemed
as stimulants and antispasmodics, and as cures for head-aches, rheumatisms, &c. Tlie

fruit of some of the species is described as bein? eatable, and one is figured in As.^ v.^vv*K^*V., WIX^A V/llV lO lig

Res. iii. p. 161, under the name of Mellore, or Nicobar bread-fruit. Dr. Roxburo-h

specifies the lower pulpy part of the drupes of the Keora as being sometimes eaten by
the natives of the Peninsula in times of scarcity. The seeds also are said to be eatable,

and are occasionally employed for making rosaries.

192. XYRIDE^.

XyridecBy by some botanists united with 7?e^;/«ce^, and by others separated into a

distinct family, distinguished by their petaloid perianth, and polyspermous fruit, are

found in the tropical parts of America, with a few species of Xyris in the southern

States of North America, also in New Holland both within and beyond the Tropics.
f

The Asiatic species are few in number, and found in India, chiefly in the Peninsula*
r

also in Ceylon, whence Xyris indica, and paucifora, extend into Bengal, and from

Tavoy to Silhet; and thence, X.pauciflora, which, according to Mr. Brown, is found

in Tropical New Holland, extends to Nepal, where a new species, X. schcsjioides, also

occurs.

Xyris indica, found both in the Peninsula and Bengal, is considered an easy, speedy,

and certain cure for ringworms (Rheede) : the leaves and root are employed against

itch and leprosy (Agardh).

193. ERIOCAULONE.^.

k

AT

The Eriocaulonece. are, like the Xyridece, sometimes treated of as a separate family,

and sometimes united with Restiacece, Like the JQ/nVe^^ they occur in tropical Ame-

rica, New Holland, and India, and are found in the islands of Madagascar, and Mau-

ritius ; but, like other plants of moist situations, they extend to much higher latitudes,

being found in 44° of latitude in N. America, and also in the island of Skye, on the

west coast of Scotland. About twenty species are found within the limits of the Indian

Flora, chiefly in the Indian and Malayan Peninsulas, extending from the latter into

Silhet and to Cheriponjee, on the Jentya Hills, and from that to Nepal ; where are
A,

found Eriocaidon oryzetoriim, qumquangidare, and i^eranthemum, E. hexangulare (Leuco-

cepliala, Roxb.), extends from Ceylon and the Peninsula, also Tavoy and Silhet, as far

north as SaharunporCj where it is found in moist situations at the end of the rainy

season. E, Sollyanum^ nob., is a new species from Cashmere, and is allied to E, luzida-

folium, Wall. Cat. 6071, which is found on the Jentya mountains.

3 G 194. Restiace.e.
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194. RESTIACE^.''

Restiacea, allied both to Juncece, and Commelinea, resemble Cmeracea in habit.

Eriocaulon and ^m, are also sometimes included in RestiacecB, though both now

give their names to orders, but the former is still considered by Dr. Lindley as belonging

to this. The true Restlacea are found at the Cape of Good Hope, and in New Holland,

as well as in Van Diemen's Land ; they are of little use, except that the tough wiry

stems of some species are manufactured into baskets, and those of others, as Willde-

nowia teres, for making brooms. Restio tectorum is employed at the Cape of Good Hope,

both in town and country, for thatching, and sometimes whole huts are built of it. A

roof thatched with it will last twenty or thirty years, and it is said would last much

lono-er. if the S.E. wind did not blow dirt into it, which causes it to rot ; it seems well

worthy of introduction into India, where the thatch is of so perishable a nature.

195. CYPERACEiE.
4

The Cjjperacea, so named from Cyperus, are, in many respects, allied to Grasses,

which they resemble in general appearance, as they also do, Juncacece and Restiacece,

The Sedges, as they are called in English, may be easily distinguished from Grasses

by their stems, being solid, angular, and without any separation at the joints, and by
k * '

the sheaths of their leaves being entire. Professor Nees von Esenbeck, who has paid
-

such great attention to this order, and defined the genera both fully and clearly, has
1

been good enough to examine the Cyperacecc in my collection, 'as may be seen in the
L

*' Contributions to Indian Botany," by Dr.Wight, where will be found described the

greater portion of the Indian Cyperacece, or those contained in the collections of Drs.

Wallich and Wight, as well as those in that of the Author. But the localities which are

given to the species in the latter are all Incorrect, inasmuch as none were obtained from

Nepal, but all from the plains of N. Western India, or from that portion of the Hima-

layan mountains between the Ganges and Sutlej rivers.

The Cyperacece are found in wet or moist situations in all parts of the world, whether

tropical or polar, as well at the level of the sea as on the tops of njountains : so in

India we find them wheresoever there is moisture, both in the hottest parts of the

Peninsula and the elevated gorges of the Himalayas, and in either situation several of

the same genera and species are found as occur in other parts of the world, where there

is similarity of climate,
A,

As in other families, some of the genera of Indian Cyperacm consist, of only single, ox
F

of very few species, and are found only in the hot parts of India ; such are Qourtoma,

Anosporum, Hemkarpha, Ckcetocyperus, Ech'molytrum, Malacochaele, Hymenochaete,

Limnochloa, Morisia, Cepkaloschanus, Cylindropus, and Hypopomm ; of these the last

is found also in Silhet. Malacochaete and Limnochloa extend as far north as Saharun-
;

pore, and Morisia is found in Nepal. With these are also found genera which occur in

other tropical parts of the world, as Diplacrum, which is found in Ceylon, the Moluccas,

and
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and New Holland
; Scleria and Remirea in the intratropical parts, both of the New and

the Old, with Lipocarpha and Hypolytrum in those of the whole world; Ekogenus and

Haplostylis in the hot parts, both of America and Asia. The genera Fuirena, Fimbristylis,

a.nd Trichelostylis, as well as Isokpis ^md Eleocharis, are found in tropical parts of the

world
; but all have species in the southern hemisphere, as in New Holland ; Fuirena,

Trichelostylisy and Isokpis^ at the Cape of Good Hope, and also in the northern hemi-

sphere ; as all, except Trichelostylis, extend into the warm parts of N. An^erica. One
species of Fuirena, F. annua, is found in the S, of Europe, and species of Isokpis,

Eleocharls and Eleogiton, {E. Juitans, Link.), in the British Isles; so Rhynchospora,
which has a few species in the southern provinces of the United States, with two
Europe, has also one species in the Himalayas ; and that a species (R. chinetisis), which
has also been found in China.

-The genera Scirpus and Carex are the most numerous in species, and are also the

most widely diffused, being found in marshy situations, both in hot and cold parts of

the world, as well within the tropics as in high latitudes ; so do we find species of

\i\

- i

both genera, as well in the plains as in the mountains of India, and in the Himalayas

we have some species which are also found in Europe and America.

Many species of genera which delight only in hot and moist climates are, as we
have seen in other families, found in the Himalayas in the rainy season, as species of

Cyperus, Mariscus, Kyll'mgla, Lipocarpha, Fimhristylis, Trichelostylis, Isokpis, Scirpus,

Ekocharis, and Hypoporum, Eriophorum is a genus of which the species are found in

Elurope and N, America, and one, E. comosum, is extensively distributed in the

Himalayas, both in low valleys and on elevated mountains, as well as in.Kunawur.
«

Bichostylis Micheliana, found in the S. of Europe and N.of Africa, extends also to Delhi,
u

in the north-western part of India. Uncinia and Trikpis, genera with the habit of

Carcv, have each a species in the Himalayas, U. Nepaknsis, being found in Nepal, as

well as in Kunawur; Trikpis Roykana in Chango, and Lippa in Kunawur; and

the only other species, T. Lhotzhiana, is found in the mountains of Brazil ; andy -

Kobresia, -a genus of the mountains of Europe, has a species, K. lao'a, in Kunawur,
-I

found at Rogee and Nachagaon.
_

The Carices, in the Author's collection, described by Professor Nees von Esenbeck,

have also been examined by Dr. Boott, who is so well acquainted with the genus. He
states that, including the four undescribed species in the E. I. Herbarium, fifty-two

species of Career have been found in India; of these seventeen are found in each of the

collections made by Drs. Wallich and Wight, and by myself; eleven occur only, in Dr.

Wallich's, and five are peculiar to that of Dr. Wight, while twenty belong exclusively

to that of the Author, making in all thirty-seven species, all of which were found in the

Himalayas, and none in the plains of India. Among these are three which are common
to Europe and India, being the only ones yet found in that country which are identical

with European species : these are, C paludosa and C remotay found in the Hima-

layas; the latter also in Kunawur. C. Vahlii, obtained from Punffee, in Kunawur.
«r

3 a 2 differing
\
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differing somewhat from Scotch specimens, but agreeing with those from Arctic Ame-

rica and the Altai mountains. This plant has been omitted by Nees von Esenbeck,

but may have been referred, Dr. Boott supposes to C. infuscata. As the habitats are

incorrectly given in the work of Dr.Wight, it may be stated here that Cirinervis,

parva, and Tictorlalis, are from Manma, C. obscura, from Shalma, C. punctata, {Bentha-

miana, Boott.) from Urukta, C. asperula, from Choor, C. nubigena, and psychnophila , from

Kedarkanta, C lachnosperma, cardiolepis, fusiformis, longicruris , notoleia, myosurtis,

indica, condensata, meiogynay cruciata, liguiata, and Wallickiana, from Mussooree, and
r

the neighbouring mountains.

As has been said of the genera, so it may be observed respecting the species of

Cyperacece, that some are found only in the southern parts of India, whilst others are com-

mon there, as well as in the most northern parts of the country, as Cyperus mucronatusy

aristatus, Haspan, hexastachyus, tenuiflorus, Iria, and distans, Mariscus paniceUs, cype-

rinus, umbdlatus, and dilutiiSy KylUngia monocephalay Abildgaardia Rottbolkanay Fimbri-

dylis palkscens, Trkhelostylls tetragona, qulnquangularhy and chatorhiza, Isolepis supina.

and barbattty Matacockaete pectinata, Scirpus affims, and JavanuSy Ekocharis palustris,

Limnochloa plantaginea, &c. Some of the Peninsular species of Care^c I have only found

in the Himalayas, with Cyperus sangu'mokntus, niveus, aristatus, and tenuiflorus, Mariscus
- 1

cyperinus, KylUngia monocephala, and triceps, Lipocarpha laevigata, Fimbristylis schanoideSy

Trlchelostylisjunciformis, and Scirpus maritimus.

Besides the above species which occur throughout India, others are common to India

with other parts of the world, as Cyperus pectinifor?nis, and Iria, Mariscus cyperinus,
' V

KylUngia monocephala, Fimbristylis bispicata, podocarpa, tomentosa, and diphylla, Isolepis
m

J

squarrosa, and barbata, Rkynchospora chinensis, Haplostylis Meyenii, Trichelostylis miliacea,

and complanata, which are also found in China, and some of them in the Indian tropical

islands : the last found also at the Cape of Good Hope, and at Acre and Bahia ; while

others occur also in New Holland, as Cyperus heiastachyus, venustus, and diffoi^mls,

Fuirena pentagona, Isolepis setacea, and supina, Eleogenus capitatus, with some others.
w

So the genus Papyrus, of which P. antiquorum is so celebrated, as having been

employed by the ancient Egyptians to make paper, is common to India and Egypt ; as

are also Cyperus mucronatus, and C. difformis, which extend even to the S. of Europe
;

and in Bengal and the Peninsula we have Papyrus Pangorei, and corymbosus. Isolepis

setacea, a European species, occurs also in the Himalayas, as well as Scirpus maritinmSy

which is also found in Africa and America ; but several species are common to India

and the New World, and of these a few are also found in Africa, as Cyperus poly-

stachyus, compressus, Haspan, articulatus and distans, Fimbristylis ferruginea, Triche-

lostylis complanata, Eleogenus capitatus. Ekocharis uniglumis is found in Germany and

in N. America.

The Cyperacece, though so closely allied to the Grasses, differ from them much in

utility, inasmuch as the order contains but few plants which are of any importance,

and of these the value depends, upon the presence of mucilage and fecula in the roots

of
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of a few species, accompanied in others with a little bitterness, and some aromatic

principle. On this account the tuberous roots of Cyperus longus, or Sweet Cyperus, a
r ' . - « -

native of Europe, have long been employed in medicine, and accounted aromatic and

stimulant; they are supposed to be the xuttsi^ov of Hippocrates and Dioscorides,

though in the present day less employed in medicine, than by perfumers on account of

their fragrance. It is remarkable that a nearly allied species, C, hexastachyus, Rottb.,

is used for the same medicinal purposes in the East; a correspondence in the employment

of similar plants, of which we have many other instances, and which we cannot believe

to be accidental. In C. hcjcastachyus is now included C. rotundus L, of which tlie

tuberous roots are sold in bazars in India, and used in medicine by the name motha and
r

17^-motha ; for these sad is given as the Arabic, diVidi funarus as the Greek syno-

nyme ; the former is evidently the *«fi? of Avicenna, chap. 128, and the latter xuTrsipog
r -

of Dioscorides, lib. 1. c. iv., where it is arranged with the other aromatics known to the

ancients. Both these authors mention an Indian Cyperus^ resembling ginger in appear-

ance, but which turns the saliva yellow, and is therefore most probably Tarmeric, which

we do not find elsewhere described by Dioscorides. The Indian Cyperus is used in medi-

cine as a tonic and stimulant, and was employed in the treatment of cholera morbus

(v. Hardwick) ; Dr. Roxburgh states that hogs are remarkably fond of the roots, and
-

that when dried and powdered, they are used as a perfume at the weddings of the

natives. Gen. Hardwick (Cal. Med. Trans. 11. p. 399) describes the species called

ir-motha by the natives in Bengal, C. pertenuis, Roxb., closely allied to C. hejea-
r

stachyus, as having its aromatic roots employed for perfuming the hair. The roots of

Kyllingia monocephala being fragrant and aromatic, are also used as substitutes for those

of the Cyperus hej^astachyus, and are sometimes called by the same name motha, and
•J

likewise accounted an antidote to poison. The roots called kuseroo of a Cyperaccous

plant, are considered edible in North-western India, they are probably those of Schpus

kysoor, of Roxb. Fl. Ind. i. p. 230.

The roots of Cyperus stoloniferus, are described by Dr. Ainslie as fragrant, and medi-
A _

cinal, but the native names adduced are those of Nardostachys Jatamansi, for which it

may be used as a substitute. The aromatic principle being absent in the tubers of some

species, while fecula is secreted in larger proportion, they are employed as food, as

those of C. esculentusy a native of the South of Europe, and of the North of Africa, and

supposed to be the p-a-kivo^oChM of Theophrastus. In addition to fecula, these roots

contain a fixed oil, which enables them to be formed into palatable emulsions, which,

with the addition of sugar, have been employed as a substitute for coffee and cocoa. The

roots of S. maritimay also, which are large in some of the varieties, have been ground,

and used instead of flour in times of scarcity ; in India also the roots of some species

are employed as food by the natives of the southern parts of Peninsular India during

famines, and when grain is scarce. One, called sheelandie-aresee, was discovered by

Dr. James Anderson of the Madras Medical Board, in sandy situations near the

sea, and requiring but little water. This species is the Cyperus bulhosus of Vahl

(Cjemenicus,

o
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(C. jemenicus, Linn,), of which Dr. Roxburgh states Pure-gaddi, to be the Telinga

name of the plant, and puri-dumpa that of the roots, which are roasted or boiled, and

then eaten, or, dried in the sun, and ground and made into bread : they are palatable,

and taste like roasted potatoes, and would be very valuable if they could by culture be

enlarged in size, so as to be less troublesome in gathering and cleaning. The roots of

jSchpus duhius of Roxb. (Teling. allike) are also described by him as being boiled and

eaten by the natives, who say that they are as good as yams,—so likewise the round

turnip-shaped tubers of Scirpus tuberosus of Roxburgh, the Pi-isi of the Chinese, some-

times called water-chestnut^yvhxch. Professor Nees von Esenbeck considers to be only a

bulbiferous form of Limnochloa plantaginea, and which is mentioned by the Abb^ Cro-

sier and others by the name of Maa-tai and Pi-ise, are highly esteemed by the Chinese,

both as an article of diet and as a medicine, and the plant is therefore extensively

cultivated in ponds in China, whence it was transmitted from Canton to the Calcutta
* >

JBotanIc Garden by Mr. Duncan, at the desire of the Governor-general.

The roots of some other of the CyperacecE are employed in Europe for medicinal

purposes, as the long-trailing roots of Carex arenaria, and the nearly-allied species

of C. distkha, C, hirta, and C. spicata, under the name of German Sarsaparilla, which

contain about one-sixth of fecula, a small portion of bitter and of aromatic principle.

Closely allied to the Grasses as are the Sedges, it is remarkable that so few of them
should be useful, as pasture grasses; none, indeed, are mentioned among those ii)

the " Hortus Gramineus Woburnensis,** and they yield in Europe very indifferent
-•

fodder, though useful for bedding and litter ; but Scirpus caspitosus forms a great portion

of the food of cattle and sheep in the Highlands of Scotland in March and till *the

end of May
; and the several varieties of S. maritimus, found in different countries

are greedily eaten by cattle. As Cj/peracecE are much more abundant in India than
in Europe, we have few pastures there free from them, and Dr. Roxburgh enu-

merates species of Kyllingia, Courtoisia, Cyperus, Abildgaardia, Scirpus, Isokpis,

Fuirenay Fimbristylis, and Trickelostylis, as common in pasture grounds in India, thouo-h

only a few, as Cyperus dubius, and hexastachyus, are particularly specified as beino- eaten
by cattle.

Papyrus of the banks of the Nile, Papyrus antiquorum, of which boats, paper,
and ropes were made, is a plant of this family; it is said to be called babeer in

ria, and is described by the Arabians (Avic, c. 543) by the name fafeer and
burdee, the former evidently of the same origin as the Greek and Syrian names.
A species of the genus Papyrus, {P.corymbosus, N. ab. E. P, Pangorei ex Arnott)
is hardly of less use in India, being extensively employed for making the mats
so much used there for covering the floors of rooms, and which are also so much
esteemed in Europe. Dr. Ainslie says that a species, called kora and toonghi, which

refers to, C. textilis of Thunberg, is employed in the Peninsula for the same
•purpose. Some of the species of Scirpus, especially S. lacustris, are sometimes
tuted for rushes in making baskets and chair-bottoms, kc, Cyperus texfilis is employed

h

substi

m
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in making ropes, and as Papyrus of Egypt was by the ancients. The species of Eno-
phorwriy called cotton-grass in England, from having their seeds clothed at the base

with a silky or cotton-like substance, of which paper, and wicks of candles, have been

made, and pillows stuffed, has a species, E. comosum, Wall., cannah'mum, nob.,

bhabhur of the natives, of which the leaves, previous to the plant flowering, are in

the Himalayas extensively employed for rope-making. Cyperus inundatus, probably

with other species, helps much to bind and protect the banks of the Ganges from the

rapidity of the streams and the force of the tides : as in Holland Care.v arenaria is

carefully planted on the dikes, where its far-extending roots, by mutually interlacing

with each other, fix the sand, and give strength to the embankment.

^

196. GRAMINE^
4

Grasses, forming the most natural of orders, are the most extensively diffused, and

at the same time the most useful of vegetables ; a few species affording the corn which

forms a great portion of the daily sustenance of millions of human beings ; while others

afford pasture for cattle, which are themselves to form the remainder of the food of

many, especially of northern nations. They are extremely numerous, nearly two

thousand species being at present known, and thus forming nearly one-twentieth of the

plants described in systematic works ; but if the number of individuals be considered,

the proportion is immensely greater. They are found in all parts of the world, both

land and in water, in dry and in moist hot and cold, tropical and
temperate climates, though different tribes, genera and species, inhabit these several

situations. Those in tropical situations, such as Bamboo and Saccharum, with broad
r

foliage, often attain a great height, the former often fifty or sixty feet, and the latter

tall enough to conceal herds of elephants, while the verdant turf of northern regions is

formed of short and compact grassy tufts. As they are abundant and large in foliage in

tropical situations, so do the species which extend along the foot of the Himalayas
form a grass jungle sufficiently high to conceal the elephant and rhinoceros, while in

ascending, we find many of the same genera and species which are met with in proceed-

ing from the equator to the poles. These have all been examined and named by Professor

Nees von Esenbeck, to whom I am indebted for MS. descriptions of the new genera

and species.

The Grasses found in the plains of India, some of which are confined to the Peninsula,

but many of which are as common in the northern as in the southern plains, belong to

genera, of some of which, a few species ascend the mountains, and are found there at

considerable elevations in the rainy season of the year. The mass of the species found

in the plains belong to the genera Oryza, Hygroryza, of the tribe OryzecB ; Coiv, and
in northern parts Fhalaris, of the tribe Phalaridece; Paspalum, numerous species of

Panicum, of Echinochloa, Setaria, Pcnnisetum, Pefiicillaria, Cenchrus, Trachyozus, and

Holboellia (Wall. Hook. Misc. 11. t,76), of the tribe Panicea ; Arisiida, and Chaetaria,

of Stipace^; Arundo, and Ampkidona^^ oi Arundinacece ; Yilfa, {SporoholuSy R. Br.) and
<

Polypogon,
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Polypogotij of AgrostidecE ; Microchloa, Cynodon, Dactyloctenium , Chloris^ Leptochloa^

Eieusine,'Acrachn€y and X)me^<5r, Wall. Cat. 3814, of Chlorides; Brandtia, and Po?nwe-
4

reula, of the Avenacece ; numerous species abundant in individuals of Eragrostis ; a

'Cenfotheca, and ElytrophoruSy of Festucacece ; with several species of Bambusa, and one

of Beesha. Of the tribe RotthoelliacecE , Oropetium, Opkiuriis, Hemanthria, Mnesitheay
-

Alanisiiris, and Ratzeburgia ; and, finally, of AndropogonetE^ PerotiSy Zoysia, Dimeria,

-Tmperata, Saccharum^ Pogonatherum, Erianthus, Anthistiriay Apluda, Raphis, Lepto-

therium^ Andropogon, Heteropogon, Bathratherwn, Lepeocercis, Spodiopogon, Ischcemim,

Apocopis^ Meoschium, Arundinellat and Sorghum.

The majority of these genera are Asiatic, and the greater nuinber of their species

are contained in, and some of them confined to, India ; but some of the genera

enumerated are as characteristic of other Floras, as Olyra, Chlorlsy Leptochloa, and

Anindinaria, tropical American genera, but of which species are found in India.
r r

m

SpinifeXy with several species on the coasts of New Holland, has one, S. squarrosus, on

the coasts of India ; as also Zoysia pungens, which is likewise found in similar situations

near Port Jackson. Dinieria is another New Holland genus, of which Mr. Brown has

a species from India. Centotheca lappacea, found in the islands of the Indian Ocean,
V

and also in the Indian and Malayan Peninsula ; Elytrophorus articulatus, found in both
* - ...

Southern and Northern India, as well as in tropical Africa ; Dactyloctenium cBgyptiacum,

found also in Africa, and even America.

Species of these several Indian genera are found in the northern, as in th^

southern parts of the country, especially in the rainy season j but as these are too manj^

for the whole to be enumerated, a few instances may be mentioned, as CoLr gigantea,
,

' - *

Paspalum scrobiculatum ; several species of Panieum^ Echinochloa {Oplismenus) Iiispidula,
r

Setaria Rottlerl, Cenchrus echinoides and montanus, Aristida {Chaetarid) depressa,

Eleushie indica, Chloiis decora^ Eragrostis verticillata and Cynosuroides, Hemanthria

fasciculata^ Mneslthea Icevis, Manisuris granularis ; Imperata Kanigii, found also in the

West-Indies, Saccharum^ Sara, and Moonja, Erianthus versicolor, Rhaphis muricatay

Andropogon pertusus and Nardoldes, Anthistiria arundinacea and ciliata, Apluda communis

and 7nicrqstachya, Bathratherum lanceolatum, Lepeocercis digitata, Spodiopogon lajii^^er,

Sorghum kalipe?2se.

In the plains of Northern India there are a few species likewise found in European

countries, or which belong to genera more like European than those enumerated above,

as Phalaris minor, Vilfa {Sporobulus, R. Br.) pallida, and varieties ; with V. diandra, and

a species of Poa, P, hansiana, nob., at Hansi and Saharunpore ; and Cynodon Dactylon,

Doob, of the natives, every where in the plains of India, as well as in the moun-

tains. Among the cold weather cultivation of wheat and barley, two European species

are very commonly found : one is LoUum temukntum, and the other Avenafatua.

A few of these species of European genera are found in the plains of India, in the

cold weather months, in the same way as we have seen to be the case with some other

genera ; so does the prevalence of moisture and equability of temperature in the rainy

season
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Himalayas allow of the existence of species belonging to strictly

genera, as Paspalum, and Pamcum Roj/kamm, at Mussooree ; Opllsmenus loliaceus, a
West-India and Phillipine Island plant, is found at Dhunoultee

; and O. indicus, another
species, at Mussooree

; Pemiisetum trifiorum, Eragrostis nigra and Amherstiana, several
species oi Ba7nbusa, ^nd. the bamboo-like Ladolfia falcata, Imperata K^mgii, Saccharum
canaliculatum, Erianthus vulpinus, Rhaphis microstachys, cceruka, echimdata, with some
others

;
and Leptotherium Roykanum, Pogonathcrum polystachyum, Andropogon trldls

and Trachypogon, Anthistiria ciliata and anathera, Bathratherum lanceolatum and molk,
Ischamum speciosum, Apocopis Roykanum, and Meosch'imn Roykanum, in the DeyrJ
Doon and its vicinity, with Anmdinella miliaceum, and tenellum, in the mountains.
Though so many of the Gramine^ found in the Himalayas belong to genera of which

the greater number of species are found in tropical situations, yet it is only in the rainy
season that these occur

; and the mass of the grasses, like that of the vegetation in

general of these mountains, will be found to be analogous to that of European coun-
tries

;
and many of those very species which are most valued as pasture grasses in

England, are found forming the grassy sward of the Himalayas. These belono- to the

enera Alopecurus, Phkum, Chilochloa, Phalaris, and Hierochloa, of the tribe Pliala-

ridecE; with Milium, Acrathenim, and Holboellia, (Wall. Hook. Misc. 11, t. 76), of

PanicecB; with Orthoraphium, a new Stipaceous genus. Of the tribe of Agrostidece,

there are Muhknhergia {Podosaemum, Kunth.), Vilfa, Agrostis, Lachnagrodis, and Poly-
pogon; oi Arundinacea, there are species of Calamagrostis, and oi Phragmites ; and of

CkbridecE, Microchloa, and Cy?wdon ; C. Dactyhn, is found equally in these moun-
tains and in the plains of India, as well as partially in Europe ; of Avcnacea, Bcschampsia,

Trisetum, and Avena; oiFestucacece, species o^ Poa, Glyceria, Mdica, Kcikria, Dactylis,

Plagiolytrum, Catopodium, Festitca, Sckcsmdorus, and Bromus ; oi Hordcacece, species of

Lolium, Agropyrum, Brachypodium, Triticum, and Hordeum. These genera, it is evident,

are those to which the majority of European grasses belong; but many of the species

also which are found in the Himalayas, are identical with those common in European
countries. Of these may be enumerated Alopecurus ge?iiculatus, and fulvus, Phkum
pratense, and P.alpinum; Chilochloa aspera, P/talaris nepalensis, which is closely allied

to P. canarie?isis, Hierochka laxa; 3Iilium nepaknse, which Nees von Esenbeck asks in

MS. " an M. effiisi var." Cynodon Dactylon, Agrostis ciliata, and ?iervo6a, Trisetum airoidts,

Avena puhescensy sterilis, and hirsuta,yv\\h A. sativa, which is mentioned by Dr.Wallich as

sent him by Capt. Gerard from the Himalayas. Eragrostis ekgantula and Amherstiana

are tropical forms, but the true Poas are present in the forms of Poa pratmsis var.

angustifoUa glauca, and 3 angustifolia, P. annua var., 3 Americanay and y spiculis

glaucis, P. 7iemoralts var. jirmula, P. Jlexuosa var. 7 humilis, P. prociimbens var.

humilis, and P. effusa, with other Himalayan species. Kodkria parviflora, Dactylis

glomcrata, forma communis, Catapodium Jiliforme, Festuca stricta rubra, and F. Amhersti-

ana, nob., Bromus giganteus, Japonicus, asper var. angustifoUa and depauperata, B.

7fwllis and squarrosus, LoUiim tcmukntum, Agropyrum caninum, with Triticum vulgare,

3 H and
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Hordeum hexastkhon, ccekste and JEgiceras, in a cultivated

r"

most

The grasses, forming the greatest portion of the pasture for horses, cattle and sheep,

parts of the world, at the same time that they yield grain, which forms three-

fourths of the food of man, are necessarily the most important class of plants in an

economical and political point of view. Their culture forms the greater portion of the

agriculture of all countries, and has in Europe been studied to an extent, and with a

care, to which the agriculture of the East is a stranger ; for besides the preparation of

the soil, and the addition of the composts and manures, the most minute attention has

been paid, by many scientific farmers, to every point of the culture of each particular

cereal grass, so that their cultivation has been of late years greatly improved, their

utmost productiveness very carefully ascertained, and new rules obtained for the use of

the merely practical farmer. These points embrace a consideration of the species, and

varieties, their native country, soil, manure, climate, and season of cultivation, with

the preparation of the seed, its quantity, and the mode of sowing, as well as the after-

culture, and the harvesting, including the mode of reaping, the threshing, ascertaining

the produce, as well as the proportion of flour ; besides considering the various uses to

which the grain, the flour, chaff, and straw, may be applied. Few of these points

have been accurately ascertained with respect to any of the corn or pasture-grasses

cultivated in India, though few subjects offer greater inducements for close inquiry,

and careful experiment. The many Agricultural Societies now established irl different

parts of India will find among them very important subjects for experimental investi-

gation, as the slightest enlargement in the size of a grain, or the least increase in

the "productiveness of ah ear of corn, when extended into the'a'griculture of a country,

will so infinitely increase its resources and revenues.

The grains cultivated in Great Britain are chiefly diff'erent species, and varieties, of

Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, and occasionally Maize and Canary Corn [Phalaris Cana-

riensls) ; to these have been added, in the S. of Europe, Rice, Maize, and the different

kinds of Millet, which have been chiefly introduced from India, as Panicum miliaceum,

Setaria italica, and Sorghum vulgare ; Setaria germanica, German millet, and Digitaria

sanguinaUs, or Polish millet. The season of cultivation, in Europe, is confined to the

summer, with the exception of wheat, which is sown in autumn ; but in India, where

the cultivation ofwheat and barley forms the agriculture of the country, as much as

rice, sugar-cane, and millet, the seasons of cultivation are very different. Wheat,
>

barley, and miWQi^Panicum Twi/mceww) being cultivated in the months which correspond

to the winter of European climates, that is, from October to March ; while rice,

maize, joar and bajra, and the other smaller grains, are cultivated in the rainy

season, that is, from the middle of June to the middle and end of September.

The grains which are cultivated in N. India are first, different varieties of wheat,

Triticum vulgare Nees, which are red and white, lal and mukhmee, awned and awnless.

as, first, lal-gehoou, var., autumnaky or viootidla-gehoon^ yusca, or peela-gehoorij and

var..
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var., velutina, kunme-'gehoon ; many other varieties are probably known to the Zumeen-

dars, but these are very distinct from each other, and may be clearly described. Wheat

having been one of the earliest cultivated grains, is most probably of Asiatic origin, as

Asia was no doul)t the earliest civilized, as well as the first peopled country. It is

known to the Arabs under the name of hinteh ; to the Persians as gundoom; Hindee,

gehoon and kumih. The species of barley cultivated in the plains of India, and known

by the Hindee and Persian name Juo, Arabic shaeer, is Hordeum hexastkhon. As both

wheat and barley are cultivated in the plains of India in the winter months, where

none of the species of these genera are indigenous, it is probable that both have been
_ 1 F

introduced into India from the north, that is, from the Persian, or perhaps from

the Tartarian region, where these, and other species of barley, are most successfully

and abundantly cultivated. Panicum miliaceumy or common millet, is the only small

grain cultivated at this season of the year. It is called cheena, by the natives of India

;

Arab, dukhun ; Pers. urziin, and is, like the preceding, common to the cultivation of

Europe, and of India, Oats, Avena sativa, are also now cultivated in the same season

with wheat, and barley, by some European gentlemen, by whom the grain was intro-
*

duced on account of their horses. Avena sterilis is found, as well as A.fatua, in fields

of wheat and barley in the plains of North-western India, flowering in March.

Rice is of course the grain most extensively cultivated in India, not only in the south-

ern parts, but also in the northern provinces, as well as in the Himalayas in the rainy
f _

season. Numerous varieties are known to, and named by, the Zumeendars or farmers
_ L

India, and some of these yield the finest rice, as that cultivated in Pilibeet, though

only the inferior kinds are imported into this country; whence it has been inferred that

all Indian rice is inferior to the American, notwithstanding that it was first introduced

into the latter country from India. It is known to the natives of India by the name

cJianwuly while the plant is called dhati; the Persian name of rice is birunj, and the Arabic

aruz, whence probably on/2^, and the English rice. The different kinds oi Sorghum, com-

monly called Jo«> or jooar, and in some works Great, or Indian Millet, constitute an

important branch*of Indian culture; this is known to the Persians by the name of

jmvurs-hindee ; to the Arabs by the name zurut, and also to various tribes by that of

durra. The species commonly grown are, Sotghum vulgare and S. bicolor (kala-jooar),

referred by Dr. Roxburgh to Andropogon, and which he describes as being cultivated in

a rather elevated, good soil
;
(seed-time October, and harvest-time January), and the

produce as being often upwards of an hundred fold. Dr. Roxburgh observes, " It is

probable that through the whole of Southern Asia, as many of the inhabitants live on

the various kinds of dry, or small grain, as upon rice, and they are reckoned fully as

wholesome as that is." S. cernuum is a distinct species ; a variety of which he

describes as being cultivated by the inhabitants of the Munnipore district, and as

forming the staff of life of those mountaineers, because one of the few articles of their

aoriculture. S. saccharatum is another species described by him as much cultivated

over various -parts of India, during the rainy and cold seasons, upon land which

3 high

^

•
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high for rice. The straw of all is much valued as fodder for cattle, being cut up into

small pieces, and called hirbee.

Zm mays. Maize or Indian corn, a native of S. America, and so extensively culti-

vated both in Peru and Mexico, has been introduced, not only into the United States

of America, but also into Africa and Asia, and even into the southern parts of Europe;

its cultivation has been attempted in England, chiefly by the influence of the late Mr.

Cobbett. It is calculated that next to rice, it is the grain which supplies food to the

greatest number of the human race, and that it is capable of cultivation when the sum-

mer temperature equals or exceeds that common to latitude 45°, and even to 48°. This

extensive cultivation is remarkable in a plant, originally a native of S. America, and

may be ascribed partly to its probably having been a mountain plant of those latitudes,

and also to its requiring a less degree of moisture than rice, as well as to some of its

varieties coming to maturity in so short a space of time as forty days. It has been

introduced into India, and is cultivated both in the plains and in the Himalayas, but

not so extensively as its productiveness and value as a grain would warrant; nor are

the modes of cultivation adapted to insure the greatest degree of productiveness, either

with respect to the quantity of grain or of straw. It is more extensively employed in

India with the seeds roasted while still green, than as a grain to be converted into

flour; but if cultivated for this purpose, according to the most approved course of agri-

culture, it would probably be found more productive than some of the grains now

cultivated in India. These consist of Paspalmn scrobicuiatum (koda), and its varieties,

which are much cultivated, and form a great portion of the diet of many of the native:|;

as also P. miliare, which Dr. Roxburgh describes as being extensively cultivated, and

as forming the diet of the natives in the Peninsula. P.frumentaceum, which is their

sanwuk, and its varieties, called mundoo-samvuh and saonlcee, yielding between fifty

and sixty fold, and Pennisetum (Setaria) italica, commonly called Italian millet, yielding

the former proportion. It is the hungne of the natives of India, Arab, sumak. Peni-

cillaria spkata, Hindee hajra, Arab, jawiirus, which forms much of the diet of the

poorer natives. Elensine corocana (mundooa), with E. stricta of Roxburgh, appear,

however, to be the most prolific of the cultivated grasses, as the ordinary product is

120 fold; and he describes one variety as yielding even 500 fold in the Rajamundry
Circars. One plant of E. stricta he particularly describes as having borne not less than

81,000 seeds. Besides these cultivated species, the grains of others growing in a wild
r

; are collected, and form articles of diet with the poorer classes of the natives of

a, as of Pankum floridim (burtee), P. Helopus (kooree), P. {Ech'mochloa) hispidulum

s

Ind

(dhand)

To the cultivated kinds some others might be easily added, if it were desirable, as

Setaria germanica, Digitaria sanguinalis, Festuca aquatica, Glyceria fiuitans, &c. suited
either to the plains or mountains of India.

The cultivation of Pasture-grasses having only so recently formed a part of English

• agriculture,

•
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agriculture, it cannot be expected that much attention should have been paid to the

subject of Hay and Pasture-grasses in India, though some districts, as that of Hurriana,*

like the natural pastures and meadows of the British isles, are celebrated for their

pastures, and their herds of cattle. The subject is one of the greatest importance, not

only as affording pasture for horses and agricultural cattle, but also for improved breeds

of sheep, which India is likely to produce, and to export their wool. The plains

of India being subject to great heat, with drought at one season, and heavy rains at

another, cannot be expected to present any pasture-grounds resembling those of the

best parts of Europe ; but the temperature of the cold weather months, especially in the

northern provinces, being such as to be most favourable for the cultivation of the same
cereal grasses as in Europe, it is not surprising that good grass is produced there, and

that many European gentlemen prepare very excellent hay. Their rapid growth, great

height, and subsequent dryness, render many of the Indian grasses unfit for pasture

at the end of the year. This the inhabitants of the tracts at the base of the Himalayas,

as well as those within these mountains remedy, by yearly burning down the old and

dry grass, so as to allow the young blades, which immediately sprout up, to afford fodder

for their cattle. But Europeans in India infinitely prefer, or indeed only give their
w

horses, the creeping stems and leaves, scraped off the ground by the grass-cutter, of

that grass, which is kno\vn by the name ofdoob or doorba, and which flowers, nearly all

the year round, and is, fortunately, by far the most common in every part of India. In

Northern India it is a common practice to form lawns and pastures of moderate extent,

by planting pieces of the creeping stems of this grass, which yields excellent hay in

what is the spring of the year in Europe. Dr. Roxburgh, writing in the south of India,

also describes it as the most valuable kind, as forming three-fourths of the food of their

horses and cows. By the Brahmins of the coast it is held sacred to Ganesha, (the

Jonas of the Ancients), under the name of Doorwall; it has sometimes been intro-

duced into England, but it is a well-known British species, though not common,

being the Panicum, or Cynodon Dadylon, of botanists. Cattle are also fed on chopped

straw {bhoosd), as well as on the stalk of the >«?• {Sorghum vulgare), cut into small

pieces, and then called kurbee ; of this all kinds are remarkably fond. They

are also fond of the straw of many other of the cultivated GraminecEy as of Fas-

pulim scrobiculatum, and Kora, Penicillaria spicata, Panicum italicum, frumeniaceum,

miliarey and Eleusine cegyptlaca. Buffaloes, also, are fed on kans, or Impcrata {Sac-

chariim) spontanea, and its varieties, which are stacked for this purpose.

India is not, however, destitute of pasture-grasses, but they belong to genera and

tribes

*.* As the district of Hurriana is celebrated for its pasture-grasses, I requested my friend. Col. Colvin, of the
r

Bengal Engineers, to make a collection of the grasses in the neighbourhood of Hansi^ which he was good

enough to do, and sent me a small collection of very fine specimens, but which, I did not find, difieredmuch in

kind from those in the Doab. They belonged to the genera Panicum, Pennisetumy CenchniSy Chivlaria, Vilfaj

Vactf/locteniumf Chloris^ Eleusine^ Achrachne, Poa^ several species of Era^rostis^ and Andropogon^
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tribes different from those of Europe; as to Panicum, Uragrostis, Sacckarum, Rott-

hoellia, Sec. Besides the above-mentioned, cattle are also fond of such grasses as

Panicum colonum, setigerum. repens, hirsutum, and miliare ; Digltaria ciliaris, Rotthodlia

glabra, and Andropogon Martini* a native of the high lands of Ballaghdut, whence the

seeds were brought by the late General Martin, and taken to Lucnow, as well as trans-

mitted to the Botanic Garden at Calcutta. He was induced to take particular notice

of this long grass, in consequence of observing how voraciously fond the cattle were of

it, notwithstanding its having so strong an aromatic and pungent taste, that, not only

the flesh of the animals, but also the milk and butter, have a very strong scent of it.

Dr. Malcolmson, to whom I am indebted for specimens of this grass, which he obtained

in the Deccan, where it is universally spread over the trap districts, though seldom seen

on the ordinary granite of that tract, informs me, that he has by it traced green-stone

dikes for great distances across granite soils—the luxuriant growth, of A. Martini

contrasting remarkably with the thin and low A. polystackyus, of the granite,

informs me, that the Patans and succeeding Mahomedan Governments valued the

pasture of some of the sand-stone hills south of the Kistnah river, where the lemon-

grass, (an Andropogon Nardoides'i), is found, so highly as to reserve it for their own

cavalry, or the right to cut and sell it, was rented as a monopoly to the highest

bidders ; but this was aboHshed about twenty-five years ago. The pasture of the Nalla

Malla Hills, in si^ht of these, is considered bad, though more luxuriant, growing on

He

a calcareous rock passing into a clay slate. Dr. Malcolmson, with these grasses, also

collected specimens of the Nuth, or Nuthoo, grass, of Bellary, and the Ceded Districts,

of which an account has been given by Dr.Wight in the Madras Lit. and Scientific

Journal ; it is remarkable for the great difficulty of eradicating it when once it has taken

possession of the soil. Dr.W. has named this grass Ischamum pilosum, but if so widely

diffused it can hardly have escaped the notice of all previous botanists ; especially as

every government that has ruled in these districts has, from time immemorial, been

paying large sums for its eradication. It is chiefly found in the " black cotton ground,"
L

and differs from nearly all the other herbaceous plants found there, by its widely-

spreading, perennial roots, or underground stems, all the others having either fibrous

annual roots, or very long tapering perennial ones, with the stem, even when procum-

bent, generally annual, and altogether above ground. In its creeping babit it resem-

bles Triticum repens, in Europe, and some other plants found in sandy soils, which

form a valuable provision for binding the loose materials among which they grow.

Though rewards have been given and revenue remitted, Dr.Wight is of opinion, that

the prevalence of this grass is far from being an unmixed evil, as cattle eat it, and

large quantities are daily exposed for sale at Bellary, as food fcr them ; and if it could

be raised on less valuable soil, it would probably be thought a useful enough plant

:

he further says that the necessity of granting remission may be doubted, as it may almost

be

•

This plant appears to me Nardoides. v. infra.
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be considered as a boon, conferred on these districts by the hand of a bountiful Provi-

dence.*

The pastures of the various plains of India might probably be much, and at the same

time easily improved, by the introduction of some of the pasture-grasses of Brazil, which

are of a gigantic stature, and perfectly tender and delicate. Nees von Esenbeck, as

quoted by Dr. Lindley, informs us that the Coaplm de Angola of Brazil, Panicum specta-

bile, grows six or seven feet high ; while other equally gigantic species constitute the

field crops on the banks of the Amazons.

The base of the Himalayas, we have noticed, is clothed with a dense grass jungle,

among which s^QQ,\e,s oi Saccharum, and Ajidropogon, are the most conspicuous and

the tallest, but when full grown, necessarily too coarse to serve either for pasture

or for hay; they are, therefore, yearly burnt down, after which the young blade

springs up, affording excellent pasture for herds of cattle. As we ascend the

mountains, tropical forms gradually disappear, and those of temperate regions take

;, while at certain elevations, where the cold of winter is severe, and the

temperature of the rainy season equable and moist, at the same time moderately

high, we find many species of grasses, of tropical genera, perfectly at home, in situ-

their plac

J ations which are, in winter, covered with snow ; but as those elevations have their

pwn peculiar species belonging to European genera, which are able to withstand the

winter's cold, there is at all times abundant pasture in the neighbourhood of most of

the Himalayan villages, and according to the season of the year the sheep, and cattle,

are driven to different ranges and elevations. The sward upon these mountams is

exactly like, though somewhat more luxuriant, than that met with in the mountains

of Scotland, or of Wales; and the sheep and cattle fed on them have the fineness and

flavour of those fed on grain in the plains of India.
' r

The grasses in the Himalayas we have seen belong to such genera as {Agrostis)\ Fox-

tail grass, {A lopecurus) \ Cat's-tail, {Phleum); Meadow-grass, (Poa) ; Fescue, Festuca,

Cock's-foot, {Dactiflis) ; Bent-grass, {Agrostis) ; Oat-grass, (Avena) ;
Bromus, and others,

which are equally characteristic of European meadows and pastures ; but it is still more

important, that many of the very species, which are accounted the best pasture-grasses in

England, are among those found in the Himalayas ; as, for instance, Cock's-foot grass,

{Dactylis glomerata) ; Annual, Narrow-leaved, and Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass, Poa

amiua,

From native information it appears that there are two kinds of l^uth, one called Koondara, in the raguda,

or black soil ; the other Guruhor [Panicum dactylon, Lin.) in the muduh or mixed soil. The former is styled

(
When

lyled gumpa (basket) The

Nuth. is from one. to one and a half rupee, for a piece of ground

broad and four and a half deep. If the Nuth does not exceed one-tenth of the land, no cowle or remission is

granted. the Nuth portion is remitted, but no cowle granted. From one-

granted The remission granted on account

fuzly 1242

97,11 ; pudava nuth 66.6.3*
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annua, P. angiistifoUa, and P.pratensis ; Cat's-tail or Timothy-grass, Phkum pratense

;

Purple Fescue-grass, {Festuca rubra), which from its greater produce is considered

preferable to the F.ovina, specially called Sheep's Fescue-grass. Besides these, there

are, as has been already shewn, a number of species, belonging to the same genera.

d analogi some of which may even be superior, to the best grasses of

England, where they might be worthy of introduction ; shewing, at all events, ho\v

easily any other grasses, as biennial rye-grass, might be successfully introduced, though

this may not appear to be at all necessary where the natural pasture is already so good.

But it would be of considerable importance to find some pasture-grasses suited to the

plains of India, or the table-land of the Peninsula, and the Dukhun, and such a series

as would afford pasture, in the different seasons of the year, as the cold, the hot,

and tlic rainy ; the first might be furnished, perhaps, from the north, and the second,

probably from the south of Europe, while tropical countries are alone likely to furnish

those fitted for the last. The creeping- rooted, and stoloniferous kinds, grow readily

in almost any soil. In Europe attention is paid to hay-grasses, both of temporary, and

of permanent duration ; also to those adapted for pasturage, and to these, as yielding

early or late pasturage, as well as those suited to different kinds of soil. The subject has

in England obtained great and deserved attention, but no where so conspicuously as in

the experiments instituted on this subject by John, Duke of Bedford, at Woburn, and

Carried into execution there by Mr. Sinclair, and detailed in the work, entitled

** Ilortus Gramineus Woburnensis ;" for a copy of which I was indebted, when in India,
4

^0 the late venerable Dr. Carey : a very useful abstract of this work is given in Mr.

Loudon's excellent Encyclopedia of Agriculture.

In addition to the foregoing very obvious uses of grasses, a few are remarkable for

their aromatic properties, as Anthoxanthum odorat.um, and Holcus odoratus, which, in

these plants, according to Vogel, is due to the presence of benzoic acid. The roots

also of the bena or punnee, Andropogon {Rhaphis. Anatherum) muricatum, which are in

Hindee called khus-khus, and Tamool, vitivayr, are delightfully fragrant, especially

when moist, and therefore much employed for making the thatched screens or tattks»

which are placed in the hot weather before the doors and windows of houses in India.

Water being thrown upon these, while the dry and heated wind blows through, which
causing rapid evaporation, enters the rooms, both cooled and fragrant ; the difference of

temperature between the outer and the inner air amounts often to between 20" and 30
Fahrenheit, According to Dr. Roxburgh, Chatarla {Aristida) setacea, is employed for

this purpose in the Madras Presidency, where the contrivance was introduced from
- •

Bengal. In the vitivayr, or khus-khus, the aroma is dependent, according to Vanquelin
and Henry, who both examined the roots of the same plant, though under diflferent

od

the presence of a principle resembling myrrh. Some other species secrete

)rous oils, so abundantly, as to be profitably distilled ; of these the best

known is Andropogon Schcsnanthus, or Lemon-grass, its infusion being often employed
m India as a pleasant stomachic : the Lemon-gras^ oil is probably distilled from it.

Another
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Another species, named A. Nardus, by Rottler, but with a doubt of its correctness, is

called ginger or spice-grass, by Ainslie, II, p. 401; it is common on the Courtalluni
hills and in the district of Tinnivelly, where the natives use its infusion as a stomachic,
and occasionally prepare from it an essential oil useful in rheumatism. A. hcaruncusa,
a native of the country skirting the base of the Himalayas, coiAes remarkably near
A. SchcEiianthus, as observed by Dr. Roxburgh, both in habit and taste. Mr. Blane
found it between the Hills and the Rapty ; Dr. Boyd near Hurdwar, in which neighbour-
hood, in the Kheree Pass, and at Mohun, I have also found it. .The
it mirchia giind, and the Hukeems ffive it, as the i

•'

give it, as the izkhir of the Arabs, and the isWinos

of the Greeks. It may be the true o-;^/vo^ of Dioscorides, though the Lemon-grass,

A.Sch(2nanthus,v^\<\Qh is only found in gardens in N.India, being common in the

islands and S. of India, became first known to Europeans; and as it possessed the

requisite properties, was thought to be, and may possibly have been, the true o-p^ivoi'.

A species possessing still more remarkable aromatic properties, and far more exten-

sively diffused, is that which yields the fragrant grass-oil of Namur, and which 1

named Andropogon Calamus Aromaticiis, from supposing it to be the xa-Ka^og af>oy,aTixos

of Dioscorides. This species is found in Central India, extends north as far as

Delhi, and south to between the Godavery and Nagpore, where, according to Dr.

Malcolmson, it is called Spear-grass; it

believe, it is also thought to be by Dr.Wight, though it has been named A. Nardoldes

by Nees von Esenbeck.

The xaT^aixag apo^arixog is described by Dioscorides immediately after (r^tvos, which
is usually translated Odoratus Juncus, and generally acknowledged to be Andropogon

Schcenanthus, and is stated by him to be a produce of Africa and Arabia. The Lemon-
grass may be found in Arabia, and, perhaps, in Africa, as well as in India. Calamua

r

Aromaticus, immediately following (rx^vos, and stated also to be a native of India, appears

to me to have been a plant allied to Lemon-grass. It is thoudit also to be the

may be the A. Afarthn of Roxburgli, as I

" sweet cane," and the " rich aromatic reed from a far country" of Scripture. There

is no plant which more closely coincides in description with every thing that is required,

than the tall grass, which yields the fragrant grass-oil of Central India. This has been

considered by Mr. Hatchett, ** On the Spikenard of the Ancients," to be both the vaplog,

and the Sweet Calamus, of the Ancients. The former I conceive to be Nardostachys

Jatamansi, (v. p. 242), and the latter to be the present species of Andropogon, which

I named Calamus aromaticus, {v. 1. c.) ; also my *' Essay on the Antiquity of Hindoo

Medicine," (p. 33 and 83). Mr. Hatchett has, however, republished the figure oiAndre-
L

pogon Iivaruncusa, from the Philos. Trans, vol. 80 ; though his specimens, which he

obtained from Mr. Swinton, and which I have had an opportunity of examining, are

identical with mine of ^. Calamus Aromaticus, from the same part of India.

Sugar is a principle abundantly secreted in grasses, as has been satisfactorily

proved in the analysis of the Pasture-grasses, by Sir H. Davy ; in Sorghum

(^Holcus) saccharatum, it is secreted in such quantity, that in Italy this plant has

3 I been

y
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been cultivated, as a substitute, for tlie sugar-cane ; and, of course, most abundantly in the

itself. The cultivation of this plant in India is undoubtedly of g

quHy • the Arabian authors on Materia Medica give sukkur and shukkur, Av. c. 757, as

its names, which are no doubt derived from the same source as the Hindee jaggery,

Tamool sakkara, the Sanscrit sarkura. The last contained in the Amera Kosha, already

back to the beginning of the Christian era ; and Oriental scholars easily
carries us

prove that the manufacture of sugar was known to the Chinese, as well as to the

Hindoos, from very ,arly times. It has been supposed that the Sacchanm of the

accountable, th
Ancients, is not the sugar of the present day; but it would be

how the term Sa^p^apo. ^.x. should be applied to it by Dioscorides, who, uc. 104,

describes it as a concrete honey, similar to salt.

The manufacture of sugar of the best quality in India, is a subject of the greatest

importance to that country, and one which is quite within its capabilities, and the

of those who. with sufficient capital, pay due attention to the cultivation of

as well as to the manufacture of the sugar. The variety of cane hitherto
power

the

cultivated in India has been very inferior in quality to that employed elsewhere

far back as 1796, Dr. Roxburgh, (Fl. Ind. 1/240), Introduced from Chma,mto the

Calcutta Botanic Garden, a variety, which he called Sacchanwi sinense. wflich, from

hardness, resisting the attacks of the white ant, and the jackal, at the same

that it produced a crop, even in the third year, resisting drought to a great degree,

and yielding juice of a richer quality, was hoped would prove superior to the cane,

which was common all over India. Within the last few years the Otahe.te sugar-

cane, probably tecA«n<m vlolaceum, "Canne de Haiti," of Tussac, has been introduced

into India by Capt. Sleeman, and cultivated in the Calcutta Botanic Garden by Dr.

Wallich, whence it has spread rapidly over great part of India, as Seringapatam,

Bombay, Saharunpore, and the Deyra Doon.

attention to the. various physical agents which control the secretion of the
Due

juices, good soil, free exposure to air, and light, as well as^ sufficient irrigat

and only a moderate degree of cold during the winter months, appear to me essential

for securing the richest secretion of Saccharine matter ; while equal care and attention

must be paid by the manufacturer to the Chemistry of the subject. That the utmost

success is attainable, is evident from specimens which have been sent to this country

from India, and some of which have been pronounced by the best judges to be " fully

equal to any su-ar brou-ht to the London market." As this subject is of too great

portanc be passed slightly over, and too extensive to be comprised within

of the present work, the Author intends taking an eariy opportunity of treating

the subject in detail.

Besides the above, and their extensive uses as grain, and as fodder for cattle, many

of the Grasses, though delicate in structure, and narrow in leaf, are valuable from their

durability, partly from containing so much silex in their cuticle, and are therefore

employed for thatching, such as Im-pmta Kamgii, and Saccharum canalkulatum.

Some,
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Some, as Eragrostis cynostiroides, are employed for rope-making, as Stipa lenacisshna^

the true Esparto (Spartum) of the Spaniards, as well as Lygeicm Spartum are in Europe.

Some of the species of Saccharum are employed by the natives for making their

reed pens, and others for their arrows. The Bamboo, from its multiplied uses, may

rival almost any other produce of the vegetable kingdom, though, from not yielding

any portion fitted for food, it is of less importance than some others ; the young parts,
I

however, being soft and tasteless, are employed for making both into pickles and

preserves. The singular substance secreted within its hollow stem, and near the joints,

has long been known in Indian medicine, being the bims-lochun of the Hindoos, tabashccr

of the Arabs ; kshir or chir, means juice, or extract, in Sanscrit. It has been thought

by some to be the Saccharum of the Ancients, but without sufficient foundation.

The grasses, though humble in appearance, and inconspicuous in inflorescence, arc,

as we have seen, among the most important of plants; they are among the first to grow

upon new or barren soils, and thus moderating the extremes of heat and cold, serve to

modify climate, at the same time that they prevent land, which has long been in use

from becoming sterile, in consequence of the yearly additions which they make to the

soil, of organized matter from their own decay. Their universal diffusion, and great
r

similarity in nature, has rendered easy the colonization of distant lands by man, as well

as the transport of herbivorous cattle from one part of the world to another. No plants,

therefore, are more worthy of continued and extended experiments in India, as few

things can more effectually benefit society, or promote the best interests of the country,

than increasing the productiveness of a Cereal grain, or improving the culture of a

Pasture-grass, except it be introducing new kinds of each, suited to the different
r

parts of the wide-spread territories, and diversified climates, of that empire, knowing,

as expressed in the terse language of Linnaeus, that Gramina, folia pecoribus et jumentis
r

IcEta pascua^ semina minora avibus, majora hominibus escuknta sunt.

ACOTYLEDONE^ or FLOWERLESS PLANTS.

or

197. FILICES.

Ferns being allied, in some points of structure, to Phsenogamic Plants, and beii

most conspicuous in appearance, and peculiar in structure, at one time trailing

their stems on, or below the ground, and, at another, elevating them into the air like

the trunk of Palms, may well commence the series of Cryptogamic Plants. Ferns

differ much from all living plants, but have numerous representatives in the Fossil

Flora.' They prevail chiefly whe degree of moisture ; hence they

abundant in insular situations, in the forests of tropical the

mountains of^northern latitudes. Heat, though favourable to their development, is

less necessary than moisture ; but this of itself produces greater equability of tempe-

or
Orature, and hence we have Ferns widely diffused

;
prevalent in islands, and diminishin

on continents, but even there, more abundant in the moist, than in the dry parts. This

3i2 also
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also explains why they decrease so rapidly from equinoctial regions to a little beyond

the tropics; for instance, forming l-9th of the vegetation of Phaenogamous Plants of

Jamaica; but only l-971st of the Flora of Egypt; and though the heat so rapidly

diminishes, yet the proportion of Ferns increases, as they form 1-3 1st of the vegetation

of Scotland, 1-lOth of Greenland, and l-7th of North Cape. The further extension

of Tree-ferns into the southern hemisphere is thus accounted for, from the greater

proportion there, of sea ; they exist at the southern extremity of Van Diemen's Land,

and even at Dusky Bay in New Zealand, while they are not found beyond St. Helena

and Silhet in the northern hemisphere : the former in 2^^ and the other in 27° of north

latitude. India in the northern parts, Africa, and the Mediterranean region, being

dry, are therefore unfavourable to the existence of such plants. Hence we might infer

the more moist state of the ancient world, from the great proportion of Ferns and Tree-

ferns, which are found in the Fossil Flora. These views are completely borne out in

India, whence a large number of Ferns have been obtained ; nearly five hundred are

enumerated by Dr.Wallich in his Catalogue : many of them certainly from the islands

of the Indian Archipelago, but the majority are from the Malayan Peninsula,

Silhet, Nepal, and the Himalayas, as well as from the w^est coast of the Peninsula,

where there is considerable moisture. Few are found in the plains of India, where for

a great part of the year dryness prevails. In the author's collection there are about

ei"-hty species, obtained chiefly from the tract of the Himalayas, between the (ranges

and Sutlej rivers, and only one species from the plains of India, that is, Aspknium

radiatinyi of Swartz, which is found at Saharimpore and Delhi, and along the banks of

the Jumna, often on the sides of wells. This species is also found in Arabia and the

Peninsula of India. The only other Fern I found in the plains was Cheilanthes dealbata ;

but even this only near the Rajmahl hills, where there are also a few other species,
*

as Lj/godium microphi/llum, &c.

Among the Ferns, as in several other families, of the geographical distribution of

which we have treated, there are several genera, common to both the Old and New

World ; of these many are found in the southern parts of Incffa, as the Peninsula,

Bengal, and Silhet, whence they extend to the lower parts of Nepal, as Acrosiichum

,

Hemionitis, Antrophyum, Meniscium, TcEnitis, NothoclcEna, Bkchnum, LomaiHa, Vittarlay

LindscEdy Dicksonia, Cyathaa, Ceratopie?is, Hymenophyiluin, Trkhomanes , and Angiopterk.

Allantodia, found in the Moluccas and New Holland, extends north on one hand to

Madeira, and to Nepal and Japan on the other. The genera of which species extend to

the more northern parts of the Himalayas are Grammitis, Cheilanthes, Adiantum, Pteris,

Davallia, Gkkhenia, and Lygodium. In these mountains, likewise, occur species of

other genera, which are found in most parts of the world, and occurring with the above

in other parts of India, such as Polypodium^ Aspknium, Nephrodium, Aspidium^ and

Ophioghssum . Pkopeltis, though differing little from Foiypodiiim, has one species, P. niida,

common in the Himalayas ; the others being found in Tropical America, at the Cape

of Good Hope, and the Mauritius. Besides these, there are also species of Alksurus

{Cryptogrammo).
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(Cryptogramtna), found on the lofty mountains of Kemaon, of. which the others occur

in Europe, Arctic America, and on the Andes ; Wbodwardia, prevalent in the northern

hemisphere, chiefly in the New "World, and also in Tropical America; Osmunda and

Botrychium, found in the temperate and cold parts of both hemispheres ; Scolopendr'ium

is stated as being a native of the Himalayas ; but Mr. Don, from naming his species,
J

S. dubimn, appears to be himself doubtful on the subject. Arihohotrj/s.Dr.'Wa.Ukh

suggests, is only a species of Aspidium ; and Spharopteris is a genus which is peculiar

to Nepal.

In extending our view from genera to species we shall find confirmations of the same

general principles which we have seen to hold good in other natural families ;
though

many species are of course peculiar to India, others likewise occur elsewhere. Thus

some are found in the New World, as Acrostichum aureum, L., Polypodium phymatodes,

L., Adiantum lumdatiim, Burm., Aspidium ed-altatum, Sw., DavalUa tenuifolia, Sw.,

Pteris longifolia, L., P. biaurita, Lin., is also considered by some botanists as occurring

in India, but the species has been named P. nemoralis by Dr.Wallich.

Others, common in the islands of the great ocean, and in the Indian Archipelago,

extend into India, as Polypodium alternifoHum, Willd., P. quercifoUum, L., Pteris nemo,

rails, Lomaria scandens, Willd., Vittaria elongata, Sw., Davallia polypodioides, Don-

which appears to be the same as D.Jlaccida, Gleichenia Hermanni, Br., Lygodlum micro-

phyllum^ L., and semibipirmatum. ,

Soaie Chinese and Japan species are also found in the Himalayas, as Nothochlcena

piloselloides, Kaulf., which is common in the Archipelago, Meniscium triphyllu?n, Pteris

semipinnata, Linn., and P. nervosa, Thunb., Blechnum oi'ientale, and Lygodiumjaponicum.

As we have seen the prevalence of European species of other families in the Himalayas,

so do we among the Ferns, as Adiantum Capillus Veneris, L., Asplenium Trichomanes^Ju.,

^w& A. septentrionak.^'N,, Woodivardia radicans, Sw., A. plebeiumyBv., is nedLt A. Ruta

murarla, L., and is so named in Dr.Wallich's Catalogue, No. 233. Pteris Iceta, Wall., is

thought by Mr. Don to be identical with P. cretica, of the south of Europe. Pleopeltis

nuda, found all along the Himalayas, is very closely allied to P. ensifoUa, found at the

Cape of Good Hope ; while Pteris deltoides, nob., is very similar to P. calomelanos,

another Cape of Good Hope species.

Ferns, though extensively diffused, and extremely curious in structure, are of less

direct utility to man, than many other families of plants less numerous in species, and

individuals. The fronds of some have been burnt for the purposes of yielding alkali,

though none is detected in the analysis of male Fern; while those of^other species,

when young, are cropped by cattle. In a cooked state, they are also employed as a

portion of the diet of the inhabitants of Norway and of Scotland, and, as I have seen

by the shepherds in the Himalayas ; and the roots of Nephrodium esculentum, are eaten

in Nepal, according to Dr. Hamilton ; Diplazium esculentum, Pteris esculenta, and

others, are also employed as food. P. aquilina and Nephrodium Fili.v Mas, Yi?ive been

used in the manufactuie of beer, and Aspidium fragrans as a substitute for tea.

Though
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Though not possessed of any very marked properties, some have been used in medi-

cine from very early times, as they are mentioned by Theophrastus and Dioscorides

;

and it is curious to find many still so employed in India, no doubt owing, in a great

measure, to the Persian translations, from the Arabic version of Greek authors being

chiefly in use among the Mahomedan practitioners of India. This is evident from the

names which are applied to the drugs procurable in the bazars, as Tskoolikundrion, evi-

dently intended for Scolopoidrium, Doonditarus for Drt/opteris ; while others are known

by their Asiatic names, as Surkhiis and Bisfaij ; the former having Bitarus or Pteris

as its Greek synonyme, while the latter has bulooJcunboon, much changed by the errors

of transcribers, as its meaning is stated to be many-footed, and, therefore, no doubt

'

intended for Polypodium. In properties the rhizomes of different Ferns resemble each

other very considerably, and may be substituted one for the other ; they abound in

mucilage, some in fecula, tannin, and volatile oil, on which their virtues principally

depend, whence they are employed as mild astringents, tonics, and anthelmintics;

and some, as Polypodium Calagiiala, &c. as diaphoretics ; others ai'e fragrant, as

Angiopteris erecta, ^nd Aspidhim fragrcms, in Peru. In India the rhizomes, or the dried

fronds, are given for the above-mentioned officinal Ferns of the Greeks. These are

usually procured from Caubul, but they might be more easily obtained, and of as good
F

quality, from the Himalayas. Some of the species indigenous in India are also

employed in medicine, as Asplenlum radiaium, called by the natives in Northern India

Mor-punkhee, ot peacock''sfan. It is curious also to find among the species employed,

Adiantum Capillus Veneris^ which we have seen is indigenous in the Himalayas, as well

as in Europe, and that Shuer-al-fin, or fairy's hair, should be one of its names

;

though Mobarkha and HunsraJ^re its common appellations in India, where it is employed

a%an expectorant. Pureseoshan and Bulootingen, names attached to it in the Persian

works on Materia Medica, seem only to be corruptions of Perisethion and Polytrichum,

by which it was formerly known.

/

198. EQUISETACE^.

The EquisetacecB, named from the single genus which the order contains, are unde-

termined with respect to their affinity to any existing families of plants, but form a

gigantic tribe in the Fossil Flora. Dr. Lindley remarks, that in arrangement and

appearance of reproductive organs, they resemble Zamia, and in general aspect Casua-

riiia; and that they approach ConifercE more closely than any thing else, of which

he considers^them a degeneration, through Cycadacece. He accordingly places them

following TaxacecE, at the end of the class of Gymnosperms. The EquisetacecB are,
-

however, usually placed among Cryptogamic plants, to the germination of which,

approaching nearly to that of Mosses, theirs is similar.

The EquisetacecE, few in number, and small in stature, are distributed throughout

many parts of the world, chiefly in the northern hemisphere, though E. ehngatiim

extends to Mauritius, Bourbon, and Southern Africa. A few are found in the hot

parts.
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parts, both of the Old and New World, but they prevail in the greatest numbers

in temp chiefly in ditches, and on the banks of rivers. E. paliist)

E. sylvaticuniy and E. arvense, are found in both Europe, N. America, and the two

latter also in N. Asia. In India, one species, E. debile, has been described by

Dr. Roxburgh as indigenous in Bengal, and has been found in Dindygul by

Wight, in Burma by Wallich (E. pallens), and along the foot of the Himalayas from

Silhet to the Deyra Doon, as well as in the Northern Doab along the banks of the

Jumna, though some of these vary in appearance from Dr. Roxburgh's Bengal speci-

mens. E. diffusum is a species described by Mr. Don from Nepal, and ^hich he

informs me is identical with E.scopaiiumy of Wall. Cat. No. 398, and which I have

found in the stony beds of hill streams, especially near Sahunsudhar, where, however,

there is also another species. E. Inglisii, nob., is a new species from Kanum, in

Kunawur, on the northern face of the Himalayas. Equisetums were formerly recom-

mended as medicinal agents, but they are now valued only for their mechanical pro*-

perties, as for polishing different articles, from the quantity of silex (thirteen percent.),

which they contain in their cuticle. Sir D. Brewster (Lind. Nat. Ord. p. 318), observed

these siliceous particles beautifully arranged in two lines parallel to the axes of the

stem. From these observations, it has been concluded that the crystalline portions of

silex and of other earths found in vegetable tissues, are integral parts of the plants

themselves.

199. MARSILEACE^.

The Marsileacea which were formerly united with Saivlmacea, now form two orders,

which are united into one class, Hi/dropterides , by Endlicher. The order, as at present

constituted, contains Pilularla and Marsilea; the former confined to Europe, but the

latter extending north and south, in both hot and temperate climates in the Old World,

with a few species in N. America. The Marsilcace(E have their representatives also
•J

in the Fossil Flora, in the form of Sphenophyllum and Trizyg'ia, the latter figured in

the present work. Tab. 2. fig. 8.

In India there appear to be three distinct species ; M. quadrifolia, the European

species, which is also found in New Holland, and all parts of India ; M. Mgyptiaca,

which is found in the Peninsula, as well as in Egypt, and which appears to be M. erosa,

Willd. ; ^XidiM, coromandeliana (3/. wi;7wto of Lamarck) a species apparently peculiar
f L

to the most southern part of the Indian Peninsula.

200. SALVINIACEiE.

The Salviniaceai i which have been usually united with MarsileacecE ^ chiefly resemble

aquatic Hepaticce in Iiabit ; they are as extensively diffused as MarsikacecE, in hot and

temperate parts, both of the Old and New World. Salvhiia nataiis, found in Europe

and N. America, was found by Dr. Hamilton in Gorukpore, and obtained by myself

from Cashmere. S. cucuUata is a new species, described by Dr. Roxburgh as being

indigenous in Bengal. Azolla, the other genus of the order, which is extensively

diffused
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diffused in the southern hemisphere, being found in New Holland and Van Diemen's

Land, as well as in the Straits of Magelhaens, in South and also in North America,

occurs also in India, having been found by Dr. Hamilton to the eastward of Bengal,

and by myself in Behar. The species appears to be nearly allied to, if not identical

with, A.pinnata, found in New Holland.

201. LYCOPODIACE^.

The LycopodiacecEy named from Lycopodium, or Club-moss, are distinctly characterized

by their Organs of reproduction. Dr. Lindley says they are intermediate, as it were,

between Ferns, and Conlfera, on one hand, and Ferns, and Mosses, on the other ;
related

to the first of these tribes in the want of sexual apparatus, and in the abundance of

annular ducts contained in their axes ; to the second, in the aspect of the stems, of

some of the larger kinds ; and to the last, in their whole appearance. The genera

usually included in the order are, Lycopodium, Fsilotum, and Isoetes. The last is by

some referred to MarsikacecB, but Endlicher has formed it into a separate order, which

he conjoins, however, in a class with Lycopodiacece. The species of Isoetes are all found

submersed, in Europe, Central, and S. Asia, as well as in N. America; they are all

considered varieties of L palustris by Sprengel ; but J. setacea, found in the S of

France, is no doubt a distinct species, and appears identical with S. indica. Wall. Cat.

7072, which is probably the same as 7. coromandeliana. Psilotum consists of three or

four species, found within the tropics of both worlds, and (P. truncatum) in temperate

regions of the southern hemisphere. P. triquetnun, a species found in Tropical America,

the Sandwich Islands, New Holland and Mauritius, 'was obtained by Dr.Wallich in

Nepal, and by myself from Cashmere. The specimens from the three last localities

diifer in no respect from each other, but those from Penang, Ava, and the Indian

Peninsula, differ from the former, as well as the last from the two former, and may

form varieties of, if they be not a species distinct from, P. triquetrum,

Lycopodium, which forms the great bulk of the order, as consisting of about 150

species, is found in all parts of the world, growing both on the earth and on trees, and

in very hot, as well as in very cold, countries, but most abundantly within the tropics,
i

where they are large, and highly ornamental, from the delicate richness of their foliage
;

but that they are not confined to such situations, is evident, from whole tracts in the
4

north of Europe, being covered with Lycopodium alpliium and selaginoides. Species are

also found on the tops of our coldest mountains ; and they occur as far south, as Van

Diemen's Land, and the Straits of Magelhaens. In India they are found, both in hot,

and cold, parts of the country, though entirely absent from the dry plains. Those obtained

in the Peninsula, are chiefly Lycopodium Pfikgmaria, and L. cernuum, which occur also

in Mauritius and Penang, as well as in the Delta of the Ganges, and in Silhet.

L. omithopodioides, canaliculatum, and plumosum, are other Peninsular species. L. imbri-

catum is found in Bengal, and L. circinatum, apparently identical with Thunberg's

plant, was found by Dr. Hamilton in Behar, and by myself in the Central Range ; I

have
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have apparently the same species from Choras on the Choor Mountain. Several
species have been obtained by Drs. Hamilton and Wallich from the Himalayas, and
nearly the same species by myself, from those mountains more to the north-west, as

L. tenellum, (Z. semicordatum and suhdiaphanum, Wall. Cat. 126, and 136) ; -X. suhuli-

folium. Cat. No. 114, from Nepal, I have from Mussooree. From Kunawur I have
L. Kunawurense

,
nob., which is allied to Z. sangidnolentum, a species found near Lake

Baical, and on the wall of China.

202. CHARACE^.

From the obscure nature of the reproductive organs of the genera Cliara, and
Nitella, which form this order, great uncertainty has prevailed among botanists respect-

ing its location in a natural series. Chara was first placed by Linnaeus among Cryp-
togamic, and then among Phsenogamic plants. The same diiference of opinion has

continued among distinguished botanists of the present day, though the Characece are

now generally treated of as a distinct order, and placed near Mosses and Ali>:c£. The
two genera constituting the order are found in water, often stagnant, sometimes salt,

in all parts of the world. Several species of C/iara have been discovered in India,

both in the south and north, and one in Nepal ; but, as far as an opinion can be formed

from specimens in herbaria, the species appear to be in general distinct in the different

parts of India. C. zeylaiiica, which is found near Tranquebar, appears, however, with

setosa and corallina, to be the species most widely diffused. C.filamentosa, foliolosa, and

polpphylla, are other species so named in Dr. Rottler's Herbarium, while C. vcrticillata

,

involucrata, and furcata, are described by Dr. Roxburgh as indigenous in Bengal. Of
the species in the E. Indian Herbarium, C.zeylanica,, 5186 B. andC, of the Madras
Herbarium, and from Sadras, are the same; but 5186, A., found by Dr. Hamilton
near Patna, is a distinct species, perhaps a variety of C. zeylanka; but the specimens

are mixed with the Zannichellia, already mentioned under Fluv'iaks. C.fcetida, Hb.
Ham., from Bangri, is a very elegant species. C. spiralis and C. corallina, Wall. Cat.

yNo. 5188 and 5189, are from the same herbarium and similar locality; C. hispida.

Wall. Cat. No. 5189, or at least the plant so labelled, is Caulinia indica ; while the plant

so named in the Cat. No. 5183, is a Chara, in consequence, probably, of an inter-

change of the tickets of the two plants. C. polycladts is a species described by Mr.

Don from Nepal : two other species were obtained by myself, from the north of India
;

but the identity of these different species, mentioned as Indian, can only be determined

by careful examination of perfect specimens.

203. MUSCI.

Musci, or Mosses, are familiarly known, though the term is much more extensively

applied in popular, than in scientific language. They often escape notice from their

diminutive size, but growing as they usually do together, numbers, as in the case of

Corals, amply compensate for their individual want of bulk, when they are seen

3 K COverm o'
9
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o with beautiful verdure the driest rocks, the barks of trees, or the surface of

the o-round. They are, however, abundant only in temperate climates, where there is

some'' degree of atmospheric moisture : they are also found, but in less variety, within

the tropics, notwithstanding the degree of moisture ;
hence it may be inferred, that it

is the heat of such situations which is injurious to their prevalence
:
their absence,

therefore, from the hot and dry parts of India, as well as of the world, might be

expected, as heat, unaccompanied by moisture, is there usually so greatly in excess

to what is congenial to their habits.

The Muscology of India has been little investigated : none are noticed in Dr. Rox-

burgh's Flora Indica; 113 species are enumerated in Dr.Wallich's Catalogue, chiefly

from Nepal. In the author's collection there are only fifty-five species, almost all from

one locality, that is, Mussooree : of these, several are the same as those in the East-

Indian Herbarium, but others are peculiar to the author's collection, though all are

not new species, being for the most part such as are also found in Great Britain, and

other parts of Europe. Mr. Griffith, when in Assam, paid considerable attention to the

Mosses he found in his journey. The results he has detailed in a paper read before the

Linnsean Society, but which, not having yet been published, I can only refer to

its abstract in the proceedings of the Society. Most of the species w^ere '* gathered

in the Khasya Hills, an elevated tract of country, forming part of the eastern frontier

of British India. The climate is described to be excessively moist, which will account

for the large number of Mosses collected in the journey by Mr. Griffith, forming about

one-eighth of the entire family, 1324 being the amount of species enumerated by Bridel,

in his Bryologia Universa."

The Mosses in Dr. Wallich's and my own collection, have had the advantage of being

examined, and named, by Sir Wm. Jackson Hooker, whose determinations, from his

great knowledge of the subject, and possessing one of the most extensive Herbaria, are

of the greatest value, and worthy the entire confidence of botanists. From his investi-

gations, therefore, we find that in the hot parts of India, and places to its south, such

as the Malayan Peninsula, Penang, and Singapore, where there is also moisture, species

of the genera Sj/irhopodon, Octohlepharum, and Hyophila, have been obtained ; and,

excepting of the last, solitary species, of such genera as Trichostomum, Tortula, Dicra-

7ium, Bryum, and Hi/pnum. Of these, Tortula indica is found on walls near Calcutta,

Bicramm megalophyllumy Brid., in Singapore, //2/p?z«»2 Tavoyense in Tavoy, with H. retro-

Jlexum, and microcarpum, in Ava. Bryum acuminatum, Hook., in Penang, and the West-

Indies. Octoblepkariim albidum, Hedw., in Singapore, also in the West-Indies, S. Ame-

rica, Mauritius, and Madagascar. Hypnum spiniforme, Hedw., at Penang, in Mau-

ritius, the Cape of Good Hope, and the West-Indies. Of the genera of tropical situ-

ations, of which species extend into Nepal and the mountains, we may mention

Syrrhopodon, Calymperes, Schiotheimia, and Pterogonium. Orthodon is common to Nepal

and the Isle of Bourbon, the same species, 0. sei^ratiis, occurring in both. Sclera-

dontum^ found in Brazil and New Holland, has also a species, S. secundum, in the

Himalayas,
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Himalayas, as has Glyphocarpus, of which the other species are found at the Cape of

Good Hope. Hookeria, frequent in tropical, but rare in temperate regions, has one

species, H. acutifoUa, peculiar to Nepal ; but the other, H. rotulata, Sm., is also found

in the West-Indies, New Zealand, and at the Cape of Good Hope.

Genera peculiar to Nepal, but of which only single species have yet been described,

are Hymenostylium, Leptohymenium, Regmatodon, and Lyellia : but the genera, to which

the great mass of the species found in these mountains belong, are those which are best

known in Europe, and other temperate parts of the world, such as Gymnostomtan,

Grimmia, Orthotrichum, Zygodon, Trematodon, Dicraymm, Didymodo7i, Tortula, Brachy-

menium, Bryum, Pohlia, Bartramia, Fwiaria, Polytrichum, Hypnum, Leskea, Neckcra,

Leucodon, and Fissidens.

As we have seen the genera of hot climates prevailing in the southern parts of India,

spreading into Nepal, and still further north into the Himalayas, and occurring with an

occasional species of a European genus, so do we observe among the species, the

prevalence of several which occur in other hot parts of the world, though there are with

them a great many which are identical with those of temperate climates, as of Europe

and of the British Isles. This mixture of tropical and European forms, we have seen

to prevail very frequently even with the genera and species of more highly developed

forms of vegetation, and which was ascribed to the equability of temperature and of

moisture of the rainy season during which these anomalies occur. It has long been

observed by the most distinguished botanists, and am.ong these by Mr. Brown, who
holds the first rank among them, that the species of the less highly developed forms

have a very wide geographical distribution. Of this several examples are given in

the list appended by Mr. Brown to his General Remarks on the Botany of Terra Aus-

tralis. Many have been adduced in the present work, as well among Phaenogamic as

among Cryptogamic Plants, and a still greater number in proportion to the new species,

are now to be adduced from among the true Mouses.
M

The species of Mosses which have been found in Nepal, and the neighbourhood of

Mussooree in the Himalayas, and which also occur in other, often very distant coun-

tries where the climate is hot, are Oi^thodon serratus, Schwagr., Dicranumfragile, Hook.,

Didymodon sqtiarrosum, Hook., which occur in Mauritius ; also Fissidens polypodioides,

Hedw., likewise found in the West-Indies ; as are Bryum coi^onatum, Schwagr.,
r -

Funaria calvescens, Schwagr., Hypmim fiexiky Sm., Neckera cladoi^hizanSy Hedw.,

N. undulata, Hedw., Hookeria rotidata, Sm. Neckera dendroides. Hook., occurs in

the Sandwich Isles ; Hypnum jiexiky Sm^ and arbusculiim, Hook., are likewise

found in New Zealand ; as well as Hookeria rotulatay Sm., and Funaria arborescens,

Schwagr., in New Holland. The European species, many of them British, and some

also occurring in N. America, and which have been found in the Himalayas, are

Gymnostomum rufescens,lloo\i.^ Trcmatodon longicolUsy Rich., Dicranumheteromallujn,

Hedw., squarrosum and ^e.z'Mo.yMwz, Hedw., scopariwn, }J.edw.y longifoHumy Ehrh., and

glaucum, Hedw., Didymodon purpuream. Hook.?, Tortula angustifoliay Hook., ^ndfallax,

3 k2 bW.,
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Sw., Bryum julaceum, Schrad., caspititum,L^nn., argenteum, Lin., aispidatum, Schreb.,

nutans, Schreb., elongatum, yslT, rostratum, Schrad? roseum, Schrad? and turbinatumy

Sw.yPohlia elotigatdy Hedw., Bartramia Halleriana, Hedw., and B.fontana, Sw., Poly-

trichurn abides, Hedw., P.mdulatum, Hedw., P.urnigerum, Linn., and P .juniperinum,

Willd., Hypnum serpens, Hedw., H. proliferum, Linn., H. prcelongum, Linn., H. mol-

luscum, Hedw., H.cupressiforme, Lmn., H. ruscifolium. Neck., and H. abietinum, Linn.,

Neckera tenuis^ Hook., and N. pennata, Hedw., Fissidens bryoides, Hedw., and F. taxi-

folia, Hedw. The species found by Mr. Griffith, which are also identical with those
A.

indigenous in Europe, were found about a thousand miles to the S.E. of the parts of

the Himalayas, whence a great majority of the foregoing were procured. According to

the abstra'ct, given in the Proceedings of the Linnean Society, his ** collection contains

Sphagnum obtusifoUum, Polytrichum urnigerum, and abides, Weissia Templetoni, Dicra-

num scoparimn, and glaucum, Bartramia fontana, and several others familiar to the

European muscologist ; but the far greater number of the species have not been pre-

viously described." ^

204. HEPATICiE.

The Hepaticce, named originally from their liver-like colour, are intermediate in

structure between Lichencs and Musci. The Jungermannids are sometimes separated

from the Marchatitias, at other times they are united together; but in the investi-

gations of Nees von Esenbeck and of BischofF, adopted by Endlicher, the HepaticcB are
«

distinguished into the smaller orders, Ricciacece, Anthocerotece , MarchantiacecB, and

Jungcrmanniacccp, and all of which are found in moist situations on the earth or trees in

all parts of the world. These, like other Cryptogamic plants, have been but imper-

fectly investigated in the Himalayas, or indeed in India in general, and therefore many

genera and species will probably be added to the numbers already known, as there are

only ten of the former, and about thirty of the latter. Among the genera, Plagio-
m

chosma is peculiar to Nepal ; Dumortiera is a wide-spread tropical genus, which has a

species in the mountains of Ava; Blandowia and Grimmaldia, found in the south of

Europe and America, have likewise species in Nepal, where are also found species of

Anthoceros, Riccia, Fimbriaria,
.
Hygropyla, Taylor; lungermannia, and Marchantia,

The species are chiefly new, and have been named by Lehmann : with these have

been found Jungermamiia diclados, Brid., /. scorpioidcs, N. ab E., J.juniperina fill-

formis, Sw.., together with Marchantia squamosa, Raddi, and the universally-diffused

M. polymorpha, which found in Europe, Africa, and even North America, also occurs in

the Himalayas.

205. LICHENES.

Lichenes, often called in English Rock Moss, have been, described by Fries as " types

o^Algrp, bora in the ajr, interrupted in their development by the deficiency of water,

and stimulnted into forming a nucleus (or receptacle of sporules) by light." Agardh

considers
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d them more nearly allied to Fungi than to Alga. They are aerial perennial

plants, cellular in structure, indefinite and

form

no fixed symmetry of

They are found growing on stones, or on the earth, or on living or dead, but

usually on decaying parts of plants, sometimes on the trunks of and sometimes

the especially of tropical evergi

Lichene and

3ens. Pulverulent Lichenes are the first

ly-formed islands, then follow foliaceous

then Mosses and Hepaticas (D'Urville ex Lindley). A certain degree of

plants that clothe the bare rocks of

moisture, though than that required for other Cryptogamic Plants

for the growth of Lichenes : we, therefore, find them flourish o

is necessary

comparatively dry

with moderate temperatures, but attaining perfection in the moist seasons of

the year; abounding but less frequently forming fructification, in much colder

regions, and thus extending from the equator to polar regions, and from the rocky

shores of the ocean to the verge of perpetual snow. It has been remarked that the
"

same species are found in very different parts of the world, and that the Lichens of

Europe differ from those of North America Mr. Brown long ago enumerated

I Humboldt, (Syn. PI. iEquinoct.the European species in New Holland, and Baron

Orbis Novi,) has since mentioned those in the mountains of South America.

This is observed, but in a still more remarkable manner, in the comparatively few

Lichens which I collected in the Himalayas, almost the whole of which are pronounced

by Professor Don, who has had the kindness to examine and compare them, to be

identical with European species, and I can add my testimony to his, as I am unable

to perceive any specific difference in those which I have compared.

Among the most conspicuous of the Himalayan Lichenes, are Usnea barhata and

TJ.florida; the former extending south to Ceylon and the Peninsula of India, especially

Coo o the latter is found on Chimborazo S. America, and

Borrera furfi and B. ciliaris qually European species, are both

New Holland

very common
especially the former, in the Himalayas. To this genus belongs the Lichen {B. Ashneh
nob.), which is called chulchelerd, and so extensively employed in India as a dye
B. ciliaris is also found in Coorg, and Roccella fuciformis, or flat-leaved Orchil,

abundantly in Tranquebar. Ramalina farinacea is extremely abundant in the H
very

lay and found the Peninsula, in the H near Cudalore Of Gyroph
species which is closely allied to, if it be not identical with G. murina ; while of Pelti

dea, P. canina, is found on the Choor mountain Parmelia perlata, caperata, physodes

and aipolia, with Sticta pulmonacea and scrobiculatd, are indigenous in the Himalay as

well as in Europe. Besid these other species of the former g well in

Himalayas as in the Peninsula. In the former are also found a species of Alect

A.juhataly with Stereocaulon paschale, and species of Cladoma nd Scyphoph

Numerous species of crustaceous Lichens may also be seen, both on trees and rocks

on the mountains, as well as in the pla

genera LecQjiora, Lecidea, Lepraria,

The

Pel

few in Herbaria belong to the

Endocarpon^ Ver

and Arthonia From Bombay specimens have been sent of Usnea barbata

Opegrapha,

and jiorida,

with
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with a species of Borrera, and from Ceylon varieties of Roccelta fuciformis, with

Ramalina fastigiata from the Sunderbund or Delta of the Ganges.

Thou"-h obscure and apparently insignificant as plants, the Lichens yet serve some

important purposes ; some are useful as medicines, and others in the arts ; several

serve as food for herbivorous quadrupeds, as deer and antelopes, and a few for man

himself. Those which have been employed as food, contain a starchy substance, called

Lichenin, which renders them nutritive and demulcent: among these is Cetraria islandica,

or Iceland Moss, after it has been steeped in water. The several species oiGyrophora,

as G . proboscidea and G. veliea, though bitter and nauseous, constitute the tripe de Roche

of the Canadians, which supported Sir John Franklin and his companions in Arctic

America ; they are found in cold rocky situations, especially on granite, in almost

all parts of the world, G.cylindrica is occasionally used in Iceland as food. So, in

Lapland, Akctoria jubata, according to Linnseus, supplies the rein-deer with food in

winter; as does Cladonia rangifcr'uia, or rein-deer moss, which grows there in great

abundance, and serves to pasture the vast herds of rein-deer, which constitute the sole

wealth of the Laplanders. Many others might be edible, if it were not for the bitter

principle which they contain along with the fecula. Berzelius has proposed removing

this, by macerating them in a weak solution of carbonate of potass (one part to three

hundred of water), and afterwards washing them in cold water. This bitter principle

has been called Cetraria, and imparts tonic properties to several of the species, as to

Borrerafurfuracea, and others which have been used for the same purposes, as Cetraria

Islandica; and some have been employed as a substitute for hops in the brewing of beer.

Some of the Lichens are, however, more valuable for yielding a fine dye, than for

any other purpose : this is developed, as is well known to practical men, by digesting

the lichen, with the assistance of heat, in a weak solution of ammonia, (v. Visgor in

Proc. of Com. Agr. R. As. Soc.) Of all the Lichens, Roccella tinctoria is by far the

most valuable, being employed for making orchil or archil, and is for this purpose

imported from the Canaries, Azores, and Cape-Verd Islands, as well as from Sicily

:

that obtained from the first is much the most valuable, selling even for £400 a ton.

R. fuciformis, the other species of the genus, is more widely diffused, being found in

Europe, Brazil, as well as in Ceylon, and the Peninsula of India, whence several

specimens have been sent to the Royal Asiatic Society, but this is far inferior in quality,

containing, indeed, hardly any colouring matter. Usnea barbata is described by Hum-
boldt as bemg employed in South America for a similar purpose ; but some of

crustaceous Lichens are also valuable, as Lecanora Parella, the Perelle of Auver^ne
and other parts of France, where it is extensively employed to produce a dye far

superior to that of another Lecanora, L. tartarea, the Cudbear, and equal to that of the

Roccella tinctoria ex Hooker. So also Parmclia sa.vatilis and omphalodcs are used in

Scotland. Several other of the crustaceous Lichens are employed, though none
yield so fine a colour as the Archil, or the Perelle; but as the colouring matter
IS not confined to a few only, it is more than probable that some of the Indian and

Himalayan
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Himalayan species may be found to yield a valuable dye, and thus become articles of
commerce. The dryer climates will probably yield it of a finer quality than the moist,

and the secretion seems much influenced by local circumstances. One species is

already employed as a dye by the natives of India, that called by them ckulche-

leeruy and which appears to be a species of Borrera. It is curious that this is described
in their works under the name of Ashneh, which is no doubt the origin of Usnea, and
for which Persian authors give ubri/on as the Greek synonyme. This may be ^puov,

mentioned under X£/;^ivo^, Diosc. 4. 53. The Usnea, which was known to the older

writers, as Dillenius and Ray, is described as a filiform lichen, found on trees in

the East-Indies : and this is mentioned by Acharius, under the name of Alectoria Ara-
bum, though by many it has been considered merely a conjectural species.

This adds another to the many instances already adduced of the correspondence in

past times between the early famed East and the later civilized West, both in articles

of Materia Medica, and the various natural products employed in the Arts.

206. FUNGI.

The Fungi or Mushroom tribe, including the true Mushrooms, Puff Balls, and
Mildews, are considered to be most allied to Lichens by some botanists, and by others
to Algae. Some, indeed, have stated that Fungi and Alga are rather distinguished by
the medium in which they are developed, than by any peculiarity in their organisation.
They are found growing in the earth, or on decaying vegetable or animal matter, and
are as remarkable for the rapidity of their growth,which frequently takes place during
the night, as for their perishable nature and the short space of time (only a few hours)
that some of them require to vegetate in, and to attain perfection. Their geographical
distribution is but little understood; in fact, the Fungi themselves of most countries are
but little known, from the difficulty of preserving specimens; so that in many instances,
if not completely examined and described, or drawn, on the spot, it is in vain to remedy
the deficiency from the contents of an Herbarium. Those of tropical countries are
almost unknown

;
only twenty-five are enumerated by Humboldt and Bonpland from

S. America, and only ten (and these European species) by Mr. Brown, as found in New
Holland. None are mentioned by Dr. Roxburgh in the Flora Indica, or in the Cata-

of the Calcutta Botanic Garden: and in the Autho there are only
about forty species from the Himalayan mountains. These have been examined
by Professor Don, who finds, as in the Lichens, that the majority have the closest
resemblance to European species, but, from the perishable nature of the specimens,
their identification is much more difficult.

Of the genus Agaricus, the most highly developed of the Mushrooms
numerous in species, there are several in the Himalayas, and among them two which
are very like A, Georgii^nd. A. Orcades, both eatable European species, the formef of
which, according to some botanists, is only a variety of ^. campestrls, or common JMush-

and

room There are also species of Merulius, and several of both BokUis and of Poli/p

among
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among those of the latter, P . fomentarius, and one which closely resembles P. versi-

color^ Besides these there are species of Lycoperdon and Phallus, Geaster and Cla-

varia; and among the species of the two latter genera, there are G. rufescens, with

C, militaris and C diptala,

Europeans in North-western India often mention Truffles {Tuber cibarium) as pur-

chaseable at the Hurdwar Fair ; I only obtained specimens of common Morels, or

Morchdla esculenta, the Kana kuchoo of the natives of India, which are every year

brought down for sale from Cashmere ; and whence some fine specimens were pro-

cured in 1831, by the plant collectors detached from the Saharunpore Botanic Garden.

Travellers have also mentioned to me, that the common mushroom is found in the

Himalayas ; it may be so, but the specimens which came nearest to it in my collec-

tion resemble A. Gcorgih already mentioned, as an edible species.

The Putigi vary much in properties, but are comparatively of little use
;
some cer-

tainly are ''edible, but many are poisonous in nature; the prejudice, however, is

greater in England than on the Continent, where many more species are eaten, and

even reckoned delicacies. There are, no doubt, good grounds for the distrust enter-

tained respecting them, in consequence of the difficulty of distinguishing the whole-

some from the noxious species. It would, however, be desirable to ascertain whether

many of the species indigenous in the Himalayas might not be employed as articles

of diet, as so many similar species are on the Continent of Europe, paying due atten-
w

tion to the caution with which such experiments can alone be carried on.

Some of the Fun^i have been employed in medicine from very early times, and a

few of the same still continue to be so, as Boletus purgans {B. Laricls). Polyporus

igmar'ms and fomentarius, employed as styptics and cathartics, and supposed to be

included under the Ayapixov of the Ancients: these the Arabians (Avic. c. 80) and

Persians refer to, and describe as vulnerary and cathartic, under the name of Gharikoon,

under which name 1 obtained in the bazars of India a species of Polyporus. The Fungi

described by Dioscorides (s-ep* (xuxr^ro):^ . 4. c. 73) as of two kinds, one edible and the

other noxious, are referred to by Avicenna, c. 275, under Fittur ; and the two kinds

are distinguished in Persian works in India, by the names kuma, the esculent, an6.Jiltm\

the poisonous Fungi. The proximate principles of this order, as my friend, Mr. Pereira,

has briefly stated, are—" 1. Futigin, a nitrogenous, highly nutritious woody matter ;
2.

Amanitin, the active ingredient of some of the Agarici; 3. Boletic Acid; 4. Fungic Acid.

Mushroom Sugar has been found identical with Mannite''' Oxalic acid, probably in

the state of a BinoxalatCy has been detected in Boletus sulphureus, by Dr. Scott of

Dublin. The Fungus, usually called Ergot of Rye, either possesses, or gives origin in

the grain, which it stimulates into diseased action, to a very active principle, espe-

cially useful as a medicinal agent, and named Ergotcetia ahortifaciens by Mr. Quekett.

Something similar to this is, I believe, employed by the Hukeems of India in cases

of the same nature ; this would be an interesting subject of inquiry for some of the

medical service of India. !

207. Alg^,
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weed

207. ALGiE.

The AlgcE, in the extended signification of the term, include not on
but also the articulated salt and fresh water ConfervEe. together with the still less

highly developed plants, consisting of mere threads or vesicles, or slimy, jelly-like

plants, described by Bory de St. Vincent. As the last are found in damp and shady
situations, or even on rocks, which are kept constantly moist, and such plants as that

called Red Snow, one of the Nostochince, occur not only near the North Pole, but also

in the Alps; they may be found in the Himalayas, together with some of the fresh

water Confervae, which are usually found in temperate climates ; while of the true

Fuci, the Lemanias are only found in the fresh water of mountain torrents.

In the numerous families treated of in this work, we have seen that many of the

aquatic species, or those delighting in moist situations, have a more extensive distri-

bution, in consequence of the greater equability of temperature produced by moisture,

and we might therefore expect many of the same genera and species in the waters of

the Indian Ocean, as in those of more northern latitudes ; but it has been observed

Lamouroux and Greville, that Confervas are comparatively rare within the tropics, but

a few species are found in Dr. Rottler's Herbarium from the neighbourhood of Tran-

quebar.

The Fucacea are much more extensively distributed, as some occur in all latitudes,

and though the Ulvas flourish most in the polar and temperate zones, Sargassum,

tropic-grape or gulf-weed, floats in immense fields in 40° of latitude. The DictyotecE

increase in numbers as we approach the equator ; and Hypnea, Cystoseria, Sargassum,

Zonaria, Spharococcus, Thaumasiay Acanthophora, Tammphora, Amansia, Caulerpa,

and Gelidium, of which swallows build the so much prized '' edible bird's-nests,"

abound in tropical seas. Few have been described from the Indian Ocean, but several

are contained in Dr. Rottler's Herbarium, which the author will take some future

opportunity of describing.

The lowest types of Algcp. serve probably as food for animalcules, which them-

selves become the prey of more highly developed animals. Many of the sea-weeds

are used as food in different countries, and some, as Lavery are even considered

delicacies at the tables of the rich, whilst others are valued as diet for the sick. Gracil-

aria lichenoides is esteemed as food in Ceylon ; G, tenax is valued by the Chinese

as the basis of an excellent glue and varnish, and the Gelidium, collected by swallows

for their nests, gives origin to a very extensive commerce. Some of the sea-weeds are

employed as manure ; others are burnt for the impure carbonate of soda, which they

yield ; a few are valued as medicinal agents, from containing among their constituents

the powerful agent Iodine, so much employed in the treatment of scrofula and of goitre.

It is curious, as stated by Dr. Greville, '* that the stems of a sea-weed are sold in

the shops, and chewed by the inhabitants of South America, wherever goitre is

prevalent, for the same purpose. This remedy is termed by them palo coto (literally

3l goitre
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goitre stick); and, from fragments brought by Dr. Gillies, who gave Dr. Greville this

information, the plant is decided to belong to the type Laminacecs, and is probably a

species of Laminaria."' It is equally interesting and remarkable, that the natives

of India alon^ the foot of the Himalayas, where goitre is prevalent, should employ

a leaf, which they describe as being brought from a great distance, and which they

call giilur U putta, or goitre-leaf, and consider efficacious for the cure of that com-

plaint; this also seems to be that of a sea-weed, the specimens, which I am at

present unable to find, resembled the crumbled fragments of a leaf of Potaviogdon

natans, but they are as likely to be those of a Fucus, brought from a distant sea,

and which I would suggest as an interesting subject of inquiry to be traced out in India.

Having treated of the various Families of Plants which constitute the Flora of the

Plains and Mountains of India ; noticed their Geographical distribution, especially

as connected with Climate, not only in India, but in other parts of the world ; speci-

fied the various Genera, and enumerated the several Species which are also found

elsewhere; and thence having drawn the necessary inferences respecting the Culture

in ludia of the valuable plants of other countries, similar in climate or vegetation

;

treated of the Literary History of several Indian Products mentioned by Classical

Authors, and in detail of the Cultivation of a few of the more important, as Tea, Cotton,

and Tobacco; besides paying especial attention to the Properties of Plants as connected

with Structure, and pointing out those which are suitable to an English climate.

The Author feels that he has endeavoured to the best of his abilities to fulfil the

promises which were held out in the original Prospectus of the Work ; as he has

thus displayed the vast internal resources of India, as well in what is ornamental as in

whatever is useful or necessary for the comforts of the people, or the wants of a great

empire. It was then stated, that *' in no part of the British dominions were the riches

and variety of the productions of nature greater, or the forms more interesting, than in

the Himalayan Mountains, which form so stupendous a barrier between the dominions

of the British and the territories of the Chinese. Their western bases resting on the

arid plains of India abound in all the forms, both of animal and vegetable life, which

are characteristic of tropical countries, while their gradually elevated slope, which

supports vegetation at the greatest heights known in the world, affords at intermediate

elevations all the varieties of temperature adapted to the production of forms, which
are considered peculiar to very different latitudes ;" and as no connected and illustrated

view had been published of the " progressive transitions, from the productions which
are characteristic of the plains of India, and which exist at the bases of these moun-
tains, to those found at different elevations on their acclivities, where a gradual
approach is made to the forms common in Europe, America, and Japan," it

seemed - advisable, while discussing the appearance and distribution of the different

families
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families of plants, to notice the soil or rock formation in which they exist, the atmo-
spherical phenomena by which they are surrounded, and the animal forms with which
they are associated."

*' A further advantage attending such an arrangement," it was stated, " would be

the facilities afforded for comparison with the Flora and other productions of countries

which approximate in climate, though widely differing in geographical position, while

the properties and applications of the more useful plants might be indicated. Frequent

opportunities will thus also occur, both of pointing out what useful or ornamental plants

might be introduced from India into Europe, or conversely what success would be

likely to attend the cultivation in India of the more useful plants of other countries."

These objects have not been accomplished without the sacrifice of much time and

labour, as not only did each individual plant require to be separately examined, and

often afterwards to be compared with similar species in the collections of the metro-

polis, but the different subjects and applications pointed out in each family of plants,

required to be investigated not only in separate publications, but in such as treated

of very different branches of science. To those unacquainted with such subjects, the

produce will hardly appear equivalent to the labour bestowed on it, as the results only
r

being given, the investigations which have been gone through do not appear ; but

it may be mentioned, that the present work is the first published, in which the entire

Indian Flora is arranged according to the Natural Families of plants, the only method

which enables us to treat systematically of their Geographical distribution, Culture in

new situations, or of their Properties, as connected with, or dependent on Structure.

Though yielding to none in his conviction of the imperative necessity of careful

research and scrupulous accuracy, both in ascertaining facts and in drawing inferences,

the Author feels that errors may have escaped him, for which he relies on the conside-

ration of well-informed criticism. Appreciating fully the pleasures and advantages

derived from examining the beauties, and observing the wisdom of Design in all the

works of the Creator, and estimating highly the advantages of, as well as the credit

attached to scientific investigation, he has yet felt it incumbent upon him to do that,

which is often neglected in scientific works, namely, to deduce the legitimate practical

inferences, from correct scientific data, because these are usually undervalued by

many persons, who think only of practical, which are usually empirical results, and

who, though most interested in the objects to be attained, yet from not under-

standing, are as unable to perceive the tendency of principles, as to apply them in

practice. The Author has, moreover, been induced to do this, because he has felt

throughout his labours ** nisi utile sit quodfacimus, stulta est gloj^ia."
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«ydAAop^o7, (DlOS. 1, 2l), I72

AvKTOVy 230.

BocXxn, 345.

^hxxidv, (Dios.) 176.

/^oXfio^ Bfc&riK05, (of Dios.) 374,

393-

^gt>oy, (Dios. 4, 53)1 439-

fivtrcog, 86.

iXociOTsXiVcy, 229-

s^swggov, 382.

Ziyyi/3i^i, 358.

S-sgwo?, 194.

iT£^, 344.

trta XivKY^, (Theophras.)344.

KccXoc^og u^oUrXrtKS^yljyiOS Ixvij),

278, 425.

xxTrydt;

KtKi

UKXKdXig, (I)\OS. 1,119), 184. Kivofcoy? 325

, 68.

KiT<rog, (Dies.) 234.

KOKKVfCT/^XiCC, 205-

KOXo^OViCC^ 35 ^»

KO^iOVy 229*

pc^tvcvy 388.

fc^CKcg, 372.

xgor&^v, 328.

jcv^sfgftv, (Hipp. Dios.) 413.

KAfViiOV, 230.

Xii^iovy (Dios. 374).

xujc^yiv, (Dios. 4, 53), 439.

XiVKViy 344.

Ai/3fltvo5, (Dios.) 177.

A^yflv, 82.

Xo^ia, 194.

XvKiovy (Dios. 1, 133)563.

XvKioy iyoi)covy
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^ft;Av, (Dios.) 155.

j-ag^o?, (Dios.) 425.

vcigSos x£Xt*xj5, (Dios.) 242.

ya^cg o^UVT^y 242.

yag^i^ff-iTdj, (of Dios.) 374.

H tcy 271

Stc;Xa% re^A-^iioCy 383

«?;i^«> 369-

TTiyxydyy 155.

TTETgoff-gA^yfiK, (Dios. iii., 77)? 4^-

.TTiJC^oyiy 390.

C^ov, 317.

IxKj^a^ov f^iXiy (Dios.ii.), 104,

426.

ira.Xi7rty 369.

^xrv^iovy 369*

fftA<voy, 229.

crgg^f, 247.

^;,^iK6ff, (Dios.i, 16), 244, 278,

425.

TgtipyXAov, 369.

^t/, (Dios.) 243.
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^cc^iXotloCy 32^
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^gAiOOCffiy Tfl ^gyrt, 358*
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Ad, 238.

Aammi, 230.

Abelia, 235, 123, 17, 25,— chiiiensis, 117.— triflora, 235.

Abelmoschus, 83,— cancellatus, 83.— moschatus, 83, 84.

Abies, 348, 350, 353.
Khutrow, Royle, 353.— picea, 350.

* — Pindrow, Royle, 350,

351.— Webbiana, 350,
Abietinese, 348.

AbilUgaardia, 414-— RottbOIleana, 412.

Aboo mountain^ ix.

Abroma, 102.
— augusta, 102,

Abronia, 312.
Abrus, 189.— precatorius, 194.
Absinthium^ 25.

Abyssinia, climate of, 121.

Wooginos, 158.

Acacia, i8i>ii9, 120,161,17.— Adansonii, 182.
— alliacea, 182,

arabica, 182, 183, 8,

bark, 182.

biglobosa, 182.

Catechu, 181, 182, 13,

Catechuoides, 182,

cinerea, 183.

concinna, 183.

elata, 181, 183,

farnesiana, 181, 182,8,

183,

ferruginea, 183.

Kaeringa, 183.

Kalkora, 183.

Lebbek, 181.

leucupliloea, 182,183.

modesta, 182,

mollis, i8i.

Nemu, i8u
nervosa, 182.

Acacia nilotica, 162, 182.— odoratissima, 183.— pedunculata, 182.— SerissUy 181, 8.— Seyal, 162, 182.
— Smitkiana, 181.

speciosa, 181,182, 183.

stipulacea, 183.

stipulata, 181.

Sundra, 183.

Verek, 182, 161,

— xylocarpa, 183.

Acalypha, 327.— indica, 327.

tenera, Royle, 327,

123 ACANTHACE-E, 296, 204,
16, 298, 123.

Acanthophippium, 365.

Acanthophora, 441.

Acanthus, 297.
Acer, 119,40, 134,20,26,23.

[— acuminatum? 134.— caudatum, 134, 135.
— cultratum, 134, 135,

Acer Negundo, 10.

— oblongum, 134, 135.

pseudo-platanus, 135.

sterculiaceum, 1 34, 1 35,~ villosum, 134, 135'

Aceras, 367.
• — angustifolia, 367, 370.

37 ACERINE^, 134.

Ach, 238.

Achillea, 250, 249, 17.

Achyranthes, 320, 8,

— aspera, 321.

fruticosa, 320.

Achyrospermum, 300.

Acid Acetic, 146.

boletic, 440.— citric, 130.

— fungic, 440.— hydrocyanic, 204.— oxalic, 152, 317.— tartaric, 146.

Aconitia, 45.
Aconitum, 44, 46, 32, 40.

— Anthora, 45*

Aconitum atees, Royle, 49.— cordatum, 56.— dissectum, 56.— ferox, 46, 47, 57, 272,

275.
* — heterophyllum, 244,45,

46, 56, 26.

laeve, 45, 56,

multifidum, 45t 5b\

palmatiim, 47» 57*— septentrionale, 45,

AcoRACE^, 406.

Acorus, 406, 121, 405,— Calamus, 406.

Acosmia, 25.

rupestris, 26, 79,
ACOTTLEDONIE-E, 427,
Acrachne, 416, 421.

Achras, 263.— Mamraosa, 263.— Sapota, 263.

Zapotiila, 263.

Acratherum, 417.

Acrocephalus, 300,
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Acrocephaliificapitatus, 301.

Acrostichutn, 428, 40.

— aureuni,4^9«

Actea, 44»57»23,<i5.

acuminata, 57.

frtgida, 57, 26.

ActinocarpnSy 403.

Actinodaphne, 324.

Ada, 35B.

Adamia, 2*25.

Adansonia digitata, 161^ 101.

Adarachif 271.

Adclia castanicarpa, 3^9.
— nerei/oliat 3^6,

Adenamnthus, 297.

Adenauthera, 181.

— pavonina, 185.

Adenusina, 297,

uliginosa, *298,

Adenofltemma, 248.

Adhatotla, 297.

Vasica, 298,

AdiunLum, 428, li8,

tiinulatum, 429.
— Capillus Veneris, 4^9i

430.

Adlumia, 63,

Adonis, 44t 31, 40*

aestivalis, 45, 53.

Inyksiif Royle, 53.

Adu<!j Ar., 2oo.

.Tccoclades, 3b'6.

jEchmaiitliera, Q97, 298.
— gossypina, 298.

jflgialilcS, 311,

rotundifolia, 311.

(Egiceras, 265.

fvagrans, 265,

iEginetia, 292.

abhreviata, 292,

indica, 292.

/Egle. 129,

Marmelos, 129, 8.

yErides 3f>6«

— odorutum, 3^)6.

iEnia, 320,

javanica, 320, 6.

Scandens, 320.

tomentosa, 320.
iEschynaathus, 293, 29.
jEschynoinene, 189, lyi.

actdcata, 191.

asptira, 191.

iEscuius, 119, 135.

Hippocastunum, 135-

^theilema, 297.
Afeeoon, ^6,

AJirbiyon^'^1%,

African Bdellium, 352.— Eowstring llemp^ 391.
genera in Ijimalayas,

18*

kino, 161,

Olibanura, 352.— Teak, 329.
Ar.AT.LOCHUM, 328.— of the Ancients, 171,

Agallochumofficinarum, 172.

secundarium, 172.
Agallokhee, 172,
Agdugen Ar, 171.

Ajralmyla, 293,
Agapaiithe£E, 389.
Agapctes, 256.
• — Merrata, 257.
• — variagata, 257.
Agaricu% 430.

campestris, 439,
Georgii, 439, 440.— Orcades, 430.

Agati, i89, 190.— grandiflora, 191,
Agathotei, 276^— alata, 277.
Agave, 374, 375, 390.

americana. 163, 375,
Cantala, 374.
cubensis, 374, 375,
mexicana, 375.

375-

Agave vivipara, 374> 375-

AcAVE^f 374-

Ageratum, 248.

Aggur, 171,

Agda^ Malay, 171.

— wood, 171.

Aglaia, 123.

— decandra, 141,

Agneia, 326.

Agrimonia, 202.

Eupatorium, 203.

nepalensis, 203* •

Agropyrum, 417.
— caninum, 417.

Agrostis, 417,423, 18,23,2a

ciliata, 417.
nervosa, 417,

Agrostidere, 416, 417,

Aguardiente de maguey
Agura, Sans, 171,

Aiklnia, 292, ^93.
Ailanthus, 120.

— excelsa, 157, 6.

Ajuga, 3«i.
— decumbens, 302,

Ajtgoideje, 300*

Ajwain, 229, 230.

Ak, Hind, 275.

Akafcalisj Greek, 184.

Ahakiu, 183.

Akimoona, 325,

AkorOHt 40^-

Akshoot, 82.

Akmid, Sans, 275,

Akurkura, 250.

Akutmookt, 185,

74 Ar.ANGiE^, 215*

Alangium, 215.

decapetalum, 215.

hexapetahim, 215.

AUcemericumy 171,

Alceodaphne, 324,

Alcohol, 146,

Alder, 344, 34^, 3'.

Aldrovanda verticillata, 75-
— vesiculosa, 75.

Alectoria, 437,— arabum, 43c.

jubata. 437 > 43^-

Aleurites, 326.

auibinux, 327.

triloba, 327, 328,

Alfonsia oleifera, 395, 390.

207 A^OiK, 44 J » 436, 439j

433*
Alhagi, 19-^1 i^9> ^94.— camelorum, 195,— maurorum, 191, 194,

153, 214, 6, 267*
Alisroa, 401, 40,— Plantago, 401, 18.

185 Alismaceje, 401, 402.

Al kakneji^ 280.

Alkaline plants, ix.

Alkanet, Dyer's, 304.
Alkekengiy 280.

Alkuddoo, 2i8» 219.

AUamanda cathartica, 270.

AlJantodia, 420.

Alliaria, 6g^

officinalis, 6q.

Allikt, 414.

AUium, 392, 1 19, 23, 26, 32,
4o»

ascalonicum, 392, 393,
Cepa, 392.
coeruleum, 392,

eliipticum, 392,
Govanianuni, 392.
leptopliyllum, 392, 393.
lilaciuum, Iloyle, 392.
longistamineum, Royle,

Ponum, 392.
sativum, 392,
Schceiioprasum, 3Q2.— tnberosum, 393, 392,

Allmannia, 320.

Ailophyllus ornitrophioides,

J 37*

ternatus, 137.

Allosurus, 428.

Almond, 204, 10.

from Ghoorbund, 204.

hill, 205.

Almora, xv.

Alnus, 343» 34^-

dioica, 346.

elongata, Royle, 343«
glutinosa, 345*
nepalensis, 343.
obtusifolia, Royle, 343-

Aloe, 389, t23, 8,

abyssinica, 389, 390.

arabica, 3^9,

barbadensis, 390,

indica, 390*
inermis, 389.

officinalis, 390,

pendens, 389,

perfoliata, 163, 390, 9
rubescens, 389, 390,
rnfocincta, 390.

socotrina, 389, 390.

vulgaris, 390.

Aloes, 390,

Baibadoes, 390.

Soccotrine, 390.

Aloes-wood, 122,' 71,

of modems, 122.

Aloexylum Agallocbum, 122

185, 171.

Aloineaj, 389.
Atoo-haloo, 205.

bokharaf 205.

Alopecurus, 4i7> 4*^3* 4^-

geniculatus, 4^7* 18.

fulvu5, 417.

Aloysia triphylla, 299.

Alpine Flora, 15,

hare, 32.

plants at Saharunpore,

8.

trefoil, 194.

Alpinia, 356, 357,
alba, 353.

Cardamomum medium^

35P.
Chinensis, 358*
Galanga, 358,

nutans, 358,
sessilis, 358*

At.SlNEiE, 81, 78, 222, 223.

Alsinella, 78.

Alsodinese, 74.

Alstonia, 269, 17,

cuneata, 270.

scholaris, 270.

Altai Mountains, x.

Flora of, similar to that

of Kunawur, 40, 41.

Altemantliera, 320.

sessilis, 320,

Althgea rosea, 83.

Altingia, 348.
-4M, 351.

Aluk ool-unbatf 178.

Alum root, 150.

Alysicarpus, 191, 192, 189,

Alyssum Cochlearioides, 70,

Alyxia, 269,

Amadou, 250,

Amnkutif Gr., 323,
Amanitia, 440.
Amansia, 44U
139 Amakantace^,

221, 318,321.
Amaranth, 123.

Amarautus. 320* 19.

Anardhana, 321,

frumentaceus, 321.
melancholicon, 320.
oleraceus, 321.

polygamtim, 321,

polygonoides, 32 1 , 320,
polystachyus, 321,

tristis, 321.

17* AMARYLLinE^, 373^
375»

Amaryllis, 123.

Amha, 350,
Amberboa odorata, 247,

320

Ambnrbareesy 64.

Ameletia, 212.

159 AiiENTACEJE, 342, 392,

344* 346, 34B, 345,

America, climate of, 283.— cultivation of tobacco

in, 283.
American genera in India, 18.

marmalade, 263.

nutmeg, 60.

plants in India, 10,

trees, 10.

turpentine, 351,

Amherstia nobilis, 183, 185.

Arnica noctunia, 389.

Ammania, 212,

indica, 213.

niultifida, 213.

octandra, 213,

pentandra, 213.
— rotundifolia, 213.— vesicatoria, 273,

Amomum, 162, 356, 357.
Amrai copticum, 230.

? daucifolium, 228,
— ? indicum, 228*

Ammoniacum, 231.

Amomum, 29.

angustifolium, 359.
aromaticum, 360* ^

Cardamomum, 359.
dealbatum, 360,

Granum Paradisi, 359.
macrospermum ? 359.
maximum, 359,
rough Iruited, 360.
sericeum, 359.
villosum, 360.

Amoora, 142.— laxa, 141.

cucullata, 142.

Amorphophallus, 406, 405.— campanulatum, 4053
407.

42 Ampelibe^, ^44*
Ampelopsis, 121, 144, 18,

149-— Himalayana, 149.
Amphicome, 295.

argitta, 295, 296.

Amphidonax, 415.
Amra^ 179,
Amritam, 47.

Amsonia, 269.

Amygdaleae, 204, 202, 308
Amygdalus, 202, 203.— pedunculata, 120.

Amyridese, 174, 189, 162.

Amgris, 174.

Commiphora
f 176.

Gileadense, 175.

Kajal, 176,

Kaiafy 176.

Anacardise, 174, 177.
Anacardium, 174,

occidentale, 175, 178.

Anacharideae, 376.
Anagallis, 309, 9,— arvensis, 309.

csernlea, 9.

Anagyris, 123,

? barbata, 189, 190.

nepalensis, 1 89, 244,
23.

Analogy of Himalayan with
Flora of Caucasus, 26.

AnaectochiUis, 368.— Roxburghii, 368.

Ananasy 376.
Anchusa. 304, 305, 26, 40.— italica, 305.— tinctoria, 304.— virgin! ca, 304.
Ancient Spikenard, 242.
Ancistrocladus, 134,— extensus, 134.
Andersonia^ 142.

Andrachne 326,
— telephioides, 326.— trifoliuta, 327

Andrographideae, 297.
Andrographis, 297.

echioides, 298.— paniculata, 298.
Andromeda, 119, 30, 17*— cordata, 258.

cupressiforniis, 260.

fastigiata, 258, 260, 32,

235 25.

formosa, 257,

hypnoides, 258.

lanceolata, 257.— lycopodioides, 258.— ovalifolia, 257, 259.— symplocifolia, 256.— villosa, 257.— tetragona, 258.
Andropogon, 8, 16, 416, 419,

423, 421, 244, 121,

* — Calamus aromaticus,

425.

Ivvarancusa, 425, 273.
Martini, 422, 425.
muricatum, 424,
Nardoides, 416, 422,

425^
Nardus, 425.— pertusus, 410.— polystachyus, 422.— SchEenanthus, 424, 425.— Trachypogon, 417.— tristis. 417.

Andropogoneae, 416.

Androsace, 310, 49,— incisa, 310.
— lanuginosa, 310.
— nidulans, Royle, 310.— reptans, 310,
— rotundifolia, 310.

Androtropsis, 238.

Andursaroouy 271,

Aneesony 229, 230.
Aneilema, 403, 8, 34,— hisplda, 403.— longifolia, 403.

radieans, 403,
Anemone, 44, 21, 31, 40.— albana, 45.— Bungeana, 45.
• — discolor, 44, 52.— (jrovaniana, 52.— hispida, 52.— obtusiloba, 52.— rivularis, 52.— tetrasepala, 45, 53-

villosa, 52,~ vitifolia, 52.— Wallichiana, 45, 52.

Anethum Sowa.
Angiopteris, 428.— erecta, 430.
Anguillaria indica, 384,

Ania, 365.

Animals near Delhi, 6.

— of Central Belt, 19.

of Chinese Tartary, 37*— of Himalayas, 24, and
v. Zoological Index.

— of Kunawur, 41.
— of Neelgherries, 3I.

— of Upper belt, 24,

Anime, 185. •

Anise, 230, 231.— Chinese, 58,
star, 58.

Anisochilus, 300, 29,

carnosus, 301, 6,

Aniseia, 307.— barlerioiJes, 307.
Anisodus luridus, 279.
Anisomeles, 302, 300,

Heyneana, 301,

ovata, 301.
Ankara, 200.

Anneslia, io8.

Anogeissus latifolia^ 210.
— leiocarpa, 210,

Anona, 59.— Asiatica, 60.

— Cherimolia, 60,

Forskaiii, tio.
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Anona muricata, 60.

palustris, 60.

reticulata, 60,

Senegalensis, 60, 16a.

squamosa, 60, 8,

sylvatica, 60,

4 AKONACEiE, 59> 123, 3*23

6, 12, 4.

Anosporum, 410.
Anou, 395.
Antelope, 20,

Antennaria, 240.— leontopodiua, 249.
Anthemis, 250.— Pyrethrum, 250.

Anthericeje, 391.
Anthericum, 392, 8.— grcecum, 387.— serotinum, 387,
Anthistiria, 416, 121, 8,— anathera, 417,— arundinacea, 4i6,— ciliata, 416, 417.
Anthocanthum, 424,— odoratum, 424.
Anthoceros, 436.
Anthoceroteee, 436.
Anthogonium, 368.
Anthurium pedatum, 405.
Antiaris, 34^).— toxicaria, 337.
Antidesma, 341, 123.— Bunias, 341.

diandra, 341.— paniculata, 341.— pubescens, 341,— sylvestris, 341.
157 Antidesme^, 341.
Antirrlisea verticillata, 239.
Antirrhineae, 290.
Antirrhinum, 290.— Orontium ^, indicum,

290* 9-

Anthrophyum, 428.
Antulekf 50.

Aniib uJ salihy 280.

Aod'Ubalessarif 176.— -ubukhoor^ 17a.
— -i-ckinee, 171.— ^i-hindee, 171.— -i-khnaree, 171, 172,— -i-sumoodureey 171.

Aoshba, 383.
Aoshbehf 383.— muf/rabee, 383.
Aopla, 367.
Apaturia, 3^5.— Smithiana, 365.
Apaynum, Sans., 66.
Apetake, 312.

Apkanamixis? 142.
Aphim^ 6Q,

Aphyteia, 330,
Apios, 194.

Apium, 228, 230.— graveolens, 229.
Apluda, 416.

communis, 416.— microstachya, 416.
Aplophyllum, 155.
Aplotaxis, 246.

gnaphaloides, 251.

iaraxacifolia^ 251.
Apocopis, 416,
— lioyIeanum,4i7.

113 ApoCYIfE^E, 269, 162,

337> 271, 17, 276.
Apocynum, 269»— sibiricum, 120,

Aponogeton, 121, 331.— monostachyon, 331.— undulatum, 331.
Aporum, 364.
Apostasia, 363, 29,

Apple, 206, 117, 178, 10,28,

34> 35.
tree from Liverpool in

Mussorree Garden,
206.

Apricot, 205,10,19,28,35,
34. 32.

serpentaria, 330.

1 47 Aristolochie^ 32 9
397.

Armeniaca, 202, 204, 40.

Apricot, dried of Kunawur,
205,

— in Himalayas, 205.— native of Oases, ? 205.— oil, 124.

f — orchards of, 38.

Apricoke, 205.

Aquatic Vegetation at Saha-
runpore, 8.

*Aquilaria Agallocha, 172.— Malaccensis, 172,

ovata, 172^

Aquila wood, 171.

59 Aquilarine^, 171,322,
Aquilegia, 44f 39? 40«— JVloorcroftiana, 458, 55.— pubiflora, 55.— sibirica, 45,
Arabia, coffee of, 4.

Arabian perfume, 244,
Arabis, 69, 23, 40.
Aracacha esculenta, 231

,

Arachis, 183.— hypogsea, 118.

Arak^ 319.

AvoXvs. digitata ^ 233,— nudicaulis, 234.— racemosa, 234.— umbellifera, 234,
88 Araliace^, 233,
ArSiday 328.

Arar, 352.
Araucaria, 348, 351, 126.
Aravalli range, ix.

Arboreous vegetation at base
of Himalayas, 13.— of Cashmere, 28.

Arbutus Unedo, 259.
Arceuthos. 352.
Archangelica, 228.— Roylei, 232.
Archil, V. Orchil, 438.
Arctodiese, 246.
Arctostaphylos UvaUrsi,259.
Ardisia, 265, 123. 31.— humiiis, 265,— solanacea, 265.
Ardlsiace^y 264.
Areca, 394» 395» 400.— Catechu, 396, 182, 395,

400,
— Dicksonii, 396, 400.— globulifera, 400.— gracilis, 396, 400.— oleracea, 400,— oleracea^ 397,— palm, 4, 122.— triandra, 396, 400,

Arenga saccharifera, 395,398,
399, 400.

Arenaria, 78, 9,40,
* — festucoides, 81.— serpyllifolia, 78, 24.
Arethuseae, 361, 368.
Argemone Mexicana, 6Q.
Argostemma, 238, 25.— sannentosum, 238.— verticillatum, 238.
ArgjTcia, 123,301.— speciosa, 307.
Arka, Sans. 275.
ArkoTius 352.

Ark'uUkafoor, Ar. 359.
Arisarium Dioscoridis, 407— italicum, 407.— vulgare, 407.
Arisaema, 405, 406.
— multicarinatum, 406.

Aristida, 415.— depressa, 416.— setacea, 429.
Aristolochia, 330, 329, 6,— bracteata, 329, 330,— indica, 329, 330.— longa, 330.

rotunda, 330.
saceata, 329.

Armeniaca mala, 204.— vulgaris, 17.

Arnica, 250.
— montana, 250.

Amicese, 250,

Arnotto, 74,

189 Aroide^, 4^5j 404, 402,

403, 407, 377. 330,
33^ 18.

Aroot Pers, 204,
Arracacha, 152, 4.

Arrack, 399.
Arrow root, 356.— Indian, 356.

West Indian, 359.
Artabotrys, 59.
Artanema, 290.
Artemasiay 250.

Artemisia, 248, 249, 250, 17,

40.— chinensis, 250.— Doonense, 250.— indica, 250.
— parviflora, 250.

sternutatoria^ 250.— vulgaris, 250.
Arthobotrys, 429.
ArtFionia, 437.
Artichoke, Jerusalem, 250.

154 Artocarfe^, 335, 336,
340. 333.

Artocarpus, 336, 13.— Chaplasha, 336, 337.— echinata, 337.— iucisa, 336, 337.— integrifolia, 336, 337,
338.— Lakoocha, 336, 337,

33^7 339> 13*

Artih-ajwainj 229,

Arud'i'kinar, Pers. 170.

Aruk, Ar. 399.
Arum, 405, 373, 406, 19.— bulbiferum, 406.— campanulatum, 405, 407,— Colocasia, 406.— costatum, 406.— esculentum, 118, 123.— guttatum, 406.— hastatum, 406,— indicum, 407.— insignifolium, 406.

macrorhizon, 407.
maculatum, 405, 407.
montanum, 407.
nymphaeifolium, 406,— orixensey 405.— sagittifolium, 407.— iritobatum^ 405.— viviparum^ 406.

Aruncus, 203,

Arundina, 365.
Arundinaceoe, 417, 415,
Amndinaria, 416.
Arundinella, 416.— miliaceum, 417.— tenelium, 417.
Arundo, 278, 415.

Aruzy Ar. 419.
Asaba kurmaSy 385.
Asaroon, Ar.

Asarum, 329.— Europa^um, 330.
A seen

f 340.

Ascent of Himalayas, 14.

Asclepias aciday 274.~ aphytla, 274.— asthmaticat 274.
curassavica, 274,
decumbens, 274.
gigantea^ 275,

lactiferua^ 274.
pseudosarsa, 274.
spiralis, 274.

stipitacea, 274,

tenacissima, 270, 335.
tuberosa, 274.

Vincetoxicum, 274.— synaca, 274.

114 AsCLEFlADEJE, ^72? 269,

17, 40, 270, 274.

Asgnndy 280,

Ash, 266.

Ashnehy An 439.
Ashur, Ar. 275.
AsPARAGE^, 391,
Asparagine, 393.
Asparagus, 393.— acerosus, 393,

adscendens, 393.
Curiilus, 393,
divurieatus, 393.
falcatus, 393,
filicinus, Royle, 393,
floribundus, 393,
gracilis, 393.— maritimus, 120.— officinalis, 393.— ramosus. 393.— umbellatus, Royle, 393,

Aspen, 28.

Asperula, 237,— Cynanchica, 237.— glauca, 237.

181 AsPHODELE^, 39^j400,
3B4, 3B6, 18.

Asphodelus, 123,— albus, 3^2.— clavatus, 392.— fistulosus, 391— pyramidalis,

392.
Aspidistra, 381.

Aspidistreae, 381.

Aspidium, 118, 428,— exaltatum, 429.— fragrans, 429, 430,
Asplenium, 118,428.— plebeium, 429.— radiatum, 428, 430,— Ruta m

RoylC;

. 429.
septentrionale, 429
Trichomanes, 429.

Assafoetida, 231.

Assam caoutchouc, v. Ca
chouc, 338,— tea in, 338.

Aster, 249, 121, 17,40.— alpinus, 249.
* — angustifolius, 251,— tataricus, 120.

Asteroideae, 248.

Asteracantha, 297.— longifoHa, 298.
Astilbe, 226, 25,— rivularis, 226.

Astragaleae, 189, 193.
Astragalus, 192, 184,

189, ^99»33>35> 37,
39,40,41.— adsurgens, 120.

— Amherstianus,

188,

,199.

aristatus, 193.

Candolleanus,

Royle,

Royie,
190.

chlorostachys, 199.

concretus, 199.

creticus, 193, 164.

Gerardia?ius, 198.

Govanianus^ 199.

Grahamianus, Royle,

199-

graveolens, 199.

gummifer, 193, 164.

hamosus, 199.

leacoceplialus, 198,

Maxwellii, Royle, 198.

melilotoides, 120*

Moorcroftianns
f 198.

multiceps, 199.

peduncularis, Royle,

199-

podocarpus, 199.

polyacanthus, Royle,

199-

pycnorhizus, 199,

rhizanthus, Royle, 200,

rotundifolius, Royle,

199-

sesbanoides,

^99.

Royle,

Astragalus stipulatus, 199.— strictus, 198.— strobiliferus, Royle,

, ' 99.— trichocarpus, 199.— verus. 193, 164.— vicioidesy 199.— Webbianus, 193, 199.
Asid, 214.

Asystasia, 297.
Ata, 344.
Ataccia, 377.— integrifolia, 377.
Atalantia, 129.

Atasee, 82,

Ate, 367.
Ateesy 49, 82.

Athamaniha, 228.
Atmosphere, aridity of, ?

AtnameeSf 250,
Alragene zeylamca, 5 1

,

Atriplex, 318,
Atriplices, 318,
Atroghoy 130,

Atropa, 279, 40.— acuminata, Royle, 279.— Belladonna, 279, 280.— Mandragoi-a, 360.
Atropine, 280,
Atter of roses, 203.
Atul, 214.

Augia, 179,— sinensis, 122.
Aurantia, 107, 13,

31 AuRAXTiACE^, 129, 157,
123.

•4«a. 3»33.
Avena, 417,423.— fatua, 416,419,9,— hirsuta, 417.— pubescens, 417.— sativa, 419, 417,— sterilis, 419, 417.
AVENACE^, 417, 416,
Averrhoa, 152.— Bilimbi, 152.— Carambola, 152,
Avicennia, 299.— tomentosa, 299,
Axyris, 39.— Moorcrofciana, 318.
Ayaloogiy Ar. 171.

Azad-i-durukht, Pers. 1 40,
Ml.

Azadirachta, 140.
Azadirine, 143.— sulphate of, 143,
Azalea, 119.— pontica, 259.— procumbens, 259.
Azarakhee, 272,

Azederacb, 143.

of Avicenna^ J 41.
AzkhuTy 244.
Azocorito, 382.
Azolla, 431,

pinnata, 432.

Babeer^ 414.
JBadam, 2I0,
— kokee, 205-

Badian, Pers., 229.— khutai^ 58.

Bae bhiruvg. 265.

Bceoboinfs^ 264, 17.

Bagh burindaj .328*

Bahia, climate of, 284.— cultivation of Tobacco
in, 284,

BajrUy 418, 420.
Bakkiy 290, 200.

koobte€y 66.

Bakur khanee^ Bokh., 205,
Bahbaghy 208.

BcUaghautp vii.

Balanites, 153.— iEgyptiaca, 154,6, 155.— ? arboreum, Royle, 154»— ? rigidvm, Royie, J54,

Balanophora* 330, ^ig,

dioica, 330.
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Balanophora elongata, 330.— ^gantea. 330,— indica, 330.— typhina, 330.
148 BALANOPHOttEiE, 330,
Ealasore, vii.

Balchur^ Hind. 242, 243.
Balessan, 17^.

Ballota, 301.

limbata, 302.

Balm of Gilead Turpentine,

35K
Balsam, 27.

Balsam, Copaiva, 185,— Gilead, 162, 175,— Peru, 189.— Tolu, 189.

Biilsaaiifluai, 345.

44 Balsaminkj^, 150, 16.

Balsumodeiidron, 162, 325,
»74> i77> 352*

Agalloclia, 352.
commiphora, 175.
Gileadense, 175.
Kafal, 17^
Kataf, 176.

myrrha, 176.

Opobsilsamum, 176.
Baluvgoo, 303.
Bamboo, 415, 14, 29, 427,

31, H7> 118.

Himalayan, 21.
Baml)u?a, 41^', 4^7, 23,
Barty At , 141, 180.
JBnn, Hind. 343.
Banana, 355, 118, 163.

Bangur- ke-motht I90.

Banyur land, 7.

Bam-keora, Hind., 374.
Banyan tree, ia6, 339.
Baobab tree, 101,
Baptisia, 189,

Baratee, 352.
Baralhyos, 352.
Barbarea, 6q,

Barberry, 6a, 36, 38.— oak, 164,

Barclaya, 65.

Barilla, 319,
Bark (Peruvian), cultivation

of in India, v. Cin-
chona, p. 239.

Barleria.^ 295, 297, 8.

ciliata, 29B.

cristata, 29B.
— ITystrix, 298.

Barleriea;, '297.

Barley, 416,418,122, 123, 10,
27»29, 13, 19.35,38,
24*— Siberian, 35.

Barometrical observations at

Casipore, xvi*

Barringtonia acutangula,2i6.
Bartramia, 435.— fontana, 43^.

Halleriana, 43*5,

Baryxylum rufura, 12a.
Barzud, Ar. 231,
Base of Himalayas jungly, 1 2.
Basella, 123, 121, 318.— rubra, 319.
Pasil, 302.
Bassia, 262.

but}-n»cea, 262,263,15,
latifolia, 262, 263, 264.
longifolia» 262, 263.
ird Cedar, 350.
Saffron, 251.

Batatas, 307^— edulis, 307, 308, 359,
paniculatus, 307.
pentaphyllus, 307.

Batavi nimbooy 129,

Bathratlierum, 416,
lanceolatujn, 416, 4,

4»7-
molle, 417.

Bauerace^, 225.
Bauhinia, 183, 185, 8*

Bauhinia corymbosa, 13.

— emarginata, 184, 185,— parviflora, 184, i85»

— purpurea, 184.
— racemosa, 184, 185.

retusa, 185.— variegata, 184, 185.

Bayleaf, 325.

Bdellium, African, 352.— of the ancients, 176.

of Commerce, 176,

Bean, 122,35,36,38, 10.— Coptic, 66,

Egyptian, 66.

Beans Pass, 33.

Beaumontia, 269.
Bechnaky 48.

Bedana, 148.

Bed'khishf, 345.
Bed-mooshk, 345.
Beech, 342.
Beejapoora, Sans, 130,

Beesha, 416,

Beet-root, 27.

Begonia, 123, 151, 11 R, 13,

16,31,

barbata, 313.
echinata, 313,
grandis, 118.

— picta, 313.— tenelia, 313.

135 Begoniace-«, 312, 313,
33-2.

Bcilschraiedea, 324,
Bekh'i-sumhuly 242.
Bel, 130.

Bell-flower, 252.

Belor range,

Bel-putta, 396.
"Belt of Death," 14.

Belts of Elevation compared
with Zones of Lati-
tude, 310.

of Himalayas, 123.

of Vegetation, 15.

Central, 15.

animals of, 19,

climate of, 15.

vegetation of, 15, 17.
cultivation of, 18.

Lower, 15, 12, 13.

animals of, ^2.
climate of, 12,

vegetation of, 13.— Third, or Upper, 20.
animals of, 24,
climate of, 21, 22.

vegetation of, 23,
Benn^ 424.
Benares, mean temp, of, 121.
Benje, 279.
Benincasa, 218.
— cerifera, 218.

[
Ben-nuts, of old writers, 180,— -oil, 180.

Bent-grass, 423*
Benthamia, 234, 17.— fragifera, 234, 41.
Bentinckia, 396.
Benzoin, 261, 324,— odoriferum, 324.— Neesianum, 324.
Ber, 169.

6 Berberide^, 62.
Berberis, 15, 62, 119, 17,31,

40.

? angustifoUn, 64*
aristata, 62, 63, 64, 42.
Asiatica, 42, 63,
chitridy 64,— floribunday 6^.— Lycium, 64,— Kunawurensis, 64,— Nepalensis, 62,— tinctoria, 63.

•— Wallichiana, 63, 42.
Berchetnia, 160.

fiavescens, 169.
floribunda, 169,
laxa, 169.

pi^rvifiora, 169.

Ber-chooneey Hind. 170.

BerreCf Hind. 169,

Beree-ke-lakhf 170,

Bergera, 129.— Kcenigii, 129, 130.

Bergia verticillata, 77.
Berries, French, i6g.— Turkey, 169,

Berrya Ammonilla, 104,

Bessa, Ar, 86.

Beta vulgaris, 318.— bengalensis, 318, 319.
Betle leaf, i o.

— hill, 332.— nuts, 400.
— nut Palm, 395.

Betula, 343> ii9» 23, 26, 40.

alba, 345.— antarctica, 342.— Bhojputtra, 244, 345,
343. 32.

— cylindrostachya, 343.— lutea, 343,— nana, 345.— nigra, 345.— nitida,343.

— papyrifera, 343-— resinifera, Royle, 345,
343.

Betulaceae, 346,
Betulinese, 343.
BhabhuTy 415.
Bhang, 334.
Bheeratal lake, xviii.

Bhemee, 204.
Bhesa^ 212.

Bhoosa, 421, 194,
Bhootkes^ 69,

Bhung^ 334*
Bhntwaj 31R, 319*
Bidens, 248.

Chinensis, 249,
Biebersteinia, 153.
* — odora, 153, 154,41,— muitifida, 153.
Bignonia, 123, 295.

chelonoides, 295.
Chica, 295.
indica, 295,
suaveolens, 295,— undulata, 295,

BignionacejE, 294, 296, 12.

Biharee nimboo, 129.
Bihee dana, 205.
Bijouree, i2p.

Bikh, Sans,, Bish, 47.— celebrated poison, 46.
Bikhma, 47, 48.— a powerful bitter, 46.
Bilatee anatiaSy 375,
Bilberry, 255.
Bilhara, 350.
Binduk, 345,
Biophytum, 152.— sensitivum, 121, 152,
Birch, 342, 38,21,22, 33,
Bird-lime, 338, 168,340.
Biros, v. Zoological Index.
Birds' nests, edible, 441.
Bireeja^ Hirifl. 231,
BiTJe, 351.
Birmee, 352,
Birozehtur, Pers, 35 1

,

Mrunj, Pers. 419,
Bisy 50.

Bisbasehy Pers. 323.
Birfaijy 430.
Bi&hy Sans. 47.— celebrated poison, 46.
Bisloomhhtt, 220.

BistortUy 22,

BitariiSt 43c,

14 BixiNE^, 73.
Bixa orellana, 73.
Black fir, 352,— mulberry, 337,— pepper, 332,
Blackweliia, 170.

nepalensis, 170*
Blainviliea,24B.

Blandfordia, 389,

Blandowia, 436,
Blechnum, 428, 118, 297,— orientale, 429.
Blepharis, 297,— boerhaavifolia, 298.— molluginifolia, 298.
Bletia aphj^lla, 365.— hyacmthina, 365.— obcordata, 365,
Blighia sapida, 162.

Blitum. 318, 40,

virgatum, 318.

Blinkworthia, 307.
Blumea, 248.— Wightiana, 248.
Blyxia, 377.
Bocho plant, 156.

Boehmeria, 123, 333, 17.— frutescens, 333.
salicifolia, 333.

Boerhaavia, 312.— diffusa, 312.— repanda, 312, 121.

Bois, d'Aigle, 172.— d'Aloes, 172.

Bokhara fruits, 204.

Bolbophyllum, 364, 365.— Careyanum, 365.— odoratissimum, 365.
Boletic acid, 440.
Boletus, 439, •
— purgans, 440.— Laricis, 440.— sulphureus, 440.

23 BoMBACE^, 101, 83.
Bombax, 101.

— gossypium, of authors,
108.

— heptaphylhn, 101, 13.— malabaricum, 101,

Bonnaya, 290, 291.— hyssopioides, 291.— verbenaefolia, 291.
Boon, At. 240.

BooranSf 258,
Boothia, 377.

cordata, 377.
Borages, 303, 305.
23 BORAGINEJE, 303, 306,

164, 13, 25,26,40.— RoYLEANE^jbyG.Ben-
tham. 305.

Borassus flabelliformis, 398,

399, 393,395* 39^*
Borax, 5.

Boronia, 156.

Borreria, 238.

pusilla, 238.
Borrera, 438, 439,— Ashneh, Royle, 437.— ciliariss, 437,— furfuracea, 437, 438.
Boswellia, 174.— glabra, 174,177,352,13.

serrata, 177.

thurifera* 177,261,
Botany ot hills and plains, 3.

Botrychium, 429,
Boucerosia, "272,

Boundaries of India, v.

Box, 10.

ofHimalayan travellers,

^66.
Brachylepis, 273.
Brachymenium, 435.
Brachypodium, 417, 18,40,
Bradleia, 326.
Bragantia, 329.
Brahea, 394.
Brahmputea, xxii.

Brandtia, 416,
Brassica, 70.— campestris, 71,

Crucastrum, 70,— Napus, 71.
Brazil wood, 185.

Bread fruit, 33^» 337.
Brewery at Mussooree, 147,

335-
Briar, sweet. 35.
Briedelia; 327* 3^9, 13.

,

Briedelia montana, 327,
British possessions in India,

extent of, v.

Bromelia, 390.
BromeliacejE, 376, 374.
Bromus, 417, 423* 40«

asper var depauperata,

417-
var angustifolia.

giganteus, 417,
japonicus, 417.
mollis, 417.
squarrosus, 417.

Brosimum, 337,
Broussonetia, 336.— mtegrifolia, 336.— papyrifera, 336, 340.
Brucea, 157.— Sumatrana, 158,
Brugudra gymnorrhiza, 210.
Brunellia, 153.

Brunsyigia toxicaria, 374.
Bryonia, 2 18.

— cissioides, 218.
— grandis, 218.— laciniosa, 218.

nepalensis, 218.

rostrata, 218, 219.
scabrella, 218.— umbellata, 219.

Bryophyllum, 222.

Bryum, 435> 434.— argenteum, 436.— caespititium, 436.— coronatum, 435. ^— cuspidatum, 436.— elongatum var, rostra-

tum, 436.— julaceum, 436.
nutans, 436.
roseum, 436,.

turbiriatum, 436.
Bubooly 182. ,

Buboonuy 250.
Buck, 406.

Buchanania, 139, 174.— latifolia, 178, 174, 13,

Buchnag, 47.
Buchnera, 290, api.— orobanchioides, 291.
Bucida Buceras, 209.
Biicklandia, 234.
Buckthorn, 169,
Buckwheat, 122, 123^ 3:7,

35, 21, 34, 19.

Bucku plant, 156.

Buddlea, 290, 291,
crispa, 291,

Neemda, 291, 8.

Buddleeae, 290.
Budleyooriy 179. * '

Budrinath, xv.

Buena, 239.
Bnhrasooruty 47.
Bujoor, 396.— batooU 396-
Bukain, Hind., 141,

Bukayun, Hind, 141.

Bukkum, 185.

Bulloot, 345,
'OoUmuliky 345.

Bullrush tribe, 407,
Bulookunboouy 430.
BidoositoUy 208,

BulootingeTiy 430.
Bumelia, 262.

Bun-ada^ 358.
Bundelcund, ix.

Bunderpooch Mountains, xiii.

Bunga-surson, 70,

Bunium, 228, 231,
Bunj, 279, 280
Bunj, Pers., 334.
Buns lochun, 427.
Bunufsa^ 74.
Bupleurum, 22P, 40.

tenue, 228.

Bupthalmum, 249.
Bura elachee, 359, 360*

Burchelia, 237.
Burdee, 414.



AND SUBJECTS TREATED OF.
Bnree-muey 214,
Burg-i-tibbut, 259.
Burhainpooter, xx.
BurhmuneCj 47.
Burkooki 205.
Burlingtonia, 365.
Burmannia, 373,— bifaria, 373.

oapitata, 373.
coelestis, 373,
disticha, 373.
triflora, 373.

170 BtfRMANNIACE-E, 373,
Burseraceos, 174, 175.
Bursera serrata, 175.
Burtee^ 420^
Bust, Ar., 393.— -alkue, Ai\, 393.
Butea, 189*— frondosa, 195, 191, 8,

— siiperba, 195, 191.
Butersea, 297.
184 BuTOMACE^, 401.
Butomus, 401, 9.
* lanceolatusj 401.

latifoUus, 401.

uaibellatus, 401.

t

Callianthemum, 45.
Callicarpa, 298, 123, 29, 31— lanata, 299,— macrophjJla. 299.
CaJla, 405,

^thiopica, 405.— ai^ornaticQ^ 406.
occulta, 40G.

Buttercups, 23.
Butter tree, 253.— of Bambarra, 264.— of Soudan, 264.
Butum^ 178.

Butz, 85
Bnxus, 327, 17.

Buzr-katoouay 312.
Byssus, Lut., 86.

Byttneria, 102.

24 BVTTNKRIACE-E, 102, 83,
158, 12, 13.

Cabbage, 70^ 2.7.

Cacao, 103."

84 Cacte^^, 223,
Cactus chiuensis, 223, 9.— cochenillifer, 224.

indicus, 223, 9.— opuntia, i6'4,— Tuna, 224,
Cadaba, 161,— indica, 73,
Cadu parid, 99.
Caesalpinia, 183,

Bonduc, 275.
Bonduoella, 406.
crista, 185,— echinata, 185.— oleosperma, 185,— Sappan, 1B5.— sepiaria. 184.

C^SALFiNK^, 180, 183, 185.
Caesulia, 248, 8.— axillaris, 248,
Cailas range, 37.
Cairo, climate of, 267.
Cajanus, 189,— bicolor, 193.— flavus, 190,

Cajeputi oil, 217, 4.

Caladiiim, 405.
Calamagrostis, 417.
Calambac, 171, 172.

Calampelis, 294.
Calamus, 395, 14, 396, 400.

aromaticus, 406*.

of Ancients, 4o(>,

27H.

Draco, 400,

Rotang, 396, 400,
Roxburghii, 39b.

rudentuni, 400.— verus, 400.
Calanthe, 366.

plantaginea, 366.

tricariiiata, 366.
Calatliea, 35^'.

Calceolaria, 291.
Calcutta, climate of, 121, 87.

mats, 121,

— temperature of, 121.

Calendula officinalis, 247,

palustris, 4o^.
* Calliraeris ilexuosa, 250.
Callisteplius chinensis, 248.
Callitricbe, 211.
Callitris, 346.
Calna sugar manufactory, 4.
Calonictyon, 307,
Calooee, 334, 335.
Calophyllum angustifolium,

133.— inophyllum, 131,133.— spuriura, 131,
Calorhabdos, 290,
Calotropis gigantea,273,275,

1G3.

— Hamiitonii, 272, 275.— procera, 163, 273, 275,
267.

Caltha appendiculata, 45.— arctica, 44.— Bishma, 47.
Codoa, 49, 46,
Govaniana, 54,
Himalayanus, 44.
Himalensis, 54.
nepalensis, 22.

Nirbisi, 46.— palustris, 46.— 21, 44,46.
Calosacme amplectensy 294.
Calyciflor^, 166.

Ca]ymperes, 434,
Calypso, 365.— borealis, 365, 361.
Calystegia, 307.
Carthamus, 247.— flavescens, 247.
Camarotis, 365.
Camellia, 125, 123, 107.— drupifera, 109.

Canna speciosa, 356.
Cannabis sativa, 333.
Cnnne<e, 355.
Canne de Haiti, 426.
Canscora, 276, 277.

j
Cansiera, 321,

I Cantharospermum, 189.— paucifoliuni, 192*
Cantliium, 238.
Canton, climate of, 121, 113,

114.

Caoutchouc, 327, 328, 329,
270, 337.

best forms for, 339.
in Assam, produce of,— Ficus elastica, 338.
^ me, 339.
yielding families, 339.
paper on, read before

British Association,
339.

CaperofMount Sinai, 73,
12 CAPPAKIDE.K, 73, 72, 327.
Capparis, 123,6,8,40,41,72.— aphyila, 72, 73.

horrida, 72.

— japonica, 107, 109,— Kissi, 107, 109.29.
(29, 118)— oleifera, 107, 109.
(29,126)— Sasanqua,i67,i09,
CamellieaB, 107.
Camomile, 250.
" Camel's hay," 244.
Camel's thorn, 194,
Campanula, 9, 14,39.— anagalloides, 253,— aristaca, 253,

canescens, 253.
carnosa, 253.
Cashmeriana, 253, 254.
evolvulacea, 253.
latifolia, 253.
linifolia, 253.

98

nervosa, 253.
rotundifolia, 253,
sylvatica, 253.

Campanulace^, 252, 17,
25.

Camjyanidete^ 252.
Campanumaea, 253.
Cainphor,4>io6, 122,123,324.— glandulifcra, 123, 324.— Parthenoxylon, 324.
Camphor leaf, 303.— oil, 106.— tree, 117, 118.

Canada balsam, 351.
Canarina, 254, 253.
Canarium, 122, 174, 175,— Benghalense, 177.
Canary Corn, 418.

Canavalia, 192, 189,— giadiata, 190.

Cane Palm, 1

Canipoo laja^ 381.
Canna, 356, 16,31.— glauca, 356.— indica, 356.

Nepalensis, 356.

Nepalensis, 72, 73,
obovata, 72, 73.
sepiaria, 72.

Sinaica, 73.— spinosa, 12.

92 Caprifolac^e, 234, 235
22,17,25.

Caprifolium, 237,
Capsella, 28.

— Bursa Pastoris, 18, 6q,
119* 120.

Capsicum, 279,280, 19, 37,— frutescens, 280.
Capsicums, 116, 164.
Caragana,! 18,189,142,23,40,

120.

brevispina, Boyle, 198.
Gerardiana, Royle,i98,
Moorcroftiana, 198.
polyacantha, Royle,i98
spinosissima, 198.— versicolor, 198.

Carallia lucida, 210.
Caralluma, 272.
Carapa mo/Mccert5ts, 142.— obovata, 144.
Carana, 177.
Cardamine, 40,69.
Cardamum, 356, 357, 4, 19.— Bengal, 359.— long Malabar, 359.
Cardamomum medium, 359.
Cardiopteris, 136.

Cardiospermum, 136.— Halicacabum, 8, 137.
Carduus,246, 17,8,32,40.— nutans, 246, 161, 18.
* — macrocepkalus, 251, 32,
Carex, 411, 412, 18,23.

arenaria, 414, 415.
asperula, 412.
Benthamianay 412.
cardiolepis, 412.
condensata, 412.

Carex Vahlii,4ii,
— Victorialis, 412.— Wallichiana, 412.

Careya, 2 1 6, 1 3.— arborea, 216.
Cargillia, 261.

Carica, 220.

— Papaya 220.
Carissa, 270, 269.— Carandas, 270, 272.— edulis, 272.— sepiaria, 15,

Carob-tree, 163, iBG.— fruit, food for cattle,

163.
Carnatic, vii.

Carpesium, 249, 333, 17,— abrotonoides, 161, 249,
Carpinus, 343,342, 17.

lacera. 343.— viminea, 343.
Carraway, 231.
Carrot, 231, 16.

Carthamus oxyacantha, 161,

— tinctorius, 258, 247.
Carum, 228.
— gracile, 23a.— nigrum, 229.

Carya, 342.

Caryolobis, 105.
20 Caryophyllace^, 77.
Caryophylleae, 164, 221, 17,

25, 40,77, 119.
Caryophyllus aromaticus,

217.

Caryota, 122.
— urens. 395, 396, 397,

398.
Caseariaalnifolia,Royie, 170.— Canziala, 170.

Cheela, Royle, 170.

Hamiitonii, 170,
ovata. 170.

pauciflora, Royle, 170.— piscidia ? 170-— tomentosa, 170,— Vareca, 170.

Caseb-al-daterah, 278.
Cashew-nut, 178.— tree, 4.

Cashcuttie, 182, 4.

Cashmere, 27.— animals of, 28.— climate of, 27.— cultivation of, 27.

cucumbers, 217.
melons, 217.

European species in ,28.

fruits of in India, 10.

— introduced into

Mussooree Nur-
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CassiaWallichiana, 184.
Cassine, 167,

Cassiope, 258.
Cassumnar, 358.
Cassytha, 324.
Cast, 360.

Castanea,343, 342, ng.— uiJica, 343, 345.— tnbuJoides, 343.
Castor oil Plant, 328, $£75,

1 1 6.

Casuarina, 346, 430.— muricata, 346,
Catasetum, 365.
Catechu, 239, 182,275, 14.
Catapodium, 417.

filiforme, 417.
^^'arthartocarpus fisiuluy 13.
Cathay, 316.
Cats'.tail grass, 423. 424.
Cattlcya, 365.
Catunis, 326.
Caubul, fruits of, -204.— in India, 10, 17.
Caucalineae, 232.
Caucasus, fruits of, 204.
Caulerpa, 441.
Caulinia, 404, 403.— indica, 404.— ?composita, 404.
Causes of extreme heat and

cold at great eleva-
tions, 39.

Cautleya, 361.

lutea, 361.
Cavendishia, 256.
Ceanotbus, 168.— Asiaticvsy 168.

circumcissus, 169,

Nepalensis, 169.
triqueter, 169.
venosus. Royle, 169,— zeylanicus, 169.

Cecidodaphne, 324,
Cedar, 351.

bastard, 350.— creeping. 350.
Cedrela, 140.— febrifuga, 143.— hexandra, 142.

cruciata, 412.
disticha, 41 4.

fusiformis, 412.
hirta, 414.
indica, 412,

infuscata, 413.
lachnosperma, 412,
ligulata, 412.

longicruris, 412,
meiog}Tia, 412,
myosurus, 412,
notoleia, 412.

nubigena, 412.
obscura, 412.

paludosa, 411.
parva, 412.

psychnophila, 412.
punctata, 412.
remota, 411.

spicata, 414.
trinervis, 412.

3 AI

sery, 204.— mountains of, 25.— Salep, 369,— snuff, 259.— valley of, 27.— vegetation of, 27.
Casipore, xv.,xvi.

Cassava, 328, 280, 162.

Cassia, common, 325.
Cassia, 183,4, 8, 13, 17.— Absus, 184, 161.

Acacalis, 185.

alata, 186.

amaena, 184.

auriculata, 185.

elongata, 187,

Fistula, 186, 183, 184,

185, 161, 13.

herpetica, 186,

lanceolata, 186, 1 87,201.
marilandica, 186.

obovata, 186, 195,
obtusa, 186.

occidentalis, 184, 186.

purpurea, 184.

Sophora, 184, 186.

suffruticosa, 184.

tomentosa, 184.

Tora, 184, 186.

— serrata, 142, 144.— Toona, 142, 143, 8.

Cedreleace^e, 142,140,143.
Cedrus, 353.— Deodara, 353.
54 Celastrine.'e, 166, 133,

167, 168,261,326,
Celastrus, 167.— acttminatay 326.— dependens, 167.— edulis, 168.— neglecta, 167.— nutans, 167.— lloyleana, 167.— rufa, 167.
— spinosa, 167.— stylosa, 167.

Celery, 231, 229.
Cellulares, 330,
Celosia, 320.

argentea, 320.— cristata, 320, 116.
— margaritacea, 320^

Celsia, 8, 290*

CekidecE, 341,
Celtis, 341, 119.

alpina, Royle, 341

.

Inglisii, Royle, 341,
orientalis, 341.
tetrandra, 341,

Cenchrus, 8, 415, 421, 121,
161.

— echinoides, 6,416.— montanus, 416.
Centaurea, 246.
— vioschata, 247,28.

pulchra, 246.

Centotheca, 416,

lappacea, 416.

Central Asia^ x.

— lakes of, xxii.
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Central India, x.

Centranthera, 290, agi.

— bispitla, 18, 291.

Centrostachys^ 320,

Centronia, -293.

Centunciilus, 309, 31O.

— indicn^, Uoyle, 310.

Cephaells Ipecacuanha, '239,

CephaFanthera, 36B.

— acuminata, 368.

Ceplialimthus, 238,

Cephaloschaonus, 410,

Cephalostigma, 253*

Cerastium, 4^, 78.

Cerasus, ftoa, 203, 204, 17,

23, 28,

— capricida, 205.
• — conmta, 205, ^07.

Puddtim, 205.

toinentosa, 205,
— undiilata, 205.

Ceratocephalus, 44.

remtomii i^Uiqua, 163, 186.

70 CraATOPHYM-um, 212.

Ceratophyllum, 121.

— muriratum, 2J2.

tuberculatum, 212.

verticillatum, 212,

Ccratopteris, 428.

Ceratostcmma, 255, 2rA
vaccinaccn, 256.

• — varieyataf 257, 256,

Cerbcra, 271, 269.
— Manghas, 271.

Tanghin, 271.— Thevetia, 270, 271.

CercU, 183, 119.

Cerealia, 190, 418.

Cereo-resine, 328,

Ceropegia, 273.— bulbosa, 274.
eirpims, 273.

• — Wallichii, 273, 276.

Ceroxyhn andicola, 394, 399.
Cestrum, 280.

Cetraria, 438,— islandica, 438.
Cevadilla, 3H5.

Chaetaria, 415, 421.
— depreffsa^ 416.
— setacea, 4^4-

Chaerophylhim, 228, 231,40.
— acuminatum, 232,— reflexum, 232.

tuberosum. Royle, 231.

58 Chailletiack^, 170.

ChnksoOt Hind., 184,

Chamalari, xi.

Chamsprops, 122.

— humilis, 394, 397-— excelsa, 394. 397-— Martiana, 394, 319,

3975 29.

Cbamissoa, 320.
— nodiflora, 320.

Chandore range, vii.

Change, 36.

Changrezing, 36.

Changshel, 21.

climate of, 22.

Cbangsbillt xiii.

ChanoOf 229.

Chanwvl^ 419
Chaptalia, 247, 12 j.

gossypina, 247,250, 18.

maxima, 247, 250,

tomentosa, 247, 250.

Chara, 433.— corailina, 433-— filamentosa^ 433.— foliolosa, 433-— foetida, 404, 433-— furcata, 433.— hispida. 404, 433.— involucrata, 433.— polyphylla, 433.— ? polycJudes, 433-
setosa, 433.
spiralis, 433.
verticillata, 433-
Zeylanica, 433*

202 Chakace^i 433-

Cheeiia, 4»9, 35-

Chenee, 190, 197.

Cheer, 349.— ke gond, 351.

Cbeilanthes, 428.
— dealbata, 428.

Cheiranthus, 28.

— Cheiri, 69.

Cheirin 70.

Chelidonium, 121.

majus, 358, 119, 120.

137 CiiESOPODE^, 318, 222,

3*9» 3»3, 320, 321,

40.

Chenopodlum, 318, 40,
— Ambrosoides, 3i9«

— Botrys, 318, 319,— Qtilnoa, 319.— vulvaria, 319.
Chereita, 275,

Ckerrifi^ 334.
Clierry, 205.
— Barbadoes, 134.

— brandy, 205.

Cheriia, 328.

Chesnut. 34'2j 344-

Cbibou, 177-

Chick pea, 10.

Chikras&ee wood* 143-

Chikrassia tabularis, 143.

Chilyhoza, 349> 3*2^ 3^-

Chilka lake, vii.

Chilli, 23o,

Chilocbista, 365.

Chilochloa, 417.— aspera, 417.

CMpntla, 390.

Chilroto, 350.
Chimaphila umbellata, 257,

China, cheapness of labour

in, I2fc.

climate of, 1191 123.

cultivation of cucum-
bers, 217,

of melons.

217.
— flora of, 12,

— rhubaib, 314.— root, 3R3.

— vegetation of, 119, 116.

Chlnarj Per?., 344,
ChinaroOf 205,

Chinese flowers in European
gardens, 121,

— fruits in India, 10.

genera m
18.

Himalayas,

guiseug, 120.

tall com, 122,

Tatary, 36.

climate, 36.

cultivation, 36.— Warn pee, 130,

Chmianthus, 266.

Chir, 427.
Chirat/iia^ 277.
Chirchita, 321.

Chiretta^ 277, 278.

Chirita, 293.
* bifoiia, 293, 294,

diaphana, Royle, 294.

CJdlra, 64.

Chiiraka, 311,

Chives, 392*
ChlenacecBy 104.

150 Chloranthi:.e, 331.

Chloranthus, 331, 123.
— erectus, 331.— inconspicuus, 331.— serratus, 33U

Chlorideae, 416, 417.

Chloris, 416, 421.

Chlorophytum, 392.
undulatum, 392,

Chloroxylon, 143.— Swietenia, 142, 143,
Chob cheeneCf 383.
Chaetocyperus, 410.
Chondrilla, 247, 8.

Chondrospermum, 266.

Chooka tiputiee, 152.

Chookitndar, 318.

Choola, 182.

ChooloOi 205.

Choopa, 138.

Choor Mountain, 20,

climate of, 21.

— peaks of* 21.

— temperature of, 21.

Choripetalum, 265,

Chosa, 66.

Chotee-elachee^ 339.

Chou Caraibe, 407-

Choulmoogra, 327.

Chrysanthemum indicum,

248.

ChRYSOBALAN*e;E, 202,201.

Chrysobalanus Icaco, 162.

Chrysobaphus, 368.

Chrysopbyllum, 262, 263,
— acuminatum, 263.
— Cainito, 263.

Cbrysosplenium,226, 119,40.
Chuhar-mvghz, 342.

Ckvkhekera, 438.

Ch?mbeke, 269.

Chumhuk, Hind. 373.
Chuna, 190.

— kaboolee, 190.

ChuvcliOQ'ifiuldoOy 378.

Chnndra moolah 358,

Chunder budunee, xv.

Chushmak, Pers. 184.

Chnshmeezuk, Pers. 184.

Cluisquea> 23,

Chychm, 184.

Cicca, 327*— disticha, 327,

Cicer, 1^2, 190, 1.

— arietinum, 190, 200, 13.

61.

— microphyllum,

192, 200.
— soongoricum, 192, 200

Cichoriaceae, 247, 249, 252.

Cichorium Cosnia, 247,— Intybus, 247, 194.

Cimicifuga, 44, 57? ^5.
• — frigida, 57*

Cinchona^ 238.

Cinchona, 238, 239,244.— Condaminea, 240.
— cordifolia, 240.

Royle,

gratisaima^ 240.

lancifolia, 240.

magnifolia, 240.

pubescens, 240,

I — purpurea, 240.
— oblongifolia, 240.— scrobiculata, 240,

Cinchonacese, 238, 239, 237.

Cinchonia, 239.
Cineraria, 32.

Cinnamomum, 325.— albiflorum, 325,— aromaticura, 325.— Culitiawan. 325.— eucalyptoides, 325.— Kiamis, 325.— malabathricum, 325.— nitidum,325.
Tamala, 325.— zeylunicum, 325.

Cinnamon, 122, 4.

Circea, 211, 210, 23, 40,— alpina, 211,
* — cordata, 211.

— intermedia, 211.
— lutetiana, 211,
— repens, 211.

Cirrhopetalum, 364.— RoxbuTghii, 364.— Thouarsii, 364.— Wallichii, 365.

Cirsium, 246, 247, 8, 40.— verutum, 246.
— Wallichii, 24^).

Cissampelos, 61, 8.

— convolvnlacea, 61, 50.
— hernandifolia, 61.

Cissampelos hirsuta, 61.

— Mauritiana, 62.

— obtecta, 61,62,

Pareira, 62.

Cissus, 144, 123.

— acida, 145-
* — capreolatay 149.

— carnosa, 144, 145-

— cordata, 145.

— feminea, 145.— hederacea, 149.
— latifolia, 145-
— Nepalensis, 145.
— quadrangularisy 145.

rosea, 145» ^49-
— setosa, i45»

Cistus creticus, 164.

ladaniferus, 164,

Citron. 129,
— digitated, 10.

Citrus. 129, 13,— decumanus, 129,

Cladonia, 437«
rangiferina, 438.

Cladostachys, 320,

Claoxylon, 326.

Clavaria, 44<>.

— digitata, 440,
— militaris, 440

Claytonia perfoliata, 221.

Cleisostoma, 365,

Clematidese, 44, 5^'

Clematis, 44, 14. ^5, 30-

— angustifolia, 120.

— anemonijlora, 51.

— Buchananiana, 51.
— cordata, 51,

globosa, 51,

gouriana, 44, 51.

grata, 5 1 , 44» 45-

montana, 45, 51.

Nepalensis, 23,

nutans, 51.

tenujfolia, 51

,

— venosa, 5^-

Cleome, 72, 73-— violacea, 72.

Clerodendron, 298, 116, 121.

— dentatum, 299.— gratum, 299.— odoratum, 299.— phlomoides, 299,
— Siphonanthus, 299.

Cleyera, 123, 108.
— japonica, 108.

— ochnacea, 108, 17.

Climate, artificial, 6.

— diversity of, in Hima-
layas, xvii.

—for Cotton, 87.
— Grape-vine, 147,— Olive, 267.
— Tea, 115.
— Tobacco, 283,

—of Abyssinia, 121.

— America, 283.

Ava, 87.

Eancoorah, 87,

Base of Himalayas, 12.

Benares, 87, 121.

Cairo, 267,

Calcutta, 87, 121.

Canton, 113, 114, 121.

Cashmere, 27.

Chaugshel, 22.

China, 1 2 ?

Chinese Tatary, 36.

Choor Mountain, 21.

Cuba, 284.

Cumana, 283.

Delhi, B7.

Deyra Doon, 13.

Dublin, 283*

Edinburgh, 283.

Havannah, 283.

Himalayas, 29,— base of, 1 2,

Hungarung, 35, 36.

India, 87.

Kedarkanta, 22.

Kunawur, 34.

Climate of Landour, 16.

— Macao, 115-

Madras, 87.

Mountains in hot coun-
tries, 362.

Mussooree, 16,

Nagpore, 87.

Neelgherries, 30.

Nepal. 28, 29*

North of Himalayas,38.

Nusseerabad, 76.

Pekin, 113. 121.

Philadelphia, 283.

Saharunpore, 7, 87,

121.

— Snowy Passes, 33.— Stockholm, 2B3.
— Vera Cruz, 283.
'— Williamsbourg, 283.

Clitoria, 191 j 190, 189, 195.

Clitorieai, 189,

Cloves, 217.

Clover, 27,— Alexandrian, 162.

Club Moss, 43'^'

Cluytia, 327^ 3^9.
Cnemidia, 368.

Cnestis, 152, 153,

Cnicus, 246.

Ckidium, 228.

— diffusum, 229.

Coal, 4.

Coapim de Angola^ 423.

Cocos indica, 395.— nucifera, 395, 398.
Cocoa-nut, 4*— Palm, 395, 122.

Cocoa-root, 4^7-

Coccinia, 218.

I

— indica, 218,

Coccoloba uvifera, 316.

Cocculus, 123. 6,

— Cebatha, 62*
— cinerascens, 62.

— cordifolius, 61.

crispus, 62.

Fibraurea, 62.

flavescens, 61, 62.

indicus, 61,

lacunosus, 61.

laurifolius, 61.

Limacia, 62.

ovalifolius, 62,

palmatus, 61.

platyphyllus, 62.

peltatus, 62,

Roxburghianus, 61.

suberosus, 61.
— villosus, 61.

Coccus Cacti, 224,
— Ilicis, 225.
— lacciferus, 224,
— maniparus, 214.
— polonicus, 225, 85,

Cochineal, 224,

Cochlospermum, 108.
— Gossypium, 108, 100.

— insigne, 109.

Cocblearia, 70.— flava, 72, 6.

Cocksfoot grass, 423.

Cocoinese, 399, 395.
Codagapala ? 271.

Codarium acutifolium, 162.

Codiseum, 326.

Codonopsis, 253, 25.

Cashmeriana, 254.

ovata, 253.

purpurea, 254.
rotundifolia, 254, 253,— thalictrifolia, 253.— viridis, 254.

Coeloglossum, 367.
Ccelogyne. 364.— fimbriata, 364.— cristata, 364.
— ocellata, 364-
— prsecox, 364? 3^^-

Coffea, 238, 240.

Bengalensis, 238, 13,

Coifee, 4» *62, 240.

^,^
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Coix, 8,415.

gigantea, 416.
CoJbertia, 58.

Colchicaceae, 384.
Colchicum, 3^6,385.— autumnale, 385.

illyricum, 385,
variegatum, 385.

Coldenia, 304.
Colebrookia, 300.
Coleus, 300.— aromaticus, 303.— barbatus, 303, 301.— scutellaroides, 301.
Collsea, 192.

CoJocasia, 40(3.— antrquorum, 406, 407.
esculentum, 407.
hinialensis, 407.— macrorhizon, 407,

Colocynth, 164.— hill, 219.— true, 219.

Colquhounia, 301, 25.
Coltsfoot, 250.

Colubrina asiatica, j68,

Colutea, 192, 189, 198,40.— arborescens, 195.
Nepalensis, 198,

- orientalis, 195.
COMBRETACE^, 209, 346,

13.

Combretum, 123, 209.
alternifolium, 210.

66

186 402

nanum, 209.

CoMMELlNACEJEy
403.

Commelina, 403.— bengalensis, 403*— communis, 403.
obliqua, 403.
scapiflora, 403.— tuberosa, 403.

CommeJinesB, 410, 123, 16,

Comparison of CJiinese and
Himalayan Flora,
123.— of Indian and Egyptian
Flora, 159.— of zones of latitude
with belts of eleva-
tion, as to climate
and vegetation, 310,

ComposiicB, 164, 245, 248, 17,

Compsoa maculata^ 385,
Conclusion, 442.
Condapanna^ 396,
Conessi, 270,

Congea, 298.

164 CoNiFERjK, 348, 25, 26,

30, 40, 34^,347.21,
430,432, 14, ^ 9.

46 CONNARACE^, J 52, 174.
Connarus, 152.

Conocarpus, 209, 13.
* — latifolia, 209, 210.

myrtifolia, 209,
Conopodium, 23.

Convallaria, 380,.! ig, 46, 21,

40.

cirrhifoUa, 380,

raajalis, 382.

oppositifolia^ 380.

JPofy(/onatum, 38a.

spicata, 381.

verticillata, 380, 385.
CONVALT.ARIEJE, 379, 382.
1 28 CoNVOI-VULACEjB,

308, 306.

Convolvulus, 307, 3].

edulis, 308,

panduratus, 308.
repens, 308.

Scammonia, 308.

subvolubilis, 120.

Conyza, 248, 249.
Coolit manes, 325,
Cookia punctata, 130.

Copal, 107, 185.

Copaifera officinalis, 185.

121.

Coptis, 46.

Corallorhiza, 363, 362.— foliosa, 363.
Corcliorus, 103, 17,

acutanguliis, 103.
capsularis, 103.

fascicularis, 103.
humilis, 103.

linearis, 103,

olitorius, 103,— prostratus, 103.
Cordage plants, 274, 321.
Cordia, 123, 306, 8, 123.— angustifolia, 306, 307.— incana, Royle, 306.— latifolia, 306, 307.— Latora, 306.— Myxa, 306,307, 161.— reticulata, 307,— tomentosa, 306,
127 CoRDiACE^, 306, 307.
Coriander, 10, 231, 229.
Coriandrum sativum, 228,

'229.

Coriaria, 17,— myrtifolia, 166.— nepalensis, 165,— ruscifolia, 166.

53 C0RIA111E.E, J 65.
Corktree, 163,164,345.
Corut 271.

90 Corner, 234.
Cornus, 234, 17,

capitatOf 234.
florida, 235.
macropbylla, 234,— nervosa, Royle, 234.— oblonga, 234,

CoROLLlFLOa^, 260.
Coromandel coast, vii.— Ghauts, vi.

Coronilla, 195,

CORTIA, 229,
* Corvisartia indica, 251.
Coryanthes, 365.
Corydalis, 68, 21, 39, 40,
* — cashmeriana, 69.— cornuta, 69.

crassifolia, 6S.

crithmifolia, 68.

filiformis, 68.

Govaniana, 69,
Marschalliana, 68.

nana, 68.

parviflora, 68.

vaginans, 68,

Corylus, 342, 343, 26, 40,
CORYMBIFER^, 248.
Corypha, 395.— dulcis, 394.— elata, 396.

Taliera, 396, 399,— umbraculifera, 396,399.— Utan, 396, 395,
Cost, 360.

Costus, 372, 356, 357, 31.— Arabicus, 360.— nepalensis, 8.— speciosus, 360, 357.
Costus of the Ancients^ 360.— Indian, or bitter, 360.

sweet, 360.

Cotoneaster, 202, 42.— acuminatum, 131.

microphylla, 42,

rotundifolia, 42.

451

307>

Cotn el sadjar, 99
Colon lisse de Siam brun, 99,
Cotonnier de Siam, 99.— a duvet brun, 99,— couronne brun, 99.
Cotton, 84, 116, 125, 4, 10,

19, 29.

ancient history of, 86,

Hernr, 98.

Bourbon, 94, 100.

hotved Georgia^ 90, 89,
Brazil, 95.
Carolina, 89.

Chinuy 98.

countries, climate of, 87.

Cotton, cultivation of, 86, 92,
117. 119.

Egyptian, 162, 89.
French, 100.

from Peruvian tombs,
86,

Dacca, 98.
grass, 415.
green seed, 90.
Indian, 90," 95, 162.
large, 99.
long staple, 90*
nankeen, 90, 99^
of ancient EgyptL

86,

of Kemaon, 87.
Perennial, 92.
of Pernambuco, 89.
sea island, 90, 100.
Seychelle, 91.
short staple, 90.
soil, 91.— species of, 97.— /flu'w^/, 99.— tree, loi.

— upland, 90.— white, 99.
Cotula anthemoides,

248.

Cryptocarya, 324,
Cryptochilus, 365.
Cryptocoryne, 405,
Cryptogamic plants, 25.
Crpptogramma, 428,429,
Cryptolepis, 269.— reticulata, 270.
Cryptophragmium, 297.
Cuba, climate of, 284.— cultivation of tobacco

in, 284.
Cubebs, 333,
Cucubalus, 78, 79,— bacciferus, 78, 28, 79.
Cucumis, 218.

aromatica, Royle, 220.
Colocynthis, 218, 220,
Hardwickii, Royle,

21B, 220.

Himalensis, Royle, 2 1 8.
Melo, 218.

Momordica, 218, 219.
pseudo- Colocynthis,

218, 220.

pubescens, 218, 219,
220,

161,

— sternutatoria, 8.

Cotyledon spinosa, 117.
Courtoisia, 410, 414.
Cousinia, 246.
Cow tree, 337.
Crambe, 40.

cordifolia, 69,
Cranberry, 255.
CranesbiJi. 149.
Craniotome, 30.
82 CrassULACE^, 222, 17.
Cratjegus, 202, 203. 119, 40

— glauca, 42,
Crataeva, 72, 9,— religiosa, 72, 8.

Crawfurdia, 276, 277, 25,
Cream fruit of Sierra Leone,

J 62, 272.
Cream of tartar, 1 46.
Creeping Cedar, 350.
Cremastra, 365,
Crepis, 247, 40.
Cressa, 307.
Creyat, 298, 275.
Crinum, 373, 374, 123.— asiaticum, 374.— Himalense, Royle, 374,— latlfolium, 374.— toxicarium, 374,
Crocus, 371, 28.
* — sativus, 371, 372.
Crops at Saliarunpore,

ble, 10,— khureef, 10.— rain, 10,

— rubhee, 10,

Crossandra, 297.
Crotolaria, 191, 189, 31, 17,— alata,

— aridaj Royle, 191.— anthylloides, 192.— Burhia, 191.— cannabina, 82.

juncea, 334, 194, 10.

retusa, 191.

sericea, 191.— tetragona, 191.— Thebaica, X91.

Croton, 327.— Cascarilla, 328.— Eluteria, 328.— gratissimum, 328.— polyandrum, 327, 328.— Ti^Hum,327,328,275.
— tinctorium, 329.

Crown imperial, 388.

Crozophora, 327.— plicata, 329, 327.— tinctoria, 329.
11 Crucifer^, 69, 164, ng,

J 7. 25, 40, 10.

dou-

sativus, 218.
trigonus, 220.— turbinatus, 220.— utilissimus, 218, 219.

Cucurbita, 218,
— Citrullus, 218.— ovifera, 219.— Pepo, 218.

77 Cucurbitaceae, 217, 164,
220, 8, 10,27.— in Indian desert, 217.— cultivation of, in Cash-
mere, 217.— in China, 217.— in Persia, 217.

Cudbear, 43R.

Cultivation of Cashmere, 27.— of Central Belt, 18.— of Chinese Tartary, 36.— of Coffee in India, 24.— of Com and Pasture
Grasses, 418.

of Deyra Doon, 1 3,
of Henbane, 281.
highest, 19, 33, 35, 36.
of Kanavvur. 35,
of Neelgherries, 31.
of Nepal, 29,
of Potatoe, 281.
of Rhubarb in Himala-

yas, 315-
of Saharunpore, 10,

of Snowy Passes, 33.
of Tea plant, account

of, 127.

of Tobacco, 283, 285.— of Tobacco in India,

287-— of Upper Belt, 24.

Curaana, 284.— climate of, 284.— cultivation of Tobacco
in, 284,

Cumin, 231, 229, 10.

Cuminum, 40.— -^thiopicum, 230.— Cyminum, 229, 41,159.— regium, 230.

Cummin v. Cumin.
Cunninghamia, 348.— sinensis, 1 17, 118.

Cunoniacese, 225,
Cupania, 136.

Cupia, 238.

CupKEssiNE^, 348.

Cupressus, 348, 119,— sempervirens, 348.— torulosa, 350, 33, 40.

Cupuliferae, 342, 343, 346.
Cura, 271.

Curatella, 58.

Curculigo, 375, 376.— gracilis, 375*
orchioides, 375, 376,

recurvata, 375.

Curculigo petiolata, Rovle.
376. ^ '

Curcuma, 357,356, ,3,3,.
Amada, 359.
aiigustifolia, 359, 357.
Kuchoor, Royle, 359,

357.
leucorrhiza, 359.
longa, 358.
montana, 359.
rubescens, 359.— Zedoaria, 359, 49.— Zerumbet, 359, 358.

Curodapala, 271.
Currants, 146, 225, 21, 22,

35*
Cuscuta, 307.— europa^a, 308.

grandirtora, 307.
Cusparia?, 156.

Cu<,pariafebrifuga, 156.
Custard Apple, 60, 122, 164,

10.

Cuttacumboo, 182.

Cuttuck, vii.

Cyamopsis, 192.— psoraloides, 190.
Cyanaiithus, 308, 25.

Integra, 3o8»

lobuta, 308,
Cyanotis, 403.— barbata, 403.
Cyatbfiea, 428.
* Cyathidiumtaraxacifolium,

251.

Cyathocline, 248,— lyrata, 248.
CYCAnACE^,347,430.
— fossil, 347.

Cycas, 347,— circinalls, 347.
inermis, 122.

revoluta, 347.
sphaerica, 347.

Cyclanthes, 408.
Cyclostegia, 25.
Cydonia, 202, 119,— mala, 204.— vulgaris, 205.
Cylicodaphne, 324.
Cylindropus, 410.

I CyJista, 192,

Cymaria, 300.

Cymbidium, 366.— macrorbizum, 366.— trista, 366.
Cyminosma, 155,

Cynanchum, 17, 270,— Argel, 186, 274.— auriculatum, 274,— DaJhousisE, 274.— kunawurense, 274.— monspeliacum, 274.— ovalifolium, 274.— Roylei, 274.— sibiricum, 120.

— tomentosum, 274.
Cynareae, 246.

Cyxarocephalj«, 246^
Cynara Scolymus, 247,
Cynodon, 416.— Dactylon,4i6, 417, 18.

Cynog LOSSES, 303, 305,
Cynoglossum, 304*305,32,40.— canescens, 306, 304.— canescens, 306,

furcatum, 306, 304.
/3 tenerum, Royle, 306.
glochidiatum, 306.
grandiflorum, Royle,

305.

longiflorum, Royle, 305.
macrophyUum, Roj le,

305.

microglochin, Royle,

305.
racemosum, 306.

vesiculostinii 306.

uncinatum, Royle, 305,

A laxitiora, 305,

Cyiiometrftj 183.
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Cynomoriiim, 330.

195 Crrr-UAcrjE, 4*0? 414)

1*^4. 18,23.

Cypems, 4>o, 411, 4M.
aristatus, 412,

articulatus, 4I3«

bulbosiis,4i3-

coiiipre-55USj4i2.

difformis, 412.

distans, 412*

dubius, 413? 414-

esculcntus, 413*

hexastachyus, 4ia,4i3>

414.

inutidatus, 415.

jemenievsy 4*3'

lougus, 413-

niucronatus, 4*'^-

nivcus, 4*2.

peclinitoirnis, 41a.

pertcntiis, 413.

polys tarhyus, 4'3-

rotiindus, 413.

ganguluolentus, 412.

stolonifcsus, 413.

tcnuiflorus, 4*2.

textilis, 4U-

vciiu^tus, 4>^-

Cypress, 350, 30, 34.

Cypripiflif.T, 3fji, 3^7*

Cypript'dium, 3*^7, 3^3. 23-

— conligerum, 3^7.

Cyrtaiidra, 293.
lao CrRTANDRACKJB,a9Q,'293,

294, -2 (Jo, 296, 151,

Cyrtotropis, 1B9.

Cyrtopera, 366.
* — flava» 3^6, 370, »3»

obtu-sa, 13.

Cystoseria, 44*'

Cytheris, 3^)5.

CvTiNE.«, 33a.

Cvtiims, 330,

CytisuH, 195, 19a, 189, 197.

flaccidus, Royle, 192^

InnUifinosuSy Boyle i 197-

Czackia, 389.

Pacrydium, 348. 351.

Dactylicapnos, *i^, -25.

tlialictrifolia, 68.

Dactylortcnium, 41b, 421.
— 8Bgyptiacum,4j6.

Dactylis, 417, 423.

gl(jmerata, 28, 417, 423,

Dad-murdun^ 1H6.

Dnemia exten 272.

Dalbergia, 192, 189, 1 3> *62,

latifolia, U13.

ougeinensis, i.qi, 195.

Sissoo, igXy I95t 8.

DALBEKGIEyE, 1 By.

Balichainpia, 327.

Dalhousica, 1H9.

Dalibarda, 202.

* — calycina, 207.

Dairym}ileay 166.

pomijera, ib6,

— Nepafensis, i<>6.

Damasonium. 377, 400.

alismoidcSy 377-
indieurn, 9.

sessile, 377.

Dammara, 348, 351.

Dammer^ 106.

Dandelion, 339.

Damho, 237.

Daona, 392.

Daphne, 3^i» -71. 17, 31.

Bholua, 321.

cannab'ma, 321, 121,17.

coriacea, Royle, 321,

Daphnoides, 321,

eriocepbala, 321.

Gnidium, 321.

La3etta,3'^>-

Daphne Laureola, 321.

— Mezercon, 321.

• — raucronata, Royle,

321.

odora, 321.

Daphnidiiim, 324.

Dar-cheenee, 325.

chob, 64.

huld, 63, 64.

Darmee, 208-

Darrira, 278.

DarooTij 344.
Dasyi.oma, 228.

latifolinnn, 232.

Date-palm, 161, 397, 394*
lt>2.

Datisca, 340, 25.

cannadina, 340, 41,

Nepalensis, 340,

ir,5 Datisce^, 340,

Datura, 279, 280, 275.
alba, 279,

fastuo«;a, 279.
ferox, 27(.;.

Stramonium, 120, 279,
281, 18,

Daturlne, 2lla.

DArrciJS, 22B.

Carota, 229.

Davallia, ^^^.

flaccida. 42Q.

polypodioldes, 429.

tenuifolia, 429.

Deal, Intliaa, 35

U

Decanonnim, 24H,

Decaschistia^ 83.

Deeringia. 320,

Amherstiana,320,
celosioides, 320.

DefroonuSy 334.
Deiudar, 350.

Dek, 140.

Delhi, animals of, 6,

climate of, 67.

vegetation of, ^.

palace garden, 6.

Delimar 5^-

sarmentusaf 58*

Delphia, 45
Delphinium, 44*

actea, 62.

I

ajacis, 44i 55-

Biiinonianum, 56,

Cashtnertanivm, 55,

denudatum^ 55.

graudiflorum, 120.

tncaiium, 55*

pauciflorum, 49j 55-

pubescens, 45, 55.

pyramidale, 5^.

rectivenium, 56.

vestitum, 55, 26.

Dendrobieae, 363, 3G4.

Dendrobium, 363, 365.
• — alpestre, 365,

37t>-

denuilans, 365.

denudatum, 370.

Dentaiia, ti9, 40.

Dentella, 23'^.

Deodar, Ar. 351 3 yj>y 344-
Dephul^ 132.

Desrhamp-iia, 4i7«

Desce poflfffifj, 3^*2.

Desmanthus, iHi.

, 182.

362

Desmochuita, 320.

Desmodium, 189, 192, 191

17.

diffusum, 194.

gyrans, 191.

muHldurum, 193.

nudifiorum, 192.

nutans, 193.

tiliaefolium. 193,
— triflorum, 194.

Detarium, 180.

Deutzia, 213. 123, 17.

Brunonianai 216.

corymbosa, 216.

staminea» 216.

Dewaz, 14^.

Deyra Doon, climate of, 13j

— cultivation of, 13«

— vegetation of, 13-

Dhaecy 213.

Dhnk kegond, 195.

Dhamnoo, 104,

Dhaiu 419-
IJkand, 421.

Dhat, desert of, ix.

Dha\valagiri,xi.

Dlioona, 106,

JJhoonatil, Cing, 107.

Uhunya, 229.

Dianthus, 7B, 121,79,28,40.
— angulatus, Royle, 79*— barbatus, 7fi>79. 28.

caryophyllus, 78.

— caucaseus, 78, 79-— chineiisis, 78*

Dianella, 392,— neinorosa, 392.

Dicerma, 189.
— pulchella, 191.

DrriTT.AMYDK^T:, 170, 312.

Dichondra, 307,

Dichostylis Micheliana, 4*1-

Dicksonia, 428,,

Dicliptera, 297,

DicLirxERE^, 297.

Dicuma, 248.

lanuginosa, 24^.

Dicranum, 435i 434.— flexuosum, 435.
fragile, 435-
glaucum, 435f 436.

heteromallum, 435.— lungifoliurn, 435-— megalophyllum, 434.
— scoparium, 435, 43^^— squarrosum, 435.

Dicrocepbala, 249,— gracilis, 249.— grangeaifolia, 249.— latifulia, 249,
DicroPtacliys, 182.

Dictamnus, 156, 25, 32.

albas, 156.

altiica, 156.

Fraxinella, 156.

Himalayanus, 156,

Dictyotea* 441.
DidymocavpeEe 293.

Didyraocarpus, 293,

aromatica, 294.
• — macrophylla, 294.— venosus, 294.

Didymodon, 435.— purpureum, 435.— squarrosum, 435.
Dielytra, 68.

Dienia, 364.— congesta, 364.
— cylindrostachya, 364.

Digera, 320.
— arvensis, 320,

Digitaria ciliaris, 422.
— sanguinalis, 418,420.

Dilienia, 5^-
— aurea, 58.
— scabrclla, 58.
— speciosa, 58.

2 DlLLENlACfi-i-:, 58, 123, 12,

Dilivaria, 297.— ilicifoiia, 298.

Dill, 231,

Dimeria, 416.

Dineba, 416.

Diona^a muscipula, 75.

Dioscorea, 378.— aculeata, 378, 379,— alata, 378. 379-
anguina, 379.
atropurpurea. 379.
bu!bifera,379.

daemonium, 378, 379.
deltoides, 378.
fasciculata, 379.
globosa, 379.

UHramularia* 378.

378,

2.

Dioscorea oppositifolia, 379-

pentaphylla, 378j 379»
purpurea, 379.
rubella, 378, 379.
sagittata, Royle,

379-
sativa, 378.
tomentosa, 379.
triphylla, 379.

icolor, 378.
virosa, 378, 379.

175 DiOSCOREiE, 378.

Diosma, 156, 155.

499 DiosMEJE, 156, 153-

DlOSPYROS, 26t, 117, 120,

132.

cord i folia, 262,

chloroxylon, 262.

Ebenaster, 262.

Embryopteris, 262, 13.

glutinosay 262.

Kaki, 262.

Lotus, 261, 262.

inelanoxylon, 262.

niontana, 262.

raceniosa, 262.

Roylei, 262,

tomentosa, 262.

Diplacentrum, 365.

DiplacTum, 410.

Diplazium esculentum,

Diplolepis, 345.
Diplomeris. 367.

Diplopappus 249, 17,

Diplurandra, 23,46.

95 DiPSACEJK, 244, 245, 17,

25.

Dipsacus, 245.

auriculatus, Royle, 245,

Fullonuin, 245.

inermis, 245.

laevis, 245.
strictus, 245.

Dipteracanthus, 297.

Dipterocarpeae, 105, 12, 30.

28 DirTEROCARPUS, IO5, I78.

alatus, 106.

costatus, 106.

incanus, 116,

turbinatus, 106,

Direction of livers, vii.

Disemma, 221.

DiscuiniA, 273.

Disoiyloih 142.

Disporum, 384,385.
* Leschenaukiarwm, 386,

Doab, characteristics of, 7.

Dodonsea, 137.

DoelooK 315.
Dog-wood, lo.

Do Keswa, 359.
Dobinea, 1D5.

Dodecadenia, 324.
DokuSi
Dolichos, 189, 191, 10, 116.

bulbosus, 194.

Catjang, 190, 194.

sinensis, 190.

uniflorus, 193.

Dolomiaia, 246.

macrocephala, 251

.

Dona^ 250.

Doodiaalopecuroides? 201.

Doob. 416, 421,
Doodya mohura, 382.

Dooukeshuy 359.
Doolby An, 344.
Dooloo, 315,
Doonditarusj 430,
Doorba^ 421.

Doorwall, 42 1

.

Dopatrium, 290.

Dorcoceras, 293.
Dorema Aramouiacum, 231
Doronicum, 249,

Pardalianches, 250.

Domn, 400,

Palm, 161, 162.

Doura tree, 162.

Draba, 69, 28, 40.

glomerata, 71,

Draba lanceolata, 72.

lasiopbylla, 71.

radicans. 69, 71.

repens, ^g,

setosa, 71.

Dracontium, 405.

Drac^na, 392.

atropurpurea, 392'

Draco, 392, 393» 400.

ensifoliaj 392.

ferrea, 122.

Heyneana, 392,

spicata, 392.

terniflora, 39 2,

Dracocephalum, 301, 40.

Royleanum, 303.
— sibiricum, 41.

Dracontium, polyphyllum,

407-

Dragon's blood, 195, 393j4oo.

Drimys Winteri, 58.

Drogue amire, 298.

Drosera, J 6, 75,

Burmanni, 75.

indica, 75.

lunata, 75,

muscipulaj 75.

16 DROsKRACEi^:, 75.

Drugs energetic of India, 2 75.

Drupa('e^, 201.

Dryadeae, 201.

Dryandra cordata^ \ 18.

— verrucosa, 328.

Drymaria extensa, 222, 78.

cordata, 222, 78,

Dryobalano[)S, 105.

Camphoni, 106,

Dryopteris, 430.

Drypsis, 395.

Dublin, temp, of, 283,

Duckweed, 404.

Dujle, 271,

Dukh nirbisee, 50.

Du/ihuHy Ar., 419.

Dukbunee cbiretta, 277.

Didj xviii.

Dum-al'dkhwaint Ar, 393,
400, 195.

Dumasia villosa, 191.

Dumortiera, 436,
f)und, 328.

Dundar, 344.
Dunkur, 38.

Dunsakoos^ 245,

Durian tree, 101,

Durio zibethinus, 101.

Dtirra, Ar., 419.

Dwarf chestnuts, 117.

elm, 119.

Dyer's oak, 164,

Dyes, 4.

Dyschoriste, 297.
Dysophiia, 302,

Dysophylla, 300.

pumila, 300.

E^levvood, 171, 172, 122,

stone of Ancients, 185,

Earina mucronata, 36I.

Eastern Ghauts, vi.

Ebermaiera, 297.

107 EBENACEiE,26l, 167, 12.

Ebenus of llumphius, 262.

Ebony of Commerce, 262, 5,

30, 31-

Eccremocarpus, 294, 295.

Echanais cirsioides, 246, 161,

Echinacanthus, 297, 298.

Echinochloa, 415.
hispidula, 416, 420.

Echinolytrum, 410.

Echinops, ibi, 246, 17.

cornigerus, 246.

echinatus, 246, 6.

niveus, 251, 246.

Echinospermum, 304.

can urn, 306.

sericeum, 306.
— spathulatum, 306,

Echites, 269.

macrophylla, 270.



AND SUBJECTS TREATED OF. 453
Echium, 304, 38, 40.

rubrum, 304.
Echmatacantlii, 297,
Eclipta, 248,
Eddoes, 407.
Edible birds* nests, 441,
Edwardsia, 189,

mollis, 188, I46.

Eersa^ 372.

Eggplant, 279, n6, 27.
Egypt, Flora of, compared

with Indian, 6.

Ehretia, 306, 304, 13.

floribunda, Royle, 30(5.

Isevis, 306,

pubescens, Royle, 306,
serrata, 306.

Ehretiacese, 303.
Ehretieae, 304.
E. I. C. Hemp-farm, 335,
E. I. Herbarium, 2.

Ejoo, 398, 400.

Ekehergia indica, 141.

Ekemaron, 385.

Elachecy Hind., 358.
142 EzjEAGs-EJE, 322.
Elieagnus, 322, 31, 35,39, 40.

angustifolia, 323.
avborea, 323,
conferta, 823,

Ghuwaeen, Royle, 323,
parvifolia, 323.

orientalis, 323.
rhamnoides, 323.

Elaeis, 395.

161 395,guienensis,

399.
27 El^ocarpeje, 104.
Elaeocarpus, io4,

ganitrus, 105,

laneoleatus, 105,

serratus, 104.

tuberculatus, 105.

Elaeococca Vernicea, 328.— verrucosa 328, 122, 1 18.

Elaeodendron dichotomum,
167,

Elate S7/lvestriSj 395,
Elatine, 77.
iQ Elatine^e, 77-
Elder, common, 236.— dwarf, 236.

Eleiotis, 191, 189.

Elemi, 177.

Eleochavis, 411.

palustris, 412,— uniglumis, 412.
Eleogenus, 41 1,

capitatus, 412.
Eleogiton, 411.— fluitans, 41 1.

Eiephantopus, 248.

scaber, 248.

Elettaria, 357.
Cardamomum, 359, 357.

Eleusine, 416, 421, 10,

iEgyptiaca, 421.

corocana, 420.

indica, 416,
— stricta, 420.

EUspkacoSy 302,

Elkaja, 143-

Elslioltzia, 302, 301.

cristata, 302, 26.

Elwa, 390.

Elytraria, 297.

crenata, CigS, 6.

Elytrophorus, 416.

^rticulatus, 416,

Embelia, 265.

picta, 265.

Ribes, 265.

robusta, 265.

Emblica, 326.

myrobolans, 327*
officinalis, 327, 329

Embothrinm, 323.
Emetine, 74> 239, 23.

Emilia, 24B.

— sonchifolia, 248.

Empusaria, 364.

Empusaria paradoxa, 364.
Endiandra, 324.
Endocarpon, 437.
Endogen^, 354.
Endopogori, 297.
Engelhardtia, 342.

Colebrookiana, 342.
Roxburghiana, 342.
Waliichiana, 342.

Enlialus aeoroides, 377,
Ensete of Bruce, 355. .

Entada, 181,

Pursaetha, 181, 183.
101 EpacridejSj 255, 257

323.
EpaUes, 248.

Ephedra, 348, 25.— distachya, 348,— Gerardiana, 348, 40.
Epickaris, 142.

Epidendrese, 360, 365, 361.
Epidendrum, 365.
Epilobium, 210, 32, 40,— decussatum, 211.

Herbertianum, 211.

Himalense, 211,

hirsutum, 2n.
laeve, Royle, 211.

laxum, 2 J 1.

montanum, 211.

parviflorum, 211.

sericeum, 211.— spicatum, 211.
Epimedium hexandrum, 65,
Epipactis, 368, 40.— consimilis, 368.

herbacea, 368.
latifolia, 368,

macrostachya, 368.
Royleana, 368. -

Epiphytal Orchideae, 122, 12.

Epipogiun, 367.
Epithema, 293,
198 Equisetace^, 430,
Equisetiim, 346, 431,— arvense, 431.

debile, 431.— difFusum, 431.— Ingiisii, Royle, 431.— pallens, 431.— palustre, 431.— scoparium, 431.— sylvaticum, 431.
Eragrostis, 416, 421,422,16.
— Amherstiana, 417.

416

300.

Cynosuroides,

427.

elegantula, 417.
nigra, 417-
verticillata, 416.

Eranthemum, 297,— nervosum, 298.
Eremanthus, 326.

Eremostachys, 301.
* — superba, Royle,
Eria, 364.— alba, 3^54.

flava, 364.

Eriantbera, 297, 40.

Erianthus, 416.
versicolor, 416.

— vulpinus, 417.
104 Ericace^, 257.
Ericala, 277.

decemiida, 277.

orbiculata, 277,
Ericeai, 257.

Erigeron, 249, 248, 40,

Eriobotrya, 202, 123,

Eriocaulon, 123, 410, 411.
— hexangfulare, 409,— luzulaefolium, 409.

oryzetorum, 409.

quinquangulare, 409*
Sollyanum, 409,

xeranthomum, 409.

193 Eeiocaulone^, 409
4io»

Eriocoryne, 40.

Eriocycia, 232, 229,
• — nuda, 232.

5

Eriodendron anfractuosum
101.

Eriopetalum, 273.
Eriophorum, 415, 411.— comosum, 415, 411.— cannabinurn, Royle, 41 5,

Eriophyton, 301, 25.
Erodium, 150, 119.— hiraalayanum, 150.
Eruca, 70* 93.
Eryngium, 228, 28.

planum, 232.
Erysimum, 69. 23, 40.— perfoliatum, 71,
Erythraea* 276, 277.— Roxburghii, 277.
Erythrina. 123, 189, 191, 13,— spathacea,? 191.
Erythronium, 384,— hyacinthoidesi 384,
35 Erythroxyle^, 133,
Erythroxylum monogj/num,

133.

Ervum, 190, 200.
— hirsutum, 190, 200^— Lens, 190, 200.
— tetraspermum, 192,200.

Escallonieae, 22
Esparto, 427.
Etaeria, 367.
Ethulia, 249, 248, 6.

Eucalyptus, 217,— resinifera, 217.
Eugenia, 216, 123, 13, 217,— microphylla, 118.

Eulophia, 369, 365, 28»

campestris, 369, 365.— herbacea, 3(^9, 365, 13.— vera, 369, 365,28,
Euonymese, 167,

Euonymus, 167, 15, 17, 23,
31*

echinata, 167.

europsea, 340.
fimbriata, 167.

frigida, 167.

garcinifolia, 167,

grandiflora, 167,

Hamiltonii, 167.

japonica, 107.

laceruSf 167,

micrantha, 119, 121,

pendula, 167,

? thetefolia, 167,— tingeiis, 167,— vagans, 167.

Eupatoriaceee, 248.

Eupatorium, 249.— Ayapana, 250.

Euphorbia, 327) 3^3, 13, 24,

40.

antiquorum, 328,

Canariensis, 328,

Cashmeriana, 329.

Gerardiana, 328.

humiiis, 329.

Ipecacuanfia, 328.

ligularia, 328.

nana, 329.
nereifoHa, 328.

officinarum, 328.

pentagona, 329.
EuPHOrvBIACE^,

123, 171, 166,

13B, i3>3<^»>^4>220,

8.

Euphorbium, 328.

Euphoria, 136, 117, 123.

Li-chi, 133.

Longan, 138, 136.

Nepiielium, 138.

rimosa, 138.

rubra, 138.

Euphrasia, 290, 23, 25,

*

146 326,

168,

28,

40.
— officinalis, 290, 291.

European Hemp, 334.— vegetables in India, 10.

Eurya, 125, 123, 108.

— acuminata, 108, 127.

— juponlca, 118.

3 N

Euryale, 65.

— ferox, 121, 65, 8.

Eurythalia, 276,
Euterpe edulis, 397.— oleracea, 397.
Evodia, 156.

Evolvulus, 307,
Evonymus v. Euonymus, 1 19
Exacum, 276,
— roseum, Royle, 276.— tetragoimm, 276, 277.

Excaecaria, 327.
Agallocha, 328, 171,

Exostemma, 239,

Royle,

Faba, 190.

— ^nilgaris, 190.

Fafeerj Ar. 414,
Fagara, 157,

Fagonia, 157'— mysorensis, 153, 6.

Fagopyrum, 3»3» 314.

emarginatum, 317.
esculentum, 317.
tataricum, 317.

triangulare,3i4.

Fagraea, i6g.

Fairy's Hair, 430.
Falcaria? 228.

Falconeria, 354.
• — inslgnis, 354.

Waliichiana, 354,
Farsetia, 70, 161, 6.

Hamiltonii, 71.

Farsia, 342,

Fatioa, 212.

Fekhun, 155.

Fekra^ 390.

Fenugrec, 162.

Ferns, 427, n?, 43^.
Distribution of, 428,

Feronia, 129.
— elephantum, 129, 130,

Ferula, 229, 231.— Persioa, 231.

Fescue grass, 423.
Festuca, 417, 423, 18, 22,

23, 40.— Amherstiana,

417.— aquatica, 420.— ovina, 424.— rubra, 424.— stricta rubra, 417,
Festucaceae, 416, 417.
Fibraurea tinctoria, 62,

Ficaria? glacialis, 45.

83 FzcoiDE.K, 223.

Ficus, 336, 3. 13.

~ Carica, 337.— conglomerata, 336.— elastica, 336, 338, 270.— foveolata, 336.— glomerata, 336, 337,

33«, 340.— hirsuta, 337,— indica, 336 338, 126,

340. 339-— laurifolia, Royle, 336,
oppositifolia, 338,

reiigiosa, 336, 337, 338,
126, 340,339-

repens, 117.

Roxburghii, 338.
Rumphii, 336.

scabrella, 337.
tinctoria, 339.
toxicaria, 337.
Tsiela, 338.— venosa, 336-— virgata, 337-

Fig trees, 337, 10,161.
— source of bird-lime,

168.

Filago, 248.

FilJiUlurreet 299,— 'ijibhith 73.— 'id-Soudcirii 60.

197 FiLiCES, 427-

Fimbriaria, 436-

CaU

Fimbristylis, 411, 414,— bispicata, 41^.
diphylla,4i2.

ferruginea, 412.
pallescens. 412.
podocarpa, 412.— schcenoides, 412.— tomentosa, 412,

Finduk, 345.
Finlaysonia, 273.
Fir, 351, 34^ 117*

black, 352.
hemlock, 352.
Norway, 35a.
purple coned, 350.— silver, 350,

Fissidcns, 435.
Brj'oides, 436.
taxifolia, 436.— polypodioides, 435-

Fiitur^ 440.
Fiturasulioonj 230, 40.
Flacourtla, 6.— cataphracta, 73,— inermis, 73.— Ramontchi, 73,— Sapida, 73.— seplaria, 73.

13 Flacourtiake^ 73.
Flagellaria, 400,401.— indica, 401.
Flax, 10, 82,93.
Flemingia, i89.

Fiindersia, 143.

Flora, of,

Abyssinia, 160,

Africa, 160.

— and India com-
pared, 157.

China, 121.

— and Himalayas
compared, 123,

north-west of India, 7.

Senegal, 160.

Flour, exported from
cutta, 4,

Flowering rush, 401.
Flovveriess Plants, 427.
Fluggea, 326.— retusa, 327.— virosa, 327, 328.

187 Fluviales, 403, 404j
33».

Fodder, in mountains, 19,

Fceniculum, 228.
— Panmoriura, 229, lo.— vulgare, 229.

Foful, Ar, 400.
Fook, 237.
Forest-trees of northern lati-

tudes, 342.

Fossil plants, xxx. -^—
— shells, xxix.

Fossils, xxvii,

— of Kunavvur, xxix.

Sewalik, or Sub-Hima-
layan, xxvii.— Siihet, xxviji,

Fourcroya, 374,
Fox grape, 146.

Foxtail grass, 423,
Fragaria, 202,203,23, 31.— nubicola, 204.

Francceuria crispa, 161, 248,
FraxinecE, 266,

Fraxinus, 266, 119, 39, 40.
floribunda, 121, 266.— xanthoxyloides, 266.

French bean in Cashmere, 193— Berries, 169,— Scammony, 274,
Freycinetia, 408,
Fritillaria, 387, 244, 386, 22,

23, 26. .

cirrhosUf 387.

imperiali?, 387.

macrophylla, 387.
oxypetala, 3iJ7, 388.
persica, 387,
Thomsoniana,387, 38R.

verticillata, 31^7, ^4.
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Fruity emetic, 239.

Fruits of Cashmere, 204,148.

articles of commerce,

Frumentum Sarracenlcum,

317.
Fucaceae, 44 >.

FuGtt8> 44W 44*2.

Fuirena> 411, 414.
annua, 411.

pentagona,4i'2.

Fukeer*» boitles, uiy*

FuiiiAun, 385.

Fulwaf 263.

Fumaria, 68.

parviflora, 68.

— Vaillantii, 68, 9.

10 FvMXKiAcv.T., ^7, 1 19.

Funaria, 43o.
arlwrescens, 435,
calvebcciis, 435.

Funaru9t 413.

ao6 FuMci, 439, 437.
puibunuus, 440.

Fungic acid, 440.

Fungin,440.
Fimkia, 3^0.
— cordata. 3^9,

oviita, 3^9,

subcordala, 3^9.

Furcroeu gigiintea, i-i6

Furfiyony 3'28.

Furze» common> 126.

— tartaric, 35. 3^- 37.— from Neetee, 19B.

Fiislioon^ 312.

Fustick, 339.

Gab, 262.

Gartnera laurifolia, 134.

Gagca. 387* 23, 40.
• — elegans, 3B7, 388,
— lutea, 387,

Gagkcy 407.

Gojur, 229.

Galartia> 191.

Galanclia» 61.

Gahnga alba, 358.

Galangal, 356, 358.

Galanihus* 373.
nivalis, 374.

• Galatilla juncea, 251.

^a^^vinum, 231, 178.

of?tcinale, 231,
Gftlegea;, i8y.

Gallon, 237.

Galium,! 21, n 9, '237, 14,40— Aparine, 18.

Gall nuts, 344, 178,214.
Ganibeer, 239.

Gamboge, 131, 1 32.

Gamoplexis, 367.

Ganges, xiv.

— course of, viL

Gangetic valley, x.

GajigiteSj 242.

GaO'Z^J)Qn^ 304,

Garcinia, X32, 3:>.

Cambogia, 131.

cochin chinensis, 132.

cornea, 132.

Cowa, 132, 133.

Kydia, 133.

knceiefolia, 133.

Mangostana, 133.

paniculata, 133.

pedunculata, 133.

Pretoria, 131, 132.— zeylanica, 131, 132.

Garden of Delhi Palace, 6.

Gardenia, 238, 237.— tetrasperraa? 238.

Gardnera, 270,

angu^tifolia, 270.

ovata, 270.

Wallichii, 270.

Gar^ara, Sans., 229.

Garlic, 392, 393.

Garo de Malacca, 172.

Ganiga, 174-
' — pinuut', 174j 13-

Gastrochilus, 357,

Gastrodia, 367.

Gastrodiese* 362, 36W3^7»— new genus of, 3^^-

Gaultheria, 2, 3, 26, 30.

— fragrantissima, 259,

nummularioides, 257,

260.

ovalifolia, 257.

procumbens, 259.

Shallon, 259.

trichophy 11a, 257,260.

Gawilgurh range, vii.

GayTussacia, 25^.
• — serrata, 257.

Gehoon, 419.

Geaster, 440.— rufescens, 440,
Geiduar of Avicenna, 50.

GeidwaT KliutaU 5*^*

Geisorhiza abyssinica, 160.

Gelih 183.

Gelidium, 441.

Gelonium, 326.

Gendarussa, 297.

Geniosporum, 300. 29.

Genisteae, 189.

• Genista, 37» 4^.

versicolor, 198,35.
Genthee^ 378-

Gentian, 275, 21, 22.

Gentiana, 14, 276, 277, 26,

3P, 40,

coeruiea, 26,

contorta, Royle, 278.

coronata, 278.

Kurroo, 277,278,291.
lutea. 277.

squarrosa, 120.

115 GEyxiANE-^, 276, 164,

308* 17,25,269,309,
Geodorura, 366,
— dilatatum, 366.

Geology, xxiv.

— of Central range of

India, xxx,

of IHmalayas, xvvii,

of Plains of Tndia,xxiv.

of Sewalik, or sub-Hi-
malayan Range, xxv,

Geophila, 238,

Georchis, 368.

43 Geraniace.e, 149, 17.

Geranium, 119, 149, 14, 15,

32, 31-— bicolor, 149,

Choorense, 150.

eriostemon, 150,

Grevilleanum, 150.

heterotrichon, 150.

Isevigatum, 150.

Lindleyanum, 150,

lucidum, 150.

maculatum, 150.

Nepalense, 149,150.
;pedunculatum, 150.— \VaUichianum,i49,i50.

Gerardia, 291.

Gerardieae, 290.

Gesneriacese, 292,

Getonia, 209.

floribunda, 209.— nutans, 209.
Geum, 202, 203, 28,

datum
f 207.

Ghartope, 37.
GhasooU 223,

Ghauts, vi.

Gliee tree, 263,

Ghia tori, 218.

Churl, 344*
Gililiertia, 233,
Giloh,6i.
Giliur ke putta^ 442.
Gingelie oil, 294.
Ginger, 117, 123, 357, 10,

42, 35^1 358, 19* 29,
Gingko, 34^.

Ginseng, 233, 234.
cu1tiv:Uion in Hima-

layas, 234,

Gisekiapharnacioides, 320, 8,

Gha^ir range, xv.

Gladiulus, 37 »•

Glechoma hederacea, 302.

Gleditschia, 120.

Gleichenia, 428.
— Ilermanni, 429.

Glinus dictamnoides, 223.

— lotoides, 223.

Globba, 35fit 357, 16.

orixensis, 357.

secunda, Royle, 357*

Glochidion, 326.

bi&ria, Royle, 327,

Gloriosa, 386.

superba, 8, 1 5.

Glossanthus, 293.

Glossocardia, 248.

Glossocarya, 298.

Glossocomia, 25,

tenera, 253.

Glossogyne, 249.

Glossostylis, 29?.

Glu of French chemists, 34<^-

Glyceria, 417-— fluitans, 420-

Glycine, 189, 191.

subterranea, 162.

Glycosmifi, 129.

citrifolia, 130.

pentaphylla, 129.

Glyphocarpus, 435,
Gmelina, 293,

arborea, 299.
Gnaphalium, 243, 249, 17,

40.— indicum, 248.

163 Gnetace^, 347-

Gnetum, 347,— scandens, 347.
Gobrfia, 350.
G*)chnatia, 247.
Gofjf/l, 350.

Gohhroo-dufchunect 294.

Goitre leaf, 442.— stick, 442.
Galden rod, 250,

Goldfussia, 297, 298.

Gombo, 84.

Gomphia, 165.

Gomphostemma, 300, 29.

Gomphrenai 320.

globosa, 116.

macrocephala, 321.

officinalis, 32 u
GomutOf 400, 398.
Goniostemma, 273,
100 GoODENOVIEiE, 254.
Goodyera, 368,

procera, 368.
Googily 177.

Googlan, 251.

Googlana rdigiosd^

251.

Googuly Hind. 176.

Googida, 176,

Goolab, 203.

Gool-i'pistat 178.

Gooloomj 136.

Gooseberries, 225, 32, 33, 35,
36,

Gool-shuhbo, 3^9.
GofmJneei 307.
Goor, 398.
Gooteu-ahook-China^ 3R3.

Goozufniee-ehcheet 358.
Gordonia, 108.

— Wallichii, 1 08.

Gossyjiion^ 85.

Gossypium arboreum goln^m
segiar, 99.

Gossypium, 86, 83.— acuminatum, 98.— aniiquorurrij 98.

arboreum, 96, 99.
barbadense, 87, 160,99,
herbaceum,87,90,98,99.

hirsntum, 87, 90, loo,

indicum, 99.

micranthuni, 99.

Royle,

Gossypium obtusifolium, 98.

peruvianum, 101,

punctatum, 99,
racemosumj 101.

religiosuro, 87, 99.

rubrum, 99.

vitifolium, 100, 101.

Gotee-shook-Chinay 38U
Gotun bitadiy 99.— hindee, 100.

Gouania, 168.

lanceolata, 168.

leptostacliya, 168.

nepalensis, 168.

Gourds, 1 16.

Gracillaria lichenoides, 441,

— tenax, 441,

Graines d*Avignon, 169.

—r janneSy 169.

Grain!*, cultivation of,

European, 5^ 4i^-

in India, 4>9'

Gram, 13-

flour of, 61,

196 GiiAJiiNE.E, 4151 123,

428, 10, 16, 18, 25.

Grammitis, 42^),

Grana Gnidia, 321.

Molucca, 32 B.

Tilli, 3^i8,

64 Graxate.^?., 208.

Grangea, 249, 248.— maderaspatana, 248.

Granite range, xxiii.

Grapes, 1
1 7, 34-

food for rattle, 148.

plentiful in Cabool,i48-

Grape Vine, 146, 10.

at Pondicherry, 147.

distribution of, 146,

history of, 14^.

native country of, 146.

uses of, 146.

Graptophyllum, 297.

Grasses, 415.

number of, 415.

Grass cloth of China, 334*

of fuqueers, 334-

of Mecca, 244.

tree of New Holland,

Gratiola juncea, 8.

officinalis, 291.

Gratiolese, 290.

Great Millet, 41 9»

Greengage, 205,

Green tea plant, 125.

^ hardier than black, 125.

Grewia, 103, 119, 120, 6, 13,

17, 19, 29, 3».

asiatica, 104.

betulaefolia, log*

didyma, 103, 104.

elastica, 103, 104.

helicterifolia, 103, 104.

nana,? 103,

oppositifolia, 103.

pumila,? 103.

sapida, 103, 104.

.'lerophylla, 103, 104.

tilisefolia, 103.

Grimmaldia, 436.
Grimmia, 435.
Gringana, Sans., 229.

Grislea, 212.

tomentosa, 213, 15,

121.

Groene drunf, 148,

85 Grossulari^, 225.

Grumilea, 238.

Guaiacine, 153,

Guaicum officinale, 153.

Guarea, 142, 143-

Aubletii, 143-

binectarifera, 142.

paniculata, 142.

trichilioides, 143.

Guatteria, 59.

velutina, 59.
Guava, 122, 164, 10,42,

Guazuma ulmifolia, 102*

Guettarda, 238.
— coccinea, 239.

Guilandina, 183.

Bonduc, 184, 185, 8,

9, 122.

Guj pippid, 4^7.

Guldenstadtia, 189, 200.?
— ciineata, 200.

Gultigal, 275,

Gum anime, 107,

Senegal, 161, 182.

— Tragacanth, 102,

Gums, 4.

Gummi' Gutta,A merican, 131.

Giimpa nuth^ 423,
Gunda biroza, 351.

Gundoom, Pers», 419.
Gunnera, 336.

Gunnia australis, 361.

Gunny, 103.

Guosum, 138.

Gurjun, 107.

GuttiferjE, 131, 2bi,

^32, 6, 8, 30,

33
105,

12,

Guz, 214.

Guzunjheen, 214, 267,

Gymnadenia, 367, 40,— Conopsea, 367.

cylindrostachya, 367.— spathulata, 2^7*
Gymnandra, 290.— Cashmeriana, 291.

Gymnema, 273,— lactiferum, 274.
— sylvestre, 273.

tingens, 273, 274.

GviixosrEKME^, 347, 430,

Gymnostachys, 405.

Gymnostachyum, 297.
Gymnofttomum, 435.— rufescens, 435,
GynactissinapifoJia, 161,249.

Gynandropsis, 72, 116.

pentaphylla, 7.

Gypsophila, 79, 78, 40.— cerastioides, 79.
Gyrandra, 326.

Gyrocarpus, 324.

Gyrophora, 437, 43^-— cylindrica, 438,
murina, 437-
proboscidea, 438.— vellea, 438.

Habenaria, 367.— commelinifolia, 367.— intermedia, 16.

— marginata, 16.

— pectinata, 16,

plantaginea, 367.— stenopetala, 367.

Haemanthus cocciueus, 374-

Haematospermum, 326.

Hsematoxylum campechia-

num, 185.

Hiemodoracese, 373.
Hoj. 194.

Halenia, 277.

Halesia, 261.

69 Halorage^e, 211.

Haloragis, 212.

Halesiacene, 260.

Halyoun, Ar., 393*
Hamadryas, 44.

89 Hamamelioeje, 234.
Hamamelis, 234,— chinensis, 117,

Hapalosia Loeflingise, 221.

Haplanthus, 297.
Haplostylis, 411.
— Meyenii, 412.

Hardwickia, 183.— binata, 185,

Harmala, 155,

Harina caryotoides, 396.

Harpullia, 136.

Hartighsea, 140, 142.

Hnsha, 302.

Hastingia coccinea, 121.

Havannah, climate of, 283.
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Hawulbagh, xv.

Hazel, 342, 22, 28,

Hedeoma, 301.

Hedera, 233.

aesculifolia, 233.

Helix, 119, 120, 18.

parasitica, 233.— terebinthacea, 233.

Hederine, 234.
Hedycarpus, 138.

Malayanus, 138.

16,357 356,Hedychium,

— coccineum, 357.— spicatum, 357, 358.

Hedyotis, 238, 237.— calycina, 238.— graciU.% 238.

Hedysareae, 181, 190, 193,
1 89, 8.

Hedysarum, 119, 120,

— auriculatum, 194.

quinqueangulatum,

194.

Heisteria coccinea, 129,

Helianthus annuus, 248.— tuberosus, 250, 248.

Helicia, 323.
Helichrysum, 249,

Heliconia, 354.
Helicteres, 123,

— Isora, toi.

Heliotropese. 306.

Heliotropicea;, 303.

Heliotropium, 306, 68, 304.

brevifoliutn, 306, 304.

coromandelianum, 304^
306.

europoeum, 304, 306,
— malaharicum, 306,
— supinura, 304, 306.

Helleborus, 44> 4^.

Helonias officinalis, 385.

Helosciadium, 228,

Hemanthria, 416,— fasciculata, 416.

Hemerocallis, 389.— cordata, 389.

disticha, 389.
flava, 389.

fulva, 3B9;

I80 Hemerocallipe^, 389
386.

Hemiadelphis, 297.

Hemicarpha, 410.

Hemiehoriste, 297.

Hemidesmus indicus,

^74, 383.
Hemionitis, 4^8,

Hemiphragma, 290, 32, 25.

Hemipilia, 367.— cordifolia, 367.

Hemlock fir, 352.

Hemp, cultivation of in In-

dia, 27, 19, 10, 5, 84,

333.

Henbane, 279, 280, 281.

Henckelia, 293,

Hennep, 334-

Henricea, 277.

Henslovia glabra, 346-— pubescens» 346.

161 Hensloviace-^:, 34^-

Hepatica, 44-

204 Hepatic-(E, 436, 43^"

Heracleum, 228, 361, 4*^-

— capescens, 232,— cinereum, 232.

Herbarium, where collected,

1.

Herbe au diable^ 311.

Heritiera, 102,

Herminium, 367, 16,

• — pmmineum, 36, 370.

Herroodaclytus, 385.

Herniaria, 222, 40,— Cashmeriana, Royle,

222.

incana, 222,

Herpestes, 290.

Monnieria, 291, 8.

272,

Herpetospermum, 218.
Herpysma, 368,
Hesperis, 69, 40.— glabra, 22.

Heteranthera, 386.
Heteropogon, 416.
Heterostemma, 273,— alata, 273,
Heudelotia Africana, 352.
Hevea guianensis, 328.
Hexacentris, 297,
Heylandia, J 89.— latebrosa, 191.

Heynea trijuga, 141, 144-
Hibiscus, 83, 6, 13,

arboreus, 84.

cannabinus, 82, 10.

collinus, 84.

crotonifolia, 83,

esculentus, 84,

furcatus, 84
Lampas, 83.

longifolius, 84.

macrophyllus, 83.

populneoides, 83.

Rosa sinensis, 84.

rigidus, 83.

SabdarifFa, 83, 84.

strictus, 84.

surattensis, 83.

tortuosus, 84.

Trionum, 83, 28.

Hieracium, 247, 17, 23.

murorum, 247.

Sabaudum, 247, 28.

umbellatum, 247.

Hierochloa, 417.
laxa, 4 1 7.

peaks of Himalayas

34 Hippocrateace^,
166.

High
xvn.

Highest cviltivation, 19, 24,

33, 35, 3^-

vegetation, 37.
Hill margosa, 141.

Hilm, 325.

Himachal or Himalaya
Mountains, xi*

African Genera in, 18,

American Genera in,

18.

Ascent of, 14.— change of

climate and vegeta-

tion, 14.

Base of, climate, 12.

mixture of

Enropean and Tro-
pical forms, 14.

vegetation,

12, 13, 14.
^^

Breadth of, xvii.

Cheapness of labour in,

126.

Chinese genera in, 18.

Climate of, 29, xx'xiv.

European species in,

18, 24.

Fossils of, xxvii.

jungly, base of, 12.

Northern climate of, 38.

river beds of, 31.

river beds, vegetation

of, 21.

seasons of cultivation

in, 18.

survey of, xi,

view of, see Frontis-

piece.

Himalayan cedar-wood, 350.

plants in Europe, 42.

Himmaleh Mountains, xi.

Hither Himalaya, xiii.

Hindba, 247,

Hindoo-kho, xl,

Hindoo-khoosh, fruits of

204.

Hinna, Ar., 213.

Hinteh^ Ar., 4^9*

38 HiPFOCASTANEJE, 135-

Hippocratea arborea, 133,

indica, 133.

Hippomane Mancinella,328.
Hippophoea, 322, 25, 31, 35?

conferta, 323.

rhamnoides, 323.
salicifolia, 323.

Hippuris, 211.

Hiptage, 123, 135,29.
Madablota, 135.

obtusifolia, 135, 122.

Hiraea, 135,29.
nutans, 135.

indica, 135.— lanuginosa, 135,
Hitchinia, 272,
Hog-plums, 179.
Holarrhena, 269.

antidysenterica, 271.

pubescens, 271, 270.
Holboellia, 415, 417.
Holcus ssaccharatus, 425.
Holigarna, 174,

longifoHa, 178, 175.— racemosa, 175,

Holly, 340, 168, 10.

Holmskioldia, 301,
* Holostemma Brunoniana,

276,

Rhedii, 274.

57 HoMALiNE^, 170.

Homalonema aromatica, 406.— occulta, 406.
Hoohery 352,

Hoofarikoov, 13T.

Hookeria, 435.— rotulata, 435-
Hoohs kasmeereCy 259,
Hooshee, 231.

Hooziz, 63, 64,— hindee, 63.

Hop, 334i 5

133, j
Iluree moong^ 190,

Hurria-shook- Chinay 38 1.

Hurriana, &c. x.— grasses of, 421.
Hurina-shook- China, 383,
Hurshuff 247.
Hursinghar, 268, 269.
Hussie-loohans 261.
— 'Ool-jawee, 26 1

,

I

Hyacinth of the Ancients, 388
Hyaclntheae, 391.
Hyacinthus orientalis, 391.
Hyaenanche globosa, 328,
Ht/a-ht/at 270,

Hj'dnocarpus venenata, 73,
Hydrangese, 225.
Hydrangea altissima, 225,— asper, 225.— vestita, 225.
Hydrastis, 44, 46.

Hydrilla, 376.

subulata, 376.— verticillata, 376, 377.
Hydrocaryes, 211.

173 HvOROCHARinE^, 376,

377. 330-
Hydrocharis, 376, 377,— cellulosa, 377.
Hydrocleis, 401.

Hydrocotyle, 228.
— asiatica, 228,

Hydrocyanic acid, 204.
Hydrolea zeylantca^ 308, 8.

129 Hydroleaceje, 308,
Hydropeltideae, 64.

Hydrophylax maritiraa, 239.
Hydropterides, 431.
Hygrophila,297,

Hygrophileae, 297.
Hygropila, 436.
Hygroryza,4i5.

Hylophila, 3^7.
cultivation ofproposed,

j Hymenaea Courbaril, 185.

335.
Hopea, 261, 105, 30.

Hordeaceae, 417.
Hordeum. 417, 40,
• — iEgiceras, 418.— cceleste, 418.
— hexastichon, 418, 419.

Hornbeam, 342, 29.

Horse chesnut, 135.— Indian, 135.
Horsfieldia, 238.

Horse gram, 193.
-— radish, 71.

Hottentots' bread, 379.— poison, 374.
Houttuynia, 331.— cordata, 331, 121, 123,

18.

Hovenia, 123, 17.— dulcis, 169, 123, 29,
121.

Hoya, 123, 273, 17.— linearis, 273.— longifolia, 273.
Hub-ool-ban^ 144«— -gahr, 326.
— -mooshkj 84,— -nil, 308.
— 'Souda^ Ar. 184.

Hugonia, 104.

— Mystax, 104,

26 Hugoniace^, 104,

HuMee amba, 359,— joala, 359-— moela, 359.
poorubecy 359-— puharecy 359,

Huldehy 47.
Humboldtia, 183.

Humulus Lupulus, 334, 1 19,

120.

Hungarung, 35.— climate, 35j S^*— cultivation, 35.— vegetation, 35.

Hunsraj, 430.

Hunteria, 269.

Hura crepitans , 328.

Hymenidiura, 229, 233
— Brunonis, 233,— ? densifiorum, 233.

Hymenochaete, 410.

Hymenocardia, 34^, 13.

Hymenodictyon, 238, 239.— excelsum, 239.— thyrsiflorum, 238,
Hymenoloena, 229, 233, 40,
* — Govaniana, 233.

latifolia, 233,
stellata. 233,

Hymenophyllum, 428.

Hymenopogon, 238.
— parasitica, 238.

Hymenopyramis, 298.

Hymenostylium, 435.
Hyophila, 434-
Hyophorbe,395.
Hyoscyamine, 280.

Hyoscyamus, 279, 280, 119.— niger, 279,119,120,41.
32 Hvpericixe^, 130, 17.

Hypericum, 28, 1
1
9, 1 30, 1 5.— Androsaemum, 131.

cernuum, 130.

Chinense, 130.

coriaceum, 131.

debile, 131.

elodeoides, 130.

japonicura, 130.

lysimachioides, 130.

monogynum, 122.

patuhim, 131, i2i«

perforatum, 130, 131.

oblongifoliura, 131.— speciosum, 130,— Uralum, 130.

Hyphoene Cucifera, 395.— coriacea, 395.

Hypnea, 44'-

Hypnum, 434> 435, 4.— abietinum, 43^*— acuminatuno, 434.
arbusculum, 435.

cupressiforme, 43^*

flexile, 435*
microcarpum, 434-

Hypnum molluscum, 436.— praElongum. 436.— proliferum, 436.
— retroflexum, 434,— ruscifolium, 436.— serpens, 43^.— spiniforme, 434,— tavoyense, 43.

Hypolytrum, 41 1,

Hypopomm, 410, 411.
Hypoestes, 297^— purpurascens, 298.
172 HvpoxinE^, 375.
Hypoxis, 376,

CurculigioiJes, 376,
minor, 376.

Hyptis, 301.— Nepalensis, 301.— obtusifolia, 301.— pectinala, 301.~ spicigcni,30U
— suaveolens, 301.

HyssopiTs, 301,
— officinalis, 302.

Iceland moss, 438.
Tcica, 174, 175.

Ichnocarpusi 270.

fragrans, 270.

frutescens, 270, 271.
Ilex, 164,119,

aquifolium, 118.

dipyrena, 1G7.

excelsa, 167.

Japonicat 63,

paraguensis, 168.

serrata, Royle, 167.

vomitovia, 168.

106 lLicxyr-E,26i-i66, 167.

Illicium, 58, 120.

anisatum, 58,

IllecebrecBjiii,

Illecebrum, 222, 40,

erectum, Royle, 222.

verticillatum, 222.

Impatiens, 31, 150, 40.

balsamina, 151.

bicolor, 151,

glandulifera, 151.

Hamiltoniana, 151,

Inglisii,i5o.

insignis, 151.

parviflora,i50.

pumila, 151.

speciosa, 151.

Imperata, 416,

Koenigii, 416, 417,
426.

spontanea, 421.

Incarvillea, 295, 123.

arguta, 295, 296.

Chinese, 205,

Emodi, 295.

synopsis by Mr. Brown,

295-
Incense-wood, 172,

India aquosa of old authors,

133'

India, boundaries of, v.

— capabilities for produ-
cing medicines. 275,

— climate of, 87, xxxiii.

— extent of, v.

— Flora, uniformity of, 6.

ih^Medyhyama^ 138.

Indian arrow root, 356.

corn, 420,

cyperus, 413.

horse chesnut, 135.

jujube, 169.

Millet. 419.

myrrh, 176.

nard, 243,

or bitter costus, 360.

orrice (Iris) root. 360.

tobacco, different kinds

of, 286.

high price ofsome,

289.

Indigo, 195^2745 19.

— dye like, 31^.

*

it



45(3 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PLANTS

Indigofcra, i8g, 192, aoo,

119, 120, 191.

Ami, 195.

Argentea, 195.

Arghawan, 193.

curoliniana, 195.

ccerulea, 195,

cordifolia, tgt.

enneaphylla, i94f ^9^
hereranthenif 193.

paucifolia, 1^1, 19^.

trita, 191.

— violacca, 193.

Tndigofene, 17.

InduijUOf 371,
— shereffij 271.

tulkh, 271.

Indus, source of,xxii-

— biglobosa, 183,

dulei», 182,183.
— ftuculifera, i^G*

Inaects, V. ZuoL; lad.;

Introduction of plants of

other countries, into

India, 42.

N* India, n, 5.

Iodine, 44^
lonidiurn, 74, 6,

Ipcmcuunha, 74-

p'.vrviflora, 74-

Poaya, 74.
suffruticosum, 74.

Inula, 3if ^49'

Iperaruanhn, 74, 239.
brown or true, 239.
striattd, 239.

— substitutes for, 328,

Ipbisia, 273.

Govanii, 273,

Ipomcea, 307.
— atropurpurea, 307,— coerulca, 308.

coptica, 307.
cuspidata. 307,

dasysperma, 307.
filicauli<i, 307.

Ja1apa> 308,

niacrorhiza, 308.

Pes caprffi, 307,
Purga. 308.

Quamoclit, tl6,

reptans, 307.
ScJiiedeana, 308*

— Turpethurn> 308.

Ipsoa, 365.
Irak, 319.

hindee.^iQ.

Iriartea andicola, 394, 339.

169 IftlnACE^B, 37*-

Irideae, 37 «, 35^j 18.

Iris, 121, n9>37», 23, 28,

39>40.
cbinensis, 371.

decora, 371, 372,
dichotoma, 120,

foetidissima, 372,
florentina,37i.

germanica, 372.
japonica^ 372.
kemaonensis, 371, 372,
longlfolia, Ruyle, 371,

37^.

Moorcroftiana, 371,
nepalcnsis, 371, 372.
orientalisj 372.
Pseudacorus, 372,
sulcata^ 37a.

tuherosa, 385,
Iron wood. 122.

Irrigation in China, 122.

Isatis tinctoria, 71.

Ischaemum, 416.

pilosum, 422.

speciosum, 417.
Is/annkh, 318,319.
Iskeely 393-
Ishhmo.% Gr., 425.
Iskoolikundrion, 43-

JdiQOSi 325.

Isoetes, 43'^-

— coromandeliana, 432.

indica, 432.

palustris, 432.

setacea, 433.

Isolepis, 4ii» 4M-— barbata, 412,

setacea, 41a*

squarrosa, 412.

supina, 4*^.

Isopynim, 25, 32, 40,— grdndiflorum,45, 54,41.— mirrophyHum, 54.

Italian Millet, 420,

Senna, 186.

Itea, 225.

chinensis, 225,

macrophylla, 226,212,

225,

nutans, Royle, 22f).

virginica, 226.

Ivy, 233, 234,

Ixora, 238.

Jaboropa, 280.

Jack fruit, 119, 336, 337.
Jncquinia, 264,

Jagar'u 398.

Jaggery, 398 » 4^^.

wator, iH3.

Jalmuvi, xiv*

Jak fruit, 33^^* 337j i*9-

Jalamoot, 257,

Jainbosa, 21G.

vulgaris, 2 1 6.

Janiplui Mauihot, 327.

Japan plants, 121.

Jasmine, 268.

1 11 Jasmine,!:, 267*

Jasminuni, 268, 121, 123,

arborescens, 268.

chrysantliemoides,

Royle. 268.

chrysanthemum, 268,

dispermum, 268,

fruticosum, 268.

glandulosum. 268.

grandiflornm, 268.

hirsutura, 26B.

laurifolium, 268

nanum, 268,

odoratissimxim, 268.

oftirinale, 268.

pubis;erum, 268.

Zambac, 2()8.

Jatamansi, 242, 243, 244.
Jatnmauey Sans,, 242.

Jatropha, 275, 327.
Curcas, 327^ 328,329.
glandulifera, 328,

JawuTuSj Ar , 420.

Jawu/Uree, 323,

Jawurs-hindee^ Pers., 419
Jeeapootaj 347.
Jeeroogoo, 396.
Jeeva, 347,
Jerusalem Artichoke, 250.

Jeiee. 334.
Jhand^ 1-82,

Jharree, Hind., 169.

Jhuo', 214.

J'Uo, 143.

Joala huldee, 359.
Joar, 419, 418, 421.

Johnia, 133*

Joncsia, 183.

— Asoca, 185*

Jooar, 122,419, 122, 194.

Journal, extract from, 20.

Jowz, 342, 280.

-6o«, 323.

-masilf 280.

-ool'kue^ Ar,, 239.
Jubaea spectabilis, 394.
Judwar, Pers-, 49> 47? 359-

* Juephul, 323,
158 JUGLANI>E-1E, 342.
Juglans, 119,40* 342.~ arguta, 342.

pterococca, 342.
Juglans regia, 342, 17,

Jujube, 169.

Indian, 169.

Jvlpau 104,

Jumakioos^ 275,
Jvmalgotha, 328, 327.

Jumna, xiv.

course of, vii.

Juiijjiotri Peaks, xiii,

hot springs of, xiii.

183 JuNCACE^, 400, 410.

JcNCAClNEiE, 402.

Junceae, 402, 410, 384, 18.

Juncus, 400* 40 1» 40.

— articulatus, 401.

bufonius, 401.

concinnu^, 401.

Donnianus, Royle, 401

.

effusus, 401.

glaucus, 401.

indicus, 401.

leucanthes, 401.

leueomelas, 401.

membranaceus, 401.

Jungcrmaunia, 436, 118.

diclados, 43^-

filiformis, 436.
juniperina, 436.

scorpioides, 436.

Jungermanniaceae, 436,

Jumjlee chnchindrtf 219.

Juniper, 350> 10, 21, 22. 33,

34, 35, 36, 38.

berries, 352.

Juniperus, 119, 23.

comnutnis,350,33, 352.

excelsa, 350, 40.

Lycia, 352.
oxycedrus, 352.
recurva, ? 350, 40,

religiosa, Royle, 350-

squamosa, 350, 33.

Juoy Pers., 419.
Juoz hmdee^ 399-
Jurinea, 240.

? tricholepis, 161.

Jurreepanee, 125.

Justicia, 297, 121, 8, 16.

Adliatoda, 15.

paniculata, 298.

Justic'ieae, 297.
Jussiese, 210, 211.

Jussisea repens, 211.

viliosa, 211.

juUy 103,

Juwansn. 194*

JuwasheeTy 231,

Kaboolee chunay 200,

Kadsura, 123,61, 17.

japonica, 121, 61,

Kaempferia, 357.
Galanga, 35B,

KafooT ha putta, 303.

Kahoo, 247.
Kdhroba, 107,

Kalnuj^ 279, 280.

Kala dann, 308,

Joary 419.
fCOOly 47.
teelee, 381.

tiL 294,
Kalee moong^ 190.— surson^ 70-

Kalee river, xv.

tori 2 1 8,

JCala zeera^ Hind-, 55.

Kalanchoe, 222.

laciniata, 222.

varians, 222.

Kalmia lutifolia, 259.

Knna kuchoo, 440.

Xans, 421.

Kantah, 375-
Kantuffa, 184.

Kanum, 35«

JCcipase, Beng., 86.

Kardee, 204.

Karkom, 372.

Kasmeery 339-
Kasnee, 247.

Kat, 168,

162.

Kiitu-kapeh 389.
Ktiwindj 264.

JCayapouteey 2 1 7*

Kedarkanta, xii, 22.

climate of, 22,

peaks of, 22,

Kedarnath, temple at, xv.

Kedgeree, vii.

KeeinoOj 336.

Keesoo, 195.

Kelon, 35^349-
ke tel, 35 1

.

Kemaon, 22,

Kentrophyllum, 247, 6.

Kerkum^ Pers., 372.

Kermes, 225, 164.

Kerria japonica, 122.

Keubrung Pass, xxi, 37-

Klvadir land, 7.

Khiddoonion tomaghay 358.

Khamadroos, 250.

Khamela^ 321.

Khandee, 190, 200.

Khaya, 142,

senegalensis,

Kheeray 218, 354.
Kheuy 178.

Khial, Pers., 169,

Khilaf-bulkheCy 345-
Rhiria, 354-
Khirocty 328.

KJurnmy 354.
Kholinjariy Ar., 358,

Khoobanee, 205,

Khookh, An, 204,

Khorassanee njioain, 279.

Khuduskf 176.

Khuer, 182,

Khuereey 70.

Khujjoory 399, 400, 397.
Kliuhjan. 231,

Khumr-ool-majnoon^ 62.

JChurbofiza, 218, 210.

KhnT€pf, 10.

Khurjidy 319-

Khumoob sliamee, 186, 163

XhursoOy 343.
Aliush-khush, 66,

Jihus-khia, 424.

Khusifut-al'SaRby Ar., 369*

ktdbf 396,

Khutrow^ 350.
Kidar-patri, 130.

Kidney bean, 27.

Kinary Pers., 169,

Kingia, 400.

King's crown, 199.

Kinnabus, 334.
Khmeh, 231.

A'imnth, 334.
Kino, 229, 217, 275.

African, 161.

Kirdmane^ 230.
Kirviy 225,

Kirvia, 230-

Kishmishy 148.

Kisna, 173.
Klitancs, 344.
Knoxia, 238.

mollis, 238,

Knowkonia, 44.
Kobdavy 185.

Kobresia, 41 1,

— laxa, 411.

JToJa, 420.

Kodoya fnkhy 47.
bishy 47.

Koeleria, 417, 18.

— parviflora, 4^7-

Koenigia, S^S^SH-
Kohauiia, 23B.

coccinea, 241.— gracilis, 23B.

A'okaluSy 230.

Kokamalis, 205-

Kokra^ 34^\
JioZd,272, 162,

Koochlay 271.

Koofiyoon, 230.

Koohheey 193.

Xbo/^00, 317,

Koolunja, Sans. 358.

Koolut, 193.

Koomariy 383.

chotee, 38 1.

shook- China, 381.

sook-Chinaj 3B3,

KoonduTy 177*

rooinee^ 178.

Koora^
Kooreey 420.

Koost-arabeey 360,

buhree, 360.

hindee. 360.

tuVch, 360,

KoostuSy 360.

JKooiy 372, 361.

Koothy 360.

Kootn, Ar, 86,

Koozay 203.

^ope/1,407.

Kora» 4>4.

Korioon, 229.

^orras, Ar, 393'
Koshta, Sy. 3<^^.

KoW'leang, 122.

Krameria triandra, 76.

Ktibab-cheenecy 333.
Kubahehy 333.
Kuchooy 407-

KnchooTy 359,
KuchreCy 358.

Kuehway Ar. 240.

^"e/, 349-
Kuenlun Mountains, x,

Kuephul, 346,

Kuhelay S^o-
Kuhlia, 293,

Kukrec, 218.

jK"M?-anc/ioo,203.

Kulchikum, 385.

Kullacy 193, 200.

Kidlooy 204.

Kulphooniaj 331-

Kulufnathy 298.

Kama, 44*-
Kumknma, 294.

Kumoon, 229.

midlookee, 230.

Kunawur, 34.

Altaian plants in, 41.

animals of, 41.

climate of, 34.

Tataric, 214,

elevation of 34-

European species in, 4

1

extent, 34.

fruits of. 204.

geology of, xxxi.

Lower, 34.

climate of, 34-

pasture zones of, 34
Upper, 34.

climate of, 34-

vegetation ofj 34-

Kungne. 420,
Kunkomisy 334.
KunhuTy 7.

JCunnee-yehooriy 419.

-A'^nz an kinol 195.

Awnm?/oon, 230.

Kunuky 419.
Kunonry 135.

Kunda-gurvatiya, Tel. 383-

iL''upas, Hind. 86.

Kupoor^ 358.
Kurbeey 194, 420, 421.

KuTelhy 219.

Kurfiyoon, 333.
KurphuUon^ 217,

Kureely 73'

Kurrimia, 167, 212, 225.

macrophylla, 212.

Kuroon-ool-soombul, 47-

Kurufsy Ar., 229,

KurunphooL 78.

KuTwee ioriy 219*

A'iisar, 145.

Kusby 278.

al'Zurirehy 278.

Kuselay 325.



AND SUBJECTS TREATED OF. 4o

Kuseroo, 413.
Kushmeezuk, Ar. 18 4,

Knshmuly 64.

Kushjieez, Pers., 229.

Kusoombhay 138,

JTussooSt 234.
Xiist, Ar. 360.

sheeren, 360.

Kuteera, 109,

JCuthar-charay 130.

Kuthirertja, 185, 275,

Kutl-suffreey 376.
Kutaiif 82.

Att^n, Ar., 86.

Kutran^ 35 1.

Xw«, 182.

Kutun, 82.

J?M2, 214.

AuzeercA, Ar-* 229.

Kydia, 102, 13^31.
calycina, 102, 15,

Kyllingia, 411, 4M-
inonocephala, 412

triceps, 412,

413.

125 Labiate, 300, 302, 164,

298, 17, 25, 40.

Lablab, 189, 116.

cuJtratus, 190,

vulgaris, igo^

Lac, 170.

Lac insect, 85, 340-

Lace bark tree, 321.

Lachnagrostis, 417.

Lactuca, 247, i7> 28, 40.

runcinata, 250.

sativa* 247,
sylvestris, 250.

— virosa, 250.

Lada chilli, 280.

Ladanum, 164.

Lagenaria, 218.— vulgaris, 218, 219.

Lagerstroemia, 212,

indica, 122, 116.

parviflora, 212, 213.

Eeginae, 213,

Lagerstroemise, 212.

Lahoree hoormnl, ^55«_
Lake Chimomorel, xxii.

Mansarowur, xi, xxi,

xxii.

Rawan-hrad, xxi, xxii,

of central Asia, xxii*

Lalchuna^ 200.

— gehoon, 418.

Lalof 101.

Laminacea, 44^.

Laminaria, 442.

Lamium, 32.— amplexicaule, 302, 24,

Landour, climate of, lo.

Lameh, 140* ^38-

Lansium, 138, 142.

montanum, 140,

Lantana, 298, 299, 9, 31.

dubia, 298,300.

indica, 298.

nivea, 9.

Gochana. S^^*
pseudo-thea, 299.

viburnoidesj 9-

substitute for tea, 299-

Lappa, 246, 23, 40.

Himalayana, 246, 2t).

major, i^i, 246,

Larch, 117* 348.

Larix, 348.— i>eodaro,3495 35^*

Lasia, 406*— aculeata, 4*^^»

Lasianthera, 144*

Latania* 395-

chinensis, 395.

Lathraea squaniaria, 292,

Lathyrus, 192, 200, 190*

194.

angulatus, 200.

Aphaca, 190. 200.

pratensis, 192,200.

Lathyrus ovatus, Royle, 200.— sativus, 200, 19O4

Laurel, 1^)4,323.

145 Laurine^., 324, 123,

32 3> 30.

Lauras, 324.

Camphora, 324, 106,

cinnamomoides, 326.
Cinnamomum, 122,

CuUlaban, 122.

cupularis, 326.
indica, 324.
nobilis, 324,
Quixos, 326,— Sassafras, 324.

Lavatera, 83.

Lavender, 302.

Lavandula, 300.

Burmanin, 300.— Stoechas, 302.

Laver, 441.

Lawsonia, 212, 123.— inermis, 163, 213.
Lehakh, of Arabians, 154.
Lebretonia, 83.

Lecanora, 437? 438.— Parella, 438.— tartarea, 438.
Lecidea, 437.
Ledebourea, 384,

hyacinthoides, 384.
Ledum, 257.— palustre, 259,

-- latifolium, 259.

Leea, i44> 145— aspera, 1455 15-— rubra, 145.

Leek, 392, 393-
Leechee, 10, 1 17, v. Li-chi.

Leemhoo, Hind., 130.

Leemoo, Hind., 130.

Leersia, 121, 8,9,
62 Leguminosje, 180, 123,

201, 171, 30, 1^4,

^
10, 16, 17, 25, 40.

Leraania, 441.

Lemna, 404,405, 121,9.
Lemnacece^ 404.
Lemon, 129, 10.— grass, 424, 425,— oil, 424.
119 LENTIBUrARE^,292,308,
Lepulium sativum> 70,

Leonotis, 300.— nepetaefolia, 301*

Leontodon, 247.— Taraxacum, 18?

Leontopodium, 249, 37,

Leonurus, 301, 40.— Cardiaca, 302,

Sibericus, 30u
Lepeocercis, 416.

digitata, 416,
Lepidagathis, 297.— cristata, 298.

Lepidium, 69,

Lepidostachys, 346.

— Roxburghii, 346.

Lepistemon, 307.

Lepraria, 437*

Leptacanthus, 297.
Leptadeniaspartium, 272,

Leptaiithus^ 386.

Leptochloa, 416,

Leptocoma, 249,
Leptodermis lanceolata, 238.

Leptobym_enium, 435.
Leptotherium, 416.— Royleanum, 417,

Leptostachya, 297,

Long-pepper, hill, 332,

Leskea, 435.
Lespedezs, 192, 190, ii9>

120.

juncea, 192.

Lettsomia, 123.

Lettuce, 339.
Leucas, 300, 6, 8.

chinensis, 30U
martinicensis, 301,

moliissima>30i.

Leucas procumbens, 301*— urticaefolia, 301.

Leucocephala, 409*
Leucodon, 435.
Leucopogon Malayanus, 255.
Leucomeris spectabilis, 247.

Leucoium aestivura, 374,
Leucosceptum, 29,

Leucostemma, 81,25, 78,
* — angu^tifolia, Royle, 81.

* — latifolium, 8i.

Webbianum, 81.

Levisticum argutum, 232,

Leycesteria, 235, 25.— formosa, 235.
Liatris, 247.

cordata, 247.
latifolia, 247,

Lichens, 439, 438.— crustaceous, 436.

foliaceous, 437.
pulverulent, 437.— species of, abundantly

diffused, 437.
205 LicHENEs, 436-
Lichenin, 438.
Li-chi, 138, 140, v. Leechee.
Licuala, 396,— peltata, 396,
Lignuni vitae, 351.

Ligularia, 249.
* — arnicoides, 251.

Ligusticum,288.
— Ajovvan, 230.

Ligustrum, 266.

— iucidum, 126,

Lilac, Persian, 141.

Lilacea, 266.

Lilaea, 402.

Liliaceae, 386, 379, 18.

Lilium, 386,119,387.— bulbiferum,388,

candidum, 388.

cordifolium , 387.— giganteum, 387,— japonicum, 388,— japonin/m, 387,— kamtschatense, 388.
— longiflorym, 3B7.
— Martagon, 388.— Nepalense, 387.— polypbyllum, 388, 387.— Pomponium, 388.
— TQseum, 3B7, 388.
— tenuifolium, 120.

— tigrinum, 388.
— Wallichianum,387.

Lime, 129.

Limnocharis, 401,
Limnochloa, 410.

.— plantaginea, 412, 414,

Limnophila, 290, 292,
— gratio!oides, 291, 8.

Limonia, 129.
— crenulata, 129,
— pentaphyila, 130,

Linaria, 290, i6i, 119.

— ramosissima,290,29i,6.
— Royleii 290,— vulgaris, 291.

Lindeiibergia, 290, 291.

Lindsaea, 428.

21 LiN'E^, 81.

Linocierae, 266.

Linoosj Gr., 374*
Linostoma, 321,

Linum, 40. 81.

Cicanoba, 82.

Gallicum, 82,

Mysurense, 81, 82.

repens, 82.

tetragynum, 82.

82.— tngynum,
— usitatissimum,

Liparis, 363.
— elata, 364.
— livida, 364,— longipes, 364.
— olivacea, 364.

Lipocarpha, 411.
— laevigata, 412.

3o

82.

Liquorice, 194,

Liriodendron tulipifera, 59.
Liriope, 381.
— spicata, 381.

lusan-ool-asafeer, 271.

Listera, 368.

Lithocarpus Benzoin^ 261,

Lithospermum, 305, 304, 9,

40.

arvense, 305, 119, 120,

4*.

echioides, 305.

eucliromon,Royle, 304,
305-

vestitum, 305, 304.
Livlslicum, 228,

Livistona, 395.
Lloydia, 387, 386.
— alpina, 387*

* — himalensis, 387, 388.— kunawurensis, 387,388,
Lobelia, 31.

begonifolia, 252.

Caoutchouc, 252.

cardinalis, 252.
— excelsa, 252, 31,— inflata, 252,
— longiflora, 252.— pyramidalis, 252.— rosea, 252.
— stipularis, 252.— syphilitica, 252,— Tupa, 252.

97 LoBELiACE-*:, 252.

Lohia^ 190, 194.

Lodhy 26 1,

Lodoicea Seychellarum, 395.
LoeJUngia indica^ 221,

Loganiese, 269, 270.

Logwood, JO.

Lohooghat, XV.

Lolium, 417-— temulentum, 416, 417,

Lomaria, 428.
— scandens, 429,

Lombardy Poplar, 344*
Lomcntaceae, 183.

Lortgan, 138, 123, 119. 10.

Lonicera, 236, 119, 237, 31,

40.— acuminata, 236.
— angustifolia, 236,

bracteata, Royle, 236,

237- -

Chinensis, 236, 1 2 1, 29.

confusa, 236, 29.

depressa, 236.

diversifolia, 236,237,
elliptica, 236.

glabrdta, 236.

glauca, 236.

Govaniana, 236,

japonica, 121, 17.

lanceolata, 236,

longifolia, 236, 29.

obovata, Royle, 236,

Royleana, 236.

sericea, Royle, 236.— Webbiana, 236.

LoniceresE, 235.

Looban, 261, 177.

LoajyoUt 63.

Lookyorty 63.

Looni, ix.

Loquat, 10.

91 LonANTHACE.«, 235, 260.

Loranthus, 235.

bicolor, 235,

cordifolius, 235.
— ligustrinus, 235.
— pulverulentus, 235.

— vestitus, 235.

Loteae, 181.

Lotophagi, 170.

Lotus, 189, 170, 198,40.
— bracleaiuSt 198.

— corniculatus, 198.

Lourea, 189, 191.

Loxanthus, 297,

Loxonia, 293.

Loxotis, 293.— obliqua, 293.
Lublabf 234.
Lucern, 122, 190,

Luculia gratissima, 240, 238.
Ludolfia falcata, 417,
Ludak, 38.— plants of, 39.
Ludwigia, 21 1.

Jussiaeoides, 211.
— diffusa, 211.

Luffa. 2 1 8«

acutangula, 218.

amara, 219.

Bindal, 219.

clavata, 218.

graveolens, 219.

pentandra, 218.

racemosa. 218.
— tenera, Royle,2i9,ai8.

Lumnitzera, 209.

racemosa, 209.

Lupinus albus, 194.

Luzula, 401, 400.
— spioafa, 401,

LutcOf Hind., 136.

Luiqna, 136.

Lychnis, 80, 78.

Cashmeriana, Royle?

80.

ciliata^ 80.

coronaria, 81, 78,28.
cuneifolia, Royle, 80.

eriosfemon^ 80.

fimbriata, 80.

indica, Bi, .

inflata, 80.

macrorhiza, Royle, 80,

multicaulis, 80.

nutans, 8o.

pumila, Royle, 80.

Lycium, 120, 121.

— Europaeum, 161,279.
— Indicum, 63.

Lycoctonum, 46.

Lycoperdon, 440,

201 Lycopodiace^, 432.
Lycopodium, 432, 118, 40*

— alpinum, 432.
— canaiiculatum, 432.— cernuum, 432-— circinatum, 432.
— imbricatum, 432.— Kunawurense, Royle,

433-
ornithopodioldes, 432.

Phlegmaria, 432.
plumosum, 432.

sanguinolentum, 433.

selaginoides, 432.
semicordaiumy 433.
subdiaphanum^ 433.
subulifolium, 433*
teneilum, 433.

Lycopus, 30u— exaltatus, 302.

Lyellia, 435*
Lygeum Spartum, 427.

Lygodium, 428.
— japonicum, 429.— microphyllum, 428.— semibipinnatum, 429.

Lysimachia, 309, 310, 31, 40.

obovata, 310.

thyrsiflora, 310,

Lysionotus ternifolia, 293.

71 Ltthbaki^e, 212.

Lythrum. 212, 119, 28.

• — Cashmerianum, 213.

? Humeri, 213,

Salicaria, 212.

virgatum, 212.

Maa-iaiy 414.
Maba, 261,399.— buxifolia, 261.

Macao, climate of, ii5«

Mace, 323*

Macer, 260,

Machilus, 324.

odoratissimus, 324.
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Madura, 336-
Macre, 5159.

Macrocnemum corymbosum,
339.

Macrostemma, 40.

Madder, Indiun, ag.

Madhvca^ Sans., 26'3.

tree, 264.

Hfrtdtkoon^ 176.

Madras. cHmate of, 87,

Mx'341, 'iS^,

argentPH, 365,

mdica> 365*

Ma/ur, 359.

Magnolia, 59, IQO.

— glauca, 59.— in* ignis, 59-

pterocurpa, 59.

3 MACNOLIACC^t 68« 39.

Magonia pabescens, 137.
— glubratu, 137.

Maguei, 375-
Maijuay de Cociuza, 375.
Matjuey de Cocat/, 375»

vietl, 375,
Maha nimha^ Suns.,141.

Mahogany, 10,

Mahwaf 1263.

Mauhoam, 173.

Maize, 420, 164, 86, 418, ag.
culture of, 163, 19.

Majanthemum, 380.
Majoophnl, ;i44,

fllalabar Ghauts, vi.

Malabathrum of the An-
cients, 325*

Malabatrum, 325,
Malacochaete, 410*

pectinata, 412.
MaI^tri>on, 315.
jVlalaxideae, 361, 365, 369.
Malaxis, 363.

paludosa, 361, 363,
Malus, 202,

l^lallea, 14U
Mallow, 84.— common, 27,

marsh, 29,

tree, -ig.

3^ Malpiohiace^, 133,166.
Malva, 40«

Alcea, 84.

crispa, 84,

rotundifolia, 83, 9.

sylvestris, 83.
aa Malvace^, 83, 123, 164,

»^. »3.

Malvva, ix.

Manimea Africana, 1G2.

Maaasarowar, lake of, xxi,

xxiL

Mandoo range, vii.

Mandragora, 280.

Manees, 38.

Manerang Pass, 38,

31augifera, 174*

Mangoe, 185,10, 15,30,179.
Manguai, 375.
Utrngueidivinumf 375.
Man-gnrU 407.
Matjisuris, 416.

granulans, 416,
Man-kucJioo, 407.
Manna, a66» *ii4,

Arabian, 214.
Ash, 164.

- il liferent kinds of, 267.
Persian, 214.

Manna nepalensium, 195.
Mantiite, 440.
Mamis-rnhunee^ 266,

Maple, 134, xo,

Mappa, 326.

Maranta* 356.

Allouyia, 356.
arundinacea, ss*?.

dichotoma, 356.
nobilis, 356,

123.

270

IVIaranta ramosissima, 356.
— Tonchat, 35<>-

— virgata, 356.

QQ Marantacejb, 355, 356,
3ti».

Marcgraviaceae, 133*

Marchantia. 43^' i»8.

— polymorpha, 436.^ squamosa, 43^.

Marchantiacete, 436.

Mar^osa tree, 1 40.

Mariscus, 41 1,— cyperinus, 412,

diUitus. 412.

paniceus, 412.
— umbellatus, 412,

Marithnn, 229.

Maijoram, 302*

Marlea, 2i5» 123,
— begonifolia, 215,

Marking nut, 178*

Manudliule, American, 2G3.

Marmoritis. 301, 40.

MaroosiJiulU ix,

Marrubiiim astracanicumj302.

Marsdenia, 273, 17.

tenacissima, 274,
tinctoria, 274,

Roylei, 273.
Mnrseeska^ 130.

Marsih mallow, 84.

Marsilea, 43 u— -Egyptiaca, 43'.— coroniandoliana, 43U
erosa> 431-
niinuta, 431.
quadrifolia, 431, 8,

199 Marsiliace^,431j 432.
Marwar, ix,

^^ash, 190.

IVIa?isoola boats, 104.

Mastic, 178.

Mastick tree, 164.

Ma«!ulipatam snutf, 286.

Mate-tree, 168.

IVIathiola, 28,

incana, 69.

Matricaria suaveoleus, 250,
248.

Maxillaria, 365^ 366.

aromatica, 369.
Maytenus, 167,

MazriooHj 32 1

.

Mazus, 290, 291.
— TUgosus, 291.

Meadow grass, 423.
Meconopsis, 66.

aculeata, 67, 26.

^ledeola, 379.
Medicago, 189, 190, 192.— denticulata, 197.— falcata, 192, 197.

hipulina, I92,197> 190-
Medicines, India suited to

produce many, 275,
Medicago, 40, 38.— sativa, 192, 197, 190.
Meetha, 47.

doodhya^ 46,

doodf/fty 382.
kuddooy 218.

iel 294,
telHa^ 247,
tendoOt 262.

Melaleuca Cajeputi, 216.
Melanorrli^ea, 174,

usitata, 175, 178.

177 Melan'thaceje, 384,
385, 382.

Melanthium, 384, 23.— JiyacinihoideSf 384.— indicumj 384,
Melastoma, 214, 29, 31.— malabathricum, 215,— Wallichii, 215.

73 Melastomaceje, 214,

^5N»23.
Melia, 119, 120, 140, 8.

Azedaradi, 161, 163,

'43j 140, UU

Melia Azadirachta, 143— Bukayun, 141,
180.

144

4«

composita, 141,

penduUjloraf 142.

sempervirens, 141,144.

Meliacejk, 139, 140,

142, 136, 138, 260,

261.

Meliae, 140.

Melianthus, 153» 18,25.

Melicu, 417, 40.

Melicocca. 137.
— trijuga, 137.

Melilotus, 189, 197.— Emodi, 197.— Italica, 197.— leucantha, 190, 197.— parviflora, 190, 197.

Melissa. 301.— CliJiopodium, 302.— umbrosa, 302.
Melissiiieae, 300,
Melochia, 102,

— corchorifolia, 102.

Melodinus, 269,
— monogynus, 272, 338.

Melons, 117, 116, 27.

65 MEMECTLEiE, 2O9.

Memecylon, 209.— ediile, 209,

grande, 209,
tinctorium, 209.

Menestoria, 238*
Meniscium, 428.

triphyllum, ^ig,

5 Menispermace^,6i#
Menispermum dauricum,i20,
Mentha, 301,

arvensis, 302, 28,
— Royleana, 303.— sylvestris, 302, 28.— viridis, 302, 28.

Menthoideffi, 300.

Menyantheae, 277,
Menyanthes, 121,27.
Meoschium, 416.— Royleanum, 4^7.
Meriandra, 301.— Bengalensis, 303,— strobilifera, 303.
Merulius, 439.
Mesembryantlieinum, 222.

edule, 222,

geniculidorum, 222,

nodiflorum, 222.

source of soda, 222.
Messerschmidia, 106.

hispida, 306,
Mesuaferrea, 133.— speciosa, 132.

Meteorology of the Plains
and Mountains of N.
W. India, xxxii.

Methee, 190, 197.
Methonia, 381, 386.
Methet, 280.

^etl, 375.
Metoniooriy 231.

Metroxyion, 395.— viniferum, 399.
MexicaU 375.
Mexico, climate of, 284.

cultivation of tobacco
in, 284.

Meyenia, 297,
Mezoneurum, 183.
Micadania, 264,
Michelia, 59.— Champaca, 59.
Microcarpaea, 290.
Microchiius, 367.
Microchloa, 416, 417.
IVIicrolaena, 102.

— spectabilis, 102,

Microlonchus divaricatus,

161, 246,
Micromeria biflora, 302.
Micropera, 365*
Microstylis, 363.

IlUeedii, 364.

i

IVIicrostylis Wallichiana, 364.

Microtropis, 167,

Midnapore district, vii.

Mikania, 249.

Mildew, 439.
Milk of cocoa nut, 398,— tree of Demerara, 270.

Milium, 417.
— nepalense,4i7.

Millet, 123, 122, ii6, 4, 18,

»o, ^9* 36.

— cultivation of, 163, 31,— Italian, 420.
— Polish, 418.

Millingtonia, 136, 139*— acuminata. 139,— dilletiifolia, 139.
— integritolia, 139.— piunata, 139.— pungens, 139.— simplicifolia, 139,

40 Millingtoniace^, 139.

Milum, XV.

Milnea, 138.
— edulis, 140, 142.

Mimosa, 181, 126, 30.— biglobosa, 1B3.
— fagifolia, 183.
— pedunculata, 183,

pudica, 181.

rubicaulis, 181.

MiMosE^, 181, 180.

Mimulus, 290, 291.
Mimusops, 262.— Elengi. 262, 263.

Kauki, 262, 263.
Mint of the hills, 302.

of the plains, 302,
Minuartiese, 221.

Mirabilis Jalapa, 312.
Mirchy 279,
Mirchiay 279,— gand, 425.
MiskmisK Ar,,205*
Misletoe* 235,
Miswak, 319.
Mitha zuher, 47,
Mitrasacme, 277*
Mitreola, 277.
Mnesithea, 416,— laevis, 416,
Moacurra, 326.
Mobarkha, 430,
Mocha^ Sans., 354,
Mocba Coffee, 241,
MochruSf 101.

Modecca, 221.
Moelay 359,

^
MohroOy 346.
Mohura-doodhya^ 46.

Mokul, At. J 400,

Mollugo, 78.

Moltkia, 25, 26, 40.
Moly, 155.

Moniordica, 218,

Balsamlna, 218.

Charantia, 219,
dioica, 219.
humilis, 218.

muricata, 219.
Moiiardeae, 300.

Monniera, 156.

MoNOCHLAMVDEiE, 312.
MoNOrOTYLEDONES, 354.
MonodoraMyristica, 162,60.
Monolophus, 357.
Monosis, 249.

Monotropa, 257, 23, 25, 18,— humilis, 257.
Morisoniana, 257.
Nepalensis, 257,

103 MONOTROPE-^, 257, 258.
Monukkuf 148.
Moolee^ 155,

Moondla-aroo, 204,
-gehooriy 418.

MoouQy igo.

Moogi^ Ar., 176.

Moorha, 391.
Moorcroftia, 307.
Moorvaj 391.

Moosfee-seahj 403.
— svffed^ 101,

Moraea, 371,

Morchella esculenta, 440.

Morels, 440,

Morina, 245.
— CouIteriana,Royle)245.
— longifolia, 245.— nana, 245.— persica, 245.

polyphylla, 245,
Wallichiana, 245.

Morinda, 350, 238,

angiistifolia, 238.
citrifolia, 238.
multiflora, 238.

Royoc, 239.
teniifolia, 238.

tinctoria, 238,

umbellata, 238,

Moringa aptera, 180.
— polygona, 180.

— pterygosperma, 180,
1 3.

61 Moringeje, 180.

Morisia, 410,

Morphia, 67.

Mor-punkheey 430.

Morung elachi, 360.

Morus, 336, 119, 8, 17.— alba, 337> 33^.— atropurpurea, 337,— Cashmeriana, Royle,
337.— cuspidata, 336, 337.— dulcis, Royle, 337.— indica, 337.— laevigata, 337.— nigra, 336,— parvifolia, Royle, 337.— serrata, 337.— tatarica, 337.— tinctoria, 339.

Moschosma, 300.— polystachya, 301,
Mosses, 430> 432* 43^, 433>

23.— species in Assam, 436.
Mothi 190.

Motha, 413.
Mount Moira, xiv.

Mountains, arrangement of
by Mr. Colebrooke,
XV.

— inhotcountries, climate
of, 362.

Mountain rice, 123.

Moutan Paeony, 119.
Moxa, 250.

M02, Ar,, 354.
Mncuna, 189, 192.

capitata, 190.— monosperma, 191.— pruriens, igi* 194, 3'i9.

Mudarj Hind., 275.— ke-shukur, 275.
Mudarine, 275.
Mueda-lukree, 325.
MUhlenbergia, 417.
Muenphul, 239.
Mugpeepul, 333.
Muhoodaht 47,
Mukhmee gehoon^ 418.
Mulberry, 336, 10, 122, 28.

Caoutcliouc in, 340.
cultivation of, 117.
native country of, 386.— substitutes for, 339,

Mulgedium, 247, 40, 17, 23,
• — macrorhizum, 251.— sagittatum, 252.
MundoO'Sanwuk^ 420,
JiJu7idooa, 420.
Munjeeth^ 261, 238, 237,
Murdannia, 403,

scapi flora, 403.
Muriooy 303.
Murraya, 129, 13.— exotica, 129, 121.

Murwa, 250.

Musa, 123, 354,355-
glauca, 354-
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Musa Nepalensis, 355,— ornata, 354,— sapientum, 354, 355.— superba, 354.— textilis, 354> 355-— wild, 355.
165 MusACE^, 354, 355.
Muscari botryoides, 391.— moschatum, 393.
203 Musci, 433.
Mushina, 82,

Mushrooms, 439.
Mushroom Sugar, 440.
Musk, 28.

Musk melons, laa.

Mussaenda, 238.

Mussooree, 190, 200.— temperature at, 125,

Mustj 146.

Mustard, black, 71.— cultivation of, 31.— Indian, 70.— seed, 93.— white, 71.

MUTISIACE^, 247,
Muttur^ 190, 200.

Mycaridanthes, 364,
Myoda, 367,
Myoporineie, 299.

Myosotis, 304*32.— alpestris, 305.— collina, 305,— interraedia, 305.

moltkioides,Royle,305,

palustris, 305, 28, 41.

racemosa, Royle, 305.

rotundifoiia, 305,— sylvatica, 305,

Myagrum sativum, 71.

Myriactis, 249.

Myrica, 346.— cerifera, 346^— Gale. 345-— elegans, 214.— integrifolia, 34^^ 4*

.
— sapida, 346.

Myriearia, 213, 214, 28,37,
40.

* — bracteata, 214.

162 Myrice^, 346.
Myriogyne, 248.
—^ minuta, 248, 250.

Myrioneuron, 238.

Myriophyllum, 211, 121.

Myristica, 323,— angustifolia, 323.— dactyloides, 323,— floribunda, 323.

longifolia, 323.

moschata, 323,

offichialis, 323.
Oloba, 323.

tomentosa, 323.

144 Myristiceje, 323.

Myrobolans, black, 210,— chebulic, 210.

— yellow, 210,

Myrospermuna peruiferum,

189.— pubescens, 189.— Toltiifera, 189,

Myrrh, 176.— tree, 176, 162.

Myrrhis, 40.

Myrsine, 265, 17.— acuminata, Royle, 265.
— bifaria, 265.— semiserrata, 265.

109 MvRSIXEiE, 264,265, 30,

30B.

76 Myrtace^, 216, 12, 16.

Myrtle berries, 217,

Myrtus, 216, 123.
— Pimenta, 217.— tomentosa, 217,118,31.

Nafeel^ 231.

Naga-Musadiy 272.

Nag'downa, 250,

Nageia, 347.
^— Putranjiva, 8.

244

Nagkesur^ 133.
iVagpAuni, 223.

Nagpore, climate of, 87.
Nagrunga, Sans., 130.
Nagur-motha, 413.
187 Najade^, 403.
Najas, 404* 4«3.— dichotoma, 404.

major, 404.
marina, 404.
spinosa, 404.

Nakdouriy Pers., 393,
Nama, 308.
— zeyianica, 308.

Nanat 302.

Nanachua^ 230.
Nankhwah, Ar. 230.
Narayelia zeyianica, 44, 51.
Narcissus, 28.

— jonquilla, 374.
poeticus, 374.— Tazetto, 373, 374.

Nard, 242.
— Celtic, 242.— fragrant, 242,— Indian, 242.— Mountain, 242,— Syrian, 242,

Narden , 2 42

,

— ukletee^ 242.
NardoSy 242,

Nardostachys, 241;
Jatamansi, 413,

425, 25, 32,
* Nardus indica, 244.
Nardum, 242,

Narthecium, 400.
Narungee, Hind., 130.

Naspal, 208.

Nassauviaceae, 248,
Nasturtium, 69, 23,— officinale, 70.

Natural arrangement, 3.

advantages of, 3.

products of India, va-
riety of, 4.

Nauclea, 238, 13,— cordifolia, 238.— Gambir, 239.— parvifolia, 238.
Navicularia, 69,

Nebhek^ Ar., 169,

Neckera, 435.— cladorhizans, 435.
dendroides, 435.
pennata, 436.
tenuis, 436.

— undulata, 435.
Nectandra decandra, 321*
Nectarine, 204, 10,

Neebong, 398.
Neebooy Beng., 130.

Neelgherries, 30,— animals, 31.— climate, 30,— cultivation, 31.

.— elevation, 30,— extent, 30.— situation, 30.— vegetation, 30.

Neem tree, 140.
— leaves, 144.

NeenioOy Hind,, 130,

Neerbis khaseeanum, 330.

Neetee Pass, xviii, 33.

Negundo,^ 135.— fraxinifolium, 135.

Neillia, 202, 25,

Nelsonia, 297.

Nelsonieee, 297,

Nelumbium, 65*— purple, 65,
— speciosum,

116,9.
Nelumbonese, 65.

Neottia, 368.— listeroides, 368.

Nidus avis, 368.

Neottiea!y 367, 368, 361.

Neoza, 349, 352.

Nepal, 28, 2g.

I

121,65,66,

Nepal, ch'mateof, 28, 29.
cultivation in, 29.
vegetation of, 25, 29,

Nepentheae, 330,
Nepenthes, 122,

— distillatoria, 330,
of Homer, 334,

Nepeta, 28, 301.

Cataria, 302.— gludnosa, 30u
Nepeteae, 300.

Nephrodium, 428.— esculentum, 429,— Filix Max, 429.
Nerija dichotomum, 167.
Nerium odorum, 269.

Oleander, 163, 119, 15,

piscidium, 270, 271,
Nertiera depressa, 337*
Nettle, 333.
Neuracanthus, 297 j

Neuropeltis, 307.
New Zealand Flax, 390,
Nibuolee, 144.

Nicandra, 280.
— indica, 279,280, 281.

physalodes, 279.
Nicotiana, 282,
— Australasise, 282.

chinensis, 283.

multivalvis, 283.
nana, 283.

persica, 283.

quadrivalvis, 283.
repanda, 283.

rustica, 283, 285.
Tabacum, 283.

suaveolenSf 282.
undulata, 282,

Niebuhria oblongifoHa, 73.
Nigella, 44-

indica, 55.
sativa, 44, 4^, 55-

Nikari, 345-
Nima quassioides, 158.
Nimbooka, Sans,, 130.
Niota, 158, 134.— lucida, 158.

Niotout, 352.

Nipa, 408,
Nit, 50.

Nirbikhi, 49.
Nirbisi, 49. 50, 359-— antidote of poison, 330,
Nirmuleet 272.
Nitella, 433.
Nitta tree, J 61,

Nomismia, 189,

Noonya pana, 405.
Norway fir, 352.
Nostochinae, 441.
Nothoclsena, 428, 429.

piloselloides, 429.
Notonia, 249,
Notocbaete, 301.
Nuga-mait 173.
Nukh chinkhnee, 250.

Nuphar, 65.

JSurgus, Ar., Pers., 373, 374
Narma-barree

y 99.
Nuth, 423.— Gurukor, 423,

Koondara, 423.
Nur-kuchooTj 359.
Nusserabad, climate of, 76.

Nutmeg, 323.
Nux indica, 399.

Vomica, 272, 275.

134 NvcTAGiNEai, 319*

Nyctanthes arbor tristis^

15.

Nyraphaea, 121, 65,9*— rubra, 65.

8 Nymph-eace^Ej 65,

268,

Oak, ii7> 1^3, 34^, 33*
10, 29,21,34.

Barbary, 164.

Dwarf, 32.

Dyer's, 164.

Himalayan, 344»

5,

Oat grass, 423.
Oats, 418, 10.

Oberonia, 364.
brevifolia, 364.
iridifolia, 364.
myosurus, 364.

Ochna bumilis, 165.

nana, 165.

pumila, 165.— squarrosa, 165.

5« OchnacaiE, 165.
Ochro^ 84,

Ocimoideae, 300.
Ocimum, 302, 300, 8.

basilicum, 301.

canum, 301.— febrifugum, 30a.— sanctum, 30a.

Ocotea Pichurim, 326,

Octoblepharum, 434,
albidum, 434,

Odina, 174,
• — Wodier, 178, J 36, 174,

Odontostema, 78.

Odoratus juncus, 425*
(Enanthe, 228.

stolonifera, 228,

Ogal, 36.

Ogla, 317, 35.

Oil, Cajeputi, 217.— Gingilie, 294.— Lemon grass, 424.— Palm, 161, 400.— plant, 117.

Sesamum, 294.
tree of China, 328.
trees, 123.

01, 407.

30 Olacine^, 128.

Olax nana, 128.
— scandens, 128.

— Zeyianica, 128.

Oldenlandia, 238, 237.— umbellata, 238.

Olea, 266, 119, 31.— acuminata, 166,

compacta, 266.

cuspidatGy 267.
ferruginea, 266, 267.
fragrans, 266, 122.

glandulifera, 266,

grandiflora, 266.

robusta, 266.

110 Oleaceje, 2G6, 26l,
Oleander, 271, 269, 123.
Olex, 128.

Olibanum, 177, 178,— African, 352.
Olive, 267, 104, 5.

proposed cultivation in

India, 267,

tree, 164.

Olyra, 416.
68 Onagrari-*, 210, 226,

Onagreae, 2 1 o.

Oncidium, 362, 365.— nubigenura, 362, 366.

Oncus, 378, 379.— esculentus, 378.
Onion, 392, 393.
Ononis, 197, 1B9.
— procurrens, 197, 192.

Onoseris, 247.
* — lanuginosa! 251.— nepalensis, 17.

Onosma, 304, 40, 25, 23,— bracteatum, 304, 305,
26.

echioides, 304, 305.

eraodi, 304.
tinctorium,

Ooa, 35, 38.

Oonunx, 350.

Oorudi 190,

OosAa^, 231.

Ooshk^ 231,

Oostakhoodus, 302.

Ooturnj, Ar. 130,

Opegrapha, 437.
Opheliaj 276.

Ophelia angustifolia, 277,
Ophioglossum, 428,
Ophiopogon, 123,381.— indicus, 382,

intermedius, 384, 382.
japonicus, 381, 382,

121, 18.

Malcolmsonii, 382,
minor, 382.
mollis, Royle, 382,
spicatus, 381, 121, 18.

Ophiopogoneie, 381.
Ophiorrhiza, 238,

Mungos, 238.— rugosa, 238.
Ophioxylon, 269.— Berpentinum, 271,
Ophiurus, 416.

Oi)hrydcae, 361, 367.
Oyhrys, 367,
Opium, 275,66, 45, 19.

Mahva, 4.

Patna, 4.

I'urkey, 4.

Oplismenus, 416.

hispidula^^xS^

inaicuii, 417*
loliiiceusr4i7.

Opoponax, 231.

Opuntia, 224.

Di]lenii,223.

Opuntia vulgaris, 223.
Orange, 129, 123, 10,29.— trees, 117, 31.— wild, 129,

168 OacHivEMy 361, 356,
151, 16,8, 13,40.— figured by Dr. Wallich,

365.
figured by Dr. Rox-

burgh, 365.
Orchil, 437, 438.
Orchis, 367.
— bifolia, 369,

latifolia, 367, 360.
maculata, 369.
mascula, 369.
militaris, 369,
Murio, 369.
papilionacea, 369,
spectabilis, 367,

Oreodoxa oleracea, 397.
Oriental region, 70.

Origanum, 32, 30

u

— normale 302,

vulgare, 302, 27.

Orkhis, 369.

Ormocarpum, 191, 192^

Ormosia, 188.

Ornithogalura, 392.
Ornitrophe^ 137.

Orobanche, 367, 40.

iEgyptiaca, ^91*

caryophillacea, 292.

indica, 291,

118 OaoBANCHE.E, 291.

Orobus, 190, 192, 25, 40,

200.
— luteus, 192, 200^

Oropetium, 416,

Orrice root, 3^o-

Orontium, 405,— japonicum,38i.
Orthanthera, 273.
• — virainea, 274, 276,

Orthodon, 434.— serratus, 434, 435*
Orthoraphiura, 417.
Orthosiphon, 300.

Orthotrichum, 435.
Oryza,4i9,4i5.

Oryzeae, 415,
Osalii/oon, 229.

Osbeckia, 214, 16, 29, 31.

— angustifolia, 215.

chinensis, 215.

nepalensis, 215,— stellata, 215.— ternifolia, 215.

Osmorhiza, 228.

brevistylis, 233, 228.
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Ostnorhiza laxa, Royle, 233
Osmunda, 4*29, 40,
Osyris, 322,— arborea^ 322.— Nepalensis, 322,
Otochnus,364.
OtteIia/377.

— alismoides, 377-
ovalifolium, 377,

Ourisia, ago,

Outea, 1B3.

Oxalic Acid, 152.

45 OxAUDEJB, 152,174,
Oxalis, 152,

— Acetosella, 15a.

— corniculata, 152, 18.

crenata, 152,

pusiila* 152.— tulitTosa, 152.

Oxycocctis macrocaq>us,
256-

palnstris, 256,
Oxyodonta|248»
Ox-tongue. 304.
Oxyramphis, 190.

Oxyria, 3 '3» 314.25,40.— elatior, 314.
Oxyspora»ai4j 2f).— ptniculala, 215,

Oxystt'Iaia, 273, 17.

esciilentum, 274.
Oxytropis, 189, 192, 120.— cliiliophylla,Royle,i98,

»99-— floribiinda, 198.— mollis, Royle, 198.

Ozodia, 218,

PacTiysandra, 327.
Pacoo beendoo, 398.
Paeonia, 44. 57, 23.— Emodi, 244, 57.
PsBoniacese, 57.
Paeony. 4^.

Paliiiibia, 228.

Paliunis, 169.— virgatus, 169.
Palm, 29— Betel nut, 395.

Cocoa nut, 395.
Date, 161, 162.— Douin, 161, 162.— Sago, 395.— tree of Scripture, 397,— wine, 398.

Pabna indict vinaria^ 399,
182 Pai.mace^., 394.
Palrase, 394, 14,30.

numbers of, 394.
products of, 397.— spathes of edible, 397.

Palmetto palm, 163, 397.
Palmyra loddy, 399.— tree, 339, 396.
Pah de Vacca, 33"'

PaUoOy 205.
Paluk, 318,319
Palung, 319.
Pama^ 38.

-Pan, 332, 10.

Pana, 405.

Panax, 233.— decomposlta, 233.
fragrans, 233,
odora, 13.

pseudo- Ginseng, 1 20,

f34-— quinquefoliuin, 233,
120, 18.

Pancratium, 374, 373.— JongiQorum. 373.— maritimura, 373, 374,
zeylanicum, 373

191 Pandanace^, 408, 407.
Pandanus* 408.
—

' foetid us, 408.
furcatus, 408,

odoratisslmus, 408, 1 22,
8.

Pangla^ 135.

Panice*, 415, 4^7*

Panicum, 4151 421, 422, 416,

8, 10, 16.

— colonum, 422,— dactylun, 42 1, 423,— floridum, 420.

frumentaceum, 421,
Helopus, 4-20.

hirsutum, 422,
hispidulum, 420.
italicum^ 421.

miliaceum, 418, 419,

,35-

miliare, 421, 422,
repens, 422.
Royleanum, 417,
setigerum, 422.— spectabile, 423,

Panmuhooreey 229.
Panpfiarmacon, 244,
Paod'aguila Port, 17 1,

Paoree, xv.

Papaver dubium, 66.

Caucasicum, 66.

glabrum, 66.

nudicaule. 120.— Rhoeas, 66.

— somniferum, 119.

9 PAPAVKRArFy-F, ^d.

Papaya, 122,8.

78 PaPAYACE.K. 220.

Papaw tree, 220.

Papeeta, 271,

Paper, 124.

— substitute for, 345.
PaphrOy 317.
Pai'ihonace.'e, 188, 180,

Papyrus, 412, 4'4, 415.
antiquorum, 412,414.
corymbosus, 412, 414.— Pangorei, 412, 414,

Paraguay Tea, 168.

Paratropis, 233.
Pardanthus, 371, 121, 123.— chinensis, 371, 18.

Pareira brava, 62.

Parideae, 3B2, 384, 379,
Parietaria, 333.

indica, 333,— Sonneratii, 333.
Parigline, 383.
Parinarium, 202.
— excelsum, 162.

Paris, 379, iij^

— polyphylla, 379, 382.— quadrifolia, 382.
Parkia, iHi.

— Africana, 161, 183,
Parliinsonia aculeata, 184,

10.

Parkyu I range, 34.
Parmelia aifolia, 438.— caperata, 438.— omplialodes, 438.— perlata, 438*— pbysodes, 438.— saxatilis, 438.
Pamassia, 31,226.
• — nubico a, 227, 226.
Parochetus, 189, 25.
• — communis, 201.— majorf 201.
• — oxalidifolia, 201, 192.
81 PARONTCHlEiE, 221.
Parsley, 231.— substitute for, 229,
Parsnip, 231.

Parsonsla, 269.

Partridge wood, 129.
Paspalum, 4»5> 8, 10.— frumentaceum, 420,— Kora, 42 1

.

— miliare, 420.— Royleanum, 417*— scrobiculatum, 416,
420,421.

Passerina tinctoria, 321.
Passiflora, 220, 123.— Leschenaultii, 221.

nepalensis, 221.

79 Passiflore^, 220, 29.
Passion flower, 220

Pastinaca, 228.— Opoponax, 231.
.— Sekakul, 231,

Pasture grasses, 418.— Grasses of Hurriana,

421.
— zones of Kunawur, 34.

Pat, 103.

Patrinia, 242, 120, 241,
• — Jatamansij 244.

Paullinia australis, 137.— Cupania, 137,
pinnata, 137.— subrotunda, 137.

Paullineae, 137, 136.

Pavetta, 238.
— tomentosa, 238.

Pavia, 135, 26, 40.— indica, 135.

Pavonia, 83,

Payin ghaut, vii.

Peach, 204, 10, 28, 34.
of Bissehur, 204,
of China, 204.— Peshawur, 204,

Peacock's fan, 430.
Pear of hills, wild, 206.

Pearl Sago, 398.
Pears, ii7i 10, 28,34.

of Boodurwar, 205,
Cashmere, 205.

Caubul, 205.

China, 205.
Peshawur, 205.
Samurcund, 205.

Peas, 122, 10, 19, 3i»35,3S,
41.

121 Pedaline^, 294,
Pedalium, 294.— Murex, 294.
Pediculares, 25.

Pedlcularis, 290, 17, 37, 26,

32, 40.
• — versicolor, 290, 291,— verticillata, 290.
Pedilanthus tithjTnaloides,

328.
Peel 319.

Peela-gehooHj 418.
Peeloo, 319.
Peepla-moor, 333.
Peepul, 332.
PeerPunjal, 25.— vegetation of, 25.
Peganum. 155.— Harmala, 9, 155, 156.
Pekin, climate of, 113, 121.

Pelargonium, 149.— abyssinicum, l6o.

Peliosanthes, 381.— humilis, 381.— Teta, 381.
Peltidea canina, 437,
Pemphis, 212.

Penicillaria, 415.— sp-cata, 420, 421.
Pennisetum, i6i, 415, 421,

40.

itali
. 420.

triflorum, 417.
Pentadesma, 162,

Pentaloba, 74-
Pentapetes, 102.

Pentaphragma begonifohum,
^55.

Pentaptera, 209, 13.— glabra, 340 , 209.— tomentosa, 209.
Pentasachme, 273.
Pentatropis microphylla,

272.
Peo«, 133.

Pepper, 332,4.— black, 332.— Ceylon, 332,
Malabar, 332.
Meiaguetta, 162,

Soudan, 60.

Sumatra, 332.
white, 332.

Peppermint, 302.

Peplidium, 290.

buraifusuro, 291.
Pergularia, 161, 273.— edulis, 274.

odoratissima, 273.
pallida, 273.

Perelje of Auvei^gne, 438,
Perilla, 301.

Periplexis, 326.

Periploca emetica, 274.
esculenta, 274,
grseca, 274.

— Secamone, 274.
Perisethion, 430.
Peristrophe, 297, 298.
Peristylus, 367.
• — goodyeroides, 367, 370.
Perotis. 416.

Persea gratissima, 326.— of Ancients, 154.
Persia, cultivation of cucum-

bers, 217.— melons, 217.
Persian lilac, 141.— region, 70.

PersicQy 342.

Persica, 202,

— saligna, Royle, 204.

vulgaris, 17.

Persicaria, 314.
Pertusaria, 437.
Peru, balsam of, 1 89.

Peruvian bark, substitute for,

280.

cultivation of in India,

239.
Petalidium, 297.— barlerioides, 298.
Petha, 218.

Petilium, 387.
Pethoragurh, xv.

Petroselinum of the Ancients,

230, 40.

Petunga, 238.

Pence, 353.
Peucedanum, 228.

Phaca, 192,

Phajus, 365.
Phalarideae, 415, 417,
Phalarisj4i5, 417, 161.— canariensis, 417, 418,

18.

— minor, 416,— nepalensis, 417.
Phalangium, 392, 22^ 23, 32,— alatum, 292.— falcatum, 392,
Phallus, 440.
PhapuTy 35.
Phaseoleae, 190, 191, 181,

1 89.
Phaseolus, 189, 190, 10.— aconitifolius, 190,— angustifolius, 192.

aureus, 190.

calcaratus, 190,

cuneatus, Royle, 190,
lunatus, 190.

Max> 190.

Mungo, 190.

radiatus, 190, 194,195.
sativus, 190.

scaber, 192.

torosus, 193.
vulgaris, 190, 192.

Phelipaea, 292.

75 PHILADELPHEiE, 2I5,

Philadelphia, climate of. 283.
Philadelphus, 215, 25.

tomentosus, 215.— triflorus, 215.
Philydrum, 123.

Phlebophyllum, 297.
Phleum, 423, 417, 23, 46,— alpinum, 417, i8,

^— pratense, 417.
Phlogacanthus, 297,— thyrsiflorus, 298.
Phiomis, 301, 40
• — cashmeriana, Royle,

303.

Phlox, 308.

Phoenix, 397, 14.— acaulis, 397, 399.— dactylifera,397,394,399.— farinilera, 398, 399,
397-— humilis, Royle, 394,
397, 399, 8, 14-— paludosa, 397.— sylvestris, 395, 3Q7,
398, 399» 400, 8, 29.

Pholidota, 364.— imbricata, 364.
Phoot. 218,219.
Phormium, 389,— tenax, 390,
Photinia, 123, 202,
Phragmites, 417,
Pharbitis Nil, 307.
Phreatia, 364,
Phryma, 299.
— leptostachya, 229, 18.

Phrynium, 356.— capitatum, 356, 121.— dichotoma, 356,— imbricatum, 356.
Phu, 242.

Phulwara, 263.
Phyllanthus, 327, 328.— cordata, 327.— Emblica, 122, 13.
Phyllocladus, 348.
Phyllol obese, 181,

Phjjlhjrea robusta, 266.
Physalis, 280 279.— angulata, 279.— somnifera, 279, 280.— stramonifolia, 279.
Physic nut,

Physostelraa, 273.
Phytelephas, 408.
Phyieuma begonifolium, 255.
Phytolacca, 320, 18.— acinosa, 320.— decandra, 30.

138 PHyTOLACCE^,3lg,3l8.
Picea Webbiana. 353, 354.
* — Pindrow, 353.
Picnomon, 6.

Picris, 247.
— hieracioides, 247,— hispida, 247, 26.

Picrorhiza, 290.
* — Kurrooa, Royle, 291.
Picrotoxine, 61.

Pierardia, 136, 326.— dulcis, 136, 138.— sapida, 136, 138.
Pieris> 258.
Pigeon peas, 10.

Pilkonta churhai, xv.
I PilU 86.

Pilibhit, XV.

Pilostyles, 330.
Pilpii 332.
Pilularia, 431.
Pimento, 4.

Pimpinella, 228,229.
Pinang, 400.
Pinckneya pubens, 239, 237.
Pindrow, 350.
Pine-apple, 122, 164, 376,

29, 42.— fibre, 376.— foreign, 375.
Pines, 117, 123.5,10,20,21,

33, 29, 34, 35.— dwarf, 38.

Piney varnish, 107,
Pinguicula, 292.

Pinjoo, 319.
Pinus, 349,348,353, ^ 19, M,

22.

Enmoniana, 349,
canadensis, 349.
canariensis, 349.
Cembra, 351.
chinensis, 117, 116.

Deodara, 349, 23, 34,
40, 42.

dumosuj 349.
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178.— vera, 177,
Pistak, 82,

Pistia, 404, 405,
188 PlSTIACE^, 404.
Pitcher plant, 330.
Pile thread, 375.
Pi'tsU 414.
Pates metl, 375.
18 PiTTospoiiE.'E, 77.

Pittosponim, 77, 31,— eriocarpum, 77.

Jloribundum, 77.
Pisum, 190, 200.

arvense, 190, -200.

— sativum, 200.

Plagiochosma, 436.
Plagiolytrum, 417,
Plane, Oriental, 28..

133 Plantagineje, 312, 17,
PJantago, ii9> 3^2, 31.— areiiaria, 312.

Ispliagula,3i2.— lanceolata, 312,
Psyllium, 312.

Plantain, 355, 123, 126, 10,

30, 13, M.
Plants of Oriental region

Himalayas, 302,— of Sibei'ian region
Himalayas, 302.

of soutli of Europe in

Himalayas, 302.

Platanthera, 367, 13, 16,

in

in

Pinus excelsa, 349, 350, 22,

Gerardiana, 349, 353,
352,32,26,34,42,40.

Gingko, 351.
Kbutrow, Royle, 353,

349'

Lambertiana, 351.
lanceolata, 117.
longifolia, 353,349,351^

394. 397, 14, 3U
Massonianay 117.
Morinda, or Khutrow,
23, 42.

Nepalensis, 353.
Neoza, 32,

Pinaster, 353.
Pindrowy 354.
Pi^ea, 351.
Smit/iiana, 353, 349.
Strobus, 349.
sylvestris, 352.
Webbiana, 22, 23,40,42.

r^per, 331, 13, 3^— ^tliiopicum, 60.— agrestis, 290.— anisatum, 3^33.

— aurantiacum, 332.
13etle, 332.

brachystachyum, 332,
Chaba, 333,
Cubeba, 333,
inebrians, 333.
Kava, 333.
longum, 33-2, 333.
methysticum, 333.
nigrum, 332.
peepuloides, 332.
Peperomia, 332.
saxatilis, 332.— sy] vaticum, 332.— trioicum, 332.

1 52 Pi^erace.t:, 331,332,12.
Pippnl 333, 337.
Pippula, 333.— moola, 333,
Piptaiithus, 189.
Pipul tree, 126.

Pisoriia, 312.— aculeata, 312.
Pistachio nuts, 178,— tree, 164.
Pistacia, 1 19,— atlantiea, 178,

Lentiscus, 177.

Terebinthus, 177,

Platanthera Susannae, 367— gigantea, 367.
Platanus orientalis, 344.
Platystemma, 290,25, 151.
* — violoides, 293. 294,16.
Plectranthus, 300, 301.— cordifoiius, 303.

'

Pleione, 16.

Pleopeltis, 428.
ensifolia, 429.— nuda, 428, 429.

Pleothcca, 238.
Pieurospermum, 228.— cicutarium, 233.
Pleurothalle^, 363, 364.
Pleurothallis, 3b'3.— laurifolia, 363.— pulchella, 363.
Pluchea, 248.

Plukenetia corniculata, 329.
Plum, 205, 10,28.— dried, 205.
132 Plumuagine^e, 311,312.
Plumbago, 311.— Europoea, 31 1.— scandens, 311.

Zeylanica, 311, 8,

Plumieria acuminata.

461

271.

alba, 271.

obtusa, 271,
Pneumonanthe , 277.

270,

*

Poa,
KurroOf 278.
4i6, 417, 421, 4.23, 9,

18, 23, 40.

annua, 18, 417, 424.
var. y3 Americana,4i7.

y spiculis glaucis,

417.
efFii;: 417.— flexuosa,'}/humilis,4i7.— hansiana, Royle, 416.— nemoralis, 417.
var. firmula, 417.— pratensis, 417, 424.
var./3 angustifolia, 417.
angustifolia glauca,

4i7» 424-— procumbens, 417,
var. humilis,4i7.

Poaya da praya^ 74.
Podalyria, 189.

bracteata, 189.
Podocarpus, 123, 29, 348.

latifolia, 348.
macrophylla, 349.
nereifolia ? 349.

Podochilus, 366.
Podolotus, Koyle, 189, 198.— bosackioide«, Royle, 198
Podophyllum, 244, 18, 23,25.— Emodi,379, 64.— peltatum, 6'4.

— hexandrum, 64.

7 PODOPHYLLE^K, 64.
Podosaenwm, 4 1 7.

Podostema VVallicIiii, 33U
149 PODOSTEME^, 331.
Pcederia, 238.— fcEtida. 239,
Poe&, 3 ' 9.

Pogonatlierum, 416.— polystachyum,4i7.
Pogonia, 3^8.

Pogostemon, 302, 300.— plectranthoides, 13.

Pohlia,435.
— elongata, 436.

Poinciana, 183, 123.

pulcherrima, 183, 185,

Poivrea, 209.— Roxburghii, 209,
Polanisia viscosa, 72, 73.— Chelidonii, 73.

130 PolejioniacejE, 308,309,
276.

Polemonium, 25.

coeruleum, 27.

Polianthes tuberosa, 389,
390, 242.

Poloa, 248.
Polyadenia, 324.
Polycarpsea corymbosa, 221

spadicea, 221.
Polygala, 75, 6, 40.

arvensis. 75.

crotalarioides, 76.
elegans, 76.

furcata, 76.

Gerardiana, 75,
glaucescens, 76.
myrsinites, 76.
oligophylla, 75.
Senega, 76.

telephioides, 75.
triphylja, 76.

17 PoLYGALE^, 75.
Polygonatum, 379. 380, 382.

ciliatum 380,
cirrhifolinm, 380.
Govanianum, 380.
Inglisii, 380,

leptopliyllum, 380.
multiflorum, 380, 382.
oppositifolium, 380.
punctatum,38o.
sibiricum, 380.
verticiilatura, 380, 382.
vulgare, 382.

Polygonum, 9, 19,30, 35,40.
acre, 316, 313.
arifolium, 313.
aviculare,var.nana,3i3.

barbatum, 313, 316.
Bnmonis, 316, 314.
bulbiferum, Royle, 314.
chinense, 313, 316.
Convolvulus, 314.
emarginatum, 316, 36,
Emodi, 314.
glabrum, 313.
hemiarioides, 313.
horridium, 313.
Hydropiper, 316,
lacenim, 313.
Ianigerum,3i3,

Polemonium gracile, 308.
Pomegranate,2o8,io,28,U7.
Pommereula, 416.
PompelmoeSf 129.
Pond weed, 404,
Pongamia, 189, 13.— glabra, 191, 30.
178 PONTEDERACEJE, 386.
Pontederia, 386, 121, 9.

plantaginea, 3B6.
sagittara, 386.
vaginalis, 386.
vaginata, 1 16.

Poombeh, Pers. 86,
Poonag chumpa, 358.
Pootra^ 347.
Poplar, 342, 343, 28, 33, 34,

38.

Polianthes, 389.

muricatum, 313.
orientale, 313.
oxyphyllum, 314.
Persicaria, var. nana,

314.

pterocarpum, 314.
sagittatum, 313.
segetum, 314.
senegalense, 313.
speciosum, 314.
sphserostachyum, 314.
tamnifolium, 314,
tinctorium, 316.
tomentosum,3i3.
vaccinifolium, 3 1 6, 31 4.
viviparum, 314.

136 PoLYGONE^, 313, 312,
3J^>40, 33».

Polypodium, 118,428,430.
alternifolium, 429.
Calaguala, 430.
phymatodes, 429.

-— quercifolium, 429,
Polypogon, 417, 416,8, 18.

Polyporus, 439.— fomeiitarius, 440.
igniarius.440.

versicolor, 440.
Polyscalis, 320,

capitata, 321.

sequax, 321.
Polystachya, 364,— luteola, 364.
Polytricbum, 435,430.— aloides, 436.

juniperinum, 436.— un<lulatum, 436.— urnifferum, 436.
Pomaces, 201,2023205,168.
Polemonium, 308.

coeruleum, 308.

bluck, wood of, 345.
Lorn hardy, 344,
white, 344.

Poppy, 66.

Populus, 119, 23,40.
alba, 344.
balsamifera, 345.
ciliata. 345. 343,
dilatata^ 344.
nana, 345.
nigra, 345.
pyriformis, Royle, 344.

Porana, 307.

racemosa, 307.
Porliera hygroraetrica, 153.
Portlandia liexandra, 239,
Portulacca, 221, 8,

geniculata, Royle, 221.
meridiana, 221.

oleracea, 221.

quadrifida, 221,
80 Portulace^, 221,
Posoqueria dumetorum, 239,
Post, 66.

Potalia, 269.

112 Potaliace.t:, 269.
Potamogeton, 404, 9.

crispus, 404.
JluilanSt 404,

heterophyllum, 404.
indicum, 404.
inarinum, 404.
natans, 404, 442.
rufescens, 404,
tuberosum^ 404.

Potatoe, 19.

cultivation of, 281.

substitute for, 231.
Telinga, 407.

Potentilla, 202, 203, 9, 26,

32, 30, 40.

atrosanguinea, 21,42.
bifurca, 203, 120.

cathaclines, 203.

Cautleyaiia, 207.

denticulosa, 202.

fragarioides, 120,

Inglisii, 207.

microphylia, 208.

Moorcroitiana, 39.
multifida, 203,

Nepalensis, 42.

pteropoda, 207.

Saundersiana, 207.
splendens, 21.

soongorica, 120.

supina, 120, 202«

Tormentilla, 203,
Poterium spinosum, 164.

Pothos, 405, 13.

helerophylluSj 406,
pedatuSj 405.

quinquenervius, 405,
officinalis, 405.

— scandens, 406.
Praecocia, 205.

Prangos, 229, 230.
— pabularia, 230, 39.

Prasieaj, 300.

Prcmna, 298, 29.

integrifolia, 299,

4

«

Premna mucronata, 299.— ? pygrasa, 299.
±'renanthcsy 247,
Primula, 308, 310, 21, 22, 32,

37. 40.

denticuJata, 310, 21,22,
25, 26.

elliptica, 311, 310.
floribunda, 310.
involucrata, 310.
nana, Royle, 310.
obtusifolia, 311, 310.
petioluris, 310, 21.
purpurea, 311, 310.
rosea, 311.

spathulata, 310.
Stuartii. 244, 310, 22,
25,26.

113 Piumulace^, 292,308,
312, 264, 2C5, 119,
17> 25,40.

Prinos, 1 67.

verticillata, 168.
Prionum, 400,401,
Prinsepia, 206.
• — utilis, 206, 202.
Principes, 39^.
Procris, 333.
• — obtusa, PI. 83, f. 3,t
* — pcduncularis, PI. 83,

f. 2.t
* — racemosa, Pi. 83, f. i,f
Prosopis, 181.

— spicigera, 182, 6.

Prostranthera, 300.
Protea, 323,— abyssinica, 160.

143 PKOTfiACEiK, 323, 322.
Protium, 174, 175,
Prunella, 301.— vulgaris, 302, 18,27,41.
Prunus, 1 19, 202.— Aloocha, 205.

Bokhariensis, Royle,
205.

brigantiaca, 205.
triflora, 205,

Prusterieuy 392.
Psidium, 216.

pyriferum, 216, 13.— pomiferum, 216.
Psilotum, 432.— truncatum, 432.— triquetrum, 432.
Psophocarpus, 189.

Psoralea, 191, 189,— corylifolia, 13.

Psychotria. 238, 237.— eraetica, 239.— herbacea, 239.
Ptarmica, 250.

Ptelea, 157.

Pteris, 428, 430, 118, 40.
aquilina, 429.
biaurita, 429.
calomelanos, 429.
cretica, 429.

deltoides, Royle, 4-29,

esculenta, 429,
la^ta, 429.
longifolia, 429.
nemoralis, 429.
nervosa, 429.
piiloselloides, 117.

semipinnata, 429,
Pternandra, 214.

Pterocarpus, 189, 191.— corylifolia, 191.— dalbcrgioides, 195.— Draco, 195.— erinaceus, 161, 195.— Marsupium, 195.— Santalinus, 185, 195.

Pterogonium, 434.
Pterolobium. 184,— lacerans, 184.

Pterospermum, 102.

— acerifolium, 102,

— suberifolium, 102,

t Since the completion of the work, it is observed that the description of these three species of Procris lias been accidentally omitted
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4G2 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PLANTS

Pterospermum semlsagitta-

turn, 102.

Pterostelma, 273.
terostigma, 290,

Pterygodium, 368*
Ptychotjs, 228, 230, 10, 40.— Ajowan, 229,

copticum, 230.

involucrata, 229.

sylvestris, Royle, 228,

229.
PuchOf 360,

Puchookf 361.

Puchukt 361, 360.
Pudava nuthj 423,
Pudma, 351.
Pudmak, 205,

Pueraria, 189, 194, 190.

tiiberosR, 19].
Puff balls, 439*
Puharee chiretta^ 277.— indrayun^ 219.— kaguzeCf 129.— pan, 332.

peepuU 332.— podeena, 302.
Pulicaria, 248,
Pulque, 375.
Pulwul, 219,

Pumaroa, 351.
Puiiicay 208, 119.

Granatum, 17.

Punnee, 424,
Pupal ia, 320.
— prostrata, 320,

Pure-duwpa^ 4 1 4,— ^gaddi, 414.
Pureseoshan, 430.
Purga de Xaiapa, 308.
Purple Fescue grass, 424,— coned fir, 350.
Putera, 408.

Putkuron, 303.
Putoria, 23B, 237.
Putranjiva, 347.
• — Roxburghii, 347.
Putruj, 325.

Pycnocycla, 232, 229.
• — glauca, 232,
Pycnospora, 189.

Pygeum, 174,— acuminatum, 175.
Pyrethrum, 249,— Roylei, 161,

Pyroleae, 257.
Pyrophonim, 202.

Pyrrhotrichia, 189.

Pyrus, 202, 119, 17,40.— baccata, 203, 24,— crenata, 205,23,— lanata, 205,23.— Pashia, 205.— sinaica, 205.— variolosa, 205, 42.— vestita, 42.
Pythoniura, 406.

Quamoclit, 307.— vulgaris, 307.
Quassia, 158.

Q , 158.

Quercitron, 344,
'

Quercus, 342, 343, no, 17,
19. 23, 26, 32.— ^gilops, 345.

lialiota, 345.
Cerris.345.

chinensis, 117.
coccifera, 345, 225.
densifolia, 117.
dilatata, 346.
Hex, 345, 225,
incana, 343, 345,
infectoria, 345.
lanata, 20.

semecarpifolia, 343,
21,22, 23.

Suber, 345.— tinctoria, 344.
Queriaceai, 221.

Quince, 10, 28, 205.

J

Quinia, 239.
Qninon, 86.

Quisqualis, 123,209.— indica, 209.

Qutn or Qootn^ Ar. 82, 86.

Rad/iooni^ 229.

Radia vesicatoriay 31 1.

Radish, 70, 27.
R'lee, 70.

Rafflesia, 330.
Rafflesi .330.
Rain-crop, 19,— in China, 115,

Raisins, 146,

Rajasthaniix.
Rat, 106.

Ramalina, farinacea, 437.— fastigiata, 438.
Rambeh, 138.

Ramberee, 378.
Rambootan, 138.

Rami, Mai., 335.
Ramonda. 293.
Ramtilla oleifera, 251,
Ram turaij 84,

Randia, 238.

dumetorum, 239, 238.
longispina. 238.— uliginosa, 238.

Ranigovindhif 294,
Rnntra, 315.
1 Rakunculace^e, 43, 164,

25> >7, ii9> 26,40.
Ranunculus, 44» 40, 46, 21,

30, 32.

affinis, 44,
aquatilis,43,9,54.

arvensis, 45, 18.

attenuatus, 53,
bulbo5U5,53,45.
choorensis, 53,
distans, 53.

Flammula, 45, 53.
glabellus, 53.
hirtellus,53,22.

hydrocotyloides, 53.
laetus, 53.

membranaceus, 53.
mollis, 53.
Moorcrojlianus, 53,
nervosus, 53.
pimpinelloides, 45, 53,
polypetalus, 44, 45, 22,

54.

rutaefolius, 45.
salsuginosus, 53, 120,

45.
salsuginosus, 53.
sueleratus, 213, 9 43,

46.

vitifolius, 53.
Rapl»idospora, 297.
Raphiolepis, 123, 202.
Raphis, 416.

Anatherum, 424.— flabelliformis, 394.
Raphistemma. 273.
Ra-suna, 314/
Ramtilla, 248.
Ratanhia, 76.
Ratans,4,29,3i,
Rateeanuj^Q^i.

Rattle snake root, 76.
Ratzeburgia, 416.
Raued-seni, of Mesue, 316.
Ravenala, 354.
Rawan-hrad, lake of, xxi, xxii.

Rawund, Ar. 316.
Rayania, 378.
Razeeanuj, Ar, 229.
Rebouiilia, 436.
Red snow, 441.— Sumach, 179.
Reed, rich aromatic of Scrip-

ture, 425.
Reetha^ 139.

Regmatodon, 435.
Rehmannia, 293.
Reidleia, 102.

Kein deer moss, 438.
Remigea, 239,

Remirea. 41 1.

Remusatiavivipara, 406.

Reon, 316.

Reree, 408.

Reseda, 121.

Resins, 44.

194 Restiace^, 410, 402,

409, 400.

Restio tectorum, 410,

Restrepioe antennifera, 363.
Reussia, 386.

Rewund, of Avicenna, 316.— cheenect 3 1 6.

khorassanecj 316.— khatai, 316.

Rex amaroris, 76.

Rhabarbarin, 3x6.

55 Rhamne^e, 168,326,327,
328, 166,264.

Rhamnus, 17.

amygdalinus, i6g.

catharticus, 169,

globosus, 121.

infectorius, 169,63.
purpureas, 169,

rupestris, Royle, 169.

saxatilis, 169.

virgatus, i6g, 121.

Rhapis, 122.

coerulea, 417,
echinulata, 417,
microstachys, 417.— muricata, 416.

Rheum, 313j314> 40.
* -4M5/rf/fe, 315, 318, 317.

compactum, 3x5.

Emoili, 3»5j 26, 244.
Emodi, 317, 3:7.

leucorhizum,3i4.

Moorcroftianum,
Royle, 315? 316,318.

nanum, 314.
palmatum, 315.
Rhaponticum, 314.
Ribas,3i5,

sibiricum, 314.

spiciforme, Royle, 315,
316,37.

tataricum,3i5,

undulatum,3i5,3i4.
Webbianum, Royle,

315 316,318.
Rhexia, iiB.

Rhinacanthus, 297.
communis, 298.

RhinanthcEe, 290,

Rhizanthese, 330.
Rhizophora, 210.

Can del, 210.

gymnorrhiza, 210.

67 Rhizophore^, 210,

Rhodea, 381.

Rhododendron, 258, 119, 343,
22,23,26,40,123.

anthopogon, 343, 259,
244,260, 22,23,25.

arboreum, 258, 17, 20,
30,42.

aristatum, 42,
aromaticum, 259,
barbatum, 258.
campanulatura, 259,

258, 22,23,25,42.
chrysanthum, 259.
cinnamomeum, 258.
Dauricum, 259.
ferrugineum, 259.
formosum, 258.
Lapponicum, 259.
lepidotum, 259, 343,

260, 22, 23, 25, 32,
35. 42.

maximum, 259.
mutabile, 259.
nobile, 258,

ponticum, 259,
setosum, 259.

Rhodoreae, 259, 257.
Rhopala, 323.
Rhubarb, 314, 5, 21, 28,32,

33, 37. 39*

328,

Rhubarb, China, 314,— country, 315.— cultivation of in Hima-
layas, 3 1 5.— Dr. Tvvining's report
on, 316.— Russian, 314.— substitute for, 46.

Rhus, 119, 15, 17, 174, 175,
179-— acuminata? 175.— aromatica, 179,— Bukiamela, 175, 179.— coriaria, 179,— cotinus, 175, 179.— glabra, 179.— juglandifolia, 175:— Kakrasingee, Royle,
175-

mysorensis, 174.

parviflora, 175, 179.

perniciosa, 179,
radicans, 179.
suaveolens, 179,
succedaneaj 175, 179.
semi-alata, 175.
Toxicodendron, 179.
velutina, 175,— venenata, 179.— vernicifera, 175, 179,— Vemix, 179.

Rhynchosia, 189, 191.— medicaginea, 191.— microphylla, 191.— suaveolens, 192.
Rhynchospora, 411.— chinensis, 411,412.
Rhyncliotechum, 293.
Ribaso^i the Persians, 315.
Ribes, 225, 20, 23, 40.— acuminatum, 225.— Cynosbati, 120.— glaciale, 225.— himalense, 225.
Riccia, 436.
Ricciaceee, 436.
Rice, 93, 123, 116, 122, 418,

4, i3» i9> 27, 42.— cultivation of, 1 17, 119,
163, 30, 31.— paper, 124.

Ricinus, 327,— communis, 327,
329-

Richardia /Ethiopica, 405,
Richardsonia Brasiliensis,

239-— rosea, 239.— scabra, 239.
Rihanj 302.
Rin, ix.

Rindera glochidiata, 305.
Ripogonura, 380.
Rivea, 307.— ornata, 307.
Rivend-tchiniy 316.
Rivers, sources of in Hima-

layas, xix.

Robergia, 152.

Robinia, 195.— macrophylla, 13.

Roccellafuciformis, 437, 438,— tinctoria, 438.
Rock Moss, 436.
Rodeen, Gr., 237.
Rohuna^ Hind,, 142, 275.
Rondeletia, 13,— febrifuga, 239.— tinctoria, 239.
Roodro Himala, xiv.

Rool, 86.

RoomaUi 208.

Roos, Ar., 352,
Rosa, 202, 14, 31, 40.

-— Banksiana, 117.— Brunonis, 203,42.— Damascena, 203.— Lyellii, 203.— macrophylla, 203, 42,
* — sericea, 208, 203, 244,

42.

«

•

* Rosa tetrapetala, Royle,
203, 23, 208.

• Webbiana, 208.

63 RosACE.E, 201, 164, 202,

119, 247, 204, 17,

25.

Roscoea, 357, 16, 23.
* — alpina, 361, 357, 19.— elatior, 357.
* — lutea, Royle, 361.

purpurea, 357, 361.
• spicata, Royle, 361,

357*
Rose apple, 118.— bushes, 33.— wild, 32.

Rosese, 201.

Rosemary, 302.
Rotala, 212.

Rothia, 189.

RounSi 131;
Royal Bay, 324.
Roylea, 301, 25.— elegans, 303.
Rovena, 261.

Rottboellia, 422, 121,8.— glabra, 422.

Rottboelliaceae, 416.
Rottlera, 293, 326, 13.— tinctoria, 329, 327.

tetracocca, 329.
Renee, Royle, 327.

Rostellaria, 297.
Roxburghia gloriosoides, 38 1

.

— viridiflora, 381,
Roxburgh iaceee, 381.
Roumea, 73.
Rourea, 152,

Rubbee crop, 10,

Rubia, 1195238,237,15, 40.
aculeata, 237,
angustissima, 237.
cordifolia, 261, 238,

237'— Munjista, 261, 237, 29.— tinctorum, 237.

93 RuBiACE^, 237,269, 123,
238, 13- ,

Rubus, 203, 202, 14, 17, 28,

31 > 40-— calycinus, 207.— fruticosus, 203.— concolor, 203,— lasiocarpus, 203.— rotundifolius, 203.
Ruellia, 297, 16.

— gossypina^ 298.
Ruellieae, 297.
Ruenka tulao, xviii.

Rukta chundun, 185,
Rumex, 3"4i 3>3t 9» 40,— Acetosa, 316.— Acetosella, 314, 316,

152.

hastatus, 314.
Nepalensis, 314.— Roxburghianus, 313.

Rungid, 297.
Ruppia, 404.
Ruscus, 380.
Rush, 400.
Rusoi, 63, 64, 308.
Ruta, lip, 155, 156.— albiflora, 155, 156, 18.— angustifolia, 155, 156.

Chalepensis, 155.— graveolens, 156.
48 RUTACEJE, 155, 153, 18.

Ruteae, 153, 155, 156.
Rye, 418.

Sabal, 394, 395.
Sabathoo, xiii.

Sabia, 174, 175.
Saccharum, 415, 416, 423,

422, 8, 34, 426.
canaliculatum, 417,426.
Moonja, 416.
nigrum, 398.
of the Ancients, 426,

427.



AND SUBJECTS TREATED OF.

plan

87.

Saccharum Sara, 416.— sinense, 426.— siwntaneum, 421.— violaceum, 426.
Saccolabium, 366.— curvifolium, 366.— guttatum, 366, 13.— papillosum, 366.
Sad, Ar. 413.
Sadyj-hindee, 325,
Safflower, 93, 10.

Saffron, 371, 28.— cake, 372.— hay, 372.
Safuy i6'2.

Safueduy Hind. 344.
Sag, 299.

Sagapenum, 231.
Sage, 302, 35,
Sageretia, 169.— oppositifolia, i6g,— ramosa, 169.

Sagittarla, 401, 121, g.—
: cordifolia, 401.
obtusifolia, 402,— Sagittifolia, 401.

Sago granulated, 398.— meal, 398.— Palm, 395.— pearl, 398.
Sagoouy 299.
Saguaster major, 396.
Saguerus Rumphii, 395, 398.
Sa^^xis/arinifera, 395.— inermiSf 398.— laevis, 398.— Rumphii, 398, 395,— spinosuSf 398.
Saharunpore, 121,

Animals of, 11.

Botanic Garden,
of,

climate of, 116, 7
121, xxxiiL

cultivation, 10.

— cold weather, io»— rains, 10.

elevation of. xvi.

fruit trees of, 10.

Plants of other coun-
tries in, 9,

situation of, l.

Soil, 7.

vegetation, 7.

of cold weather,

9.

of rains, 8.

Saivala, 377.
Sakkara^ 426,

Sal, 106.

Salacia, 133.

Salaij 177.

Salamonia, 75.

Salbiahy 302.

Salehj 177.

Salep. 308,369, 28.— indigene, 369.— misrecj 369^— oriental, 369.
SalicaricCy 212,

Salicomia, 318,319,— brachiata, 318, 310.
— indica, 318.

Salichachay 325.

Salicineae, 344.
Salioon, 229.

Salisburia adiantifolia, ii7«

Salix, U9, 14,23,31,40.
arctica, 343*
iEgyptiaca, 345. 343*
Bahylonica, 343.
hastata, 343.— hei'bacea, 343.— hirta, 343-— Lindleyana, 343, 22,

23.— polaris, 343.— tetrasperma, 343*
SalluTy 350.
Salop, 369.
Saloop, 369.

463
Salsola, 318, 319, 120, 39,

40, 41.— indica, 318.— nudiflora, 319,
Salt marsh, ix.— river, ix,

Salvadora, 319.— indica, Royle, 319,— persica, 319, 6,

Salvia, 301, 28, 31, 32, 39,
40, 302.— acaulis, 301.— amarissima, 302.— hians, Royle, 303.—

. Moorcroftiana, 303.— nubicola, 25, 26, 43.— plebeia, 301.— Sibthorpii, 302.
Salvinia cucuUata, 431.— natans, 431.
200 Salviniace^, 431,
Satyrium, 367.— Nepalense, 367.
Samadera, 158.

Samara ? picta, 265.
Sambuceae, 235.
Sambuciis, 236, 119, 23, 25,— adnata, 236, 25, 26.— Ebulus, 236.— nigra, 236.
Samolus, 264,— Valerandi, 310, 18,41.
56 Samyde^, 170,

Sandal wood, red, 185.
Sandarach, 352-
Sandoricum indicum,

144.

Sand-pear, 205,

Sand shifting, ix.

Sandstone hills, vii.

141,

Sanguisorba, 202, 25.
Sanguisorbeae, 201,

Sanicula, 228.

141 Santalace.^, 322, 321,
Santalum album, 322,— myrtifolium, 322,
Sanseviera, 389.— guineensis, 39^ 389.— lanuginosa, 389.— Iloxburghiana,389,39i.
— zeylanica, 389.— zeylanica, 391.

Sanwuky 420.

Saonkee, 420,

Sapan-wood, 185,

39 Sapindace^, 136,166,123,

326,
Sapindeae, 137.

Sapindus, 137.— acuminatus, 137, 142.— detergens, 137.

emarginatus, 137,— esculentus, 138.— laurifolius, 137.— rubiginosus, 138.— Rarak, 137.— Saponaria, 137.— senegalensis, 138.

Sapium, 327.— Aucuparium, 328.— indicum, 328.

Saponaria, 79, 138,— perfoliaia, 79,— Vaccaria, 79, 78, 9.

108 Sapote^e, 262, 264,

Sarcocephalus esculentus,

162.

Sarcocordylis, 330.

Sarcococca pruniformis, 327.— nepalensis, 327.

Sarcolobere, 181.

Sarcolobus, 273.

Sarcophyte, 330,
Sarcopyramis, 214, 29.
— nepalensis, 215.

Sarcostemma, 273,— brevistylum, 274,

Sargassum, 441.
Sarkura, 426,

Sarmentacea, 144.

Sarsa, 382.

Sarsaparilla Italica, 383.
Sarsaparilla, 382.— Brazilian, 382,— Caracca, 382,— East-Indian, 383,— German, 414.— Honduras, 382*— Jamaica, 382;— Lima, 382.— Lisbon, 382.— Mexican, 382,— substitutes for,383,27i.— — in America, 234.— Vera Cniz, 383.
Sarsapariiline, 383.
Sarus, 247, 248.
Satin-wood, 143.
Satur, 302.

Satureinese, 300,
Saturyoon, 369.
Satyrium nepalense, 16.

Saul-tree, 178, 134, 196, 31,

4,13, 14.

Saunder's-vvood, 195.
Saurauja, 108.
— fastigiata, loR.

— nepalensis, 108.

Sauromatum guttatum, 406.
151 Saurure^, 331.
Saururus, 121.

Saussurea, 246, 23, 40.
gossypina, 32.

? taraxacifolia , 251.
religiosa, Royle, 251,

Savine, 164.

Savory, 302.
Saxifraga, 119,121*226,26,40.— aciculata, Royle, 226.— brachypoda, 226.
— Brunonis, 226,

— coesia, 226,
• — ciliata, Royle, 226, 227,— crassifolia, 226.
— diversifolia, 226.

flagellaris^ 236, 227.
glandulosa, 226.

granulata, 226*

imbricata, 226.

lanuginosa, Royle, 226,
liguluta, 226, 227.
Moorcroftiana, 226,

mucronulata, Royle,
227, 226.

odontophylla, 226.

parnassifolia, 226.
ramuiosa, 226.

Sibirica, 226.

spinulosa^ 226.

stenopbyIla,RoyIe,227,
226,

Saxifrage, 225, 21.

86 Saxifrages, 225, 17, 25.
Sayriy 282.

Scabiosa, 245, 121, 40.— Candolleana, 245.— Columbaria, 245,
• — speciosa, 245,— stellarifolia, Royle, 245.
Scaevola, 254.— Kcenigii, 254.— Taccada, 254.
Scaevoleae, 254,
Scammony, 164, 308.— French, 274.— Smyrna, 274.
Scandicineae, 232.

Scarlet grain of Poland, 85.
Scepa, 346,
160 Scepaces, 346.
Schiepfia, 235, 260, 29,— acuminata, 235.— fragrans, 235.
Scheuchzeria, 402.

Schinus, 179,— Molle, 179,— BengkalensiSf 175,— niaruf 175.

Schkichera, 137.

Schlotheimia, 434*
Schmidelia, 137.
— serrata, 138.

Schoenodorus, 417,
Schrebera, 295.
Schubertia, 348.

I SchundajHina, 396,
Scilla, 391.

coromandeliana, 391,
Cundria, 391.
indica, 391. 393.
maritima, 391,— poIyphylIa,39i.

Scillitm, 393.
Scindaspus, 406.— officinalis, 407, 405,
cirpus, 121, 411, 414.— affinis, 412,

caespitosus, 414.
dubius, 414.
Javanus, 412,
Kysoor, 413.
lacustris, 414.— maritimus, 412, 413,
4M-— tuberosus, 414.

167 SciTAMINEiE, 356, 122,

167, i5», 8, 12, 16,

Scitamlntum, 356,
Selerantbeae, 221.

Sclerantbus perennis, 85.
Scleria, 411.

Sclerocarpus, 18.— Africanns, 249, 18.

Sclerodontium, 434.— secundum, 434.
Scolopendrium, 429, 430,— dubium, 429.
Scordium Chamoepitys, 302.

Scorzonera, 247, 40,— radiata, 120,

Scotch fir, 126.

Screw pine, 408
Scrophuiaria, 40.

117 ScBOPHULARlNE^, 289,

29>, 292, 308, 276,

123,290,40.
Scutellaria, 301, 31, 40.— galericulata, 302.

orientalis, 302, 159,

41.

rivularis, 302.

Scutellerineae, 300.
Scutia indica, 169.

Scyphophorus, 437.
Seaforthia, 395.
Seah toot, 337.
Seasons of cultivation inHi*

malayas, 18.

SebestanSf 307.
Secamone, 273.— emetica, 274.— of Prosper Alpinus,

274.

Securidaca, 75.

Sedum, 222, 121, 40.— adenotrichum, 222.
• — azureum, 223.— capitatum, Royle, 222.
• — coccineum, 223.

Gerardianum, 222,

Himalayanum, 222.

linearifolium, 222.

Moorcrottianum, 22a.

multicaule, 222,

rubrum, 222.
— sinuatum, 222,

Seenghea, 47»

SeJakusSy 302.

Seer, 358,
Seer00 1 258.

SeesaliooTi, 230.

Seesaron, 230.

Seeta maSy 193.

Seik country, x.

Sejiee muttee^ 319.

jSewcAaZ bark, 325.

Selicha, 325.

Selinum, 228.

Semecarpus, 174, 29,
— cuneifolium, 1^4, 178.
— Anacardiura, 174, 178,

13.

Semecarpus mangifera, 139.
Serjuke-gondy 185.
Sempenivce, 222, 119.
Senacia nepalensis, 17.
Sene de Tlnde, 187,
Sene de Tripoli, 186.
Senecio, 249,248, 17, 32.

asplenifolius, 249, 26.— cbrysanthemifolius,

249.— Jacobaea, 249
Senecion ideas, 248.
Senna, 186, 275,162.

adulteration of, 274,
Aleppo, 186.

Alexandrian, 186.

bhmt leaved, 186, 298,
cultivation of in India,

187.

Italian, 186,

of Mecca, 1 86.
Tinivelly, 4,

Sensitivae, 152,
Seriana trite rnata, 137,
Sepistans, 307^
Serpicula, 312^

verticiUata^ 376,
Serratula, 246, 40.— centauroides, 120.
Service Tree, 10.

Sesamum, 116, 10, 294.— Oil, 294.
orientale, 70,— prostratum, 294.

SesamecE, 294.
Sesbania, 191.— aculeata, 191,

-Sgyptiaca, 191.
Seseli, 220.
— indicum, 229.

Sesuvium, 223.

— Portulacastrum, 223,— repens, 223.

Setaria, 420, 415,— italica^ 418, 420.

germanica, 418,420,— Rotlerii, 416.
Setburw'a, 321,
Sethia, 133-— indica, 133*
Seubelj 242.

Seycbelle nut, 395,
Shaddock, 129, 10,

Shaeer, Ar. 419.
Shah-huUoot, 345.
Shaizghur, height of, vii.

Shalkur, 36.

Shallot, 392.
Sham^ 231.

Shea-tree, 124,4,26.
Sheelandie-arese, 413.
Sheep's Fescue grass, 424.
Sheerbung, 264,

Shipkee, 35.

Shirang Mountain, 36.

Shiraz Tobacco, 283.
Shirkhuhty 194, 266.

Shola, 124.

ShooneZj Ar. 55.

Shorea, 105.

Camphorifera, 106.

robusta, 105, 106, 134,

13.178, 196.

Tumbugaia, 106,

Shoreac€<€, 105,

Shubit, Ar. 229.

Skuer-aljin^ 430^
Shufl-aloo, 204.

Shujrut-vl'hueyati 352.— -id-murr, 176.

Shukkur, 426.

Shukhr-ooUashur, 267.
Shungvp-ez, Pers. 358.
Shusharii of Scripture, 372,
Shuteria, 307.
Sibbaldia, 202, 23.— prccumbens, 203.
• — purpurea, 208,

Sibr, Ar. 389* 390-
Sibbitr, Ar. 390.

Sicyos, 218.
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Sida, 83,8,31.
abutLlon, 84, 1 \G,

asiatica, 84,

cordifulla, 83.

graveolens, 83.

indicu, 84.

p«rip!ocifolia, 84,

popullfolia, 83, 84.

rhonibifolia, 84.

rhomboidea, 84.

tiliafoHal 116.

Sideroxylon, 123, 262, 263

Sidhuol 353.

Siegcsbeckia, ^48*
Sierenia, 202.

elata, 207,

htiinilis, Roylc, 307.

Slkhoonns, (Jr. 244.
Silene, 78, 79, 40.

altuira, 79.
corii .79.
conoidoa, 79, 78, g.

Falcouerianu, Uoyle, 79«
indii'.a, Bl,

intliitn, 78, 79,
Kuuiiwurciisis, Ttoyle,

79.

loiiKi flora, 79.
M'>'>rcroftiana, 79,

viridiflora. 80,

viscaginuides, 78, 79,
vi^POsa. 79,78.
Wfbbiana, 79.

^xtryr r, 78,

IlinuUayan, synopsis of,

by G.Benthara, Esq.

,

Silk-womi, 337, V. Zool.Iiid.

Siiphium of the Ancients,

230,
Silver Fir, 350.
Simaba, 138.

Siinanibn, 158.

? excelsa, 158.
5B SiMARUBlJ^ 158, 153,
Simla, xiii,

Sinapis, 69, 70, 93, 10,

dichotoma, 70.

plauru, 70,

juncea, 70.

ramo^^a, 70,
SinrJoc bark, 325.
Sinffin^ 4H.

Sinffj/a Bikh, 46,

SinkoOf 172.

Sioja sangxiiiiarta, 136.

Siphonia elastica, 339, 328.
Sirinn^ 27 1.

Sissoo, 5» M> 3'-

Sisymhrium, 69, 40.

Sophia, 69, 120.

SiUa^ritte, 358.

Sitart what made of, 218.

Sitz, 175.

Slum, 228.

Sizygium, 216, 217,

Jambolana, 2i6» 217,
Jiunuvva, 216.

Panialla, 216,
— vi'nulosum, Royle,2i6.

Skirret. 241.

bkinneria, 307.
Slcvogtea, 270.

>7^ Smilacf :, 370.379, I7-

Soiiliicina, 379.
Smilax, 3B2, 37^, 383,— aspera, 3^3, 380.

catalonica, 380.
Cuina, 381, 383, ii3.

cumanensift, 38 j,

elegans, 3H1.

excel sa, 380.

ferox, 38 1.

fulgens, 384-
glabra, 3B I, 3^3-

glycj'phylla, 383.

JaiiceaBfolia, 380, 383.

laneeoiata, 118.

Srailaxlaurifolra, 383, 381.
Macalucha, 383.
macrophi/lla^ 384.
maculata, 381, 384,
mauri tallica, 380.
mfMiica, 382.
nigra, 380.

ofticinalis, 382»

ovalifolia, 380, 383.
oxyphylla, 38 1.

prolifcra, 380, 381.

rigida, 38 i,

Roxbnrghiana, 381,

syphilitica, 3&i.

Villandia, 381,383,384.
zeylanlca, 380,

Smithia, 189.
• — ciliata, 201, 19a.

seii^iiiva, 191, 13.

Snake-bites native cure for,

3^ >
» 330.

Snow, red, 441.
Snowy Mountains, xi.

Passes, 32.

cliniuto. 32, 33.
cultivation, 32,

height of, xviii.

veg:etatiun, 32.
peaks of Himalayas, xi,

xiii.

Soap-berry, 138.

stibstitutcs for, 137.
Soccotrine Aloes, 390.
Soda-earth, 319.
Soda froui Western Lakes of

India, 222.

sulphate of in Tama-
risk, 214.

Soja, 116, 189,
lit) SoLAIfCA, 279,289, 308.
Solanine, 280.

Solanum, 279, 280, 10, 31,
crassiperalum, 279.
Dulcamara, 279.
indicuni, 279.
Jarquini, 279.
laxurn, Royle, 279.
lysiraachioides, 279.
l\IeIongcna,279,

nifrmm, 279, 200.

pseuduquina, 280.
rubruin. 279.
verbascifoliuiu, 279.

Solidni^o, 249, 17.

Solomon's Seal, 380,
Som, Ar. 393.
Sonerila, 214, 31.

maculata, 215.
tenera, 215.

Son/, Hind. 2*29.

Sonchus, 247, 120.

arvensis, 247,
eriopu<, 247,
oleraceus, 250, 247, 9.

Sonneratia, 216.
Sonth, 35".
Sontha^ 190.

Sooil/ia, 373.
Soohh-dnrsxiTiy 374,
Soombul-Jnrstc, 391.
Soongniim,35.
Soorujhal 213.

Sophora pflaiica, 188.

Iloutihiann, 19f>, 188.

moU'm, iBti, in^.

tomentosa, 1H8,

Sophoreffi, 181, 188.
Sorbus, 202.

Sorijhuin, 4it\

bicolor, 419.
cemuum, 4 19*

cultivation of, 163.
halipense, 416.
saecharatum, 419, 425,— vulgare, 421, 194, 122,

^ .
4*8,419.

Sormjfw, An 385*
shereen, Ar. 386.
ttiMy Ar. 386.

SoTisha, 93 •

Sosartj 37a,

Soshannim of 45th Psalm,
37^.

Sosfm, Ar. Pers. 372, 388.
Soucan, Ar. 388.
Soulamea amara, 76.

Source of Ganges, xiv.

Southern Himalaya, xiii.

Soya, Hind. 229.

Soymida febrifuga, 142, 275.
Sparganinm, 417, 408*

angustifoliuin,407,4o8,

carinatum, 408.
Spartum, 427,

Spathaglottis, 365.
Spathodea, 295.
Spergula, 78.
— indica, 78.— pcntandra, 78,

Spermacoce, 23H.
— ferruginea, 239.— Poaya. 239.

Spermadictyon suaveolens,

238.
Spermaxynim, 128.

Sphsranthus, 248*
mollis, 248, 250.

Sphcerococcus, 441,
Sphaeropsis, 248*
Sphairoptcris, 429.
Sphcjerosacme, 142.— fragrant;, 141.— spectabilis, 142.

Sphaerostemma, 61,

— grandiflorum, 61, 62.

Sphagnum, 22.

— obcusifolium, 436.
Sphenocarpus, 59.
Sphenociea, 8,

Sphenophyllum, fossil, 431,
Spirffia, 202, 203, 28,— callosa, 121, 213.— ciiamaedrifolla, 203.

Kamtschatika, 203, 24.
Lindleyana, 203,
Ulmaria, 203.

BOrbifolia, 203.
tritnniata, 226, 203.

Spirxacese, 201.

Spiranthes, 368.— amaina, 368.
Spodiopogon, 416*— laniger, 416,
Spondiaceae, 179, 174.
Spondias, 174,— mangifera, 174, 13.
Sporoholus, 415, 8.

pallida, 4 1 6.

Spica^ 242.
Spices, 4.
" Spikenard," 242.

of the Ancients, 242,
425.

Spilanthes. 250, 248.
Spinacia tetrandra, 319,318.
Spindle tree, 340.
Spinifex, 416.

squarrosus, 416,
Squill, 393-— substitute for, 374.
Squilla, 391.— marittma^ 393.
Sringavera, Sans. 358.
Stachydese, 300.
Stachys, 301.— sericea, 302.
Stiigmaria verniciflua, 179.
Stalagmitis Cambogioides,

132.
Stanhopea. 363.
Stapeliji. 272, 274.
Staphylea, 166, 167, 119, 23.

Emodi, 166, '2,6,

Staph yleaceae, 166.
Star a])ple, 263,
Statice, 1 19.

Stauntonia, 61, 123, 17.

angustifolia, 61.

Brunoniana, 61.
latifolia, 6i.

Stauranthera, 293.
Stavesacre, 46,

Stellaria, 78,40.
media, 78.

Stellatae, 17,238, 237.
Stemodia, 290, 291,
Stemona tuberosa,2^i»
Stenactis, 249.
Stenosiphonium, 297.
Sterculia, 102, 119, 120, 31.

acuminata, 162,

Balanghas, 103.
Chicka, 102»

coccinea, 102,

fcetida, 103.

guttata, 102.

Tragacantha, 102.

urens, 102.— villosa, 102, 15.
Sterculia cetB, 102, 13.

Stereocaulon paschale, 437.
Sticta pulmonacea, 437.— scrobiculata, 437.
Stilagineos, 341.
Stilago, 341.— diandra, 341.
Stillingia sebifera, 122, 328.
Stipa tcnacissiraa, 427.
Stipacea;, 415.
Stockholm, climate of, 283.
Stone pine, 351.
Storax, 261, 164,

Storms in India, viii,

Stratiotes, 377,
acoToideSy 377.

Stratiotideffi, 376, 377.
Strawberry, 203,22, 23.
Streams, direction of, vii.

Strelitzia, 354,
Streptium, 298,
Streptocarpus Rhexii, 293.
Streptocaulon, 273,— calophyllum, 273.
Streptopus, 379, 380.— alpina, Royle, 380.— borcalis, 380.— Candida, 380.

fnsca, 380,— pallida, 380.— peduncularis, 385.— purpurea, 380.— sijnplex, 380.
Strobilanthes, 297, 298.— auriculata, 298.
Strophanthus, 269.
Strychneae, 6, 271.
Strychnia, 337*271.
Strychnos, 270, 271, 269,30,

31-— colubrina, 272.— Ignatij, 271.— innocua, 272,— Nux vomica, 271,27a.— potatorum, 272,— pseudoquina, 27 1,272.— Tieute, 271,
9P Stylidie^, 254.
StijUdium,i\^,

Stylidium, 254.— Kunthii, 254.— tenellum, 254.— uliginosum, 254.— ^Vightianum, 254.
Stylocoryne, 238.
Stylosanthes, 189, 191,
»05 Stvrace^, 260.
Styrax, 260, 261,— Benzoin, 261.— officinale, 261,260,164.
Suhzee, 334.
Succory, 10.

Succulentfc, 222.
Sudab^ 155.

Sud-burg, 203.
Sueda, 319,

Sijffed tiU 294.— ^oot, 337.
Sitgcffif/oon^ 231.
Sugar, 122, 123,398,4,425.— cane, 117, 118, 163,

418, 426, 4,29, 30,
42.

cultivation 00426,119.

X
Sugar, manufacture of at Cal

na, 426, 4.

Maple, 135, 266.

Sugheenifjf Ar. 231.

Sujjee muttee, 223.

Sukkur, 426, 178.— -ool-ashur,i']^,

I
Sukmoonj/a, 274, 308.

Sukekhe, Ar, 325,
SuUah,3^9.
Sumach, 164,

Sumachinae, 179, 174,
Snmnky Ar. 420.
Sumbul, 242.

root of, 242.
Sumrut'OoUasul, 214.— toorfa^ 214.

Sumugh arahee^ 183.

Swnundur-phulj 216.

Sun, 84.

Suna, muhkee, 201, 186, 187.
Snnbul, 242.

farsee, 242.

hindee, 242.

iCalioon, 242.

jibullee^ 242.

ool-teeby 242.
roomee, 242.

ukletee, 242,
SundroQs, Ar., 352.
Sunipia, 365.
SunUy 334.
Sunflower, 251.

Supitedan, Pers. 344.
Surga Rooer, xv,

Surigada, 326.
Surklius, 430,
Surkunda, xiii.

-?uroo, 352, 348.
Surul, 349-
Survey of Himalayas, xii.

Suseana, Sy. 372,
Susinum, 372.
Sutlej, source of, xxii.

Sutteey 358.

Sutwa, 47,

Suvehoon-nebbek, Ar. 170,
Suwul, 404.

Swartziea?, 188.

Sweet acorn oak, 345.
bay. 164,324,
Calamus of the An-

cients, 425.
cane of Scripture, 425.
potatoe, 308, 116.

tea, 383.
Svvertia, 276.

alata, Royle, 277.
alternifolia, Royle, 277,

278.

angustifolia, ^"j^j,

caerulea, Royle, 277,
278.

cuneata, 277.
petiolata, Ro3ie, 277.
purpurea, Royle, 277.
speciosa, 277.

Swieteniayein/J/^/tf, 142.

Mahogani, 143.
Swieteniese, 140.

Sycamore, 134, i35. 162, 135.
Symphandra, 253.

stylosa, Royle, 253.
Sympliorema, 298,
Symplocinea, 260.

Symplocos, 260, 261.

Hamiltoniana, 261.
paniculata, 261, 265.
racemosa, 261, 265.
serrulata, 261.

virgata, 261.

96 Synanthere^, 245, 246,
123, 244.

Syndesmis, 174, 175.
Syrian region, 70.
Syringa, 119,^66,23,25.

Emodi, 267.
Syrrhopodon, 434.
Syzygium, 31.

Tabasheer, 427.
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Tabemaemontana, 269.— coronaria, 470.— utilis, 270.

Tacamahaca, 177, 133.
Tacca, 377? 122,

asperut 377,
cristata, 377.
dubia, 377.— integrifolia, 377,— laevis, 377.— montana, 377.— pinnatilida, 377, 378.

Tacsonia pubescens, 221,— Rafflesiana, 377.
Tacca youy, 378.
174 Taccace^, 377,

. Taenitis, 428.

Tagetes, 248.— erecta, 248.— patula, 248,

Tauhoangy^i^,
Taka, 407*
Taleesfary 259.
Tali, 396.

Talinum, 221.
—

• cuneifolkim? 221.— indicum, 221.
— strictum, 221,

Talisafary 259,
Tallow tree, 117, 118, 162.

— cultivation of, 117«— of China, 328.
Tama, 37, 38.

Tamala leaf, 325.

Tamalapatra, 325.

Tamarind tree, 185, 10.

Tamarindus, 183.— imiica, 183.

72 TAMARISCINEiE, 21 3.

Tamarisk, 161, 37,214,
Tamarix, 213, 119, 120, 9.— africana, 214— articulata, 213.— dioica, 214, 213.— ericoides, 214.— Furas, 213, 214.— gallica, 213, 214,— indica, 223,214.— orientalis, 213, 214.— substitute for hops,2 14.

Tambooleey Sans. 332.
TampuU 138,

Tamr, At, 397.
Tamus, 378, 379.
Tanacetum, 249, 40.

Tanghinia veninifera^ 271.

Tanghin tree, 271.— powerful poison, 271,
Tan-shing, 349.
Tansy, 250.

TantarOy 315.

Tapioca, 328.

Tar, 396, 399.
Tara, 396, 407.

Taraxacum, 18, 250, 247.

Tares, 10.

Tarree, 399.
Tartar, cream of, 146.

Tartaric Acid, 146.

Tataric Furze, 198,

Tatary, 38-

climate, 38.

cultivation, 38.

plateau of, 38,

table land of, xxi.

Tasmarach of Avicenna, ?

184.

Tat, 103.

Tattees, 194.

Tauscheria, 69, 40.

* — desertorum, 69,41? T^-— a lasiocarpa,

— )3 gymnocarpa, 72.

lasiocarpa, 72

•

Taxaceae, 430,

Taxinese, 348»

Taxodium, 348.

Taxus, 34B, 23,26, 110.

— baccata, 35^* 35^-

nucifera, 350, 352, 123.

Taya, 407.

Taj/ef, 390.

Tea, 108, to 128, 29.
black, 110.

country, limits of, 126.

rains in, 116.

snow in, 116.

Places for experiment
on, 5, 125,

districts, 111, 1 15.

climate, 115.

coldness of, n6.
vegetation of,

ii6, 123,

Compared with
Himalayan,
119.

green, 110, 125.

hardier than black,

Janeiro,

125,

in open air in

England, 126.

in Assam, Mr. Swin-
ton, 338.

kinds of, 109, 1 10.

native, 109.

Paraguay, 168.

plant, account of culti-

vation, 127.

cultivation of at

Rio
126.

in Nepal ten feet

high, 124.

probable culture

of in Himala-
yas, 124.

unsuited to tro-

pical climate,

126.

vigorous growth
of at St. He-
lena, 126\

— soil suited to, 112.— substitute for, 299, 429.— sweet, 380.— wild, 109, 118.

Teak, 178, 299,— forests of, 299,
Tectona, 298.

grandis, 178, 299.
Teesoo, 195.
Teezuk, 47.
Tej-pat, 325.
Teke, 299.

Tehkay 299.
^

Telinga Potatoe, 407.
TelUa, 47.

Temperate transition zone of

Mirbel, 163.

Temperature, see Climate,— uniformity of, 1.

Tengoor, 313*
TentseCf 218, 219.

Tephrosia, 189, 191.— Candida, igi.

diffusa, 191*

purpurea, 191,

Teraiy see Turai, la,

60 Terebinthace.^, 174,157,
152, 13,342, 136.

Terminalia, 179, 209, 13.— angustifolia, 210.
— Bellerica, 209, 210.
— Benzoin, 210.

— Catappa, 210.

— Chebuia, 209, 210,

citrina, 209, 210,

gangetica, 21.0,

molluccana, 210.

Uijan, 209.

Vernix, 179,

29 Ternstrcemiace^ 107,

260.

Terra merita, 358.

Terraces in Himalayas, xni
Teshoo Loomboo, 37.

Testiculus canis,*369,— vulpis, 369.

Testudinaria, 379.— elephantipes, 378.

Tela viridiflora, 2^^ 1

.

Tetracera, 58.

Tetradium, 157, 324.— cymosum, 157,~ fraxinifolium, 157.
Tetragonia expansa, 223.
Tetrameles, 340,
Tetranthera, 324.— apetala, 324, 325,— Roxburghiana, 324,

325-— sebifera, 326.
Tetrapeltis, 366.

Tetroncium, 402.

Teucrium, 301.— Chamaedrys, 302.
Tezhd, 333.
Thalamifx,or-«, 166.

Thalia, 356.
Thalictrum, 44, 30, 40,— appendiculatum, 45.— elegans, 51 -— flavum, 45.

— foliolosum, 46, 51.— majus, 46.— marginatum, 51.— Maxvvellii, 45,52,— mlcrophylhim, 51.— neurocarpura, 51.— pauciflorum, 52.— radiatum, 52,— vaginatum, 52.

Thansa, 349,
Thapsia, 40.

Thaumasia, 441.
Thea, 107, io8<

— Bohea, 125, 109.— chinensis, log,

— cochinchinensis, 108,— oleosa, 108,— viridis, 125, 110.

TheacecEy 107.

Theet-see, 178.

Theeloo, 350.
Theo metl, 375.
Theobroma Cacao, 103.
Thennopsis, 189.

barbata, 196, 189, 344.
Thesium, 322,

Himalense, Royle,322— linipbyllum, 322.
Thespesia, 83.

populnea, 30.

Thian Chan Mountains, x.

Thibaudia, 255,256.— caulialata, 256.

loranthiflora, 256.
serrata, 255, 256, 257.
setigera, 256.

Sprengelii, 256.

variegata, 256, 257.
vaccinacea, 256.
verticillata, 256*

Thibet leaf, 259.
Thlaspi, 69.

arvense, 69, iig, 120,

18.

Thoa, 347,
Thomsonia nepalensis, 406.

ThoonoOj 352.

Thoulyban, Pers, 387,
Thrinax, 395.
Thunbergia, 297, 31.

Thunbergiese, 297,

ThuSy 177.

Thuya, 349.
articulata, 352.

— orientalis, 117, 122.

TJiyme, 302, 35.

140 Thymelk^, 321, 322,

Thymus, 301.

Serpyllum, 302, 24,

27,

Tiaridium, 304.
Tiarella, 226.

Tibetan Himalayas, xxiiL

Ticorea, 156.

Tika dye, 1 67.

Tikhur, 359.

Tilke fe/,294,

Tilia, 119.

25 TiUACE^, 103, 83,13,17.

3 a

Tillaea? 222.

— ? pentandra, 222.

Timothy grass, 424.
Tiniaria, 314.
Tira, 70.

Tiryakfarooky 50.
Tiwajj2ji,

Tobacco, 122, 282, 164, 4,
10, 19,4a.

— climate required for,

283.— cultivation of in Ame-
rica, 283.

in India, 287.
history, 2B2.

Manilla, 285.
IMurtaban and Arracan,
goodness of some,
285, 286.

of Chunar, 286.

Persian, 4.— some Indian, high price

of, 289.— species, 283.
Toddalia, 157.

aculeata, 157.

floribunda, 157.

Scopolia ? 1 57.
Toddy, 399.
Tofieldia, 385.— nepalensis, 385.
Tolu, balsam of, 189.

Tomato, 280.

Tomcntum, 298,

Tookhm balungoOy 303,
Toombee, 218, 219.
Toon, 31.

Tooner, 352,

Toonghi, 414.
Toorbud, 3o8.

Toormus, 194,

Toorufij, Pers. 130.

Toorunjbeeriy 194, 214, 267.
Tooth-brush tree, 319.
ToothreCj 337.
Tor, 193.

Tora, 93,

Tordyliopsis, 229.

Torenia, 290, 291.— cordifolia, 291,— parviflora, 291.
Toriay 70.

Torilis, 228.

Torricellia, 233,
Tortula, 435, 434,— angustifolia, 435,

fallax, 435.— indica, 434.
Tournefortia, 304,
'* Tous les mois,"356.
Toxocarpus, 273.
Trachydium, 232, 229.— Roylei, 232.

Trachyozus, 415.

Trachytella, 58.

Tradescantift, 403,9, 16,— axillaris, 403,— radicans, RoylCj
Tragacanth, i64, 102.

Tragacantha, 193.

Tragia, 327.— cannabina, 327, 328.— involucrata, 328.

Tragopogon,247.
— gracilis, 250.

Trapa, 211,
— bicornis, 211, 116, 121.— bispinosa, 211, 9,27.

Tree cotton, 96.

Tree of life, 352.

Trematodon, 435*— longicollis, 435.
Trianthema, 221.

crystal! ina, 221.

decandra, 221.

obcordata, 221,

Trias, 364.

Tribulus, 153, 116.

— lanuginosus, 153.

Tricera, 327.

Trichelostylis, 411,414.

403.

Trichelostylis chaetorhiza,4i 2

complanata, 412.
junciformis, 412,
miliacea, 412.

quinquangularis, 412.
tetragona, 412.
lilia cathartica, 143.
emetica, 143.

Trichiliea?, 140, 141.

Trichodesma, 306.
indica, 304, 306.

zeylanica, 304.
Tricholepis, 246.

Trichomanes, 428.
Trichonema, 371.
Trichosanthcs, 218.

anguinu, 219.
amara, 219,
chuchinJa, 219.
cordata, 219,

cucumcrina, 219.
dioica, 219.
incisa, 219.

laciniott, 219.

palmata, 218,219.
substitute for Caluraba,

219.

Trichostomum, 434.
Tricyrtis, 385, 384, 25,

clegans, 385.
Trifolieae, 181, 189,190.
Trifolium, 189, 192, 197,

198,28.

alexandrinum, 162,

pratense, 192, 198.

repens, 192, 198.
Triglochin, 402.

himalense, 402.
palustre, 402.

Trigonella, 190, 189, 197.
Emodi, 197.

esculenta, 197.

fimbriata, Royle, 197.
Fffinum graccum, 190,

197.

^cilis, 197.
incisa, Royle, 190, 197.

obcordata, 197.
Trigonocarpus, 295,
Trilepis, 411.

Lhotzkiana, 41 1.

Royleana, 411.
Trilliaceae, 382.
Trillium, 244, 64, 379, 2 1 , 23.

cernuum, 382.
Govanianum, 379,384,

Tfincomalee wood, tree,. 104.

Trionum, 28.

Triosteum, 236,17,25.
Himalayanum, 236.

Tripe de roche, 438.
Triphasia, 129.

trifoliata, 130.
Tripleura, 368.

Triplectrum, 214.
Triplostegia, 241.
TriptereUa capitata, 373.
Trisetum, 417, 161, 18.~ airoides, 417.
Triticum, 417, 40.

durum, 163.

repens, 422,
vulgare,4i8, 417.

Triumfetta, 103,29.
angulata, 103,— ses^tuans, 103.— oblongata, 103.

Trizygia, 431.
• — speciosa(fossil),*xxxvii.

Trollius, 44, 26, 28.— patulus, 45.— pumilus, 45, 54.
Tromsdorffia, 293.
Tropins, 333, 123,8,13.
Tropical vegetation at great

elevations, 15,19, 23.
Tropidia, 367.

Truffles, 440.
Tuber cibarium, 440
Tuberose, 389,
Tuggur, 330.
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Tula, 86.

Tulip, 387.

common, 387,
Persian, 387.

179 Tlu^ace^, 386, 389.
Tulipan, 387,
Tulipa, 386, 23.

Celsiana, 387.

Clusianaf 387.

Gesneriana, 387.
Persiea, 387.— stellata, 387.

Turn, 178.

Tumbakooj 285.

Tumhoh Pcrs. 332.
Tuntereek,

TupLtra,38u
— aurantiaca, 381.

nutans, 381.

xSinpaporiana, 381.

squalida, 381.

Turaly or molbt land, 12.

climate of, la.

vegetation of» 12.

Turhith, 275.

Turfwoz, 218.

Tur-fjool 399*
Turkey btrriei, 169.

Turkish Olibanum, 178.

Turmeric, 1 as, 356, 358, 357,
^0, 19,93,413.

Turnlp,70, 27,35.
Turnsol, 329.
Turpentine, 350, 5.

American, 351.
Chio, 178.

Common, 351.

Himalayan, 351.
Strasburg, 351.
Venice. 351.

Turphyla, 3^9.
Turpinia, 166, 29.

pomifera, 1C6.

Turraea, 141.

pinnata, 141.

Turritis»69,23, 25,

glabra, 69,

Tu^ly 387.

Tiishmezuk, Ar. 184.

Tussilago, 249, 40.— Farfara, 249.
Tylophora, 273.

asthmatica, 274,
pauciflora, 273.— tenerrima,a73.

Typha, 407,121,9.— angustifolia, 407, 408.

elephantina, 407, 408.— latifoIia,4o8.

190 TvpHACE^K, 407, 408«
Typhonium orixense, 405,

407.
trilobatum, 405.

Typhous, of China, 1 15.

Ll>hul, 352.

Vhium polypoides, 38 1

.

Uchalaroo, xiii.

Udruk, 358.
Ufsihanin, 155.

Ufsunteen, 250.

Vggur, 171.

Ugoor, 171.

Vkhrott 342.

Ukleel'Ool-jihbulf 302,— — mulik, 199,
15^ Ulmace^, 341.
Ulmin, 341.

Ulmus, 341 > 349> i99» M,
17, 19.

eifusa, 341.
erosa, 34u
integrifolia, 341.
laevigata, Royle, 341.
lancifolia, 341.
virgata, 341.

Ulva, 44 1-

87 Umbellifer^, 227, 25,

^31 » 243, 40, 164,

119. »7.

Umbelliferie, Himalayan, by
Dr. Lindley, 232.

Umbilicus, 222.
— spathulatus, Royle,222.

Uncaria, 238.

Uncinia, 4 11.

— Nepalensis, 411,

Unona aethiopica, 162, 60.

— aromatica, 60.

Upas-tree of Java, 337> 271.

Uraniay 354.

Uraria, 191, 189.
• — lagopus, 191,201.

lagopodioides, 201,

lagopoides, 301.
— picta, 191.

Urceola, 269.— clastica, 270, 329, 338.

Urena» 83.— Jobata, 84,

repanda, 83.

sinuata, 84*

Urginea, 391.— maritima, 393.
Urhurj 193, 190.

Urophyllum, 238-

Urtica, 333.— crenulata, 334.— hcterophylla, 334.— parviflora, 333.— stimulans, 334.— ttniacissima, 334, 335-— virulcns, 333.

153 UaricE^, 335i 340, 123,

220,326,333,331,13,
Urra-mnUurf 190, 200.

Urun-filiurhooza, 220,

Urzun^ Pers., 419.
Uanea, 439-— barbata, 437, 438.— florida, 437, 538.
Usteruky 261.

Utricularia, 292, 121, 9.— stellaris, 292.

Uvaria, 59-— febrifuga, 60.

longifoiia, 59.
Uvularia, 384, 365-— Hamiltoniana, 385.— Leschenaultiana, 386.

parviflora, 385.— umbellata, 385.
Uvularise, 385.

102 Vaccinace^, 255, 257,
Vacciniiim. 255, 256, 30.

myrtillus, 256.
Vahea, 270.

Vahlia,226.

Vahniy 311.

Valeriana, 241, 40.
acuminata, 241.

bracteata, 241.
celtica, 242.
dioica, 242.

Dioscoridis, 242.

elata, 241.

Ilardwickii, 241.

Jatamansi, 244.
officinalis, 242.

pusilla, 241,

striata, 24 u
94 Valeriane^e, 241, 244,

17, 25,

Vallaris, 269,

dichotoma, 270.
pergulana, 8.

Vallies of Cashmere, xviii.

Nepal, xviii,

Noakote, xviii.

Rama Serai, xviii*

Vallisneria, 376, 9.

altemifolia, 376.
minor, Royle, 377-
octandrct 377.
spiralis, 376.

Vallisnerieie,376.

Vanda, 365. 366.— multifiora, 366.
Vandeae, 361, 365*
VandelJia, 290.

Vandellia Crustacea, 291.

diifusa, 291.

Vangueria, 238.

Vanilla, 3^7.— aromatica, 369.

pterosperma, 367.

Vanillaceae, 367,
Varnish, 122, 123, 124.

Piney, 107,

tree, 178, 117,

of China, 3^*

Vateria, 105.

— indica. 107.

lanceaefolia, 107.

Vatsanabhut 47-

Vegetable butter, 124.

— European, 31, 10.

marrow, 219,

tallow, 122, 123.

wax, 345.
Vegetation, highest, 37-

in Cashmere, 26, 27.
— Kemaon, 25.

Nepal, 25.

limits of, 35.

of base of Himalayas,

13. 16,20.

China, 1 16.

Jlungurung, 35»

Peerpunjal, 25.

Tropical at great eleva-

tions, 15, 16, 19,23,
Velaneda, 345.

Velani, 345.
Velonia, 345-

Ventenatia, 107.

Ventilaj^o maderaspatanajiGS

Vera Cruz, climate of, 283.

Veratreae, 3B4.

Veratria, 385.

Veratrum, 385.— album, 385.— Sabadilla, 385.
Verbascese, 290.

Verbascum, 290.

Thapsus, 290.

Verbena, 298.
— Negundo, 299.— officinalis, 299, 9.— triphylta, 299.

124 Verbenace^, 298, 123.

Vernonia, 248.— anthelmintica, 250.

Vcrnoniacese, 248,

Veronica, 290, 40.

agrestis, 290.

alpina, 290.

Anagallis, 290.
Beccabunga, 290.

biloba, 290.

hederifolia, 9,

serpyllifolJa, 290-

undulata, 290,

virginica, 120.

Veroniceae, 290,

Verrucaria, 437.
Vetch, 1 o,

Vesicaria, 70.

Viburnum, 236, 225, 119,
15, 23,20,31,— cotinifolium, 236,

erubescens? 236.

grandiflorum 9 236,
Mullaha, 236.

nervosum, 236.— polt/carpurn, 236.— punotatum,236.
Ficafzn, 229.

Vicia, 190, 28, 40.— angustifolia, 190.

Cracca, 190, 200.

dumetorum, 200.

Faba, 200.

rigiduJa, Royle, 200,

sativa, 190, 200,

sylvatica, 192, 200.— tenera, 200.

Vicieie, 181, 190.
— cultivated, 193.

Vicoa, 248.

indica, 248.

Vilfa,4i5> 421,417, 18.

diandra, 416.— pallida, 416.
Villarsia, 401.— cristata, 277.— indica, 277.— nymphseoides, 277,401.
Vinca, 269.
— parviflora, 270, 271.

Vindhya range, vii.

Vine, 28.

Vinegar, 146.

Viniferse, 144-

Viola, 74, 119^14, 15,21,28,
40.

— biflora, 75.

canina, 74.

kunawurensis, 75.
odorata, 74.

prionantha, 121.

reniformis, 74,
•

• serpens, 74.

tricolor, 74.

variegata, 120.

1 5 VioLACEiE, 74, 1 7.

Virgilia, 188, 189.— aurca, 189.

Virola sebifera, 323.

Viscum, 235.
dichotomum, 235.— elongatum, 235.— opuniioidesy 235.— verticilUflorum, Royle,

235.— Wightianum, 235.
Vish^ Sans., 47.
Vishajii, 47.
Vismia guianensis, 131.

Vitellaria paradoxa, 264,

Vitex, 298.—
• Agnus Castus, 299.
altissima, 299,— arborea, 299,— incisa, 299.— Negundo, 299, 8^ 121.— trifolia? 299, 121.

— triphylla ? 299.
Vitis, i44» 8, 17, 40.— adnata, 144.

auriculata, 144,

capreolata, 149, 145.

camosa» 144.

cymosa, 145, 149.
glauca^ 145.

hederacea, 145,149.
japonica, 149.

macrophylla, 145.
Nepalensis, 149,
lanata, 145.

lanceolaria, 145.

latifolia, 144,

obcecta, 145.

parvifolia, 145.

quadrangularis, 145,

144.

repens, 145.

rosea, 149.

Roxburghiiy 145.
rugosa, 145.

semi-cordata? 149-
serrulata, 149, 145.
tomentosa, 144.

Vitivayr, 424.
Vittaria, 428.— elongata, 429.
Vittmannia, 158.

Voacanga, 270,

Voandezia subterranea, 162.

Volkameria inermis, 299.
Vucha, Sans., 406.

Wahlenbergia, 253,

agrestis, 253.
cervicina, 253.
dehiscens, 253,

ovata, 253.
Wallichia, 1

caryoioidts, 396.
Wallrothia, 298,

Walnut, 34^> 1 ^7> 10, 21, 28,

29, 32» 34? 35-

Walsura, 142.

— piscidia, 143.

Waltheria, 102.

— indica, 102.

Wampee. 130, 10, 119.

Water chesnut, 414*
'* — Lily," 377.— melons, 116, 122.

Wax, 399» 347.— tree, 126.

— vegetable, 345.
Wedelia, 248.
Weeping fir, 349,
Weissia Templetoni, 43G.
Wendlandia, 238.— cinerea, 238.— exserta, 238.— puberula, 238.
Western Ghauts, vi.

Weymouth Pine, 349.
Whartoo, xiii*

Wheat, 416, 418, 118, 122,
J23, 4j 33, 10, 13.

19> 31. 27, 29, 38,

35, 32.— Egyptian, 163.

Whin, 35.

White Mountain, xi.— mulberry, 337.— pepper, 332.
Poplar, 344.

Whitia, 293.
Whortle berry, 255.
Wightia gigantea, 295.
Wild Pepper, 299.
Willdenowia teres, 410.

Williamsbourg, climate of,

283.

Willoughbeia, 260.— edulis, 338, 270,272.
Willow, 342, 34, 36. 28.

Wine, 146.

—, Palm 398.
Winenland, 146.

Wintered, 58.

Winter cherry, 280.

Winter's bark tribe, 58,

Woad, 71,

Wood oil, 107, 122, 123, 124.— — tree, 178.
— of black poplar eaten,

345-— -sorrel, 152.

Woodwardia, 429, 118.
— radicans, 429.

W^ooginos Abyssinian, 158,

Wool, Thibet, 5-

Wrightia, 396, 269.— antidysenterica, 270,
271,

coccinea, 270.

moUissima, 270.

tinctoria, 270.

Wulfenia, 290, 31.— ohliqua^ 293.
Wuj, 406.

Wurd, Ar. 203.

Wussukj Pers. 344-

Xanthium, 248,

Xanthoxylum v. Zanthoxy-
lum.

Xanthochymus dulcis, 132,
i33» 30.6.— ovalifolius, 132, 133,— pictorius, 132, 133,6.

Xanthopicrine, 157.
Xanthophyllum, 76,

Xanthorrhsea hastilis, 393.
Xerotes, 400.
Ximenia, 154, 128.

— rigidum, 154.

Russeliana, 129.

Xj/lina, 85,

Xylocarpus Granatum, 142,

144.

Xi/lon^ 85.— arborenm auctornm, 99,— maderaspatense^yg,

Xylophylla, 327.

Xylosteum, 337, 23.
/
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192 Xyride^, 409.
Xyris, of Dioscorides, 372.
Xyris,409,4io.

indica, 409.
pauciflora, 409.
schaenoides, 409.

Yam, 407, 116,

Otaheite, 379.— West India, 379.
Yasmeen, 268.

— burree-mugrahee,^^^.

Yeller-guddoo
^ 378.

Yetl, 282,

Yew, 350,21,33, 34.
Yoonanee (Ionian) or Greek,

V. passim.
Young fustick, 179.
Yucca, 389,

aloifolia, 163,

gloriosa, 391,

Zafnee, 326,

Zafran, Ar., 372.
ZaknudeeduSf 321,
Zakneey 326.

Zaiacca edulis, 395, 399.
Zamia, 347.
Zannichelia, 433, 403.— indica, 404.
Zanonia, 218.

Zanthochymus v.Xanthochy-
mus.

Zanthopicrine, 157.
Zanthorhiza, 44, 46,

50 Zanthoxyle^, 157, 153.
159.

Zanthoxylum, ii9> 120,157.— alatum, 157.— Avicennae, 157.— Budrunga, 157.— hostile, 157, 333.— piperiturn, 157,— Retsa, 157.
Zapania, 298.

nodiflora, 299, 9.

Zazireh, 278,
Zea Mays, 420.
Zedoaria of old authors, 50.
Zedoaria rotunda, 49,
Zedoary, 359, 50.

— Jong. 359.— round, 359.— of shops, 109.
Zeera-seeah, 229.— suffed, 229,

Zerumbadf 359.
Zeuxina sulcata, 368, 9.
Zi/t-rutub, 352.

Zinchin, xxi.

Zingiber
t 35^.

Zingiber, 35^,357* 13.
~~ capitatum, 357.— Cassuranar, 358.— ligulatum, 357.— officinale, 358,

J67 ZiNGIBERAC-S, 356, 361
Zinzid, 323.

Ziris/ik, 64.

Zizyphus, 168, 169, 326,8.— acuminata, 168,

.^noplia, 168,

Bhunder, 168.

ilexuosa, i68,

Jujuba, 168, 169,340.
latifuUay 168.

Lotus, 169, 170.
mauritiftna? 168.

Mirzaporiensis, Rovle.
168. ^

Napeca, 168, 169.
nitida, 169,

rugosa, 168.

ruminata, 168.
" Spina christi, 169, 170.— vulgaris, 169.— xylopyra, 168.

Zonaria, 441,
Zone, temperate transition

of lAIirbel, 163.

Zoofue t/ahisj 302.

Ar.,

Zornia, 191,430, 190, 189.
Zoysia, 416.— pungens, 416.
ZndwuT, Pers,, 49;

50.

Zuetoon, 267.

Zuhr-i-kkooshf 148.
Zunbul-indi, 391.
Zungibcel, Ar., 358.
Zurd-aho, 205.

— -anchoo, 203,
Zurawund duraZf 330.— gird, 330.

tnoodehriiji 330.
tuweel, 330.

Znrnub-burmeey 35a.
Zurut, An, 419.
Zygodon, 435.
47 ZVGOPHVLLKJE, I53.

Zygopbylluni, 153.— coccineum, I53,

Zylopia scricea, 60.

FOSSIL PLANTS, FIGURED.
Glossopteris dana.oides,*xxxvii

|
*Pecopteris LindJeyana.*xxxvii

| -Tryzigia speciosa,*xxxvii | .Vertebraria indica.*xxxvii * Vertebraria radiata,*xxxvii.

INDEX OF ZOOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.
Acanthoscelis, xliii,

Acanthurus, xlvii.

Accipiter Dussumieri, Ixxvii.— Nisus, Ixxvii.

Acherontia, 1.

Acupalpus, xlv.

Adoretus, xlvii.

Adorium, lii. xxxviii.

vEgialia, xlii.

Agonum, xlii. xliv.

Agotona, Ixix-

Ailurus fulgens, Ixiii,

Alauda, Ixxvii.

Alcedo Bengalensis, Ixxvii.— rudis, Ixxvii.

Aleuchus sanctus, lii.

Amara, xliv,

Amarygmus, xlix,

*Ammonites (fossil),xi.xxxvi.

Ammophilus, xli,

Amyxodon sivalensis (fossilj.

Anas Casarca, 37, Ixxviii.— Crecca, Ixxviii.— cristata, Ixxviii.— clypeata, Ixxviii.— Girra, Ixxviii.

— leucopthalmos,

Ixxviii.

paecilorhyncus,

Ixxviii.

Penelope, Ixxviii.

Querquedula,
Ixxviii.

Anastoraus Typus, Ixxviii.

Anatidae, Ixxviii,

Andrena, xlii.

haemorrhoidalis, xlii.— labialis, xlii.

Andromenidae, xliv.

Animals, distribution of as

connected, with cli-

mate, Ivi. Ivii,— ~ with dispersion of

plants, Ivii.

— of N. Europe, Asia,

. and America, rela-

tions between, Ivi.

Anisotelus, xlvii. 1. Iv,

* — bimaculatus, Iv.

Anomla, xlvii.

Anoplotherium posteroge-

nium (fossil) xxxi.

Anser indica, Ixxviii.

Anseres, 11.

— migration of, 30.

Antarctia, xliv.

Anthia, xlii. xliii. lii.

Anthia 6.guttata, 1.

Anthilephila, xlix,

* Anthracotlierium silistrense

(fossil), xxxi.

Anthrenus, xlv.

Ant-eater, scaly, Ixx,

Ants, xlii.

Antelope, Ixiv. 11, 24.
* — (fossil), xxxi.— four-horned, 12.

Antilope cervicapra, Ixxii,

Ixxiii.

Gazella, Ixxiii.

Ghoral, Ixiii. 20, 24.

Hippelaphus, Ixxiv.

Hodgsonii. 20, 24,
Ixxiii. 41.

picta, Ixxiii,

quadricomis, Ixxiii.

Thar, Ixxiii. 24, 41.
Antropus phillipensis,lxxviii.

Aoudad, Ixxvi.

Ape, Ixix.

Aphodius, xlvi. 55.
* — irregularis, Iv.

Apidaj, 1.

Aploa, xliii.

Apogonia, xlvi. xlvii.

Aptera, I.

Aptinus, xliii,

* Area (fossil), xxxvi.

Arctitis albifrons, Ixiii. Ixiv.

Arctonyx, Ixiii.

Ardea Antigone, Ixxviii,— cinerea, Ixxviii.— Egretta, Ixxviii,— Grayii, Ixxviii.

— Malaccensis, Ixxviii.

russata, Ixxviii.— vulgaris, Ixxviii.

Ardeadae, Ixxviii.

Argali, Ixxvi.

— Asiatic, 42,

Argutorantiqua, xliv.

Argynnis tephniee, 20.

Arnee, Ixxvi.

Arvicola, 24.— vulgaris, Ixviii.

Ass, Ixxi.

Indian, Ixx. Ixxi.— wild, 37, 42.

*Astarte (fossil), xxxvi.

Astur Hyder, Ixxvii.

Ateuchus Aegyptiorum,xlvi.

Athyreus, xlvi#

Atropos, 1.

•Avicula (fossil), xxxvi.

Axis, spotted, Ixxii.

Badger, Ixiii. lii, Ixvi.

Badjarkita^ Ixx.

Balloo-soor, Ixiii.

Bandar, Ix,

Banbhera, Ixxvi.

Bandicoot, Ixviii.

Barah Singha, Ixxii.

Baraiya, Ixxii,

Barji, Ixii. Ixiii.

Barwal, Ixxvi.

Barking Deer, 20.

Bats, Ixi.

Himalayan, Ixi.

insectivorous, Ixi.

Bang, Ixiv.

Bear, Ivii. 12.— brown, Ixiii.

common, of India, Ixii

common sloth, Ixii.

(fossil), xxxi.

Malay, Ixii. Ixiv.

Polar, Ixiii.

sea, Ixiii.

yellow, Ixiii. Ixii.

Beaver^ Ivii.

Beetle, sacred, lii.

Stag, 20.

*Belemnites canaliculatus,

xxxvi.

(fossil), xxxvi,

sulcatus,

Bembidiadae, xlii, xlv.

Bembidium, xlv.

Bender, Ix.

Benturong, Ixiii, Ixiv.

Berria, IxvL

Bhaloo, Ixii.

Bhalloo-soor, Ixiii.

Bharsiah, Ixiii.

Bhia, Ixvii.

Bhural, 42.

Bhunder, lix. Ix.

Birds, Ivii.

Bittern, 11.

Bivalves (fossil), xxxi.

Blackbird, 28.

Blaps, xlix,

Blatta, 1,

Blattidae, I.

Bledius, xlii.

Blethisa, xlii.

Blister flies, xlix.

Boar, -wild, of Europe, Ixxi.

Bolboceas, xlvi,

Bombidae, xlix.

Bos Bubalus, Ixxvi.

grunnicns, 28, 42.
(fossilj, xxxi,

indicus, Ixxvi.

poephagus, Ixxvi.

Bostricbidae, xlviii.

Botaurus stellaris, Ixxviii.

Brachclytra, xlix.

Brachinidae, xliii.

Brachinus, xliii.

Bradytus, xlii,

Broschus, xlii. li.

Buansu, Ixvi.

Bucco caniceps, Ixxviii.

grandis. Ixxviii.

Philippensis, Ixxviii.

Buceros cavatus, Ixxvii.

gingianus, Ixxvii,

Budytes melanocephala,
Ixxvii.

Buffalo, 11.

wild, 12.

Bullock, 11.

Buprestidae, lii, xlvii.

Bural; 37.

Burrhal, Ixxvi.

Byrrbidae, xlv.

Calathidae, xliv.

Calathus, xliv,

Callidium, xlviii.

Callistidae, xliv.

Callistus, xliv.

Calosoma, xliv.

indicum, xliv.

Calosomata, xliv.

Camel, 11.

Camelus (fossil), xxxi.

Campagnol, European. Ixviii.

Campsiura, xlvii.

Campylotes, liii.

histrionicus, liii.

Canis, Ixvi. Ixiv.— Aureus. Ixvi. Ixiv.

Bengalensis, Ixvi.

Corsac, Ixvi.

Duckunensis, Ixvi.

(fossil), xxxi.

Ilimalanicus, Ixvi.

Indicus, Ixvi.

Kokree, Ixvi.

montana, Ixvi. Ixv.

b

^

Canis Pallipes, Ixvl.

— Prima^vus, Ixvi.

Cantharidae, xlix.

Capercalzie, Ivii.

Capra, Ixxvi.

— jemblaica, Ixxv.

Caprimulgidae, Ixxvii.

Caprimulgus indica, Ixwii.

Capys peccinicornis, liii.

— Thallo, liii.

I
•— Rbodope, liv,

Carabidffi, 1. lii. xlii.

Carabus, xliv.

— true, li.

Caracal, n.
Cardiaderus, xliV,

*Carduelis caniceps,28,lxxvii,— spinoides, 28, Ixxvii.

Carnivora, Ixiii. Ixiv,

digitigrada, Ixiii.— (fossil), xxxi.— plantigrada, Ixii.

Casnonia, xliii.

Cassida, li. xlix.

Cassididae, xlix.

Castor (fossil), xxxi.

Cat, Himalayan, Ixv,— IVJoormi, Ixv.— Persian, 28,

wild, of Europe, Ixv.

Catadromus, xliv.

Catascopus, xlii. xliii. xliv.

Catoxantha, xlvii.

I
Ceblepyris, Ixxvii.

Cebrionidae, xlvii.

Celerio, 1.

Centropus Sirkee, Ixxviii.

Cephalotes, xliv.

Cerambyx, xlviii.

Cerceris, xlii.

Cercopithecus radiatus, Ix.

Cer^'us, Ixxii.

— Aristotelus, Ixxii.— axis, Ixii.

capreolus, Ixxiii.

Dama, Ixxiii.

Dodur, Royle, Ixxii,

Duvancelli, Ixxii.

elaphoides, Ixxii.

elapbus, Ixxii.

equinus, Ixxii.

(fossil), xxxi.

Hippelapbu?, Ixxii.

melas, Ixxiii.

muntjac,

porcinub,

I].

Ixxii.
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•Cervus Rutwa, Ixxiii. ao.

Saumer, Ixxv.— Wallichii, Ixxii.

*Certhia Goalpariensis,

IxwilL
Certhiadseylxxviii.

Cetonia comuta, lii. xkii.

— scutellata, xlvii.

Cetoniarlre, Tlvii,

Charadrius, Ixxvltl*

Chaerotherium sivalense (fos-

sil}, XXX i.

Cluetopliora, xlii.

Cfiakors, 36.

Cbangra, Ixxvi.

Cbangree, Ixxvi.

Cheetah, Ixv. Ixiv.

Cheiroptera, Ixvii. Ix. Ixk
— fnigivorousy Ixi,

uibcctlvorous, Ixi.

Chickarni, Ixxiii.

Chifu, Ixxiii.

Chltwah, Ixiii.

Chiaenius, xlii, xliv.

nepalcnsis, xliv.

Chorion, xJi.

Chowry ox, ^8.

Chrysoinela, 11.

Chrysomelidae, xlviii. 1. xl. IL

Cicada, ^o.

stilphurca, liv.

CicHidela, xli.

— maritima, xli,

Cicindelidx, xliii, 1.

Ciconia Australia, Ixxviii.

leucoccphala, Ixxviii.

Cillenum, xlii.

Cimex lectulavius, 1.

Cinclosoma leucolophum,
Ixxvi i.

— nielanocepha]um,lxxvii.— striatum, Ixxvii.

Onnyridae, Ixxvii.

CinnyrislVrahrattensis, Ix?

Circus, Ixxvii.

cinereus, Ixxvii.

pallidus, Ixxvii.

teesa, Ixxvii.— variegatus, Ixxvii.

Cistela, xlix.

Clivina, xlii. xliii.

Cleridan, xlviii.

Clythra, xlviii,

Clytus, xlviii.

Cnodulon, xlix.

Cocciiiellu, li.

— 7-piinctata, xlix.

Coccinellidae, xlix.

Coccyzus chrysogaster,

Ixxviii.

Cochineal, 224,

Grana fina> 224,

sylvestra, 224.

Coleoptera, xlii. xlix. liv, li.

— aquatic, xlv.

Colias, i.

— edura, 20.

Coliuris, 1,

CoUurio erythronotus, lxx\'ii.

Ilardwickii, Ixxvii.

Lahtora, Ixxvii.

Coliuris, xliii.

Columba Canibayensis,

Ixxviii.

humilis, Ixxviii.

javanica, 12, Ixxviii.

leuconota, Ixxviii.

Meenah, Ixxviii.— tigrina, Ixxviii.

Columbidae, Ixxviii,

Colymbetes, xlv.

Coniorostres, Ixxvii.

Coots, 11.

Copridop, xlvi-xl. lii.

Copris Isidis, xlvi.— Miflas, xlvi, lii.— Molussus, 11.

Pithecius, xlvi. lii.

Sabseus, xlvi. lii,

Coracias Bengalensxs, Ixxvii.

Corvidae, Ixxvii.

Corvus Corax, IxxviL

— spiendens, Ixxvii.

Corynetes rufipes, li.

violaceus, li.

Cossyphus, xlix.

Cotumix Pentah, Ixxviii.

textilis, Ixxviii.

Crabronidae, 1.

Crane, 30.

Crexpusilla, Ixxviii.

Crioceris, xlviii.

Crocodilus biporcatus

*(fossil) xxxi.

Cryptocephalus, xlviii,

Cryptolopha poiocephala,

Ixxvii.

Cuculxa (fossil), xxxvi.

Cucujidse, xlviii.

Cuckoo, 11, 20,

Cuculidae, Ixxviii.

Cuculus Canonjs, Ixxviii.

— fugax, Ixxviiu
— Ilimalayanus, Ixxviii,

— sparverioidcs, Ixxviii*

Curculionidse, xl, xlviii.

Curlew, II.

Cursorius Asiaticus, Ixxviii*

Cybister, xlv,

Cyclas (fossil), xxxi,

Cyclosomus, xliii. 1.

Cymindis, xliii.

Cynips, 345.
Cynthia Cardui, li. 1. liii.

Cypsclus adinis, Ixxvii.

Cyrene (fossil), xxxi.

Dacne, xlv.

Deer, Ixiv.

hog, i*2,lxxii.

barking, Ixxiii.

fallow, Ixxiii.

musk, Ixxiii.

red, Ixxii.

Saumer, Ixxiii,

spotted, 12.

Deilcphila, I.

Delthyris (fossil), xxxvi*

Dendrocitta, Ixxvii.

— vagabundaj Ixxvii.

Dentirostres, Ixxvii,

Dermaptera, liii.

Dermestes, xlv.

lardarius, xlv. li.— Vulpinus, xlv. li.

Dermestidse, xlv.

Desera, xliii. 1.

Diaperidae, xlix,

Dicoellidae, xliv.

Dichronocephalus, 1* xhii.

Dicrurus Balicassius, Ixxvii.

Digitigrade Carnivora, Ixiv*

Dineutus nepalensis, xlv.— politus, xlv.

— spinosus, xlv.

Diopsis, lii.

Diptera, 1. lii. liv. xlii.

•Dirhinus Himalayanus, liv

Distrigus, xliv.

Dog, large, 28,

— Pariah, Ixvi.

— Thibetan, 41, 42.— wild, Ixvi. 20, 31.
Dolichus, xliv,

Donacia, xlviii.

Dorcas, Ixxiv. Ixxiii,

Dorylus, lii.

Drypta, xliii.

Dryptidiae, xliii.

Duck, 42.

English, 11, 30.

Dyschirius, xlii,

Dyscolus, xliii.

Dtticidae, xlv.

Dyticus, xlv,

Dziggetai, 42, Ixxi.

Eagle, 20, 37, 42.

Edentata, Ixx.

Egret, 11.

Elanus melanopterus, Ixxvii

Elaphrus, xlii. xliii, xliv.

Elater, H.

caenosus, xlvii,

Cyanopterus, Iv.

murinus, xlvii.

Elateridae, xlvii.

Elephant, Ixx. 12,

Elephas Indicus, Ixx.

— primigenius (fossil),

xxxi.

Elk, 31, Ixxii. Ixxiv.

Elophorus, xlii.

Emberiza, Ixxvii.

Cia, Ixxvii.

— cristata, Ixxvii.

Emblem of eternity, lii,

— of fertility, lii.

Emys (fossil), xxxi.

Endomychus, xlix.

Engidze, xlv.

Enicurus maculatus, Ixxvii.

Entellus, 19, 20,

Entomology, Himalayan
character of, 1.

Indian, character of, li.

of the Himalayas and
of India, by the Rev.

J. F. IIOPJE, XXXVI.

Epaphius, xlii.

Epirinus, lii. xlvL

Epomis, xliv,

Equus Hemionus, 42, Ixxi.

(fossil), xxxi.

Erinaceus collaris, Ixii.

Grayii, xlii.

indicus, Royle, Ixii. 6.

spatangus, bdi.

Erotylidse, xlv.

Erotylus, xlv.

Eublaea Plerippus, 1 1.

Euchlora, 1. xlvii.

Eudynamys orientalis,lxxviii.

Eumolpidae, xlviii.

Eumorphus, xlv.

Eunectes, xlv.

Eupodina, xlii.

•Eurylaimus Dalhousiae,

Ixxvii.

Eurynotus, xlix.

Evcesthetus, Iv.

Evania appendigaster, 1.

Falco Chiquera, Ixxvii.

peregrinus, Ixxvii.

Falconiclffi, Ixxvii.

Felis, Ixv.

Bengalensis, Ixv.

Caracal, Ixiv.

Chaus, Ixiv. Ixv.

Erythrotus, Ixv.

(fossil), xxxi.

Jubata, Ixiv,

Leo, Ixiv.

Leopardus, Ixiv.

minuta, Ixiv.

Moormansis, Ixv.

Nepalensis, Ixv.

Pardus, Ixiv.

Viverriceps, Ixv.

Viverrinus, Ixv.

Feroniadae, xliv.

Fire-fly, 11.

Fishes, fresh-water, Ivii.

Fissirostres, Ixxvii.

Flies blister, xxxvi.

Florikin, 12.

Fly, Orange, 1.

•Forficula macropyga, liii.— micropyga (errore

sculptoris), liii.

Fox, Ivii. Ixvi.— Bat, 20.— flying, 20.

Himalayan, 20.

Indian, Ixvi.

Hill, Ixvi.

Fowl, jungle, 31.

Fragilis Gracula, 42.
Francolinus vulgaris, Ixxviii.

Fringiila Rhodochroa
Ixxvii.

Fringillida*, l\*xv!i.

Fulica atra, Ixxviii.

Galleruca, xlviii.

Gallerucidae, xlviii.

Gallinula, Ixxviii.

— Javanica, Ixxviii.

Gallinule, purple, 11.

Gallus Bankiva, Ixxvii.— Sonnerati, Ixxvii.

•Garrulus bispecularis, 20,
Ixxvii,

— lanceolatus, 20, Ixxvii.— leucolophalus, Ixxvii.

Gazelle, Ixxiv.

— of Egypt, Ixxiv.

Geese» 42.

— Brahroinee, 37.
Geniates, xlvi.

Geometridse, 1.

Geor}Thus, Ixvii.

Geotrupes, li. xlvi.

orientalis, liv.

Geotrupidse, xlvi.

Ghoral, Ixxiii.

Gibbon, Ix.

Glareola orientalis, Ixxviii.

Glow-worm, 20.

Gluttons, Ixiii.

Gnats, I,

Goat, 42, Ixxvi.

domestic, Ixxvi-

Shawl-wool, 28, 36, 37,
42, Ixxvi.

Goldfinch, 8, 28, 42.
Goliathi, xl.

Goliath us, xlvii.

Goliatidae, xlvii.

Gonepteryx Rhamni, L 20.

Goose, wild, lii,

Grallse, 11, 42.— migration of, 30.

Grallatores, Ixxviii.

Graphiptera, xlii.

Graphipterae, xliii.

Grouse, 37, 42.
Gryllidae, I,

Guckur, 42,

Guinea-pig, Ixx.

Gulo, Ixiii.

— Nepalensis, Ixiii.

Orientalis, Ixiii. Ixiv.

Gurkur, 37.

Gymnopleurus azureus, xlvi.

capicola, xlvi.

sinuatus, xlvi.

— spiendens, xlvi.

Gypaetos barbatus, 24, Ixxvii.

Gyrinidse, xlv.

Hffimatomis undulatus.lxxvii.

Halcyon smyrnensis, Ixxvii.

Halcyonidse, Ixxvii.

Haliaeetus, Ixxvii.

— Pondicerianus, Ixxvii.

Halictus, xlii.

Halticese, xlviii.

Hare, Ixix. Ixviii. 37, 41.— Alpine, 32.— blacknecked, Ixviii,— common English, Ixviii.— red-tailed, Ixviii.

Harpali, xlii.

Harpalidae, xliii.

Harpalus, xliii.

Harpax, xlvi.

Hedgehog, Ixii-

Hegeter, xlix.

Helictes moschata, Ixiii.

Helix (fossil), xxxi.

Helluo, xliii.

Helluones, xliii.

Helocerata, xlv.

Ilelopidae, xlix.

Heraerobidae, 1.

HemipodiusnigricoIlis,lxxviii

Hemiptera, 1.

Heron, 30.

Herpestes, Ixv.— Auropunctata, Ixv.— Edwardsii, Ixv.

Herpestes Griseus, Ixv.

— Javanica, Ixiv.

Hesperophilus, xlii.

Heterocerus, xlii.

Heteromera, xxxvl. xlii.

Heteroptera, liv.

Hippelaphus, Ixxiii. Ixxiv.

•Hippobosca maculata, Hv,

* Hippopotamus sivalensis

(fossil), xxxi.

angustistrictus (fossil),

xxxi.

Hirn, Ixxiii.— female, Ixxii.

Hirundinidae, Ixxvii.

Hirundo erythropigea, Ixxvii.— filifera, Ixxvii.

Hispa erinacea, xlix.

Hispidae, xlix.

Histeridse, xlv.

Hoasica, Ixxvi.

Hog, wild, 20, Ixxi.

Homoptera, liv.

Hooloc, Ix.

Hoonuman, lix.

Hoplia, xlvii.

Horses, Ixxi. xxi.

* — (fossil), xxxi.

improved breed of, 11,

— wild, 37, 42.

Hysena, Ixvi. 12.

(fossil), xxxi.

— virgata, Ixiv.

— striped, Ixiv.

Hybosorus, xlvi.

Hydaitcus, xlv.

Hydrophilidae, xlv,

Hydroporus, xlv.

Hylobates Scyritus, Ix.

Hymenoptera, 1. xlix, lii. liv.

Hyphydrus, xlv.

Hypsepetis, Ixxvii,

Psaroides, Ixxvii.

Hystrix Cristata, var, Leuca-
rus, Ixviii.

(fossil), xxxi.

Ibex, Ixxvi.

Ibis religiosa, ii> Ixxviii,

Ichneumon Javanese, Ixiv.

Ichneumonidae, 1.

Incas, xlvii.

Insectivora, Ixi.

Insects, Ivii.

— carnivorous, xl,

coprophagous, xl.

figured in Plates 9 and
10, descriptions of

by J. O. Westwood,
Esq., F.L.S., liii.

causes influencing dis-

tribution of, xxxviii.

geographical distri-

bution of, xxxvii. xli.

influence of moisture
on, xxxix.

soil on, xli.

— temperature on,

xxxix.
— vegetation on,

xxxix.

phytyphagous, xl,

phytyvorous, xl.

proportion of in tropics,

xl.

— range of, xli.

Insessores, Ixxvii.

Ips, xlv.

liira Tiphia, Ixxvii.

Ixos, Ixxvii.

cafer, Ixxvii.

melanocephalus, Ixxvii.

Jackal, Ixiv. Ixvi.

Jackana Chinese, 11.

Jarai, Ixxii.

black, Ixxii.

hoary, Ixxii.

red, Ixxii.

Jerow, Ixxii.

Jharal, Ixxiii, Ixxvi.

/
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Jhou Laguna, Ixxii.

Jungle fowl, 12, 13,31.
Junglee Bhinse, Ixxvi.— Coota, Ixvi.

Jurao, 20.

Kalo, Ixxii.

Kastooree, Ixxi,

Khar Laguna, Ixxii.

Kiang, Ixxi.

Kucker, Ixxii.

liaccophilus, xlv.

Lagomys, Ixvii. Ixviii. Ixix.— Alpinus, Ixix,

Ogotona, Ixix.

Princeps, Ixix.

Pusillus, Ixix.

* — Roylei, Ixix.

Lagria, xlix,

Laguna, Ixxii.

Languiria, xir.

Laniadae, Ixxvii.

Lanius, Ixxvii.

~ muscicapioides, Ixxvii.
Lamellicornes, 1. xl. xlvi. lii.

Lamia Roylii, xlviii.

rubus, 11.

Wallichii, Iv. xlviii.

Latniadae, xlviii.

Lampyridse, xlvii.

Lampyris, xlvii.

Laridae, Ixxviji.

Lark, 3N37.
Lebia, xliii,

Lebiadae, xliii.

Lemming, Ixvii.

Leopard, Ixiv.lxv. 12,20.
Lepidoptera, li. 1. xlii.

Leptorhynchus gangeticus
(fossil), xxxi.

Leptosomus afer, Ixxviii.

Lepturidaa, xlviii.

Lepus nigricoUis, Ixviii.— Ruficaudatus, Ixviii.

Lesticus, xliv.

Libellulinae, I,

Licini, xlii.

Licinus, xliv.

Limosa melanura, Lxxviii.

Linnet, 37> 42.
Lion, Ixiv. 6.

Lonchura Cheet, Ixxvii.— melanocephala, Ixxvii,— nisoria^ Ixxvii.

Longicornes, xl. xlviii.

Lophophorus Impeyanus, 24,
36,. 42. Ixxvii.

Lucanidae, xlvi.

Lucanus Lunifer, Iv.

Luckur-bucker, Ixv.

Lulgan, Ixix.

Lungoor, lix.

Lutra (fossil), xxxi.— Nair, IxvL— Leptonyx, Ixvi.— vulgaris, Ixvi.

Lycus, xlvii.

Lynx, 12.

— Persian, Ixiv.— red-eared, Ixiv.

Lytta gigas, lii. xlix.

Macacus Silenus, 31.
Maha, Ixxii.

Malacliius, xlvii.

Malacodermata, xlvii.

Mammal, Ivii.

Mammalogy of the Himala-
yas, Memoir on, by
Wm. Ogilhv, Esq.,
Sec. Zool. Soc, Ivi.— Himalayan, an epitome
of that of the world,
1 • • •

469
Manis Auritus, ixx.

Macroura, Ixx.

Pentadactyla, Ixx.— short-tailed, Ixx. 6.

Mantidae, liv.

* Mantis, Roylii, liv.

Marmot, Ixvii. 37, 4U— Thibet, Ixvii.

Mareca Acosuree, Ixxviii,— fistularis, Ixxviii.

Masoreus, xliv,

Mastiif, Thibet, Ixvi.

Megalochelys sivalensis (fos
silj, xxxi.

Megalopus, Hi.

*Megarhynchus transversa-
lis, liv.

Meles, Ixiii.

ColIaris,lxiii.

Melephagidoe,

Melogale personata, Ixiii.

Melolontha, li.xlvi.— vulgaris, xlvi.

Melolonthidse, xlvii. xlviii.

MeljTis, Hi. xlvii,

MeropidiE, Ixxvii.

Merops, Ixxvii.

— javanicus, Ixxvii.— viridis, Ixxvii.

Merulidae, Ixxvii.

Mimela, xxxiv. 1.

Milvus Govinda, Ixxvii.

Mole, Ixii.

MoUusks.lvii.
Monal, 36.

Monkey, lix, 19.

black, 31.

bonnet, Ix.

common, Ix.

(fossil), xxxi.

Mordellidae, xlix.

Morio, xliii.

Mormolyce, xliv.

Moschus moschiferus, Ixxi.

Ixxiii.

Mosquitoes, 1.

Motacilla alba, Ixxvii.— DukJiunensis, Ixxvii.

Mouse, Ivii.

field, Ixviii.

Mule, of travellers, 42.
Mungoos, Ixv.

Muntjac, 20.

Mustang, Ixvi.

Mus Deciimanus, Ixvii.lxviii.

Noctuidae, L
Nomada, xlii.

Notaphi, xlii.

Noterus, xlv.

Nothiophilus, xlii.

Notoxidae, xlix.

Notoxus, xlix.

*Nycteribia, Roylii, liv.

Nyctiornis Amherstiana,
Ixxvii

Nymphalidae, liii,

Nyool, Ixv.

Oiceoptoma, xlv.

OHstophus, xHv.
Omaseus, xlii. xliv.

Omalysus, xlvii.

Omphra, 1. xliii.

Oniticellus, xlvi.

Onthophagus, 1 v. xlvi.

* — Phanceoides, Iv.

Oodes, xHv.

Opatrum, xlii. xlix.

Ophoni. xlii.

Ophonus, xiiii.

pubescens, xlii.

Oriole, 1 1.

Oriolus aureus, Ixxvii.

melanocepbalus, Ixxvii.

Orphnns, xlvi.

Orthogonius, lii. xliii.

Orthoptera, 1. liv.

Oryetes, xlvi.

Osmia spinulosa. xlii.

Otis aurita. 12, Ixxviii.

Bengalensis, 12. Ixxviii.

deliciosa, Ixxviii.

Otus Bengalensis, Ixxvii-

Brachyotos, Ixxvii.

Otters, Ixvi. u,
Ovis Ammon, Ixxvi. 42,

Musmon, Ixxvi.

Nafioor, Ixxvi.— tragelaphus, Ixxvi.

Owl, Ivii.

Ox, Chowry, 28.— Indian, Ixxvi.

Oxystomus, xliii.

Ozoena, xliii.

Pavo cristatus, 78.

Peacock, 11, 31.
Pedinus, xlii.

Peejoo, Ixiii.

Pelecanus Onocrotalus,

Ixxviii.

Pelican, 11.

Pelicanidffi, Ixxviii.

Pelorus, xliv.

Pentatoma, 1.

Percus, xliv.

Perdix Chukor, 36, 42.

Ixxvni.— Olivacea, Ixxviii.— Ponticeriana, Ixxviii.

Pernis apivorous, Ixxvii.

Petrocincla cinclorhjuca,

Ixxvii.

Phaenicophaeus castaneus,

Ixxviii,

Pha^nicornis princeps, Ixxvi— peregrina, Ixxvii.

Pliaenieuraatrata, Ixxvii.

(fossil), xxxi.

giganteus, Ixviii.

nemorivagus, Ixviu.— niviventer, Ixviii.

Musca, h
Muscicapa, Ixxvii.

Muscicapidae, Ixxvii.

Muscipeta indica. Ixxvii.— melanops, Ixxvii,— Paradisii, Ixxvii.

Musk, 20, Ixxi.

Tibetan, 41,
Muskattus, Ixvii.

Mustelse, Ixv.

Mustela flavigula. Ixv.— Hardwickii, 20.— Kathiah, Ixv.

lanigera, Ixvi,

Mycteria,

Mylabris, xlix.

Myophonus Nepalensis,

Ixxvii,

Teramlnckii, Ixxvii.

— sources of information,
]- f *

Vlll.

Mastodon elephantoides,

xxxi.

elephantoides, xxxi.

angustidens, xxxi,

laiidenSj xxxi.

Nahoor, Ixxvi.

Nebria, xlii.

Nebriadie, xliv.

Necrodes, xlv.

Necrophaga, xlv. xl.

Neel-gae, 6.

Neel-ghau, Ixxiii. Ixxiv.

Neophron Percnopterus,
Ixxvii.

Necrophorus, xlv.

Neuroptera, Eastern, 1,

Nitidulidae, xlv.

Pachydermata, Ixx.

— (fossil), xxxi.

Pactolus, xlvi.

Palaeornis Alexandri, Ixxviii.

fiavicollaris, Ixxviii.

schisticeps, Ixxviii.

torquatus, Ixxviii.

Paludina (fossil), xxxi.

Panageeus, xliv.

Panther, Ixiv,

*Paphia Parakekta, Hii, 12,

PapiHo Epius, 11.

* — Machaon,Iiii. I. li.

Papilionidae, liii.

Papio Assamensis, Ix.— rhesus, lix. Ix.

Para, Ixxii.

Paradoxuri, Ixiv. Ixv.

Paradoxurus, Ixv.

Bondur, Ixv. Ixiii.

Hirsutus, Ixv.

Lanigerus, Ixv.

Larvatus, Ixv,

Nepalensis, Ixv.

Parnus, xlii.

Parra Sinensis, IxxviiL

Partridge, 37.

black, 37.

grey, 37 •

Parus erythrocephalufi,Ixxvii.

melanolophus, Ixxvii.— monticolus, Ixxvii.— xanthogenys, Ixxvii.

Passajidae, xlvi.

Passer domestica, Ixxvii.

Pastor, Ixxvii.— IVlahrattensis, Ixxvii.

pagodarum. Ixxvii.

roseus, Ixxvii.

tristis, Ixxvii.

Patrobus. xliv.

Paussidae, lii. xlviii,

3 R

caeruliocephnla. Ixxvii.

frontalis, Ixxvii.— leucocephala, Ixxvii.

Plialacrocorax javajiicus,

Ixxviii.

Plmlaena Cynthia, 329, 339,
340.

Phalanta antica, 11.

Phanseus, Iv.

Phasianidae, Ixxviii.

Phasianus albocristatus,

Ixxviii

leuconotus, 12, 20,

Ixxviii.

Pucrasse, 20, Ixxviii.

Stacey'd, Ixxviii,

Wallichii, 24, 42,
Ixxxiii.

Pheasants, 1 18, 20, 24,

Phusro, IxxiL

Phyliocharis, xlviii 1,

Pica erytlirorhynca, Ixxvii.

20.

— vagabunda, 20. Ixxvii.

Picidae, Ixxvii. 20.

Picus Bengalensis, 12, Ixxviii.— Brunnifrons, Ixxviii.

Himalayanus, Ixxviii.

Ilyperithrus, Ixxviii,

3Iahrattensis, Ixxviii.

Malaccensis, Ixxviii.

Nepalensis, Ixxviii,

Shorii, Ixxviii.

Squamatus, Ixxviii.

Strenuus, Ixxviii.

Pieris h)T)arota, 11.

Pigeon, blue, 37.— green, 12.

Pika Siberian, 2 1,24, 37, Ixix.

Piraelia, xlix. li.xlii.

Pimeliariae, xlix.

Pipridae, Ixxvii,

Pisces (fossil), xxxi.

Pitta Brachyura, Ixxvii,

Planorbis (fossil), xxxi.

Platycrepis, xlix.

Platymetopus, xliii.

Piatynus. xliv.

Platysma, xliv.

Plectropterus melanotus,
Ixxviii.

Pioceus, Ixxvii.

Philippensis, Ixxvii,

Podontia, I. xlviii.

Poecilus, xliv.

Pogonus. xlii. xliv-

Pogonidae, xliv.

Pole cat, Ixvi.

Polyommata, xlii.

Pomatorhinus erythrogjniys,

Ixxviii.

Pontia, 1.— Brassicae, 20.

Popillia, lii. xlvii.

Porcupine, Ixviii. 20.

I'orphyrio liyacinthhius,

Ixxviii.

Porus, Iv.

• — ochraceus, Iv.

Prinia, Ixxvii.

Pnonidae,xl. xlviii.

Prionus, xlviii.

Pristonychus, xliv.

Proceridae, xliv.

Promocoptera, xliii.

Psammodius, xlii.

PseudQ-z;jena, xliii.

Psela|»hi(lae, xlix,

Psittacidae, Ixxviii.

Pterocles exustns, Ixxvm
Pteromys, Alboniger, Ixvii— magnificus, Ixvii.

Pteropus, Ix,

dasymallus, Ixi.

Dnssumieri, Ix.

Edwardsii, Ix.

leucocephalus, Ix.

». — Medius, Ix.

poliocpphahis, Ixi.

psclaphon, Ixi,

pyrivoroiis. Ix. Ixi.

rubicollis. Ix.

tail-Iess, Ix,

Ptinidjc, xlviii.

Pyrochroa, xlix.

Quadnimana, lix.

(fossil),

Quail, n.

Rails, 1 1.

Hallida}, Ixxviii.

RhIIus aquaticus, Ixxviii.

Rams, fighting, 28.
Ruptores, Ixxvii.

Rasores, Ixxviii.

Rat, Ixvii. Ixviii. Ixix,

black, Ixvii.

brown, Ixvii,

great, Ixviii.

musk, Ixii.

Norway, Ixvii.

tniUless, Ixx,

Ratel, Ixiii. Ixiv. 11.

Rato, Ixxii.

Rattelus melHvorouSjlxii.
Ratwa, Ixxiii.

Raven, 21, 24, 42, 31, 32, 37.
Huya (fossil), xxxi.

Reduvius^ 1.

Rcech, Ixii. Ixiii.

Reek, Ixii.

Rembus, xliv.

Reptiles, Ivii.

Reptilia (fossil), xxxi.

Rhinoceros, Ixx. 12.

angustistrictus (fossil),

xxxi.

Indian, Ixx.

sivalensis (fossil), xxxi.

Unicornis, Ixx.

Rhinolophi, Ixi.

Rhipidura albifrontata,lxxvii.— fuscoventris, Ixxvii.

Rhodope,
Rhynchaea capensis, Ixxviii.

*Ripiphorus Apicalis, Iv.

Rodentia, Ixvii.

(fossil), xxxi.

Roebuck, Ixxiii. Ixxiv.

Ruminantia, Ixxi.

hollow-horned, Ixxiii.

(fossil), xxxi.

Sagra. lii. xlviii.

Sagridie, xlviii.

Salda, springing, xlii.

Sambre, Ixxii.

Saperda, xlviii.

Sarrotrium, xlix.

Sassa, Ixvi.

Satyra, 42.

melanocephala, 24, 42.

Saumer, Ixxii. Ixxiii. Ixxiv.

Saxicola bicolor, Jxxvii.

— rubicolou Ixxvii.

Scan'iores, IxxviiL

StMpterus, xliii.
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Scarabaeus, xlvU
Atlas, xlvi,

Scarabaeidae, xlvi.

Scarites, xlii.

Scaritidae, xVnu
Sciunis Lokriah, Ixvii.

Lokroides, Ixvii.

Palmaruin, Ixvii.

Scolopacidse, 78.

Scolopax capensist i J

.

Gallinago, Ixxviii.

rusticola, Ixxviii.

•Scutellera Puldiella, liv.

Scydmx^nidae, xlix.

Scydmaenus, xlix.

Selenophorus, xliii,

Semnopithecus Entellus, llx.

12.

(fossil), xxxi.

Rhesus, 12.

Sepidium, xlix.

Sheep, broad- tailed, 28, Ixxvi,

domestic, Ixvii.

wild, 3 1 , Ixxvi.

Shrew, Indian, Ixii.

Siagona, lii.

— atrata, Hi, xllii.

Silk-worm, 337*
Arindy, 329, 339.
Bughy, 340.
Tusseh, 340.

Silpha, xlv.

Simia, ^nrc//w*, 12,

RhesuHy I a.

Siletius, 31,
Simiae, lix,

Sisyphus, xIW,

Sitta castaneoventris, Ixxvii.

Skin, Ixxiii.

I

Sivatherium giganteum (fos-

sil), xxxi,

SoHpeda ( fossil )> xxxi.

Snipe, li. 11, 30.

Sorex indieus, Ixii.

Sources of Entomological in-

formation, xxxvii.

Spalax, Ixvii.

Sparrow, Ivii.

Sphex, xli.

Sphingidie, i.

Sphinx, I.

Sphodridae, xliv.

Sphodrus, xliv.

Squalus? (fossil), xxxi.

Squirrel, flying, Ixvii, 20.

— strfped, IvviL

Stag, 12, Ixxii. Ixxiv.

Staphiiinidae, li, xHx.
Starling, 11.

Stenolophus, xlv.

Sterna Seena, Ixxviii,

Sternocera, xlvii.

Steruoxes, xl.

Steropu8,xIiv.

Storais, xliv.

Stork, 30.

Strigidae, Ixxvii.

Scrix Bramai Ixxvii.

— passerina, Ixxvii.

Struthionidae, Ixxviii.

Stumidae, Ixxviii.

Sturnua vulgaris, Ixxviii.

Sugoriah, Ixxii.

Suroo, Ixxiii.

Snrow, Ixxiii.

Sylvia rufa, Ixxvii.— sibilatrix, Ixxvii,

trochilus, Ixxvii.

Syiviadae, 77.

Tachys, xlv.

Tagenia, xlix,

Talpa, Ixii.

Tangnn, Ixxi.

Tantalus leucocephalus,

Ixxviii.

Teal, English, 1 1.— migration of, 30.

Telephoridse, !
Tenebrionidae, xlix,

Tenebris, xlix.

Tenuirostres, Ixxvii.

Terebratula (fossil), xxxi.

Terias Hecabe, ii.

Testacea (fossil), xxxi.

Tetragonoderus, xlv.

Tetramera, xlii.

Tetraogallus, 37.
Tetraonidie, Ixxviii.

Tetraonyx, xlix,

Tetyra, I.

Thar, Ixxiii. Ixxvi,

Therates, xliii.

Thrush, 28,31.
Thyreopterus, xliii.

Tiger, Ixiv. Ixv. 11,12,20,41.
Timalia chatarsea, Ixxvii.— Somervillii, Ixxvii.

Tineidae, I.

Todidae, Ixxvii.

Tortricidee, 1.

Totanus fuscus, Ixxviii.

— Glaceola, Ixxviii.— glottoides. Ixxviii.

Tragopan Hastingsii, ixxviii.

Trechidae, xlii. xlv.

Trechus, xlii.

Trichiidae, xlvii.

Trichius, xlvii.

Tricondyla, xliii.

Triplax, xlv.

Trigonodactyla, xliii. lii,

Trigonotama, xliv.

Tringa ochropus, Ixxviii.

Trionyx (fossil), xxxi.
Trox, xlvi.

Turdus albicinctus, Ixxvii.— atrogularis, Ixxvii.— Eiythrogaster, Ixxvii.— paeciiopterus, IxxviL— saularis, Ixxvii.

Unicorn, Ixxi.

Unio (fossil), xxxi.

Univalves (fossil), xxxi.
Upis, xlix.

Upupa Epops, Ixxviii.

Urnee Bhinse, Ixxvi,

Ursitaxus inauritus, Ixiii.

Ursiis, Ixii.

Americanus, Ixiii.

Arctos, Ixiii.

Isabellinus, Ixii. Ixiii.

labiatus, Ixii. Ixiii.

Malayanus, Ixii. Ixiv.

maritimus, Ixiii.

Thibetanus, Ixii. Ixiii.

Vanessa almana, 11.

Antiopa, liii.

Atalanta, 1. li. liii,

cardui, 20.

urticae, 20.

Vanellus Goensis, Ixxviii,

Vespertilio aimiger, Ixi.— formosa, Ixi.

Vespertilio fuliginosa, Ixi,

— labiata, Ixi.

— tragatus, Ixi.

Vespertiliones, Ixi.

Vespertilionidae, of Nepal, Ix,

Vespidse, 1. xlix.

Vinago sphenura, Ixxviii.

Viverra,— indica, Ixv.— Rasse, Ixv.— Zibetta, Ixv.

Vultur barbatiis, Ixxvii. 42.— leuconotiis, Ixxvii.

Vulture, bearded, 20, 21.

Vulturidae, Ixxvii.

Wah, Ixiii.

War, Ixxiii-

Weasel, Ixvi.

Wolf, Ivii. Ixi.

— of India, Ixvi.

Woodcock,30, 31 , Ivii.i 18,1 3.

Xanthorbina, xlvii.

Yak, 36, 37, 4*2* Ixxvi.

Yunx torquilla, Ixxviii,

Zabrus, xliv.

Zebu, Ixxvi.

Zoology, Himalayan, like that

of temperate climes,

Ivi.

Zoological inquiry, remarks
addressed to gentle-

men in India to assist

m, Ivui.

Zosterops, Ixxvii.

Zygaenidae, liii.
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290,200 Bakla

^ 6f)

Bakla misree v. Bakla

koobtee

303 Balunjroo

141,180 Ban

414 Burdee

205 Burkook

419 Birunj

312 Buzr katoona

323 Bisbaseh

430 Bisfaij

393 Bus!

393 Busl al kue

178 Butura

176 Balessan

345 BuUoot

345 Bulloot al mulik

210 Buleleh, v. Myrobolans

h\j

L-lJ

261 Usterak

250 Ufsunteen

66 Afeeoon

183 Akakia

185 Akutmookt

pi

^fJJ 302 Akleelaljibbul

'C '̂/

&
^^

\L^

uLxf

es^^J-

199 Akleel al mulik

204 A loo

64 Ambuibaree

271 Inderjuo

229, 230 Aneeson

383 Aoshba

372 Eersa

250 Baboonuj

is/j 229 Badian

C^\ tl.
1 58 Badian khutai

^- 231 Barzud

<)^\ 64 Aarghees v. Berberry

262 Ebenus

•1 352 Ubhul

**

ui^Xc^l

362 Abhool

82,49 A tees

JuJi JLbl 130 Goturuj

CJ^\^\^\\2U Asul

229 Ujraood V. Aneeson

229, 230 Ajwain

271, 272 Azarakee

244 Izkhur

319 Irak

419 Aruz

140, 141 Azadidurukht

318,319 Isfanakh

393 Iskeel

231 Ooshk

439 Ooshneh

Lry^. \

J

-*1
VWi9l

-u:-!
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274 Sukmoonya

231 Sukbeenuj

178,246 Sukkur

267, 275 Sukkur al ashur

325 Suleekhee

420 Suraak

186 Suna

242 Sunbul

Sunbuljibullee

Sunbul roomee

Sunbul fareee

352 Sundroos

385 Sorinjan

372 Sosun

\Jy^A-^

^^JUJ-:-.

t/-;jJk:»^

..Ur,_y-u

u^y

68 Shahturuj, v. «a;r»e? of Greeks j aU*

345 Shah buUoot ^jili

419 Shaeer

264, 194 Sheerkisht

389 Sibr

302 Satur

203 Sudburg

183 Suraugh arabee

>

.. A
>»

i^Jk-?

5^y^

259 Taleesfur

427 Tabasheer

\1,

u.
••

250 Akurkura

200 Adus

383 Aoslibeh

351 Aluk

178 Aluk ool unbat

288 Anub ul salib

171 Aod

440 Gharikon, v. AyapiKov

223 Ghasool

344 Ghurb

^J?^
u-j^

LUluJ3x
9 rf«

414 Fafeer

214 Furas

328 Firfiyon

82 Fistuk

440 Fittur

333 Filfil

333 Filfil mooe

•

u.t^V

JiJi

^r'^Uii

Khirbuk uswud, v. J^l J^>^

46 Hellebore.

1 63, 186 Khumoob

328 Khiroa

66 Khush khush

369 Khusyat al salib

369 Khusyat al kulb

204 Khookh

358 Kholinjan

70 Khueree

. * -i

u-JiJIc:

._Jj3\u

^A

186 Dad murdun

325 Dar cheenee

63,64 Darhuld

208 Darmee

419 Dukhun

344 Doordar

271 Dufle

315 Doolb

.,l)-c J'J^Uj^

r^
b

^L^j

J'J

!j

195,393,400 Dum al akhwain^^.^r^^^^ ^J

328 Dund

140 Dek

344,350,351,356 Deodar

351 Ratianuj

229 Razeeanuj

314 Rasuna

316 Rawund

302 Rihan

l-ty

330 Zurawund

419 Zurut

372 Zafiran

351 Zift-rutub

358 Zungibeel

267 Zuetoon

Jjjljj

•• %

'JJ

Jj^J

sA>
••

'J

240 Boon

280 Bunj

345 Binduk

74 Bunufsha

334 Bhang

205 Bihee

47 Bish

279 Benj^

U «« •

271 Papeeta

319 Peeloo

*• V*

-J "V

• »

393 Som

420 Jawurus

231 Juwasheer

49 Judwar

239 Jowz al kue

323 Jowz boa

280 Jowz masil

349, 322 Chilgoza

383 Chob Chenee

299 Saj

413 Sad

325 Saduj-hindee

307 Sepistan

155 Sudab

169 Sidr

349 Surul

348, 352 Suroo

u
\x^

JJtMl

I

149 Haj

302 Hasha

144 Hub al ban

326 Hub al ghar

308 Hub al nil -

247 Hurshuf

155 Harraala

261 Hussee al jawee

63, 64 Hooziz

213 Hlnna

419 Hinteh

CV^J^J

308 Toorbud

194 Turmis

194,214,267 Toorunjbeen

50 Tiryak farook

184 Tush meezuk

397 Tamr

332 Tunbol

179 Tuntereek

337 Toot <^y

214 Sumrut al asul .
Jii\ tiyj

2 14 Sumrut al toorfa l^aJI iZJj^

a
'Jj/r
M V •>¥

J^\

JU)\

J^K

Jtr^

^J^.U
• «

U^
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130 Marseeska

321 Mazrion

190,200 Muttur

176 Murr

279 Mirch

84 Mooshk daneh

205 JMishmish

178 MustakeC; v. Mastic

354 Mot

176 Mooql

400 Mokul

239 Muen Phul

l5*-M»-^W<

i:,^jj
U

>r*

(2.

393 Nakdoun

230 Nankhwah

169 Nebbek

374 Nurjus

302 Nana

195 Neel, v. Indigo

140 Neem

486 Wuj

203 Wurd

393 Halyon

247 llindba

268 Yasmeeii

^^.^U

iWU

^
\j-=rj

C^

«•

I ^
^r~

bjcJb

h
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225 Kirm
M

70 Kurunb

231 Kinvia

229 Kuzeereh

325 Kusela

Khisht bur khisht, cu-^^

101 V. Helicteres

148 Kishmish

441 Kuma

206 Kumsurree, v. Pear

229 Kumoon

H/

242,243 Phu

400 Foful

237 Fooh

««

•• tS

177 Koondur

304 Gao-zuban

407 Guj-pippul

214 Guz

214 Guzunjbeen

170 Gool i pista

419 Gundoom

164 Ladun, v, Ladanum

234 Lablab

261 Looban

271 Lissan al asafeer

190, 194 Lobia

261 Lodh
'

ft

63 Loofyon

63 Lookyon

d^

J

ov;j

168 Kat

264 Kawind

182 Kutt

78 Kurunphul

360 Kust

360 Kust shereen

360 Kust hindee

278 Kusb

278 Kusb al zarireh

86 Kutn

334 Kinnub

240 Kuehwa

168 Kat

^J 1 409 Kazee

r
^

^^^

,u

- c>y

J

:lj15

J^/

2^'^J/i\
4«

^
*>

u5'

sLz^l i.iLJ
•k u

...J

247 Kasnee

324 Kafoor, v. Camphor

279, 280 Kaknuj

333 Kubabeh
r

72 Kibber, v. Caper

82 Kutan

109 Kuteera

393 Korras

229 Kurufs

146 Kunn, v. Grape vine

J.

i,lS
• *

p
<.

In the General Index, the names of the natural families treated of are in Small Capitals, and are preceded by the number of the

natural order, for the sake of reference to the Table of Contents. The numbers after the names refer to pages, the first after the

orders indicating that, at which it is treated of; the others are either incidental or less important. The words in Italics are
r

either foreign or native names, or synonyms. The Roman figures refer to the Introductory portions, and the Arabic to the

Botanical part of the Work.

A* preceding a word indicates that the plant or subject referred to is figured in the Work.
The Indexes having been, in many cases, prepared from proof sheets, a few errors will be found in the numbering, seldom, how-

ever, exceeding a page> except in the references to the Geological and Meteorological parts, where they were caused by the Index

having been completed previous to these parts being set up in sheets, the paging of which, the notes at the end of the Introduc-

tion, containing recent information from I\Ir. Vigne and Dr. Falconer, materially altered. The Meteorology now commences at

p. XXX, *

THE END,

1»RINTED BY J.U COX AKI) SONS, 75, GRKAT QUEEN-STREET,
.,»l-iyCOLN S-INV-FIKL1>S.


